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BUYER'S GUIDE TO QUALIEIED FILM PRODUCERS



These are the I FACTS
i

about sponsored film distribution..

Call on us for yo ies of these booklets

CALL (COLLECT IF YOU WISH) OR WRITE.

NEW YORK 3 East 54th Street, New York 22, N. Y. PLaza 8-2900

CHICAGO 1 Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1, III. DEIaware 7-3252

DETROIT 1224 Maccabees Building, Detroit 2, Mich. TEmple 2-4211

LOS ANGELES 612 S. Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, Cal. MAdison 9-2121

PITTSBURGH 210 Grant Street, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. GRant 1-9118
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GOOD HABITS
in sellincr
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IN
THE LIGHT OF INCREASING EMPHASIS on sales-

manship, we submit that there's an urgent need

for a brief training film on Good Habits in Selling.

Such a film will drive home, among other things,

the vital importance of not taking too much for

granted, of being courteous to everyone, of leaning

over backwards to tell the truth and nothing but the

truth about one's products and services, of not mak-

ing promises one can't keep, of respecting the opin-

ions of the other fellow, and above all else, the

importance of being a good listener.

Incidentally, the company that sponsors such a

film will acquire not only an excellent training tool

but a film which its customers and prospects will be

eager to show within their own organizations.

We know from experience that promoting a

film of this general character makes for good cus-

tomer-relations . . . and we can give you a number

of case-histories by way of proof. Ask us to show

the pictures, and to tell you how they were used.

CARAVEL
730 FIFTH AVENUE

FILMS, INC
NEW YORK'TEL. CIRCLE 7-6110



Winik camera crew films Parade cf States,

New, High-Speed Du Pont "Superior" 4

Captures Miss America Pageant for TV
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. - Filming the
1956 Miss America Pageant in the resort's

huge convention hall was a tough assign-

ment tor Winik Film (Corporation, New
York City, since only available light was
used. But cameraman Fred Fordham
chose Du Font's new high-speed "Supe-
rior" 4 Motion Picture Film and turned
out top-quality pictures . . . with an illu-

mination of about 40 foot-candles!

Thousands of TV viewers .saw the filmed
portion of the show on the ABC-TV Net-
work, sponsored by Philco Corporation.
The pictures were clear and sharp with

a full scale of middle tones (see table

below for recommended exposures).

High-speed "Superior" 4 has an expo-

sure index of 320, Daylight; 250, Tungs-
ten, with a combination of medium-fine
grain and extreme latitude. It's available

in 35-mm and 16-mm sizes and is espe-

cially designed for theatrical and tele-

vision work.
NEW Du Pont "Superior" 4, Type 928,

Motion Picture Film is available now!
Take advantage of its speed, latitude, fine

grain and full panchromatic reproduction

in your own motion-picture work.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact your near-

est DuPcint Sales Office (listed below) or the

DuPont Company, Photo Products Depart-

ment, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada:

Du Pont Company of Canada Limited,

Toronto.
SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8. Ga 805 Peachtree Building

Boston 10, Mass 140 Federal Street

Chicago 30, III 4560 Touhy Ave,, Lincolnwood

Cleveland 16. Ohio 20950 Center Ridge Road

Dallas 7. Texas 1628 Oak Lawn Avenue

Los Angeles 38. Calif 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.

New York 11, N. Y 248 West 18th Street

Wynnewood, Pa 308 East Lancaster Avenue

Export Nemours BIdg
,
Wilmington 98. Delaware

ILLUMINA TION:
For incideni incandescent
lighl: 24 frames per second
— 1/50 second.



It is our privilege to have important film communica-

tions projects currently in work for American Telephone

& Telegraph Company, Don Lee Broadcasting System,

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, General Electric

Company, Mosler Safe Company, National Carbon Com-

pany, National Consumer Finance Association, Sahara

Petroleum Company, Union Carbide & Carbon Corpo-

ration, United Fruit Company, United States Steel

Corporation.

We verv' much appreciate their concrete expression of

confidence that our organization continues to produce

better films for business.

John Sutherland Productions, Incorporated

LOS ANGELES
201 North Occidental Boulevard

Los Angeles 26. California Dunkirk 8-5121

NEW YORK
33 East 48th Street

New York 17, New York PLaza 5-1875

DETROIT
6560 Cass Avenue
Detroit 2. Michigan TRinity 2-2280
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Presented by Frigidaire, a division

of General Motors, "Living Unlim-
ited" is a bright and entertaining

motion picture exposition of the ap-

plication of GM's brand of industrial

research to products esp€<:ially de-

signed for better li\'ing in the "aver-

age" American home-

In animation (with live-action se-

quences), this 13i'2 minute "Kitchen

L'-i. -i!^^.iL lells il6 stury in rh\niing

couplets and. after an amusing his-

torical sequence has opened the film,

introduces the concept of the indus-

trial technician, which grew into

"kitcheneering", a special application

of industrial research to home ap-

pliances.

Emphasis is laid on the fabulous

Kitchen of Tomorrow, which is pre-

sented in live-action. This is the

Frigidaire "advance planning" mar-
vel with the push-button magic recipe

selector, deliveries from outside the

house direct into the refrigerator,

cold-top marble kitchen range, the

\Tsible electronic oven, the sonic

dishwasher and other appliances of

sheer magic.

"Living Unlimited" was designed pri-

marily for tele\dsion and theatrical

distribution to acquaint the public

with General Motor's new Technical

Center (where the American home
of the future is being planned today)

and with the company's vast pro-

gram! of research aimed solely at

bringing about better li\'ing for more
people.

•

In telling its story graphically, con-

cisely and entertainingly. "Living

Unlimited" becomes still another ex-

ample of the better business film—
the film with the Sutherland touch.
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— ANOTHER TSI FIRST—
The only truly lightweight (23 lbs.) 16mm projector with no

rethreading or rewinding after the show.

Easily carried by salesmen or saleswomen— exclusive automatic

rewind features make it easy to use. Plug it in and it's ready

to go. Use it in lighted rooms—dark rooms— factory benches,

lunch rooms— desk top showings—on sales counters— in the

home—farm or wherever a top notch sales tool is needed.

Liberal screen size—adequate for showing up to twenty people.

If you can operate a radio, you can operate the TSI Moviematic.

Built by Technical Service, Inc. (TSI)—the world's oldest and

largest manufacturers of repeater type projectors.

Write for descriptive data or demonstration.

TECHNICAL SERVICE, INC.
30865 FIVE MILE ROAD * DEPT. C. • LIVONIA, MICH.

Wesf Coojf Office: 4357 Melrose Ave. • Hollywood 29, Calif. • Phone Normandie 5-6621

Canadian Distr.: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd. • 447 Jarvis St. • Toronto 5, Ont.

Foreign Distr.: Schmid Co., Dietikon>Zurich, Switzerland

production

1957

AN EDITORIAL FOREWORD

THIS Seventh Annual review of established, ex-

perienced business and television film producers
in the U. S., Canada and overseas brings the buyer

of motion pictures, slidefilms, tv commercials and other
audio-visual media facts in depth and detail about the

facilities, recent productions and clientele of over 250
companies who are real leaders in this field.

"By their works" you can know the qualifications

of all types of companies who make all kinds of films.

The inspiring personal contributions which appear
throughout the editorial pages of this issue bring ad-

ditional evidence of their progressive thinking.

The year past has been another important milestone
in the progress of audio-visual communications. A
reflection of that progress lies in the broad scope of

creative and production services, embracing many
types of media, with which these companies are en-

trusted by large and small companies, by their govern-
ments and by trade and professional groups alert to

the importance of these superb communication tech-

niques—to the public,—as citizens, as youth groups
and as workers.

As one experienced hand in this field has said, "each
film stands on its own merits" but collectively, the

more than a thousand recently-produced motion pic-

tures and slidefilms listed in these pages make up a

monumental contribution to man's progress through
better understanding. These visualized sight and sound
programs are certainly among the best created any-

where in the world, for the many special purposes they

now serve.

The Editors of BUSINESS SCREEN are proud of the

task we have completed, with the help of these forth-

right suppliers. They have laid the facts squarely be-

fore you, the buyer, o/(rf the facts speak for them.

—OHC

Issue One, Volume Eighteen of Business Screen Magazine, published
February 15, 1957. Issued 8 times annually at six-week inlervals at 7064
Sheridan Road. Chicago 26, Illinois by Business Screen Magazines, Inc.

Phone BRiargate 4-8234 O. H. Coelln, Jr., Editor and Publisher. In New
York: Robert Seymour, Jr., 489 Fitlh Avenue, Telephone Riverside 9-0215

or MUrray Hill 2-2492. In Los Angeles: Edmund Kerr. 104 So. Carondelet.

Telephone DUnkirk 7-2281. Subscription $3.00 a year; $5.00 two years
{domestic); $4.00 and $7.00 foreign. Entered as second class matter May
2, 1946, at the post office al Chicago, Illinois, under Act of March 3, 1879.

Entire content copyrighted 1957 by Business Screen Magazines, Inc. Trade-

mark registered U.S. Patent Office. Address advertising and subscription

inquiries to the Chicago Office of publication.

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE
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color harmony
every time

You'll also

have production harmony

every time you schedule

these Byron 16mm facilities:

script

art

titling

animation

editing

sound effects

recording

location photography
music library

sound stage

complete black-and-uhite

laboratory facilities

precision magnetic striping

color-correct
*

prints ....

Quality conscious? Byron color-correct* prints are

what you want. Get duplicate prints processed

with exacting fidelity— color prints in balance that

retain all their natural beauty with full depth and

clarity. Color-correct* is a Byron exclusive, the result

of many years of engineering research and development

by a pioneer laboratory— stafTed by master craftsmen

— working with the finest equipment at top level

efficiency. Choose the leader in the 16mm color field.

Time important? Try our 8-hour ser\'ice.

byron Studios atid Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington 7, D.C. DUpont 7-1800

•Reg. V. S. Patent Office
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A growing organization re-
sponsive to tlie expanding^
need for communication
tlirougli the siciliful use of
images and sounds ... *
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dynamic fiims, inc. • dynamic studios, inc. • medical dynamics, inc. • dynami<
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Lee R. Bobker, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT . Lester S. Becker*^ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

7IBL' airs & Government Films.,,, .Maury J. Glaubman, Director

eaicaTS ScTenfific Films ,,., Sol S. Feuerman, Director

t ;':r, 1:^
X'-.^J.:

sine Films & TV Commercials. .Leslie Goldnnan, Director

Theatrical F<|a ort Subie c ts

.

Nathan Zucker, Director

fj. , L«e R. Bobker, Director

Reli^rous, Educational & S|MWlaT Event Films Lester S. Becker, Director

ForalKn Film Product]

Istrlbuti

Jrving Lu Osihman, Director

Geral'd Carrus, D'irector

dHiHiiffiffi&

llm production corp. • distribution dynamics, inc. • alan shiiin films, nic.



THE VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE
Viewpoints of Leading Producers of Business and Television Films

on Their Functions and the Future of Modern Audio-Visual Media

We Find Our Satisfaction

Aiding in the Birth of Ideas

FORGIVE ME for being personal.

I want to tell you about something which
happened nearly thirty years ago when I first

joined a company in this business of producing

sponsored motion oictures.

My father, elderly even then, questioned me
in detail about the work we did and the product

we made. At length he summed it up in this

way. "Son." he said, "it seems to me that all

you do is photograph other people's babies."

My father was an obstetrician.

Between obstetrics and portraiture, perhaps

many of us have found a clue to our satisfaction

in this field. Some of the most dedicated men
1 know are in this business of producing spon-

sored motion pictures; and the real practi-

tioners aiding in the birth of ideas and cover-

ing the progeny with quality photography, are

the successful leaders among us.

—Frank K. Speidelt

1957: Another Important Year

for the Audio-Visual Medium

As We Look Ahead this new year, an ap-

praisal of present and future conditions

tnat aflfect business and industry, especially

our own, is important in relation to future

planning.

The constant advancement made in the

technological phases of our industry, and con-
structive cooperation with clients and agencies

show important progress in creative work,
production and distribution.

Sound Masters, alert to this situation, is

constantly developing new techniques and ex-

panding its various services to meet the

challenge of the future.

The substantially increasing investment by
business and industry in our audio-visual

medium, through television and screen, indi-

cate:, a growing appreciation of its wider use

and value for many purposes.

We have every reason to believe that this

is going to be a big year for business in gen-
eral, as v,e!l as for ourselves.

—Harold E. Wi>n<lsel

Our Basic Objective: Helping

Industry Solve Its Problems

WE Who Work in the business of com-
munications find ourselves in its most

dynamic era. There is great need for what we
can do. There is also a need to take stock of

ourselves, not in terms of our equipment, fa-

cilities, or new processes, but in terms of how
much we can contribute to the objectives of

industry.

Our industry evolved according to the pat-

terns of need laid out for us by the industries

we serve. These patterns are constantly chang-

ing, and our greatest asset is our ability to

analyze our customer's business and come up
with the right answers.

We must think in terms of producing solu-

tions to the problems of industry—in terms of

resultful programs. I heard a business executive

say recently, "I don't want to buy a motion

picture. I want to sell tires."

Whether our tools be motion pictures, slide-

films, printed materials, or staged presentations,

they must be designed and developed as in-

tegrated parts of programs that help solve

business problems.

If we can maintain this viewpoint in our

approach to the business executives concerned
with training salesmen, selling products, im-

proving industrial relations, or shaping public

thinking, we have a chance to convince them
that we are vital to the successful progress of

their businesses.

We believe that the most provocative chal-

lenge in our industry is directed to our creative

ability to tell and prove to business leaders that

we can provide the answers to their communi-
cations problems.

—C. H. Bradneld. Jr.

Professionally-Made Pictures

Cost Less in the Long Run

THE "Do-It-Yourself motion picture" dis-

ease can be dangerous, and sometimes
even disastrous in terms of results for many
organizations in need of the help of a com-
petent film producer. It is a "disease" that

is particularly infectious to the company that

has never used motion pictures in sales, public

relations or training.

Company size does not necessarily enter

this "do-it-yourself" situation. We helped two
clients during the past year who were in this

situation, one a very large manufacturer and
one a relatively small one with a new product.

The small manufacturer, fortunately, de-

cided at the outset to explore the possibilities

of retaining a producer rather than having his

regional salesman (an amateur camera en-

thu.-,ia:.t) make his picture. In this case his

advertismg agency had advised professional

help, suggesting it would save money in the

long run. It did.

Both manufacturers are convinced today
that their best motion picture investment is in

a professionally produced product. They can
see that motion pictures are no difterent from
other facets of their business—there is no
substitute for the expert professional. In the

case of films, a sponsor benefits from the

years of experience of the executive producer;
the ability of writers steeped in the medium of

the motion picture and the problems of com-
municating with words and pictures; an ex-

perienced, integrated production team of direc-

tors, cinematographer, lighting technician,

sound engineers, editors, etc., to translate the

written script into a sharp, effective screen

play.

Cost? Hardly more than most "do-it-your-

self" films and usually, actually less. Results?

Entirely rewarding. A symbol that represents

the company on the same high professional

plane as its products or services, and one re-

quiring no apologies.

—Russell Mosser

Canadian Production Opens

the Door to Foreign Markets

THE Prime Question facing tne U.S. TV
film producer today is: how do I realize

full foreign-market profits? The unwritten

quota system that governs TV films shown in

England, Australia and—to some extent

—

Canada, paves the way for sales of products

made within the British Commonwealth. Thus
it seems logical for the American producer to

bring his film shooting to the closest member
of the Commonwealth—Canada.

The questions arise: What services and
facilities are available? How do costs com-
pare? What about the product? Can it be done
in Canada as well as at home? Here, we be-

lieve, are the answers.

Toronto is the largest television, radio and
film production centre in Canada and the

third largest on the continent. The city is

within two hours of New York by air. It has

a large colony of talented television people

—

actors, announcers, dancers, technicians, film

production specialists.

Naturally, Canadian studios must produce
shows to American standards of quality. It's

being done; this has already been proven to

many American producers. They can come to

Canada with a few key men; here they can get

talent, technicians, equipment aitd service.

The trend has already begun. Leading
American producers are shooting in Canada
and we're going to do everything we can to

I CONTINUED ON P.\CE TEN)
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THE VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE:
(continued from page eight)

encourage them. We're looking forward to

the day when every major producer in the

United States will see Canada as one of his

biggest, richest shooting grounds.

—Spence Caldwell

We Are Challenged to Meet

the Problems of a Changing World

As This is Written, the newspaper head-

lines the fact that "Jets Circle Globe in

45 Hours" indicating another of the daily

rapidly changing developments in our present

world. This decade has been characterized by

lightning-like important changes in philosophy

and economics which indicate a pattern to the

years ahead.

The film industry is in the middle of these

changes and carries on its shoulders the

responsibilities for assisting in acclimation to

change as well as concerning itself with its own
adjustments.

If there is one constant in today's society, it

is that evolutionary processes have been

stepped up to a revolutionary degree. This

brings with it an inability to rely conveniently

on standard yardsticks for evaluation and
necessitates the ability to move quickly. This

requires with it the need for rapid and effective

communications.

As an industry, we specialize in the most

effective mass communications medium exist-

ing. The coming years will require an increasing

need for our medium.

We know that in the field of industry there

has been a managerial revolution brought about

by the rapidly increasing requirements for man-
agement to act quickly and creatively in the

changing philosophical and economic condi-

tions in which business must operate. Our
medium will be an increasingly essential tool

in not only developing an informed employee
body capable of accepting change with under-

standing; but also in the development of better

equipped, more creative supervision who can
communicate with their people.

With the public itself the need for developing

better understanding of sponsors' goals and
purposes, as well as helping to fill the audience's

need for greater knowledge of the shrinking

world in which they are living, will likewise

continue and become more pressing. With the

constantly increasing development of mass
communications channels the material that goes

into these channels must keep pace and prefer-

ably out-strip the physical vehicles that become
available to us as film makers.

In the field of education the shortage of

teachers and schools will unquestionably con-

tinue to be a major problem.

The challenge for the use of film by industry,

by the educator and by the film maker himself

to increase the availability of skilled teachers

and to develop completely new teaching

methods will be greater than it has ever been.

In the same manner the manpower shortage

can only increase, requiring faster teaching

methods and greater motivation development

in which the film medium can play its part.

If we as an industry are going to be of more
than just "translative" service to the industrial,

public and educational fields we serve, we have

to continue to expand our activities in the

search for better understanding of human
drives, needs and motivations to an even

greater degree than we now apply in the area

of our own technical and production develop-

ment.

Only by increasing our own expertness in

the understanding of the major problems of our

clients and the human characteristics of our

audiences as "individuals" instead of "masses"

will we be able to effectively challenge, our-

selves, the challenges that lie ahead of us rather

than being led by them.

—Henry Strauss

Pattern for the Ideal Sponsor

As The Decades Pass. 1 have formed a

picture of this ideal sponsor. He is a

person who thinks big, and has tremendous

drive for getting the most effective job well

done. He expects his film producer to be

stable, ethical, technically competent, creative,

progressive, and dedicated to his support. He
actively encourages these qualities, and he and
his producer continue to grow in stature to-

gether.

—Clifford F. Potts

Today's "Program" Concept Calls

for Client Services in Depth

IF We Were To Apply the crystal ball tech-

nique to the industrial film business, I

wonder how many producers would see them-

selves as geared to cope with the expansion

program that 1 visualize is in store for our

industry.

"Changing trends" may be a trite expression,

but it fits the bill in this instance. Time was
when our clients came to us to produce for

them a motion picture—a sound slidefilm

—

a widescreen presentation—or perhaps a Vu-
Graph or slide presentation—or whatever

other visual medium they felt suited their re-

quirements. And we produced and delivered

—

and thought our job weU done . . . and then

worked toward getting the chance to do the

next production that came along.

Then gradually our clients' thinking began
to change. Sure, they still wanted media, but

the realization began to creep in that "media"
in itself was not a cure for all their problems.

To call a meeting of the sales force—and put

on a film for instance—was not enough to

insure an aggressive sales force. Therefore,

the "program" concept began to crystallize

—

which necessitated careful planning, setting up
objectives, the use of various types of visual

media, proper follow-up—and the measure-
ment of results.

This trend in industry presents a most in-

teresting challenge to all film producers—and
necessitates a sharp change in thinking.

Whereas in the past we thought only of an
individual film or manual, we now have to

think in terms of the client's problem from
start lo finish. Although many of us have been
deep in this trend for the past few years, I am
of the firm belief that it will further accentuate

and bring rich dividends to those producers
who adapt themselves to the changing condi-

tions.

—John Hans

"The Film I'd Like to Produce"

Puts Measurable Results First

THE Film I'd like to produce this year?

I'm sure every film producer has wanted
to do just that, but it is in the way the idea is

approached that separates the real producer,
one worthy of the name, from the many who
may call themselves producers. Photography is

not necessarily production, and in our perfect

film a large budget is not really the solution to

our problems.

The solution, as I visualize it, may require

more technical knowledge than 1 have, but if

1 am to be worthy of the name producer, I'll

find the personnel to help me who will crystal-

lize "The Film I'd Like To Produce This Year".
This film when completed should be free of

alibis in that we have, by best use of the media,
developed the client's idea and objective

—

plainly speaking, we have found the best way
to give the client what he needs while satisfying

what he wanted.

In meeting this objective for a good film

we have worked a little harder to find the best

way to accomplish the desired result, and when
we didn't have as much budget as we would
have liked, we worked even harder to evolve a

simple but good approach.

The most difficult thing to resolve in our
film, and one that we have solved with the

client will be. that in good public relations the

cultivation of good feeling for the company or

product can be as effective in selling as hard

sell. Utilizing our experience and ability we
have not added or incorporated as a separate

part, a hard sell sequence at the expense of the

film itself.

Every producer is desirous of doing THE
FILM—which will bring him recognition and
possibly film festival awards, but in our film we
want only one thing—results for the client!

We want these results to be measurable, real

and substantiation of the reasons we used in

selling the film.

This near to perfection film is not unobtain-

able. It can be done, and we as producers, in-

dividually and collectively will always work in

the direction of The Film I Would Like To
Produce This Year.

—Kent Lane

10 BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE
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TECHNICAL • TRAINING • FARM • EDUCATIONAL • MEDICAL and

Public relations is an inside job—sort of like neighborhood

relations which, as a good housewife will tell you. begins

with good housekeeping. You couldn't make a neighborhood

relations motion picture for some families. \ou shouldn t

make a public relations motion picture for some companies.

The old adage about not hiding your light under a bushel

is another way of sayins: Don't remove the bushel unless

viiu lia> e the liiilit.

Among our clients:

American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

Babcock & ^ ilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

Cast Iron Pipe Research

Association

E. I. du Pont de ^lemou^s

& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co.. Inc.

—and manv.

National Board of Fire

Lnderwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dohme

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Lnion Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. S. Na\-y

\ irginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

Western Electric Co.

nanv others

Audio Productions yinc.
FILM CENTER BUILDING 630 NINTH AVENUE

TELEPHONE PLaza 7-0760

NEW YORK 36, N. 3f.

_eii_

^/^jjlif^
(aowwx'™**

wc

'

Frank K. Speidell, President Herman Roessle, Vice President • P. J. Mooney, Secretary & Treasurer

Producer-Directors: L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mondell Earl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipmon Erwin Scharf

Sales Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer



ONE PLUS

ONE MAKES

HlSTORY.Tlr

... and adds up to the advent of a

new era in the film processing field.

The Fonda Corporation takes

pride in introducing its flexible

Building Block System. This sectional

design enables you to process the

widest range of film types and
speeds which you may require, and

all within the framework of one

versatile machine.'

By activating different sections, or

by incorporating additional units,

the process may be modified to fit

your particular requirements of

growth and change...

While only symbolic of the re-

markable flexibility of FonddV"
Building Block System, the above

illustrates the unlimited possibilities

now available in both our Perma-

nent-Professional or compact, port-

able Field Model processors.

For further information relating to this

ar}d other recent advances, send for our

exciting new brochure.

FO/VOACOR I».

1546 North Argyle Ave.
Hollywood 28, CalHornIa

Hollywood 2-S3a4
I *Spore por\i and assembli^ ayauablerL

F'~iNDA-AmeHca]s finestlfilm processing

NUTS dc BOLTS
Are Bread and Butter

by Raphael G. Wolff

THERE Are Many of our clients

for whom, over the years, we
have produced public relations

films—but when an industrial sales

or training problem comes up,

they often think it is out of our

orbit. At the same time, we have

other clients for whom we have

made sales films and these clients

question our interest in public re-

lation subjects. I feel that any

responsible producer should be

fully capable in all fields. We cer-

tainly do not specialize, but try to

suit the approach and treatment to

the problem.

This brings up a point about in-

dustrial sales films that 1 think-

needs to be clarified. There is fre-

quently too much emphasis on

trying to inject "entertainment"

into this specific type of motion

picture. By "entertainment" I

mean some contrived device de-

signed to make palatable what

might appear to some as a dull

subject. The thing we have to

remember is that to the target au-

dience for the film, the material

may not be dull in the least; it

may indeed, be the most engross-

ing possible subject of all.

Not long ago we made a film

for a producer of pressure switches.

Even a great many manufacturing

experts do not clearly understand

the function of a pressure switch.

To most people this picture would
be considered pure nuts and bolts.

Let me quote from a letter we re-

ceived from the distributor of these

pressure switches.

".
. . as you possibly know,

one of our prime potentials is

in the chemical industry. There

is a terrific concentration of

chemical companies along the

Gulf Coast and eighteen months
ago we were receiving no busi-

ness from these firms. A com-
petitor had them sewed up for

years and was going on to the

new installations. We had a

representative in that area

make appointments with sever-

al of the larger companies.

For one week we showed the

movie to the engineering de-

partments of these firms. I am
very pleased to report that

within less than a year after

showing it to these firms we
have become standard equip-

ment in everyone of them with-

out exception. We feel that

with the film we were able to

do a selling job on a whole de-

partment of sometimes as many
as fifty men in a way that could

not be done economically other-

wise."

t:- # »

Here waj a film made not to

entertain, but to impart informa-

tion. It has done a highly success-

ful job of imparting information

—

although of course it was handled
with taste and originality.

Such films unfortunately, are

often bought and supervised by
men not close to the actual manu-
facturing problems, and they are

somehow self conscious about the

technical aspects of their industry.

They feel the material needs sugar

coating. I fear that many pro-

ducers and writers concur with

them. Yet if you are revealing

new production techniques or

money saving innovations to men
whose bread and butter is in-

volved, and who usually have a

vital interest in their own business,

the story is usually anything but

dull as far as they are concerned.

I don't know why nuts and bolts

are so abhorrent—when they are

so important to our productive

economy. I think because most of

us are inculcated with the idea

that motion pictures are primarily

entertainment, we fail to recognize

that in the sponsored film field

motion pictures are more often a

means of communication. If we
communicate interestingly and
clearly the information one in-

dustry has for another, the "con-

flict" and other story elements are

inherent, and we don't have to

Actionize the material out of all

recognition.

Let us remember that while

public relations or general con-

sumer pictures have appeal, usu-

ally, to one and all—industrial

sales films may have a very

limited audience and be made to

appeal to a special area of interest

where "Nuts & Bolts" in what-

ever form we may be dealing with

them, are one of the most vital

subjects in the world. It is in this

area that the real value of spon-

sored motion pictures can be

gauged—for while public relations

films may do a great (though gen-

erally unmeasurable ) job over the

years, the industrial sales film can,

and frequently does, pay off in

sales for the sponsor within a few

months of its release.
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NOW in the East it's . .

.

MOVIELAB
for

16mm-35mm EASTMAN COLOR

Negative -Positive Processing

Staffed by experienced COLOR

teclinicians.

Also KODACHROMEand ANSCO-

COLOR Printing.—V/ ^

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET

NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360
COLOR LABORATORIES
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THE VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE:

A Producer's Viewpoint On
Procurement of Business Films

WHO Can Foresee the future? ... if we

had a crystal ball, I'm sure we'd wear it

out froin use. I do feel, however, that the

future holds forth a tremendous potential for

our industry. After all, we are still in a

"young," growing field, one which will see

bigger and better uses of business films than

ever before.

There are several things to be wary of,

though. One of them is a menace that is

cropping up more and more— a menace that

is helping to lower the standards of industrial

and documentary films — a menace that we

should all be aware of and try to our utmost to

overcome. It is simply this:

Frequently a prospective purchaser of a

business film will call in a writer to prepare a

script for a film he thinks he would like to

produce. But a writer is not necessarily a

motion picture producer — he needs experi-

enced guidance in writing the script so that it

will accomplish the mission for which it is

designed.

He very definitely needs experienced

guidance in writing so that it fits his client's

budget. The prospect, after accepting the script.

then starts on the round of getting estimates.

After all. he has been told often enough by top

management to get at least three estimates on

everything.

The result? Producer A, B and C can be

anywheres from 5 to 15 thousand dollars apart

on the same script, if not more. When the job

goes to the producer with the lowest estimate,

any similarity between the script and the

final picture can go out the window. The pro-

ducer knows every trick in the book to bring

the film in at the lowest price and still make a

profit.

The result? Another poor to mediocre busi-

ness film that may or may not accomplish its

purpose. A picture that has had two strikes

against it right from the start.

What has happened to "having confidence in

your producer"? Why not select your producer

because of his reputable standing in the in-

dustry, his manpower, his know-how, his

experience?

Why not call in your film producer just as

you would your accountant, advertising

agency, attorney or doctor? Tell him frankly

what you want to accomplish . . . how much
money you have to do the job, if necessary.

Then he will roll up his sleeves and go to

work to give you the best possible picture. He
will write a script that will motivate people to

action, that will deliver the message in a lasting,

penetrating fashion. He will see that the client

gets good value for his money.

—And the client will be far happier because

he will get exactly what he wants and needs

and will have far fewer problems in achieving

his objective. —William J. Ganz

Our PR Potential for Industry

THE Power and Value of the motion

picture as a form of communication for

public relations messages has been demon-

strated time and again, and yet American in-

dustry has, to a large degree, failed to take

advantage of this all important medium. While

great strides have been made by alert and

progressive companies who are using the

Motion Picture tools available to them, a recent

survey indicated that out of 10,000 large and

medium size businesses in the U. S., less than

8% of this number had actually done anything

at all with the motion picture as a public rela-

tions communication tool. Meantime unlimited

audiences are literally starving for properly

produced industrial Public Relations type films.

Organizations and institutions consisting of

Kiwanis, Rotary, American Legion, Veterans

of Foreign Wars, Women's Clubs, Colleges,

Universities, Schools and TV audiences are

constantly requesting films of this character

directly or indirectly connected with the activi-

ties of particular businesses.

In this modern technological age, young

and older people alike are more curious to

know the methods of manufacturing, sources

of materials and production techniques of the

numerous and fascinating commodities which

are constantly being introduced on the Ameri-

can scene. Around them, daily, such things

as home building, home appliances, air craft,

processed foods, and the like are but a few

examples of the many items which give vent

to their curiosities.

The materials which go into these items

come from somewhere and are produced by

someone. TTiis great curiosity on the part of

the American people provides a golden oppor-

tunity for American Industry to show the pub-

lic their wares in a dignified manner.

To bring to these audiences the many films

which they urgently want, and which will

dramatically and effectively present the par-

ticular message of the sponsoring organiza-

tion is a challenge to Producing and Distrib-

uting organizations for 1957 and the years

ahead. The immediate future holds tremendous

opportunity for American Industry to meet

this demand on the part of all these audiences

for the visual presentation of new ideas.

—J. M. Friinev

"Message for a Waiting World"

You Ask Me—what kind of film I'd like to

see sponsored this year. There is a subject.

The audience is everyone. The time is vital.

A message for a waiting world.

There is no question so universally im-

portant to all mankind as our own survival.

In this era of nuclear weapons, no moment
passes us by without the question of nuclear

destruction . . . the "when" and "how ter-

rible''"

And yet these same nuclear elements which

spell our doom can be a force for the con-

tinuation and betterment of man's existence

—

atomic energy for industrial power, for health

and medicine, for soil nutrition and fuel . . .

its uses are limitless when devoted to our well-

being, our progress.

I envision one great, dramatic motion pic-

ture to compel and convey, through sight and

sound and reason, a message for a waiting

world; to dispel the fears in all our brothers,

of every language, for every land, and inspire

a peaceful progress.

For if we can tell every man, woman and
child of the human and scientific good which
is possible through nuclear energy . . . and
the human waste from its destructive use . . .

people throughout this world will never allow

atomic energy to be used as a destructive

force.

Such a filmed document would have in-

finitely greater meaning and realistic appeal

than any political campaign. Sponsored by a

group of companies, the budget can be en-

larged to rival any Hollywood production, for

it must be as good; it must be an epic.

Coming from this continent it will be a

further indication of our leadership in the

search for peace and progress.

Such a film could be distributed through the

United Nations. And should you ask me
"What would the cost per viewer be?" . . .

think of the alternative cost to you. to me.
to the sponsors, the audience.

—Murray Briskin

Film Production Is a Profession

1 Think That the business film has a greater

place in industry than is realized generally.

The industrial film has become a vigorous

tool to carry any message anywhere.

The service of making film is a business. It

is a creative business which demands a good
deal from the producer.

The producer who renders a service to his

client serves in a way much like the doctor,

the lawyer, the income tax man. He is a prac-

titioner to his client and he must, therefore,

assume more than minimum responsibility in

his dealings with him.

Because a motion picture is a composite of

the client's product and the people who make
it. the film producer has a vital role to play

in blending these material and human factors

in such a way that the film can do the job

it is intended to do. and reflect the personality

of the company for which it was made.
I know of no other medium or profession

which is as challenging and oflers the great

areas of service as does the industrial film

industry. —William S. Yale
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Assn. of Cinema Laboratories Hears Reports on New

Trends; Elect Officers, Directors at Annual Meeting

^'^iiV.

^DuKane
gives these features in

a sound slidefilm projector!

• DiiKaNE REDl-WIND, outomolir " '"

film for next showing, keeps it on iioor:

• DuKaNE jet air cooling, reduces heal

30%, cuts moisture, laves filr

• DkKane scratch preventer doubles life

of Tilm, maintains original brilliancy!

The new DuKane "Micromatic" Sound Slidefilni

Projector is the last word in audio-visual training for

offices, shops, factories, schools and churches.

It delivers up to 22 minutes of a fully

automatic presentation

!

For (Iclnils urilc

DuKane
CORPORATIOI^
St. Charles, Illinois

pioneer elerlronics specialists

and manufarlurers of sound sys-

tems, audio-visual devices, in-

tercoms, telephone systems and
electronics lor the armed jorces.

Prujector, record-
player, screen, rec-

ords, film, lenses and
extension cord fit in

a luggage - styled
liriefcase. Light-
weight, compact!

¥ Cottfideiilial reports on future

developments in the manufacture of

motion picture film and eijuipmettt

provided forward beamed "dark-

room lights" at the annual meeting

of the Association of Cinema Lab-

oratories. Inc.. held at the Shera-

ton-Astor Hotel. New York City-

January 24.

Other meeting highlights were

the election of a new board of di-

rectors, election of new officers, the

presentation of cotnmittee reports

and a reassuring sutntnary of the

Associations accomplishments to

date.

Film, Equipment Experts Speak

The attending niciiil;! rs. repre-

senting 24 laboratories, heard man-

ufacturing trend reports presented

by E. M. Stifle. Motion Picture

Sales Department. Eastman Kodak

Company. Rochester. New \ork:

H. T. Harding, motion picture

products manager. Photo Products

Department. E. I. du Pont de Ne-

mours & Co.. Inc.. Wilmington.

Delaware: Hans Joachim Jost. rep-

resenting a German manufacturer

of film equipment, and Joe Taitney.

president of S. 0. S. Cinema Sup-

ply Corporation. New York City.

Commillee reports were pre-

sented on customer relations, pre-

print preparation, film storage in-

surance anil niinienrlattire.

Seven New Directors Elected

Elecltil III llie new- board of di-

rectors for two-year terms were

George W. Colburn. |)resideitt of

George W. Colburn Laboratory.

Inc., Chicago. Illinois, and G.

Carleton Hunt, president. General

Film Laboratories. Los Angeles.

California- Elected to one-year

terms were: Don M. Alexander.

Alexander Film Company. Colorado

Springs. Colorado: James A. Bar-

ker, president. Capital Film Lab-

oratories. Inc.. Washington. D. C:
.Spencer W. Caldwell, president, S.

W. Caldwell Ltd.. Toronto. Canada:

Louis Feldttian. vice-president of

DuArt Film Laboratories. Inc..

New York, and Kern Moyse. presi-

dent. Peerless Film Processing Cor-

poration. New Y^ork.

Directors who will cotnplete their

two-year terms in 1957 are Byron

Koudabush. president. Byron. Inc.,

Washington. D. C. and Neal Keehn,

vice-president. The Calvin Com-

panv. Kansas City, Missouri.

Reid H. Ray Is New President

liic new bduril of ilircclin> mel

directly following the general meet-

iiis; and elected A.ssocialiiiii iillircr>

for 1957. Reid H. Ha\. Held H.

Ray Film Industries, Inc., St. Paul,

Minnesota, was elected president;

Leon C. Shelly. Shelly Films Lim-

ited, Toronto. Ontario, was chosen

as vice-president: George W. Col-

burn was elected treasurer and

Jatnes A. Barker selected as secre-

tary.

Neal Keehn. Association presi-

dent for the past four years, traced

the organization s growth and sum-

marized its major accomplishments.

Keehn expressed his satisfaction at

having seen the Association grow

from the six founding laboratory

representative:, who first met dur-

ing an SMPTE semi-annual meet-

ing in Washington. D. C. in 1952,

to the present membership of 49

—

representing firms in all sections of

the United States and Canada.

Keehn pointed to several accom-

plishments which have resulted

from committee activities. Among
these were—a set of good business

recommendations, recommended
standards for the preparation of A
& B rolls, printing leaders and a

film prepared for invisible splice

printing, plus work well underway

in the nomenclature committee.

Nomenclature Project In Work

Tlie nomenclature committee is

busy clarifying the tneaning of cer-

tain terms commonly used by the

producer in his work with t-ie lab-

iiralorv. Being defined are terms

dealing with preprint materials,

original film, printing methods,

film preparation and the identifica-

tion of sound tracks. A preliminary

set of recommended definitions will

be circulated to the entire member-

ship in the near future.

The next meeting of the organiza-

tion is scheduled for Thursday,

May 2. in Washington. D. C. The

Association holds its annual meet-

ing in New York each January and

also meets during each of the semi-

annual conventions of the Society

of Motion Picture and Television

Engineers. Active membership in

the Association of Cinema Labora-

tories is available to anv linn en-

gaged in printing and processing

motion picture film. \s>oeiale
membership is open to an\ iiiler-

ested business organization. ^'

A Note of Correction

-^ In a story in the last issue of

Business Screen, the title of a new

filtn sponsored by the McLouth

Steel Corporatioti was printed as

Broailbill Safari. The correct title

is Rillfislt Safari. ^'
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TO SERIES YOU BETTER

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

ti5^O0-'
• CHICAGO
• DETROIT
• NE>V YORK
• CLEVELAND
• CINCINNATI
• PITTSBURGH
• ST. LOUIS
• ORLAi^Db
• LOS ANGELES

W

SEE OUR COMPLETE

LISTING—THIS ISSUE
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give your slide film the best in...

UND
RCA VICTOR CUSTOM RECORDS feH your story perfect-

ly . . . give full range to voice, music and special

effects. RCA Victor's exacting sound reproduction

adds an exciting new dimension to slidefilms, com-

plementing every mood you create in pictures.

And available with each order: RCA Victor's

unique music library with a choice of more than

500 special selections for slidefilm presentations.

Always expect first quality recording, careful

handling and prompt delivery with your orders

from RCA Victor Custom Record Sales.

The price is in line with anything in the field —

the quality is RCA Victor's alone

!

RCA Victor custom record sales
New York 10, 155 East 24th St MURRAY HiLL 9-7200 ^A^ Hollywood 38, 1016 N. Sycamore Ave OLdfield 4-1660

Chicago 11, 445 N.Lake Shore Drive....WHlTEHALL 4-3215 ^.t^ Nashville 3, 1525 McCavock St ALpine 5-6691

In Canada, call Record Department, RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 1001 Lenoir St., Montreal, Quebec. For information concern-

ing other foreign countries, write or phone RCA International Division, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. —JU 6-3800.
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Story of Salk Vaccine Told
in "Unconditional Surrender"
M "Salk \accine"" has become a

name of hope for a polio-terrorized

public. To spread knowledge of

this new and effective weapon in the

preventive war against paralytic

poliomyelitis, the National Founda-

tion for Infantile Paralysis is spon-

soring Uncondilionat Surrentler. a

new 16mm motion picture being

made available to national audiences

in 24-minute and 16-minute ver-

sions.

Part of the Foundation's nation-

wide campaign to have young peo-

ple and adults vaccinated, Uncon-

ditional Surrender tells the Salk

vaccine story as a human interest

and science documentary. The film

features Jonas Salk who solved the

vaccine problem. Leonard Scheele

and other U. S. Public Health

Service scientists, Randy Kerr, first

youngster to receive the vaccine in

1954, President Eisenhower and his

grandson David.

Mournful monkeys, men and

women in white, microscopes, great

glass jugs, mixing pans, rubber-

tubed machinery, imperative tests.

boxes marked rush, the little labeled

bottle, hives of hypodermic needles

and a grinning child wage the anti-

polio war. How the pharmaceutical

laboratory produces polio vaccine

in millions of cubic centimeters,

how the National Institutes of

Health conduct licensing procedure

is shown.

Free loan prints of Unconditional

Surrender are available for civic and

professional organizations, church

and school audiences, television.

Contact: The National Foundation

for Infantile Paralysis, Public Edu-

cation Div.. 120 Broadway. New

York 5. N. Y. or your local film

library.

'

9

Camera Mart Adds Mitchell

35-1 6nim Cameras for Rental

The Camera Mart. ln<.. of New

York City, has announced the addi-

tion of several new Mitchell 35nnn

NC cameras and blimps and Mitch-

ell 16mm production cameras and

blimps to their rental department.

For rental information, write to:

Camera Mart. Inc.. 184.5 Broadway.

New York 23. N. Y. 9

HAPPY DAY
FOR A DDLLAH

see page 90
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A Mountain -Moving Technique

HOW TO FILM YOUR FACTORY
-IN HOLLYWOOD

TV and movie slar Barbara Whiting stands deep in the giant

redwoods — on a Hollywood stage. A Geo. Fox production unit

films a special series for the California Department of Forestry

at low cost with the use of dimensional background projection.

Perfect control of lighting, sound and filming conditions add

studio quality to a "location" film.

This major studio technique puts extra quality in any sales

film. Plant production, field scenes, or outside action from any

location are filmed in minimum time. Then, with all the best

studio facilities and the craftsmanship of Hollywood's finest

technicians your sates story is expertly woven in, using top stars

and actors to produce the exact effect desired, with the peak

of quality assured. Experience has proved it actually costs less

To produce sales films in Hollywood.

Shown above in a pre-scene discussion are left to right:

Mr. Fox, Elmer Ostermon, fire prevention coordinator for the

California division of forestry. Miss Whiting, and George Walsh,

actor and CBS staff announcer.

CALL US COLLECT-HOIIywood 4-2242

Wherever you are, whatever

your film plans, let's take a

few minutes to talk about

them—your call's on us.

Find out how your film can

be produced in Hollywood at

lower cost.

l5?^/^C^
ORGANIZATION
1508 Cross Roads of the World, Hollywood, California

Continuous Production since 1935

Hollywood's top technicians work for you
Fully equipped production units of Hollywood's finest crafts-

men are available for any location filming. A key executive

of the Geo. Fox Staff accompanies every location unit to

direct and coordinote all phoses of the production for the

ultimate in quality.
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Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync

Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

The New MARK IX

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM.SYSTEM "A"

with buiil-in record play amplifier and remote

control assembly is on engineering ochieve-

ment with exclusive features found in no other

recorder. Has recording, playback, and bios

oscillator circuits enclosed in seporate plug-in

ossemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier

components; push-button motor controls; re-

mote control footage counter, record-ploy &

film-direct monitor switches. Avoilable in 1 6mm,

IZ'/jmm & 35mm priced from J2 145.00

For quality & economy

MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer

—

to the needs of film producers,

large or small, feature or com-

mercial, because

—

* It delivers clean, distor-

tion-free sound.

« It is compact, light-
weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand-

ards.

• It serves every segment of

motion picture and spot TV pro-

duction.

* Purchaser is not required to

pay royalties on footage con-

sumed.

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG-
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line

contains exclusive feolures found

in no other recorders, yet all

corry low, low price togs.

Trust your own ears

—

trust your

Sound Man's judgment. Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

Model X-400

is a completely synchronous Idrnm Mognetic

film recording channel, professional in every

detoil. Can be operoted in "console" position,

as shown, or stacked os one unit. Features

simple camera or projector interlock, inslonton-

eous "film -direct" monitoring, ond low power

consumption. Ideol for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Ptltes subject to chonge wilhoot notice

OTHER MODELS:

MARK IX SYSTEM "B" includes Model

G-932
channel

Icrophone mixer with

slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

MARK IX SYSTEM "C" includes Model

G-924 microphone mixer ond re-

mote control assembly packaged

in matching portable cose.

$2,520.00

TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor

amplifier, separate overdrive torque

motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced frOtn

$1,570.00

ZUCKER

(£flni€Rfl€<Duipni€nT(o.jnc.

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. ¥. JUdson 6-1420

SIGHT & S DUIVD

Meeting Dates and Executive

Appointments Make Late News

NAVA 1957 Convention-Exhibit
Set For Chicago, July 20-23

* The IV.i; Nali.MKil Au(liu-\iMial

Association Coiuentioii and Exliibit

will be lieltl in the Morrison Hotel

in Chicago from Jnh 2(t thronch

July 23.

William H. Birchfielcl of Mont-

gomery. Alabama, first vice-presi-

dent of NAVA. has been named
convention chairman, according to

Ainslie Davis, the organization s

president.

More than 2.i(l() an(lio-\ isual spe-

cialists from all over the nation

annually attend the convention and

exhibit, at which various national

organizations hold their own ses-

sions concurrently to make the con-

vent'on the largest national meeting

of its kind. A feature of the conven-

tion is the annual exhibit of equip-

ment and supplies.

The 19.57 convention and exhibit

is expected to be the largest and

best attended in the long established

series of NAVA events. Birehfield

said, citing an upsurge of interest

in the entire audio-visual industry

which serves the three markets of

industrv. education and the reli-

gious field.

"There has already been more

e\ idence of interest than for any

previous session." Birehfield said,

"and given the program niater'al

we know is available both for

NAVA sessions and those of the

manx groups which meet concur-

renth with us. we are looking for-

ward to the best convention yet."

National Visual Presentation

Assn. Announces Spring Series

•^ A series of educational meetings

for the rest of the season was an-

nounced in mid-February by the

National Visual Presentation As-

sociation.

Meetings are set as lunch sessions

at Toots Shor's restaurant. New
York. Each of the gatherings will

be a practical, how-to-do-it and h(iM-

to-get-it-done seminar. Five differ-

ent aspects of practical problems

for the user of \isuals \\iil be

covered.

On March 14th. representatives

of the Brewer-Cantehno and the

Sloves binderies will reveal how the

presentation, sales kit. binder and

catalog producing firms work.

The April 11th meeting, covering

costs limitations and applications

for live and animated motion pic-

tures, will be led b\ the Transfilm

Co.. and the Wilding Co.

On May 9th. a sound program.

Worldwide interest In photog-
raphy centers in Washington,
D.C. from March 22 thru 31st.

presided over by representatives of

RCA-Victor Custom Records, and

the Nola Studio will reveal sources,

scoring and legal requirements.

The June 14th session will study

Slide and Printed presentation tech-

niques—costs and procedures will

be studied, guided by experts from

Chartmakers. Admaster. Bebell and

Bebell. and Compo Photo. ig'

Kennan Becomes President of

Society For Visual Education

John C. Kennan has been se-

lected as president of The Society

for Visual Education. Inc.. Chicago,

following the December 31st resig-

nation of W. H. Garvey. Jr.

Kennan has been vice-president

and director of sales at S. V. E.. di-

recting sales activities since Janu-

ary. 1950. Garvey resigned from

S. V. E. to become the executive

X ice-president of Hales and Hunter

Co.. Chicago, manufacturers of ag-

ricultural feed products.

The Society For Visual Educa-

tion. Inc.. founded in 1919. pro-

duces and distributes audio-visual

aids for schools, churches and in-

dustry. »

Wilson Named Westinghouse

Photo Lamp Engineering Mgr.

Willette R. Wilson has been ap-

pointed commercial engineering

manager of the photo lamp depart,

ment of the Westinghouse Lamp
Division. In his new post. Wilson

will be responsible for commercial

engineering problems relating to all

photo lamp products including pro-

jection lamps, motion |iicture Hood

lamps and Hash bulbs. lie will make

his office at the Lamp Division

headquarters in Bloomfield. New

Jersey. The apiiointment was an-

nounced by Jose|ih Schlig. photo

lamp department manager. 5S'
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A motion picture may have every other quahty that

makes for successful presentation, and yet if in its de-

velopment it fails to establish and hold pace, it can

become tragically dull and unconvincing.

Sound Masters gives careful attention to maintaining

the right pace for a piaure, in accordance with its struc-

ture and purpose. Oscars, Awards of Merit and the ex-

pressed appreciation of sponsors indicate our success.

OF NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1937

SOUND MASTERS, INC.

165 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.



Industrial Photo Conference

Scheduled for March 25-29

+ "Shorl Cuts tcir liitlustrial Film

Production" and "'Dramatizing Men
and Machines"' are two programs

which should be of interest to audio-

visual users in industry who attend

or are represented at the National

Industrial Photographic Confer-

ence, to be held at the Sheraton

Park Hotel in Washington. D.C..

March 25-29.

The Conference is conducted by

the Photographers' Association of

America and consists of programs

on the use of photography in indus-

try-

Industrial application programs

to be featured during the Confer-

ence include: "The Internal Produc-

tion of Pictures for Sales Purposes,"

"Photography as a Tool in Re-

search," "Photography as an Engi-

neering Tool." "Metrical Photog-

raphy." "Let Graphic Reproduction

Work for the Plant Layout Engi-

neer," "Aircraft Industry Use of

Photography," "Photographic Ap-

plications in the Flight Test Devel-

opment of Aircraft and Compo-
nents." "Hiring and Training
Personnel for Industrial Photog-

raphy," "Special Techniques Used

in Shooting Glass and Crystal." and

"House Organ and Public Relations

Pholography."'

(Editor's note: Although "indus-

trial photography" ordinarily de-

notes ""internal" photo productiou.

the developments of technique nwd

application in this phase of pictorial

"tooling" are applicable to the in-

dustrially-sponsored and commer-
cially produced motion picture or

slidefilm. 1 »

THE BDSIIVESS NEWSHEEL
Industry Meeting Events and Trends in Films

Autonetics Div. Sponsors Film

on "Inertiol Navigation"
^ ""Unclassified'" aspects of a new
branch of science and engineering

—inertial navigation—are being in-

troduced to college students via a

new 17-rainute color film sponsored

by Autonetics. a division of North

American Aviation. Inc.

Autonetic's latest educational film.

Inertial Navigation illustrates a sub-

ject new to college courses. Li the

film, the meaning and importance

of inertial navigation is explained

by John M. Slater, design engineer

in the sponsor's Guidance Engineer-

ing department.

Inertial navigation ei|uipment has

the ability to determine a vehicles

position and velocity despite effects

of wind and gravity or the whims

of an automatic or human pilot.

Autonetic's guidance engineering

organization concentrates on the de-

sign, development and testing of

inertial navigatitin systems.

Based on unclassified technical

papers on inertial navigation, the

film was produced under the direc-

tion of Jay E. Gordon, supervisor

of Documentary Motion Pictures.

Script and project direction were

handled by Dr. Herbert Berry of

the DMP group. The film was pro-

duced at the studios of Cascade Pro-

ductions in Hollywood. California,

where a version of .Slater's office

forms the scene.

The film is being presented at a

series of college engineering ses-

sions. These presentations have been

scheduled so as to make use of

audio-visual programming material

accompanying the film as an aid to

its effective use by instructors.

Further information on the film

may be obtained from Autonetics.

9150 E. Imperial Highway. Downey.

California.
'

&

Allendorf to Head Kodak's

Exhibit at Int'l Photo Show
M Joseph R. Allendorf. director of

dealer distribution for Eastman Ko-

dak Company, has been appointed

to head the firms activities in con-

nection with the 1957 International

Photographic Exposition.

Eastman Kodak Company will be

a major exhibitor at the second bi-

ennial exposition, to be held in

Washington. March 22-31. The

Kodak's J. R. Allendorf

Kodak exhibit will include sections

devoted to: professional photog-

raphy, emphasizing color in com-

mercial, graphic arts, industrial and

portrait work: photofinishing: and

amateur still, slide and motion pic-

ture taking and \iewing systems.

Design engineer Slater (at board) describes inertial navigation phases.

Bell & Howell Announces New
Headquarters on West Coast
"¥ A mid-Februar\ move of Bell \

Howell Company's western head-

quarters has been announced. In

order to maintain a larger inven-

tory, the Bell & Howell West Coast

staff is relocating in a new building

at 623 Rodier Drive, Glendale. Cali-

fornia.

This location is just south of the

Grand Central Air Terminal and

be close to a terminal of the

Artist's sketch of B&H center

Golden State Freeway when the

freeway is completed.

Bell & Howell's new western

headquarters provides 25,000

square feet of floor space for sales,

service and storage areas. Office

and service facilities are completely

air-conditioned.

The S500.000 structure is of re-

inforced concrete, with tapered

steel girders and gypsum roof deck-

ing. Exterior treatment includes a

modern canopied entrance of glass

and stone-cement veneer, plus plant-

ers and landscaping which extends

to the street. A 23,000-square-foot

parking area will accommodate vis-

itors and employees.

Bell & Howell's central plant and

headquarters are in Chicago. ^
* « *

"Mongana," Medical Film,

Set for Community Audiences
¥ Mongana. a sponsored motion

picture documentary about Dr. John

Ross, a medical missionary in

Africa, will be made available to

community audiences by Association

Films, Inc, New York, The film

originally was televised in color over

NBC-TV on a special hour-length

March of Medicine program. Spon-

sored by Smith, Kline & French

Laboratories, in cooperation with the

American Medical Association, the

film was acclaimed by TV critic Jack

("rould in the New York Times as ""an

absorbing documentary . . . both

graphic and informative."" 9
i:- a- »

Arthur Miller Heads Pathe
East Coast Lab Operation

-K Arthur J. Miller has been eleiled

to the new post of vice-president in

charge of east coast operations of

Pathe Laboratories. Inc., according

to Kenneth M. Young, chairman and

president of the film processing

companN'.

Miller joined Pathe Laboratories

in April. 1956. as technical director.
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Yours to

Command

A Texan flips a switch and millions of

dollars \\-oith of electrical facilities go to

work for him . . . providing the electricity

to light a home or to power the indvistrial

equipment that is making the Gulf Coast

area increasingly important in our national

economy. Like most of us. howe\"er,

Te.xans take electricit\' for granted.

But the\ "11 no longer take it for granted

after seeing the new motion picture

"Yours to Command ". Sponsored In' the

Houston Lighting and Power Compan\-,

it is the dynamic entertaining stor\' of how

electric sen ice, provided b\' free

enterprise, has been the ke\'stone of the

\'ital growth and welfare of a \ast

communit)'—and how the company's 3,000

emplo\ees bring this sei"vice to the homes

and farms and businesses of the area.

STUDIOS, INC. vU
5631 Hollywood Blvd , Hollywood 28, Colll-

Before plannitiii your next film.

use our helpful new
CONSrLT.\TION SERMCE
Receive unbiased, e.xpert counsel regarding:

the t\pe of picture most suitable for \our

needs, preparation of the script, production

procedure, costs and distribution. Phone or

write the Wolff office nearest you.

\o cost or obhgation!

r

HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood 7-6126

NEW YORK
PLaza 5-5386

CHICAGO DETROIT CINCINNATI
DAvis 8-7236 BRoadway 3-6020 AXtell 1-5668
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why the ARRIFLEX 16

is the most desirable

professional IGmni camera

Because of its ""^ mirror reflex shutter
— not a beam splitting device — passes 100% of the light

feSLtureS to film and viewing system intermittently.

FINDER SHOWS BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING lENS

— even in poor light. lOX magnification; no parallax; no

misframiug; accurate, easy follow-focus.

REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE
— with balanced rear pressure pad, side pressure rail, cross

stages around aperture. This means rock-steady pictures,

no film "breathing," 3.5mm-like film quality.

THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET
— lets you use wide angle lens to 300mm telephoto without

physical or optical interference.

INSTANT-CHANGE LENS MOUNT
— with large-flange surface insures positive seating and
precise flange focus and alignment.

LARGEST CHOICE OF LENSES

— by famous makers. From 11.5mm extreme wide angle

to longest telephoto.

VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR
— electrically driven by light, compact, rechargeable bat-

teries. Motor instantly interchangeable for other types —
Governor Controlled, Synchronous and Animation.

TACHOMETER, FOOTAGE AND FRAME COUNTERS

HAND-HELD FILMING
— all these features in a camera so light (only 61/^ lbs), so

formfitting, with its ingenious Contour Hand Grip, that

steady, hand-held filming is easy.
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Because of its

versatility

It is a hand camera for newsreel and fast action filming

It is a studio camera when you add the 400' Magazine and the

Synchronous Motor.

It is a sound camera when you put it in the Arriflex Blimp.

It is also an animation camera, a scientific laboratory camera,

a medical camera, a cine-micrographic camera.

You can start with the hand camera, and as your requirements
demand, add the special purpose accessories, and yet be able to

convert it back to a hand camera in a few seconds — and with-

out the use of even a screwdriver.

Because it is

rugged and reliable

Here is a precision camera that can "take a beating" and still

deliver the goods.

For instance: Al Milotte, ace Disney wild-life photographer,

shot over 90,000 feet for "African Lion" with one Arriflex 16,

in the rough tropics.

Disney cameramen found the Arriflex 16 most reliable during

the Navy North Pole Expedition in 1954.

Now eight Arriflex 16's are at the South Pole with Disney.

Disney Studios has already purchased more than 30 Arriflex 16

cameras—so far.

Because of factory

service in the U.S.

A modern, fuUy equipped service center is maintained in

New York City, manned by factory trained technicians. A
complete stock of Arriflex parts is always on hand. Because
Arriflex owners derive their income through the use of their

cameras, service is handled on the promptest possible basis—
in most instances within 24 hours.

Because of its

reasonable price

You cannot buy another registration-pin 16mm camera unless

you pay more than twice as much. If you "doctor up" an
ordinary 16mm camera with accessories needed for professional

use, it will cost you more than the Arriflex and you stiU won't
have a professional camera, not to talk about the many ex-

clusive Arriflex features.

ARRIFLEX 16, complete with

Variable Speed (wild) Motor,

Battery Cable. Neck Strap >*162500
Matte Box and Lenses, additional

Sole U.S. Distributor

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION ^^oa^'rilttTvr.rHou^^'odre.^ca..

Representatives in: Boslon, Mass. Charlolle. N. C. Chicogo, III. Denver, Colo. Detroit, Mich Houston, Tex. Konsos City. Mo.
Hollywood, Col. Memphis, Tenn. Miomi, Flo. Nework, N J New York, N. Y. Philodeiphio, Po. Son Froncisco, Col. Seoftle, Wosh.

Sold through authorized Arriflex Dealers,
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End your headaches

with these

PREPARED
SALES
MEETINGS
Low cost, hard' hittmg,

ready to go!

Here are two completely packaged and guaranteed sales

development programs. Now you can stage dramatically

effective sales meetings at smalt cost and ttith very little

preparation. Modern audio-visual techniques create deep

and lasting impressions of successful selling methods. Put

your new salesmen into the field faster— stimulate the

experienced sales people! Use these programs for sales

meetings, distributor meetings, dealer meetings, and sales

conventions. You'll find them valuable in many ways . . .

and for many years.

TWO COMPLETE PROGRAMS
14 prepared meetings in all!

Each meeting presents clear solutions to

everyday sales problems. They apply
equally to any product, ser\ice or idea

—

regardless of price—regardless of pros-

peci-

"AGGRESSIVE SELLING" SERIES

8 meetings with BLACK AND WHITE

SOUND STRIPFILMS

"tREATIVE SELLING"— Shows that

the common denominator of all success-

ful selling—whether product or service

—

is people. Shows how to increase effec-

tiveness by understanding of people.

"THE ATTITLIDETHAT GETS BUSI-
NESS"—Shows how a salesman's at-

titude often gains or loses the sale . . .

Impresses the fact that desire to serve

should outweigh desire to §ei business.

"WHAT DO YOU SELL?" — Shows
how to close more sales by answering,

"What will it do for me?" . . - points out

how to sell benefits, advantages, and val-

•BY-PASSING SALES RESISTANCE"
—Analyzes why and how prospects build

artificial walls of sales resistance . . .

Reveals techniques for by-passing them.

"ARE PROSPECTS DIFFERENT?"—
Shows that all types of prospects have one
basic motive in common. Teaches how to

increase sales by appealing to this motive.

"PRIDE IN PRICE"—Shows that price

is relative to value. Demonstrates tech-

niques for overcoming price resistance.

"CLOSE ISN'T CLOSED"—Proves how
closing starts at the ver>' beginning of

the interview. Illustrates how its possible

to ask for the order again and again.

•HTMAN RELATIONS IN SELLING"
— Stresses the importance of getting

along with people. Shows that depend-
ability, honesty and sincerity in customer
relations bring success.

"SELLING IS MENTAL" SERIES

6 SOUND STRIPFILMS IN COLOR
— material for 18 meetings

"THE POMER OF MENTAL ATTI-
TUDE IN SELLING"— Explains the

importance of a positive attitude and
tells how to generate it. Points out how
you mentally boost or hurt sales volume.

"SELLING THE END RESULT
FIRST"—Shows salesmen how to apply
the strongest of all selling strategies . . .

selling advantages and benefits first.

"TLIRNING A DEAF EAR TO SALES
RESISTANCE" — Explains why pros-

pects build a wall of sales resistance.

Teaches salesmen to dispel fear of such
resistance and keep selling effectively.

"DEVELOPING THE RIGHT ATTI-
TUDE TOWARD PRICE"— Demon-
strates that forceful selling can overcome
price resistance. Proves the salesmaii's

own attitude toward price has great in-

fluence over the customers attitude.

"CLOSING THE SALE"— Gives re-

course for refusal to sign. Gives ex-

amples of how to pursue prospect for

order.

"DEVELOPING THE RIGHT ATTI-
TLDE ON A CALL-BACK"—Explains

why a call-back is necessary to close more
sales. Explains why it should not be for
decision.

here's what you get in every

meeting . . .

COMPREHENSIVE MEETING PLAN — a detailed

"blueprint" of the meeting. Contains step-by-step in-

structions, complete text, questions to reveal indi-

\jdual salesman weaknesses, sales problems to stimu-

late discussion, and summary of the meeting's high-
lights.

STRIPFILM—dramatic visual presentation makes sales

lessons vivid and lasting. Realistic sales situations drive

home the message. Film can be used over and over.

SOUND RECORDING— it never tires, never omits,
never forgets. Narration by such outstanding personal-
ities as Harlow Wilcox puts the stripfilm's message across
clearly and convincingly.

FOLLOW UP MATERIAL—text for a personalized
letter to be sent to the salesman at his home after

the meeting. It underscores the lessons of the meet-
ing—makes the salesman and his family aware of
management's personal interest.

The complete series of "Agressive Selling" meetings with 8 sound

stripfilms in Black and White, is available for $175. Individual meet-

ings are S--.50. The "Selling is Mental" series, with 6 sound stripfilms

in COLOR, is $190. Individual meetings for S32.?0. if the material

ordered does not meet your need, you may return it and pay only

the small service charge of $10.00 to cover the cost of handling, plus

postage both ways.

BETTER SELLING
BUREAU

6108-B Santa Monica Boulevard • Hollywood 38, Calif.

A Division of Rocket Pictures, Inc.
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SPECIALISTS IN VISUAL SELLING

^9^"
IN MOTION PICTURES
AND SOUND SLIDE FILMS

'^Sbi"'

IN TV COMMERCIALS

IN ADVERTISING
ILLUSTRATION

ALWAYS SHOOTS TO SELL

NEW YORK
200 East 5Sth Street

CHICAGO
16 East Ontario Street

Vivid Visual Demonstrations to Inspire Better Selling—

Government, Business Leaders Help Kick Off National

"Tele-Sell" TV Program to 40,000 Guests in 35 Cities

COME 40.000 of the nalioirs
*^ small business men. mercliants

and salesmen have been affurded

the opportunity to see how super-

salesmen appU themselves. This

opportunity to study sales i;enius in

motion came in the shape of two
spectacular '"Tele-Sell"" sale? meet-

ings involving live and filmed dem-
onstrations televised, closed-circuit-

wise, to 35 U. S. and Canadian
cities.

The Tele-.Sell meetings, staged

during National Salesman's Week
as a cooperative venture b\ 3.5 lo-

cal sales executive clubs and Cham-
bers of Commerce, were scheduled

for large screen closed-circuit tv-

cast Feliruar\ 26 and March i.

Nixon, Weeks to Appear

The Tele-Sell meetings were de-

signed to relax demonstrations and
talks by 12 nationally known sales

executives and talks h\ Vice-Presi-

dent Richard M. Nixon and Com-
merce Secretary Sinclair Weeks.

The Tele-Sell meeting in New York
City was arranged in Manhattan
Center to accommodate some 3.000

persons.

The programs, featuring actual

demonstrations rather than speeches,

developed two themes: how the

salesman should handle himself and

how he should handle his customer.

The Tele-Sell programs were pr<.)-

duced in a joint eflort by The Jam
Handy Organizatio]i. Inc.. Detroit.

Arthur H. Motley, president of

Tele-Clinics. Inc.. and former chair-

man of the board of National Sales

Executives, and the Tele PrompTer
organization, which is handling all

transmission arrangements.

75 JHO Staffers on Job

The Jam Handy Orgajiization em-
ployed the services of more than 75

stafi members for the writing and
production of the programs. This

was ill addition to the 74 actors and
the large crews of technicians re-

quired for the big show. Both
timed to 90 minutes, each program
incorporated live dramatizations

with professional actors on the

""do"s and don"ts of selling."" Film

techniques <if selling as thev apply

to various industries also were fea-

tured. Camera crews have been
filming these sequences on location

in cities for the past six months.

Second Program on March 5

Scheduled to open the second

program. March 5. was Commerce
Secretary Weeks in a talk on the

new Oflice of Distribution in the

I . S. Department of Connnerce and
the Government"? attitude toward

salesmen as essential factors in the

nations economy.

Also scheduled in this program
were: John M. Fox. president of

Minute Maid Corporation, talking

on "Persistance Pays Off": R. S.

Wilson, executive vice-president of

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company,
on "The Professional Approach to

Salesmanship""; John M. Wilson.

sales vice-president of National

Cash Register Co.. on "Reaching

( C O N T r M' E D ON PACE 3 I

Below: Jamison Handy, president of The Jam Handy Organization, shown
discussing "Tele-Sell" program timing, preparatory to TV meetings.

/



Dig Leaguer or Beginner. .

.

you help your Career with

ALUMINUM

SPLIT APART REELS

conomically Priced * Highest Quality

ECO Aluminum Split Aport Reels are a fost and in-

xpensive method of winding film from reels to cores,

r core to core and can be used for projection reels

'ithoul the necessity of having the film put on solid

sels. The core is threaded for quick locking, ond a grip

i pressed into the flange woll to hold the plastic core.

UMM ALUMINUM



CAESAR-SALTZMAN
Special Effects Optical Printers

and Animation Equipment

40,000 TO VIEW "TELE-SELL" TV MEETINGS:

ANIMATION

TITLES

STILLS

CARTOONS

> TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY I

INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

' EDUCATIONAL MOTION PICTURES

TV MOTION PICTURES

ENTERTAINMENT MOTION PICTURES

ANIMATION AND SPECIAL
EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

Model Ns. Ill-E

An intelligent approach to today's
problems of T\' commercials. It is

made to serve the multiple tasks of
the animation field to take angrle

shots and zooms, matching zooms,
spinning, as well as countless other
photographic requirements. We man-
ufacture a complete range of styles
and sizes.

OPTICAL PRINTER FOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS WORK

Will print 4 times reduction to

4 times enlarjrenient in one
continuous zoom. Complete au-
tomatic focus. Many combina-
tions of movement and optical
effects available.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE

Dphit E^uipmcni Sine* HID

,

J. G. SALTZMAN, INC.
SALES DISTDIBUTOIIS for CAESAR MANUFACTURING, INC.

^ N.wYork 17, N. Y.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28)

the Buyer's Self-Interest": Mrs.

Brownie Wise, vice-president of

Tupperware Home Parties, Inc..

talking on "Right Attitudes in

Selling."

Additionally scheduled were: Jo-

seph Kolodny. manager-director of

the National Association of Tobacco

Distributors, speaking on "Know
Your Facts." and Philip M. Talbott.

senior vice-president, secretary and

director of Woodward & Lothrop.

Washington department store, in a

talk on "Selling at Wholesale."

Nixon's Tribute to Selling

Opened by Vice-President Nixon,

the first, February 26, program fea-

tured a tribute to selling by the

Vice-President and his comments
on the Government's recognition of

the importance of salesmen and

distribution to the national pros-

perity.

Talks by sales authorities were

amplified by dramatic skits in of-

fices, stores, homes and outdoor

locations. The sales mentors fea-

tured included: Judson Sayre. pres-

ident of Norge Division of Borg-

Alan Bunce starts a typical sales-

man's day in a JHO sequence for

the Tele-Sell Spectacular.

Warner Corporation, talking on

'"Know Your Prospect"; H. C. No-

len. president of McKesson & Rob-

bins, Inc., on "How to Use Your
Time"; H. Bruce Palmer, president

of the Mutual Benefit Life Insur-

ance Co.. on "Guiding the Buyer

to the Sale"; Alfred C. Fuller, board

chairman of Fuller Brush Com-
pany, on "Meeting Sales Resist-

ance."' and Byron J. Nichols, gen-

eral manager of group marketing

of Chrvsler Corporation. s]:eakitig

on "Proving Your Point."

Sales Stars Are Featured

Other sales stars featured in the

programs were Harry Abrani. De-

troit, who sold 655 Chevrolet cars

and trucks, one at a time, last year:

Rita Breithut. of Gimbel's Depart-

ment Store. New York, and Wade
McCargo, president of McCargo-
kBaldwin Store. Richmond, Virginia.

I Cities linked electronicallv for

the Tele-Sell closed-circuit tv sales

meeting include: Atlanta, Baltimore.

Boston. Buffalo. Charlotte. Chicago.

Cincinnati. Cleveland, Columbus.
Dallas. Dayton. Detroit, Erie, Ft.

Lauderdale. Indianapolis. Jackson-

ville. Kansas City. Miami, Milwau-

kee. Minneapolis. Montreal. New
"V ork. Newark. Oklahoma City,

Omaha, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,

Providence, Rochester. St. Louis,

Syracuse. Toledo, Washington,
Wichita and Wilmington. jg'

dl««>-BMA
A face he ought to recognize greets

Alan Bunce in another scene from
the JHO Tele-Sell sequence.

Photo Products Build Sales
for Kodak in Fourth Quarter

Preliminary estimates indicate

that Eastman Kodak Company's

fourth quarter business was above

that of a year ago, according to

Archbold H. Robinson, Kodak trea-

surer.

Good results in the fourtli quarter

were principally attributable to sales

gains in Kodak's photographic prod-

ucts as well as to high level sales for

plastics and chemicals. Robinson

said. One of the important factors

in the good sales during the fourth

quarter and the year as a whole

was the introduction of new prod-

ucts.

During the fourth quarter, and the

year in general, Kodak's sales of

special military products were lower.

Robinson said. Reduced business

with the Government and defense

contractors, however, was more than

offset by gains in the company's

regular product lines. B'

Protect Film the New Safe Way
..ask for"POLY-CONS"
"Poly-Cons"—made ot Polyethelene, the

miracle plastic. Practically mde-
k ^A structible— no scratching of film.

*' \ Moisture-oroof. No lost or mixed
^ up lids, Six standard colors. Re

tail—$1.50 box of 12. Bulk prices

on request,

RICHARD MFG. CO.
5914 N. Noble Ave.

Van Nuys, Calif.
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1956

A year in which we continued to translate the

immeasurable power of ideas into measurable results

Public and Community Relations

Customer Relations

Management Development

Employee Communication and Indoctrination

Sales Promotion and Training

THROUGH Motion pictures and all other forms of

audio-visual tools

Television, theatrical, non-theatrical and

internal use by:

The American Telephone & Telegraph Company

Esso Standard Oil

The General Electric Company

The Gulf Oil Corporation

Johnson & Johnson

The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company

The New York Telephone Company

Pan American World Airways

Squibb International Division of the

Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corporation

The United States Army

The United States Army Reserve

COMMUNICATORS

OF IDEAS

31 WEST S3RD STREET • NEW YORK 19. N. Y.

PLAZA 7-0651
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PARTHENON PICTURES

-Hollywood-

Cap Palmer Unit
Documentary films for business

CURRENT RELEASES:

"GREAT BIG BIRTHDAY"—a

special-occasion film to feature the

employees" parties inaugurating The

Borden Companys Centennial Year,

featuring Elsie in the boardroom.

W'ritten-directed by George Stoney.

"THE NEXT TEN"—the story of

an American business and the 5

men who Iniiil it from zero to great-

ness in 10 exciting years. 53 & 32

minutes, color. Kaiser Aluminum.

Worm, Human late of Cooperation at Work-

o

X

<

"A HOTEL IS BORN"
—the very human story

of a great hotelman . . .

for Hilton Hotels: 30 min-

utes, color.

•'TOOLS OF TELE-
PHONY"—A film report

on Western Electric, to

employees of the Bell Sys-

tem ... 30 minutes. 35

and 16mm. Technicolor.

"MAN \^ ITH A THOU-
SAND HANDS"—multi-

ple award-winner. Story of

the great machines which

are opening hitherto for-

bidden areas of the earth

to human use . . . for

International Harvester,

with Raymond Massey.
* « i^

KcntMackenzieV'BUNK-
ER HILL" wins 1956
Medallion of Screen Pro-

ducers' Guild-Look Maga-
zine Intercollegiate Com-
petition.

» ir -'

"HOLIDAY FOR
BANDS"—musical-docu-

mentary theatrical featur-

ette. with James Stewart.

"THE LIFETIME LOOK"—
Group Insurance and Retirement

benefits from the Employers angle;

a salesman's tool for agents and
brokers. 44 minutes, color. For
Conn. Gen. Life Insurance Co.

The company makes no TV series, no

TV commercials: Parthenon's business-

film schedule is held to the half-

dozen projects a year which can be

handled personally and with quality

by its key group.

The RAMPART STUDIOS stage facili-

ties, unusually large and efficient,

are available for rental.

Hungarian Refugees See

as Eastern Filmmakers Co

ON Saturday .\oo.\". the 29th of

December. Frank Beckwith

was sitting in his office at Knicker-

bocker Productions in New York,

preparing to knock off work after a

hard week. The week-end before

New Year's seemed like a good time

to get some rest and see more of his

family for a change. Just before be

started to leave the office, the tele-

phone rang, and inunediately the

restful holiday he'd planned was off

and Beckwith started on one of the

most hectic, and rewarding, w.eek-

ends of his life.

The call was from Leo C. Beebe.

Vice-Cbairman of the President's

Committee for Hungarian Refugee

Relief at Camp Kilmer. New Jersey.

It seemed that the reception team at

Kilmer had been managing to greet

and take care of the increasing

number of refugees that had been

arriving up until that time. But with

1781 Hungarians scheduled to ar-

rive by ship the following Monday

morning, the program of communi-

cating with them seemed to be more

and more difficult.

Beebe explained that these peo-

ple, uprooted from their country,

tired, and confused in their new-

surroundings, needed quick reas-

surance when they arrived that they

were among friends, that they would

be taken care of. They needed to

know what was going to happen to

them, and what they could look for-

ward to.

With only a short time to prepare

for the ship's arrival. Beebe. who

was formerly Manager of the Mo-

Clear Picture of Aid Plans

implete Siidefilm Overnight

tion Picture Department of the

Ford Motor Company, and is now

on leave of absence from his job

as Ford's Director of Public Rela-

tions Projects and Services, had en-

visioned that if a film could be pre-

pared for showing to the refugees

as soon as they arrived, it might

solve the difficult problem of com-

municating with them and reassur-

ing them. Beebe asked Beckwith to

take on the job. in New York, and

the long week-end began.

Beebe thought that a sound slide-

film, with Hungarian narration and

music, would be the best solution

to the problem. But it had to be

ready to be shown in exactly 46

hours — 10:00 a.m. Monday — the

arrival time of the shipload of refu-

gees.

Plans were quickly made. Beebe

would put a team of photographers

to work immediately, keep his still

lab open all night, and deliver o x

10 photographs to Knickerbocker's

offices at noon on Sunday. He had

secured Allen Stern of N.B.C. to

write the script, and Stern was to

work through the night, relying on

Leo Beebe's descriptive powers to

supply the basis for the visual and

narrative material. An emergency

call was sent to Washington to get

a Hungarian translator-narrator

sent up from the United States In-

formation Agency headquarters.

Meanwhile. Frank Beckwith. and

How ard Lesser. Knickerbocker's

president, went to work lining up

the various film services that would

I C O .\ T I N I E D ON PACE 3 4

1

Hungarian refugees arrive at Kilmer, their first home in the new land. Their

urgent need was for reassurance—of aid preparations made for them.

PARTHENON PICTURES

2625 Temple St. • Hollywood 26

PARTHENON PICTURES

-Hollywood-

STAFF PERSONNEL

CHARLES (CAP) PALMER —
executive producer-writer, grew up

in New England, graduated Dart-

mouth 1923. After newspaper re-

porting worked as comptroller and

sales-manager in building-materials

manufacturing and construction un-

til mid-Thirties, when moved to Los

Angeles to write full time

—

Collier's

short stories at first, then books (

a

dozen I . then radio (Bob Burns.

Burns & .Allen. Silver Theater), and

into pictures—5 years with Disney.

then Louis DeRochemonl. Jesse L.

Lasky. MGM.

JOHN E. R. McDOUGALL—M-
sociate producer and director (Mc-

Gill 34 1 . began as a w riter with

Associated Screen News in Montreal

went into editing and finally direc-

tor-writer on top bracket Canadian

business films, and documentary

productions for the National Film

Board. In 1941 he organized
Canadian Army Film Unit, com-

manded the overseas operation,

supervising hundreds of training,

technical, and battle newsreel films,

and returned to ASN as senior

industrial film producer. Became
associated with Cap Palmer as

director-editor of Canada-locationed

Man With a Thousand Hands:
moved to Hollywood in 1953 and

joined in founding Parthenon the

next year.

JACK MEAKIN — associate pro-

ducer and Parthenon's musical di-

rector I Stanford "28
1 spent two

years w ith finance firms before mov-

ing into radio in San Francisco,

then New York for parallel careers

as show producer (Lucky Strike Hit

Parade. Kay Kyser. etc. for FC&B.

Wm. Estv. NBC I and musical direc-

tor ( Eddie Duchin. Silver Theater,

etc.) Hollvwood since 1945: musical

director (Great Gitdersleeve. Joan

Davis. .Arch Older Series) and T\

producer (Hollywood Studio Party.

The Meakins). Currently handles

the music on the Groucho Marx

show. Composer-conductor or nms-

ical director on many movies, in-

cluding 30 business pictures, often

with Cap Palmer.

TED (W. T.) PALMER—GcH.

Manager: Since 1929 associated in

Cap Palmer activities as business

and production manager.

ROBERT J. MARTIN— //.a,/

cameraman, stage and location:

with ASN in Canada (
photographed

"Man" for Palmer-McDougalll un-

til joining Parthenon as head of

Camera Department.

PARTHENON PICTURES

2625 Temple St. • Hollywood 26
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7000 Ampere Unit

• MOTION PICTDRES TELEVISION LIGHTING
333 WEST 52 SI, NFW YORK 19

a NEW M600 aMPERE DC CEJVERJiTOR
POWER PLANT JOINS THE

ROSS SILVER FLEET
\

INC.

333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N.Y.

Circle 6-5470

Lighting Equipment

Grips and Props for Motion Pictures

and Television Studios

This new dependable power unit takes its place

alongside the 1000 ampere unit shown.

700, 300 and 200 Ampere Units

are also available for rental.

From the largest generator plant to a complete

line of lighting, grip equipment and props,

you can depend on fast reliable service from

our complete stock.

For rental or purchase.

Send for a schedule of rental rates.
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— r&B FARiDE OP NEW PRDDUCTS —
F&B SPLIT SEELS AUTOMATIC

SPLICER
For Smm-ISmm Combination

and 35nim with the

Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER

A PERFECT SPLICE EVERY TIIVIE

The major ct

, . . ond the iiiw|v- *.^v^*- •^' ^»-»-' ^,_--_---^ ._ .

proper scraping (e'ther too much or too little)

Solve both of these problems with this automatic

scraper that takes off exactly the right depth of

ise of film failures is poor splicing

laior cause of poor splicing is im-

SIMPLE SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES

TIME . . . SPACE . . . MONEY
You con project, edit, synchronize, clean anct

inspect film on cores, without rewinding by
sintply slipping them in F&B SPLIT REELS.

REGULAR PRICE 16MM REELS NEW LOW PRICE

$4.50 400' $2.25
3.00
3.75
4.50

«.oo



mBERT LAWKEMCE
418 West F,Frr_Fou "''" ^"''^EET New Yokk 19

'Ub4 Sheridan Road
*-hicago 26, 111.

J^ear Ott Coelln:

Rr,h... . .

Production ReviewRob ""'^<-uon Ke\

^ucrdiions in
^- 5^^£erience- Kqtr.Ki u ,

^- ^^iSancial^Stabihtv Th

S
'° "^ -- and our customers ""^ °^ ^o^nd econo-

^- ^Iliiiiie^Ability From =

tne particular needs of

Theseare our answers to th ,^he client who demands quality.

Yours sincere!

(f^^J^/jU^4
Robert L. L
President.

nc^ct
awrenceRLL.bt

'nd the,, regards.
esler 18 in
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HERE'S WHY YOU GET BOTH

IN AN RCA 400 16mm SOUND PROJECTOR
Your RCA 400 1 6mm Sound Projector puts on shows that look and sound the same as the

ones you pay to see at first-run theatres. This is because 400 design is an achievement of

RCA motion picture and sound engineers who have Mved with projector engineering

since film began to '"talk/' Here are some of the RCA features they've developed for you.

Thread-Easy film
path. There's no
maze of rollers and
guides . . .just a sim-
ple, direct film path
you can thread in 30
seconds or less. En-
tire set-up time is

underthree minutes.

t
%

Speakers custom-
designed by RCA
engineers. You hear
sound with less than
5% distortion through
entire 16mm record-
ing range. Special
sound drum assem-
bly keeps possible vi-

bration or mechan-
ical noise from sound
track reproduction.

Induction type motor.
You get long life

minimum mainte
nance.. .no brushes
governor or commu
tator. Motor static
cannot be trans-
mitted through ampli-
fication system, for

induction type mo-
tors do not "gap"
or "spark."

"Stelhte"" Steel
pull-down claw en-
gages film gently with
virtually no vi/ea r.

Larger sprockets dis-

tribute film tension
more evenly, guard
against tearing.
"Floating" film guides
protect film at pres-
sure points and
sprocket shoes.

Large diameter 16-

tooth sprockets. Their
rotation is slower,
quieter. Self-lubricat-

ing "Oilite"* bushings
and silent belt drive
also cut mechanical
operating noise to a
minimum.

The compact RCA 400 Junior may be

your machine. Or, you may want the

big-audience power of the 400 Senior in

two cases. Whichever you choose, your

RCA Audio- Visual Dealer is ready with

full details and a fully convincing demon-
stration. He's at your call . . . under

"Motion Picture Equipment & Supplies"

in the Classified Telephone Directory.

*Reg. Tmk of ( hrywler Corp.

**Reg. Tmk of Union Carbide & Carbon Corp.

Audio-Visual Products

RADIO CORPORATION
Camden, N.J.

of AMERICA

14 Million Saw Sponsored Pix
in Bureau of Mines '56 Program

^ More than 14 Tiiilliim persons in

1956 saw motion pictures spon-

sored by American industries in

cooperation with the Bureau of

Mines, according to the I . .S. De-

partment of the Interior.

This record, achieved in group

>lnmings. exceeds the 1955 attend-

ance by nearly two million and

establishes an all-time high for the

Bureaus industry-government film

program which is in its 37th year.

Kslimates from television stations

throughout the United States indi-

cate that 281-; million others saw

noncommercial telecasts of the

films, the Bureau reported.

226,000 Showings In '56

Group slnjwings of these nmlion

pictures totaled 226.851. nearly 7.-

()()( showings above the previous

record attained in 1955. The films,

dealing with the nations various

mineral resources, are distributed

by the Bureau on a free-loan basis

to universities and other educa-

tional institutions, industrial firms,

business and civic clubs, scientifii-

societies and other organizations.

Films telling the stories of cop-

]:>er. steel, lead. oil. gasoline, and

coal were in greater demand than

ever before, surpassing all earlier

records for attendance and number
of times shown. As a group, pro-

ductions dealing with the natural

resources of individual states re-

mained the most popular. Four of

these, describing resources of Ari-

zona. Texas. Washington and West

Virginia, were used in classrooms

and at group meetings more often

than in any previous year.

Two new motion pictures were

added to the Bureau's extensive li-

brarv of film subjects during 1956.

These were The Petrified River—
The Slory of Iraniiim. produced

in cooperation with the Union Car-

bide and Carbon Corporation, and

Idaho and Its ^'attl^aI Resources.

sponsored by the Richfield Oil Cor-

poration. The Bureau notes that

both of these films were innnediatc-

ly popular and appeared headed for

even wider utilization during 1957.

Sponsored by Industrial Firms

Private firms or industrial or-

ganizations pay all costs of produc-

ing these motion pictures and pro-

\ iding the Bureau of Mines with

copies for distribution. The Bu-

reau's motion picture library now

has more than 6.400 prints of 61

film subjects, all in 16niin sound,

and most of them in color. The

films are distributed from the Bu-

reau's Central Experiment Station

at Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania and

through voluntary subdistributing
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ARRIFLEX 16 & 35

T
AURICON • BOLEX

Bell & Howell -Cine Specials

\
CINEKAD Dollies,

Jriangles, Tripod Clamps

T
REELS & CANS

Fibre Film Cases

T
ECCO 1500

Film Cleaner

T
J.G.McAlisterJnc.

Lighting Equipment

NEUMADE
Editing Equipment

T

MILLER &0 CONNOR
Fluid Tripod Heads

T
POLECATS

T
COLOR-TRAN

Packaged Lighting

T
CAR-PAK Camera

station Wagon PlatformSi

/

BIRNS&
SAWYER
PHOTO SUPPLIES CO.
MFGRS. OF "PROaM" EQUIPMENT

8910 SANTA MONICA BOUICVARD • 01 5 (970
LOS ANGELES 4E. CALIFORNIA

BUREAU OF MINES FILMS:

MCINTINLED FROM FA(IM, PAGE I

center? in 38 states. Alaska and

Hawaii.

The motion pictures are pro-

iluced by commercial film com-

panies selected by the industrial

-ponsor. An agreement between the

sponsor and the Bureau of Mines

permits credit lines in the beginning

and end titles of a film, but pro-

hibits the use of trade names or

any other material in the motion

picture that might be construed as

advertising. The films are designed

to acquaint Americans with their

mineral heritage and to encourage

conservation and effective utiliza-

tion of mineral commodities.

List "Most Popular" Films

Bureau attendance records show

that the five most popular ""state re-

sources" films during 1956 were:

Caliiornia and Its Natural Re-

sources, sponsored b\ Richfield Oil

Corporation: Arizona ami Its \al-

ural Resources, sponsored by Phelps

Dodge Corporation: Texas and Its

\atural Resources, sponsored bv

Texas Gulf Sulphur Company. Inc.:

If ashington and Its Natural Re-

sources and Oregon and Its \atural

Resources, both sponsored b\ Rich-

field Oil Corporation.

The five most popular "mineral

commodity" films as reported by

the Bureau were: A Story of Cop-

per, sponsored by Phelps Dodge

Corporation; Sulphur, sponsored

by Texas Gulf Sulphur Company.

Inc.: The Drama oj Steel, spon-

sored by Inland Steel Company:
The Story of Gasoline, sponsored

by Standard Oil Company I Indi-

ana) : Evolution of the Oil Indus-

try, sponsored by Sinclair Refining

Company.

"Petrified River" in Demand

t The Petrified Riier. though in

circulation only four months last

year, actually ranked second in pop-

ularity among commodity films on

the basis of a projected v early aver-

age of showings. I Each of the 10

most popular films was shown at

least 6.000 times last year.

Producers of these films were:

Frederick K. Rockett Company,

Hollywood. California: Jamieson

Film Company. Dallas, Texas: Jerry-

Fairbanks. Inc.. Hollywood. Cali-

fornia: Wilding Picture Produc-

tions. Chicago. Illinois: Atlas Fihii

Corporation. Oak Park. Illinois,

and MPO Productions. Inc.. New
"lork. New York. ^

Joins Board of Sterling TV

Nat Liebeskind has been elected

lo the Board of Directors of Ster-

ling Tele\ision Company. Inc. S"
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Everything under
one roof!

FILI

• RCA Sound Recording

• Editing

• Processing

• Printing. Color and Black-and-White

• Magnetic Laminating

>ITAL
LABORATORIES, INC.

1905 Fairvlew Ave., N. E.,

AA^ashlngton 2, D. C.

LAwrence 6-4634

How Trite

Can You Get?
by Bruce Henry

AN Awful Lot of People in

American business and in-

dustry loathe the motion picture

as a medium. The term "awful"

is used advisedly.

There are many reasons why.

They range from a gypping by a

fly-by-night producer to bitter ex-

periences in the do-it-yourselt

jungle.

But a majority—a very large

majority—detest films as such be-

cause they have had one made

with a Formula treatment.

The Formula is almost as old

as the medium. ITEM: An old

employe tells a young employe

how wonderful the Company is.

ITEM: A reporter is assigned by

his Managing Editor (Sure!) to

learn how gored fidoodles are

made. He carries a camera. ITEM:
A group of eager school students

hear a wise and kindly old pro-

fessor declaim on Their Future.

He uses the Company as a shining

example of The Free Enterprise

System. ITEM: Open with a

daguerreotype shot of Our First

Factory. Dissolve to Our Leader,

at desk, making a speech with the

aid of an idiot board. Go on an

endless, gobbledegook Trip

Through the Plant. End with

glorified close shot of Architect's

Plans for the Future. Note: this

picture must always have "Hori-

zons" in its title. ITEM: Open

with a cute analogy, then forget

it. Ad nauseum.

This is not to say that the

Formula film is without honor.

The very fact that it has survived

from the beginning and thrives

even today ( the above ITEMS
were culled from 1956 produc-

tions) entitles it to a certain

amount of respect on the basis of

sheer hoariness. And that may be

a homonym.
But. what does this sort of filing-

cabinet inspirational writing do?

Well, it may please the Sponsor,

the first time he sees His Movie.

It may please the Sponsor's family,

the first time they see it. It cer-

tainly pleases the Producer, pro-

vided it has come in well under

budget. And it certainly will

please the Writer, since it cost

him no more creative effort than

copying an old script left behind

by a previous hack who is now a

big name in television.

The only people it doesn't

please, and may well sicken, is

that faceless mass called Audience.

Thev recognize it for exactly

what it is, clotted nonsense, self-

aggrandizing claptrap, the same

old bilge they've seen dozens of

times before with somebody else's

name on the Presents Title.

Audience, believe it or not, is real

perspicacious.

So, the picture does nothing

for the Sponsor. And he, in time,

shrewdly noting that it is putting

even his captive audiences to sleep,

arrives at the justifiable conclu-

sion that motion pictures stink,

generally, and he'd do better by

buying six half page ads in "Mod-
ern Bolts and Nuts" Magazine.

This may not bother the Pro-

ducer, especially if he is a quick-

take, in-and-outer, for he still has

847 pages of names of prospects to

go in The Standard Advertising

Register.

But it sure raises hob with the

future of the sponsored film busi-

ness.

Suggested solution: a large

IBM-type inspirational sign, to be

posted near the desk of every

script writer:

"Stay out of the cornfield.

Buster!"

For 16mm. Film — 400' to 2000' Reels

Protect your films

Ship in FIBERBILT CASES
Sold at leoding dealers



Another Big Reason Why United's

Distribution Is Better

For Your Sponsored Films...

Advance Booking Hotices For Use

In Local Sales Promotion..

.

As soon as the film booking is made, United supplies an

Advance Booking Notice. This is an indispensible aid in

planning local PR and or sales promotion tie-ins, etc.

Certified Exhibition Record and Audience Reaction for Each Booking. .

.

As United World Films' nationwide distribution network

delivers increasing thousands of new sponsored film

audiences, a most significant factor is the Certified

Record of Exhibition provided for each booking. This

form comes to the sponsor complete with the actual

audience reaction; these original reports give the un-

biased opinion of the viewing public and detailed re-

actions on the film. A sample of United World's exclusive

Record of Exliibition is shown at right.

Complete Monthly Reports With

Important Statistical Breakdowns...

Everv month, each United \\'orld Films' sponsor receives

a full report of show ings. Complete cumulative statistical

information on your sponsored film's progress in the

field is thus provided as another of United W'orld's

complete and exclusive nationwide distribution services.

UNITED WORLD

KEEPS ITS CLIENTS

WELL INFORMED!

Booking plavdaies and shipping prints isn'c all

there is to sponsored film distribution. True,

United can give vour film the widest possible

audience because of its vast naiion^de volume

in theatrical and non-theatrical markets. More

than that, however, Cniled provides a unique

information service to sponsors that keeps you

informed of your film's even" move.

From the Advance Booking Notice to the Com-

plete Monthh Report you have at your finger-

tips the kind of anahtical and statistical infor-

mation, (tvpes of audiences, group age levels,

all are supplied by United), to make your job

easier.

This is the kind of plus service you would expect

from the onlv MAJOR film company in the

sponsored field (United is a wholely owned

subsidiary of Universal Pictures Company, Inc.).

.Another big reason why sponsors are switching

to United World!

Write todav for your personal copy of United*s

latest distribution brochure which contains valu-

able information for vou.

Now Seo'ing: K. F. Goodrii^h Company. National Live Stock and Meat Board. U. S. Depart-

ment of Defense. Association oi American Railroads. Armour Sc Company. Port of New
York Auihoritv. U. S. Atomic Energ>' Commission, Natural Rubber Bureau. Westinghouse
Air Brake Company, U. S. Public Health Service. Eastern .\irlines, .American Mutual
.Alliance, Lenox China Companv. American Stock Exchange. Seaboard Airline Railroad.

Nationwide Film Service Via

43 Film Distribution Offices

COAST TO COAST

A Division of Universal Pictures Company, Inc.

1445 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 2 9, N. T.

TRafclgar b-SlOO
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One CM for all You Need

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
For quick service, expert advice

and one low price for equipment,

installation and removal, call on

one of the nation's largest suppliers

of temporary lighting facilities

—

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment

inventory is unexcelled. Below are

just a few of the many items

available for quick delivery

whenever and wherever needed.

CAMERA EYE

DOLLIES
Fearless and

Raby Panorom

Dollies

Crab and

Western

Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMEl^IT

MacTon Turntable

for Cars and

Disploys

Mole Richardson

Boom and

Perambulator

Parallels

Ladders and Steps

Scrims and Flags

Dots dnd Stands

Write or Wire
for

Catalog and

FREE
ESTIiVIATES!

LIGHTING

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment

M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,000W

Diffusion

Scoops

Reflectors

Bullboards

Coble

PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMEI^T
AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps

(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil

Portable Substations

-
'4 b

i

JACK A. FROST
Dept. BS

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.

Company-Wide Retirement

Plan Initiated by Audio

M Audici Productions. Inc.. has in-

augurated a compan\-wide retire-

ment income program which will

guarantee all employees $100
niunthlv income at retirement age.

The program is planned to dove-

tail with social security benefits so

that all Audio employees with

twenty years service may look for-

ward to a minimum of S250 per

month income upon retirement, at

age 65 for men. and 62 for women.

At the present time, two-thirds of

Audio employees are participating

in the plan, and it is expected that

almost 100' , of Audio people will

be covered in a year or two. To

qualify, employees must have been

with the company three years and

be at least 25 years old.

The plan, which was set up for

Audio by the Prudential Insurance

Company, provides the widest pos-

sible coverage, and is particularly

valuable in that coverage is not

limited because of age. For in-

stance, a man 55 years old may be

hired, and be covered by the plan,

so that after ten years his lifetime

monthly income would be S50.

Other options provide for a lifetime

income for the employee's wife, as

well.

The retirement income program

is a participating plan, and it is set

up so that all employees regardless

of salary receive the same benefits.

Employees earning up to $125 per

week pay $1 per week: from 8125.-

01 to $250 per week the employee

pays $2: and over that the pa\ment

is $3 per week. ^Tiile the employee

pays part of the cost of the plan.

Audio Productions pays SO'J as its

share of the program.

Audio's president. Frank E. Spei-

dell. and the stockholders of the

company, have established the re-

tirement income in recognition of

the outstanding loyalty of Audio

emplovees. One of the most stable

firms in the industry film business.

Audio's average employee has been

with the company ten years, with

some up to 23 years.

Audio's retirement income pro-

gram is believed to be one of the

first in the industrial film indtis-

trv. U'

Florez, Inc. Names Helser

and Kleene Vice-Presidents

i'uip ufw \ i(e-prc»iilc-iilial a|i-

pointments have been ammunced

by Florez, Inc.. Detroit. The new

vice-presidents are Ray Helser. di-

rector of Client Service, and Jack

Kleene. editorial manager and crea-

tive director.

Helser joined Florez nine years

ago. Besides his client service ac-

tivities. Helser has worked on train-

ing programs at the studio. His

background includes sales and mer-

chandising experience.

With Florez for 11 years. Kleene

built his business career at the stu-

dio as a creative writer, specializ-

ing in sales training programs. HJ"

Metropolitan Sound Studios

Acquires RKO-Pathe Facilities

+ A newly organized company,

Metropolitan Sound Service. Inc.,

has acquired the New York facili-

ties of RKO Pathe. Inc.. at Park

Avenue and 106th Street.

Principals in the new concern are

T. A. Roseen. of Langlois Filmusic,

Inc.: Norman Kasow. of Film-

sounds, Inc.: and Al Gramaglia,

formerly of Dichter Sound Studio.

The service facilities in the big

building on upper Park Avenue

have long been considered as among

the finest and most complete in the

East. Metropolitan Sound Service

will occupy five floors, offering just

about every service required for

film producers. The sound stage

measures 95 x 80 x 32 feet high.

All four walls and ceiling are cov-

ered with two inch rock wool sound

proofing. Carpenter shop, dressing

rooms and cosmetician's rooms are

adjacent.

Other floors contain more sound

stages, completely equipped editing

rooms, preview rooms ( two. with a

capacity of 50 each), a complete

music and sound effects library, and

facilities for post synchronous dub-

bing, interlock screening, mixing,

transfering and sound editorial

service. w

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

I6MM-35MM .PK,

Write (or 1

Catalogue

Dept B

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451 Gordon St. O Hollywood 28, Calif
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What makes a movie MOVE . .

.

move your products, move your ideas?

We believe the answer Is people.

rLUiLL nith original concepts . . .

tmd the ability to present them dramatically.

rLUi Ll nith creative talents . . .

and the skill to employ them in the medium of film.

PEOPLE nith pride of craft . . .

and the anareness that every project

is a lastinfi yardstick of their talents.

That is why we cast our writer* and directors, cameramen and

crews, as carefully as our players — matchin": special talents

with the special requirements of each production.

That is why we ^ive each film personal attention — "custom-

tailoring" it through all stages, from first treatment to

screening print.

That is why we believe there is no place for mass production

in the making of a moving picture.

Knickerbocker Productions, Incorporated

7 (UK) Broadway. Xen York 1 9. \. Y. Circle 5-671
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Now—a fully

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

—ready

put on!

to

Title

"MAINTAINING DISCIPLINE"

Here's a complete package developed
by instruction specialists, and guaran-
teed to produce effective training meet-
ings. Modern audio-visual techniques
drive home important Human Relations
lessons for lasting impression . . . and 10
minutes' organliing time is all you need!
Proved In major companies the nation
over. Effective in any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $22.50!
LEADER'S MANUAL—a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. Just fol-

^-a low it step by step. Contains

\^^\ instructions, data for chart or

\^^^ blaclcboard work, and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or improvise upon.

STRIPFILM—dramatic visual presentation

. . . teaches your supervisors

^ to recogniie and handle the

* two distinct types of discipline

"^^ and explains proper techniques
In reprimanding subordinates.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that
never tires, never omits, never

^^\ forgets. Nor ration by Harlow
^Bv Wilcox puts the stripfilm's mes-
^C^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each
«^:^" supervisor. For companies con-

rr^ ducting the entire series of

^ , eight meetings, suggestions for

.
—

• certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $22.50 now [or

we'll bill you If you prefer) and we'll

immediately ship your packaged super-

visor training meeting, "Maintaining
Discipline." We'll also enclose free in-

formation on other meetings in the series.

YOU'LL LIKE IT

OR YOUR MONEY BACK

DOCKET PICTURES
INC.

6T06-A Santa Aloniccj Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, Calif.

PflDDUCTlDN LllVES

Wilding Acquires New Studio
in New Yorit for TV Films

A new studio to handle increased

television film production has been

acquired in New York City by

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

The new studio is at 157 East 69th

Street in New York.

Wildings eastern television pro-

duction facilities and personnel will

be housed in the new studio. The

set-up provides for photographv.

sound recording, cutting and pro-

jection. The new location's acces-

sibility to the street level permits

large pieces of equipment, such as

automobiles, trucks, appliances and

other products to be brought in

\\ilhout difficulty.

William Morris. New York pro-

duction manager, will make his

headquarters at the new studio. 1^'

New York Film Producers'
Committee Meets Lab Heads

+ A special committee of New
't orks Film Producers Association

met recently with the heads of

twelve New \ork film laboratories

in order to solve some of the mu-

tual problems relative to providing

the best possible film quality for

FPA industrial, governmental and

TV commercials clients.

Having scheduled an iimbitious

seminar on methods of obtaining

the best film quality for presenta-

tion to buyers of film and their ad

agencies early this year, FPA is

holding a series of meetings with

the \'arious film crafts by ^va^ of

developing a better understanding

of what makes for superior film

production through use of New
York's fihii facilities.

FPA's committee members in-

clude: Robert Lawrence, president

of Robert Lawrence Productions:

Walter Lowendahl. executi\e \ ice

president of Transfilm; Peter J.

Mooney. secretary-treasurer of Au-

dio Productions: David Pincus.

president of Caravel Films: and

Waller Kullherg. treasurer of Sound

Masters.

A committee of the laboratories

Treated to work w ith the FPA group

is headed by Robert Crane, of Color

Service Labs. It includes Arthur

Miller of Pathe. Sam Schlein of De
Luxe. Doc Feldman of DuArt. Ben

Bloom of Movielab. Douglas Yates

(if Consolidated and Paul Guffanti

of Guffanti Labs. S"

W. 5. Edwards Elected EBF's

Distribution Vice-President

Election of Wilbur S. Edwards

as vice-president of distribution for

Encyclopaedia Brltannica Films.

Qiialitij Control

is only half

the Fordel story.

Dependable Service

is the other half.

Helpintf to get

the Fordel story across

is an advertising job

that ive enjoy.

Perhaps you have

a ,sto)-y you'd like

to get across—
creatively and effectively.

If so. we can help you.

For information,

phone or unite—

ungar & fruhling

521 fifth avenue

new yorli 17

newyorl(

advertising^^ marketing

oxford 7-5983

irtising ^

Inc.. has been announced b\ Mau-

rice B. Mitchell, president of the

educational films production-distri-

bution organization.

Edwards joined FBI in July of

1956 as director of distribution.

His background is in radio and tele-

vision. A radio account executive

in New York from 1940 to 1945.

Edwards subsequently served in

managerial capacities for CBS Ra-

dio in Chicago. WEEI. Boston.

KNX and CBS Pacific Radio Net-

work in Los Angeles. While on the

west coast, he became general man-

ager of KNX-T and of CBS-TVs
Pacific network.

Returning to New York in 1953.

Edwards was general sales manager

of CBS TV Film Sales. Inc. f'

Corelli-Jacobs, Inc. Moves to

Larger Quarters in New York

Corelli-Jacobs Film Music, Inc.,

has moved to new and larger quar-

ters—at 723 Seventh .Avenue, New
York City.

By writing to Corelli-Jacobs at

I he new address, film producers

may obtain a free catalog describ-

ing background music recorded on

film, tape and discs furnished by

the firm. Corelli-Jacobs also cre-

ates complete music scores for films

from the company's music library.

Corelli-Jacobs" phone number in

New York is Judson 6-6673. ^

Companies to Show Wares at
"Chicagoland" Summer Fair

The Chicagoland Fair, a "busi-

ness, industrial and cultural exposi-

tion'" will be held at Navy Pier.

Chicago. June 28-July 14.

Sponsored by the Association of

Cfimmerce and Industry, the Chi-

cagoland Fair will feature five miles

of colorful visual displays and ex-

hibits extolling Chicago as a "land

of opportunity" and saluting the

city's progress.

Hundreds of companies are ex-

pected to display their products atnl

services at the exposition. The Chi-

cagoland Fair. Inc., headquarters

are at 8 S. Michigan, Chicago. ^'

HAPPY DAY
FOR A DOLLAR

— see page 90
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— developing your

greatest resource of all

Rapid advances in technology add growing

importance to the role of employee training in industry

and business. For indoctrination courses, sales meetings and

technical training programs, leading industries in the United States and many foreign

countries rely on Victor 16mm Projectors and audio-visual equipment.

The same qualities that have made Victor a valuable tool in employee education

have made Victor equipment a favorite with time and motion study engineers.

Let the specially trained Victor Distributor tell you how Victor equipment can help

you keep your employees abreast of modern developments.

VICTOR AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS
VICTOR SOUND
PROJECTORS

VICTOR ARC
PROJECTOR

VICTOR
MAGNASCOPE V200T

Available in three stand-

ard models: the Class-

mate 4, Assembly 10 and

Sovereign 25.

SOUND HOLDS ITS SHAPE

A portable arc projector

that meets the needs of

your largest assemblies.

Supplies 1600 lumens on

the screen, up to 25 watts

speaker output.

Rheostat speed control,

2000-foot reel capacity,

and single switch reverse

standard equipment.
Taltes any wide screen

lens.

A professional laboratory

instrument that enlarges,

projects microscopic

specimens on wall screen

or tdbletop. Two class-

room models available.

%EHO FOR FREE FOLDER TODAY

VICTOIk,
Dept. L-27, Davenport. Iowa, U. S. A.

tuuoa itUH

NEW YORK. CHICAGO

Quality Motion Picture Equipment Since 1910

Robert Lawrence Productions

Acquires Loucks & Norling

¥ Kuberl Lawrence Producliuiis,

Inc.. New York, has announced the

acquisition of Loucks and Norling

Studios. Inc.. New York.

With this major expansion. Rob-
ert Lawrence Productions will have

coni|)lete facilities for every phase

and every kind of production, in

New York. Hollywood and Canada.

Li addition to roundini; out the

coast-to-coast production plant, the

acquisition brings to the Lawrence
organization experienced personnel

at Ihe planning, creative and pro-

<lnrlion levels.

Firm to Retain Identity

Lfiucks and \<irlirig will retain

its identity and operate as a divi-

sion of Robert Lawrence Produc-

tions with no change in personnel

planned. Since its organization in

1924. Loucks and Norling has

gained a reputation for its special-

ized technical skills and has pro-

duced over one tluiusand motion

pictures for iiiduslr) and the gov-

ernment.

Commenting on the actiuisition.

Robert Lawrence, president of the

parent company, stated. "Today's

industrial and commercial films re-

quire specialized production abili-

ties. The quality of films is only as

good as the people, facilities and

equipment available to produce

them. We are expanding in the be-

lief thai the more integrated and

the better the collection of creative

talent and technical facilities, the

higher will be the (jualily of our

finished product."

Robert Lawrence Productions
was formed in 1952 and since then

has established successful studios

in Hollywood and in Toronto. Can-

ada. Its rapid rise to prominence

in the industry within five years is

grounded on a steadih growing

volume of television film commer-

cials and films for industry. In

19,50. The Lawrence organization

produced five times the number of

hitns piodn<ed in it^ (u>l \ear.

45 on Lawrence N.Y. Staff

With headquarlers al 111! West

54th Street. New York, the Law-

rence staff of 45 full-lime employees

in New York alone work on 12,000

square feel of the firm's own pro-

duction space, including sound

slage. screening and etliling rooms

and carpenter shop. They have

niatle film commercials for 67 na-

tionalh -known advertisers.

Other Robert Lawrence Produc-

tions service offices and subsidiar-

ies include Grantray-Lawrence Ani-

mation in Hollywood and Robert

I.,awrence Productions (Canada)

Lid.—Toronto. »
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Business film producers since 1925.

Seventeen national and internaHonal

film festival awards since 1949.

Hollywood Studio:

6063 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood 28. California

Hollywood 4-3183

Eastern OfFice:

1022 Forbes Street

Pittsburgh 19. Pennsylvania

Express 1-1846
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Detroit Educators Map A-V
Industrial Relations Project

In Detroit, Michigan, plans are

under way to develop a specialized

collection of audio-visual resources

relating to all phases of industrial

relations and to the other areas of

industry, such as business, labor,

safet\'. materials management and

industrial medicine.

The Institute of Industrial Rela-

tions of Wayne State University,

directed bv Ronald W. Haughton.

is initiating a cooperative audio-

visual project with the Audio-Visual

Education Department of the Col-

lege of Education and the Visual-

Auditory I'tilizalion Center Film

Library.

Drawing on the industrial, labor

and educational resources unique to

the Detroit community, the project

will endeavor to make available,

through professional publications,

reviews of filnis and audio-visual

materials. Those which are evalu-

ated will be considered for inclusion

in the Wa\'ne State I niversity Film

Library, under the direction of Tom
Roberts. Coordination of the proj-

ect is under the general direction of

Dr. Albert L. Goldberg, assistant

professor. College of Education.

Producers of films, filmstrips, re-

cordings or other a-v materials per-

taining to industrial relations are

being invited to get in touch with

either Mr. Roberts or Dr. Goldberg

so that the Institute may plan to

schedule a review of their media. 9'
» » »

Info Agency Films Ike's

Inauguration for 81 Lands
M President Eisenhower's second

inauguration will be brought to 81

countries abroad via a two-reel doc-

umentary motion picture in color

produced by the V. S. Information

Agency, according to an announce-

ment by Arthur Larson. Agency

director.

Twelve cameras were used to re-

cord the inaugural highlights. The
film will show the de|)arture of the

Presidential party from the White

House to the Capitol, the arrival of

other dignitaries, the swearing-in

ceremonies of President Eisenhower

and Vice-President Nixon, the in-

augural address, parade scenes and

views of the inaugural celebrations.

The Presidents inaugural address

and the commentaries in the film

will be translated into .'^2 languages

for overseas showing in theatres

and to other audiences in the 81

countries. ISf
* » K-

Rae Hargrave has been appointed

to the post of publicity director of

the Society of Motion Picture and

Television Engineers left vacant by

the resignation of Sue Grntta. Iff

THE NEW BELL & HOWELL
ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTER!
This totally new color printer offers seven advanced features . .

.

sets new standards for technical precision and operating convenience.

The Bell & Howell Additive Color

Printer is the result of intensive re-

search and close collaboration with

film laboratory specialists through-

out the world. In addition to the

features shown here, it incorpo-

rates the latest innovations of

Bell & Howell's Continuous Film

Printers which today print nearly

all of the world's commercial film.

1. Controlled Color Density—Avail-

able light is separated into the

three primary colors: red, green

and blue. A system of dichroics is

used to produce only pure, narrow

color beams. Color intensity is con-

trolled by adjustable vanes which

act as light modulators, permitting

more or less of each color to pass.

The three modified color beams are

recombined at the aperture to pro-

duce the density and color re-

quired for correct printing.

2. Increased Illumination—Equipped

with 1,000 watt, high-intensity, pre-

aligned printing lamp. An electri-

cal interlock prevents the lamp

from burning unless blower is in

operation. Illumination can be re-

duced for black and white printing.

3. Variable Speeds-60, 90 and 120

feet per minute.

4. Integral Fader—Built into the

lamphouse. Adjustable to produce

the desired fade length. Fade

lengths of 20, 36 and 48 frames are

available on 16mm printers, and

16, 32 and 48 frames on 35mm
printers. Fade adjustments may be

changed during the printing run to

produce any of the three lengths.

5. Visual Circuit Inspection — Five

pilot lights (with dousers) are

mounted on each of the three color

banks to permit visual inspection

of the electrical circuitry for ease

of maintenance. Electronic compo-

nents are replaced as units, vir-

tually eliminating lost production

due to maintenance down time.

6. Automatic Operation—Color and

illumination cue controls are ac-

tuated by a perforated control tape

which is pre-punched on the pro-

gram perforator. The tape passes

through a reader built into the con-

sole base of the printer and con-

trols all necessary printing func-

tions with the exception of the fade.

7. Easily Accessible Controls-

Mounted on a panel above the

printer lamphouse. The filvi foot-

age counter registers up to 10,000

feet of film and can be reset at the

start of each film run. The auto-

matic fader counter permits the

operator to keep count of fades if

they are to be varied in length dur-

ing printing. Both counters are il-

luminated for easy viewing.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

• Program perforator for producing

control tope

• 1 000 watt rectifier for DC

• Margin printing kit for light print-

ing edge numbers (16mm)

• Sensitized patch cueing kit to

eliminate notching

For further information, write Bell

& Howell, Professional Equipment

Division, 7108 McCormick Road,

Chicago 45, Illinois.

tIGHT PAHERN FOR THE

THREE PRIMARY COLORS

1000 WATT
120V lAMP

PRINTING
SPROCKET
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MER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION

Bell & Howell

Life Insurance Institute Film

Shows Family Security Ideas

¥. X^'hat is the measure of a man?
This question is considered in

Measure of a Man, a new 27%-
minute, black white motion picture

sponsored by the Institute of Life

Insurance as part of its promotional

effort. The film is available for

showing to adult audiences and

high school groups and is regarded

as a useful item for family living

courses.

Measure of a Man points to the

security which life insurance con-

tributes to family living:

A young engineer visits an old

friend from army days. The engi-

neer is a trouble-shooter who com-

pletes one job. picks up his musette

bag and moves on to the next prob-

lem spot. Obviously successful in

his work, he lives for his job. But

he has been unable to make a go

of his marriage. If he should put

down the deep roots of family life,

he believes, they would interfere

with the job he likes so much.

The engineer's old army friend is

of a different measure. The friend

is a solid citizen with a wife and

family firmly settled in an attrac-

tive home. What's more, he has

become part owTier of the local

newspaper. With the accomplish-

ments of both men clearly drawn,

the picture spots the issue: what is

there in life for someone who has

no family ties, and who lives only

for the present?

The young engineer, observing

his friend's happy family, recog-

nizes that he has been missing a

great deal. He comes to realize that

it is possible to enjoy the present.

to keep working at an enjoyable job

—and to build with his family for

their future. Insurance. The engi-

neer, his outlook broadened, his

measure increased, goes hopefully

to telephone the family from which

he has become estranged.

Produced by Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc., Measure of a

Man has been cleared for television

and prints are available from re-

gional tv exchanges of Association

Films. Inc. Communih' organiza-

tions and schools may borrow the

film either from Association Films

or from Modern Talking Picture

Service. Inc. exchanges. S'

^ a •

Film on National Shrine

Produced in Third Version

A third and completely new ver-

sion of the motion picture Washing-

Ion—Shrine of American Patriotism

is being sponsored by the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad. In view of the

success of its predecessors, the new-

film is expected to have a long run.
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Extra Quality

no warping

no binding

no rubbing

Compco
professional reels & cans

Compco reels are sturdily constructed

of tough, special tempered steel. They

won't warp or bend—eliminating film

wearing and rubbing during projec-

tion and rewinding. Compco reels and

cans are finished in scratch-resistant

special huked-on enamel. You are

assured a lifetime of protection with

these extra quality products . . . avail-

able in 600 ft. to 2500 ft. sizes.

Write today tor Illustrated Circular on

Reels and Cans

C O in P C O CORPORATION

2275 W. St. Paul Ave., Chicago 47, III.

A Sponsor to Serve

I

by Dick Westen
!

I

THE Sponsor I could do most for is one

who looks upon the audio-visual medium

as a method of communications — rather than

a vehicle to be equipped with overload springs

and filled hevond capacity with product or

service information.

Basically, 1 feel that he would be a person

who shares our own enthusiasm for audio-

visual tools as an effective means of conveying

ideas, knowledge, philosophies, understanding

and motivation. He would recognize it as a

powerful wav of reaching the minds and emo-

tions of people. Such a sponsor would want his

message to be built around: "less of how it

came to be. and more of what it means to ine."

This same Utopian-sponsor would approach

the commissioning of our services with an

open, receptive mind as to suggestions, rather

than expecting someone else to parrot his pre-

conceived, and — often — ill-founded notions.

He would want and e.xpect, indeed, demand —
new ideas, thoughts and innovations that would

turn vital training, merchandising or personnel

development cinillcniies into rich opportunities.

He would be able to recognize objective think-

ing when Dresented with it.

The sponsor 1 could do most for is a com-

posite of all these forward-thinking individuals

— plus many more.

He would not arbitrarily or blindly stumble

over prices, when end results are the prime

factors. He would think in terms of long-range

benefits of his production. He would consider

his producers as consultants, and would weigh

their recommendations with sincerity — much

the same as those from a tax expert when

called for the solution to a complicated point

of law.

He would not consider his producer as just

another supplier.

The sponsor 1 could do most for is the one

who has a definite problem — large in scope,

and continuing in nature. But, most of all, he

would have the foresight to establish realistic

goals, then present reasonable latitudes for

development of sound, sensible, effective means

to reach them.

The sponsor I could do the most for would

permit the cultivation of the most gratifying

feeling anyone can experience—the knowledge

and appreciation brought about by a good job,

original from conception to integration; as

perfect and effective as humanly possible.

Perhaps by this time you are asking yourself,

"Does such a sponsor really exist?"

Yes, of course he does — and, fortunately,

I have had in the past . . . and still have such

sponsors to render these services to now.

They are stimulating people, whom I work

with — not jor!

Sometimes We Overlook The Obvious!
The nationally recognized quality built into Calvin production work is

available to you — as a Calvin services customer. Our standard of quality

in 16mm film* is a PLUS value — a producer's understanding of other pro-

ducers' needs. Just one reason why we are working in partnership with

hundreds of other producers today!

V^ Complete Productions

y All Production Services

V' B/W or Color Printing and Processing

V^ Projection Equipment "
fm

THE CALVIN COMPANY

1 1Vj^ Truman Rood Kansas City 6, Mo.
*rince|
J193ll
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PEERLESS TREATMENT
After 24 years, still the best protection for release prints . . . and the most widely used.

"Peerless Treatment makes prints last longer."

PEERLESS NCO
The best way to preserve original and other pre-print material.

PEERLESS FCP PEERLESS FS PEERLESS MIC
For Continuous Projection For Slidefilm For Microfilm

PEERLESS RECONDITIONING
Avoids unnecessary print replacements and saves irreplaceable originals.

PEER-RENU
Shrunken pre-print material restored to printing tolerance and focus.

PEERLESS LIBRARY SERVICE
To relieve Sponsors of Film Libraries of all operational burdens,

Inventory Control— Shipments to play dates— Follow-up—
Inspection— Reconditioning— Storage.

Prints always in ready condition for next booking.

PEERLESS SERVICE FOR TV SHOWS
To relieve Distributors and Syndicators

of film operational burdens. Assurance that prints

will always be in ready condition for next air dates .

with commercials properly cut-in.

EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Licensed Installations for PEERLESS TREATMENT at:

ATHENS, GA. • CHICAGO • DAYTON • DETROIT . GARY • HOLLYWOOD . KANSAS CITY

MEMPHIS . NEW YORK • PORTLAND . SAN FRANCISCO • ST. PAUL • WASHINGTON
Berne • Brussels • London & Denham • Madrid • (Mexico City • Sydney • The Hague • Toronto
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AWARD COMPETITIONS FOR BUSINESS FILMS

FREEDOMS FOUNDATION AWARDS
Sponsored by the Freedoms Foundation

Valley Forge, Pennsylvania

Closing Date tor Entries: November II, 1957

Categories: Consideration is given to all films

produced or released during 1957, which are

aimed at building a better understanding of

the American Way of Life.

Awards: A distinguished jury of State Su-

preme Court jurists and other eminent citizens

selects one film for the top award and approxi-

mately 10 others for the George Washington

Honor Medal recognition. Awards will be

announced at Valley Forge on February 22,

1958.

To Nominate: Nomination forms are avail-

able from Freedoms Foundation at Valley

Forge, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. S'

NATIONAL COMMITTEE

ON FILMS FOR SAFETY

I5TH ANNUAL CONTEST

Entries Close February, 1958

Purpose: To stimulate production and the use

of films on accident prevention and to encour-

age higher quality by making awards through

this annual contest.

Categories: Theatrical and IGmm nontheatri-

cal motion pictures and slidefilms dealing with

safety in four fields — Occupational, Hoyne,

Traffic and Tranxpurtation, and General. Film

must have been produced or released during

past calendar year.

Awards: Bronze plaques will be awarded to

top winners. Award of Merit certificates will

be given to other films for special reasons of

subject treatment, production excellence and/

or unusual contribution to contest objectives.

Awards may be given for "Instruction-teach-

ing" and "Inspirational" purpose films. No
charge is made for contest entries or awards
to sponsors. Separate awards for sound slide-

films.

Entries: Will only be accepted for those films

which are delivered all charges prepaid to

Committee headquarters. All films will be
returned charges collect as soon as possible

after final judging in March. Further infor-

mation can be obtained from: William Eng-
lander, Secretary. National Committee on
Films for Safety, 524 North Michigan Ave.,

Chicago 11, 111.

CLEVELAND FILM FESTIVAL

^ The 10th Annual Cleveland Film Festival

is under consideration and may be held some-
time in the fall of 1957. The Festival is spon-
sored by the Cleveland Film Council. Further
information may be obtained from Ralph E.
McGeorge, executive secretary of the Council,

at its headquarters: 400 Union Commerce
Bldg., Cleveland 14, Ohio. g|'

National and International Events

Exhibiting Outstanding New Films

1957 GOLDEN REEL

FILM FESTIVAL

A feature of the

AMERICAN FILM ASSEMBLY
Sponsored by the Film Council of America

April 22-26, 1957

Statler Hotel, New York City

(Entries closed In January)

Festival Chairman: Warren Sturgis, president

of the New York Film Council; He may be

contacted at: Sturgis-Grant Productions.

Inc., 322 East 44th Street, New York 17,

N.Y.

Categories: Citizenship and Government

;

Education; Junior and Senior High School

(Natural ScieiJce. Science, Social Science,

Technology) ; Safety; Recreation; Industrial

Processes; Avant Garde and Experimental;

Feature Length Fictional; Human Relations;

International Understanding; Literary, Musi-

cal and Theatrical Arts; Religion and Ethics;

Visual Arts; Health and Hygiene; Medical

Sciences.

Awards : Golden Reel Awards are presented

to the winning film in'each category. Silver

Reel Awards are presented fro one or more
films of exceptional merit in each category. A
Certificate of Paiticipatiun is presented to

every film selected for screening in the com-
petition. The jurcji-s are instructed to judge

the films according to the entrant's .stated pur-

Entry: 1957 entries TCKTMOMd. 'Information

on entering future film competitions and fur-

ther 1957 program information may be ob-

tained from Gus Giordano, director of the

American Film Assembly, Flilm Council of

America, 614 Davis Street, Evanston, HI. B'

SECOND FILM FESTIVAL OF THE

SEATTLE FILM ASSOCIATES

April 29, 1957

(Locale to be announced)

^ The first film festival held by the Seattle

Film Associates, in 1956, was limited to the

Pacific Northwest. This year, the festival will

include films from national sources. (The
Seattle Film Associates is composed of repre-

sentatives from schools and universities, film

distributors, producers, libraries, business

firms and industries who meet monthly at a

luncheon meeting to discuss and view new-

films. I

No Awards: No attempt will be made to judge

the films; no awards will be given.

AniuTiONAL Information: Can be obtained

from Mrs. Jessie Wilson, Program Chairman,
1 niversity of Washington Film Center, Seattle

:., Washjagjon.,^
^

^.
__ ^^..^w.... .-" W'

SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL DISPLAY

OF CINEMATOGRAPHY FOR
PUBLICITY, INDUSTRY AND

TECHNICS USE

Sponsored by the

International Milan Samples Fair, Milan, Italy

April 12-27, 1957

Categories: Publicity Films — advertising

products, services, etc. ; Industrial and Tech-

nique Documentary Films — showing the

achievements of industry, manufacturing op-

erations and applications.

Entry: Address requests for information to

Dr. M. G. Franci, The Secretary General,

Milan Fair, International Display of Cinema-
tography for Publicity, etc., Ente Autonomo
Fiera Milano — Via Domodossola, Milano,

Italy.

Display .Jury: Will consist of a film producer,

two publicity technicians, a cinematography
critic, one of the Milan Fair exhibitors, a pri-

vate citizen, representing the public.

Awards: Prizes will be awarded according to

the film's purpose. Sf*

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC ART
The Lido, Venice, Italy

August 1957

Closing Date for Entries: May 31, 1957

Categories: Films for Children, Documentary
and Short Films ( Scientific. Informational,

Teaching, Films on the Arts, Television, Short

Features, Cartoon and Puppet Fibns).

Awards: A prize is awarded respectively for

the best film in each category. Certificates are

presented to the entrants of all films selected

for the exhibition.

Entry: All nongovernmental American entries

are submitted through the Film Council of

America. For information write the FCA at

614 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois. <§

EDINBURGH FILM FESTIVAL

Sponsored by the Edinburgh Film Festival

Edinburgh, Scotland

August 1957

Closing Date for Entries: May 31, 1957

CATEGORIES: Features, Documentary. Cultural,

Art, Experimental, Cartoon, Children's Films,

Television Fibns.

Awards : Diplomas of Merit are presented to

films most highly rated by a selection board.

Certificates are presented to the producers of

all films selected for exhibition.

Entry: All nongovernmental American entries

are submitted through the Film Council of

America. For information, write the FCA at

614 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois. ^
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^ow in production atOPO

are motion pictures* for

these distinguished chents:

American Cyanamid

Andersen Corporation

Chemstrand Corporation

MPO PRODUCTIONS, INC.

15 East 53rd Street New York 22, N. Y.

General Motors Corporatior
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put more

into your MOTION PICTURE with

Color Reproduction Co.

16mm Color Prints

Color Reproduction Company in

its 18 years of specializing exclu-

sively in I6inm Color Printing,

has earned a reputation for guar-

anteed quality that is the Stand-

ard of the I6mm Motion Picture

Industry.

!l!FIB(£)Pir€fI®I3 COMFi^MY
7936 Sania Monica Blvd,, Hollywood 46, California

Telephone: OLdfield 4-8010

Looking for a Place to

Set Up Your Projector?

+ A 56' I jump in new public

school building expenditures by

1966 was predicted recently by

Architectual Forum magazine. Cur-

rent construction expenditures of

.$2.5 billion will rise over the next

10 years to an annual rate of .$3.9

billion in 1966. at which time

"schools will probably just be start-

ing on another round of expansion,"

the prediction said.

Private school building, which

accounts for about 17 per cent of

the educational total, will show a

10-year gain of better than 45 per

cent, from this year's $550 million

to .$800 million in 1966, it was pre-

dicted.

The projections are based on a

1966 population estimate of 197

million people, and a projected

gross national product in that year

of .$575 billion (in 1956 dollars).

Almost every building type from
farm house to factory will share

in the boom, according to the prog-

nosis, and total new construction of

all types is likely to be running at

a rate of nearly $64 billion a year,

or 45 per cent above this year's rec-

ord volume of .$44 billion.

Assuming that school building

expenditure and construction rises

according to this expectation, here

are some things for sponsors and

producers and audio-visual users to

think about:

Gathering into these new build-

ings will be a greatly increased po-

tential audience for a-v educational

tools. What kind of tools will these

a-v tools need to be?

What kinil of buildings are these

new school expansions going to be?

Shadeless. glass-dome jobs? Will

they be "a-v architecture" or strict-

ly for book larnin'?

The general building boom, if it

materializes to tlie extent predicted,

makes quite an a-v audience and

customer opportunity, too. And not

just for the industries directly pro-

viding the "new construction of all

types"
—

"likely to be running at a

rate of nearly $64 billion a year."

* « *

Association Films Connects

Offices Via Teletypewriter

Association Films has installed

Bell System Teletypewriter Service

in its four exchange centers to sim-

|)lify and speed-up the ordering and

booking of public service Him pro-

grams. Television stations may now

order films by sending a teletyped

message to the nearest Association

Films exchange and receive by re-

turn message an immediate typed

confirmation of the booking date or

111.' first availability. H'
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Effective visual selling

requires creativity, ex-

perience, and crafts-

manship. Selling is an
art. We consider our-

selves artists.

van prfiag proanciions
NEW YORK DETROIT

1600 BROADWAY 2301 DIME BLDG.

MIAMI

3143 PONCE DE LEON BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD
7417 SUNSET BLVD.

^PRODUCERS OF
COMMERCIAL, THEATRICAL, AND INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

SLIDE FILMS • TELEVISION • STAGE SALES PRESENTATIONS

NUMBER 1 • VOLUME 18 • 1957
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C^conotnicat, f roPeidionat

COMMERCIAL AND DOCUMENTARY

MOTION PICTURES
AND RELATED VISUAL SERVICES

FILM ASSOCIATES
OF MICHIGAN, INC.
4815 Cabot Ave., Detroit 10, Mich., LUzon 2-6200

-^iSociatei in lllajor Cities L-oait to Coajt

i^iNCE 1939, when Film Associates was orig-

inally established in Philadelphia, through 1956,

when we incorporated in Michigan, our services

have been used by such diverse and representative

clients as The Pennsylvania Railroad, the Salva-

tion Army, E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Inc.,

Continental Paper Company, Chrysler Corpora-

tion, the American Joint Distribution Committee,

CMC Truck & Coach Division, AP Parts Corpora-

tion, and The Dow Chemical Company.

JAMES E. MacLANE, Execulivp Producer

Over 23 years experience in film production

,
THE VALUE
of Film Content

by Oeveste Granducci

A Most Significant trend of

the past ten years in tne in-

oustrial audio-visual tield is tne

growing recognition — especially

among sponsors—of the value or

film content.

In fact, everywhere in our ac-

celerated competitive economy,

this growing awareness of the

value of ideas is evident. Good
ideas—ideas that can be turned

into effective results—are at a

premium as never before.

Yet, in the industrial audio-

visual field, the "supply" of ca-

pable film wnteis is being allowed

to dwindle, the source of ideas is

being allowed to dry up!

Capable young people are not

being lured into the profession.

The men who make their living

either buying or selling audio-

visual materials—whose very jobs

depend on raising the standards

of the industry — owe to their

OH7I futures a concerted, industry-

wide effort to prime the idea pump.

What is needed?

First, a new state of mind, an

active awareness that "good writ-

ers are hard to find" because there

are so few writers

—

and an active

awareness that the profession has

not been made attractive for

young writers.

Second, an active recruiting pro-

gram, comparable to current re-

cruitment of technical writers for

other fields.

Third, promotion of sound basic

training in writing, in the struc-

ture of our economy, and in ac-

curate reporting of facts and

ideas and their translation into the

audio-visual media.

Fourth, a sound "apprentice

writer" program among producers

of audio-visual media—on the set

and on location, the only places

the student can learn to be a

"pro."

If some such program isn't

soon instituted and vigorously

prosecuted, our industry's market

will dwindle, simply because we

can't supply it effectively.
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PRODUCTION OF AlDIO-VlSLWL

programs for public distribu-

tion for both mass media and coiii-

munilv groups has been consoli-

dated at tlie National Association

of Manufacturers into a single Ra-

dio. TV and Film Department.

The reorganization was under-

taken b) Edward Maher. former

assistant to the managing director,

upon his appointment to the posi-

tion of Vice President in Charge of

Public Relations. G. W. (Johnny

I

Johnstone, former director of the

Radio and Television Department

and widely-known radio pioneer,

has been named Director of the new-

department. L. Robert Oaks, for-

merly director of the Motion Pic-

ture Department and Motion Pic-

ture Editor, is assistant: Roger

Young, former editor of Industry

on Parade, is television producer,

and Miss Janet Wilkins. producer

of (ilmslrips. flannelboards. and ex-

hibits.

Outlook on New Audio-Visuals

Currently, the NAM's audio-x is-

ual activities include continuation

of many established programs and

the preliminary work on a number

of new ones not yet announced.

The Department also provides in-

dustrial spokesmen for forums and

public service programs in both

radio and television and specific

audio-visuals for other Depart-

ments" programs as called upon.

Latest motion picture is Indus-

trious Georgia, pilot film in a con-

templated series of films about

individual states which are making

industrial history. The pilot film

reviews in news fashion Georgia s

spectacular industrialization of re-

cent years, covering some of the

highlights, its geographical distri-

bution and the effects of this growth

on the people of Georgia. The

motion picture is being released

through the NAM's Atlanta office

for television, school and commu-

nity .showings in Georgia only.

Arthur Lodge Productions. Inc.. is

producer of the series.

Americade Exhibit in Chicago

"The Americade."" after a year's

travels in middle and eastern L'nited

States, has settled down for a year's

stand at the Chicago Museum of

Science and Industry. This exhibit

on the nature of American freedoms

and opportunities attracted capacity

audiences in most cities during its

two- and three-day exhibitions. Il

will complete its run at the Chicago

Museum in August.

For several years, the NAM has

been using a new live-and-sound

filmstrip technique developed for

use at its mendjership meetings.

HAM Utilizes Radio, TV and Films
Consolidate Communications Media Under Public Relations

During the past year il launched

the first such program for public

groups. Something Can Re Done

About Tax Discrimination. Pre-

sented by staff members from a

reading script, with projected art

bv Chartmakers. Inc.. and live color

photography, the slidefilm uses re-

corded inserts for contrast in

voices. The film provides the basis

for community leadership meetings

on tax problems and describes the

nam's proposal for reducing Fed-

eral surtaxes without loss of gov-

ernment revenue.

Radio Series' Eleventh Year

III radio. NAM"s current "It's

YOlU Business!" series (ABC Ra-

dio Network public service time.

Saturdays 8:45 to 9:00 p.m.t also

concerns taxes. Ted Malone. NAM's
roving reporter for this series, is

interviewing people in many walks

of life to reveal how the present tax

system is killing the incentive of

businessmen and laborers alike.

The taped interviews are played by

some radio stations on other than

network hours. "It's YOUR Busi-

ness! " is now in its eleventh year.

ture

COLOR
with TRI ART

• 35min color release prints

• Kodachrome printing

• 16min Kodachrome to 35mm
color negative "blown up"

Lei Our TRI ART Color Specialists show you how

to tnake prints that will do a better job.

TRI ART COLOR
CORPORATION
245 West .i.'ith St., N. Y. 19. N. Y. • PLaza l.iSO

Two 13-week series have been spon-

sored each \ear.

On television, the NAM continues

Industry on Parade, the much-hon-

ored film feature-neusreel. now in

its seventh year of uninterrupted

weekly releases. Currently, it ap-

pears o:i 270 stations in the United

States, and under U. S. Informa-

tion Agency sponsorship, on 19

stations abroad. It is also used

widelv on Armed Service television

stations. Each release contains four

stories about business and indus-

try, each of continuing, rather than

transitory interest. It is released on

an exclusive contract basis in each

television market and is made avail-

able widelv til schools following

withdrawal from television use.

HOBSO Flannel Board Program

HOBSO. the popular flannel-

lioard discussion program, contin-

ues to grow" in popularil\ under the

sponsorship of NAM's Education

Department. Institutes are held

periodically for instructing teachers

and industrial training directors in

its use. For small classroom groups,

the Department has issued a suit-

case size fiannel-board ( 4 feet by 3

feet I with syndjols of similar pro-

portion. Il has also issued a man-

ual for HOBSO discussion leaders.

More correctly entitled "How
Our Business System Operates."

this program was originally devel-

oped bv DuPont and other com-

panies for employee comnmtiication

on their own company operations.

Adapted for wider use by the NAM.
the program enables the leader to

lei his audience sit in the seat of

management, customers, workers

and investors and make decisions

based on historical and hypothetical

situations. Bv this means, the em-

ployee or student learns how' eco-

nomic forces such as competition,

profits and prices govern produc-

tivity and gear it to market demand.

Currently. HOBSO is used in

more than 500 companies and in

482 schools in 31 states. It has

been used in some colleges and in

demonstration sessions on tele-

vision, i'

Socony-Mobil Speedboat Film

Nominated for Academy Award

M Crashing tin- U uler Hairier, a

ten-minute film on Donald Canip-

bell's record-breaking speedboat

run last year, has been nominated

for an award in the short subject

category by the Academy of Mo-

lion Picture Arts and Sciences.

The film was produced by Mara-

thon Newsreel. Inc. with the co-

opfration of Socony Mobil Oil Co.

!t was released b\ Warner Brothers

for theatrical distribution. 53'

I
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REFINING COMPANY
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'500,000 TO 1" in full color with narration.

FIRST AWARD, Cleveland Film Festival.

"EVERY THOUSAND FOR SAFETY" in full

color and dialogue.

JP AWARD OF MERIT, National Committee on Films for
Safety.

"NO STONE UNTURNED" in full color and
dialogue.

THINGS KEEP CHANGIN ' in black and white
and dialogue.

'MAN ABOUT TOWN" in full color and
dialogue.

ATLAS FILMS
PRODUCE RESULTS

Before you plan your next

film — whatever its purpose

or subject — check Atlas

performance with Atlas

clients. Then you, too, will

want to make the most

of Atlas Filmaturity.*

FILMATURITY

CONSULTATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION

ATLAS ""*
CORPORATION

^ fhe wealth of mature film sense, skill, and judgement achieved
onl/ through many years of oduol production experience

frodutsc! ol Ouolily Notion PiOurw, Sound SBdefilim, Theolricnl Shorts, T» Commerdols

ESTABLISHED 1913

1111 South Boulevard, Ook Pork, III.. Chicogo Phone AUslin 7-8620

OFFICES IN CHICAGO, WASHINGTON, D. C. AND HOLLYWOOD



Top Quality

TV Commercials

Educational

Sales Training

and Industrial

Films

Ihirfy years of professional

experience together mth com-

pletely integrated studio and

laboratory facilities plus

top-flight personnel

Our service and quality assure your

year-after-year complete satisfaction.

Chicago Film Studios
OF CHICAGO FILM LABORATORY. INC.

56 East Superior St., Chicago 11

Phone: WHitehall 4-6971

Good Films Serve Audiences First

by Alfred L. Fredrick

FREQUENTLY, We in the field of

film distribution are asked:

"What makes a good sponsored

film?" And in effect, we must an-

swer: "The film that serves the

audience needs first, and the

sponsor's desires second."

This may, at first glance, seem

to be a reversal of standard oper-

ating procedure. From our experi-

ence, it isn't. And significantly

there is really a mutuality of ac-

complishment. // a film serves the

public well, it is a film that will

gain wide distribution, reach many
millions of people, and create a

favorable impression for a sponsor,

his product or service.

Each Film Is On Its Own
There is no such thing as the

sponsored film. Fortunately, our

industry has set up no rigid rule-

of-thumb measurement or yard-

stick of film values. Instead each

film is evaluated on its own and

not as it stacks up with film .X. Y
or Z. Thus films are not turned out

by the yard, so to speak, but each

is, or should be, a careful, creative

endeavor that offers the user some-

thing of real value and returns to

the sponsor a keen audience ap-

preciation and understanding of

his particular mission.

After 40 years in this business

I can say with complete candor

that I am constantly excited and

impressed with the kind of films

the sponsor-and-producer teams

are turning out.

Many years ago a pioneer of the

theatrical industry, Adolph Zukor

said: "I don't watch pictures. I

watch audiences." This has partic-

ular pertinency in our field. What
does the audience think? Is the

film offering viewers that certain

"something of value?"

Clues in .\udience Comments

We appraise very carefully the

audience comments we get back

from our exhibitors. These are

passed along to the sponsor each

month, for his own evaluation. Be-

cause in these comments—record-

ed by teachers, community leaders,

clergymen, TV program directors

and others—may be found the

clues, the keys to the next pro-

duction.

I think sponsors and producers

should more and more in the fu-

ture seek out the opinions of

educators and community leaders,

find out what areas are lacking in

good film material. Then in part-

nership with creative producers.

there should emerge films that are

not "educational" in the pedagogi-

cal sense, but bring to the viewer

an educational experience, that

utilizes to the fullest the advantages

and exciting possibilities of the

motion picture medium.

Films should not become illus-

trated lectures or graphics set to

motion. The sponsored film should

be an educational experience that

cuts across all boundaries. In

other words, a sponsored film

should be as much "at home" in

the classroom as it is in the club

room or living room (via TV).
We, at Association Films con-

centrate our energies on film dis-

tribution exclusively. We do not

make films or involve ourselves in

print procurement, quality control

or any phases of production or

printing that inherently belong to

the producers or technicians.

Great Challenge Lies .\head

We are happy to read scripts, re-

view suggested treatments, suggest

titles and otherwise be of assistance

at the pre-production level. We
have at our disposal many source

books to help sponsors and/or

producers avoid areas where there

might be a duplication of effort.

I personally think that the field

of sponsored films has a great

challenge ahead: to create the kind

of films that will meet the informa-

tional needs of the nation. We all

know there is a great and growing

competition for audience time to-

day, what with television enter-

tainment, do-it-yourself activities,

more home-centered projects and

the many other interests that in-

creasing leisure hours bring about.

Sponsored films should be so

compelling in nature that the pro-

gram leader, or TV director, or

educator looks to them first as a

source of informational material.

I envision the day when the

sponsored-film will be the means

of community information and en-

lightenment.

We are constantly engaged in

HAPPY DM
FDR A DDLLAB
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NEWSFILM FOR INDUSTRY.

SOCONY MOBIL OIL CO.

THE BUDD COMPANY

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.

ACF INDUSTRIES, INC.

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

MANUFACTURERS TRUST CO.

WARNER BROS. PICTURES INC.

VERTOL AIRCRAFT CORP.

NY.. N. H. 4H. RAILROAD

PARSONS CORPORATION

BURLINGTON LINES

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

NEWSFILM SERVICE

PUBLIC INFORMATION FILMS

SHAREHOLDERS REPORTS

NEWSREELS

TRAINING FILMS

SPECIAL EVENTS

THEATRE & TV

SHORT SUBJECTS

AERIAL COVERAGE

STOCK LIBRARY

WORLD WIDE SERVICE

10 East 49th Street, New York 17, N. Y. . Murray Hill 8-0985

PRODUCTION • SERVICE • DISTRIBUTION

"missionary worli." to acquaint

community leaders with the pro-

gram advantages of sponsored

motion pictures. A new booklet

we have just issued can almost

be considered a sponsored film

primer, as it goes to the heart of

the matter "what is a jree film?"

TV: "X Second Mighty .\nn
'

All distributors should be en-

gaged in continuing missionary

activities to explore new audience

possibilities for their sponsors.

Just ten years ago we began TV
distribution, when there were a

handful of stations and a few

thousand sets. We regarded TV
then, as we do today, as the

second mighty arm of sponsored-

film communications.

But in the final analysis the

community showing will always

reign supreme from the impact

standpoint, offering sponsors the

dual advantage of non-competitive

viewer attention and large screen

presentation of their message. Per-

haps even more important is the

use many groups make of the film

itself: using it as a discussion

springboard, a supplement to a live

lecture, and the means for direct-

ing community action along given

lines.

Community distribution over-

comes the problems of time zones,

because each showing is a "prime

lime" showing, to a specially-

selected, highly-desirable audience

group. No other medium of com-
munications offers this high degree

of selectivity, permitting a sponsor

to go not only into regions and

states but into particular counties,

cities, even specific organizations.

Do audiences appreciate spon-

sored films? Yes, perhaps more
than we think. A letter we just

received from a principal in

Colorado, sums up the opinion of

many: "Your free films have been

consistently of top value educa-

tion and entertainment-wise. We
owe. too, an expression of grati-

tude to the many corporations

which created the films. It is al-

ways obvious when seeing one of

the films that a great deal of

thought, time, and money have

gone into their creation"—to

which we at Association Films

heartily concur!

REPORT FROM CANADA
by Graeme Fraser

THE Remarkable Growth of

business film production in the

United States, film production has

been accelerating at an even faster

pace in Canada where films are

rapidly becoming an important

medium for advertising and pub-

lic relations.

Five years ago as TV became
a reality. Canadian producers were

worried that its coming would cut

deeply into the traditional use of

non-theatrical films.

Five years later—what has hap-

pened?

We find that TV has been added
iiMo—and that the production and
use of non-theatrical films have

increased side by side with the

brisk new business of producing

half-hour TV films and TV com-
mercials.

Three times as many non-thea-

trical pictures are being made than

five years ago—and only half of

them are for television. The pro-

duction of slide-films has more
than doubled. The number of pro-

ducers has increased by SO'vc—

their dollar volume is more than

twice that of five years ago.

And the distribution and use of

non-theatrical films has groyvn

steadily during those five years of

television. Just look at these non-

theatrical figures of the distribu-

tion service of the National Film

Board:

Total Total

showings attendance

per Year per Year

1951-52 151,196 11,610,232

1955-56 205.985 14,469.686

Another interesting clue comes
from Canada's Film Councils

—

mainly composed of representa-

tives of a group of organizations

in a community who band together

to screen 16mm films and make
selections for their programs. As
TV grew, we expected the num-'

ber of film councils to decrease

—

instead they have groyvn in the

last tyvo years from 419 (yvith

10.478 member organizations) to

496 councils with 11.791 mem-
ber organizations.

Finally, the number of 16mm
ICOXTIM.'ED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Canada Reports
(CONTINUED FROM PKECEUING PAGE)

bookings from the Canadian Film

Institute for the past six months

are up an amazing 25 '?f over the

corresponding period of last year.

And so the production and dis-

tribution and utilization of films

for advertising, public relations,

education and training are boom-
ing in Canada as never before.

And added unto is film for TV
—miles and miles of it—conmier-

cials, news storie.^, half-hour

series, sponsored films for TV.
Television has made agency

men acutely aware of the film me-

dium and there is a growing trend

for a larger proportion of spon-

sored films to come through

agencies rather than direct from

the client.

Another interesting trend is for

the Canadian affiliates of U.S. cor-

porations to use Canadian pro-

ducers. Canada's acknowledged

know-how in the field of short

film production is rapidly spread-

ing from the larger centres to the

smaller, and thus it is rare indeed

these days for a U.S. camera crew

to cross the border. Indeed, Cana-

dian business films are consistent-

ly winning awards at festivals and

competitions in the U.S. and

Europe.

Many Canadian TV commer-

cials are still being made in New
York but even this is slowly

changing and most of them are

now being produced at home.

Slowly emerging from the Cana-

dian industry are signs of a brisk

export trade in business and edu-

cational films. For instance, in the

last few years crews from our

own company alone have shot

different sponsored films in Brazil.

Colombia, British Guiana, Jamai-

ca, Trinidad. England, France

and Sweden. In addition, such

leading U.S. distributors of educa-

tional films as McGraw-Hill, En-

cyclopaedia Britannica, Interna-

tional Film Bureau and Coronet

have all purchased Canadian

product.

The 34 producers from New-
foundland to Vancouver, who be-

long to the Association of Motion

Picture Producers and Labora-

tories of Canada, have been show-

ing a new maturity and a deep

concern about the results of their

productions. Last year the Associ-

ation employed Gruneau Research

to "interview in depth" the key

men in advertising and public re-

lations. The 60-page document

which resulted has provided in-

valuable information, direct from

our customers, for the improve-

ment of quality and service. Too,

it was heartening to read that of

the 119 films reported on, their

sponsors called 1 1 3 satisfactory,

five partly satisfactory and only

one unsatisfactory.

In this success story of the in-

dustry, full measure of credit must

be given to the excellent relations

with and co-operation of the film

and business press, the Associa-

tion of Canadian Advertisers, the

National Film Board, the Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corporation

and leading American producers,

with whom we frequently ex-

change footage and ideas.

As films for "non-TV" purposes

continue to be made in larger

numbers and better quality than

ever before, and as TV commer-
cials and filmed shows are added

on the top, the future of the medi-

um looks extremely bright in this

"Neighbour to the North".

The Film Fd Like to Make
by Jack Glenn

OCCASIONALLY the viewer of

sponsored films sees a title

card reading: "Presented by Kom-
ing Products, Inc.. as a Public

Service".

The picture I'd like to make
takes its cue from those last two

words: "Public Service".

There is a truly important pub-

lic service waiting to be performed

by some company of vision will-

ing to invest in prestige advertising

in the ultimate meaning of the

phrase. For if it be true that "pres-

tige" can derive from a business

firm's preoccupation with the pub-

lic welfare, then a film devoted ex-

clusively to that welfare would

seem to be a motion picture of real

prestige-giving qualities.

1 don't mean a film that com-

bmes a mission of public service

with information about the speci-

fic products of the sponsoring firm.

There is, of course, nothing

wrong with such films—I have

made a number of them, and may
there be many more!—but the pic-

ture 1 refer to would go a step

further. It would in no direct way
benefit the sponsor but would in-

directly promote his interests be-

cause it would benefit industry and

{CONTINUED ON I'AGE SIXTY-KOUR)
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Berndt-Bach, Inc.

Hollywood 38, California

Gentlemen:

We thought you would be interested in a unique Speech-

Training technique made possible by the Auricon 16 mm

Sound-On-Film Camera.

Your fine Camera is proving to be an extremely

valuable Executive Speech-Training "mirror".

We film our people "before' Eind "after", and the

poise and self-assurance your Sound Camera helps

them develop, is truly remarkable.

We are very pleased with our Auricon Equipment

because of its complete dependability and silent

operation. The well-designed controls make filming

so easy, the Camera seems to "thinX for itself".

Our Auricon is the most valuable tool wo have

discovered for our Professional Speech-Training.

Sincerely,/-» ^jincereiy.

C. C. Mullin

"Mmd thy speech. leM it mar thy for(»7!f."—Shakespeare

C. C. Mullln & Associates report that

\\\e Auricon 16 mm Sound-On-Film Camera

is a unique and valuable "Mirror" for

Speech -Training students to see and hear

themselves, as others see and hear them.

This new C. C. Mullin filming technique

enables the business executive to advance

rapidly in professional Speech-Training.

Voice, appearance and gestures are faithfully

recorded via Talking Pictures filmed under

normal room-lighting conditions, with a hidden

Auricon Sound Camera! Self-assurance, poise

and ability to think on one's feet, develop

quickly and more surely with private viewings

of "before" and "after" films.

Perhaps you also have a unique and valuable use for

an Auricon 16 mm Sound-On-Film Camera? Auricon Equipment is sold with

a 30-day money-back guarantee. You must be satisfied!

Please write to Berndt-Bach, Inc., 6910 Romalne Street, Hollywood 38, California

or phone Hollywood 20931 for free Illustrated Auricon Catalog and prices.

^IUII^D€®INI
A PRODUCT OF

BERNDT-BACH, INC.

.;jJ^D«!ffeoi
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

"ill/

CJSf^ia AUIKON FtO-WO SU>« IJOO TllPOl '

UnOOftwp $U97.00*up $4652-15 *vp $325.00 * «p

lU POWa UNIT

$269.50

SOUND IKOIKI
$3359.00 i, wp
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The Film Fd
Like to Make:
(continued from page sixty)

the nation as a whole. Its only

reference to the sponsoring firm

would be in the presentation titles.

To many an advertising man

such a proposal no doubt sounds

like the naive mouthing of a

visionary or a beginner in the

highly competitive business of film

production. Now, while I will con-

fess to having visions. I can hardly

be classed as a beginner in the

film business. After thirty years of

movie-making 1 am convinced that

too many routines are followed by

too many routine-minded sponsors.

Today, of course, the public is

saturated with advertising as it has

never been before. It has learned

to love advertising, to hate adver-

tising, to praise advertising, to

curse advertising, to be led by ad-

vertising, to revolt from advertis-

ing, to criticize advertising and to

learn from advertising. Some ad-

vertising affords delightful enter-

tainment, some of it inspires, some

of it irritates (and many an ad-

vertising executive will tell you

that this ""irritation advertising" is

the most effective in planting the

product firmly in the public

mind). Every approach, it seems,

has been used to capture the pub-

lic's custom. And yet, when one

surveys the whole scene, it is ap-

parent that far too few films have

been made by large firms in-

terested in promoting the health

of business as a whole through

the promotion of public under-

standing of the nation and of the

nation's economy as related to

everything from daily living to

international politics.

Tell the People the Facts

For example, in this anomalous

day of booming business and

"tight money", it would be healthy

for the citizenry to know the back-

ground of both the blessings and

the difficulties of the situation. It

would be helpful if the average

American knew the relationship

and the interdependence between

small business and big business

and the umbilical importance of

both to the life of the nation. A
logical development of this notion

on film would help us to under-

stand the facts of America's posi-

tion in today's world and the eco-

nomic processes involved in the

cold war. The average American

is used to the phrase ""cold war"

but is not always sure of what it

actually means. "War" to him

normally conjures up visions of

horrible lethal weapons, bombed
cities and dying humans, both

military and civilian. "War" means

atom bombs and hydrogen bombj

and the end of the world. Too
many know too little about the

creeping economic war that has

enslaved nation after nation and

could eventually result in the de-

struction of our own cherished

American Way. Today's confused

and confusing world needs an en-

lightened citizenry if the will of

free men is ultimately to prevail.

A Film Enlarges Understanding

A motion picture, of course,

affords one of the most immediate

and effective ways in which to en-

large the understanding of the

average citizen. A film designed to

promote the American's under-

standing of his country, his

country's economy and its place

film associates inc.

'-~WNV,v„
^"^^

"" \
4600 south dixie avenue • dayton 9 • ohio |

^^"*°-'^'»~*«»«»»™.;,„_ _V^^
since 1937 quR TWENTIETH YEAR

Phone: Wilnut 2144

LARGEST ' MOST COMPLETE STUDIOS & LABORATORY IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

* FILM PROCESSING—Negative.Positive, Reversal ii DAILY SERVICE

ii COLOR—B&W Duplicates A Optical Effects tV Color Masters

PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT

TWO LARGE SOUND STAGES • 1.000 AMPS. • OUR OWN BUILDING

COMPLETE ANIMATION SERVICE '• OXBERRY STAND A ART DEPARTMENT -^ HOT

PRESS TITLES i< FINEST RECORDING AND RE-RECORDING FACILITIES « MUSIC

LIBRARY ii PORTABLE KINESCOPE UNIT * SERVICES WITH SPECIALISTS FOR ANY

PHASE OF YOUR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION _^
REQUEST OUR PICTORIAL BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST

in the world could be approached

with wisdom, humour and com-
passion in an objective, non-

partisan way, with no drum-
beating for anyone except the free

man and his dream of a free, war-

less world. It could examine the

true meaning of the instruments of

our government, and it could ob-

serve the functioning of those in-

struments in the economy of the

nation and of the world. It could

look closely and with affection at

the terms we apply to people and

to concepts—the "liberal", the

"conservative", the "Democrat",

the ""Republican", ""Democracy",

"Republican form of Govern-

ment", ""freedom", "tolerance",

"free enterprise" and so on.

Take It From Evenday Life

If this sounds like a large order,

it can be pointed out that it is a

large subject, but expressed with

the eloquence of effective film

properly put together, a lot could

be said in a very few words and a

very few scenes. Such a film need

not be didactic in any sense, nor

even ""documentary" in the more

limited meaning of this much-

abused term. It could be straight

fiction, with ""documentary" flavor,

meaning simply that its characters

and situations should appear to

come actually from every day life

as we know it—a rule I religiously

followed for twenty years as

Senior Director of the March of

Time. It could follow a story for-

mat and make its points in the

words and actions of its charac-

ters. It should aim for the presen-

tation of truth with a minimum of

opinion or conclusion. It should

be factual even while fictional in

format. It should avoid flag-wav-

ing, yet leave a free man with a

feeling of pride and thankfulness

that he is a free man. And, by

leaving this free man with a clearer

understanding of how his freedom

works, it would do it; bit toward

guaranteeing the perpetuation of

that freedom.

Of Boundless Value to All

A pipe dream? Hardly. It may
become a reality very soon, and

when it does, the sponsoring com-

pany will have presented a film

that can be shown in a widespread

market for a long time to come

and that will have continuing

value as a public service, to the

unbounded credit of its sponsor.—Jack Glenn

Extra Copies of This Issue

M Seventh .Annual Production Re-

view copies are available, while

supply la.sts. at only S2.00 postpaid.
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CHIQUITA GETS AROUND THKE DAYS!
Chiquita Banana is the star of the new United Fruit Company film,

^"Banonas? Si, Senorl", a melodious merger of live-action and anima-

Hon, that has played to more than 14 million persons— in less than 8

months! (3,739 community showings-, 207 telecasts.)

Created by John Sutherland productions, this 1 3y2-minute Eastman

Color film tells about United Fruit's concept of industrial integration

and what it means to the peoples and economies of the Central Ameri-

can republics.

In addition to ''^Bananas'^ Si, Senor!" United Fruit produced a com-

panion film which dramatizes the record of American industry in pro-

moting the interdependence of the Americas. 'The Living Circle" is a

major film accomplishment and is considered to be a highly-effective

ASSOCIATION FILMS, INC.

Executive Offices: 347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N
MUrray Hill 5-8573

Regional Offices: Ridgefield, N.J., Lo Gronge, 111.,

San Francisco, Calif., Dallas, Texas

weapon for blunting Communist propaganda claims in Latin America.

(To date 17 million people hove seen ^^The Living Circle.")

Both films tell a big and important story and deserve the widest

possible circulation.

To do this job United Fruit engaged the nationwide distribution

services of Association Films— premier distributor of industry-sponsored

special-purpose films. A carefully-coordinated promotion campaign has

launched both films most successfully.

For an example of the kind of promotion

we put behind our films, send for

'"Central America Today," a film-bulletin

devoted to "Bananas? Si, Senor]" and

"The Living Circle
"

"America's First Distributor

Y. of Films from Industry"
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Oncorpora

The tradition of the New England Yankee

is to give, and receive, a quality dollar

value for a dollar. We have never seen fit

to depart from this principle in the film

business. Perhaps this is why a list of

our distinguished clients looks like this;

American Brass Company
American Optical Company

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

Division of Employment Security

Consolidated Cigar Corporation
Electric Companies of the

Connecticut Valley

Emhart Manufacturing Company
The Fuller Brush Company
General Electric Company

International Silver Company
Jones & Lamson Machine Company

Kaman Aircraft Corporation
Massachusetts Department of

Commerce
Monsanto Chemical Company

New Departure Division,

General Motors Corporation
New England Confectionery

Company
New England Mutual Life

Insurance Co.
Pratt & Whitney Company, Inc.

Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.

Rust Craft Publishers

Simplex Time Recorder Company
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

Trans-Sonics, Inc.

Vermont State Development
Commission

United Church of Canada
Congregational Christian Churches

Leadership is fashioned from experience. Men and machines

make motion pictures but talent and technique build a business.

Our permanent staff, incidentally one of the largest in the East,

is thoroughly prepared to offer complete creative and technical

services. You'll find a business like attitude towards your budget

and quality standards.

Ai'.
3i. 'A

— BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
BOSTON • SPRINGFIELD • MASS.
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AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICE COMMITTEE

OF THE ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS. INC.

AUDIO-VISUAL GROUP

Office: 155 East 44th Street. New York 17.

N.Y.

Officers: Paul B. West, president; Lowell

McElroy, vice-president; William W. Mee,
administrative secretaru. Audio-Visual Serv-

ice Committee.

Membership: Willi.'; H. Pratt. .Jr. American
Telephone & Telegraph Company i

. chairman;

W. M. Bastable i Swift & Company); F. G.

Beach ( Remington Rand Division, Sperry

Rand Corporation!: Leo Beebe (Ford Motor
Company > ; Eyre Branch i Standard Oil Com-
pany of New .Jersey I ; George 3. Dorman
(United States Steel Corporation); John J.

Dostal I Radio Corporation of America ) ;

Harold F. DriscoU i Bell & Howell Company ) ;

Agnew Fisher (Trans World Airlines. Inc.);

John Flory i Eastman Kodak Company ) ; John
Ford I General Motors Corporation i ; William

Hazel I Standard Brands Incorporated ) ; J. W.
King ' American Can Company') ; John T. Mad-
den. Jr. I Seagram-Distillers Company ) : Ken-

neth Penney i Minnesota Mining & Manufac-
turing Company i ; 0. H. Peterson i Standard
Oil Company iJndianaVi; H. A. Richmond
( Metropolitan Life Insurance Company i

:

Frank Rollins i E. R. Squibb & Sons Division.

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation i ; Virgil

Simpson (E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co..

Inc.); Stanley F. Withe (Aetna Casualty &
Surety Company).

* * *

Purpose: The Committee initiates and ex-

ecutes projects which will provide the 612

Audio-Visual Group members with cost, tech-

nical, distribution and other information about

business films and related audio-visual mate-

rials.

The Committee has recently completed and
distributed two reports available to A. N. A.

membei-s only: the tirst is "Magnetic Sound
Recording on 16mm Film." which presents an
understandable explanation and appraisal of

magnetic sound recording on 16mm film; the

second is "Import and Export of Business

Films — Time and Cost Saving Procedures,"

which outlines ways to short-cut complicated

procedures in exporting and importing busi-

ness films—including the use of UNESCO film

coupons and certification by the United States

Information Agency.

A third publication will soon be made avail-

able for general distribution: "Responsibilities

of the Film Producer and Sponsor." This re-

port, which presents a comprehensive analysis

of sponsor and producer responsibilities in the

planning and production of non - theatrical

films, is designed to assist both the producer

and sponsor to reach a better understanding
and to secure a more satisfactory product.

Next Committee Meeting: April, 1957. g'

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
IN THE AUDIO-VISUAL FIELD

Business, professional and consumer

groups with audio-visual interests.

INDUSTRIAL AUDIO-VISUAL

ASSOCIATION

Founded: 1946

Office ( of the Secretary ) : Alan W. Morrison,

Socony Mobil Oil Company. Inc.. 150 East

42nd i5treet. New York 17, N.Y.

Officers: William B. Cox (Santa Fe Rail-

way!, president; Frank S. Rollins i E. R.

Squibb & Sons), first vice-president; Frank
B. Greenleaf (U. S. Steel Corp. Subsidiaries),

second vice-president; John T. Hawkinson
(Illinois Central Railroad Company), treas-

urer; Alan W. Morrison (Socony Mobil Oil

Company, Inc.), secretary; Robert C. McCas-
lin ( Caterpillar Tractor Company i , asst. sec-

retary.
* * *

Membership: Stanley W. Puddiford (Mich-

igan Bell Telephone Company), chairman;

James Craig and E. Purrington ( Ford Motor
Company!, program chairmen — rvestern;

Alden H. Livingston (E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co., Inc.'), program chairman—
eastern; Ray W. Bonta (General Electric Co.),

publicity chairman; R. W. Roth ( U. S. Steel

Corp.'), project chairman; Walter A. Burton
(Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.), tech-

nical chairman; Kenneth W. Penney (Minne-

sota Mining & Manufacturing Co.). constitu-

tion chairman; James Craig (Ford Motor Co.),

historian; Frederick G. Beach (Remington
Rand Div. of Sperry Rand Corp.), past pres-

idents chairman.

Purpose: To study all means of audio-visual

communications including creation, produc-

tion, appreciation, use and distribution; to

promote better standards and equipment and

to establish a high concept of ethics in the re-

lations of members with associated interests.

Annual N.\tional Meeting: April 16-18,

1957. Detroit. Michigan. (Members only but

qualified guests from sponsoring companies

may apply to the Secretary for admission.) §

NATIONAL VISUAL PRESENTATION

ASSOCIATION. INC.

For Information : Write to Norman Bebell.

secretary-treasurer, or Lou Kaye. publicity

chairman, at: Post Office Box 14, Old Chelsea

Station, New York 11, N.Y.

Officers: Jacques Megroz iLife Magazine),

president; Ferd Ziegler (Sales Development

Dept. V. P., McCann-Erickson, Inc.), vice-

president (user); Charles Behmyer (H. D.

Rose & Company), vice-president (trade);

Norman Bebell (Bebell & Bebell Color Lab.).

secretary-treasurer.

Committee Chairmen; Charles Corn (Ad-

master Prints, Inc.), membership chairman;

Joe Dunford (Pelican Films^ program chair-

man; Porter Henry (Porter Henry & Co..

Inc."), Day of Visual Presentation chairman;

Charles Behmyer (H. D. Rose & Co.), awards
chairman; Lou Kaye (Sieves Mechanical

Binding Co.), publicity chairman.

* * *

Board Of Directors: Walter E. Brunauer
(Lily-Tulip Cup Corp. i ; Charles Corn (Ad-

master Prints, Inc.) ; Lou Kaye (Sloves

Mechanical Binding Co.); Ray Bonta (Gen-

eral Electric Company) ; Dr. Robert Cantor

(Ronson Corporation); Miss Renita Johnson
( Design Lab. ) ; Phil Patterson i Sales Manage-
ment ! ; Porter Henry ( Porter Henry & Co..

Inc. ) ; Charles Behmyer i H. D. Rose & Co. i ;

Joe Dunford ( Pelican Films ) ; Sidney Edlund

(Sidney Edlund & Co. ! : C. C. Shepherd

(Worthington Corporation!.

Purpose: To encourage better selling through

better methods.

Meetings: Luncheon meetings are held once

a month at Toots Shor's, 51 West 51st Street.

New York City.

Annual Aw.\rds Competition; Day Of Vis-

ual Presentation : The dates for these events

are to be announced.

* * *

New Programs: A series of programs are

being held this year, each one representing a

segment of the Day of Visual Presentation.

The first meeting, February 15, at Toots Shor's

Restaurant, featured members of E. J. Barnes

and Crawford. Immig & Landis who explained

a display of audio-visual equipment in relation

to availability, application and cost; Programs

for Subsequent Meetings: March 14—a run-

down on bindery products, applications, costs

;

April 11—discussion of various phases of film

production, covering animation and live pro-

duction including costs, limitations and ap-

plications; May 9—an all sound program, ex-

plaining sources, scoring, techniques, legal

requirements and costs; June 14—a considera-

tion of slides and printed presentations, tech-

niques and costs. S'

AUDIO-VISUAL CONFERENCE OF

MEDICAL AND ALLIED SCIENCE

Officers: J. Edwin Foster, Ed.D. (Director,

Medical Audio-Visual Institute), chairman;

Miss Helaine S. Levin ( Film Librarian, Amer-

ican Dental Association"), vice-chairman;

Daryl Miller (Assistant Director of Motion

Pictures and Medical Television. American

Medical Association, 535 N. Dearborn Street.

Chicago. 111.'), secretary-treasurer.

* * *

Membership: Medical, dental and allied agen-

cies.

Purpose: To e.xchange information regarding

programs of the member organizations; to

discover, collect, disseminate and exchange

descriptive and evaluative information on

audio-visual media as related to their applica-

tion to education in the medical and allied

sciences.

ANNU.\L Conference: Held during the Na-

tional Audio-Visual Association Convention in

Chicago. S"

(OTHER GROUPS ON PAGES 66. 6S, 74. 196!
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NBC
FILM

LIBRARY MOVES
ITS MOUNTAIN OF

STOCK ^
FILM

NBC Film

Library, with its mammoth store

of more than 30,000,000 feet of

stock film, has moved to a con-

venient new location at 7th Av-

enue and 49th Street, New York

City. You'll find us able to pro-

vide you with one of the most

comprehensive collections of

stock footage in the world.

Write for free catalog

on your business letterhead,

NBC FILM LIBRARY
729 Seventh Avenue

Corner 7th Avenue and 49th Street

Tel.: CI 7-8300 Ext. 3438 or 3976
A Service of California National

Productions, Inc.

PRODUCER • LABORATORY
TRADE ORGANIZATIONS

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

OF FILM PRODUCERS. INC.

Office: .33.3 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Illi-

nois.

Officers: Lawrence P. Mominee (Atlas Film
Corporation), president; Lang S. Thompson
(Wilding Picture Productions. Inc.). vice-

pi'esident; James E. Holmes, secretanj; Jack
Lieb ( Producers Film Studios

)
, treasurer;

Jane Ware, administrative assistant.

Purpose: By mutual cooperation to educate
business, government and education to the ad-

vantages and values of industrial, business

and educational films and other audio-visual

aids; to foster and promote continued ethical

relationships in all matters between producers

and their clients.

Annual Meeting: May. 1057.

announced.
Locale to be

FILM PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

OF NEW YORK. INC.

New York 6. N.Y.Office : 39 Broadway
(WHitehall 3-7376).

Public Relations: Wallace A. Ross,

48th Street, New York 17, N. Y.
1-1920).

15 East
( PLaza

Officers: Harold E. Wondsel (Sound Masters,

Inc.), president; Nathan Zucker (Dynamic
Films, Inc.), vice-president; Mrs. Elda Hart-

ley (Hartley Productions, Inc.), secretary;

Edward J. Lamm (Pathescope Company of

America, Inc.), treasurer.

Directors: Officers, plus — Robert L. Law-
rence (Robert L. Lawrence Productions, Inc.) :

Walter Lowendahl iTransfilm, Inc.) ; Peter J.

Mooney (Audio Productions, Inc.); Henry
Strauss (Henry Strauss & Co., Inc.); Mrs.

Maxine Culhane ( Shamus Culhane Produc-

tions, Inc. )

.

Past Presidents: Peter J. Mooney (Audio

Productions, Inc.); David I. Pincus (Caravel

Films, Inc.); Walter Lowendahl (Transfilm,

Inc. ) ; Robert L. Lawrence ( Robert Lawrence
Productions, Inc.): Leslie Roush (Leslie

Roush Productions, Inc. )

.

* * *

Members (As of Jan. 1. 19.57): Academy
Productions, Inc.; Audio Productions, Inc.;

George Blake Enterprises, Inc.; John Bransby
Productions; Caravel Films, Inc.; Shamus
Culhane Productions, Inc.; Dynamic Films,

Inc.; Fordel Films, Inc.; Gray-O'Reilly Studio;

Hartley Productions, Inc. ; Herbert Kerkow,
Inc.; Robert Lawrence Productions, Inc.; MPO
Productions, Inc.; Owen Murphy Productions,

Inc.; Pathescope Company of America, Inc.;

Leslie Roush Productions, Inc.; Sarra, Inc.;

Sound Masters. Inc.; Henry Strauss & Com-
pany, Inc.; Bill Sturm Studios, Inc.; Televi-

sion & Film Graphics, Inc.: Transfilm, Inc.;

UFA Pictures, Inc.; Video Pictures, Inc.

* * *

Purpose: At monthly meetings and through

active committees, this organization works to

advance the nontheatrical motion picture pro-

duction industry in all its branches; to estab-

lish and maintain a high standard of ethics

among producers and clients; to distribute

accurate information in regard to the produc-

tion of and improvement in techniques; to

advise the general public on the importance
of the film industry in the nation's economy;
to encourage responsible people to enter the

industry; to promote, stabilize and coordinate
all elements of the industry.

Activities: 1957 undertakings include a sem-
inar for advertising agencies and their clients

on standards for obtaining superior television

film (juality; operation of a speakers bui'eau;

frequent screenings made by members for in-

dustry, education and govei-nment ; develop-

ment of a code of ethics and fair practice to

apply in client relationships and labor rela-

tionships, open meetings on important film

developments, liaison with trade associations

in other fields. IJJ'

ASSOCIATION OF
CINEMA LABORATORIES

Office (of the Secretary) : James A. Barker,
Capital Film Laboratories, Inc.. 1905 Fairview
Ave., N. E.. Washington, D. C.

Officers: Reid H. Ray (Reid H. Ray Film
Industries, Inc.), president; Leon C. Shelly

(Shelly Films Limited), vice - presidetit;

George W. Colburn i George W. Colburn Lab-
oratory), treasurer; James A. Barker (Capital

Film Laboratories, Inc.). secretary.

Purpose: The development of uniform meth-
ods and practices to aid the producer in work-
ing with his laboratory, the clarification of

terminology and business practice, the publi-

cation of technical information of interest to

the motion picture laboratory industry, the

promotion of better understanding among lab-

oratories and between laboratory and pro-

ducer. 9"

ASSOCIATION OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCERS AND LABORATORIES

OF CANADA
Office (of the President i; 21 Grenville St.,

Toronto 5, Ontario.

Office ( of the Secretary-Treasurer I : 2121

Knightsbridge Rd., Ottawa 3, Ontario.

Officers: Arthur Chetwynd (Chetwynd Films
Limited, Toronto), presidoit; Spence Caldwell

(S. W. Caldwell Limited, Toronto), vice-pres-

ident; Graeme Fraser (Crawley Films Lim-
ited. Ottawa), past president; D. M. McCly-
mont (2121 Knightsbridge Rd., Ottawa 3).

Board Of Directors: G. S. Kedey (Motion

Picture Centre, Toronto) ; A. Jekste (Atlantic

Films & Electronics Ltd., St. John's, Nfld.) ;

Murray Briskin ( Associated Screen News,
Montreal, Quebec ) ; Harry Gutkin ( Phillips-

Gutkin & Assoc. Ltd., Winnipeg. Manitoba).

Membership: Canadian firms, partnerships,

and corporations engaged in motion picture

production or laboratory work. Membership
35.

Purpose: To promote and conserve the com-
(CONTINUED on PAGE SIXTY-EIGHT)
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UNITED STATES

PRODUCTIONS

Science Pictures and Lifoyniatwn Prodnctwns

aniivuiice llicir iiwrger and /firvno^/i il the fvi )H(itivu of

United States Prodnetions, Ineorpvreited

In the matlu'inatics of modern lousiness, the merger of one com-

pany phis one compan\- does not equal two companies. Frequently

the combined strength of the new organization represents an equa-

tion more like "one plus one equal four. We belie\e this to be the

case in the merger of Science Pictures and Information Productions.

United States Productions represents a combination of nearly two

decades of integrit) in the production ot motion pictures of quality

that entertain, inform, sell.

5 East oTtli Stirct. Xcic Yoik 22. NY.
PniductU'il Center

JOS West 5Rlh Slrccl. ^'clu York 22, N.Y. m
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(.CONTINUED FROM PAGE SIXTY-SIX)

mon interest of those engaged in the motion
picture industry in Canada by maintaining the

highest possible standards in the production
of motion pictures for commercial, theatrical

or television release and in all laboratory pro-

cessing; to correct abuses; secure freedom
from unjust and unlawful exactions; encour-

age cooperation in the industry and with other

associations.

1957 Activities: 1. To continue to promote
the ideals and purposes of the Association. 2.

Special Activities; (a) Meet and come to an

agreement on i-ates of working conditions with

the Canadian Council of Authors and Artists

representing the main body of acting talent in

Canada, in cooperation with the National Film
Board and the Canadian Broadcasting Corpo-
ration; (b) To further acquainting industry,

advertising agencies, television networks and
other potential sponsors of the work of Cana-
dian film producers; (c) To make every effort

to gain relief from current duty on motion
picture production equipment which must be

imported from the United States and other

countries. B"

SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE AND
TELEVISION ENGINEERS

Office; .55 West 42nd Street, New York 36,

N.Y.

Officers; Barton Kreuzer (Director, Product

PROFESSIONAL FILM
AND TELEVISION GROUPS

Planning, Radio Corporation of America),
president; Norwood L. Simmons (Eastman
Kodak Company), executive vice-president;

Dr. John G. Frayne (Westrex Corporation).

past president; Axel G. Jensen ( Bell Telephone
Laboratories), engineering vice-president;

Glenn E. Matthews ( Eastman Kodak Com-
pan.v), editorial vice-president; John W. Serv-

ies (National Theatre Supply), financial vice-

president; G. Carleton Hunt (General Film
Laboratories), convention vice -presidetit;

Ethan M. Stifle (Eastman Kodak Company),
sections rice-president; Wilton R. Holm lE. L
du Pont de Nemours & Co.. Inc.), secretary;

George W. Colburn ( Geo. W. Colburn Labora-

tory, Inc.), treasurer; Charles S. Stodter, ex-

ecutive secretary.

Local Section Chairmen (for contact);

Atlanta — Charles W. Wood ( Eastman Kodak
Company i , 4729 Miller Dr., Chamblee,
Georgia; Chicago—Kenneth M. Mason (East-

man Kodak Company), 130 E. Randolph St.,

Chicago 1. Illinois; Dallas-Ft. Worth—Bruce
S. Jamieson, 6521 Danbury Lane, Dallas,

Texas; Hollywood — John W. DuVall, 4829

Cartwright, North Hollywood, California;

New York — George H. Gordon (Eastman
Kodak Company), .342 Madison Ave., New

York, N.Y.; Rochester—Walter I. Kisner, 123
Browncroft Rd., Rochester 9, N.Y.; San Fran-
cisco — R. A. Isberg ( Ampex Corp.

) . 860
Charter, Redwood City, California; Washing-
ton, D. C.—Keith B. Lewis (Eastman Kodak
Company), 444 Shoreham Bldg., Washington
5, D. C.

Purpose; The Society works toward the im-

provement, along technical lines, of film pro-

duction and exhibition, television and equip-

ment and film manufacture. Published reports,

standards and specifications are made avail-

able through the Societ.v and derive from the

work of various committees.

Conventions: 81st Semi-Annual Convention,
April 29-May 3, Hotel Shoreham, Washington,
D. C; 82nd Semi-Annual Convention, October
4-9, Hotel Sheraton, Philadelphia, Fa. ^'

NATIONAL TELEVISION FILM

COUNCIL: NEW YORK CITY

Office; 1639 Broadway, New York 19. N.Y.
Phone: JUdson 6-.5444.

Chief Officer: Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith

( Consulting Engineer in Radio, Television and
Electronics), president.

Executive Secretary ; Sydney A. Mayers
(Regent Productions, Inc.).

Meetings; The Council meets on the fourth

(CONTINUED ON PAGE SEVENTY)

^^^m^'

MOTION PICTURBS SLIDEPILMS TV COMMERCIALS Pto^^u/^ ituM /MOfc/taico/t/

OAI- DUNN STUDIOS
159 EAST CHICAGO AVE. CHICAGO. 11 - WHitehgll 3-2424

FOR YOUR SAMPLE FILE: Write on your company

letter'liead for a sample color filmstrip of our work
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SCRIPTS

THE COMPLETE FILM PLANNING SERVICE

3408 Wisconsin Avenue. Northwest • Washington 16, D. C. • Emerson 2-4769
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YOUR SALESMEN'S PAL
Your customer enjoys a theatre pre-

sentation on his desk. Sets up easily

... in three minutes or less. You're

in with your story — You're out with

a sole.

Ideal for large screen projection too.

Complete with screen $298.50

D INSPECT-O-FILM

Saves FILM
Saves LABOR
Saves fhe SHOW
Automatically inspects

and cleans film. Easily

pays for itself. Trial

plan $75.00 per
month.

THE NEW ADMATIC

Sells and Tells your story continuously

with 30 color slides.

\Z\ New CINEMATIC

continuous trouble-free cabinet projec-

tion for your I 6mm movies. Rent or Buy.

SPLICE-O-FILM

The finest hot

automatic splicer in the

world. Fastest, strongest

professional splices.

Only $99.50

I I
Horwald

STORAGE CABINETS

for Beauty— Safety
Convenience
Efficiency

Economy.

,
1

I fS^ Please check squares above for com-

I plete information on any or all Items

I

shown and mail this ad to:

ItheHARWALDco.
I 1216 Chicago Ave., Evonston, III.

I Phone: Davis 8-7070

PROFESSIONAL TELEVISION
AND SCIENTIFIC GROUPS

I

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SIXTY-EIGHT)

Thursday of each month (except July and
August I in New York City, where its active

membership is primarily located.

Activities: Quarterly forums on subjects of
industry-wide interest: symposiums on tele-

vision-film problems: talks by members and
guest speakers; annual awards to outstanding
TV-film personalities in recognition of their
encouragement of the use of film on TV.

Purposes: To act as "United Nations" of the
TV-film industry, providing a clearing house
for all segments of the trade and a place for
solving mutual industry problems: to improve
technical and commercial operations in TV-
film broadcasting: to provide a means for
various segments of the industry to settle dif-

ferences through amicable compromise and co-
operation.

Publications: "Television Film," the NTFC
Newsletter, is issued monthly, containing an-
nouncements and reviews of meetings, and
brief articles. The council also publishes
transcripts of its forum discussions and an-
ticipates early publication of a Handbook of
Standards and Procedures for Television Film
Production, Distribution and Transmission. ©

BIOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION. INC.

Headquarters: Yale University, New Haven.

Officers: H. Lou Gibson (Eastman Kodak
Company) president; Leo C. Massopust, Sr.

(School of Medicine, Marquette University),
vice-presidejit : .Jane H. Waters (Biological

Photo Assn., Inc.), secretary: Albert Levin
( Medical Hlustration Lab, Magee Hosp., Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh), treasurer.

Ex Officio: S. N. Stein, M.D. (Physiology
Division, Naval Medical Research Institute),

editor of Journal: Laurence B. Brown (Har-
vard School of Dental Medicine), chairman,
Cliapters Committee: Warren Sturgis (Stur-

gis-Grant Productions, Inc. I, past-president

:

1951,-55: C. Graham Eddy (Medical Illustra-

tion Division, Veterans Administration), past-

president: 1952-53: Oscar W. Richards, Ph.D.
( American Optical Company Research Center),
past-president : 1950-51.

* * *

Directors: John J. Beiti:r ( Dept. of Medical
Photography, Pathology Laboratories, Roches-
ter General Hospital ) : Percy W. Brooks ( Med-
ical College, Cornell University); Lst Lt.

Stephen P. Dittmann (Medical Audio-Visual
Dept., Army Medical Service Graduate School,

Walter Reed Army Medical Center ) ; Robert
A. Kolvoord ( University of Te.xas, M.D. Ander-
son Hospital and Tumor Institute ) ; Mervin
W. LaRue, Sr. (Mervin W. LaRue, Inc., Chi-
cago) ; Harry E. Morton, Sc.D. (Dept. of Mi-
crobiology, School of Medicine, University of

Pennsylvania) : Lloyd E. Varden (A-1105, 200
Ea.st 66th St., New York 21, N. Y.); Verlin
Y. Yamamoto ( Medical Illustration Labora-
tory, Veterans Administration Center, Des
Moines 9, Iowa. (continued on page 74)

in Wa^Jtrx^/a

u ^

tx ir *

For QUALITY
68 national and international

awards for excellence— for films

for industry . . . government

. . . television.

For EXPERIENCE
800 films in 18 years — many

for U.S. and foreign sponsors.

With t6 companies reporting to

the Canadian Bureau of Statistics,

Crawley's produced 21% of

Canada's private film production

for 1955.

For FACILITIES

Canada's most modern film stu-

dios, located in the Capital . . .

with branches in the industrial

centres of Toronto and Montreal

. . . plus a flourishing TV Com-

mercial Division.

For STABILITY
Over 75 9c of Crawley's produc-

tion is repeat business . . . soundly

financed, with an AAA-1 Dun and

Bradstreet rating.

^ ir i^

^inu'fef/
OTTAWA: 19 FAIRMONT AVE

TORONTO MONTREAL
21 DUNDAS SQ. 1467 MANSFIELD ST
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When the picture

is important . .

.

count on J^ICHIE

FILMS FOR THEATRICAL, NON-THEATRICAL

AND TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

More than 300 companies have

entrusted their most special assignments

to Robert Yarnall Richie . . . won't you

let us show you why?

<*>

O

*

^>(^'^N44^

m %

ROBERT YARNALL RICHIE PRODUCTIONS INC • STUDIOS AND OFFICES: 9 WEST 61st STREET, NEW YORK 23, N. Y. PHONE: CIRCLE 6-0191 • CABLE ADDRESS: BOBRICHIE, NEW YORK

7TH ANNUAL PRODUCTION REVIEW ^'



New Potentials for the Film
by Nat Campus

Before You Buy

LOOK
Before you buy Sound Slide-film machines,

open your eyes and LOOK,

If you looli you will find a machine that

weighs only 13 pounds.

It distributes the sound so the audience

can hear on both sides of the hall.

It has a compartment to carry and protect

eight records.

Has a real pickup—no trouble.

Has a 150-watt SVE projector.

Plays all kinds of records.

Sits flat, as a good machine must.

The ease is completely enclosed to keep dirt

out.

Guaranteed for one year.

'
' -Isk for full hiformalion, including our rental plan.

McCLURE
in 5' 2 West Washington Boulevard

Chicago 7 CAnal 6-4914

LARGER MODELS IF YOU NEED THEM

WHEN Gutenberg developed

the principle of movable

type five hundred years ago, he

and his contemporaries probably

never envisioned the consequences

of his achievement. It would prob-

ably have seemed preposterous to

them at that time if someone had

forecasted that five centuries later,

civilization itself, in large measure,

would revolve about the printed

word. Yet. this did come to pass.

Our own generation has wit-

nessed the development of other

great means of communication,

among them our own audio-visual

media; and I often wonder whether

H-e appreciate and use their poten-

tial to the fullest. True, we have

mastered many of the technical

aspects of our medium and have

applied this knowledge creatively

within the limits of today's per-

spective. Yet. I believe that those

who will judge us in future genera-

tions may conclude that we showed
very little imagination and daring

in utilizing the real communication
values of these all-powerful tools.

Moving People in Less Time

We know that the motion pic-

ture, for example, can move people

with greater impact, and in less

time, than can any other medium.

This then, it would seem, should

open the way for great use of the

motion picture as a tremendous

power for achieving good in our

time. The educational aspects were

proven during World War II.

Currently many of us are work-

ing in the areas of human rela-

tions ... in the molding of atti-

tudes. These films are offering

much satisfaction and are a step

in the right direction.

However, we can take the mo-
tion picture, or should I say the

motion picture can take us, much
further—right into the philosophies

of living and of life itself.

Films to Change Our Apathy

For instance, there are the var-

ious great issues of our day in

which the motion picture has a

vital mission to perform and which

unfortunately is being sadly neg-

lected. We live in a time when
civilization hangs in a precarious

balance. Unfortunately, we also

live in an age of apathy. Most of

the people in our nation (to say

nothing of most of the rest of the

world), concern themselves little

with democracy as a way of life

and as a philosophy to live by.

The approach toward democracy
is often a passive one.

How much have we. as film-

makers, done to use the moving
picture to move people to the full

realization that the vibrant and dy-

namic revolution today is democ-
racy and )wt the isms?

In recent years, leaders of in-

dustry have begun to realize their

responsibilities in contributing to

community welfare; not just to

foster better relations in the com-
munity but rather with the realiza-

tion of deeper social obligation.

The corporate entity has become
a member of the society in which

it functions. Industries are sup-

porting hospitals, clinics and var-

ious projects, in addition to the

normal tax support.

Recently, we have seen industry

assuming an ever-increasing role in

supporting colleges, universities,

and various educational founda-

tions. This is a good beginning.

The way is now open for industry

to go further . . . much further.

We must now tackle and meet
head on the larger, world issues.

The future of the Middle East, the

technical and economic aid to

under-developed areas, the neces-

sity for high levels of international

trade, the large areas under totali-

tarian oppression, are the issues

that truly, in the long run affect

every individual . . . every corpor-

ate body.

A Responsibility to Meet

Why is the public presenta-

tion of these and other issues of

our time a job for industry? It is

simply because on the outcome of

the issues rests the fate of the

world. Why shouldn't we, who
have the greatest medium for

molding attitudes at our disposal,

use it for issues having the greatest

informational needs? And let us

use it now!
There is Httle doubt in my mind,

that had the men of Gutenberg's

time realized the full potential of

the printed media, our own civili-

zation might have been all the

better. Perhaps we would never

have come to experience within

the course of but one generation

the world's two greatest wars.

If the pen has been found

mightier than the sword, then cer-

tainly the motion picture being

mightier than the pen, can prove

itself, too, to be mightier than the

sword. We have this God given

medium at our disposal to do with

as we wish. Let us make iuU use

of it ... in our time.
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the challenge--

The twentieth century has been an era of production miracles. Neic prod-

ucts, netc machines, new processes, new materials — all have combined to

make our economy strong, our standard of living high, our military strength

great.

Hand in hand with this, we have the miracle of distribution— the magni-

ficent techniques of mass merchandising, of advertising, of promotion—
all lubricating the flow of production from factory to consumer.

Today there seems no limit to how far we can go in this direction.

Yet. when it conies right down to it. the whole weight of our vast produc-

tion complex rests, not on machines, not on mass media, but squarely on

the shoulders of an individual human being— the American salesman.

Particularly in the posttvar era— tvith new production facilities and new

products burgeoning rapidly, and with salesmanship almost starting aneiv

as a forgotten art — our great national need for an ever-growing force of

professional salesmen is becoming more and more apparent— more and

more urgent.

It was to help American industry fill that need that the Florez organization

was founded in 1951.

It is still to help fill that need that tie are dedicated today.

Many are the audio and visual media available for sales training— and tve

plan, create and produce them all. Yet these are but the tools with which

we ivork. for sales training depends upon sound principles, upon effective

methods, upon capable people.

We cannot forget that, in the final analysis, ive are dealing with individual

people— people who sell, people who supervise, people tvho train.

This, in essence, is the Florez philosophy. To implement it. we maintain

the necessary skills and experience, services and facilities.

florez inoorpora-teci • SIS "toates
detroit 26. micliLigan . W Oodv^ard S-49SO
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SEVENTY)
Membership: The Biological Photographic As-

sociation is composed of medical doctors en-

gaged in practice and research; photographers

in medical centers, scientific technicians.

Purpose: Dedicated to the science and tech-

niques "pertaining to the photographing of all

things which live or which have lived."

Convention: The 27th Annual Convention

will be held August 27-30. 1957. at Rochester,

Minnesota at the Mayo Clinic.

Offici.^l Publication : The -Journal of the

Biological Photographic Association. ^^

NATIONAL AUDIO-VISUAL

ASSOCIATION, INC.

National Office: Fairfax. Virginia.

Contact: Don White, executive vice-pres-

ident: Henry C. Ruark, Jr., director of infor-

mation.

Officers: Ainslie R. Davis (Davis Audio-

Visual Co.), Denver. Colorado, president; Alan
B. Twyman ( Twyman Films, Inc. I, Dayton,
Ohio, cliairman of the board; William W.
Birchfield I Alabama Photo Supply i, Mont-
gomery, Alabama, first vice-president; P. H.
Jaffarian (Audio-Visual Center, Inc.), Seattle,

Washington, second vice-president; W. G.

Kirtley ( D. T. Davis Company of Louisville,

Inc.), Louisville. Kentucky, secretartj; P. Ray
Swank (Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.), St.

Louis, Missouri, treasurer.

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
IN THE AUDIO-VISUAL FIELD

Regional Directors: Mrs. Edward C. Trem-
ble (Valley Cinema, Inc.), Springfield, Massa-
chusetts; James J. Howell (Visual Education
Company). Nashville, Tennessee: Harvey
Marks (Visual Aid Center), Denver, Colorado;

W. H. Utz (Coast Visual Education Company).
Hollywood, California; Robert P. Abrams
(Williams. Brown & Earle, Inc.i, Philadelphia.

Pa.; Larry Skeese (Films Unlimited), Mans-
field, Ohio; M. G. Gregory (Sound Photo
Equipment Company), Lubbock, Texas; Ber-
nard Tessier ( Center Audio-Visuel, Inc. )

,

Trois-Rivieres. Quebec.

Directors-At-Large: L. C. Vath (L. C. Vath
A-V Aids), Sharpsville, Pennsylvania: H. A.

Fischer (Photosound of Orlando), Orlando,
Florida; Frank S. Bangs (Frank Bangs Com-
pany). Wichita, Kansas: Jasper Ewing, Jr.

(Jasper Ewing & Sons), Alexandria, Louisi-

ana. Executive Vice-President: Don White
(NAVA), Fairfax. Virginia.

* * *

Membership: NAVA is a trade association of

audio-visual equipment dealers, service agen-
cies, commercial film libraries and suppliers

to school, church, industrial and community
users of these materials and equipment. An
advisory membership consists of producers of

classroom and religious materials and prin-

cipal auaio-visual equipment and accessory

manufacturers. The Association holds an
annual Audio-Visual Selling Institute in as-

sociation with Indiana University, in Bloom-
ington, the week before the Association Con-
vention.

# * *

National Convention And Trade Show:
July 20-23, 1957, at the Morrison Hotel, Chi-

cago. Guests admitted by registration fee.

Publications: A Membership Directory list-

ing audio-visual dealers across the country is

available upon request. The Association pub-
lishes the authoritative guide for equipment
purchasers. The Audio-Visual Equipment Di-

I'ectory, presently in its third edition: available

from the Association, Fairfax, Virginia. gj=

UNIVERSITY FILM PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION

Office: Building D-7 Collendale, Syracuse 10,

New York.

Officers: 0. S. Knudsen (Iowa State Univer-

sity), president; John Mahon (University of

California at Los Angeles), vice-president:

Richard Pollster (Purdue University), secre-

tary; Don Cain (Minnesota University), treas-

urer. Luella Snyder, chairman, UFPA Pub-
licity Committee.

Purpose: The University Film Producers As-
sociation membership represents more than 70

American colleges and universities in the pro-

duction of 16mm educational and informational

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 197)

WE WON'T LET YOU WEAR IT

UNLESS IT FITS
All heads are not alike and, tlierefofe, liats are made in

varying; sizes. Likewise, films must be custom made to

lit the customers exact speoiiiralions. The following firms

will testify tliat their films, produced last year by ROGER
WADE PRODUCTIONS INC. fitted their needs exactly.

American Optometric Assn. • .\ssooiate(I Railroads of New Jersey

Raltlnioro and Ohio Railroad • California Texas Oil Co.

Canada Dry • Carrier Corp. • Eastman Chemical Products

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U. S. • General Slicer Co.

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis

Nation's Business Magazine • Sperry Rand Corji. • Shell Oil Co.

LI. S. .4jr Force • U. S. Navy • L. S. Rubber Company

FOR A FILM TO FIT YOUR NEEDS. WRITE OR PHONE

ROGER WADE PRODUCTIONS inc
15 WEST 46th STREET NEW YORK 36. NEW YORK CIrcle 7-6797
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Motion picture scripts for producers

of institutional, educational and

public service sponsored films

Studio:

141(3 \. Wells Street

Chicago 10, Illinois

MOhawk 4-0939

Summer Workshop:
Lac Com t Oreilles

Stone Lake 2, Wisconsin
Stone Lake 2552
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A Time for Re^AppraisalPP
by Harry Lange

DURING These Post-War
Years, film has achieved a

new maturity, a recognized status

as an important medium for the

communication of ideas, concepts,

products and services. Our in-

dustry has survived the "growing

pain" stage. Technical problems

have been surmounted, production

"know-how" has been achieved

and the quality of our product is

continually improving.

However, this success brings

with it new challenges which
must be met if our industry is to

continue to progress and prosper.

First, our audience is becom-
ing increasingly sophisticated and
discriminating in its evaluation of

our efforts.

Second, as the value of our
product becomes more and more
apparent we are and will be deal-

ing with an increasing number of

clients who have never before

bought or used film. It behooves
us to give careful consideration

to the needs and requirements of

both our audience and our clients.

for in satisfying one we are sat-

isfying the other.

It is a natural and healthy thing

that audiences are becoming more
critical of our work. People today

are exposed to more and better

visual material in the form of live

and filmed TV and feature motion
picture productions. Consciously

or unconsciously, they demand the

same high standards of quality in

the non-theatrical film.

To fulfill these expectations

the business film producer must
keep abreast of every technical

development available to him.

But. more important, he must
bend every effort to achieve this

quality within the more limited

financial area in which he works.
In short, he achieves high stand-

ards of quality through applica-

tion of ingenuity and creativity

instead of expenditure of great

monies.

To achieve this challenging

goal, the non-theatrical producer
must be prepared to compete
with other media in recruiting

talented personnel. And, he must
pay careful attention to the de-

velopment of this talent to meet
the specific requirements of the

non-theatrical film medium.
To satisfy the requirements of

his chents, the non-theatrical pro-
ducer must take it upon himself

to adhere to professional stand-

ards in every phase of client re-

lationships from the initial sales

contact through each step of pro-

duction and delivery. Every rep-

utable producer realizes that he
who fails to adhere to such stand-

ards runs a very real risk of en-

dangering not only his own repu-

tation, but the reputation of the

industry as a whole.

Our industry cannot survive on
a "one shot" basis. If we are to

continue to grow we must build

an ever-increasing clientele of

satisfied, long-range customers.

Certainly our success depends on
giving our clients exactly what
they want. However, the practice

of giving a client exactly what he
wants when one's professional ex-

perience indicates that the film

will suffer as a result is a matter
for serious consideration.

Both the producer and the

client must "live" with the re-

sults. Even though the client

realizes that the film's shortcom-

ings are the result of his own in-

Huence. he will undoubtedly ask

why the producer, as a profes-

sional film-maker, did not at least

exercise his prerogative to point

out the dangers of such a course.

Therefore, it behooves each of

us to carefully evaluate the "sale

for a sale's sake" approach in our

client relationships. Such an ap-

proach is neither a professional

one. nor would it appear to be

justifiable as a sound business

practice. Making a sale at the

risk of losing a client just does

not make sense.

In summary, the non-theatrical

film industry, having survived its

"growing pains" stage, now stands

on the threshold of a new era of

development and maturity. We
stand ready to take our place in

the professional commimity. Our
audience and our chents expect

from us a product which will re-

flect this mature professional

status. To fulfill these expecta-

tions, and fulfill them we must,

every member of the industry must

appraise his operation in terms

of professional standards of work-

manship and adherence to pro-

fessional principles in client re-

lationships. Adherence to lesser

standards spells disaster.

WEBSTER'S
DicTroNARY- "COMPREHENSIVE: LARGE IN SCOPE AND HAVING THE POWER OF FULL UNDERSTANDING."

CompteLnsive Service " h cLuolJ lo "tl,e %fi VlnJeritandinf of our cu^tonieri- nceJi and nroLfemx"

"26TH YEAR OF SERVICE TO THE USER OF MOTION PICTURES'

REEILS- CANS
SHIPPING CASES
MOTION PICTURE

EQUIPMENT
REJUVENATION

OF FILM
/

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE CORPORATION
245 WEST 55th STREET

NEW YORK 19. NY.

7^
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buying business films

^ or buying diamonds

L ntil a gem is under

the trained eye of an expert . . .

or a film before its intended audience . . .

the buyer must rely

upon the seller's reputation.

^ our fihii investment li insured

«hen vour producer measures up . . .

creativity " experience

• personnel service

• facilities • reputation

Transfihn has been serving industry

for more than 15 years

producing Business Films,

rV Commercials and Sound Slidefilms

to fit every budget.

THE TRANSFILM AIM

To maintain a creative organization

that will thoroughly understand

the individual problems and opportunities

of each client

and produce for him films

of the highest standards

of qualitv and effectiveness.

Literature on request

T R A N S F I LINCORPORATED
35 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

West CoosI: 8255 Beverly Blvd., Hollywood 48, Calif.
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1. TO REDUCE FILM COSTS DRASTICALLY

If you have prints in your film library that must be

"junked" because they are scratched, dirty or damaged
in some way—what do you do? Do you buy new prints
which may cost up to $150 a print? Here is a better
solution! Your prints can be RAPIDWELD-ed—
cleaned, scratches removed, and damages repaired—at

a very small fraction of the cost of purchasing new
prints.

2. TO MAKE YOUR PRINTS LAST FOREVER . . .

If you purchase or have new film in your library it will

be damaged (scratched) before long, even from the most
normal usage. Suppose an additional coating could be
placed over the emulsion side before use, do you think

your picture would be protected? ... Of course it would!
RAPIDTREAT, our protective coating, will retard and
resist scratching. If at some time in the future, your
film does get scratched, "The Film Doctors" can easily

remove the coating and imperfections . . . replace it with
another coating . . . and return your print like new.

3. TO SOLVE YOUR FILM PROBLEMS . . .

Rapid Filni Technique, specialists in the science of film
rejuvenation, has been solving film problems for labora-
tories, producers, film libraries, television studios, edu-
cational institutions, industrial film users for 20 years.
"The Film Doctors" can assist you with your film
problems, restore your prints to original screening
quality, and prolong the life of your film.

D

Write now and ask us about our Free Offer

.„..u........ FILM TECHNIQUE

37-02 27th St., Long IsSond City 1, N. Y.

A-V Climbs in U. S., Canada
via Projector, TV Set Upswing
"¥ III tlie L'liiletl StiUes there now is

one 16 mm motion picture projector

for every .320 persons, according to

Department of Commerce reports.

There were a reported 47.000 16mm
sound projectors manufactured in

1954.

A reported 75' , of all U. S. homes
have television sets—20',i of New
York s homes have two sets. A tabu-

lated 216 of the nation's 447 TV
stations now are equipped to re-

broadcast network color ajid 77 sta-

tions can originate colorcast.

Canada is coming up fast with

49% of its homes equipped with TV
sets. In Toronto, 73% of the homes
have TV sets, in Montreal 73'(' of

the homes have TV sets. H'

Skahan Coordinates Films
as New API Creative Head

Donald R. Skahan has been aj)-

pointed Director of Creative Ac-

tivities, and Floyd F. Ackerman has

been assigned the duties of Adver-

tising Supervisor of the American
Petroleum Institute's Oil Informa-

tion Committee, according to an an-

nouncement made by H. B. Miller.

executi\'e director.

Mr. Skahan has been on the API
staff since 1951 as Production Sup-

ervisor. In his new position he will

supervise and coordinate all activi-

ties relating to editorial production,

research, publicity, advertising, and

the film program.

Mr. Ackerman joined the API in

1953 as supervisor of the emploxee

information program, and a year

ago also assumed the responsibili-

ties of the film program. Prior to

1953 he was associated with public

relations departments of The Ameri-

can Cyanamid Company and Tide

Water Oil Company. He will con-

tiime to supervise the employee in-

formation and film programs. 9'

Wondsel, Film Producers Prexy,
A Pioneer in "Sound-on-Film"
^ Harold E. \^ondsel. recentl\

elected as president of the Film

Producers Association of New
\ ork. helped teach motion pictures

to talk. A 39-year veteran of the

industry, Wondsel pioneered as a

sound-on-film editor.

Now president of Sound Masters.

Inc., and vice-president of National

Educational Films. Inc.. Wondsel

started his career as a laboratory

technician in 1918. Remaining in

Harold E. Wondsel

this phase of the business until

1926. he acted as a free-lance edi-

tor of short subjects, then was chief

film editor with the Fox Educa-

tional Department for one year and

with Fox Movietone News for

three years. It was at this time that

Wondsel helped Fox to pioneer in

the development of sound on film.

In 1931 he became assistant edi-

tor of Pathe News, and was ap-

pointed editor-in-chief in 1932. He
resigned in 1937 to form Sound

Masters. Inc. While with Pathe

News, Wondsel helped form the

Newsreel Theatres, Inc.. with which

he was connected in the capacity of

vice-president until the sale of this

firm in December. 1949. He has

been president of Sound Masters.

Inc. since 1943. 9.'

Business Screen

Circulation Jumps
The largest two

months in paid circula-

tion revenues for Busi-

ness Screen were re-

corded in December and

January as circulation

increases reflected great-

er business and indus-

trial reader interest in

this publication. The

largest paid circulation

of any business photo-

graphic publication is

reflected in record ad-

vertising totals of this

current issue. B!"

Each year since we began
producing our distinctive

TYPE TITLES
we have served an ever-

increasing number of the

world's leading producers

There must be a reason !

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago II, Illinois
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FACILITIES

EQUIPMENT

EXPERIENCE
UNDERSTANDING
IMAGINATION
KNOW-HOW

DALLAS JONES PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1725 N.WELLS ST. • CHICAGO, ILL.

MOhawk 4-5525



And there's drama in your business

. . . if your story is researched thoroughly, seen freshly,

and comniiinicated effectively with professional impact.

Our films have captured the drama inherent in the indi-

vidual product, firm and industry.*

May we do the same for you?

* Recently for:

Chas. Pfizer & Co.

Esso Standard Oil Co.

Commercial Solvents Corp.

Enjay Company, Inc.

Southern Railway System

Rail Steel Bar Association

Campus FiM
14 EASi;. 53rd STREET, Q_^y^<^t^

NEW YOR>K 22, N. Y. PLaza 3-3280

Sponsored Films Need a Sponsor

by Theodore P. Desloge

l{K{icdtayn6^, ^

MORE IMPORTANT THAN his

cameras and equipment, or

his technical and creative staff,

or even his own experience and
ability, the greatest asset a pro-

ducer of sponsored films can have
is a sponsor.

That is not being funny, nor

slating the obvious. It is a serious

matter that is all-too-often over-

looked in the client-producer re-

lationship that creates sponsored

films. For while it may be obvious

that the sponsor is essential to pro-

ducing a motion picture, it is usu-

ally overlooked or ignored that

the cHent is essential to producing

a good motion picture. Over-

looked or ignored by both the

client and the producer.

Now this is perfectly under-

standable in the case of the buyer
of a sponsored film. While he

may have some background and
experience in the motion picture

field, it cannot be expected of

him. The responsibility lies with

the producer to thoroughly under-

stand the client's role in the com-
plex, techni-creative task of turn-

ing ideas into sounds and pictures,

and recording them on film. The
producer who really knows what
to expect of his client can lead

the client to fulfill this responsi-

bility, and so improve the qualitv

and effectiveness of his pictures.

Is the Client Interested?

What should a motion picture

producer expect of a client—an

industrialist, a banker, an educa-

tor, an advertising man, anything

in the world but a motion picture

expert—who wants a film? Should

he e.xpect only that the client buy
the film, not scrimp too much on
the budget, and remit his progress

payments promptly? Too often

that's all he does expect—that his

client meet the minimum contrac-

tual responsibilities—and that's all

he gets. The result is stereotyped

pictures, just-slightly-off-the-point

pictures, ineffective pictures . . .

and clients dissatisfied not only

with his work, but with motion

pictures as a medium.

How often have you heard.

"Oh, we made a movie once. Cost

a lot of money, but it didn't do the

job!"? One of the causes for that

sad situation is a client-producer

relationship that never got out of

the accounting department.

Of course, this is not to say that

the client should tell the producer

how to make a film. If this were
the sponsor's responsibility, he

wouldn't need a producer at all.

He does need one because movie-
making is a challenging, special-

ized, technical, creative business.

And every specialist, technician

and artist connected with a pro-

duction knows it doesn't help a

bit to have the client looking over

his shoulder, telling him how to do
bis job.

Cooperation Is the Word
But if a sponsor is not to leave

the producer alone on the one

hand, nor tell him what to do on
the other, what is the client's

responsibihty in motion picture

production? The Romans had a

word for it, and we use it all the

time, hardly ever stopping to

think what it means: cooperation.

For that is the client's responsi-

bility. If he wants a picture he

should cooperate

—

worl< with a

qualified producer to get the re-

sults he wants. He should pool his

knowledge of the subject with the

producer's knowledge of the medi-

um. This kind of cooperation can

be applied to every step in a pro-

duction and will improve a pic-

ture at each step where it is

applied.

In the first conception of the

film idea, this subject-knowledge

is as important as the producer's

technical skill and creative imagi-

nation. For a client to say, "Make
me a movie" is falling down on
his responsibility. For him to say,

"Make me this kind of a movie
to do this particular job" is a

little better. But when he calls a

producer into his office, summar-
izes an idea he wants to get across

or a story he wants to tell, de-

scribes the obstacles that have pre-

vented people from getting this

idea or knowing this story, and
then says, "Use any technical or

(continued on page 86)

TMs $ 6000 mson!
TV TITLES BY KTS
Air Power— Stage Seven Our Hero

Fireside Theatre . . . Mama . , .The Hunter

Man Against Crime. ..San Francisco Beat

Crunch Adams, ..The Goldbergs...! Spy

Hopalong Cassidy Follow Thai Man
Star Theatre . . .Willy... Hour of Mystery

atiii niiiny others not yet rtle.nfJ.

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
115 W. 23td Si. New York, N.Y.
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Sterling-Movies U.S.A.

.s The World's

Largest Distributor

. Free Film

Television

BECAUSE

• Sterling-Movies U.S.A. (Sterling Television Co.) is the oldest and

best-known distributor of film to the TV industry.

•Sterling-Movies U.S.A. salesmen have established weekly

advance programming commitments with more than zso TV

stations in the United States and Canada and more than 4oo

stations rely upon Sterling-Movies U.S.A . for public service film.

THIS IS WHY

more than no experienced film sponsors use Sterling-Movies

U.S.A. for distribution.

For complete information, call, write, wire . . .

Sterling-Movies U.S.A.
a division of Sterling Television Co., Inc. A<

205 East 43rd Street, New York 17, New York, OXford 7-2520

I Member. National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters.)



Editing as Pro's do it ...

• . . on an Amateur's Budget!

The really creative part of making
movies is rearranging scenes and
sequences into a smooth, interesting

show. But you need the right tools to

help your skill and judgment.

The CRAIG PROJECTO-
EDITOR with its brilliant 3 '-a" by
4'-4" screen. Master Splicer, 400-ft.

capacity rewinds, frame marker and
focusing and framing adjustments is

just right for the job whether you use
8mm or 1 6mm, color or black and
white, sound or silent. This way you
see what you're doing when you cut

and splice.

First you trim out the unneeded
ends and leads and not by guessing
but at exactly the right frame. You
separate the scenes taken at different

times of different subjects and with
various camera positions and angles.

You put related scenes together and
distracting ones where they belong.
Finally you splice your scenes and
sequences into an entertaining show
that will hold your audiences.

Old prints with damaged frames or
out-of-date scenes can be salvaged
and used with your new productions.

You cut out what you don't want and
permanently splice the good pictures,

with new or old prints, to modernize
your work. On the CRAIG
PROJECTO-EDITOR you can even
show whole films on a desk without
the trouble of setting up a projector

and screen.

The PROJECTO-EDITOR's
hooded screen lets you view comfort-
ably in a lighted room. Its dual cool-

ing system lets you study single frames
indefinitely without damaging your
film. The film threads straight on a

stainless steel guide that doesn't touch
the pictures. The Craig Master Splicer

and Craig #7 film cement weld
smooth splices stronger than the film

itself. Folds into its own handsome
carrying case I4V2" by S'-i" by 8' 2",

weighs 10', 2 lbs. and costs only $79.50
for either the 8mm or 16mm model.
See it and try it at your camera dealer's.

KALARTTHE ^ .MM M .M%. E^ g COMPANY, INC.

BS-2 PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT

Producers of Precision Photographic Products since 1930:
Flash Units. Rangeftnders. KALART and CRAIG Movie Editing

Equipment, VICTOR 16mm Sotind Equipment

EXPLOITATION: an Untapped

Resource for Sponsored Films

by Walter Lowendahl

TODAY, it is not uncommon for

a firm to spend $100,000 or

more on a business film. Under-
standably a great deal of company
enthusiasm accompanies such an
event. But, all too often, the en-

thusiasm does not last nearly as

long as the life of the film. Once it

is turned over to distribution chan-
nels for the normal routine of

bookings, the film sponsor is in-

clined to label the project as com-
pleted.

Of course, the prime reason for

having produced the film is to ex-

pose it to prescribed audiences.

However, there is a secondary

function which a film can serve

that may equal or surpass the

positive effects achieved by screen-

ings. A motion picture is a valua-

ble piece of company property

capable of stimulating great in-

terest in industry and among con-

sumers. Therefore, in addition to

the intrinsic value of its message,

a film can become a vehicle for

public relations. Around it can be
built a most effective publicity,

promotion and merchandising cam-
paign.

There is no reason why spon-

sored films should not be treated

as theatrical films in the area of

exploitation. If a company gets

behind its business film with a well

executed publicity campaign, the

results will surely mean a vastly

increased audience plus valuable

editorial space and public good
will. The techniques for promoting
a sponsored film can follow much
the same pattern as that of a

theatrical feature.

For example, there are at least

3,000 "trade" publications cater-

ing to practically every conceivable

industry. Certain types of films

carry facts which will appeal to a

great many of these. Others may
be more limited in scope, but there

are few films which do not have
ready made publicity outlets in at

least a score of trade magazines.

The daily consumer press, Sun-
day newspaper supplements, wire

services, photo services and maga-
zines offer e.xcellent publicity out-

lets. One sponsor of a low budg-
eted animated motion picture

dealing with rheumatic fever re-

cently benefited tremendously from
such publicity which was possible

only because of the film. Through
the efforts of Transfilm's publicity

department, a New York Times

Sunday magazine feature was ar-

ranged. Art and information from
the film were used. There is no
question that this story went a

long way in helping the sponsor

accomplish the purpose for which
the film was made. The medical

and drug journals gave equal pub-
licity support adding to the fruition

of the sponsor's aims.

Collier's was instrumental in

furthering the efi'orts of a public

service organization when it pub-
lished color scenes from a motion
picture sponsored by that non-
profit group. An important object

of that association was to enlist the

aid of industrialists. Again, pub-

licity for their film opened infor-

mation outlets in hundreds of trade

magazines read by these business

executives. Not only did this pub-
licity effort help directly in the

aims of the organization, but it

also built a phenomenal audience

for the film.

A business film can be publi-

cized before, during and after pro-

duction. Again, as with theatrical

films, announcements of the

planned production can be issued

to a wide range of editorial outlets.

Even the Broadway columns,

drama, music and TV editors are

natural targets for "items" per-

taining to cast. After all, most on
camera, off camera and music per-

sonnel used in business films are

known or, at least, are part of the

theatrical scene. We must not lose

sight of the millions of daily read-

ers perusing these amusement
pages. During production, publici-

ty material of editorial interest

can be easily uncovered and di-

rected to the proper media. Imme-
diately after production, a full-

scale publicity effort should be
launched.

When a film finally goes into

distribution, a little advance notice

(continued on page 84)
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KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
lis W. 23rd Street New York 11, N.Y.
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elCan Do The

Rope Trick..
BUT. we'd rather solve your film

problems in other ivays...inth our

staff of creative artists and techni-

cians. And if your problem is con-

nected nith art, sound, motion or

slidefilms, TJ commercials, indus-

trial and trainingsfilms, salesfilms,

ue'vegot the ideas and the ansners.

Present clients? Here are a fieiv ne

are now serving: Standard OiUindmnn),

Accent International. Curtiss

Ca n d y. Ma n i o n Foru m , Vi s k i ng
Corporation, The Willett Company,

and many more. If you're even

thinking of anything in the film

line, talk to our specialists.

33 South Wacker Drive

CEntral 6-7269
GRAPHIC PICTURES INC.

Hollywood

2M6 Los Vele: Boulevard

NOrmnnd-y 3-8-209
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One good look will tell you . .

best buys in sight

Da-Lite
SLIDE AND MOVIE SCREENS

the world's most complefe line of screens . . .-

and the standard by which all others are judged.

Da-Lite Model B* New wall and ceiling screen at a

budget price! Goes up in secouds. White Magic glass-

beaded fabric, mildew and flame-resistant.

30"x40" - 72"x96" $ 1 4.00-$70.00

Da-Lite Motor-
Roll* Electrically

operated,complete

with automatic
safety stops! Ship-

ped ready to hang,

plug in and oper-

ate. Unrolls, stops

automatically!

6'x8'-12'xl2'

$220.00 $280.00

Da-Lite Hilo^

Worlds only A-V
" Pu s h -Button"
screen! Can be set

from 14" to 48"

above floor. White
Magic fabric, mil-

dew and flame-re-

sistant!

50"x50"-70"x70"

$37.50-$56.75

For better, brighter slides and movies, see Da-Lite

—

from $3.50 to $690.00.

Mail today for free booklet} No obligation} 'trade Mork

Perfection I DA-IITE SCREEN CO
• o. -• c- lono I

2711-23 N Pulaski Road
. l»IVo,ecflonS,l,c. 1909

|
Chicago 39, llliaois

Please send me r

Name
I

I

I Orgonization
I

DA-IITE SCREEN CO.
2711-23 N. Puloski Road 1

Address.

Chicago 39, lltinois I Citv- _Zone Slate—

(COKTI-NUED FROM PAGE 82)

of a community audience or TV
booking will enable a press kit to

be sent to the group or TV station

booking the film. Most will wel-

come prepared publicity material

as it helps promote the organiza-

tion as well. If the film concerns

itself with a particular subject such

as food, automobiles, travel, etc..

there are special sections of a

newspaper to which material may
be supplied, e. g., food editors,

automobile editors, etc.

These are just some of the more

obvious means of promotion. Each

motion picture, however, lends it-

self to an extra special "push" de-

pending upon its content. Such

efforts can Uft the film out of the

realm of the commonplace.

Once again, drawing an example

from theatrical films, has any spon-

sor ever tried to have a commer-

cial recording made based on the

original musical theme of his busi-

ness film? Probably not, but it can

be done. Perhaps the odds are

against the recording ever becom-

ing a smash hit, but this is not the

most important consideration.

There are many examples of

films being merchandised. One
Transfilm animated motion picture

gave rise to a hand puppet based

on one of the film's characters.

Important scenes from that same

film became mechanical displays

for department store windows.

Other films have been the subjects

of comic books and informational

pamphlets for adults. Others be-

came the subjects of books.

Because a sponsored film is a

valuable property, it rates the red

carpet treatment whenever it is

shown for the first time in a partic-

ular city. This can be accom-

plished at practically no expense.

or it can be handled elaborate!)

with a moderate expenditure.

Much can be written on the sub-

ject of promoting a business film

premiere, but that isn't necessary

if one recalls any one of dozens of

local or national premieres of

theatrical features. The technique

is much the same, but tailored to

fit the needs of the individual spon-

sor. The hundreds of low or no

cost "premieres" can be arranged

by advising the local organization,

showing the film in a city for the

first time, how to do it. A premiere

press kit will spell it out for even

the rankest amateur. Remem-
ber, practically every organization

wants publicity, but they're not all

famihar with the methods.

Let us not forget the tried and

tested "gimmicks" such as con-

tests, "official" presentations of

fihii prints to important institu-

tions
(
perhaps the first print to the

Library of Congress), film prog-

ress announcements, film result

stories such as Busi.ness Screen
uses, expanded case histories for

newspaper business pages and

trade magazines.

And, let us not overlook radio

and television publicity involving

interviews. Television offers a

wealth of opportunities. In addi-

tion to getting the entire film

booked in "public service" time,

there are the possibilities of using

clips from the film, with com-
mentary, on women's shows, chil-

dren's shows and dozens of other

specialized programs. For example,

several minutes from a food film

may be devoted to a novel recipe.

When the entire film is not usable

on cooking shows, why not fur-

nish the recipe portion in return

for proper credits? The applica-

tions are endless.

All sponsored films, regardless

of their purpose or content, are

vehicles for publicity. The poten-

tial of each may vary, but with a

little imagination, all can receive

a substantial share of successful

exploitation. If a sponsor questions

the value of promoting a motion

picture or sound slidefilm made
for purely internal purposes, he

need only examine the entire struc-

ture of public relations. He will

soon agree that the job of pubUc
relations is a never ending one and

covers many publics.

A company must constantly be

alert to its stockholders, suppliers,

distributors, consumers and its own
employees. In pubUcizing his films

where it will reach these publics, a

sponsor is, in effect, saying that

his company is forward-looking

and deserves the faith people have

placed in it.

There's no escaping the fact that

the most progressive and successful

companies, the ones who have re-

ceived the greatest support from

their many publics, are users of

audio-visual aids.

Because few film sponsoring

companies are geared to handle a

complete public relations elTort on

behalf of their films, Transfilm has

maintained its own publicity de-

partment for this purpose. We are

convinced, as are many of our

clients, that such publicity is a

valuable asset which should not be

overlooked. However, we are not

content merely to promote the

films of our clients.

We are most concerned with the

growth of the entire sponsored film

industry. We know that the con-

sistency of such publicity can bring

new companies into the fold of film

users while it serves those already

in it.
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Business Opportunity
FOR the past several years, we have been
operating on the premise that the essence

of successful sales, sales training, merchan-
diaing. public relations and consumer ex-

hortation, lies in effective communication.
That this theor>' has been valid is evidenced

by an increasing number of clients who
find a measurable payoff in the use of oiar

analytical, creative and production services.

The demand for these has been such that

we have steadily increased our staff and
will shortly announce a doubling of office

space in which more comfortably to house
same.

From those who might relate this expanded
facility to the solution of their own prob-

lems, we invite inquiries.

PATHESCOPE PRODUCTSONS
The Pathescope Company of America, Inc.

580 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 36 • NEW YORK

STUDIO: 21-29 46TH ROAD • LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
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BELL TELEPHOITE
Animated Sequences For FEANK CAPUA'S "SCIENCE

SERIES". Completed -"Heme the Magnificent"

In Production —"Cosmic Hays","Weather"

MIKE TODD Productions
,^^ Animated Epilogue For

40^ "Around the World in 80 Days

"

UHITED AUTISTS
HIKE TODD Productions
Animated Theatrical Trailer For

"Around the World in 80 Days"

IMPEHIAL OIL COMPAUY, LTD.
Color Industrial Film For Esse of Canada

sh«\rnus culhAnc productions, mc

Animation Live

INDUSTEIAL • THEATRICAL • TELEVISION • EDUCATIONAL

NEW YORK, 207 E 37lh St., MU. 2-8234 • CHICAGO, 203 No, Wabash Ave,
ANdover 3-4971 • HOLLYWOOD. 6226 Yucca St , Hollywood 28. HOIlywood 4-1128
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(CONTINUED FROM PACE 80)

creative devices you want, and do
tliis job for me on film", then he's

v/ell started toward buying a really

good motion picture.

This same responsibility holds

through research, scripting, shoot-

ing, editing. In each of these

fields, the producer's skill, train-

ing. e,\perience and imagination

are essential to the creation of a

good motion picture. But they

cannot produce a truly worth-

uhile film without a thorough

knowledge of the subject; and
the producer can't be expected to

have this without access to the

client's background, training and

specialized experience, any more
than the client can be expected to

properly light a set.

Because of the necessity for this

intimate cooperation, it is charac-

teristic of documentary films that

their ultimate worth lies outside the

direct control of the producer. He
can control their technical aspects,

he can contribute to their creative

development, but their basic ap-

proach and scope is fundamentally

governed by the aims and imagi-

nation of the men who commission

the film and must approve its final

form.

In some cases, because of too

much or too little interest on the

part of the client, this is a restrict-

ing limitation on the picture's

over-all quality. But when the

client cooperates intelligently and

imaginatively (and has a sound

message truly worth telling), this

is the catalyst that makes the

sponsored film a moving and

memorable means of communi-
cation.

On Medical Film Production
by Warren Sturgis

RECENTLY, on a panel. I was

asked to speak for three

minutes on the particular prob-

lems encountered in the produc-

tion of medical films. As one in-

terested for many years in the

whole field of medical education

as well as the technical aspects of

film-making. I summed up my
answer, thereby indicating also

what I consider to be the greatest

need, in the presently overworked

but trenchant words, good com-
munications.

From the day most of us start-

ed to write our first script, or to

load our first roll of film, we have

had thrown at us from the lecture-

platform and from the printed

page two priceless rules: under-

stand the purpose of your film, and

know what will be its audience.

This is fine as far as it goes.

But in dealing with the medical

profession it is not enough merely

to elicit these facts from the

Technical Advisor or his Com-
mittee before starting to write a

script or direct a film.

If medicine itself has not been

part of one's training, I feel it is a

necessity to steep oneself in it. to

acquire a feeling for the particular

entity under consideration. One
must know how doctors think, how
they will react to the film, and

therefore, how it can best be pre-

sented.

But all this applies only to the

learning process of the film-maker,

and Communications can never

be a one-way street. In dealing

with the medical profession par-

ticularly, it is incumbent not only

to understand and interpret their

point of view, but also to teach.

In fact, 1 would say that no
successful film can result unless

during production the Professional

Advisor learns something of the

lore as well as the details of film

writing and production.

Whether the film is on a purely

technical procedure, or deals with

health and human relations, or is

a commercial "product film", it

will achieve its goal only if a true

understanding is developed on
both sides, leading to a complete

empathy between doctor and pro-

ducer.

As more knowledge of medical

problems is gained by the pro-

ducer, and a greater appreciation

of film procedures is acquired by

doctors, the output of good medi-

cal films will be increased, and as

a result the public at large will

be better served.
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Color prints shine like originals on . . .

ANSCO DUPLICATING COLOR FILM TYPE 238

There's a world ot difference in 16mm release pnnts . . . and that quality "edge"

is visibly yours when you specify Ansco Color Type 238 Duplicating Film.

Type 238's long tonal scale matches to the full all the true color of your orig-

inal . . . gives you the crisp definition, the cleaner. :rhiti-r whites, softer middle

tones, open shadows, and high-fidelity sound that bring more sales to your

front door!

Next time you print, tell your laboratory it's popular Ansco Color Type 238

Duplicating Film you want used. Your customers. . . and your skill. ..deserve it!

ANSCO, .\ Division of General .\niline & Film Corporation, Binghamton,X.^ .

Ansco Color Type 538

...the slow-speed,

fine-grain duplicating

film ... perfect for making

strips and slides!

This superb 35mm reversal color duplicating

film is ideal for making direct duplicates from

original transparencies. Available on safety

base . . . long lengths DRL . . . processing nol

turnished.

jiHSCO . . .^ jjinedi (xmiypllmeHi ifaa can p-cuf ipii/i. <iJ^dl
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Reach the Rural Market

Through Merchant-Sponsored

Roadshows This Summer

The Film Vd Like to SEE
by Gen Florez

OPONSORED FILMS reach an important segment of the American market
through Modern's summer roadshow circuits.

What is a roadshow? It's a phenomenon of the great Midwest— it's "movie
night" underwritten by local merchants in theatreless towns to draw crowds
(which also buy in the late-open stores) into their communities. At these

roadshows the people of the area see a free Hollywood feature movie—and
a sponsored film.

Are roadshows successful ? You bet ! The smart local merchant wouldn't

spend his money financing them if they weren't. Audiences range up to one
thousand people and the average is over 400 at each show.

Suitable sponsored films (a limited number of them) will be shown in

1500 towns in the summer months through Modern's roadshow distribution.

This can be an important extra channel of circulation for your film at a

time of the year when other channels are at an ebb. You don't miss any other

opportunities when your IBmm prints are on the summer roadshow circuits.

You can buy roadshow distribution alone or in combination with any of

the other three channels of distribution through Modern — 16mm non-
theatrical, television, and theatrical. And like all Modern guaranteed distri-

bution plans, your film is shown or you pay nothing— if your film doesn't

play, you don't pay.

If your company or association is interested in the big American rural

market of the Midwest, you should check with Modern now for the facts

about roadshows. There's an opportunity here for you. Write or phone any
of the division offices listed below.

NEW YORK
3 East 54th Street, New York 22, N. Y
PLaza 8 2900

CHICAGO
1 Prudential Plaza. Chicago 1, III.

DEIaware 7-3252

DETROIT
1224 Maccabees Building, Detroit 2, Mich.

TEmple2 4211

LOS ANGELES
612 S Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, Cal.

MAdison 9-2121

PITTSBURGH
210 Grant Street, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

GRant 1 9118

<it'T~'HE Decision lo sponsor a

A film" is the film I'd like to

see someone sponsor this year.

Its audience? Any business, in-

dustrial, governmental and social

organization who may sponsor a

film release sometime in the future.

Suggested title? "How Ahoiil a

Film?"

Such a title embodies the es-

sence of what so often happens

when a potential sponsor is faced

with a problem or a need. So often

someone says. "How about a

film?" Then, someone else echoes,

"Yes, how about one?"

To profitably answer that ques-

tion, a number of factors should,

of course, be given serious con-

sideration. The purpose of the film

I'd like to see someone sponsor

would be the presentation of those

factors.

These factors would be pre-

sented in the form of questions

which a potential sponsor might

ask himself. Of course, factors to

be considered would vary tremen-

dously from industry to industry

and business to business, but these

outlined below I consider to be

practically universal.

What Is Our Need? Are we
trying to solve a problem, in-

still new information, compare
competitive data, build confidence

and enthusiam. sell an idea, in-

doctrinate and train personnel, or

is our need somewhat ditferent? If

so. what is it?

Consideration of this factor will

not only help determine the ap-

propriateness of the film medium,

but also partially dictate the treat-

ment within that medium.

Is Tills Need Real? Have we
counselled with everyone involved,

even partially? Have we estab-

lished a field reaction? Have we
received their concurrence that the

need is real? Have we asked for

vital contributions which the field

can so often supply?

This type of consideration will

often lend acceptance and support,

not only from the point of origin,

but also from the point of action.

Whom Are We Trying To
Reach? Is our audience composed
of our own people, our customers,

other people in our industry or

business, people in other fields or

the public?

Though this factor is somewhat

obvious, it can often suggest the

tone of the message, which, in

turn, often indicates the selection

of the proper medium.

How Will "They" Receive The
Message? Will the message be

something new, a re-hash of old

information, or a combination of

the two? If possible, have we
attempted to talk to our audience

and get an advance receipt for

what we are trying to do?

Once, again, this factor often

suggests type of medium as well as

the tone and treatment of the

message within the medium.

Is Our Message Universal? Is it

static, applicable to all groups,

situations and localities; or must it

be adaptable to fit varying condi-

tions?

Since this one factor alone can

often dictate the decision, why not

award it the consideration it de-

serves?

Is A Film The Best Vehicle For

The Message? Is its value at least

equal to its cost? What about the

other cost factors—and mainte-

nance of prints, cost of distribu-

tion, not only mechanical but sur-

rounding the showings? Is it possi-

ble to set up controls to determine

what results are obtained and then

compare such results with the costs

which have accrued?

And Finally, Has Consideration

Been Given To Other Methods Of
Meeting The Need? In the final

analysis we cannot forget that we
are dealing with individuals

—

people who manage, people who
sell, people who train and people

who. in turn, train those who train

to name only a few. The decision

to sponsor or not to sponsor a film

release should not only reflect the

needs of the group, but. equally

important, the needs of the indi-

viduals which comprise the groups.

Only by serious consideration of

these factors can we soundly ar-

rive at a profitable answer to the j

question. "How about a film?"
|—Gen Florez

AVAILABLE
Top notch film writer-cam-

eraman available for U. S.

travel assignments.

WRITE BOX BS-57-6

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Road

Chicago 26, Illinois
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TELEVISION COMMERCIALS:
Atuericiiu Chide Corp. i~ Anieyica>i Safety Razor <r American Weekly Magazine i-T Arthur

Murray Tr Aico Ma)iiijacturiug " Beemau's Gum i? Bendix t> Borden's Food Company i?

Bristol-Myers Company -- Buiova Watch Company i? Chooz i? Crosley iV Dodge i^ Duff
Cake Mix i? Esso Stmidard Oil Company ik Feen-A-Mint tV Frostee ^ Goodall Fabrics i<

Howard Clothes w Ipaiia Toothpaste i^ Kentile -m" Leier Bros, it Lipton iz Marcal

Paper Products ir Medigum it Motorola it Palm Beach Suits i-r Pharmaco Incorpo-

rated it Pro^resso Foods i? Prudential Life Insurance >? Rinso iz Saratoga Race Track i?

Servel -k Spring Weave Suits iz Standard Oil of New Jersey iz Stokely Foods >t Tea Council

of America iz Toni Company it Uddo and Taormina i? Van Camp Foods iz Viv Lipstick

INDUSTRIAL CLIENTS:
American Bosch Arma Corporation ir Belock Instrument Corp. -'- Binney & Smith. Inc. ir

Boeing Airplane Company T-r Clopay Inc. i? Columbia Broadcasting System i~ General

Electric Company i? Gray Pharmaceutical Company i< Merck & Company iz Old Town
Corporation iz Railroads Association of America i~r The Rand Corporation iz Servo Corpora-

tion iz Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. ir W^estinghouse

INSTITUTIONAL CLIENTS:
Army Nurse Corps I'z Army Reserve Corps -fz Civil Air Patrol iZ Department of Defense iz

Massachusetts Institute of Technology ir National Guard ir Navy Club of U.S.A. ir Republi-

can National Committee rz Surgeon General's Office it United Israel Appeal iz United States

Air Force ir United States Army iZ United States Department of State iz United States Military

Academy iz United States Naiy -^'^ Women's Army Corps

ADVERTISING AGENCIES:
Ted Bates & Company. Inc. iz Carl Byoir & Associates. Inc. iZ Leo Burnett & Company. Inc. iz

Calkins & Holden Advertising ik Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc. iz Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield. Inc. iZ Gardner Advertising Inc. ir Grant Advertising Inc. iz International Variety

& Theatrical Agency, Inc. iz Earl Ludgin & Company ir AlcCann-Erickson. Inc. ir Medical &
Science Communications Associates, Inc. iz George Nelson Inc. iz Robert W. Orr & Associates.

Inc. iz Riedl & Freede iz Ruthrauff & Ryan. Inc. iz Walter Dorivin League Associates iZ Carlo

Vinti Advertising.

American
1600 BROADWAY



My name is N31330220H. I was bom in a big

house in Washington, but at the time of this

story was vacationing in the budget of a lead-

ing advertising manager.

One day. in comes tlie first man who was able

to quote an immediate, complete guaranteed

price for a film. This was such a relief to my
host that he gave the man a contract, and I

was made part of it. At last! A movie career.

With some other young bucks, I traveled across

town to an impressive studio, not fancy, but

what activity! It was really exciting . . . until

they told us what we'd have to do. Then I got

worried.

Produce a half-hour Narrative Drama in full

color with dialogue, cast, and all the trim-

mings? There just didn't seem to be enough
of us.

But we of the Treasury Service aren't taught to

flinch. And we had plenty of help. Those film

fellows worked day and night to squeeze every
little mil out our fibers.

We were budgeted, cost-controlled, hard-bar-
gained, rebudgeted. Oh, my aching greenback!
I never worked so hard.

But we did it! What a picture!

What awards! I was a star!

What results!

So. Six months later where do I wind up? Back
in the budget of my old host the ad manager.
"My. what a fat. strong dollar you are," says
he. "You returned your investment, old chap,
so off to the studio with vou acain."

Five pictures later, I can tell you one sure thing.

These producer fellows have really put business
films on a business basis. It will be a happy,
healthy day for your film dollar in these long-
green pastures at

UIIFILMS, II.
329 East47th, NEW YORK CITY 17

P.S. You know, you could do me a favor.
Frankly, I am getting a little worn for this

strenuous work and, well, I've had my eagle
eye on the pension fund over at the phone com-
pany for some time.

•

Now, if you wanted to learn more about the
value you can get here, if for example you were
to pick up the phone and call . . . colleci . . .

well, it might cost these film fellows a dollar
See?

Anyway the number is MUrray Hilt 8-9325.

1957 FILM COMPETITION

FIFTH ANNUAL
COLUMBUS FILM FESTIVAL

Sponsored by

The Film Council of Greater Columbus

Wednesday and Thursday

April 17 and 18

The Southern Hotel

Deadline for Entries: March 10

Festival Categories

Business <£- Industry: Job Training, Sales Pro-
motion and Training, Industrial Relations,

Public Relations and Industrial Safety.

Travel: American and Foreign.

Informational-Educational: Children's Films
—Primary, Intermediate, Junior High,
Senior High, Geography and History;
Science: Miscellaneous; Films for Televi-

sion; Conservation, Gardening. Home Im-
provement and Agriculture. Thi.s year
Health, Mental Health and Religion have
been included in this category.

Home Movies: Entries for Columbus and
Franklin County only. This is a new cate-

gory and will serve to increase local attend-
ance at the festival. Chris Columbus Awards
will be given to winners in the categories of
Family. Gardening & Flowers, Home Ani-
mal Scenes and Vacations.

Cultural Arts and Tlieatre: Feature Motion
Pictures, American and Foreign: Art Sculp-
ture, Painting, Home Art Hobbies, Music,
Play Production. E.xperimental films.

* * *

Entry: Film producers and .sponsors are in-

vited to enter any films they have produced
during 1954, 1955 and 1956, provided the films

have not been entered previously in the Colum-
bus Film Festival. Entries should be accom-
panied by 3x5 cards (for preview committees i

noting: color or black and white: running
time: brief summary of film'.s content. Films
will be judged by professionals in the various
fields. Entry fee per film is $3; ?5 in case of
a feature picture of 80 minutes or more. En-
trant also pays roundtrip postage on films.

Companies are invited to send literature for
lobby display and poster art.

^ * *

Screening Schedule: Wednesday, April 17:
Screening in all categories i six rooms on
mezzanine). 1 to 5 P.M. Dinner break. 7 to
11 in the evening with a cofl'ee break for all

sections at 9 P.M. This is open to both ex-
hibitors and patrons.

Awards: The Council awards but one certif-

icate for one film at the Award Banquet. This
certificate is made out to the spon.sor of the
film. If the producer desires a duplicate cer-

tificate made out to his company, a five dollar
fee is charged. The sponsor of the film can
relay this information to our oflTice prior to
the festival in the event a film is chosen for
an award.

Thursday. April 18: There will be no screen-
ing on this day. The Festival Award Banquet
will take place in the large banquet room of
the Southern Hotel beginning at 7 P.M. John

(continued on page ninety-two)

Switch to NON-TOXIC

Anti-Static film Cleaner

Cleans Better, Dries

Faster Than Carbon Tet

' Cleans, Conditions,

Lubricates Film in One
Operation

Non-Poisonous —
Non-Flammable

Stops Dirt-Attracting

Static

1 Fast-Drying

I Conditions "Green"
Prints, Kine Films

i Keeps Films Pliable,

Eliminates Waxing
I Fewer Cleanings

Needed
Absolutely Safe for

Film, Personnel

Don't risk the health of your personnel
— stop cleaning film with deadly car-

bon tet! Start using ECCO #1500, the

anti-static film cleaner that contains
no poisonous carbon tet . . . cleans,

conditions and lubricates in one ap-

plication !

ECCO #1500 is the film cleaner
used in most audio-visual centers, film

libraries, schools and colleges. And
ECCO #1500 is used by many Holly-

wood film studios and TV networks
— NBC, CBS.

Discover for yourself that it pays
to clean film as the industry's leaders

do — with ECCO #1500.

CLEAN AND INSPECT FILM

fw ONE EASY OPERATION

ECCOmeoROL
APPLICATOR

Save Time, Fluid, Labor, Money!

WR/TE fodoy for fR£f ECCO "1500 brochure.
OftDfR ECCO ^ ysOQ from your dealer, or direct.

•Notional Audic T Bulletin, October, 1956

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
60-B Franklin Street, East Orange, N. J.
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NEW LOCATION

1 Stillm the Meart

I mllymod

. . . midst all the Stars

1

I No- Michigan Ave. • Tel. WHitehall 40195

CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
£AAX) <^5^.AJ6-cujLki l''^xrcvcxcica>i^

OF CALIFORNIA
1330 North Vine St. - Hollywood 28. California • Tel. Hollywood 2-1101

219 Majestic DIdg. • Tel. CApitai 4-8E41

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

New Location . . . New Studios . . . New Ideas

. . . New Faces ... — but still the same
fine pictures that have been the hallmark of

Jerrv Fairbanks Productions for 27 years.

The ne.xt time you need a producer

who can make a picture cie/i heller—
take the ad%ice of business men who know . . .

"Jkrry F\ibb\nk> Makes Great Movies!"

THEATRICAL • COMMERCIAL • AND TELEVISION MOTION PICTURES

HE PICTURES SEEN IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT REPRESENT JUST A FEW OF THE MANY RECENT, STAR-PACKED, IDEA PACKED, JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS.'



T he Case /;/ Pohit:

DEALER PROMOTION
Problem: how to present a gasoline

marketing story from an entirely fresh

viewpoint, so as to win enthusiastic

support from the dealer organization

The Film:

a 28-minute sound-color motion picture

for Mobilgas dealers, sponsored by

General Petroleum Corporation

Films made for dealer sales meetings are

often dull as ditch-water, and so, in "Run for the

Money" we eliminated the long-winded laboratory

demonstrations and the complicated charts and

graphs. Instead, we used exciting, on-the-road

sequences of the product in action, enlivened by

enough showmanship to insure a high level of

audience interest. Result? A rousing reception by

the dealer organization and many requests for

second showings. The sponsor terms it the most

successful dealer film they've ever had.

In the held of business communications

there are many problems and many solutions. We
don't claim to have all the answers but our ten-year

record of producing quality films speaks for itself.

If you're interested in seeing the techniques used

in "Run for the Money," write for a screening

print.

CATE«^McGLONE
1521 cross roads of the world

hollywood 28, California

•S;Ja

1957 AWARD COMPETITIONS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE NINETY)

Joseph, public relations director for the Ohio
Bell Telephone Company, will be the speaker.

Where To Ship Films: To Dr. D, F. Prugh,
Film Council of Greater Columbus, Memorial
Hall, 280 E. Broad St., Columbus 15, Ohio. »

FIFTH ANNUAL AWARD
COMPETITION FOR THE BEST

VISUALS IN SELLING

AND SALES TRAINING

combined with

THIRD ANNUAL 'DAY OF

VISUAL PRESENTATION-

y^ Sponsored by the National Visual Presenta-

tion Association Inc., the 1957 Awards and
Presentation events are in preparation, though
the date and location have not been announced.

Entries probably will be accepted through
March. Heretofore the competition has been

conducted on the following basis

:

Scope: Full day of talks and seminars on the

production and use of visual presentations,

combined with a showing of prize winners in

the current competition.

Classifications: (li Motion Pictures: (2)

Films and Slides, excluding motion pictures;

1 3 ) Visual Presentations other than films

I binders, flip charts, flannel boards, etc.).

Categories: (1) Selling (any visual device

used by salesmen to sell individual pros-

pects; this excludes mass media); (2) Sales

Training (any visual device used to train sales

personnel I : i3) Sales Promotion (any visual

device used to promote the sales of a product

or service i

.

Awards: First and second place winner in each

classification and category. First place win-

ners are invited to make their presentations at

a meeting held by the sponsoring or co-spon-

soring organization (last year the co-sponsor,

the New York Sales Executives Club, held the

presentation meetingt.

Entry: For entrance information contact Lou
KayB; publicity chairman, at the National

Visual Presentation Association, Inc., Post

Office Box 14, Old Chelsea Station, New York
11, N.Y. f-

THIRD ANNUAL
SOUND SLIDEFILM CONFERENCE

of the

AMERICAN FILM ASSEMBLY
Sponsored by the Film Council of America

and the Sound Slldefllm Committee

April 22-26, 1957

Statler Hotel, New York

(Entries closed In January)

Conference Chairman: Robert Shoemaker,
Society of Visual Education, Inc., 1345 W.
Diver.sey, Chicago, Illinois.

Categories: Sound slidefilms (sound film-

strips! ; 35mm single-frame filmstrip with

sound recorded on discs or tape, manual or

automatic synchronization

—

Safety and Health

(Safety, First Aid. Physical and Mental
Health), Education, Sales and Sales Promo-
tion, Sales Training, Supervisor Relations and
Industrial Training, Religion.

Awards: Gold Award presented to the winner
of each category ; Silver Award presented for

one or more films of exceptional merit in each

category: Certificate of Acceptance for all

other sound slidefilms chosen for screening

during the Conference. Award winnei's are

chosen by category juries prior to the Confer-
ence. Top rated sound slidefilms are screened

April 23 and 24. Award winners will be an-

nounced at the banquet, April 25. Gold Award
winners will be rescreened and discussed dur-

ing the Sound Slidefilm Open Meeting, April

26.

Entry: 1957 entries are closed. Infoi-mation

on entering future competitions and further

1957 program information may be obtained
from Robert Shoemaker, Society of Visual Ed-
ucation, 1345 West Diversey, Chicago, Illinois

or from the Film Council of America, 614
Davis St., Evanston, Illinois. »

NINTH ANNUAL COMPETITION

OF THE CANADIAN FILM AWARDS

Sponsored Jointly by

The Canadian Association for Adult

Education,

The Canadian Film Institute,

The Canada Foundation

(Competition In preparation, program

date, to be announced)

Nominations received through April.

Management Committee: Consists of repre-

sentatives from each of the sponsoring organ-

izations plus technical advisers, who are

associated with the film making industry in

Canada.

Chairman: Charles Topshee.

Manager: Canadian Film Institute, 142 Sparks

Street, Ottawa 4, Ontario.

NEW AWARD PLAN

M In 1957, outstanding people, projects and

films will be honored by Canadian Film

Awards. The Committee is inviting nomina-

tions from all parts of Canada for recognition

of distinguished contributions to the Canadian

film making industry. From these nominations

selections will be made for the 10th annual

awards.

The regular competition among the film

makers of Canada has been suspended for the

current year to permit extensive research into

the categories and conditions and the problems

of judging competitive awards for the future.

Besides the eflFort of its three sponsoring or-

ganizations, the Canadian Film Awards enjoys

the cooperation and support of independent

film makers, the National Film Board, govern-

ment agencies (Federal and Provincial!, the

theatrical film industry and the press.

Nominations will be received by the Com-
mittee until the end of April and the Awards
will be announced in early .June. 8"
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Comments to date have all been complimentary. We are

very pleased with this response, and felt that you and

the people in your organization would be glad to hear

about its favorable reception. In every way we think

it is an excellent production.

The expeditious way in which all phases of the produc-

tion went forward was most commendable. In production

and completion time you set something of a record —

one for other film producers to aim at. All our

representatives who worked closely with the project

were impressed with your desire and willingness to

expend every effort toward producing a first-class,

quality picture. We expect the film to serve us well

in improving written materials and communications.

The credit for such an accomplishment would certainly

be shared by your studios.

The admirable manner in which this contract was ful-

filled is a credit to you and your organization. We

can say in all sincerity that it has been a pleasure

doing business with you.

ulnauiote . .

.

D

An unsolicited testimonial on a recent production for one of the largest

users of motion pictures. May we have the opportunity of showing you

the original of this letter and the motion picture to which it refers?

FLETCHER SMITH STUDIOS, INC. • 321 E. 44th ST. • NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Murray Hill 5-9010
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BIG ROLE FOR

U.S.C. CINEMA

DEPARTMENT
University Benefits From Greatly

Extended Use of 35mm and 16mm
Mitchell Motion Picture Cameras

One of tlie most startling developments among the
cinema departments of colleges and universities is

the increased contribution which tiie campus film

unit has made to tlie field of higher education.

A leading example is the University of Southern
California where students using professional
Mitchell motion picture cameras film a remarkable
range of subjects. Films are created for classroom
instruction, public relations, sports events, campus
activities, scientific research, audience reaction
research, entertainment, television and industry.

Mitchell cameras meet an extreme range of film-

ing requirements. No other single camera has
proven so flexible in use as these easy-operating,

trouble-free .35mm and 16mni cameras which con-
sistently deliver the highest <)ualit\- film.

For information about .\Iitchc

today on \'0ur letterhead.

cameras, write

Widely diversified filming conditions are covered in

instruction in which Mitchell cameras demonstrate theii

great flexibility.

Mitchell camera focuses on operating room as medical

instruction film is mode by Department of Cinema at U S. C.

/^itc/vell&immi
CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLEN DALE 4, CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MlTCAMCO"

Peobody and TV "Emmy"
award winner, Dr Frank

Baxter, being filmed for

the education TV and Radio

Center of Ann Arbor,

Students from all over the

world attend U. S. C. to

learn the latest techniques

of 16mm and 35mm cine-

matography.

'85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell
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Freedoms Awards Announced
Honor Medals Av/arded to Sponsored Motion Pictures for Their

Contributions to Understanding of the American Way of Life

STORMING In Force. The United States Army
Resene marched off with the top award of

the 1956 Freedoms Foundation Awards l mo-

tion picture category I competition, sponsored by

the Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge. Penn-

sylvania. The Army Reserve won the encased

George Washington Honor Medal with a series

of defense-theme public relations subjects: Do
It yourself Peace; Tale of 2000 CUies; One If

by Land: The Man in Two Places.

Freedoms! Foundation George Washington

Honor Medal Awards went to ten other films

and a film series—from sponsor and producer

sources. These award winners included:

Champion's "Production 5118" Honored

Production 5118. sponsored by Champion

Paper & Fibre Company and produced by Wild-

ing Picture Productions. Inc. This film stresses

the necessitv of good communications between

people in practical situations, pointing up the

"Golden Rule" as a rule for giving and receiv-

ing the right communication "'signals.

'

The Right lo Compete, sponsored by the As-

sociation of American Railroads and produced

by Dudlev Pictures Corporation, which depicts

the modern circumstances of transportation in

the economv and emphasizes the railroad s

value and right to a better chance to compete

with other modes of transportation.

Tuiits on the Ohio, sponsored by the Ohio

\ allev Electric Utilities Corporation and pro-

duced by Kevin Donovan Films — telling the

story of two huge new power plants thai met an

electric power crisis. It illustrates how private

enterprise can answer a public need.

Fund Drive Picture Gets an Award

Your Brother's House, sponsored by the

Greater New York Fund and produced b\ Trans-

film. Incorporated. A part of the Fund's solici-

tation drive, this film documents the work done

in a New York neighborhood settlement house

—Hudson Guild—which typifies the 425 agen-

cies helped by the Fund.

L . S. A., sponsored by Pan American V^ orld

Virways and produced by Henry Strauss & Co..

Inc. — a promotional pictorial study of the na-

tion.

"The Man on the Hill" Wins Citation

The .Man on the Hill, sponsored by the Office

of Armed Forces Information & Education. U.S.

Department of Defense and produced by Acad-

emy Pictures. Inc.

.imerican Battleground, sponsored by the

Department of Commerce. State of New York.

See You at the Polk, sponsored by the Amer-

ican Heritage Foundation — an informational

film offering guidance on how to vote.

Our Country's Emblem, produced for Coronet

Instructional Films.

Tlie Presidency, produced by Bob Post, Inc.

America's Heritage Series, produced by News
Magazine of the Screen.

Ceremonies Held at Valley Forge, Pa.

The 1956 Freedoms Foundation awards were

announced during ceremonies held at ^ alley

Forge. February 22. 1957. The films had been

judged bv a jury of prominent Americans who
sought productions which "'contribute to an

understanding of the American way of life."

The motion pictures are judged as contestants

in a media categorv in a broad evaluation pro-

gram. National and school award jurors scru-

tinize individual, civic group and company proj-

ects developed on local and national levels.

These projects utilize media ranging from letters

and photographs to newspaper cartoons and

editorials, radio and television programs, public

addresses and sermons.

Distinguished Jury Selects the Winners

Among the Freedoms Foundation jurors are

supreme court justices, officials of veteran and

other patriotic organizations, and representa-

tives of scholastic and fraternal organizations.

Entries for the 1958 award programs will be

accepted up to November 11 of this year. Ad-

dress all inquiries and requests for Freedoms

Foundation entry forms to Dr. Kenneth Wells.

Freedoms Foundation. Inc.. Valley Forge. Pa.

A Reader's Guide

to Review Features

THE B.4SIC PlRPOSE of this Seventh (and

largest) of Annual Production Review issues

is to serve as a dependable road-map to

the production facilities and experience, in terms

of recently-produced films and clients served, of

film companies in the LInited States, Canada and

abroad.

The 215 companies in the United States, in-

cluding Hawaii, who have complied with our

listing requirements give solid evidence of these

qualities in their detailed reports. 17 Canadian

companies engaged in similar, specialized pro-

duction activities and over 30 overseas filmakers

representing 15 countries on five continents

round out this 1957 review for the business and

television film buyer.

Because of the tremendous detail and the large

amount of material handled in our largest volume

of correspondence in many years, this has been

a big job. The nearly 200 advertisements which

complement our biggest editorial round-up attest

to the faith which these companies hold for their

authoritative international publication. The ads

also furnish valuable additional data on services

and equipment as a further useful guide to the

film buyer.

Television now makes an important contribu-

tion to the stability of this industry. For this

reason we give due credit to each listed com-

pany's record of production experience in TV
commercials and filmed television programs in

these pages. It is worth noting that the most

acceptable of these commercials (from the

viewers" standpoint and the advertisers ) are pro-

duced bv these listed firms. Their clients for

this tvpe of work are the leading 4-A advertising

agencies in the 1 ..'^.. Canada and overseas.

Some Noteworthy Editorial Features

¥ The viewpoints of film industry leaders (which

begin on page eightl are most revealing. We
I hose to group these, in part, as "The View from

the Bridge"' and if our symbolism escapes the

reader, the reference implies the roles which

tliese able pilots play in guiding your important

projects to the safe harbor of results. Then, too,

it is men like these who represent the bridge

which links both sponsor and audience.

This unprecedented Annual Review issue

would not be complete without the spiritual pres-

(CONTINUED ON THE FOLLOWINC P.4CES)
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A Check-List for Producer and Sponsor

THE SPONSOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES-

I. Planning

1. Recognize Need for a Film.

2. Define the Objectives.

3. Determine the Audience.

4. Define the Content.

5. Obtain Necessary Budget.

6. Select the Producer.

II. Script

1. Contract for Script or for Script and

Production.

2. Centralize Liaison Responsibility.

3. Facilitate Working Relationships with

Producer.

4. Supply Technical and Policy Informa-

tion.

5. Establish Internal Approval Machinery.

6. Pay for Script.

III. Production

1. Contract with Producer for Production.

2. Supply Liaison Representative.

3. Supply Technical and Policy Advice.

4. Approve Production Details.

.5. Provide Special Products and Equip-

ment.

6. Make Internal Photographic Arrange-

ments.

7. Adopt Reasonable Schedules and Dead-

lines.

8. Arrange Approval Showings.

9. Make Progress Payments.

10. Pay for Extra Services Requested.

11. Assume Partial Financial Responsibility

if Film is not Acceptable.

12. Insure Negative after Delivery.

1. Contract for Printing.

2. Laboratory Arrangements.

3. Care of Prints.

V. Distribution

1. Arrange for Distribution.

2. Arrange for Good Projection.

3. Maintain Attendance Records.

4. Prepare Promotional Material.

THE PRODUCER'S RESPONSIBILITIES'
\

I. Planning

1. Study Sponsor's Problems.

2. Offer Professional Experience and Ad-

vice.

3. Show Samples of Past Work.

4. Provide Evidence of Organizational

Competence and Stability.

5. If Requested, Suggest Outline or Syn-

opsis.

6. If Requested, Provide Preliminary Re-

search.

7. Make Price Estimates if Requested.

II. Script

1. Contract for Script or for Script and

Production.

2. Develop Basic Film Concept.

3. Supply Professional Film Writer.

4. Supply Research Personnel.

.5. Supply Film "Treatment".

6. Supply Satisfactory Original Shooting

Script.

(CONTINUED FROM THE PRECEDING PACE I

ence of Jamison Handy, pioneer in so many of

today's communication forms and procedures.

The president of the Jam Handy Organization

is well-represented in service and in spirit in this

issue. As presses rolled, his organization's con-

tribution to the historic Tele-Sell spectacular

closed-circuit TV meetings was rewarded by the

more than 40.000 sales executives who gathered

in theatres and hotels throughout the count^ry

for an inspirational review of selling in 19.5..

Presenting "VIev/s From the Bridge"

Leading off these "Views from the Bridge" o.i

page eight is a brief but extremely pertinent

piece by Frank Speidell, president of Audio

Productions: Harold Wondsel, president of

Sound Masters, forecasts an eventful 1957 on

the same page. The basic objectives of a busi-

ness film company are thoroughly outlined by

C. H. Bradfield. Jr.. president of Wilding Picture

Productions. Inc.

The hazards of "do-it-yourself" filmaking are

clarified by Russell Mosser. executive vice-pres-

* This useful Check-List above was an introduc-

tory outline for the booklet of the same title pre-

pared by a special committee of the Association

o£ National Advertisers and the Editors of

Business Screen. A revised edition of this basic

96

I. Production

1. Contract with Sponsor for Production.

2. Assume Complete Production Responsi-

bility.

3. Arrange Approval Showings at Desig-

nated Intervals.

4. Make Corrections as Necessary.

5. Absorb Cost of Corrections which are

Producer's Responsibility.

6. Deliver Fine Grain Negative and Test

Print.

7. Deliver "Out-Takes" to Sponsor, if Re-

quested.

8. Arrange Copyright for Sponsor.

9. Advise Sponsor on Use of Films in Tele-

vision.

10. Arrange for Foreign Rights, if Desired.

11. Deliver Final Recording Script.

12. Insure Negative During Production.

IV. Prints

1. Supplv Prints.

2. Maintain Proper Storage and Mainte-

nance of Negative.

V. Distribition

1. Provide Distribution Service for Advise:

ed.) if Requested.

2. Provide Supplementary Promotional Ma-

terial, if Requested.

outline on film procurement will be published

shortly by the ANA. For details write: William

J. Mee. administrative secretary. Audio-Visual

Service Committee. Association of National Ad-

vertisers. Inc.. 1.5.5 E. 44tb St.. New York 17.

Symbolic of man's progress in science 'S+he arti-

ficial earth satellite, to be launched m l9bB.

Filming of the launching has been arranged. Data

gathered by precision instruments aboard satellite

will be recorded on magnetic tape.

ident and treasurer of the Centron Corporation.

Opp<irtunities for sponsors in Canadian produc-

tion are outlined on the same page by Spence

Caldwell, president of S. W. Caldwell. Ltd.

On page 10. Henry Strauss, president of Henrx

Strauss & Co.. writes "We Are Challenged t..

Meet Problems of a Changing World."" Clifford

Potts, president and executive producer of Fordel

Films, has a brief but telling foreword in "A

Pattern for the Ideal Sponsor." Another view

on today's trends in production is outlined by

John Hans, president of Depicto Films, in his

piece "Today's Program Concept Calls for Client

Services in Depth." Kent Lane, president of

'

Kent Lane Films, cites "The Film I'd Like to

Produce" as one which puts resiills lirsl.

I

Veteran filmaker Bill Ganz opens page U with

his outline of a common sense approach to filni

procurement. President James M. Franey of

I United World Films, speaks from the distrib-

utor's viewpoint in giving us "Our Public Rela-

tions Potential for Industry." Inspired is the

I

word for Murrav Briskin's "A Message tor a

1 Waiting World" on page 14 and Bill Yale, liea.!

j
of Empire Pholosound, sums it up when he says

"Film Production Is a Profession,"

On page 28. some sound advice that "Nuts and

Bolts Are Bread and Butter" is given in the
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article by Raphael G. TS'olff. president of R. G.

Wolff Studios. Ray Wolff believes that any tend-

ency to belittle the basic, practical approach in

industrial films overlooks the real needs of the

sponsor. Another approach to the dimensions

of the ideal sponsor is made by Dick Westen.

president of Rocket Pictures who describes "The

Sponsor I Serve" on page 48.

Oeveste Granducci gives his views on page 54.

He is the head of the well-kiiown Washington

(D.C.) company, Scripts by Oeveste Granducci,

.\ film writer's not-too-gentle, but needed, barbs

at unoriginal films is Bruce Henry s contribution

"How Trite Can You Get?" on page 38.

"Good Films Serve Audiences First"

Another veteran of film distribution is .\. L.

Fredrick, treasurer of .\ssociation Films. Inc.,

who explains that "Good Films Serve Audiences

First" on page 58. His article is followed by

"A Report from Canada" ably presented by a

recent past-president of the Association of Mo-

tion Picture Producers and Laboratories of

Canada. Graeme Fraser. Graeme is \'ice-pres-

ident of Crawlev Films. Ltd.

Page 60 is highlighted by "The Film Id Like

to Make" as defined by Jack Glenn, now head

of his own firm but for 20 years senior director

of the March of Time. There's real idealism in

"New Potentials for the Film" which Nat

Campus, head of Campus Film Productions, pre-

sents on page 72. .An internal look at the busi-

ness film industry's own relationships is sum-

marized by Harry Lange. vice-president and

general manager of Kling Film Productions in

his piece "A Time for Re-Appraisal" which ap-

pears on page 76.

Theodore P. Desloge. president of St. Louis'

Premier Film and Recording Corp.. says "Spon-

sored Films Need a Sponsor" on page 80 and

he defines that sponsor as one who is genuinely

interested in the medium, its true potentials and

as one who gives his producer full cooperation.

The Untapped Resource of Exploitation

On page 82 an approach to a little-explored

frontier is outlined bv Walter Lowendahl, exec-

utive vice-president of Transfilm. Incorporated.

as he writes of "Exploitation, an L'ntapped

Resource for Sponsored Films. And Gen

Florez. president of Florez. Inc.. takes the spon-

sor to "'The Film Id Like to SEE" a? he gives

the kev factors which identify a sponsor's need

for a film . . . and the kind of film he ought to

have . . . see page 88.

"Thoughts on Medical Film Production'" are

expressed by one of its working spokesmen and

a leading maker of medical films. Warren Sturgis.

president of Sturgis-Grant Productions, in his

piece on page 86.

"Views from the Bridge" are continued on

page 192 as Lawrence P. Mominee. currently

president of the .American .Association of Film

Producers, describes ""The Sponsor I Could Do
Most For."' Mr. Mominee is vice-president and

general manager of the .Atlas Film Corporation,

one of the nations pioneer film companies.

A final "View" is expressed by Herschell G.

Lewis, president of Lewis & Martin Films who
advises "Lets Not Be By-Passed by Progress.

"

iTTF
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Tribute to the Engineer
With the Limitless Scope of Color and Sound, Modern Miracles

Achieved by the "American Engineer" Make a Memorable Picture

Sponsor: The Chevrolet Division of General

Motors Corporation.

Title: American Engineer. 29 min.. color. Pro-

duced and distributed b\ The Jam Handy

Organization.

THERE IS A MoDER.N Story of achievement

so broad that only the motion picture me-

dium, with all its own recent advances in

wide-screen and brilliant color, could do it jus-

tice. This is the story of the American Engineer

and of the men who have "the most challenging

project in the history of the human race before

them ... the United Slates of .America."

This 29-niinute visualization of the modern

miracles wrought by the engineer in .America

has just completed showings in 5.000 theatres

throughout the country where its Superscope

I wide-screen ) Technicolor 35mm featurette ver-

sion onlv began the distribution story of the

American Engineer.

During National Engineers' Week I February

17-231: its present 16mm phase began as 300

prints were reserved for showings by local chap-

ters of the National Society of Professional

Radio telescopes receive ultra shortwave radio

"broadcasts" from the sun and stars . . . another

marvel sliown in 'American Engineer".

Engineers. John L. Bahr. chairman of National

Engineers" Week, introduced the film at a recent

meeting in White Sulphur Springs this way:

"It is a genuine tribute to professional engi-

neers in all fields . . . and to the great things

they have accomplished in this country. The

picture is especially appropriate for illustrating

the 1957 theme: "Engineering—.America"s Great

Resource."
""

The narrative theme of the .imerican Engi-

neer is a factual report, in smooth-flowing se-

quences of growing dramatic intensity, of the

latest and most advanced engineering triumphs

in this centur). Authentically portrayed from

the air i bv helicopter and plane I and the ground

are the world's first atom-powered submarine, oil

platforms afloat on the Gulf of Mexico, the new

lightweight "aerotrain" and countless other mod-

ern miracles.

Science joins the engineer as an electron mi-

croscope magnifies a molecule 100.000 times:

the Betatron smashes the atom: radio telescopes

transmit the sound of the sun and stars . . .

These are a few of the hundred and more high-

lights of a broad panoramic report on engineer-

ing achievement that covers the expanse of

Tampa Bay, the breadth of the world's big-

gest open-pit copper mine and the height of the

worlds tallest cantilever structure . . . the Helio-

lab ... a vision of the architecture of tomorrow.

.All of this adds up to a soUd contribution

toward inspiring young people to the profession

of engineering and of awakening millions of

Americans to the challenges the engineer has met

and will meet. As Daniel Bumham foretold,

"our sons and daughters are going to do things

that will stagger us!"" The American Engineer

is that prophecy come true.

Where to Obtain Prints of the Film

For 16mm bookings of the .imerican Engi-

neer, applv to The Jam Handy Organization. Inc..

2821 E. Grand Boulevard. Detroit. 11. Mich. W
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO PRODUCER LISTINGS

I XITED STATES

Producers Page No.

Academy Films 137

Academy Film Productions, Inc 123

Academy Pictures, Inc 102

Affiliated Film Producers, Inc 102

Allen, Gordon, Schroeppel & Redlich . . 123

Alley, Paul, Productions 103

All Scope Pictures, Inc.* 137

Alt.schul, Gilbert, Productions. Inc 123

American Film Producers 103

American Film Services* 11-5

Anim Aids, Inc.* 131

Atlas Film Corporation 123

Audio Productions, Inc 103

Eandalier Films* 131

Barbre, Thos. J., Productions 134

Bay State Film Productions, Inc 101

Becker, Marvin, Films 134

Beeland Film Productions 117

Bovey, Martin, Films, Inc 102

Bransby, .John, Productions 103

Bray Studios, Inc 103

Byron, Inc 11.5

Calhoun Studios, Inc 103

Calvin Company, The 130

Campbell Films 102

Campus Film Productions, Inc 103

Canyon Films of Arizona 131

Capital Film Service 121

Caravel Films, Inc 104

Cartoonists, Inc.* 123

Cafe & McGlonc 137

Centron Corporation, Inc 128

Chicago Film Studios 123

Churchill-We.xler Film Prods 137

Cinecraft Productions, Inc 121

Cine-Pic Hawaii 143

Colburn Film Services, Inc 123

Producers Page No.

Coleman Productions 104

Colmes Werrenrath Productions 124

Color Illustrations, Inc 104

Condor Films, Inc 130

Continental Films 128

Continental Productions Corp 118

Copeland, Jack L., & Associates 137

Creative Arts Studio, Inc.* 115

Culhane, Shamus, Prods 104

Davis, Robert, Associates, Inc 104

DeFrenes Company 116

Dekko Film Productions. Inc 101

Dephoure Studios 102

Depicto Films, Inc 104

Desilu Productions, Inc 137

Doane Productions* 121

Donovan, Kevin, Films 101

Douglas Productions 124

Dowling, Pat, Pictures* 137

D.P.M. Productions, Inc 105

Dudley Pictures Corporation 138

Dunn, Cal, Studios 124

Durrance, Dick, Films 134

Dynamic Films, Inc 105

Elan-Porter Productions, Inc.* 105

Elgar, Peter, Productions, Inc 105

Elliot, Unger & Elliot, Inc.* 105

Elms, Charles. Productions 105

Empire Photosound, Inc 128

Engel, Walter, Productions, Inc 106

Fairbanks, .lerry. Productions 138

Farrell & Gage Films, Inc 106

Feature Story Productions 117

Feil, Edward, Productions 121

Note: bold-face iistincs above indicate display advertising
elsewhere in this issue. 'Asterisk following listing indicates
incomplete reference data furnished. **Double asterisks are
used where reference data indicates activity during year on
special accounts requiring full facilities or where a new
company was established during previous reference year.

Producers Page No.

Film Arts Productions, Inc 130

Film Associates, Inc 122

Film Associates of Michigan, Inc 119

Film Creations, Inc lOG

Filmci-aft Productions* 138

Filmfax Productions 106

Florez, Incorporated* 119

Fordel Films, Inc 106

Fo.\, George, Organization, The 138

Francisco Films 124

Frink Film Studio 118

Funt, Allen A., Productions 106

Galbreath Picture Productions, Inc 118

Ganz, William J., Company, Inc 106

General Picture Productions, Inc 128

Glenn, Jack, Inc 107

Glover, Ozzie, Productions 138

Golden Key Productions, Inc 138

Graphic Films Corporation 138

Graphic Pictures, Inc 124

Gulf Coast Films 131

Haig & Patterson, Inc 119

Hance, Paul. Productions, Inc 107

Handy, Jam, Organization, Inc., The . .

.

119

Hardcastle Film Associates 130

Hartley Productions, Inc 107

Henning & Cheadle, Inc 120

Holland-Wegman Productions 115

Huber, Louis R 142

Industrial Motion Pictures, Inc 121

Information Productions, Inc 107

Instructional Arts 120

International Film Foundation, Inc. ... 107

International Sound Films, Inc 118

Jamieson Film Company 131

Johnson, Ed., Films 139

Jones, Dallas, Productions, Inc 125

Kayfetz, Victor, Productions, Inc 107

Keitz & Herndon 132

Kerkow, Herbert, Inc 107

Key Productions, Inc 107

Kling Film Productions 125

Knickerbocker Productions, Inc 108

Lane, Kent, Films, Inc 118

La Rue, Mervin W., Inc 125

Lawrence, Robert, Productions, Inc. . . . 108

Lewis & Martin Films, Inc 125

Lodge, Arthur, Productions, Inc 108

Loucks & Norling Studios, Inc 108

Love, James, Productions, Inc ^ 108

Marathon TV Newsreel, Inc 108

Master Motion Picture Company 102

Master Video Systems, Inc.* 109

McCadden Productions* 139

McHugh. Fenton. Productions. Inc 125

(ALPHABETICAL LISTINOS CONTINUE ON PAGE 100)
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New England Region

Connecticut, MassachuseHs 101

Metropolitan New York Area

Listings begin on page 102, through page I 15

Middle Atlantic Region

New York State I 15

District of Columbia 115

Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania 116

Southeastern Region
Florida 117

Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee 117-118

East Central Region

Indiana, Michigan (Metropolitan Detroit) I I 8- 1 20

Ohio (Cincinnati, Cleveland areas) 121

Metropolitan Chicago Area
Listings begin on page 123, through page 127

Illinois 128

Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri 128-130

Wisconsin 130

Southwestern Region

Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas 131

Mountain States Region
Colorado 134

West Coast Region

California (San Francisco and

Bay area) 134-136

Metropolitan Los Angeles Area
Listings begin on page 137, through page 142

Pacific and Northwest Region
Oregon, Washington and Hawaii 142-143

Business Screen International

Canada, listings begin on page 143

Mexico, Central America 150

South America (Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela) 151

England, France, Germany, Scandinavia

begin on 152

Spain, The Sudan, Australia, Japan 156-157



alTpTTabeYical index to producer listings

rXITEIJ STATKS

(CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE 98)

Producers Page No.

McLarty Picture Productions Ho
Medical Film Guild. Inc 109

Michener & O'Connor, Inc 116

Midwest Film Studios 125

Motion Picture Service Company 134

MPO Productions, Inc 109

Murphy, Owen, Productions, Inc 109

National Film Studios 115

Neal, Stanley, Productions, Inc 109

Nemeth, Ted. Studios 109

New World Productions 139

Niles, Fred A., Productions, Inc 126

North American Film Corporation .... 117

Norwood Studios 116

Olympus Film Productions. Inc 121

On Film, Inc 116

Orleans, Sam, Productions 118

Ott, .John, Pictures, Inc 126

Pacific Productions 136

Palmer, Alfred T., Productions 13;i

Palmer, W. A., Films, Inc 136

Paragon Pictures. Inc 126

Parthenon Pictures 139

Pathe Pictures. Inc 110

Pathescope Productions 110

Pelican Films. Inc 110

Pictures for Business 139

Pilot Productions, Inc 126

Pinney, Roy, Productions, Inc 110

Polaris Pictures, Inc 139

Premier Film and Recording

Corporation 130

Princeton Film Center, Inc., The 116

Producers Film Studios 126

Rainbow Pictures, Inc 117

Rarig Motion Picture Co 142

Ray, Reid H., Film Industries. Inc 128

Reed. Roland, Productions. Inc 1-40

Regan Film Productions, Inc 120

Richie, Robt. Yarnall. Productions, Inc. 110

Rippey, Henderson, Bucknum & Co 134

Rivers. Walter A., & Associates 136

Riverside Pictures 116

Riviera Productions, Inc 139

de Rochemont, Louis. Associates 110

Rocket Pictures, Inc 140

Rockett, Frederick K., Company 140

Rolab Studios 101

Rose. H. D., & Company, Inc Ill

Roush, Leslie, Productions, Inc Ill

Roy, Ross, Inc 120

Ruby TV Film Productions, Inc.* 11]

NoTB: hold-face HstinES above indicate display advertisinc

elsewhere in this issue. AstcripJ* follnwinc listing indicates

incomplete reference data furnished. ••Double asterisks are

used where reference data infiicates activity dtiring year on

special accounts n-iuirintr full facilities nr where a new
company was established durinc i>revious reference year.

Producers Page No.

Sarra, Inc Ill, 126

.Science Pictures, Inc Ill

Screenci-aft Enterprises. Inc 140

Seminar Films. Inc Ill

Shilin, Alan, Films (Div. of Dynamic
Films, Inc.) 105

Skinner. Charles E., Productions. The . . 140

Smith, Fletcher, Studios, Inc Ill

Sonochrome Pictures 134

Sound Masters, Inc Ill

Sound-on-Film Productions, Inc 136

Southwest Film Center 132

Star Informational Films* 116

Stark-Films 116

Strauss, Henry, & Co., Inc 112

Sturgis-Grant Productions, Inc 112

Sturm. Bill. Studios, Inc 112

Summit Studios 132

Sun Dial Films. Inc 112

Sutherland. .lohn. Productions, Inc 140

Telecine Film Studios, Inc 127

Telepix Corporation* 140

Telle, Inc 112

Te.xas Industrial Film Company 1.32

Training Films, Inc 112

Transfilm, Incorporated 113

Triangle Productions** 142

Trident Films, Inc.* 113

Unifilms, Inc 113

Lnited States Productions, Inc 113

U.P.A. Pictures. Inc 142

Van Praag Productions 114

Vavin. Inc 114

Venard Organization. The* 128

Video Films 120

Visualscope. Incorporated 114

Wade, Roger, Productions, Inc 114

Walker, Gene K., Productions 136

Western Cine Service. Inc 134

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc 127

Willard Pictures, Inc 114

Winik Films Cnrp 114

Wolff, Raphael G., Studios, Inc 142

Woods. Bud. Productions. Inc 131

Worcester Film Corporation 102

Wright. Norman. Productions. Inc 142

Wurtele Film Productions 117

( AXADA
Producers Page No.

Artray Limited Film Productions 143

Associated Screen News, Ltd 143

Benoit-de Tonnancour Films* 144

Briston Films Limited 144

Caldwell, S. W.. Ltd 144

Chetwynd Films Limited 144

Crawley Films. Ltd 148

Fletcher Film Productions 146

Lawrence, Robert, Productions, Lid. . . 146

Master Film Studios. Ltd 143

Meridian Films Limited 146

Motion Picture Centre Limited 146

Omega Productions, Inc 144

Parry Films. Ltd 143

Peterson Productions 146

Phillips Gutkin and Associates Limited . 148

Showcase Film Productions 148

PRODUCTION RE\nEW
INTERNA no XAL

Producers Page No.

Aguila Films 152

Audiovicentro 150

Australian Instructional Films Pty. Ltd. 156

Birmingham Commercial Films, Limited 152

Boehner-Film 153

Bolivia Films. Ltda 151

Cine Comercial. S. A 150

Cinema & Publicite—Societe Anonyme 153

Cinesound Productions Pty. Ltd 156

Estudios Cinematograficos Rosello .... 152

Estudios More, S. A 156

Filmads Pty. Ltd 157

Forberg-Film AB 155

Halas & Batchelor Cartoon Films, Ltd. 152

Halliday Productions 156

Insel-Film G.m.b.H 153

International Motion Picture Company,

Inc 157

.Jcihnson-Produktion AB 155

Kommiines Filmcentral 155

Laux Studios KG 154

Minerva-Film A/S 154

Norsk Film A, B 155

Pearl & Dean (Productions) Ltd 152

Perier Productions Pty., Ltd 156

Sanche Films 150

Statens Filmsentral 155

Sudan Publicity Co. Ltd 156

Svekon-Film 155

Tompkins, K. K., and .Associates 150

Video Film Corporation (Aust.l Pty.

Ltd 157

World Wide Pictures, Limited 152
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NEW ENGLAND

Connecticut

KEVIN DONOVAN FILMS

208 Treat Road, Glastonbury, Connecticut

Phone : MEdford 3-9331

Date of Organization : 1953

Kevin Donovan, Oinier

John Bennewitz, Executive Producer

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms: pub-

lic relations, industrial and medical films.

Facilities: 16 and 35mm Mitchells; 16mm
Cine Special, 16mm Arriflex, Magnasync sound

equipment. Complete 16 and 35mm editing

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Twins on the Ohio ^ Ohio

Valley Electric Utilities) : Kiambo (Baker Ad-
vertising) : Building for Tomorrow* (Connec-

ticut General Life Ins, Co. i ; The Goldman
Technique of Rhinoplasty* (The Shering

Corp.): International Tuna Tournament
(Baker Advertising).

'Indicates film in production

ROLAB STUDIOS
(Rolab Photo-Science Laboratories)

Walnut Tree Hill. Sandy Hook. Connecticut

Phone : GArden i Newtown i 6-2466

Date of Organization: 1928

Henry Roger, Owner-Director

E. H. Roger, Secretary

Services: Complete production i sound stage,

lighting, camera sound) for producers, indus-

trial firms and institutions. Specialists in

highly technical, scientific camera work (time-

lapse, with Roger Camera Timer, extreme

close-ups & microscopic still, motion picture

photography i . F.acilities : Sound stage, re-

cording and projection rooms with remote con-

trols, director's and dressing rooms, lounge,

carpentry and instrument shops.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Harnessing the Housatonic

(final chapter of 3% year project) (Connec-

ticut Light & Power Co. > : The Golden Key
(camera & sound for Nell Door Productions) :

.4 Day in Venice (filmed in Italy) : The Art of

Violin Making t filmed in Germany). Slide-

films: Chisels for Woodworking (series of

nine for Stanley Tools),

Massachusetts

(Boston, Massachusetts Area)

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC,

35 Springfield Street, Agawam, Mass.
Mail Address: Box 129, Springfield, Mass.

Phone: REpublic 4-3164

Branch: 80 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Phone: Hancock 6-8904

David Doyle, Vice-President, in charge

Date of Organization : 1944

Morton H. Read, President
David D. Doyle, Vice- Pres. (Sales)

Eugene N. Bunting, Vice-Pres. (Production/

Harold 0. Stanton, Vice-Pres. /"Television)

Merrill K. Sweetman, Account Executive

Lowell F. Wentworth, Account Executive

Services : Commercial and television motion

pictures and slidefilms. Service available to

other producers in fields of animation, sound

recording, printing and motion picture pho-

tography, including use of sound stage. Scotch-

track magnetic lamination process. FACILI-

TIES: Mitchell & Maurer cameras; lighting;

portable generator; Maurer 16mm multiple

track recording; synchronous magnetic re-

cording; Depue-Peterson printing equipment:

16mm black and white developing; 20 techni-

cians ; art and creative staffs.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Roving Quest (Con-

necticut Light & Power Co.^ ; Your Vnemploy-

ment Insurance — Why and How (Common-
wealth of Mass., Division of Employment

Security and six other states) ; The Wonderful

Valley (Electric Companies of the Connecticut

Valley) ; Computer (Gilbert & Barker Mfg.

Co.): The Double Crank Dicing Machine

(Henry & Wright, Div. of Emhart Mfg. Co.)

;

Holiday (Holid.ay Magazine) ; Plastics in Con-

struction (Monsanto Chemical Co., Plastics

Division) ; New England Portrait (New Eng-

land Mutual Life Insurance Co.) ; A Journey

Into Friendship (Simplex Time Recorder Co.) ;

Universal Casemaker 53 (Smyth Manufactur-

ing Co.) ; For the Minds of Men (Sutfield

Academy) ; Installatioyi Clinic (Due Pac, Inc.,

Division of Swett Bros.) ; The 1957 Brake

Story (Raybestos Div., Raybestos Manhattan

Corp.) ; Destination: Leadership—1957 (Nor-

wich University) ; A Film Report on K-600

(HOK-1) (Kaman Aircraft Corp.) ; Show
Window of the East—1956 (Eastern States

Exp.). Slidefilms: Understanding the Exec-

utive Bifocal (American Optical Co.) ; The

Optical Comparator (Jones & Lamson Machine

Co.); Profit With Paper (Eaton Paper Co.).

TV COMMERCI.ALS: 91 produced in 1956. TV
Program Films: Series of 13 produced: Off

to Adventure (National Council of Churches

of Christ).

DEKKO FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

126 Dartmouth Street, Boston 16. Mass.

Phone: KEnmore 6-2511

Date of Organization: 1946

Joseph Rothberg, President and Treasurer

Ray Pierce, Production Mgr.. Editor

Plynn E. Williams, Art Director

Dorothy Watson, Office Manager
Lewis Bushnell, Production Asst.

Charles A. Bennett, Production Asst.

Services: 16 and 35mm production and sound

slidefilms. Complete services available to out-

side industrial producers. Facilities: 2000 sq.

ft. sound stage, screening rooms, narration,

editing rooms; animation and art dept.; 10-

position custom mixing console: magnetic and

optical recorders, interlock dubbers: music

library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Why Men Like Fights (Gil-

lette Safety Razor Co. i ; Rotary Top Sealer

(Pneumatic Scale Co., Ltd.); Waste Gate

Motor (Boston University K Slidefilms: Syl-

vania, Its Origin and Growth; Farmstead
Lighting (Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.) ;

Sell the Big Name; Quality Control & Re-

search (Wirthmore Feeds Mfg. Co.) ; Come-
back (Arthur D, Little Co,).

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE|

7TH ANNUAL PRODUCTION REVIEW

Keys to the Effective

Use of Your Most

Dependable Buyer's Guide

LISTING STANDARDS DEFINED

THE BASIC PURPOSE of this 19-57 Annual

Survey and of the listings on the following

pages is to furnish a dependable,

comprehensive Buyer's Guide to the recognized

producers of motion pictures, slidefilms and

other audio-visual media for business,

government, trade and association groups.

In sharp contrast to the many hundreds

of unchecked "studio" names which embellish

the pages of city directories, these pages

include only the listings of established

firms who have icUlingly supplied essential

details about their key personnel, facilities,

date of organization and the services they

believe themselves qualified to provide.

215 companies in the United States and 18

Canadian firms have complied with our

own very extensive survey efforts which began

in late '56 and continued through presstime

on this issue. No charge or obligation of

any kind was imposed on companies for

listing in these pages, excepting to fulfill our

minimum client reference requirements for

an unqualified listing.

Only 19 U.S. firms ai-e designated by

the asterisk (*) in the Alphabetical Index

on the opposite page. This usually indicates

insufficient client references furnished.

For the guidance of the buyer, we required

that a minimum of five business motion

pictures and/or slidefilms be listed by title

attd sponsor. Only one concern (**i was

unable to comply for good reasons : it was a

new company. One or two firms were

devoting themselves to fewer special

projects utilizing their full resources during

the past year.

While television film production has

become an important part of the total

activities of these specializing companies,

TV commercials were not considered adequate

references in themselves. Longer television

films provide interesting visual evidence for

the buyer but primary interest remains

in direct production for internal or external

business use and in the facilities and

personnel readily available to duplicate

such efforts by listed companies.

Wherever possible, all branch facilities

and sales offices of these organizations

have been listed. In fact, in a few instances,

companies maintain complete studio facilities

at two or more locations as in the case of some

New York, Chicago and Hollywood firms.

Otherwise, most branches are sales offices.

Sponsors' continuing help and the many

letters and calls which have followed previous

Annuals are gratefully acknowledged.
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NEW ENGLAND: Massachusetts

DEPHOURE STUDIOS

782 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15, Mass.

Phone BEacon 2-5722

Date of Organization: 1935

Joseph Dephoure, President & Treasurer

Milton L. Levy, Vice-President

Estelle Davis, Office Manager

Holbrook Clark, Richard Wolfe, Paul Cough-

lin. Production Department

Morton Webb, Editing Department

Ralph Picardi, Laboratory

Services: Industrial, documentary, business,

public relations and training films, slidefilms;

slides; television commercials & productions;

hot press titles: printing; processing pos. &
neg. reversal: news coverage. Facilities:

Sound stage 35x60; MR lights; 35mm camera;

3 16mm sound cameras; 4 16mm cameras:

Houston Model 22 processing machine; high

speed processing machine; 2 16mm synchro-

nous recorders; 17V2mm synch recorder;

Maurer 6 track film recorder; crane dolly &
tracks; projection room; 16mm & 35mm pro-

jectors; 3 editing rooms; color & b&w print-

ing, artwork, animation, script department;

television kinescoping.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Patterns for Progress

(Smithcraft Co.) : Challenge for Tomorrow
(Industrial School for Crippled Children) ;

Everflex-G (Dewey and Almy Co.) ; Cry-0-
Vac (Color series for W. R. Grace Co.) : OMS
Spinning Machine (Kaisha, Ltd.). TV Com-
mercials: Victor Coffee, Narragansett Beer,

Croft Ale ; Nepco Meat Products, Stop & Shop
Supermarkets, National Shawmut Bank, Jor-

dan Marsh Co., Canadian Schick Shaver, Bar-
colene Liquid Lightning, Enterprise Ranges,
Stanfield Underwear.

(Chelmsford, Massachusetts]

MARTIN BOVEY FILMS, INC.

115 High Street, Chelmsford, Mass.
Phone: GLenview 2-9755 (Lowell Exch.)

Date of Organization: 1949

Martin Eovey, President

Martin Bovey, Jr., Treasurer

Services: Industrial, business, public rela-

tions, educational, documentary, travel, sport

and wildlife motion pictures from script to

screen. Writing, photography, animation, ed-

iting and recording services. Subcontracting
work. Facilities: 16mm equipment for "on
location" color sound motion picture produc-

tion.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Xational Parks—Nature's

Last Frontier (Minneapolis Moline Co.) ;

Mount Washington (Douglas Fir Plywood
Assn.) ; The Effects of Smoke fSprague Elec-

tric Co.) ; Subcontract: skiing photography in

Europe and USA for John Jay Films.

(Worcester, Massachusetts)

WORCESTER FILM CORPORATION
131 Central Street, Worcester 8, Mass.
Phone: PL. 6-1023

Date of Organization: September, 1918

Weld Morgan, President

Floyd A. Ramsdall, Gen. Mgr. & Treasurer
Linwood M. Erskine, Jr., Sec. & Asst. Treas.

Carleton E. Bearse, Sales Manager

Services: Production of motion pictures, 16-

mm sound, color, 16mm and 35ram theatre

stereo motion pictures; stills in both regular

and stereo. Facilities: GMC power truck to

generate electricity; light equipment and tech-

nique; script writers: camera and projection

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Metal Finishing with

Coated Abrasive Discs; Complete Prepaint
Line for Automobile Refinishers (Behr- Man-
ning) ; Files — How to Choose and Use Them
i Simonds Saw & Steel Company) ; How to Se-

lect the Right Grinding Wheel ("Norton Com-
pany) ; Beyond a Shadoiv of a Doubt—revised

version (Jones Sa Lamson).

Vermont

CAMPBELL FILMS

Academy Ave., Saxtons River, Vt.

Phone: 3604

Date of Organization : 1947

Robert M. Campbell, Executive Producer
Fred J. Brown, Production Manager
Warren T. Johnson, Sales & Producer
Jean S. Chivers, Editorial

Beth M. Campbell, Animation

Services: Public relations, industrial, docu-

mentafy, and educational motion picture pro-

duction in color, from script to screen. Slide-

films. Facilities: Cameras, lighting, sound
equipment for location and studio production.

Animation stand, cutting and recording rooms.

16mm magnetic interlock recording.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Neui Horizons (Mass. In-

stitute of Technology) ; 'Neath the Elms
(Trinity College) ; Half a Thousand Years
(Moravian College); The Spelman Story

( Spelman College): Your Job With Grand
Union (Grand Union Food Stores).

METROPOLITAN NEW YORK AREA

MASTER MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
50 Piedmont Street, Boston 16, Mass.
Phone : HAncock 6-3592

Date of Organization: 1925, new owner, 1955

Avner Rakov, President and Treasurer
Irving Ross, Production Manager

Services: Producers of commercial films; in-

dustrial, TV commercials, documentaries:
slidefilms, theatre trailers. Facilities: Sound
recording and filming studios. 16mm and 35-

mm processing laboratory.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Out of the Shadows (Essex
Chapter, National Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis) ; Firefly (Cambridge Research Cen-
ter, U.S. Air Force). Slidefilms: Direct Dis-
tam.ce Dialing (Southern New England Tel-

ephone Co.) ; Heed the Call (Council of Jewish
Federation and Welfare Funds) ; Hour of De-
cision (Portland United Fund). TV COMMER-
CIALS: Savings Bank Assn. of Conn. (Batten,

Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.) : Cain's

Foods (Chambers & Wiswell, Inc.) ; Gorton's
Fishsticks (Harry M. Frost. Co.); Dawson's
Brewery (Ingalls-Miniter Co.) ; Eclipse Food
Products (Reingold Co., Inc.) ; Craftsman In-

.surance Co. (Silton Brothers, Inc.).

ACADEMY PICTURES, INC.

49 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.
Phone; PLaza 7-0744 (NYC)
433 South Fairfax Ave., Los Angeles 36, Cal.

Phone: WEbster 1-8156 (LA)

Date of Organization : 1949

C. Moray Foutz, President

George S. Gladden, Exec. Vice-President

William P. Tytla, Vice-President and Crea-

tive Director

Ray Favata, Paul Kim, Production Design
Ruth Kuss, Production Director

Bert Feldman, Production Control

Murray Fairbairn, Special Services

Douglas J. Baker, Sales Manager
Nicholas Newton, Asst. Sales Manager
William Lightfield, Prod. Dir. (H'ywood)

Services: Animated and live motion pictures

and TV commercials, sound slidefilms, filma-

graphs, filmstrips. Facilities: Art studio,

animation stands, projection room, fully

equipped editing room, insert stage, animation

staff and creative motion picture staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Man. on tlie Hill (U.S. De-
partment of Defense) ; Air Separation (series

of three for U.S. Navy) ; Beach Intelligence

(two 35mm filmagraphs for U.S. Navy) ; His-

tory of the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office

(color filmagraph, U.S. Navy). TV Commer-
cials: Johnson's Wax, Polisher-Scrubber (S.

C. Johnson & Co., Inc.) ; Live Better Electri-

cally series (General Electric Co.) ; Dmz, Prell,

Jif-a-Roo Peanut Butter (Procter & Gamble
Co.) ; Lifebuoy Soap, Riiiso Blue (Lever Bros.

Co.) ; Fedders Air Conditioners (Fedders-

Quigan Corp.) ; Lipton Tea (Thos. J. Lipton

Co.); Shell Products & Services (Shell Oil

Co.), and others.

AFFILIATED FILM PRODUCERS, INC.

164 East 38th Street. New York 16, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 6-9279

Date of Organization: 1946

Willard Van Dyke, Secretary
Irving Jacoby, Treasurer

Services: Script to finished film. Specialties:

documentary and educational films. Facili-

ties: Production equipment; editing depart-

ment; directoi's and script writers.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The World We Live In
(Ford Motor Company) ; Mayo Florida (Gov-
ernment of Puerto Rico) ; Kid Brother (Men-
tal Health Film Board) ; Life of the Molds
(Pfizer Chemical Co.): The Wire That Grew
Thorns fMcGraw Hilli.
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PAUL ALLEY PRODUCTIONS

619 West 54th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Phones: JUdson 6-2393-4

Date of Organization : 1949

Paul Alley, President

Barrett Alley, Vice-President

M. R. Alley, Treasurer

Services: Production of public relations, ad-

vertising, sales, training, television and doc-

umentary films in 16mm & 35mm black & white

and color. Complete writing, filming, editing,

production. Facilities: Screening room, edit-

ing rooms, laboratory, all on one floor; studios

as required: 16 and 35mm cameras, sound,

lights.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Mr. Withers Stops the

Clock (Air Transport Association of Amer-
ica! : Bottom of the World (The Associated

Press I : Teamwork in Action (Philco Corpora-

tion I . Three additional projects started in

1956 still in production, unable disclose until

completed.

AMERICAN FILM PRODUCERS
1600 Broadway, New York 19, X.Y.

Phone: PLaza 7-5915

Date of Organization: 1946

Robert Gross, Executive Producer
Lawrence A. Glesnes, Executive Producer
Sheldon Abromowitz, Production Control

Madeline Stolz, Office Manager

Services: Motion pictures, 16mm and 3.5mm
color and black and white; and slidefilms.

Specialties: industrials, sales, public relations,

television, education, training, medicals, doc-

umentary and merchandising. Facilities:

Complete 16mm and 35mm camera, lighting

and sound production equipment; three cutting

rooms, screening room, shooting stage; special

effects; animation: storyboard personnel,

script writers.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Making of a West
Pointer (U.S. Military Academy) ; Martin 250
CE Turret (U.S. Navyl ; Yours for the Taking
(Binney & Smith, Inc.) ; Your Bright Tomor-
row (Women's Medical Specialist Corps) ;

Executive Wanted (Women's Army Corps).
TV Commercials: Borden's Instant Coffee,

Ipana Toothpaste, Medigum, Chooz (Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc.) ; Bulova,
Standard Oil Co. of M. J.. Esso Standard Oil

Company, Republican National Cornmittee
(McCann - Erickson, Inc.i: Progresso (Carlo
Vint: Advertising).

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Film Center Building
630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
Phone : PLaza 7-0760

Date of Organization : 1933

Frank K. Speidell, President
Herman Roessle, Vice-President
Peter .1. Mooney, Secretary

producer-directors
L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mandell
Alexander Gansell Earl Peirce
Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Services : Motion pictures only, all commercial
categories. Specialties : public relations, sales

4f a tfcf C3 4f en
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promotion, merchandising, training, medical,

technical and educational motion pictures.

Facilities : Both silent and sound studios ; six

cameras and lighting equipment; mobile units

for location work with tape recorders; per-

manent staff in all departments, writing, direc-

tion, editing, animated drawing and optical;

16 & 35mm projection room; two optical

printers; editing equipment; zoom stand for

trick work; machine shop; extensive film and

music library cleared for television.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Dialing the Nation (Amer-

ican Telephone & Telegraph Co. ) ; A Test in

Time (American Cancer Society) ; The Cy-

clone Furnace (Babcock & Wilcox) : Fir.tt A
Physician (Du Pont Company); Unloading

Ethyl Tank Cars; Automotive Kit — Series

(Ethyl Corporation): An Introduction to

Someone You Know (Luxene, Inc.l ; The First

Five Minutes (National Board of Fire Under-

writers) ; Nerve Gas Casualties (E. R. Squibb

& Sons) ; You and the Weather; Cutting

Fluids (Texas Company) ; Continuing Series

of Technical Films (U.S. Navy). TV Commer-
cials: For N. W. Aver & Son, Benton &
Bowles, Cunningham & Walsh, Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample, .J. Walter Thompson, Y'oung &
Rubicam, and others.

JOHN BRANSBY PRODUCTIONS
1860 Broadway, New York 23, N.Y.

Phone : JUdson 6-2600

Date of Organization: 1936

John Bransby, Production Manager
Mae Reynolds, Treasurer

Jack Campbell, Production Manager
Philip Santry, Art Director

Tom Draper, Director of Photography

Services: Production of industrial, travel.

sales and training films: 16mm or 35mm, color

or black and white. Facilities: Location

equipment for photography and sound. Full

equipment for industrial and location lighting.

Animation photography, complete film editing

service.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Birth of a Station; A
Pound of Prevention (Esso Standard Oil Com-
pany) ; Scenic Georgia (Standard Oil Com-
pany, Ky.) ; Beyond the Valley: Puerto Rico

En Marcha (Esso Standard Oil, S.A.).

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.

Phone: Circle 5-4582

Date of Organization: 1911

J. R. Bray, President

P. A. Bray, Vice-Pres. & Production Mgr.

M. Bray, Treasurer

Max Fleischer, Bray-Fleischer Div.

Wm. Gilmartin, Production Manager
B. D. Hess, Distribution Manager

Services: Production and distribution of

health and general educational subjects, indus-

trial, sales and job training motion pictures;

animated cartoons and training subjects, tele-

vision films, translations. Facilities: Studio

equipment for all types of motion pictures

;

slidefilms in sound and color; animation de-

partment; production crews, animation ar-

tists, script writers and library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Search for Pleasure; Mix-
ing for Profit (Brown - Forman Distillers

Corp.) ; Interceptor Director Techniques (U.S.

Air Force) ; Service & Maintenance of Gas
Meters, Fundamentals of Dry Displacement

Meters (Sprague Meter Co.) ; Fundamentals

of Transistors: Diode, Triode, Minority Car-

riers (series of three, U.S. Navy)

.

CALHOUN STUDIOS. INC.

266 East 78th Street, New York 21, N.Y.
Phone: LEhigh 5-2120

Date of Organization: 1930

Brian Calhoun, President

Paul A. Goldschmidt, Vice-President

Dietlinde Ruber, Secretary-Treasurer

Howard A. Kaiser, Director of Production

Services: Production of TV series, industrial-

educational, TV film commercials, slidefilm

productions. Facilities : 35' x 70' sound stage

(air conditioned), 16 & 35mm cameras, projec-

tion room, cutting rooms, completely equipped

sound control room — tape, film and disc re-

corders. Fearless Dolly, MR boom, all lighting

equipment. Fully equipped still department.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Goose Junction (Sea-

grams) ; South Seas Plantation; Danburg
Fair; Sailfish (World Outdoors, Inc.) ; The
Affairs of Count Carlo (self-produced for

Calhoun Studios, Inc.). TV COMMERCIALS:
Series of 15, Esso Standard Oil of N.J.

(McCann-Erickson, Inc.).

4f
CAMPUS FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

14 East 53rd Street, New York 22, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 3-3280

Date of Organization : 1934

Nat Campus, President

Robert Braverman, Executive Producer
Ellis W. Meyers, Client Liaison

Jules Krater, Supervising Editor
Don Gundrey, Service Manager
Edward P. Hughes, Photography
Dave Sherman, Art

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms for
business, government and social agencies; also

various film services separately; including
translations, sound tracks ; editing and finish-

ing service for company photographed films;

distribution service. Facilities: Complete
studio, on-location equipment and creative

staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Laboratory on Wheels;
Teamwork Against Fire (Esso Standard OU

w this symbol, appearing over a
producer's listing, indicates that display adver-
tising containing additional reference data ap-
pears in other pages of this 7th Annual Pro-
duction Review issue.

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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CAMPUS FILM PRODS.: Cont'd.

Company) : Advancement in Concrete Paving

(Rail Steel Bar Association) ; A Place for

Growing (Boys' Clubs of America) ; The Mir-

acle of Nitrogen (Commercial Solvents Cor-

poration) : Science Comes to the Farm in a

Feed Bag (Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.) ; Stress

and the Adaptation Syndrome; An Aid to

Therapy (Pfizer Laboratories) ; Bronchopul-

monary Segments, Part I — Spanish, French,

German versions (Pfizer International, Inc.) ;

Neiv Riding Comfort With Butyl Tires (Enjay

Company, Inc.) ; Dodge Sales Magic (Cappel-

McDonaid Company). TV COMMERCIALS: For
Greater New York Fund, Boys' Clubs of

Aj^ierica, Benjamin Moore & Company, Inc.

CARAVEL FILMS, INC.

730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19. N.Y.

Phone : Circle 7-6100

Date of Organization: 1921

Studio: Hempstead, Long Island

David I. Pincus, President and Treasurer

Calhoun McKean, Vice-Pres.. Charge TV
F. B. MacLeary, Vice-President

Thelma L. Allen, Vice-Pres.

Claire V. Barton, Secretary

Mauri Goldberg, Production Manager
David Kreeger, Studio Manager
Jack Semple, Head, Animation Dept.

Lawrence Kreeger, Editing Mgr.
Charles Moore, Manager, Still Photography

Services : Sales, dealer and vocational train-

ing motion pictures; public relations, personnel

relations, educational, religious films; tele-

vision commercials; slidefilms, transparencies,

stage presentations, field surveys, documen-
taries. Facilities: Our motion picture studio

at Hempstead, L.I., N.Y. headquarters have
slidefilm studio, cutting and screening rooms,

art, animation and optical effects departments.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Skylin-es (Bethlehem Steel

Co.) ; Play Ball (Socony Mobil Oil Company,
Inc.) ; Fire Power (Ethyl Corp.) : A Report
to the People (Republican National Commit-
tee) ; Two for the Money (Calvert Distillers

Co.) ; From Heart to Heart (American Heart
Assn.) ; Woodrow Wilson: Spokes7nan for To-

morrow (Woodrow Wilson Foundation).
Slidefilms: Case of the Well Meaning
Friends; Where There Is Smoke (Nat'l

Women's Christian Temperance Union) ; When
Dreams Come Trtie (Maiden Form Brassiere

Co.) ; Calvert Dry Gin; The Million. Dollar

Look (Calvert Distillers Co.). TV Commer-
cials: for NBC Donut Cookies, Filter Tip
Tareytons, Hit Parade, Aero Shave, Instant

Postum, Socony Mobil, Lysol, Gillette, Bufferin,

Dash, Goodyear Airfoam, U. S. Savings Bonds,
American Standard, Ballantine, Griffin, Koly-
nos, Republican Nat'l Committee, Dan River,

Remington Rand Shavers, Chunky Chocolate,

Block Drug, Bavarian Beer, Simmons Beauty
Rest, Johnson & Johnson, etc.

7v this symbol, appearing over a

producer's listing, indicates that display adver-

tising containing additional reference data ap-

pears in other pages of this Review.

COLEMAN PRODUCTIONS

56 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 7-9020

Date of Organization: 1935

Harry L. Coleman, President

John "Peterson, Director of Photography

Daniel Bourla, Editor

J. Brown, Sound
H. Grav, Scripts

G. K. David, Sales Co-ordinator

Services: Complete production of 16mm and

35mm motion pictures from script to final

print for industry, medical, travel and tele-

vision use. Facilities: Small studio available

with lights, camera, sound equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Wings to France (Pan

American World Airways) ; The Arthur Mur-

ray Way to Cha Cha (Arthur Murray Dance

Studio) ; An Eye to the Future (Austenal

Corporation) ; Magic of Mexico (American

Express Co.) ; Raising the Bite (Charles K.

Peck Dental Lab.).

Days—epilogue film (United Artists); Esso

Carcheck (Esso of Canada) ;
Hemo t^e Mag-

nificent; The Mystery of the Cosmic Ray; The

Unchained Goddess (Bell Telephone Co.). IV

commercials; Air Force; Neet (Ruthrauff &

Rvan) ; Vitalis; Jergens Hand Cream; Feena-

mint (Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfeld
;

Dominion Heinz Ketchup; Esso (MacLaren) ;

Halo- Fletcher's Castoria; ZBT Baby Powder;

Dr CaldtveWs Laxative (Carl Brown) ;
Q^takej

Oats- Omar (Wherry, Baker & Tilden);

Thomas Bread (Mahoney) ;
American Beer

(VanSant Dugdale) ;
Pan-American (F^z-

eerald)- Cheerios (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple)- Alcoa (Fuller, Smith & Ross): Q-Tips

(Gumbinner); Penn Dutch Maid Sausage

(Ritter Lieberman) ; Home Town Bread (Mc-

Cann Erickson) ; Playhouse 90 Presentation

(CBS)- Holsum Bread (W. E. Long); and

Mutual Life of Canada, Borden, Noxzema,

Theradan spots.

COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, INC.

4 East 48th St.. New York 17, N.Y.

Phone: MU 8-2460

Date of Organization: 1937

Victor H. Sandak, President

Josef C. Stern, Vice-President

Harold J. Sandak, Secretary-Treasurer

Services: Specialists in the field of visual pre-

sentations, with emphasis on the production

and reproduction of color film strips, slides,

and transparencies. Facilities: Complete art

service. Most modern studio and laboratory

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Xehi, three-screen filmstrip pro-

duction ( Compton Advertising ) ;
Birth of a

Notion; Payment Oi'erdHC—filmstrips (Arm-

strong Cork Co.) ; By What Moffic.?—filmstrip

,LlFE MAGAZINE); VISUALCAST PRE-
SENTATIONS: for LIFE. Time, Inc.; COLOR
TV SLIDES & TRANSPARENCIES, National

B:-oadcasting Co.

•5f

SHAMUS CULHANE PRODUCTIONS

207 E. 37th Street, New York 16. N.Y.

Phone; MUrray Hill 2-8243

Branch Office; Chicago, 203 N. Wabash Ave.

Burton A. Neuburger, in charge

Branch Office; Los Angeles 46, 8802 Melrose

Ave., Emil Carle, in charge

Date of Organization: 1950

Shamus Culhane, President

Howard W. Henkin, Sales Manager

and Account Executive

William Hurtz, Exec. Prod. (H'ywood)

Irwin Wallman, Director, Live Action

Services; Full production facilities for ani-

mation and live action in 16 & 35mm motion

pictures for industry, public relations, sales

training; TV commercials, program films and

feature motion pictures. Facilities; New

York and Hollywood studios, with 80 anima-

tion stands, sound stages, recording studios;

editing and foreign language facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Around the World in 80

ROBERT DAVIS ASSOCIATES, INC.

21 East 63rd Street. New York 21, N.Y.

Phone; TEmpleton 8-8410

Date of Organization; 1952

Robert F Davis, President, Exec. Producer

Jules Victor Schwerin, Production Manager

Henwar Rodakiewicz, Director

Theodore Lawrence, Technical Director

John Hoppe, Director of Mobilux

Mab^l Hender.son, Office Manager

Bettina Bolegard, Set Design & Stylist

Services; Motion picture production includ-

ing industrial, documentary. TV commercials

and entertainment films. Animation-by-Mo-

bilux, exclusive producers. Facilities: Mo-

bilux studio; completely equipped editing

rooms; sound equipment, camera, lights neces-

sary for 35mm production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures; House of Seagram (Joseph

E Seagram & Sons. Inc.); Design for Win-

ning (Procter & Gamble Co.) ; Lux (J. Walter

Thompson Co.l ; Dash (Compton Advertis-

ing) ; Barricini (Milton Stern Company) ;
and

Soles Training Projects (J. C. Penney Co.).
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DEPICTO FILMS, INC.

254 West 54th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Phone; COlumbus 5-7620

Date of Organization: 1942

John Hans, President

J. R. von Maur, Executive Vice-President

Charles S. Hans, Vice-President

Carl V. Ragsdale, Production Manager

Services: Specialists in the creation and pro-

duction of sales training and sales promotion

programs; includes research, consultation, edi-

torial and full production services for motion

pictures, sound slidefilms, filmstrips, slides,

Vu-Graphs, transparencies. Facilities; Studio,

art, technical animation, cutting and editing

rooms, darkrooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures; Power to Plan; System for

Survival (Westinghouse Electric Corp.); Re-

seating Steam Valves (U. S. Navy) ;
Sell It

Now (Commercial Solvents Corp.) :
Safteno—

7 Cs (Sabena Belgian World Airlines) ;

Dromedary Cake Mix (Dromedary Company).

Training Programs; Prcfitably Speaking

(E.SSO Standard Oil Co.) ; Shoot the Works;

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



Something to Shout About i E-Z Mills, Inc. i
;

The House That You Built i Springs Mills,

Inc.1 ; The Time. The Place. The Sale; Tivo

for the House: Dramatize Your Deinonstra-

fion: Sound Your D's; It's Closing Time: Sow
Singer Has All Three i Singer Sewing Machine
Co.); Why Resilient Flooring i Congoleum
Nairn, Inc.). Slidefilms: The Teenage Mar-
ket; The Golden Age i Esso Standard Oil Co. i

:

Colgate T. A. 1957 (Colgate Palmolive Co. i
;

Low-Cost Comfort fOwens-Corning Fiberglas

Corp.) ; .4 Walk Down Main Street i American
Insurance Co. > : series of four sound slide-

films for Georgia-Pacific Corporation; others,

including wide-screen and filmstrip presenta-

tions for American Chicle Co.; Bureau of

Advertising, Snowcrop, Minute Maid. Schick,

Socony Mobil, U. S. Rubber, Coca-Cola: Texas
Co.: Life: CBS Records, etc. tv Commer-
Cl.^Ls: for Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co.; Christ-

mas Club Corp. ; General Motors 1 1956 Mo-
toramat; Esso Standard Oil Co.: Ballantine

Ales: and Michigan Blue Cross Shield.

D.P.M. PRODUCTIONS, INC.

62 West 4.5th Street, New York .36. X.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 2-0040

Date of Organization : 1946

Maurice T. Groen, President

Ronald T. Groen, Vice-President. Production

•John J. Martino, Asst. Production Mgr.

Services: Indu.strial, public relations, inter-

national travel: sales promotion and horticul-

tural motion pictures, TV shorts and com-
mercials.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Cruise of a Lifetime
(Swedish American Line) ; Musky Fever
(Carling Brewery); Let's Plant for Spring
(Associated Bulb Growers of Holland i ; Invi-

tation to France (European Travel Commis-
sion) ; Bells of Holland ( Netherlands Informa-

,tion Bureau) ; Stockholm. City on the Water
(Swedish National Travel Office i ; Landmarks
of France (French Gort. Tourist Office i ; The
World Is Yours > television series, self-pro-

duced i.

Dudley Pictures Corporation

•501 Madison Avenue, New York City

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

DYNAMIC FILMS, INC.

112 W. S9th Street. New York 24, N.Y.
Phone: TRafalgar 3-6221

Date of Organization: 1948

A'athan Zucker, President

Lee R. Bobker, Vice-President

Lester S. Becker, Executive Producer
Maury .J. Glaubraan, Director. Public Affairs

Division

Sol S. Feuerman, Director. Medical Division

Leslie Goldman, Director of Advertising.

Public Relations Films & TV Commercials
Gerald Carrus, Supervisor, Film Distribution

James Townsend, Sound Supervisor
3. 3. Fitz.stephens, Editorial Supervisor
Ir\ing L. Oshman, Supervisor. Foreign Film

Production

Seymour Weissman, Supervisor, Production
Planning

Phil Dean, PublicoRelations

J

Services: Producers and distributors of all

audio-visual materials including films, film-

strips, sound slidefilms, tape and easel pre-

sentations for industry, public relations, sales

training, employee relations and specialized

visual aids. Also theatrical features and short
subjects, television programming, special for-

eign language versions, foreign film production,

etc. F.^ciLiTlES: Sound stages, recording and
dubbing studios, editing facilities for all 16-

mm and :3omm audio-visual production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MOTIO.N Pictures: Performance—Pure Per-
formance (The Pure Oil Co.) ; Even for One
(American Medical Association) : Houseu-arm-
ing Party (Oil Heat Institute of America) :

Take It from a Champion (^Champion Spark
Plug Co.) ; The Magic Cup rXational Coffee
Association) ; Where the Green Grass Grows
(Muscular Dystrophy A.ssns. of America i ;

.500 Miles to Go rPerfect Circle Corp.) : The
Medical Witness (Wm. S. Merrell Company i :

The Classic Guitar—An Orchestra in Minia-
ture; Writers of Today—Frank O'Connor;
Percussion—the Pidse of Music (S films for
Educational Radio and TV Center i

.

ALAN SHILIN FILMS
' Division of Dynamic Films, Inc. ^

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Bible Speaks Today;
Train of Action; A Stranger Returns (Z films

for Evangelical & Reformed Church i : Young-
er Brother—a Story of .Japan ('Broadcasting

and Film Commission of the National Council
of Churches of Christ i : Decision in Hong
Kong I Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. and
the Evangelical and Reformed Church) ; Heart
of the Xeighborhood i Women's Section—Board
of Missions of the Methodist Church) ; A
Gift for My Son ) Congregational Christian
Churches).

ELAN-PORTER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

19 West 4.5th Street, New York, N.Y.
Phone: JUdson 2-1992

Date of Incoi-poration : April. 19.5.5

Raphael Elan, President

Services: TV and motion picture production.
Industrial, educational, publicity series, etc.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Data on 1956 activity not given.

PETER ELGAR PRODUCTIONS, INC.

75 West 45th Street, New York :36. N.Y.
Phone: JUdson 6-1870

Date of Organization: January 1, 1951

Branch: c o Paramount Sunset Corp., 5842
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal. Phone:
Hollywood 9-8111.

Peter F. Elgar, President

Julius Edelman, Executive Vice-President
Philip Frank, Vice-President
Jessie B. Adamson, Secretary-Treasurer

Services: Industrial, public relations, religious

films: television commei-cials, television films:

;3.5mm, 16mm. black & white or color. F.acili-

TIES: Complete editing and projection facilities

16mm and ;35mm. 100 x 75 x 22' sound stage.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Bedtime for Janie (Hanes
Knitting Co.); Tales of Hoffman (Hoffman
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Beverage Co.); Story of Winrock (Winthrop
Rockefeller). TV Commerculs: For Camp-
bell Ewald Co. ; Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove.

Inc.; Lando Advertising Agency; Morse Inter-

national, Inc.; Norman, Craig & Kummel, Inc.;

Cunningham and Walsh, Inc., etc.

ELLIOT, UNGER & ELLIOT, INC.

414 West 54th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Phone: JUdson 6-5582

Date of Organization: 1946

Stephen Elliot, President

William H. Unger, Vice-President

Michael Elliot, Treasurer

Elinor de la Bouillerie, Casting Director

Wm. A. Sohl, Controller

Services: Producer of filmed TV commercials.

F.\CILITIES: Two completely equipped sound

stages, projection rooms, separate sound re-

cording facilities, workshop, permanent crew.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
(Only television commercials are produced)

TV Commercials Only: Campbell's Soups

(B. B. D. & O. i; Tide (Benton & Bowles);

Bennis (Lennen & Newell); Scott Paper (J.

Walter Thompson Co.) ; Maxwell House Coffee

(Benton & Bowles); Dentyne (Dancer, Fitz-

gerald & Sample i ; Alcoa > Ketchum, MacLeod
& Gi-ove and Fuller & Smith & Ross). Other

series for Arrid, Vicks, Post Cereals, etc.

CHARLES ELMS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

25 Vanderbilt Avenue, New Y^rk 17, N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 6-8877

163 Highland Ave., No. Tarrytown, N.Y'.

Phone: MEdford 1-8363

Date of Incorporation : 1952

Charles D. Elms, President

Charles D. Elms, Jr., Vice-President

Ruth M. Elms, Secretary

Robert B. Bacon, Vice-Pres. & Treasurer

Services : Producer of 16 & 3.5mm motion pic-

tures; 70mm "Bonel" (wide screen profes-

sional and commercial presentations ) ; slide

motion: sound slidefilms; slide presentations:

training manuals and charts. F.acilities:

Studio and technical laboratory, mobile unit,

"Bonel" camera.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Fiftieth Anniversary
(American Gas & Electric); Fifty Years of

Progress in Electric Power ( American Gas
& Electric Service Corp.) ; Mid-Year at Mira-

dor (Phillip Morris); Master Planning for

Shore Stations (U. S. Na\-}) ; Only the Rich

Can Afford Poor Heat ( H. B. Smith Co).

Your Dependable Reference Source

* Pi-oducers whose listings appear in this sec-

tion have voluntarily suppliecl the minimum
client and film references for your reference

use. Five business-sponsored motion picture or

slidefilms were the minimum requested for an

unqualified listing in this 1957 Review.
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WALTER ENGEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

20 West 47th Street. New York 36. N.Y.
Phone: JUdson 2-3170

Date of Organization : 1937

Walter Engel. President

Joseph T. Williams. E.xee. Head of Camera
& Editing Dept.

Lorraine Knight. Production Coordinator
Harold Zipkowitz. Production Assistant

Services: Industrial, documentary, education-
al, sales training & TV commercials, motion
picture productions: photo tech animation.
16ram & 3.5mm. Facilities: Complete studio
facilities for single and double system sound.
Location film & sound unit. Animation and
editing departments. All self-contained opera-
tions,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Menu. Magic i Merita);
Mrs. Brewster fVegemato) ; You and Your
Job (Sunbeam) ; Time to Drink (NedicksJ;
Exitaiision Bands (Fle.xlet).

FARRELL & GAGE FILMS, INC.

213 East 38th Street, New York 16, N.Y.
Phone : MUrray Hill 3-8358

Date of Organization: 1951

Matt Farrell, President & General Manager
G. Lillian Farrell. Secretary
William McAleer, Vice-President & Director

of Photograpiiy

Joseph Faro, Production Manager
Carlos Orta, Film Editor

Services: Production and distribution of sound
motion pictures and sound slidefilms for busi-
ness and industry. Facilities: Complete 16mm
and 35mm motion picture and slidefilm pro-
duction in black and white and color, including
sound studio, magnetic film recording, editing
services, script, foreign language, art work,
animation.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Little Steps; Higlnvay
Life Lines; What's New at Hercules (3 films
for Hercules Powder Company) ; Opportun-
ities in Chemistry (Manufacturing Chemists'
Association, Inc.) ; The Case of the Disappear-
ing Poison (Eastman Chemical Products,
Inc.); Herbicides Pay Off (National Agricul-
tural Chemical Assn.i.

FILM CREATIONS, INC.

16 East 40th Street, New York 16, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 9-4567

Date of Organization: 1952

Joseph M. Barnett, President
Edward R. Carroll, Treasurer
Larry Davis, Production Mgr.
James Lenkowsky, Supr. Editor
Michael Gambella, Optical Supervisor
Brooke Smith, Set Designer
Morey Reden, Animator

Services: Producers of television commercials,
industrial films, television programs, slidefilms
and animation, black & white, color. Facili-
ties: Completely equipped sound studio, acous-

tically treated: NC Mitchell. Portable

synchronous recording equipment, editing fa-

cilities. 16mm, 35mm projection; animation
and optical stand.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: Untitled (General Electric

Co.). Slidefilms: Make Way for Color (Syl-

vania ) ; untitled subjects for International

Latex Corp.; English Ford; Columbia Gas
System. TV Commercials: Aquamarine Lo-
tion ( Revlon ) ; Puss 'n Boots (Quaker Oats

Co. ) ; Savarin Coffee (G. A. Schonbrun ) ;

Anaciti (Whitehall Pharmacal Corp.); Liqui-

prin (Johnson & Johnson); Q-Tips (Q-Tips,

Inc.); Amoco (American Oil Co.); Spry
(Lever Brothers) all via primary agencies of

above sponsors.

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS
10 East 43rd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 7-7758

Studio and Laboratory : Station Plaza, Bed-

ford Hills, N,Y.

Henry Clay Gipson, President

Eloise Walker, Vice-President and Secretary

Virginia Blount, Scripts

John Lencicki, Art Director

Sewell Booth, Producer

Services: Educational filmstrips and indus-

trial slidefilms, color, black and white, silent,

sound; color slides. Facilities: Specialized

equipment for filmstrip production. 35mm
standard Bell & Howell animation stand for

filmstrips. special custom built equipment for

Kodachrome duplication.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Filmstrips: Teclinology, Science and Society

(American Iron & Steel Institute) ; Take My
Life (Westminster Press) ; Japan Today—and
eight other releases (New York Times i ; Table

and Countertop Sanitation (Paper Place Mat
Institute) ; It Started with Eve (United Fruit

Company.) ; Educational releases for Eye Gate

House, N.Y. Motion Picture: Paper and
Progress (Hagley Foundation).

•55-

INC.FORDEL FILMS,

1187 University Avenue. New York 52, X.Y.

Phone: LUdlow 8-5100

Date of Organization: 1941

Clifford F. Potts, Pres. & Exec. Producer
Goi'don Hessler, Vice-Pres. & Production

Manager
Enid Borde, Secretary-Treasurer

Richard A. Kent, Director of Sales

Herbert F. Lowe, Prod., Religious Films
Walter G. Snowden. Spec. Asst. to President

James M. Logan, Director of Photography
Reginald McMahon, Editing Supervisor

W. Edward Downton, Account Executive

John Mack, Director of Sound & Engrg.
James Barclay, Chief of Special Effects

Erwin Eddey, Printing Lab Consultant

Dennis Gunst, Sound Research

Services: Public relations; sales promotion;
training; educational; scientific and medical

motion pictures and slidefilms; TV shorts and
commercials; complete responsibility, includ-

ing planning, production & printing; special-

ists in color, live and animated. FACILITIES:

Sound studio; complete cameras, lights, and
sound equipment for studio and location pro-

duction; animation stand; cutting rooms; re-

cording rooms; 16mm magnetic and optical

interlock screening facilities; color printing

lab; machine shop; three mobile units.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Metabolic Insufficiency

Syndrome ( Smith. Kline & French
)

; Design
for Better Beef (American Cyanamid); The
Current Status of Rauwolfia Therapy (E. R.

Squibb & Sons); Vital Signs (U.S. Navy);
Those Fabulous Prefabs (Prefabricated

Homes Manufacturers Institute)

.

ALLEN A. FUNT PRODUCTIONS
100 Central Park South, New York 19, N.Y.

Phone: JUdson 6-5227

Date of Organization: 1946

Allen A. Funt, President

Paul D. Melton, Producticm Manager

Services: Producers of concealed "Candid
Camera" motion pictures for industrial and
sales training, promotion and public relations,

theatricals, television shows and commercials.

Facilities: Mitchell NC cameras, synchronous
tape recorders; special equipment and tech-

niques for concealment: full production facili-

ties through associates in London, Paris; pro-

jection, cutting rooms: creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: "Candid Camera" subjects

for: The Saturday Evening Post (Curtis Pub-
lishing Co.); The New Schenley Decanter

(Schenley Industries, Inc.); The 1956 Elec-

tion (Steve Allen Show); Caddy a Day (Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. ) ; also Ronson, Sea-

grams, Time-Life, Nash-Kelvinator. Motorola,

Bristol-Myers, Phillip Morris and others.

WILLAM J. GANZ COMPANY, INC.

(A Division of the Institute

for Visual Training, Inc.)

40 East 49th Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Phone: ELdorado 5-1443

Date of Organization: 1919

William J. Ganz, President

Herbert R. Dietz, Production Manager
Vincent J. Capuzzi, Distribution Manager
Jane Page, Comptroller

Services: Producer and distributor of 16 and
35mm motion pictures, filmstrips, sound slide-

films, visual presentations for education, ad-

vertising and television. Production from
script to screen. Motion pictures 16 and 35-

mm, b&w and color. Slidefilms — 35mm b&w
and color. Films for public relations, indus-

trial, television, documentary, travel, educa-

tional, scientific, merchandising, and orienta-

tion, animation. Sound recording, editing and
re-editing films, minute movies. Distribution

for all films and TV commercials. FACILITIES:

Studio equipment; creative staff, development

of story ideas and merchandising campaigns,

music library. Moviola editing equipment.

Creative staflf, including artists, photogra-

phers, writers, film editors and directors.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Many Voices; The Woman
Wrote a Letter (two subjects for American
Red Cross); The Story of Television (Radio
Corporation of America); What We Eat We
Are (United Fruit Company). Slidefilm:
Blood Donor Selection (American Red Cross).
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JACK GLENN, INC.

207 East 37th Street. Xew York 16. X.Y.

Phone: OXford 7-0121

Date of Organization: 1953

.Jack Glenn. President

A. J. Hill. Vice-President

Services: Production, writing, direction and

editing of special-purpose and entertainment

motion pictures: specializing in the institu-

tional business film; films for p.r., promotion,

orientation, educ. designed with either fiction

or documentary format. A corporation of serv-

ices contracting separately for .script-writing

and 'or directing. Facilities: Wall. Bell &
Howell. Mitchell cameras: lighting sound

equipment: studios and scenic shops: projec-

tion and cutting rooms in New York City and
in Irvington-On-Hudson. Westchester Tnuntv.

X.Y.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Thunder Beach (Fox-War-
ner 1 ; America Presents America fFox i : More
Time for Selling i MuUer, Jordan & Herrick

—

McGraw-Hill i ; two short subjects i National

Council of Y'MCA's 1 ; production footage for

National Broadcasting Co. In preparation

:

Home of the Braies: My Home. Mil Home
(YMCAK

it.7v
PAUL HANCE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1776 Broadway, New Y'ork 19. N.Y.

Phone: Circle 5-9140

Date of Organization: 1939

Paul Hance. Jr., President & Treasiirer

Dermid Maclean, Vice-President. Sales

J. Allen Julier, Vice-President

Services: Research, writing and all other

phases of motion picture production by per-

manent technical staff. F.acilities: Complete
camera, sound and lighting equipment for all

types of field and location photography: com-
plete editing facilities : art and animation
studio.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Progress Reports i Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Inc. i : Harvest of

Coni'e7iience (General Foods Corporation!:
Glass—in completion ( Corning Glass Works i :

Zinc Controls Corrosion (American Zinc In-

stitute, Inc.).

it.

The Jam Handy Organization, Inc.

177.5 Broadway, New York 19, X.Y.
Phone: JUdson 2-4060

W. J. Riley, in charge

Complete office facilities and projection room
with service staff for Eastern clients

(See complete listing under Detroit area)

HARTLEY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

339 East 48th Street, New Y'ork 17, N.Y".

Phone: ELdorado .5-7762

Date of Organization: 1940

Irving Hartley, President

Elda Hai-tley, Secretary

Harry Noveck, Editor
Jean Brooks, Chg., TV Distribution

Services: Producers of motion pictures: in-

dustrial, educational, travelogues, films for

television I'incl. distribution i
: sound record-

ing. F.\cilities: Two sound studios fully

equipped for making motion pictures and

slidefilms: permanent kitchen set.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Playtime Special: Plastic

House; Growing Up With Toys ("Monsanto

Chemical Co.); Bride's Shower: In the

Kitchen (U.S. Steel Corp. i ; .Ve«' Look Rooms:
Once Upon a Carpet (American Viscose

Corp.): You Can Build It CHomasote Co. i :

Paint It Yourself (E Z Painter Corp.) ; Light

Up Your Diamonds: Secrets of a Jevel Box
(DeBeers Diamond Co. i . TV Commercials:

For United States Steel: Canada Dry: Life-

buoy Soap.

a.

INFORMATION PRODUCTIONS, INC.

I See United States Productions, Inc.

5 East 57th Street, New Y'ork 22, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 1-1710

Date of Organization: 1951

For complete data see United States Pro-

ductions, Inc. listing in Metropolitan New-

York area.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FOUNDATION, INC.

1 East 42nd Street. New York 17, N.Y.

Phones: OXford 7-6820-1-2-3

Date of Incorporation: 1945

Julien H. Bryan, Executive Director

E. Francis Thompson, Producer

Lillian Gossett, Office Manager

Services: Complete motion picture produc-

tion, 16mm and 35mm: documentaries, educa-

tional and public relations films. Trained

crews for work overseas. Facilities: Produc-

tion and editing facilities, script and direction.

Screening room.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Suez (.Suez Canal Com-

pany 1 : So Man Is An Island (Y'oung

Women's Christian Association ;i ; Your Share

in Tomorrow (co- production with Knicker-

bocker Productions - New Y'ork Stock Ex-

change I : Wider World ( Girl Scouts of the

U.S.A. I : Operation Hourglass ("Cummins En-

gine Company).

VICTOR KAYFETZ PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1780 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y'.

Phone: Circle 5-4830

Date of Organization : 1947

Victor Kayfetz. President, Exec. Producer

Muriel Friedman. Client Relations

Seymour Posner, Assistajit to the Producer

Abe Blashko, Animation Director

Leo Levko, Mech. Production Supervisor

Sylvia Gerson. Golden Snowball TV Plan

Bertil Carlson, Production Assistant

Allan P. Snody, P.R.. Editorial Consultant

Services: Motion picture production, combin-

ing live cinematography and animation. Spe-

cialty is designing and producing sponsored

"Public Service" films in color for television

and distributing them on TV through Golden

Snowball Division of the company. FACILI-

TIES: Solely owned 16mm and 35mm
equipment for live shooting: 35mm Eclair

ll.4f CTJiJ^Af C3
NEW YORK

Camerette. B&H 70D, 16mm Camerette. For

animation shooting: 35mm Model L DeBrie

and 16mm Cine Special both completely

adapted for animation. Animation stand fl6-

mm and 35mm i with compound table. Com-

plete art and animation department. 16mm
and 35mm sound Moviolas. 35mm interlock

and 16mm projectors in booth of screening

room. Complete accessory equipment: tripods,

high hat, dolly, location lighting equipment,

cables, two station wagons.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Fruits of Diversifica-

tion rTextron, Inc.i; The Ode to Xejcfound-

land (Newfoundland Touri-st Bureau); Mis-

chief Afoot (Lehigh Safety Shoe Co.): The

Mobo (Boegner Enterprises) ; Honorary LLD
Awards Ceremony i University of Rochester) :

Kindest Cut of All (Homelite Chain Saw Co.).

Slidefilms: Columbus Had a Word for It

I English-Spanish versions. Dominican Repub-

lic Tourist Bureau i; The K-Man Saves the

Day (Rudd-Melikian Corp.). TV Commer-

CI.\LS: TW .Antenna: The Showman (Channel

Master Corp.); 1S57 Xational Motor Boat

Shoiv (Natl. Assn. of Engine & Boat Mfrs.) ;

Soni-isal (Winthrop Products, Inc.).

it.

KEY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

527 Madison Avenue. New Y'ork 22, N.Y'.

Phone: ELdorado 5-2180

Date of Incorporation: 1948

James D. Kantor, President

William M. Kahn, Vice-President

James E. Patrick, Secretary

Services: Specializing producers of motion

pictures and filmstrips for sponsorship by com-

mercial organizations, such as newspapers,

banks and insurance companies.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Filmstrips: "Current Affairs" series i 1956-

1957) including these titles: Electing the

President: The Xew South: The Office of the

President: India Today: America's Youth;

Behind the Iron Curtain; The Farm Problem

and Changing Latin America. Sponsors in-

clude: New York Journal-American. Buffalo

Evening News, Baltimore News-Post, Cincin-

nati Times-Star, Greenfield (Mass.) Recorder-

Gazette, Detroit Times. San Francisco Call-

Bulletin. Columbus (Ohio( Citizen and the

Honolulu Advertiser.

HERBERT KERKOW, INC.

480 Lexington Avenue. New York 22, N.Y'.

Phone: PLaza 1-1833

Date of Organization : 1937

Date of Incorporation : 1946

Herbert Kerkow. President a)id Treasurer

Rosemond Kerkow, Secretary

Services: Production from original research

to finished film. Specialties: Public relations

films for general audiences, educational films

for schools. F.\cilities: Sound stage, set

building department, projection room sound

recording and re-recording: editing and an-

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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HERBERT KERKOW: Cont'd.

imation facilities; three cameras (Bell &
Howell and Eclair Camerette, 35mm and
Maurer 16mni>

.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Sales Sample: Atnixal

Fash-Sliow. 1956 (Warner Bros. CoJ ; Proei-

ress Report Films—two ( Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories, Inc."! ; The Brain and Behavior;
Common Fallacies in Group Differences; Per-
ception (McGraw-Hill Text Films t : First Aid
for Heat Stroke and Heat Exhaustion; Wood
Preserration Series — two films: Shipboard
Orgaiiization (U.S. Navy ) ; Helicopter Vibra-
tions and Resonance—four parts; Helicopter
Emergency Procedures—four parts (U.S. Air
Force). TV Commebci.ALS: Plymouth Taxi-
cab; Bissell Carpet Su'ceper ( N. W. Ayer &
Son, Inc.) ; Addiator (Troll Enterprises, Inc.).

KNICKERBOCKER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

KiOO Brofdway. New Ymk VJ. X.Y.
Phone: Circle .5-6710

Date of Organization : 1947

Howard A. Lesser, President
Frank Beckwith, Vice-President, in Charge

of Production
Thomas S. Dignan, Vice-President

Eenzo Olivieri, Vice-President

Agnes Grant, Secretary

Joseph Dushock, Editorial Chief
Byron Rabbitt, Art and Animation

Services: Production from original research
to finished film. Specialty: documentary,
educational and public relations motion pic-

tures and slidefilms. Facilities: Pi-oduction

equipment, editing, animation and slidefilm

departments.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Your Share in Tommrou-
(New York Stock Exchange); Arbitration
(American Management Association): Begin-
nings of Conscience; Cooperation. Competition
& Conflict; Our Changing Family Life; The
Age of Specialization; Social Class in America
(five subjects for McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany). Slidefilm; This Is Kilmer (Presi-
dent's Committee for Hungarian Refugee
Relief).

Real Facts for Sponsors
—evidence of good faith

^ The detailed listings given specializing

producers of business motion pictures and
slidefilms furnish the buyer of sight sound
media with solid evidence regarding any

prospective supplier. Listing data requests

emphasized the need for both film and
sponsor references and it is this area of

each listing which indicates the recent ex-

perience of each listed companv.

While TV commercials are growing in

volume and production quality, these were
not considered as sufficient evidence by
themselves of experience with longer in-

dustrial films.

it.

ROBERT LAWRENCE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

418 West 54th Street, New York 1!), N.Y'.

Phone; JUdson 2-5242

Date of Organization: 1952

Afl^liate: Grantray -Lawrence Animation,
Inc., 1537 North La Brea, Hollywood 28,

Cal. Phone; Hollywood 9-7968. Ray Pat-
terson, President; Robert L. Lawrence,
Vice-President : Grant Simmons, Secre-
tary, & Treasurer

Branch Ofiice; Robert Lawrence Pi-oductions

(Canada) Ltd., 32 Front Street, West;
Toronto 1, Ontario, Canada. Phone Em-
pire 4-1448. John T. Ross, Vice-President,

in charge

Robert L. Lawrence, President
Louis Mucciolo, Vice-President, in cltargc

of Studio Operations
Henry Trainman, Vice-President, in charge

of Editorial Operatio7is

Philip Kornblum, Treasurer
Roy Lockwood, Staff Director
Jerry Maticka, Production Supervisor
Doris Reichbart, Production Supervisor
Jacqueline Laster, Casting Director
William 'Seff, Production Assistant
Jerry Gold, Production Assistant

Services: Produce industrial and sales promo-
tion films, TV programs, TV commercials. Fa-
cilities: Air-conditioned sound stage, 45 x 60
feet, editing rooms, screening room, carpenter
shop, production offices. Toronto production
facilities are complete, including 60' x 125' stu-

dio.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: First Choice (Radio Cor-
poration of America, Kenyon and Eckhardt).
TV Commercials; Johnson & Johnson Baby
Shampoo (Young and Rubicam(; Proctor
Laundry Cart (Proctor Electric via Weiss &
Gellerl; Campbell Frozen Soups (Leo Bur-
nett ) ; Winstons ( William Esty ) : Pfeiffer
Waiter ( Beer-Maxon ) ; Gleem, Crisco ( Comp-
ton

) ; Knickerbocker Beer (Warwick & Leg-
lerl : Helene Curtis Spray \et (Earl Ludgin) ;

Delsey Tissue ( Foote, Cone & Belding); Im-
perial Es.'io (McLaren); Camels; Ballantine
Beer (William Esty); Hyatt Roller Bearing
I D. P. Brother ) ; and others.

( Also see Loucks & Norling listing (

ARTHUR LODGE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

21 West 46th Street, New York 36, N.Y".

Phones: PLaza 7-3645; PLaza 7-3949

Date of Organization; 1953

Arthur J. Lodge, Jr., President

Services; Producers of industrial and educa-
tional films, newsreels and documentaries. Fa-
cilities; Full time camera, editing and writ-
ing staff. Fully equipped cutting rooms. Music
and eflfects library. 1,000,000 feet of diversi-

fied 35mm stock footage, including every type
of industrial operation.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Industry «» Parade (52 is-

sues for television release—National Assn. of
Manufacturers); Industrious Georgia (Na-
tional Assn. of Mf rs. ) ; Design for Survival
(Aircraft Industries Assn.); Airkem on Pa-
rade (Airkem, Inc.); Traditions in Tobacco
(P, Lorillard Company).
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LOUCKS & NORLING STUDIOS, INC.
(A Division of Robert Lawrence

Productions, inc.

)

245 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
Phone; Circle 7-2366

Date of Organization; 1923

Robert L. Lawrence, President
J. A. Norling, Vice-President

Hans Tiesler, Vice-President

Services: Industrial, job and sales training,

public relations, educational. Government mo-
tion pictures and slidefilms. Facilities;
Studio equipment for 16mm and 35mni produc-
tions; animation, camera and art departments;
three-dimensional still and motion pictures;

creative staff including artists, photographers,
writers, film editors, directors.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Malathion (American Cy-
animid Co.); Aluminum Bridge (Reynolds
Metals); training fihns (U.S. Navy, U..S. Air
Force) : Torrance Conduit (Rome Cable Corp. ).

TV Commercials; For Remington Rand,
Birdseye Frozen Foods, Ground Observer
Corps.

JAMES LOVE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

115 West 45th Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Phone: JUdson 2-4633

Date of Incorporation ; 1952

James A. Love, President

C. Austin Love, Sales Manager
Pete Henning, Production Manager
James Wille, Production Supervisor
Bill Henry, Supervising Editor

Services; Production of industrial films, TV
spots, television film programs, and films for

U.S. Gov't agencies. Facilities; Complete 16-

and 35mm motion picture facilities, including

location, studio and lighting equipment. Cut-
ting and 16mm projection rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Danger Zone (Raytheon
Manufacturing Corp.); Game Cookery (U. S.

Brewers Foundation); Research Laboratory
(Westinghouse Electric Corp.) ; Hero Next
Door (U.S. Air Force) ; Untitled film (in

production for Scott Seed Corp.)

.

it.
/\

MARATHON TV NEWSREEL, INC.

10 East 49th Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 8-0985

Date of Organization: 1948

Konstantin Kaiser, Pres. & Exec. Producer
Kenneth Baldwin, Vice-President and

Supervisor of Production
Charles Van Bergen, Director of Sews and

Special Events
Jean Hauck, Office Manager
Cindy Karp, Distribution & Traffic Manager

Services; Public information films, world-
wide news service, company newsreels, special

events coverage for industry, film editing,

stock shots, etc. Facilities; Complete 16mm
and 35mm production and editing facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Skyu-ay.s Witliout Runu-ays
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CVertol Aircraft Corp. i; The Strongest Link

(Pai-sons Corporation i ; Challenge on the Lake
I Socony Mobil Oil Co. i

; Boomtoion in the

MKxh-eg (for ••Outlook"— NBC-TV i. News-
reels: for Budd Company, Socony Mobil Oil

Co., British Information Service. Carrier Corp.,

News of the Day, Universal Newsreel, Burling-

ton Railroad.

MASTER VIDEO SYSTEMS. INC.

Film Production Division

37 West 53rd Street, New York, N.Y.

Phone: JUdson 2-1622

Date of Organization: 1950

A. J. Moxham, President

W. E. Lutz, Vice-President

B. P. E. Wohlbarst, Vice-President

Lawrence Crolius, Executive Director—Film
Divisioyi

SekviceS: Producers of motion pictures and
slidefilms; engineering and installation of

closed circuit television systems. Facilities:

Motion picture, closed circuit TV.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: ^'acation Aimmu 'Amer-
ican Airlines I : School Bus Constructio7i
I Wayne Works, Inc. i . TV Commerci.^ls : For
Delta .Air Lines. Only 1956 productions sub-

mitted.

MEDICAL FILM GUILD, LTD.

506 West 57th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
Phone: Circle 7-0510

Date of Organization : 1930

Joseph P. Hackel, President

Lucille S. Hackel, Secretary & Treasurer

Helvi Bell, Gladys Nemens, Writers

John Malinowski, Photography
John Karas, Art Director

J. Del Rivero, Distribution Dept.

Services: Motion pictures, sound slidefilms

and TV commercials, 16mm or 35mm. F.acili-

ties: Permanent sets for medical use; sound

stage, including 35mm Debrie. 16mm Maurer,

16mm Cine Kodak Special, sprocketed tape and
optical film recorders: photographic and an-

imation setup: art department, workshop,
dressing, cutting rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Peripheral Vascular Dis-

ease (U.S. Vitamin Corp.) : The Blood Vessel

and Living Pathology I Bo.ston University);

Hypnosis—A Psychiatric Tool (Columbia Uni-

versity) ; Teiii-ion in Women i N.Y. Medical

College; Cook Cty. Graduate School of Med-
icine; Medical College of Georgia^; Planning
Your Territory — part II of sales training

program i collab. between pharmaceutical in-

dustrv and Medical Film Guild, Ltd. i

.

Your Most Dependable Buyer's Guide

* The pages of this Annual Production Re-
view provide reference data attested for ac-

curacy by executives of all listed companies.

Client and film references are provided as

warranty of recent experience in business film

production.

it.

MPO PRODUCTIONS, INC.

15 East 53rd Street, New Y'ork 22, N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 8-7830

Date of Organization: 1946

Judd L. Pollock, President

Lawrence E. Madison, Vice-President

Marvin Rothenberg, Vice-President

Arnold Kaiser, Secretary & Treasurer

Gerald Hirschfeld, Vice-President

Zoli Vidor, Director of Photography
Jack Safran, Lab. and Print Control

Lewis Jacobs, Producer
William E. Huston, Sales & Promotion Mgr.
Victor Solow, Producer
Joseph Moncure March, Scenario Editor and

Producer
Ira Marvin, Joe Kohn, Lloyd Ritter,

Producers
Gerald Kleppel, Supervisor of Editing

Department
Sanford Greenberg, Business Mgr.

Services: Complete production of films for

sales promotion and training; public relations;

information and training films for U. S. forces

and gov't agencies; color sportsmen's and con-

servation films. Distribution service to TV
stations, club groups, schools, etc. Facilities:

16mm and 35mm cameras, lighting, sound

truck, camera cars, etc. Reeves sound recorder.

Cutting and projection rooms. Three shooting

stages, set construction shop, dressing rooms,

etc.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Petrified River fUnion
Carbide & Carbon Corp. i ; Freedom of the

American Road (Ford Motor Company) ; De-
sign for Dreaming (General Motors Corp.) ;

Secrets of the Heart (^ American Heart Asso-

ciation) ; The Good Seed i Eli Lilly & Com-
pany) ; / Open the Door ( Charles Pfizer &
Co.) : Money in Water (Scovill Manufactur-
ing i : Oxygen (V. S. Air Forced. TV Com-
mercials: Sperti, Heet, Primatene, Freezone,

Kripton. Arrid-Effison (Ted Bates & Co.);

Parliament. Post Cereals, Ivory Snoiv (Benton

& Bowles): Amer-ican Safety Council. United

Motors I Campbell-Ewald i ; Drene, Gleem, Blue
Dot Duz (Compton Adv. I ; Dreft. Best Foods,

Cameo, Cheerios. Lady Esther (Dancer, Fitz-

gerald, Sample) ; and many others.

•H-

OWEN MURPHY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

723 Seventh Avenue, .\ew York 19, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 7-8144

Date of Organization: 1946

Owen Murphy, President & Exec. Producer
Paul Cohen, Production Manager
Allan Chase, Creative Director

Eric Lawrence, Chief, Editorial Department
Ronald Cannavaro, Sales Manager
Walter Early, Pittsburgh Representative

Services: Motion pictures for industry and
television: complete production; scripts,

cinematography, editorial, recording; live and
animation. Special editorial service for indus-

trial photographic departments. Facilities:

Full production facilities including 35mm &
16mm cameras; lighting equipment; magnetic
sound recorders: mobile location unit; cutting

rooms; recording room and insert stage. Per-

manent creative staff — writers, directors,

cameramen, editors and supervisors.

ll^4fQiJt*f C3
NEW YORK

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Career Day (American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.) ; iH Club Con-
gress, Spring Dealer Films (Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. ( ; This Was 1953 (New York Tele-

phone Co.); The Xew Holland Story (New
Holland Machine Co.); Xotre Dame (Notre
Dame University).

STANLEY NEAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

475 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Phone : MUrray Hill 3-6396

Date of Organization : 1936

Sales Offices: 1184 Cedar Lane, Northbrook,

111. Phone: CRestwood 2-1712. Robert

M. Peck, Repr.; Munsey Bldg., Washing-
ton, D.C. Phone: STerling 3-0918. A. A.

Ulin, Repr.

Donald J, Lane, President

Robert Gumming, Executive Vice-President

Sobey Martin, Vice-President, Charge of

Production
Edith Martin, Creative Head

Services : Motion picture and slidefilm produc-

tion : scripts, counsel on pi-oduction and dis-

tribution, 16mm and 3.5mm color and black

and white. Facilities: Offices, cutting and

projection room in New York.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Keys to the Future (Royal

Tj-pewriter Company) ; Stag Party (National

Macaroni Institute) ;
Quick Meals From

Freezer (Armour & Company) ; Future Un-
limited (American Banking Association)

;

Easy Does It ( Paper Plate Association, Inc.) ;

Statesmen From the Farm (American Farm
Bureau Federation) ; Chemistry and You
(Manufacturing Chemi-sts Association).

TED NEMETH STUDIOS

729 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.

Phone: Circle 5-5147

Date of Organization: 1935

Ted Nemeth, Executive Producer

M. E. Bute, Associate Producer

Don Seibert, Sales

Services: Motion pictui-e production services

in 35mm b&w and color for theatre and tele-

vision. Facilities: Sound stage recording;

35mm motion picture photography; stop mo-
tion; animation equipment; optical printer;

cutting, editing and projection equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: \eu- Sensations in Sound
—35mra color ( RCA Victor) : Goodyear Tele-

vision Playhouse (Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co.'); Eleventh Hour Xews (First National

City Bank of N.Y.) ; Polaroid Land Camera—
stop motion (Polaroid Corp.). TV COMMER-
CIALS: Comet Cleanser (Procter & Gamble).

TT this symbol, appearing o\er a

producer's listing, indicates that display adver-

tising containing additional reference data ap-

pears in other pages of this 7th Annual Pro-

duction Review issue.
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New World Productions

49 West 12th Street, New York. N.Y.

P. Robinson, sales

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

On Film, Inc.

10 East 49th Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 9-1976

Malcolm Scott, Manager

(See complete listing under New Jersey area)

•55-

Sam Orleans Productions

550 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

(See complete listing under Tennessee area)

PATHE PICTURES, INC.

(formerly Warner News, Inc.)

(Subsidiary of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.)

33 West 60th Street, New York 23. N.Y.

Phone: .JUdson 2-3300

West Coast Repr. Frank Vail, 1459

Sixteenth Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Phone: MOntrose 4-7251

Date of Incorporation: 1950

Ben Frye, President

Andrew L. Gold, Vice-Pres. & Exec. Prod.

George Weiss, V. P. Television Film Sales

Erna Deszo, Chief Filvi Librarian

Services: Creation, production, distribution

of industrial, documentary, theatrical and

television, m.p.. 16mm, 35mm, bw or color.

Facilities: Production facilities on premises

include 35 and 16mm Mitchells, single system

Walls; sound studio: two fully-equipped RCA
recording x-ooms (multi-channel mixing, any

comb, magnetic and optical tracks) ; complete

cutting, editing facilities; three projection

rooms; Pathe stock film library; foreign lan-

guage dept., location equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Bible Lands (Pan
American World Airways) ; Handknit Fash-

ions in Wool (Wool Bureau, Inc.) ; A Thousand
and One Nights (International Business

Machines) ; Destination Home (National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis): Air-

planes of the 1920's (TV-Radio Workshop

—

Ford Foundation); Sailboats (U.S. Rubber
Company)

.

•5f

PATHESCOPE PRODUCTIONS
(The Pathescope Company

of America, Inc.)

580 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Phone: PLaza 7-5200

Date of Organization: 1914

Edward J. Lamm, President

William M. Nelson, Executive Producer

•James Pierce, Production Control

Dale Walker Brown. Writer & Producer

-John Ball, Studio Manager

Services: Research production and distribu-

tion of public, industrial relations, sales and

job training and educational motion pictures

and filmstrips; training films for U.S. Armed
Forces and television commercials and pro-

grams. Facilities ; Studio with completely

sound proofed shooting stage, full complement

of lighting equipment, sound room, synchro-

nous tape equipment including studio micro-

phone boom. Background projection unit and

process screen. Carpentry and paint shops,

make-up room, dressing rooms and prop rooms.

Editing and projection equipment, 16 & 35mm
facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: From the Old Mill Stream

I Daffin Manufacturing Co.) ; The Better Busi-

ness Bureau Presents (Association of Better

Business Bureaus) ; The Rope Walk (Plymouth

Cordage Company) ; A Memo to Management
(George Nelson, Inc.); Progress Report on

Clinical Enzymology (National Drug Com-
pany); Series of five medical films (U.S.

Navy ) . Slidefilms ; Jamboree With Frozen

Fruit: Sure Jell Magic (General Foods) ; Mass
Motivation Through Design (Lippincott &
Margulies, Inc.); Exterior Facade Wall

( Michael Flynn Mfg. Co.) ; The American Look
(Ladies Home .Journal). TV Commercials:
For International Latex, Karo, Conklin Mann.

C. L. Miller. N. W. Ayer.

4f
PELICAN FILMS, INC.

46 West 46th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Phone: Circle 6-1751

Date of Organization: 1954

.Joe Dunford, President

A. J. Zander, Vice-President

Services: Animated and live motion pictures

for sales promotion, public relations and ed-

ucation; TV spots; slidefilms. Facilities:

Fully staffed animation dept. and camera;

studio, recording, editing and lab facilities on

lease basis.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: It's All in the Cards (Asso-

ciation of American Playing Card Mfrs. ) ;

Y'Gotta Plan. Man (U.S. Army Reserve) ; Rev-

olution; Regeneration (The Bon Ami Com-
pany) ; Dusting at Dawn (U.S. Rubber Com-
pany).

ROY PINNEY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

149 East 69th Street, New York 31, N.Y.

Phone: TRafalgar 9-2224

Date of Organization; 1946

Roy Pinney, President

Doris Pinney, Treasurer

Walter Kienzle, Production Manager
William Ward Beecher, Art Director

Services: Documentary, educational, sales

training, product promotion, nature and travel

films. Facilities: Three story building with

25' X 80' studio; 16 & 35mm cameras, mag-

netic recorder, projection, dressing, cutting

rooms; production offices, etc. Still depart-

ment with lab for b&w & color processing of

stills.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Secrets of Nature — con-

tinuing series of 11-minute color films; Birds

of Prey; Soiiinole Indian; Horseshoe Crab;

Jungle Sanctuar)/ (Photo & Film Library,

N.Y.) ; Photographers on Assignment — pilot

film I Ansco via Benton & Bowles).

it.

ROBERT YARNALL RICHIE

PRODUCTIONS, INC.

9 West 61st Street, New York 23, N.Y.

Phone: Circle 6-0191

Date of Organization : 1939

Branch: Gulf Coast Films, Inc., Oil & Gas
Bldg.. Houston 2, Texas. CApitol 5-3018.

Robert Yarnall Richie. President

Virginia G. Richie, V.P. & Treas.

Dorothy Donahue, Secretary

Services: Motion picture production, tele-

vision — industrial, documentary, 16mm and

35mm black and white and color; slide-motion ;

strip film ; scripts and story board treatments.

Counsel on film production and distribution.

Facilities: Completely self-equipped for all

phases of motion picture photography; em-
ploying Mitchell cameras, Magnicorder sound
on location ; shooting staff for sets and special

effects. Complete lighting for large industrial

interiors; location truck. The company oper-

ates its own aircraft—Beechcraft Bonanza.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Steel Horizon; Looking
Steel; The Paths of Steel (United States Steel

Corporation) ; The Scenic Inch (Pacific North-
west Pipeline Corporation) ; Pipe Line of

Progress (American Louisiana Pipe Line Com-
pany).

Roland Reed Productions

215 East 60th Street, New York, N.Y.

Phone: TE. 3161

Hamilton MacFadden, representative

( See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

LOUIS de ROCHEMONT ASSOCIATES

380 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Phone : OXford 7-0350

Date of Organization: 1948

Louis de Rochemont, Executive Producer
F. Borden Mace, President

Thomas Orchai'd. Producer
Lothar Wolff, Producer
Martin J. Maloney, General Manager
John J. Wingerter, Business Manager

Services: Production of industrial, educa-

tional, theatrical and television motion pic-

tures; distribution of theatrical features, short

subjects and 16mm films. Facilities: 16 and

35mm motion picture equipment, lighting

equipment; cutting rooms. Studio and com-

plete facilities for production in the Cine-

miracle process at Mt. Eden Theatre. Bronx,

N.Y. Assoc, with Halas & Batchelor Cartoon

Films, Ltd.. England for production of an-

imated and puppet films.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The First 99 (House of

Seagram); The Story of American Whiskey

( Four Roses Distillers Co.) ; Suez ( RD-DR
Corp.) ; History of the Cinema (LdeR Corp.) ;

The Miracle of Todd-AO (Magna Films);

Cinemiracle Adventure (National Theatres,

Inc.—in production).
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H. D. ROSE & COMPANY, INC.

234 East 47th Street, New York 17, N.Y,

Phone: PLaza 1-3035

Date of Incorporation: 1947; present name,
1955

Hubert D. Rose, President

Charles E. Behymer, Vice-President

William F. Koch, Vice-President

Robert P. Schweitzer, Art Director, Secty.

Services: Sales promotion, sales and manage-
ment training, institutional and industrial

sound slidefilms, Visualcast and Vu-Graph
slides. Other audio-visual media. Facili-

ties: Permanent staff of artists and writers,

complete photographic studio, recording and
projecting equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Sell It Xow; Landslide frir Lever;

Put Your Deal on the Line (Lever Brothers) ;

ililtotni for Everytoirn (Wallace Labs i

: Take
'Em By the Hand (Revlon'i ; It All Adds Up
(Monroe Calculator) : A Bigger. Better Team
(Royal McBeei : The Buying Years (Living

for Young Homemakers)

.

St.

LESLIE ROUSH PRODUCTIONS. INC.

Office: 35 W. 35th Street, New York 19, X.Y.

Phone: COlumbus 5-6430

Studio: 130 Herricks Road, Mineola. X.Y.

Phone : Pioneer 2-81.30

Date of Incorporation: 1944

Leslie M. Roush, President

.Jules K. Sindic, Vice-President

Services: Production of motion pictures and
slidefilms of every type for industry, educa-

tion, government and television. Facilities:

Complete studio and equipment for location

photography and recording.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Teamwork; The Long Pull

(Bethlehem Steel Company! ; Hou- to Handle
Your Boss (The Research Institute of Amer-
ica) : Training Films — Confidential (U.S.

Navvl.

Ross Roy, Inc. of New York

214 E. 31st Street, New York 16, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill .5-1440

•J. A. Roche, Manager
I See complete listing under Detroit area)

RUBY TV FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N,Y.
Phone: Circle 5-5640

Date of Organization: 1925: Incorp. 1955

Edward Ruby, Production Mgr. & President

Jack Rieger, Tech. Director-Secty.-Treas.

Jean Freeman, Office Manager
Sidney Nannes, Photographic Dept.

Services: Producers of motion pictures for all

media. Facilities: All except studio and
laboratory.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Koi-en Story ( Koven
Bros. 1 ; Bregman Spray Paint (Bregman
Paint Co.): Berkeley Products (Berkeley

Products I. TV Commercials: Seven Wonders
of the World (Cinerama i. Election campaign
films for major parties. Only 1956 references

submitted.

SARRA, INC.

200 East 56th Street, New York 22, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 8-0085

16 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11

Phone: WHitehall 4-5151*

Date of Organization: 1937

(At New York City Studios)

Valentino Sarra, Presideytt

Morris Behrend, General Manager
John Henderson III, Producer-Director

Robert Jenness, Director

Re.x Cox, Director

Stanley Johnson, Director

George Altman, Chief Editor

David Fletcher, Art Director

*
I complete details on services, facilities and

recent productions in Chicago area listing)

.54.

SCIENCE PICTURES, INC.

(See United States Productions, Inc.)

5 East 57th Street, New York 22, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 1-1710

Date of Organization: 1950

For complete data see United States Produc-

tions, Inc. listing in Metropolitan New
York area,

SEMINAR FILMS, INC.

480 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 1-5077

Date of Organization: 1953

J. R. Bingham, President

R. K. Daker, Executive Vice-President

A. L. Fredrick, Vice-President & Treasurer

C. W. Freeburn, Dir. Project Development
E. L. Brokaw, Production Manager
J. H. Barwick, Sales Manager

Services: Consultant designers and producers

of skill training programs based on motion
picture loop films exclusive with this company.
Facilities : Fully staffed wnth specially trained

researchers, designers, script writers and film

production specialists.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Selling the Electrolux

Cleaner (Electrolux Corp.) ; Selling the Allied

Line ( General Foods Corp. ) ; Detailing Seher-

ing Products (Schering Corp.) ; Selling Phil-

co Automatic Washers (Philco Corp.) ; Selling

the Automatic Electric Skillet (West Bend
Aluminum Corp.).

Charles E. Skinner Productions

1600 Broadway, New York 19. N.Y.

Phone: Circle 6-6915

Mitchell Cerona, supervisor

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

FLETCHER SMITH STUDIOS, INC.

321 East 44th Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 5-9010

Date of Organization: 1930

Fletcher Smith. President

Charles H. Schettler, Vice-President

Peter Caldera, Secretary-Treasurer

Services: Motion pictures, television film com-
mercials, industrials and television film se-
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ries: live and animated. 16mm and 35mm,
black and white or color. Slidefilms : anamor-

phic and sound; also slides. Live stills or art-

work. Recording: wild and to picture. Com-
plete facilities for lip sync dubbing to foreign

languages. Facilities: 50 x 70 sound stage.

Two projection rooms, both 16mm and 35mm,
Recording and mixing facilities. Art and an-

imation staff; editing facilities and staff. An-
imation cameras, both 16mm and 35mm. Hot
press titling.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Effective Writing (U.S.

Air Force i ; Your Dream TV (General Elec-

tric Company) ; Your Dream TV — Spanish

version (International General Electric);

Most Happy Dog; Most Loyal Friend (General

Foods); This Neiv World of Metals; Produc-

tion's New Dimension; Phantom on the Pay-

roll; Conditioned Air—Versatile Tool for Prof-

it; The Search for Modem Metals; A New Way
to Wash (Westinghouse Electric Corp.) ; Sales

Training Film Series (No. 5 & 6) ; Suntieam

Story (Sunbeam Bread) ; Six Selling Situa-

tions (Paillard Products i ; System for Sur-

vival (U.S. Air Force) ; The Ballad of the Sun
(Quality Bakers of America) ; Everybody

Xeeds Me (Bryant Electric). SLIDEFILMS:

Hazel Gets Color Conscious ( GE ) ; Face Facts

(Tussy) ; History of Hi-Y and Tri-Hi-Y

(YMCA) ; Our Wonderful Ears (Sonotone

Corp.) ; Refraction of Light (Bell Telephone

Laboratories) ; Carry Your Toum (Carrier)

;

Water Softener (Pei-mutiti; Ranges; Corox;

Freezstor Living (Westinghouse).

SI.7v
SOUND MASTERS, INC.

165 West 46th Street. New York 36, N.Y.

Phone : PLaza 7-6600

Date of Organization: 1937

W. French Githens, Chairman
Harold E. Wondsel, President

Francis Carter Wood, Jr., Vice-Pres. & Sec.

John T. Dunphy, Vice-President

Walter KuUberg, Treasurer

Wallace Worsley, Jr., Producer-Director

John H. Tobin. Producer-Director

Roy Gibson, Producer-Director

Robert Rosien, Recording Engineer

Services: Production of motion pictures for

theatrical and industrial use: sales, public re-

lations and training films; TV subjects and

spots; slidefilms; editorial, dubbing, recording

and re-recording services. Facilities: Sound

stage fully equipped with 35mm and 16mm
cameras: complete lighting equipment; sound

recording facilities and dolly, high speed slow

motion cameras and sound equipment for loca-

tion use. Two recording studios fully equipped

with 35mm and 16mm optical tracks, 35, 16mm
and ^4" magnetic recording. Projection fa-

cilities for 35mm and 16mm interlock. Four

cutting rooms fully equipped with Moviolas

and sound readers for film and tape.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tailor-Made Brass .West-

ern Brass Mills Div., Olin Mathieson Chemical

Corp. I ; Calling All Dticks (Winchester-West-

ern Div. I ; Assignment Venezuela (Creole

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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METROPOLITAN NEW YORK:

SOUND MASTERS: Cont'd.

Petroleum Corp. i
; Floor Show (American

Telephone & Telegraph Co.) ; Assic/iunent: Re-
search (American Newspaper Publishers'

Assn.); BiUlisli Safari (McLouth Steel

Corp.); Play Ball With the Orioles (Giinther
Brewing Co.): Better Barbecuing (Diamond
Match Co.) ; Aircraft Accident Investigation

(U.S. Navy) ; Conmar Zipper ( Conmar Prod-
ucts Corp.) : Allite (Barret Div., S.S.F.). TV
Commercials: For Borden, Alcoa, Plymouth,
Lever Bros.. Ammident. LaRosa, Nestles, GE
Lamp series ; Bi-So-Dol, Armour & Co. ( Dash )

.

it,

HENRY STRAUSS & CO., INC.

31 West 5;jrd St., New York 19, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 7-06.51

Date of Organization : 19-51

Henry Strauss, Executive Producer

Walter Raft, Vice-Pres., Production

Robert Wilmot, Vice-Pres., Motion Picture
Director

.Jerry Alden, Story Editor

Marvin Dreyer, Production Supervisor

William Hagens, Training Coordinator

.John von Arnold, Media Development

Anne Paydo, Administration Coordinator

Robert Behr, Production Coordinator

Stanley Schwartz, Production Asst.

Services: Internal and external communica-
tions, including: public, community, customer
and industrial relations: sales promotion;
sales training; employee attitude development;
supervisory and staff training, through the
medium of programmed motion pictures, slide-

films, cartoons, printed and recorded material,
training courses and guides; other coordinated
audio-visual tools. Facilities: All necessary
for research, planning, programming and the
creation and production of these media.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Matter of Importance: The
World Your Market Place: Whole World
Over (Pan American World Airways); The
Antidote (American Telephone & Telegraph
Co.); All Present and Accounted For (The
U.S. Army)

; According to Plan (Mutual Ben-
efit Life Insurance Co.) ; Success Story (John-
son & Johnson); The Communications Case-
book (for Syndication). Slidefilms: D.S.O.;
Lines of Contact; Planes and Progress (Pan
American World Airways); Examining the
Will to Work (Esso Standard Oil).

•5f

STURGIS-GRANT PRODUCTIONS, INC.

322 East 44th .Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 9-4994

Date of Organization: 1948

Warren Sturgis, President and Executive
Producer

M. C. Romilly, Vice-President
A. E. Snowden, Secretary-Treasurer
Sidney Milstein, Production Manager

Services: Medical, technical, educational and
industrial films and filmstrips; animation of

all types. FACILITIES: Live-action and anima-
tion production; complete facilities for 16 and
35mm production; script-writing staff: full

art studio; sound stage, recording studio;

sets; editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Modem Concepts of Epi-
lepsy (Ayerst Laboratories ) ; Preparation for
Surgery ( Winthrop Laboratories); Teacher
Education Series: five films (McGraw Hill

Book Co.); The Metisteroids in Rlieumatoid
Arthritis (Schering Corp.); Suppression of
Lactation With Tace (Wm. S. Merrell Co.);
On Impact ( Medical Communications, Inc.

—

Ford Motor Co.) ; Urinary Infections ( Nepera
Chemical Co.); Culdocentesis: An Aid to

Diagnosis and Tlierapy of Pelvic Disease
(Lederle Lab.). Slidefilms: Determining
Protlirombin Activity: The Female Repro-
ductive System: Anatomy and Pliysiology of

the Cardiovascular System ( Warner Chilcott )

.

TV Commercials: For Alchem, Inc.; Belk
Stores; Leggett Stores; This Week Magazine;
Troll Enterprises.

BILL STURM STUDIOS, INC.

723 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
Phone: JUdson 6-1650

Date of Incorporation : 1950

William A. Sturm, President, Tech. Dir.

Robert J. Hassard, Chairman of the Board
Albert D. Hecht, Treas. (Cust. Relations)
Orestes Calpini, Secretary (Creative Head)
John E. Allen, Production Manager
Kenneth Walker, .Animation Director
Walter Bergman, Editor
S. J. Horton, Manager, Print Dept.

Services: Film production, including live ac-

tion, animation, stop motion, animated stop-

motion puppets. Facilities: Live action
studio; animation stands; stop motion puppet
stage; editing dept.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The .Money Tree (Savings
Bank Association of Mass.); untitled film

(Freeport Sulphur Co.); Electrical Record
Card: Hull Record Card: Electronic Lubrica-
tion (U.S. Navy). TV Commercials: For
National Biscuit; Coca-Cola; Rheingold Beer
(McCann-Erickson) ; H. P. Hood & Son; Na-
bisco (Kenyon & Eckhardt ) ; RrA; Lovable
Brassiere Co. ( AI Paul Lefton ) ; General Elec-
tric; Armstrong Tile (BBD&O); Phillips Pe-
troleum; Lambert Pharmacal; Richard Hudnut
(Lambert & Feasley) ; and others.

SUN DIAL FILMS, INC.

341 E. 43rd Street, New York, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 6-2046

Date of Organization: 1944

Samuel A. Datlowe, President and Executive
Producer

Alice D. Wood, Vice-President
Dick Klaussen, Art Director
C. R. Jones, Story Editor

Services: Facilities for motion pictures and
slidefilms. FACILITIES: 16mm and 35mm pro-

duction equipment. Specializing in ultra-

high-speed photography ( up to 3,000 frames
per second); time-lapse, microscopic photog-
raphy.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Target for Toiitm-mw
(Sterling Drug Co.); It\ the Maiu( Dish

(Maine Sardine Industry); Caribbean Hol-
iday: Business .Jaunt (Grace Line) ; Modern
Garden ( American Association of Nursery-
men).

iL

John Sutherland Productions, Inc.

33 East 4Sth Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 5-1875

Dale Armstrong, Vice-President, in charge

( See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

•K-

TELIC, INC.

Film Center, 6:30 Ninth Avenue, New York
36, N.Y.

Phone : .JUdson 2-3480

Date of Organization: 1956

Elwood Siegel, President, Exec. Producer
Edward F, Boughton, Vice-Pres., Prod. Mgr.

Services: Motion picture production for in-

dustry and television ; complete or partial.

Research, scripts, set design, recording, cine-

matography, casting, editorial — studio or

location work. Equipment design, sales, serv-

ice. Production supr. for industrial photo
depts. ; complete editorial service. Facilities:

16mm and 35mm incl. cameras, recorders,

lighting. Mobile location unit; cutting, re-

cording and projection rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: --l Story for the Editor:

Who Cares About the Weather? : The Best in

Baling witli Your Hayliner 68 (New Holland
Machine Co.); The Perils of Pauline Con-
sumer: Armstrong Custom Vinylcork Tile:

TIte 19.56 Flooring Convention (Armstrong
Cork Co.). TV Commercials: For Sullivan

Stauffer, Colwell & Bavles; D. P. Brothers &
Co.; N. W. Ayer & Son; B. B. D. & 0.; S & H
Green Stamps; Hills Bros. Coffee; Dash Dog
Food; Armstrong Circle Theater.

TRAINING FILMS, INC.

150 West 54th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Phone: COlumbus .5-3520

Date of Organization: 1947

Ralph Bell Fuller, President

Robert A. Lightburn, Vice-President

Services: Filmstrips, filmographs, slides,

easels, booklets, presentations. Specialists in

business-sponsored filmstrips for schools; film-

strips on employee orientation, methods and
sales training; sales promotion. Counsel on
all phases of audio-visual presentation and
equipment problems. Originators of 3-screen

panoramic filmstrips. FACILITIES: Staff re-

searchers, writers, artists and photographers.
Complete art department, projection room and
photo studio.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
SLIDEFILMS: R-P & C Valves ( American Chain
& Cable Co. ) ; The Quality Story of Lees Tufted
Carpets (James Lees & Sons Co.); McKesson
Sales Training Program (McKesson & Rob-
bins, Inc.); TTT Story (J. C. Penney Co.);
.Asterol ( Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc.); More Beef
on Less Feed: iVbhj Opportunity for Terramy-
citi and You: How to Wean More Pigs (School

version) (Charles Pfizer & Co., Inc.).
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TRANSFILM, INCORPORATED

35 West 4oth Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Phone: JUdson 2-1400

Date of Organization : 1941

William Miesegaes, President

Walter Lowendahl, Executive Vice-Pres.

Robert H. Klaeger. Vice-Pres. Chg. Motion
Picture Production

William Burnham, Vice-Pres. Chg. of Sales

Pud Lane, Vice-Pres. Chg. of SUdefilms

Michael A. Palma. Secretary-Treasurer

John Fenton, Vice-Pres., Motion Picture

Completion

George Ottino. Manager. Animation Dept.

Albert Boyars, Public Relations Dir.

Steve Kambourian, Superi'ising Film Editor

Joop Geesink, Co-Producer, Dollywood

Studios, Amstei-dam, Holland

Services: Live action, animated, stop-motion

films for business, theatrical and television use.

Sound slidefilms and still photography. Spe-

cialists in films for public relations, sales

training and attitude motivation. Create and
execute entire audio-visual programs for in-

dustry. TV commercials. Complete editorial

and recording services. Stafl" public relations

service for trade and consumer film exploita-

tion. Facilities: Air-conditioned sound stage

and screening rooms. Animation art depart-

ment: two animation camera stands, optical

printer, extensive editing facilities and sound

slidefilm studio. Complete prop and .scenic

departments plus fully equipped shop. Still

photography studio and laboratory. Equipped
for 16 and 3.5mm photography and tape re-

cording; optical and tape interlock projection.

Print service dept. for inspection and shipping.

Film advisory counselling service, research

and script writing. Approx. 100 permanent
staff. Administrative offices and facilities

under one ronf in Transfilm Building (N.Y. i.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Profits Preferred i U.S.

Plywood Corp.l : The Pitch: Your Brother's

House (Greater New York Fundi: Opportu-

nities Unlimited (Life Magazine) ; Through
the Looking Glass (General Electric Co.);

The Story of Oil Marketing (Shell Oil Co.) ;

Build for Profit (E. L du Pont de Nemours).
Slidefilms: To Your Good Health i Life

Magazine & National Wholesale Druggists

Assn.) ; Complaints Are Opportunities in Dis-

guise (E. I. du Pont de Nemours) ; Walter
Reed & the Conquest of Yellow Fever (Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co.) ; Your Heating
Opportunities in 19.56 (Crane Co.) ; A Flight

Plan for Your Future (Republic Aviation) ;

Distributor Sales Development Program — 6

slidefilms (General Electric Company). TV
CoMMERCi.ALs: For Minute Maid ( Ted Bates') ;

Noxon Polish; Bankers Trust Co. (Rose-Mar-
tin I ; Old Gold ( Lennen & Newell i : Old Spice

(Wesley Associates!; Pontiac: Saran Wi'ap:
Scotch Brand Cellophane Tape. Cadillac: Dow
Chemical Products (MacManus, -John &
Adams I : Platex; Rheingold Beer; Spry: Im-
perial Margarine fFoote, Cone & Belding i

;

Prestone; Winstons; Ballantine Beer; Camels;
Cavalier Cigarettes; Coca-Cola: Salems (Wil-

liam Esteyi; RCA Victor Records: Exquisite

Form Brassieres; 5-Day Deodorant; Gruen
Watch: Hoffman Mixers (Grey Advertising);
RCA Victor TV Sets (Kenyon & Eckhardt) :

Tide; Gaines Dog Food (Benton & Bowles):
Speidel Watchbands (Norman, Craig & Kum-

mel) : Betty Crocker Cake Mixes: DuPont
products (B. B. D. & O.'i ; GE Radios & Televi-

vision Sets; Gillette (Maxon); and others.

TRIDENT FILMS, INC.

510 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 9-3580

Date of Organization : March. 1947

Charles F. Schwep, President

Guy K. Benson, Vice-President

Dorothy E. Schuster, Secretary

Services: Program development from original

research to finished film. Institutional, com-
mercial, documentai\v and training films; spe-

cializing in public attitude films for general

TV and special audiences. Also marionettes.

Facilities: 16mm and 35mm cameras, dollies,

lighting equipment, standard editing rooms,

screening. Storage, camera and equipment
truck. Permanent creative, directorial and
editing staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: HO.JA Series—IV (United

States Information Agency i ; Program Pilot

(Volunteers of America). TV Commercials
(and service films i for: Fry-Cadbury Choco-

late Co. : Breck Shampoo ( Canada ) ; Revlon

International (Canada); Ogilvie Flour Mills:

Wash 'n Dri; Macdonald Tobacco Co.

7r
UNIFILMS, INC.

329 East 47th Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 8-9325, 8-9326

Date of Organization; 1949

Charles E. Gallagher, President

Arline Garson, Secretary

Clarence Smit, Treasurer
Richard Maury, Senior Writer
Robert Stringer, Senior Director

Leonard Hirschfield, Senior Cameraman
Newton Avrutis, Senior Engineer

Services: Business and Television films; 16

and 35mm Slidefilms and filmographs. Live art

and cartoon. Specialty: The Nan-ative Drama.
Facilities: Staff of seventeen, and 8,000

square feet in Midtown Manhattan. 90 foot

sound stage. Permanent kitchen ; 10 channels

of tape; Art department; dressing rooms;
Kodachrome printer; vault; Editing rooms;
50,000 watts of studio lighting. Animation
stand. Music library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: .-ill Of a Sudden

( Socony
Mobil Oil Co.) ; Trains, Tracks and Safety
Facts (Pennsylvania Railroad); Picnic at the

Proving Grounds I Pontiac); Steady Work.
Steady Pay ( National Assn. of Manufac-
turers) ; Blueprint for Progress ( Servel,

Inc.); Loaded Wires (Federal Pacific Electric

Co.) ; Lubricated Pltig Valves (Walworth
Co.). Slidefilms: Cash Comeback (Yale &
Towne Mfg. Co. i ; Seven Golden Benefits

I Federal Pacific Electric Co.). Television
Films: Six programs for American Medical
.Association.
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UNITED STATES PRODUCTIONS, INC.

5 East 57th Street, New York 22, N.Y.

Production Center: 108 E. 56th St., N.Y.C.

Phone: PLaza 1-1710

Date of Organization: 1955

Branch Office : 4000 Massachusetts Avenue,

Washington, D. C; John Holman, in chg.

Francis C. Thayer, President

Thomas H. Wolf, Vice-Pres., Creative Dir.

Rene Bras, Vice-Pres., Creative Services

Carroll Bagley, Vice-President, Sales

Ellis Sard, Associate Producer

Arthur Zegart, Associate Producer

John L. Thayer, Service Manager
Robert W. Asman, Production Manager

Services: Production of theatrical, television

and indu.strial motion pictures, sound slide-

films, filmstrips and TV commercials. Facili-

ties: Complete facilities for 35mm or 16mm
live or animated motion pictures and sound

slidefilms.

INFORMATION PRODUCTIONS
(Division of U.S. Productions, Inc.)

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Change at Haverstraw:

Someone Is Watchi7ig (New York State De-

partment of Health) ; No Less Precious (Na-

tional Association for Retarded Children) ;

Secrets of the Reef (Marine Studios, Inc.) ;

Atoms for Peace — Scientific Advancement

( United States Information Agency) ; Every-

one Can Write; There's a Book for Everyone;

Planning Together ( McGraw-Hill Book Co.) ;

The Big Fi.r (CBS-Hytron) ; Air Pou-er—film

services (CBS Television). TV Commercials:

For Upjohn Company; National Assn. for Re-

tarded Children: Democratic National Com-
mittee; Pan American World Airways.

SCIENCE PICTURES, INC.

(Division of U.S. Productions. Inc.)

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
IhrnoN Pictures: Cities Service Camera Tour

(Cities Service Oil Co.) ; Principles of Respir-

atory .Mechanics—Parts III and IV (National

Foundation for Infantile Paralysis') : .4 Study

of Seven Publications ( Re.ader's Digest) ;

Flexin (McNeil Laboratories) : .Annual Report

( Pitney-Bowes, Inc.); The F-27 Story (Fair-

child Engine & Aircraft Corp.); Madeline's

Christmas (McCall's Magazine^ ; Boonton-

ware (Boonton Molding Company). Slide-

film: .4 Cor Is Born (Western Printing &
Lithographing Co."). TV Commercials for

Bethlehem Steel Co.; Triple S Stamps: Swanee

Paper Products; Red-L Frozen Foods: FFV
Cookies; Cities Service Oil Company.

UPA Pictures, Inc.

60 East 56th Street. New York 22, N.Y.

Phone : PLaza 8-1405

Charles D. McCormick, Vice-President, in

charge

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

Qualified Specialists in Business and Television Film Production
K Experienceii users of visual communicatiuns of a competent film producer. Only companies

in business, industry and government look to supplying minimum client reference data ai-e

the Annual Production Review listing pages given unqualified listing in these pages. Look

for basic reference data, carefully collated and to Business Screen for the best buyer's guide

complete as a primary step in the selection reference data in 1957. S'
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METROPOLITAN NEW YORK:

VAN PRAAG PRODUCTIONS

1900 Broachvav, New York 19, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 7-2687 (TWX: NY 1-2687)

Branches: 2301 Dime Building, Detroit 26.

Phone: WOodward 2-4896. Alan Schmier.

Mgr.; 3143 Ponce de Leon Blvd., Coral

Gables, Miami, Florida. Phone: Highland

4-3191. Harry J. Walsh, .Jr., Vice-Pres.

in chargr: liV! Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

46. Calif.: Phone: HOllywood 2-1141.

Gene Harrison, Mgr.

Date of Organization: 1950

William Van Praag, President

Marc S. Asch, Executive Vice-President

Bert Lawrence, Vice-President

Gilbert M. Williams, Director of Production

Hugh S. Hole, Vice-President. Hollywood

Harry J. Walsh, Jr., Vice-President. Miami
Alan Schmier, General Manager. Detroit

Gene Harrison, General Manager. Hollywood

William E. Schappert, Administratioii

Anita M. Palumbo. Business Manager
Robert Van Praag, Distribution

Oscar Canstein, Chief Editor

Daniel Karoff, Production Manager
Lois Gray. Acccounting

Joan Abner, Casting

Services: Theatrical, documentary, commer-
cial, television and industrial films in black &
white and in color; distribution. Facilities:

Complete sound studios and mobile units.

Creative, art, casting, editorial and distribu-

tion services. Film vaults, projection and

other related facilities and services.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: How to Make a TV Com-
mercial (Ford Motor Company); Autody-

namics (Dodge Division, Chrysler Corp.);

1956 Orange Bowl I Orange Bowl Committee).

TV Commercials: For Aluminum Ltd.;

American Cancer Society; American Plywood;

Ballantine Beer; Bank of Manhattan; Bulova

Radios and Watches; Chase National Bank;

Chevrolet; Chrysler Corporation; Colgate

Shave Cream; Conoco; Crown Zipper; Delco

Batteries; Dodge Cars & Trucks; Esso; Ester-

brook Pens; Exide Batteries; Flagg Shoes;

Fle.xalum Venetian Blinds; Ford Motor Com-
pany; General Motors Corporation; Gillette;

Grape Nuts Flakes; International Nickel; Lin-

coln Cars; Kellogg Pep: Mercury: Oscar

Mayer; Palmolive: Puffed Wheat & Rice;

Radio Free Europe; RCA; RCA Whirlpool;

Richard Hudnut; Studebaker; Sweetheart

Soap; Westinghouse; Williams Shave Cream;
Wonder Bread and others.

VAVIN, INC.

(Video & Visual Information Films)

134 East •57th Street, New York 22, N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 8-5897

Date of Organization: 1948

Branch Offices: 72 Boulevard Raspail, Paris

XVI, France. Mme. Yvonne Oberlin,

Manager. 9 Blumenstrasse, Buderich-

Dusseldorf, Germany. N. Z. Moreno,
Manager.

Richard de Rochemont, Pres., Ch. of Board
Gerald E. Weiler, Erecutive Vice-Pres.

Helen B. de Rochemont, Vice-President

Ruth Teksmo, Secretary, Asst. Treasurer

N. Z. Moreno, Vice-President

Joseph Stultz, Vice-President

Services: Production of documentary, indus-

trial, pub. relations and travel films for theat-

rical, non-theatrical and television. Production

of closed-circuit presentations. Facilities:

Production and editorial for 35mm and 16mm
color and black & white in U.S. and overseas

locations.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Motoroma 1956 (General

Motors); France For Fun (French Govern-

ment Tourist Office") ; Aluminum in Modern
Architecture — one hour closed cii'cuit pro-

gram, live and film ( Reynolds Metals Co. ) ;

Public Relations Film Series (Reader's Digest

Assn.) ; Public Relations Film Series (Life

Magazine); Party at the Potters (French

Wine Committee) ; Balloons Against Com-
munism; Iron Curtain (Crusade for Free-

dom) ; Brancusi Exhibition (The Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum).

VISUALSCOPE, INCORPORATED
103 Park Avenue, New York. N.Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 3-3738

Date of Incorporation ; 1955

John H. Rose. Jr., President, Sales Manager
Manny Rey, Vice-President. Art Director

Robert G. Taylor, Secretary-Treasurer.

Production Manager
Wally Bestard Vincenty, Assf. Sales Mgr.

Services: Audio-visual presentations includ-

ing the Visualscope wide-screen slide or film-

strip, regular filmstrip and slides, Vu-Graphs,

slide motion pictures. Facilities: Complete

art department, photographic studio, staff

script writer, projection equipment and record-

ing facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Today's Plan, Tomorrow's Profits

(Esso Standard Oil Co.) ; Kissin Cousin:

.4cro.5o/ (Dow Chemical Co.l ; Double Take:

Magazine Plan for 1957 (The Borden Com-
pany) ; Mobilgas R (Socony Mobil Oil Com-
pany); Opportunities Unlimited — series of

six films (Youngstown Kitchens Div., Amer-

ican Standard Corp.) ; Colgate Dental Cream
(Colgate-Palmolive Co.). Widescreen Slide-

films: Telachron: Metallic Rectifiers (General

Electric Co.) ; Behind Post Covers (Sat. Eve-

ning Post) ; Carrier Means Business (Carrier

Corp. I ; World Premiere (Four Roses Dis-

tillers); Tremetidous (Pan American World

Airways) : Operation Opportunity — series of

14 films (Colgate-Palmolive Co.) ; Division

and Dealer Films (Socony Mobil Oil Co.) ; and

others.

ROGER WADE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

15 West 46th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Phone: Circle 7-6797

Date of Organization : 1946

Date of Incorporation: 1957

Roger Wade, President

George Heidemann, Studio Manager
Clyde Strohsahl, Art Director

Anne KoUer, Production Coordinator

Services: Production of industrial motion pic-

tures ( b&w and color) ; sound slidefilms; slides

and slide presentations; TV commercials. Fa-

cilities; Studio with editing room and equip-

ment; dark rooms, animation stand, 16 & 35-

mm cameras, complete still equipment and

processing facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Washington, Shrine of

American Patriotism (Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road) ; Song of the Iron Road (Associated

Railroads of New Jersey) . Slidefilms: Thin

Film Evaporometer (Shell Oil Company) ; The
Epic Story of Agent Plus (Equitable Life

Assurance Society of U.S.); Better Driving

(Shell Oil Company). TV Commercials:
Carrier Corp. (N. W. Ayer & Son) ; American

Optometric Association (John Patterson) ;

National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis;

General Slicing Co. (Lewin, Williams & Say-

lor).

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

385 Madison Avenue, New Y'ork City, N.Y.

Phone : PLaza 9-0854

T. H. Westerman, Vice-President, in charge

(See complete listing under Chicago area)

WILLARD PICTURES, INC.

45 West 45th Street. New York 36. N.Y.

Phone: JUdson 2-04.30

Branch Office: Editorial, Cutting, Projec-

tion, Recording, Animation: 550 Fifth

Avenue, N.Y.

Date of Organization : 1932

John M. Squiers, Jr., President

S. A. Scribner, Jr., Vice-President

S. H. Childs, Treasurer

Services: Industrial, medical, educational,

sales and job training motion pictures and

slidefilms; training films for U.S. Armed
Forces and Governmental agencies: theatri-

cals; television film shows and commei'cials.

Facilities; Mitchell NC cameras and camera-

top station wagons, portable generators, field

sound recording instruments; pioneer in in-

dustry techniques and equipment; color pro-

duction in East and South America for theat-

rical producers; animation department; pro-

jection and cutting rooms; creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Geigy Development (Geigy

Chemical Corp. ) ; For More Tomorrows
( Lederle Laboratories Div., American Cyan-

amid Co.); Your Income Tax (American In-

stitute of Accountants) : This is Epilepsy

(Parke, Davis & Co.) ; training films for U.S.

Navy, U.S. Air Force, etc. TV Commerci.4Ls;

For various clients and agencies.

WINIK FILMS CORP.

250 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y.

Phone: Circle 6-7360

Date of Incorporation: 1939

Leslie Winik, President. Sales

Richard Winik, Vice-President, Production

Estelle Rosen, Secretary

Services: Produce and distribute filmed tele-

vision shows; specialize in sports stock shots;

produce industrial films and TV commercials.

Facilities: Personnel and equipment for

above services.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Basketball Techniques

(U.S. Rubber) ; Great Knockouts; Madison
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Square Garden i House of Seagram i ; Basket-
ball 1956 (Converse Rubber); Football High-
lights 1956 I Princeton University) ; Football
Highlights (New York Football Giants) ; The
Harlem Globetrotters (A. I. M. Saperstein
Associates); Marciano-Moore Title Fight
(United Artists); Robinson-Fullmer Title

Fight (International Boxing Club); All Stars

(National Basketball Association:.

Raphael G. Wolff Studios, Inc.

330 Park Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 5-5386

Dicran Nahigian. in charge

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area>

MID-ATLANTIC STATES

New York State

HOLLAND-WEGMAN PRODUCTIONS
197 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo 2. N.Y.
Phone: MAdison 7411

Date of Organization : 1952

Sheldon C. Holland, Partner
Edward J. Wegman, Partner
James I. Allan, Editorial Chief
Paul G. Ent, Director of Photography
Andrew J. MacGowan, Jr.,

Senior Writer-Director

John V. Gates, Sound Chief
Nancy A. Getman, Production Coordinator
Gordon J. Christopherson, Art Director
Floyd G. Stratton, Laboratory Manager

Services: 16 and 35mm films for business, in-

dustry and television : Sales promotion, public

relations, educational, medical and scientific.

Commercials and programs for television, in

color or black and white. Facilities: Complete
creative, production and laboratory facilities

under one roof. Sound stage, blimped 16 and
35mm studio cameras, magnetic film recorders.

4 channel magnetic film mixing, ^4 inch mag-
netic sync recorder, animation and art depart-
ment ; complete, Acme animation stand ; crea-
tive staff, music libi-ary, laboratory for
processing, printing and edge numbering;
fireproof film vault.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Fourth Seacoast—one
of five films (St. Lawrence Seaway Develop-
ment Corp. 1 ; Tire Building Operations (Dun-
lop Tire & Rubber Corp.) ; Verdict (Buffalo
Community Chest); Time to Relax (Barcalo
Manufacturing Co.) ; These, Too, Are Ours
(Niagara Falls Community Chest). Slide-
films: You Can't Do Business From an Empty
Wagon; The Green Thumb (National Gypsum
Co.) ; Goulds Builds Better Pumps; The
Goulds Team (Goulds Pumps, Inc.) ; For the
Eyes of Daystrotn Representatives Only; Par-
rott & Bluffo (Daystrom Furniture Co.). TV
Commercials for: Wildroot; N.Y. Telephone
Co.; Keebler Biscuit Co.; Birge Wallpaper;
John Labatt, Ltd.; Fanny Farmer, etc.

McLARTY PICTURE PRODUCTIONS
45-47 Stanley Street, Buffalo 6, N.Y.
Phone : Taylor 0332

Date of Organization: 1934

Henry D. McLarty, Owner and Exec. Prod.

Services: Exclusively 16mm industrial, scien-

tific and educational films; 16mm short sub-

jects and spots for television. Facilities:

Sound stages, Maurer cameras. Stancil-Hoff-

man magnetic recording system. J. A. Maurer
optical recording system, mobile truck facil-

ities for industrial coverage.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Polyurethane Foam (Na-
tional Aniline Div., Allied Chemical & Dye
Corp.) ; This Is Mystic Seaport (Mystic Sea-

port) ; The Marine Historical Association

(Charles Harrison) ; The Dedication of WBUF
(N.B.C.) ; The Union Metal Story (Union

Metal Corp.).

District of Columbia

AMERICAN FILM SERVICES

2153 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Phone: Republic 7-1803

Date of Organization : 1946

Henry V. Hoagland, President

Services: Producers of 16mm sound films

specializing in public relations films for col-

leges and universities for fund raising, alumni

relations ; also producers of sport films for in-

struction and entertainment. Distribution out-

lets throughout United States using some 25

regional educational film libraries. Facilities:

Contract for sound and editing with companies

specializing in that work. ( None owned.

)

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Unto the Hills (Colgate

Rochester Divinity School) ; The Crozer Story

(Crozer Theological Seminary) ; This Is Penn-
sylvania (University of Pennsylvania) ; Where
Do We Go From Here? (University of Vir-

ginia).

(Onlv 1956 references submitted)

Atlas Film Corporation

714 Warner Building, Washington 4, D.C.

( See complete listing under Chicago area

)

BYRON, INC.

1226 Wisconsin Avenue. Washington 7, D.C.

Phone: FEderal 3-4000

Date of Organization: 1938

Byron Roudabush, President

Dudley Spruill, V. P. and General Manager
Peter J. Agnew, Secretary

George T. Meriken, Production Manager

Services: 16mm films for television, training,

sales and public relations. Facilities: Lab-

oratory
—"Color-Correct" printing, processing,

sound striping, color negative-positive process

using EK film. Studio — sound recording,

sound stage, art, titles, animation, photog-

raphy, editorial.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Operation Kids; Big Men
and Small Boats (Federal Civil Defense);

.ibriendo Nuevo Senda^ (United States Infor-

mation Agency ) ; Five Keys ( U.S. Post Office

Dept.i ; Shrimp Tips (U.S. Dept. of Interior) ;

Hassa)i Discovers tlie World of Oil; Trachoma;
Your Job and Oil; The Battle Against Malaria

I Studio Alliance); Town and Country Time
(RCA) ; Navy Boilers (U.S. Navy).

jf rn Ul- if ij
MIDDLE ATLANTIC

CREATIVE ARTS STUDIO, INC.

814 H Street, N.W., Washington 1, D.C.

Phone: REpublic 7-7152

Date of Organization: 1940

Milton R. Tinsley, President

George W. Snowden, Vice-President

Lloyd B. MacEwen, Treasurer

Arthur C. Iddings, Production Director

Melvin M. Emde, Art Director

Marvin J. Fryer, Animation and Design

Martin S. Konigmacher, Project Director

Frank S. Stewart, Technical Design

Laura C. Timmons, Office Manager

Services : Motion pictures—commercial, train-

ing, educational and informational; TV com-

mercials; slidefilms and slides; charts; art

work of all types; scripts; creative exhibits

design; kit materials, etc. Facilities: 35mm
and 16mm animation, still photography,

titling, research and writing, designing and

complete art service.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Role of the Warden
(Federal Civil Defense Administration). TV
Commercials: For Savings Bonds Division,

U.S. Dept. of Treasury; McCann-Erickson.

( Only 1956 references submitted)

NATIONAL FILM STUDIOS
(formerly Capital Film Studios)

105 11th Street, S.E., Washington, D.C.

Phone: Lincoln 6-8822

Date of Organization: 1953

Harold A. Keats, President

F. William Hart, Vice-President

Services: Service facility for producers. Fa-

cilities: Studios, 16mm and 35mm cameras,

lighting, grip equipment and personnel. RCA
Sound Recording supplied by Capital Film

Laboratories, Inc.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Studio facilities for New
Family in Town (Robert J. Enders, Inc. for

Federal Civil Defense Administration) ; New
Story of Milk (Robert J. Enders, Inc. for E.x-

Cello Corporation); Fresh Out of Water

(James Lee Productions for U.S. Fish & Wild-

life Administration) ; The Boss (Drew Pear-

son Trailers for United Artists Corp.) ;

F.B.I. Training Films (Norwood Studios for

Federal Bureau of Investigation) ; Report to

the People (Caravel Films, Inc. for the Repub-

lication National Committee). TV Films:

Drew Ppocsoh TV Series (Milton Hammer);
Reporters Roundup (Washington Video Pro-

ductions) ; James Carey Speaks (Henry J.

Kaufman & Associates) ; The Christophers

(Robert J. Enders, Inc.). Foreign language

versions of Report From America (U.S. In-

formation Agency )

.

Stanley Neal Productions, Inc.

Munsey Building, Washington, D.C.

Phone': STerling 3-0918

A. A. Ulin, representative

(See complete listing in New York City area)
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MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES:

District of Columbia: Continued

United States Productions, Inc.

4000 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D.C.

John Holman, in charge

(See complete li.sting in New York City area)

Maryland

NORWOOD STUDIOS

Norwood Road, RFD * .3, Rockville, Md.

Phone: WHitehall 2-75.51

Date of Organization : 1951

Phillip Martin Jr., Owner-Producer
Nicholas Webster, Director

Ray N. Mahan, Sales Representative

HoUis R. Boyd, Secretary

Donald F. Bates, Unit Manager
Carl W. Fowler, Jr., Editorial

Services: Production of motion pictures. Fa-

cilities: No physical equipment listed—other

than trucks and station wagons. Editorial and

projection facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: It Can Be Done i University

of Pennsylvania I : The Salvage Rocket; Single

Action Revolver: The Chief Clerk's Office;

Double Action Revolver (Federal Bureau of

Investigation).

STARK-FILIVIS

537 N, Howard .Street, Baltimore 1, Md.
Phone: LE. 9-3391

Date of Organization: not given

Milton Stark, President

Ro.se C. Stark, Secretary

Casper Falkenhan, Production Mgr.
Harold Elkin, Purchasing, Personnel Mgr.

Services: Produce 16mm color, b&w silent and

sound tilms. Facilities: Small studio: com-

plete 16mm camera and production equipment;

cover Eastern U.S, region.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Admirals in tlie Making
(National Dairy Council); The Milestone

(National Polio Foundation); Baltimore—
World Port (City of Baltimore); The Girl

Witii the Lamp (Maryland Society for Med-
ical Reseai-ch I ; Drug Addiction — a Medical

Hazard (restricted release for University of

Maryland and Fed. Bureau of Narcotics).

New Jersey

Feature Story Productions

424 Clinton Place, Newark, New Jersey

Phone: WAverly 3-7018

Leo Loewenthal, in charge

(See complete listing under Florida area)

ON FILM, INC.

33 Witherspoon Street, Princeton, N.J.

Phone: PRinceton 1-6008

Date of Organization: 1951

Branches: 10 East 49th Street, New York
City. Phone: PLaza 9-1976. Malcolm

Scott, Manager. 101 Investment Building,

Pittsburgh 22. Phone: COurt 1-0121.

John Thompson, Manager.

Robert Bell, President

Frederick Johnston, Jr., Treasurer

Tracy Ward, Executive Producer

Malcolm Scott. Director of Sales, East
John Thompson, Director of Sales, Midwest
Gustave Eisenmann, Production Coordinator

Coni Johnston, Associate Producer
Barbi Norris, Associate Producer
John Peckham, Associate Producer

Joseph Cole, Writer-Director

Mel London, Writer-Director

Carlo Arcamone, Supervising Editor

Yngvar Haslestad. Director of Distribution

Services: Creation, production and distribu-

tion of motion pictures, sound slidefilms and
TV commercials for industry, government,

agriculture and television. Public relations,

sales promotion, special purpose, merchandis-

ing, medical and training films. Facilities:

16mm and 35mm cameras, 5500 sq. ft. sound

stage, animation stand and camera, magnetic

recorders, art department, staff writers, direc-

tors, editors and artists.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Color and Te.cture in Alu-

minum (Aluminum Company of America) ;

Alice in Washington (American Airlines,

Inc.) ; At Any Given Moment ('American Ex-

press Company) ; Trying on Your New Home
I American Gas Association) ; From the

Ground Up (Atlas Supply Company); New
Faces. New Places ( Family Circle Magazine) ;

Your Home As Y(ju Like It (Pittsburgh Plate

Glass Co.).

THE PRINCETON FILM CENTER, INC.

Carter Road, Princeton, N,J.

Phone: Princeton 1-3550

Date of Incorporation : 1941

Gordon Knox, President

Alfred Califano, Executive Vice-President

Robert Molusky, Vice-President & Secretary

Services; Production and distribution of films

for television and business use. Facilities:

Studio, Western Electric licensees; 35 & 16nim

cameras; editing facilities; mobile production

unit,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Your Fair Sliare (Welfare

Federation, Newark, N.J.) ; Pilot's Report

( Grumman Aircraft Co.) ; Americans at Home
(Lennox China, Towle Silver, Tiffin Glass);

Today's Horizons in Health (Young's Co.).

Television Films: Rural Review (Allis

Chalmers Co. )

.

RIVERSIDE PICTURES

North Hackensack, New Jersey

Phone: Teaneck 6-2986

Date of Organization: 1945

Ed. W. Benson, Proprietor

Services; Sales promotion, public relations

and training motion pictures. Slidefilms

(color — sound). Facilities: Equipped for

16mm productions in color and sound,

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Marine Si)ccd Merc)iants

(Gulf Oil Corp. I ; Operation E;cpedite (Fed-

eral Telephone & Radio Corp. ) ; Transco in

New Jersey (Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line

Corp.); Christmas Seals at Work (Bergen

County Tuberculosis & Health Assn.) ; Sando-

pan DTC ( Sandoz Chemical Works).

STAR INFORMATIONAL FILMS

240 West Front Street, Plainfield, N.J.

Phone: Plainfield .5-8343

Date of Organization: 1955

Arthur Krienke, Owner and Exec. Prod.

Services: Industrial, sales and scientific films

from script to screen. Facilities: 16mm
Mitchell camera; stop motion, time-lapse

equipment; special camera stand, tape and

synchronous magnetic recorders; title, special

effects stand; synchronous and interlock pro-

jection; editing facilities; lighting equipment;

special effects shop.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; A New Way to Get More

Eggs: More Beef at Less Cost (Chas. Pfizer &
Co., Inc.) ; Atlas 1957 Point of Sale Program

(Commercial Photo Co.) ; In Memory Of (Lake

Nelson Memorial Park).

( Onlv 1956 references submitted)

Pennsylvania

DeFRENES COMPANY
1909 Buttonwood St., Philadelphia ,30, Pa.

Phone: RIttenhouse 6-1686

Date of Organization: 1916

Joseph DeFrenes, President

Edward P. deNinno, Vice-Pres., Prod. Mgr.

Richard DeFrenes, Secty., Asst. Prod. Mgr.

Frank Heininger, Writer-Director

Michael Levanios, Jr., Director

Stephen A. Ciechon, Editorial Chief

Harry E. Zeigler, Jr., Art, Animation Dir.

Peter Montefusco, Robt. Smith, Lee Davis,

Cameramen
Barney Rogan, Paul Litecky, Sound Engrs.

Services: 16 & 35mm motion picture produc-

tions from script development, production,

audience testing, national distribution. Color,

black-and-white; sound, silent; animation;

filmagraphs, slidefilms; TV films and commer-

cials. Facilities: Sound stage ".A." 80' x 100'.

Sound stage "B" 40' x 60'. RCA Sound system

including 35mm magnetic and film channels-

complete recording and re-recording facilities

for both film and tape. Looping facilities.

Lighting equipment available to outside pro-

ducers on rental basis. Music library. Film

storage vault. 35mm and 16mm cameras and

dollies.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: for Atlantic Refining Co.;

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc, ; Burroughs Corpora-

tion; General Electric Co.; Radio Corp. of

America; Reading Railroad; Rohm & Haas;

Textile Machine Works; U.S. Steel Corp.; and

U.S. Air Force. Titles not provided.

MICHENER & O'CONNOR, INC.

1007 N. Front St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Phone; CEdar 4-5988

Date of Incorporation; not given

Edward C. Michener, President

Walter G. O'Connor, V.P. in Charge of Sales

Henry L. Miller, Director, Mo. Pic. Studios
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Services; Motion picture production; slide-

films: sound recording; art services. Facil-

ities: creative, art. sound recording and photo-

graphic equipment i motion picture and still).

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictires: MiracU ai Papir P. H.

Glatfelter Co. i ; Know Your Hockey i Hershey
Hockey Club) ; Men of Vision (Republican

State Committee. Pa.t. Slidefilms: Room Air
<£ Snorkel: Residential & Commercial Air

Conditioning i York-Borg-Warner i . TV CoM-
MERCI.\LS: for Medical Society of Pa. (20 >;

Heart As.sn.. State of Pa.: Blue Cross ( 12 i
:

Republican State Committee 1 20 1 : Reese's

Peanut Butter Cups: Bureau of Employment
Security, Pa.

NORTH AMERICAN FILM CORPORATION
lOi; E. lOth Street. Erie, Pa.

Phone: 2-649:3

Date of Organization : 1953

Don Lick, President

Charles R. Bick, Secretary-Treasrirer

Clinton .J. Bebell, Chairman of Board
Don Okel, Production Chief

.Jack Bullock, Chief Cameraman

Services; Complete 3.5mm and 16mm produc-

tion service from planning to finished project.

16mm and :3.5nim and slidefilms, black and
white or color. 16mm negative — positive and
reversal processing. 16mm Kinescope. F.\CIL-

ITIES: Two 16mm Auricons. .3.5mm Bell and
Howell studio camera, two animation stands

(35mm and 16mm), complete recording facil-

ities for lip sync and post recording, editing,

B & H model J for A & B printing with fades

& dissolves, two Bridgamatic processing ma-
chines, script writers and artists.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Creative Planning (General

Electric Company) ; Gentle Power ( Struthers

Wells Corp. I : Hammermill Neicsyrama (Ham-
mermill Paper Companyl ; Pennsylvania's Per-

fect Playground ( Conneaut Lake Parkl ; The
Pintype Gooseneck Trailer (Rogers Bros.

Corp.). Slidefilms: .4 Better Community
fNational Plazas, Inc.) ; The Sick Can't Wait
("Hamot Hospital Fund). TV Commerci.\ls;

for General Electric; Koehler Beer; United
Oil Co., etc.

On Film, Inc.

101 Investment Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Phone: COurt 1-0121

•John Thompson, Manager

(See complete listing under New .Jersey area)

4f
Frederick K. Rockett Company

1022 Forljes Street, Pittsburgh ID, Pa.

Phone: EXpress 1-1846

( See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

a.
^\

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Phone : GRant 1-6240

Ralph Maitland, District Manager

(See complete listing under Chicago area)

SOUTHEASTERN STATES

FLORIDA • GEORGIA • KENTUCKY
AND TENNESSEE

Florida

FEATURE STORY PRCDUCTIONS
Winston Building, Clermont, Florida
Phone: EXeter 4-4652; 4-5511

Date of Organization: 1955

Branch: 424 Clinton Place, Newark, N. J.,

Leo Lowenthal, in charge

Rosemary Young, Owner, Producer
Leo Lowenthal, Director of Production
Max Glenn, Chief Cameraman
Joe Sanchez, Scenario
Herb Starr, Art Director
Calmer Koester, Still Photography
Lucille Young, Distribution Manager

Services: Production of color, b&w 16mm
films, slides, transparencies and stills. Sales
promotion, training, educational, documen-
taries; travel and public relations films. No
TV commercials. F.acilities: 16mm: Arriflex,

Cine-Special, AK cameras: sound recorders:
projection, cutting and editing rooms; com-
pletely-ecjuipped darkroom.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Weekeyid in Paradise
I Paradise Point, Fla.) : Playland of the Sea-
way ( Alexandria, N.Y. Chamber of Com-
merce) ; Florida Viewpoint fCitrus Tower.
Clermont, Fla. i ; Regatta Day ("Mount Dora,
Fla. Chamber of Commerce) ; Silver Dollar
Cruise fEustis, Fla. Chamber of Commerce) :

Crystal River Boat-A-Cruise CPovt Paradise
Hotel, Crvstal River. Fla.) ; Forward March
("Haines City, Fla. Chamber of Commerce &
C. G. Conn Band Instrument Co.).

RAINBOW PICTURES, INC.

5711 Dixie Highway. S. Miam.i. Florida
Phone: MOhawk o-:3524

Date of Organization: 1948

Walter Resce, President
Ruth B. Resce. Sec.-Treas., Scripts

Frank Brodock. General Sales Manager
Willard -Jones. Production Chief
Oscar Barber, Editing and Direction

Services: 35mm. 16mm production of indus-
trial, educational and television films. Writing,
editing and supervision. Complete 35mm and
16mm color, b&w animation. F-iClLlTlES:

3.5mm BNC Mitchell, :3.5mm NC Mitchell,

16mm Mitchell. 3.5mm RCA magnetic sound;
16mm magnetic sound. Two air-conditioned
studios: complete 16 and 35mm editing serv-
ices.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Training Film (U.S. Air
Force); Serutan-Geritol (Pharmaceuticals.
Inc.) ; Dental Clinic TDade County Dental
Clinic); Miami Beach Story (City of Miami
Beach); Pan American Bank (August Dorr
Advertising ) ; Mending Hearts ( Cardiac Hos-
pital). Overseas production: The Bells of St.

Peters. Old Pompeii (Italy) ; Hawaiian Lei
Day (Hawaii). Television Films: 26 quarter
hour films

—

Glamour Unlimited series: 78
quarter hour films .4 Song Is Born.

WURTELE FILM PRODUCTIONS
2302 Diversified Way. Orlando. Florida

Phone; 9755

Date of Organization: 1938

Harold S. Wurtele, Oicner, Executive Prod.

Elizabeth G. Wurtele, Production Assistant

M. A. McDaniels. -Jr.. Production Assistant

Wynk Boulware, Art Department

Services: Producers of 16mm sound motion
pictures—black and white and color—Com-
mercial, educational, industrial, institutional,

promotional and television. F.\cilities : Sound
stage, .screening room, editing room, camera
truck equipment : Auricon-Pro sound cam-
era; Maurer professional camera; Cine Kodak
special cameras; Filmo-70 cameras: Maurer
16mm recording system: magnetic film and

tape recorders; location lighting equipment.

etc.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Destructive Loads on .Air-

craft in Flight (Radiation. Inc.); Highway
Construction; Movable Interiors (United
Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners of Amer-
ica i ; Sunshine on the Shelf (Southern Fruit

Distributors, Inc.) ; Teaching Traffic Safety

(Greater Orlando Chamber of Commerce).

Van Praag Productions, Inc.

3143 Ponce de Leon Blvd.. Coral Cables, Fla.

Phone; Highland 4-3191: TWX MM-494
Harry J. Walsh. Jr., Vice-President

(See complete listing in New York City area)

Georgia

BEELAND FILM PRODUCTIONS

752 Spring Street. N.W.. Atlanta 8. Georgia

Phone: TRinity 6-7558

Date of Organization: 1938 ( Chas. Beeland

Co.)

C. D. Beeland, Exectitive Producer

D. S. Phillips, Production Manager
H. L. ( Chick ) Wilson, Sales

L. E. McCumber, Director of Photography
Millie Stine. Chief .Accountant

Edward Burris. Laboratory Manager
John Home. Lab.. Mechanical Supervisor

Johnson Duncan, Sound Eyigineer

E. C. Bangs, Electrical Supervisor

E. Beeland, MaTie-7ep

Services; Cinemascope, industrial and com-

mercial motion pictures, filmagraphs. sound

slidefilms. TV programs and commercials, an-

imation. 16 and 35mm Jet Spray processing,

sound recording, b&w and color printing. Fa-

cilities; Modern air-conditioned building

with sound proof studios, 3 mobile units. 16 &
35mm cameras, lighting, recording, dollies.

Complete 16 and 35mm laboratory facilities.

Western Electric sound channels.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Preventive Medicine; You
Don't Stand Still (U.S. Air Force) ; The Jour-

ney (Michigan State University) ; Barry

Steam Plant (Alabama Power Company) ;

Football Highlights of 1956 (Georgia Tech

Athletic Assn.): SLIDEFILMS: A Punch Where

It Counts; The View Master (The Coca-Cola

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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SOUTHEASTERN STATES:

Georgia: Continued

BEELAND FILM PRODS. Cont'd.

Company!. Television Films: The States-

man Quartet—series of 26 fifteen min. films

I McCann-Erickson Inc.i. TV Commercials:

For National Biscuit Co.: Coca-Cola (McCann-
Erickson, Inc. 1 ; Interstate Life & Accident

Insurance Co. i Phillip Denton Adv. > ; Pet

Milk (George I. Clarke Co.) : Grippo. Inc. (B.

T. Fr. & Eastman-Scott > : Colonial Bread.

Delta Airlines ^ Burke, Dowling Adams, Inc.).

INTERNATIONAL SOUND FILMS, INC.

220 Pharr Road, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia

Phone : CEdar 7-0844

Date of Incorporation: August, 1952

George M. Kirkland, President, Treasurer

Evelyn E. Kirkland. Vice-President

Hubert A. Janicek, Secretary

Gilbert Haimsohn, Production Head
Sally Sawyers, Art Director

William Gould. Cameraman-Director

Don Nixon, Head. Research & Script Dept.

Services: Production of 16mm color, b&w mo-

tion pictures: industrial, geographic, sales

training, educational, documentary and TV
films. Facilities: Studio and sound stage

available.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Mainstreet of America

(U.S. Highway 24 Assn.): Captain Shreve

Landed Here; Pivot City of the Central South

( Shreveport ( La. I Chamber of Commerce ) ;

Texarkana. U.S.A. (Texarkana Chamber of

Commerce); Behind the Feed Bag (Security

Feed Mills, Inc.): City of Contrasts (San

Antonio Chamber of Commerce) : Xatchez Pil-

f/rimage i Natchez Pilgrimage Club ) ; Mistress

of the Mississippi iCity of Vicksburg. Miss.) ;

Heart of the Rockies (Glenwood Springs.

Colo. I ; Mississippi Magic (Miss. Agric. & In-

dustrial Board) ; Big Impression: Story of

Compaction (Tampo Manufacturing Co., San
Antonio").

Kentucky

4f
KENT LANE FILMS, INC.

1253 So. Third St., Louisville 3, Kentucky
Phone: Melrose 6-3900

Date of Organization : i;)47

Kent Lane, President & Producer
Julia Lane. Treasurer
Howard Hunt. Secretary

Anita C. Hunziker, Asst. Treas., Office Mgr.
Dorothy Ellenberg. Associate Producer
Tom Mulvey, Associate Producer
Wanda Receveur. Staff Writer
Hugh K. Miller, Director, Still Photography
Eric Wehder, Jr., Art Director

Services: Merchandising, sales promotion,

public relations and training films. Television

commercials, slidefilms, still illustrations, edi-

torial service and story boards. Facilities :

Sound stage, recordin;? -tijclio, art and anima-
tion department, editii. . ror.ms, interlock mag-
netic film recording anr; jlayback, Mitchell or

Maurer 16mm cameras, i. l!y. al! necessary

equipment for studio or location film produc-

tion.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Eighth Lively Art:

(General Electric Company) ; From the Inside

Out; Vodka iGlenmore Distillery) ; Come With

Me (Mt. St. Francis Seminary i ; Behind the

Sign (City of Louisville) ; Design For Giving

(St. Matthews Church). Slidefilms: .4// in

Line (General Electric Co.); The Amervent

Story (American Air Filter Co.. Inc.). Tele-

vision Films: The Pee Wee King Show—three

films (Tele-King Corp. i • TV Commercials:

for Paramont Foods; City of Louisville; Louis-

ville Chapter. American Red Cross; Kentucky

Democratic Party: Kentucky Republican
Party; Better Roads Council; March of Dimes.

Tennessee

CONTINENTAL PRODUCTIONS CORP.

539 Vine Street. Chattanooga. Tennessee

Phone: 7-4302

James E. Webster, Pres. & Exec. Producer

Gene A. Carr, Vice-Pres. & Exec. Director

H. L. Thatcher, Treasurer

Thomas Crutchfield, Secretary

Donald D. Hoffman, Dir. of Photography

Charles L. Doughty, Dir. Art & Animation

Services: 16 and 35mm color and black and

white, live and animated motion pictures;

sound slidefilms: and industrial sales, sales

and personnel training, documentary, public

relations, medical, educational, and TV films.

Producers also of FilmoRama productions

(16mm version of Cinemascope), color stills

for display, and Stereo presentations. Facili-

ties: Production facilities, including 16 and

35mm cameras, sound stage and recording

rooms, mobile location unit, synchronous re-

corders, single system cameras. FilmoRama
lenses, over 125.000 watts of lighting equip-

ment, and complete art and animation depart-

ment with Oxberry animation stand. Perma-

nent creative staff — writers, directors,

cameramen, editors, artists, sound engineers,

and musical director.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Full Measure (Westing-

house Electric Corp.); The Eighth Wonder

(Rock City Gardens); Progress Report 1956

( Bowaters Southern Paper Corp. i ; Static-

Proof Tile Installation fRobbins Floor Prod-

ucts. Inc. ) ; Industrial Construction ( S. S.

Jacobs Co.) ; Scouting at Camp Cherokee (Boy

Scouts of America); The College With a

Pocketbook (Reader's Digest). Slidefilms:

Heat Your Home Electrically (National Elec-

trical Manufacturers Assn.) ; Cavalier Electric

Heating Equipment ( The Cavalier Corp.) . TV
Commercials: For Amer. Gas & Elec. Service

Corp.; Fleetwood Coffee; JFG Coffee; White

Lily Flour; Happy Valley Farms, etc.

5f i

Your Dependable Reference Source

Producers wbuse listings appear in this sec-

tion have voluntarily supplied the minimum
client and film references for your reference

use. Five business-sponsored motion picture or

slidefilms were the minimum requested for an

unqualified listing.

SAM ORLEANS PRODUCTIONS
211 W. Cumberland Ave.. Kno.xville 15.

Tenn.
Phones : 3-8098 and 7-6742

Branch : 550 Fifth Avenue. N.Y.C.. N.Y.

Date of Incorpoi'ation : 1946

Sam P. Orleans. Executive Producer
Lawrence Mollot. Associate Producer

Services: Public relations, training, surgical

and medical films; television films; slidefilms.

documentary films. Producer of TV series:

Rural America Review. Facilities; Studios,

production equipment; cutting rooms (New
York and Knoxville); portable synchronous

tape recorder. Projection and recording room.

Transportation equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Helicopter Mountain Op-
erations; Jungle Survival ("U.S. Air Force) ;

Industrial Compressors for Tomorrow (Car-

rier Corporation) ; Your Child's Health (Na-
tional Health Council). Television Films:
Rural .AmoHca Review * 1 (Ralston Purina
Co.) ; Rural America Review * 2 (Chas. Pfizer

& Co.. Inc.).

EAST CENTRAL
(INDIANA • MICHIGAN • OHIO)

Indiana

FRINK FILM STUDIO

1414 Thornton Street. Elkhart. Indiana

Phone: 3-0503

Date of Organization : 1950

Maurice Frink. Jr.. Owner

Services: Sound motion pictures and film-

strips, color and b&w; TV commercials. Fa-
cilities: Sound stage, animation. 16mm cam-
eras; double-system magnetic sound recording:

magnetic film and tape; dubbing, mixing, ed-

iting; script writing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Triuynph in Tone (Conn
Organs) ; Life Without Germs (University of

Notre Dame) ; A Case on Point (United Fund.

South Bend. Ind.) ; Electric Blankets (North-

ern Electric Co.). Slidefilm : Econoclene &
Metalclene tBendix Products). TV Commer-
cials: For Zephyr Refineries; Shurfine Foods;

O'Brien Paints; Christian Rural Overseas

Program.

GALBREATH PICTURE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

2905 Fairfield Avenue. Fort Wayne. Indiana

Phone: Harrison 4147

Date of Organization: 1942

Branch : 141 West Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4.

Phone: HArrison 7-7447. Clyde L. Krebs,

Jr.. Manager

Richard E. Galbreath. President

Clyde L. Krebs. Jr.. Vice-President

John D. Shoaff. Secretary-Treasurer

Henry M. Stoeppelwerth, Sales

Guy Fitzsimmons. Production Manager
Claude Cole. Pliotographic Director

Allen C. Moore. Mgr.. Recording Dept.

Wallace Swander. Set, Carpenter Dept.

Services: Public relations, sales, industrial

and training motion pictures; sound slide-
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films: still illustrations; custom and pack-

age television programs and commercials. Fa-

cilities: Mitchell cameras (35 and 16mm)
and 20.000 watt lighting equipment, synchro-

nous sound and RCA re-recording equipment:

sound stages: laborator.v: printing; editing

and projection rooms; music library; carpen-

ter shop ; permanent creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Mike Xail i American Steel

& Wire Div., U.S. Steel Corp. i : Old MacDonald
I Amer. Feed Manufacturers Assn. i ; The Bbie

Ribbon Way ( Goshen Manufacturing Co.) :

Sellitig Xational Homes i National Homes Cor-

poration i : An Apple for the Teacher (Phil-

Chemical Co. I ; Dude Ranch; Rirer Boat i Cen-

tral Soya Corporation!.

Me+ropolifan Detroif Area

•5C-

FILM ASSOCIATES OF MICHIGAN, INC.

4815 Cabot Avenue, Detroit 10, Michigan

Phone: LUzon 2-6200

Date of Organization : 195.3

Date of Incorporation: 1956

Branch Offices: 610 X. Woodward Ave..

Birmingham, Mich. Phone: Midwest
4-3619. Richard L. Shanahan, in charge.

1308 Geddes St., Ann Arbor, Mich. Phone:
XOrmandy 2-2458. Paul Lohmann, in

charge.

.James E. MacLane, Executive Producer
W. B. Chase, Treasurer

Paul H. Croll, Secretary

Robert L. Crawford, Production Manager
Robert S. Fisher, Sales Manager
Ervin Milner, TV Consultant

Grover F. Seyfried, Cameraman-Director
Kaye Panagos, Executive Secretary

Services: Producers of motion pictures for

public relations, sales promotion, industrial

training and special purposes. Also available

:

production planning, super\-ision or film coun-

seling. Special ser\'ice: field footage by as-

signment to associates in U.S. and abroad.

F.acilities: Acoustically-treated studio; cut-

ting rooms, Maurer and Auricon cameras;

Magnasync and Reevesound recorders ; com-

plete vehicle-mounted location facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Invisible Killer (Auto-

motive Exhaust Research Institute i ; Effi-

ciency in Production ('Colonial Broach Com-
pany) ; .Vo Second Break (Shatterproof Glass

Corporation i ; Work or Wages (UAW - CIO
Educational Committee) : Advayiced Galvaniz-

ing Procedures ( Locke Division, General Elec-

tric Co. I ; Design for Selling (AP Parts

Corp.); Plants. Products and People (Dow-

Chemical International i ; Advanced Mainte-
nance Training i Bendi.\ Aviation Corp. i

;

Paperboard Packaging (Continental Paper
Co.1 ; Christmas Carrolls; Another Case of

Tomatoes; Primer for Professionals; Mitsic

With the Melode Bells; A Car Is a Woman
( Dow Chemical Co. >. TV Commercials: For
Ammophos Products (Olin-Mathieson Chem-
ical Co. I : Black & Decker Power Tools (Van-
Sant, Dugdale Co. i ; Xational Bohemian Beer

( W. B. Doner & Co. i ; King Products (H. W.
Buddmeyer Co.'i

.

^5.
/\

FLOREZ INCORPORATED
815 Bates Street, Detroit 26, Michigan
Phone : WOodward 2-4920

Sound Studio: 25305 John R Road, Madison
Heights

Date of Organization : 1931

Genaro A. Florez, President

Paul A. Kelcourse, Treasurer. General Mgr.
Hans A. Erne. Vice-Pres., Secretary

J. Raymond Cooper, Vice-Pres., Prod. Mgr.
Ray B. Helser, Vice-Pres., Director of Client

Service

-John H. Kleene, Vice-Pres.. Creative Dir.

Clark Pardee, Manager. .Job Control

Creative Contact : Ernest D. X'athan, Clark

Broderick, Charles Hooker, V. F. Rad-
cliffe, J. X. Kirkwood, B. Priehs.

Services: Consultants, creators, producers

for: sales and service training, promotion,

management and manpower development;

product presentation: technical exposition;

conventions and exhibits; employee and con-

sumer relations: economic information. Plan-

ning and producing slidefilms, motion pictures,

transparencies. Videograph presentations,

charts, recordings, models and exhibits, stage

presentations, conventions and shows, manuals,

texts, questionnaires, house organs. Offering

stock shots, a-v equipment, syndications. Fa-
cilities: Six-story main building, equipped

and staffed for: research, planning, writing,

editing, all media; layout, art, illustration,

technical rendering; motion picture photog-

raphy, 16mm or 35mm, sound or silent black-

and-white or color; still photography, glamor
shots, selling scenes, technical illustrations,

exploded views ; photographic laboratories, de-

veloping, printing, enlarging, copying, color

duping and processing. Ozalid reproduction,

slidefilm animation: arrangements for type-

setting, letterpress printing, offset lithography,

silk screening, gravui-e; film titles. Madison
Heights sound studio, 4000 sq. ft. completely

equipped. Mitchell camera equipment. Reeves

magnetic sync sound.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictlhes: Your Witness. Power Tip.

Stepping Forward. Puttin' on the Dog. Ask
the Experts. Slidefilms: The $522 Question,

etc. No client reference data supplied.

•H-

HAIG & PATTERSON, INC.

15 E. Bethune Avenue. Detroit 2, Michigan
Phone: TRinity 3-0283

Date of Organization: 1937

Branch: Daj-ton 2, Ohio, 131 X. Ludlow St.,

ADams 9321

.J. T. Patterson, Chairman of the Board
Earl E. Seielstad, President

Henry Kirkland, Vice-President

C. W. Hinz, Secretary

J. M. Saunders, Chief of Editorial

Services : Industrial sound slidefilms, motion

pictures, meeting guides, instruction manuals

and lecture charts. F.acilities: Complete film

studio, permanently staffed with writers, art-

ists, photographers and technicians.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: More Power for Pleasure

I Detroit Diesel Engine Division) ; Low Cost

Jig Grinding (The Vulcan Tool Co.) ; Staype

EAST CENTRAL: DETROIT AREA

(Brown Bridge Mills, Inc.). Slidefilms: The
Easy Way Out i Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

—

Ditzler Color Division) ; Foundation of Sales;

Dominate Your Market (S. H. Camp and Co.) ;

The Inside Road to Quality Control (Clayton

Manufacturing Co.i ; Shortening—the Path to

Profits (Procter & Gamble Co.); The Marvel

of the Pre-Pack Age (Hobart Manufacturing

Co.) ; Round Table Series; The Golden Touches

(Cadillac Motor Car Division).

•5f

THE JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION, INC.

2821 East Grand Blvd.. Detroit 11, Michigan

Phone : TRinity 5-2450

Date of Organization: 1917

Jamison Handy, President

Oliver Horn, Executive Vice-President

Everett F. Schafer, V. P.. Service Devel.

George B. Finch, Vice-Pres., Sales Devel.

John A. Campbell, V. P.. Govt. Contracts

William G. Luther. Vice-President, Contact

-Avery W. Kinney, Secretary

.\llan E. Gedelman, Treasurer

BRAXCH OFFICES

Xew York: 1775 Broadway, Xew York 19,

X.Y. Phone: JUdson 2-4060. W. J.

Riley, in charge.

Chicago: 230 X. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

1, Illinois. Phone: STate 2-6757. Harold

Dash, in chai-ge.

Dayton: 310 Talbott Building, Dayton 2,

Ohio. Phone: ADams 6289. Jack Seelye,

in charge.

Hollywood: 1402 X. Ridgewood Place, Holly-

wood 28, California. Phone: H011.\-^vood

3-2321. Melvin Bassett, Production.

Services: Motion picture production: commer-

cial, industrial and sales promotion; personnel,

customer relations and public relations ; minute

movies: three-minute screen advertisements;

sponsored shorts: safety, educational, health

films; television commercials, theatrical and

non-theatrical distribution service. Fihnstrip

and slidefilm production: commercial, indus-

trial, sales training and shop training, cus-

tomer relations and public relations : merchan-

dising; training: cartoon. Glass slides, trans-

parencies, slide racks, opaque materials.

Meetings assistance: staging and projection

service, convention programs, live shows. Fa-

cilities: Complete studio. Sound stage, re-

cording, set construction, direction, casting,

scene design, mock ups, miniature, stage man-

agement, field reconnaissance, animation stu-

dios, music direction and orchestra, rear pro-

jection, prop department, speech and acting

coaching, slidefilm studio, film processing lab-

oratories, art department, location equipment,

creative staff. Projection equipment sales and

sen-ice. Special devices: suitcase projectors.

Shopper Stoppers, continuous loop projection,

projectors, s\-nthetic training devices.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: American Engineer iChev-

rolet Division, General Motors Corporation) ;

Power to Serve (Cleveland Electric lUumi-

(LISTINS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
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EAST CENTRAL: DETROIT AREA

JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION: Cont'd.

nating Co.): The Power of Enthusiasm in

Selling (Darnell Corp.); The Man With the
Trowel (Master Builders 1; Far From Alone
(Methodist Board of Temperance): On tlie

Line (The Polyken Division, Kendall Corp.);
Hands Aeross the Ocean (Pontifical Associa-
tion of the Holy Childhood) ; The Sound and
the Story (Radio Corporation of America);
Aluminum on the March (Reynolds Metals
Co.); Treasure Chest (United States Steel

Corp. ) . Slidefilms : The ABC's of Man-Made
Fibers (E. I. dii Pont de Nemours & Co.);
Reason for Being ( National Council of
Churches); You Are a Pro (National Retail
Furniture Assn.) : You Can't Tell the Players
Without a Score Card; A Beauty From F:rery
Angle (Chevrolet Division, General Motors
Corp.); A Christmas Fable (Coca-Cola); In-
terpretation, Please! ( Frigidaire Division,
General Motors); Regulation and the Charg-
ing Circuit ( Delco-Remy ) . School Service
Slidefilms: Your School Publications; How
Shall We Live; How the Indians Lived; Myths
of Greece and Rome.

HENNING & CHEADLE, INC.

lOGO West Fort Street, Detroit 26, Michigan
Phone: WOodward 1-7(J88

Date of Incorporation : 194.5

Branch: Chicago, 1140 S. Michigan Ave.,
Wabash 2-0570, F, E. Harrold. Produc-
tion, editorial and distribution services.

L. A. Henning, President
George R. Cheadle, Vice-President
Louis Manos, Production Manager

Services: VisualCast presentations; sound
slidefilms; motion pictures, literature: com-
plete programs. FACILITIES: Equipment and
staff for black and white, Ektachrome and
color separation, including studio, camera,
lighting, etc.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Slidefilms: Mark of the Pro; Hen's Why;
A Business Report (Holland Furnace Co.);
Diamond of Distinction (Dow Chemical Co.) ;

Quick Change for Profits (Beaver Tool & En-
gineering); Practice Presentation Program
(Post Cereal Division) ; The Strange Case of
Louie the Leaker; Leadership or? (Pure-Pak
Division, Ex-CelI-0 Corp.); The Turbopower
Engine (Detroit Diesel Division, General Mo-
tors); Wliat Beats Competition (Assn. of
Electronic Parts & Equipment Mfrs. ) ; You
Take It From Here (Beatrice Foods Co.).
VisualCast Presentations: for Michigan
Mutual Insurance Co.; Ford Motor Co., In-
dustrial Engine.s & Tractor Divisions: Joseph
Barclay & Co.: General Electric; Hotpoint:
Dodge, Plymouth Divisions, Chrysler: Walker
& Co.

INSTRUCTIONAL ARTS
1(;210 Meyers Road, Dctiv.it ;!5, Michigan
Phone: UNiversity 2-:i'.t:i2

Date of Organization : 11)46

Nicholas J. Beck, President
James W, Atkinson, Vice-Pres. & Treas.
Harry B. Rottiers, Secretary

Services: creative and production staff for
slidefilms, motion pictures, slides, instructional
manuals, catalogs, artwork and photography.

Audio-visual equipment sales. Facilities: art
department, 40' .x 50' photographic stage.
Equipment for still and motion photography;
16 and 35mm animation stand: recording
studio; hot press title department.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture: Behind the Checkerboard
Bag (Ralston Purina Co.). Motion Slide-
film: Case of the Missing Horses (Tractor &
Implement Division. Ford Motor Co.). Slide-
films: Construction, Operation and Ovcrlianl
of the Holley 190iFS Carburetor; The Blue
Chip Line for 1957 (GMC Truck & Coach Di-
vision)

; Handling Trade-ins (GMC Detroit
Diesel Division ).

REGAN FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

19730 Ralston, Detroit 3, Michigan
Phone : TUlsa 3-4334

Date of Organization: July, 1950

Lawrence M. Regan, President
Warren Hart, Vice-Pres.. Charge Production
Raymond E. Pinette, Secretary-Treasurer

Services: Complete programs for training,
sales promotion, public relations and educa-
tion, including sound motion pictures, sound
slidefilms, printed materials, stage presenta-
tions and TV spots. Facilities: Studios and
sound stages designed and built for sound
filming (1955). Sound stage 4,000 sq. ft. Still

photography stage, laboratory, art studio,

magnetic recording, 35mm & 16mm cameras,
cutting and .screening rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Progress Parade (B. F.
Goodrich Company) ; The New Gro-Pup Story
(Kellogg Sales Company) ; Opening and Clos-
ing the Sale (Kellogg Sales Company of Can-
ada ) : The Story of Perfect Circle Piston Rings
(Perfect Circle Co.); 19.56 Di-itrict Fall Staff
Meeting ( B. F. Goodrich Company). SLIDE-
FILMS: The Sale After the Sale; This Is It;

Processing and Packaging Meats (Amana
Refrigeration Co.); Heart of the Weapon
( Burroughs Corp.) ; Life in Detroit Is Differ-
ent (Detroit News); Conventional Truck
Tires; How to Handle Complaints Profitably;
.Adjustment Know-How; Adfustment Prob-
lems; The Fate of Many Trade-ins (B. F.
Goodrich Co.) : Sales Ability Quiz (Brunswick
Rubber Co. ) ; So Shall Ye Reap (Kellogg Sales
Co. ) ; and others.

ROSS ROY, INC.

2751 E. Jefferson, Detroit 7, Michigan
Phone: LOrain 7-3900

Date of Organization : 1926

Branch Offices: 214 E. 31st Street, New
York 16, N.Y. Phone: MUrray Hill 5-1440
(Ross Ro.v, Inc. of N.Y.) J. A. Roche,
Manager. 1680 N, Vine, Hollywood 28,
Calif. Phone: HOUywood 9-6263 (Ross
Roy, Inc. of California). M. G. Vaughn,
V.P. in charge. Also Ross Roy of Canada,
Ltd., Windsor, Ont.

Ross Roy, President
T, G. McCormick, Executive Vice-President
C. F. Sullivan, Vice-Pres., Ace't Super.
F. W. Overesch, Vice-Pres., Creative Dir.
W. W. Shaul, Vice-Pres., Acc't Super.
J. W. Hutton Vice-Pres., Art Director
J. B. Gray, Viee-Pres., Editorial
K. S. Loring, Vice-Pres.. Special Services

Services: facilities for creation and produc- '

tion of sound slidefilms, motion pictures, live
j

meetings or shows; closed-circuit TV meet- ]

ings, and corollary materials. Facilities: per- i

manent stafl' of copywriters, product and mar-
ket research men. creative and mechanical
artists, photographers: studio and darkroom.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: / Saw It Happen (Chrysler
Division, Chrysler Corp.); Power Giants

j

( Dodge Division, Chrysler Corp. ) , Slidefilms :

Building Tomorrou-'s Leaders (Junior Achieve-
ment of S.E. Michigan); The Car of the :

Future — Today i Plymouth Div., Chrysler
Corp.) ; The Good Old Days (Stewart-Warner
Corp. ) ; and others.

it.

John Sutherland Productions, Inc.

6560 Cass Avenue, Detroit 2, Michigan
Phone: TRinity 2-2280

Ross M. Sutherland, Executive Vice-President

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

it.

Van Praag Productions, Inc.

2301 Dime Building, Detroit 26. Mich.
Phone: WOodward 2-4896; TWX DE-161
Alan Schmier, General Manager
( See complete listing in New York City area)

VIDEO FILMS

1004 E. Jefferson Ave., Detroit 7, Mich.
Phone : WOodward 2-3400

Date of Organization: 1947

Clifford Hanna, Partner
William R. Witherell, Partner
Gary F. Galbraith, Photographic Dept.
Robert G. Kirkpatrick, Editing Dept.
Mary-Therese Walters, Prod. Coordinator
Robert B. Murray, Sound Department
Joann Olszewski, Distribution

Services: public relations, sales and training
films: television commercials, color & b&w:
animation or live. Editing and recording serv-

ices for industrial clients. Facilities: sound
studio 40' X 25'

: Maurer, C^ine-Speeial and 3

Bell & Howell cameras. Animation stand.

Stancil-Hoffman, Magnecorder studio record-

ers, Magnamite field recorder. Two Rek-0-Cut
turntables; Capitol music library. Editing
equipment in three editing rooms for picture
and magnetic or optical tracks.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Music for Everyone (AMI,
Inc.) : Ghost of a Chance (Monroe Auto Equip-
ment Co.); Progress Report—Atomic Power
Plant ( Detroit Edison Co. ) ; Stanley Cup Play-

offs (Stroh Brewery Co.) ; Rebirth of a Giant
'Michigan Consolidated Gas Co.) ; .4 Penny a

Mile I American Motors Corp.) ; A'ch' Type IK
Blower (Diamond Power Specialty Corp.);
A Universal Tool ( Vickers, Inc.); Lift Up
Your Sales (.Sherman Products) ; Project Fire-

stone (Campbell-Ewald Company"). TV COM-
MERCIALS: for numerous clients in 1956.

.it.

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

4925 Cadicdx Knad. Detrcit, Jlichigan
Phone: TUxedo 2-3740

Don Calhoun, Vice-President, in charge

(See complete listing under Chicago area)
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it.

Raphael G. Wolff Studios, Inc.

19741 James Couzens Highway, Detroit 35

Phone: BRoadway 3-6020

Harold R. Troy, in charge

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

East Lansing, Michigan

CAPITAL FILM SERVICE

224 Abbott Road. East Lansing, Michigan

Phone: EDgewood 2-3544

Date of Organization : 1939

James Robert Hunter. Owner
Joseph E. Ceterski. General Manager
Vern E. Seelye. Sound Teclutician

Kenneth M. Kortge, Editarial Department

James R. Culver, Sales Dept.

William N. Kirshner. Writer-Director

Services: 16mm productions from script to

screen. Photographic studio and laboratory;

single and double-system photography; TV
commercials. Industrial saTes and educational

films and filmstrips. Kinescope facilities. Ed-

iting. Radio transcriptions; disc cutting.

Facilities: two sound stages (15' x 30' and
24' X 40'

1 ; cutting rooms; recording and pro-

jection rooms; laboratory processing and print-

ing rooms. Music library. Animation. Receiv-

ing and shipping dept.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tal^e a Good Look (Auto-

Owners Insui-ance Co.) ; Interlociien (National

Music Camp) ; Steel-X Carrier (Carrier-Steph-

ens Chemical Co.); From the Heart (Ingham
County United Community Chest ) . Tele-

vision Films: Countii Agent — series of 13

shows ( Michigan State University. Extension

Service).

DOANE PRODUCTIONS
514 Division Street, East Lansing, Michigan
Phone: ED 2-5714

Date of Organization: 1948

Don Doane, Owner and Producer

Services: Sales promotion and public relations

with 16mm sound color motion pictures; pro-

fessional services from script to screen. F.4CIL-

ities: 16mm Arriflex and synchronous camera
facilities; studio; synchronous portable mag-
netic film recording; Maurer optical recording;

portable lighting equipment with variable

transformers for accurate color control; multi-

ple-screen editing; work printing; interlock

projection, Capitol music library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: More Mu.fcleK for Tomor-
row; Building Rewind Business ( Dow Corning
Corporation ) ; short subjects for pin-point

trade show presentations. In production of

additional sequences for forthcoming pi'oduc-

lioiis. 1 Only 1956 references submitted).

Jv" this symbol, appearing over a

producer's listing, indicates that display adver-

tising containing additional reference data ap-

pears in other pages of this Production Re-
view.

Cincinnati, Ohio

7v
OLYMPUS FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

2222 Chickasaw Street. Cincinnati 19, Ohio
Phone: Parkway 1-2184

Date of Organization: 1948

James B. Hill, President

Margaret J. Bolger, Secretary & Treasurer

Services: Motion pictures: industrial; person-

nel, customer, and public relations ; sales train-

ing; fund raising; educational, medical,

safety; documentaries. Sound slidefilms: sales

and job training; commercial; educational.

Script writing and production consultation.

Facilities: Creative staff; complete studio;

4500 sq. ft. sound stage: lighting; Maurer
cameras; 16mm magnetic tape sound record-

ing; editing facilities; animation studio; set

construction; complete facilities for food stor-

age and preparation and two permanent
kitchen sets.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tlie Golden Yard (Kroger
Co.); Model City, U.S.A. ( Warner-Kanter
Companies); The Stranger (United Appeal
Campaign Committee); Look to Tomorrow
(Western & Southern Life Insurance Co.);

Foods. Fats and Fryers (Armour and Co.);

Weather Radar (Crosley Broadcasting Corp.) ;

How Clean Is Clean (American Gas Associa-

tion, American Machine & Foundry Co., G. S.

Blakeselee & Co., Economics Laboratory, Ho-
bart Mfg. Co., National Sanitation Founda-
tion. Ruud Mfg. Co., A. 0. Smith Corp.) ;

Housing Progress (Better Housing League).

•K-

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

617 Vine .Street, (Cincinnati, Ohio
Phone: GArfield 1-0477

R. L. McMillan, District Manager

( See complete listing under Chicago area)

Raphael G. Wolff Studios, Inc.

1058 Emersnii Rd.. Park Hills, Covington, Ky.

Phone: AXtell 1-5668

Robert M. Sampson, in charge

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

Cleveland, Ohio Area

CINECRAFT PRODUCTIONS, INC.

2515 Franklin Blvd.. Cleveland 13. Ohio

Phone: SUperior 1-2300

Date of Organization: 1939

Ray CuUey, President

Paul Culley, Production Manager
Robert E. Haviland, Producer-Director

Robert Welchans, Producer-Director

Frank Siedel, Scripts

Harry Horrocks, Cliief Cameraman
Ed Perry, Stills and Animation
Nick Boris, Cameraman
Robert Mowry, .4)-f Director

Barret Taylor, .Artist

William .Applegate, Sou)id

Robert Murphy, Artist

Kathleen McCartney, Secretary

Charles Toth, Stage Matiager

Donald Mitchell, Comptroller

Services: Industrial, sales and job training

motion pictures and slidefilms; TV spots and

EAST CENTRAL: CLEVELAND

package shows. Facilities: Studio, sound-

proofed stage, floating stage; Mitchell cam-
eras, Fearless dollies, M&R booms; lights;

diesel generator on truck for location; rear

projection with 13 ft. screen; multi-camera

synchronized shooting and projection; Tel-

eprompter; RCA sound-on-film; Ampex tape

recorders; disc equipment; art department.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tlie Chemical Shore

(Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.); The

Safer Saber; Accuracy by the Carload (Har-

ris Seybold Co.); Giants at Work (McDowell

Engineering Co.) ; Iron Ore From the North

(Iron Ore Company of Canada); Customer
Preference (Associated Merchandising Corp.).

Slidefilms: Ceiling Unlimited (Cleveland

Elec. Illuminating Co.) ; Right Tap for the

Right Job (Wood & Spencer Co.) ; A Fitting

Partner to Progress (Dresser Manufacturing

Co.); Sales Unlimited (Pennzoil Co.); The

Great Rough & Tumble (Westinghouse Elec-

tric) ; Customer Preference (Federated De-

partment Stores). Television Films: Ohio

Stories—39 ten-minute shows (Ohio Bell Tel-

ephone Co.). TV Commercials: For Standard

Oil (Ohio I ; O'Neill for Governor Committee;

B. F. Goodrich; Seiberling Rubber Co., etc.

EDWARD FEIL PRODUCTIONS
1514 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland 15

Phone: PRospect 1-0655

Date of Organization: 1953

Edward R. Fell, Executive Producer

Services: Production of industrial, institu-

tional and promotion films; television commer-
cials, live and animated. Facilities: Scripts,

camera, editing and sound recording available

for location or studio production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Lake Erie Story (Ohio

Commercial Fishermen's Association) ; Atito-

matic Wire Wrap Machine ( Clevite Research

Center) ; Pearce Wide Range Enrelope Band-
ing Attachment (Pearce Development Co.);

A Place for Healing (University Hospitals of

Cleveland); Precision Metal Forming (The

Cyril Bath Co.) ; Model 30 Automatic Horn
Cap Assembly ( Neuma-Serve, Inc.).

INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES, INC.

1706 East 38th Street, Cleveland 14, Ohio

Phone: EXpress 1-3432

Date of Organization: 1945

A. P. MacDermott. President-Treasurer

D. E. MacDermott, Secretary

E. B. Me.vers, Production Manager
J. L. Micuch, Director of Photography

Services : Motion pictures, slidefilms, slides,

stills; sound recording, script. Specialists in

location work for heavy industry. F.4CILITIES:

Station wagon with portable genei-ator; 2

sound stages, lighting; studio cameras; 5-

channel 16mm and ^i" tape recording. Editing

and animation depts.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: News from the Coal Coun-

try (North American Coal Coi-p.) ; Contrac-

(LISTINSS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWINS PAGE)
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ing
method !

Here Is the most amazing

titling technique yet

devised. An entirely new
exclusive process for

reproducing type and

illustrations directly

upon clear acetate eels.

Any image which can be

photographed can be

reproduced on a Tru-Line

eel in pure opaque whites,

blacks and perfectly

matched colors. A perfect

substitute for handlettering,

artwork and hot press

printing all in one. And
the service is fast.

SENDTODAYFOROUR
16MM SOUND-COLOR
FILM WHICH DESCRIBES
TRU-LINE PROCESSING
IN DETAIL.

graphic arts
workshop, inc

Chicago 11, Illinois

12 EAST GRAND AVE. DE 7-7471

INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES, Cont'd.
tor's Decision: Shortening the Cycle (Euclid
Division General Motoi-s Corp.); The Finish-
ing Touch rSprayon Products, Inc.). SLroE-
FILM: A Word With George Drummond
(Mansfield Tire & Rubber Co.).

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

1010 Euclid Building, Cleveland, Ohio
Phone: TOwer 1-6440
Dean Coffin, District Manager
(See complete listing under Chicago area)

Dayfon, Ohio
^4.

FILM ASSOCIATES, INC.

4600 So. Di.xie Highway. Davton 9
Phone: Walnut 2164

Date of Incorporation : 1946

E. Raymond Arn, President-Treasurer
Mildred G. Arn, Vice-President
Clement V. Jacobs, Secretary
Edward R. Lang, General Manager

Services: 16mm color, b«Sew motion pictures
for industrial, educational and television use.
Facilities: Two large studios; complete pro-
cessing facilities for b&w under rigid control:
latest automatic printers, capacity 25,000 feet
color: 25,000 feet b&w per day. Five record-
ing channels for tape, magnetic film, 16mm
optical film and disc. Music library. Kine-
scope recordings. Animation department
including Oxberry stand. Two Maurer cam-
eras; two Auricon Super Pro's. Large com-
plement of lighting equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Kitchen Idea Neivs for
1957 (Frigidaire Division, General Motors);
The Transistor Story (Delco Radio Division,
General Motors); The 1956 Hamhletonian &
Little Brown Jug (VS. Trotting Association)

;

The Pee Wee King Show (Pee Wee King En-
terprises) ; Watch the Birdie — Audition
(Soundac Productions). TV Commercials:
For Wiedeman Brewing Co. (Tatham Laird)

;

Hudepohl Brewing Co. (Stockton, West &
Burkhart); Kroger Grocery (^Ralph Jones
Agency) ; H u b e r Homes { Don Kemper
Agency); Plastic Kote (Monroe Seharff).

The Jam Handy Organization, Inc.

.•310 Talbott Building. Dayton 2, Ohio
Phone: ADams 6289
Jack Seelye, in charge

( See complete listing under Detroit area)

Haig & Patterson, Inc.

131 North Ludlow Street, Dayton 2, Ohio
Phone: ADams 9321

(See complete listing under Detroit area)

Reid H. Ray Film Industries, Inc.

384 West 1st St., Dayton 2. Ohio
Phone: HEmlock 5174
A. Merritt Simpson, Eastern Sales

(See complete listing under St. Paul, Minn.)

FOR YOUR NEXT
SALES MEETING

nB^miimpiHiiiiiiiiiiii.

Here's Why!

FILM PRODUCTION . No Special equip-

ment, lenses or techniques required. It is as sim-

ple as producing your present standard visuals.

PRESENTATION EQUIPMENT . NO
NEED TO PURCHASE. The complete set of

equipment including projector, screen, attrac-

tive drapes, lights and podium can be rented.

PORTABLE • The complete equipment
packs in small cases which are carried as hand
luggage. Set-up is quick!!! A 50 foot setting

takes less than an hour for 2 men.

THERE'S KNOW BUSINESS
!N SHOW BUSINESS

Ideas - Equipment - Automation - Supervision

Folding Screens

Portable Stages

Stage Fronts

16mm Projectors

Arc Projectors

Continuous Slide

Projector

Continuous Motion
Picture Projector

• Lighting Equipment

• Sound Equipment

• Easels

• Flip Charts

• Podiums

• Special Projectors

• Flannel Boards

• Turntables

RENT OR BUY

S-M-E
A one stop source

for all your Sales

Meeting Equipment

Sales Meeting

Equipment Inc.
1 21 N. Hoyne Ave., Chicago 22, III.

Phone: BEImont S-4920
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ACADEMY FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

123 West Chestnut St., Chicago 10. Illinois

Phone: Michigan 2-5877

Date of Incorporation : 1950

Bernard Howard, Pres. & Exec. Producer
Bernard Kui-lan. Secretary-Treasurer
Morris Alexander, Vice-President

Robert G. Herpe, Production Asst.

Victor B. Brown, Sales Representative

Services: creation and production of motion
pictures, slidefilms, slides and wide-screen pre-

sentations for tv., conventions, meetings, sales

aids for broadcast or industrj'. 3-dimensional
motion pictures. Editing, writing, recording,

titling for outside producers. Facilities:

sound cameras, lights, cables, booms, mikes,

dolly, recorders. 30' x 45' sound stage or loca-

tion. Creative and photographic staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MuTioN Pictures: Packai/iny Brick for Profit:

The Xew Steel Reinforced Grain Door: Inter-

lace Secvrement : Packaging Sheet Steel

(Acme Steel Co. i ; Bustnan's Holiday (Kaw-
neer Co. i. Slidefilm : In-Service (American
Hospital Assn. i . Wide-Screen Presentation :

AHA at Work (American Hospital Assn.) ;

Slide Programs: AHA Structure i American
Hospital Assn. i : Pullman-Standard Car Mfg.
Co. TV Commercials: for Bendix Gas Dry-
ers, Badger Paints, Hygrade Frankfurters,
Mogen David Wine, Old Reliable Coffee, Toast-

master Fry Pan & Toaster and others.

jy cn iH-Af Af rn
METROPOLITAN CHICAGO AREA

ALLEN, GORDON, SCHROEPPEL &
REDLICH, INC.

180 W. Randolph St., Chicago 1, Illinois

Phone : FRanklin 2-8888

Date of Organization : 1947

Branch: 1835 South Calhoun. Fort Wayne,
Indiana. Robert G. Cecka. Vice-President

W. Walton Schroeppel. President
Arthur C. Allen. Vice-President
Aaron Gordon, Secretary-Treasurer

Services: Photography and advertising art.

2x2 and 3^4x4 slides; strip film. Facilities:
art department and all the necessary equip-
ment necessary for production of slide services.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Vu-Graph and Visual Presentations: for
International Harvester Company: National
Advertising Co.: Whirlpool-Seeger Corp.;
Bauer & Black; United States Steel Corp.

GILBERT ALTSCHUL PRODUCTIONS, INC.

2441 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois

Phone: UPtown 8-2595

Date of Organization: April, 1954

Gilbert Altschul, Pres. & Executive Prod.
Bruce Colling, Vice-President & Prod. Mgr.
L. B. Sager, Vice-President & Sales Manager
Esther Altschul, Secretary-Treasurer

Services; Production of motion pictures and
slidefilms for industry, education and govern-
ment. Facilities: Production stage as well as

editing, recording and animation facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Patient Is a Person
I The Smart Family Foundation); Planning
Your Kitchen for Carefree Living (Chambers
Ranges. Inc. i ; Construction Techniques (The
Austin Companyj ; Automation in the Metal-
lurgical Laboratory ( Buehler, Ltd.); Sales

Meeting Film Segments i Swift & Company i
;

S^ew Beds and Old Ideas; Seven Ways to Lose
Sleep (Nat. Assn. of Bedding Mfrs. ). Slide-
films: Starting With the Globe ( Denoyer-
Geppert Co.) ; Hear 'X See ( Beltone Hearing
Aid Co. I. TV Commercials: for Monarch
Brewing (C. Wendel Muench & Co.); Grant
Co., Chicago Nat'l League Baseball Club. Mark
Williams Co., Demert & Dougherty (Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co. i

; Comfort Mfg., z'ion Indus-
tries (Qlian & Bronner, Inc.); Rival Packing

I Charles Silver & Co.).

ATLAS FILM CORPORATION
1111 South Boulevard. Oak Park, Illinois

Phone: AU.stin 7-8620

Date of Organization: 1913

Branches: t Sales i 228 No. La Salle St., Chi-
cago; 714 Warner Bldg., Washington 4,

D.C.; 1931 Rodnev Drive. Hollj-wood 27,

Calif.

L. P. Mominee, Vice-Pres., Secty.. Gen. Mgr.
.Albert S. Bradish, Vice-Pres., Production
Frederick K. Barber. V. P., Director

.Advertising, Sales Promotion
Edward Schager, V. P.. Director of Sales
Jack D. Danielson, Director of Television
James L. Herman, Public Relations Films
Louis E. Wilder, Slidefilm Department

Services; 16mm and 35mm public relations
and training motion pictures and slidefilms;

color and sound; TV commercials; short sub-
jects: theatrical shorts, packaged programs.
F.\cilities: Cameras. 16mm and .35mm, RCA
35mm and 16mm direct positive sound record-
ing: art department; time-lapse photography;
two sound stages; laboratory; animation; ed-
iting; creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Things Keep Changin':
Man .About Toivn (Sinclair Refining Com-
pany); Lifetime Protection i Dow Chemical
Company >: Time for Thanks (Community
Welfare Council of Milwaukee County i

;

Teamed to Outperform (Austin-Western Com-
pany) ; Let's Go Boivling i Bowling Proprie-
tor's Association of America); Fuels and
Lubricants (U.S. Air Force i ; Radio Teletype

I U.S. Navy I. Slidefilms: Puynp's Peak—a

Must! (F. E. Myers & Bro. Co.) ; Water Well
Drills I Bucyrus-Erie Co. ) ; Selective Selling
(Dole Valve Co. i ; Of Engineering—the Most;
Shopper Stopper; The Peak of Flavor; Back-
up the Buy (RCA Whirlpool-Seeger Corp. I.

TV Commercials: For numerous clients dur-
ing 1956.

CARTOONISTS, INC.

100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago. Illinois

Phone: SUperior 7-2755

Date of Organization: 1948

Ross Wetzel, President

Roger Sloan, Vice-Pres. in Charge of Sales
William Langdon, Vice-Pres., Production

Services: Producer of television spots—from
conception to final delivery — specializing in

animation but handling live, stop motion in-

serts. Facilities: Animation, stop motion
facilities—limited live action facilities—edit-

ing equipment, moviolas—optical effects print-

ing, modern kitchen set.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
(Only television commercials produced;

TV Commercials: Taystee Bread; Northern
Tissue (.Young & Rubicam, Inc.) ; Kraft

—

color spots (J. Walter Thompson Co.) ; John-
son's Wax ( Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc.) ;

Hi-C (J. R. Pershall Companyj.

Shamus Culhane Productions, Inc.

203 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1. 111.

Phone: ANdover 3-4971

Burton A. Neuburger. in charge

(See complete listing in New York City area)

CHICAGO FILM STUDIOS
OF CHICAGO FILM LABORATORY, INC.

56 E. Superior Street, Chicago 11, Illinois

Phone: WHitehall 4-6971

Date of Organization: 1928

A. G. Dunlap. President

Robert D. Casterline, Director of Sales

Russell T. Ei-\in, A.S.C., Production Mgr.
Walter Rice, Laboratory Mgr.

Services: 16mm and 35mm color and black and
white motion pictures for advertising, sales

promotion and job training, educational and
travel; slidefilms; television commercials. Fa-
cilities: Two sound stages; Mitchell. Bell &
Howell and Maurer cameras; art and anima-
tion ; optical effects ; RCA 35mm sound record-

ing on film or 35mm magnetic tape ; projection

theatre; laboratory; creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: 1956 World Series Base-

ball; .All-Star Game (American & National

Leagues of Professional Baseball Clubs) ; Ex-
pa>isio7i Roof Tank ( Graver Tank Co.) ; Atoms
for Power (Allis Chalmers). Sales films for

Western Auto Supply, Quaker Oats Co., Schlitz

Brewing Co., Talon, Inc., and Popular Me-
chanics Magazine. Slidefilms: Quality Is Our
Most Important Product (General Electric

Co.) ; Symphony in the Key of S (Capper Pub-
lications) ; also S. C. Johnson & Son; House-
hold Magazine, etc. TV Commerclals: For
numerous clients during 1956.

5f
COLBURN FILM SERVICES, INC.

164 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6. III.

Phone: DEarborn 2-6286

Date of Incorporation: 1953

Henry Ushijima. Executive Producer

R. Robert Luce. Associate Producer

Services: Industrial motion pictures: sound

slidefilms and complete production services

available to other producers. Writers, artists

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWINe PASE)
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COLBURN FILM SERVICES: Cont'd.

and technicians. Facilities: Large sound
stage permanently staffed: equipped for either
IGnini or 35mm production. 16mm, IT'^nini
or 35mm magnetic recording and re-recording
channels. Complete laboratory facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: .4 Xcw Word for Formiug
(American Petroleum Institute); Tomorrow
Is Xoir I Minneapolis-Moline Company! : Part-
ners in Quality: Sell tlie Best (Weil-McLain
Company): Ski Tricks (Evinrude Motors):
S5-M I Marion Power Shovel Co. ) : Fire at
Whiting (Standard Oil Co., Indiana); The
Alfalfa Story (Certified Alfalfa Seed Coun-
cil); Great Story of Corn i Funk Bros. Seed
Co.). Slidefilm; .4 Story of Lutheran
Brotherhood (Lutheran Brotherhood Life In-
surance Society )

.

COLMES-WERRENRATH PRODUCTIONS
540 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, 111.

Phone; Michigan 2-7470

Date of Organization: 1955

Walter Colmes, Partner
Reinald Werrenrath. -Jr., Partner

Services: Motion picture and slidefilm pro-
duction services from ideas to finished films.
F.4CILITIES: Leased studio facilities include
15.000 sq. foot sound stage; 35mm and 16mm
production equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Time for Decision; Chal-
lenge C-WD ( Sears, Roebuck & Company ) ;

The Great Conversation (Great Books Foun-
dation)

; The Story of Legal Aid (Legal Aid
Association); Progress in Poultry (Dr. Sals-
bury's Laboratories )

.

DOUGLAS PRODUCTIONS
1425 So. Racine, Chicago 8, Illinois
Phone: HAymarket 1-0409

Date of Organization: 1945

Branch: 734 N. Jefferson, Milwaukee, Wis.
Phone: BRoadway 3-6673

Fred C. Raymond, President
Arthur R. -Jones III, Exec. Vice-President
Douglas P. Raymond, Vice-Pres. Chg. Prod.
Robert N. Kennedy, Dir. of Photograph

u

Larry Tickus, A.'<st. Cameraman
Sherwin Becker, Production Manager
Wm. Bielicke, Lab. Manager

Services: Creation and production of motion
pictures, slidefilms, TV commercials and
trailers for business, industry and education.
Industrial film laboratory services. Equipped
and staffed for both studio and location pho-
tography in motion picture and still fields.
F.^ciLiTlEs: Complete laboratory facilities, in-
eluding color and b&w printing. Two sound
stages; administrative and creative offices; an-
imation and art departments; magnetic and
optical sound recording; film storage vaults;
editing, conforming and final processing of in-
dustrial visualizations.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: New Days. New Ways
(Maytag Co.); Modern Mowers (Fairbanks-

Morse) ; .All-Star Turkey Paiade (Armour and
Co.) ; Powr-Kraft Tools (Montgomery Ward) ;

We've Got It ( The Oliver Corp. ) ; Terra Trac
Crawler (American Tractor Co.); Automatic
Stamping ( Verson Allsteel Press Co.) . Slide-
films: Dressed Up and Going Places: One
Sales Territory (Armour and Co.); Selling

America's Newest Market (Maytag Co.) ; The
Homeowner Speaks Up (Curtis Industries).

TV Commercials: For Wrigley Gum (Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co. ) ; Reed's Candy ( Kencliffe-

Breslich & Co. ) ; Chicago Title & Trust Co.

( The Buchen Co.) ; Hollywood Ice Revue. Wal-
green Drug Stores ( R. Jack Scott Adv. ) and
others.

CAL DUNN STUDIOS
159 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago 11. Illinois

Phone: WHitehall 3-2424

Date of Organization: 1947

Cal Dunn, Preside^it

Joseph G. Betzer, Vice-President

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms for

sales promotion, training, product information
and employee indoctrination; TV commercials
and productions. Facilities: Creative, art,

photographic, animation, editing and super-
visory staffs; 16mm and 35mm motion and
slidefilm cameras; 16mm and 35mm editing

and sound equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Operation Consumer Im-
pact: Clianges: Brands: If It's New (Swift &
Company). Slidefilms: Social Security
Means Successful Selling: How to Close More
Sales ( National Life & Accident Insurance
Co.) ; Field Marketing (Conoco Oil Company) ;

Food for Life (Swift & Company); People,

Protection and You. (Hardware Mutuals);
Right Into Rotary (Rotary International i ;

There's Always a Better Way (Mead Johnson
& Co.). TV (Tommercials: For Swift & Com-
pany, Brunswick-Balke-Collender, Carter Oil

Co. ( McCann-Erickson 1 ; Toni Company ( Tat-
ham-Laird. Inc. )

.

it.

Jerry Fairbanks Productions

520 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, III.

Phone: WHitehall 4-0196

Robert Kemper, representative

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

FRANCISCO FILMS

185 No. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois

Phone : STate 2-0798

Date of Organization: 1942

L. Mercer Francisco, Proprietor
John R. Macdonald, Production Manager
Charles R. Lawrence, Account Executive

Services: Production of sound motion pic-

tures, sound slidefilms, filmstrips. FACILITIES:
Complete photographic facilities for produc-
tion of slidefilms and au.\iliary materials and
advertising photographic illustrations in black

and white and color in own Chicago studio,

centrally located.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Sound Slidefilms: Diesels Hit the Highways:
Differences in Diesels (Cummins Engine Com-
pany, Inc.); Wliose Year of Years?: Where

Sales Begin: Geiger Counter for Paint Profits;

Serve Them Right; It's In the Book! (The
Sherwin-Williams Co.) ; Permanent Satisfac-

tion; Make It Your Business (Helene Curtis
Industries, Inc.); Instruments for Creative
Selling (Stewart-Warner Corporation).

Galbreath Picture Productions, Inc.

141 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, 111.

Phone: HArrison 7-7447

Clyde L. Krebs, Jr., Manager

(See complete listing under Indiana area)

it.

GRAPHIC PICTURES, INC.

33 South Wacker Drive. Chicago, Illinois

Phone: CEntral 6-7269

Date of Organization: 1945

Branch: 2946 Los Veloz Avenue, Hollywood,
Calif. Phone: HOll.vwood .3-8209.' Wal-
lace R. McLain, in charge

Robert H. Estes, President
P. Y. Olumstad, Secretary & Treasurer
Emment Mellenthin, E.vec. V. P.. Chg. Prod.

C. F. Maravolo, Art Director
R. A. Hereford, Chief Cameraman
L. E. Van Houten, Director
Frank Kent, in charge of Sales

John Murray, Industrial Division

Services : 16mm, 35mm production, recording,

plus new 16/32 optical recording. Slidefilms:

agency presentations; illustrative photogra-
phy, artwork and animation. Facilities: Two
studios, 40' .X 75' and 18' x 40': all types of

sound recording equipment. 35 and 16mm
RCA optical recorders. Location sound
truck. Phone lines to seven Chicago hotels

from studio. Three blimped 16mm cameras;
five add'l cameras plus two 35mm Mitchells.

Transcription and record pressing services.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Wonder Cup (Milmour
Products) ; Digging Up Profits; Make Your
Mark (Shawannee Equipment Co.); Modern'.

Living (Plymouth Homes, Plymouth, Ind.) ;

hicome Tax (The Mannion Forum, South
Bend, Ind.). Slidefilms: Yours for the Ask-
ing ( Visking Corp.).

iC

The Jam Handy Organization, Inc.

2.30 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, 111.

Phone : STate 2-67.57

Harold Dash, in charge

(See complete listing under Detroit area)

Henning & Clieadle, Inc.

1140 S. Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Illinois

Phone: WAbash 2-0570

F. E. Harrold, in charge

(See complete listing under Detroit area)

Your Dependable Reference Source

* I'l'oducers whose listings appear in this sec-

tion have voluntarily supplied the minimum
client and film references for your reference

use. Five business-sponsored motion picture or
slidefilms were the minimum requested for an
unqualified listing.
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DALLAS JONES PRODUCTIONS, !NC.

1725 No. Wells Street, Chicago 14. Illinois

Phone : MOhawk 4-5525

Date of Organization : 1947

Dallas Jones, President

Marilou Jones, Vice-Presidetit & Treastoey

G. Richard Bowen, Secretary

James E. Holmes, Director of Sales

Oz Zielke, Director of Production

Jack Conrad, Executive Assistant

Paul Jensen, Script Supervisor

Edwin G. Hogan, Production Manager
Marvin Goessl, Art Director

Carl Sandin, Editing Department
Gerhard Kugel, Sound Department

Services: A complete specialized training and

sales promotion service, including field re-

search, writing, and production of all audio-

visual and printed materials. Motion pictures,

slidefilms, filmstrips. slides, tiannel boards,

complete meeting packages. Facilities: Sound
and silent stages for motion pictures and slide-

films. Highly mobile location equipment. 16-

mm and 35mm Mitchell cameras, magnetic re-

corders, specialized writers, art department,

editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tlie Best Made Plaus i Dow-

Chemical Compan.vi: The Mark of Qualitu

(Sunbeam Corporation); Kliklok Hand
Former (Container Corporation); Zo Late

Schmart (Sears, Roebuck & Co.); The Pabst

Sales Call (Pabst Brewing Co.) ; This Is Yonr
Tomorrow (A. 0. Smith Corporation). Slide-

films: 1957 Line Amwuncements (Hotpoint

Co.) ; The Day They Stopped Buying Milk

(National Dairy Council) ; Good Meals for

Busy Days (Evaporated Milk Assn.); 1957

Room Wcatliermaker (Carrier Corporation);

Be a Pro (Swift & Co.) ; Ideas on Film (Dow-

Chemical Co.) ; 1956 Sales Meeting (Campbell

Soup Co.) ; Direct Line to Sales (Carr, Adams
& Collier. Inc.).

^
KLING FILM PRODUCTIONS

1058 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7. 111.

Phone: SEeley 8-4181

West Coast production and sales: 1416 N.

LaBrea. HoIl.\-Avood. Cal. Phone: HOllyvvood
3-2141. Jack A. Fenimore, Vice-President.

Date of Organization : 1928

Robert Eirinberg, President

Harry W. Lange, Executive Vice-President

Hilly Rose, Creative Director

Manny PauU, Art Director

AI Levine, Director of Syndication

Dick Hertel, Production Manager
Lawrence Stein, Comptroller

Joe Bishop, Studio Manager
Waynian Robertson, Recording Supervisor

Carl Nelson, Supervising Editor

David Savitt, ASC, Director of Photography

Services: 35mm and 16mm color and b&w mo-
tion, slide and slide-motion pictures, live and
animated, wide screen, 3-D and conventional.

Cinemascope. Industrial, public relations,

sales training, educational and technical films.

Custom and syndicated TV commercials.

Package, syndicated and live TV shows. Fa-
cilities; Chicago—90,000 square feet of floor

space in two studio buildings, including four

large sound stages and complete production

facilities with latest equipment. Hollywood

—

Complete production facilities; three sound
stages; 20 administrative and production
buildings; complete animation facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Design for Environment;
Air Procurement a7id Production Story (U.S.

Air Force I ; Ellen's Story; Together Again;

Happy Is the Home; The Ultimate in Func-

tional Design; Tlie Ladder to Success; On the

Move; An Analytical Study of GE Freezers;

The Console Look; Home Laundry Pair; Truly

Automatic Servants (Genera! Electric Com-
pany—TV & Appliance Div. ) ; Mr. B Natural

(C. G. Conn, Ltd. ) ; Margin of Safety ( Hi-Test

Div., International Shoe Co.) ; The Man Who
Built the Better Mousetrap (Standard Oil Co.

of Indiana). Slidefilms: Open Flame Ver-

satility; The 1957 Estate Ranges (RCA Whirl-

pool Corp.) ; How to Sell (Whirlpool-Seeger

Corp. ) ; Safe Handling of Drums ( National

Safety Council ) ; Planning Your Farm Kitchen

(Successful Farming) ; Our Modern Washday
I Procter & Gamble) ; Commercial & Residen-

tial Room Air Conditioner; Automation in

Advertising ( Mitchell Mfg. Corp. ) ; Rela.va-

tii}n (Futorian Furniture Co. ). TV Commer-
cials: For Parker Pen, RCA Whirlpool Corp.,

Pabst Brewing Co., Blatz Brewing Co., Kellogg

Co., Procter & Gamble. DX Sunray Co., Texize

Chemicals, Inc., Paper-Mate Co., Ray-0-Vac,

Crosley, Admiral, Pine-Sol, U.S. Gypsum,

Chicago Sun-Times, Standard Oil of Indiana,

Wisconsin Bell, Ohio Bell, and others.

MERVIN W. La RUE, INC.

159 E. Chicago Avenue. Chicago 11, Illinois

Phone: SUperior 7-8656-7

Date of Incorporation ; 1947

Mervin W. La Rue, Sr., President

Joanna La Rue, Vice-President

Charles C. Hard, Secretary-Treasurer

Services; Primarily consultants in planning,

production and utilization of motion pictures

and illustration in medical field exclusively.

Distributor of audio visual equipment in this

field only. FACILITIES: Exceptional for work
in this field—explosion proof camera and light-

ing equipment for surgery — special macro-

scopic and microscopic motion camera equip-

ment — animation stands — time lapse —
recording, etc., in addition to conventional

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Repair of Imperforate

Anus With Rectal Vaginal Fistula; Artresia

of Esopliayus — titles from series on infant

and child surgery ( American College of Sur-

geons) ; Instrumeyits of Parenteral Therapy:
Mobilization of Stapes; Technic of Injection:

series in work on Parenteral Therapy ( George
E. Shambaugh, Jr., M.D.): Replacement

Transfusion (Baxter Laboratories). Also

Spanish and French versions of earlier med-
ical productions in '56.

Jv this symbol, appearing over a

producer's listing, indicates that display adver-

tising containing additional reference data ap-

pears in other pages of this Production Re-

view.

J^<if iS-Af C2IM
CHICAGO AREA

LEWIS & MARTIN FILMS INC.

1431 N. Wells Street, Chicago 10. 111.

Phone: WHitehall 4-7477

Date of Organization : 1947

Herschell G. Lewis, President

Arthur Kaplan, Executive Vice-President

Spencer Allen, Vice-Pres., Creative Serv.

Patrick Murphy, Vice-President, Sales

Martin Schmidhofer, Dir. of Photography
Michael Kelly, Studio Manager
Betty Lou Taylor, Casting Director

Sanford Greenlaw, Art Director

Don Margolis, Chief Animator

vServices: Producers of industrial, sales,

training, and public relrtions motion pictures;

slidefilms; television pros-'-ams and commer-
cials; script service; studio rental. Facili-

ties: Two stages, -50 ft. x 100 ft. and 60 ft. x

100 ft.; animation stand and artists; 35mm
and 16mni photographic and sound equipment;
creative staff; 35mm and 16mm editing equip-

ment; still department and laboratory.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Sound for Su)-viral (Fed-
eral Civil Defense Administration ) ; An In-

dustry in Action (American Institute of Men
& Boys' Wear); Progress Tlirough Research
(Armour Research Foundation); The Man
From Libertyville (Democratic National Com-
mittee); West Virginia Lttncheon (State of

West Virginia) ; TIte Briegel Method ( Briegel

Method Tool Co. ) . SLIDEFILMS: The Big Voice
( DuKane Coi-p.) ; A Bad Time Story (Spring-

Air Mattress Co.) ; Future of Lathing & Plas-

tering ( American Assn. of Lathers & Plas-

terers i . TV Commercials: For Carter Oil

( McCann-Erickson ) ; Blue Cross, Serta (Bozell

& Jacobs); Wax Paper Mdse. Council; TV
Time Popcorn iRuthrauff & Ryan); and
others.

FENTON McHUGH PRODUCTIONS, INC.

518 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois

Phone; UNiversity 4-3021

Date of Organization ; 1956

Fenton P. McHugh, President

Ernest A. Lukas, Vice-President, Secretary,

Production Mgr.
Lutz Hapke, Director of Photography

Services: 16nim and 35mm motion pictures

for business, industry and television. Facili-

ties: 16mm and 35mm motion picture and
sound recording equipment; sound stage; ed-

iting facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Medical Emergency: Dem-
ocratic Cold ( American Osteopathic Assn.) ;

Till Debt Do Us Part ( Credit Union National

Assn. I ; Gentlemen, Be Seated (Bostrom Mfg.

Company); Michigan at Play (White Rose

Gasoline )

.

MIDWEST FILM STUDIOS

6808 No. Clark Street. Chicago 26, Illinois

Phone: SHeldrake 3-1239

Date of Organization: 1947

Alfred K. Levy, Production Manager

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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METROPOLITAN CHICAGO:

MIDWEST FILM STUDIOS, Cont'd.

Services: Motion picture and slidefilm produc-
tion; research, writing, photography, editing,
etc. Facilities: Motion picture and slidefilm

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures : Bathroom Beauty i Natcco i

;

Masonry Goes Modern ( Mason Contractors ) ;

Paekaging Line (Clay Products^ : Freze-Cel
^Dole). Slidefilm: Skimpy and a Good Break-
fast (.Cereal Institute).

FRED A. NILES PRODUCTIONS, INC.

22 West Hubbard Street, Chicago 10. 111.

Phone: Superior 7-0760

Date of Organization: December, 1955

Fred A. Niles, President & Otvner
Chris Petersen, Jr.. Vive-Pres.. Chg. H'lcood
Thomas R. Ryan, Production Manager
William E. Harder, Editing Dept. Super.
Frank Richter, Chief Sound Engineer
Ruth Ratny, Creative Director
Edward E. Katz. Controller
Lloyd Bethune. James O'Riley. Thomas
Rook, Charles Ticho, Rogers Keene, Directors
Arnold Coty, Industrial Shows

Services: Scripts and storyboards. live action
and animation; full production for television;
industrial tilm .script and production; indus-
trial shows: TV shows: sales training films.
Facilities: Soundproof shooting stages. Chi-
cago; technical crews for production in studio
and location on multi-camera equipment.
Creative staff of writers and artists; sound
recording, editing in studio. Animation ex-
ecuted by Niles' own staff of animators in
Hollywood.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Admiral Radarscope;
Safety Catch Refrigerators (Admiral Corp.)'
Guatemala Children's Colony (Lion's Inter-
national). Television Films: Oral Roberts
Program, series of 42 half-hour shows-
National Barn Dance. TV Commercials: For
American Dairy Assn. (Campbell-Mithun )

;

Leonard Refineries (Wesley Aves & Associ-
ates)

; Kraft Foods ( Needham, Louis &
Brorby); Quaker Oats (Wherry, Baker &
Tilden)

; Admiral Corp. (Henri, Hurst &
MacDonald); Swift & Co. (McCann-Erick-
son); Standard Oil (D'Arcy) ; Wilson & Co
(U.S. Advertising).

JOHN OTT PICTURES, INC.

85 Hibbard Road, Winnetka. Illinois
Phone: Winnetka 6-5126

Date of Organization: 1948

John Ott, President

Services: Time -lapse photography, micro-
scopic photography and motion picture produc-
tions. Facilities: Time-lapse greenhouse,
studio, sound recording facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Picture; Sprivg Bulbs C Associated
Bulb Growers of Holland); Coal, Servant of
Mankind (United Electric Coal Companies);
Anhydrous .Ammonia (Standard Oil Co. of

Indiana); Care of Your Trees (National

Shade Tree Conference). Various film seg-

ments for Walt Disney Productions, NBC Net-

work TV.

PARAGON PICTURES, INC.

2540 Eastwood Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Phones: DAvis 8-5900; BRiargate 4-3711

Date of Organization: 1948

Robert Laughlin, President

J. Edgar Kelly. Secretary

Catherine M. Laughlin, Treasurer
Samuel J. Needham, Production Manager
Alfred Bloch, Director, Client Planning

Services: Industrial motion pictures, slide-

films and TV commercials. Facilities: Fully

equipped sound stage 40 ft. x 80 ft., magnetic
and variable density optical recording systems,

conference and screening rooms, editing and
still laboratory facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Bruning Story
I Charles Bruning Company, Inc. ) ; Canadian
Rockies (National Film Board of Canada);
Pabst Beer Interview (Leo Burnett Company,
Inc.). Slidefilms: Togetherness (Butler
Brothers) ; Check and Double Check (Zurich-

American Insurance Companies). TV Com-
mercials: For Rust-Oleum Mfg. Co. Inc.; Reo
Power Mowers. TV Films: University of Illi-

nois; Mars Cand.v Co.

PILOT PRODUCTIONS, INC.

6419 No. California Ave.. Chicago 45, 111.

Phone: AMbassador 2-4141

Date of Organization : 1940
(Incorporated November 1, 1952)

C. Robert Isely, President

M. E. O'Brien, Exec. Vice-President-Treas.

R. L. Dedrick, Vice-President—Prodiiction

A. E. Boroughf, Secretary

Services: 16mm motion, 35mm sound slide-

films, industrial and illustrative still photogra-
phy, 16mm tape recording. Facilities: Pro-

duction facilities for still and motion, except

16mm laboratory. 3500 sq. ft. studio space,

sound controlled.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Fashioning the Future
( U.O.P. ):The Big Difference ( Superior Steel ) ;

Tractor Logging (Clark Equipment Co.) ;

Kenmore Plating (National-Standard Co.) ;

Production Gear Control (Illinois Tool
Works). Slidefilms: Profits Through Power-
Point (Electro-Voice, Inc.) ; Maintenance of

Diesel Engines (Waukesha Motors) ; Voice

E.rpression (S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A., Inc.) ; Mainte-
nance of Hydraulic Systems (Clark Equip-
ment Co.).

PRODUCERS FILM STUDIOS
540 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois

Phone: WHitehall 3-1440

Date of Organization: June, 1946

Branch: 10281 E. Bay Harbor Drive, Miami
Beach 54, Florida. Phone: UNion 6-3009.

Jack H. Lieb, President
Warren Lieb, Production Supervisor
Walter A. Hotz, Cliief Sound Engineer
Lawrence Johnson, Director

Charles Click, Traffic Manager
Elsie Kerbin, Head Editor
Mary Chase. Puppet Creator & Producer

Services: Producers of sound motion pictures
for industry, television, training, educational
and safety use; creators of travel film sales
programs. TV commercials; sound slidefilms.

Facilities: 16mm-35mm sound and camera
equipment; two sound stages; cutting; projec-
tion, interlock, lighting and music library fa-
cilities. All optical and magnetic sound, both
16mm and 35mm, is RCA System.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: On Impact (Sturgis-Grant
Prods. I ; Invitation to Palm Springs ( Mutual
of Omaha) ; Seven Million Miles of White
Power (Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Sales) ;

Air Crew Escape Systems — Maintenance &
Safety (U.S. Air Force). Television Films:
Thought for the Day (Columbia Broadcasting
S.vstem

) ; Filmed Interviews — 60 ( Pabst
Brewing Co. ) ; Governor Stevenson. TV Com-
mercials: For Reddy Red Heart (Campbell-
Mithun); Stag Beer (Erwin Wasey & Co.);
DX Gasoline, DPC Cleanser, Robin Hood
Flour, etc.

Reid H. Ray Film Industries, Inc.

208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois

Phone: Financial 6-0897

Frank Balkin, in charge

(See complete listing under St. Paul, Minn.

Roland Reed Productions

159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago 11, 111.

Phone : GRaceland 7-2457

Jay Norman, representative

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

SARRA, INC.

16 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois

Phone: WHitehall 4-5151

200 East 56th Street, New York 22, N.Y.
Phone: MUrray Hill 8-0085

Date of Organization: 1937

(At New York City Studios)
Valentino Sarra, President
Morris Behrend, General Manager
John Henderson III, Producer-Director
Robert Jenness, Director
Rex Cox, Director
Stanley Johnson, Director

George Altman, Chief Editor
David Fletcher, .Art Director

(At Chicago Studios)
Michael Stehney, Production Manager
Marvin Bailey, Service Manager
Karl Oeser, Director
Norman Schickedanz, Director
Harry Holt, Director

John Brix, Director
Helen Krupa, Scenario Supervisor
George DeDecker, .Art Director
Harold Lignell, Laboratory Manager

Services: Creation and production of motion
pictures, slidefilms and television commercials
for sales, sales training, product promotion
and information, emplo.vee training and indoc-
trination, safety training and promotion, pub-
lic information. Armed Forces training sub-
jects. Facilities : Sound stage, 16mm and 35-

mm motion picture cameras; still photographic
equipment and personnel; 16mm and 35mm
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editing; IGmni and 3omm processing labora-

tory; art and animation; creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
All references for television commercials i

TV Commercials: For Pet Milk; Busch Ba-

varian Beer (Gardner Advertising Co.); Hit

Parade Cigaiettes iBBD&Oi; American

Dairy Association i Campbell-Jlithun, inc.);

Lilt ^Grey Advertising Agency, Inc. i ; Trix,

General Mills; Fluffo, Procter & Gamble i Tat-

ham-Laird, Inc.) ; Bulova Watch i McCann-
Erickson, Inc.; ; Prudential Insurance i Calk-

ins & Holden, Inc. ) ; J. C. Penney Co. < Ralph

D. Allum Co. I ; Stopette i Earl Ludgin. Inc. i

;

St. Joseph Aspirin i.Lake-Spiro-Shurman,

Inc. I ; Pink Camay Soap (F. H. Hayhurst Co.,

Ltd.); Seven-Up (.J. Walter Thompson Co. i
;

Schoenling Beer (RoUman Adv., Inc. i.

TELECINE FILM STUDIOS, INC.

100 S. Xorthwest Highway, Park Ridge, 111.

Phone: TA 3-1418

Date of Organization: 1952

Byron L. Friend, President

June A. Friend, Secretary-Treasurer

Henry Ball, Facilities Manager
Bryan Wright, Production Manager
Jack Richards, Chief Cameraman
Hans Graff, Supervising Editor

Services: Motion pictures for industry and
television, color or b&w; 35min or 16mm, stu-

dio or location. TV commercials, complete

packaging service, editing, re-recording, mix-

ing, interlock screening and recording; script

writing; animation; consultation. Hi-speed

photography for observation and analysis

;

time-lapse films. F.\cilities: Multiple camera,

continuous shooting picture equipment, 8-5mm
or 16mm cameras ; magnetic sound recorders

;

sound stage 30' x 4.5', five-channel re-recording

and mixing; selsyn interlock. Gasoline and
battery-driven generators for location ; wire-

less microphones. Lighting equip, for studio

and location: editing equipment, including 3.5-

mm, 16mm Moviolas.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Phosphorus i Victor Chem-
ical I ; Films in Industry { Bell & Howell i

;

Cooking Magic t Consolidated Book Pub-
lishers) ; Waa-Mu Show i Northwestern Uni-

versityj. TELEVISION Films: Zoo Parade; The
Story of Pork; Marineland (,NBC-TV).

UPA Pictures, Inc.

Wrigley Building, Chicago, Illinois

Peter Del Xegro, sales manager

(See complete listing under Los Angeles areaj

Winik Films Corporation

20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 111.

Al Levine, in charge

(See complete listing in New York City area)

Raphael G. Wolff Studios, Inc.

2103 Orrington Avenue, Evanston, 111.

Phone: DAvis 8-7236

Carl Wester, in charge

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

WILDING PICTURE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

134-5 Argyle Street, Chicago 40, Illinois

Phone: LOngbeach 1-8410

Date of Organization: 1914

Date of Incorporation : 1927

BRANCH OFFICES

New York : 38.5 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.

Phone: PLaza 9-0854. T. H. Westermann,
Vice-President.

Detroit: 4925 Cadieux Road, Detroit, Mich.

Phone: TUxedo 2-3740. Don Calhoun,

Vice-President.

CLEVEL.i^ND: 1010 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland,

Ohio. Phone: TOwer 1-6440. Dean Coffin,

District Mamager.

Pittsburgh: 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Phone: GRant 1-6240. Ralph Mait-

land, District Manager.

Cincinnati: 617 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Phone: GArfield 1-0477. R. L. McMillan,

District Manager.

Chicago: 1345 Argyle Street, Chicago 40.

Hugh Gage, District Manager.

St. LOUIS: 3940 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Phone : JEfferson 5-7422. Jack Robertson,

District Manager.

Hollywood: 5981 Venice Blvd., Hollywood,

California. Phone : WEbster 8-0183. John
Oser, in cliarge.

C. H. Bradfield, Jr., President

Lang S. Thompson, Executive Vice-President

J. A. Kellock, Vice-Pres. & General Mgr.
Jack Rheinstrom, Vice-President, Sales

C. B. Hatcher, Secretary-Treasurer

A. J. Henderson, Vice-President, Creative

Services; Wilding-Henderson, Inc.

Norman B. Terry Vice-President, Sales;

Wilding-Henderson, Inc.

Walter Tinkham, Production Manager
G. Duncan Taylor, Prod. Mgr.. Slidefilm

Dept.

William J. Morris, Production Mgr.,

Xew York
Charles O. Dennis, Production Mgr., Detroit

Morgan W. Gibney, Production Development

Dept.

James M. Constable, Production Develop-

ment Dept.

Russ Raycroft, Director, Television Division

A. J. Bradford, Director, Customer Services

Jerome C. Diebold, Manager, Xavy Services

Harold A. Witt, Manager, Air Force Services

Harold Kinzle, Laboratory Superintendent

Gilbert Lee, Art Director

James E. Dickert, Recording Director

Jack A. Krieger, .\dvertising & Sales

Promotion

Services: Creators and producers of motion

pictures and slidefilms for business and in-

dustry; television commercials; complete live

shows and presentations for conventions and

sales meetings. Facilities: Four nationwide

studio and service operations, detailed as fol-

lows :

Chicago: Home office and main studios: 60,000

sq. ft. of floor space—27,000 sq. ft. in three

sound stages—200' x 75' ; 100' x 70' and 100' x

50'; remainder to administrative, ser%-ice and

creative offices; still and motion laboratories;

optical and animation departments; art depart-

1^ 4f cn
CHICAGO AREA

ment : screening rooms ; sound recording de-

partment; film vaults; carpenter shop and
other departments. Wilding Customer Serv-

ices department located at 5137 Broadway,
Chicago in one-story building of 14,000 sq. ft.

It provides stage oi 3,b00 sq. ft. for slidefilm

production; remainder for servicing and stor-

age of industrial show equipment and demon-
stration area.

* * *

Detroit : Studio operations are housed in mod-
ern building especially constructed for motion

picture production. New building contains

admmistrative. sales and service offices; graph-

ic arts department; two sound stages, totahng

8,000 sq. ft., and screening rooms. Wilding-

Henderson, Inc., is a new addition to national

organization, offering trainmg, sales promo-
tion and merchandising services. Its modern
building at 13535 Livernois St. houses own
staff of planning, merchandising, editorial and
creative personnel.

* * *

New York: In addition to sales and service

offices listed above. Wilding now provides com-
plete motion picture and television production

facilities at 157 E. 69th St. The new studio

puts all eastern production personnel under

one roof; provides two sound-proof stages

totaling 3,000 sq. ft.; a cai-penter shop; sound

recording equipment; cutting and projection

facilities and administrative offices. Easy ac-

cessibility from 69th St. for handling auto-

mobiles, trucks and large appliances.

* * *

Hollywood: Sales and ser\-ice facilities, sound

stage, screening room and all other equipment

for motion picture production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: 19-57 Xeu- Car and Truck

Announcement films i,Ford Motor Company) ;

Heavens to Betsy (Deere & Company); Per-

ishable Profits I DuPont ) ; Challenge and Op-
portunity (Libby-Owens-Ford ) ; .4 Picture of

You ( Loyal Order of Moosei ; Science of Color

I Inter-Chemieal Corp.); Someone to Care

(Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Ancient

Free and Accepted Masons); Measure of a

Man I. Institute of Life Insurance; ; Heat

Transfer (Dow Chemical Co.); Industrial

Power Distribution (.General Electric Com-
pany) ; Blue Flame (Peoples Gas Light & Coke

Co.) ; Cooking the Better Cuts of Meat i.NatT

Live Stock & Meat Board ) ; The Xeu- Touch

(.Leo Burnett Adv. for Pabst Brewing Co.) ;

Looking Forward (.Chrysler Corporation) ;

Let's Look Deeper (Republic Steel Corpora-

tion ) ; Take an Order ( (ioodyear Tire & Rub-

ber Co.). Slidefilms: Progress Through Re-

search (Champion Spark Plug); Will They

Want to Come Back? (.Continental Oil Co.);

How to Take Step Seven; Hoic to Make a

Motor Go & Go & Go (.AUis Chalmers) ; 1,001

Sights (Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.); En-
chanted Evenings (General Electric) ; There's

\o Way Like a Xew Way; The Controlled Ex-

periment (Dairypack); The Airtemp Imperial

(Airtemp Div. of Chrysler Corp.); Your

Rising Star (Ford Motor Company) ; RCA
Whirlpool Electric Range (Whirlpool-Seeger

Corp.) ; How to Put Together an Effective

Meeting (National Project in Agricultural

Communications )

.
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Jp if en
Kansas

WEST CENTRAL

Stanley Neal Productions, Inc.

1184 Cedar Lane. Northbrook, III.

Phone: CRestwood 2-1712

Robert M. Peck, representative

(See complete listing in New York Cit.v area)

it.
7v

New World Productions

2224 N. Glenwood Street, Peoria, 111.

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

•5f

Summit Studios

147th Street & 108th Avenue. Orland Park, 111.

Phone: Fleldbrook 9-0177 i Orland Park)

Karl S. Smith, Maiia(/er

C. Stuart Bowyer, Sales Manager

(See complete listing under El Paso, Texas)

THE VENARD ORGANIZATION

11:3 North Madison Ave.. Peoria, 111.

Studio—Highview Road. East Peoria, III.

Phone : 4-2490

Date of Organization; 1923

C. L. Venard
Frances B. Venard

Services: We write, produce, distribute. Per-

sonal service throughout. Facilities: 3200

square feet of sound stage . . . equipped for

any assignment, large or small.

RECEr<aT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: i-H Here and There (Funk
Bros. Seed Co.) ; Steel Wire for Agriculture:

Steel Wire in Industry (Keystone Steel & Wire
Co. ) . Only 19.5(1 productions.

Iowa

GENERAL PICTURES PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1702 Keo Way. Ue.s Moines, Iowa

Phone: ATlantic 8-2113

Date of Organization: 1945

Ted Sloane. President

D. H. Bonine, V.P., Charge Laboratory

Wm. H. Schultz, V.P., Charge Production

Services: Industrial sales, educational, job

training and civic relations films: television

subjects. Facilities: Sound and color cameras

and laboratory equipment; sound recording

and re-recording, direct-on-film. magnetic film,

tape; color printing: editing; creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Iowa Highway Quiz

(Iowa Good Roads Association ) ; When Homko
Hits Your Town 1 Western Tool & Stamping
Co. ) ; The Miracle SD Tubeless Truck Tin'

(Armstrong Tiro & Rubber Co. 1 ; The Burn-

ing Farm Quesli(jn 'Farmers Mutual Rein-

surance Co.) ; Thai More May Learn and Read
(Ct-eighton University).

CENTRON CORPORATION, INC.

West Ninth at Avalon Road. Lawrence.

Kansas
Phone: Viking 3-0400

Date of Organization: 1947

Arthur H. Wolf, President and Exec. Prod.

Russell Mosser, Executive Vice-President

and Treasurer

Charles Lacey. Secretary and Director of

Production
Norman Stuewe. Motion Picture

Photography
Margaret Travis. Script and Filmstrip Prod.

Harold Harvey, Director

Gene Courtney, Director

Robert Rose, Still Photography
Dan Palmquist. Editing

Joe Stroup, .4c/ Director

Services; Motion pictures and slidefilms for

public relations, sales, training, education and

television. Subcontracting. Specialized sports

photography. Specialized color and/or black

and white still assignments. Animation and

recording service. Facilities: New studio and

office facilities include 60' x 100' x 27' sound

stage, voice studios, editing rooms, sound

rooms, etc.; Mitchell and Cine Special cam-

eras; complete lighting and sound equipment

for studio and location.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: TJie Most in Posl.-<: The

Last of Grass (Monsanto Chemical Co.) ; Tlie

Case of the Doubting Doctor (American Med-
ical Association I ; Techniques of Organic

Chemistry—Parts 1, 2. 3 an(i 4 (Harvard Uni-

versity and Ford Foundation) ; Speed-Klect

Collator ( Didde-Glaser) ; .Aero Medical Re-

search (U.S. Air Force) ; License for Lawless-

ness (Kansans for Right to Work 1 ; Why
Study Industrial .Arts?: How to Take a Test;

H(iu- Plants Reproduce: Industrial .Arts: Join-

ing & Glueing: Industrial Arts: Wood Finish-

ing: Hon- .Animals Help Us and seven other

films (Young America Films). Filivistrips:

Farm & City: Our Pets: Elementary Science

and 25 others ( Young America Films ) . TV
Commercials; for Blue Cross-Blue Shield;

Western Auto; Bruce Brewer; Patterson-

Wright; University of Kansas.

Minnesota

CONTINENTAL FILMS
(Civ. of Midwest Radio-Television, Inc.)

47 South Ninth St., Minneapolis 2. Minn.

Phone: FE 8-6301

Date of Organization: 1954

William McNally, Chairman of Board

Robert Ridder. President

F. Van Konynenburg, Executive Vicr-Pres.

Paul D. Rusten. Executive Producer

Richard C. Pollster, Production Director

.lohn Raddatz, Chief Cinematographer

Services: Writing, direction and production

of color and black and white motion pictures

for business, education, religion and television.

Complete production staff. FACILITIES: 30' x

60' sound studio; Arriflex. Mitchell cameras;

editing, interlock projection; synchronous

magnetic film sound recording and mixing;

film music library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Man to Man (Broadcasting

& Film Commission, National Council of

Churches); Chuck Woods—Go Giver (John

Driemen Associates) ; Tale of the Tile Toters

(Wood Conversion Company); The President

Speaks (Gamble-Skogmo) ; Dunwoody (Dun-

woody Industrial Institute) ; Stigma (Minn.

State Dept. of Welfare).

EMPIRE PHOTOSOUND INCORPORATED

1920 Lyndale Ave. South. Minneapolis 5,

Minn.
Phone : PLeasant 2407

Date of Incorporation: October, 1945

William S. Yale, President

Charles B. Woehrle, Secretary-Treasurer

Catherine Running. Business Manager
Richard Jamieson, Production

Arthur Nicol. Animation
Frederick Coleman. Camera
Patrick Des Jarlait, Art
DeLores Paul, Editing

Mark Else. Sound

Services and Facilities: Completely equipped

production facilities for motion pictures, sound

slidefilms. television commercials and sales

meeting presentations. 16mm Maurer camera.

Time-lapse, slow motion equipment. Editing,

and interlock projection. Animation, sound re-

cording studio 40' X 60' sound stage. Tape and

magnetic film recording, disc and tape music

libraries. Process sci-een and arc rear pro-

jection.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: This Is Your Life: Future

2.5 Years (Farmers Union Central Exchange) ;

Out of the Earth: The Big Difference (Inter-

national Minerals & Chemical Corporation) ;

Forming Plastic Sheet Materials (O'Neil-

Irwin Manufacturing Co.); Savings in the

Attic (Vermiculite Institute). Slidefilms:

Catalogue Program (Gamble-Skogmo. Inc.);

.All About Pie: Breads You Bake (General

Mills. Inc.); Lady in Distress (Minneapolis-

Honeywell Regulator Co.). TV Commercials;

for Farmers Union Central Exchange. First

National Bank. International Milling Co.,

Marshall-Wells Co., Minneapolis Brewing Co.,

Red Owl Stores, Russell-Miller Milling Co.,

Stratofoam Corporation.

REID H. RAY FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.

2269 Ford Parkway, St. Paul 1, Minnesota

Phone; Midway 9-1393

Date of Organization: 1910

Branch Offices; 208 S. LaSalle St.. Chi-

cago 4. 111. Phone: Financial 6-0897. Frank

Balkin. Manager. 384 West 1st St.. Dayton

2. Ohio. Phone; HEmlock 5174. A Merritt

Simpson, Eastern Sales. 716 No. LaBrea,

Hollywood. Phone: OLdfield 4-4117.

Reid H. Ray, President

William H. Ringold. Vice-President

R. V. Jeffrey. General Sales

Frank Havlicek, Sales Mgr., Film .Ad. Div.

Robert E. Whitney, .Asst. to the President

Alice M. Griswold. Secretary

Billsworth H. Polsfuss, Producer

Clive Bradshaw, Laboratory Supervisor

Gordon Ray, Director, Still Photography

Robert H. Winter, Chief Film Editor

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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Is the audience

for your
16nini filins

captive...or captivated?
>'ou have a good movie with an impor-

tant message. Make the most of it with

the businesshke presentation that your

audience deserves.

Will your show start smoothly— in

focus, at the first title frame? Will the

pictures be clear and brilliant, even in

a room light enough for note-taking?

Will the sound be true and resonant, not

garbled . . . not drowned out by pro-

jector noises?

If you're using a Kodascope Pageant

16mm Sound Projector, you can answer

YES to every question.

With a Pageant, your audience watches

the screen, not the projector . . . gets the

full impact of your message . . . and de-

parts with a good impression of you and
your presentation.

Here are four reasons why: 1. The
Pageant is easy to set up—film path is

printed on projector, single switch for

forward and reverse. 2. It delivers extra-

bright pictures— e\c\a%ne Kodak Super-

40 Shutter automatically puts 40 "„ more
light on the screen at sound speeds than

ordinary shutters. 3. Its sound is clear

and «afH(a/— Pageant has a complete

sound system with baffled speaker, tone

and volume controls, plus sound-track

focusing lever.

And ... 4. A portable Pageant gives

you freedom from worry about main-

tenance and breakdown, because it's

lubricatedfor life I

Let a Kodak Audio-Visual dealer

demonstrate how a Pageant helps you
captivate your audience — for business,

church or school films. Or. write for de-

tails. No obligation, either way.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y
Please send me complete information on the new Kodascope PAGEANT 16mm Sound Projectors,

and tell me who can give me a demonstration. I understand I am under no obligation.

NAME TITLE

J

ORGANIZATION.

STREET

CITY
(Zor«)
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WEST CENTRAL: MINNESOTA

REID RAY FILM IND.: Cont'd.

Services: Motion pictures, slidefilms, TV films

and commercials (live or animated'). Screen

advertising for theatres (local, regional, na-

tional). F.^CILITIES: Script and creative de-

partment: studio, laboratory, opticals, titles;

animation: complete production equipment for

35mm or 16mm b&w or color photography:
RCA magnetic or photo. 35mm and 16mm re-

cording facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Please Pass the Pasture

(Deere & Companyl : Electronics hi Automa-
tion ( DeVry Technical Institute"): The Big
Addition (Masonite Company") : Product of

3-M Research ( Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.") :

Eagle's Strength (U.S. Air Force! ; Teamwork
on the Mesabi (Erie Mining Co."); Thoughts
for Food (Swift & Company): There Is No
End (Minneapolis-Honeywell) : More Grain in

the Tank: The Clean Cut (Deere & Co.). Tele-
vision Films: Renfro Valley Folks—14 shows
(Pillsbury Mills, Inc.). Slidefilm : Whij Metal
Buildings? (Butler Mfg. Co.). TV Commee-
cials: for Northern Pacific Rv. and others.

Missouri

•55-

THE CALVIN COMPANY
1105 Truman Road, Kansas (^ity 6, Missouri
Phone: HArrison 1-1230

Date of Organization: 1931

Branch Office: G. S. Kedey, Mgr. Motion
Picture Centre, Toronto, Canada

—

Cana-
dian Representative.

Forrest 0. Calvin, President
Lloyd Thompson, Executive Vice-President
Larry Sherwood, Vice President
Neal Keehn, Vice President
Frank Barhydt, Vice President
Betty C. Calvin, Secretary-Treasurer
Richard Bulkeley, Production Manager
.lames Y. Hash, Comptroller
Leonard Keck, Operations Manager
William D. Hedden, Laboratory Svpt.
Maxine Covell, Office Manager

Services: 16mm color, sales and sales training
films; service work and laboratory facilities

for other producers, universities and indus-
trial photographic departments. Facilities:
Two sound stages, area 19,000 sq. ft.; location
equipment: laboratory with output of 25,000,-
000 ft. black and white, 20,000,000 ft. color a
year; Kodachrome and 16mm negative-positive
color printing and processing. 14 editing
rooms: two sound studios with six channels,
eight phono, recording equipment for film,

tape, wax, magnetic film; eight full-time di-
rectors; creative staff; complete animation
music facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pkturks: The Torch (Communitv
Chest of Allegheny County) ; The Eighth Sea
(Caterpillar Tractor Company); Cold Cask
(Commercial Solvents Co.); Deep Waters
(Layne & Bowler, Inc.i ; Baseball By the Code
(Official Sports Films); How About Me?;
Time Out! You Got Trouble (Olin Mathieson
Corp.); Fat of the Lad; A Good Night's
Sleep (Phillips Petroleum i : .4 Matter of Min-
utes (United Fund of Kansas City i : Tornado
(United Gas Company) ; Spring Holiday
1 Warner-Patterson )

.

St. Louis, Missouri

CONDOR FILMS, INC.

1006 Olive Street, St. Louis 1, Missouri
Phone: MAin 1-8876

Date of Organization: 1951

Arthur E. Wright, Jr., President

Bradford Whitney, Vice-President

Edgar F. Stevens, Vice-President

Dean Moore, Production Manager

Services: Producers of 16mm and 35mm sound
motion pictures and slidefilms for sales promo-
tion, advertising, public relations, training, tv.

Complete creative, writing and production

staffs. Productions from script to screen or

service work; i.e., editing, adding sound and
music to films already shot. Facilities: Air-

conditioned sound stage with heavy-duty
lighting. Maurer, Bell & Howell cameras
(16mm), Mitchell (35mm). Stancil-Hoffman
synchronous magnetic recording 16mm, 17^2-

mm, quarter-inch. Multiple channel synchro-

nous interlocked mixing. 16mm, IT^irnm iind

35mm Moviolas (picture and sound). 16 and
35mm (arc) interlock projection. Music and
sound effects library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Winiiiuy Witli tlie i^nikees

(The Coca-Cola Company); The Florissant

Dome (Laclede Gas Company); Handle With
Care (Frisco Railroad) ; The New Seal of Ex-
cellence (Monsanto Chemical Company) ; The
Road from Maramec (The James Foundation) :

Annual Sales Meeting Program—mp and slide-

films (Ralston Purina Company i ; Company
Newsreel (Eli Lilly and Company) ; Company
Newsreel (Monsanto Chemical Company);
Transfor7ners in flic Making (Wagner Electric

Corp.). Slidefilms: Simple Arithmetic in

Packaging ( Gaylord Container Corp.). TV
Commercials: For Ralston Purina, Busch
Bavarian Beer, Vess Beverages, Lion Oil,

Caper Dog Food, Flav-R Straws, Honey Krust
Bread, etc.

HARDCASTLE FILM ASSOCIATES

7811 Carondelet Ave., St. Louis 5, Mo.
Phone: Parkview 6-0202

Date of Organization : 1930

J. H. Hardcastle, Producer

C. E. Talbott. Photography
Richard Hardcastle, Editorial

Richard Hardcastle, Jr., Production

Services: Motion pictures, slidefilms, and TV
commercials; advertising, public relations,

sales, industrial training, civic, religious, fund
raising films. Facilities: ;?5mm and 16mm
equipment, sound stage, editing rooms, port-

able lighting and recording equipment for lo-

cation production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Milk Is America (Social

Science Films) ; Modern Pace in Transporta-

tion (Missouri Pacific Lines I ; At Your Serv-

ice (Fruin-Colnon Co.): Safety, Opportunity

and Us (Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.).

Slidefilms: Pope Pius XII Library (St. Louis

University); Convention Highlights ( Sporlan

Valve Co.); Signs of the Times (The Seven-

Up Company): Memories of the Opera (Mu-
nicipal Opera Assn.) ; Ltistersheen; Fibertone;

Eagle Stamps ( Rutledge & Lilienfeld, Inc.).

•5f

PREMIER FILM AND RECORDING
CORPORATION

3033 Locust Street, St. Louis 3, Missouri
Phone: JEfferson 1-3555

Date of Organization : 1932

Theodore P. Desloge, Pres. & Exec. Prod.
Wilson Dalzell, Vice-Pres., Prod. Supervisor
Roger E. Leonhardt, Director

Charles Kite, Unit Manager
H. Stewart Dailey, Director of Photography
James E. Darst, Sales Manager

Services: Creators and producers of 16mm
and 35mm color and black/white motion pic-

tures: TV commercials; sound slidefilms; radio

transcriptions for commercial use: industrial

and public relations, training and education.

Facilities: Large aii'-conditioned sound stage
with complete production facilities. Latest
camera, lighting, editing and cutting equip-

ment. Trained creative technicians for com-
plete script-to-release-print service. Sound re-

cording facilities, record processing and press-

ing plant.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Big Ideas (General Steel

Castings Corporation); Tliis Is It ( Ralston-

Purina Company i ; What It Takes to Be a Star
Salesman (Emerson Electric Manufacturing
Co.). Slidefilms: Falls City Beer (Prater
Advertising); The Christ Child Comes to

Christian Homes (Concordia Publishing
House): Red Goose Shoes ( Datche Advertis-
ing Co.). TV Commercials: For Busch Ba-
varian Beer (Gardner Advertising Co.);
Reisch Beer (Oakleigh R. French & Associ-

ates) ; Budweiser Beer (D'Arcy Advertising
Co.); Falls City Beer (Prater Advertising

Co.).

5f
Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

3940 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
Phone: JEfferson 5-7422

Jack Robertson, District Manager

(See complete listing under Chicago area)

Wii

•5f

Douglas Productions

734 N. Jefferson. Milwaukee, Wis.

Phone: Broadway 3-6673

Fred C. Raymond, Clietit Contact

(See complete listing under Chicago area)

FILM ARTS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1032 X, Sixth Street, Milwaukee 3, Wis.
Phone: BR 6-5670

Date of Organization : 1927

A. K. Hadley, President

L. F. Heinz, Vice-President

H. P. Croy, Treasurer & General Manager
W. E. Immekus, Photographer
Alfred M. Zemlo, Sound Rcciirdinti

Eugene S. Allen, Editorial

C. D. Koehler, Slide Production

C. 0. Lindquist, Director, Still Photo.

Services: 16 and 35mm motion picture pro-

duction, sound slidefilms, program develop-
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nient : complete laboratory, editorial and re-

cording services. Facilities: 16mm, 3omm
cameras, lighting equipment for studio and
location; magnetic, disc and film recording

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Avenues for Mass Selling

(The Graphic Arts & Advertising Guild) ;

Lifting Sliadou-s i National Funeral Directors

Assn. I ; Slings Away (Macwhyte Wire Rope
Company I ; .4 Boat in the Family (Outboard
Boating Clubs of America i ; Tractor Mate
(Massey-Harris-Ferguson ) ; Formula for Bet-

ter Roads (Seaman -Andwall Corporation).

Slidefilms: You're Ahead, Way Ahead i Har-

ley Davidson Motor Co. ) ; Wringing Vp Profits

With Speed Queen (Speed Queen Corp.) ; Sell-

ing Is Fun (Hansen Glove) ; Plan for Profit

(Bucyrus-Erie Company i : Route of the Xorth-
liners (North Central Airlines).

iii-*f i»Af cn
SOUTHWEST

Arizona

CANYON FILMS OF ARIZONA

834 North Seventh Ave., Phoenix. Arizona

Phone: ALpine 2-1719

Date of Organization : 1953

Raymond Boley, Owner-Production Manager
Bob Allen, Owner-Director of Photography

Services: Motion picture producers for indus-

try, television, advertising and education. TV
spots: sound slidefilms. Contract shooting or

editing for outside producers. Art, animation

and script services. F.acilities: Two sound

stages, sound recording facilities (magnetic

film or tape) ; disc cutting. Set lighting and
complete portable lighting. Sjiichronous cam-
eras, recorders and dubbers. Editing dept.,

including sound cutting. Interlock projection

and recording. Set construction. 16mm or

3-5ram production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Where the Grass Grows
Thin (St. -Johns Indian School i : Irrigated

Cotton (.J. M. Boswell Co. i ; Thermo-Artnor
(Keystone Mfg. Company) ; Cooling for Coin-

fort (International Metal Products) ; The 1957
Line (Arctic Circle Mfg. Co.i. TV Commer-
CULS : For First National Bank of Arizona

:

Standard Oil of Te.xas ; Western Savings &
Loan: Salt River Power District: .John F.

Long Home Builders: Wright Mfg.: Advertis-

ing Counselors of Arizona: Valley National

Bank: American Dairy Association of Ari-

zona: Arizona State Fair, and others.

Oklahoma

ANIM AIDS, INC.

1651 East 4.5th Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Phone: RI. 7-0.54.5

Date of Incorporation : 19-55

Richard W. Ellison, President

George R. Ewing, Exec. Vice-Pres. & Treas.

M. C. Clarkson, Vice-President, Sales

Margaret E. Hazen, Vice-President, Secty.

Services : Production of animated motion pic-

tures and filmstrips for business and educa-
tional use, b&w or color; 16mm and 35mm,

silent and sound. F.acilities: Studios for com-
plete art and animation production: 16ram an-

imation and 3Dmm filmstrip photography.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
(Only television commercials produced)

TV Commercials: For Thrifty-Wise Grocers,
Cloverleaf Dairies. Girl Scouts of America,
Utica Square, Inc., Vandevers Department
Store. I Only 1956 production references sub-
mitted).

BUD WOODS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1601 So. Boston Ave., Tulsa 19, Oklahoma
Phone : DI. 3-1922

Date of Incorporation: 1939

L. C. "Bud" Woods, President, Producer
M. E. Woods. Secretary-Treasurer
Wayne Graeber. Editing
George Waiss, Animation Director
Carl Thompson. Filmstrip Production

Services: Industrial motion pictures for pub-
lic relations, sales and sales training, product
information use. TV commercials, animation.
Services from script to screen. Facilitees:
Production staff. IGmra and .35mm cameras.
Sound recording studios; portable synchronous
tape recorders. Lighting equipment for large

industrial interiors.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: In These Hands ( Hillcrest

Medical Center! : Oklahoma—Portrait of Prog-
ress ( Public Service Co. of Okla.) : Water Well
Fracturing (Dowell, Inc. ( : Areal Model
Studies (Carter Oil Co.); Limestone Pore
Space Studies (Stanolind Oil and Gas Co.).

New Mexico

BANDALIER FILMS

1S37 Lomas Blvd.. N.E.. Albuquerque, New
Mexico

Phone: 7-1516

Date of Organization: 1953

Robert Stevens, Oivner, President

Doyle Courington, Art & Prod. Director

Services: Motion picture producers 1 16mm)
for advertising, television and educational

uses. TV commercials, sound-on-film. Anima-
tion or live-action, color or b&w. Contract

shooting for outside producers, agencies. Fa-
cilities: Sound stage and complete sound re-

cording facilities, 25' x 40' studio with com-
plete kitchen, all household type sets. Syn-
chronous cameras and recorders. Editing de-

partment. Interlock projection and recording.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Co.mmercials: For Bank of New Mexico,

Albuquerque Lumber Co., Pearl Beer, Bank of

Hawaii. Motion Picture: Robert Bronson,

sponsor. (Only 1956 production references

submitted).

•3€-

Jerry Fairbanks Productions

219 Majestic Building, San Antonio, Texas

Phone: CApital 4-8641

Jack Mullen, representative

( See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

SOUTHWESTERN STATES:

Texas: Continued

GULF COAST FILMS

Oil & Gas Building, Houston 2, Texas
Phone: CApitol -5-3018. Cable: Gulfilm

Robert Yarnall Richie, President
V. G. Richie, Secretary-Treasurer

Services: Motion pictures, Richie-Graphs,
slidefilms and still photography, b&w or color.

Scripting and story board treatments: counsel

on distribution. Facilities: Mitchell camera,
complete lighting.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Dresser Plus (Dresser
Industries, Inc.). Also see credits for Robert
Yarnall Richie Productions, Inc., under N. Y.

•H-

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY
3825 Bryan Street, Dallas 4, Texas

Date of Organization : 1916

Bruce Jamieson, Business Manager
Hugh V. -Jamieson, Jr., Production Manager
Jerry Dickinson, TV Production Manager
Taylor Branch, Production Supervisor

Robert Redd, Production Services

Larry Buchanan, Writing
Robert Alcott, Camera
John Beasley, Animation
Paul Jamieson. Laboratory
Barbara Guild, Accounting
Frank Sloan, Sound

Services: Industrial, educational, training and
public relations motion pictures, 16mm and
35mm: filmed television programs and TV
commercials; sound recording laboratorj- and
printing services. Facilities: Studio and
sound stage, RCA 16mm and 35mm sound
channels; editing, printing and processing 16-

mm and 35min; Kodachrome printing with
scene-to-scene color correction; animation,

creative staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Project One Grand (Chance
Vought Aircraft, Inc.) ; A Matter of Fact

I Southwest Insurance Information Service) ;

Time and Taxes i Internal Revenue Service);

Men in Green (George State Game & Fish

Commission) : Dollars and Sense (Continental

Equity Life Insurance Co. i : The Lever
I United Fund of Austin, Texas ) ; Classified

films : For Chance Vought Aircraft ( 2 ) ; Con-
vair i4); Thickol Chemical Corporation (1).

Traffic safety films ( 5 ) for Public Safety Pic-

tures. Television Films: Te.ras in Review—
52 half hour programs for Humble Oil & Re-

fining Co. (McCann-Erickson). TV Commer-
cials : For Old Judge Coffee ) Hirsch. Tamm
& Ullman ) ; Humble Oil & Refining ( McCann-
Erickson) ; Magnolia Petroleum (Ratcliffe

Adv. ) ; Borden's. Imperial Sugar. Frito Co.

Tracy - Locke Advertising); Chrysler
( McCann-Erickson)

.

w this sj-mbol. appearing over a

producer's ILsting. indicates that display adver-

tising containing additional I'eference data ap-

pears in other pages of this Production Re-

view.

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
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FILM

HEADACHES
CURED

Business Films, Libraries, Adver-
tising Companies, Film Distribu-

tors, Etc., Vacuumate Corporation
offers quick relief for film
headaches—bringing to you many
services you have urgently
sought.

FILM CLEANING
INSPECTION
AND REPAIR

•

SPOOLING & SHIPPING
OF TV COMMERCIALS

•

FILMSTRIP CUTTING
AND CANNING

•

FILM PROTECTION
Vacuumate Corp. gives you the fine super

Vacuumate film process for protection

ogainst wear, oil, fingermarks, scratches

and climatic changes.

FILM DEPOSITORY
Films are catalogued and stored with us

awaiting your shipping instructions.

•

PACKAGING AND SHIPPING OF

FILMS . . . FIIMSTRIPS AND DISCS

NO-EN
FILM TREATMENT

GIVES TROUBLE FREE EXTRA LONG

REPEATER FILM PROJECTION FOR

YOUR ADVERTISING CONTINUOUS

FILMS . .

.

If only a single reel or many, Vocuumatc

will serve you well. Write for information

V4CUyill4H
specialists in

Film Handling Senices

446 West 43rd St . New York, N Y.

SOUTHWESTERN STATES:

Texas: Continued

KEITZ & HERNDON
4409 Belmont. Dallas, Texas
Phone: TAylor 1-5167

Date of Organization; 1946

Larry F. Herndon, Jr., Partner & Sales Mgr.
Rod K. Keitz, Partner & Production Mgr-
Tom Young, Art Director

Bob Dalzell, Chief Animator
Ed Cain, Continuity Director

John Bronaugh, Photographic Department
.John Davis, Continuity Department
Bill Rogers, Al Mayton, Art Department

Services: Production of motion pictures,

color 01- b&w; slidefilms and filmstrips for in-

dustry and television use. Facilities: Com-
plete 16mm and 35mm Mitchell camera equip-

ment; Oxberry animation stand and camera:

creative, sound, lighting, recording and edit-

ing facilities for script to .screen production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
I'OLOR Filmstrips: For General Electric Co-

Heating & Cooling Division; Jones-Blair Paint

Co.; Lone Star Brewing Co. TV Commer-
cials: For Standard Oil Co., Quality Chek'd

Dairy Products, Banquet Canning Co., Mi.sha-

waka Rubber & Wool Co., Anderson-Pritchard

Oil Co., Lone Star Brewing Co., Chicago Corp.,

Fant Milling, Southern Union Gas Co., Okla-

homa Corp., Southwestern Greyhound Lines,

Ft. Worth National Bank, and others.

TEXAS INDUSTRIAL FILM COMPANY
2528 North Boulevard, Houston, Texas

Phone; JAckson 9-4.377

Date of Organization; 1945

Services: Indu.strial training and sales promo-

tion motion pictures, 16mm and 35mm sound,

color: 35mm sound slidefilms. Facilities:

Kimm and 35mm cameras, lighting equipment;

air-conditioned sound stage; disc, 16mm mag-
netic tape and 16mm optical sound recording:

picture and sound editing; printing equip-

ment for 16mm motion pictui-ea and 35mm
slidefilms. Personnel for writing, direction,

editing and sound recording.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Safe Climbing Equipment;

Safe Poles (American Telephone & Telegraph

Co.): Built for Living (Southern Pine Asso-

ciation) ; Farther & Faster; hum; 1956 Sales

Promotion; L. F. McCollum, President (Con-

oco I ; Mr. Mac; Smoke; SoutJiwest Conference,

Football Hiyhliglits; seven sales promotion

shorts (Humble Oil & Refining Co.i. Slide-

film ; Selectiritji ( Humble Oil & Refining

Co. 1

.

Services: Producer services, script to screen

or any phase of production. TV film series;

TV commercials; business and educational

films. Facilities; 3200 sq. ft. sound stage;

sound recording studio: multiple-channel dub-

bing: music scoring. Complete laboratory

featuring additive scene-to-scene color correc-

tion printing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Ft. Worth Story (Ft.

Worth Chamber of Commerce) ; Assignment
Accomplished (Magnolia Pipeline Co.); Visit

With Thomas Hart Benton (S. W. Bell Tel-

ephone Co.). Television Films: Te.ras Rass-

lin' ( Ed McLemore Sportatorium') ; Folksivger

(half-hour color television program").

SOUTHWEST FILM CENTER
( Film production facilities of

SOUTHWEST FILM LABORATORY, INC.)

3024 Fort Worth Ave., Dallas, Texas

Phone: WHitehall 6-2184

Date of Organization: May, 1950

Irvin Gans, President

Jack A. Hopper, Vice-Pres., Tech. Consultant

Lloyd B. Abernathy, Prod. Service Director

Robei-t E. Rogers, Editorial Supervisor

John Nugent, Continuity and Script

Olin W. Dalton, Laboratory Manager
Roy Fridge, .Art Director

•55-

SUMMIT STUDIOS

8316 Diana Drive, El Paso, Texas

Phone: 6-8261, 6-5126

Date of Organization: 1955

Branch Office; 147th St. and 108th Ave.,

Orland Park, HI. Phone: Fieldbrook 9-0177,

Karl S. Smith < in charge); C. Stuart Bow-
yer. Sales Manager

Lawrence V. Smith, Director

James L. Thalheimer, Production Manager
Sherman A. MuUin, Script Dept.

James K. Nickless, Lab. Supervisor

Reginald Grant, Art Director

Virginia L. Smith, Business Manager

Services: 16 and 35mm motion pictures, b&w
or color, live or animated. Producers of films

for industry, education, television and med-

icine with special units for spot news and

special events coverage in West Texas, New
Mexico, Southei-n Arizona, Northern Mexico.

Stock shots in b&w or color. Facilities: 16-

mm and 35mm cameras; aii--conditioned sound

stage and recording rooms; fully-equipped

time-lapse laboratories. Mobile location units

available for shooting in Mexico. Complete

16mm processing laboratory. For government

contractors in SW provide field unit, inch di-

rector, cameraman, audio engineer, editor,

writer, electrician and other personnel with

secret clearance.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Dust Proof Loadiufi Opera-

tion (Southwest Portland Cement Co. i : The

History of the Oozelfincli—color cartoon (U.S.

Army); Our Desert Frieitds ( unsponsored")

.

News Coverage: For CBS Newsfilm: NBC-
TV News; UP Movietone News. TV Com-
mercials; For White House Department

Store; Royal Savings Stamps, Carta Blanca

Beer, Hortex Mfg. Co. (deBruyn Adv.

Agency ) ; Maytag Washers ( A-1 Consumers

Wholesale )

.

Winik Films Corporation

4300 Druid Lane, Dallas 5, Texas

Ray Jones, in charge

(See complete listing in New York City area)

Robert Yarnall Richie Productions, Inc.

Oil & Gas Building. Houston 2, Texas

(See listing of Gulf Coast Films, Inc.)

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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No maf§et whieh yoy i/se«*»

EVERY VIEWLEX VIEWTALK k

For single -frame f Imstrip

The ideal budgef-priced
filmstrip projector. Clear

sharp projection; brilliant

illumination; simple to oper

ate. Cannot tear film. Mod-
el V-4S 150-walt convec-

tion cooled. Model V-44S

300-watt motor fan cooled.

2 ", 3 , 5 and 7 focol-

lenglh lenses ovoiloble.

Manu^adurej-s o^ QSM Ptorders

QUEENS BOULEVARD
ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
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MOUNTAIN STATES

Colorado

THOS. J. BARBRE PRODUCTIONS

2130 So. Bellaire St., Denver 22, Colorado

Phone: SKyline 6-8383

Date of Organization: 1940

Thos. J. Barbre, Owner, Manager, Producer

Anita J. Barbre. Assistant Manager
Paul Emrich, Recording Director

Frank Spicer, Director of Photography

Lowell B. Switzer, Writer-Director

Services : Complete production of all types of

business films. Sales, training, public rela-

tions, advei'tising, educational. Color and black

and white. TV commercial and TV entertain-

ment films. Producer services. Facilities:

Sound Stage, theater, editing rooms, voice stu-

dio, interlock projection. Maurer cameras.

100,000 watts of lighting equipment. Maurer
six-track optical recording. Magnetic film re-

cording. Tape recording, Sound truck and

generator. Editing, animation and titling

rooms, equipment and staff. Recorded music

libraries. Staff organist. Editors, script

writers.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Quality Unlimited; Make
Mine Safety: S'avajo No. 1 (Colorado Fuel &
Iron Corp.); Weekend in Las Vegas (United

Airlines) : In Winter Its Whitefish (Wyoming
Game & Fish Dept.) ; Easy Way Ed (Danuser
Machine Co.) ; The Acrow Story (Acrow,
Inc.). TV Commercials: For Gates Rubber
Co.. Red Seal Potato Chips, Public Service Co.

of Colorado,

DICK DURRANCE FILMS

430 West Francis St., Aspen, Colorado

Date of Organization : 1951

Dick Durrance, President

Services: Industrial, promotional and educa-

tional motion pictures. Facilities: Complete
3.5mm and 16mm motion picture equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures : Ski West ( Theo. Hamm
Brewing Co.); Wings to Austria: Wings to

Germany (Pan American World Airlines) ;

The Aspen Story: Ski Time In Aspen (Aspen
Ski Corporation )

.

RIPPEY, HENDERSON, BUCKNUM & CO.

909 Sherman Street, Denver 3, Colorado
Phone: AComa 2-5601

Date of Organization: 1943

Arthur G. Rippey, Managing Partner
Gilbert Bucknum, Partner, Producer
Clair G. Henderson, Partner
Harry A. Lazier, Partner
Robert R. Powell, Prodvctirin Supervisor

Robert G. Zellers, Chief Cameraman
Kenneth C. Osborne, Film Editor

Services: Industrial and civic relations mo-
tion pictures, color and sound, both voice-over

and lip synchronization; sound slidefilms, black

and white and color. FACILITIES: Sound stu-

dio, 16mm cameras, lighting, recording and

editing equipment; creative staff; art depart-

ment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictukfs: Tell tin People (Detroit

News) ; Color Hnrnumy for Your Home ( Col-

orizer Associates ) ; loiva's Expanding Econ-

omy (DesMoines Register and Tribune);

Spanning Lake Poncliartrain (Ideal Cement

Co.); Direct Dis-Dialing (Mountain States

Telephone); Birth of a City (Turnpike Land

Company); Every Day Is Apple Day (Proc-

essed Apples Institute, Inc.). Slidefilm : You
Don't Have to Be an E.rpert (J. C. Penney Co.,

Inc.). TV Commercials: For Bennett's Paints,

Safeway Stores, Adolph Coors Co,

SONOCHROME PICTURES

2275 Glencoe Street, Denver 7, Colorado

Phone: EAst 2-3192

Date of Organization: 1942

Branch: Multichrome Laboratories

760 Gough Street, San Francisco, California

R. B, Hooper, Ovmer-Producer
George E. Perrin, Director of Photography

Herbert McKenney, Owner. Multichrome

Laboratories

Services: Motion picture and television pro-

ducers. Sound recording, titles, TV Spots,

color release prints. Facilities: Animating

and title machines; synchronous 16mm mag-
netic and optical recorders. Mobile power

plant, Mitchell 16mm cameras, 35mm (400 ft. i

Eymo. Special effects department

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Trouble at Troublesome

(Denver & Rio Grande Western RR.) ; Report

to Employees (Mountain States Tel. & Tel.

Co.); Highway 93—part 1 (North American

Highway Association, Eli, Nevada) ; Mystery

Mesa (Colorado State Advtg. & Publicity

Bureau ) ; U.S. Air Force-ARDC-ML experi-

mental series. TV Commercials: For Denver

& Rio Grande Western RR—40 (Ball-David-

son Agency); Star Bread, Englewood First

Nat'l Bank (Marshall Robertson Agency) ; La-

viola Beauty Creams ( Hoffman Agency ) ;

Toomeys Pancake Mixes (Prescott & Pilz

Agency )

,

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver, Colorado

Phone: TAbor 5-2812

Date of Organization: September 1, 1952

Herman Urschel, President

.lohn Newell, Executive Vice-President

N, L. Jordan, Secretary-Treasurer

D, T, Cook, Vice-President—Sales

Harry Barnes, II, Laboratory Manager
Tom Harvey, Sound Recording Manager
Stan Phillips, Titling & Animation Manager

Services: 16mm motion picture and television

production; complete 16mm lab. for color and

processing, printing and editing; complete

sound recording for tape, disc and film. Fa-

cilities: Animation and title stand, color &
bw processing machines, printer, editing fa-

cilities, Maurer & Magnasync, Magnacord re-

corders, synchronous cameras, professional

equipment dept., rental & sale and special

effects dept.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Grand Canyon Holiday

I Frontier Airlines-American Airlines) ; Cadet

.ludo Demonstration (Physical Training Dept.,

U.S. Air Force Academy); Assigntnent D. U.

I Communication Center University of Den-

ver) ; Pioneer Homecoming (Alumni Associa-

tion University of Denver) ; Air Academy
Football Highlights (U. S. Air Force Acad-

emy )

.

!«. ^ n !«. 4f cn
WEST COAST

San Francisco and Bay Area

MARVIN BECKER FILMS

915 Howard Street, San Francisco 3, Calif.

Phone: EXbrook 2-1655

Date of Organization ; 1952

Marvin E. Becker, President

Frank E. Wulzen, Production Manager
Dick Ham, Writer-Director

Ann Becker, Secretarji-Treasurer

Services: Industrial, documentary, business,

public relations and educational motion pic-

tures and slidefilms. Television films and com-

mercials, newsreel covei-age. Sound record-

ing. Facilities: Creative staff, 16 and 35mm
production equipment, music library, sound

stage, lights, sets, carpenter shop, machine

shop, art department, complete animation de-

partment and camera. Editing and projection

rooms and multi-channel dubbing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: 7,9.56" Annual Report to the

Directors: President's Safety Message (Col-

umbia-Geneva Steel Div., U.S. Steel Corp.) :

San Francisco Bay Hydraulics Studies (U.S.

Corps of Engineers) ; Alameda So)ith Shore

Project (LItah Construction Company) ; Rndar

and Meteorological Analysis of Weather Mod-
ifications (Weather Modification Co.). Tel-

evision Films: lf)-'>6 Republican Convention

( Pabst Brewing Co. ) ; Success Story (Rich-

field Oil). TV Commercials: For SOS Scour-

ing Pads, Tuffy ( McCann-Erickson, Inc.);

Blue Chip Stamps (Clark & Elkus Advt.'.).

TV Newsreels: For CBS-TV; NBC-TV;
Movietone News.

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE COMPANY
125 Hyde Street, San Francisco 2, Calif.

Phone: ORdway 3-9162

Date of Organization : 1935

Gerald L. Karski. President, Gen. Manager
Harold A. Zell, Vice-Pres. in Chge. of Prod.

Boris Skopin, Mgr. Title & Trailer Dept.

George Wood, Mgr. Laboratory Dept.

Services: Industrial, commercial and public

relations films; special announcement and ad-

vei-tising trailers for theatres, business. TV
films, spot commercials. Facilities: Maurer

& Cine Special 16nim cameras; standard Bell

& Howell 35mm: 16mm & 35mni laboratory

(developing, printing and reduction), art

dept.; magnetic & optical recording; dubbing

equipment; sound stage; editing equipment;

title & animation equipment ; script-to-i-elease

print service.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Cancer and Your Lungs
(American Cancer Society, S.F. ) ; 19.56 Italian

Siviss Colony Sales Presentation (Honig-

Cooper Advtg.); Blind Babies Foundation

(Variety Club of Northern California); 19.56

United Crusade Appeal Bail Areas (United

Crusade, S.F.) ; The Seminar Story (Standard

Oil Co. of Calif.). TV Commercials: For

Portland Gas & Coke ( Cole & Webber Advtg..

Portland) ; Standard Oil of Calif. (BBD&O) ;

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE]
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SAN FRANCISCO AREA:

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.: Cont'd.

Oil Heat Institute (Pacific Nat'l Advtg.,
Seattle): Idaho Adv. Comm. ( Botsford, Con-
stantiiie & Gardner. Portland I : Rheem Wedge-
wood Stoves ( Campbell-Ewald. S.F.) : Roman
Meal Cereal i Roy S. Durstine, S.F.), and
others.

PACIFIC PRODUCTIONS

414 Mason Street, San Francisco 2, Calif.

Phone : YUkon 2-;3986

Date of Organization; 1938

Donald M. Hatfield. Ph.D.. President &
General Manager

Fred P. Barker, Art Direetor

Services: Sponsored public relations, sales,

documentary and training films; medical films;

slidefilms; filmstrips; Pacific Cinettes. Facili-
ties: Maurer and Eastman cameras; synchro-
nous tape recording system; lighting; sound
and silent stages; :35mm & 16mm editing
equipment: animation department.

RECENT PROOUCTtONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Ask a Busy Man (Kaiser
Aluminum & Chemical Corp.); Partners in
Education (John Lyon Reid, AIA i

; Range
Report—1956 (Shell Chemical Corporation);
It's in the Phrase (Visual Education, Inc.);
Tale of Two Companies (United Crusade of
the Bay Area).

ALFRED T. PALMER PRODUCTIONS

130 Bush Street, San Francisco, California
Phones; Douglas 2-8177-8

Date of Organization; 1931

Alfred T. Palmer, Owner. Exec. Producer
Alexa H. Palmer, Co-Owner. Office Mgr.
Pauline C. Hase, Secretary
William Thorp, Associate Producer-Writer
Lawrence E. Williams,

Associate Producer-Writer
Nikola Drakulic, Associate Producer
M.P.S. Van Lier, Associate Producer
.lohn Miller, Associate Producer-Director
Donald A. Palmer & Robert Brooker,
Photography a)id Sound

David H. Palmer, Sovnd
Mark Young, Prodnction
.lulia Palmer, Editorial Assistant

Services: Production largely centered in over-
seas projects concerned with the advancement
of human understanding through the use of
motion pictures. Facilities: Complete 16mm
production and .sound studios, reproduction
laboratory, distribution facilities and theatre.
Also color and black and white still studios,
and staff.

RECENT PRODUCTJONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: TIu; Stanvac Family—ten-
tative title iStandairl Vacuum Oil Co.) ; Ports
of Adventure—tenUiXha tile (American Pres-
ident Lines); Bank of America Overseas
(Rank of America); H. Explore the World;
An .American Looks at h'lonesia; Pageant of
India (World Forum Film. .

W. A. PALMER FILMS, INC.

611 Howard Street, San Francisco 5, Calif.

Phone; YUkon 6-.5961

Date of Organization: 1936

W. A. Palmer, President
H. B. Butler, Vice-President. Treasurer
Florence H. Dieves, Production Manager
.lohn Corso. Jr., Laboratory Manager
Stewart A. Macondray, Recording Engineer
Joseph P. Dieves, Camera

Services: Industrial public relations and sales
training films: sound slidefilms; television
films and spot commercials; Palmerscope 16-
mm and 3.5mm television recording. Facili-
ties; Studio and location protography; Wes-
trex recording; photographic and magnetic,
16mm and 35mm; disc and tape recording, in-

cluding stereophonic; multiple channel dub-
bing and Interlock; color, black-white printing—16mm optical printer, 35mm to 16mm reduc-
tion printing: 35mm Moviola and editing
equipment ; animation and title camera.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Water (Pacific Gas & Elec-
tric Company i

; Recovery in the West (Amer-
ican National Red Cross); More Power to
Korea ( Bechtel Corporation); The Face in
the Window (United Crusade-SF); General
Petroleum High School Eeonomtt Run (Sid
Davis Productions I. TELEVISION FILMS: How
the FlOO Got Its Tail: The Day Manolete Was
Killed (Omnibus-TV Radio Workshop); The
Elements—with Dr. Glenn Seaboi-g (KQED-
TV, National Educational Radio & Television
Center, half hour TV series).

WALTER A. RIVERS & ASSOCIATES
00 Market Street, San Francisco 11, Calif.

Phone: SUtter 1-1284

Date of Organization: 1949

Walter A. Rivers, President
W. G. Rivers, Art Director
Alice Garrity, Secretary

The Film Users' Authoritative

Guide to Qualified Producers

* Widespread use of these Annual Produc-

tion Review issues of Business Screen by
leading sponsors, advertising agencies,

trade a.ssociations. government agencies

and as a credit reference among trade

.sources within the industry, has made this

buyers' guide the largest publication in

the nontheatrical fihn industrv.

But it is in the quality of the data itself,

that the Editors have provided the most
useful reference available. Detailed facts

about these specializing companies reveal

the age. character and physical size of

each organization. Reference data about
recent productions and sponsors is your
assurance of recent film experience and
the nature of work performed. The buyer
is urged to study each listing carefully and
to anahze data submitted as to films done.

Additional reference copies of the Produc-
tion Review are available irhile the .sH/ip/v

lasts, at .l!;2.()() each.

Services; General motion picture production,
specializing in films for industry, television,

public relations and sales training. Facilities :

Sound cameras, recording system, film and
tape; titles and animation; writing: editing
and art staff. TV production set and lights.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MOTION Pictures : Men and Steel and a Bridge:
.Mt. Hamilton Telescope Installation (Judson
Pacific-Murphy Corporation) ; 'Care' Ship-
ments for Christmas (American Can Com-
pany) ; California Picture Book (United World
Films).

GENE K. WALKER PRODUCTIONS

465 California Street, San Francisco 4, Calif.

Phone: YUkon 6-2891

Studio at 627 Commercial Street, San Fran-
cisco. California. Phone: YUkon 2-4181

Date of Organization: 1938

Gene K. Walker, President

R. F. Scott, Studio Manager
Stedman Chandler, Sales Manager
William H. McDonough, Prod. Supervisor

Services: Complete production services, 16mm
& 35mm film, sound slidefilms and filmstrips.

Facilities: 2-story studio building, fully

equipped for recording, editing, titling and
small-set photography, 4 recording channels.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MOTION Pictures: Tlie Most Important Gal-

lon: Delaware Flying A Refinery; untitled

film ( Tidewater Oil Company ) ; Lifestream
I Standard Oil Co. of California ) ; untitled

film in production ( Union Stock Yards &
Transit Co., Chicago).

Sacramento, California

SOUND-ON-FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

2648 18th Street, Sacramento, California

Phone: Gilbert 2-4347

Date of Organization: 1949

Date of Incorporation : 1953

Ralph James, President & Exec. Producer-

Director

Tom Kiernan, Secretary and Treasnrer

Seth Larsen, Editor

Ted Baggelmann, Writer, Director of

Researcli

Services; Wildlife films, documentary and in-

dustrial films, TV commercials, 16mm color

film library (wildlife stock shots. No. Cali-

fornia, Oregon and Washington). Editing,

script writing, industrial stills. Facilities;

16mm silent and sound camera equipment.

Complete editing facilities. Editing rooms.

Art Dept., Sound Stage.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: California Deer Unlimited

(Dept. of Fish & Game, State of California) ;

Almonds from California; Processing of Cali-

fornia Almonds (California Almond Growers
Exchange I ; Gods Point Lohos (Church of the

Nazarene); Untitled film (City of Sacramen-
to).
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ACADEMY FILMS

SOO X. Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Phone: HOllj-wood 2-0741

Date of Organization: 194G

James A. Larsen. President

Mrs. James A. Larsen, Vice-President

Frank Putnam, Treasurer & ComptroUer
Wilbur J. Grinstead, Sales Manager
Richard Fontaine, Loboratorti Supf.

David Johnson, Sound Technician

Ralph Larsen, Production Assistant

Mrs. Gordon Gainer, Secretary

Services: Facilities and experienced personnel

for pi-oduction of motion pictures in color

or bw for public relations, advertising .sales

training, research, employee education and

other business, industrial purposes. Scripts,

photography, artwork and animation. Sound
recording & re-recording, editing and both

color and bw lab work in our studio. F.^CIL-

ITIES: 60' X 100' sound stage, small recording

studio: VVestrex sound recording channel,

35mm, IG'omm or 16mni. Ampex recorder

for I4" tape; Mitchell & Cine-Kodak Special

cameras; Bell & Howell printing equipment;

interlock motors on all recording equipment.

Film vaults, editing and projection rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Rig Housekeeping 1 Amer-
ican Association of Oilwell Drilling Contr. 1 ;

Researcii and Engineering Department 1 Hel-

ipot Division — Beckman Instrument Com-
pany 1 ; God of the Mountain (Forest Home
Christian Conference Center) ; Mercury As-
sembly Plant I Owens-CoiTiing Fiberglass

Corp.) ; 3 R's Plus (Vallejo Education Associa-

tion and McGraw-Hill).

Academy Pictures, Inc.

433 South Fairfax Ave., Los Angeles 36, Cal.

Phone: WEbster 1-81.56

(See complete listing in Xew York City area)

j/f' CI IJL Af CI IM. ji/9> m
METROPOLITAN LOS ANGELES

ALL SCOPE PICTURES, INC.

Commercial Film Division
20th Century Fox Television

1417 \. Western Ave.. Hollywood 27

Phone: HOUywood 2-6231

Date of Re-Organization: 1956

Gordon S. Mitchell, President

C. D. Owens, Vice-President

La Xell B. Mitchell, Secretary-Treasurer

Daniel McManus, Animation Director

Derwin Abbe, Director

Charles Van Enger, Dir. of Photograph 11

Art Seid, Film Editor

Services: Industrial, public relations, educa-

tional and training films. TV commercial and
theatre ad films. Live action, animation and/

or stop motion picture production. Facilities:

Studios of 20th Century Fox (both We.stern

Ave. and Foxhills 1

.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Two 20-minute untitled

school films (California Prune & Apricot
Growers Assn. ) . TV COMMERCLALS: For Kaiser

Aluminum & Chemical Corp.; General Electric

{ Young & Rubicam ) ; Magna Power Tools

(Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance); Mont-
gomery Ward Stores ( Foote. Cone & Belding 1 ;

Sunsweet Prune 1 Long Adv., Inc. ) ; Cold-

stream Products ( Erwin Wasey Co. 1. Only
19.56 references submitted.

Atlas Film Corporation

1931 Rodney Drive, Hollywood 27, Calif.

fSee complete listing under Chicago area)

a.

CATE & McGLONE
1.521 Cross Roads of the World.

Hollywood 28. California

Phone: HOUywood 5-1118

Date of Organization: 1947

T. W. Cate, President

E. D. McGlone, Vice-President, Treasurer

Walter Wise, Writer-Director

Richard Soltys, Production Manager

Services: Motion pictures in the field of

human communications: industrial relations,

public relations, sales-promotion, sales train-

ing, travelogues, TV productions and commer-
cials, color stock library, including extensive

aerial coverage of many areas in the U.S.A.

F-ACILITIES: 16mm photographic equipment,

portable lighting equipment, camera car,

creative staff for writing, photographing, di-

recting and editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Holiday in Hawaii (United

Air Lines); Yosemite High Sierra Trails

(Yosemite Park & Curry Co.") ; Our Islands of

Hawaii (Hawaiian Airlines ) ; Moment of Deci-

sion (Monsanto Chemical Co.") ; Company
Manners (Union Pacific Railroad).

it.

JACK L. COPELAND & ASSOCIATES

1741 Ivar Avenue. Hollywood 28

Phone: HOUywood 2-1168

Date of Organization: 1953

Jack L. Copeland, Producer-Director

W'illiam S. Caldwell, Representative

Ted Velasquez, Art Director

Sid Glenar, Animator
X'icholas Carras, Composer-Conductor

Services: Scientific, industrial and public re-

lations films requiring dramatic value and

care in story development. F.^cilities: Equip-

ment for animation, editing, music scoring

and sound dubbing. 35mm Eastman Color and

Technicolor photography and 16mm photog-

raphy, both on location and in studio.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Body with the Xylon
Heart: The Case for the Hidden Heart (E. I.

du Pont de X'emours and Co.") ; A Bridge to

Life: The City of Hope (City of Hope") : The
Inrisihle Passenger (California Highway
Safety Council).

CHURCHILL-WEXLER FILM PRODUCTIONS
801 X. Seward Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone: HO 9-1576

Date of Organization : 1947

Sy Wexler, Partner
Robert B. Churchill, Partner

Services: Informational, documentary, med-

ical and teaching films. Facilities: 16 and

35mm photographic and editing equipment.

Shooting stage, animation department, cam-
era; 16mm color release printing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Career: Medical Technol-

ogist (American Society of Pathologists ) :

Disorders of the Heart Beat (American Heart

Association) ; Hypothyroidism (Warner-Chil-

cott Laboratories) ; Asphalt Through the Ages
(Asphalt Institute") ; Human Heredity (The

E. C. Brown Trust).

Shamus Culhane Productions. Inc.

6226 Yucca Street. Hollywood 28, Calif.

Phone: HOUywood 4-1128

Emil Carle, in charge

( See complete listing in Xew York City area)

DESILU PRODUCTIONS, INC.

846 Xo. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 38

Phone: HOUywood 9-5981

Date of Organization: 19.50

Desi Arnaz, President

Martin Leeds, Executive Vice-President

Edwin Holly, Treasurer

Argyle Xelson, V. P.. Charc/e Production

Richard Mulford, Director, Commercial Div.

Services: Production of motion pictures for

all uses. Facilities: Studios, 35mm photog-

raphy, sound recording, editing, optical work,

projection rooms.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: / Love Lucy 1 Young &
Rubicam and Grey Advertising); December

Bride (Benton and Bowles") ; The Line Up
(Ted Bates Company) : The Sheriff of Cochise

(National Telefilm Associates); Danny
Thomas Shoiv (Foote, Cone and Belding") . TV
Commercials: For Toni, Prom, Deep Magic,

Charm Kurl (North Advertising) : Camels

(William Esty Co.); Dodge Motors (Grant

Advertising); Raleighs ( Russel M. Seeds");

Ford (J. Walter Thompson") ; and Chevrolet

(CampbeU-Ewald Co.).

PAT DOWLING PICTURES

1056 S. Robertson Blvd.. Los Angeles 35,

California

Phone: CRestview 1-1636

Date of Organization : 1940

Pat Dowling, Owner
Thos. J. Stanton, Production Manager

Services: Production of motion pictures and

slidefilms for industry; educational films for

sale to schools. Editorial and sound work for

company-made films. F.^cilities: Studio, art

and camera department, editorial facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures : The Story of Twine ( Inter-

national Harvester Company) ; Drilling for

Oil; The Ladybird Story; Life in Morocco;

Toads; Earthwoi-ms: Dams; Life in Haiti:

Working Water (educ. motion pictures prod,

for own account). Only 1956 references.

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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DUDLEY PICTURES CORPORATION

9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal.

Phone: CRestview 1-7258—BRadshaw
2-2906

Branch: 501 Madison Ave., New York City

Cable Address: Diidleypic

Date of Organization: 1947

Carl \V. Dudley, President

C. B. Newbery, Executive Vice-President

Richard Goldstone, Vice-President—Prod.

Eugene H. Barnes, Secretary and Treasurer

Services: Industrial, theatrical, educational

and television motion pictures and slidetilms.

F.4CILITIES: Studio, stage, lights, cutting

rooms, sound and color production equipment,

cameras, printing, color tilm library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Key to the Future (Gen-

eral Motors); The Right to Compete (Asso-

ciation of American Railroads) ; The Days of

Our Years (Union Pacific) ; Boy With a Knife

(Community Chest i ; The Wheel (Griffin

Wheel Co.) ; Futures Unlimited (Zenith Plas-

tics). Theatrical Shorts: Mainline, U.S.A.

(Assn. of American Railroads) ; The Dynamic
Southeast (Seaboard Airline Railroad).

JERRY FAIRBANKS PRODUCTIONS
OF CALIFORNIA

1330 N. Vine St., Hollywood 28

Phone: Hollywood 2-1101

Branch: 520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Robert Kemper, representative. Phone
WHitehall 4-0196

Branch: 219 Majestic Bldg., San Antonio,

Texas. Jack Mullen, representative.

Phone: CApital 4-8641.

Date of Organization: 1929

Jerry Fairbanks, President

Charles Salerno, Jr., Vice-President

Robert Scrivner, Studio Manager
John McKennon, Production Manager
Leo Rosencrans, Story and Creative Head

Services : Industrial, theatrical and television

motion pictures. Facilities: Full studio fa-

cilities; 2 sound stages; 18 camera units; 16-

mm and 35mm including MultiCam process;

16mm, 35mm and magnetic sound recording

and re-recording; editing: animation; Duo-
plane Process; 16mm & 35mm opticals; film

and music libraries; technical, art, creative

and music staffs.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Oiu-e Upon a Honeymoon—
theatrical short ( American Telephone & Tele-

graph Co.). TV Commercials: For Olds-

mobile (D. P. Brother) ; 1957 Chrysler; Swift

Spectaculars (McCann-Erickson) ; AC Star-

Wide Wide World program (D. P. Brother).

Services: Television, theatrical and business

motion pictures in black and white and color.

Facilities: Sound stage, editing facilities;

technical equipment. Mobile units for loca-

tion requirements. Creative planning depart-

ment.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: You Bet Your Life—
Groucho Marx TV series in 7th year of prod.

( DeSoto-Pl.vmouth & Prom.). TV Commer-
cials: For White Rain (Tatham-Laird ) ;

Prom (North Advertising). Only references.

55-

THE GEORGE FOX ORGANIZATION
(Crossroads Productions, Inc.)

6671 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28

Phones: HOUywood 4-2242; 5-2435

Date of Organization ; 1935

Date of Incorporation: 1948

George Fox, Executive Producer; Presiitent

R. L. Fox, Acct. Executive; Vice-President

L. Roddenbury, Story Editor, Secretary

Robert Leyman, Costs & Budget

Richard Kahn, Head Writer-Director

Services: Sponsored training, public relations,

consumer sales and religious films; television

commercials and features. Facilities: Major

studio lighting and camera equipment, tape

and film recording, dubbing rooms, music

scoring, complete editing department, stage

facilities, etc.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Hard Way (California

Div. of Forestry — feature). Television

Films: Ranch Party Time; Surprise Party;

Anywhere in the World (package production).

TV Commercials: For Los Angeles Times

(52); California Div. of Forestry (19); Jim

Clinton Clothes (27); Bill Benton Co. (16).

Gantray-Lawrence Animation, Inc.

1537 North LaBrea, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Phone: HOUywood 9-7968

Ray Patterson, President

Roijert L. Lawrence, Vice-President

( See complete listing in New York City area)

FILMCRAFT PRODUCTIONS
8451 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 46

Phone: OLive 3-2436

Date of Organization : 19.50

Regina Lindenbaum, President

Ferenz Fodor, Production Supervisor

Norman Colbert, Supervising Editor

OZZIE GLOVER PRODUCTIONS

1159 N. Highland, Hollywood 38

Phone: HOll.vwood 2-6061

Date of Organization: 1952

Ozzie Glover, Producer-Director

William Cothran, Production Manager

David A. Showalter, Dir. of Sales Promotion

Walter Soul, Editorial Department

Services: Production of documentary, sales

training, industrially-sponsored TV public

service motion pictures; TV commercials; TV
news films. Facilities: Production facilities,

lighting equipment, location unit, camera and

sound equipment, editing rooms. Moviolas and

projection facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Sea Wings (Lockheed Air-

craft Corporation) ; Port of Los Angeles (Los

Angeles Harbor Department) ; River of Con-

troversy (Colorado River Association) ; Semi-

conductors (Ramo Wooldrige Corporation);

Story of a Stewai-dess (Western Air Lines) ;

Reminding You to Drive CarefuUti (City

School Bus System) ; Investment in Young

America (Lakewood Water and Power) ;

Ground Handling Techniques (Lockheed).

GOLDEN KEY PRODUCTIONS, INC.

'1921 Ilillhurst Ave., Hollywood 27

Phone: NOrmandy 3-9421

Date of Incorporation; 1953

Dr. Gene Spiller, President

Sanford Strother, Art Director

Ruth Binz Spiller, Film Librarian

A. M. Vellani, Associate Producer

Services; Script to screen production; spe-

cializing training and promotional films on

scientific, technological subjects. Staff with

science background. Film distribution. Fa-

cilities: 16mm production and recording: cut-

ting rooms, titles, miniatures, etc. Micro and

macro-photography.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Nutrition. Health and Yon

(Supra-Vite Sales International) ; The Story

of Certified Milk (AltaDena, Calif. Dairies) ;

Survival of the Fittest (Belco Products

Corp.) ; Forever Young, Forever Healthy

(Prentice-Hall, Inc.); Food Treasure From

Land & Sea (Oceanic Products Co., Calif.);

Drinh- Your Way to Health (Knuth Engineer-

ing Co., Chicago).

GRAPHIC FILMS CORPORATION

16;* N. Las Palmas Ave., Hollywood 28

Phone; HOUywood 7-2191

Date of Organization; 1941

Lester Novros, President

William B.-^Hale, Vice-President
,

Virginia Dumont, Treasurer

Jeff Meisser, Production Manager
Guy Halferty, Chief, Sales Division

Jay Connor, Chief, Camera Division

Ted Parmalee, Animation Director

Ugo d'Orsi, Animation Director

Christine Decker, Chf., Sub-Contr. .An. Div.

Services : Production of animated and live ac-

tion filjns for industry and government. De-

sign and publication of booklets, brochures

and visual presentations. Facilities: Anima-

tion department including stand for 16mm and

35mm ; 35mm Bell & Howell Standard camera

;

16 & 35mm Arriflex camera; 16 & 35mm Mo-

violas; c(jtting and screening rooms; perma-

nent animation and live action staffs.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Union Oil Center (Union

Oil Co.) ; Aircraft Accident Investigation; Air

Force Technical Order System (U.S. Air

Force) ; NC-5, Mobile Electric Pojcer Plant

(U.S. Navy); Fabulous Las Vegas (Gould &
Associates). Slidefilm : Facts Behind the

Figures (Union Oil Co.). TV Commercials:

For Kellogg's Corn Flakes, Maytag Washers,

Mars Candy (Leo Burnett Co.).

TT this symbol, appearing over a

producer's listing, indicates that display adver-

tising containing additional reference data ap-

pears in other pages of this Annual Review.

•5f

The Jam Handy Organization, Inc.

1402 N. Ridgewood Place, Hollywood 28. Calif.

Phone: HOUywood 3-2321

Melvin Bassett, production

Service office and production.

( See complete listing under Detroit area)
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ED JOHNSON FILMS

6612 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28

Phone : HOIlj'wood 2-5566

Date of Organization : 1953

Ed Johnson. Oicner, Production Manager
J. M. Roberts, Art Director

Thomas Barron, Animation Director

Maurice Hart, Sound Dept. Manager

Services: Production of training, industrial

live-action and animated motion pictures:

slidefilms. Facilities: Art, animation depart-

ment, cutting, projection rooms, camera de-

partment. Sound stage affiliate—Pacific West-
ern. Los Angeles.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Holiday in Hawaii i Star

Kist Tuna I : Golden Harvest (Green Spot,

Inc. I ; Be Safe and in Good Humor fGood
Humor-LA~i. Slidefilms: Friskies is Push-
ing (Albers Milling Co.); The Reddi-Wip
Story (Reddi-Wip, Inc.).

•5f

Kling Film Productions

1416 North LaBrea. Hollywood, Calif.

Phone: Hollywood 3-2142

Jack A. Fenimore, Vice-President

(See complete listing under Chicago area I

McCADDEN PRODUCTIONS
1040 X. Las Palmas. Los Angeles
Phone: Hollywood 4-2141

Date of Organization: 1952

George Burns, President

Maurice Morton, Vice-President in charge

of business affairs

Al Simon, Vice-President in charge of pro-

duction

Services: Television films and commercials;

industrial and sales promotion films. F.\CIL-

ITIES: 16mm and 35mm color; bw; lighting,

sound production equipment; cutting; screen-

ing rooms, shooting stages, special effects.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Burns and Allen Program
(B. F. Goodrich; Carnationi; Bob Cuminings
Show I Winston). TV Vommerci.\LS; For
Maybelline; U.S. Steel Corp. Only 1956 ref-

erences submitted.

NEW WORLD PRODUCTIONS
13273 Ventura Blvd.. North Hollywood
Phone: ST. 7-0674

Branches: 2224 N. Glenwood St.. Peoria,

Illinois, Sales. 49 West 12th Street, New-

York, N. Y., P. Robinson, Sales. 6011

38th St., N.E. Seattle, G. Newton, Sales.

Date of Organization: 1939

Ted Robinson, in Charge of Production
Tom Atkins, Production Manager
Phil Robinson, Director

Art Moore, Animation Director

Sterling Barnett, Head Camera Department
Rod Yould, Robt. Hemmig. Camera
Loren Steadman, Technical Director

Services: 16mm & 35mm motion pictures &
sound slidefilms. Live action. Animated car-

toons. Documentary, industrial & feature

films. Facilities : Studio, camera and light-

ing equipment. Animation creative depts.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Flou-ing Profits (Johnston
Pump) ; The Leader of the Times i J. McCor-
mick') ; X-Ray Mind; Roland (Rayon Corp.);
Thar Report i; Douglas Aircraft). Television
Films : Air Frontier; The Princess Pat.

3€-

PARTHENON PICTURES
2625 Temple St., Holh-wood 26
Phone: DUnkirk 5-3911

Date of Organization: 1954

Charles (Cap) Palmer, Executive Producer
John E. R. McDougall, Associate Producer
& Senior Director

Jack Meakin. Assoc. Producer, Music Dir.
Ted (W. T. I Palmer, General Manager
Sam Farnsworth, Business Manager
Roijert J. Martin, Head Camera Department
Fraim Orme. Head Research Department
Kent Mackenzie, Head Documentary Unit
Mose Daniels, Mgr. Editorial Department
Floyd Knickerbocker, Mgr. Studio Opers.
Ruth Burch, Org., Casting

Se»vices: Cap Palmer Unit: documentary
films for business. (No TV Series or com-
mercials). Theatrical production in Lasky-
Parthenon Unit. Public service documentary,
in Kent Mackenzie Unit. Facilities: Own
sound stage i main stage 80' x 90' .\ 22' head-
room) ; office building and projection rooms
adjacent. Usual professional equipment in

camera, sound, editorial; 16mm and 35mm
projection equipment. Access to all Holly%vood
resources.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Lifetime Look and
Outside that Envelope (Conn. Gen. Life Ins.

Co.); The Next Ten (Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Co.); Great Big Birthday (The
Borden Company) ; Man With a Tliousand
Hatids ilnt'l Han-ester Co.) ; Tools of Teleph-
ony (Western Electric Co. i ; .4 Hotel is Born
(Hilton Hotels); Holiday for Bands (Lasky-
Parthenon theatrical)

.

K-
PICTURES FOR BUSINESS

704 N. Gardner St.. Holh-wood 46
Phone: WEbster 4-5806

Date of Organization: 1951

Bill Deming. Executive Producer
Ann Deming. Associate Producer
Arthur Moore. Art Direction & Animation

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms for
business and government. Television program
production and packaging (live and film).

Animated and live TV spot production. Con-
sultation and creative planning services. F.\-

CILITIES: Studio and location equipment;
animation department, complete from planning
through photography.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Submersible Facts; Asso-
ciated Model Basin (Byron Jackson Pumps-
Borg- Warner) ; Difference Is Reliability

(Western Gear Corp.) ; sales promotional films

Your Dependable Reference Source
* Producers whose listings appear in this sec-

tion have voluntarily supplied the minimum
client and film references for your reference
use. Five business-sponsored motion picture or
slidefilms were the minimum requested.

Af C3 !% *ff C3
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—6 (Caminol Oil Co.) ; sales promotional films

—2 (Phil Hall Buick ) . Slidefilms : Submers-

ible Installation (Byron Jackson Pumps); B.

J. Elevators; B. J. Tongs; BJ Rubber Prod-

ucts (Byron Jackson Tools-Borg-Warner ) ;

Proto Tools Sales (Proto Tool Corp.). Tel-

evision Films: Welcome to Music (Treasure).

POLARIS PICTURES, INC.

5859 W. Third Street, Los Angeles 36

Phone: WEbster 8-2181

Date of Organization: 1946

Perry King, President

J. C. King, Vice-President

Carl N. Brewster, Accotmt Producer

Art Scott, Director of Animation

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms for

advertising, public relations, training and tel-

evision. Facilities: Live action and anima-

tion production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Highlights of 1956; Live

Better Electrically (Southern California Ed-

ison Co.) ; Applied Leadership in the USAF
(U.S. Air Force ) . Production Services : For

Convair, Douglas Aircraft Co.. Hughes Air-

craft Co., and Ralph H. Parsons Co.

/\

Reid H. Ray Film Industries, Inc.

716 North LaBrea, Hollywood

Phone : OLdfield 4-4117

(See complete listing under St. Paul, Minn.)

RIVIERA PRODUCTIONS

26328 S. Western, Los Angeles (Lomita

P. O.)

Phone: DAvenport 6-7676

Date of Organization: 1947

F. W. Zens, Executive Producer

Bert Hunt, Director of Sales

Joe Tomchak, Writer

Jack Kelly, A. W. Stephenson, Assoc. Prods.

Services: Motion picture film production and

sound recording 16mm & 35mm. Television,

industrial, medical, religious, public relations,

sales and technical films. Facilities: Exec-

utive office; studios; cutting rooms; projec-

tion; sound recording. Location equipment,

music library, full motion picture prod, facil-

ities and equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Passport to the Blue Con-

tinent (U. S. Divers Corp.) ;
Background for

Leisure ( Baldwin Piano Co.) ;
Bacon Sales

Through Proper Merchandising (Crown-Zel-

lerbach Corp. i ; Electronic Cable as a System's

Component (Pacific Automation Products,

Inc.); Borrego Springs (Borrego Springs C.

of C.) ; Kaiwo Maru (Port of Los Angeles) ;

The Duolite (Technical Service, Inc.).

Ross Roy, Inc. of California

1680 N. Vine. Holbnvood 28, Calif.

Phone: HOlh-vvood 9-6263

M. P. Vaughn, Vice-President, in charge

(See complete listing under Detroit area)

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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ROCKET PICTURES, INC.

G108 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38

Phone: HOllywood 7-7131

Date of Incorporation: 1943

Dick Westen, President, General Mayiager

Harlow Wilcox, Vice-President, Treasurer

Bob Niemann, Sales Manager
Ray Sperry, Creative Director

Courtney Anderson, Scenario Chief

Don Bartelli, Production Manager

Kay Shaffer, Ass't to the President

Services: Consultants, creators and producers

for business and industry. Specialists in per-

sonnel recruiting, indoctrination, technical

and/or service training, sales development,

consumer selling, public relations and mer-

chandising. Audio-visual programs (mo. pic,

schools: sales promotions: booklets; manuals,

sound slidefilmsi : complete meetings: training

easels, charts. Single-step services from ideas

to results. Facilities: Shooting stage, sound

recording, art and animation, creative writing

staff, camera department, editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures : It AH Depends on You

(General Controls Co.). Slidefilms: Will It

Happen to You^; Would You?; Planned In-

come Property (Pacific Mutual Life Insur-

ance Co.); Welcome to T.I.; The Nature of

Property; Bow Property Is Transferred

(Title Insurance & Trust Company).

FREDERICK K. ROCKETT CO.

6063 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28

Phone: HOllywood 4-3183

Date of Organization: 1925

Frederick K. Rockett, General Manager
Alfred Higgins, Production Manager
Lyle Robertson, Script Department

Jay Adams, Camera Department

Services: Production of motion pictures and

slidefilms. Facilities: Complete 16mm and

35mm camera equipment. Large sound-

proofed stage. Western Electric sound record-

ing equipment and truck. Modernly equipped

cutting rooms. Location trucks. Preview

theatre. Full time staffs. Art Department.

An affiliated animation company.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: 19.56' Report to Employees

(Kaiser Steel Corporation) ; The Magic Wand
( Stewart-Warner Corporation ) : Damage Con-

trol; Target Towing (U. S. Navy) ; The Better

Way; Youth Economy Run; Time for 10-30;

Fuel Oil (4 titles for Richfield Oil Corpora-

tion). Slidefilms: A Lesson (Cannon Elec-

tric Corp. )

.

ROLAND REED PRODUCTIONS, INC.

650 No. Bronson Ave., Los Angeles 4

Phone: HOllywood 9-1628

Date of Incorporation : 1947

Branches: 215 E. 60th St., New York City.

Phone: TE 3161. Hamilton McFadden,

repr. 159 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago.

Phone: GR. 7-2457. Jay Norman, repre-

sentatiic.

Roland D. Reed, President

Arthur Pierson, Exec. V. P., Chg. Prod.

James G. Fay, Secretary-Treasurer

Services: Creating story outlines, shooting

scripts; production in all phases, including

animation. Facilities: Equipment for cross-

country location; laboratory facilities for

production, printing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: What's a Sure Thing?

(Westinghouse Electric) ; Decorate for Living

(Armstrong Cork); Will You Come Back?

(American Brakeblok ) ; First Hunderd

Years; Army Musicals (U.S. Army).

SCREENCRAFT ENTERPRISES, INC.

8470 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46

Phone : OLive 3-4460

Date of Organization: 1953

Arthur A. Jacobs, President

Paula Jacobs, Vice-President

Richard Cunha, Secretary-Treasurer, In

Charge of Production

Ralph Brooke, Production Manager
Everett Dodd, Head, Editorial Dept.

Services : Complete motion picture production

service in 16mm and 35mm for theatrical, in-

dustrial and TV release. TV spots. Facil-

ities: Completely equipped sound stage, cam-

eras, lights, sound recording equipment,

editing rooms with 16mm and 35mm Moviolas,

16mm and 35mm projection facilities all in

modern building. Fully equipped Dodge panel

truck for location work.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Man on the Prowl (theat-

rical release) ; Flight Line; DCS Sound Test

( Douglas Aircraft Co.) ; Transpacific Yacht

Race (Transpacific Yacht Club); Testing the

DX-2B (Aerophysics Corp.). TV Commer-
cials: For General Mills (Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample); Nestle's; Pacific Power & Light

( McCann-Erickson ) ; Texaco (Kudner).

THE CHARLES E. SKINNER
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1160 No. Highland, Hollywood 30

Phone: HOllywood 2-6555

Date of Organization: 1951

Branch Office: 1600 Broadway, New York

19. Phone: CL 6-6915. Michael Cerona,

Supr.

Charles E. Skinner, E.rec. Prod., President

Nelson Gidding, Assoc. Prod., Story Editor

Eddie Dew, Alan Crosland, Jr., Charles D.

Livingstone, Directors

Services: Public relations, personnel and sales

training, documentary films and slidefilms.

Historical and religious films (theatrical and

non-theatrical). Dramatic, adventure films

for TV. TV spots. FACILITIES : Leased sound

studios in Hollywood. Production facilities

available New York, Miami. Detroit, Montreal.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Leadership; Progress Re-

port; Annual Report (National Distillers

Corp. I ; The Traffic Department Story (N. Y.

Telephone Co.). Television Films: Sergeant

Preston of the Yukon (Quaker Oats—Whprrv,

Baker & Tilden) ; Greatest Story Ever Told;

Fiqht for Freedom series; Les Paul & Mary

Ford musical series. TV Commercials: For

Wherry, Baker & Tilden, etc.

45-

JOHN SUTHERLAND PRODUCTIONS, INC.

201 No. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles 26

Phone: DUnkirk 8-5121

Date of Organization: 1943

Branches: 33 East 48th Street, New York
17. Phone: PLaza 5-1875. Dale Arm-
strong, Vice-President. 6560 Cass Ave.,

Detroit 2, Michigan. Phone: TRinity

2-2280. Ross M. Sutherland, E.recutive

Vice-President.

John E. Sutherland, President. General

Manager, Writer, Producer

Ross M. Sutherland, Executive Vice-Pres.

True Boardman, Writer, Associate Prod.

Norman Wright, Writer, Associate Prod.

Charles Bordwell, Vice-President

Dale Armstrong, Vice-President

George Gordon, Director, Animation

Howard Roessel, Production Manager,

Live-Action

Earl Jonas, Production Manager. .Animation

Services: Complete production of live-action

and animation films from research and script

through release printing. Facilities: Motion

picture studio. Completely-staffed animation

department, fully equipped, including cameras.

Live-action stage with electrical, grip and

sound equipment. Set inventory, mill, paint

shop, etc. Modern sound recording rooms and

equipment. Editorial department equipped

for 35mm and 16mm. Projection theatre

equipped for 35mm and 16mm.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Voice Beneatii The Sea;

Link to the North (American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. ) : Your Safety First ( Auto-

mobile Manufacturers Assn. ) ; Egypt Reborn

(Sahara Petroleum Company) ; Living Unlim-

ited (Frigidaire Division, General Motors

Corp.); Story of Creative Capital (E. I. du

Pont de Nemours & Co.); Destination Earth

(American Petroleum Institute); Meet Mrs.

S7venson (General Electric Co.); Breath of

Life (Union Carbide & Carbon Co."); The

Littlest Giant (National Consumer Finance

Assn.). TV Commercials: For Lucky Strike,

Ajax, Delco Battery, Bill Benton, Chiquita

Banana, Marlboro, Nabob, American Savings

& Loan, Mercury, Pioneer Savings & Loan,

Chevrolet, May Co., Meadowgold, Eveready,

Kool-Shake, Delsey, and others,

TELEPIX CORPORATION

1515 N. Western Ave., Hollywood

Phone: HOllywood 4-7391

Date of Organization: 1948

Branches: Telepix-Anderson, Inc., 6620 Di-

versey, Chicago. Stan Anderson, in

charge. 704 Wilcox Bldg., Portland.

Robert P. Newman, President

Services: TV commercials; industrial motion

pictures and slidefilms; stage rentals and re-

cording sei-vice. Facilities: Studio: 52' x

95'; truck entrance 14' high. Interlocked

magnetic recording channels; mixing-dub-

bing; projection room.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Story of Profit Shar-

ing (Sears Roebuck & Co.); The Espey Cur-

liner (Spring Packing Corp.); Snio^r (Los

Angeles County). TV COMMERCIALS: For

Revlon; Regal Beer (Guild, Bascom & Bnn-

figli). (Only 1956 references submitted).
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W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

AGEIVTS FDR SALE AND DISTRIBUTIDIV

EASTMAW
PrnfessiDnal

Motion Picture and

Television Films

FORT LEE, IVbu Jersey:
LDnqacrB 5-5978

CHIEAGD:
6040 !V. Pulaski Haail

IRving 8-4064

HDLLYWDDD:
6677 Sania Monica Blvd.

HDIIyuaad 4-6131
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METROPOLITAN LOS ANGELES:

TRIANGLE PRODUCTIONS

1515 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood 27

Phone: HOUywood 4-7441

Date of Organization: September 1956

LeRoy M. Smith, President

Herbert B. Leonard, Vice-President-Prod.

Robert G. Walker, Sectij.-Treas.-Dir. Prod.

John Wilson, Director of Animation

Lester White, Fred Jackman Jr.,

Directors of Photography

Jay Whittridge, George Luckenbacher

Film Editors

Services : Production of motion pictures ;
doc-

umentary, sales promotion and training films

for industry: educational films: tv commer-

cials, television programs. Staff of producers,

directors, writers and technical talent. Facil-

ities: Sound stages; recording, and dubbing

facilities; cutting and projection rooms; an-

imation department.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Briglit Future (Gee-Bee

Chemical Co.) ; new company, only 1956 ref-

erence available.

5f
Transfilm, Incorporated

8255 Beverly Boulevard, Hollywood 46, Calif.

Robert Drucker, Manager

(See complete listing in New York City area)

UPA PICTURES, INC.

4440 Lakeside Drive, Burbank, Calif.

Phone: THornwall 2-7171

Date of Incorporation: 1945

Branches: 60 E. 56th St., New York 22.

Phone: PLaza 8-1405. Charles D. McCor-
mick, vice-pres. in chg., UPA-New York.

Wrigley Bldg., Chicago, Peter Del Negro,

sales manager.

Stephen Bosustow, President

Ernest Scanlon, Vice-President, Treasurer

Robert Cannon, Vice-President

Herbert Klynn, V. P.. Chg. Western TV
Commercials

Maxine Davis, Secretary

Melvin Getzler, Studio Manager
Ray Thursby, Production Manager

Services: Animated cartoon films; educa-

tional, industrial films and theatrical short

subjects and features. TV commercials and

programs. Facilities: Animation studios in

Burbank, New York and London.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Sappy Homiens (American

Cancer Society). TV Commercials: For

Piel's Beer (Piel Brewery, Y & R Agency) ;

Rheingold Beer (Liebman Breweries) ; Suave

(Helene Curtis Industries, Inc.) ; Colgate

(Colgate, Palmolive Co.). Only 1956 produc-

tion references submitted.

Van Praag Productions, Inc.

7417 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, Calif.

Phone: HOUywood 2-1141; TWX LA-1223

Hugh S. Hole, Vice-President

Gene Harrison, General Manager

(See complete listing in New York City area)

RAPHAEL G. WOLFF STUDIOS, INC.

5631 HoUvwood Blvd., Holb^wood 28

Phone: HOUywood 7-6126

National Representatives

New York: Dicran Nahigian, 330 Park Ave.

Phone: PLaza 5-5386

Chicago: Carl Wester, 2013 Orrington Ave.,

Evanston, 111. Phone: DAvis 8-7236.

Detroit: Harold R. Troy, 19741 James

Couzens Highway. Phone: BRoadway
3-6020.

Cincinnati: Robert M. Sampson, 1058 Emer-

son Road, Park Hills, Covington, Ky.

Phone : AXtell 1-5668.

Date of Organization: 1930

Raphael G. Wolff, President & Treasurer

MacDonald MacPherson, Vice-President,

Executive Director Creative Department

Sally Assin, Executive Secretary

Alfred Vaughan, Dir. of Public Relations

Arthur W. Treutelaar. Exec, Studio Supr.

David Lurie, Exec, Editorial Department

James Moore, Supervisor, Director

Hoyt Curtin, Musical Director

Services: Sales promotion, industrial, train-

ing and institutional motion pictures, sound

and color: television programs and commer-

cials. Photographics Internation.\l, a divi-

sion of Raphael G. Wolff Studios, Inc. Camera-

men in 72 foreign countries and in any area

of U.S. Film requirements photographed on

assignment throughout the world. Complete

library of foreign and domestic film. Facil-

ities : Stages and complete production

facilities; lighting equipment, generators,

cameras on mobile units for nationwide pro-

duction: permanent staff of editing, anima-

tion, anistration, music and creative personnel.

Stereo motion picture cameras. 16mm and 35-

mm, for 3-dimensional films.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: A Matter of Form (Moore

Business Forms, Inc.) ; Yours to Command
(Houston Lighting and Power Company) ;

More People Than Ever (The Peoples Gas

Light and Coke Company) ; It's Up to You

(Kraft Foods Company) ; Thrillarama Adven-

ture (Thrillarama Productions, Inc.); Paper

im Werden: Zum Reisen Bestimmt (Interna-

tional Paper Company).

if.

Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.

.5981 Venice Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.

Phone: WEbster 8-0183

John Oser, in charge

(See complete listing under Chicago area)

NORIMAN WRIGHT PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1515 X. Western Ave., Hollywood 27

Phone: HOUywood 4-5343

Date of Organization: 1948

Norman Wright, President

C. M. Wright, Secretary-Treasurer

Errol Grey, Vice-President, Production

Kenneth Homer, Comptroller

Hal Geer, Editorial Supervisor

Gilbert Wright, Writer-Director

Robert Balser, Animation

Services: Creative writing, planning and pro-

duction of business, television, government

and theatrical motion pictures in b/w and

color. Facilities: Mobile filming and sound

equipment. Sound stage and animation facil-

ities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Sun Never Sets On
Continental (Continental Motors Corp.); Don
Kolynos To The Rescue (WhitehaU Pharmical

Co. I ; Elements of Hydraulic Fracturing

(Halliburton Oil Well Cementing Co.) ; Idaho

and Its Natural Resources (Richfield Oil Co.).

Slidefilms: Profit Opportunities for '57

(Family Weekly Magazine).

Af cn
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Washington

5e-

L. R. HUBER PRODUCTIONS

1947—14th Ave. North, Seattle 2, Wash.

Phone: EAst 4274

Date of Organization: 1952

Louis R. Huber, President

Hazel I. Huber, Vice-President

Services: Motion pictures, 16mm color and/

or b-w; specially-qualified and equipped for

Alaskan, overseas and field production. Fa-

cilities: Specialized B&H cameras i4i,

Cine-Special (1) with wide assortment of

lenses: special camera car; field high-fidelity

magnetic tape recording; 16mm magnetic re-

cording (Magnasync) ;
planning, editing,

scripting, animation.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Great Land (North

American Van Lines, Inc.) ; Angler's Paradise

(Northern Consolidated Airlines, Inc.); The

Alaska Railroad (U.S. Department of the In-

terior) ; Childbirth — A Family Experience

(Association for Childbirth Education);

Alaska Freight (Alaska Freight Lines, Inc.).

45-

RARIG (MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
5510-14 University Way, Seattle 5, Wash.

Phone: Kenwood 0707

Date of Organization : 1927

Max H. Rarig, President

Edith A. Rarig, Vice-President

James H. Lawless, Production Manager

Ralph Umbarger, Director of Photography

Grace Umbarger, Art Director

John Dubuque, Sound Engineer

Joe F. Nelson, Editor-in-Chief

Services: Public relations, sales promotion

and training films. TV programs and com-

mercials. Finishing department services in-

clude: editing, narration, writing, recording,

art and animation, music underscoring. Fa-

cilities: 16mm photographic, editing equip-

ment, lighting. Western Electric magnetic

recording. Photographic and sound studios,

permanent staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Fire Weather (Washington

& Oregon Forest Fire Association): Return

to Africa (Frederick & Nelson); Falling &
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Bucking Timber (Pacific Northwest Loggers
Association) ; Rock Crushitig Wit)i flic Grid
Roller; Hystaway on the Railroad; Gas
Powered vs. Electric Fork Lift Trucks (Hy-
ster Co.) ; vocational film series: Your Career
in Architecture; Printing; \ursing; Aero-
nautical Engineering; Lumber Manufactur-
ing; Hotel Management; Elementary Teach-
ing; Electronics Technician; Pharmacy;
Secretary; Law; Pulp Manufacturing and
Journalism (Weyerhauser Timber Company).

INTERNATIONAL SECTION

*f Af ri
HAWAII

CINE'-PIC HAWAII

1847 Fort Street, Honolulu, Hawaii
Phone: 50-2677

Date of Organization: 1047

George Tahara, Owner-Producer
Maurice Myers, Animation Dept.
William W. Davenport, Writer
Spence Brady, Writer
Harry Onaka, Editor

Services: Industrial, educational, theatrical

and television motion pictures; production

from script to screen. Facilities: Complete
lATSE technicians; 16 and 17^ 2mm synchro-
nous tape recorders. Maurer professional

cameras and sound-on-film recorders, sound
stage, lighting equipment, music library, an-

imation dept.; editing and projection facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Hawaiian Village Interlude

—musical tilm 1 Henry J. Kaiser) ; Tagpo—
entertainment feature (Labrador Inc.); Ha-
waiian Telephone Annual Report (Hawaiian
Telephone Co.) ; Weed Control (Dow Chemical
Co.i ; One Out of Ten I'Mental Health As-
sociation of Hawaii I.

WEST COAST BRANCH OFFICES:

San Francisco Area

Pathe Pictures, Inc.

14.59 Sixteenth Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Phone : MOntrose 4-7251

Frank Vail, representative

(See complete listing in New York City area)

Sonochrome Pictures

760 Gough Street, San Francisco, Calif.

I See complete listing under Colorado area)

Oregon

Winik Films Corporation

611 X. Tillamook Street, Portland 12, Ore.

Merriman Holtz, in charge

( See complete listing in New York City area)

Washington

New World Productions

6011 38th Street, N.E., Seattle, Wash.
G. Newton, in charge

(See complete listing under Los Angeles area)

IB. ^y m iJL^ ci
CANADA

•K-TfC this sjTnbol, appearing over a
producer's listing, indicates that display adver-
tising containing additional reference data ap-
pears in other pages of this Production Re-
view.

ALBERTA: Calgary

MASTER FILM STUDIOS LTD.

510 oth Street West, Calgan-, Alberta
Phone: 693200

Date of Organization: April 1955

Spence Crilly, Managing Producer
C. P. Mackintosh, Secretary-Treasurer
M. H. Hundert, Secretary
Robert Willis, TV & Animation Dept.
Werner Franz, Editing & Sound Dept.
John Pfiffig, Camera Dept.
John Groot. Processing Dept.

Services: motion pictures for industry, edu-
cation & TV ; TV commercials ; slides, anima-
tion; 16mm printing and processing; magnetic
& optical recording; editing. Facilities: 30'

X 40' sound stage; Cameras; 2 Auricon Super-
1200s, Cine-Specials; animation stand; MR &
OKO lighting 1 65,000 watts ) ; B&H Model J
Printer; Houston Fearless processing; 2 Mag-
nasync recorders; Magnasjmc 3 channel dub-
ber; Maurer optical recorder; editing & screen-
ing rooms; 2 station wagons.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
MOTION Pictures: Valley cf the Bow fCalgarj'
Power Ltd. & City of Calgary) ; \ever Sur-
render ("Canadian Arthritis & Rheumatism So-
ciety) ; To7fgh Inch (Fulton Banister Pipeline
Constructors) ; Power to Serve (Canadian
Utilities Ltd.) ; Meet Your Gas Company (Ca-
nadian Western Natural Gas 1

.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

ARTRAY LTD. FILM PRODUCTIONS
781 Burrard Street, Vancouver. B.C.
Phone ; TAtlow 4554

Date of Organization : 1948

Art Jones, President & Manager
Mrs. I. J. Jones, Sec.-T}-eas. & Director
Victor N. Spooner, Production Manager
B. Wally Bodner, Sales Mgr. & Ace. Exec.

Services; Motion picture production and illus-

tration for television, industry and advertis-
ing. Sound slidefilm and TV slide production.
Facilities; Studio, location production, equip-
ment and services for 16mm color and b w.
Sound recording, dubbing and post syncing fa-
cilities. Animation production, incl. layout,
artwork and design. Set design and construc-
tion. Prop & wardrobe facilities. Studio &
location lighting. Pos. & neg. cutting rooms.
Interlock Sync screening facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Summer Sunshine for Win-
ter Menus (B. C. Tree Fruits) ; Our Hit Pa-
rade (Vancouver Board of Trade). Slide-
films: Romance of Roofing (Canada Roof Co.
Ltd.); Ground Observer Corps (Dept. of Na-
tional Defense) ; First Impressions; Four
Tools of Selling ( MacMillan & Bloedel Ltd.);
The Saw With 10.000 Teeth; Diaphragm Car-
buret ion; Let's Keep It Clean 1 Industrial En-
gineering Ltd. )

.

S. W. CALDWELL LTD.

311 Alaska Pine Building. 1111 W. George
St., Vancouver, B. C.

Phone: MA. 8733

Florence Ward, Representative

(see complete listing under Ontario)

PARRY FILMS, LTD.

1825 Capilano Road, N. Vancouver. B. C.

Phone: York 3164

Date of Incorporation: April, 1954

Llewelyn M. Parry, Pres., Managing Prod.

Miss C. V. Joy, Exec. Secty. & Treasurer
Wallie Peters, TV Prodticer

Bert PuUinger, Keith Cutler, Bill Round,
Directors

Jack McCallum, Camera Department
Mrs. M. Roozeboom, Art & Animation
Mrs. S. Reljic. Editorial Department
D. Pomeroy, Sound Services

J. Richardson, Writing Department

Services: documentaries for public relations,

sales, education & training. Special services in

the production of engineering, technical rec-

ords, incl. still & motion studies. TV: open-

end entertainment features and spots. Fa-
cilities; Film studio and recording stage.

Camera and lighting for 35mm and 16mm
color. Full sound recording for studio and lo-

cation work. B&W processing. Cutting rooms,

staff writers, scenic department, costume fa-

cilities ; model construction, animation and
optical effects ; art and title production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Futures in Oil (Canadian

Petroleum Association) ; 120,000 Kilowatts

Under the Sea; La Joie Extension ("British

Columbia Electric "i ; Barking Drums; The
Sherbrooke Story (^ Canadian Ingersoll Rand).

QUEBEC: Montreal

ASSOCIATED SCREEN NEWS LTD.

2000 Northcliffe Avenue, Montreal 28, Que.

Phone: DExter 1186

Branches : Vancouver, Toronto

Date of Organization: 1926

Murray Briskin, Exec. Asst. to President

T. M. Abrams, Advertising, PR Mgr.
N. Hull, General Sales Manager
J. MacKay, Ontario Sales Manager
Gordon Sparling, Production Mgr. (Ind.)

J. Dunham, Production Manager ( TV^
A. D. Nicholson, Laboratory Supt.

A. H. Hague, Newsreel Manager
J. R. Prazak, Comptroller

Services: Production of motion pictures for

industrj- and TV from script to screen, coast-

to-coast coverage in Canada ; TV commercials

;

animation 35 St. 16mm B&W and color proc-

(LISTINSS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWINiS PAGE)
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Associated Screen News: Cont'd.

essing; release printing for American, English

and Canadian producers; Theatre trailers;

stock shot library; preview screening ( in wide

Screen and Cinemascope). Facilities: Sound-
proof stage 50' x 80', height 27' to catwalk;

carpenter shop; prop room; dressing rooms;
Western Electric sound system; 35 & 16mm
film recording; magnasync tape recording;

five Moviola-equipped editing rooms; art de-

partment ; laboratory processing 35mm and
16mm negative and positive; both B&W and
Eastman color. Reduction and A&B printing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Transatlantic i?Hi/j/p.s-s( Ca-

nadian Pacific RR) ; Weekend in Quebec (Ca-

nadian National Railways) ; Towards One
World (Massey-Harris-F e r g u s o n) ; Tran^-

Canada Microwave (Bell Telephone Co.) ; The
Great Essential (Cndn. Petrofina Ltd.) ; Troop-

ing the Color (National Film Board I.

BENOIT-DE TONNANCOUR FILMS

2161 St. Catherine West, Montreal, Quebec
Phone: WE 7339

Date of Organization : 1949

Real Benoit, Director

Andre de-Tonnancour, Director

George Fenyon, Director of Photographij

Marc Audet, Sound
Gerard Hame!, Editing

Mirca Delanoe, Art Director

Services: Production of 16mm, 35mm films

for all purposes from script to final print.

French translations and adaptations. Facili-

ties: Sound stage 40' .\ 70' with 23' ceiling:

16/35mm positive & negative cutting rooms;
editing and projection rooms.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Television Films: Ballade de Jnillet: Soaring
Meet: Of Men. Birds and Islands (Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.-TV) : Les Collegiens Trou-
badours—.39 films (Pepsi-Cola). French-Ca-
nadian tv film specialists.

BRISTON FILMS LIMITED

1490 Sherbrooke St. West, Montreal, Quebec
Phone: WEllington 2795

Date of Organization: June 28, 1951

.J. R. Bristowe, President
F. R. McConnell, Production. Mgr.
J. M. Brown, Office Manager
L. C. Thompson, Chief Cameraman
W. H. Street, Sound Engineer
R. Mason, Production Assistant

Services: Production of all types of 16mm
motion picture films. Editing, animation, re-

cording and re-recording. Facilities: Re-
cording & re-recording studios. Shooting
studio. Editing units. Animation Depart-
ment. Screening & conference room. Still

photography department. Portable lighting

equipment i 15,000 watts )

.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Grey Cup. 195(t (Dow
Brewery Limited) ; Drama of Curling; Skip's

Dilemma: There is Magic In Curling fMac-
donald Tobacco Company); The Stanlri/ Cup
Finals of 1958 (Molsnn's Brewery Limited).

S. W. CALDWELL LTD.

Suite 319, 1410 Stanley St., Montreal
Phone: AV. 8-0528

Bud DeBow, Representative

I see complete listing under Ontario

)

CRAWLEY FILMS LIMITED
1467 Mansfield St., Montreal. Quebec
Phone : AVenue 8-2264

Alasdair Eraser, Manager

(see complete listing in Ottawa area)

OMEGA PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1960 Dorchester Street West, Montreal 25
Phone : GLenview 3526

Date of Organization : 1951

T. S. Morrisey, President
Pierre Harwood, President, Gen. Mgr.
Leonard M. Gibbs, Secretary-Treasurer
Richard J. Jarvis, Sales Representative
Henry A. Michaud, Director of Production
•lohn R. Racine, Director, TV Commercials
.John Burman, Chief Engineer
Marc Beaudet, Chief Editor
Denis Mason, Chief Cameraman
Don Snowdon, Chief Animator
John Sawyer, Chief Electrician

Services : Educational, industrial, sales promo-
tion, theatrical, and television motion pictures.

Facilities: 16mm and 35mm cameras, tape
and film recording equipment, projection and
editing facilities, sound shooting stage, ani-

mation department.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Xot Too Hot to Handle
(Walter Kidde Co.) ; Blasting a Neiv Niagara
( Canadian Industries, Ltd. ) . Television
Films: La Vie Qui Bat—24 episodes; Pepinot
—40 episodes; Easter Vigil (Canadian Broad-
casting Corp.). TV Commercials: for DuPont
of Canada Ltd.; Dow Brewery Ltd. ( Viekers
& Benson Ltd.); Esta Co.; Supreme Paints;
Belmont Beauty Supply: Stuart Biscuits; .J.

D. Vachon & Sons (Quebec Adv. Agency);
Depts. of National Defense, Air & Army.

ONTARIO: Toronto

vr
S. W. CALDWELL LTD.

447 Jarvis Street, Toronto, Ontario
Phone: WA 2-2103

Date of Organization : 1949

Branch Offices: Ontario: 355 Main St., Ot-
tawa. Donald Manson, repr. Quebec : 1410
Stanley St., Montreal. Bud DeBow, repr.

Manitoba: 801 Lindsey Bldg., Winnipeg.
Murray Messner, repr. British Columbia

:

311 Alaska Pine Bldg., Vancouver. Florence
Ward, repr.

Spence Caldwell, President

Gordon F. Keeble, Vice-Pres., Chg. Prod.

vS" this symbol, appearing over a

producer's listing, indicates that display adver-
tising containing additional reference data ap-

pears in other pages of this Pi'oduction Re-
view issue of Business Screen.

Stewart H. Coxford, Comptroller
Sydney Banks, Executive Producer
Fritz Spiess, Director of Photography
James McKay, Animation Supervisor
Murray Marshall, Sound Supervisor
Ross Smith, Laboratory Supervisor
Hans Klostermann, Editing Supervisor
G. B. Quinney, Equipment Sales Division
Ken Page, Film Sales Division

Services: 16 and 35mm b.w. and color TV
commercials; motion pictures; slidefilms, film-

strips, slides. Live TV commercial production
and co-ordination: syndicated TV film pro-
grams. TV and motion picture equipment sales,

TelePrompTer of Canada sales and service.

Sponsor film services. Facilities: Sound stage
25' X 58' X 75'. Animation dept. with Oxben-y
35/16mm stand. Complete recording facilities

incl. Stancil Hoffman 17.5 16mm, Westrex
optical recording system 35 16mm. Screening
room. Mitchell, Arriflex, Maurer cameras, 35
and 16mm. Printing, processing lab, color

printing, kinescope recording service.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: education film (Canadian
Cancer Assn.). TV Commercials: for Dunlop
I Locke Johnson agency); Philishave (Erwin
Wasey) ; Good Luck Margarine (Young &
Rubicam) : American Motors ( McKim Adver-
tising) ; Shell Oil iJ. Walter Thompson):
Swift (McCann-Erickson). Specialize in tv

production and services.

The Calvin Company
Motion Picture Centre, Toronto, Ontario
G. S. Kedey, representative

(See complete listing under Missouri U.S.)

CHETWYND FILMS LIMITED
21 Grenville Street, Toronto, Ontario
Phone: WAlnut 4-4493

Date of Incorporation: 1950

Arthur Chetwynd, President & Gen. Mgr..
Marjory Chetwynd, Sec.-Treasurer
Lenore Calow, Secretary

W. C. Donaldson, Director of Photograplni
Robert Barclay, Supervising Editor
Russell Heise, I C Sound Department
Eirikur Hagan, Cliief Director, Producer

Services: 16mm motion picture production,

color and b.&w. for education, sport, travel,

industry, advertising, public relations, tele-

vision, industrial stills: projection service;

slidefilm and filmstrip production; research,

writing, editing, scripting, sound, processing,

printing, film library. Facilities: 16mm mo-
tion picture cameras; still cameras: research,

writing, editing, scripting, sound, Ampex I4"

tape, Stancil-Hoffman 16mm sprocket tape,

library (distribution and stock shot), studio,

screening room.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Modern Frontiers (Ca-

nadian Red Cross—Ontario Div. ) ; Sword of

Hope (Canadian Cancer Society — Ontario

Div.); 19.56 All Star Football (Molson's

Brewer.v, Out. Limited) ; in production—Uni-

versity of Toronto film. Television Films:
The Canadian Game: Nickel's Worth (Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corp. TV); 60 films for

Children's Dept., Canadian Broadcasting

Corp. Official coverage "Big Four" profes-

sional football games (Molson's Brewery).

(LISTINGS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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You eaii mas^s produce
these intangible asisets:

J.. Prospects for Growth: Stocklioldeis have greater confidence in a corporation

whose prospects for growth are great. An intangible asset? . . . yes, but investors

can add it up when they see it for themselves ... on Willard-made Motion Picture

Film.

^« New Product Advantages: Advantages of using a brand new product about

to be introduced to the market, remain intangible until the product is bought and

used

—

or until thev are brought to life on \S illard-made Motion Picture Film.

O. Your Best Salesman: He's terrific—but he has only 24 hours in a day, and

he can't be all over the country at once. Besides, he's probably a top executive with

many other responsibilities. Yet when he has an important message to get across, he

can be everywhere, anytime, when you mass produce him on \^ illard-made Motion

Picture Film.

4. We at Willard are your intangible asset, too, with a quarter of a centurv' of

experience in producing exciting, dramatic, informative film. You can mass produce

that know-how to vour advantage when vou use the \^ illard team to produce your

next motion picture.

wiUard

Bid
WILLARD

PICTURES, INC
45 West 45th Street New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 2-0430
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COMPLETE
PRODUCER'S
SERVICE

LABORATORY
Overnight Negative Developing and

Rushes, 35mm and 16mm.

B&W Printing and Processing,

35mm and 16mm.

Masters and Dupe Negatives,

35mm and 16mm.

B&W Reduction Printing.

Color Reduction Printing.

16mm Kodachrome Printing.

SOUND
SIX-CHANNEL WESTREX SYSTEM
WITH COMPLETE EQUALIZATION
PANEL FOR:

Sync Sound Shooting.

Narration Recording.

Music Recording.

RECORDINGS CAN BE TRANS-
FERRED TO OR FROM:

16mm Magnetic any track

position.

35mm Magnetic.

l/(" Magnetic.

16mm Optical Area or Density

—

A or B wind.

Electronic Printing with Supersonic

Bias.

MAGNETIC STRIPING 30-50-100

MILLS ON:

16mm Raw Stock—Negative,

Reversal, Positive, Anscochrome.

16mm Prints B&W or Color.

RENTAL FACILITIES

Completely Equipped Sound Stage for

16mm or 35mm.

Editing Facilities.

Screening Room—Straight Projection

or Interlock.

16mm Auricon Single System Camera
with Zoomar Lens and Magnetic
Recording Head.

Write for further information or visit

our Studios at your convenience.

SHELLY FILMS limited

TORONTO 14, ONTARIO
Clifford 9-7811

CANADIAN PRODUCERS:

CRAWLEY FILMS LIMITED
21 Dundas Square, Toronto, Ontario
Phone: EMpire 4-5283

Stewart Reburn, Manager

(see complete listing in Ottawa area)

FLETCHER FILM PRODUCTIONS
RCA Bldg.. 225 Mutual Street, Toronto, Ont.
Phone : EMpire 3-8372

Date of Organization : 1954

Howard D. Fletcher, President
Edward R. MacGiWivray, Exeeutive Producer
Hugh J. Moreland, Executive Director
Bryan Carswell-J upe, Supervising Director
Michael L. Snow, Anitnation Director
Iris Krangle-Hoffman, Prod. Coordinator
Patricia A. Copeland, Production Supervisor

Services : Production of motion pictures,

sound slidefilms, and slide-motion films in 16
& 35mm, sound, b&w and color. Industrial,

documentary, training, customer and public
relations, sales presentations. TV commercials
and films. Full cell and Vari-Cel animation.
Complete programs, including visual aids and
stage presentations for sales training and
consumer sales. Film library service: editing
of TV syndicated films and features; cleaning,

shipping, inspecting and storage of TV films.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Electronics in Canada
{ Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers'
Association of Canada) ; Cavalcade of Thrill

Drivers and (in production) Partners in Sell-

ing (Dunlop-Canada Limited) ; Island Sales-

man (British-American Oil Company Lim-
ited) ; Make Tomorrow Possible (United
Appeal for Metropolitan Toronto) ; What's
Your Rating; Making the CO, Test; Installa-

tion OK, and (in production) Slipper to Fill

(The Consumers' Gas Company Limited) ;

The Radapon Story (Dow Chemical of Canada
Ltd). TV Commercials: For Dunlop-Canada
Ltd.; Shell Oil Co. Ltd.; Muscular Dystrophy
Assn. of Canada ; Girl Guides and others.

ROBERT LAWRENCE PRODUCTIONS
(CANADA) LTD.

32 Front Street West, Toronto, Ontario
Phone: EMpire 4-1448

Date of Organization: April, 1955

Robert L. Lawrence, President
John T. Ross, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Philip Kornblum, Treasurer
Robert Rose, Production Director

Services: Producers of motion pictures for

television and industry—live-action and ani-

mation. Robert Lawrence Productions in New
York and Toronto: Grantray-Lawrence in

Hollywood, California. Facilities: Sound
stage 125' x 55' x 25' for 16mm and 35mm
color, black and white film production—35mm
NC Mitchell with blimp. Fearless dolly, Mag-
nasync recording equipment, Mole-Richardson
sound boom.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
(Only television commercials submitted)

TV Commercials: For Texaco (McCoU-
Frontenac) ; Ivory Snow (Procter & Gamble) ;

Brisk (Colgate-Palmolive I ; CIL Paints (Ca-

nadian Industries, Ltd. ) ; Molson's Lager
(Molson's Breweries Ltd.) ; Moirs Chocolates;
Jewel Shortening (Swift Canadian Co. Ltd.) ;

Heinz Baby Foods; Imperial Esso; Dept. Na-
tional Defence; Shei-win Williams Co. Ltd.;
and Moffats Ltd. (AVCO).

MERIDIAN FILMS LIMITED
1202 Woodbine Avenue, Toronto, Ontario
Phone: OXford 8-1628

Date of Incorporation: August, 1956

Ralph Foster, President
Julian Rofl'man, Sec.-Treas., & Director of

Production.

Herbert S. Alpert, Dir. of Photography
Thomas Whitelaw, Set Construction
Diana Southwood. Studio Manager

Services: Studio (50' x 110') equipped with
lighting, sound recording and 35/16mm
cameras. Editing rooms, screening facilities

16/35mm, make-up and dressing rooms. Full

production crew, available for studio or loca-

tion production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tips (J. Arthur Rank
Organization) : Wliat Abont the Y? (National

OflSce, Y.M.C.A. ) ; Delrex (Public & Industrial

Relations, Ltd.). Television Films: .4 Shake-
speare Rehearsal (Canadian Broadcasting Cor-
poration) ; Freedom to Read (Center for

Mass Communication, Columbia LTniversity).

MOTION PICTURE CENTRE LIMITED

423 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Ontario

Date of Incorporation: 1953

G. S. Kedey, President

Robin Hardy, Director of Production

Gerald Farkas, Chief Editor

Al Sauro, Sound Services

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms for

television, industry, sales promotion, staff

training, religious, travelogues, and public re-

lations use. Facilities: Auricon, Arriflex

cameras, Magnasync recording equipment, re-

cording studio, editing, writing and screening

facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: As a Mustard Seed Groivs

( Anglican Church of Canada) ; Safe Driving

Series (Ford Motor Company of Canada) ;

Community Giving (Toronto Community
Chest). Television Films: Safety Begins at

Home; Summer Sunday (Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corp.-TV).

PETERSON PRODUCTIONS
337-9 King Street West, Toronto 1, Ontario

Phone: EMpire 8-7065

Date of Organization: 1947

S. Dean Peterson, President

Laurence L. Cromien, Director of Prod.

Florence Bartram, Set Design. Construction

Doris Cromien, Make-Up

Services: Commercial, industrial and tele-

vision films. TV commercials. Facilities:

Complete sound-proof stage, editing rooms,

make-up I'oom, dressing rooms, complete re-

cording and re-recording facilities, screening

room, 16 & 35mm equipment.

(LISTING CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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THE PRINCETON FILM CENTER, INC.

annouincei

three distinguished new-

television series for sponsorship

AMEHICAIVS AT HDME
A half-hour series in color filmed on location. Produced in cooperation with the

American Home Magazine, this series is designed for viewing by anyone inter-

ested in homemaking.

THE RDAD WE TRAVEL
A half-hour series based on the true-life stories of unforgettable Americans

everywhere who have refused to trade their goals and ambitions for personal

security. Television film production at its highest in terms of human interest.

RURAL REVIEW
A half-hour series in color directed toward the more than 50.000,000 Americans

who do not live in cities. The only program of its kind and one enthusiastically

endorsed by authorities in this field.

PREVIEW PRINTS ARE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE OF ALL THREE

Wire, Telephone or Write

The Princeton Film Center, Inc.

Princeton, New Jersey Telephone: Princeton 1-3550

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors since 1941
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CANADIAN PRODUCERS:
Peterson Productions: Cont'd.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
TV Commercials; For Ford/Monarch
Div. ; Trans-Canada Pipe Lines ( Coclifield.

Brown & Co. Ltd. > ; Mercury-Lincoln-Meteor

Div. ( Vicliers & Benson Ltd. ) ; General Foods

:

Frost Fence, Ronson Lighters ( McConnell,

Eastman & Co. Ltd. i : Kelloggs of Canada Ltd.

(Leo Burnett Co. Ltd.): Carlings Breweries;

American Motors; Salada Tea i McKim Ad-
vertising Co. Ltd.).

SHOWCASE FILM PRODUCTIONS
(Div. Associated Broadcasting Co., Ltd.)

1139 Bay Street. Toronto, Canada
Phone: WA 4-1111

Date of Organization : June, 1956

Martin Maxwell, President

Muri-ay Raymond, Vice President

Jack Chisholm, General Manager
G. Marshall, Secretary-Treasurer

M. DiTursi, Production Sales

Services; Producers of industrial, educa-

tional, sales training, motion pictures and

slidefilms: theatrical trailers: TV commer-
cials. Facilities; Motion pictui-e production

equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Pilkington's Canadian
Division i Pilkington Glass Company Ltd.,

England) ; The Big "Z" (Ontario Department

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiw

In Canada
it's Caldwell

Our (Jueensway Film
Studios—less than two
hours from New York

—

consistently prodtice

Canada's finest television

commercials and motion
pictures. Our equipment and
personnel can do the fresh

kind of work you demand

—

and our cost is much
lower. Remember too, we're
happy to rent our facilities

to capable American pro-

ducers. Call us for

sample reel or rates.

of Mines! : Tlie Mine Maker (Canadian Inger-
soll Rand Company Limited I ; Mobile Uranium
Mining (Joy Manufacturing (Canada) Lim-
ited). Slidefilms: Elmer, The Safety Ele-
l>liant (Theatre Confections Limited).

ONTARIO: Ottawa

S. W. CALDWELL LTD.

355 Main Street, Ottawa
Phone: CE 5-1028

Donald Manson, Representative

(See complete listing under Toronto)

•5f

I QUEENSWAY FILM STUDIOS |
s 447 Jarvis Street • Toronto Ontario p

Phone WAInut 2-2103 • Cable: Callvwell |
liiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii'"^^

CRAWLEY FILMS LIMITED

19 Faii-mont Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario
Phone: PArkway 8-3513

Branch Offices: 21 Dundas Square, Toronto
Phone : EMpire 4-5283. 1467 Mansfield St.,

Montreal. Phone AVenue 8-2264

Date of Organization: 1939

F. R. Crawley, C.A., President

Graeme Eraser, Vice-President
Stewart Reburn, Manager, Toronto Office

Alasdair Eraser, Manager, Montreal Office

Donald Carter, Director of Production
John Walsh, C.A., Comptroller
Tom Glynn, Production Manager
Peter Cock, Manager TV Division

George Gorman, Quentin Brown, Sally

MacDonald, Edmund Reid, Philip Wie-
gand, Senior Producers

Rod Sparks, Chief Engineer
Robert Johnson, Supervising Editor

Stan Brede, Camera Department
Ivan Herbert, Lighting Department
Tony Betts, Recording Department
Kenneth Gay, Animation Department
Munroe Scott, Sc7-ipt Department
William McCauley, M. Bach., Dirs. of Music
Ivor Lomas. F.R.P.S., Laboratory Manager
& Quality Control

Helen Berry, Purchasing Agent
Earl Valley. Equipment Sales Manager

Services: Motion pictures and slidefilms for

Canadian and United States industry. Govern-
ment, education and television: recording, ed-

iting, animation, and printing and processing

for small producers, independent cameramen,
ten provincial governments and other organ-
izations from coast to coast. FACILITIES:

30,000 sq. ft. studio building, sound stage and
two recording studios. Cameras : Maurers,
Newman-Sinclair, Bell & Howell, Arriflex and
Cine-specials: blimps, dollies, 320,000 watts
of lighting equipment with mobile generator
and transformer station; Maurer 16mm re-

cording equipment and 2 recording studios

with 8 & 4 mixing channels. 3 Rangertone
synchronous magnetic tape recorders, 7 16mm
Magnetic recorders and dubbers; Magne-
corders with sync heads, 35mm dubbers, turn-

tables, disc recorders; 16mm printers with
EDL and Houston-Fearless processors; an-

imation department with two stands (Saltz-

man ) ; engineering development facilities;

still dept. casting file; music library; script

dept. with research library. Electronic serv-

ice dept. Equipment Sales Division. Perma-
nent staff' of 112 employed.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Generator k: Houses In a

Hurry (Aluminum Ltd. i : .4 Xeu- Future Lies
North (Vance, Sanders and Co. of Boston);
Canadian Wheat—English, French, Spanish,
German, Italian, Portuguese versions (Cana-
dian Wheat Board); Picture Province (New
Brunswick Government); Upset (House of

Seagram); From Ten to Ticelve (Dept. Na-
tional Health & Welfare) ; Atiimals in Groups;
Mural Making; Picture Making by Teenagers
(International Film Bureau Inc.); Fi'iheries

of the Great Slave (Dept. of Fisheries);

Money Minters ( The International Nickel Co.

of Canada Ltd.): Queen's University at

Kingston (Queen's University): Agriculture
Means Industry; To Catch a Fisli; The Mighty
Ones I Manitoba Dept. of Industry & Com-
merce); Canadian Crusade I Canadian Cancer
Society); Walk in Health (Shoe Information
Bureau of Canada) ; Design Council (National

Gallery of Canada); Marins De La Peine
(Dept. National Defence); Skating; Stick-

handling; Passing; Checking; Shooting; Goal-

tending; Offensive Teamplay; Defensive Team-
play—French and English versions (General

Mills of Canada & Canada Starch Company).
Slidefilms: Public Relations in the Teller's

Post; Office Organization; Public Relations in

the Accountant's Department: It's In the

Voice; Techniques of Selling (Bank of Novia
Scotia). FILMSTRIP; Sculptures (National

Gallery of Canada). TV Commercials: For
Kellogg's, General Mills, Pillsbury. Imperial

Oil, Procter & Gamble, General Foods, Swift's,

Bristol Myers, Canadian National Railways,

Adams Brands, Bell Telephone, Dow Brewery,
Dept. National Defence, Pure Spring (Can-
ada) Ltd., Sifto Salt, Wind.sor Salt, others.

MANITOBA: Winnipeg

S. W. CALDWELL LTD.

801 Lindsey Bldg., Notre Dame Ave.,

Winnipeg
Phone: 92-4643

Murray Messner, Representative

(See complete listing under Ontario)

PHILLIPS-GUTKIN & ASSOCIATES LTD.

432 Main Street, Winnipeg 2, Manitoba
Phone; 930544-933642

Date of Organization : March, 1947

John Phillips, President

Harry Gutkin, Vice-President, Managing &
Creative Director

Lloyd E. Moffat, Secretary-Treasurer

Barrie Helmer, Jeff Hale, Senior Animators
Jack Harreveld, Head, Anim. Cam. Dept.

Donald Campbell, Senior Editor

Services: Animation facilities from .script

storyboard to full cell animation. Production

of industrial and documentary films. Facil-

ities: 35mm Acme animation camera and
stand: 35mm Moviolas; sound readers—edit-

ing equipment, 35mm and 16mm Arriflex cam-
eras, 60,000-watt portable lights, complete

studio facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; God's River (Canadian

Schenley Limited): These Things We Own;
Timber Harvest (Co-operative Union of

Saskatchewan); The Tools of Plenty (Inter

Provincial Co-operatives Ltd.) ; The Changing
Rural Community (Manitoba Pool Elevator).
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Metropolitan Sound Service, Inc.

is pleased to announce the

opening of New York's most

complete service organization

for film producers.

The fotlowlng services are available:

• SOUND STAGE • SOUND EFFECTS LIBRARY

• RECORDING STAGE • POST SYNCHRONOUS DUBBING

• NARRATION RECORDING • INTERLOCK SCREENING

• EDITING ROOMS • MIXING

• PREVIEW ROOMS • TRANSFERING

• MUSIC LIBRARY • LABORATORY

• COMPLETE SOUND EDITORIAL SERVICE

We would appreciate your contacting us for complete details.

Metropolitan Sound Service, Inc.
105 East 106th Street

New York 29, New York
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R. K. TOMPKINS AND
ASSOCIATES are presently

producing animated and live-action

motion picture spots for:

EASTMAN KODAK

PROCTER AND GAMBLE

JOHNSON'S WAX

HELENE CURTIS

BRISTOL MYERS

GOODRICH TIRES

R. T. FRENCH CO.

GENERAL MOTORS

ENO SCOTT BROWNE

STANDARD BRANDS

SCOTT PAPER CO.

THE MURINE CO.

CHRYSLER MOTORS

SOCONY MOBILOIL CO.

And are dubbing from English to Spanish for Television:

For Screen Gems:

ALL-STAR THEATRE (FORD THEATRE)

ADVENTURES OF RIN-TIN-TIN

TALES OF THE TEXAS RANGERS

JUNGLE JIM

CIRCUS BOY

For Walt Disney Productions:

DISNEYLAND

MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

Complete 35mm and 16mm production facilities for live action

and animation; Stancil Hoffman 17.5—35mm magnetic record-

ing systems, RCA Channel.

RK-
TomPKins & nssociflTES
Fray Servando Teresa de Mier No. 92, Mexico 1, D. F.

(Incorporating activities ^f Dibujos Animados, S. A., and Grabacione?

Fidelidad, S. A.)

il^4f c2imrjg> en
MEXICO

AUDIOVICENTRO
Av. Cuauhtemoc 226, Mexico 7,

D. F.

Phone: 10-25-13

Cable: AUDIOVICENTRO
Date of Incorporation: 1956

Dr. David Grajeda, Pres., Dir.

Dr. Juan Jose Giovanni, Vice-

Pres.

Fernando Olivas, Exec. Prod.

Marcel Gonzales Camerena,
Soimcl Enyineer

Ernesto Martinez, Chf. C'man
Lucy Estrop, Spanish Versions
Antonio Gutierrez, Animation
Jorge P. Valdes, Art Director

Ema Olivas, Foreign Relations

Emmanuel Ugalde, Titles

Services: Translations and Span-
ish versions of foreign films.

Titles (Vi-Mex System). Optical

and magnetic sound recording.

Animation. Documentary, scien-

tific and educational film produc-
tion; sound slidefilms. Audio-
Vex system (slides and records).

TV commercials. Distribution of

Spanish language films. Facil-
ities: Sound and cine -photo-
graphic studios; Arriflex, Bolex
cameras; Ampex; Gonzalez Cam-
arena sound equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Translation,

Spanish versions, of 55 documen-
tary films (U.S. Embassy) ; five

clinical films (Escuela Nacional de
Medicina) ; titles and animation
for 117 Latin - American films

(Comsion de Oncocerosis: Film-
Art; Televicentre: Imagenes Med-
icas; etc.). Slidefilms: Com-
plete course of interior decoration

(Instituto de Decoracion Inte-

rior) ; Cancer: Virology; Rheu-
matic Fever Simposia (Academia
Nacional de Medicina).

CINE COMMERCIAL, S. A.

Loui.'fiana No. 81, Mexico, D. F.

Phone: 23-88-30

Date of Incorpoi-ation : 1954

Hans Beimler, Gen. Mgr., Tech.

Dir.

Arrigo Coen, Prod. Director

Armando Machuca, Prod. Mgr.
Carlos Prieto, Script Supr.
Jose Torre, Cameraman

Services : 35 and IGmni motion

picture production. Specializing

in documentaries, television short

subjects and commercial ads for

movies and television. Facilities:

35 and 16mm, camera equipment,

stages, cutting room, projection

room, magnetic and optical record-

ing equipment available.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

TV Spots: For Max Factor:

Turns; Enicar; Anacin; Coca-

Cola: Hinds; Viceroy; DuMont;
DuBarry; Kelvinator; Nabisco;

Air France; Gillette; Paper Mate;
Acco; Studebaker; Ford; Mennen;
McCormick; Hoover; Procter &
Gamble; Admiral; Brylcream;
Johnston Pumps; Minn. Mining
& Mfg.; and others.

R. K. TOMPKINS
& ASSOCIATES

(Dibujos Animados, S.A. and
Grabaciones Fidelidad, S.A.)

Fray Servando Teresa de Mier

J92, Mexico 1, D. F.

Phones: 13-81-34 and 10-01-75

Date of Organization : 1952

Richard K. Tompkins, Gen. Mgr.
John Page, Asst. Mgr.
Gerald Ray, Animation Dir.

Edmundo Santos, Dvltbing Dir.

Services: 35 and 16mm entertain-

ment, industrial and advertising

films; television films dubbed to

Spanish. Facilities: Complete

35mm and 16mm live-action and

animation filming facilities; Stan-

cil-Hoffman 17.5 35mm magnetic

recording systems; RCA channel.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Television Films: (dubbing

from English to Spanish) All-

Star Theatre (Ford - Screen

Gems); Adventures of Rin-Tin-

Tin; Tales of the Texas Rangers;

Jungle Jim; Circus Boy (Screen

Gems) ; Disneijland; Mickey
Mouse Club (Walt Disney Produc-

tions). TV Commercials: Span-

ish versions: for Eastman Kodak;

Procter & Gamble; Johnson's

Wax; Helene Cui-tis; Bristol

Myers; Goodrich Tires; R. T.

French Co.; General Motors; Eno
Scott Browne; Standard Brands;

Scott Paper Co.; The Murine Co.;

Chrysler; and Socony Mobiloil.

iB^Vr cniB^Af C3
CENTRAL AMERICA

SANCHE FILMS

4A. Avenida 12-10, Guatemala
City

Phone: 2581-9613

Date of Organization: 1954

Cable: SANCHEFILM GUAT-
EMALA

Paul Sanche, Owner
Mario Ribas Montes, Writ. Dpt.

Marco Aurelio Vasquez,
Laborator]! Siipt.
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Sanche Films: Cont'd.

Luis A. Ramos,
Sound Recording Dept.

Margaret W. Sanche, Edit. Dpt.

Services: 16 and 35mm indus-

trial, documentary, educational,

public relations, sales motion pic-

tures, newsreel production and TV
news coverage, TV commercials.

Facilities: B&W facilities from
script to screen, 16mm and SSmm.
Script writing; 35mm wide-screen

fanamorphic lensl. Laboratory:
35 and 16mm processing, printing,

work prints, master positives,

dupe negatives, release prints, 16-

mm reversal, titling, effects. Edit-

ing and screening. Optical sound
recording. Cameras: 35mm Arri-

flex; blimp, sync motor, tripods,

dolly, Anamoi-phic lens, Somm
Eyemos, B&H. 16mm Arriflex,

Auricon single system sound cam-
era, 16mm Bolex with sync motor;
3.5mm optical sound recorder V.
A.. 16mm optical sound recorder

V. D. Colortran lights. Labora-
tory : Custom - built processing

equipment for 35mm and 16mm,
neg. & pos. B&W; 35mm step

contact printer: 35mm sound
track printer, 16mm continuous
contact printer, Photovolt sound
track densitometer. Reeves Sen-

sitester, editing & screening: Mo-
violas, sound readers, synchro-

nizers, etc., 16 & 35mm projectors.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Tierra-SSmm:
Foitr-S Clvbs; Arterias Vitales

(U.S. Information Agency) : Re-
union in Panama: Ultimas Noti-

cias (Guatemala Government!.

SOUTH AMERICA
BOLIVIA

BOLIVIA FILMS, LTDA.

Casilla 1255, La Paz, Bolivia,

S. A.
Phone: 5640

Cable Address: BOFILMS LA-
PAZ

Date of Organization: 1947

Kenneth B. Wasson, President

& Producer
Esteban Ugrinovic, Gen. Mgr.
Jorge Ruiz, Cinematography
Augusto Roca, Sound Services

Services: Production of 16 and
35mm motion pictures with South
American background for educa-
tion, public relations, and enter-

tainment. 35mm color slides. Fa-
cilities: Camera, lighting, sound
and editing equipment. Final
sound done in U. S. A. Script serv-

ice for local themes.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures : Seeds of Prog-
ress (U.S. Information Service)

;

Voices of the Land (Bolivian

Government i . Only 1956 refer-

ences submitted.

(LISTINGS CONT'D. ON PAGE 152)

When Ralston Purina Company wanted to go to

the dogs with a scientific new Dog Chow, they

took the direct route of selling the men who sell

the men who sell the men who feed the dogs. They

called on Premier Film and Recording Corpora-

tion to help eager salesmen convert dogs into

eager eaters.

Premier created a soles training film that told in

capsule form the complete story of the research,

development and testing that went into the pro-

duct's creation. This important story, enthusiasti-

cally told in exact selling terms is being trans-

mitted to salesmen and brokers from New York

to San Francisco, Chicago to New Orleans.

The result? Maximum distribution is being

achieved with a minimum of time and
expenditure.

Whether you wont to go to the dogs (as in the

case of Purina) or go to blazes (as we did in

General Steel Castings' saga of fiery furnoces)

Premier Film and Recording Corporation poves

the road wiih solid selling . . . not just good
intentions.

Premier's equipment, facilities and creative think-

ing work together to produce perfect produc-

tions in every phase of 'sight and sound' . . . from

waxing jingles to recording symphonies, build-

ing animated spots to telling the history of giants

of industry. And remember ... at Premier the

added plus is service.

P.S. Economical? Of course, we're out of the New York-Hollyvood high rent disfricf!

paaraaa/s}

3 O 3 3 LOCUST
CfN a^ul T^ev<yt4:/€ft
STREET S A i N T

f'
CORPORATIO n

LOUIS 3. MISSOURI
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SOUTH AMERICA

PERU

ESTUDIOS
CINEMATOGRAFICOS ROSELLO

Casilla Correo 3116, Lima
(Peru), S. A.

Phone: 13-122

Date of Organization : 1952

Jose Maria Rosello, Presidetit

and Treasurer

R. De Nardo, Vice-President

Luis Rosello, Production Mgr.

Services: Complete production of

films, black & white and color. 35-

mm and 16mm animation (car-

toons), travel, newsreel, artistic

productions ( drama, comedy, mu-
sical), TV commercials. Labora-
tories 35 and 16mm black and
white, etc. Facilities: 16 and
35mm cameras, lighting, sound
truck. Magnetic sound. Moviola,

etc. All services.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: ICA Valle del

Sol (Milne & Co., Lima) ; Hiiam-

pany (Corp. de la Vivienda,

Lima). Television Film: Im-

promptu in C Sharp Minor Op.

Posth.-Chopin i syndicated musi-

cal ) . TV Commercials: For
Motta-color ( Motta & Co., Lima) ;

Cutex-color (Pub. Lowder, Lima)
and approx. 90 other films in 1956.

VENEZUELA
AGUILA FILMS

P. 0. Box 2902, Caracas,

Venezuela, S. A.

Phones: 553-581; 546-280

Cable: FILMAGUILA

Date of Organization: 1953

Henry Nadler, President

John D. Kronen, Vice-President

George Doliner, General Mgr.

Services: Motion pictures for

public relations, industrial films,

documentaries, television sub-

jects; specialization in films for

the oil and construction indus-

tries. Facilities: Cameras for

35mm and 16mm; cutting, projec-

tion rooms. Consultants for for-

eign producers.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Oleoducto Del

Lago I Shell Oil Company) ; Es-

tampas Regionales (State Govern-

ment ) ; La Barra de Maracaibo

(Channel Institute). TV Com-
mercials : In color for Ford Motor

Co. (2); American Textiles (1).

l«.4f CJiJ^Af C3
ENGLAND

FOR

films that bring results ....

films at lower price

films of good quality

TV commercial films

documentary films of Incas,

jungle, colonial, civilization

of Peru

cartoon films

ALL IN BLACK AND WHITE OR EASTMAN
COLOR NEGATIVE — 16mm or 35mm

• Cartoons one minute $2,200.00 (Color)

• TV Commercials one minute $700.00 (B. & W.)

• TV Commercials one minute $1,500.00 (Color)

ESTUDIOS CINEMATOGRAFICOS ROSELLO

Casilla Correo, 3116

CABLES - ROSAIRES - LIMA

LIMA (Peru) South America

BIRMINGHAM COMMERCIAL
FILMS, LTD.

8 Lozells Road, Birmingham 19

Phone: Northern 8486-7

Date of Organization: 1938

Harold Juggins, F.I.B.P..

Governing Director
Godfrey Davis, A.I.B.P.,

Mg. Director, Prod.

W. N. Watts, Dir. Retail Dept.

Dr. W. H. J. White, O.B.E.,

F.R.I.C, Dir. & Scientitic Ad.
S. J. White, Chief Stills Cam.
John Varnish, Chief Prod. Asst.

Harold E. Tonks, Chief Ser%'ice

Engineer
Roger M. Jones, Secretary

Services: Specialist producers of

direct 16mm color sound motion
pictures and 35mm shorts; TV
Newsreel Dept., commercial and
3-dimensional photographv; sound
recording (synch, or wild ) ; mo-
bile film shows; TV commercials.
Facilities: Studios for 16mm and
35mm film production, commercial
photography; filmstrips, editing,

titling, rear projection, retail still

and cine sales division supplying
audio visual aids.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: On The Beam;
Royal Occasion (Joseph Lucas
Limited) ; Wines for Everyman
(Gilbey's Limited); Lilies hall
Grain Storage Drying Plant ( The
Lilleshall Co., Ltd. ) ; A. C. Winder
(General Electric Co., Ltd.);

Traffic Conditions and Control

(Town Clerk, Perth, Australia) ;

plant film ( Leitz, Ltd.) . TV News-
reels : British Independent Tele-

vision Authority.

HALAS & BATCHELOR
CARTOON FILMS, LTD

lOA Soho Square, London, W.l,

England

Phone: GERrard 7681/2/3

Date of Organization : 1947

John Halas. Director

Joy Batchelor, Director

Services : Staff of 80 for animated
film production for advertising

and entertainment for television

and cinema. Industrial, public re-

lations and educational films. Fa-
cilities : Studios for both celluloid

animation and 3-dimensional pup-

pet, model animation. Animation
cameras; 2 model camera setups.

Editorial and projection equip-

ment for 35mm 16mm.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Tin Fir.st 99

(animated sequences for Louis de-

Rochemont and Seagram's) ; The
Candlemaker (The Federation of

Lutheran Churches) ; The World

of Little Ig (National Broadcast-

ing Corporation); Animal, Vege-

table, Mineral (The British Pe-

troleum Co. Ltd.). TV Commer-
cials: for Kleenex ( Foote, Cone &
Belding, Ltd. i ; Johnson & John-

son (Young & Rubicam).

PEARL & DEAN, LTD.
(PRODUCTIONS)

17 Berkeley St., London W. 1,

England
Phone: Mayfair 7494

Date of Oi'ganization : 1953

E. Pearl, Chairman
Byron Lloyd, Managing Dir.

E. Dane, Director

E. C. Lane, Director

W. H. Smedley, Dir. & Secy.

Services: Production of live-ac-

tion, cai'toon animation, model an-

imation advertising films for tele-

vision and the cinema in all parts

of the world ; sponsored, indus-

trial and sales training films. Fa-

cilities: Live-action studio; car-

toon animation studio with output

of two minutes of film per week;

fully equipped model animation

studio.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Telecommuni-

cations (Philips' Gloeilampenfa-

brieken ) ; A Testimonial ( Black

& Decker Electric Tools); Little

X By Silhouette ( Corsets Silhou-

ette Limited); Players At the

Circus (John Player & Sons) ;

Screenagers (P.D.S.A.).

WORLD WIDE PICTURES, LTD

Lysbeth House, Soho Square,

London W. 1. England
Phone: GERrard 1736 7 8

Date of Organization : 1942

James Carr. Managing Director,

Exec. Producer

Hindle Edgar, Company Direc-

tor, Producer

V, L. Price, Co. Director. Secy.

Services: 35mm and 16mm spon-

sored public relations, documen-

tary, training and sales films for

government departments and in-

dustry, TV programs and com-

mercials. Facilities: studios, re-

cording theatre— Western Elec-

tric, lighting, cameras, theatre

staff.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Foothold on

Autarctica — Eastmancolor ( Brit-

ish Petroleum Co. Ltd.); Golden

Future: Golden Reef (South Afri-

can Chamber of Mines); Brake

Stop (Cape Asbestos Co. Ltd.) ; .4

Tliamcs Operator Reports (Ford

Motor Company); Break In

(Army Kinema Corporation).
Television Films: Transatlantic

& Commonwealth Teleriews—
monthly issues (Central Office of

Information 1

.
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FRANCE

CINEMA ET PUBLICITE—SOCIETE ANONYME
116 Champs Elysees, Paris Seme
Phone : Elysees 34-93

Date of Organization: 1939

Jacques Meynot, President
Jacques Zadok, General Mgr.
Charles Peiffert, Matiager
Pierre Picherit. Foreign Dept.
Yves Bayet. Bernard Boussac.
Bernard Lemoine, Guy Brun.
Producers

Maurice Chatelain, Robert Gu-
din, Prods.

Services : advertising films, 35mm
color ( Eastmancolor I and black
and white for commercial TV only
("live action-animated models and
objects, cartoons i . Facilities :

exhibition of advertising films in

cinemas. Exclusive screening
rights in 1300 cinemas in France—120 in North Africa—100 in

French West Africa.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Screen Advertising Films: for
Phillips: General Motors i Frigi-
daire I : N'estle's: Credit Lyonais;
Aspro; Courvoisier Cognac: Good-
rich : Kleber-Colombes : Cadam-
Palmolive: Chevrolet i TV com-
m'ls. I . Approx. .300 spots annu-
ally.

WEST GERMANY
BOEHNER-FILM

Loewenichstr. 1, Erlangen, Bav.
Phone: 36-41 Savacall: 06-2.559

Fritz Boehner, Otmer
W. E. Atzbach, Administration

Services: studio, sound recording
for documentaries, industrial,
sales promotion films. Facilities:
not listed.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: ^rum Unserer
Zeit I Daimler-Benz A. G., Unter-
turkheimi: So Gekt Es Zu Bei
XSU I NSU-Werke A. G., Xeckar-
sulm I : Bei Rodenstock (G. Roden-
stock, Munchen i ; Ein Prima Vr-
latib iXSU-Werke A. G., Xeckar-
sulmi. Other films for Shell A.
G.. Hamburg.

INSEL-FILM G.m.b.H

Konstanz. Luisenstrasse 22.

Phone : 25-50

Production & Sales: Karlsplatz
19-20, Munchen 2. Phone 59-

28-76

Norbert Handwerk, Gen. Mgr.
Alfred Sattler. Head, Admin.
Hell Renard, Head. Film Dept.
Dirk Tonis. Head TV Dept.

Services : documentaries, indus-
trial and sales promotion motion

I LISTING cont'd. ON P.\GE 154)

HAVE YOU CONFIDENCE IN YOUR PRODUCER?

This is a

story of confi-

dence . . it started out over

39 years ago when we first estab-

Hshed this business . . it has grown and

grown over the years . . just as, year after year,

our hst of satisfied cHents has grown and grown . . to the

point where we have produced over 1,000 motion pictures . . over

1,000 motion pictures that have produced results for our clients . . and

we are happy to say that these same clients have come back to us year after

year . . . certainly a realistic story of know how, experience, growth and confidence!

YOU CM HAVE CONFIDENCE IN YOUR PROUUCER!

WILLIAM J. GANZ COMPANY, INC.
DIVISION OF

INSTITUTE OF VISUAL TRAINING. INC.

40 East 49 Street . . . New York 17, N. Y.
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I IMPROVE YOUR FILM TITLES

with the TEl-Animaprint

for Motion Picture Producers, Animators,

Special Effects Laboratories, TV Stations,

Advertising Agencies, Art Depts., Etc.

The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS
TITLE MACHINE for high quaUty, last

lettering—the answer to economy and
precision accuracy in film titling. Prints

dry from colored foil for instant use.

Acme pegs assure perfect registration

on paper or acetate cells. Prints all col-

ors. This versatile Hot Press will pro-

duce main titles, sub-titles, trailer titles,

TV commercials, slide films, foreign lan-

guage main titles, super-imposed sub-

titles, shadow and third dimensional ef-

fects, etc. These may be applied to any
kind of art, scenic or live action back-

ground, including photographs. Greatest

dollar for dollar value in the industry!

WITH NEW HEATING CONTROL

On/y $435

Write for TEL-Anmia brochure—
covering every animation need.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. H; 602 West 52nd St., New York 19-PLaza: 7-0440 -Cable: SOSound

Western Branch; 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HO 7-9202

j\OW IIEAH THIS!
MODERNIZE YOUR 35MM DUBBERS
AND INTERLOCK PROJECTORS

with SOSOUND Magnetic Head Altach-
menls to iit Simplex and RCA Rotary
Stabilizer Soundheads. Complete with
Magnetic Equalization Preompliher, DC
filament supply and voltage regulated
power supply. Easily installed! No drilling!

No expensive wiring! ALL for S575

Motion

Picture

Sound

Recording

CINESOUND

• Dubbing—complete facilities up

to 10 channels . . .

• Musical scoring—Irom the finest

libraries available . . .

• PLUS, full sound stage facilities

1037 North La Brea Avenue, Hollywood 38, California

iJL^ rii*^ Af c=]

GERMANY
Insel-Film: Cont'd.

pictures; theatre and television

commercials. Facilities: not

given.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Alle Horen mid
Sehen iGraetz/K. G., Altena,
Westf . ) ; Die Richtige Tempera-
tur (Geaellschaft fur LINDE'.s
Eismachinen, Surtli) ; Des FeiievK

Sclw7iste Kimst (Hagen/Westf.,
Hochstrade 21) ; Kunert (Kunert-
Werl^e GmbH. Immenstadt/Allg.).
Lieber LeicliNter-II (Zigaretten-

fabrik Haus Neuerberg K. G..

Koln Rhein, Am Gulichsplatz ?>.

LAUX STUDIOS KG
An der Hauptwache 10. Frank-
furt/Main

Phone: 97441-3

Date of Incorporation : 1947

Helmut Laux, President
Achim Koch, Vice-President

Ehrenfried Fischer, Research
a7id Script Director

Werner Harzer. Art, Animation
Director

Werner Christmann, Prod. Mgr.
George L. Glaser, Export Mgr.

Services : sound slidefilras for

every purpose. Consultation, re-

search services. Distributors for

DuKane automatic sound slide-

film projectors, record or tape.

Creators of sales promotion, mag-
azine, picture book materials. Fa-
cilities : completely-equipped pro-

duction plant for sound slidetilms.

both b w and color. All work done
on premises by over 50 permanent
employees.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Slidepilms: all sound subjects

listed

—

It's Up to You ( Maggi-
prepared foods) ; Well Prepared
Means Easy Sales (Olivin-cosmet-

ics) ; Always Hot Water (Siemens-
electrical appl.) ; Push for Extra
Sales (Most Co.-candies) : The
Efficient Sliop; You're Responsi-

ble (Opel, auto, service and sales

training) ; Steering, Remoi-al and
Installation (0 pel-0 ly mp i a) :

Statement—No Sorcery (Conti-

nental Rubber-acct. trng. for tire

dealers.)

iM.^ cnu^Af en
SCANDINAVIA

DENMARK

MINERVA-FILM A/S

Toldbodgade IS, Copenhagen K,

Denmark
Phone: Minerva No. 1

Date of Organization: 1936

Torben Madsen, President

Ingolf Boisen, Vice-President

Theodor Christensen, Director

Hagen Hasselbalch, Director

Jorgen Roos, Director

Ole Berggreen, Director

Services: production of motion
pictures, commercial, industrial,

scientific fields. Facilities: Equip-

ment for 16 and 35mm production.

Cameras: Arriflex, Bell & Howell.

Debrie, Kodak Cine Special. Cut-

ting - rooms. Projecting - theatre.

Moviolas, 17V2mm tape-equipment,

film and sound library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Fact.'^ About
Alpha; What Makes Them Run—
35mm Eastmancolor ( Burmeister

& Wain ) ; Man Tager Sig Af Det

( Confederation of Danish Em-

HI^EIieFIlM m
Copenhagen K

DENMARK
FOUNDED 1936

Oldest Documentary

Film Company in

Scandinavia

Production: more than 1400 films
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ployei's) ; EUeliammer (Danish
Government t ; Syrian Gateway—
35mm Eastmancolor (Latakia Port

Co.. Syria) ; Sprit (De Danske
Spritfabrikker I.

NORWAY
SVEKON FILM

Seiersbjerget 7, Bergen, Norway
Phone: 14688

Date of Organization : 1950

Haakon Sandberg, Oivner, Man-
aging Director

Sverre Sandberg, Oumer, Man-
aging Director

Services: 16mm and 35mm docu-
mentary-educational film produc-
tion. Productions for U. S. tele-

vision. Facilities: 16mm sound
recording studio, laboratory.
16mm single system equipment,
16 and 3omm cameras.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures : Arctic Cod
Fi's/((?i£f ( Norwegian Stockfish Ex-
porters Association) : Pussycat
That Ran Au-ay; Florida, the Sun-
sliine State (self-sponsored) ; It's

Your Turn (Norwegian Travel As-
sociation) ; Snow, Sun and Fun
in Norway f Bergen Line).

Non-Commercial Producers
KOMMUNES FILMCENTRAL

(Film Central of Municipalities
of Norway)

Nedre Vollgt. 9. Oslo, Norway
Phone: 41-36-25

Date of Organization: 1919

Rolf Stranger, Lord Mayor of

Oslo, President of the Board
Mrs. Kirsten Sonberg, General
Manager

Services: production and distri-

bution of documentary and educa-
tional films; distribution of com-
mercial films to cinemas; non-
commercial films to schools. Fa-
cilities: 16, 35mm sound record-
ing; 16 '35mm laboratory work.
Only facilities listed,

(no reference data on productions)

NORSK FILM A/S
(Norwegian Film, Ltd.)

Kirkevn 59, Oslo, Norway
Phone: 69-54-90

Rolf Stranger, Lord Mayor of

Oslo, President of the Board
G. W. Boo, General Manager

Services : production of weekly
news-reel; feature films and docu-
mentaries. Facilities: studio;
16, 35mm sound recording,

(no reference data on productions)

STATENS FILMSENTRAL
Schwensens gate 6, Oslo, Norway
Phone: 60-20-90

Mrs. Ingeborg Lyche (director.

Ministry of Education),
President of Board

Jon Mathiesen, Managing Dir.

Services: production and distri-

bution of documentary and educa-
tional films and iilmstrips. 16mm
non-commercial film distribution

on a national scale. 16mm sound
recording. 16/35mm laboratory
work. Facilities: sound record-

ing studio, laboratory.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Tilbake til Ti-

vet (rehabilitation of disabled

workers) ; Casting for Salmon In
Norxcay (sport and landscape
film I ; an instructional film for
state railways. Also slidefilms

(bw & color) for school geogra-
phy, science study. This is also

a non-commercial, educational film

organization.

SWEDEN
FORBERG FILM AB.

Kungsgatan 27, Stockholm,
Sweden

Phone: 111655

Date of Organization: 1934

E. Forberg, Pres., Gen. Mgr.
T. Hultgren, Executive Sec. &

Treasurer

C. H. Fahlstedt, Sales Manager
H. Peters, Director

L. Hedenberg, Director
H. H. Bolov, Sound Services

K. Pill, Art Department

Services: Motion pictures in 35
and 16mm and slidefilms for in-

dustrial, sales and personnel train-

ing. Facilities : Camera and light-

ing for 35 and 16mm motion pic-

tures; sound recording; complete
facilities for slidefilm production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: for Ahlsell-Ry-

lander (piping and fittings) ; AB
Graningeverken ; G u 1 s e 1 e A B
(water power plants). Slide-

films: for General Motors Nor-
diska AB, adaptation of five U. S.

slidefilms; Mobiloil AB, adapta-
tion of U. S. slidefilms; AB Alpha,
material testing machines; Apo-
tekaresocieteten, customer rela-

tions slidefilms for pharmaceutical
society; National Kassa Register
AB, National Cash Registers in

Swedish fruit shops; AB Print-

ing Equipment, offset printing

equipment: AB Scandia-Vabis,
demonstration of Volkswagen
motorcar; Lundberg & Allert AB
(Willson's Safety Equipment) ;

Swedish Society for Mental
Health, productions four to six,

incl.; Swedish Wall Paper Associ-

ation, selling wall paper; AB Tra-
fikrestauranger, dining car serv-

ice program.

JOHNSON-PRODUKTiON A. B.

Tottvagen F., Solna, Stockholm,
Sweden

Phone: 82-35-00

Date of Organization : 1950

(listing cont'd, on page 156)

&n
'*' 22 \Vest Hubbard Street
the address of the nation's

pm-smm
FILM COMPANY

INDUSTRIAL FILMS: superb color

and black-and-white motion pictures and
slidefilms, created and produced with crafts-

manship and integrity.

INDUSTRIAL SHOWS: the com-
plete package, including live presentations

and films, for your distributor or sales meet-

ings and sales clinics.

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS:
complete creative service from the idea to the

finished TV spot, in live action photography

or animation, produced by experts.

TELEVISION SHOV/S: quarter

and half-hour shows produced with show-

manship and quality, in-studio or on location

anywhere in the country.

Serving these and other
leading advertisers with integrity,

craftsmanship and creativity:

Swift & Company Quaker Oats Co.

Admiral Corp. Kraft Foods

Wilson & Co. Colgate-Palmolive

Standard Oil Campbell Soups
Corn Products Aunt Jemima
Leonard Refineries Pabst Beer

FRED A. NILES Productions, Inc.

Films for theatre, TV and industry

22 W. HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO 10, ILL.

In Hollywood: RKO-Pathe Studios. Culver City

r/ A
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PRODUCTION REVIEW INTERNATIONAL:

Johnston Produktion: Cont'd.

Eric Johnson, Prod. Mgr.. Dir.

Rolf Kvenna, Sales Manager

Bengt Jarrel. Scenario Dept.

Services; motion pictures for in-

dustrial relations, public relations,

sales promotion, training, trave-

logues; TV productions; distribu-

tion of commercial films. Facili-

ties; 35mm and 16mm camera

and sound equipment, lighting.

etc.; creative staff for writing,

photography and editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: ABC of Type-

writing lAB. Atvidabergs Indus-

tries); Hot-Dog Party; We Want
to Know What We Buy i The Nor-

wegian Margarine Co.) ; The Chef-

Master Cook (The Swedish Mar-

garine Co.). Slidefilm ; Sell

With Rye in the Spine (Wasa
Rve-Bread Plants).

(Woman's View) ; Biitagaz Effen-

di (Building Materials, Ltd.)

Gammerane—series of 3 films ( ICI,

Sudan, Ltd.). Slidsfilms; K.L.M.

Services—series of 4 slidefilms

(K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airlines).

Af C3
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ESTUDIOS MORO S. A.

Los Mesejo. 15 Madrid, Spain

Phone: 395402

Date of Organization; 1950

Santiago Moro, General Mgr.

.Jose Luis Moro, .Art, Animation

Director

Cristobal Marquez, Prod. Dir.

Paul Casalini, Film Director

Eduardo Ducay, Script, Ideas

Director

Services: cartoon and model ani-

mation; live-action films for tele-

vision and theatres. Facilities;

live-action studios with two

stages; Magnasync sound record-

ing; complete animation studios

with three animation stands;
Acme cameras.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Inconfundibles

(Chesterfield & L&M Cigarettes) ;

DePrimera ( Nestle's Nescafe'):

Criar Ninos Robustos (Maizena) ;

Rapsodia en Zig-Zag (Alfa Ma-

chines). Color Playlets; the-

atrical distribution for Renault.

Omega, Air France, Lambretta,

Austin, Dura-Gloss, Camel, Win-

ston, Rolex, Martini, Cinzano, etc.

Eastmancolor 3.5mm 15-second

spots. Movierecord S. A., a re-

lated company in Madrid, Barce-

lona distributes screen adv. to

2,000 cinemas in Spain and Span-

ish overseas territories.

FACILITIES IN AFRICA
SUDAN PUBLICITY CO., LTD.

Publicity House, Khartoum,
Sudan

Phone; Khartoum 41(50, 7511

Cable Address; Publicity

Date of Organization: 1950

Hamish Davidson, Managing
Director

Khalil Atabani, General Mgr.

Gabriel Tokatleian, Prod. Sup.

Services : 35mm films ( B&W ) ;

16mm films ( color ) ; 35mm film-

lets I B&W and color). Sound-

track: Arabic, English, French,

Greek. Facilities: Air-condi-

tioned studio, carpenter's shop,

production oflices.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures: Electricity

Means Progress (The English

Electric Co. Ltd.) Sawt el Maera

Wf WILl HflP you TO SAVE AND

SeU WITH OUR TOP QUAl/Tr

COMMERCIALS AT THE LOWEST RATES!

International Quality

it Short Delivery Times

Esi uiDS Mgrd S.A.
Los Mesejo 15

MADRID SPAIN

ON£ or THE LARGEST, FINEST.

BEST EQUIP''^D STUDIOS IN EUROPE

NEW SOUTH WALES
AUSTRALIAN INSTRUCTIONAL

FILMS PTY., LTD.
and HALLIDAY PRODUCTIONS

G Underwood Street, Sydney,

N.S.W., Australia

Phone: BU 6557

Cable; AUSTFILM
Lex Halliday, Director

Jean Halliday, Director

Philip J. Pike, Chief Cornerman
Noel Robinson, Scripting

Donald Stanger, Sound

Services: Production for screen

or television. Specializing in color

16mm standard Kodachrome,
35mm Eastmancolor ( completely

processed in Australia). Produc-

ing films on world-wide locations

and specifically Australia and ad-

jacent Pacific islands. General re-

search and scripting. Educational

and scientific advising facilities.

Facilities; Cameras, 16mm Cine

Specials, Ektar lenses, 35mm Ar-

riflex. Dollies, studios, theati-ette;

full complement of spot and flood-

lights. Synchronous 17.5mm tape

recording equipment. Optical re-

cording (in Western Electric Sys-

tem.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures; Meet Joe

( Sebel Furniture); Soap Series

for Pacific Islands ( Lever Bros.,

Kitchen Bros. ) ; Sydney (General

Assurance Corp.); How Soap is

Made (Kitchen Bros.); Rum
Jungle, Uranium, Darwin Today,

.Alice Spri7ig.'<, Cattle Statio7i
i Northern Territory Series ) ;

Dinawa-n the Emu (Wild Life

Series). TV Commercials; for

Surf, Lux, Astor Radio, DuLux
Paints, Bedford, Frigidaire, Tilt-

a-Door, and others.

CINESOUND PRODUCTIONS
PTY., LTD.

541 Darling St., Rozelle,

Sydney, N.S.W.
Phone: WB 3141 (4 lines)

Date of Organization : 1931

Norman Bede Rydge, C.B.E.,

Chairman, Directors

Andrew J. Helgeson, Gen. Mgr.

Richard Allport, Prod. Mgr.

Lloyd Shiels, Chief Cameraman
Sydney Whiteley,

Editor-in-Chief

Arthur Smith, Chief Sound En-

gineer

Clive E. Cross, Shorts Director

Stuart Ralston, Optical Effects

Department

Services: Cinesound Australian

Weekly Newsreel circulating
throughout Australasia and New
Zealand. 18 feature films. Indus-

trial, documentary commercial
and television films in 35mm and

16mm. Camera representatives in

Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide,

Perth, Hobart, Townsville, Auck-

land, New Zealand. Facilities;

Sound stage, full camera and
lighting equipment; (35mm and

16mm) power generating plant.

17V2mm magnetic recoi-ders and

mixing heads. ( 8-channe! re-re-

cording). Two optical film re-

corders. Three theatrettes. Ox-

berry animation equipment; edit-

ing, dubliing, script writing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

Motion Pictures; Round .Aus-

tralia In 15 Days (Vacuum Oil) ;

Sheet Steel For A Nation (Ly-

saghts Pty. Ltd.); Tasmanian

Holiday (General Motors Holden ) ;

Masonite In the Forest (Masonite

Corporation ) ; Masonite In Mak-

ing (Australia); Haven On the

Hill (War Veteran Home); The

Australian Army Ordnance Corps

(Army Documentary); Water
Project & Shearing Table (Aus-

tralian Wool Board) ; Guardians

of the Surf: Kurnell Oil Refinery

(Caltex Oil).

PERIER PRODUCTIONS
PTY., LTD. (ssf, etc.)

PERIER FILMS PTY., LTD.
(mp only)

24 Jamison St., Sydney, N.S.W.

Phone: BU 6527

Date of Organization: 1947

Reg Perier, Managing Director

Stan Murdoch, Production Mgr.

Mildred Crowley, Business Mgr.

Helen Hughes, Color Transpar-

encies

Services; 16mm production,
35mm B&W and color slidefilm

production, 35mm color ti-anspar-

ency library of Australian, New
Zealand and Pacific Island sub-

jects; commercial and industrial

photographers. FACILITIES; Cine

Kodak Specials, 200 ft. magazines,

35mm Exaktas, full range 5x4
equipment.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS

MimiiN Pu'TliRKs; Keylinc (Rural

Bank of New South Wales);

Value Is Vital (Construction
Equipment Co. Ltd.); There's

Something New Coming ( Aus-

tralian Woolen Mills) ; The Cooper
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Shearing Table (Sunbeam Cor-

poration Ltd.) : Easy Wan to Win
Neic Customers ( Caltex Oil Co. I.

VIDEO FILM CORP. PTY., LTD.

159 Bunnerung Rd,. Piigewoiid.

Sydney. N'.S.W.

Phone: FJ1536

Date of Organization : Sept. 1955

T. J. Pin-cell. Cliairmati

G. B. Thomas,
LL.B.. B.E.. B.A.. B.Sc.

F. E. Parnell, B.E.

R. V. Spike, A.S.T.C.. Elec. E..

A.I.. Mech. E.A.
A. .J. C. McGowen, Sales Mgr.
Joseph Scully. Production Dir.

Services : Production of films for

all mediums, color, black and
white in both 35mm and 16mm.
Own color and black and white

processing laboratory shortly in

operation. General research and
advising facilities. Facilities:

16nim cameras: Paillards, Auri-
cons and Mitchells, 35mm Mitchell

and Arricord. All associated pro-

duction equipment. Recording fa-

cilities and projection, etc.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
This is Central Castiiiij i Bridg-
land Brown Pty. Ltd.); Air Dis-

plan I Royal Aero Club of Aus-
tralia > ; Thalamus—The Brain of

Itidustry I Automatic Production
Controls Pty. Ltd.); As Others
See Us (per Tony Rafty); What
is Television f (Victor Graeme
Pty. Ltd.).

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR

Writing background desir-

able but not essential.

.Attractive long-range posi-

tion with New York produc-

tion company with excellent

twenty-year reputation for

high-quality film-making.

Submit full details. Replies

kept confidential.

Write Box BS-S7-1

BUSINESS SCREEN
489 Fifth Ave.

New York 17, N. Y.

PROFESSIONAL

TITLE Typographers
and

Hot-press Craftsmen
SINCE 1938

Write for FREE type chart

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
115 W. 23rd Si. New York, N.Y.

VICTORIA

FILMADS PTY., LTD.

147 Collins St., Melbourne. Vic-

toria

Phone: MF 4857

Date of Organization : 1921

H. E. .Jobbins. General Manager
A. J. Campbell, Queensland
D. Koffel, Xew South Wales
Mrs. R. Anderson, South Aus-

tralia

L. Lobascher, Western Australia

M. Moore, Tasmania
D. J. Bilcock. Producer Dir.

F. E. H. Cooper, Sales Manager
L. Heitman, Light & Camera
H. Taylor, Make-up
A. KLschkowski, Studio Mgr.

Services: 16mm and 35mm live

and animated, documentary, ad-

vertising and TV commercials.
35mm filmstrips. F .\ c l L i T l E s

:

Complete studio, editing rooms,
make-up room, dressing rooms,
complete recording facilities:

Theatrette; 16 and 35mm camera
editing and recording equipment,
single form animation equipment
for 16 and 35mm. 16mm labora-

tory with 20,000 16mm feet ca-

pacity per S hr. day. Camera crews
located all capital cities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Luxury Afoot
(Floor Coverings Pty. Ltd.); The
Eyes Have It (Commonwealth
Government); Good Neighbors
(Neptune Oil Company): The
Happy Medium (Chamberlain In-

dustries); Burnham Beeches
( Aspro Ltd.).

JAPAN

INTERNATIONAL MOTION
PICTURE COMPANY, INC.

Katakura Bldg., Kyobashi.

Tokyo, .Japan

Phone: 28-5778,9

Cable Address: lANMUTSU,
Tokyo

Date of Organization: 1952

Ian Mutsu, President

Shokichi Mogami, Director

Services: Producers of industrial

and business films, TV commer-
cials and newsreels. 16mm and
35mm production. Facilities:

Full time camera, sound and office

staff. Own sound recording and
editing facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: The Suzuki
Family (Foreign Ministry of
.Japan); Jet Aircraft in Japan
(Lockheed Aircraft Co.); Wheels
for the .Million (Japan Automo-
bile Exporters Association ) ; In-

dustrial Power (Japan Machinery
Exporters Association); Ainu
Dances (Hokkaido Government).

UNDERWOOD a UNDE<*WOOD

The Voice of Confidence

ioday we had a telephone call from an old

client ...
*

We made our first picture for this client in

1938, and we've been serving him regularly ever

since.

Today he called us for a new picture. It's a

"i-ush order," but we're used to that—and it will

go into production immediately.

Not an unusual phone call, but we think it

has something to say about confidence— the

priceless ingredient in any client -producer

relationship.

*True. It happened January 23, 1957.

mm
GENE K. WALKER PRODUCTIONS

465 CAL(FORN)A ST. • SAN FRANCISCO 4
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Apple Institute Outlines

Distribution of 560 Prints

¥ Following publication of the

Business Screen survey of trade as-

sociation film use in the No. 8 Is-

sue. 1956. the National Apple Insti-

tute wrote this publication inquiring

as to where NAI stood in relation

to other organizations reporting as

regards the number of prints made

for a single film.

In a statistical summary, the sur-

vey had noted that prints for single

titles owned by 72 associations

which divulged their print supply

ranged from 918 to three. Having

for the survev initially reported a

supply of 515 prints for their film.

Gateway to Health, NAI wondered

how close they were, print-wise, to

the top. Informing NAI that in the

survey context they were third high-

est in number of prints. Business

Screen inquired about the use of

these prints by NAI.

49 Use Commercial Services

The survey introduction in Busi-

ness Screen had shown that 49

sponsors reported use of commer-

cial distribution services whereas

some 96 organizations distributed

their prints through their own or

related trade and organizational fa-

cilities. Wliile the effectiveness of

distribution handled directly by an

association would seem to depend

on that organization's facilities,

Business Screen was curious to

know what distribution NAI was

making of its high number of

prints.

The response on this point from

Truman Nold, executive secretary

of NAI. affords a view of one asso-

ciation's success in effecting exten-

sive distribution through special

trade organization channels. Wrote

Mr. Nold:

"The distribution of our film

Gateway to Health has been unor-

thodox, to say the least. It had to

be, for numerous reasons.

Prints Getting Wide Usage

"We are highly pleased by ihe

fact that the great percentage of

prints is getting much higher usage

than is common. I doubt however

that there is any pattern or method

here that would be generally appli-

cable, because our program was the

outgrowth of our own organiza-

tional structure fa federation of

state and regional organizations

capable of responsibility in their

respective areas I and of the subject

matter (dental health) whose effec-

tive treatment brought forth a great

deal of cooperation.

"We started with 2(1 prints and

for nearly a year did a slow and

painstaking job of introducing the

158
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film to professional groups over the

country. From then on it has grown

like Topsy, with the energetic inter-

est of our people, professional

groups, school people, and so on.

"Nearly a third of the print sup-

plv (now over 5601 consists of

prints purchased by school systems,

health departments, dental groups,

and so on. The balance has been

mirchased by our member groups

both for their own circulation and

for deposit with school systems,

public health departments . . . and

by others in our industry for simi-

lar deposit.

"In all such cases the active de-

mand for the print, and capability

of the distributing agency for serv-

icing the demand, has been deter-

mined beforehand to the extent

possible.

Documentaries Are Previewed

By New York Film Council

¥ Five new documentary and edu-

cational films were shown at two

special preview screenings. Febru-

ary 6th. at the Carnegie Endowment

Building. New York, under the

sponsorship of the New York Film

Council.

The films shown were: Decision

in Hong Konsi (the work of mis-

sionaries in rehabilitating refugees

from Communist Chinp. produced

bv Dynamic Films) : Your Safely

First (an animated cartoon on de-

velopments in auto safetv- produced

by John Sutherland Productions) :

The Petrified Riier (a geological

documentary on uranium, pro-

duced by MPO Productions);

Flowers at Work (a time-lapse film

on plant growth) : and Out (a

/^^^

... a lot of pictures, o strong layout, but you'll save

this booklet because it will save you money. There are

good reasons vi^hy some of America's best known
organizations and industries repeatedly choose Centron

productions. Quality is one of those reasons; cost is

another. Read about quality-cost advantages of

Centron films in our latest booklet. See how and why

Centron can give you more for your film dollar.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

CENTRON CORPORATION
West 9th at Avalon Road • Lawrence, Kansas

United Nations Documentary on

Hungarian escapees). W
* tt *

RCA Custom Record Division

Holds National Sales Meetings

+ The l{C\ Victor Cust(.m Record

Division conducted its annual na-

tional sales meetings in two cities

this year—Chicago and Indianapo-

lis. First on the agenda was the

RCA Victor plant in Indianapolis

where executives and sales person-

nel from all branch offices con-

verged for briefings on the new

shipping, warehousing and manu-

facturing facilities recentlv installed.

The RCA Victor plant in Indian-

apolis is probably the most advanced

of its kind in the world.

After three days in Indianapolis,

the RCA Victor Custom Record

personnel departed for the Edge-

water Beach Hotel in Chicago

where overall policy and plans for

the vear ahead were discussed.

Attending the meetings were

Lawrence W. Kanaga. Vice-presi-

dent and General Manager of RCA
Victor: William H. Miltenburg.

Manager. RCA Recording: Emmett

B. Dunn. Manager. RCA Victor

Custom Records: John Y. Burgess.

Jr.. Manager. Custom Records Ad-

ministration: Frank J. O'Donnell.

Advertising Manager. RCA Victor

Custom Records: Ralph C. Wil-

liams. Manager. RCA Victor Cus-

tom Record Sales and Product

Planning: John Hendrickson. Man-

ager RCA Victor Personnel in New

York Area.
^

»

Cosby Heads Arc Carbon Sales

for National Carbon Company

J. \\ . Cnsbv has been named

manager of arc carbon sales for

National Carbon Company, a divi-

sion of Union Carbide and Carbon

Corporation. He succeeds E. R.

Geib. who has been appointed arc

carbon sales consultant.

In his new position. Cosby will

tie responsible for national sales of

arc carbons for motion picture pro-

jection, motion picture and televi-

sion studio lighting, photoengrav-

ing, searchlights and other indus-

trial lighting applications. W
* « »

Garnham Named Rep for

TelePrompTer of Canada

\|ipointment of Wilf Garnham

as sales representative for Tele-

PrompTer of Canada. Ltd., has been

announced by Spence Caldwell,

[iresident of the Toronto firm.

A veteran commercial salesman

and a television expert. Garnham

will work in close liaison with the

rompanv's branch offices in repre-

senting TelcPrompTcr's expanding

facilities for prompting, staging and

ilosed-circuit television. ©

BU SINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



REVIEWING STAND: TWO IMPORTANT NEW PICTURES

When the Dactnr Goes to CDurt
"The Medical Witness" Opens Series Interpreting Legal Medicine

A \e\\ MuTiiiN Picture in the
-^"^ field of legal medicine was
given its world premiere at the

Annual Clinical Session of the

American Medical Association, held

recently in Seattle. Washington.

The film. The Medical Witness, was

presented by tlie Wm. S. Merrell

Company in cooperation with the

American Medical Association and

the American Bar Association. Pro-

Above: a juror is confused by the

doctor's medical jargon.

duced by the Medical Division of

Dynamic Fihns, Inc., The Medical

ff'itness, 30 min., b/w, is the first

in a series of six motion pictures

dealing with the subject of Medi-
cine and the Law. Material for this

series was obtained from actual

cases from the files of tlie Law De-

partment of the American Medical

Association.

This series of films dealing with

legal medicine was developed liy

Sol S. Feuerman. head of Dvnam-
ic's Medical Division, who recog-

nized that medical testimony is

required in from sixty to eightv

percent of all cases litigated in

American courts, and that new and

\ital problems concerning both the

legal and the medical professions

have arisen from this situation.

He set about exploring this com-

paratively new area of interest to

the medical world, and prepared the

outline for a motion picture on the

subject. Support was found for his

Below: fhls doctor's testimony is

precise, easily understood.

project from a regular client, the

Wm. S. Merrell Company, one of

the nation's leading pharmaceutical

manufacturers.

Lnder the sponsorship of the

Merrell Co., the original idea for a

single film v\as developed into a

series of six motion pictures. En-

dorsement and cooperation was re-

ceived from both the American

Medical .Association and the Amer-
ican Bar Association, who realized

that these films would make a realK

important contribution to their

professions.

The Wm. S. Merrell Company
undertook this project as a service

lo the AM.\ and the ABA, to pro-

vide them with teaching tools in an
area of tremendous importance to

|>hysicians and lawyers both prac-

ticing and in colleges. With these

two organizations backing the dis-

tribution of the film, several hun-

dred prints will soon be in service.

It is significant that nowhere in

The Medical Witness is it indicated

or implied that the film is an ad-

vertisement or direct public rela-

tions presentation for the Wm. S.

Merrell Company or any of its

products.

The Merrell people have recog-

nized that the adroit handling of

this series will give the AMA and

Above: cross-examination leaves a

doctor confused and angry . . .

the .\BA an audio-visual package of

immense value to them, and at the

same time insure the sponsor a pos-

itive public relations attitude unre-

lated to any direct or indirect "sell'"

contained in the film.

The Medical Witness discusses

the importance of proper prepara-

tion in the presentation of medical

testimony in the courtroom. It is

the story of a railroad worker who
brings to court a suit against his

company for injuries sustained in

an occupational accident. In ab-

sorbing dramatic scenes, the film

t CONCLUDED O.N PAGE 193)

Scene from Career Day —a Traffic Department instructor is shown assist-

ing student operators during their Initial training.

"Career Day" in the Bell System
New Film -for Feminine Audiences Shows Telephone Job Benefits

Sponsor: .\merican Telephone and

Telegraph Company.

Title: Career Day, 22 min., color,

produced b\ Owen Murphy Pro-

ductions.

¥ One of the most important tasks

facing industry today is the con-

stant recruitment of new workers to

replace emplo\ees who have mo\etl

up the ladder or on to other jobs in

the expanding economy.

Item: The aircraft companies an-

imally spend millions of dollars on

recruitment advertising— not only

in such obvious media as newspaper

classified sections, but often in gen-

eral magazines. T\ and radio.

Item: the president of the Chi-

cago Chamber of Commerce aji-

peared in New York recently to ac-

tively urge New Yorkers to come
work in Chicago, where 517.000

new jobs will have to be filled in

llie next five years.

Faced with such competition in

the labor market, the Bell System

companies are bestirring themselves

lo explain the advantages of a tele-

phone company career to the thou-

Below: Susan tells high school aud-

ience why she chose telephone ca-

reer for her future.

sands of young women needed
every year as o])erators and clerical

help.

One important tool in the recruit-

ment campaign is the new film, Ca-

reer Day, which will be widely

shown in high school vocational

guidance programs.

The film goes something like

this: Susan Chase, graduated from

Above: assistant ,:'. e- operator con-

ducts girls on tour of building.

high school a vear ago. returns to

her school at the request of the vo-

cational guidance counselor to tell

a group of girls about her job as a

telephone operator. Susan plays the

dual role of a telephone operator

and narrator of the film as she dis-

cusses her new" career with the girls.

-As Susan relates her experiences,

the film goes back to the day she

was hired and traces her actions to

the present day. Susan is seen in

the employment office, and the film

follows her on her first day on the

job as she tours the building. It

shows a glimpse of her initial opera-

tor training and. finally, describes

an unusual incident that occurred

(CONCLUDED ON .NEXT P -\ C E I
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(CONTIM'ED FROM PRECEDING PACE I

during her early days as an

operator.

A factual film, it is designed to

attract high school graduates to the

operating job through an attractive

presentation of the nature of the

job. general qualifications required,

the friendly work environment, and

promotional opportunities.

Career Day is a handsome color

film, made with full production

qualities to appeal to its high school

audiences. It has been custom-tai-

lored to the needs of the various

companies: in one version Susan

becomes an operator, but in another

version she could haxe gone into

clerical work: business representa-

tive, etc. Thus, the various com-

panies may use versions fitted to

their individual personnel needs. ^

"Menu Maqic" for Wnmen's Groups
American Bakeries Scores With Practical Recipes in Vibrant Color

Sponsor: American Bakeries Co.

Title: Menu Magic, 21 min., color,

produced by Walter Engel Pro-

ductions.

¥ American Bakeries Company, of

Atlanta, is in a happy sales promo-

tion position. It has found that

Southern audiences are tremen-

dously eager and appreciative of

good films, and the big bakery,

alone in this field, is busy supply-

ing them. A film of junior cowboys,

brought out last year, is going great

guns in promoting health and safety

among the younger set, and this

year, the makers of Merita, the

Souths leading bread, are tailoring

their offerings to women's groups

with a fine film on food preparation.

Realizing that a contrived plot

and dramatic ginmiicks would only

get in the way of a film which was

honestly intended to hew directly to

one line—food preparation. Ameri-

can, and its advertising agency.

Tucker Wayne & Co.. have eschewed

anything but the kitchen, and food.

How a straightforward film like

Menu Mnsir iii;ikp« rmt is deter-

mined purely by two factors: (1)

Is the menu idea unique—interest-

ing, yet practical? and (21 Does it

really look good to eat? On both

scores, this film comes across with

an A rating.

The Menu is truly almost Magic.

The dishes are well conceived, not

tno exotii' in content. an<l cniinentlv

Food closeups in accurate color
highlight American Bakeries' new
"Menu Magic" just released.

practical. Almost invariably, they

evoke the reaction of "I declare!

Why didn't I think of that."

Most importantly, food never

looked better. The color gremlins,

which sometimes make the sweetest

dish look sour, took a vacation dur-

ing this production. Every color

wavelength vibrates at exactly the

right teni[>erature.

The proof of this bread pudding
is that not only is Atlanta, and the

growing audience of Merita bread

buyers, happy, but not a few big

New York AAAA agencies are

booking prints to catch the new suc-

cessful breadline. Bf'
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Visual Pilqrimaqe to the Capital
Baltimore & Ohio Re-Visits V/ashington With 3rd Version of Film

Sponsor: Baltimore and Ohio Rail-

way.

Title: Washington, Shrine of Ameri-

can Patriotism, 27 min., color,

produced by Roger Wade Pro-

ductions.

+ In one of the first issues of Busi-

ness Screen, some eighteen years

ago, there was an article about a

fine new motion picture which was
winning big audiences for the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad. The title:

Washington, Shrine of American
Patriotism. Since that time, the

original film, and a subsequent ver-

sion produced in the late 1940's,

have been among the must popular

sponsored films in the country.

The second film has been increas-

ingly popular each year since it was

introduced, has been booked solidly

for months ahead by distributor.

Association Films, Inc.

Total attendance has now reached

.35.000,000 people, with 47,000

bookings, plus an additional 368
telecasts.

With results like that to boast

about, the B&O has wisely decided

not to give up a good thing. As
Washington is a perennial favorite

with audiences, the company decided

a year ago to bring out a 1957 ver-

sion, basically similar to the 1939

film, but different in treatment and

technique. The new film is the

Washington of today, presented with

production values unknown in 1939.

The purpose of the film is, of

course, to create a desire to visit

the nation's capital by giving high-

lights of a visit to Washington, and

the impressions gained by visiting

the inspiring shrines of our coun-

try's great statesmen and patriots

and seeing the monuments of

American history.

The film visits museums to view

the relics and treasures of the his-

torical past. It shows the chambers

Above; Statuary Hall, Washington,
D. C. is one of historic sites visited

in new Baltimore & Ohio color film. I

of today's government at work—the

cabinet, congressmen and govern-

ment agencies.

It brings the audience to the cul-

tural centers and the centers of

learning, the outstanding churches,

the Naval Academy, Mount Vernon,

and the White House, itself.

In addition to a fine visual por-

trayal of Washington, the film is

enhanced by original music, written

and produced in Buenos Aires by

Tito Ribero, under the supervision

of Angelo Ross. It was performed

by an orchestra composed of former

memliers of the Vienna Philhar-

monic Orchestra who are now re-

siding in Argentina.

Washington, Shrine of American

Patriotism, new version, will con-

tinue to be distributed by Associa-

tion Films, Inc. ^
Below: the Supreme Court building

is another center of visitor interest

in this long-time film favorite.

Facts About Traffic Paints: Highway Life Lines

"K With cars ruiming five-abreast

on superdrives and whizzing toward

each other on two-way roads, the

painted lines which form traffic

lanes should stay as visible as paint

can make them. This is the safety

and sales thesis of Highway Life

Lines, a 16-minute color motion

picture from Heri-ules Powder Co.

Illustrated with highway scenes

from coast to coast, the film deals

with problems of evaluating traffic

paints, factors influencing paint

pertormance and various methods

of applying traffic paints.

Focussing on ""Parlon'-base traf-

fic paint, the film show's that selec-

tion of traffic paint has become a

science: that the performance and

cost of traffic paints on various

types of surfaces can be predicated.

Traffic paints are "life lines.'

Prints of Highway Life Lines

may be obtained from tlie Adver-

tising Dept.. Hercules Powder Com-
pany. Wilmington 99, Del. W
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VBiiEzuGla: Land With a Future
Cultural and Economic Growth Shown in "Assignment Venezuela'

Sponsor: Creole Petroleum Cor-

poration.

Title: Assignment: Venezuela, 24

min., color, produced by Sound

Masters, Inc.
* • «

M A young petroleum engineer

from the I nited States who takes

an assignment with Creole in Vene-

zuela is the subject of this new film.

It not only shows how he adjusts

to his work in a foreign country,

but also illustrates much of the en-

vironment of his new '"home"—in-

cluding many of the highlights of

Venezuela's cultural and economic

way of life.

Assiiinment: J eneziiela supple-

ments People and Petroleum, also

produced ft>r Creole by Sound Mas-

ters. Inc. The latter was a b \v mo-
tion picture which documented the

economic deyelopment of Venezuela

and the part played therein by the

American-operated oil industry.

The new film is a cogent answer

to recent critics who have charac-

terized the oil industry's public re-

lations as antediluvian. Hardback

economic royalists are present in

every industry, and the petroleum

business is no exception. But Creole,

as illustrated in this film, has taken

great pains to insure that it will

exist only as a good citizen—of

Venezuela, where it lives—and of

the I'nited .States, where its parents

live.

Assignment: J enezuela will be

widely distributed to television sta-

tions, civic groups, women's organi-

zations and other outlets. Distribu-

tion of both films will be made
through Sterling-Movies U.S.A. for

television showings, and through

Modern Talking Picture Service,

Inc.. for adult groups and other

audiences. W"

Califurnia Fiqiits Traffic Menace
Death "The Invisible Passenger" of Film to Awaken Citizens

Sponsors: Cal. Highway Safety
Council: .'Vssn. of Cal. Insurance

Companies.

Title: The Invisible Passenger. 21

min. color. Produced by Jack L.

Copeland and Associates.

•f When you drive, death is always

just a few inches and a fraction of

a second away. This admonition is

made by "Ralph Parks." police traf-

fic investigator in The Invisible

Passenger, a new- 2I-minute color

motion picture sponsored by the

California Highway Safety Council

and the .Association of California

Insurance Companies.

Starring stout-jawed John .4gar

in the police role, the safety docu-

mentary features an introduction by
California Governor Goodwin J.

Knight. It was premiered to South-

ern California audiences on Decem-
ber .30. 1956, on television station

Below: producer-director Jack
Copeland rehearses actors Pierre

Watkin and John Agar for scene in

dramatic new safety film.

KRCA. It is being distributed to

motion picture theatres, schools,

courtrooms and tv stations.

Designed to quicken public in-

terest in traffic safety and to keep

people from getting themselves in-

jured and killed. The Invisible Pas-

senger was produced by Jack L.

Copeland and .Associates and was
filmed in the Copeland studios in

Hollywood and on location in Pasa-

dena. California. The Pasadena Po-

lice Department cooperated in its

production.

With a matinee cast and an or-

iginal jazz score beating out the

moods and attitudes of the people

portrayed. The Invisible Passenger

takes its cue from a grim warning

by Governor Knight and paces

through a hospital and speeds over

dark roads to make its safety points.

In the hospital, a young girl is

in critical condition as the result of

a car crash. Her boy friend is

shaken up. ,\ man is dead. The
boys father has the automobile ac-

cident visualized for him ( and the

audience) through an account by

the police investigator.

Flashbacks re-create the fatal

afternoon when '"Bill"' and his girl

leave the house of a friend and

drive toward town. As dusk ap-

proaches, so does '"Mr. Willis." a

business man. motoring home from

work. The "invisible passenger" of

death is a stowaway in both cars as

they come closer and closer to an

intersection and crash.

The night accident horrors—the

broken cars, flares on the street,

gaping bystanders, ambulance and

police — all work to impress a fa-

miliar and tragic image on the

viewers mind. The life-searing de-

nouements of this destructive road

scene are symbolized by the dead

Mr. W^illis. the near-death crisis

felt by the boy and the anguish ex-

perienced by his father. The safety

lessons are depicted in the actions

which precipitate the accident and

are underscored by the police in-

spector's additional explanations to

the father.

The Invisible Passenger was writ-

ten and directed by Jack L. Cope-

land. Judge Richard C. Fildew of

the Pasadena Municipal Court was
technical advisor. B"

Roush camera crew on location in a Bethlehem Steel Co. wire mill.

Betlileliem Retires Histnric Film
22-Year-Old Wire-Making Picture Replaced by "The Long Pull"

Sponsor: Bethlehem Steel Cumpan).

Title: The Long Pull. 28 min. color.

Produced by Leslie Roush Pro-

ductions.

M Bethlehem Steel Company, the na-

tion's second largest steel producer

and an early sponsor of industrial

films, passed a mile-stone in its color-

ful motion picture history with the

release of its newest film The Long
Pull. This film, telling the story of

modern custom-made steel wire in

28 minutes, sends Bethlehem's earli-

est 16-mm sound picture inlo retire-

ment.

Twent\-two years ago. not long

ifter the 16-mm sound projector was

making its commercial debut. Beth-

lehem developed a process for zinc-

coating steel wire electrolyticallv. To
help promote a market for this new

wire, the company sponsored its first

sound picture entitled Wire, .An In-

dustrial Impression. A comparison

between this film and The Long Pull

is both interesting and revealing.

The first Bethlehem picture on the

subject of steel wire was black and

white and used red film stock to in-

dicate hot-metal operations. Since

16-mm sound projectors were ex-

tremely scarce in 1935. IFire was in-

troduced with an initial stock of two

prints. These were shown by a Beth-

lehem representative who toured the

country from big city to whistle stop

carrying projector, speaker, screen

and film. Later, additional prints

were made for distribution bv Beth-

lehem's librar\ . In the twenty years

between 1935 and 1955 showings

I CONCLUDED O.N .NEXT P.^GE)

Below: weaving wire cloth in a scene
from Bethlehem's latest film "The
Long Pull"—an historic milestone.
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FOR PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

illsberg Inc.
offers a complete production service

animation
slide films
titles

telops
flip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of
packaged products

a \A'ide

assortment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue
on request

421 WEST 54TM STREET. NEW YORK 19, NY.
PLAZA 7-1525

"THE LONG PULL"
(continued from preceding p.^ge)

averaged about a hundred per year.

As the high quality of Bethlehem's

electrolytically-coated wire is now
well established, The Long Pull aims

in a different direction. Its purpose

is to show how and why modern

steel wire is custom made for each

particular application.

The film tells this story by select-

ing nearly a score of representative

products made from steel wire and

illustrating the manufacturing proc-

esses each must undergo. The list of

products is impressive. It includes

wire clf)th or screening, barbed
wire, woven fencing, tire chains, fan

guards, household brushes, auto seat

springs, furniture coil springs,

screws, nails, bolts and nuts, rivets,

reinforced concrete pipe, chain link

fencing, and submarine telephone

cable.

Shooting locations included three

Bethlehem plants. Sparrows Point.

Md., Johnstown, and Lebanon, Pa.,

and wire consuming industries in

six states.

The Long Pull was filmed in East-

mancolor by Leslie Roush Produc-

tions from a script bv Oevesle

Granducci. Cameraman Jules Sindic,

incidentally, also filmed W ire for

Bethlehem in 1935. Through the fa-

cilities of Modern Talking Picture

Service, showings of The Long Pull

in 1957 alone are expected to exceed

the total showings for the first

fifteen years of Wire. 5'

"The Magazine the Buyers Read and Advertisers Prefer"

Business Screen Covers the Field of Visual Communication

In the Heart of Hollywood...

Paramount Simset Corporation presents the newest rental

stutiios in Hollywood. Facilities include double-wall sound stages,

cutting rooms and moviolas, cameras, sound, lighting, projection,

dressing rooms, offices, transportation and supporting depart-

ments. The studio is centrally located adjacent to all freeways. .

.

ample parking. Paramount Sunset Corporation offers technical

knowledge backed by years of experience. For locations,

Paramount Sunset Corporation has acquired the facilities of the

Conejo Ranch, located only 55 minutes from Hollywood.

'Examining the Will to Wnrk"
A Syndicated Sound Slidefilm to Help Supervisory Personnel

5842 Sunset Boulevard

Telephone
Hollywood 2 5282

Hollywood 28, California

STANTON M. OSGOOD
General Manager

W/"Hy Should Two Able, intel-

' ' ligent men receiving equal pay

show completely different attitudes

on their jobs? Why should one be

alert, productive, a self-starter

—

while the other is apathetic, disin-

terested, doing just enough to

scrape by?

These are multi-million dollar

questions for business and indus-

try, because automation or no. the

productivity, enthusiasm, and ini-

tiative of the individual worker are

the cornerstones of any organiza-

tion's success. These questions are

vital for our whole society because

the discontented, dispirited em-

ployee is unlikely to display much
interest in his community and in

his citizenship responsibilities.

Stimuli to Job Performance

Among recent audio-visual tools

directed at this problem is Examin-

ing the Will to Work, a 14-minute.

color sound slidefilm developed to

help supervisory personnel gain

new understandings of the factors

that stimulate people to better job

performance. Originally produced

by Henry Strauss & Co., Inc., for

the Esso Standard Oil Company, it

now is being offered by Strauss for

nation-wide syndication together

with an integrated Trainer's Guide

containing all materials necessary

10 conduct participative group dis-

cussions.

Examining the Will to Work
translates into simple cartoon images

and sound narrative some of the

most recent findings of management
specialists on how people can be

helped to climb to higher levels of

job performance and job satisfac-

tion. The films contents resulted

from research in actual factory and

office situations. Its approach is

intended to create a feeling of per-

sonal indentification with the su-

pervisor whose leadership practices

and problems it depicts.

Factors Affecting Individuals

Examining the Will to Work
provides material covering many
facets of the human-relations skills

of leadership. Its main focus is on

those factors in the '"job climate"

which most strongly affect individ-

ual productivity and on the meth-

ods which the supervisor can use

to improve the job climate. The
factors with which the supervisor

must deal are: how a man feels

about the job itself; how he feels

about the group he works with: bow
he feels about his immediate super-

vision.

Examining these areas individu-

ally, the film suggests several guide-

posts for the supervisor. As far as

the job itself is concerned, the film

discusses the importance of allow-

Scene in "The Will to Work"

ing the employee as much freedom

as possible in planning and carry-

ing out his work. The film stresses:

the importance of giving the em-

ployee "whole" jobs to do instead

of bits and pieces; the importance

of stimulating in the employee the

feeling that what he does is mean-

ingful in terms of the whole opera-

tion: the importance of showing

the employee where and how his

contribution fits into the overall

picture.

Group Attitude Potent Force

The slidefilm moves on to the

question of the employee's work
group and the supervisor's relation-

ship to it. The film says that '"group

attitude" is a very powerful force,

that unless steps are taken to make
the group attitude positive, it will

inevitably have a damaging effect

on the attitudes of the individuals

who make it up.

The supervisor, the film points

out, should trv to develop team-

work, group pride, and '"we" think-

ing. He should encourage group

participation in planning and de-

cision making. He should be care-

ful to strike the proper balance be-

tween the group's needs and the

needs of the management he repre-

sents.

Finally, the film considers the

personal relationship of the super-
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supe Will to Work'

visor with each of his men. Cold

facts and figures, it stresses, prove

that the supervisors with the high-

est production records are "em-

ployee centered" rather than ''pro-

duction centered." These super-

visors respect their men and show

it.

They lake a genuine interest in

helping the men grow and get

ahead. They show a concern for

the men's problems and reward

good performance with apprecia-

tion. The supervisors are not soft-

ies. They set high standards and

expect them to be lived up to. But

they always see their jobs in terms

of people and try to build attitudes

instead of building pressures.

Trainer's Guide With Film

The Trainer's Guide that accom-

panies Examining the Will to Work
includes material helpful in exploit-

ing the film's impact through the

conference type of study. The ma-

terial: a script of the film: an out-

line of the most important points

the script covers, with a set of ques-

tions for stimulating discussion on

these points: suggestions on the

type of responses these questions

may evoke from the group: points

the discussion leader niav wish to

bring up if the group does not

bring them up.

Examining the Will to Work is

meant to have double impact. It

should give supervisorv audiences

increased practical human-relations

knowledge, while at the same time

helping them develop the kind of

altitudes they need to use this

knowledge with greater effective-

ness.

Where to Get The Program

The sound slidefilm is available

for sale only through Henry Strauss

Distributing Co., 31 West "53rd St..

New York 19. N. Y. The price for

the film and integrated Trainer's

Guide is S75.00. Previews may be

arranged on request. ^
* » *

Detroit Edison's "Newsreel"
Depicts Atomic Progress

•^ How electric power companies
are proceeding with atomic power
plants as their contribution to prog-

ress in the peaceful uses of atomic
energy is shown in PRDC Xeusreel.

a film newly released by the spon-

sor. Detroit Edison Company, for

general audiences.

Prepared by Detroit Edison and
Video Films. Detroit, the 9-niinute

motion picture carries many scenes

of pioneer research and develop-

ment work and highlights the sig-

nificant ground-breaking ceremonies

for the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power
Plant. Michigan's first atomic power
reactor.

Prints and further information

are available from Video Films.

1004 East Jefferson Ave.. Detroit 7.

DO YOIR FILMS
IVEED MrSIC?

We prepare complete back-

ground scores from our

extensive library , . .

Also . . .NEW

DISC LIBRARY AVAILABLE

Send for Free Catalog

Address Dept. BS-1

corelli- Jacobs
FILM MUSIC Inc.

723 SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK 19. N. Y.

JUdson 6-6673FILM MUMI Inr.

The Borden Company
Launches Centennial

-K Although the Borden
Company will not be
100 years old until May,
festivities have already

gotten off to an early

start as the company
marks its centennial
with a year-long round
of celebrations, promo-

tions and special pro-

grams.

Anniversary observa-
tion at each plant starts

with a gala kick-off party

at which an 18-minute

color film On Our Great

Big Birthday is being
shown. A film 0!i ad-

vances in nutrition dur-

ing the past 100 years is

planned for release in

the birthdav month of

Mav. Q

m
New Holland Machine Company
MANUFACTURERS OF SRASSIAND FARM MACHINERY

NEW HOLLAND. PENNSYLVANIA

February 4, 1957

TELIC, INC.,
Film Center
630 Ninth Avenue
New York 36. N. Y.

Gentlemen:

The verdict is in!

Our management, our salesmen, and our own
people have seen the new movies.

Your "5^COOPERATIVE PRODUCTION plan
has helped us come up this year with just about
the best motion picture program we've been
able to give our sales organization. This kind
of realistic motion picture making is particularly

profitable to us when we can work with
an organization such as yours.

Not only were the feature movies "Who Cares
About The Weather" and "A Story For The
Editor" well received, but the nuts and bolts

picture you did on our new Hayliner 68
was especially liked.

You gave our pictures that deft professional

dramatic touch which brought them out
of the ordinary.

Thanks again,

Sincerely,

H. K. Luttringer
Assistant Manager
Advertising & Public Relations

jj.
'^•COOPERATIVE PRODUCTION

Tmiu

— A TELIC motion picture
production plan designed
for the realistic budgets
of the average American
business corporation.

Ehrood Siegel and Edirard Bmtghton

Motion Picture Production for Industry & Television

FILM CEXTER • iSJfi XtXTH AVE.. XEW YORK 36, \. Y. • JUdson 2-3iS0
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SYLVAN I

A

to^ciBLUE TIP
PROJECTION LAMPS...

for all wakes . . . all types . . . in all sizes

New Sylvania Ceramic Blue Tops are available

in all standard sizes for any projector ... to

lill your exact requirements for clear,

brilliant projection.

Blue Tops offer these superior qualities:

Brighter . . . Ceramic Blue Tops won't scratch.

chip or peel like ordinary painted tops . . .

machine-made filaments assure pictures

bright as life.

Cooler . . . Ceramic Blue Top is bonded to the

glass for improved heat dissipation . . . cooler

operation assures longer lamp life.

Longer Lasting . . . E.xc/iisive Sylvania shock
absorber construction protects filaments from
\ibration damage.

Use Sylvania Ceramic Blue Top in your projector

. . . your slides and movies deserve the best!

SvLVANU Electric Proouct.'n. Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

^ SYLVANIA
. fastest growing name in sight!

LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION ATOMIC ENERGY

MOTION PICTURE & TV
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER

SIMPLIFIED SOUND EDITING

• 16mm and 35mm optJcol

• 16mm and 35mm magnetic

• Jack Plug for Ear Phones

• Edit Sound for single or double

system from $195.00 to $295.00

CAMART CAR

TOP CLAMPS

Steady support for

your newsreel cam-

era when atop car

platform. Heavy

bronze construction,

Weotherproof. Set

of three $28.00.

CAMART BABY DOLLY

Only four wheel baby dolly will provide

balance and stability required for profes-

sional production. Adjustable seat for com-

eraman; accommodates assistant, $375

Do//y tracks available

1845 BROADWAY (ol 60lh St.) NEW YORK 23 • PLoia 7-6977 - Cobli: I

I Me»mitti\

series free to television stations as

a public relations service. B"

Below: Naval Air Cadet life is

theme of "Sea Wings," first of

this TV series.

Lockheed Lonks Id the "Air Age"
First of New Documentary Series -for TV on Naval Air Cadets

Sponsor: Loiklieed Aircraft Corp.

Title: Sea Wings. 28 min, color.

Produced by Ozzie Glover Prod.

K Sea Wings, a film story of the

U. S. Naval Training program at

Pensacola, Florida, will lead oft a

new series of "Air Age Documen-

tary'" motion pictures being spon-

sored by Lockheed Aircraft Corpo-

ration for television showings. The

series will depict many of the high-

lights of modern aviation. The

hlms will cover a number of sub-

jects and locales in and out of the

Ihiited States and will be concerned

with all branches of military avia-

tion.

In 28 minutes, sound and color.

.Sea Wings starts the Lockheed se-

ries with a factual account of all

phases of cadet training at Pensa-

cola. The film was made at the

base and no actors were used. In

every case, the persons portrayed

are experiencing the actions they

portrav.

Filming Sea Wings posed some

documentary-type problems, the

most difficult of which was the

photo-recording of carrier plane

"landings' from the plane doing the

landing. The aircraft carrier Mon-

terey cruising some 50 miles from

Pensacola in the blue Gulf of

Mexico was used as the practice

carrier. All cadets graduating from

the naval academy must make six

successful landings aboard the car-

rier. Some of these first landings

are hair-raising.

Written and narrated by David

R. Showalter. Sea Wings was pro-

duced bv Ozzie Glover Productions.

Hollywood, for Public Information

Programs, which will distribute the

Below: capturing the drama of car-

rier landings for a sequence in Lock-

heed's first of a new "Air Age" TV
film series reviewed above.

ot Columbus CirclB nexl lo

New rork's n«w Coltteom

"County Agent"
Stories of Rural Service

Theme of TV Film Series

¥ "I Hke m\ job. And I sure meet

some swell folks. I show the farmer

what the scientist has developed,

and I tell the scientist what the

farmer needs." In such a way does

Jim August explain himself and his

job in County Agent, a new series

of 13 half-hour motion picture pro-

grams for television. The series

was produced by the Michigan

State University Cooperative Exten-

sion Service and Capital Film Pro-

ductions of East Lansing. Michigan.

Aiming extension service mes-

sages at urbanites and rural view-

ers, the film series strives to show

city-dwellers and farmers how agri-

cultural research benefits their lives

and pocketbooks. Carrying these

messages in the series is the image

of the man who delivers them in

real life—the county agricultural

extension agent.

The Agent and His Job

.jiin August, the lilms" county

agent, a big. affable, open-collar fel-

low played by Bill Montgomery,

motors along his rural route spread-

ing news of agricultural improve-

ments in workdav terms which ha\e

practical meaning for the farmers

he serves.

In one film of the series. Press

lor Service. .lim patiently explains

lo doubtful Lew Conklin, a hired

hand, the advantages of automation

on the farm.

"My Dad farmed with horses for

.50 years and he was the best danged

farmer in the country,"' says Lew.

"Lew."" answers Jim. "Would you

be willing to trade that tractor of

yours in on a team of horses? Ill

bet you wouldn t!'

Another film. Battle Lines, finds
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Above: a *>piC3 col."^'

stars in this new TV series.

ager

the county agent helping a farmer

save his crops from insects.

The County Agent tv series is

initially slated for distribution in

Michigan but it is not limited to

local use. The widely-applicable

ideas — and scenes from Hawaii.

Alabama. Wisconsin and California

gi\e the series a national scope and

'iUt-of-Michigan stations are in-

\ ited to make use of the pictures.

Directed by James Culver

Director James Culver of Capital

Films and Technical Director Rob-

ert Worrall of Michigan State Uni-

versity led the array of script-writ-

ers, researchers, actors, cameramen,

recordists and editors who worked

on the series. James R. Hunter,

owner of Capital Films, was the ex-

ecutive producer, and Reinald
Werrenrath. Jr., of Chicago, served

as a consultant. Q'

CarGGrs in Aqricultural SGrvice
American Pefroleum Insfitu+e Lends Hand to Farm Recruifmenf

Sponsor: American Petroleum In-

stitute.

Title: .4 .\ew Word for Farming.

2.5 min. color. Produced bv Col-

burn Film Services, Inc.

*< Speaking a visual .^'ew Word for

Farming is a 2.5-minute motion pic-

ture sponsored bv the Agriculture

Committee of the American Petro-

leum Institute. A I\eic Word for

Farming is intended to encourage

young people to enter the field of

agricultural service.

With some 1.5.000 technical jobs

in agriculture going unfilled annu-

ally because there aren"t enough

'Ag college graduates, the film has

a big recruitment chore.

A \ei( Word for Farming is de-

fined in the story of Chuck, a high

school student who is assigned to

narrate film footage showing primi-

tive and up-to-date farming meth-

ods. Preparing this classroom

audio-visual lesson gives Chuck an

opportunity to convince Joannie.

his girl friend, that modern agricul-

ture and related ser\ices offer work

that is worth while and challenging.

Produced by Colburn Film Serv-

ices, Inc., Chicago, A Neiv Word

jar t arming was directed by Henry

Lshijima. Location shooting rang-

ed from Canada to Peru and in-

cluded 14 states across the nation.

The new film is the third in a

series presented b\ API in the in-

terests of farmers and farming. Its

Above: these young players are fea-

tured in A New Word for Farm-

ing" sponsored by the API.

immediate predecessor. Farm Petro-

leum Safety, won the Golden Reel

Award in 1955. The first film.

Farm Tractor Safety, took first

prize at the International Film Ft—

tival in Milan, Italy. These films

also were produced by Colburn

Film Ser\ices. iFor distribution

particulars contact API regional

offices.) 1"

COLOR FILMSTRIPS
FOR USE IN EDUCATION
Specialized equipment and the know-how of a group of specialists who
have worked together in producing over 700 color films. If you want
a complete production or require specialized assistance on any production

problem, contact Henry Clay Gipson, President . . .

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, 10 E. 43, N.Y. 17, N.Y.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET: The David and Goliath of Visual Education"

Our Only Salesmen
are our motion pictures and the following

clients for whom they were made:

Ahrens Publishing Company
American Gas Association

American Machine and Foundry
Company—Lowerator Division

* Armour and Company
* Avco Manufacturing Corporation

Better Housing League

* G. S. Blakeslee and Company

Cincinnati Lathe and Tool Company

Citizens Development Committee

* Crosley-Bendix Home Appliances

* Crosley Broadcasting Corporation

Dayton Community Chest

* Economics Laboratory, Inc.

Emery Industries—Sanitone Division

Goodwill Industries, Inc.

* Government and Industrial Products
Division of Avco

The Hobart Manufacturing Company
* The Kroger Company

Lycoming, Inc.

National Cash Register Company
* National Restaurant Association

National Sanitation Foundation

Patterson Publishing Company

Research Foundation

Ruud Manufacturing Company

A. O. Smith Corporation

* United Fund—Cincinnati

Warner-Kanter Companies

* Western and Southern Life Insurance
Company

Wheat Flour Institute

•"'Clients for whom we have produced two or

more films.

OLYMPUS
FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

2222 Chickasaw St. Cincinnati 19, Ohio
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Leadinq the Picture Parade

New Sponsored Films Promote Travel, Auto Paints and Cookery

A San Francisco cable car passes

edge of largest Chinese community

in the United States. (see below)

Santa Fe Documentary Visits

Fascinating San Francisco

^ An artist's city lodged upon liills

which rise beside a tide from

everywhere, San Francisco is. to

many, America's most fascinating

metropolis. It also is one of the

best places to go on the Santa Fe

Railway.

These facts would seem to make

San Francisco an inescapable choice

for a motion picture sponsored by

Santa Fe. The choice has been

made and the new 30-niinute color

film. San Francisco, is going out to

television and 16nnn audiences to

bring the city's allure to any who
may have missed it—as well as to

those who have longed for another

look at the legendarv town.

The View From the Bay

A memorable picture of the city

is the view from its bay, such a pic-

ture as a tugboat captain might see.

San Francisco's story is told by the

captain of a tugboat, one of a fleet

which the Santa Fe operates in San

Francisco Bay.

As the captain steers his freight

load through the bay. he tells of

the city inside the picture, touching

upon its history, the ups and downs
of its growth. His story moves
through the city's fog. up and

around its hills, invading the city's

vivid nationality groups in a way
that may surprise even the San

Franciscans. With a tug captain's

eye for business, the film empha-

sizes the importance of San Fran-

cisco as a major harbor, an indus-

trial center.

Blending of Mood on Film

Ernest Kleinberg. the film s ]jmi-

ducer. spent several months in re-

search on the history, tradition and

customs of San Francisco and its

people. His camera has focused on

a subject whose warmth and aloof-

ness, informality and sophistication

blend as mysteriously as does the

city's fog and hills. Fishermen's

Wharf. Chinatown, the cable c ar>.

and the citys night life also are

part of the San Francisco story.

The film is available on a free

loan basis to community groups,

business organizations and second-

arv schools. For a print copy write:

Santa Fe Railway. Film Bureau. 80

E. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4. III., or

contact the nearest Santa Fe agent.

The film has been cleared for tele-

vision public service showing. Iff

DuPont "Builds for Profit" in

Film on Automotive Finishes

-K l)ul'..nt's latest addition to ils

line of automotive paint finishes is

the subject of a new color motion

picture. Build For Profit produced

by Transfilm. The 13-minute film

deals with the testing and applica-

tion of Duco Lacquer High Speed

Primer Surfacer, an entirely new-

idea in undercoats.

Opening scenes were filmed at

DuPont's Marshall Laboratory in

Philadelphia. Here, Jack Rode, a

DuPont paint chemist, outlines the

research which led to the develop-

ment of the new paint undercoat.

Painted metal panels are put

through various tests which vividly

demonstrate the durability and
working qualities of the primer

surfacer.

A substantial portion of the film

is devoted to an actual fender re-

pair job in which Carl Herberger.

a DuPont salesman, goes through

the entire procedure of preparing

and finishing a bare metal fender

in slide film recording—

ESl'^means slide rule accuracy!

Universal's exclusive "Electronic Signal Inserter

means exact placing and exact timing ot the picture.

Does away wltli iKe kuman element of button push-

ing. Witli ESI, slide film pictures ckange wliere and

wlien you want tkem to! Designed Ly Llniversal's own

staff of engineers, ESI guarantees perfection in slide

film production.

Universal's quality pressings on pure vinylite come in

five different colors (red, black, green, klue and gold)

at no extra cost.

L'niversal Recorders — kome of tke finest sound facil-

ities for transcriptions, slide films and motion

pictures. ^^

surface. During this sequence.

Rode outlines the characteristics of

the new high speed primer surfacer.

The film will be shown to Du-

Pont jobber salesmen and automo-

bile refinishers over the U. S. 55'

* * *

"With An All-Star Cast" Shows
How to Roast and Broil Meat
M Melancholy is the "ham" who is

upstaged by a cooking expert and

a porterhouse steak. That roughly

is the situation in a movie-produc-

tion-motif film. With An All-Star

Cast, which is wafting meat cookery

ideas promoted by the National

Live Stock and Meat Board.

Approved methods of dry heat

meat cookery — roasting, broiling

and pan broiling form the informa-

tional subject matter of the 14-

minute color picture which involves

a motion picture director who has

the assignment of making a picture

like the one being shown — one

about cookery.

The director is handicapped by

the leading player in the cast, a

man who knows nothing about

meat cookery and who also is up-

set by the technical aspects of mo-

lion picture making. In despera-

tion, the director pleads with the

woman who is assigned to the pro-

duction as a technical advisor, a

Mrs. Morgan. Her task is to teach

the inept actor the fundamentals of

the meat cookery he is to demon-

strate.

Mrs. Morgan (played by a Na-

tional Live Stock and Meat Board

home economist) takes her actor-

pupil first through the steps of

roasting a standing rib of beef. She

demonstrates that it really is simple

if done step-bv-step. While this re-

hearsal instruction is going on. the

assistant director and the camera-

men decide that she is doing a bet-

ter job of getting the story across

than the actor would. They agree

to film the rehearsal, gambling that

the director will approve.

The home economist's instruc-

tions continue with appetizing

scenes of garnished meat dishes

such as porterhou.se steak, leg of

lamb, pork loin roast. Canadian

style bacon, club steaks and other

dinner table celebrities.

At first irate, the director is fi-

nally convinced that the film was

made "with an all-star cast" — the

array of taste-tempting meat d'shes

shown in the finale. Produced bv

Wilding Picture Productions. Inc..

With An AU-Star Ca.it is now being

distributed bv United World Films.

Inc.. on free loan to non-theatrical

audiences.

For information on booking tlie

film, write: Free Film Dept.. United

World Films. Inc.. 542 S. Dearborn

St.. Chicago 5. Illinois. 9
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"You push the middle valve down"
says Paul Richards of C. G. Conn,
Ltd. to Betty Luster !n company's
new film.

C. G. Conn Film Trumpets for
High School Student Trade

Hitting an adolescent note is Mr.

B .\utiiral. a 27-minute color mo-
tion picture sponsored by the Band
Instrument Division of C. G. Conn.

Ltd.. of Elkiiart. Indiana. The busi-

ness-tuned pr fibu is tootled at

junior high school audiences, from

whence come youngster musicians.

Mr. B Natural, a Peter Pan-tvpe

spirit of music, shows Buzz Turner,

a high school boy. the wonderful

world of music and the part he can

make it play in his life. Buzz takes

up the trumpet, joins the high

school band and starts blowing hi?

way to popularity and personal de-

velopment. Buzz stars as soloist at

the school s Victory Dance.

Produced by Kling Studios. Chi-

cago, Mr. B .\atural supplements

its main theme with manufacturing

scenes at the Conn plant and march-

ing band sequences featuring the

Miami Senior High School Band,

shot at the Orange Bowl in Miami.
Florida.

Mr. B Natural was written bv
Manin David and directed bv Phil

Patton. Original dance scene scores

were composed and conducted by
Bernie Saber. Kling musical direc-

tor. 1^'

s » *

Curtis "Integration" Depicted
in "Modern Magazine Magic"
¥ Modern Magazine Mai^ic. a new

27-minute color motion picture on

the "only completely integrated
magazine publishing companv in

the world.'' has lieen released bv
The Curtis Publishing Companv.

The 16mm film covers forestrv

work, paper making, editorial ob-

Below: copies of the Saturday Eve-
nirq Post roll off binderv unit.

jectives and planning, the impor-

tance of national magazine adver-

tising, manufacturing production

and the distribution of the four

Curtis magazines — The Saturday

Evening Post, Ladies' Home Jour-

nal, Holiday and Jack and Jill.

The step-by-step operation, in

which more than L4OO,000 maga-
z'nes are produced every 24 hours

in the newest and most modern
printing plant, is showTi.

Made to serve a broad public re-

lations purpose, the film will be

used primarily by high schools, y^o-

cational schools, colleges, churches,

service clubs, advertisers, women's
clubs, business clubs, industry and

other interested organ-zations.

The new film was produced b\

\^ilding Picture Productions. Inc.

For distribution details contact: Tlie

Public Relations Dept.. The Curtis

Publishing Company, Independence

Square. Philadelphia 5. Pa. §

Borden & Busse Film Shows
Sales Supervision Methods
M Hon lo i p .Sales b\ Better Sales

Supervision is the explanatory title

of a new 30-minute motion picture

featuring the well-known sales train-

ing team of Richard C. Borden and

Alvin C. Busse. As Borden and

Busse dramatize their sales tech-

niques, the film shows how to apply

such techniques of leadership to

turn an average salesman into a top

sales producer.

Previous Borden and Busse films

taught sales techniques directly to

salesmen. It was a short step for

the two experts to interpret their

sales points in terms of supervision.

The film is based on the idea that

supervision is the mainspring of

organized selling. It is aimed at the

persons who have direct or indirect

responsibilities for guiding, teach-

ing and developing the potentials of

the man in the field or on the sales

firing line. It is considered suitable

for sales executives in virtually any

field.

The .30-minute film is the audio-

visual segment of a new- I C R fln-

form-Confirm-Retain) program
which also provides an I C R Meet-

ing Leader's Guide and 10 sets of

Supervisor's Individual Work Kits.

The Guide is designed to aid the

meeting leader in stasing an effec-

tive presentation, helping him to

pinpoint specific problems in the

meeting.

The Work Kit is a comprehensive

review of the film in printed form

to insure maximum retention and

continuing use of the Borden and

Busse principles. The new program

is being distributed by I nited World
Films. Inc.. Tlndustrial Dept.) 144.5

Park Ave.. New York 29. New York.

REO/irtl

to develop ideas and client needs

into a reality through the use of

motion pictures, slide films, stage

presentations and graphic arts

hlM IRODUCTIONS
19730 ralston

detroit, 3
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The

LIVELY ^^^ ART
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

&SJJ ers NEW

Sound Color Film

"Beyond the arts of painting, drama,

sculpture, mut^ir, liit-raturfr, an hitcrturt-

and dancing, today tlieri- is; the eighth

lively art—the newest and perhaps the

liveliest of all^Industrial l)<^^i{In • . .

The General Electric ('onipany's Appli-

ance & Television Receiver Division pays

an appropriate Irihule to its contrihutions

in a new and very handsome color pic-

lure, THK KIGHTH I.IVKLY ART."

free
preview
print
available

Let us share with you a

unique adventure in

creative film making.

Send now for this con-

vincing example of a

quolity film produced

on a moderote budget.

Address:

Kent Lane Films, Inc.

1253 South Third Street

Louisville 3, Kentucky

Kent Lane Films, Inc.

ISmia color intetnogfativo-positivo J
printittff »nd ptoeossing Jg

o
o

preserves originals .

gives excellent color fidelity '"

and color saturation
saves costs

*
i

o

Box 2408, G.
Laboratory: 5929 East Dunes Highway
Telephones: Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114

Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

msssmMEX^

Division oi EDL Comp^jny

o
o

1956 Golf Champ Tourney
Shown in George S. May Film

"K Timed for March release, when
spring tlieoretically is not too far

from comin' in. is a new 46-minute
color motion picture on the 7956
World Championship of Golf. The
film, like the event it documents,
is sponsored as a promotional ve-

hicle for the Tam O'Shanter Coun-
try Club in Niles. Illinois, bv the

George S. May Conipanv. Chicago.

George S. May. the sponsoring

company's president, long has been
the guiding light of Tam O'.Shanter.

a fashionable club north of Chicago
and the annual locale for the World
Championship Golf tournament.

The film begins with a narration bv
Mr. May who explains why his

company sponsors a golf tourna-

ment, outlines the tournament's his-

tory, and touches on the importance

of golf to the American business-

man.

Action highpoints of 7956 World
Championship of Golf are the fm-

the-links performances of such
champions as Ted Kroll—who took

home S.SO.OOO in first-prize nionev

—Lloyd Mangrum. Gary Middle-

coff and an earner tourney champ.
Lew Worsham.

MiddlecofF is observed making
an approach shot and an "'impos-

sible" putt. Then the film rides

with the various title shots. Lloyd

M a n g r u m's record tournament
round of 6,3 is caught as the film

leaps from tees to greens analvzing

Mangrum's use of clubs and mark-
ing his score on each hole.

Hinting, perhaps, of the farewavs

of the future, the film witnesses

Mangrum and Middlecoff playing

"Heligolf"—using a helicopter as

a caddy cart to play one complete

hole. Lew Worsham is seen mak-
ing his eagle two on the 18th hole

to win the 1953 tourney.

The film covers the tournament's

background and organization, the

job of "making-ready. ' pans

around the club house and grounds,

uses the helicopter to view the en-

tire Tam O'Shanter layout and to

aerially case each of the 18 holes.

A player fills out his application

blank and soon famous men and
women golfers are teeing off from
the first tee and playing the first

three rounds. Terrific drives, ap-

proaches, putts—and some muffed

shots, too. Besides the helicopter

shooting, the four cameramen mak-

ing tlie film used Zoomar lenses and

hydraulic lift booms to Slav «itli

the action.

The film liuilds to the final da\

of the tournament, a day on which

the champion golfers drew an au-

dience of 62.000 persons. .At ihc

finish five golfers are nearlv in a

tie. Ted Kroll finishes strong to

win—just prior to a downpour of

rain. The rain necessitated use of

black and while film for the final

putt and the award ceremonies.

The 79.56 World Championship of
Golf is being made available on a

free loan basis to any adult or busi-

ness grouj). Write to the George S.

May Company. Engineering Build-

ing. Chicago 6. Illinois. ^'
i^ * *-

Two Farm Pictures Produced by
Owen Murphy Widely Shown
"K Two documentary motion pic-

tures, saluting America's outstand-

ing farm-youth organizations, the

Future Farmers of America and the

National 4-H Clubs, are popular
program fare with county agents,

community groups. TV stations and
other organizations, according to

Association Films,

The films, entitled The Future
Farmers of America Silver Anni-
versary and The National 4-H Club
Congress, produced by Owen Mur-
phy Productions for the Firestone

Tire and Rubber Company, have
been shown 3.234 times to com-
munity groups and 444 times on
television to a combined audience
exceeding 40 million persons.

Association Films reports manv
favorable comments from film-users

who have found the documentaries

to be informative and inspiring to

the youth of America. Future Farm-
ers of America produced in May.
1954. boasts among its "star" celeb-

rities. President Eisenhower, Sec-

retary of Agriculture Benson and
former Secretary of Health, Wel-

fare and Education Oveta Gulp

Hobby, The President's talk at the

Future Farmers Convention has

been hailed by many as one of his

most impressive public appearances.

Many stars of the entertainment,

sports and industrial world apjiear

briefly in the 4-H club movie (re-

leased in the Fall of 1956i. includ-

ing actor James Cagney who tells a

|)ersonal anecdote about his city-

streets youth and how he first be-

came interested in 4-H club work.

I after attending a settlement house

lantern slide lecture!.

Owen Murphy productions have

utilized a newsreel-type documen-
tary approach to the two films, cap-

luring the spontaneity of the youth

celebrations and at the same time

conveying to audiences the national

importance of the two youth move-

ments.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber
("cnn|)an\. long active in farm Miuth

programs, makes the films available

for free-loan, through the regional

libraries of Association Films. 9
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REVIEWING STAND: SPONSORED PICTURES ON THE JOB

Fresh Blend for a Fraqrant Brew
Imaginafive Technique in Coffee's Story of "The Magic Cup"

Sponsor: National Coffee Associa-

tion.

Title: Tlie Magic Cup. 27 min..

riplor. |iroduced by Dynamic
Films. Inc.

Below: coffee break time in a busy

industrial plant: time for the pause

that relaxes frayed tempers.

"< This film is designed to not

merely tell the story of the coffee

industry, hut rather to give audi-

ences a feeling of comfort and well-

being through the acceptance of

coffee as their daily beverage. The
Magic Cup lakes a fresh approach

toward the visualization of these

ideas through an inventive use of

color which successfully achieves a

mood of harmony and pleasure.

Set in a magical framework, the

"coffee genie." a figure who ap-

pears and disappears through the

course of the film, recreates the

evolution of a cup of coffee, from
the seed to the breakfast table. New
and special jihotographic techniques

have been employed to obtain these

effects. Whether the planting of a

coffee tree is shown, or the harvest

of the crop (photographed on loca-

tion in Mexico I . or a close look is

given to the coffee-taster's art as he

samples and selects the beans, a

positive attitude toward coffee is

subtly being effected.

New Concept in Color Contrast

Nathan Zucker. the film's pro-

ducer, along with Director Lee R.

Bobker and interior design artist

Paul Heller, devised a un'fied se-

ries of sets dealing with a new con-

cept of saturated and spot color set

against white backgrounds.

Most producers have shied awav
from using white backgrounds in

Kodachrome because of the obvious

glare and difficulty of handling the

photography, but this production

has translated realistic settings of

the scrijjl into limbo settings whcie

the background is completely white

and splashes of highly saturated

colors are used in unrealistic ways

to set the mood of magic.

Thus, the genie is able to conjure

up scenes, although realistic in their

content that are obviously unrealis-

lir in their visual presentation.

Delineate Origin of Coffees

One of the key scenes attractively

handled in the picture is a point

where the genie is called upon to

discuss the various types of coffee

and the taste characteristics evolv-

ing from the countrv from which

they come. Rather than doing this

as a mere expository scene, he

stands in a limbo set before open

bags of coffee and as his hands run

through the coffee beans, artifacts

of the country involved are con-

jured up from behind the coffee.

Thus the film shows Mexican Aztec

statuary, ethnic Brazilian carved

figures, leis and orchids from Ha-

waii, witch masks from Africa, that

set a mood which enables the ma-

terial to get across to its audience

far more forcefully than mere
words.

The genie steps across the boun-

daries of time and space leading

the audience on to a scene that is

more within its ken— coffee break

time in a busy industrial plant.

From the superintendent, on up
through the clerical departments to

the executive floor, everyone takes

time out for a quaff of the magic

cup. the pause that relaxes tired

nerves and fraving tempers.

This sequence features a series of

handsome executive office back-

grounds, especially created for the

film by the Executive Furniture

Below: colorful pageantry of harvest

festival time on a coffee plantation

in Mexico.

Above: "Coffee Genie" enlivens a

business conference with stimulating

draught of "The Magic Cup."

Guild of America, an association of

office design specialists.

The Magic Cup will be available

for free use by service clubs,

schools and colleges, churches. tele-

Above: in the office, too, the coffee

break helps carry off a busy day's

schedules, adding verve.

vision stations, etc. TV distribu-

tion is being handled by Dynamic

Films: other distribution by Mod-
ern Talking Picture Service. Inc.

through its nationwide offices. &

Film in ACTIDIV: Audience Totals

Urban Projects Stimulated as Millions View "Man of Action"

/'^OM.MUiNiTY Blight and decay

^-^are relentless, mortal enemies

which form breeding beds for

crime, disease and social unrest. A
brief, effective animated cartoon is

helping to fight blight and decay

and. in doing so, is making a re-

markable record of sponsored mo-

tion picture use and result.

The American Council to Improve

Our Neighborhoods, .ACTION, was

created for the purpose of combat-

ing blight and decay. ACTION
sponsored a LSV^-nii'iute color mo-

tion picture. Man of ACTION, pro-

duced by TransfiLm Incorporated.

New York, and underwritten by the

Continental Can Company. The

film shows whv communities must

take action now to remove slums,

rehabilitate rundown neighborhoods

and replace inadequate housing.

6,257 Showings in Communities

It is now approximately one year

since the film was released and. by

anv standards, it has achieved re-

markable results. Association Films,

the distributor, reports that on tv

alone. 47.959.673 persons have seen

the film in addition to 6.257 "live"

community showings. The audi-

ences have included many groups

which do not ordinarily show films;

cit\ councils, state legislatures, local

Urban Leagues and home owners'

associations.

Furthermore, these figures do not

include the untabulated thousands

who have seen screenings of the

more than 100 [irints of Man oj

ACTION which have been sold by

ACTION to interested companies

and organizations. In addition to

the 200 prints being distributed on

a loan basis. ACTION sells perma-

nent copies at $75 each.

Prints now are permanently

owned by business organizations,

unions, utilities, chambers of com-

merce, universities, municipal agen-

cies, libraries, real estate boards,

bankers, professional and service

groups and citizen housing organ-

izations. In city after city, use of

t!ie film has stimulated local effort.

Report of Group Activities

Here are several reports from

various groups:

The General Electric Company
showed the film to 25 community

relations managers who. in turn, in-

stigated local action.

The Toledo. Ohio City Plan Com-
mission arranged for a joint meet-

ing of the Plan Commission,

Housing Improvement and L rban

Renewal Commission along with

the Toledo City Council to view the

P film as a preliminary to discussion

' of the 1956 urban renewal program

for Toledo.

The Yuma. .Arizona Chamber of

Commerce reports that Man of AC-

TION so impressed citizens of that

area that a committee was formed

and called the Home Improvement

and City Beautification Committee.

The film is serving as the nucleus

of the committee's program. One

I CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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Above; the Devil s project supervi-

sor meets Mr. Average Citizen In

"Man of ACTION."

Man of ACTIDIV"
(CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE)

committee official said, "It is our
opinion that no film will ever have
such a telling effect on the growth
and progress of our city as Man of
ACTION.
The Metropolitan Housing and

Planning Council of Chicago reports

that its print is being used nightly

at neighborhood club meetings.

A leading local merchant in a

Maryland community saw the film

and was roused to the need for or-

ganized community action. He
showed the film to all key civic

leaders resulting in the establish-

ment of a representative committee
for redevelopment of blighted areas.

The newly organized Neighbor-
hood Betterment Council of Youngs-
town, Ohio, is using the film in

conjunction with the establishment

of a pilot rehabilitation area.

The community organizer for

Manhattanville Community Center,

in the midst of a New York rede-

velopment area, uses a print for

showings to parent groups in his

area to involve them in community
betterment programs.

At the important national conven-
tions of the National Association of

Housing and I?edevelopment Offi-

cials and the National Association
of Real Estate Boards, Man of
ACTION was highly praised as a

stirring contribution toward the liet-

terment of community life.

Local libraries, such as the one
in Greenwich, Connecticut, book the
film for extended periods and. in

turn, arrange showings to local

groups.

Man of ACTION has proven that

target-aimed and well-promoted mo-
tion pictures do influence attitudes

and inspire action. ^'
* * *

DuPont Electrochemicals Div.
Sponsors Pix on Dry Cleaning

A 12-minute color motion |iic-

ture, TtLO Hour MiracU: has been
sponsored by DuPont Electrochem-
icals Division. Detrex Chemical
Industries and Excelsior Machinery
Co., Inc., for use at a convention

of dry cleaning equipment manufac-
turers and later on television.

Two Hour Miracle describes a

synthetic cleaning process. Pro-

duced by Fred Niles Productions,

Chicago, the film has been shot, in

part, at the Birck-Fellinger dry-

cleaning plant. g"

it * *

Raytheon Depth Sounder Is

Demonstrated in Color Pix
-K A new 8'.j-minute motion picture

is enabling its sponsor, Raytheon
Manufacturing Company, of Wal-
tham. Massachusetts, to visually "sell

under the sea." Produced to pro-

mote the sale of Raytheon's new
DE-122 Depth Sounder, an elec-

tronic device used to determine the

depth of water under a boat, the

film is another example of the cam-
era's ability to plunge even into

aquatically deep subjects—and come
up with sales-riglit answers.

The underwater film was de-

signed to demonstrate Raytheon's

new product in action and by so

doing to turn the tide of buying

habits in the boat equipment field:

Past experience has indicated that

marine depth sounders should be

installed while the boat is in the

boat yard. The peak sales period

for boat products has been at "fit-

ting-out" time—when boat owners

are preparing their boats for the

season.

In-season sales are slow because

of the owner's reluctance to shoulder

the additional cost of hauling the

boat out of water except for emer-

gency repairs. If the boat owner

has emergency repairs, he is not

receptive to additional expenses for

new equipment.

Raytheon, whose line of Fathom-

eter depth sounders dates back over

50 years, developed its new con-

tender as such a compact unit that

the simple installation hardly jus-

Offices in:

Chicago

Dayton

Hollywood

St. Paul

For

over 46 years

we have

solved

every conceivable problem
in film production

for our customers . . .

in producing

MOTION PICTURES

SLIDE FILMS

ADVERTISING SHORTS
TV COMMERCIALS
in color and black & white

nc.

STUDIOS
2269 Ford Pkwy.

LABORATORY
St. Paul, Minn.

tifies the expense of hauling the

boat out of water.

Some preliminary experimenting

by John Light, whose skin-diving

associates filmed the sunken "An-
drea Doria" for television, con-

firmed that the new DE-122 Depth
Sounder could be installed quickly

and inexpensively by a skin diver.

Above: a "frogman" goes under
cabin cruiser to install new elec-

tronic depth sounder equipment in

Raytheon's new film.

This opened the door to a new sales

approach: show the customer that

the depth sounder could be installed

in mid-season with the boat in the

water. The installation was so sim-

ple that the "do-it-yourself" theme
was pushed.

To tell the sales story graphically,

to prove that the Depth Sounder
could be installed with the boat in

the water, Raytheon assigned its

public relations department to the

task of preparing a film to be pre-

sented before a marine dealer meet-

ing in conjunctioji with the National

Motorboat Show in New York on

January 22.

Finding a suitable boat in New
England waters in December pre-

sented problems. Finally, arrange-

ments were made to use a boat yard

with a brand new 42-foot luxury

cruiser. Raytheon cameramen
George Meyers and Mark J.

McCann, Jr., and skin-diving cam-
eraman John Light followed the ac-

tion as a company sales executive

went through the installation step

by step. A Kodak Cine Special II

was used topside while the "frog-

men" filmed their sequences in the

35-degree water with a Fenjohn un-

derwater Bantam camera.

Screened for the marine dealers,

the film carried special impact be-

cause the sales official who explained

the new in-season installation pro-

cedure proved the DE-122 was a

"do-it-yourself" item by actually

installing it himself in the demon-
stration. The color film offered re-

assuring proof that an amateur

lioatsman can drill a bole through
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the bottom of an expensive cabin

cruiser, while it's in the water, and

ship only two quarts of water in

the process. According to a spon-

sor spokesman, the dealers left '"be-

lieving and buying."

Prints of the film are to be used

at other dealer meetings and boat

shows across the country and at

special showings by district sales

representatives. Q'
« £ «

"Food For Life" Filmstrip

Now Available to Schools

Food For Life, a new 3.5mm

color filmstrip on the subject of nu-

trition, sponsored by Swift & Com-
pany. Chicago, is now available to

educators for classroom use.

Produced as a public relations

service, the film is a photo trip

through the "Food For Life" exhibit

in Chicago's Museum of Science

and Industry. It is suitable for

classroom use as a review for pu-

pils who have not visited the ex-

hibit in Chicago.

Material presented in the new
film is suggested for classes in

health, nutrition, sciences, home
economics, agriculture and physical

education. It may also be used in

teaching language arts.

Educators may obtain a free

print of the film—which may be

kept as a permanent part of a

school's audio-visual library—bv
contacting either the Museum of

Science and Industry. Jackson Park.

Chicago, or Swift & Company.

SPECIALLY PRICED

-LIKE NEW
16MM BELL & HOWELL

Model 2709 Special with unit I shut-

tle. Includes one 400' and one 1000'

16mm BI-PACK magazines, ACME
Stop Motion motor and VEEDER
Footage Counter.

$3500.00

Guaranteed tike new!

CAMERA EQUIPMENT
COMPANY, INC.

315 West 43rd Street

New York 36, N. Y.

Picture of Hupe
Sponsor: City of Hope Hospital.

Title: A Bridge to Life. 20 minutes,

color, produced by Jack L. Cope-

land & .'Vssociates.

K Introduced by Otto Kruger and

narrated liv Marlon Brando. A
Bridsie to Life is a public relations

and fund-raising film for the pri-

vately supported City of Hope Hos-

pital. Los Angeles. California.

The Citv of Hope, as the film ex-

plains, is an outstanding research

institution, as well as being one of

the most up-to-date patient care

(enters in the country. Started in

1913 in two tents which then were

in semi-desert country not too far

from Los Angeles, the hospital to-

dav has grown into a great institu-

tion and the city has grown out to

meet it.

Because the City of Hope is one

of the great centers of medical re-

search, specializing in what the

"Citv calls "Patient Centered Re-

search. " the film has compelling

subject matter.

Distribution of the film will be

concentrated in California but pa-

tients and support for the hospital

come from all over the country so

prints will be made available to

groups elsewhere. 9'

Elgar Films Winrock Farm
Peter Elgar Productions has

been commissioned by Winthrop

Rockefeller to produce a documen-

tary film in color of Mr. Rockefel-

ler's "Winrock Farm" in Arkansas.

The film will depict the latest

methods of modern farm manage-

ment employed bv Mr. Rockefeller

at his farm, and the breeding of

Santa Gertrudis cattle. The film

will also show the very extensive ir-

rigation system, including the op-

eration of seven man-made lakes,

needed to make fertile this once un-

productive soil.

Peter Elgar will direct the film

from a script by Jerry Brondfield.

Filming will begin atop Petit Jean

Mountain in Arkansas, site of

Winrock Farm, in May. &

Incandescent projectors restrict projection to smalt

screens and small audiences. The new large-screen,

life-like picture projection which gives everyone in

even the biggest audiences a feeling of "participation,"

has been made possible by the development of—

THE UNIVERSAL HIGH INTENSITY

ARC SLIDE PROJECTOR

iriuiU^iiun (>> J Strung i niieii,il .-Ire 6/«ie Projector at Matfaehuiett, Inililule

oj Technology Kreige Auditorium where it it doing an "admirable" job before

critical audiences of up to 1200 penom. 2" x 2", and 3^ a" x 4" color rlidet

ere projected 105 feet to a screen 20 feel wide.

Ideal for sales conferences, technical meetings, conventions,

schools, churches and hotels, and particularly where it is im-

practical, uneconomical or impossible to darken the room, or

where it is desirable to maintain room illumination as for

taking notes.

Projects 31 4" X 4". and 2" x 2" slides to obtain pictures up

to 30 feet wide, and of brilliancy comparable to finest theatre

projection. Plugs into any UO-volt .A.C. outlet.

Write today for free literature, prices or demonstration.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
"The World's Largest Manufacturers of Projection Lighting Equipment"

39 CITY PARK AVENUE • TOLEDO 1, OHIO
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Sales Potentials far the Plumber

American-Standard Uses a Film to Create "Journeyman Selling"

MacNamara. the crotchety plumbe',

gets golden pipewrench" when he

visits briefly within heavenly gates.

M A crotchety Irish plumber, a

touch of boy meets girl, an invasion

of the Pearly Gates and a heavenly

"Earth-o-scope'"—this bizarre com-

bination of symbolic elements are

assembled in a new sponsored film

to do a "down-to-earth'" sales in-

doctrination job. The job: gettiTig

the plumbing contractor and the

journexman plumber interested in

"journeyman selling.

"

The film. Down to Earth, is a 28-

minute color motion picture spon-

sored by American-Standard ( Amer-

ican Radiator and Standard Sani-

tarv Corporation I . manufacturer of

plumbing fixtures. It is meant to

help the plumbing contractor do a

better and more profitable job.

Helps Him See Other Sales

To the uninitiated. "journe\in;Mi

selling" means getting the man who

comes into vour home to fix the

leakv faucet to keep his eyes open

for opportunities to sell other serv-

ices and products. If he does keep

his eyes open, he stands a better

competitive chance of increasing his

personal income, building a bigger

profit for his employer and giving

his customer better service.

Produced by Florez. Incorporated

of Detroit. Michigan. Down to Earth

tells its sales guidance storv good

naturedly. with a touch of fant^sv.

and underscores the idea that it

takes a l>il of coojjerFtion from l)olh

contractor and journeyman if "jour-

neyman selling is to work.

Seek Endorsement of Film

Getting this picture ""off the

ground, ' into the camera and final-

ly into 16mm projectors across the

land took some audio-visual con-

cept selling itself. In addition to

securing the usual management ajj-

provals, E. M. Campbell. American-

.Standard sales training manager,

and Wade Cloyil. retail develop-

ment supervisor hoped, if possible.

to g?in the endorsement of the Na-

tional Association of Plumbing Con-

tractors and the linited Association

of Journeymen and Apprentices.

Through the American-Standard's

own corps of retailing representa-

tives at its 13 district offices, and

through panels of successful whole-

salers and retailers coast to coast.

Campbell and Cloyd gathered the

background experience of men who
know the problems of getting jour-

neymen to sell. They backed this

up with reams of experience written

in the industry "s trade journals over

the years.

Industry Groups Approve It

Cani|il)ell and Cloyd then went to

the presidents of the N. A. P. C. and

the U. A. with a brief approach to

the idea and pointed out that the

opening film would be backed up

bv an illustrated take-home book

and a continuing series of sound

slidefilms to form the central por-

tion of meetings held by the con-

tractor for his own journeymen.

Both groups liked the idea. Next

step was to prepare a storv which

would interest and entertain, a story

which would prod both the Con-

tracti>r and the Journeyman into

action. This had to be done with-

out pointing a finger exclusively at

either audience segment. Yet. the

storv had to be J3<iinled enough to

stimulate action. The point is made
with humor and understanding.

Proof of the films industry-wide

acceptance is its rolling title giving

the endorsement of the Contractor's

Association and the Union. Better

proof is that, although the picture

DAGE TV

AT WORK

Instructional Television System

Helps Student Teachers Observe

Classroom Teaching in Progress

Dr. Ralph Gardner, Supervisor of

Mathematics, Milne Sctiool, Al-

bany, N, Y ,
explains scale diaw-

ing to seventh grade class as

DAGE TV cameras observe."

In a New York State College lor

Teachers classroom, sludenl

leachers see how Dr Gardner

conducls class, how pupils re-

act enclosed circuit TV monitor.

Dr, Ralph Kenny. Prolessor of

Education, lectures from his

seal at obseivalion console.

He can select piclure Irom

any camera to show his class

and olhet classes connected

with control console.

New York State College for Teachers. Albany, uses actual class-

room teaching in progress at adjoining Milne School as a "living

laboratory" for student teachers. The future teachers observe every

aspect of the teaching process as it happens— from instruction tech-

niques to student reactions—with the aid of a DAGE TV closed-

circuit system.

This is just one of the limitless applications of closed-circuit televi-

sion by DAGE TV. Get specific information on how you can utilize

this versatile new teaching tool. Write DAGE TV. Dept. 142.

DAGE TELEVISION DIVISION
MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA

A ^onqisoti Product'

In Canad.i, Distributed by Rogers Majestic Klcctronics. Ltd.. Toronto. Ontario.

Outside North America, Write C. O. Brandes, Inc., 4900 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

Journeyman John Duncan proves
that he can sell as he interests house-

wife in a new sink fitting.

is still in its first year, it has been

shown to the national conventions

of both groups and to more than

35 N. A. P. C. state conventions

and at U. A. local meetings in many
areas.

Down to Earth is available for

showing to plumbing groups coast

to coast by application to the spon-

sor's home office at 40 West 40th

Street. New York, or at any of its

district and sales offices in major
market centers. 5"

-» a 4>

Job Significance Shown in

Metliodlst Film "Ceiling 5000"

¥ The true significance inherent in

any job is the theme depicted in

Ceiling 5000, a new 16nim motion

picture sponsored by the Television,

Radio and Film Commission of The
Methodist Church.

Intended for use by community,

church and business groups con-

cerned with good labor relations

and the underlying philosophy of

meaningful work, the 28 -minute,

black white film tells the story of

a man who has reached a "ceiling"

in his work: he has lost a promo-

tion to a younger man. At first he

is unable to understand the signifi-

cance of his particular contribution

in his present job. He learns, how-

ever, that with the right attitude

toward his work, he can make it

count for something.

Executive producer for the film

was Wilbur T. Blume of the Univer-

sity of Southern California Cinema

Department. Blume is well known

for his The Face of Lincoln, an

Oscar-winner. William F. Claxton

of Family Films. Inc.. directed Ceil-

inp 5000. Playing the leading role

is Walter Sande. a veteran of 20

N'ears m motion pictures.

Technical consultant on the film,

which has an aircraft factory as a

setting, was Ray Peterson. Peter-

son is a Douglas Aircraft engineer

at the Douglas plant in Lancaster,

California. A plane usetl in the film

was provided by Douglas.

Ceiling 5000 originally was re-

leased for television only, as part

of 77ie WAY series, an interdenomi-

national series, distributed by the
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National Council of Churches. It is

not for use on television now ex-

cept by permission of the sponsor.

For further information on the

distribution of the film, contact:

Television. Radio and Film Com-

mission of The Methodist Church.

1525 McGavock Street, NashWUe 3.

Tennessee. ^

U. S. Steel Adds Four to

Catalog of Free Loan Titles

"¥ Farm fence planning, modem
kitchens, bridal shower ideas, the

manufacture of tin cans—these are

the diverse subjects of four new- mo-

tion pictures which show their spon-

sor's metal in a variety of settings.

They have been added to the catalog

of films dbtributed by the sponsor.

the L nited States Steel Corporation.

The films are available for 16mm
projection and telecasting.

*

Aimed primarily at agricultural

audiences is Dan Taker's Ledger, a

27-minute color film which shows

how to plan and erect a farm fence

properly and how to make the fence

a capital investment. Dan Taber, a

good farmer, builds his fence with

the help of a United States Steel

fence dealer and a county agent. He
sees that his fence need not be re-

garded as a current operating ex-

pense but may be charged off over

several vears as an investment.

The film depicts fence erection

operation in detail — setting line

and comer posts, anchoring of cor-

ner posts, positioning posts for con-

tour fencing, stretching the wire,

fastening it to the end posts, proper

use of tools.
« *

The new films on kitchen plan-

ning and bridal showers feature

U. S. SteeFs television couple, Mary
Kay and Johnny

:

In the Kitchen, a 14-minute color

picture, illustrates how to plan a

new- kitchen so that it becomes an

attractive, efficient work center.

Marv Kav explains how a new

kitchen can be developed around

initial basic units—an "add-ability
'

technique.

The film shows how to plan a

practical convenient kitchen for a

particular family, adjusting it to

that family's budget. Mary- Kay
discusses such things as positioning

of appliances, providing for storage

space, harmonious design and dec-

oration. Spotlighted is a kitchen

w-ith a stainless steel double-bowl

sink, steel appliances, a colored tel-

ephone, a lazy-suzan kitchen cabi-

net, a kitchen ofiice area.

yew Ideas for Bridal Showers, 13

minutes, color, enacts its title with

Marv Kay and Johnny presenting

ideas for showers—a Brunch Show-

er, a Time-Saver Shower, a Gour-

met Shower and a Steel Shower.

The TV couple call attention to steel-

made gifts and show how to design

a centerpiece for a shower party.

* * *
i

The story of the tin can, its man-
|

ufacture and role in the life of the

nation, is documented in Treasure

Chest, 27 minutes, color. The tin

can is described as a wonderfully

serviceable treasure chest (99%

steel I made possible through the

investment, facilities and teamwork

of the steel maker, can maker,

grower, manufacturer and packer.

Photo details of tin-can manu-

facture reach back to the can's

sources, iron ore. coal and lime-

stone. Scenes at United States

Steel's Fairless Works at Morris-

viUe, Pennsylvania, include the

sight of hot steel slabs being rolled

dowTi to strip, racing out of a con-

tinuous mill at 25 miles an hour.

The camera records the steel strip

being coiled at nearly a mile a min-

ute as it emerges from a cold re-

duction mill. Then the camera ob-

serves the processes of annealing.

ICONTINL'ED ON .NEXT P.\CEI

for these wfae wront

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE a TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE
35mm & 16mm ~ B S W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES

Ray MERCER & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
1

OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION
j

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
N O r m o n d y 3-933 1
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SAM ORLEANS PRODUaiONS

]r*rfc M> . r-
/ 911 w. caahariaad

What Makes

a Film

Distinctive ?

success...

r^

ill com/jrelieiiding tlie client's real need
(and knowing how to meet that need)

in accomplishing its purpose
(with eflecli\e script and skillful production techniques)

in proving useful for many years
• as evidenced by continued reorder of prints five

years after production i

CARRIER CORPORATION

M* sotTa CtSSt) JTIIET

-

STIaCCII I

January 30, 1957

Kx. Sac ?, Crieana
211 V, Cusberland Avenue
Knoxville 15, Tennessee

Dear Mr. Orleans:

The filjs you produced for Carrier Corporation entitled
Industrial CoapreBSors for ToDorrow" Is a credit to
you and to us, We are proud of the crsftsjnanship which
you ecTjloyed to tell the stcry of one of Carrier's najor
flelcs of operation - the manufacture of inaustrlal
conpression equipoent.

Your cacera crew coTed into our plant in a businesslike
Banner and cciroleted their shooting with a niniaua of
tioe and interference to production schecizles.

Now that the production has been cosroleted, I wish to

express the sincere thanks of Carrier's Machinery and

Systens Llvision and ayself for a job well cone. The

sequence, narration, nusic, titles and all the :^any

other details reouired to produce a grade "A" filis were

very effectively *acco=pll shed, »e feel that you have

matched the high et&ndard Carrier sets for itself in the

products it nanufactiires and tr,e engineering It perforns.

Sincerely yours,

Charles V. renn, Vice Pr«6ident
)4ACKI1>E2Y A!i2 SiSISMS Br/ISlCfc

Jrrr^

SAM ORLEANS BL\S PRODI CED DISTINCTIVE FILMS FOR . . .

Carrier Corp<»ration . . . \loniir Energy Commission . . . Consolidated

Edison . . . L. S. Air Force . . . Michigan Stale University . . . Slate of

Oklahoma . . . National Health Council . . . Tennessee Valley Authority . . .

Carbide and Carbon Chemicak Corporations . . . L nited States Rubber
Companv . . . The De\ ilbiss Company . . . State of Tennessee . . .

Ralston Purina Company . . . Chas. Pfizer & Company.
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^^ The long list of nationally-knov/n firms wfio

^^ use SELECTROSLIDE automatic-projectors i.i

V their sales training-selling-and public

relations programs is growing constantly. There

MtJSTbe a reason.

From the JUNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN-
SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more

than 32 years of experience, to outperform and

out-last all others. Why not ask the firms who use

them.

ALL SELECTROSLIDE automatic projectors are

TtJRBINE-COOLED; Operate with puslibutton

remote control, or automatically; Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention; Available with various focal-

length lenses from 2 to 10 inches; Interchange-

able magazines accommodate from 16 to 96

slides.

SELECTflOSLIDE is the "diamond" of fullyautomatic-

projectors... nothing finer... nothing more enduring

...and there is a SELECTROSLIDE to fit your projec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audno-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of SELECTROSLIDE, or

consult us.

''->

STANDARD
SELECTROSLIDE

Illustrated literature available

— no cost or obligation.AW Spindler & Sauppe
T 3201 Baverly Blvd., Ls> Angeles S7, Calif , Phene;

SELECTROSLIDE
JUNIOR

Visit Our Eihibit. Booth 179 at Inler-

national Photographic Exposition
National Cuard Armory, Washington,
D C ,

r^arch 22-31, 1957

ESTAIUSHtO l«14

Dunkirk 9-1288

In The

l^'^acihc y jortku/est

It's

RARIG
Motion Picture Company

For

PRODUCTIONS OF

NATIONAL IMPACT

5514 University Way

Seattle 5, Washington

KEnwood

0707

(CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE)

tempering and electrolytic tinning.

To explain the electrolytic tinning

operation, the film uses three-di-

mensional animation.

Distribution of United States

Steel films is through U. S. Steel

Film Distribution Centers in Bir-

mingham, Tennessee; Fairfield,

Alabama: Chicago, Illinois; Cleve-

land. Ohio; New York City, New
York: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and

San Francisco, California. ^
* -X- 4i-

Cal Dunn Studio Purchases
Vogue-Wright Pix Equipment

Purchase of the motion picture

editing equipment of Vogue-Wright

Studios has been announced by Cal

Dunn Studios of Chicago. The pur-

chase gives Cal Dunn Studios one of

the most modern film editing de-

partments in the midwest, with fa-

cilities for 16mm and 35mm film

and .35mm tape editing.

Additional space also has been

leased in the studio building at 159

East Chicago Ave. to house the Cal

Dunn enlarged editing department.

Further steps in the studio's enlarge-

ment and expansion program are

pending, according to Cal Dunn.

Assn. Films Groups for TV
Association Films, uliich lias had

great success in grouping its public

service films into groups according

to subjects or styles of treatments,

is now offering TV stations a set

of 15 Cartoons of Fun and Fact.

The films represent the animation

and puppetrv works of such cre-

ators as Walt Disney, UPA, John

Sutherland, Transfilm and Bil Baird.

Included in the group are films

produced for such sponsors as Klee-

nex, United Fruit, Du Pont, Health

Information Foundation, and Na-

tional Biscuit.

Earth Satellite

Launching on Film
•¥ Production plans for

a 35mm theatrical short

subject on the launching

of the first man-made
earth satellite have been

announced by Marathon

Newsreel.

Filming on "Project

Vanguard" code name
for the satellite program,

is to be done with the co-

operation of the Defense

Department, Office of

Naval Research and De-

velopment and some of

the companies engaged

in various technical as-

pects of the launching.

Marathon was recently

nominated for an "Os-

car" award. 9

East-West TV Net Names Nine
Associates Across Nation
•¥ Appointment of nine associate

offices of tlie growing East-West TV
(closed-circuit) Network, with

headquarters in Toledo, Ohio, has

been announced by John A. Hurst,

president. A supplier of closed-cir-

cuit projection equipment, East-

West decided that the current rise

in the use of the closed-circuit me-

dium necessitated establishment of

liaison, pricing and equipment
service in key markets across the

country.

"The service which East-West

can now render has been greatly

enhanced by the local availability

of camera chains and crews," Hurst

said, adding that the network also

has new projection equipment de-

signed by the organization and

built under its own supervising en-

gineers.

The nine associated East-West

Network offices announced are:

Trident Films, Inc.. New York

City; Professional Electronic Prod-

ucts, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;

Robert F. Blair, Cleveland, Ohio;

Mike Bowdon, Cincinnati, Ohio;

James F. Mulqueeny, Chicago, Illi-

nois; Northwest Sound Service,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota; Ivo

Distributors, Los Angeles. Califor-

nia; Commercial Electronics, Inc.,

Dallas, Texas and Mutual Electronic

Supply, Inc., at Seattle, Washington

and Portland, Oregon.

Any of the associated Network

offices can furnish complete infor-

mation on projection and produc-

tion services, hotel availability, plus

local loop connection costs. The

network now has a uniform rate

card which is available to any inter-

ested account. Hurst said. East-

West TV Network headquarters are

at 2924 Auburn Ave., Toledo 6,

Ohio. 9"

LAB-TV
Professional

16MM BLACK & WHITE

REVERSAL PROCESSING

Processing on hourly schedule

for leading TV Stations and Producers

FASTAX SPECIALISTS
•

Now under the sole ownership

and direction of JACK ASHER
•

Wrife for Circular

LAB-TV
247 West 46th St. New York 36, N.Y.
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Group JVIanaqcinEnt on the Farm
New Sinclair-Sponsored Film Shows How "Things Keep Changin'

"

REVIEWING STAND: DESIGN FOR A COLORFUL EPILOGUE

Sponsor: Sinclair Refining Co.

Title: Things Keep Changin'. 40

min. Produced by Atlas Film

Corporation.

"f Companies which sell products

used in modem agricultural meth-

ods and governmental services in-

volved in improving agricultural

practices both are concerned with

developing a receptivitj' among
farmers for newer methods. This

common commercial and govern-

mental objective is being united

functionally in the use of a new 40-

minute. black white motion picture.

Things Keep Changin'. sponsored

by Sinclair Refining Company for

release to the nations farmers.

Premiered for the U. S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture in Washing-

ton's Mayflower Hotel. Januarv 3.

Things Keep Changin' will be used

by Sinclair as part of its own pro-

motion and later will be loaned to

LSDA extension men for showings

to groups of farm families to help

them better understand new con-

cepts of farm and home manage-

ment being promoted by L SD.-^.

Both Sinclair, as a sales-minded

sponsor, and USDA as a dispenser

Below: farmer Masterson's family

weighs the benefits of "group" man-
agement of farm problems.

of information, intend that the

films story will help many would-

be-modern farm families who are

up against the problem of opening

the minds of older members of the

family to newer ways of making

decisions.

Things Keep Changin', produced

by Atlas Film Corporation, Oak
Park. Illinois, speaks to the whole

farm family this audio-visual way:

Farmer Ira Masterson is chal-

lenged by his son to consider a dif-

ferent kind of group management

—

one in which the whole family plans

a close-up of an action sequence
in the Masterson's barn.

according to the family wants in-

stead of just going along from

project to project and managing on

a ''hit and miss" basis.

The county agent is a central fig-

ure at the main family meeting in

the film. He finds out what the fam-

ily wants and needs and tries to

show, from his knowledge of what

[he farm can do, several ways in

which these aspirations could be

answered. He leaves it up to the

Masterson familv members them-

-elves t<i decide which way to try.^'

Federal Civil Defense to Sponsor New TV Series

+ Tomorrow-Today, a series of 13

motion pictures for the Federal Civ-

il Defense Administration, is being

produced on location in Washing-

ton. D. C.

The 13 episodes in Tomorrou-
Today concern situations that de-

velop in the lives of residents of

Westerly, L . S. A., during and after

an atomic attack. The central fig-

ures in the narrative are the Brock-

wyn family
—

""Mac." a block-war-

den: '"May." his wife, and "Buddy,"

their 10-year-old son.

Being filmed by Robert J. End-

ers. Incorporated. Tomorrou -Today

features Herbert Marshall and a

cast of radio and television nota-

bles. Directing the film is John

Bloch of New York.

The film's "Mac'' is played by

Mark Daniels, who had the lead in

Winged I ictory and has appeared

in many theatrical and television

productions. Dorothea Hammond,
who portrays "May,' has been fea-

tured in numerous Broadway shows.

The boy. "Buddy," is played by

Glen \^ alken. whose television ap-

pearances include parts in Kraft

Theatre and Robert Montgomery
productions.

'Walter Gwynn," the Civil De-

fense director in the film, is delin-

eated by Carl Swenson, of Lorenzo

Jones radio fame. ^

SeTii-abstracts visualize star credits In "Around

EpiloquE for "Araund the World"
Abstract Animation Enlivens Long Credits for Mike Todd Feature

ALDIENCE5 AT Mike Todd's tre-

mendous film success. .Around

the World in 80 Days, are finding

that one of the best parts in a great

picture is the epilogue, a sequence

of cartoon charades animated by

Shamus Culhane Productions.

The Culhane company, which
opened its doors just a few years

ago in a one-room office—with no

furniture—has grown into one of

the largest producers of TV com-

mercials in the country, with a fast-

growing volume of industrial films

produced and in production, as well

as a burgeoning importance in the

theatrical and television program

fields.

50 Stars to Mention

The epilogue in 80 Days, which

recapitulates the movie and pro-

vides an amusing guessing game

for the audience, accompanies the

closing credits for cast and tech-

nicians. Since there are more than

50 stars whose "walk-on" appear-

ances required acknowledgment in

a full six minutes of closing credits.

Todd shuddered at the prospect of

lulling his audience with a visual

"'Miltown.'

He hit upon the idea of presenting

an animated cartoon segment that

would have the same effect as a

theatrical reprise. Todd outlined his

plan to Saul Bass, designer of the

award-winning titles and advertise-

ments for The Man With The

Golden .Arm. among other outstand-

ing achievements in this field.

Semi-Abstracts of Characters

After designing the segment. Bass

went to the West Coast staff of Sha-

mus Culhane Productions, and hud-

dled with Manager William T.

Hurtz over the animation.

Bass' designs took form in high

style, semi-abstract symbols of the

film's various characters. "'We de-

cided on a non-realistic form for

the obvious reason of contrast,"

said Bass. '"The time requirements

led us to use semi-abstract charac-

ters which enabled us quickly to

create atmosphere effects, condens-

ing nearly three hours of story into

a six-minute recap.

Create an Amusing Parody

'"While we spoofed what the au-

dience already had seen, it was

more in the flavor of parody than

satire. Our aim was to make the

segment, first of its kind ever at-

tempted in motion pictures, enjoy-

able as a thing of itself."

Hurtz. who designed the Academy

Award winner. Gerald McBoing-

Boing. and has credits on two other

Oscar-winning short subjects, said:

"In discussing this imaginative

and off-beat conception, ^ve seemed

to be communicating with each

other from Cloud 36.

"David Niven, as Jules Verne's

Phineas Phogg, was pictured as a

watch with running legs and a top

hat. symbolizing his round-the-

world dash against time. Cantiflas,

the great Mexican comic who plays

Passepartout, was first seen in the

movie riding a big-wheeled Victor-

ian bicvcle. so we depicted him as

a riderless bike in the epilogue.

Technical Credits Included

""Shirley MacLaine, as the Hindu

girl, was represented as an abstract

face surrounded by filmy veils.

"There were even some inside

jokes, when it came to the techni-

cal credits," Hurtz continued. "'Wil-

liam Cameron Menzies. the busy

associate producer, became a 'man

of manv arms,' or an octopus, and

Mr. Todd was s>-mbolized as an

1890 cop, releasing all the techni-

cians from jail.

"'None of the people characterized

were consulted beforehand, so they

played charades, spotting them-

( CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE)
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in the Southwest

MEMO TO: Alert Public Relations Men--

(Uurrpnt Affatrfi iFilma

announces the availability for sponsorship of its widely

acclaimed series of monthly filmstrips on current af-

fairs. Currently used by many of the country's leading

newspapers, this series is now being offered for the

first time to all organizations Interested in building

good public relations in the nation's schools.

For rates and information on exclusive

sponsorship of this prestige builder

in your area contact:

Current Affairs Films, a Division of Key

Productions, inc., 527 Madison Avenue,

New York 22, N. Y.

'AN INFORMED AMERICA IS A STRONG AMERICA"

(CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING I>AGE I

selves, along with the rest of the

audience."

The project presented unique
technical problems, added Hurtz. as

it was the first animation attempted

in the giant Todd-AO process,

which has 30 film frames per sec-

ond as against the normal 24.

"Some of the background draw-

ings were so long that we had art-

ists working towards each other

from each end." chuckled Hurtz.

"Many of the characters were de-

picted as old-style engravings, modi-

fled by cutout pieces of colored

paper — as though victimized by

doodlers. It was somewhat like put-

ting nmstaches on the Mona Lisa.'

The challenging assignment was

completed in just over three months.

and was widely acclaimed by New
York critics. R'

* * »

Promotional Tie-in Preview

in a unique switch, a i\ew \ ork

film |jroducer screened a "sample

reel" and made the clients pay for

it when over 1.000 staff men from

.50 leading ad agencies viewed

I Around llie ff'orhl in 80 Days at

the Rivoli Theatre.

The tickets were made a\ailaltle

at boxoftice prices in a public rela-

tions gesture by Shanms Culhane

Productions, which produced the

animated epilogue for the smash

hit.

.Since tickets for Around the W orld

in New York are as hard to get as

I

My Fair Lady pasteboards, the Cul-

hane promotion took on added im-

port.

The idea could be called selling

in depth since the producer recently

hosted at a cocktail shindig and

showing of the film for Madison

Avenue top brass. R*

Toscanini Leads on Via
"Hymn of the Nations"

"K .As great music is the sound of

a rich and sensitive culture, great

composers, instrumentalists, singers

and niaestros are leaders of civiliza-

tion. Lifting a hopeful, persuasive

hand for this generation was the

late Arturo Toscanini.

Maestro Toscanini continues to

lead powerful music in Hymn of the

Nations, a 28-minute motion pic-

ture being distributed by Lhiited

World Films. Inc.. New York.

Hymn of the Nations is a repro-

duction of a special performance

commemorating the liberation of

Italv. Toscanini conducts the NBC
Svmphonv Orchestra in a presenta-

tion of Verdi"s overture to "Forza

del Destino." The narrator recounts

the contributions of Toscanini to

democracy, and the Maestro con-

ducts the NBC Symphon\. the West-

minster Choir and Jan Peerce in

Verdi"s "Hvmn of the Nations."

Information on obtaining Hymn
of the Nations may be obtained

from Government Films Dept..

United World Films. Inc.. 144.5

Park Ave., New York 29. N. Y. ^

Telle, Inc. Launches New
Cooperative Production Plan

M Tclir. Inc.. O.iO Ninlli Aveime,

New York, a motion picture pro-

duction service featuring a coopera-

tive production plan for American

industry, is celebrating the comple-

tion of its first year this month.

Among the interesting coopera-

tive films completed by Telic during

1956 were Story for the Editor and

Who Cares About the Weather, for

New Holland Machine Company,

and Perils of Pauline Consumer and

a number of other films for Arm-

strong Cork Company.

Telic has a unique production

program designed to meet the needs

of not only smaller businesses which

may have felt they could not afford

a motion picture program, but other

major industries who sought more

miles per dollar on ''shirt sleeve'

and "nuts and bolts" films.

The principals of Telic are El-

wood Siegel and Edward Boughton.

who have had years of production

experience on the East and West

coasts before embarking on the new

venture. 9

New West Coast TV Producer

A recent entry into the business

of producing animated television

commercials is Illustrated Films.

Inc.. at 8460 Santa Monica Blvd..

Hollywood. California. The com-

pany's officers are Norman Maurer,

president. Moe Howard, vice-presi-

dent, and Leon Maurer. secretary-

treasurer, f

FILM ARTIST,

WRITER, DIRECTOR

Slidefilm, slides, animation, TV,

Motion Picture — Color, B&W.
Nine years with leading New
York film studio: personally re-

sponsible for ideas, story, art,

production, client contact: top

national accounts. Available for

freelance assignments and com-

plete production. CO 5-7229,

New York Citv.

Box BS-57-2

BUSINESS SCREEN
489 Fifth Avenue

New York 17, New York
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WORLD SCREEN

Food Cannery Story Portrayed

in Australian Sponsored Film

¥ lirliuiil llif I'ortrail. a 19-iiiinute,

Ki>ilai'lirome motion picture which

tells the story of Gordon Edgell aiid

Sons Limited, a large Australian

food canning company, has been

produced b) Perier Films Pty. Lim-

ited, Sydney.

Gordon Edgell and Sons today

have three canneries in rural areas

of Australia—Bathhurst and Cowra,

New South Wales, and Devonport,

Tasmania. The film portrait shows

how the organization began and

how it now operates.

As narrator. Australian actor

Kevin Brennen introduces the story

of the late Gordon Edgell. the first

man to grow, and eventually can.

asparagus in Australia. Recon-

structed scenes of the early days,

together with the original equip-

ment, depict briefly the work done

by Edgell and his three sons. The
making of cans hv hand is con-

trasted with the highly mechanized

operations of today.

The 12-month growing cycle of

asparagus, emphasizing the need for

high grade raw material required

by qualitv canners. is shown. Tre-

mendous distances covered by the

harvesting teams are illustrated by

an animated map showing that, each

day. the teams walk the equivalent

of half-wav around Australia. The
canning sequence, self-explanatory

and without conmientary. is cut

rh\ thmicalK' to music.

In a final sound sequence, the

narrator sums up the philosophy

of life that made Gordon Edgells

efforts worthwhile. .\s a prestige

film, this production will be widely

screened to general audiences. B"

Air Cadet League of Canada
Sponsors "Air Cadet Story"
M Release of a docunicntar\ mo-

tion picture on the activities of

Canadas Air Cadet movement has

been announced by the Air Cadet

League of Canada.

The 20-minute color film. The

Air Cadet Story, covers the com-

plete range of air cadet training and

reward activities. It travels with a

typical squadron during the train-

ing period, going to a summer
camp, taking a scholarship pilot

training course and joining ex-

change tours in which the cadets

visit the Lnited States and points

overseas.

Special Air Cadet League projects

such as the .Senior Leaders Course.

Drill Instructors Course and the

International Drill Competition all

are recorded in color, against the

background of an original musical

score by the RCAF Central Band.

Production of the film was made
possible through the assistance of

Avro Aircraft Limited and Orenda
Engines Limited, cosponsors of the

film. Original photography of the

new film was directed by the late

Art Hundert of Vancouver, with the

editing and recording being com-

pleted by Crawley Films. Ottawa.

The Air Cadet Story is meant to

do a pr and recruitment job. Or-

ganizations seeking a print (S143.-

00 in English or French narration)

are advised to contact local Air

Cadet squadrons or Air Cadet

League Headquarters, 424 Metcalfe

Street. Ottawa. 1'
* « ^J

Extra Production Review Copies
* Adilitiuiial I i.pie> (.1 this 7th \ii-

(mal Production Re\ iew are avail-

able, while tlie supply lasts, at only

S2.00. Sent postpaid if payment

with order. Write: 7064 Sheridan

Road. Chicago 26.

IT MAKES
HEAVY DUTY
SHIPPING CASES

FOR ROUND FILM CANS

• No corners mean no weak points.

• Made of hard vulcanized fibre.

• Heavily varnished outside and
inside to make them even more
waterproof.

• Durable handles and web straps

on all sizes.

• New flat type buckles for easy

stacking.

'asnThe Nation'

Source of the (^ou*td)

film Shipping Case-r^.

WM. SCHUESSLER • Dept. B
361 WEST SUPERIOR STREET • CHICAGO 10 • ILLINOIS

FILM LABORATORIES
Hollywood 4-747!

1161 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
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A NAME TO REMEMBER

In New England
when the answer to any problem is

motion pictures-
^~

SLIDES
TELEVISION FILMS • INDUSTRIAL FILMS
TRAINING FILMS • HOT PRESS TITLES

KINESCOPES • PROCESSING
• COMPLETE EDITING, SOUND AND LABORATORY SERVICES

782 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE. BOSTON 15
BEaeon 2-5722

C & B ENTERPHISES, IIVC

FILM EDITORIAL SPECIALISTS
16mm—35mm

• 16mm — 35mm picture cutting

• Sound effects cutting

• Music cutting

• Negative cutting

• Continuities

LET US RELIEVE YOU OF THE WORRIES OF EDITING
AND SAVE YOU MONEY AT THE SAME TIME.
Whether yours is a feature film, a T.V. series, an industrial fihn or commercial

spot, all or part of the job can he done for you quickly hy skilled technicians.

MAY WE QUOTE ON YOUR NEXT PRODUCTION?
A few of tlie major studios and producers who use our editorial services

include:

Columbia Pictures
Warner Bros.
20th Century Fox
Allied Artists
Andrew Stone Productions
Arwin Productions
Lindsley Parsons Productions
•Screen Gems
•Currently cutting the sound effects lor "Rin-Tin-Tin."

"77th Bengal Lancers."

Additional services include magnetic film reclaiming, film sales, coding, bloop-

ing, and Eastman process color film lacquering.

C & B EIVTERPRISES, IIVC.
Di(k Currier, A.C.E., General Manager
M5 v< nrs with Hollywood's major studios)

6314 La Mirada Avenue
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Byrna Productions
Alpha Productions
Imperial Productions
Nacirema Productions
Collier Young Productions
Chertok Productions
Wm. Broidy Productions
. . . and many others

Circus Boy,"

Modern Laqs Film M 1,000
National Film Distribution Network Now Has 28 Offices

Phone: Hollywood ]. i^cn

AS 1956 ENDED, Modern Talk-
-^*- ing Picture Service, Inc., had

assigned catalog number 1000 to a

new motion picture sponsored by

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

a film coincidentally named Your
Dreams Come True.

This catalog demarkation meant

that Modern's distribution agency

dream of 20 years abuilding had

come true to the amount of one-

thousand sponsored films handled

by the organization since its begin-

ning.

292 Now on the Job

Six of the seven persons who
started the distribution dream and

detail work at Modern still are with

the organization, which now has 292

staffers. In the 20 years. Modern has

built a network of 28 non-theatrical

film libraries across the nation, 14

wholly-owned and 14 supervised and

operated by Modern but owned by

local business men. Modern has de-

veloped three special television ex-

changes and distributes sponsored

subjects to 16mm non-theatrical

audiences, motion picture theatres,

television and rural road shows.

Modern now reports that over

150,000 16mm audience groups are

on its special mailing list. Each of

these audience groups has 16nmi

sound projection equipment. The
agency reckons as its market 19.200

motion picture theatres and 494

television stations

—

including 23
educational TV stations. In recent

years. Modem has moved into the

international sphere and will ar-

range distribution for sponsored

films in Canada. In December of

1956. Modern was serving 315 spon-

sor-clients. Modern's biggest growth

has been in the last 10 years. Since

1945, the agency reports, it has in-

creased its business "20-fold."

Westinghouse First 16mm Client

The tagging of Westinghouse's

Your Dreams Come True as spon-

sored-fibn-lOOO was especially ap-

propos for Modern. In its early days,

Modern Talking Service Picture

Service, Inc., was not the "Inc." it

is today but was a department of

Western Electric Company. Westing-

house then was known as Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing

Company. Westinghouse grew and

changed and Modern became a sepa-

rate corporation with no affiliation

with Western Electric.

Like its lOOO-mark picture. Mod-

ern's first 16mm distribution assign-

ment was a Westinghouse-sponsored

film, prophetically named The New
Frontiers. Though the title referred

to the sponsors portrayed theme, it

also bespoke, at that time, the film's

vanguard journey in the growth of

sponsorship and distribution.

The Film Plus an Operator

The New Frontiers Avas shown on

16mm projection equipment brought

to the show place by a Modern rep-

resentative. The rep had to lug a

125-pound projector around, show

the film and bear the machinery

away afterward. The wide sales of

improved projection equipment to

audience groups through the ensuing

years ended this agency practice.

Westinghouse released New Fron-

tiers in 1935. It has released a

good many sponsored films since

and Modern has distributed 16 of

them.

From The New Frontiers to Your
Dreams Come True, the one-thou-

sand sponsored films distributed by

a single distributor—Modern—and

the span of films sponsored by a

single sponsor — Westinghouse —
make an impressive record of media

achievement. B"

EFLA and N. Y. Film Council
Hold A-V Workshop Jan. 31st

¥ A film workshop devoted to spe-

cial purpose motion pictures and

other audio-visual materials was

held January 31st and February Ist,

under the joint sponsorship of the

Educational Film Library Associa-

tion and the New York Film Coun-

cil, at the Carnegie International

Building, in New York.

Specialists in films and recording

in the fields of education, industry

and production participated in

panel discussions at morning and

afternoon sessions during the two-

day conference. Topics included:

techniques for setting-up audio-vis-

ual programs in new schools and

school systems; internal uses of

fihn by industry and non-profit or-

ganizations for training, sales and

employee relations: the pros and

cons of learning film techniques in

college and on-the-job; using films
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in community intercultural pro-

grams; use of recordings in schools

and public libraries: and a discus-

sion-demonstration of current non-

curriculum childrens films and

what is needed in this area. ^

SMPTE Sees Film Techniques

at Wilding Studio Meeting

¥ Current techniques and modern

practices employed in the produc-

tion of business motion pictures

and television commercials — and

how these practices affect the pro-

ducer, the sponsor and the labora-

tory — were explained in demon-

strations at a recent Central Section

meeting of the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers

held at Wilding Picture Produc-

tions. Inc., Chicago.

Attended by 350 regional mem-
bers and guests, the meeting took

place in the Wilding studios where

20,000 square feet of sound stage

area was given over to the discus-

sion and demonstrations of new
techniques conducted by \^ ilding

technical and executive staffers.

Demonstration subjects included:

(1) The use of rear-screen

projection in a limited space. This

process provides a pre-filmed mov-

ing background picture projected

from the rear onto a translucent

screen before which actors perform.

The camera then records a com-

posite effect. Any background, such

as foreign exteriors, can be brought

into the confines of the stage in this

manner;

(2) The "Cine-Que"'—a Wilding-

developed method of prompting ac-

tors using a television system:

(3) Producer-laboratory relations

in print quality control:

(4) The production and presen-

tation of wide-screen color slide-

films.

A meeting highlight was the

screening of There's Eien More
Than Meets the Eye—a wide-screen

motion picture musical created and

produced by Wilding in Eastman

color for the truck division of the

Ford Motor Company. This hour-

long extravaganza was used by

Ford to announce its 1957 line of

trucks to dealers and their salesmen

in 35 areas across the nation. Q'
» » »

Robert Emerson Named RCA
Projector Rep in West Areas
f Robert N. Emerson has been ap-

pointed sales representative for

RCA 16mm sound motion picture

film projectors in the west central

and southwest regions, according to

John J. Dostal. manager, .Audio-

Visual Equipment. RCA Theatre

and Industrial Products Dept. S'

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard

35mm Hi-Speed

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Stondard • Eyemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
I6mm • 35mfn

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
oil models single system

Cine Kodak Special

Wourer • Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bardwell McAlister

Colortron

Century

Coble
Spider Boxes

Bull Switches

Strong ARC-Trouper

10 Amps ItOV AC 5000W.
2000W-750W
CECO Cone lites

(shadowless lite)

Gotor Clip lites

Born Doors

Diffusers

Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

EDITING
Movlolos • Rewinders

Tobies • Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parollels * Lodders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

Scrims • Flags

Gobo Stands

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Mognoiync-mognelic film

Reeves Maglcorder

Mole Richardson Booms ond
Perombulctors

Portable Mike Booms
Porloble Power Supplies to

operate comero and recorder

DOLLIES
Fearless Ponorom
Cinemobile (CRAB)

Platform • Western

3 V/heel Portable

V/E SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

FRANK C. ZUCKCR

(£flni6Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.jnc

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

SAVE $800 to $1400 per 1000 FEET

35 mm MAGNETIC
All Guaranteed

STRIPED

FILM

* T!r ^ :Ar

Single Stripe Double Stripe Triple Stripe

Single Stripe

$.016 per ft. (1)

.01 8 per ft. (2)

Double Stripe

$.01825 per ft. (I)

.02025 per H. (2)

(1) One to three splices per roll

(2) No splices — Rolls 650 ft. or more

Triple Stripe

$.0205 per ft. (1)

.0225 per H. (2)

MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 N. Vine St., Hollywood 38, Calif. Hollywood 9-6391

Ronald R. Cogswell, Mgr. Loren L. Ryder, Pres.
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Photo Equipment Production

in Japan, Germany Reported

¥ Repoits on ihe commerce in pho-

tographic equipment in various

nations provide indices to the use

of the pictorial medium throughout

the world. Parts of the world's

photo-use picture are contained in

continuing compilations made hy

the Scientific. Motion Picture and

Photographic Products Division of

the Business and Defense Services

Administration of the V. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce. Recent Cfim-

merce Department leports:

Japan's production of photo-

graphic products increased in ail

categories, except photographic
plates, during the first half of 19.56.

A tabulation of production dur-

ing the first six month periods of

1954. 1955 and 1956 disclosed thai

Japan

:

—produced 1.000 motion picture

projectors in the first half of 1954;

1.100 motion picture jsrojectors in

the first half of 1955 and 1.600 mo-

tion picture projectors in the first

half of 1956. (These projectors

were not identified as to millimetre

type.

—produced 3.400 still proieclors

in the first half of 19.54: 4.400 still

projectors in the first half of 1955

and 9.400 still projectors in the

first half of 1956.

—produced 1,240,605 square me-

Alnnq the PrDductiaii Lines

ters of cine film in the first half of

1954: 1.622.823 square meters in

the first half of 1955 and 1.342.916

square meters in the first half of

1956.

Total sensitized photographic
film production in Japan amounted

to 4.176,397 square meters in the

first six months of 1956. This com-

pares with 3.711.718 square meters

for the same period of 1955 and

2.705.151 square meters for the

corresponding period of 1954, in-

creases of 12.5 per cent and 54.4

per cent, respectively. Besides the

1.842.916 square meters of cine

film, production in the first half of

1956 consisted of 851.227 square

meters of x-ray film and 1.482.254

square meters of "other" film.

German Camera Exports

Germany's exports of still picture

cameras, including scientific, tech-

nical and box cameras, during the

first nine months of 1956 increased

1.3 per cent in quantity and 1.5 per

cent in value, according to Com-
merce Department reports.

German exports in the first nine

months of 1956 totaled 1.554.714

still picture cameras valued at 120.-

537.000 Deutsche Marks as com-

pared with 1.535.567 cameias Vci-

ued at 118.748.000 Deutsche Marks

for the corresponding nine months

of 1955.

Despite a quantitati\e and mark-

value drop in exports to the i nited

States, this country remains Ger-

many's leading market for still pic-

ture cameras. Exports to the L nited

States in the first nine months of

1956 amounted to 177,476 cameras

valued at 25,327.000 DM as com-

pared with 205.185 cameras valued

at 26.855.000 DM in the same nine

months of 19.55. This is a decrease

of 13.5 per cent in quantitv and 5.7

per cent in value.

Cameras for Technical Purposes

Exports of "Cameras for Teclmi-

cal and Scientific Purposes'' in the

first nine months of 1956 totaled

2.412 cameras valued at 3.723.000

DM as compared to 2.497 cam-

eras valued at 4.863.000 DM in the

same period of 19.55. The principal

reason for this drop is due to de-

cline in sales to the L nited States.

Other leading markets for German
camera exports are France, China.

Switzerland. Canada and India.

.\lthough sales of "Other Cam-

eras" to the United States declined

in quantitv and value, exports to

all world areas in the first nine

months of 1956 totaled 1.552.302

cameras valued at 116,814,000 DM

compared with 1,533,070 cameras

valued at 113.885,000 DM in the

same period of 1955. The 16 lead-

ing foreign markets for these cam-

eras took 75.7 per cent of the total

exported, while the remaining 24.3

per cent was consigned to more
than 70 other foreign countries. ^'

TV Council Examines Video

Film Production Techniques

"TV Film Production, Distribu-

tion and Transmission Techniques"

was the discussion subject of the

January 24th meeting of the Na-

tional Television Film Council at

the Hotel Delmonico. New York
City.

This meeting was an extension

of the N. T. F. C. November meet-

ing which featured speakers from
various agencies who dealt with the

subject of "Film Quality Control."

These discussions are aimed at

achieving higher quality film tele-

casts. The group, along with other

segments of industrv. has been re-

searching all phases of production,

laboratory work and transmission

techniques to ascertain methods of

obtaining optimum qualitv all along

the line so as to improve the quality

of the picture received in the home.
Guest speakers at the January

meeting included E. P. (Ted)

Genock. manager, television pro-

grannning. Eastman Kodak Com-
pany: G. Edward Hamilton, chief

engineer. American Broadcasting
Company: Thomas Barnes, general

manager. .Station WDAY-TV: Fred

Raphael, of J. Walter Thompson
Company: Walter Selden. of Sulli-

van. Stauffer. Colwell & Bavles. Inc.

* » *

Rothacker, inc. to Promote,

Distribute New Zinc Pictures

To increase and promote distri-

bution of its two new motion pic-

tures. The American Zinc Institute

has engaged the services of Roth-

acker, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New
\ork City. Rothacker. Inc. will

receive and service booking requests

for the Institutes Die Casting: Hon
Else Would You Make It? and Zinc

Controls Corrosion.

Ajjpointment of the Rothacker

Organization became effective De-

cember 15 and is expected to in-

crease the speed and efficiency with

which the Institute films are han-

dled, according to John L. Kimber-

ley. API's executive vice-president.

Previously, the films were distrib-

uted from the Institute's New York

City headquarters.

Both of the Institute films are

16mm sound and color and are

available without cost to industrial

organizations, schools, colleges,

technical groups and clubs. Sf
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PRDDUCTIDIV LIIVES

Robert Lawrence Productions
Notes 35% Increase in 1956

"K Robert Lawrence Productions'

goals are high, based upon the

companys success in 1956. A year-

end report on the firm's actiWties

show that business increased by

35' f in the year just past.

Commenting on the TV commer-

cial side of his business. Bob Law-

rence, president of the company,

said. "The emphasis in fihn com-

mercials during 1957 will be upon

increasingly better production
values. Because of the increased

competition in TV selling, adver-

tisers look for the commercial that

holds viewer attention amidst star-

studded entertainment vehicles and

increasinglv costlier competitive

connuercials. Shooting in interest-

ing locations appropriate to the

product can give a commercial the

added attention-getting quality and

persuasiveness that makes it stand

out among its competitors.

'

At the present time. Robert Law-

rence Productions is filming com-

mercials for its clients in four dif-

ferent areas: North — Toronto;

South — New Orleans: East —
New York: West — Hollywood. ^

* * •

Cellomatic Opens Hollywood
Office, Production Center

A new office and production cen-

ter has been opened in Hollywood.

California by The Cellomatic Cor-

poration, according to an announce-

ment by Milton Rogin. president.

Rogin and Thomas Howell, execu-

tive vice-president, have been super-

vising initial operations.

William Tillisch will be vice-

president of the new west coast

corporation, which is located at

7313 Santa Monica Blvd. With ex-

isting facilities already established

in New York and Chicago, the

Hollywood office gives Cellomatic

coast-to-coast coverage in servicing

sponsors and agencies with special-

technique sales and advertising

presentations. R"

35mm COLOR
SLIDE DUPLICATES

9' 2 cents each—(12 minimum per
scene). Made from any size

original transparencies up to 4

by 5 inches.

Samples. Free test run offer.

WORLD IN COLOR
PRODUCTIONS

Box 392-BS Elmira, N. Y.

Shamus Culhane Productions
in Larger Hollywood Studios

Shamus Culhane Productions
Inc., has moved its Los Angeles stu-

dios into new and expanded quar-

ters at 6226 Yucca Street, Holly-

wood.

The move reflects the company's

steadily expanding program over

the past several years and the in-

creasing activity of its west coast

operations, both in the entertain-

ment and industrial fields.

The Hollywood office headed by

\^ illiam T. Hurtz. is currently com-

pleting animated segments on the

next three Frank Capra Science TV
spectaculars for the Bell Telephone

System as well as a theatrical

trailer for Around the World in 80

Days for L'nited Artists and Mike
Todd Enterprises. Q'

i:- * T

Frank Holmes Labs Moves to
Larger Plant in San Fernando

Frank Holmes Laboratories, Inc..

has mo\'ed into a new. larger plant

at 1947 First Street in San Fer-

nando. California.

The Holmes organization has ex-

panded facilities to a 5.000-square-

foot working area. The latest in

fihn testing, optical printing and

continuous motion picture process-

ing equipment has been installed to

provide a highh- uniform, depend-

able color product.

Additional features of the new

plant include a complete machine

shop in which much of the firms

specialized equipment is manufac-

tured and a fireproof cement vault

for storage of customer's originals.

* • *

N. Y. Film Directors Affiliate

With Screen Directors' Guild

•K Members of the New ^ ork Film

Directors Organizing Committee
have accepted the terms of affilia-

tion recently offered by the Screen

Directors Guild of America. Voting

was held on February 9th. in New-

York. SDGA members will ballot

on approval of the affiliation in the

near future, in Hollywood.

When, and if. affiliation is com-

pleted, the NYFDOC will cease to

exist and its members will join the

New York Branch of SDGA. Plans

are in the offing to open negotia-

tions with the New York Film Pro-

ducers Association for a basic agree-

ment and contracts covering staff

and free-lance directors.

Membership in NYFDOC. now-

over 200 men. includes many of the

local motion picture directors en-

gaged in industrial, documentary,

educational and television film pro-

duction. Free lance director Howard

T. Magwood is chairman of the

group. R"

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF IGmm

MOTION PICTURES, 35mni SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photography, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Work Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and Matching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Striping

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

764 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

WooJ W.UMC

TV FILMS

INDUSTRIAL * DOCUMENTARY FILMS

and FEATURE Motion Pictures

Five complete recordings of the following libraries:

Paxton - Bosworth -Odeon

Brull-Francis Day & Hunter

Alio the largest selection of sound effects records in

existence. Anything from a "cots meow to lion's roor" oil on

AAAJOR RECORDS
SfNO FOR ntt CATAIOG

THOMAS J. VALENTINO, INC.
Eilob/iih.d I9J3

150 West 46th Street Dent. B.S. New York 36, N. Y.

MUSIC CIEADANCF ON AlOVE CATAIOCS AKRANGCO If OUt FUM
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LESLIE ROUSH
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

CONSISTENTLY
PRODUCING
TOP QUALITY
FILMS FOR
TOP QUALITY

CLIENTS.

130 HERRICKS ROAD
MINEOLA, LONG ISLAND. N. Y.

LESLIE M. ROUSH JULES K. SINDIC

Highest Recognition.'

AMERICAN CINEMA EDITORS

AWARD FOR 1956 ¥ai aid Peace

and Spliced by the Miracle

"Buft-Weld"

PRESTO
SPLICER
"The finest Film Splicer

the World Over"
Splices ail types and sizes of

film including CRONAR" {Poly-

ester Photographic), negative,

print or optical—a film fusion

(butt-weld) end to end.

CHECK THESE BIG
FEATURES:

• No Scrapinq
• No Cement
• No overlap
• No lost picture
• Automatically replasticized,

no drying out of splice

. . . ail in 2^/4 seconds/

Time-tested over 8 yrs., it is

guaranteed to give perfect

frame splice on 35 or 16mm
film with single thickness.

• Eliminates need of AB
printing

Magnetic tracic spliced

wittiout fall-out

• No clicks going through

projector

• No edge oozing

PRESTOSEAL MFG. CO. 3727 33rd street, i.i.c. 1, n. y.

Unaffected by humidity, same machine

functions for both regular or polyester base

photographic film without changeover.

Thermal Heating Not Dielectric

No Arc-over Hazard No Shock Hazard

No FCC Diiiiculties No Service Problems

Dark room splicing, a breeze!

The only "Bull-Weld" splicer that satis-

factorily splices CRONAR" film.

"Reg. E. I. DuPont trademark

Sample Brochure on RequesI

Nuclear Study Aided by
Closed-Circuit TV Camera
A closed-circuit television camera

has been put to work observing a

high-energy proton beam at Brook-

haven National Laboratory. Upton.

New York. The problem of safely

studying the shape of the proton

beam was solved by installation of

a small, five-pound television cam-

era developed by General Precision

Laboratory of Pleasantville. New
York.

Through pictures transmitted by

the tv camera to a remote monitor,

physicists now can watch the pat-

tern made by the 3 Bev external

Closed-circuit tv camera at Brook-

haven National Laboratory permits

safe viewing of lethal beam at a re-

mote monitor station.

proton beam on a sodium iodide

mosaic with greater clarity and

without exposure to radiation.

From observation of the illuminated

area of the mosaic, accurate adjust-

ment of the focusing magnets can

be made.

This orientation is required for

the effective bombardment of the

nuclei of the matter being studied.

This placement of the matter at the

proper location for the probing of

its composition by the proton beam
is greatly aided by the new system.

The ability to remotely control the

direction and lens iris and focus of

the camera makes possible a clear,

bright picture of the beams pattern

despite the low level of the mosaic.

Picture detail is unaffected by the

high magnetic pulses created in the

Cosmotron. R'

S.O.S. Signs Pact

M A new contract has

been entered into by the

S.O.S. Cinema Supply
Corporation, film indus-

try supply company, and

the International Asso-

ciation of Machinists
AFL-CIO, covering em-

ployees in production

and manufacture by the

company.

This marks the 20th

year of harmonious re-

lationships between
S.O.S. and the union.

Joseph Tanney is presi-

dent of the concern. 9.'

Sample of new outline title

Special Outline Title Process

Introduced by Knight Title

Knight Title Service has intro-

duced a new special process for pro-

ducing outline titles at less than

half the cost of the hand lettering

formerly required for this type of

title.

Outline titles, though useful in

man) kinds of filming, are most ad-

vantageous for television fihns and

commercials. The TV screen has

great difficulty handling such posi-

tives as black on white or white on

black without extreme fuzziness.

And. shades of gray do not lend

themselves to clear legibility so nec-

essary for quick comprehension.

The outline title now available

from Knight Title Service is set in

white by regular hot press printing

over special black individual back-

grounds which are custom-tailored

for each letter. Outline titles can be

made from any of the 48 type styles

now available from Knight.

Samples of this new outline title

service are available for inspection.

Also, wall-sized type charts will be

sent on request to Knight Title

Service. 115 West 2.3rd Street, New
York 11. »

» * »

Big Sound Stage for Culhane

Imperial Oil Production Job

-K The biggest sound stage in New
York, with a display of seven 1957

cars in a gasoline station, is the

spectacular setting for a new indus-

trial film currently in production

by Shamus Culhane, Inc.. for Esse

of Canada—Imperial Oil Co.

STyiS/Lls/LXT

FILMS FOR TELEVISION
AND INDUSTRY. COMPLETE
ANIMATION FACILITIES.
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Visual SGries on Hockey Skills

Hockey Coaches' Association Offers 8-Film Training Program

M Proud as they are of their na-

tional sports prowess. U. S. sport

fans know that when it comes to

hockey, the Canadians know their

way to the goal.

In 1947, the American Hockey

Coaches Association was formed to

promote ice hockey in the United

States. During its first decade, the

Association was on the lookout for

promotional tools but had not at-

tempted direct sponsorship of an

instructional film on hockey which,

the Association notes, was needed.

In 1956, the AHC.\ learned that

Crawley Films Limited of Ottawa,

Canada was preparing a film on

hockey. In January of this year,

AHC.\ was selected to act as U. S.

distributor of the film for Crawley

Fibns. In this capaciti,. the Asso-

ciation is promoting the sport of

ice hockey by selling the instruc-

tional film to organizations spon-

soring hockey locally.

Eight Films in Series

The visual promotional tool be-

ing used by AHCA is How to Play

Hockey — actually eight short in-

structional film segments forming a

basic course in the game of hockey

in a total running time of 65 min-

utes. The set of eight component
films is sold for .8300.00. As part

of the film's send-off, it will be

shown on Saturday afternoon,

March 23, at the annual Coaches

Convention, at the Hotel Kenmore,
I?oston, Massachusetts.

Produced under the technical di-

rection of Willard J. L'Heureux,

director of Physical Education,

University of Western Ontario, the

Hoiv to Play Hockey film lessons

are primarily intended for use with

boys in their early teens, or young-

er, w ith the exception of two "'team-

play" films which are more ad-

vanced. Because the segment films

employ adult demonstrators and do
not talk downi to the audience, they

are considered as useful for hockey

beginners of any age and valuable

refreshers for experienced players.

Emphasis on Basic Skills

Emphasis is on the acquisition of

basic skills and how to use these

skills as a team. Information which

can be absorbed from the written

word is not covered in the series.

The films do not describe playing

surfaces, markings, rules or equip-

ment. The instructional meat of

the films is conveyed by the skilled

adult demonstrators, though each

film begins with action shots of

teenage scrimmage and ends with

scenes of a fast adult game. Occa-

sional use also is made of teenagers

performing drills designed to im-

prove basic skills. These drills are

of particular interest to the coach

faced with the problem of limited

ice surface and too many players.

Experts though they are, the

Canadians aren't resting on their

hockey sticks. In the first two

months after release, over 100 sets

of How to Play Hockey were pur-

chased in Canada by the Canadian

Amateur Hockey League, by the

National Hockey League, by

schools, colleges, recreation groups,

P.T. groups, service clubs, hockey

teams, industries.

Here Are Segment Titles

The eight film segments of How
to Play Hockey are:

Skating, 9 minutes: showing the

fundamentals of '"balance," '"stop-

ping," "starting," "turning," and

"speed skating."

Stickhandling, 6 minutes: illus-

trating the correct method of hold-

ing and manipulating the stick in

order to control the puck, how to

stickhandle around an opponent.

Passing, 6 minutes: demonstrat-

ing techniques involved in passing

the puck between players both sta-

tionary and on the move.

Checking, 6 minutes: portraying

how to use a "poke," "hook," "hip,"

and how to "cover" a man.

Shooting, 8 minutes: depicting

the techniques involved in executing

various types of shots such as the

"forehand," "backhand" and "slap."

Attention is paid to the major tar-

get areas around a goaltender.

Goaliending, 8 minutes: exempli-

fj'ing ways in which the goaltender

can defend his life and his honor.

Offensive Teamplay, 11 minutes:

demonstrating methods by which an

attacking team can clear the puck

out of their oivn end, by-pass de-

fensemen, get into scoring position

and eventually, perhaps, beat the

goaltender.

Defensive Teamplay. 11 min-

utes : demonstrating the principles

of defensive action—when the team

is "backchecking." '"forechecking,"

or breaking up an attacking "'power

play."

How to Obtain the Films

Information on obtaining the

Hotv to Play Hockey film lessons

may be obtained from Edward

Jeremiah, Sec-Treasurer, the

American Hockey Coaches Associa-

tion, Hanover, New Hampshire. R'

ry Firsr loOkS ir.to the TuT„re rtJveA ,ne :ast . . .

Prnqress Heporl on Auto Safety
Automobile Manufacturers Document Advances in Design Safety

Sponsor: Automobile Manufactur-

ers Association.

Title: Your Safety First, 13'-

min.. color, produced by John

Sutherland Productions.

"K As the proponents of safety on

the highways point with shame and

horror at the annual death toll

from automobile accidents, the car

makers strive to make it clear that

the accusing finger should not be

pointed at them.

As evidence, this film documents

the real advances that have been

made in the past 50 years to make
the machines, at least, safer than

some of the fools who drive tliem.

The story is laid in the future-

land of the year 2000. where the

cars of a half centurii' hence are de-

picted as something like automatic-

ally controlled rockets with wheels.

And to show how tliey got that way

the fihn turns back a century to the

days of the horseless carriage. It

shows that while we may have some

way to go before the automated lo-

comotion of 2000, we have indeed

come a great way in 56 years. We
have stronger wheels, bodies, tops,

doors, and hundreds of other safety

features, hke wipers, self-starters,

etc. which are today take-it-for-

granted, but were not always so.

Your Safety First is a slick ani-

mated cartoon with clever narra-

tion. It features several amusing

Goldbergian contraptions of the

year 2000 that just might turn out

to be true.

Distribution methods for the film

are still under consideration. S'

There's a long way to go before

man achieves automated travel.

Brussels Festival Honors Three U.S. Films

k Three informational motion pic-

tures produced in the United States

were included in 32 films selected

for final screening at the second In-

ternational Industrial Film Festival

held in December at Brussels, Bel-

gium. The final screening was the

Festival's method of honoring the

international selections.

United States entries honored

were Good Business, sponsored by

the Champion Paper & Fibre Com-
pany, The Gamblers, sponsored by

Caterpillar Tractor Company in co-

operation with the National Safety

Council, and Mirror in the Moun-

tain, produced by George Blake

Enterprises in cooperation with

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne

advertising agency.

Films from seven countries were

(CONCLUDED ON NEXT PAGE)
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(continued from preceding page)

selected for the final showing out

of 319 entries. Leading in the Fes-

tival program were Great Britain

and France, each with 10 entries

chosen. Belgium. Germany and the

United Stales won recognition with

three entries each. Canada had two

films. New Zealand one selected for

final showing.

The Gamblers was entered in the

Human Labor Problems category.

Good Business and Minor in ihe

Mountain were entered in the In-

dustrial Psychology category.

Other honored films by category

were:

(Human Labor Problems)

—

l.on-

trol of Haenwrrhage and Treat-

ment for Shock from Great Britain:

Wherever We May W ork from New-

Zealand; Chris Sans Echo, Les En-

lisements. Le Journal rles Monlcor-

net,Les Mains and La I oie Nominee

Danger from France.

(Industrial Psychology) — Re-

moval oj Clothing and Treatment

of a Fractured Collarbone. Appli-

cation of the Thomas Splint and

Artificial Respiration from Great

Britain: Cent Cinquante par Jour

and Midinette from Canada; Vn
Probleme I ieux Comme Le Monde
from France.

(Productivity) — Time, Space
and Effort and Keeping Things

Moving from Great Britain : Die

lorn Mertenhof from Germany:
Une Chronique d'Etude el de Prep-

aration du Travail and Terre de

Progres from France.

(Vocational Training and In-

structional Films)

—

Friction. Prin-

ciples of Ultrasonics and The Spec-

tograph from Great Britain; Der
Bleie Accumulator and Turbogen-

eratoren Mit Wasserstoffkuhlung

from Germany; Zenobe Gramme:
Une Grande Figure du Travail

Beige from Belgium; Le Soudage

de VAluminum el de Ses Alliages

from France.

(Ports!

—

Pipe-Line du Yin from

France; Pourlen der Natie and Les

Partes Soudees de L'Eiluse Bau-

douin from Belgium.

Non-governmental films are sub-

mitted to the Brussels Festival

through the Film Council of Amer-

ica. 8'

Film Cnuncil Elects IVew Bnard
12 New Directors Selected

A .NEW DOARD of 12 directors has
-'*- been elected to govern the Film

Council of America. The board is

composed of persons elected sep-

aratelv by FCAs three divisions of

membership—to represent the par-

ticular division from which thev

were elected.

Reelected to represent the FCA
Commercial Mendiership was J. R.

Bingham, president of Association

Films. Inc.. New York City. Also

chosen to represent the commercial

members was Charles H. Dand. di-

rector of films and publications

divisions. British Information Serv-

ices. New York City.

Bingham's audio-visual field ac-

by Individual Member Vote

ti\it\ includes his chairmanship of

the film committee of the National

Council of Churches of Christ in

the L . S. A. and his immediate past

chairmanship of the FCA board of

directors. He is a former president

of the Educational Film Library

Association and a former president

of the New York City Film Council.

Dand. a native of Scotland, has a

background in journalism and

script-writing for feature films plus

work in documentary short film

production in London. In 1949,

Dand joined the Central Office of

Information in London to advise on

the distribution of the British gov-

ernment's documentarv and infor-

HOLLYWOOD MAKES BETTER PICTURES,

TRIMS COSTS WITH j/ ^
J. c*. na:G.A.x.xsrrx3XC i* **

^

EQUIPMEHT
.Here, how! .

^*;^So can you! "«'*'

"

\u

Exclusive, "Perma-Lock" Mirror guarantees

permanent alignment! Only Perma-Lock

mirrors snap mto position and lock ! This guarantees

perfect focus at all times. Jolt-proof

!

"Easy-Action" controls tor front AND rear

focusing! Guarantee smooth, steady, accurate

focusmg with ease from spot to flood.

Exclusive "Beam Pilots" kill flare or spill-light.

Safest, most competent fused stage plug!

Floating contacts, reliable, smooth

connection, jiffy assembly make it the

electricians' "pet".

^^v^^g^;^'*-
Revolutlonary Barndoors freeze in position at

flip of your fingers! Exclusive design

gives fool-proof performance.

"C" Clamp with built-in "life-insurance!"

Only McAlister "C" clamps hook and hug

every pipe ... the only clamp v»ith the

extra piece for "peace of mind."

1117

. <3-. IVEcA.X.XS'X'XIXC ITiTCS.
N, McCadden Place. Hollywood 38, Calif.

J G. McAlister equipment

available in IT S A. through-

San Francisco

Brooks Cameras Int

Chicago

Television Equipment Co
Studio tighting Co

Detroit

Village Camera snop

Jack A Frost

New York

Florman & Babb

and vs,irlil-«Kle thmuth V^J^V

[®fa,jn IS ^ i) J -r^.jiJ.i, '' 'i
"—

"

U.S.A.

S880 Hollywood Blvd

Hollywood 28. Calif

Europe

7 Tbealinerslrasse

Municli. Germany

Britisli Dominions fc Far East

88 Fourteeolh St

loronlo IJ, Canada

matiiin films. He has held his

present position with B. 1. S, since

1952.

Elected as FC.4 Organizational

Membership representatives were
Miss Helaine S. Levin, chief of the

film library, bureau of library and
indexing service. American Dental

Association. Chicago, and Alex

Sareyan. executive director. Mental

Heahh Materials Center. Inc.. New
^ ork Citv.

Miss Levin is president and past

secretary of the Chicago Film Coun-
cil. Her other experience includes

her position as vice-president of the

Audio-Visual Conference of Med-
ical and Allied Sciences and her

membership in the National Educa-

tion Association and the Biological

Photographic .Association.

Specialist in Mental Health

Sareyan was public relations di-

rector of the National Mental

Health Foundation and the National

Association for Mental Health be-

tween 1946 and 19.52. In 1953. he

helped establish the Mental Health

Materials Center. His other affilia-

tions include the Mental Psychiat-

ric Association, for which he has

served as film consultant, and his

membership on the board of advis-

ors of the Child Study Association

of .America.

The eight Individual Membership
representatives elected to the FCA
board of directors were:

Jerome Cushman. librarian of

Salina Public Library. Salina. Kan-
sas; Maury J. Glaubman. program
director of the Institute for Demo-
cratic Education and national au-

dio-visual director. Anti-Defamation

League of B'nai B'rith. New York
City; Wesley J. F. Grabow. audio-

visual materials advisor. University

of Minnesota; Dr. Carolyn Guss.

associate professor of education

and associate in selection, audio-

visual center, Indiana University;

Morton Schindel. president. Wes-

ton Woods Studios. Weston. Conn.;

Harlow D. Stevens, district manager
for Ciiok County. 111.. Encyclopae-

dia Britannica Films. Inc.. Wil-

mette. III.: Dr. Paul A. Wagner,
representative for Colmes-Werren-

rath Productions. Chicago, and im-

mediate past president and board

member of FCA; Gordon Weisen-

born. president, Gordon Weisenhorn

Pniduiliiins. Inc.. Cliii agn.

New Directors' Background

Cushman has been a co-sponsor

of FCA Film Previews, a co-founder

of the .Salina Cinema Guild. He is

a past president of the Kansas Li-

brary Association, a founder of

Cinema Discussion, an experimen-

tal discussion program of adult

films. He also is a past president
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of tlie Mountain Plains Library As-

sociation and a past member of the

adult education board of the Amer-

ican Library Association.

Glaubman has been a writer and

production supervisor for NBC.
Transfilm. Inc.. Paramount Pic-

tures Corp.. and the L. S. Army
Signal Corps. He has produced na-

tional network programs in televi-

sion and radio and educational and

documentary films. He is a past

member of the New ^ ork Film

Council and was publicity chairman

of the 195.5 American Film .Assem-

bly.

Grabow has been the 1955-56

president of the Twin City Film

Council and is secretary-treasurer

of the Audio-\ isual Coordinators

Association of Minnesota. While

attending the L niversity of Minne-

sota, he worked in the Audio-Visual

Education Service.

Active In A-V Affairs

Dr. Guss experience includes sec-

retary-treasurership of the Audio-

Visual Instruction Directors of In-

diana, membership in the university

and college committee of DA^ L
Dr. Guss also has been a prescreen-

ing chairman and juror for the

FCA Golden Reel Film Festival, a

member of the L. S. Information

Services board for the evaluation

of motion pictures and filmstrips. a

member of the advisory board of

Educational Film Guide and a con-

tributor to professional journals.

Schindels background ranges
from film production to government

audio-visual administration. Pre-

viouslv. he has been business and

production manager of Teaching

Films, Inc.: president of Key Pro-

ductions. Inc.; an attache to the

U. S. Embassy at Ankara. Turkev

—in charge of motion picture and

filmstrip programs for the L . S.

Department of State and Foreign

Operations Administration. He also

has been director of Current Affairs

Films.

Stevens is a past treasurer and

currently vice-president of the Chi-

cago Film Council. He was a judge

TECHNICAL ANIMATION
ARTISTS WANTED

Technical .\nimation .\rtists

are needed bv an East coast

producer. Please include in

your answer a resume of vour

experience, age. etc.

Write Box BS-57-5

BUSINESS SCREEN
7064 Sheridan Rd., Chicago 26

and school publicity chairman of

the 1956 American Film Assembh

and a judge of the 1954 American

Film Assemblv. He is the author of

a bibliography on a-v materials in

the teaching of romance languages.

He joined EBF in 1951 and was

appointed to his present position

there in 1952.

Dr. Wagner, prior to his presi-

dencv in the FCA. had been presi-

dent of Rollins College, director of

public relations for Bell & Howell

Company. Chicago, and had pro-

duced conmiercial. educational and

training films and network televi-

sion programs.

Heads Own Film Company

Weisenborn has headed his own
film studio since 1954. Earlier, he

ivas a producer for Encyclopaedia

Britannica Films. Inc., an inde-

pendent producer, director and

cinematographer: he has been edi-

tor-in-chief of The TX orld Today.

Inc.. New \ork City, and was a

film and sound editor for the Na-

tional Film Board of Canada.

The FCA board members were

elected from a slate of nominees

prepared by a committee which in-

cluded ^S illiam H. Garvey. Jr.. ex-

ecutive vice-president of Hales &

Hunter Co.. Chicago—who until re-

centU" was president of the Societv

For Visual Education. Inc.. Chi-

cago: Dean Lester Asheim. of the

L niversity of Chicago graduate li-

brary school: Richard N. Sealock.

librarian. Kansas City. Missouri.

Public Library, and Gordon Wei-

senborn. the film producer. ^^

* *

Comprehensive Service Corp.
Forms Division in California

The formation of Comprehensive

Service Corporation of California

has been announced by Michael

Freedman. president of Comprehen-
sive Service Corporation. New \ ork.

Sales offices and warehouse of the

new Comprehensive division will be

at 6674 Santa Monica Blvd.. Holly-

wood. California.

Leo Schwartz has been elected

vice-president of Comprehensive
Service Corporation of California

and will be in charge of Compre-

hensive s west coast activities. Com-
prehensive engages in the rejuvena-

tion of motion picture film and

supplies reels, cans, shipping cases

and other film equipment. §"

New York Animation Service
A new animation production serv-

ice has been formed under the name
of Ansel Film Studios. Inc. A com-

plete art department and 16mm and

.35mm camera facilities are now in

operation at 45 West 45th Street.

New York. ^^

HOT-PRESS

Available in all standard type styles at half

the cost of hand -lettering. Valuable Type
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lAVA Holds Hnllywood Workshop
Industrial Film Executives Guest of Western Members Jan. 7-10

DEMONSTRATIONS Of New cine-

matic products, material? aiul

services and tours through film pro-

duction studios, laboratory opera-

tions and television studios gave a

representative group of Industrial

Audio-Visual Association members

an insight into current professional

a-v practice at the lAVA 1957 Los

Angeles Workshop, held January

7-lb.

Gathering on January 7 in the

General Petroleum Building in

downtown Los Angeles, where they

were greeted by Wally Curtis of the

General Petroleum public relations

department, the JAVA members
watched a demonstration of the

Superama 16 and Panatan 16 ana-

raorphic lenses by Meredith Nickol-

son of Panavision Corporation. The
demonstration included a short mo-
tion picture during which it was
noted that with the Superama 16
lens there is little need for panning

—as a very large scope of action is

contained in the field of view with-

out loss of height and image size.

New Ansco Film Demonstrated

A demonstration of the new Ansco
ASA 32 film was presented by Ed
McGlone of Gate & McGlone, pro-

ducer, and George Boemler of

Ansco. This demonstration-talk was

built around scenes shot in Hawaii
in late evening. It was shown that

Ansco ASA 32 could be processed

at speeds of 64 and 125, for emer-

gency production.

A color-slide presentation by Bill

McCallum of Modern Talking Pic-

ture Service, Inc., visualized the

national distribution company's ser-

vices. Later, the group visited CBS
Television studios where Bill Cope-

land spoke informally on the me-

Below: Helping welcome a delega-
tion of lAVA members during re-

cent Hollywood workshop sessions

were (I to r) Jack Hennessey, "Cap"
Palmer, Bernard A. Bailey (regional

director) and Jack Meakin.

dium of television and explained

the arrangements for a color tele-

cast.

On January 8, the lAVA work-

shoppers toured Westrex sound stu-

dios and witnessed the recording of

sound tracks for motion pictures

being filmed many miles away. This

Westrex operation was being done
via one telephone line for the re-

cording and another line for direct

conmiunication between the re-

corder operator and the distant stu-

dio set. LIsing this procedure, only

a microphone and a mixer are re-

quired on the set as sound equip-

ment, it was noted.

Visit Consolidated Film Labs

The group visited Consolidated

Film Industries, a division of Re-

Above: members and guests at this lAVA Hollywood Workshop session in-

cluded: (I to r) Frank Rollins, Ed Kerr, Frank Meitz, Wm. H. MacCallum,
Bernard A. Bailey, Jack Meakin, Ed Carroll. W. M. Bastable, Charles R.

Coneway, Harold Claus. Wally Curtis, Ray W. Bonta, Jack Hennessey and
C. A. Palmer. Group met at the Chapman Park Hotel.

public Studios, and were given a

general outline of lab in-services by

Sidney Solow who also showed film

GOOD

BUSINESS

riLMS

WELL MADE
Prints available for screening

1^
FARRELL AND GAGE FILMS, INC.

213 EAST 38th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

TELEPHONE: MURRAY HILL 3-8358

clips of various duplicating and in-

ternegative methods. In the after-

noon. lAVA members were con-

ducted through Parthenon Pictures,

Inc., by Cap Palmer, executive pro-

ducer. Ray Grant of the Eastman

Kodak Company presented a dem-

onstration of new release color

printing methods.

January 9 workshop sessions were

held at United Productions of

America and at Disneyland. At

I P.A. the members were briefed

in animation operations hv Stephen

Bosustow, president of the studio.

Disneyland film operations were ex-

plained by Bill Ralke, who furnishes

all audio-visual equipment for the

exhibition. Nearly 300 small re-

peater tape machines are used.

Talks on Stereophonic Video

On January 10, the lAVA mem-
bers met in the Chapman Park Hotel

where Jack Hennessy, fihn consult-

ant, spoke on the film consultant's

role in the industry. Andy Potter,

account executive and director of

television and radio for the Calkins

and Holden Advertising Agency of

Los Angeles, spoke to the group on

"The Future of Stereophonic Tele-

vision.'"

The last speaker was Jack Meakin,

associate producer and musical di-

rector for Parthenon Productions,

Inc. Speaking on "Music for Film

Soundtrack — Live vs Canned,"

Meakin said that music for pictures

should do four things: help estab-

lish mood or theme, serve as a

bridge, serve :is punctuation, help

establish locale. ^
• • *

Matchlit Motion Picture Shown
at 11th National Photo Show
¥ A "movie made by matchlight"

was shown at the Eleventh Annual

National Photographic Show, held
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n New York's Coliseum, February

8-24.

The black and white, 10-minute

notion picture was shown in con-

unction with the exhibit of Ilford

nc, new American subsidiary of

he British photographic firm. II-

ord Limited. The demonstration

)icture was made by Bernard G.

loflman, a former Life magazine

)hotographer. who used Ilford HPS
emulsion in 16mm form.

Hoffman used nothing but a

)aper match for light in some of

lis experimental footage. Part of

he film was lighted with a candle

ind part with an ordinary pocket

lashlight. In another section of the

ilm, Hoffman used nothing but a

itandard yellow darkroom safelight

for illumination.

At the Ilford exhibit booth.

Dlack and white enlargements made

:rom HPS fihn were displayed and

spec sheets describing the film's

performance and relatively low

speed-to-grain ratio were made

available. »•
• * *

Photo Products Featured at

World Trade Fair, April 14-27

¥ New models, lines and develop-

ments in cinematic products and

other photographic equipment will

be introduced in this country at the

United States World Trade Fair at

New York Coliseum. April 14-27.

With many of the maufacturers

presenting merchandise on the

American market for the first time,

each of the participating nations

will maintain an information center

to give customers the necessary facts

concerning product deliveries, im-

port license requirements, currency

restrictions and investment opportu-

nities.

To facilitate business transactions.

the LInited States Department of

Commerce also will have an elab-

orate display, manned by foreign

trade experts who can provide es-

sential information on trade and

SOUND RECORDING
at a reasonable cost

High fidelity 16 or 35. Quality

guaranteed. Complete studio and

loborotory services. Color printing

and lacquer coating.

ESCAR
MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,

7315 Carnegie Ave.,

Cleveland 3, Ohio

custom regulations. A corps of in-

terpreters will be on hand to assist
!

buyers and exhibitors.

Organized as "Group 5" within

the international exposition's nine

product classifications, the extensive

section of photo — and imported

binocular—equipment will include

high qualitv products from the fol-

lowing countries: .Argentina, Bel-

gium, Brazil. Cambodia, Canada.

Cevlon. Nationalist China. Czecho-

slovakia. Denmark. Dominican Re-

public, Finland, France, Germany.

West Berlin, Great Britain, Greece.

Hong Kong. India, Indonesia, Ire-

land, Israel. Italy. Japan, Korea.

Lebanon. Liberia. Luxembourg.

Mexico. Morocco, Netherlands, Nor-

way, Pakistan. Panama (Colon Free

Zone I . Philippines. Poland. Spain,

Sweden. Thailand, Tunisia. Turkey,

Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

Advance registrations for admis-

sion to the United States World

Trade Fair can be arranged by

writing to the Exposition's head-

quarters, 331 Madison Ave., New-

York 17, New York. There is no

charge for trade session admission

credentials. The fair also maintains

a special hotel reservation bureau

to assist visitors in securing accom-

modations. The general public will

not be admitted to the Fair during

the trade session days. ^

Miles and Progress Libraries

Sold to Maurice H. Zouary

The Miles and Progress Film Li-

braries, library and stock film serv-

ice, has been purchased by Maurice

H. Zouary, producer-packager, ac-

cording to an announcement made

by Frederick Pittera Associates who
negotiated the sale.

In operation for more than 30

years, the newly-purchased library

includes one and two reel short sub-

jects, domestic and foreign full

length features and approximately

3,000.000 feet of cataloged multi-

subject stock shots. Documentaries

and shorts produced from the li-

brary will be released for television.

The library will continue to serv-

ice networks and producers with

up-to-date stock scenes and scenes

which date back to the 1890s. The

"Miles"' and "Progress"' banners

are being retained to facilitate iden-

tification. A new corporation has

been formed to produce and release

films for television and theatrical

distribution under the name of

Filmvideo Releasing Corporation

with Maurice H. Zouary as presi-

dent and Charles Crupi as vice-

president-treasurer. The library

services division will be under the

supervision and direction of Charles

Diana. ^

Producers of Motion Pictures

for Business and industry

PAUL HANCE PRODUCTIONS
INCORPORATED

IT76 Broadway. JVpir York 17. X. Y.

-are you sure you are

getting the best possible

film strip masters^ ^^

You're not when your master is

merely a copy of the originals.

An IdentiColor master makes

use of the finest qualities of the

originals, and makes up for any

deficiencies In them. Identi-

Color masters correct variations

in color density and contrast,

and compensate for color shift

in printing—thus giving release

prints of exceptional smooth-

ness.

With color slide reproductions,

on the other hand, you want

true copies. We supply 35mm

color slides identicol to the

original, at the price of ordinary

duplicates. Send the coupon

for literature.

BORATORY
1104 FAIR OAKS. SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFOBNIA

IDENTICOLOR LABS
1104 Fair Oaks. So. Pasadena. Calif.

Please tell me how to get the best

possibfe film strip masters, release

prints and 35mm color slides.

My Name
Title —
Company
Address

City & S»ate_
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Filmosound 302D-E Models
Offer 50% Power Increase

¥ A new rilmosoiind 1 6111111 luag-

iietic-recording projector, described

as having a SO'^i increase in power,

has been announced by Bell & How-
ell Company, Chicago. Available in

two models. 302D and 302E, the

new projector has a 15-watt ani])li-

fier for use in large auditoriums

and is said to provide distortion-

free sound at liigh levels.

The Fihiiosound 302 enables the

user to record his own soundtrack

on film as well as to project both

magnetic and optical (conventional)

sound and silent films. Separate

tone controls afford independent

adjustment of treble and bass fre-

quencies, to compensate for room
acoustics and listener preference.

Control knobs for volume, tone, re-

cording, and playback are designed

for maximuni legibility.

The Filmosound has dual record-

ing-level lamps to indicate when
the recording level is correct. A
transistor eliminates vibration noise

during magnetic playback. The
unit includes a monitor input jack

on the rear amplifier panel for use

with the Bell & Howell monitor

mixer or monitoring headset.

With the 302. a magnetic sound-

track can be recorded on anv 16nim

film — sound or silent, single- or

double-perforated. Where the film

already has an optical soundtrack.

Bell & Howell can add a magnetic

half-track which permits the use of

magnetic and optical sound.

A built-in interlock automatically

prevents accidental erasure of mag-
netic recording on film. Available

as an accessory is a record-erase

lock and key to prevent unauthor-

ized recording or erasure. Once
locked, the projector can be sent

into the field by industrial, religious

or educational organizations to pro-

ject both optical and magnetic

soundfilms (and silent films), but

cannot be used to record or erase a

magnetic track until it is unlocked.

The 302E model is in a single

case, with built-in o-inch speaker.

Recent Equipment Developments for Production and Projection

The 302D model is available with

a 12-inch auxiliary speaker or a 12-

inch 25-watt power speaker. Both

12-inch speakers are housed in

matching cases. 8'

loKW McAlister lamps and skypans

are equipped with the new socket,

designed by Ralph Logan. McAlis-

ter"s chief engineer. 8'

Arc-Eliminating Lamp Socket
Announced by J. G. McAlister
A new, spring-loaded, toggle-

operated socket which is said to

eliminate arcing on any tvpe of bi-

pole lamp has been patented lU. S.

and world-wide) and announced by

J. G. McAlister. Inc.. Hollywood.

California.

Besides arc-prevention, the new

socket reportedly assures a steady,

noiseless light and maximum globe

life. The socket is simple to oper-

ate—fuses may be replaced in a

matter of seconds. All 5KW and

Lens Mount for Radiant Corp.
Superama '16' Lens Available

Radiant Manufacturing Corpora-

tion. Chicago, manufacturer of the

Superama "16" lens for wide-screen

projection, has announced that new-

lens brackets for the Superama
lens now are available. The brack-

ets fit Bell & Howell. Anipro and
Victor Arc projectors.

The Superama "16" is a precision-

made dual-purpose lens designed

for both taking and projecting reg-

ular 16mm wide-screen motion pic-

tures. When pictures are taken

^vitll the Superama. an image twice

photographic

type

the easy vfay..

overhead
projection

slides...

movie,

film strip

titles...

when you have a story to tell clearly and
quickly, prepare it the ProType way —

simple, easy...
no camera...
no darkroom f

ProType photographic type is the ideal

answer for visual presentations. You get

clean, razor-sharp type up to 90 points —
without complicated machinery, expensive

cameras or darkrooms! All you do is expose

the type at a simple easel under regular room

lighting conditions, then develop the ProFilm

or ProPaper there! That's all there is to it!

More than 10,000 type sizes and styles are

available to suit any need, from text to head-

lines of compelling interest and impact. Pro-

Film is ideally suited for use in making projec-

tion slides, and ProType, on both ProFilm and

ProPaper, fits in perfectly with all phases of

the Diazo-type Process. ,,

^DAVIDSON CORPORATION
A Subsidiary of Mergentho/er linotype Company
3« .TmSON StKilT. nOOKirN 3. NtW YORK

Text set in Linotype . Headings in ProType

Arrange demonstration
,

DSend brochure on ProType i

New Superama Lens Mount

as wide as normal is "'squeezed'"

onto the conventional size film.

Then when the film is jjrojected

through the Superama lens, the im-

age is ""unsqueezed" and the pro-

jected picture is double normal
width. The film is developed in the

usual manner.

Details on the lens and bracket

are available from Radiant Manu-
facturing Corporation, 2627 W.
Roosevelt Kd.. Chicago. Illinois. 5J

S. V. E. to Market Five
American Optical Projectors

Five projectors — the Opaque
Series and the GK auditorium-type

slide projectors—manufactured by
the American Optical Company,
Buffalo, New York, are being dis-

tributed exclusively by the Society

For Visual Education. Inc.. Chi-

cago, a subsidiary of General Pre-

cision Equipment Corporation, ac-

cording to a recent announcement

by John C. Kennan, S. V. E. presi-

dent. The new distribution arrange-

ment became effective January 7,

l')S7.

With the inauguration of this

new distribution plan. AO discon-

tinued the manufacture of all AO
filmstrip projectors. The Opaque
Series and GK projectors have been

added to the previous S. V. E.

audio-visual product line which in-

cludes 35nim filmstrip and 2x2 slide

libraries; combination filmstrip and

2x2 slide, sound slidefilm and mi-

croprojectors; filmstrip viewers,

tachistoscopic attachments and re-

lated accessories. 58"

* * *

Magna-Striped Raw Stock
Now Available for TV Use
+ Reeves Soundcraft .Vlagna-Striped

(magnetic recording tape) raw

stock now is available on a com-

mercial basis, following acceptance

of the process for television spot

iiewscasting.

Magna - Striped raw stock pro-

duces a "'live" sound quality not

|)ossible with conventional photo-

graphic sound tracks, according to

F. B. Rogers, Jr., executive vice-

president of Soundcraft. CBS-TV
has announced adoption of mag-

netically striped raw stock for some

"'on the spot" news coverage for

the Douglas Edw'ards news program.

This announcement followed the
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network's successful use of striped

raw stock in the recent mid-eastern

crisis and presidential inauguration

coverage.

Rogers noted that existing tv film

equipment can be converted to han-

dle the magnetic process.

Magna-Striped raw stock is pro-

duced by applying magnetic stripes

to undeveloped film in total dark-

ness. The magnetic stripes must not

affect the photographic sensitivity

of the film or be affected in any

wav by the developing processes.

The Magna-Striped raw stock then

is used in a 16mm motion picture

camera which has been equipped

with a magnetic sound recording

system. I The Bernt-Bach Auricon

Camera is easily converted for use

with magnetic sound. I

During the filming, the sound is

recorded on magnetic stripes in

much the same manner as a tape

recorder. Since the film developing

process does not affect the stripes

or the quality of sound recording

on them, the processors can develop

the film for the best possible picture.

the manufacturer states, noting that

it was in the developing process that

optical sound tracks became dis-

torted.

Because optical sound track film

usually is developed for picture

clarity rather than sound quality.

the optical track often did not re-

ceive the proper photographic de-

velopment—hence the poor sound

quality, the manufacturer points

out. As Magna-Striped raw stock

sound and picture development are

independent of each other, high

quality can be achieved in both, the

company states.

The company was presented with

the Academy Award in 1953 for

the development of Magna-Striping

for release prints for Cinemascope.

This new development is said to be

the first time the process has been

made available commerciallv on
raw stock. ^

» * »

Cut-out Technique Said to Cut
Animated Film Production Time

New cut-out techniques, em-

ployed with ultra-modern animation

BILL DEMING

PICTURES FOR BUSINESS

• GOVERNMENT
• TELEVISION
• INDUSTRY

704 N. Gardner St.

HOLLYWOOD 46. CALIF.

Phone; WEbsfcr 4-5806

equipment, make it possible to re-

duce cost and production time on

television commercials — black and

white or color—according to Gra-

ham Place, president of Animation

Associates. Inc., New York City.

This studio uses an Oxberry ani-

mation stand, compound and camera

with motorized zoom. Hand wheels

pro\ ide accurate control of the table

for east-west, north-south and diago-

nal pans. Full animation and lip syn-

chronization is achieved with cut-out

cartoon characters used in conjunc-

tion with actual packages and prod-

ucts. Real textures such as hair,

cloth and fur are utilized with multi-

plane set-ups to produce novel, three

dimensional animated cartoon effects

with mininmm effort. ^
i * *

Faster Kinescope Film

Announced by Du Pont Co.

A faster, fine-grain, low-contrast

photographic film for television use,

Type 0-34 TV Recording film, now
is being marketed by Du Pont Com-
pany's Photo Products Department,

the company has announced.

Described as approximately two

and one-half times faster than Type

324, which it replaces, the new TV
Recording film is designed for pho-

tographing either negative or posi-

tive images on television monitor

tubes. Its high speed permits either

a reduction in the "drive" on the

kinescope tube to reduce image

flare, or use of a smaller f 'stop to

improve depth of focus.

Tvpe 834 film is available in

both 16mm and 35mm sizes. S"

Commercial Picture Equipment
Reports '56 Record Sales

Reporting that his company's
sales volume hit a new record high

in 1956. Don P. Smith, vice-presi-

dent and sales manager of Commer-

cial Picture Equipment. Inc., Chi-

cago, announced that the company
plans for greater expansion during

1957. The firm manufactures busi-

ness meeting equipment, such as

projectors, screens, stages and pro-

jection tables.

Indicative of the current expan-

sion were three personnel announce-

ments :

Peggy Ott has joined C. P. E. in

the capacity of corporation secre-

tary and assistant to the sales man-

ager. Her audio-visual background

includes top secretarial positions

with .\mpro Corporation and The

Societv for Visual Education, Inc.,

both of Chicago.

John M. Stoginski has been ap-

pointed as corporate treasurer and

controller. Stoginski recently was

with the Illinois Tool Works in the

controller's division. ^

JJ.aue
The Invisible Passenger

5een

Year's best, most dramatic traffic safety
story, featuring John Agar. Lyle Talbot
and many others. Introduction by California's
Governor Goodwin Knight.
Technicolor.

A Bridge to Life

Touching story of the humanitarian aims of
medical research at the City of Hope in

Duarte. California.
Narrated by Marlon Brando.
Introduction by Otto Kruger.
Color.

The Body with the Nylon He.\rt

Outstanding dealer training film for E. I.

du Pont de Nemours & Co. on nylon tires.

Animation, actors atid documentary scenes

from all over the country combined into one
excellent picture.
Technicolor.

Three of 1956's finest films

from

1^ AND AND ASSOCIATES

•FILM PRODUCERS

1741 ivar avenue, hollywood 28, California
hollywood 2-1168

In

East Lansing, Michigan

only

Doane Productions

has

specialized continuously

for

seven years

in

sales promotion

with

sound, color

16mm

motion pictures
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INDUSTRIAL FILMS

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

245 W. 55 ST,, N.Y.C, / JUDSON 6-1922

IF THE Sa,RIPT MAKES SENSE
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THAT'S THE WAY WE LOOK AT IT

And we keep our eyes on the results

you want whether from a single film

or a package program.
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HAIG and PATTERSON, INC.
15 EAST BETHUNE AVE /T~\ 131 NORTH LUDLOW ST
Detroit 2, Michigan (^"Pj Dayton 2, Ohio

SLIDE FILMS . MOTION PICTURES • PRINTED MATERIALS

Paul G. Rosenau Joins Kling
Sales Staff as Account Exec

Paul G. Rosenau has joined

Kling Film Enterprises, Inc.. Chi-

cago, as an account executive.

Rosenau comes to Kling from the

Paul G. Rosenau

Jam Handy Organization, Inc., of

Detroit, where his account activities

included creation and sales of mo-

tion pictures, slidefilms and various

training materials.

His background also includes

sales management, sales training

and general advertising work for

the American Chicle Company and

Leaf Brands. Inc. He is a member
of the Chicago Sales Executive

Club. B"
« « «

Jerry Abbott Returns to
Kling as Account Executive

Appointment of Jerry Abbott to

the sales staff of Kling Filiu Enter-

prises. Inc., Chicago, has been an-

nounced by Harry Lange, vice-

president. Abbott returns to Kling

as an account executive after a

year's absence and will represent

Kling's Chicago and West Coast fa-

cilities in the production of tele-

vision commercials and industrial

films. 9
» » »

Ben Odell Chosen Executive
Vice-Pres. of Cathedral Films

Ben Odell has been elected to

the newly-created position of execu-

tive vice-president of Cathedral

Films, Inc., Dr. James K. Friedrich,

president, has announced. The
Burbank, California firm produces

motion pictures and filmstrips for

church use.

"A 42% increase in business dur-

ing the past year has necessitated

the creation of this new position in

which Mr. Odell will take over full

responsibility of the business man-

agement of the firm," Dr. Friedrich

said.

Odell has been with Cathedral

Films since last April when he

joined the company as treasurer

and a member of the board of di-

rectors- Before coming to Cathe-

dral, he was a vice-president of the

California Bank. f-

M. J. Ritt Heads Visuals for

Combined Insurance Company
Promotion of Michael J. Ritt to

the sales executive staff of the Com-
bined Group of insurance com-

panies has been announced by the

organization's president, W. Clem-

ent Stone, at the Chicago headquar-

ters. Ritt will be in charge of the

audio-visual program, in addition

to his sales executive work in plan-

ning incentive programs and pro-

motional literature.

Ritt will be directing expanded

film and visual aid activities of the

Combined companies" national and

I J. Ritt

international operations. Combined
recently has been using a 28-minute

motion picture, Selling in Banks,

in training agents.

For five years, Ritt has been film

producer, advisor to the tape re-

cording department, and office man-

ager of Napoleon Hill Institute, in

Chicago. In 1951, he was licensed

as an agent for Combined. He is

a member of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce and is past regional

director of the Industrial Audio-

\ isual Association. R'

Jack Asher Now Sole Owner
of Lab TV, New York Firm

Lab TV, New York film labora-

torv. is now under the sole direc-

tion of Jack Asher. Mr. Asher has

purchased the interest of C. Wesley

Gibbs. formerly a principal of the

firm. 9

WANTED

Man for fast growing motion

picture production company.

Experience in production, di-

rection and/or photography

necessary. Write giving qual-

ifications and salary desired.

Write Box BS-57-4

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Road

Chicago 26, III.
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Herman Stein Named Assistant

Treasurer at Bell & Howell

Election of Herman W. Stein,

Jr., as assistant treasurer of Bell &

Howell Company has been an-

nounced. Stein has served as ad-

Herman W. Stein

ministrative assistant to the treas-

urer since March 1954.

He joined Bell & Howell in July.

1951 in the personnel department.

In October of the same year, he was

appointed administrative assistant

to the vice-president of industrial

relations. From August 1953 to

March 1954, he served in the cam-

era and projector section of the

product planning department.

Stein also is secretary-treasurer

of the Bell & Howell Foundation,

the organization responsible for the

company's charitable contributions

and secretary of the Bell & Howell

Profit Sharing Board. 5f
• * *

Sales, Production Appointees
Announced by Artray, Ltd.

The appointments of B. Wally

Bodner as sales manager and ac-

count executive and Victor N.

Spooner as production manager of

Artray Limited Film Productions.

Vancouver, British Columbia, have

been announced.

Bodner. a well-known radio per-

sonality, is a graduate of the Stan-

ford University Institute of Televi-

sion and Film Production. Spooner,

a veteran of the RCAF Motion Pic-

ture Division, is a graduate of the

School of Creative Photography. ^
* « »

MacAAanus to Berch Staff

John McManus, formerly with

Louis de Rochemont and Twen-
tieth-Century Fox, has joined Jack

Berch Productions as editorial

chief. Q'

M. J. Glaubman to Dynamic
as Director of Public Affairs

Maury J. Glaubman, veteran

film, radio and television WTiter and
producer, has joined Dynamic
Films, Inc., as Director of Public

Affairs and Government Films.

Mr. Glaubman has recently been

national audio-visual director of the

Anti-Defamation League. He was

formerly production supervisor and

later sales manager at Transfilm,

Inc.

During the war, Mr. Glaubman
was a captain in the Armv Signal

Corps in the film production unit

at Long Island City, then in com-

mand of a War Department film

production team in Okinawa and

Japan.

Mr. Glaubman produced Theatre

oj the Mind, television's first half

Maury J. Glaubman

hour dramatic series on psychiatry

and mental health for the NBC net-

work in 1949. He was later pro-

duction supervisor on Rogers &

Hanunerstein's Dinner with the

President, first hour-long, four net-

work, coast-to-coast public service

TV spectacular which starred Presi-

dent Eisenhower in his "Face the

.\ccuser"' speech. 5^
« • *

Jack Trindl Joins Kling's

Creative Staff in Chicago

"K Jack Trindl has joined the crea-

tive staff of Kling Film Enterprises,

Inc., Chicago. The announcement
was made by HUly Rose, Kling's

creative director.

Trindl formerly was with Vogue-

Wright Studios in Chicago. His

background includes live television,

film writing and production. He did

production and operations work at

WGN-TV and WNBQ in Chicago,

writing and production on the

award-winning Watch Mr. Wizard.

Norlin Named Wilding's
Director of Studio Music

Lloyd Norlin has been appointed

as director of music at Wilding Pic-

ture Productions. Inc. Norlin has

been a free-lance composer of mu-

Lloyd Norlin

sic scores for industrial motion pic-

tures and shows. During the past

10 years he has originated scores

for many Wilding productions. S'

* t *

Florence Ward Appointed
Caldwell Rep at Vancouver

Florence Ward has been ap-

pointed Vancouver representative of

S. W. Caldwell. Ltd., according to

an announcement by Spence Cald-

well, president.

Miss Ward has been touring

British Columbia radio and televi-

sion stations to introduce the newest

Caldwell programs. She is based

at the Caldwell offices at 311 Alaska

Pine Building. 1111 West Georgia,

in Vancouver.

Formerly with the Horace N.

Stovin Company and CKY Winni-

peg, Miss Ward came to Caldwell

mth an established record as a

radio-tv sales counsel. Her back-

ground includes professional writ-

ing, music and drama. She is vice-

president of the \ ancouver Quota

Club. g"

Florence Ward

John Dunphy

John Dunphy Elected a
Vice-Pres. of Sound Masters

Election of John T. Dunphy as a

vice-president of Sound Masters,

Inc., New York, has been an-

nounced bv Harold E. Wondsel,

president. Dunphy also was elected

to the board of directors.

For two years, Dunphy has been

Sound Masters' executive producer

in television and will continue in

that capacity. Previously, Dunphy

was with Kudner Agency and Ben-

ton & Bowles as a tv copy wTiter

and production supervisor. ^
* ¥ 4t

J. G. Betzer Is Sales Veep
of Cal Dunn Studios, Chicago

Joseph G. Betzer has been named

vice-president in charge of sales

and creative services of Cal Dunn

Studios, Chicago. Cal Dunn, studio

president, announced that the ap-

pointment is the first move in a new

program of enlargement and expan-

sion of the facilities of his studio.

Betzer formerly was account de-

velopment executive at Vogue-

Joseph G. Betzer

Wright Studios, Chicago. Prior to

that, he was director of film plan-

ning for 12 years at Sarra, Inc. At

one time a newspaper editor and

radio program manager, Betzer en-

tered non-theatrical films in 1941

with the Signal Corps' motion pic-

ture studio at Wright Field, Dayton,

Ohio, and moved to Chicago a year

later where he entered films.

He was a member of the found-

ing committee of the Amercian

Association of Film Producers and

served as its first secretary. S"
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THE VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE:

"THE GREAT LAND"*
is exactly the 27-minute color-sound,

16mm motion-picture story North
American Van Lines wanted us to

tell for them ... a travelogue-docu-

mentary covering their long-distance

moving operation to and from
Alaska.

^""One of the TOP film documentaries,

circulation-wise, produced in 1956

... a STANDARD production by
HUBER.

Let HUBER film your story ANYWHIKC
for BEST results EVERYIVHERE)

A COMPLETE MOTION-PICTURE SERVICE

L. R. HUBER PRODUCTIONS
1947 Fourteenth Ave. North

SEATTLE 2, WASHINGTON

Quality Is the First Goal

of Sponsors Seeking Filtnaturity

THE Sponsor 1 could do most for is either

one who has sufficient experience with the

film medium to have formed an adequate

criteria for selecting a producer—or one who
is sufficiently aware of his lack of a good
criteria so that his selection is based upon
the producer's reputation within the film in-

dustry and among film users.

In either case, this sponsor would shop for

quality first, and price second.

This sponsor would respect our knowledge
concerning film writing and production tech-

niques as much as we respect his knowledge of

his product, organization and problem.

... He would expect top quality in every

phase, consistent with his budget.

... He would appreciate and accept all

the help and know-how which only a com-
plete and integrated production team can
ofi'er in working to solve his problem.

As a result, we would be able to do our
best in the creation of a production which
would be best for his purpose.

Our emblem is Filmaturity—the wealth of

mature film sense, skill, and judgment achieved

onh through many years of actual production

experience.

—L. P. Moininee

Let's Face Progress Squarely

and Prepare for Film's Future

I
Sometimes Feel that many of us in the

motion picture industry are much like the

people who hate the game of bridge because

they've never played it or who loathe the sea-

shore because they've never learned to swim.

These are the people who dislike progress

—

who are suspicious of new products and tech-

niques because to use them means having to

learn something new, and, worse, having to

buy something new. New approaches, until

proved out by someone else, represent a

dangerous challenge that may mean a mistake

or two until perfection is achieved—and, oh,

how we hate to be accused of mistakes!

But unless we look Progress in the eye and
welcome it like a brother, our industry will

be (and already has been) tagged "Old-
Fashioned". Manufacturers, knowing our re-

sistance to change, suppress their own experi-

mentation, and the result is that we are using

the same cameras, the same projectors, the

same techniques that we used 25 years ago,

with only minor modernization, usually in the

wrappings. What if the automotive, airplane, or

television industries functioned this way?
Wide-screen, video tape, new millimeter-

widths, electronic photography, new lenses,

lights, and color films—scarcely is an an-

nouncement of a new technique made before

some industry leader damns it, usually with-

out examination or disinterested appraisal.

Obviously many of the products we see are

better left undeveloped and many others will

never help us. But if our minds shut like steel

traps against any change, all experimentation,

good and bad. eventually will stop entirely.

If, because of our petrification and resistance

to change, our industry grinds to a complete

halt technologically, we shall have no one but

ourselves to blame. If another approach, for-

eign to us because we refuse to investigate it,

replaces us entirely, the "Requiescat in Pace"

is no more than we deserve. —Herschell Lewis

ARTAj^VlDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington 2 7378-9

SPECIAL SERVICES
reasonable charges

EDITORIAL: The Greatest Value to

-YOUR STORY" is Smooth Edi-

torial Timing . . . Sympathetic
Understanding of "YOUR STORY"
theme . . . Sensitive Appreciation

of "YOUR STORY" mood.

GEORGE HALLIGAN
Motion Pictures HOIIywoocf 9-7962

6060 Sunset Boulevard
HOLLYWOOD 2», CALIF.

200 FILM BLDG.

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

OUR 12th YEAR OF SERVICE TO

EDUCATION

INDUSTRY

and GOVERNMENT

Som pie band and literature will be

mailed on request
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Goldman

Leslie Goldman Joins Dynamic
as Ad Film Division Director

Lt'^lif (.ii>l(iiiiaii has joined D\-

namic Films. Inc.. New \ ork City,

as director of the newly formed ad-

vertising fihii division. He will

have charge of sales and client

ser\ice in the New York area.

Goldman formerly was w ith

George Blake Enterprises. Inc.. of

New^ York City. He has a 10-year

background in audio-visual produc-

tion and communication aids. His

work has included production, cre-

atixe sales, planning of new ideas

on film and general client service.^

MEDICAL WITNESS
(continued from p.\ce 159

1

shows by the examples of two phy-

sicians, the right w ay and the wrong
way to offer medical testimony, and

the outcome of the plaintiff's case

hinges directly on the manner in

which this testimony is presented.

Prints of The Medical Witness

are available from Dynamic Films.

Inc.. The Wm. S. Merrell Conipanv.

the .American Medical Association.

and the American Bar Association.

The second film in this series will

he an examination of malpractice

in the medical profession and will

be premiered by the American Med-
ical Association at its annual con-

vention to be held this spring at the

New York Coliseum. Q'

WANTED
Establisheil Nc« \ ork firm

needs capable, aggressive rep-

resentative to open Chicago
sales office: excellent arrange-

ments and future for man with

record of success in contacting

advertising and public relations

people in regard to 16mm film

and television projects. Send
full details in confidence. Write

BOX BS 57-3
BUSINESS SCREEN

489 Fifth Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

Britannica Films Announces
Reqional Mgr. Appointments

Joseph Ditknidu has been as-

signed to the Dallas office of Ency-

clopaedia Britannica Films. Inc., as

regional manager. From the head-

quarters at 1414 Dragon Street.

Dallas, he will supervise Britan-

nica*s acti\ities in Texas. New Mex-
ico. Louisiana. -Arkansas. Missouri

and Kansas.

Dickman comes to the Dallas of-

fice from a similar post in Los

Joseph Dickman

Angeles where he will be succeeded

by Tom Hamlen. Hamlen joined

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
when the coni|)an\' acquired its sub-

sidiarv. Films Incorporated, where

Hamlen served for five years. 9'

* ^^ *

Miller New Bell & Howell
Regional Sales Chief in East

.Appointment of Daniel Miller as

regional director of district man-
ager sales for Bell & H(iwell Com-
pany. Chicago, has been announced

by Carl Schreyer. vice-president of

merchandising.

Miller now is responsible for the

company's photographic dealer
sales activities in 14 eastern states

ranging from Maine to South Caro-

lina. He will work out of the Bell

& Howell New York offices at 37-15

61st St.. \^(Jodside. Long Island.

For three and one-half years

Miller has managed Bell & Howell

dealer sales in an eastern territory

covering parts of New \ork. New
Jersey. Pennsylvania and Conn, l^'

Daniel Miller

The Foundation

of An Effective Film

Is An Effective

Film Script

Every Barney Petty Filmsciipt incorporates the experi-

ence gained in writing more than a hundred others

during twenty-four years in the motion picture industry.

Let me send you a factual report describing

how a recent Barney Petty Filmscript was

made into a dramatic and effective film.

BAHIVEY
10044 Burnet

Avenue

PETTY
San Fernando,

California

Filmscripts for sponsors and producers of documentary,

institutional and public relations motion pictures.



(A COLOR BLOW-UPS 16mni TO 35nim:
III^? Precision B&W Negatives

^2 Eastman Color Negatives

^^ Ttieater Prints in Color

^ Low cost Work Prints

BE

JJJ
SUPERSCOPE

*" AlVAMDHPHIC CDA'VEHSIDIVS

from 76mm and 35mm Originals to

^^ I6mm or 35mm Squeezed Masters

^0 or fine grain Internegatives in any ratio*

^ SPECIAL EFFECTS IN

^ EASTMAN COLOR OR B&W

o
n
<

Qu
N

5w
a

Our new Triple-head precision

printer reproduces the original

edge numbers and dissolve cues

in the intemegative.

Dissolves, Wipes. Montages, Zooms,

Reductions. Blow-ups, Color separation

masters. Shrunken film duplication and

other SPECIALIZED LABORATORY
SERVICES.

Write us regarding your film

printing problems.

FILMEFFECTS
OF HOLLYWOOD
n53 North Highland Avenue

Hollywood 38- California

FILM PRODUCTION

FOR MEDICINE, EDUCATION
AND BUSINESS

FOR AUDIENCE LEVELS FROM
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TO PROFESSIONAL

EXPERT TECHNICAL STAFF
SCRIPTS AND STORYBOARDS

LIVE ACTION
ANIMATION

COLOR. SOUND
TV COMMERCIALS

You Are Cordially Invited to Discuss

Your Film Program With Us

STURGIS-GRANT
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

322 EAS^ 44th STREET

NEV^ YORK 7, NEW YORK

Annual Meeting of Dominion Studios—

Advertiser Film Survey Results

Analyzed for Canadian Producers

Or A Cross-Section of Canada's advertisers

recently surveyed, seventy-eight per cent

indicated they preferred to use Canadian

producers for their sponsored films. Yet 25% of

the advertisers surveyed said they today are using

films produced in the LTnited States for Canadian

audiences.

These samples of Canadian sponsor preference

and practice gained attention in a frank, compe-

tition-minded talk by Merle M. Schneckenburger,

vice-president of the House of Seagram, at the

recent annual meeting of the Association of Mo-

tion Picture Producers and Laboratories of Can-

ada. The survey, on which Schneckenburger

based his speech, was conducted among mem-
bers of the Association of Canadian Advertisers,

of which Schneckenburger is a past president.

In the course of his remarks, Schneckenburger

sketched an interesting national and interna-

tional film sponsorship and production situation.

Prefer Doing Business in Canada

"There is no question, based on this survey,

but that the sponsors of Canada definitely prefer

to deal with Canadian producers, but not all feel

that it is advisable for them to do so. However,

the ini])ortant thing is this—the desire is there,"

Schneckenburger said.

He noted that 78% of the advertisers re-

sponded "Yes" to the survey question. "If you

had a major sum to spend on a sponsored film

production, would you have the picture produced

in Canada?" The rest, he said, were very non-

committal on this point.

Seventy-three per cent surveyed said they pre-

ferred to deal directlv with the producer on spon-

sored films and IS*"; said they preferred to deal

only with the advertising agencies. "Fourteen

per cent ducked the question." Schneckenburger

added. Sixty-nine per cent surveyed said they

approved of producers calling on them directly.

21% preferred that the producer call on the ad-

vertising agency.

Schneckenburger enlarged on a survey com-

ment that a producer is also a business man and

should be free to make a direct approach to po-

tential clients. Any sponsor, he said, should wel-

L'ibrur^
I

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF

MOOD AND BRIDGE MUSIC

For Details Wrile:

AUniD-MASTER Cnrp.
17 East 45th Si. New York 17, N. Y.

Merle M. Schneckenburger, House of Seagram
v.p. is pictured at left above; President-elect

Arthur Chetwynd of the Assn, of Canadian pro-

ducers and labs is shown at right, at the rostrum.

come the direct approach as a means of explor-

ing this film industry in which he may be making

a considerable investment. It is often advisable

for sponsors using films extensively to employ

more than one producer
—

"Competition is a keen

stimulant."

How do Canadian advertising agencies regard

sponsored films? Fifty-six of the advertisers

surveyed said their agencies had never recom-

mended sponsored films to them; 21% said that

their agencies on very rare occasions did recom-

mend sponsored films: only 23% of the adver-

tisers said their agencies do definitely recom-

mend films as a public relations medium.

Interest High in Theatre Release

Regarding sponsored films. Schneckenburger

pointed out that 73% of the advertisers polled

said they would forego a credit line in order to

obtain theatre distribution of sponsored films

—

but many of these hedged, several said it would

depend on the type of film. Eight per cent would

not sacrifice credits: 8% said they used U. S.-

produced film without any attempt at an expla-

nation or apology to Canadian audiences. Seven-

teen per cent said they use U. S. productions

hut attempted to explain them to Canadian audi-

ences.

Summing up this part of the data, Schnecken-

burger said that 25% of Canada's advertisers

say they are today using U.S.-produced films

for Canadian audiences and 55% say they do

not show U.S.-produced films at all to Canadian

audiences. (Concerning 35mm production, only

On Our Tenth Anniversary — New and Larger

Facilities For a Growing Producer of Business Films

^-
PRODUCTIONS

26328 SO. WESTERN AVE.

LOS ANGELES
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SYMBOL OF

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

EMPIRE PilflSOyND
INCORPORATED

Films for industry and television

1920 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN.

producer* of Theatrical. TV and

Special Purpose Films. For 29 Years

Specialists in Creative Techniques, in-

cluding original MARCH OF TIME.

Distinguished Films for

Distinguished Clients ;

GENERAL ELECTRIC

J. C. PENNEY CO.

CHRYSLER

Y. M. C. A.

N. B. C.

McSRAW-HILL
FOX

Oxford 7-0121

207-11 East 37th St.. New York 16, N. Y.

( C O iN T I N U E D FROM THE F .\ C I N C P -\ C E I

10% of the advertisers thought it was worth

the additional cost.)

Though he ventured a guess that Canadian

producers had been more successful in selling

Canadian advertisers on their ability to produce

sponsored films than on their abilit)' to produce

t-v commercials, Schneckenburger said that here

again the surrey left no doubt that "Canadian

advertisers do want to deal with you."

"They want to use Canadian production fa-

cilities and Canadian personnel if they can be

made to believe that they can get results,"

Schneckenburger said. He quoted one advertiser

as saving that even though U. S. sources may be

better technically, "we want the English language

voices to sound like Canadians and the adaption

to French is easier when using Canadian facili-

ties and talent."

From the survey, Schneckenburger concluded

that Canadian advertisers who use U. S. produc-

tion facilities are "pretty strong in their convic-

tions." One advertiser who said he gets better

results in the U. S. would switch to Canadian

producers when they gain experience. .Another

advertiser quoted by the speaker said : "We know
we could use Canadian facilities all the time but

through sad experience, we find it saves time,

trouble and eventually dollars if we go to the

United States."

If the Canadian producers felt that they

should be doing a better selling job for their

medium. Schneckenburger offered a suggestion

involving the Canadian Advertisers Association:

'"I am wondering if you have ever considered

producing a film to sell the idea of sponsored

films?"

President-Elect Reviews Progress

.\rthur Chetwynd, Toronto producer and presi-

dent-elect of the Canadian motion picture pro-

ducers group, told the producers at the meeting

that:

"\t e have made much real progress, although

at times it must have appeared that we were

crawling in situations that called for seven-league

boots. It is necessary to crawl before we walk

I but I we have a job ahead of us today that calk

for concerted and united efforts. Only with the

active support of all can we now stride towards

a better future with confidence." B'

Canadian producers pictured at recent annual

meeting are (I to r) Lew Parry. Parry Films;

Spence Caldwell, S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.; guest

Merle Schneckenburger; pres. -elect Arthur Chet-
wynd, Chetwynd Films, Ltd.; past-pres. Graeme
Fraser, Crawley Films, Ltd.; and Al Jestlce, At-

lantic Fll.-ns & Electronics Ltd.

WIDE SCREEN?

PORTABUTRIPOO?

WALL AND CEIUNG?

Whatever it is, RADIANT has it!

The complete line of Radiant projection
screens is the largest, most inclusive in the
world. It ranges from tiny compact table
models through a large series of portable
tripod screens, wall screens, wall and ceil-
ing screens, atomatic screens to the new
Cinemascope type wide screens. It incor-
porates every engineering advance, every
screen fabric improvement that can make
for more brilliant, convenient projection.
Write today for new RADIANT SCREEN
GUIDE which tells how to determine type
of screen that best fills your needs. Also for
literature giving full details and prices on
all Radiant Screens.

A subfidiar^ oj United Stales Hofjmjn Miu:hint~r>
Corporation

1225 SOUTH TALMAN • CHICAGO 8, ILL.

PRINTING

PROCESSING • RECORDING

All 16mm motion picture

and 35mm slide and film

strip service — radio Iranscripfions

FILM SERVICE

^&^ FILM PRODUCTION

224 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MICH.
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EDUCATIONAL AUDIO -VISUAL ORGANIZATIONS

AUDIO-VISUAL COMMISSION ON
PUBLIC INFORMATION

Office: Room 2230, 250 West 57th Street,

New York 19, N.Y.

Officers: Charles F. Schuller (Director,

Audio-Visual Center, Michigan State Univer-

sity, East Lansing, Michigan), chalnnaii; Don
Williams (Director, Audio -Visual Center,

Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.), vice-

chairman: Emily S. Jones (Educational Film
Library Association, New York 19, N.Y.),

secretary.
* * *

Executive Committee: Floyde E. Brooker
(Executive Secretai'y, Department of Audio-
Visual Instruction, National Education Asso-

ciation, Washington 6, D. C): William King
(Consultant, Audio-Visual Education, State

Department of Education, Trenton, New Jer-

sey); Harold Hill (National Association of

Educational Broadcasters. Urbana, Illinois) ;

Don White (National Audio-Visual Associa-

tion, Fairfax, Virginia).

Purpose: A joint committee of nine national

organizations concerned with the improvement
of instruction through wider and better use of

audio-visual materials and methods. As part
of its public information effort on behalf of

the audio-visual medium, the Commission is

establishing a central file of representative

photographs of audio-visual materials in use.

Dr. Robert Wagner, of Ohio State University,

and Dr. Clyde Miller, of the State Department
of Education in Columbus, Ohio, will establish

the photo file and maintain it. Soliciting photos
from the a-v field, the Commission will supply
the central file with glossy prints illustrating

all phases of a-v usage in instruction. The file

will be available to writers and others publiciz-

ing the medium. •

CATHOLIC AUDIO-VISUAL

EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION

Address: Box 618, Church Street P. 0., New
York 8, N.Y.

Officers: Very Rev. Monsignor Leo McCor-
mick, Ph.D., president; Reverend Michael
Mullen, C. M., vice-president : Reverend Sister

Ignatia, C. S. J., secretary: Reverend Brother
Raymond Glemet, S. M., treasurer.

Purpose: To further the use of Audio-Visual
equipment and materials in Catholic education
and to encourage production of suitable films

for Catholic school use.
* * -X-

Annual Convention : CAVE is coordinating

its sixth Annual Convention with the National
Catholic Educational Association national con-

vention April 23-26, 1957 in Milwaukee, Wis-
consin. Audio-visual equipment and materials

may be exhibited at this joint convention. No
registration fees are required.

Official Publication: The Catholic Educa-

tor. O'

DEPT. OF AUDIOVISUAL

INSTRUCTION. NATIONAL

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Office: 1201 16th Street, N. W., Washington

6, D. C.

Address: Floyde E. Brooker, E.recutive Secre-

tary.
* * *

Officers: L. C. Larson (Director, Audio-

Visual Centei-, Indiana University), president;

Robert deKieffer (Director, Bureau of Audio-

Visual Instruction, University of Colorado),

rice-president; The Executive Committee:

Elizabeth Golterman (Director, Division of

Audio-Visual Education, St. Louis ( Missouri

)

Public Schools); J. J. McPherson (Director.

Audio-Visual Materials Consultation Bureau.

Wayne State University ) ; Charles F. Schuller

( Director. Audio-Visual Center, Michigan

State University i ; Paul W. F. Witt ( Profes-

sor of Education, Teachers College, Columbia

University) ; Walter A. Wittich (Director. Bu-

reau of Audio-Visual Instruction, University

of Wisconsin ).

* * *

Principal Committees: The program of

DAVI is carried out primarily through stand-

ing committees, such as: Evaluation of Sec-

ondary School AV Programs, Daniel Rohrbach,

cliairmaii; Adult Education, Kenneth
Mclntyre, cliairnian; Archives, Maurice T.

Iverson, c/iairman; Buildings and Equipment,

A. J. Foy Cross, ckairinan; City Programs.

Constance Weinman, cliairman; College and

University Programs, Harry M. Kauffman,

cliairman; County and Cooperative Programs,

Henry McCarty, chairman; AV Instructional

Materials, T. W. Roberts, chairman: Legisla-

tive, Irving Boerlin, chaii-man; Professional

Education, Kenneth Norberg. chairman: Radio

and Recordings, Ralph Hall, chairman; Re-

search, Paul Wendt, chairman: School Service

Corps, Fred Winston, chairman; Teacher Edu-

cation, William Fulton, cJiairman; Television,

Emma Fantone, chairman.

* * *

Purpose: The improvement of instruction

through the better and wider use of audio-visual

equipment, materials and techniques. The
membership consists primarily of directors

and specialists in audio-visual in colleges and

universities, state departments of education,

and county and city school systems. School

supervisors, classroom teachers and audio-

visual specialists in the armed forces, in in-

dustry, and amongst religious groups are also

sizeable groups.
* * *

Activities in 1957: National Convention with

exhibits—Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,

D. C, March 3-6, 1957; Series of workshop

leadership conferences. Continuing series of

publications in the area of accreditation,

school buildings and research.

* * *

Publications: The Department issues two

regular publications. Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion, 9 issues, October to June inclusive—

a

magazine intended to help the classroom
teacher and the audio-visual specialist. Audio-

Visual Communication Review, a scholarly

quarterly reporting the latest trends, research

needs, developments, and research projects in

the field of audio-visual communications. Other

important publications of the Department are

the series Planning Schools for Use of Audio-

Visual Materials ( Classi-ooms, Auditoriums;

The AV Instructional Materials Center, Audio-

Visual Centers in Colleges and Universities) ;

National Tape Recording Catalog, Second Edi-

tion ; Evaluative Criteria for Audio-Visual In-

structional Materials Services; The School

Administrator and His Audio-Visual Program,

1954 Yearbook; and A Directory of Graduate

AV Programs for the Professional Education

of Audio-Visual Supervisors, Directors and

Building Coordinators. 9'

EDUCATIONAL FILM LIBRARY

ASSOCIATION. INC.

Office: 250 West 57th Street, New York 19,

N.Y.

Officers: Erwin C. Welke, president; Mrs.

Wanda Daniel, vice-president; Mrs. Carol Hale,

secretary; Emily S. Jones, executive secretary.

Committees: Evaluations — Mary Allison;

Nominations — Mrs. Carol Hale; Membership
— Mrs. Wanda Daniel.

Membership: (Constituent) — 438 nonprofit

educational institutions; (Service) — 45 com-

mercial organizations and interested individ-

uals; 4 international members — government

agencies, film groups of other countries; 31

submemberships; 79 personal memberships.

Purpose: To encourage and improve the pro-

duction, distribution and utilization of educa-

tional films. EFLA conducts a film evaluation

service.

19.57 Meeting Dates: July 18-20, Chicago.

Publications: For members — Evaluations,

EFLA Bulletin, Service Supplements. A cat-

alog containing descriptions of EFLA "Gen-

eral" publications is provided by the Asso-

ciation. »

FILM COUNCIL OF AMERICA

Office: 614 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois.

Phone: DAvis 8-7272.

Officers: H. A. Tollefson, president; Direc-

tors—R. J. Bingham (President, Association

Films, Inc.) ; Jerome Cushman (Librarian,

Salina, Kansas Public Library) ; C. H. Dand

(Director, Films and Publications Division,

Briti.sh Information Services); Maury J.

Glaubman (National Audio-Visual Director,

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith) ;

Wesley J. F. Grabow (Audio-Visual Materials

Advisor. University of Minnesota) ; Dr. Car-

olyn Guss (Associate Professor of Education

aiid Associate in Selection, Audio-Visual Cen-

ter. Indiana University); Helaine S. Levin

( Chief of the Film Library, Bureau of Library

and Indexing Service, American Dental As-

sociation ) ; Alex Sareyan ( Executive Direc-

tor, Mental Health Materials Center, Inc.) ;

Morton Schindel (President. Weston Woods
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF VISUAL EDUCATION DEALERS

EASTERN STATES

. CONNECTICUT •

Rock<\ell Film & Projection Sen-
ice, 182 High St., Hartford 5.

• MASSACHUSETTS .

Cinema, Inc, 234 Clarendon St.,

Boston 16.

. NEW JERSEY .

Slidecraft Co,, 142 Morris Ave,
Mountain Lakes, N.

J.

Association Films, Inc. Broad at

Elm. Ridgelield. N. J.

• NEW YORK .

Association Films, Inc., 347 Mad-
ison, New York 17.

Buchan Pictures, 122 W. Chip-

pewa St.. Buffalo.

Comprehensive Service Corp., 245
W. aSth St., New York 19.

Crawford, Immig and Landis,

Inc., 200 Fourth ,A\cnue, Xciv

York 3, New York.

The Jam Handy Organization

1775 Broadwa\. New York 19.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. & Vis, Pdts.,

723 Prospect .Ave.. \V'estbur\.

N. Y.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Coj])..

602 W. 52nd St.. New York 19.

Training Films, Inc., 150 W'tst

54th .St., New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS Suffern.

« PENNSYLVANIA .

J. P, Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St.,

Harrisburg.

Lippincott Pictures. Inc., 4729
Ludlow St., Philadelphia 39.

• WEST VIRGINIA .

B, S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St..

W., Charleston 2. Dickens 6-

6731.

SOUTHERN STATES

. FLORIDA •

Norman Laboratories & Studio,

6337 .Arlington Rd., Jackson-

ville 11.

• GEORGIA .

Colonial Films, 71 Walton St.,

N. W., Alpine 5378, Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 101 Walton
St., N. W., Atlanta 3.

. LOUISIANA .

Stanle^ Projection Company, 1117

Bolton .Ave., .Alexandria.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 1307 Tu
lane ,A\'e.. New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service, Inc., 815

Povdras St.. New Orleans 12.

Phone: RA 9061.

. MISSISSIPPI •

Herschel Smith Company, 119

Roach St.. Jackson 1 10.

• TENNESSEE .

Southern Visual Films, 687 Shrine

Bldg., Memphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service, 416 A. Broad St.. Nash-
ville.

. VIRGINIA •

Tidewater Audio-Visual Center,

Cameraland BJdg., J29 South-

ern Shopping Center. Phone
Ma 5-1371.

MIDWESTERN STATES

. ILLINOIS •

American Film Registn, 24 E.

Eighth Street. Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc, 561 Hill-

grove, LaGrange. Illinois.

.Atlas Film Corporation, 1111

Soutli Boulexard, Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 X. Michigan .Ave.. Chicago

1.

Midwest Visual Etjuipment Co.,

3618 Dexon .Ave., tihicago 45.

• MICHIGAN •

Engelman Visual Education Serv-

ice, 4754-56 Woodward Ave..

Detroit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,

2S21 E. Gr.md Bl\'d., Detroit

11.

Capital Film Service, 224 .Abbott

Road. East Lansing. Michigan.

. OHIO •

Ralph V, Haile & Associates, 326

E. Fourth, Cincinnati 2.

• OHIO •

Academv Film Service, Inc.,
2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland
14.

Frvan Film Service, 1810 E. 12tli

.St.. Cleveland 14.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2108 Payne
Ave.. Cleveland 14.

The Jam Handy Organization,
310 Talbott Bldg.. Davton 2.

Twyman Films, Inc., 400 West
First Street. Davton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Lincoln Way E., Massillon.

WESTERN STATES
~

• CALIFORNIA •

LOS ANGELES AREA
Donald J. Clausonthue Co., 1829

\. Craig Axe.. Altadena.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620
Hollxxvood Blvd.. Hollywood
28.

HoUvwood Camera Exchange,
KiOO N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hol-
lywood 28.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1402 X. Ridgewood Place, Hol-
lywood 28.

Ralke Company, 829 S. Flower
St.. Los .Angeles 17. Phone:
TR. 8664.

S, O, S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 HoUvxvood Blvd:. HoUv-
wood 28.

Spindler & Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Blvd., Los .Angeles 57.

SAX FRAXCISCO AREA
.Associated Films, Inc, 799 Steven-

son St., San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company, 1 1

6

Xatoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films, 350 Battery St.,

San Francisco 11.

• COLORADO .

Audio-Visual Center, 28 E. Ninth
.Ave., Denver 3.

• OREGON .

Moore's Motion Picture Service,

33 X. W. 9th Axe.. Portland 9.

Oregon.

. TEXAS •

Association Films, Inc., 1108 Jack-

son Street, Dallas 2.

George H. Mitchell Co., 712 N.
Haskell, Dallas 1.

• UTAH .

Deseret Book Company, 44 E. So.

Temple St., Salt Lake City 10.

USE THIS DIRECTORY TO LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT. FILMS AND PROJECTION

USIA FILMS ABROAD:
(continued from page 26)

of Italy, President Juscelino Kubit-

schek of Brazil, Prime Minister

Bandaranaike of Ceylon, and Crown
Prince Moulay Hassen of Morocco.

Operation of an out-of-doors cine-

mascope theatre at the Kabul Trade

Fair in Afghanistan. Operated in

cooperation with the U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, this 1956 sum-

mertime project proved a popular

attraction at the fair. Seven Ameri-

can theatrical shorts and a color

travelog on Afghanistan were trans-

lated into the native Farsi language

and shown on a 30- by 80-foot

screen in an open air theatre xvhich

accommodated 5,000 spectators at

each screening. Both Red China

and the Soviet Union hastily erected

outdoor theatres of their oxvn, but

had only small screens and no Farsi-

voiced films. Each evening xvhen

the huge U. S. Cinemascope picture

flashed on the screen, spectators

quickly deserted other foreign pavil-

ions to gather in the U. S. theatre.

Production and distribution of a

short film. Sentinels jor Peace, to

e.xplain President Eisenhowers mu-
tual inspection proposal and to

shoxv how the plan xvould xvork to

prevent a surprise attack. The film,

released in 32 languages, was wide-

ly shox\'n in theatres and to non-

theatre audiences abroad.

Continued film support of the

President's proposal for internation-

al cooperation in using atomic ener-

gy for the benefit of mankind. The
Agency produced and distributed

two more films in its Atoms for

Peax:e series. Since 1953, a total of

44 films, 31 of which xvere produced

by the Agency, have been used over-

seas in support of the "Atoms for

Peace'' campaign.

Another highlight of the year

xvas the filming of the historic meet-

ing in Panama of the Presidents of

the Organization of American
States. The film. Meeting of the

Americas, was distributed to all

Latin American countries, ^

New SMPTE Member Chairman
Edward M. Warnecke has been

named National Membership Chair-

man of the Society of Motion Pic-

lure and Television Engineers for

1957-58, Mr, Warnecke, who will

succeed John W. DuVall. has been

SMPTE eastern regional member-

ship chairman for the past two

years.

Mr. Warnecke, xvho joined the j
SMPTE in 1949 as an active mem-
ber, is Assistant Chief Engineer of

the East Coast Division, Motion

Picture Film Department. Eastman

Kodak Company. ^
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BUSINESS SCREEN BOOKSHELF SERVICE
Your Convenient Moil Order Source for Useful Audio-Visuol Books and Guides

BOOKS ON PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE:

101 — American Cinematographer Hand Book and Reference

Guide, by Jackson J. Rose. A con\enient source of the basic

facts concerning photographic materials, methods and
equipment. Eighth edition, 331 pages §3.00

102 — Film and Its Techniques, by Raymond Spottiswoode. -An

encyclopedic treatment of the documentary film — from
idea to script and through all the steps of production. Uni-

versity of California Press, 505 pages $7.50

103 — 16mm Soimd Motion Pictures, by W. H. Offenhauser, Jr.

.A. complete manual for the professional or amateur ISmm
producer. Interscience Publishers, Inc., 565 pages .S11.50

104 — Painting with Light, by John Alton. .-V discussion of the

technical and artistic aspects of lighting — what lights are

used and where they are placed: how to make sure natural

light is correct. The MacMillan Co., 191 pages §6.75

105 — Handbook of Basic Motion-Picture Techniques, by Erail E.

Brodbeck. Basic know how for both amateurs and profes-

sionals. McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc., 307 pages-.$6.50

106 — The Recording and Reproduction of Sound, by Oliver
Read. \ complete, authoritative discussion of audio in all

its phases. Howard \V. Sams & Co., Inc., 800 pages $7.95

107 — Stereo ReaUst Manual, by Willard D. Morgan, Henry M.
Lester and 14 leading 3-D experts. A complete manual of

modern 35mm stereo photography illustrated with 3-D
photos in color and black and white. .\ special viewer is

included in the book. Morgan and Lester, 400 pages .56.00

108 — The Technique of Film Editing, compiled by Karel Reisz
for the British Film .-Vcademy. A practical analvsis of the

problems of film editing by 10 experienced film makers —
a guide for film editors and TV directors. Farrar. Straus
and Cudahy, 282 pages S7.50

109 — Preparation and Use of Audio-Visual Aids, bv Haas and
Packer. Practical, step-by-step instructions on how to pre-

pare and use visual aids effectively. Prentice-Hall. Inc.

381 pages S6.65

TELEVISION PLANNING AND PRODUCTION:

201 — The Handbook of TV and Film Technique, bv Charles \V.

Curran. A non-technical production guide for executives
covering film production costs, methods and processes.

Includes a section on the production of films for TV
programs and commercials. Pellegrini and Cudahy, 120
pages '.$3.00

202 — Movies for TV, by John H. Battison. A comprehensive
technical guide to the use of films in television program-
ming. Covers the basic principles of the medium, equip-
ment, program planning. Macmillan Co., 376 pages ..S5.00

203 — Color Television Standards, edited by Donald G. Fink. .A

digest of the National Television System Connnittee's rec-

ords on color television. McGraw Hill Book Companv, Inc.
520 pages 'S8.50

204 — The Television Conunercial, by Harry Wayne McMahan.
.\ practical manual on television advertising. Shows ho%v to
create better commercials, both from the advertising and
film production viewpoints. Hastings House, 175 pages.

S6.50

206 — Staging T\' Programs and Commercials, by Robert J.
\Vade. .\ handbook aimed to help in solving the phvsical
production problems of "live" television programming.
Hastings House, 210 pages $6.50

207 — .Audio Control Handbook, by Robert S. Oringel. A com-
plete, authoritative handbook on audio control in all tvpes
of broadcasting. Hastings House, 141 pages $6.50

GENERAL REFERENCE BOOK:
301 — The Dollars and Sense of Business Films, bv the Films

Steering Committee of the .A.N..\. .An analysis of the actual
cost and circulation records of 157 important business firms.
.Association of Xation.il Adxertisers. 128 pages $2.00

AUDIO-VISUAL METHODS & MATERIALS:

401 — Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching — Revised Edition, by
Edgar Dale. A review of the Audio-Visual field, both its

theory and practice. Colorfully illustrated. The Drvden
Press, 520 pages .'. $6.23

403 — Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction, by McKown & Roberts.
Ho^v to program audio-visual devices for education. Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co.. 493 pages $4.75

404 — The .Audio-\'isual Reader, edited by James S. Kinder and
F. Dean .McClusky. Philosophy, theory, research and audio-
visual instruction in teaching materials in the school sys-

tem. Wm. C. Brown Co., 378 pages $5.75

405 — Audio-Visual Technitjues, by Chandler &: Cypher. A guide
to enriching the curriculum with a wide variety of audio
and visual materials. Noble and Noble, 252 pages $3.50

PERIODICALS AND GUIDES:

501 — Business Screen Magazine. The national journal of audio-
visual communications in business and industry. A full
year's service, eight issues $3.00; two years 55.00

502 — The Audio-Visual Projectionist's Handbook. A two-color
portfolio of ideas and pointers for presenting a better
audio-visual program. Business Screen $1.00

503 — The National Directory of Safety Films. A catalog of more
than 950 subjects including 1956 additions. National Safetv
Council „ $1.00

504 — Guide to Films & Uses by Sales Executives. Forty-five pages
of te.xt plus a complete sales training film list. National
Federation of Sales Executives $3.00

505 — Volume U of Business Screen. Eight full issues for 1950
bound in one \olume $7.30

506 — Volimie 12 of Business Screen. Eight full issues for 1951
bound in one volume $7.50

507 — Volume 13 of Business Screen. Eight full issues for 1952
bound in one volume $7.50

508 — Volimie 14 of Business Screen. Eight fuU issues for 1953
bound in one volume $7.50

509 — Volume 13 of Business Screen. Eight full issues for 1954
bound in one volume $7.50

510 — Volimie 16 of Business Screen. Eight full issues for 1955
in attractive volume file case $7.50

DETACH AND MAIL WITH YOUR CHECK TO:

BUSINESS SCREEN BOOKSHELF
7064 SHERIDAN ROAD • CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS

Please ship the following iindicote by number,:

Nnm*.



AN INDEX TO ADV
— A —

Academy Films, Inc 193

Acme Film Laboratories 177

American Film Producers 89

Ansco Division, General Aniline

& Film Corporation 87

Association Films, Inc 63

Atlas Film Corporation ot

Audio-Master Corporation 194

Audio Productions, Inc H
— B—

Bay State Film Productions, Inc 64

Becker, Marvin, Films 194

Bell & Howell Company 48, 49

Berndt-Bach, Inc 61

Better Selling Bureau 2/

Birns & Sawyer Photo Supplies Co.. . 37

Byron Studios and Laboratory 5

— C —
C & B Enterprises, Inc 178

California National Productions, Inc. 66

Caldwell, S. W., Ltd 148

Calvin Co., The -18

Camera Equipment Company,
Inc. ..... 20, 29, 179

Camera Mart, Inc., The 164

Campus Film Productions, Inc 80

Capital Film Laboratories, Inc 37, 38

Capital Film Service 195

Caravel Films, Inc 1

Cate and McGlone 92

Centron Corporation, Inc 158

Chicago Film Studios 58

Cinescript 197

Cinesound 154

Colburn, George W., Laboratory. Inc. 181

Color Reproduction Companv 52

Color Service Company. Inside Back Cover

Compco Corporation 48

Comprehensive Service Corporation . . 76

Consolidated Film Industries 9

Copeland, Jack L., and Associates... 189

Corelli-Jacobs Film Music, Inc 163

Crawley Films, Limited 70

Culhane, Shamus, Productions, Inc... 86

Current Affairs Films
( Key Productions )

176

Custom Film Laboratory 197

— D—
Dage Television Division

(Thompson Products )
172

Da-Lite Screen Co 84

Davidson Corporation 188

Dephoure Studios, Inc 178

Depicto Films, Inc 197

Doane Productions 189

Douglas Productions 60

DuKane Corporation 16

Dunn, Cal, Studios 68

DuPont Company, Photo
Products Dept 2

Dynamics Films, Inc 6, 7

— E —
Eastman Kodak Company 129

Electro-Chemical Products Corp 90

Empire Photosound, Inc 195

Engel, Walter, Inc 180

Escar Motion Picture Service 187

Estudios Cinematograficos
Rosello I Peru I

152

Estudios Moro S. A. ( Spain ) 155

— F—
Fairbanks, -Jerrv, Productions

of California 91

Farrell & Gage Films, Inc 186

Fiberbilt Sample Case Co 38

Film Associates, Inc 62

"The Blue-Chips of

ERTISERS IN THE PRODUCTION REVIEW
Film Associates of Michigan, Inc.. . . 54

Filmetfects of Hollywood 194

Filmfax Productions 165

Film Graphics, Inc 190

Florez, Inc 73

Florman & Babb, Inc 34

Fonda Corp 12

Fordel Films, Inc 43

Fox, George, Organization, The 19

Frost, .Jack A 10

— G—
Ganz, William J., Company, Inc 153

General Film Laboratories Corp 55

German, W. J., Inc Ul
Glenn, Jack, Inc.

Granducci, Oeveste, Scripts By.

Graphic Arts Workshop, Inc...

Graphic Pictures, Inc

— H—
Haig & Patterson, Inc

Halligan. George
Hance, Paul, Productions

Handv, Jam, Organization,

The, Inc Back O
Harwald Company, The
Henry, Bruce
Hillsberg, F., Inc

Hollywood Film Company
Holmes, Frank, Laboratories

Huber, L. R., Productions

I—
IdentiColor Labs

195
69
122
83

190
192
187

over
70
75
162
18
26
192

187

— J—
Jamieson Film Company 176

Jones, Dallas, Productions, Inc 79

— K —
Kalart Company, Inc., The 82

Kling Film Productions 15

Kling Photo Corporation 24, 25

Knickerbocker Productions, Inc 41

Knight Studio, The 78

Knight Title Service. .34, 80, 82, 157, 185

— L—
Lab-TV 174

Lakeside Laboratory ( Div. of

EDL Company I
168

Lane, Kent, Films, Inc 168

Lawrence, Robert, Productions, Inc. 35

Loucks & Norling Studios 35

— M —
Macmillan Company. The 197

Magnetic Sales Corp 179

Marathon TV Newsreel 59

McAlister, J. G., Inc 184

McClure, 0. J 72

Mercer, Ray & Co 173

Metropolitan Sound Studios 149

Minerva-Film A S ( Denmark ) 154

Mitchell Camera Corporation, The. . . 96

Modern Talking Picture Service,

Inc Inside Front Cover, 88

Movieiab Color Laboratories 13

Moviola Manufacturing Co 40

MPO Productions. Inc 51

Murphy, Owen, Productions, Inc 26

— N —
NBC Film Library 66

Niles, Fred A., Productions, Inc 155

— O—
Olvmpus Film Productions, Inc 165

Orleans, Sam. Productions 173

— P—
Paramount Sunset Corporation 162

Parthenon Pictures 32

Pathescope Productions 85

Peerless Film Processing Corporation 49

Pelican Films, Inc 185

Petty. Barney 193

Pictures For Business 189

Premier Film & Recording Corp 151

Prestoseal Mfg. Company 182

Princeton Film Center, Inc., The. ... 147

— R—
Radiant Mfg. Corp 195

Radio Corporation of America,

Audio Visual Products 36

Rarig Motion Picture Company 174

RCA Victor Custom Record Division 17

Rapid Film Technique, Inc 78

Ray, Reid H., Film Industries, Inc.. . 170

Regan Film Productions, Inc 167

Richard Mfg. Co 30

Richie, Robert Yarnall,

Productions, Inc 71

Riviera Productions 194

Rocket Pictures. Inc 42

Rockett, Frederick K., Company 45

Ross, Charles, Inc 33

Roush, Leslie, Productions, Inc 182

— S—
Sales Meeting Equipment, Inc 122

Saltzman, J. G., Inc 30

Sarra, Inc 28

Schuessler, Wm 177

Shellv Films, Limited 146

Smith, Fletcher, Studios, Inc 93

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corporation. .. 154

Sound Masters. Inc 21

Spindler & Sauppe 174

Sterling-Movies, U.S.A 81

Strauss, Henry, & Company 31

Strong Electric Corporation. The. ... 171

Sturgis-Grant Productions, Inc 194

Summit Studios 182

Sutherland, John, Productions, Inc.. . 3

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc 164

— T—
Technical Service, Incorporated 4

Technicolor Corporation 135

Telle, Inc 163

Tompkins, R. K., & Associates

( Mexico) 150

Training Films, Inc 192

Transfilm, Incorporated 77

Tri Art Color Corporation 56

— U—
Ungar & Fruhling 96

Unifilms, Inc 90

United States Productions. Inc 67

United World Films, Inc 39

Universal Recorders of California.

Inc 166

— V—
Vacuumate Corporation 132

Valentino, Thomas J., Inc 181

Van Praag Productions 53

Victor Animatograph Corporation... 44

Videart, Inc 1^2
Viewlex. Inc 133

Vinylbands 192

Visualscope. Incorporated 16

—W—
Wade, Roger. Productions. Inc 74

Walker. Gene K.. Productions 157

Wilding Picture Productions,

Inc I Insert opposite page 16)

Willard Pictures. Inc 145

Wolff. Raphael G., Studios. Inc 23

W(U-ld In Color Productions 181
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By adopting the revolutionary

35mm neg. pos. color process and its subsequent

16mm reduction prints, the exacting demands of

color TV and commercial films can now be

met, AND WITH EASE TOO-

Yes, 16mm reduction prints and prints from

16mm internegative, can be made with color of

such impressive fidelity that your production

will benefit by its outstanding economy

and remarkable quality.

Help yourself to a neW CO„cep. o. color prin.,ng,
call

color service co., inc.

115 W. 45th ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.
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A "NEW ORTHOPHONIC" HIGH FIDELITY RECOh,

TCHAIKOVSKY

I.

t
ACHARLES MUNCH • BOSTON SYMPHON

^-

From the stage at Symphony Hall, Boston, to the homes of

'

America, Tchaikovsky's immortal music is transported by the

magic of a "new orthophonic" high fidelity recording.

To picture this drama of technology wedded to art . . . from the

:

moment Charles Munch raises his baton ... to the delivery of the :

record to you, RCA Victor chose The Jam Handy Organization, i

The result is the 24-minute motion picture, "The Sound and I

the Story,"* which entertains as it informs.

For professional excellence and creative skill in the making

;

of visual presentations, call I

^ JAM HANDY ^^.^^^^^^

* "Enchanting beauty, dynamic action, captivating music, inspiring . .
."

From the review of "The Sound and the Story" by a panel of

distinguished educators.

Call the oHite nearest you for . . . Oromatizations • Visualizations • Presentations • Motion Pictures • Slidefilms • Training Assistan

I
NEW YORK 19
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Modetil has the

EXPERIENCE
ORGANIZATION
PERSONNEL
FACILITIES

KNOW HOW
to successfully perform the marketing responsi-

bility of distributing your sponsored film to

16mm audiences

television stations

theatres

rural roadshow audiences

To get the facts about sponsored film distribution in the U. S. (and

Canada) call or write the nearest MODERN regional service office at the

addresses listed below.

NEW YORK
3 East 54th Street, New York 22, N. Y. PLaza 8-2900

CHICAGO
1 Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1, Ml. DEIaware 7-3252

DETROIT
1224 Maccabees Building, Detroit 2, Mich. TEmple 2-4211

LOS ANGELES
612 S. Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, Gal. MAdison 9-2121

28 MODERN FILM EXCHANGES

MetfyM

ATLANTA

BOSTON

BUFFALO

CEDAR RAPIDS

CHARLOTTE

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI

CLFVELAND

DALLAS

DENVER

DETROIT

HARRISBURG

HOUSTON

INDIANAPOLIS

KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES

MEMPHIS

MILWAUKEE

MINNEAPOLIS

NEW ORLEANS

NEW YORK

OMAHA

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

ST LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

WASHINGTON

THE Modem network
OF FILM LIBRARIES
in 28 major U. S. Cities

provides first class service

to sponsors and audiences.



for TV spots that hit the mark

a specialized department

with our own facilities

for every phase

of controlled

production

Among the famous names

featured in recent TV

spots produced by Caravel

(black and white and color) . . .

• AMERICAN STANDARD

• BALLANTINE BEER

• BUFFERIN

• GERITOL

• GOODYEAR
• GIlLEnE

• GRIFFIN SHOE POLISH

• lYSOL

• NABISCO

• PROCTER & GAMBLE

• REMINGTON SHAVER

• REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMIHEE

• SIMMONS BEAUTY REST

• SOCONY MOBIL

• U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

• Studio

• direction

• art

• animation

editing

• optical

effects

• interlock

projection

ARAVEL'S specialized TV department is backed by 35 years'

experience in making business films for many of America's leading

advertisers. It is expertly staffed to give fast, efficient service,

and to make deliveries on f/me. Ask for sample TV reel.

CARAVEL FILMS, inc.* 730 fifth avenue • new YORK 19, N. Y.



Cameraman Bert Spielvogel checks details hefore sliooling begins, as releases six to led films |)l'I" > ear and each gets special attention. To match

Producer Philip Martin gives final instructions to actors. Norwood Studios their careful planning, they use dependable Du Pont Motion Picture Films.

"I can always count on delicate gradation

with dependable Du Pont Film!"

— says Cameraman BERT SPIELVOGEL, Washington. D. C.

"Important middle tones so necessary Rico. And. wherever Noi-wood crews go,

for faithful reproduction are always re- their cameras are loaded with Du Pont
' ^^^^^H^^^^^^^I^H tained in Du Pont 'Superior' 2 and Motion Picture Film.

«* lIBIH Type 914. That's why Du Pont Film i.s

.^ , ^^«^B , . ,. ,, . , , , -i r » FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact vour near-
Rgfaw, A*^^^ niv choice for all black-and-white toot-

, ,, ,, , , , , „„, ,. . j i i„ > „.. (>,„
"It^^ - JIF "

- est Du Pont Sales Omce (listen below) or the

'^^ f j^ age," .says Cameraman Bert Spielvogel. Du I'ont Company, Photo Products Depart-

ijif^fi'j'/5>^Bhi Philip Martin, president of Norwood ment. Wilmington 98. Delaware. In Canada:

^'^.'^^ISXi'^y ^/, 3iL'^«I^B Studios, adds: "We use Du Pont Films Du Pont Company of Canada Limited. Toronto.

1 \- ti'^^ .^*^^M because of their complete dependabil- sales offices

ity. Initial cost of our productions often Allama 8, Ga 805 Peachtree Buildine

>1 . i^^H reaches .$20,000 before we shoot a sin-
^oston lO^ Mass 140 Federal street

^{ ^li^^HIH f ,

Chicago 30. Ill 4560 Touhy Ave . Lmcolnwood

, — -^K^Ca ^'^ frame . . . and to be aure of the re- Cleveland 16, Ohio 20950 Center Ridge Road
' — l^.i.aiiia«^P^ i

j,y]jg ^g.|[ gpj. ^g ugp p^j Pqj^j Motion OaWis 7, Texas 1628 Oak tawn Avenue

p. , _

p.. I
y, Los Angeles 38, Calif 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.

1 ICture turn.
^

^^^ ^^^^ jj ^ y ^as west ISth street

Norwood Studios shoots theatrical Wynnewood. Pa 308 East Lancaster Avenue

and documentary films, such as their E"p°" "^-^""'^ ^idg
,

wiimmgton 98, Delaware

f^ t^^^^^^^H recent civilian defense feature "Warn- ^,^- _ -.^^
ing Red." Norwood cameramen shoot (l\ \\ II I I M i^

Mr. Spielvogel ili.scu.^scs fihnins with Producer Martin Under every conceivable lighting and ^»yy I \j\\,iy^
(left) and Fred Gerretson (right) of Du Pont. He say-s. weather condition . . . from wet. over-

^

•I've shot over 25.000 feet of Superior' 2 in three weeks ^ggj Formosa to SUnny, tropical Puerto BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
and know I can count on good rushes whetlier (he film's T.,n«,,^., ^..n.irrav
r ^T... J. , .. ... tnROUGH CntAllStKr
for TV or feature use

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM
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Members of the business fraternity connected with the

purposes and performance of business films are well

aware of the value of . . . creative thinking . . . compre-

hension of sponsor objectives . . . good writing . . . expe-

rienced craftsmanship . . . professional production values

AND successful film sponsors know the most impor-

tant (and the rarest) thing is a producer's ability to

blend these ingredients into a superior business film.

John Sutherland Productions, Incorporated

LOS ANGELES
201 North Occidental Boulevard

Los Angeles 26. California Dunkirk 8-5121

NEW YORK
33 East 48th Street

New York 17. New York PLaza 51875

IFDUM ©IF

Tyi M©INITIMi

That it takes a special skill to present

economic information in a memor-
able and highly entertaining manner
is demonstrated in "The Littlest

Giant," latest National Consumer
Finance Association film produced

by John Sutherland Productions,

Inc.

"The Littlest Giant" (I3I2 minutes;

Technicolor: animation) shows how

2 \

WE



FOUR 16MM PORTABLE PROJECTORS

WITH THE FAMOUS "DeVRYLITE" MECHANISM

A MODEL TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

With standard screen

With built-in screen

TSI MOVIEMATIC (illustrated) -
Especially popular for sales work
because extremely light weight
with repetitive projection on
built-in, folding daylight screen.

TSI DUOLITE (illustrated) -a dou-
ble-purpose projector. Built-in,

folding viewing screen gives TV-
type pictures in undarkened
rooms. Also projects to large

screen.

TSI DeVRYLITE -A small, compact,
single case, light weight pro-

jector for auditorium or class-

room use. Choice of 6", 8" or
12" speakers.

TSI MODEL "D" - A double-pur-
pose projector which also gives
repetitive projection (no rewind-
ing) for both built-in, folding

screen and large screen pictures.

All four TSI projectors are equipped with this time-proved

"DeVryli+e" mechanism—solid assurance of long, trouble-

free life and unsurpassed sound and picture quality.

The list of TSI users, made up of "blue chip" names which

you will know, is all the more impressive evidence of TSI

quality because many of those firms have reordered

—

many of them, several times.

We invite you to ask for a free demonstration

and the new "full line" literature

TECHNICAL SERVICE, INC.
30S63 FIVE MILE ROAD • DEPT. C. • LIVONIA, MICH.

Weif CooW Off/ce: 4357 Melrose Ave. • Hollywood 29, Calif. • Phone Normondie 5-6621

Canadian Diitr.: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd. • 447 Jarvis St. • Toronto 5, Onr,

Foreign Diitr. Schmid Co-, Dletikon-Zurich, Switzerland
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Better Color

Lower Cost Prints

Complete Color Control

Protects Original Footage

byron

color-correct
16mm Color Prints

on EK positive stock

through an

intermediate

negative

from 16mm

color originals

For information and
price listf icrite, phone or ivire byron

FEderal 3-4000

Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES ... COLOR AND BL.\CK-AND-'S-HITE PROCESSING AND PRINTING

NUMBER 2 • VOLUME 18 • 1957



1000 Ampere Unit

1600 Ampere Unit

a NEW 1600 JIMPERE DC CENERJtTOR
POWER PLMNT JOINS THE

ROSS SILVER FLEET

INC.

333 West 52nd Street • New York 19, N.Y.

Circle 6-5470

Lighting Equipment

Grips and Props for Motion Pictures

and Television Studios

\

This new dependable power unit takes its place

alongside the 1000 ampere unit shown.

700, 300 and 200 Ampere Units

are also available for rental.

From the largest generator plant to a complete

line of lighting, grip equipment and props,

you can depend on fast reliable service from

our complete stock.

For rental or purchase.

Send for a schedule of rental rates.

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



TWENTY YEARS BACK

1957

1977

...OR TWENTY YEARS AHEAD!

ESTABLISHED 1937

Since 1937 SOUND MASTERS has set the pace. We hope to con-

tinue serving you—with fresh ideas and constantly improving tech-

niques—right up to 1977!

Sincerely,

Francis Carter Wood, Jr.

PRESIDENT

SOUND MASTERS, INC
165 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

MOTION PICTURES

SLIDE FILMS

TV SHORTS

COMMERCIALS



Camera Equipmekt Company
presents the new Magnasync

Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

The New MARK IX

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM.SYSTEM "A"

with built-in record ploy amplifier ond remote

control assembly is on engineering achieve-

ment with exclusive features found in no other

recorder. Has recording, playback, and bios

oscillator circuits enclosed In separate plug-In

ossemblies; easy accessibility to oil amplifier

components; push-button motor controls; re-

mote control footage counter, record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,

IZ'/jmm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

For quality & economy

MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer

—

to the needs of film producers,

large or small, feature or com-

mercial, because

—

• It delivers clean, distor-

tion-free sound.

• It is compact, light-

weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stond-

crds.

• It serves every segment of

motion picture and spot TV pro-

duction.

• Purchaser is not required to

pay royalties on footage con-

sumed.

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG-
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line

contains exclusive features found

in no other recorders, yet all

carry low, low price tags.

Trust your own ears—trust your

Sound Man's judgment. Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

Model X-400

is a completely synchronous 16mm Magnetic

film recording channel, professional in every

detail. Con be operated in "console" position,

OS shown, or stacked as one unit. Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan-

eous "filrn -direct" monitoring, and low power

consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Prices subject to chonge

OTHER MODELS:

MARK IX SYSTEM "B" includes Model

G-932 microphone mixer with 2

channel slide wire ottenuators.

$2,820.00

MARK IX SYSTEM "C" includes Model

G-924 microphone mixer and re-

mote control assembly packaged

in matching portable case.

$2,520.00

TYPE 5 features buill-In Monitor

ompllfier, separate overdrive torque

motor, record gain control, and

playback control. Priced from

$1,570.00

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(?flni€Rfl€ouipni€nT^.jnc
Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

SIGHT &S0U1VD
New York Film Producers
Sign Three Year Labor Pacts

-•f New York's independent film pro-

ducers, who account for a large

part of the nations industrial and

TV commercial film production,

have secured a new. three-vear con-

tract with the Motion Picture Studio

Mechanics. Local J52 I.A.T.S.E..

representing grips, propertymen.
electricians, sound men. carpenters,

and other studio employees.

Although individual producers are

not bound by the provisions of the

contract as negotiated by a com-

mittee of niendiers of the Film Pro-

ducers Association of New York, it

has been accepted by member com-

panies of FPA. and it is expected

that others will concur.

Citing the new welfare and pen-

sion provisions of the agreement as

setting a precedent in the industry,

attorney John Wheeler, representing

FPA, termed the contract "evidence

of the progressive attitude toward

labor relations prevalent among

New York film producers." "It

should insure the sponsors of indus-

trial and television films made in

New York a period of harmonious

working conditions for a comforta-

ble three year period." he added.

Local 52 was represented by attor-

ney Harold P. Spivak and business

manager. Vincent Mathews. Nego-

tiations were begun on January 31

of this year.

The new contract provides for a

contribution by the producer of

$1.50 per day worked to a welfare

plan to be established and S1.50

per day worked to be paid to

a pension plan to be established.

There is no wage increase during

the first two years of the contract,

but for the third year there is an

increase of 6% in wages only, and

there are no reopening clauses. R"

» * K

Advertising Film Festival Set

for Cannes, September 21-26

The fourlli annual Irilernational

Advertising Film Festival will be

held in Cannes. France, at the Palais

des Festivals. September 21-26.

1957. The festival features presenta-

tions of many techniques of screen

advertising used throughout the

world.

International Screen Advertising

Services (I. S. A. S.I. which inaugu-

rated the annual event, is working in

conjunction with the International

Screen Publicity Association (I. S.

P. A.) in organizing the 1957 fes-

tival.

A Joint Executive Committee has

been appointed and will be respon-

sible for all policy matters in rela-

tion to the festival. The committee

will comprise Ernest Pearl and

Jacques Zadok. president and vice-

president of I. S. A. S.: Jean Mineur

and Charles Ruedi, president and

vice-president of I. S. P. A. and

Peter Taylor, who again is serving

as director of the festival.

Each successive festival since the

first in Venice in 1954. lias seen an

increase in the entry of films and in

the number of delegates attending,

as well as new countries participat-

ing.

The head office of this year's fes-

tival is at 17 Berkeley Street. Lon-

don. W. 1 (Telephone — MAyfair

7494). from which full details, in-

cluding forms for the entry of films

and the registration of delegates,

will be issued. W
» * *

Academy Award Winner to

Film Satellite Launching

-K Production plans for a 35mm
color theatrical short subject on the

launching of the first man-made

earth satellite have been announced

by Marathon Newsreel.

Marathon, winner of an "Oscar"

from the Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts and Sciences for its pro-

duction of Crashinji the Water

Barrier. { a Warner Brothers' re-

lease produced in cooperation with

Socony Mobil Oil Company), is

presently in production with a

35mm color film tentatively entitled

Portrait oj a Helicopter, for Sikor-

sky Aircraft, division of United

Aircraft Corporation.

Filming Project Vanguard, code

name for the earth satellite pro-

gram, is to be done with the co-

operation of the Defense Depart-

ment. Office of Naval Research and

Development, and some of the com-

panies engaged in the various tech-

nical aspects of the launching. R"

-:,-
" *

Illinois Technology Institute

Starts Sound Technique Course

A riiurse nl study in Soinid Tech-

niques was introduced at the Illinois

Institute of Technology recently

through the efforts of Barney Kugal,

head of the Sound Department at

Dallas Jones Productions. Inc.,

Chicago.

Dr. R. W. Benson, of the Armour

Research Foundation, supervises the

new course which includes studies

on the acoustics of sound stages and

recording rooms, the equipment

used in recording, and the repro-

duction of sound. Backed by a

group of 29 Chicago sound engi-

neers, the classes began February

13_to cover a 16-week period. R-

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE
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RCA VICTOR rscordings add exciting new dimensions to every

slide film story. You can tell your story any way you choose

without danger of your narrator or special sound effect inissing a

cue. (And because you're on record, there's never a chance of

performers choking up with stage fright or laryngitis!)

You can be in 1 or 1,000 places simultaneously on record. And

with every order from RCA Victor, you can choose from a unique

library of more than 500 musical selections especially recorded

for slide film presentations.

First quality recordings, careful handling and prompt delivery

...^

are a matter of record, too, with your order from RCA Victor

Custom Record Sales. This complete service is competitively

priced — the quality is RCA Victor's alone!

RCA Victor custom record sales ss^lti

New York 10. ISi East Sith St MVrray Hill 9-7SO0

Chicago 11. iJ5 N. Lal.c Short Drive WHitehall 1,-3215

Hollywood JS, loio N . Sycamore Ave OLdficId 1,-1S60

Nashville 3. 1525 McGavock St ALpine 3-6691

hi Canada, call Record Department. RCA Victor Company. Ltd.. 1001

Lenoir St.. Montreal. Quebec. For information concerning other foreign

countries, write or phone RCA International Division. 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

New York 20, N.Y.—JU 6-3S00.

Canadian Awards to Honor
"People, Projects, Pictures"

K "People, Projects and Pictures"

will be featured at the 9th annual

Canadian Film Awards. Nomina-

tions will be open until April 29.

The awards will be announced ear-

ly in June.

The regular competition among
films has been suspended for one

year to enable the committee to

make awards for distinguished con-

tributions to Canadian film making

and to permit extensive research

into the categories and conditions

and problems of judging competi-

tive awards in the future.

Awards tliis year will be pre-

sented in three categories: (1)

People or organizations having

made significant contributions to

Canadian film production; (2 1 Cur-

rent projects which raise the stand-

ards of Canadian film making: (3)

Outstanding pictures which have

contributed to Canadian film mak-

ing-

Nomination forms for the 1957

Awards may be obtained from any

of the sponsoring organizations or

from the manager, Canadian Film

Awards, 142 Sparks Street, Ottawa

4, Ontario. Canada.

Canadian Film Awards is spon-

sored bv three of Canada's well-

known adult education organiza-

tions—The Canadian Film Institute,

the Canada Foundation and the

Canadian Association for Adult YA-

ucation. It enjoys the cooperation

and support of independent film

makers, the National Film Board,

government agencies (Federal and

Provincial), the theatrical film in-

dustry and the press.

Canadian Film Awards manage-

ment committee members include:

Walter B. Herbert, director of the

Canada Foundation; Dr. J. R. Kidd,

director of the Canadian Associa-

tion for Adult Education: Miss

Maud Ferguson, radio and televi-

sion commentator: Miss Helen

Wilson of tlie Ottawa Film Society:

Jack Williams, director of public

relations of the Canadian Labour

Congress; John Kidd, executive

director, Canadian Citizenship

Council; E. R. McEwen, recreation

I raining research specialist with the

RCAF.
Also: Murray Tevlin, public rela-

tions director. Dominion Brewers

Assn.; Michael Spencer, represent-

ing the National Film Board;

Graeme Eraser of Ottawa and Ralph

Foster of Toronto, representing the

Association of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers & Laboratories of Canada.

Charles Topshee, executive director

of the ("anadian Film Institute, is

director of the committee. R"
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No matter which you iise«.«

EVERY VIEWLEX VIEWTALK k

For single-frame filmstrip

The ideal budget-priced
frimslrip projector. Cleor.

sharp projection; brilliant

illuminotion; simple to oper

ote. Cannot tear film. Mod-
el V-4S 150-watl convec-

tion cooled. Model V-44S

300-watt motor fan cooled.

2", 3", 5" ond 7" focol-

lenglh lenses ovoilabte.

Wor&& Lorgeit EKctuiii/e,

QUEENS BOULEVARD
ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

NUMBER 2 VOLUME 18 957 II



Adjusting television camera for transmission of still picture over stand-

ard telephone cable is Bell engineer. C. Raymond Kraus.

Transmit Pictures on Ptione Lines

Low-Resolution Narrow-Band Television Pictures With Motion

Can Be Delivered 10-15 Miles Via Ordinary Telephone Lines

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS which

for the first time make

feasible the transmission of nar-

row band television pictures with

motion over ordinary telephone

cable pairs were revealed last month

(March 19) in a talk given before

the Franklin Institute of Phila-

delphia by C. Raymond Kraus,

General Staff Transmission Engi-

neer of the Bell Telephone Company

of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Kraus. in his paper entitled

"Experiments in Television over

Telephone Cable Facilities." de-

tailed the research and development

work which had been conducted

by his companv in cooperation with

two manufacturers of industrial

television equipment. General Pre-

cision Laboratory Incorporated,

Pleasantville, New York, and Dage

Television Division of Thompson

Products Inc.. Michigan City, In-

diana, in the field of narrow band

television employing a frequency

bandwidth of only 250.000 cycles.

4 Million Cycles on Coaxial

This compares with the 4,000.000

cycle bandwidth required for pres-

ent methods of transmission over

special video cable.

The new system utilizes standard

telephone cable facilities for trans-

mission and operates successfully

up to distances of 10-15 miles.

Further development work, Mr.

Kraus indicated, could possibly ex-

tend the range of transmission even

lurther.

While the lowering of frequency

results in pictures of somewhat less

resolution than in regular broadcast

transmission, they are of sufficiently

acceptable quality to be used for a

variety of industrial applications

such as traffic control and banking

(}perations where picture quality is

not of primary consideration. "Ob-

viously."' Mr. Kraus stated, "in the

remote viewing of the output of a

steel rolling mill it is not necessary

to be able to distinguish the ripple

in the workman's overalls. And in

viewing street traffic flow, it is

necessary only to see the vehicles,

not the ripples in their fenders."

Furthermore, the current require-

ment for expensive video cable,

microwave equipment or coaxial

cable is avoided with the new

system.

Two Systems Are Demonstrated

Mr. Kraus demonstrated two of

the 250,000 cycle systems to the In-

stitute members and their guests.

Pictures from a TV camera located

at telephone company headquarters

were observed on a monitor screen

at the Institute and through a

Below: actual Philadelphia traffic

scene on monitor screen was trans-

mitted over ordinary phone lines.

second camera set up in the meet-

ing room, pictures were transmitted

3 miles over telephone lines back

to another monitor.

With the success of these experi-

ments, important economies and re-

sulting widened markets for closed-

circuit television are envisioned.

""There are onlv some 15.000 video

conductor miles in the Bell System,"

Mr. Kraus pointed out, "compared

with approximately 235 million

miles of ordinary cable conductors."

This new availability of telephone

cables as TV signal carriers pro-

vides a ready-made network of

cable facilities for picture transmis-

sion at almost any location. This

in turn will make the use of tele-

vision in industrial and institutional

applications far more practical than

ever before. Bf

Animated Hemo"

Bell Shows "Hemn the Maqnificenl"
Premiere Second in Notable Science Education Film Series

Over CBS-TV Network; General 16mm Release Now Effective

WHEN HE WAS producing Army the audience sought is chiefly teen-

trainin.o- films durins the war. agers. The goal of these costly films,

prepared under the supervision of

a national board of leading scien-

tists and doctors, is to attract Ameri-

ca's young minds into scientific ca-

reers. The films will be distributed

"hen he VV.4S producing Army
training films during the war.

Frank Capra, the well-known Holly-

wood director, learned he could

boost the axiom that a picture is

worth a thousand words. To drive

home an educational point enter-

tainingly. Capra claimed that "ani-

mated cartoons are worth more than

two thousand words."

As proof of his contention, the

veteran film-maker has employed

the animated cartoons of Shamus

Culhane Productions in the second

of his widely-acclaimed Bell Tele-

phone System series, Hemo the

Magnificent. The hour-long film,

telecast on March 20 as a science

spectacular, explores blood and the

circulatory system and tells what

man has learned of life's fluid.

About a third of the program,

which co-stars Shakespearian schol-

ar. Dr. Frank Baxter as "Dr. Re-

search." and Richard Carlson as

a "fiction writer." is done in anima-

tion.

Cites Advantages of Cartoons

""Cartoons can bring clarity, im-

pression, humor and alacrity to

otherwise pedantic discourses," says

Capra. "With this device, you can

eliminate extraneous material easily

—as well as holding the audience's

attention."

In the Bell System science series,

to schools, colleges and scientific

groups throughout the country.

Animation producer Shamus Cul-

hane believes that the Bell System

science series will initiate a new pat-

tern of industry-sponsored film and

television production for many com-

])anies whose products and services

require simplification of visual pres-

entations for greater public appre-

ciation and understanding.

Minimizes "Lecture" Approach

In the scientific exploration of

the circulatory system in Hemo,

Frank Capra has minimized the use

of lectures, charts and dry demon-

strations in deference to many
amusing animated segments employ-

ing cartoon characters, in addition

to live actors and unique medical

film sequences, to explain the vari-

ous functions and workings of

human anatomy.

This same technique was used

with great success in the initial pres-

entation. Our Mr. Sun, and will be

repeated in the next two films of

the series. Cosmic Rays and The

Weather. 9
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PUBLIC RELATIONS • EDUCATIONAL* TECHNICAL* MEDICAL* FARM . . . and

Training is an act. It's also a process or method. You can

put on an act for some trainees. For others— most others

— you prepare a well-planned and helpful road map. From

the trainee's point of view, it's inviting to learn how to

get ahead and go ahead and know where you're going; and

know, too, how to get there by the best possible (well-

marked) route. Map makers and training film producers

share a common responsibility.

Among our clients:

American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

Cast Iron Pipe Research

Association

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co.. Inc.

National Board of Fire

Underwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dohme

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. 5. Na^T

Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

Western Electric Co.

—and many, many others

Audio Productio Inc
FILM CENTER BUILDING 630 NINTH AVENUE

TELEPHONE PLaza 7-0760

NEW YORK 36, N.

Frank K. Speidell, President Herman Roessle, Vice President P. J. Mooney, Secretary & Treasurer

Producer-Directors: L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mandell Earl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Sales Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer
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precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, Californla/HOIIywood 2-3284

branch office:

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY ____
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/ClrcleEEa

A-V PHDGHESS
Visual Technique, Economics
at 81st SMPTE Convention

•k Since Wuild War II mure than

one billion, 500 million dollars has

been spent throughout the world on

non-theatrical motion pictures and

other audio-visual production and

distribution and, within the past six

years, 136 closed-circuit television

systems have been installed in edu-

cational institutions.

This information is contained in

papers that will be presented at the

81st Convention of the Society of

Motion Picture and Television En-

gineers at Washington, D. C, April

29-May 3.

Industrial applications of Closed-

Circuit TV and the numerous uses

in the areas of training, supervision

and safety will also be described

during the Audio-Visual session be-

ginning 2:00 P.M. Tuesday, April

30.

Authors and titles of their papers

are: John Flory, Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

—"The Eco-

nomic Impact of the Audio-Visual

Field": Harvey R. Frye, Indiana

University. Bloomington, Indiana

—

"Low-Cost Projection Materials and

Techniques"; Allan Finstad, Ozalid

Div., General Aniline & Film Corp.,

Alexandria. V.
—

"Preparation and

Presentation of Low-Cost Project-

able Materials'": ]. P. Seaborne, Or-

ganization for European Economic

Cooperation. Paris, France— "A
Self-Contained 16nim Post-Synchro-

nization Studio"; Arthur Rescher

and Jack Clink, Capital Film Labs,

Inc., Washington. D. C—"A For-

eign Language Dubbing Conver-

sion."

Lee T. Askren and Raymond J.

Dwyer, Eastman Kodak Co.. Roches-

ter, N. Y.
—"New Methods of Re-

cording 16mm Magnetic Lip-Sync

Sound Using a Magnetic - Optical

Sound Projector"; Harvey Zor-

baugh. New York L'niversitv
—

"Tele-

vision-Technological Revolution in

Education": Lt. Col. Norman Gray.

Army Pictorial Service Div., Office

of the Chief Signal Officer. Wash-

ington, D. C.
—

"Technical and Pro-

duction Problems in Military TV
Recordings."

Eight)' papers have been sched-

uled, to date, for presentation at the

Convention. Other sessions will

cover Standardization, Videotape
Recording. Closed - Circuit Televi-

sion. Television, Theater Operation,

Missile Photography, Theater Oper-

ation. Instrumentation, High-Speed

Photography, Cinematography,
Sound Recording and Reproduc-

tion, and Laboratory Practice, ff
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The Motion Picture Industry attained its majority in 1917— twenty one years of artistic

progress! It was the year of the first million dollar movie, "The Mystery of The Deep"

with Annette Kellerman, and Mary Pickford's silent classic, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook

Farm."

Technical progress was essential tool In 1917, August Arnold and Robert Richter came

together and in the following forty years the firm of Arnold and Richter has made

important contributions to photographing and processing today's magnificent motion

picture image. Seven hundred skilled Arnold and Richter craftsmen now produce the

fine Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras, a full range of accessories for location and

sound shooting, plus ARRI production, processing and printing equipment— partners

with you in the production of better motion pictures!

SOIE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

FHIOTO COrLFOPL^TIOlsr
257 FOURTH AVENUE

7303 MELROSE AVENUE

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Sold only ffirough outhorized Arriftex Deafers

RepresenloJ.Ves In the /o/Zowmg cities: BOSTON • CHARLOTTE. N. C. « CHICAGO • DENVER • DETROIT • HOUSTON • KANSAS

CITY, MO^ • HOLLYWOOD, CAL. • MEMPHIS • MIAMI • NEWARK • NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
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FILM PUBLICITY
Producer Panelists Discuss

Techniques for Exploitation

•k A four man panel representing

the Film Producers Association of

New York discussed "'How to Get

16mm Information and Motivation

Films Off The Shelves and Into The

Hands of The Groups For Which
They Were Made" before a large

gatliering of The New York Film

Council last month.

Publicity was the keynote of talks

by Lee Bobker. vice president of

Dynamic Films. Inc.. William Ha-

gens and John Von Arnold of Henry

Strauss & Co.. and Wallace A. Ross,

public relations counsel to the Film

Producers Association.

Getting a Good Press

Basic principles set down in-

cluded: Planning for publicity and

promotion right at the outset when

the concept and purpose of the film

is arrived at . . . Special treatment

of press releases so that they are

slanted for specific publications as

opposed to one broad mailing ... A
continuing campaign rather than

just a heavy opening blast . . . Tying

publicity to a legitimate civic or

general interest news feature which

can call attention to the problem

with which the film deals . . . En-

listment of all pertinent groups and

associations to help promote the

film . . . and the initiative to focus

the attention of the broadest pos-

sible "market"' on the film.

"Borrow a leaf from the theatri-

cal film publicist's book." advised

Ross, in urging that production still

photos, exploitation press books,

and personal Interviews as well as

screenings for the press be provided

for.

Advises Promotion Budget

"Allow for between 5 and 8% of

your production budget for promo-
tion." suggested Bobker, who
showed Dynamic's prize-winning
film on geriatrics. A Place To Live.

Public relations activities for this

production started with the Initial

concept that a film might he needed

by this particular field. Interested

groups were contacted, a script su-

pervisory commlllee of Important

and qualified figures was estab-

lished, and a certain "guaranteed"

audience and print sale were ar-

rived at even prior to filming.

Terming this "an avenue for the

truly documentary film to explore

entire areas not yet undertaken be-

cause of hitherto Inadequate financ-

ing." Bobker pointed out that "an

appreciation of public relations and

its working tool, publicity, might

well be the springboard for the In-

THE NEW BELL 6 HOWELU
ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTER
This totally new color printer offers seven advanced features . .

.

sets new standards for technical precision and operating convenience

The Bell & Howell Additive Color

Printer is the result of intensive re-

search and close collaboration with

film laboratory specialists through-

out the world. In addition to the

features shown here, it incorpo-

rates the latest innovations of

Bell & Howell's Continuous Film

Printers which today print nearly

all of the world's commercial film.

1. Controlled Color Density—Avail-

able light is separated into the

three primary colors: red, green

and blue. A system of dichroics is

used to produce only pure, narrow

color beams. Color intensity is con-

trolled by adjustable vanes which

act as light modulators, permitting

more or less of each color to pass.

The three modified color beams are

recombined at the aperture to pro-

duce the density and color re-

quired for correct printing.

2. Increased Illumination—Equipped

with 1,000 watt, high-intensity, pre-

ahgned printing lamp. An electri-

cal interlock prevents the lamp

from burning unless blower is in

operation. Illumination can be re-

duced for black and white printing.

3. Variable Speeds -60, 90 and 120

feet per minute.

4. Integral Fader—Built into the

lamphouse. Adjustable to produce

the desired fade length. Fade

lengths of 20, 36 and 48 frames are

available on 16mm printers, and

16, 32 and 48 frames on 35mm
printers. Fade adjustments may be

changed during the printing run to

produce any of the three lengths.

5. Visual Circuit Inspection — Five

pilot lights (with dousers) are

mounted on each of the three color

banks to permit visual inspection

of the electrical circuitry for ease

of maintenance. Electronic compo-

nents are replaced as units, vir-

tually eliminating lost production

due to maintenance down time.

6. Automatic Operation—Color and

illumination cue controls are ac-

tuated by a perforated control tape

which is pre-punched on the pro-

gram perforator. The tape passes

through a reader built into the con-

sole base of the printer and con-

trols all necessary printing func-

tions with the exception of the fade.

7. Easily Accessible Controls

Mounted on a panel above th

printer lamphouse. The film foo

age counter registers up to 10,00

feet of film and can be reset at th

start of each film run. The autc

Ttiatic jader counter permits th

operator to keep count of fades :

they are to be varied in length dui

ing printing. Both counters are i

luminated for easy viewing.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES >

• Program perforator for producinjl

control tape
|

• 1000 watt rectifier for DC

• Margin printing kit for light printfi

ing edge numbers (16mm)

• Sensitized patch cueing kit to

eliminate notching

For further information, write Be\

& Howell, Professional Equipmen

Division. 7108 McCorinick Roa^

Chicago 45, Illinois.

LIGHT PAHERN FOR THE

THREE PRIMARY COLORS

'^^

HF

+t^^4-r-f^
10O0 WATT
120V LAMP

PRINTING

SPBOCKET
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nniER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION

Bell & Howell

formation and motivational film-

maker of the future."

Similarly, in showing how an al-

ready successful film could be ex-

ploited in specific new directions,

Hagens and Von Arnold illustrated

with film excerpts from Strauss &
Co/s The Inner Man Steps Out,

made six years ago for G. E. and
with over 1000 prints already in

circulation. Wlien Strauss decided

to excerpt four particularly signifi-

cant episodes in human relations

and group them into a Communica-
tions Casebook, his staff first sent

promotional material to previous

print buyers, then concentrated on

press announcements to certain pub-

lications which seemed to pull in

requests, as well as sending infor-

mational material to a broader

group of publications.

Win Audiences, Get impact
In substance, non-theatrical film

promotions buUd slowly, thought

the panel; but word-of-mouth, cul-

tivated carefully by intelligent and

appropriately dignified public rela-

tions that starts with the conception

of the film, can earn an audience

both widespread and profitable, an

impact both positive and construc-

tive. S"

Slidefilm on Exhibit Selling

Offered by Advisory Council

Sales forces and trade show men-

tors may find helpful points in Man-
ning the Exhibit Booth, a color

sound slidefilm being made availa-

ble by the Exhibitors Advisory

Council.

In cartoon style, the film shows
that a salesman at an exhibit is an
important company representative.

The film traces the history of ex-

hibit selling and stresses the spe-

cial qualifications this type of

selling requires. Rules of booth

conduct and sales techniques are

outlined.

Manning the Exhibit Booth is

available at S25 per print to mem-
bers and S35 per print to non-mem-
bers. To order, write the Exhibitors

Advisory Coimcil, 39 Cortlandt

Street. New York City 7, N. Y. ^
* *

Judges St. Louis Art Exhibit

Cal Dunn, Chicago film produc-

er and past-president of the Artists

Guild of Chicago, recently sened as

a judge of the annual competitive

Watercolor and Pastel Exhibition of

the St. Louis Artist's Guild.

Dunn, a member of the American
Watercolor Society and the Ameri-
can Artists Group, has won 21
honors and awards for his work and

has exhibited his watercolors in all

48 states. Q;
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When you flip the switch

VICTOR GUARDOMATIC SAFETY FILM TRIPS

go into action

With Victor's exclusive Guardomatic Safety Film Trips always on the job,

your films are completely safe. Valuable films are safeguarded so your
film budget can go toward building a finer film library, rather than

buying replacement film. This Victor feature increases projector usage
because it builds immediate operator confidence.

Check ALL these advantages of Victor 16mm Projectors:

1. Easy 1-2-3 threading and operation

2. Hi-Lite optical system for maximum screen brilliance

3. Sapphire-tipped shuttle for longer service

4. Lubrimatic Oil System with one-spot filling

5. Still picture, reverse, power rewind, and many others

Send for detailed literature today!

VICTOIk,
'UTnaiot, A U-ic. UCfTiaUon

Oepl. L-37, Davenport, Iowa, U. S. A.
New York — Chicago

Quality Mofion Picture Equipment Since 1910
AFFILIATED 1 THE KALART COMPANY

MAGNASCOPE V200

Enldrget microscope
ipecimens, projects
them on screen or
tdbletop.

MOBILE PROJECTOR
STAND
Ledve projector set up,
always ready. Right
projection height.

NC . PLAINVILLE. CONN

SILENT I&

2000' reel capacity.
Rheostat speed
control. Remote
control for forward-
reverse.

lAOO ARC PROJECTOR
Meets the needs for

professional showings
for large audiences.
Portable, and UL
approved.

THE SPDIVSOR
I Could Do Most For

by Matt Farrell

A Provocative Thought and,

of course, to me thie answer
seems simple. I could be of greatest

help to the sponsor who has never

sponsored, i.e. the one who has

never used motion pictures for

communicating ideas either through

failure to recognize the value of

films or because he has been
scared off by the idea that this

is expensive, for big business only.

This is the sponsor — found
mostly in "small business"—that

I would hke to reach.

Now this is not altruism on my
part. It's wonderful to work with

a sponsor who is a confirmed user

of films. He recognizes their value.

He has become familiar with

most of your problems and if your
relations with him are good, he
will in most cases help you sur-

mount them.

But, and it's a big but, while

there are hundreds of confirmed

users of motion pictures (and
hundreds and hundreds of pro-

ducers anxious to service them)
there are thousands and thousands

of possible users with no one
servicing them, ergo thousands
and thousands of potential cus-

tomers.

Now, while this is not easy sell-

ing, on the other hand, the results

are very gratifying.

If I could bring into being a

few new film sponsors every year,

if I could explain to them that

films are basically a medium of

communicating thoughts and ideas

in an interesting way, if I could

prove to them that this com-
municaung could be done in a

simple straightforward maimer
that need not be elaborate and

costly, if I could convince them
that business films are practical

for small businesses . . .

If I could do all these things,

I would not only be helping the

sponsor but, to a greater degree,

our industrv and mvself.
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Read the instructive and interesting

articles: "The Socony Mobil Oil

Model Training Center" and "Kodak
Sales Training Center" in this issue.

TODAY'S FINEST SCREENS
for

TODAY'S MAJOR INDUSTRIES

DA-LITE
used in leading business

and industrial installations

all over the world

The high value of the man hours involved in indus-

trial trsiining programs makes it imperative that

such programs utilize most efficiently the time de-

voted to them. Therefore, the most modern audio-

visual training techniques, implemented with the

most improved equipment, are used to their fullest

extent. Invariably. DA-LITE SCREENS are se-

lected as the finest available screens for the projec-

tion of slides and movies, as they have been by
Eastman Kodak and Socony Mobil Oil Companies
for their Audio-Visual Training Centers.

We are proud that DA-LITE SCREENS have
been chosen by these two leading firms for their

modem training centers, and for numerous other

similar installations in foremost American indus-

tries. Da-Lite Screens provide unexcelled projection

surfaces, with built-in construction features that

guarantee long-sustained high-caliber performance.

If you have a situation that demands the ultimate

in projection facilities, we can help you solve your
problem with a Da-Lite Screen. Our background of

nearly fifty years devoted exclusively to engineering

and scientific research for the production of projec-

tion screens has enabled us to develop, in Da-Lite
Screens, the very finest projection screens available

for every type installation.

Write for fully illustrated literature giving

complete descriptions and prices and specifications

of the full line of DA-LITE SCREENS for

industrial, home and institutional installations.

DA-LITE ELECTROL
This fine qualify electrically operated screen con be controlled

by a hondy push-button installed anywhere in the oudirortum.

Designed for large group presentotions, the ELECTROL is the

choice for bright, sharp pictures wherever there is wide-angle
viewing, Heovy-duty fabric, with crystol-beoded White Magic
projection surface is o world-famous exclusive Da -Lite feoture

. flome-resistont for safety, mildew-resistonl to prevent dis-

coloration in even the most humid climates (up to 10' 6" x 14').

The oiled-for-life, I 10- volt, 60-cycle motor assures years of

trouble-free use. Limit control switch turns off motor when
screen is completely open or closed. Sturdy wood screen cose,

painted with primer coal, is ready for finishing to motch sur-

rounding decor. 1 4 sizes, ranging from 6' x 8' lo 20' x 20'

(special sizes for custom installations^.

Push the button . . . screen rolls and unrolls automatically,

smoothly, safely and quietly.

DA-LITE SCENIC ROLLER*
The economical screen for lorge oudiences . . . Rolls and unrolls

easily by hand-operated rope and pulley controls, Hos brilliant

crystal-beaded White Magic surface for sharp, clear pictures

Flame and mildew resistont. Easily installed on ceiling or wall.

12 sizes, ranging from 8' x 10' to 20' x 20'

DA-LITE MODEL C
This heavy duty screen has great versotility. It may be hung
from wall or ceiling, or used with easily operated portoble

floor stand in situotions where it is not possible to ottoch it to

floor or ceiling. Exclusive Da-Lite White Magic crystal-beaded

surface is mildew-resistant and flame-resistant. 8 sizes, ronging

from 6' X 8' to 12' x 12'

*trodemar(t

DA-LITE screen company, inc.
Perfection in

Projsclien lince 1909

2711-23 North Pulaski Road
Chicago 39, Illinois^
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FOR PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

illsberg \na
offers a complete production service

animation
slide films
titles
telops
flip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of
packaged products

a wide
assortment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue
on request

421 WEST 54TM STREET, NEW YORK 19, NY.

PLAZA 7.1525

for Distinguished Service in Accident Prevention—

19 Motion Pictures and Slidefilms Share '56 Honors
Awarded by National Committee on Films for Safety

SPONSORED SAFETY FILMS
got the green light of expert

approval as some 70 motion

pictures and slidefihiis moved to the

finish line in the 1957 competition

conducted by the National Commit-

tee on Films for Safety.

Fourteen of the 19 awards pre-

sented went to sponsored films pro-

duced in '56 in a competition fo-

cused on 58 subjects in four main

categories and three special cate-

gories. Under the 58 competing title

designations were included a num-
ber of film series—a single award

being allowed to a series. Nine

bronze plaques (top awards) and

10 awards of merit were bestowed

in the competition.

Six Receive Bronze Plaques

Six bronze plaques were won by

sponsored motion pictures. Seven

awards of merit went to sponsored

motion pictures and one award of

merit was given to a sponsored

sound slidefilm. Three bronze
plaques and two awards of nierit

were presented to films from special

producer sources.

These films were judged by au-

thorities in various areas of safety.

The purpose of the competition is to

stimulate the production and use of

films on accident prevention and to

encourage higher quality. From the

competition "finish" line, the safety

subjects, accelerated by awards and

publicity, resume their travels in

safety education.

Awards by Category

In the '"Occupational" safety cate-

gory, bronze plaques were awarded
for these non-theatrical 16mm mo-
tion pictures:

Knowing's Not Enough. 28 min-

utes, color, sponsored by United

States Steel Corp., produced by

Wilding Picture Productions. Inc.

—portraying how four mental atti-

tudes can be responsible for acci-

dents.

Falling and Bucking Timber, 20Vi
minutes, color, black/white, spon-

sored by Pacific Northwest Loggers

Assn. and produced by Rarig Mo-
tion Picture Co.—stressing the need

for safety planning in the logging

industry.

First Aid for Aircrew, 28 minutes,

color, black white, sponsored by the

Department of National (Air) De-

fence (Canada), produced by the

National Film Board of Canada

—

showing how first-aid knowledge can

save aircrew lives in a crash.

Non-theatrical motion pictures

winning awards of merit in the

Occupational category were:

The First Five Minutes, 25 min-

utes, black/white, sponsored by the

National Board of Fire Llnderwrit-

ers, produced by Audio Produc-

tions, Inc.— illustrating the need for

plant fire training for effective early

action.

A'o One Else Can Do It—13 min-

utes, black/white, sponsored by the

National Safety Council, produced

by Sarra, Inc.—showing that a fore-

man must accept responsibilitv for

safety in his department.

Safety Doesn't Happen, 16 min-

utes, black white, sponsored by the

National Safety Council, produced

by Vogue-Wright Studios—depict-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 22l
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CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

959 Seward SI.. Hollywood 38. Calif. Hollywood 9-H41

S11 W. 57th St.. New York 19. N. Y. ' Circle 7-4400
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CECO PROFESSIONAL FILM

VIEWER, permirs editor to

view his film from lefl to

right on o lorge, brilliantly

illuminated screen. Easy

threading, porloble, wit! not

scrotch film. Viewing screen

size is 53/4" * 43/4". ED19-

16mm model. Also avoiloble

with sound reoder installed.

$350.00 viewer only; addi-

tional 5/5.00 with coun-

ter; additional $1 50.00

with built in sound reader.

Success Minded TV and film Pros

$276.50

eR39-C0L0RTRAN GROVERLITE "5000" SENIOR KIT

conTains two Senior Lights with Senior Con-

verier, 2 stands of chromed steel with column

supports, packed in 2 fibre cases. GR40-same,

with Master Converter. We also handle the

full line of Mole-Richardson & Bardwell McAllister

lighting equipment. With Single Heavy Duty

CECO Case $284.00

5000 Watt— $175.00

CL13-CEC0 5000 WATT CONE LIGHT. Shadow-
less, will flood large orea with soft light.

Con be placed close to actors who are able

to look directly into it without blinking. Com-
plete with switch, 25 ft. coble and yoke.

2000 Watt— $110.00 750 Watt—$75.00

. . . look to CfCO for

Top tools and techniques

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarfers for the

world's finest cameras, recording and editing

equipment ar"i photographic accessories. But

CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest

service department in the East—also on engineer-

ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or

Academy Award Winners—about their technical

problems. May we help you?

CUTTINGAND EDITING
TABLES are of heavy-

gouge all-steel con-

struction; block front

extensions for all re-

winds; channel slide

drawers; baked en-

omel finish. Various

models and sizes; with

and without light box,

drawer, and film clip

rock.

3' X 5' X 34" with Formica top,

underneath film reel rack;
without drawer, film clip rock,

or light box. $80.50

SY45-CECO FILMETER" STOP

WATCH AND TIMER For 35 and
16mm cinematography, y^ sec-

ond intervals. Black figures in-

dicate film footage consumed
for 35mm; blue figure for 16mm.
Red figures indicate time con-

sumed. Registers to 12 minutes.

Time out for interrupted opera-

tion. Chrome finish, onti-mog-

netic. Available with slide re-

lease or pusHbuMc- $14,50 up

X1-ARRIFLEX 16mm Incorporates all

odvonloges of Ariflex 35mm Comera,
with mirror reflex system which per-

mits viewing and focusing through

taking lens while camera is in opera-

tion. Viewfmder shows clear, well-

defined image correct porallax, unin-

verted and right—side-up; eyepiece

hos 10-power magnifier. 3-lens tur-

ret. Accepts 100-ft daylight loading

spools; olso accessory 400-ft maga-
zines.

CUS68-CECO AURICON CINE-VOICE CONVERSION
Cine-voice camera modified fo accept 1 200-ft.

magoztnes; has torque motor for takeup. Also

includes Veeder footage counter.

$450.00 conversion only

Write for prices on complete Cine-voice

cameras, converted for external mogozines
and all other models of Auricon Comeros.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

MOVIOLA FILM EDITING MA-
CHINES -SERIES 20'" designed

so that short pieces con be

used without putting the

films on reels. Picture size

3" X 4" on 35mm models

ond 2%" X 3%" on 16mm
reor projection -type screen.

Some models ore equipped

with reel spindles. Can be

reversed by hand-operated

switches. Various models

avoiloble. Also synchroniz-

ers and rewinders.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS — Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing

Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric Footoge Timers • Exposure

Meters & Color Temperature Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors

• Screens • Film Processing Equipment • Film Shipping Cases •

Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease

Pencils • Rapidogroph Pens • Flomasler Pen Sets • Kum Kleens

Lobels • Blooping Tope * Blooping Ink * Dulling Spray * Alpha

Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters • Number and Letter

Punches • Camera & Projector Oil.

Complete line of Magnasync Magnaphonie Sound Recorders

. ZUCMEH

(£flm€Rfl €c^uipm€nT(o.,inc.

315 West 43rd St.,



One Call for all Vou Need

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

ANYTIME, ANYIVHERE
For ({uick service, expert advice

and one low price for equipnienl,

installation and removal, call on

one of the nation''s largest suppliers

of temporary lighting facilities

—

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are

just a few of the many items

available for quick delivery

whenever and wherever needed.DOLLIES
Fearless ond

Raby Panorom

Dollies

Crab and

Western

Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMEI>JT

MacTon Turntable

for Cars and

Displays

Mote Richardson

Boom and

Perambulator

Parallels

Ladders and Steps

Scrims and Flags

Dots 6nd Stands

Write or Wire
for

Catalog and

FREE
ESTIMATES!

LICnXING

Complete M. R- Incandescent Equipment

M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,O00W

Diffusion

Scoops

Reflectors

Bullboards

Cable

PORTABLE POWER
EQUIPMENT
AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps

(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil

Portable Substations

JACK A. FROST
Dept. BS

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.

Bob Wood Elected President

Of Sound Masters, Inc.

* Francis Carter (Bob) Wood, Jr.,

one of the founders of Sound Mas-

ters, Inc., has been elected president

of the New York company, a lead-

ing producer of industrial and TV
fdms.

Wood, a veteran film maker, has

been vice-president in charge of

production for Sound Masters since

1937, when, with W. French Githens

and Harold E. Wondsel, he founded

the company. He succeeds Wondsel

in the presidency, while Githens re-

mains as chairman of the board.

Prior to 1949, the three partners

also operated Newsreel Theatres.

Inc., including the Embassy News-

reel Theatres, for which Wood was

producer of special news features.

As he assumed his presidential

duties. Wood expressed confidence

in the productive outlook.

"A backlog of film work for the

first quarter of 1957 that is already

greater than that for any corre-

sponding period in the past six years

assures Sound Masters of a 20th

anniversary year of unprecedented

business," Wood said.

Sound Masters currently services

some 29 advertising agencies and

more than 50 national business and

governmental clients. The firm is

a founding member of the Film Pro-

ducers Association of New York

and has participated in all of the

activities of FPA. which have set

operational standards for film pro-

duction in New York. 9
A Biography in Brief

¥- Francis Carter Wood. Jr., newly

elected president of Sound Masters,

Inc.. New York City, knows the film

business. A founder of Sound Mas-

ters in 1937. Wood has been pro-

duction vice-president of the firm

since its inception.

An outstanding sportsman. 48-

year-old "Bob" Wood has been re-

sponsible for some notable sports

documentary films. His Fishin' for

Fun, featuring the national flycast-

ing champion, has been seen by an

estimated 55.000.000 persons. Spon-

sors for his hunting, fishing and

shooting films have included such

companies as Olin Mathieson's Win-

chester Division, General Motors'

Fisher Body Division and McLouth

Steel.

His film career includes credit for

some of the first films on cancer

research made while he was a sen-

ior at Columbia University. He then

worked under the guidance of his

father, the late Dr. Francis Carter

Wood, an eminent specialist. Four

years after his graduation, in 1934,

Wood joined his former Alpha

. . . newly-elected president of

Sound Masters, Francis Carter Wood

Delta Phi fraternity brother,

W. French Githens, and Harold

Wondsel in a film business venture.

Under the corporate name of News-

reel Theatres, Inc., Wood, Githens

and Wondsel operated the Embassy

Newsreel Tlieatres on Times Square

and throughout New York.

From 1934 until the chain was

sold in 1949, Wood was actively

engaged in producing special news

features for the Embassy houses.

Wood's world-wartime activity in-

cluded presidency of the Anchor

Optical Corp. which produced bin-

oculars and other optical instru-

ments for the United States Navy.

During the past seven years.

Wood has supervised all Sound

Masters, Inc., productions for

AT&T, Pan American World Air-

ways. Sun Oil, Alcoa, Westinghouse

and some 25 other national and

international companies — creating

films in public relations, sports,

training, television and other

categories ^
• » *

Oakton Engineering Names
Paul Kohout as Sales Manager

Two appointments have been an-

nounced by Oakton Engineering

Corporation, Skokie, Illinois, an

electronic affiliate of Pettibone Mul-

liken Corporation. Paul Kohout

has been appointed national sales

manager and Stanley B. Schiffman

has been named district sales man-

ager, with headquarters in New
York City.

Kohout will direct the national

sales of Robotape, an automated

tape player with subsonic inaudi-

ble action signals, and products

which employ the Robotape.

Kohout formerly was assistant to

the president of The Society for

Visual Education. Inc. Schiffman

previously was sales manager of

John Rider Company. JSf
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NOW in the East it's . .

.

MOVIELAB
for

• 16nim-35mm EASTMAN COLOR

Negative -Positive Processing

' Staffed by experienced COLOR

technicians.

Also KODACHROME and ANSCO-
COLOR Printing.

I V^^^ MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET

COLOR LABORaTT^s ^^^ "^^^^ ^^' ^^ ^^ * -"^DSON 6-0360
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Projector rides along to sell tires

Aboard 3 giant trailers of The
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
ride 3 RCA I6nim Sound Projectors.

They bring to dealers across the

country the latest sales training films

on tires and all the many other

products in Firestone's varied line.

Your film programs may sell or train,

inform or entertain. They do it per-

H'rite for free film plaiiiiin,i; huak

"Film . . . Projectors . . . Ideas."

fectly every time on an RCA Pro-

jector. Engineered with all the steady

dependability of RCA's famed the-

atre line, an RCA Projector oper-

ates like a breeze. Thread-Easy film

path helps you get the show going in

a jiffy. Extremely quiet operation

keeps attention on llio lilni. Precise

sound reproduction gets the most

out of every film's sound track.

For firsthand proof of the simplicity

and efficiency of these projectors,

call in your RCA Audio-Visual

Dealer. He'll be glad to demonstrate,

glad to let you run your films on one.

Look him up in the Yellow Pages

under "Motion Picture Equipment

and Supplies" . . . very soon! Radio
Corporation of America, Dept.

P-2JS3, Building 15-1, Camden 2. N.J.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Audio-Visual Products, Camden. N, J.

Film, TV Workshop Courses
Set at University of Miami
K Basic and advanced workshops

in motion pictures and television

will be held this summer at th'

University of Miami. Coral Gables,

Florida. The courses, two for tv,

two for films, were announced by

Dr. Sydney W. Head, chairman of

the university's Radio-TV Film

Department.

The audio-visual courses will use

the school's expanded facilities for

learning-hy-doing instruction and

will include special projects. Most

of the participants will be college

graduates already professionally

employed, who need to use mass

media in coiuiection with their regu-

lar work. A few upper-division

undergraduates will be admitted

and graduate credit for an advanced

degree in Education may he earned.

A motion picture basic workshop

course for those with no practical

experience in professional film pro-

duction will be held from July 26

through August 13. The advanced

workshop in motion pictures is set

for August 14-31. It will include

work on such practical individual

projects as "A" or "B" roll print-

ing, post-recorded sequences, pic-

ture and sound matching, prepara-

tion of animated sequences, lighting,

editing, laboratory controls.

Among the facilities for the work-

shops are a complete laboratory for

black and while printing and proc-

essing: Mitchell. Bell and Howell,

Cine-.Special and Auricon cameras,

a printing unit, an optical recorder,

16nnn synchronous tape recorder,

a time-lapse and an?'aation stand

and other production units.

The fee for each workshop is S70.

Moderate cost housing can be ob-

tained on campus. Details on the

workshops may be obtained by writ-

ing Dr. Sydney W. Head, chairman,

Radio-TV-Film Department. Univer-

sity of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.

Production Review Extra Copies
"K \\ liilr a liiniti'il -uppiv lasl>. extra

copies of the 204-page 7th .Annual

Production Review issue of Busi-

ness Screen are available at $2.00.

Watch your TV for

KNIGHT'S

Outline Type
TITLES

GREATER LEGIBILITY. .. ECONOMICAL

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
115W. 23idSl. New York, N.Y.
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sales managers

—pamper that

ulcer!

Put on this

PREPARED
SALES

MEETING

Title:

'By-passing Sales Resistance"

Here, In one package, Is everything

you need to stage a hard-hitting sales

meeting—at small cost and with ex-

tremely little preparation. Dramatic

film highlights create deep, lasting Im-

pressions of successful selling methods.

Used by leading companies the nation

over. Effective for any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $22.50

"t COMPLETE TEXT-for step by

* step guidance. Contains Instruc-

tions, remarks which you may read
or improvise upon, questionnaires

that reveal individual selling weak-

nesses, sales problems to stimu-

late discussion, summarized high-

lights and send-home follow-up

material.

O STRIPFILM — Dramatic visual

^" presentation proves to your men
that most "sales resistance" Isn't

resistance at all—shows them tech-

niques of by-passing this artificial

"resistance" to make more sales.

2 SOUND RECORDING-Nar.
^^ ration by Har'ow Wilcox puts the

message across clearly, forcefully,

convincingly,

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $22.50 now and
save shipping costs (or we can bill you
if you prefer). If material does not
meet your need you may return it and
pay only the small service charge of

$10.00 to cover the cost of handling,

plus postage both ways.

Better Selling Bureau
6108-B Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, California

A Division of Rocltet Pictures, Inc.

What's Ahead
Far Films \exl Year

by Howard Lesser

BILL Sarii'i j,\ Once Wrote a

shovv titled "Across the Board

on Tomorrow Morning." That's

an irksome bet every business fore-

caster i5 forced to place, unless he

decides to pull his shingle in before

the brickbats fly. Some forecasts

are projections of the past, some

are compounds of future factors,

but the building blocks of both

types are put together with the

cement of hope.

So with apologies made to the

future, let's step toward our crys-

tal ball. You'll notice that this

one is equipped with a door. Why
waste time peering into a clouded

future, when you can step inside

and hold tomorrow's ticker tape

in your own hands'?

Maturity of the Mediurr*

Our first quotation says that

business films will come of age in

the late summer of '57. What
started as a novelty will be rec-

ognized as a necessity. Or, to put

it another way. yesterday's adoles-

cent will be paying his own way
tomorrow.

Here, dated January 1. 1958, is

an item of utmost importance. The
Chairman of the Board of one of

.America's ten top corporations

will give an interview to a busi-

ness reporter, and he will allow

himself to be directly quoted.
"1 have come to the firm con-

clusion that my appearance in a

film will not sell ten cents' worth

of my company's product. I'll go

even further, and state my belief

that a long slow pan of our main
plant, no matter how well backed
up by pounding tympani. will ac-

complish even less."

Unquote and amen.

This corner predicts that com-
mercial sponsors are going to de-

mand that their films contain the

interest-provoking elements of

theatrical features. If you turn

that coin over, \oull see the il-

lustrated lecture playing the lead-

ing role in a funeral procession.

There will be no industrial clients

among the mourners; they'll be too

busy being fitted with films de-

signed for their individual needs.

Dollar for Dollar Value

Along about mid-year, public

relations counselors and advertis-

ing department heads are going to

demand dollar-for-dollar produc-

tion values in their company films.

Mr. Ziegfeld was born knowing
that a beautiful woman was more

I C O N T I N L E D O .N NEXT P ,4 C E )

We know our way

around in the dark—
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where we do

some of our best work.

• RCA Sound Recording

• Editing

• Processing

• Printing, Color and Black-and-White

• Magnetic Laminating

CAPITAL
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

1905 Fairview Ave., N. E.,

\Mashington 2, D. C.

LAwrence 6-4634

(continued from preceding page)

so in a beautiful setting. Mr. Spon-

sor is going to learn that his ideas

and products deserve the same
treatment.

About the same time, a clause

will begin to appear in contracts:

"The producer agrees to bring

fresh creative thinking to the

sponsor's problems. Carbon-copy
thinking will not be acceptable."

The big surprise, the one

prophecy that casts doubt on the

whole forecast is this flash mes-

sage from tomorrow's teletype:

"On July 1st all sponsors wiE

trim industrial content from many

messages, many ideas, to one mes-

sage, one idea. 'One Film, One
Message', will be the new slogan."

Our advance research party has

just entered the crystal ball, our

portable digital computer is com-
ing forth with its findings: "Spon-

sors will begin to insist that their

pictures carry their message."

Then there's a lugubrious foot-

note, "Producers will have to make •

the pictures they want to make
f f

with their own money!"

Even curled up inside the crystal

ball, some of these things are hard

to beheve. Just the same, put me
down for six, two, and even. 1

MDIEIVCE LIMITED, PROFIT UNLIMITED
by Charles (Cap) Palmer

All our glib talk about how "the

film is a tool" is empty until the

client uses his film as a tool. Which
l:e seldom does. A deep-rooted

subconscious concept usually

blocks the way; the "audience"

concept. So here is our pitch to

one client , . .

« « »

ttT^ ONT Think Of this movie

i.-/ as a movie. It isn't a movie,

it simply happens to be packaged

in the same way, on a strip of cellu-

lose acetate. It's a tool. Not a sales

tool—and not a salesmen's tool

. . . it's a salesmAn's tool.

"If you think of this film as a

movie, you will unconsciously feel

that you must always get together

an audience (of several people or

groups) before you show the pic-

ture. The result will be that you

won't show it at all, ever, to some

people who ought to see it and

maybe buy your product.

"Would you wait until you got

several groups together to show

them a printed brochure about

your product? Of course not. So

regard this picture as a long nar-

row brochure, as something which,

in effect, you can pull out of your

kit and show your prospect as part

of your approach. This picture is

designed to be shown to audiences

of one—one mind: to one man, or

a few men who represent one

company. You don't even have to

set up a screen and darken the

room: if you put a projector on

the man's desk or on a table in

his ofiice, and beam it against a

plain wall five or six feet away,

you will get a good image, and a

minute or so into the picture your

viewer will forget the image is

small, he'll be following the story.

"If a picture fits at all into your

selling approach, your salesman

ought to have a projector as handy
as a briefcase. If he has to borrow
or rent a projector every time he

wants to show the picture to a

prospect, he'll end up not using

the picture; it'll be too much
bother. The projector ought to be

in his coat closet in his office, and

it ought to be a simple single-unit

rig which he can carry casually

and bring into a man's office with

no fuss: it costs only about a

couple of typewriters and you will,

in effect, own it free when it has

helped make two or three sales.

"And don't think that this film

is to be used only on big sales. If

it helps make a routine sale, it's

worth carrying the projector over

to the man's office, particularly if

this opens you up with a new
client and begins a continuing re-

lationship. The picture is a chance

to make your man stand out from

the other salesmen who are call-

ing on him, and you ought to use

it as such.

"Actually, this is simply the

good old tried-and-true point-of-

sale merchandising. It's new only

to the use of film. But used this

way, film can be wonderfully effec-

tive in selling three broad types of

product— ( 1 ) the intangible, like

group insurance, (2) the invisible,

such as a process that occurs in-

side a closed vessel, and ( 3 ) the

immovable, like the heavy ma-

chine or mechanical installation

that the prospect won't travel to

see, and which you can't carry to

the prospect—except on film.

"The main point is this—film

can be enormously useful to you.

But it's no good in the can. Until

light shines through it, with the

right man sitting in front, it's just

three or four pounds of cellulose

acetate. So keep the light sliining

through."
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For the color prints your skill deserves . . .

ANSCO TYPE 238 COLOR DUPLICATING FILM

Your skill, reputation and personal pride all get a boost when you use Ansco

Type- 238 Color Duplicating Film for 16mm release prints.

Type 238's long tonal scale matches to the full all the true color of your

original . . . gives you the crisp definition, the cleaner, '.vhittT whites, softer

middle tones, open shadows, and high-fidelity sound that let your skill come

shining through!

Next time you order prints, specify popular Ansco Type 238 Color Duplicating

Film. Then, see the difference Ansco makes! Another great film from ANSCO.
A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation. Binghaniton, \e\v York.

For color-perfect slides

and strips . . . use Ansco
Type 538 Color Slide

Duplicating Film

This superbly-crafted 35mm re-

versal color film is ideal for mak-

ing direct duplicates from original

transparencies. Available on

safety base . . . long lengths DRL.

jlUSCO . . . ^^ j^inedi cmn^jUmeHt ijMi can pxnj. ip44/i dJsui
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saa

Best Selling Movie Viewer

Top Quality at $49.50

Inspect your pictures comfortably in a lighted room on the CRAIG
Viewer's 3'/4" by 414" hooded screen with its 75-watt projection

lamp. Threads straight, left to right, on stainless steel film guide that

doesn't touch pictures. Built-in frame marker clearly spots the right

frame without notching or punching. Convenient focusing and fram-

ing adjustments. Lamp switches on automatically when film gate is

closed. Dual cooling system lets you view a single frame indefinitely

without damaging film or emulsion. Rugged metal construction. Far

and away the most popular viewer for black and white or color, sound

or silent. Models for either 8nim or 16mm film.

Time Your Movies to .001 Minute

A CRAIG Frame Counter on your viewer or

Projecto-Editor makes it easy to time filmed action to

fractions of seconds or time scenes, sequences or com-

plete movies accurateh'.

Getting the exact speed of motions and actions of

every kind in science, business, industry, education

and the armed services is simple with the CRAIG
Frame Counter. Whether you use a standard camera speed or a special high-

speed camera with 16mm film, the frame counter permits instant conversion of

photographed action into time fractions. If you need to lime movies, scenes or

sequences to synchronize with voice, sound or any action apart from the movie,

the CRAIG Frame Counter is indispensable.

Craig Accessory Frame Counter. S37.5fl . . . Craig Projecto-Editor, complete

with rewinds, splicer, \iewer and cement. S79..^0 . . . Craig Formula itl Ce-

ment, I oz. 40f; S oz. S2.4.S; 16 oz. $3..'>0. All available at better camera stores.

THE KALART
PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT

COMPANY, INC.

Producers of Prccisimi Photoi;rapliic Products since 1930:

Flash Units. Rani;efinders. KA /ART and CRAIG Movie Editiiit; F.qiiipineitt,

VICTOR 16mm Soitnd Equipment

visual Education on Today's Nursing Problems—

3,500 at National Nursing League's May Convention

to View Extensive Program of Medical, Health Films

¥ Moliun pictures on medical and

health subjects will illuminate ses-

sions at the 1957 Convention of the

National League for Nursing, to be

held in Chicago May 6-10. Some
3.500 conventioneers are expected

to see the films which will be shown

in daily afternoon meetings.

The convention is for the benefit

of nurses, students, representatives

of allied disciplines and interested

lay citizens. Sessions will deal with

educations role in meeting tleniands

for more nursing service, caused by

a growing and aging population, the

increased number of beds in hospi-

tals and nursing homes, and the

more rapid return of patients to

their homes — which necessitates

community nursing care, more

medical discoveries and develop-

ments.

Experts to Introduce Films

The convention films will be pre-

sented with five-minute comments

by experts. Sessions are arranged

in theme sequences and are planned

to support the conference topics nf

the convention.

Featured in the program will be

a premiere showing of the first

film in a series on operating room

nursing. Positiorjing the Patient for

Surgery. This film subject is to be

sponsored by the ANA-NLN Film

Service in cooperation \\ith the

American College of Surgeons. The

series is being produced for the

American Cyanaraid Company, Sur-

gical Products Division ( formerly

Davis & Geek)

.

Mental Health Film Forum

A mental health film forum on

May 7 will feature Miml anil Medi-

cine, a kinescope of a videclinic pre-

sented by the American Medical

Association in cooperation with the

American Psychiatric Association

last Fall.

A discussion panel will be led by

Miss Kathleen Black, director of

[he Mental Health and Psychiatric

Nursing Service of the National

League for Nursing, and will in-

clude Dr. Granville L. Jones, chair-

man of the Psychiatric Association

Committee on Psychiatric Nursing:

Luther Christman, nursing consul-

tant, Michigan Department of Men-

tal Health, and Mary Cheney, direc-

tor of Nursing Services. Fort Wayne
State School, Indiana, The forum

will close with a showing of Helen

Keller in Her Story.

Films selected for the convention

include: Way of the Navajo, F-dge

oj Silence. To Your Health. Proud
Years, So Others May Live. Three

of Our Children — to be shown
under the general theme heading of

health frontiers: Patient is a Per-

son, Arteriosclerosis, Operation

Scramble, Biography oj the Unborn,

Tu Enjanteras Sans Douleur—for

the session on clinical areas: Nurs-

ing Care of the Cardiac Surgical

Patient, Valiant Heart, Positioning

the Patient in Surgery and District

Nurse—to highlight a session on

hos|)ital and public health nursing.

Harold Wondsel Forming Own
Production Firm in New York
M 11,in lid E. Wondsel. for the past

twenty years president of Sound

Masters. Inc., New \ork film pro-

duction companv, has announced

his resignation from that organiza-

tion.

With plans definitely established

to open his own film production

organization, Wondsel is currently

completing arrangements to acquire

studio facilities in midtown New
\ ork and is clearing a name for

his company with New York State

authorities.

He'll be joined in the new under-

taking by Robert Carlisle, a former

partner of Jerry Fairbanks, as vice

president in charge of production,

by Tom Dunphy. former vice-presi-

dent of Sound Masters, as vice

president in charge of television,

and by Jean Blake as consultant. S

ATTENTION ALL STUDIOS

FOR SALE

GENERAL ELECTRIC
LATE MODEL

MOTOR GENERATOR SET
Perfect Cotidit'ton

1000 Amp output direct current

— 125 Volts — 1200 RPM Gen-

erator. Will take 25 *> overload

for hour long periods.

Direct coupled to 200 HP GE
AC synchronous 3 phase motor
— 220 Volts.

Above complete with all switch-

ing and starting gear and with

recording ammeter.

$8,250
F.O.B. Hollywood, California

Terms can be arranged.

Write Box BS-3A

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Rd., Chicago 26
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KLINO
was one of the nation's to

producers of television connmi

last year. Tops in Industrial Filnn

KLING FILM PRODUCTIONS
1058 \A/. WA S H I N STO N ST. CHICAGO
1416 N. LA BREA AVE. HOLLYWOOD

'j^ Billboard Scoreboard • p\\.M producer credit;
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SPECIALIZATION has earned Color Reproduction Company a reputation

for guaranteed quality Color Printing which is the Standard of the 16mni

Motion Picture Industry. For over 17 years Color Reproduction Company

has specialized exclusively in 16mm Color Printing. Technical know-how, and

the ability to consistently meet deadlines, has resulted in a long list of "Re-

peat Customers." In fact. Color Reproduction's continually increasing vol-

ume is due to a great extent to "Repeat Business"!

Next time you order Re-

lease Prints let Color Re-

production Company do

them!

7936 S '"i Nionita Blvd., Hollywood 46, California

Telephc OLdfield 4 8010

FILM WORKSHOP
+ More than 300 participants

studied production phases at the

lltli Annual Motion Picture Pro-

duction Workshop sponsored by
The Calvin Company. Kansas City,

Missouri, March 18, 19 and 20.

The Workshop was staged at

Calvin's studio for representatives

of professional producers, photo-

frraphic departments of business,

industry, government, the military

and universities. Featuring guest

speakers and discussions, the Work-
shop provided three full days of

scheduled sessions on the range of

motion picture production areas.

Evening sessions on March 18 and

19 consisted of film showings.

Films representing industry's use

of motion pictures were shown the

first evening. March 18. Films at

this session included: The American

Road, sponsored by Ford Motor

Company; Sui-Gas Pipeline, from

Rayant Pictures Ltd., England: The
Seasons, produced by Christopher

Chapman Productions, Canada, and

Dust or Destiny, sponsored by

Moody Institute.

Eight films prepared by univer-

sity and student production units

throughout the country were shown

at the March 19 evening session.

These showings were introduced by

Steve Knudsen, president of the

University Film Producers Associa-

tion.

On March 18, the regular day-

time Workshop sessions began with

"Industry's Use of Motion Picture

Film"—a topic introduced by E. S.

Purrington. manager of the Photo-

graphic Department of Ford Motor

Company.

Other sessions the first day cov-

ered the projection problem, motion

picture titles, animation, pre-plan-

ning, script preparation, the direc-

tor's job, sets, properties and make-

up. Windup "Buzz" sessions were

group discussions on planning and

supervising production.

Sessions on March 19 dealt with

16mm camera stocks, minimum
camera equipment, location photog-

raphy, motion picture lighting,

special effects, common photo-

graphic errors, minimum editing

equipment, the work print editing

system, optical effects, editing tech-

niques, making a film from stock,

new editing equipment. Buzz ses-

sions considered photography and

editing.

On March 20. a highlighted ses-

sion on "Sharpness and Contrast in

Projection" was conducted by

Ral|)h Evans. Color Technology

Division. Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester. New York. 58"

I
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More than 50 million people ''attended*' this wedding!

This tastefully-handled, audience-appealing wedding scene

is one of the many warm, tender moments in the Toni

Company's popular good-grooming film. "Heads Up For
Beauty." In less than 3 years this Cascade Production has

become one of the most widely-seen women's films ever

made!
To date it has been shown 51,427 times in high school

home ec classes, women's clubs, churches and other com-
munity meeting places where women gather. A TV favor-

ite, it has been seen on 562 public service telecasts in all

market areas—and is still going strong!

The Toni Company uses Association Films exclusively

to reach the vital women's market. We concentrate our

efforts on the two major channels of sponsored-film com-
munications: Community Group Showings and Television.

This offers sponsors, such as Toni. the dual advantage of

high-impact large-screen showings and intimate living-

room presentations. These, we believe, are the appropriate

and logical channels for sponsored films from the stand-

point of audience reaction and response to a sponsor's

message.

Association Films issues an informal monthly news-

letter called "audiences." which tells about sponsors and
their films. If you would like to be on our mailing list,

please write: Dept. B, Association Films, 347 Madison
Avenue, New York 17, New York.

ASSOCIATION FILMS INC.
RIDGEFIELD, N.

Broad at Elm

347 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK
J. LA GRANGE, ILL SAN FRANCISCO

561 Hillgrove Ave. 799 Stevenson St.

DALLAS

I 108 Jackson St.
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want company

teamwork?

spark it with this

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

Title:

"PROMOTING COOPERATION"
Here, In one pacltaqe. is everything you

need to stage an effective training meet-

ing. So flexible you can use it as a 15-

minute "quicltie" or a stimulating 2-hour

conference. f^odern audio-visual tech-

niques drive home important lessons in

human relations and management proce-

dure. Proved effective for any type of

business.

ALL FOR JUST $22.50
LEADER'S MANUAL—a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. Just fol-

tlow it step by step. Contains

instructions, data for chart or

blacltboard work, and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or improvise upon.

STRIPFILM—dramatic visual presentation
"^ vividly demonstrates need for

^ cooperation . . . shows speci-

Mk, fie techniques for achieving It.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that

never tires, never omits, never

^tf^ forgets. Narration by Harlow

^Bfl Wilcox puts the stripfilm's mes-

^^T^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each
supervisor. For companies con-

ducting the entire series of

eight meetings, suggestions for

certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $22.50 now and
save shipping costs (or we can bill you
if you prefer). If material does not meet
your need you may return it and pay
only the small service charge of $10.00
to cover the cost of handling, plus post-

age both ways.

ROCKET PICTURES
INC.

6108-A Santa Moni'cc ~. ulevard

io5 Angeles 38, Cc

VIVA LA DIFFEHEUCE
How to Achieve Success With Wide-Screen Presentations

by John H. Rose

BETWEEN Employing an effec-

tive device, on the one-hand,

and simply using a gimmick on

the other hand, our industry' and

our company is dedicated to the

proposition that . . . there IS a

difference. We think it's probably

true in any business, but we know

it's true in the film business. For

example . . .

There have been many presen-

tations on standard size screen

that have flopped pretty badly, re-

sulting in unnecessary loss of

time, money, and more important

than either of these, sales effec-

tiveness. The use of the wide

screen could have prevented these

unfortunate results.

From our own experience, we

know there have been many wide

screen presentations that have re-

sulted in tremendous savings of

both time and money, and have

simultaneously resulted in in-

creased sales effectiveness. Now
. . . how can it be determined in

advance whether the wide screen

will be the factor that can spell

the dilTerence between a successful

and an unsuccessful presentation?

The answer is . , . the wide

screen should be used whenever

it can be employed as an effective

device, and it should not be used

as a gimmick to whip up a little

audience enthusiasm for a poorly

conceived and poorly executed

presentation.

It therefore behooves a sales or

training executive to pin down in

advance just what the factors are

which should affect his decision

to use the wide screen. Fortunate-

ly, the factors which make the dif-

ference between the wide screen

as an effective device and the wide

screen as an ineffective gimmick,

are determinable in advance of

production.

Let's take a look at them. 1.

The Concept. 2. The Material.

3. The Audience. These are the

factors which, properly analyzed,

determine in advance whether the

presentation should employ the

wide screen as an effective device

to do a better job.

Interestingly enough, cost is

not a factor in the basic decision.

This comes as a surprise to many
executives who are under the false

impression that putting a presenta-

tion on wide screen costs twice as

much or tnree tmies as much as

the same presentation on standard

size screen. This is an impression

that has been fostered principally

by those producers who are basic-

ally geared to high-speed, high

volume production of routine,

formula-type films for the stand-

ard size screen.

The fact is that a frame of art-

work designed for wide screen

costs about 25 percent more than

the same frame designed for nar-

row screen. However, this indi-

vidual frame cost is more than

offset in total presentation by the

greater flexibility allowed on the

wide screen through use of limited

animation, pop-ons, eel move-
ment, wipe-offs, and screen divi-

sion. In other words, a single art

frame on the wide screen can be

adapted in many cases to do the

work of three to six individual

frames on the more limited area of

the narrow screen.

And, to be perfectly practical

about the matter, the most effec-

tive presentations on wide screen

have started with a frank discus-

sion between producer and client

. . . "Here's what we want to ac-

complish, and here's what we have

to spend. What can we get for

our money that will do the job

best?"

Whenever I make this point,

someone in the audience asks:

film associates inc.

"^.,

4600 south dixie avenue • dayton 9 • ohio |

OUR TWENTIETH YEAR

Phone; Walnut 2164

Ay
since 1937

LARGEST • MOST COMPLETE STUDIOS & LABORATORY IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

i: FILM PROCESSING—Negative, Positive, Reversal -iV DAILY SERVICE

t!V COLOR—B&W Duplicates * Optical Effects * Color Masters

PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT

TWO LARGE SOUND STAGES • LOGO AMPS. • OUR OWN BUILDING

COMPLETE ANIMATION SERVICE tV OXBERRY STAND -V ART DEPARTMENT -V HOT

PRESS TITLES ,. FINEST RECORDING AND RE-RECORDING FACILITIES v; MUSIC

LIBRARY 7'T PORTABLE KINESCOPE UNIT tV SERVICES WITH SPECIALISTS FOR ANY

PHASE OF YOUR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

REQUEST OUR PICTORIAL BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST
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"11 cost isn't a factor, then hoss

come most of your clients are

Class A Corporations?" The
assumption in this question is that

clients like ours are free and easy

with large budgets. That's not

true. But they are determined to

get the most sales return from

each sales dollar invested, and

that's the reason they're attracted

to a company like ours.

As a matter of fact, about half

of our films are designed for

standard size screens and this will

probably continue to be true, be-

cause in these cases the wide

screen would be dragged in as a

gimmick, contributing nothing,

rather than employed as a device,

increasing the eflfectiveness of the

presentation.

But let's return to the three

factors which do determine

whether a film should go wide

screen or standard. The best way

to demonstrate the all important

difference for which we shout

"Viva!" is by example.
* * *

Concept: Example— Colgate

Palmolive Company wanted to

impress their salesmen with the

diversity of products in their line,

and the diversity of their adver-

tising and sales approach, each

campaign tailored to a particular

products appeal and market con-

ditions. Fifteen films on the IVi

by 20-foot screens, shown simul-

taneously in six regions of the

country, gave this job the scope,

the audience attention, and the

subtle foundations of bigness re-

quired to accomplish the purpose.
* * *

The M.\teri.al: Example—The

Borden Company wanted to show

the relationship between copy and

advertising which was meticulous-

ly incorporated into the make-up

of the magazine ads. Wide screen

allowed them to show the various

elements in the ad. and then to

compose the ad right on the screen.

They could show as many as fift\'

pages in a magazine, five at a

time. Limited eel movement al-

lowed these pages to move across

the screen horizontally so smooth-

ly that the pattern of integration

could be pointed out to the

audience and impressed upon them

beyond the ability of any lesser

medium.
* * *

The .\udience: Example —
Carrier Corporation wanted to

convey some very complicated

concepts of the marketing pat-

terns common to all major ap-

pliances. And their audience had

to understand these ideas so

clearly that they could utilize the

(continued on p .\ g e 78)
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WAllCEU/NG
MODELS
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There is a RADIANT SCREEN for every need!

^kU^^^

ly^.

No matter what rjpe of Projection Screen you need— portable tripod,

wall, wall-ceiling, table or wide screen—Radiant can furnish it in a wide

variety of sizes to meet your exact requirements.

Radiant is not only the world's largest maker of Projection Screens— but

also the producer of the most conifilete line nf scieem available aii\ubere!

You will find in the Radiant Screen of your choice the rugged durability,

the ease of operation— plus the most advanced reflective fabrics— that

experience, research and manufacturing skill can produce.

Send today for the new FREE Radiant Screen Guide, which tells you how
to select the type of screens that best fills your needs.

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1225 S. TALMAN CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS
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Manufacturer's Twenty Wember Motion Picture Unit sets up to shoot Northrop F-89D all-weather jet interceptor for sequences in Northrop Training Department film.

INDUSTRY'S USE OF 16MM CAMERAS BROADENS
Northrop Aircraft Demonstrates Expanded

,

Industrial Use of Mitchell Cameras

Over 100,000 feet of film were shot last year by two 16rmTi Mitchell cameras

operated by a full-scale motion picture unit at Northrop Aircraft. Operating daily

throughout the year, these 16mm cameras provide impressive evidence of the rising

role of professional motion picture equipment in American Industry today.

Northrop, a leader in airframe and missile manufacture, makes diversified use of

their Mitchell cameras. Motion pictures range from employee activities to engi-

neering test films— where re-shooting is impossible and where steady, accurately-

framed film of superior quality is consistently delivered by Mitchell cameras.

No other single camera is today used by American Industry for such a broad

range of filming requirements as is the Mitchell camera. Easy operating Mitchell

cameras help create sales, meet delivery schedules, and systematize and accelerate

research and development. For details about Mitchell equipment that will meet

your specific needs, write today on your letterhead.

For Quality Control Film, Mitchell camera

moves in for close shots of Scorpion F-89D.

104 Rocket Salvo of twin-jet F-89D is cap-

tured on 1 6mm Engineering Test film.

Alaska Bound test pilot Bob Love and Columnist Marvin Miles

being filmed by Mitchell camera for Northrop Public Relations -J

Deportment.

^



SPEAKING TO AMERICA: THE EXPANDING

AUDIO-VISUAL SERVICE PROGRAM OF THE

Chamber of Commerce of the United States

R̂*/ii»^
This Nationwide Three-Fold Program Aids 3,200 Local Chambers and Their Members

As AN INTEGRAL PART of its con-

tinuous program to build a

better understanding of the Ameri-

can «a\ of life—and to create a

greater public sentiment for private

enterprise—the Chamber of Com-

merce of the Lnited States is ex-

panding its production, distribution

and use of audio-visual materials.

The National Chamber is a fed-

eration of more than 3.200 cham-

bers of commerce and trade associa-

tions—with an underlying member-

ship of 1.900.000. In addition, the

National Chamber has 20.000 busi-

ness members.

A Leader in A-V Media

The National Chamber has long

been a leader in the use of audio-

visual media as a means of com-

municating ideas. It has a going

three-part audio-visual program:

1) The National Chamber uses

all forms of audio-visual materials

at meetings it sponsors throughout

the country.

2) The National Chamber en-

courages its business and organiza-

tion members to use audio-visual

materials.

.3 I The National Chamber spon-

sors and distributes a number of

motion pictures.

This program is under the direc-

tion of an Audio-Visual Services

Department, which is charged with

the responsibility for (a I creating

ideas for all presentations, and I b i

providing technical production

assistance in the develo|)ment of

these presentations.

Hold Over 3,000 Meetings

In the past year, the National

Chamber set up and conducted

more than 3.000 meetings with

business and organization members

throughout the country. The meet-

ings were primarily concerned with

national, economic and legislative

issues. To help clarify these issues.

motion pictures, slides, charts, flan-

nel boards and recordings were

used extensively.

A series of twenty-two Chamber
Leaders" Workshops, designed to

help local chambers of commerce
in their programs of work, consist-

ently emphasized the use of all types

of audio-visual media. The work-

shops had a total attendance of

more than 5.500 volunteer business

leaders from 36 states and 904 com-

munities. Kick-off for most of the

Workshops was the motion picture.

IForking Dollars, a New York Stock

Exchange production, followed by

a special filmed W orkshop Greetings

from Arch N. Booth. Executive

Vice-President of the National

Chamber. This greeting was pro-

duced by the .\udio-Visual Services

Department.

Training for Trade Executives

Six national Institutes—regional

meetings—are also sponsored each

vear for Trade Association and

Chamber of Commerce Executives.

These Institutes are training
schools, with classroom situations,

and most of the classes used audio

or visual materials. Attendance

last year hit 1.800.

One course offered each year at

the Institutes covers utilization and

preparation of audio-visual mate-

rials. The course stresses the im-

portance of these materials and the

business executives learn how to

produce them quickly and economi-

cally. Instructor for this course

is Kenneth H. Goddard. Manager

of the Audio-Visual Services De-

partment.

During February U957l the Na-

tional Chamber sponsored a series

of one-day Congressional Issue

Clinics in twelve of the nation s

larger cities. The Clinics were de-

signed to spotlight key legislative

issues facing businessmen every-

where, and more than 8,000 busi-

nessmen were in attendance. Each

of the Clinics were opened with a

filmed prayer and outline of the

businessman's role in keeping Con-

gress and the public informed on

the business viewpoint. Slide pre-

sentations and charts were exten-

sively used in pinpointing the kev

issues.

Ray Swank, of the National

Rental and Projection Association,

handled all the audio-visual equip-

ment and projection services at the

Congressional Issue Clinics.

Encourage Local A-V Utilization

Not only does the National

Chamber use audio-visual materials

extensively, but it encourages their

use on the local level bv business

and organization members.

In its "Explaining ^ our Busi-

ness" program, the National Cham-
ber urges emplovers to use films to

explain their own business operation

—its achievements, current situa-

tions and future prospects—to em-

ployees, teachers, farmers, clergy-

men and high school students. Also.

employers are urged to use films in

Dwight hlavens, manager of Na-
Tionai Cnamber s Service Dept.,

points up key purposes in film

What Is a Chamber of Com-
merce?" for training use.

super\ isorv development and man-

agement training classes. Films
shown during plant tours are also

recommended.

Organization members are urged

to use films in meetings with mem-
bers and to recommend the use of

films to other community and civic

groups. Placing films on television

and sponsoring showings of films in

schools and colleges are stressed.

Particular emphasis is placed on

films which help explain the opera-

tion of the American business sys-

tem and films which can be used

in career guidance programs with

local high schools.

Reference Guide to Films

One of the key programs spon-

sored in this area is an information

service, available by subscription,

called "Films to Explain American

Business." With this program, the

National Chamber recommends spe-

cific films to business members.

New" business sponsored films are

screened and selected for this series,

a complete discussion leaders guide

is prepared and then mailed to the

more than 600 subscribers. Twenty-

four fihns are now included in this

series.

The National Chambers field staff

of 23 Division and District Man-

agers continually recommends the

use of all forms of audio-visual ma-

terials to organization members.

These men. who travel all over the

countrv assisting local chambers of

connnerce in community programs,

carrv motion pictures, slides, flannel

board presentations, charts and

graphs as a standard part of their

"tool kits"—in order to give live

demonstrations on how these tools

can best be implemented.

The field staff also encourages

chambers to sponsor both radio and

television programs — using mate-

I CONTI.NUED OX THE NEXT PACE'I
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K

"The Atom

Comes to Town"

—this 28-minute

film points out

the many peaceful

uses of atomic

energy for power,

research, farminc]

and medicine. It

is in color.

U.S. chamber of Commerce Visualizes:

ICONTI.NLED KKOM rRECEDI.NC I',\CE)

rial? furnished bv the National

Chamber or materials developed lo-

cally. A radio-television manual.

"On Mike! On Camera!" recently

published by the Audio-Visual Ser-

\ ices Department, is designed to as-

sist chambers of commerce in using

radio and television as a means of

comnmnication on the lofal level.

Distribute Four Motion Pictures

The Nc^tional Chamber currenth

distributes fiiur moti(.)n pictures.

These films are: IIs Everybody's

Business. Heople. Products and

Progress: 1975. The Maicic Key and

The Loaded Package. It's Every-

body's Business was produced in

1954 by John Sutherland Produc-

tions. Inc. in cooperation with E. I.

duPont de Nemours and Co. ( Inc.).

People, Products and Progress:

197S was produced by Creative Arts

Studio, of Washington. D.C.. and it

is based on a slide presentation de-

veloped by the National Chamber

for its 43rd Annual Meeting. In

the case of The Magic Key and TItc

Loaded Package, prints were pur-

chased for distribution to members.

More than 1.2t)U prints of these

four films are now in circulation

—

a direct result of the National

Below: that's Carl Foster, assistant manager of the Audio-Visual Services

Department, operating the Berlant during a recording session. Picture also

shows film editing and projection booth facilities in the control room.

Chamber's promotion and di.stribu-

tion efforts.

Three New Films in April

Three new films are being re-

leased in April. These fibiis are:

The Story oj Creative Capital—
produced in cooperation with E. I.

duPont de Nemours & Co., (Inc.),

this is an animated Technicolor mo-

tion picture which explains what

capitalism is and where ca]>ilal

comes from. The film runs 14 min-

utes. John Sutherland Productions

created and produced the film.

What Is a Chamber of Commerce?
- -this is a 20-minute. color motion

picture designed to point out the

importance of volunteer, organized

business leadership in the commu-
nity. Produced by the .Audio-Visual

Services Department in its own

itaL in that production is being paid

for bv industry, and promotion and :

distribution will be handled by the
j

National Chamber.
]

In the case of 7 he .Atom Comes It

to Toun. an Industry Advisory

Council to the National Chamber's \
Atomic Energy Committee is paying

production costs. This film will ex-

plain some of the many peaceful

uses of atomic energy: it will run

approximately 28 minutes and will

be in color. Muller, Jordan and

Herrick of New York is the pro-

ducer of this film.

With the addition of these four

new^ films, the National Chamber
will be promoting and distributing

eight titles—a 11)0 per cent increase

in film activity over one year ago.

All National Chamber films are

"The Story of

Creative Capital"

—using colorful,

humorous animation,

this Sutherland film

tells the exciting

story of what

capitalism is, where

it comes from, and

what it has done in

a growing America.

iii

'till

!**

u

—another scene in

the animated picture

"Story of Creative

Capital" which tells

the origin of invest-

ed funds in popular

terms. Filmed in

Technicolor, it is

14 minutes long.

studio, the film represents the first

"major ' [iroduetion of this depart-

ment.

The Dynamic American City —
prtiduceil b\ Frederick J. Bashaw.

nationalU known real estate expert.

lliis film will also be promoted and

distributed by the National Cham-

ber. Running 28 minutes, the film

points out the many problems of

urlian redevelopment and what some

large cities are doing to overcome

these problems.

TJic .Iton} Comes to Town sched-

uled for release in early May. This

lilm follows the production ])atlern

I'slablished by It's Everybody's Busi-

ness and The Story of Creative Cap-

a\ailable on either a purchase or

rental basis. Each of the National

Chamber's six Division Offices

I located in New York. Chicago,

Atlanta. Minneapolis, Dallas and

San Francisco) has an arrangement

with Modern Talking Picluie Serv-

ice to handle print shipments. Each

l)i\ision Office wcirks diro>ctly with

the Modern Talking Picture Service

exchange in that city.

In si)ite of this "split" responsi-

bilitv the National Chandler han-

dling all pruniolion anil lii>oking and

Modern handling print shipments

—

the arrangement proves one thing.

It works.

Two of the new films

—

The Story

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



of Creative Capital and The Atom

Comes to Toivn — were nationally

premiered in March in four major

cities—New \ork. Washington. Chi-

cago and San Francisco. More than

6.000 business members, educators

and members of the press were

guests at the premieres.

Audio-Visual Services Department

Concrete evidence of the gr0A\ -

ing importance of audio-\isual ma-

terials in the National Chambers

program of work can be seen in the

development of the .\udio-VisuaI

Services Department. .Although only

a vear old. this Department has al-

readv more than doubled the Na-

tional Chamber's use of audio-visual

materials.

Under its present setup, the De-

partment is capable of producing

"The Magic Key"

If hat Is a Chamber of Commerce?
5 I Produced a filmed report of

National Chamber publications.

Hlueprinta for Action.

Film Interviews for Local TV

01 Produced 25 filmed interviews

during the National Chandlers 44th

Amiual meeting. These were 2-

minute interviews of local chamber

presidents which were air mailed

directly to the interviewees home
city for the local TV news show. It

is estimated that these T\ film spots

reached more than 13 million view-

ers. I Note: This service will be

offered again at the National Cham-
ber's forthcoming 45th .Annual

Meeting to be held in Washington.

D.C.. April 28-May IK
7 1 Cooperated with radio pro-

gram and T\ producers in the

—was produced by

Raphael G. Wolff

Studios. This 20-

minute color film

explains the role of

advertising in our

national business

economy and lives.

motion pictures, slides, cliarts. TV
spots, tape recordings, photographs

I for printed publications!—in fact,

just about anything anyone could

possibh want in the wav of audio-

or visual presentation.

Here are examples of some of

the work done by this Department

in the last vear:

1 1 Produced over 300 color

slides.

2 1 Developed 25 major presen-

tations Ion slides, charts and

graphs I

.

3 1 Produced a 5-minute work-

shop greeting — a filmed introduc-

tion to a series of Chamber Leaders

Workshops.

4) Produced a training film.

NUMBER 2 • VOLUME I

— in this scene

from 'The Magic Key"

advertising is shown

as the lens which

focuses the product

news of manufacturer

to the consumer.

U. S. Chamber offices

rent this picture.

placement of business spokesmen on

broadcasts and telecasts.

o I Aided radio-TV correspond-

ents covering National Chamber
events.

9 1 Provided consulting service

on the use of motion pictures, radio

and TV to National members.

Promotion and distribution of

National Chamber motion pictures

and development of Discussion

Leader's Guides for "Films to Ex-

plain American Business ' are two

other important functions of this

Department.

With due respect for the "ex-

perts." it should be pointed out that

in spite of the many facilities for

1957

Production of Wnat Is a Cnamber of

the camera in sound studio as Dwlght
organized, volunteer leadership in a

film production, the National Cham-
ber still turns to the professional

film producer for films with a wide

audience appeal. However, such

films as Blueprints for Action and

IT hat Is a Chamber of Commerce?
—which are basically training films

for limited distribution—can readily

be produced by this organization

with its present staff.

The Department, under the direc-

tion of Manager Kenneth Goddard.

has two assistant managers and a

production assistant. Timothv Hayes

is Assistant Manager for Audio and

Visual Production, and Carl Foster

is Assistant Manager for Film Pro-

motion and Distribution. Rounding

out the staff is Production Assistant

Paul Klein.

None of these men came up

Commerce? snows Paul Klein behind

Havens points out the importance of

program of community betterment.

through the ranks of the technical

end of film production. In fact, they

learned to operate their equipment

after it was purchased and deliv-

ered! (Note: The "pros"' may raise

their eyebrows on this, but evidence

is on the side of the men who wear

two hats—the technical hat. when

they are on the camera and lights,

the executive hat. when they sit be-

hind their desks! I

.A studio control center is the heart

of the Audio-V isual Services Depart-

ment's physical plant. It consists of

a control room and separate sound

stage which are used for both sound

recordings and motion picture pro-

duction.

Along a glass wall of the control

room is located all of the recording

(CO^TI^L"ED ON P.\GE SIXTY-THREE)

Below: Ken Goddard, manager of the Chamber's Audio-Visual Services

Dept.. points to listing of the many types of visual aids which Chamber uses.
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Case

Histories

of Current

Business Films

Left; this efficient new training

film "package" was produced

for Ethyl customer use by

Audio Productions, Inc., N. Y.

Series an AutuniDtive Principles
Meeting a Training Need Among Service Station Personnel

Ethyl Corporation Presents a Useful New Package Program

Your Share in America's Fntnre

f I^HE Ethyl Corporation has

-•- just released a new series of

training films on the operation of

the modern automobile. The series,

which is being presented as a kit of

nine films, is a part of Ethyl's con-

tinuing mission of rendering serv-

ice to its customer companies—the

petroleum marketers.

The problem that this series seeks

to solve is the need for a simple effi-

cient system to tell service station

employees the basic principles of

automobile operation. In contrast

to other, longer, films on the sub-

ject, the Ethyl motion pictures are

short, seven to eight-minute treatises

on various functions of the car.

which can be adapted to a great

variety of training uses.

Technical Animation Clarifies

Technique used in the series is

principally technical animation,

which enable the films to probe in-

side automobile parts and show
exactly how they work. A sug-

gested plan for their use is that

either one or two can be used at a

time for training service station

personnel in sessions to be followed

by discussion of the points pre-

sented. Each trainee will carrv

away with him a booklet of each

film containing the script and scenes

from the film.

In the short time vinri- the series

has been introduced il has been

amazingly successful. 400 kits of

the nine films are nnw in use and

it is expected that over ,i thousand

will be in use before ih' rnrl nf tlie

Near. Many of EthylV uilomer

companies are using them -['ring

dealer meetings, as well a- \in2

them in with their own training pro-

grams for new service station em-

plovees.

Here Are Titles in Series

.Subject titles in the series are:

Electrical System, Distributor,

Spark Plugs, Valves. Carburetor,

Gasoline VolatilitY- Gasoline Knock-

Hi,i> and Preignition. Cooling System

and Fuel Injection. All the films

are completely non-commercial and

hew directlv to a straightforward

presentation of the subject matter.

The film on Cooling System has

been taken up by National Carbon

Company in production cooperation

with Ethyl to use as a training film

for its own purposes.

Ethyl's automotive series comes

packaged in an attractive case of

nine reels. Two of the subjects are

brand new. and have just been

added to the series in the past two

weeks, but the price of the seven-

film kit has been S180 in color, or

$(o..50 in 1> w. This is a basic cost

of the prints, for Ethyl absorbs all

production costs as its service to

its customers. The series is pres-

ently available in Spanish as well

as English, and may be translated

into other languages as the demand
occurs. The Ethyl films, including

all versions, were produced by
Audio Productions. Inc.

While Ethyl has prepared the

films primarily for its own customer

companies, and will offer them first

for this purpose, plans are prepared

to later offer them to technical

classes in high schonls. colleges, and

to other industrial concerns. The
films are cleared for TV use. and
will probably be used for educa-

tional TV showings. <^'

A Lucid Presentation of Function

Art as The New York Stock Excha

Sponsor: The New York Stock Ex-

change.

Title: 1 our Share in Tomorrow. 27
mill., color, produced by Knicker-

bocker Productions and The In-

ternational Film Foundation.

* Every once in a while, a business

film comes along that needs to be

considered not only from the stand-

point of its prime purpose as a busi-

ness tool, but as a work of cinematic

art. This is such a film. It contains

a lucid presentation of the function

of the Stock Exchange in the na-

tion's economic life, but as well, it

is a beautiful film which reels out

wide varieties of visual impressions

rarely expressed so well on the

screen.

A Fresh Point of View

What meets the eye in this film

cannot be described as trick pho-

tography, or as special effects,

though special equipment has often

been used. The only "trick"" to be

seen is a fascinatingly different point

of view, sometimes the long, some-

times the short, but always refresh-

ing and new. Six photographers

ranged the country for over a year

to provide footage for Your Share

in Tomorrow, and what they sup-

plied was startling, yet. it should be

said that the editing ability it took

to blend all these short beautiful

takes into a homogenous whole is

the more notable.

For the range of subjects is extra-

ordinary: model scenes, telephoto

shots, bug-eyed wide-angles, moun-
tains, rivers, big halls like the Ex-

Is Combined With Cinematic

nge Premie-es New Color Film

change trading floor, and location

interiors taken in many localities- -

yet the film is never patchy, it holds

complete uiiit\ .

Show Genesis of the Exchange

The story it tells goes back first

to early New York, when Wall Street

truly ran along a wall at the north-

ern limits to the tinv city. Local

gentlemen gradually began to meet

under a Buttonwood tree on Wall

Street to buy and sell shares in such

early ventures as the Erie Canal.

From these beginnings, as the nation

progressed and expanded, the But-

tonwood tree meeting-place has be-

come The New York Stock Ex-

change. To document the country's

expansion, the camera shows the re-

sources of the land, the first rail-

roads, telephone and horseless car-

riage in action.

In the present, to show how the

Exchange functions, the film pic-

tures an actual transaction involv-

ing a broker in Easton. Pa., and

buyers and sellers on the floor of

the Exchange.

National Release Via Modern

1 our S/iare in Tomorrow, a broad

public relations venture of The New-

York Stock Exchange, will be dis-

tributed by Modern Talking Picture

Service exchanges throughout L.S.
«- a i^

In addition to previous N. \. Ex-

change films, the American Stock

Exchange and Chicago"s Board of

Trade are among financial trading

marts represented by current 16min

motion pictures available for group

showings. R"

Above: lights and cameras focus on a typically hectic trading scene for

The New York Stock Exchange color film 'Your Sliare In Tomorrow."
Blended with location scenes from all over the nation, the new picture devel-

ops the functional role of this financial center in an expanding economy.
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A BUSINESS SCREEN DESIGN PORTFOLIO

MODEL TRAINING CENTER

Modern Facilities That Meet a Company's Growing Needs Realized

in New Manhattan Headquarters of the Socony Mobil Oil Company

No Progressive Company can rest con-

tent for very long on its original plans.

After 71 years in its old location at 26

Broadway in downtown New York, the Socony

Mobil Oil Company had found itself in recent

vears bursting at the seams in its own building

and spilling out into other nearby buildings in

the neighborhood. Socony Mobil was deter-

mined to end these piecemeal expansion ar-

rangements and last fall the company moved
into its new uptown home with everyone in the

headquarters staff under one roof.

The new Socony Mobil Building, at 42nd
Street and Lexington Avenue, is as modern as

tomorrow. The 2500 employees work on 24

floors of the 45-story stainless steel office

building, which is the largest to go up in New
York in over 25 years. Among the impressive

features of the completely air-conditioned

building is the new Training Center, one of the

largest and most completely equipped company
training operations in the world.

Center Adapts to Many Different Purposes

Comprising 7800 square feet directly above

the main entrance to the building on 42nd
Street, the Training Center has been so care-

fully designed that it is adaptable to many dif-

ferent purposes. Noiseless and sound-proof

sliding doors are used to subdivide the space

into as manv as four rooms which are used

for meetings, conferences and training courses.

Another arrangement creates a room more
than 50 feet square holding 250 people. When
not in use. the partitions slide into incon-

spicuous nacelles in the walls.

The Socony Mobil Training Center is de-

signed to make available at all times to Home
Office Departments the most completely

modern educational and training facilities for

the administration of educational programs,

the use of up-to-the-minute employee com-
munication techniques, and complete arrange-

ments for training meetings, classes and
courses for domestic and foreign Company
personnel, as required.

Counsel and Equipment to All Departments

The Training Center is also designed to

fulfill all requests for Home Office manage-

ment or staff personnel for assistance in plan-

ning and providing proper physical facilities,

communication techniques and audio-visual

aid equipment for training and business meet-

ings to be held in their own departmental

meeting rooms. It is prepared to supply

modern audio-visual and other equipment as

needed for this purpose, and to make available

the personal services of the Training Center

Staff in planning the most effective use of the

equipment and for its operation.

With one master projection room with two

This 45-story stainless sieel-sneathed tower
houses the new headquarters offices of the

Socony Mobil Oil Company in New York.

projection ports, and four smaller projection

booths, it is possible to show as many as five

motion pictures at one time in the Center.

Sound Facilities Match Room Arrangements

Microphones and speakers are recessed into

the ceiling so that comments and questions

will come out loud and clear from every part

of the room. An automatic system eliminates

feedback between adjacent microphones and
speakers. It is possible to tailor the communi-
cations set-up to the arrangements of the room.

Conference members may use microphones and

speakers independently in each room. or. when
four rooms are combined into one. put all the

communications devices on the same circuit

and control them from the central projection

and control room.

Conference members may record speeches

electronically if they choose, by switching mi-

(CGNTINUED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES)

Center facilities were designed for more effective employee training.

Reception area _; ;..; ^.^..^..y l;„.:..;-.j Center: its open, uncrov/ded
use of space gives easy access to four conference rooms; preview thea-
tre. Just around corner to left are public and house phones and a cloak
room which holds 250 winter coats; has uncongested entrance, exits.
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This is Conference Room A—set up for group meeting of 20-22 persons.

Its air-conditioned facilities include Electrol screen; ceiling lights and
micrcphones; jacks for phones and microphones under carpet flap.

Conference Room B offers another meeting arrangement, also has
screen and complete sound facilities. All tables have Formica tops.

Meetings can be tape recorded directly in projection booth, if desired.

DESIGNED TO DELIVER IDEAS IN LESS TIME AND WITH GREATER CLARITY

crophones into a tape-recording system. The
person conducting the conference can give

instructions to the control room by telephone.

A privacy switch cuts out communications

with the control room. A pilot light goes on

above the switch when the circuit is dead.

Yellow panels light up in the corridor out-

side every room where a meeting is in progress,

and an ultra violet-lighted chalk board in a

custom-built stainless steel housing identifies

the meeting in fluorescent chalk. The corri-

dors have ample room for exhibits used for

meetings.

20 Other Conference Rooms in Building

In addition to the training center, Socony

Mobil's space in the building has more than

20 other conference rooms of many sizes and
descriptions. While these are for the use of

individual departments, a clearing-house ar-

rangement is designed to make them available

to other groups when they are not in use.

Aids Management With AV Presentations

Heading up the activities of the Training

Center is D. G. Treichler. whose other re-

sponsibilities include the supervision of audio

and visual equipment used throughout the

building, aid to management in preparation of

audio-visual presentations, and the music sys-

tem which pipes background music throughout

the building. 500 speakers have been installed

in the ceilings of selected areas through the

building; an additional 150 speakers are in-

stalled in non-music areas to supplement public

address needs.

As an example of the efficiency with which

the Center is operated, Mr. Treichler maintains

a magnetic chalk board in his office to which

are attached small magnets representing tables,

chairs and other furniture and devices used in

the center. Any group planning to use any of

the rooms may make a mock set-up on this

board and be assured that everything will be ar-

ranged to exact specifications.

Typical of the rooms into

which the Training Center may
be divided is Conference
Room "B". It measures 16 by

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 44)

Conference Room C pictured below shows variation of meeting setup.

It is served by projection room, all sound facilities. Note indirect

lighting which has 50-foot candle rating at reading level in all rooms.

Conference Room D is slightly longer than others, is

arranged for training class. Steelcase chairs have
built-in ashtrays on backs: Naugahyde upholstery.



This panoramic view shows all four conference rooms opened up for

a big meeting, seating 250 persons. Fairhurst sliding doors which di-

vide these rooms enable the Center to create one large area when the

need ari;_.: ;.._!:! company. In this whole area there are 13 speakers

in the ceiling and nine microphones. Chalkboards (of glass) are made
by N. Y. Silicate Slate Book Co.; Crest corkboards are in neutral colors.

FLOOR PLAN OF THE SOCONY TRAINING CENTER SHOWING ROOM ARRANGEMENTS



Film preview room and recording studio in the Center. From this ac-

coustically-correct area, scripts for special films can be recorded di-

rectly onto striped film through projector with built-in magnetic record-

ing kit. Projectors have anamorphic, high-quality standard lenses.

Preview room screen is Vicra Lite 108" wide angle with 8" curvature.

In addition to three ceiling speakers, film sound is delivered by a 15"

coaxial speaker within front baffle. Mayfair folding chairs have built-

in ashtrays; Naughahyde covers; gold bonderized aluminum arms.

TRAINING CENTER:
34 feet, has four eight-foot tables and two

five-foot tables, and a capacity of appro.xi-

mately 22 people at a session. At one end of

the room is an electrically-operated DaLite

screen (one of 16 similar screens throughout

the building) which rolls up flush into the

ceiling. Under a flap in the carpet on the floor

are jacks for telephone and microphone, and

at the other end of the room are wall jacks for

telephone and for TV antenna.

Mr. Treichler has succeeded in his aim of

keeping all audio-visual and electronic equip-

ment used in the center unobtrusive and effi-

cient. There are no "gadgets" for gadgetry's

sake. Consultants and suppliers of audio-visual

and electronic equipment were the Ken Killian

Company, of Westbury, New York—and the

Commercial Radio Sound Company, of New
York. Architect of the center was J. Gordon

Carr.

To insure that all training sessions and con-

ferences will operate smoothly, the Center

supplies an operator for projectors or other

audio-visual or electronic equipment. Projec-

tion ports are designed so that a tall man may
walk under them during screening without in-

terrupting the picture on the screen. It is also

possible to place 21 -inch television screens in

the ports.

In the master control room are racks of

electronic equipment, including tape recorder,

tape and disc reproducers, FM tuner, Conalert

radio alarm system, record player, etc. Com-
plete mi.xing from any of these sources is avail-

able for recording and the system is capable of

nine inputs to tape, or to magna-striped film.

As the whole building is wired for sound out-

put and input, it is possible to record on tape

from almost every place in the building.

The sound-proof and acoustically-correct

preview room is designed to be used for special

screenings, and for recording special films on

to Magna-striped film. Light traps protect botli

doors leading into the room. The Vicra-Lite

screen is wide-ansled and lenticular, one of Above: audio-visual equipment storage.

Basic Data on Training Center Equipment

16mm sound projectors. .Bell & Howell, RCA, Eastman Kodak

Slide & opaque projectors Dehneascopes and Beselers

Projection screens (building and conference rooms) .... DaLite

Projection screen (preview room). . . .Vicra Lite Wide Screen

Tape reproducer: Mognecorder 814; Amplifiers RCA

Conference room furniture: chairs by Steelcose; tables by

Howe Furniture; preview chairs are Mayfair model 1002-AU.

Sliding doors (between conf. rooms) by John T. Fairhurst Co.

Glass chalkboards N. Y. Silicate Slate Book Co.

Also; Oravisual easels. . .corkboards by Crest Cork Company

Training Center Advisor's oiiice with D. G. Treichler in background.
Chalkboard beyond open door (right) has ultra-violet lighting, uses

fluorescent chalks to post meeting events for various rooms. Magnetic

board on back wall can be set up for room arrangement layouts.
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the first to be used in a preview room of

this size. It is silvered. 108 inches long with

an eight-inch curvature, and does not drop off

in light intensity from angled viewing. A 15-

inch coaxial speaker is used for film sound.

Designed for Maximum Efficient Operation

Socony Mobil's Training Center is designed

for maximum usage by the company, and for

efficient operation. Even in such details as coat

rooms, plans were made to handle crowds

quickly and conveniently. An entrance and

exit open into this room, and ample space is

provided for hanging 250 winter coats, plus

shelves for hats.

"Back rooms" provide plenty of space for

storing the company library of films, e.xtra

chairs, tables and the dozens of still and over-

head projectors used daily for various purposes

throughout the building.

Even in the delivery of equipment to other

conference rooms, an ingenious system has

been devised. Special mail carts, manufactured

by Chesley Industries, were found to be perfect

for carting around sound projectors.

Each Socony Mobil sound projector is

equipped with a meter which records the num-
ber of hours it has been used. This enables a

close record to be kept of each projector so

that proper maintenance may be given and

hours of projection bulb fife determined.

Music Relaxes Work Tension, Aids Morale

Background music, one of the functions of

the Training Center, is piped throughout the

building from a control room which contains

a Magnecorder tape reproducer and 19 RCA
amplifiers. Efficiency experts worked with

Socony Mobil in devising the background mu-
sic system, which is designed to pep people up

without distracting them. Hours of music are

staggered to coincide with periods when it has

been found that work might be beginning to

drag a bit. also at opening, closing hours.

* 32 hours of music are on hand at all times,

and eight hours are replaced with new material

each month, all supplied by Commercial Radio
Sound Company. Socony Mobil has found that

this music, which is piped into speakers capable

of fidelity up to 12.000 cycles, is superior to

music brought in from outside suppliers over
low fidelity telephone lines.

Socony Mobil management is a strong be-

liever in the efficiency of audio-visual aids. The
Company feels that they help do a more ef-

fective job for everyone, not only because they

cut down on time necessary for presentation

of ideas, but because the ideas presented with

these aids are clearer and more concise. •

Above: control room of the Socony-Mobil
sound system. Serving 650 speakers through-
out the building are 19 RCA amplifiers in

these racks, one for each floor of Socony of-

fices. Tape reproducer is a Magnecorder 814.

Music is controlled by IBM clocks, delivered
for 15-minute and half-hour periods doily.

Left: the main rack of electronic equipment
in the main projection room includes an FM
iuner; special Conalert device and an RCA
three-channel tape reproducer v/hich can
pick up sound throughout Center and in key
points throughout the building.

Below: there are five projection rooms like this in the Training Cen-
ter—one for each conference room and main projection room shown.
Console shown (right) has controls for speaker volume, microphones,
lights. Also note disc turntable. Floors are raised 18" from outside

room and ports are 53" high, thus a six-footer can walk under port

in conference room outside without interrupting the picture.

MfeHft^*^

Another view of main projection room, showing 3V4 x 4V4 slide pro-

jector at port. Electrol screens are also controlled from these facilities.

Film requests ore supplied from the film storage room where all So-
cony subjects are filed as well as other training films, sound slide-

films, filmstrips, slides, tapes, etc. Training Center library is main-
tained solely for internal company requirements.
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BUSINESS SCREEN DESIGN PORTFOLIO: II

Kodak Sales Training Center
Maximum Use of Audio-Visual Techniques Helps Make Instrucfion Effective

Lecture demonstration facilities in action at the Sales Training Center witli botli slide and motion picture projec-

tors ready for use. Note moveable work tables; display wall at left and efficient shadow-free recessed lighting.

Xhe Kodak Sales Training
Center is specially designed and

equipped to make maximum use of

numerous audio-visual techniques

to make learning easy and to make
instruction interesting, dramatic,

and effective.

The training center, located at

Kodak headquarters in Rochester.

N. \.. is used primarily to train

Kodak dealer personnel engaged in

retail selling of the company's

|in:iducts.

Since the center was set up in

1948. the staff has given instruction

on how to improve photographic

merchandising to more than 3.500

sales people from various sections

of the Inited States and a number
of foreign countries. The usual

training jjcriod is 10 da\s.

Set Up for Learning

The arrangement of the four prin-

cipal rooms in the training center

contributes to the learning process

in many ways. The front display

classroom is used as an instruction

area where meetings are conducted

in a rather relaxed atrnosjihere. The
"stuilents" sit during lecture periods

in regular or lounge chairs. A model

store where students play the roles

of customer and salesman is at the

front of the room. There is plenty

of free space for the students to

move about, meet each other, and

exchange ideas during coffee breaks

and after formal talks. In this type

of an arrangement, the instructor is

cast more in the role of referee than

as a teacher.

The middle room, called the con-

ference room, is primarilv devoted

Below: sales training "faculty" confers on presentation method for photo
talk using cutouts containing magnetic strips on back, helping audience
visualize sales points. Magnetic board (rear) also serves as a chalkboard.

Retail sales people hear talk in conference room. Speaker concentrates at-

tention through use of overhead lighting on display he is discussing. Re-

mainder of room has only subdued light to enable note-taking by the group.
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to group problem-solving. Here the

instructor acts more as a coach in

helping the group reach solutions.

The room itself has numerous con-

ference tables around which the stu-

dents group themselves. This setup

helps promote a feeling of cohesive-

ness among the group.

The 4()-seat theatre in the rear of

the sales training center is the locale

for the more formal, highlv organ-

ized presentations. Here the in-

structor is the dominant factor and

the students" participation is usualK

much less than in sessions in the

two forward rooms.

Completely Equipped Darkroom

The training center also contains

a completelv equipped large dark-

room in addition to three small

darkrooms. In each of these dark-

rooms, one or two persons can proc-

ess black-and-white or color films.

An intercom system enables com-

nmnication between those working

in the darkrooms and those in other

rooms. This is particularh con-

venient since darkroom doors obvi-

ously cannot be opened while proc-

essing film.

The large darkroom, referred to

as the print room, is used princi-

pallv for making contact prints and

enlargements. It is equipped with

1.5 enlargers. Each enlarger accom-

modates two students, allowing a

total class of 30. Two stainless steel

sinks, each approximately 4x8 feet,

give ample room for the use of de-

veloping trays in processing work.

All these darkrooms are supplied

with filtered water which passes

through regulators that control wa-

ter temperature.

Match Room to Presentation

The room selected for a class talk

or other presentation is the one best

adapted for the particular subject.

Each room in the training center

provides for a change in the role be-

tween the class and the instructor.

This acts as a stimidant to learning.

Changing surroundings bv chang-

ing rooms for different class presen-

tations is also a psychological aid in

maintaining alertness. These fac-

tors are particularly important in

such a training schedule which con-

sists of morning, afternoon, and eve-

ning classes totalling 50 hours a

week. By comparison, the average

college student has about 15 hours

of classes a week.

The use of these staging tech-

niques are incidental to the message

but help to underline it and blend

the whole into an effective presen-

tation. These methods help to con-

centrate the audience's attention on

the speaker, or tlie material or ob-

ject to which he may wish to draw
attention.

Kodak's experience in operating

the training center for the past nine

years indicates that there are a num-
ber of factors that are important to

the success of any presentation.

.Among the basic requirements are

rooms that are adequately venti-

lated, have comfortable seats, and

where the acoustics are such that the

speaker can be heard by all without

difficulty. Other desirable features

for group presentations are built-in

projection facilities, effective light-

ing arrangements, and adequate

facilities for darkening the room.

Although the sales training cen-

ter has three rooms without win-

dows, adequate ventilation is pro-

vided through air-conditioning with

individual controls in each room.

Special Thought Given Seating

Comfortable seats are necessarv

in order to prevent the distraction

which usually accompanies unsatis-

factory seating arrangements partic-

ularly where instruction mav be for

prolonged periods. The sales train-

ing center is provided with three

different types of seats in the rooms

that are used for class work. The
large display classroom contains

well-upholstered chairs with arms to

provide additional comfort. The
conference room, where people sit

behind tables on which they may
spread out notebooks and other ma-

terial, has straight-back, armless

chairs which contain adequate pad-

ding in the seat and back. The
theatre has regular theatre-tvpe up-

holstered seats with a moveable

writing arm attached for note-tak-

ing. In this room the seats are on

different levels and arranged in a

semi-circle so that the projection

axis is diagonally across the room.

In addition to allowing everyone an

unobstructed view, the tiered seats

enable viewers to look down into

trays where film and photographic

paper is being processed. The

theat'-o is equipped with safelights

which make possible such process-

ing under darkroom conditions.

Built-in Sound Systems

Each room in the training center

has a built-in public address system.

Both stand microphones and lapel

mikes are available for use by speak-

ers. Pre-amps and amplifiers for

the various sound systems are

located where they can be controlled

unobtrusively without disturbing the

class session.

The use of a public address sys-

tem should never be obvious to the

(continued on next page)

Both magnetic board (left above) and lighted transparencies (upper right)

are used (or a camera demonstration bv Paul Bond In Center s theatre.

Above: slides help Fred O Brien point out feature of K-lOO camera. They

are changed at lectern control box. Below: DaLlte Electrol screen raises

or lowers over chalkboard at button touch; note light controls at hand.
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Dramatic spotlighting of speaker does not distract from maximum bright-

ness of projected visuals. From convenient controls on lectern, Fred O'Brien

changes slides on Eiectrol screen, showing features of Brownie camera.

Kodak Sales Training Center:

(continued from preceding PAGE)

audience. Consequently, the system

at the center is designed to give un-

obtrusive hel|] to the speaker, not

over-ride him. It is more a matter

of being missed if it were turned off

than awareness of it when working.

For instance. 9 speakers are installed

ill the ceiling of the front display

classroom so that the speaker's voice

is projected evenly to all sections of

the room. Small lapel microphones

helji insure constant volume. Micro-

phone volume controls are installed

on each speaker's podium for con-

venient one-man contrcil.

Built in Projection Facilities

The built-in projection facilities

in the training center include a

power screen with controls in the

projection stand at the rear of the

room. This is a great time-saver in

making rapid switches from pro-

jector to other types of visuals. A

beaded surface is used on the screen

when the angle of vision is not more

than approximateh 22 degrees from

the projection axis. A matte surface

is used when a wider angle of view"

is necessary. The projection stand

contains ade(]uate electrical outlets

for both still and movie projectors,

therebv providing the possibility of

having two or three types of pro-

jectors set up and ready to run.

A smoother projection where still

photos are involved is accomplished

by the use of a dissolve which per-

mits the use of two projectors with

one slide fading quicklv into the

next.

Kodak

ash

4 i i 1

Remote Control of Pictures

A speaker at the front of the the-

atre can control the operation of the

slide projector at the rear through

a remote control device. This is

done through a connecting cord be-

tween the speaker's lectern and the

projection stand, and may also be

used as a signaling device for slide

changing when the automatic

changer is not in use. The signaling

device is a small jewel light in a box.

This type of device is useful since it

Left: one of the special displays.

Push buttons before camera pic-

tures are pressed to light matching

flash reflectors on the board.

eliminates such distracting means of

signaling as stamping the foot, snap-

jiing the fingers, using "crickets," or

verbally instructing the projection-

ist. The projection stand is high

enough in the theatre so that it is

unnecessary to change the position

of any member of the audience when

projection is introduced. Several

wall plugs are available in the front

Above: Howard Kalbfus, director of

Center, operates lectern control

panel (closeup below) for lighting,

projection and control of spots.

of the theatre to accommodate illu-

minators or overhead projectors

when their use is required.

Complete Control of Lighting

Lighting at the sales training cen-

ter is such that it may be turned off

and on as a unit before and after

projection. Another desirable fea-

ture at the training center is a dim-

ming type of light switch which per-

mits progressive lowering of the

level of illumination. The gradual

change from light to darkness is pre-

ferable to sudden changes in the

amount of light. This prevents a

sudden plunge of the audience into

complete darkness which in itself is

a distracting factor. The screening

of pictures is begun before the room

has been completely darkened there-

bv making the transition from light

to dark a smooth one and enabling

the instructor to keep better con-

tact with his audience. Sales train-

ing center officials feel that in the

majority of instances it is not nec-

essary to have a room completely

dark for visual presentation.

Spotlights for Dramatic Effect

It is also possible to use spot-

lights to dramatize exliibits. demon-

strations, or the speaker, as the occa-

sion dictates. Overhead spotlights

in the ceiling in the theatre and con-

ference room may be used to high-

light pictures or examples of Kodak

products attached to wall pegboards.

This type of lighting is also possible

in the various rooms of the training

center through the use of reflecting

flood fixtures. This more flexible

tvpc of illumination permits the

Live demonstrations are good basic instruction as Dick Searhart and Fred

O'Brien discuss operation of Kodak projectors before class of retail sales

people in Center theatre. Note convenient chalkboard, vivid lighting.
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lights to be adjusted as desired,

thereby enabling the use of light for

such purposes as lighting a wall

•only, a table or display. It also

enables special highlighting of sec-

tions of a display which are already

generally illuminated.

Special overhead lighting is pro-

vided to facilitate note-taking in all

of the rooms at the center. This is

accomplished by Klieg lights which

throw a beam of light from the ceil-

ing on the table tops in the confer-

ence room and on the writing arm
attached to the theatre seats. In the

conference room there are also low-

level flood lights which illuminate

the top of each table. ^^ ith the varie-

ty of lights available at the training

center, it has been found convenient

photographic store counter and win-

dow display sections furnished with

photographic products. The display

classroom will accommodate up to

100 persons. The PA system in the

rear of the display classroom

consists of a pre-amp and amplifier

and five microphone jacks: four of

i\ hich are located in the front of the

room. There are nine small speak-

ers mounted in the ceiling and two

12-inch Electro-Voice speakers at

the front of the room for use with

sound movies and tape presenta-

tions. The power plant of this P.A

system is mounted in a rack located

in a corner of the projection area

at the rear of the display classroom.

This rack also houses the pre-amp

and the amplifier for the P.A system

f'^mm

It BK-.r||i. r

' ^*-

Demonstrating selling techniques at the Centers model photographic store.

Training staffer Walt Cnappelle is showing features of Cine-Kodak K-IOO.

to use low-voltage switches and to

have convenient control panels lo-

cated in the back of the rooms and

near the speaker's platform in the

front of the various rooms.

Three Rooms Windowless

Only the display classroom has

windows. Darkening of this room
for audio-visual use is effected by

opaque draw curtains. The lack of

windows in the other three rooms of

the training center has apparently

occasioned no inconvenience to the

several thousand dealer personnel

who have used these facilities. In

fact, it is felt that the presence of

windows can be distracting to both

the instructor and the audience.

The large display classroom con-

tains seats for class sessions, a Da-

Lite Electrol screen in front of

the room, and a projection stand.

The room also contains a model

in the conference room. The tape

recorder may be used to record talks

from the display classroom or con-

ference room.

The conference room has four

speakers in the ceiling and three

microphone jacks. The print room
has four speakers in the ceiling and

two microphone jacks so placed that,

by using a lapel mike, it is possible

to give demonstrations to a rather

large group at one of the big sinks.

There is also an individual mike vol-

ume-control in the print room. One
mike in each of the rooms contains

a similar volume-control.

Theatre Has Six Speakers

The tlieatre has four small ceiling

speakers and two eight-inch acous-

tical labyrinth-type speakers mount-

ed on either side of the six-foot

power screen in front of the room.

These latter speakers are particu-

llluminated writing arms for seats in Center's theatre allow note-taking with-

out interference with projection quality on screen. Overhead beams of low-

intensity light are provided by Kliegl Projection Units #2145.

larly useful when projecting sound

movies or recordings. There is also

an amplifier solely for presentations

in the theatre. Another tape re-

corder is permanently mounted in

the theatre. Also available is a port-

able tape recorder for supplement-

ary use.

The sound system is so inter-

connected that it is possible to play

music in all the rooms from the

main installation in the display

classroom. General announcements

can also be made through this sys-

tem and be heard in all the rooms.

Chalk Boards In Each Room

Chalk boards are available in each

of the rooms of the training center.

Some are mounted on pedestals w ith

wheels so they may be easily moved.

The chalk board in the conference

room has a large illuminator built

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 63)

Control center of public address system. Talks in any of four rooms are

recorded or played back from Magnecorder unit on rack, which also con-

tains controls for pre-amplifiers, amplifiers for public address systems. Talks

may also be simultaneously recorded on Dictaphone disks for mss. typing.
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In this idyllic Japanese setting, the or revises film script.

The World As a Studio

by Lester Becker

1t"s a Long Way from West 89tli

Street to Hong Kong. It"s a long

way from a busy, industrial

documentary film industry located

in the heart of Manhattan to the

Far East—a world in ferment. The

miles seem even longer when you try

to make the transition as a film

director in a fast-growing company

suddenly thrown into the real world

of life and death, asked to make

creative motion pictures that will

serve an industry, a client and the

public at large.

Working in a film studio we can

forget that there is a world. We
live in a wonderland where grass

comes in mats, the sun is a '"five"

shining through Venetian blinds

which haTig in limbo from a cen-

tury stand. In this fantasy world,

moonlight is a key-to-fill ratio.

rooms have two walls, and time runs

by on the dolly tracks, and yet we

are. or call ourselves, documentary

film producers.

Reccntlv I had a chance to take

a look at tlie real world and what

I saw looked so unreal that I could

have sworn "C" clamps were hold-

ing it together at the seams, ft was

all there in front of us and it was

our job to bring back some of it

on film.

In March of 1956 Dynamic Films,

Inc.. through its subsidiary Alan

Shilin Films. Inc.. had completed

some rough screen treatments on

four films to be made for the

Broadcast and Film Commission of

the National Council of Churches of

Christ, The Evangelical and Re-

formed Church, The Presbyterian

Church, The American Leprosy

A Young Writer-Director

Tells of His Production

Mi-ssion. and the Women's Section

—

Board of Methodist Missions. Now
the job was to get it on film and

after clearing up my nice warm desk

1 was on board a Northwest Orient

Airliner heading for "The Mysteri-

ous East."

No Studio "Scenes" These

I should have realized then that

the world—a large economy size

world — is nothing like our mild

studio copies. There is nothing like

dawn over the northern reaches of

Alaska—an orange red flame smear-

ing color on black rock, blue-white

cliffs of snow and cold green water.

The grandeur of it reduces our own
planning for ""effects" to something

laughable. This was only the begin-

ning of a series of tremendous im-

pressions. Everything was new and

unusual—what else can I call them

but '"scenes."

Tokyo. Beautiful, modern, down-

town Tokyo, looking more like

Broadway than Broadway. My
Japanese companion casually re-

marks. "In 1946 standing at this

spot you could look for miles, liter-

ally miles, in any direction and see

only rubble and safes.

'

Osaka, a ranking Japanese indus-

trial city. We were photographing

in a gigantic shipyard—one of the

factors which has made Japan sec-

ond onlv to Britain in ship building.

Our guide, provided by the ship-

vard. had skillfully interpreted and

helped us set up scenes ( will we film

makers ever find a shipyard that

looks like a shipyard through the

finder ... or a factory that looks

like a factory? )

.

I complimented liim on his Eng-

lish toward the end of the day and

asked him where he had learned it.

of Documentary Pictures

Experiences in the East

"'In a |jrisoner of war camp

Hawaii." he said. "'I was a suicide

pilot that missed." If anyone had

written these lines for a studio pro-

duction in New York. I would have

laughed him out of the office but I

could recount numljerless stories of

hardships, privation, misery, suffer-

ing, and the trium]ih of the human

spirit.

To see Communist soldiers stand-

ing beneath a white guardhouse,

some fifty feet where you are set

up to shoot a scene, makes them

look like the figment of some grade

B melodrama imagination. Yet the

scene was Freedom Bridge in Hong
Kong and it was all part of the

films we had to make.

Film Production in Hong Kong

The onlv time I felt physically at

home in my entire trip was an eve-

ning's visit to the lot of a leading

Hong Kong film company. Most

of the Chinese films made outside of

Connnunist China are made in

Hong Kong, and the sight of N. C.

Mitchells. Baby blimps. RCA mikes

and Tri-X film cans was like a letter

from home. A sidelight on Hong

Kong film-making — studio style.

Hong Kong is one of the most

crowded and noisy cities in the

world.

To keep sound problems at a

minimum all shooting is done at

night. The working day begins at

nine in the evening and by 10:30

or so the actors are made up in the

robes and trappings of ancient

Imperial China.

Since modern life in Hong Kong

is a grim thing the main output of

fihii studios is costume drama and

stories of greatness out of the leg-

endary past. Cameras would roll

until dawn's light took the edge off

k
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Below: dramatic scene in a shipyard where the

film's most exciting sequence takes place.

Carson Davidson (foreground below) sets focus

for one of the "Younger Brother" sequences.

Director Becker watches as cameraman Davidson

films religious symbols in a Buddhist cemetery.
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the Mole Richardson's. Perhaps I

should explain that since studios are

scarce in Hong Kong all interiors

are shot exterior, on the studio lot,

but lit conventionally since shooting

is done at night.

Picture this scene: A studio lot

with a series of interiors represent-

ing palace prisons, bedchambers and

what have vou. Often half a dozen

productions would be shooting side

by side, a painted flat the only par-

tition between the centuries. Sur-

rounding the lot is a high wall which

is broken only by a large studio

gate. On all the walls and packed

six deep at the gate night after night,

are the unemployed and unhoused

of Hong Kong watching impassively.

It is strange to think they had fled

the Chinese mainland to find them-

selves in Hong Kong with no re-

sources and nothing to do but w atch

this incredible operation.

Where was reality—inside the

gate or out?

A Problem in Casting

Casting is a major problem in

Hong Kong. I wrote a letter home
in which I said ''I interviewed young

men for the lead today. Their names

were Sung. Sang Shin. Tsen Tsung

Ching. Chung Chang Hsin Tang,

and Tve left out a few."" A major

problem was that voung men who

could speak English were in demand

in offices and shops, and could not

consider short term work for fear

of losing their jobs.

All the professional actors I saw

looked exactly like what they were

—

actors. I finally settled on a young

social worker employed in a mission

office. He understood English and

together we walked through scenes

until the reasons for ""bits' of action

—pauses, glances, a shrug, became

apparent to him.

Only then could he act it out for

the camera. It is a good test for

the authenticity of the script.

The actual shooting brought spe-

cial problems. Wlierever you go

in the Far East hordes of children

will appear as if by magic as soon

as you unlimber a tripod. I gen-

erallv found that the establishing

shots could be made with one or

two actors working and a hidden

camera.

By this. 1 mean .setting up. run-

ning through the action, then just

idling away enough time so that the

crowd loses interest. A small nod

or a wink, the cameraman eases

down on the switch and—someone

looks right at camera. Three or

four repeats, though, and we had it.

The background on closeup and

medium closeup shots could be con-

trolled and the proper number of

people at the right time could be

bought rather cheaply. \STiatever,

you do, don"t get excited at the an-

tics of the children and don't shout.

The kids think you are the greatest

thing since the circus. .\s far as

they are concerned you are just a

crazy new toy that dropped into the

neighborhood one day. But woe if

you try to '"get tough" with them,

and shouting only brings bigger

crowds, faster.

Part of a Real World

But as soon as I began work on

location I found that the world is

real and we, the filmmakers, are a

part of it. Shooting films to show

the work of missions of various

Protestant denominations put me
in contact with life as it really is.

The tremendous problems of pro-

fessional photography 7.000 miles

from home base shrink when one

is confronted with the struggle for

existence which is fought dav after

day by so large a part of the human
family.

Technical problems were aston-

ishing in variety, complexity and

devilish ingenuity but I realized that

the ""actors" were taking their lives

in their hands by appearing in what

will be interpreted as an '"anti-

communist"' movie. And these ac-

tors are real people—often re-enact-

ing with painful clarity, heart ren-

ding scenes from their own lives.

These ""actors"' also have families

in Shanghai, or Canton, or Peking.

What of them?

Who Interprets for Whom?

In other words the difficulties of

film making on a location such as

this were far greater and of a far

different nature than we had ever ex-

perienced either in the studio or on

location in America. Just the simple

lack of language, lack of means of

communication with your actors and

your crew and the people that inhab-

it your locale makes life almost im-

possible for a fihn producer. How
does one cast a movie when there

are 20 or 30 basic names in Chinese

and all are variations of the same

sounds. You may be casting a Mr.

Sing for a part and find out later

that you were thinking of Mr.

Soung. Try reaching a member oi

your cast by telephone to explain a

change in location or in time. Any-

where from 20 to 100 families use

the same telephone and when a

strange voice is heard at the other

end speaking a language which you

don't understand and you realize

you're speaking a language he

doesn't understand, how do you

reach the man you want to reach

when you want to reach him? What
happens when you get a group of

actors and people out to a Buddhist

cemetery all ready to shoot a scene

SCENES FROM

"YOUNGER BROTHER"
A Story of Jaoan

and suddenly find that they won't

move in the area you have chosen

because of rules and traditions you
knew nothing about? How does

I CONTINUED ON PACE 62)
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Case

Histories

of Current

Business Films

Left: a youngster learns about

today's miracle drugs in the

new Lederle motion picture.

Pharmaceutical ResGarch S. LGderle

Picture of Product Research Achieves "Broad Appeal" Goal

iiiaceutical research and manufac-

tuie.

To carry this story along, For

More Tomorrows uses a nice little

plot about a boy just recovered

from pneumonia. Broad spectrum

antibiotics had cured him quickly

and easily; and that was something

that could not have happened 20

years ago. The boy wonders about

(he medicines that had got him out

of the "Germ Palace."" as he calls

the hospital, so fast, and as he sips

a soda in a drug store, a Lederle

salesman he has met tells him. with

visual flashbacks, how antibiotics

were discovered and how they are

produced today.

While the approach to the sub-

ject is a firmly established motion

picture methodology, it is carried

out very nicely with good-lookhig

studio scenes shot in Hollywood,

and beautiful photography of the

Lederle plants at Eagle River. New-

York.

For More Tomorroivs will be dis-

tributed to medical groups, schools,

colleges, and other interested au-

diences bv the Lederle Laboratories

Division. W

Sponsor: Lederle Laboratories Di-

vision, American Cyanamid Com-

pany.

Title: For More Tomorrows, 281,2

min.. color, produced by Willard

Pictures, Inc.

• * *

¥ This film is a fine example of

how to succeed in that most difficult

of film projects, the "'broad appeal"'

public relations motion picture. For

More Tomorrows was necessarily

designed to genuinely interest aud-

iences ranging from junior high

school students to their grandpar-

ents; from completely lay audiences

to specialized medical groups. It

was, in truth, a tough assignment

for both Lederle"s manager of Vis-

ual promotion. William H. Buch,

and for the producer. Willard Pic-

tures. Inc.

Story Behind the Picture

The films major premise is that

pharmaceutical research has revolu-

tionized modern medicine—90' I of

today"s prescriptions could not have

lieen filled 15 years ago. And, the

film goes on to show. Lederle plays

a leading role in the field of phar-

Sponsor: Firestone Tire and Rub-

ber Company.

Title: African Rhythms, ISVl; min.,

color, produced by Vogue Wright

Studios. Distributed by Associa-

tion Films.

-K Firestone has been in Liberia

for many years and has a big stake

in the Liberian economy. The com-

pany, as a friend of Liberia, has

been interested, for many years, in

telling Americans more about the

customs and culture of its host

country on the African continent.

Typical of Firestone's presenta-

10-foot poles for a wedding cere-

mony, with the beat set by many
drums. The songs of Liberia, ac-

cording to the film, tell of heroes

and hunters and sometimes of the

American-born Liberians who re-

turned to the country of their fore-

fathers and founded the republic in

1847.

Through iheir inlluence. the mu-
sic of Liberia has expanded. Actual

tape recordings and on-the-spot

footage show Liberians dancing to

smooth western rhythms of a jazz

orchestra in the modern metropolis

of Monrovia. Ironicallv. the music

Liberia: Its Music auil Dancinq
"African Rhythms" Introduces Nev^ Firestone-Sponsored Series

lions on Liberian ways is this new

film on music and dancing. It

points nut that the nation"s culture

is an ancient, colorful one and that

while the civilized Liberians are

among the most advanced of any

African group, the country as a

whole clings to many of its tradi-

tional rites and ceremonies.

The dominant instrument of

Africa is the drum. The film shows

how it sets the tempo for work,

worship, and ceremony. A high

spot of the film shows the agile

stilt dancers, deftly performing on

that left Liberia during the slave-

trade of the last century, has re-

turned to its originators, in modi-

fied form, but with the same basic

beat and tempo.

African Rhythms is the first film

of the four Firestone subjects on

Liberia to be devoted exclusively to

native dances and music. It is be-

ing made available on a free-loan

basis to schools, colleges, churches,

clubs and other community groups

through Association Films. It will

also be released, in both black and

white and color, to TV stations for

public service programming. S"

A Hail Safety Message fur Yuuth
Pennsylvania Railroad Meets a Challenging Hazard Problenn

Sponsor: The Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company.

Title: Trains, Tracks and Safety

Facts, 24 min. color, produced liy

llnifilms. Inc.

K Last year, records of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad show that there

were 39.192 reported cases involv-

ing youngsters playing on the

tracks, tampering with switches and

signals, stoning trains, or commit-

ting other pranks. There were 1,751

arrests; .32 injuries; and nine

deaths.

To cumbat this serious situation,

the railroad has embarked on an in-

tensive educational campaign which

will involve svstem-wide publicity.

s|)eaker5. and a new motion picture.

Trains. Tracks and Safety Facts.

Presentations will be made before

school assemblies, Scout meetings.

PTA groups, service clubs and

organizations interested in youth

problems by a specially selected

and trained group of officers from

the company's Police Department.

Emphasis on Congested Areas

Speaking at a press review of the

film in New York, recently, John T.

Williams. Manager of Safety for the

railroad, said particular emphasis

will be given in distribution of the

film to congested metropolitan areas

Below: racing across rail tracks is a

hazardous "game" for youngsters.

where youngsters are most tempted

In |ilay on the railroad right-of-way

or in its yards, climb over or under

standing freight cars, tamper with

signal and switching equipment,

throw stones at passing trains,

place obstructions on the tracks, or

endanger their own lives by contact

uith high tension electrical power
transmission lines.

The harm that can result from
playing on the railroad is graphi-

cally demonstrated in the film, while

at the same time, it is designed to

satisfy in part the normal boy's or

girl's natural interest in railroading

and curiosity to learn what makes a

locomotive run.

Behind Scenes Facts Shown

In the picture, children are taken

for a ride in the cab of both a

Diesel and a steam engine; they see

the inside of a caboose, and are

shown how freight cars are classi-

fied in a modern hump yard. Y'oinig-

sters are shown how thev can help

guard younger brothers and sisters

at grade crossings.

Distribution of the film will be

handled by local offices of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad. ff*

Canadian Film Series Shows
Tots "Safety Begins at Home"

Safety Bcj^ins at Home, a series

(d five 1 11 2 to 3 minutes) safety

motion pictures, has been produced

for C. B. C. in Canada by the Mo-
tion Picture Centre. Toronto.

Concerned with the safety of pre-

school youngsters, the series deals

with such hazards as the unguarded

pan of boiling water, the frayed

electric cord, poison within reach of

little ones, the danger of falling off

a balcony, and the open safety pin

—too often thrust into tiny mouths.
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. , .at last

The perfect sound slide film projection unit

self-contained 'Completely automatic -tape recorded sound

• for sales training—for selling the customer too;

• individually or in groups on dealer

floor, in office, at home!

robovision is a completely self-contained and
self-operated slide film projector with
synchronized sound on tape. It's "fool-proof"

—

simply plug it in, flip the switch and off

it goes—completely automatic ... no blown
fuses, no pulled shades, no records to

cue, no film to wind or rewind (it's continuous),

no screens or bellows.

.^nd no loss of salesman's dignity— he
remains a salesman, doesn't become
a slide projector and sound technician!

robovision is as simple to set up and operate

as a desk lamp . . . gives beautiful
9" X 12

" pictures, up to 110 of them—
and carries up to one hour of automatically

synchronized sound tape that plays

continuously—no rewinding necessary.

robovision is small and light to carry—
21" X 21" X 11", weighs only 36 pounds. To sell

more— to train better— to demonstrate with

greater impact— fill out and send this

"no obligation" coupon today!

Mr. Anthony Flan

Oakton Engineering Corp., Dept. B-4

8225 N. Christiana Avenue
Skokie, Illinois

Dear Mr. Flan:

I would like to know how Robovision can help us

sell more—train better salesmen—demonstrate our
products with greater impact.

{UNDERLINE ONE OR MOR£)

Check one: Q please send more detailed information.

please have your salesman call, with-

out obligation to me.

COMPANY NAME
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BUSINESS SCREEN TECHNICAL REPORT: FILM ANALYSIS

Cues to Proper Application of New Eastman Color

Internegative and Intermediate Films for Best Results

PROGRESS IN Color film mate-

rials, procesfiiig methods and

laboratory equipment hit a pretty

rapid pare during the past two

years. Greatly improved printing

stocks, offering greater fidelity in

reproduction from camera to the

screen and speedier delivery at

more economical cost were impor-

tant goals for both film manufac-

turers and processors. With color

accounting for a very high per-

centage of all sponsored and edu-

cational motion pictures now being

produced, these goals were equally

important to producers and their

clientele.

But every phase of de\elopment

require* considerable periods of re-

search and pre-testing before new

films are introduced to the field and

then a period of consumer educa-

tion inevitably follows to insure the

proper application of new tools.

Take the case of the two new

films recently introduced by Ko-

dak's Motion Picture Film Depart-

ment, both of which can be used

for producing color duplicate

negatives to obtain 16mni prints on

Eastman Color Print Film. Type

7382. These new products are

Eastman 16mm Color Internegative

Film. Type 7270 and the Eastman

35mm and 16mm Color Interme-

diate Films, Type 5253 (35mm)

and Type 7253 (T6mm).

16inm Internegative Film

First to be introduced was the

16nim Internegative Film. Type

7270. This was originalh designed

,to make color duplicate negatives

'(Kodak calls "em internegatives)

directly from Kodaclnoine. De-

signed for use with Commercial

Kodachrome, very satisfactory re-

sults have been obtained with other

Kodachrome films. From duplicate

negatives thus obtained. 16mm con-

tact prints are made for general

release.

It has also been discovered that

this same material can be used for

making 35mm blowups from 16nnn

Kodachrome originals by printing

from Kodachrome onto 35mm in-

ternegative of the same material,

known as Type 7270. 35mm inter-

negative stock. 35mm color prints

for theatrical and television use

can then be made from this 35mm
enlarged internegative by contact

printing.

The pniblem of iiblainiiig color

prints in quantity, with minimum
loss original fidelity and at reason-

able cost has been a matter of con-

cern since the introduction of East-

man Color Negative Film. Type

5248. For some time, the company's

research people worked on a ma-

terial which could be used in dupli-

cation as in black and white pro-

duction, by means of a master

positive and a duplicate negative.

Although this approach is much

more complex for color processing,

a practical system land the neces-

sary films) was finally evolved.

Prints through this system are

produced by first making a color

master positive on Eastman 35nun

Color Intermediate Film. Type

5253. A reduction negative is then

made on 16nnn Color Intermediate

Film. T\]je 7253. resulting in a

16nnn color duplicate negative.

Contact prints are then made onto

16nnn Eastman Color Print Film.

While not giving absolutely per-

fect match to a print from the orig-

inal, this system is said to come

nearly as close as its black and

white counterpart. It should make
the production of 16mm prints from

a 35mm color negati\e nmch more

practical.

Differ in Contrast Levels

Since both Color Interne^aliie

Film, Type 7270 and the Color

Intermediate Film. Type 7253. are

used to produce 16mm color dupli-

cate negatives from which 16mm
color prints are made, there has

been some confusion as to the dif-

ferences between these two films.

One big and important difference

lies in the contrast levels of the

two films. In the case of Color

Internegative, Type 7270. printing

is done from Kodachrome. which

is of print contrast. The Type 7270

must, therefore, be low in contrast.

In the case of the Color Inter-

mediate Films. Type 5253 and Type
7253. the process starts with a nega-

tive and simply reproduces it. It

is necessary, therefore, to use a

material which, when printed back

onto itself, does not change the

overall contrast. This requires a

material of considerably higher

contrast which ivotild not he satis-

factory for use with Kodachrome. R"

Editorial Acknowledgment

-f A highly-interesting series of arti-

cles in this issue completes the

"Views from the Bridge" feature in

our recent 7th Annual Production

Review. Matt Farrell I page 18i is

president of Farrell and Gage Films.

Inc.: Howard Lesser, who author-

ed the prophecy on page 27, is

president of Knickerbocker Produc-

tions. Inc.

Charles ( Cap I Palmer by-lines

on page 28. He is executive pro-

ducer at Parthenon Pictures. The
informative discussion of wide-

screen visual presentation ideas on

page .34 w-as contributed by John H.

Rose, head of Visualscope, Inc.

Finally, but far from least, is

James E. MacLane's "Truth is

.Stronger Than Fiction" which the

executive producer of Film .Asso-

ciates of Michigan wrote especially

for us . . . and vou on Page 56. S'

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING USE OF EASTMAN COLOR INTERNEGATIVE AND COLOR INTERMEDIATE FILMS FOR MAKING COLOR PRINTS

FROM KODACHROME COMMERCIAL FILM,

TYPE 5268 (I6MM) ORIGINAL:
FROM EASTMAN COLOR NEGATIVE FILM,

TYPE 5248 (35MM1 ORIGINAL

REVERSAL
COLOR PRlt^^
F\LM,T\PE ^

REVERSAL
COLOR Ptt\NT

I

FILM, TYPE
5769 (ib-T-v,)

Print

/tomm

COLOR. ^
INTER.-^
NEaftTlME
flLM,
TVPE7Z70

COLOR. .

PRINT
FILM
TYPE 7382

tntef-
n<;^0t<tv

Co/or
^£ /ease
Print

3^ m/n
Co/or

/n terneqoiiv'e

COLOR INTER-
NE6ATIVE
FILM,TYPES27C

Co/or
/?e/£ase Print

COLOR PRINT
FILIv\,

TYPE 5382
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Sterling-Movies U.S.A.

.3 The World's

Lamest Distributor

Free FilmOF

Television

BECAUSE

• Sterling-Movies U.S.A. I Sterling Television Co.) is the oldest and

best-knowTi distributor of film to the TV industry.

Sterling-Movies U.S.A. salesmen have established iveekly

advance programming commitments with more than 250 TV
stations in the United States and Canada and more than 400
stations rely upon Sterling-Movies U.S.A. for public service film.

THIS IS WHY

more tlian no experienced film sponsors use Sterling-Movies

U.S.A. for distribution.

Sterling-Movies U.S,A,
a division of Sterling Television Co., Inc. ^
205 East 43rd Street, Neiv York 1 7, New York, OXford 7-2520

(Member. National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters.)

N^^
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EDITING AND

FfHOTOCIlAPHV

oo^£^^
RECORDING

STOP
SERVICE

^^^-^*' '''%

laboratory

Service to

industry
Deoling with a completely

self-contained organization

saves you time ond money . .

if you use business films,

either self produced or

thru film producer, i)

will pay you to check with us.

send for price list

1425 S. Racine Ave. • Building No. 2

Chicago 8, III. • HAymarket 1-0409

The new DuKane "Micromatic" Sound Slidefilm

Projector is the last word in audio-visual training for

offices, shops, factories, schools and churches.

It delivers up to 22 minutes of a fuUy

automatic presentation!

For details write

dept. BS-37

pioneer electronivs specialists

and manufacturers of sound sys-

tems, audio-visual devices, in-

tercoms, telephone systems and

electronics for the armed forces.

DuKane
CORPORATION
St. Charles, Illinois

Projector, record-

I>lay('r. screen, rec-

tirds, film, lenses and
rxtciL^ion cord fit in

a 1 iipgage - styled

luiefcase. Light-
weight, compact

!

Truth Is Sti Diiqer Than Fictiuii

by James E. MacLane

WHEN THE Publisher of

Business Screen suggested

to me some topics that might in-

terest film buyers and producers,

the one that struck the right note

was "A few traditions we could

do without."

In 1929, when the commercial

film industry was still struggling

for recognition and relatively few

of the producers prominent today

had ever been organized, I was

president of a Visual Education

Club in a suburban Philadelphia

high school. Our weekly pro-

grams included films that would,

all things considered, look very

good right now—films from pion-

eer sponsors like Bell Telephone,

Chevrolet, and Metropolitan Life.

Much Product, Little Knowledge

We were fascinated by the mo-
tion, the sound effects, the ani-

mation and graphic explanations

—and there were short dialogue

sequences where people actually

talked! But some sponsors—not

those mentioned above—gave us

a Uttle information surrounded by

a lot of product, and the product

scenes were often made less pain-

ful by the use of "beauty shots"

—velvet drapes, turntables, strong

spotligiiting. This is still a con-

venient shot to cover a lot of

narration without actually show-

ing anything—and it does save the

producer some money.

Not long after graduation, I be-

came a cameraman for a business

film producer and took consider-

able pride in making just such

shots—they were visually attrac-

tive, and the sponsor loved them!

After all, what father isn't proud

of pictures of his baby?

Purpose Is Today's Byword

Twenty-five years later, in 1956,

I had the pleasure of sitting in on

a work print showing—not, thank

goodness, of one of my films

—

and hearing the customer laugh

just such a "beauty shot" right

off the screen and out of the pic-

lure. Today, most good films are

made for well-defined purposes,

to be seen by specific audiences,

but there is still a tendency

—

among tired script writers or in-

experienced film buyers—to fall

back on the film cUche, stock

characters, and the "loved it last

time" story line.

The improved understanding of

the use of films in business com-
munication has paralleled the rise

of the professional manager—it is

A Business Screen

Bookshelf to Serve You

M The latest reference books

and handbooks of special in-

terest to business and televi-

sion film users are stocked in

Business Screen's enlarged

Bookshelf Service Department.

Write to 7064 Sheridan Road,

Chiiapci 26. for coniplole list.

seldom necessary to make a film

with the No. 1 objective of pleasing

the Big Boss. The deciders at a

script presentation now can usual-

ly hold their own when the talk

turns to technical terms and

script writer jargon. When they

buy a cliche-ridden, tradition-

bound, old-fashioned film, it is

usually because they've run out of

time—or money. The client loses

—and our industry loses more.

Let Sleeping Traditions Lie

It seems to me that one answer

is evident in the good new films,

whether they be money-makers,

or prize-winners, or both. This is

the dramatized documentary ap-

proach—the imaginative, colorful

use of picture and sound to tell

the true story, the real story—and

there is one for every film, no mat-

ter how stereotyped the situation

seems to be. Let's continue along

this road—producers and clients

alike—and let sleeping traditions

lie!
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What the sales manager learned

at the PTA meeting
What really impressed the sales manager
was the way the movie program was

put across.

Everything teamed up for a smooth
performance. The teacher set up the

projector in jig time. She started with

the opening frame—no distracting, flash-

ing focus frame. The pictures were

needle-sharp; the sound natural and
comfortable.

The projector used was a Kodascope

Pageant 16mm sound model. And, as

the sales manager later found out, this

portable projector not only provides

simple setups, single-switch reversing,

fine sound and brilliant pictures— it also

IS lubricatedfor life. This puts an end to

the most common cause of projector

failure, improper lubrication. It keeps a

Pageant ready to go—on with the show.

Can you benefit from what the sales

manager learned? You can if you use

16mm movies, whether for sales, ad-

vertising, or training.

Let a nearby Kodak Audio-Visual

Dealer show you in person. Or send the

coupon for a free copy of V3-22. It gives

complete details on the Pageant and

other Kodak equipment for audio-

visual use. No obligation either way.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y
Please send me complete informotion on the new Kodascope PAGEANT 16mm Sound Projectors,

and tell me who can give me a demonstration. I understand I am under no obligation.

NAME TITLE

1

,..7
I

ORGANIZATION-

STREET

CITY
(Zon.)
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I6inin color

infeineffative-positive

printing and processing

preserves originals

gives excellent color fidelity

and color saturation

saves costs

COLOB SLIDEFILM
16mm BLACK and WHITE

15mm COLOB MOTION PICTUBE

L-AK E SIDE Bl^
Box 2408, Gary 5, Indiana

Laboratory:
5929 East Dunes Highway

Telephones:
Gary, YEUowstone 8-1114
Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

7th Production Review: Listing Addenda
Corrections and Additions to Data

in the 7th Annual Production Review

of Qualified Business Film Companies

METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

AUDIO PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Film Center Building

630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.

Phone : PLaza 7-0760

Date of Organization : 1933

Frank K. Speidell, President

Herman Roessle, Vice-President

Peter J. Mooney, Secretary & Treasurer

Sheldon Nemeyer, Sales Manager
PRODUCER-DreECTORS

L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mandell

Alexander Gansell Earl Peirce

Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Services; Motion pictures only, all commercial
categories. Specialties: public relations, sales

promotion, merchandising, training, medical,

technical and educational motion pictures.

Facilities: Both silent and sound studios; six

cameras and lighting equipment; mobile units

for location work with tape recorders; per-

manent staff in all departments, writing, direc-

tion, editing, animated drawing and optical;

16 & 35mra projection room; two optical

printers; editing equipment; zoom stand for

trick work; machine shop; e.vtensive film and
music library cleared for television.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Dialing the Nation (Amer-
ican Telephone & Telegraph Co.) ; A Test in

Tme (American Cancer Society) ; The Cy-

clone Furnace (Babcock & Wilcox) : First A
Physician (Du Pont Company) ; Unloading

Ethyl Tank Cars; Automotive Kit — Series

(Ethyl Corporation) ; An Introduction to

Someone You Know (Luxene, Inc.) ; The First

Five Minutes (National Board of Fire Under-
writers) ; Nerve Gas Casualties (E. R. Squibb

& Sons) ; You and the Weather; Cutting

Fluids (Texas Company) ; Continuing Series

of Technical Films (U.S. Navy). TV COMMER-
CIALS: For N. W. Ayer & Son, Benton &
Bowles, Cunningham & Walsh, Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample, J. Walter Thompson, Young &
Rubieam, and others.

MARATHON TV
10 East 49th Street,

Phone: MUrray Hil

NEWSREEL, INC.

New York 17, N.Y.
8-0985

Date of Organization : 1948

Branch : Marathon News-73, Delamere Road,

London, W-5., England. Maurice Ford, in

cliarge.

Konstantin Kaiser, Pres. & Exec. Producer

Kenneth Baldwin, Vice-President and
Supervisor of Production

Charles Van Bergen, Director of News and

Special Events
Jean Hauck, Office Manager
Cindy Karp, Distribution & Traffic Manager

Services; Public information films, world-

wide news service, company newsreels, special

events coverage for industry, film editing,

stock shots, etc. Facilities; Complete 16mm
and 35mm production and editing facilities.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Skytvays Without Runways
(Vertol Aircraft Corp.) ; The Strongest Link
(Parsons Corporation) ; Challenge on the Lake
(Socony Mobil Oil Co.) ; Boomtown in the

Muskeg (for "Outlook"— NBC-TV). News-
reels: for Budd Company, Socony Mobil Oil

Co., British Information Service, Carrier Corp.,

News of the Day, Universal Newsreel, Burling-

ton Railroad. TV Commercials: For Pontiac
(MacManus, John & Adams) ; Plymouth (N.

W. Ayer & Son, Inc.) ; Socony Mobil Oil

(Compton Advertising, Inc.) ; Chrysler (Mc-
Cann-Erickson) ; Oldsmobile (D. P. Brother &
Co.).

STURGIS-GRANT PRODUCTIONS, INC.

322 East 44th Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Phone ; MUrray Hill 9-4994

Date of Organization; 1948

Warren Sturgis, President, Exec. Producer
Benedict Magnes, Vice-Pres., Gen. Manager
M. C. Romilly, Vice-President

A. E. Snowden, Secretary-Treasurer

Sidney Milstein, Production Manager

Services: Medical, technical, educational and
industrial films & filmstrips; animation; t.v.

production. Facilities; Live-action and anima-
tion production; complete facilities for 16 and
35mm production; script-writing staff; full

art studio; sound stage, recording studio;

sets; editing.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures; Modem Concepts of Epi-

lepsy (Ayerst Laboratories) ; Preparation for

Surgery (Winthrop Laboratories) ; Teacher

Education Series: five films (McGraw Hill

Book Co.) ; The Metisteroids in Rheumatoid
Arthritis (Schering Corp.) ; Suppression of

Lactation With Tace (Wm. S. Merrell Co.)

;

On Impact (Medical Communications, Inc.—
Ford Motor Co.) ; Urinary Infections (Nepera
Chemical Co.) ; Ciddocentesis : An Aid to

Diagnosis and Therapy of Pelvic Disease

(Lederle Lab.). Slidefilms: Determining
Prothrombin Activity; The Female Repro-
ductive System; Anatomy and Physiology of

the Cardiovascidar System (Warner Chilcott).

TV Commercials; For Alchem, Inc.; Belk

Stores; Leggett Stores; This Week Magazine;

Troll Enterprises.
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VIDEO PICTURES, INC.

500 5th Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Phone; LAckawana 4-2912

Date of Organization: 1932

Subsidiary; West Coast Sound Studios, Inc.

510 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

Phone; CI 7-2062

Branch Office: 736 N. Doheny Drive

Los Angeles 46, California

Phone: CRestview 1-0188

Charles L. Turner, Executive Producer

Frank Payne, Assoc. Producer
Michael Sage, Assoc. Producer
Elsie M. Rice, Treasurer

Matthew McBride, Sales Manager
Edward J. F. Thorn, Office Manager
Philip Guarneri, Chief Editor

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



ERVICES: Industrial, educational, training

nd sales promotion pictures. Specializing in

elevision commercials, with emphasis on

jlor. Facilities: Studio and sound stages

1 mid-Manhattan. Full KCA sound system,

5mm magnetic and optical. 16mm film record-

ig, re-recording, construction shops, property

epartment. sync playback for musicals.

ECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
[OTION Pictures: The Story Behind a Bottle

Glass Container Manufacturers" Institute) ;

'liree Easy Rules for Rug Beauty (National

nstitute of Rug Cleaning). TV Commer-
lALS: for Oldsmobile, Pall Mall, Xoxema,
ronized Yeast, Molle, RCA, Rise, Speidor,

imonize, Stanley Products, S & H Green
tamps.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ROBERT J. ENDERS, INC.

1001 Connecticut Avenue, X. W.

Washington 6, D. C.

Robert J. Enders, President

Howard A. Enders, Executive Vice-Presi-

dent

Robert L. Friend, V. P. Chg. Motion Pict.

Stanley S. Bass, Production Manager

Richard J. Laitinen, Editorial Supervisor

Fred Waller, Art Director

Sylvia Edlen, Publicity Director

ERVICES: Public relations, 16 and .35mm
lack and white and color films for govern-

lent. industry, television and theatrical re-

;ase. Creative and production staff provide

omplete services from script to finished pro-

uction. Facilities: No data provided.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Ford Motor Company.

Safety Film Series; Bombproof (Burroughs

Corporation i ; Sky Sentinels ( Lear. Inc.) :

The Xeic Story of MV.k; Crisis (Ex-Cell-0

Corp. I ; The House in the Middle (National

Paint, Varnish and Lacquer Association) ;

Escape Route ( National Automobile Dealers'

Association! : Time of Disaster; Xeu- Family

in Town (Federal Civil Defense Administra-

tion). Television Films: Tomorrow—Today
(Federal Civil Defense Administration^; The
Christophers ^Father Keller) ; Songs of Our
Fathers (religious series^ : Rogers Hornsby,

quarter-hour sport series.

VIRGINIA

TANTAMOUNT PICTURES, INC.

108 N. Jefferson St., Richmond, Virginia

Phone: Richmond 2-5841

Donald T. Martin, President, Treasurer

Alfred S. Traynham, Secretary

Services: Complete production service 16mm
and 3-5mm : business and industrial films, tele-

vision commercials and films for television.

Facilities : Completely equipped sound stage,

size 2,000 square feet: photographic, sound,

art, animation, script and production.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Store for Tomorrow
estate of Virginia Department of Public

Highways I ; One Way Left (American Asso-

ciation of Motor Vehicle Administrators)

;

Grand Caverns (Grand Caverns—Shenandoah
Acres) ; Pine to Paperboard (Continental Can
Company): What Mr. Evans Did (Evans
Specialty Company). (Also see page 7i)

Extra Quality

tee4.

no warping

no binding

no rubbing

in...

Compco
professional reels & cans

Compco reels are sturdily constructed

of tough, special tempered steel. They
won't warp or bend—eliminating film

wearing and rubbing during projec-

tion and rewinding. Compco reels and

cans are finished in scratch-resistant

special baked-on enamel. You are

assured a lifetime of protection with

these extra quality- products . . . avail-

able in 600 ft. to 2500 ft. sizes.

Write today for Illustrated Circular on

Reels and Cans

C O m p C O CORPORATION

2275 W. St. Paul Ave., Chicago 47, 111.

m
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TWO FILMLINE HEAVY DUTY FILM PROCESSORS
NOW IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE

When information is of vital importance . . . when
speed is a necessity . . . when consistent, high
quality theatrical images are required ... or when
processing costs must be held to a minimum—Film-

line Processing Machines are always specified.

Government agencies, industry, laboratories—all

benefit by the speed, quality and convenience of

Filmline Processors—and keep security at a maxi-
mum. TV stations and newsree! companies cut time

between taking and showing news and sports with

Filmline. No matter what your film processing re-

quirements, there is a Filmline machine to do the

job quickly, expertly and economically. Filmline

engineers have achieved true automation for the

first time in film processing machinery—absolutely

foolproof and dependable, yet sensibly priced. Four-

teen standard Reversal and Negative-Positive models

for processing 16mm, 35mm and 70mm black and
white or color film are
available—and special

machines can be built,

or standard models
modified to meet spe-

cific problems.

For complete information, write

FILMLINE CORPORATION
Dept. BM.57 • Milford. Conn.
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Pilots Qualify Via Slides

in Mohawk Airlines Program
¥ Successful use of aerial color

slides in civilian pilot training re-

cently has been reported by Mohawk
Airlines, of Utica. New York. Em-

ployed to test pilots at new airports,

the color slides speeded pilot train-

ing and cut training costs, according

to Robert W. Jenkins, Mohawk's

director of flight operations.

Prior to 1955. the Civil Aero-

nautics Administration regulations

required that a pilot seeking qualifi-

cation at an airport actually fly the

run and make his approach and

landing, accompanied by a pilot who

was qualified at that airport. In

1955, the CAA approved, as a one-

vear experiment, the study of pro-

jected color slides as a substitute for

actual flight. The visual substitute

test was found to be so satisfactory

that authority to use the slides was

renewed last September.

High speed Anscochrome color

film was used without filtration to

make sets of color slides to show

the physical layout of various air-

ports. The complete set included

color slides of several aspects of the

airport: the runways as seen from

the ground: the runways from one

mile out and 1.000 feet of altitude:

the entire layout from 4,500 feet;

the terminal area, to indicate Mo-

hawk's ramp space; the entire in-

strument landing system course,

from procedure turn, at the outer

marker, at the middle marker and

at the missed-approach area.

Projected color slides give the

pilot more time to concentrate on

the airport's layout and runways

than would be allowed him if he

had to make the same observations

while actually flying a plane. The

color photography has a third-

dimensional effect which simulates

actual visual study of the airports

and enables the pilot to spot obstruc-

tions, taxiways and other detail, it

was pointed out.

Success of the visual training at

airports in Erie, Pennsylvania and

Detroit, Michigan, indicateMohawk's

continued use of this new method.

« « #

Illustrated Brochure Tells

of Producer's Credo, Facilities

¥ A model of its kind, the new il-

lustrated brochure recently made
available on free request by Cen-

tron Corporation, Lawrence, Kan-

sas producing company, tells the

basic credo of this young but sturdy

filmaker. With excellent graphics,

the piece shows ultra-modern fa-

cilities recently completed, notes

film areas covered ;ind gives the

company's viewpoint nn production.
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PROJECTED VISUALS SPEED TRAINING OF PILOTS

Above: Mohawk Airline pilots were qualified for airport operations at Erie

and Detroit in sessions like this. Anscochrome color slide of main instrument

runway at Willow Run Airport is being interpreted by ground school in-

structor, Walter W. Bailey.

Don't expect your

company's fillllS

to tell you they're

not up to PAR . .

.

SCREEN them
.X

Yourself!

In use, films do get hurt. They pick up

dirt, oil, scratches. Buckle or curl throws

them in and out of focus. These defects show

up on the screen, irritate audiences,

cut down the effectiveness of your message.

Over the years. Peerless Reconditioning

has been, and is, RESTORING prints to optimum

condition and prolonging their useful life.

// you find defects in your company's prints, let Peerless :^

show you that they can be remedied. Write for brochure.

JEERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46lh STREET, NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK
959 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CAUF.

Raybestos-Manhattan Sponsor:
Film on Its Packing Products

M I am a Packing, a 33-minut

color motion picture, has been spon-

sored as a sales vehicle by Raybes-

tos-Manhattan Company of Newark
New Jersey. The new film tells the

product story of seven major pack

ing types made by the sponsor for

industrial equipment. It will he

shown to groups of maintenance en

gineers and distributor sales repre

sentatives.

The film was produced by the!

sales promotion agency of Close and

Patenaude. Philadelphia, in coopera-

tion with Independence Films, of the

same city. The script was written

and directed by E. Burt Close of

Close and Patenaude and the camera

work was handled by Jack Defrenes

of Independence Films.

Most of the footage for / Am a

Packing was taken at the Raybestos-

Manhattan plant in Manheim, Penn

sylvania. Some sequences were made
at the Navy Engineering Experiment

Station at Annapolis. Maryland

ft

Kling Film Productions Exec
Speaks to Publicity Group
-K Hilly Rose, creative director of

Kling Fihn Productions, Chicago,

was the featured guest at a recent

luncheon meeting of the Publicity

Club of Chicago

Rose discussed the role of motion

pictures in the overall public rela

tions program, emphasizing the

achievement of prime quality films

with the minimal sponsor expend!

ture. He illustrated his remarks

with showings of recent public rela-

tions films produced by Kling fori

General Electric Company, thei

American Bakers Association and i

the Aluminum Company of America^ »

Pointing up values in human fac-

tors, he told the group:

"Publicity usually holds attention

for a comparatively short period

of time. When you have attention,

are you getting through to the peo-

ple you are trying to reach? A
loaded, well-aimed gun makes its

point: So does a loaded, well-

thought-out motion picture.

"Film helps your audience iden-

tify emotionally . . . creates a mental

attitude for receptivity of informa-

tion and better retention of your

message.

"A solicitation letter for leukemia

aid produces results. Show these

same people a film of a boy suffer-

ing from leukemia. . . show them

his bed, his toys, his parents. Show

the eyes of the parents with their

untold agonies. Your film has cre-

ated identification . . . identification

which opens hearts and purses. 5R'
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Medical a-v specialists assembled on Calvin sound stage for Workshop.

Experts Lend Hand at Fi

' The top men of the medical mo-
on picture field—both in produc-

on and utilization—were the prin-

pal speakers for the First Medical

otion Picture Workshop. All

'orkshop sessions were held on the

alviii sound stages February 4. 5

id 6—plus an interesting tour of

fi I niversity of Kansas Medical

snier on Thursday for demonstra-

jns of various audio-visual meth-

Is in use.

Speakers included : Ralph Creer,

irector. Motion Picture & Medical

AMA s Ralph Creer di lectern

jlevision, .\mericau Medical As-

ciation: C. Graham Eddv. Chief,

edical Illustration Division, Vet-

ans Administration, Dr. J. Edwin

When you want the

BEST it's...

\ p n '
I /> I . " '

SLIDE DUPLICATING

-MOUNTING SERVICE
• Highest qudhty.

• Duplicates made from your
Stereo and 35mm originals—any
quantity.

• All duplicate slides mounted,
ready for viewing.

• Fast service.

Inlormalion and prices on regular mounting serv-
ice and duDltcate slides on request Write to

Oept. H, Stereo Slide Service
of REALIST, INC.

2051 North 19th St.. Milwaukee 5. Wis.

rst Medical Film Workshop
Foster, Director, Audio-\ isual Insti-

tute. .\ssn. of American Medical Col-

leges; Mervin W. LaRue. Sr., Pro-

ducer; Helaine S. Levin, Director,

Film Library, .\ m e r i c a n Dental

Assn.; Dr. Joseph E. Markee. De-

partment of -Anatomy. Duke Lniver-

sitv School of Medicine; Dr. John
L.' Meyer, IL U.S. Public Health

Service Hospital; Dr. David S.

Ruhe, Head. Department of Audio-

visual Education. L niversity of Kan-

sas Medical Center; Warren Sturgis,

Sturgis-Grant Productions. Inc.;

and Sy Wexler. Churchill-Wexler

Film Productions.

Specialists attending the work-

shop came from all parts of the

country. They included some eighty

photographic department heads
from as many Veteran Administra-

tion hospitals, a dozen representa-

tives of the major pharmaceutical

houses, faculty members of a dozen

medical colleges, producers who spe-

cialize in the medical and public

health field, staff men from the med-

ical corps of tlie -\rmed Services, the

.\merican Medical .\ssociation,

American Dental .Association, the

.\merican Nursing Association, Pub-

lic Health -Administration, Doctors

of Medicine who are also producing

film materials, and a number of

other organizations and individuals.

Highlights of the meeting were

the showing of films produced in the

field, in the evening sessions as well

as a part of the daytime demonstra-

tions. 55"

Medical film pioneer Mervin LaRue, Sr.

v/as one of the Workshop leaders . . .

F&B PARADE OF NEW FSODUCTS—
HEADQUARTERS FOR

ARRIFIEX 16mm
For Immediate Delivery

Most versatile camera for silent or

sound film production. Available ac-

cessories include —
11,5mm f 1.9 Cinegon (extreme
wide angle) $240.00
90mm f 2.8 Malro-Kllar (focuses to

8") $249.95
I7.5mm-70mm Parciror Zoom Lens

$399.75
400 ft. 16mm maqajine $140.00
Torque motor for 400 ft. magazine

$175.00

• Synchronous 42v. motor with IIOv.

60 cycle AC power supply $395.00

• Animation motor $595.00

" Sound Blimp with follow focus

$1520.00

• Pistol Grip wifh trigger $27.50

• Arriflex shoulder-pad $29.50

Write for complete price lisfs

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

AURICON

.irotn % &95.0Q

..from 1165.00

from 33I9J5

Wrife for price lists

for Immediate Delivery

vVant proof zi the dependability, per-

rormance and basic value of all model
Auricon cameras? Send your old one
to us—and see for yourself what a

tremendous trade-in price you'll re-

ceive against any new model.

And the famous F&B Cinevoice
Conversion for 400 ft. and 1200 ft.

magazines, including magazine torgue
motor and veeder counter. $450 less

magazine.

The Newest, Most Advanced
Lighting & Production Equipment

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT:
M06000 Baby Keglite Head. .

M63020 Baby Keglite Stand
M 14000 Junior Spot Head
M63000 Junior Spot Stand...

M 19000 Senior Spot Head
M630I0 Senior Spot Stand
M0800I Siy Pan Head (with switch)
M6I000 Single Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser
M20000 Double Bd. Hd. & Glass Diffuser.
M64000 Indirect Floodlight
M03000 5 Lq'if St^;p^ght

$73.50

36.50

I 17.50

43.00

235.00

. 49.50

.107.50

. 62.00

105.00

320.00

141.00

BARN DOORS:
2 WAY

Baby Keglite M58000 $10.50
Junior Spot M580II 17.00

Senior Spot M5802I 30.00

4 WAY
M5800I $17.00
M58014 30.00

M58022 50.00

F&B

HANGERS, ETC.:

M49I07 Broad Hanger $22.00
M5I000 Low Bracket 15.00
M49006 Trombone Hanger „ 27.50
M5400I Pneumatic Hanger 44.00
M54002 Through Hanger 22 50
M490I0 Hardwall Clamp 6.75
M49I03 Clothwall Clamp .... 5J5
M49I02 V.'.aif Plate 3.50

Write for complete brochures onif price lists

See Florman and Babb
first for anything you
need in motion picture

production equipment

Servicing America's Finest Film Makers

FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 W. 45th St., New York 36, N. Y., MU 2-2928
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Director Becker (left) discusses a scene

with Rev, A. B. Ferguson, head, Audio-

Visual Dept.. Broadcasting and Film Com-
mission, National Council of Churches,

THE WORLD AS A STUDIO:
(continued from page 51)

one shoot a movie when to pull out

an exposure meter is to invite parti-

cipation and interest from thou-

sands of people who have nothing

to do but stand on the street and

watch vou. I repeat, not hundreds

of people, as we may have in New
York or in Hollywood, but thou-

sands. Add to this the simple

problem of getting film in and out

of customs, in and out of the coun-

try, and trying to get quick and

rapid laboratory reports from the

studio back home and you can get

a glimpse of some of the very real

and practical problems faced by the

producer using the world as his

studio.

Line Between Life and Art

The line between life and art i>

blurred in Hong Kong. A bumb-

ling American film producer may

step back and forth a dozen times

a dav. Is it truth or incredible

fantasv that I shoot scenes in in-

describably filthy slums where 30

people live in two room flats, with

water available only three hours a

day?

Is it truth or incredible fantasy

then, that at the end of the day I

should return to a clean hotel and

eat a dinner that could be repro-

duced in only three or possibly four

restaurants in New York? The cost

of this dinner — less than three

dollars, U. S.—happens to be the

weekly ^vage of the waiter that

serves me.

Facing Up to Reality

To make films of the real world,

the film maker constantly faces

men's inhumanity to man. In fac-

ing it, he tries to put meaning in

it, and translate it into art. Not to

face it, is to destroy the meaning in

the lives of all who appear before

his camera.

When I return to the studio,

ready to step on set with S50,00n

dollars worth of precision equip-

ment behind me and a wonderful
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crew of lo)! ranking artists anil

technicians working as a team. 1

am proud of my craft and my part

in producing a unique device, by

which man can communicate with

man. If, in the artificial world of

the studio, we capture and transmit

something of value to men in the

far corners of the real world, we

shciulcl all be proud. It is a worthy

Mental Health Film Shows
"Anger at Work" in the Office

^ Akin lc^ hale, anger can be lethal

in varwng degrees, both murder-

ous and suicidal. Boiling in tb.e

liuiiiaii brain, anger causes an in-

tellectual headache—a strong feel-

ing of dissatisfaction and enmity.

Lhichecked, anger burns into the

mind, turns to rage and foams out-

ward, spilling either on the object

whii'h ignited it or a substitute ob-

ject. Anger at Work, a new 21-

iiiinuli'. black and \\liite motion

picture, deals with the anger ""head-

ache' and its ellect on human be-

ings—in workaday relationships.

Anger at Work was sponsored by

Oklahoma Slate Department of

Health and the International rihn

Hureau, Inc.. Chicago. Though the

film originally was developed as a

general ""mental health " subject and

not with industrial training in mind,

Wesley H. Greene, Internationals

president, reports that '"we have

discovered great interest in the film

among safety directors and person-

nel directors of industry.''

One of the psychiatric consultants

on the film. Dr. A. A. Hellams,

notes that the purpose of the film

was to "present some of the more

common misplacements of anger

and suggest a few simple techniques

for controlling our emotions and

encourage people to examine the

causes of their anger, as well as the

\m^

C E ^ T U

^^^

... a lot of pictures, a strong layout, but you'll save

this booklet because it will save you money. There are

good reasons why some of America's best known
organizations and industries repeatedly choose Centron

productions. Quality is one of those reasons; cost is

another. Read about quality-cost advantages of

Centron films in our latest booklet. See how and why
Centron can give you more for your film dollar.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

CENTRON CORPORATION
West 9th at Avalon Read • Lawrence, Kansas

consequences of anger. . .

To this purpose. Anger at If rr

dramatizes simple examples of In

"headache switch"—the transfe

anger and resentment from one iif

son or situation to another pep'

or situation.

First day on his drafting job,

Wilson is doing fine—then the 1

smudges (he drawing. Ed blows

top. Old Frank McCoy warns

about the '"headache switch."

shows Ed the various ways

headache switch has worked am
the people in the office.

Mr. Carter, the boss, suff«

from an ulcer because of a nagf igj

wife who phoned him every h

Mrs. Nugent complained of hi kil

"wt

lt(ON

Fie

T

ih

aches, blamed them on her ty[

job—and had to be fired beca

her work suffered. It wasn't

typing, it was young Miss Hoi

who got the position Mrs. Nug

wanted. Tony Luciano, a g( jgi

pressman, was angry because

son was in trouble with the poli

Rushing his press operation, Tc i^,

lost a hand.

To borrow or rent Anger

Work, apply to your state heaijj,

department, public library or otl

educational film library. To p

chase the film, write to: Interi

tional Film Bureau. Inc., 57 E

Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4, Illinc

Purchased, the film may be used

educational television. For co

mercial tv use. application must

made. (The film costs $125).

Fuller Brush Slidefilm to

Aid Recruiting of Dealers

K The Fuller Brush Company

using audio-visual media to recn

new dealers. First of these devic

is a 13-minute color sound slit

fihn titled An Opportunity for

.\ew Career which was produced

Transfilm Incorporated for Full

It is being distributed with sou

slidefilm projectors to the mc

than 500 field managers who a

directly involved in recruiting.

The film covers three basic are

of interest to potential dealers: pr

its. description of the work a

advisability of leaving present po

lion. Outlined in the film is t

diversity of the Fuller line, pi

tected territories available to

dealers and company benefits sui

as retirement, insurance, etc.

While all Fuller Brush deale

are actually independent busines

men. a point stressed in the fih

all dealers have the advantage

50 years of good will already esta

lished by Fuller. Dealers are

cruited from all walks of life ai

receive anv requested assistan

from field managers, notes the fih

I
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ISUALIZE FOR SCIENCE

r inTerndTlonal Geophysical Year ac-

itles, White Sands Signal Corps Agency

d Raphael G. Wolff Studios joined

rces. Chester Chess (second from left}

White Sands staff, explains Aerobee

citet to producer Ray Wolff (far right).

Bnry Balcerzak, head of Signal Corps

aiion picture section is second, right.

HAMBER OF COMAflERCE:
COMIMED FROM PAGE 39)

juipnient—two Magnacorders. and

Berlant and Arapex 600—the lat-

T two equipped with Ranger-tone

>r lip-sync recording. A specially

ired electrical outlet permits an

uricon 16mm camera to receive

ower from the same source as the

le Berlant and Ampex.

Three microphone inputs, located

1 the studio, terminate at a custom

QuJiii^-Eiit

FILM SHIPPING CASES

Did you ever consider the mileage

per dollar you get out of a shipping

case? We have I Thai's why we've

built these new cases with more
than usual care. They're made of

best quality non-\-ulcani2ed fibre,

strongly fabricated, and reinforced

with steel comers. Here is low-

priced protection for your films in

transit. Also available in hard vul-

canized fibre.

See your nearest dealer or u-rtte

direct to manufacturer for catalog.

WM. SCHUESSLER
361 W. SUPERIOR ST.

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

designed patch panel in the control

room. This panel allows flexible

use of all machines and any combi-

nation of microphones and speakers.

All studio lights are operated in

the control room which doubles as

a projection booth I . ,\ two-way in-

tercom connects the control room

with the studio.

Edit Films Before Processing

At one end of the control room is

a film editing desk, with complete

equipment for editing film and op-

tical sound tracks. .\11 film shot by

the Department is rough edited be-

fore being taken to the laboratory

for final editing and processing.

The studio doubles as a recording

studio and sound stage. It is acous-

tically treated with masonite and

fiberglass and equipped with an in-

dependent air conditioning system

that is completely silent. The studio

also has a false wall (window siU

and Venetian blind) which provides

a permanent set and also hides a

large storage area.

Studio Designed by Soddard

The studio and control room, in-

cidentally, were designed by Ken

Goddard, with technical assistance

where needed.

The National Chamber has made

great strides both in the use of

audio-visual materials and in their

actual production. However, with

a neiv department, staffed with men
who are still willing to learn, the

only way to go is up.

The battle for men's minds is

being waged through the use of all

communications media. The Na-

tional Chamber recognizes this fact.

SALES TRAINING CENTER:
(continued from page 49)

into the back portion so that trans-

parencies may be displayed to illus-

trate talks on the photographic proc-

esses. The theatre chalk board, also

containing an illuminator, is made

of a special material which enables

it to serve as a magnetic board for

certain displays. This chalk board

may also be removed and replaced

with either a flannel board or peg

board.

The theatre is also equipped with

a moveable darkroom sink which

may be brought in from an adjoin-

ing area and connected to water and

drain outlets in the floor for cer-

tain photographic demonstrations.

Kodak ofiicials believe that the

wide variety of audio-visual aids at

sales training headquarters in Roch-

ester have made a wortliwhile con-

tribution to the effective instruction

of Kodak dealer personnel in selling

techniques. W

Incandescent projectors restrict projection to small

screens and small audiences. The new large-screen,

life-like picture projection which gives everyone in

eren the biggest audiences a feeling of "participation,"

has been made possible by the development of—

THE UNIVERSAL HICH INTENSITY

ARC SLIDE PROJECTOR

Inslnllnllon of a Strom tniv^jol Arc Slide Proieclor at Maisichusell; InilituU

of Technology Kresge Auditorium where it is domg on admirable lOb before

critical audiences of </> to 1200 persons. 2" x 2~ , and 3'/a~ ' »" color slules

are projected lOS feet to a screen 20 feel vide.

Ideal for sales conferences, technical meetings, conventions,

schools, churches and hotels, and particularly where it is im-

practical, uneconomical or impossible to darken the room, or

where it is desirable to maintain room Ulumination as for

taking notes.

Projects 3Vi" x 4", and 2" x 2" slides to obtain pictures up

to 30 feet wide, and of brilliancy comparable to finest theatre

projection. Plugs into any 110-volt A.C. outlet.

Write today for free literature, prices or deTrumstration.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
"The World's Largest Manufacturers of Projection Lighting Equipment"

39 CITY PARK AVENUE TOLEDO 1, OHIO

A SUBSIDIARY OFH
NUMBER 2 VOLUME 18 I 957
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Announce Test of Film's Role In Science Education

as Wisconsin Schools to Show New Physics Program

Richard B. DeMallle

DeMallie Named Manager of

Kodak International Division

•K Richard B. DeMallie. assistant

general manager of the interna-

tional division of Eastman Kodak

Company, has been selected as gen-

eral manager of the division. The

announcement was made by Edward

P. Curtis. Kodak vice-president,

who has been general manager of

the division since its formation two

years ago. Curtis contiimes in over-

all charge of sales, distribution and

advertising of the company's prod-

ucts outside the United States.

Marcel Ruot. also an assistant

general manager of the interna-

tional division, has retired from the

company after 30 years of service.

DeMallie has been with Kodak
since 1924. He served successively

as manager of Kodak sales organi-

zations in Cuba, Philippine Islands

and Japan during the years 1927 to

1939. He returned to the export

sales division in Rochester, then

became assistant manager of the di-

vision in 1941 and manager in

1946. In 1955, DeMallie was ap-

pointed assistant general manager

of the international division.

Ruot, born in Paris, France,

joined Pathe Cinema in London in

1909. In 1923, he became manag-

ing director of the distributing

company for Pathe. When Kodak
acquired the Pathe interests in

1927, Ruot became managing di-

rector of Kodak-Pathe of France,

After several years in Far East as-

signments, Ruot returned to Eng-

land in 1931 as export manager of

Kodak Limited, London, England,

When the Kodak European and

Overseas Organization was formed

in London, England, in 1946, Ruot

became assistant to its general man-

ager. He moved to Rochester with

the headquarters of the E. and 0.

Organization in 1950 and became

its manager in 1951. In 1955 Ruot

was named assistant general man-

ager of the international division,

with responsibilities connected with

continental Europe, Africa and the

Middle East. I*
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tf As test tubes and drawing boards

have become the spotlighted incuba-

tors of production, industry, looking

to its future requirements, is con-

cerned with finding sufficient num-

bers of young men and women who

are able and eager to work with the

tools of science and creative tech-

nology. Jarred by shortages of sci-

ence teachers, study facilities and

science-minded students, a number

of persons in education and industry

are utilizing films to popularize sci-

ence—and to teach it.

Into this effort next September

will come a broad-scale test of visu-

alized education: the teaching of

high school physics to approximate-

ly 3,000 Wisconsin students by tele-

film. A telefilm is a motion picture

filmed at the performance of a tele-

vision show. It is not a kinescope,

which is a facsimile of the tv show,

but a direct film production. The

experiment will bring to high

schools in about 70 Wisconsin com-

munities part of a telefilm course

taught by Professor Harvey White,

of the University of California, a

nationally-known physicist.

Will Use 81 EB Films

The telefilm "pilot study" is

being conducted by the University

of Wisconsin and its Extension Divi-

sion under a S104,000 grant from

the Fund for the Advancement of

Education established by the Ford

Foundation. Produced on 16mm
color telefilm by Encyclopaedia
Britannica Films. Inc., Wilmette,

Illinois, the full course from which

16mm needs

For the latest technical

inlormation on hole to get

the most jrom 16mm film, /

write lor DV/ART'S FREE /

booklet "The Processing /
of 16mm Film." /

DU/ART gives your 16mm negative

SPECIAL CARE with:

RESEARCH IN 16mm PROCESSING,,,
Brought about the use of jet spray negative developing

for faster — "bromide-drag-free" results.

CONSTANT LABORATORY SUPERVISION...
Hourly sensitometric tests to guarantee proper develop-

ing strengths . - , and constant chemical replenishing con-

trol assures proper processing for every foot of negative.

EFFICIENT LABORATORY ROUTINE...
Every roll of ISnim film receives constant detail atten-

tion — from gamma strip ajid picture tests to special proc-

essing instructions for your individual negative.

No matter how large or small the job. your 16mm negative

receives SPECIAL CARE at DU/ART.

DU/ART FILM LABS, INC,
245 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

iin
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the Wisconsin experiment is bei

adapted consists of 170 films. T
University will use 81 of these fih

in the multi-school study. The

81 films are expected to provide

valid test of the effectiveness of su

an audio-visual course.

The filmed physics lessons, cc

ering about two semesters' woi

will be tested in Wisconsin hij

schools throughout the next scho

year. The UW study is intended

be a test of the films in four typ

of teaching situations. In additio

two control groups will be studit

—one in which students are takiiW

a regular physics course and one :p«

which students are taking no sc

ence courses. The purpose of tl

test is to see how much films of th

type can enrich the teaching <

science.

Is First Broad Evaluation

Currently being shown as a tcli

vision series in Pittsburgh, the lib

course will have its first "broau-;

evaluation" in the Wisconsin studj

Each film ill the course is one-hali

hour long. Three films a week ar

lectures by Professor White. Tw.

films a week are laboratory demon

strations by the professor and hi

staff.

In the introductory film of thi

series. White says:

"Although the films present hot

lectures and laboratory demonstra

tions, it is most helpful when th«

students can do the work themselves

later. The effectiveness of the film!)

will vary with the facilities availa

'

ble in the school. Most importantly
;

the films make things visible in thej

classroom which have never beer

possible before: the rare, the ver)

large and the very small, , , anc

every student has a front row seat,'

Chairman of the film-study proj-

ect is Professor W, A. Wittich, di-

rector of the UW Bureau of Audio-

Visual Instruction. Directing the

project, with Wittich, are Profes-

sor Milton O. Pella, UW School of

Education, and Charles Wedemeyer,

director of Correspondence Study,

UW Extension Division.

"Some small schools, including

ones in our state, have no labora-

tory facilities at all and the teacher

has to teach strictly out of a book,"

Wittich said.

W
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EXECUTIVE ^DTES

Mrs. Phillls Barclay

Ars. Phillis Barclay Joins

Vilding Picture Productions

Mr?. Pliilli? Barclay, formerly of

Juild Television Service. Ltd.. Lon-

lon. England, is now a member of

he production staff of Wilding Pic-

ure Productions. Inc.. at the com-

lanvs studio in Chicago.

Mrs. Barclav will work closelv

rith Wilding's Television Division.

It Guild Television Services, in

.lOndon. she was a director and

ice-president in charge of anima-

ion, cartoon, puppet and model

ictivities. Known to London studios

ind advertising agencies as Phil

^indebank. Mrs. Barclay brings to

he .\merican scene a fount of

resh and sophisticated ideas. ^
» • •

Harold Coxon Heads Crawley's
Lab Division Processing Dept.

> Appointment of Harold G. Coxon

IS head of the Processing Depart-

For 16mm. Film — 400' to 2000' Reels

Protect your films

Ship in FIBERBILT CASES
Sold at leading dealers

Only

original

Fiberbili

Cases

ment of tile Laboratory Division of

Crawley Films Limited, Ottawa,

Canada, has been announced by F.

R. Crawley, president. For the past

five years, Coxon has been super-

visor of Processing, both color and

black and white, with the National

Film Board of Canada.

Thomas G. Johnstone

Jam Handy Assigns Johnstone
to West Coast Operations

Thomas G. Johnstone, assistant

to the president. The Jam Handy

Organization, is transferring from

the Detroit headquarters to the

Hollvwood oHice to supervise serv-

ice activities on the west coast. He

has had extensive experience in ar-

ranging for the many services which

the Organization offers. ^

TRADE
MARK

kil/

L. F. Van Houten

L. F. Van Houten Appointed
Graphic Pictures Vice-Pres.

The appointment of L. F. Van

Houten as vice-president of Graphic

Pictures. Inc.. Chicago, has been an-

nounced by the firm. Van Houten

formerly was editor of American

Business Magazine and senior editor

at The Dartnell Corporation, in Chi-

cago. He will have charge of sales

and script production at Graphic

Pictures.

An author of science texts and

business and training courses. Van

Houten was for 10 years a public

relations consultant to utilities in the

south and northwest. He is a direc-

tor and past-president of the Man-

agement Forum of Chicago.

economical -professional

motion picture production

film associates
of michigan, inc.

4815 cabot avenue

detroit 10, michigan
telephone luzon 2-6200

associated studios in

detroit • Chicago
new york - new Orleans

los angeles - baltimore

san francisco - Houston

Washington - st. louis

James e. maclane
executive producer
23 years professional
experience in film

production

^^ The long list of nationally-known firms who

^y use SELECTROSLIOE automatic-projectors in

V ttieir sales trainmg-selling-and public

relations programs is growing constantly. Tfiere

MUST be a reason.

From the JUNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN-

SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more

than 32 years of experience, to out-perform and

out-last all others- Why not ask the firms who use

them.

ALL SELECTROSLIOE automatic-projectors are

TURBINECOOLEO; Operate with push-button

remote control, or automatically; Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention: Available with various focal-

length lenses from 2 to 10 inches; Interchange-

able magazines accommodate from IE to 96

slides.

SELECTROSLIOE is the "diamond" of fuliy-aulomatic-

projectors... nothing finer... nothing more enduring

...and there is a SELECTROSLIOE to fit your projec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audio-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of SfLECTROSLlOE. or

consult us.

STANDARO
SELECTROSLIOE

Illustrated literature available

— no cost or obligation.

SELECTROSLIOE
JUNIORA

YSpindler & Sauppe »»
2201 Boerly Blvd . los Angeles 57. Calif . Phone: DUnk

ESTAtllSHED l«}4
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People rafo® maDspPidures

Above: producer Charles Beeland (second,

left) demonstrates French camera to

Board Chairman L Keith Wood, Dan Mac-

Dougald, General Counsel and John A.

(Jeff) Davis, E«ecutive Vice-President.

Beeland-Woods Films, Inc.

is New Studio Organization

Cliarifs n. Beeland. Jr.. has an-

nounced the incorporation of Bee-

land-Wood Films. Inc., originally

formed as Beeland Film Producing

Company in Atlanta in 1935. Mr.

Beeland, whose experience includes

ten years with Paramount Pictures,

is president and executive producer

of tlie new company.

The newly formed organization

is under the executive direction of

Bernard 1. Ochs, vice-president and

general manager and a member of

its board of directors. Mr. Ochs

was formerly general sales manager

of Crosley Broadcasting of Atlanta,

Inc.. WLW-A. and Southeastern

representative for Crosley Broad-

casting Corporation.

The company's activities cover a

wide range in the motion picture

field including animated and live

action, silent and sound, in black

and white and color, including Cine-

ma Scope. In addition to film pro-

duction, the company maintains the

most complete film laboratory with-

in a 600-mile radius.

For the past 22 years, Beeland

has listed major national and re-

gional accounts among its clients

for industrial, government, civic,

church and school training films,

television commercials and series

for network and syndication, sports

films, trailers for neighborhood and

drive-in-theaters, motion picture

production for theatrical release

and talent management. H'

# » *

Carlton Smith Joins EBF As

Sales Promotion Manager

Carlton Smith has joined Ency-

clopaedia Britannica Films. Inc., as

sales promotion manager, according

to Wilbur Edwards, vice-president

in charge of distribution. Smith

has been engaged in sales promo-

tion for Encyclopaedia Britannica,

Inc., since 1954. In the move from

M

the book company to the film com-

pany, he now will make his head-

quarters in the EBF offices in Wil-

mette. Illinois. 9
fj ^^ «

William Blandford Appointed

Haig, Patterson Account Exec

Appointment of William 0. Bland-

ford as an account executive of Haig

and Patterson. Inc.. Detroit. Michi-

gan, has been announced. Bland-

ford will be located in the Dayton.

Ohio, branch office of the Detroit

firm as a specialist in motion pic-

tures, slidefilms and printed media.

Prior to joining Haig and Patter-

son, Inc.. Blandford served for three

and one-half years with The Jam

Handy Organization. Inc.. and for

eight years with the Mutual Life

Insurance Co. 9

Donald Willis Joins Staff of

Keitz & Herndon in Dallas

Donald E. Willis has been ap-

pointed animation artist for Keitz

& Herndon, Dallas, Texas, produc-

ers of industrial motion pictures

and television commercials.

For the past three years, Willis

has been associated with the Alex-

ander Film Company, of Colorado

Springs. Colorado, as a designer-

animator. Previously, he was an

illustrator with the Continental Air

Defense Command, United States

Air Force. 9
» ^^ #

Terry to Cal Dunn Studios

Tom Terrv has joined the art

staff at Cal Dunn Studios. Chicago.

Terry specializes in modern design.

in slide film recording—

ESI*means slide rule accuracy!

Universal's exclusive "Electronic Signal Inserter

means exact placing and exact timing of the picture.

Does away witL tke Kuman element of button push-

ing. With ESI, slide film pictures change where and

when you want them to! Designed hy Universal's own

staff of engineers, ESI guarantees perfection in slide

film production.

Universal's quality pressings on pure vinylile come in

five different colors (red, hlach, green, blue and gold)

at no extra cost.

Universal Recorders — home of the finest sound facil-

ities for transcriptions, slide films and motion

ictures.

^>^

1 nor

lii

Above: Harold A. Keats, studio presiden

and F. William Hart, vice-president ani

general manager, head up National Filr

Studios, new Washington producer servici'

facility.

Capital Film Re-Named as
National Film Studios, Inc

National Film Studios. Inc.. it jgnd

the new name of Capital Film Stu

dios. Washington. D.C. — as c
April 1.

Capital Film Studios was founde( den

in 195,3 by Capital Film Laborator

ies. Inc.. and. since its opening, hai

been operated under contract by Na
tional Video Productions. Inc. Earl) jsi

this year. National Video purchasec

from the laboratory the lease an(

leasehold improvements to the phys-

ical facilities at 105—11th Street,

S.E.. in Washington.

Effective with the change in name,

the studio abandons entirely the cor-

porate entity. National Video Pro-

ductions and will operate as National

Film Studios. Inc. Harold A. Keats

will continue as president of National

Film Studios. Edward W. Alfriend]

IV. president of Insurance am

Bonds. Inc.. of Alexandria, Virginia

and of International Finance Corp

Washington, joins the organization

as a member of the hoard of direct

ors.

Continuing—as in the past—un-

der the management of F. William

Hart, vice-president, the studio func-

tions exclusively as a service facility

for producers. The studio has a

2400-foot sound stage and a comple-

ment of professional lighting and

grip equipment.

Though the studio and Capital

Film Laboratories now are separate

and independent facilities, they u)ll

work closely together. The labora-

tory will continue to suppK I!
I

\

Sound Recording for the studio an.

I

the studio's personnel and equipment
|

will be available to all laboratory

clients. W'

Names Administrative Aide

Jack Ihnes has been appointed

administrative assistant to Murray i

Briskin. executive assistant to tlie

president of -Associated Screen News

Limited. Hynes previously has been

a photographic and film director. H'
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Howard Magwood

oward Magwood Appointed
jund Masters' TV Chief

Howard F. Magwood has been

)pointed vice-president in charge

television production by Sound

asters. Inc.. New \ork.

As an independent, contracted to

ew York production companies,

agivood, since 1951, has complet-

I assignments for some 39 adver-

jing agencies. Magwood has been

innected with such TV programs

; Break the Bank and Hit Parade

i commercials director and was

reduction manager for the Beulah

-ogram. He has served in a pro-

jction-direction capacity for some

j other TV and industrial films. ^

ick Landen Named G-Manager
f Gerald Productions, Inc.

> Rick Landen has joined Gerald

'roductions. Inc.. New \ork City.

s general manager of the firm.

Tie organization produces indus-

rial films, television commercials

nd programs.

Landen formerly was ivith the

"elevision-Film Department of Mer-

urv Artists Corp.. and prior to that

.as an industrial public relations

ounselor. ^

Audio Visual Equipment

and Consultation

for the new

SOCONY MOBIL

TRAINING CENTER
was supplied by

Ken Killian Company
723 Prospect Avenue

Westbury, N. Y.

Phone: EDgewood 4-2733

Michael Stehney Joins Kling

As Vice-Pres.< Exec. Producer

Michael Stehney has joined

Kling Fibn Productions as vice-

president and executive producer,

according to an announcement by

Harrv Lange. executive vice-presi-

dent.

Stehnev. a veteran of 20 years

in the motion picture and photog-

Michael Stehney

raphv field, formerh was with

Sarra. Inc.. where he had served as

a cameraman-director and later as

production manager.

Among award-wiiming television

commercials which Stehney shot,

directed or produced are the Stop-

ette spots and the Manor House

Coffee commercials. Stehney began

his career as a photographer with

Underwood and I nderwood in

19.37. During World War II. he

was with a Coast Guard motion pic-

ture and photographic unit. ^
C ?J ^

John C. Thompson to Manage
On Film, Inc. Mid-West Div.

John C. Tiuinpson has 1 een ap-

pointed nnnrger of the mid-west

division of On Film. Inc.. of Prince-

ton. New .lersey. and New \ ork

Cit\. Thompson was fornierlv with

John C. Thompson

\^ ilding Picture Productions. Inc.

The new On Film, Inc. office is lo-

cated at 101 Investment Building.

Pittsburgh. Penns\lvania. Q'

BUYERS READ BUSINESS SCREEN

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mrr,

35mm Slondord

35mm Hi-Speed
35mni NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Stondo'-'' * ?yemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
I6mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combinotion

AURICONS
oil models single system

Cine Kodak Special

Mourer • Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bordwell V.cAlister

Colorlron

Cenlury

Cable
Sp.der Boxes

Bull Swirches

Strong ARC-Trouper

10 Amps nOV AC 5000W.
2000W-750W
CECO Cone Liies

(shodowless lite)

Gator Clip lite?

Bsrn Doors

DifTusers

Difrmers

Reflectors

EDITING
Moviolas • Rewinders

Tobies • Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

Scrims • Flags

Gobo Stands

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnosync-mognelic film

Reeves Mogicorder

Mole Richardson Booms ond
Perambulators

ZOOMAR 35mm

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies lo

operole camera ond recorder

DOLLIES
Fearless Panoram

Mc Mister Crab
Plarform • Western

3 Wheel Portable

FRANK C. ZUCMER

(£flni€Rfl€ouiPm€nT(o.,inc

Dept. S 315 West 43nl St.,

New York 36, H. Y. JUdson 6-1420

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16mm

MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photography, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Work Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and IVIatching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Striping

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286
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/1.LC0A EMPLOYEES in many
plant areas can take their family and

friends to the movies once a year

—

at Company expense.

Highlites, the film portion of the

Aluminum Company of America's

annual report, has proved so popu-

lar that it is now being shown each

year, not only within the plants, but

as the feature of a "Family Night"

program in local theaters.

Last year the words Aluminum
Company of America Presents—
Highlites of 1955 appeared on signs

before theaters in five towns in the

Massena, N.Y., area. This year's

film will make a "Family Night"

debut at the Alcoa, Tenn., plant

where officials expect a viewing

audience of 15,000.

30-Minute Sound, Color Film

Highlites is a 30-minute, 16mni

color sound film, written, produced

and directed by Alcoa's own per-

sonnel. It represents an effort by

Company management to present

company-wide activities with equal

appeal to all plant sites.

"Family Night" was originated

when employees asked that the film

be shown to their families and has

been introduced in the various plant

areas upon request from employees.

It features an introduction by the

local works manager, the film High-

lites, and usually includes a "fam-

ily" type commercial film, followed

by cartoons for the children. Each

year, more and more Alcoa locations

have initiated "Family Night." As
a result, 35mm prints of Highlites

of 1956 will be made and distrib-

uted to company locations for the

first time—to be used in local movie

theaters.

Filmed Throughout the Year

During the course of the year,

Alcoa people are busily photograph-

ing and recording soundtrack on

new developments, expansion, prod-

ucts and personnel engaged in their

work. At the end of the year, all

of the resulting film sequences are

gathered together. During the first

few months of the following year,

the sequences are viewed and re-

viewed, and those to be used in

Highlites are chosen. Recently, the

Films Tell Alcoa's Story io Plaots

"Family Night" Programs Feature a Visual Review of Year

film has included a sequence featur-

ing a top executive who explains the

company's yearlv financial data.

After many methodical checks for

smoothness and continuity, the fin-

ished product is released to Alcoa

locations to tell the story of another

year of activity within the company.

Film originally taken for use in

Highlites, but not included in the

final product-—usually because of

length limitations— is nevertheless

put to good use. Alcoa's motion

picture department in Pittsburgh

has established a valuable film

library with these sequences. In this

cross-indexed file, data on various

products and processes can be exam-

ined by interested personnel.

Each year, Highlites undergoes

changes in format. In 1954. for

example, the movie's theme was

"How aluminum is changing the

world around us." It took viewers

to Alcoa's plant sites via scenic

routes which illustrated modern uses

of aluminum.

Commemorate 70th Anniversary

Highlites of 1956, latest of Alcoa's

annual documentaries, commemo-
rates the 70th anniversary of the

discovery of the Hall Process. Basic

continuity centers around the late

Charles Martin Hall, the scientist

who made commercial production of

aluminum feasible, and who was one

of Alcoa's founders. Some of the

people who knew and worked with

Mr. Hall appear in the film.

Highlites has proven useful and

photographic

type

the easy way..

overhead
projection

slides...

movie,

film strip

titles...

when you have a story to tell clearly and

quickly, prepare it the ProType way —

simple, easy...

no camera...
no darkroom!
ProType photographic type is the ideal

answer for visual presentations. You get

clean, razor-sharp type up to 90 points —
without complicated machinery, expensive

cameras or darkrooms! All you do is expose

the type at a simple easel under regular room

lighting conditions, then develop the ProFilm

or ProPaper there! That's all there is to it!

More than 10,000 type sizes and styles ore

available to suit any need, from text to head-

lines of compelling interest and impact. Pro-

Film is ideally suited for use in making projec-

tion slides, and ProType, on both ProFilm and

ProPaper, fits in perfectly with all phases of

the Diazo-type Process.

Jdavioson corporation
A Subsidiary of fAergenlhaler linotype Company

J. RYI.SON STBIIT, BBOOKITN 5, NIW YORK

Drtl.;b...n i. .11 p.™.p.l ..1 •. -' C.d.

Text set in Linotype . Headings in ProType

u Arrange demonstration

nSend brochure on ProType

Cily_

effective in others ways as well. Ii^ii

describing Alcoa's many activitie.'jjr'*'

in the aluminum industry to visitors;

company officials can show the filni

to supplement their own remarks'

Also, at meetings of local communit)

groups, for instance, the film car

be used in much the same manneii

by Alcoa officials who are inviteci

to speak.

Shooting for the first Highlite.

film in 1950 met with a cool recep I'l"

tion from many employees. Thej

looked with mingled disinterest anc

disbelief on the assortment of cam
eras, lighting devices and sounc

equipment which surrounded theL

machines. They were annoyed a

the interruption, and they did not

believe they would ever see the mo
tion picture anyway.

Now There's Wide Interest

In 1951, after employees had seei

Highlites for the first time, theii

attitude changed. Alcoa cameramei
found a new eagerness to cooperateF

Employees jumped at the chance tcj

appear in the film. At present, oni

they don't see enough of theiij

plant's activities.

Before 1950 film strips were usee

to tell the story of company activi

ties, and their success inspired thi

idea of the longer motion picturi

story which attempts to utilize shot'

from each of the Alcoa locations.

Changing Pattern of Years

Use of Highlites as an aid ii

Alcoa's report to employees is ar

indication of the striking changi

which has taken place since Alcos

was founded as the Pittsburgh Rei

duction Company back in 1888.

Then, and for some years after:

it was an easy task for the firm tc

familiarize employees with its activ

ities, finances and finished products

The company's operations were rel

atively compact and the number o;

employees small.

Growth Tremendous Since War
By the end of World U ar 11, how

ever, Alcoa had grown tremendously

and there was no sign that thL

growth would slow during the nex
decade. This expansion made
difficult for top management to relaj

information to employees in face tc

face discussions. Alcoa then begar

a program for foremen and super

visors, called the Conference Plar

for iManagement. ft was initiatec

lo provide opportunities for super

visory personnel to discuss mutual

problems anil to recommend sola

tions to top management. At th«

same time, the plan provided

means of informing foremen about

company policies, history, organiza'

bS BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINEIk



ion. competition, products and

jrocesses.

Two important facts were revealed

jy meetings under the Conference

Plan. First, some personnel tiiought

Mcoa's profits ranged from four to

five times greater than actual fig-

ires; secondly, most of them knew

ittle or nothing about the com-

3an\ "s production record. the

imount of .\lcoa's income, or how'

it was spent.

To remedy this situation, the Con-

ference Plan was utilized to explain

Alcoa's annual report; at first to

supervisory personnel, but in a short

;ime to virtually all employees.

How Meetings Are Conducted

The format for the annual report

Heelings has three main divisions.

rhe works manager, or bis repre-

sentative, describes local activities;

1 discussion period is held, and, the

Higlililes film is shown. The meet-

ings are held during working hours,

;xcept at plants where "Family

Might" is scheduled.

\t a small plant, the works man-

ager may review local activity in

person. M larger locations, how-

ever, this method would be impos-

iible. and. in some cases, tape re-

cordings have been used to bring

employees this message.

Charts, flannel boards and film

strips have been used as visual aids.

Latelv. some of .\lcoa"s plants have

SPECIALISTS

in the Science of j
FILM

REJUVENATIO

Laboratory Services:

RAPIDWELD Process:

For Removal of • Scratches

• Abrasions • "Rain" • Dirt

• Oil Stains & Other Imperfections

RAPIOTREAT Process:

A preservative to protect

new film against damage.

Send for Free Brochure "Facts On Film Care"

rapiti

37-02A 27th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

FILM TECHNIQUE ...

produced their own motion pictures

to tell the local story.

Discussion an Integral Part

The discussion period is also an

integral pari of the program. Here,

each employee has a chance to ask

questions and to air his views.

When the size of the group pre-

cludes a discussion period, double-

perforated postcards are handed out

to employees. One half provides

space for listing questions they de-

sire to have answered. The other

half may be used for comments and

criticisms on the program.

A compact version of the com-

pany's printed annual report, called

"Alcoa Reports" is given to each

employee. This booklet summar-
izes the year's activities and presents

company financial information. A
Shareholders Report is also avail-

able for anyone interested.

Has Won National Honors
Alcoa's annual report program,

featuring Higlililes, has won na-

tional recognition among presenta-

tions of its type. The Score, an

employer-employee communication

publication, gave Alcoa's program a

first place award and a second place

tie in the publications last two em-

ployee annual report contests.

The company is convinced that

the annual report program has

brought about closer management-

employee relations. How do em-

ployees feel? Here are some of their

comments

:

"I am truly glad and grateful to

be an Alcoan. It is a great com-

pany that is looking forward to

greater progress in the future." . . .

and . . . "The program was excep-

tionally interesting and educational.

It is one of the finest ways of pro-

moting management and labor rela-

tions that I've ever known." . . .

and . . . "Very well prepared. A
wealth of information and a look

at the many interesting phases of

aluminum production.'"

A 90% Favorable Response

Of course, not all conunents are

favorable. Some are very critical:

a very few unprintable. But, over

90 per cent of the cards received

have something good to say about

the program, and even the relatively

few unfavorable remarks are a sign

of interest.

Alcoa believes that steady prog-

ress in any industry depends on the

favorable attitude of the individual

employee— and that a well-informed

employee is a good employee. H'
» * #

Editor's Note: Only one phase of

Alcoa's extensive film activities, this

report will be followed by a review

of a new Alcoa sales film.

The

LIVELY ^^ ART
INDUSTRIAL DESISN

&^j GE'S NEW

Sound Color Film

"Beyond the arts of painting. (Iraina,

sculpture, music, literature, architecture

and dancing, today there is the ei{;hth

lively art^lhe newest and perliup^ the

liveliest of all—Industrial Design . . .

The General Electric Company's Appli-

ance & Television Receiver Division pays

an appropriate trihute to its rontrihutiuns

in a new and very handisome color pic-

ture, THE EIGHTH LIVELY ART."

free
preview
print
available

Let us share with you a

unique adventure in

creative film making.

Send now for this con-

vincing example of a

quality film produced

on a moderate budget.

Address: i

Kent Lane Films, Inc.

1253 South Third Street

Louisville 3, Kentucky

Kent Lane Films, Inc.

"The Magazine the Buyers Read and Advertisers Prefer"

Business Screen Covers the Field of Visual Comnnunication

CAMART TV CAMERA
DOLLY MODEL ill

* Boom arm raises and lowers boom so

that you can 61m while the camera is

being moved. Can be lowered to 2 ft. or

raised to almost 7 ft. high.

• Four rubber-tired 10"

ball-bearing wheels for
smooth, silent movement,
in alignment for use with

dolly tracks. Locking de-

vice for straight run.

* Counter Balanced spring

action permits accurate
balance for any motion
picture camera with blimp,

or standard television
camera.

$1825.00 FUB. N.Y.

Dolly tracks available

IN USE BY:

Ford Motor Company, Aerojet Corp.,

Philco Corp., Bell Aircraft Co.,

Eastman Kodak Co., and many

Government and State Agencies

cumem Main.
1845 BROADWAY (al 60th Si.) NEW YORK 23 PLaza 7-6977 • Cobit: Coi

I
I
CI Colurtbut Otd« next lo

N«w Yofk's new Cofrt^wiB
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ciB^iclBLUE TIP
PROJECTION LAMPS...

for all makes . . . all types . . . in all sizes

New Sylvania Ceramic Blue Tops are available

in all standard sizes for any projector ... to

fill your exact requirements for clear,

brilliant projection.

Blue Tops offer these superior qualities:

Brighter . . . Ceramic Blue Tops won't scratch,

chip or peel like ordinary painted tops . . .

machine-made filaments assure pictures

bright as life.

Cooler . . . Ceramic Blue Top is bonded to the
glass for improved heal dissipation . . . cooler
operation assures longer lamp life.

Longer Lasting . . . Exclusive Sylvania shock
absorber construction protects filaments from
vibration damage.

Use Sylvania Ceramic Blue Top in your projector
... your slides and movies deserve the best

!

Sylvania Electrfc Products, Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

^ SYLVANIA
LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS

fastest growing name in sight!

TELEVISION . ATOMIC ENERGY

BUY ARRI'S FROM THOSE WHO
KNOW THEM! BiRNS & SAWYER

STOCK MORE AND SELL MORE

ARRI'S THAN ANY OTHER DEALER!

ATTN: B!G GAME HUNTERS!
MISSILE TRACKERS!

Charles Krum, president of Kestrel

Productions shoots Amazon wildlife

with Kilfitt 24" Telephoto on his

16mm Arriflex ^_

Phone

Oleander >?

5-6970

for r

Professional C^y ,

Prices ^-rS./

/3^»

Kestrel Crew

on location has 2

16mm Arri's &

sound blimp in two

specially-built

trucks.

B»NS & SAWYER
8910 SanliMpnica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

IVew ALDID-VISU/IL Equipment
Recenf Product Developments for Production and Projection

I

Automatic Slide Projector
Announced by Viewlex, Inc.

A completely automatic slide pro-

jector, the Viewlex Instruct-o-Matic,

has been announced by Viewlex,

Inc.. Long Island City, New York.

Designed for industrial or educa-

tional use, the Instruct-o-Matic uses

2x2 or Bantam slides and has 500-

watt illumination. The unit's auto-

matic control permits the operator

to concentrate on the lecture or dem-

onstration subject matter.

The Instruct-o-Matic projector
can be turned on and off and slides

can be changed from across the

Viewlex Instruct-o-Matic

room by remote control. An auto-

matic timer will operate at any in-

terval up to 60 seconds. The timer

I

override button selects new slides

i and a hold button extends the view-

ing time of any slide. The unit's

touch bar control is operated by the

i

slightest touch at any point, chang-

ing the slides smoothly, quietly and

without effort in forward, reverse

or repeat sequences, the manufac-

turer states.

A "Magic Shutter" on the pro-

jector has been designed to prevent

eye-strain by automatically chang-

ing slides without visible movement
or "white flash" on the screen. The
unit also features a visual slide se-

lector window, interchangeable lens-

es, large optics for greater brilli-

ance, knee-action tilt-control, a die

case aluminum body and a 5" F
3.5 Lnxtar Professional Lens. ^

« * *

Portable A-V Package Makes
Sales Presentation Easier

M Salesmen and field representa-

tives who are bent with bulky dem-
onstration equipment may be inter-

ested in new meeting package idea

described in The Florez Digest, a

"file of promotion and training in-

formation" published periodicallv

by Florez. Inc.. Detroit film pro-

ducers. The package was designed

for one of Florez's clients.

The new package involves use of

the Video-graph contour-type flan-

nelboard. invented by Ray Helser,

Florez director of Client Service.

I sing the package, the speaker at

dealer or jobber meetings alter*

nately employs the flannelboard pre'

sentalion and a silent color film'

strip.

The demonstrator makes his sole]

presentation unhampered by com-

plicated devices. Operating on cue;

floodlights light up the flannelboard!

and the projector stops. When thi

flannelboard is doused, the projeo

tor goes into action. This show-

manship action is facilitated by a

simple foot switch, wired to bol

the projector and the floodlights,

The meeting leader steps on the

foot switch when he wishes to alter-]

nate his demonstration — changin:

the audience focus from the flannel

board to screen and back to thi

flannelboard. A remote control

cord on the projector frees thi

speaker to move about as he

changes slide frames.

The audio-visual package's ele-

ments make it portable and con-

veniently versatile. These elements

are: a Video-graph contour-type

flannel board which folds for easyi

packing and which can be easilyl

mounted on a table, packing crate'

or other flat surface; light and com-

pact floodlights and the foot switch;

a new collapsible lectern, complete

with reading light, which folds to

about the size of a brief case; a

silent filmstrip projector; presen-

tation materals (meeting leader's

guide, filmstrip and flannelboard

symbols) which take little space. 9"

^- * »

Faster Auto-Zoom Lens

Announced by Perkin-Elmer

Doubled speed and greater re-

mote control facility are the val-

ues in a new version of the Auto-

Zooni variable focal length lens for

16mm and vidicon television cam-

eras, according to the Engineering

and Optical Division of Perkin-

Elmer Corporation. Norwalk. Con-

necticut, the manufacturer.

The new lens has a speed of f/3.5,

more than twice as fast optically as

70 BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE fcu



lis f/4.7 predecessor. The lens has

a 5:1 (30-150mm, 60-300mm) vari-

able focal length range. Improve-

ments have been made in the lens'

electrical and control system so

that it may now be remotely con-

trolled up to 4.000 feet away from

the camera. This is three times

g;reater than the distance possible

with the original model. Series 7

lens accessories can be mounted on

the improved lens.

The .\uto-Zoom lens covers the

entire vidicon format with no vi-

gnetting at the corners. It is

equipped with a motor-driven zoom

and focus for remote control. A mo-

torized iris is available as an addi-

tional feature. The lens has wide

application in industrial and closed-

circuit television, as ivell as for

studio use. S

B&H Magnetic JAN Model

Mag-Recording JAN Projector

Announced by Bell & Howell

^ A new magnetic-recording ver-

sion of Bell & Howell's 16mm com-

mercial JAN (Joint .4rmy-Navy)

sound motion picture projector has

been announced.

The projector is designed to pro-

vide professional magnetic record-

ing on film for military and com-

mercial applications. Called the

614, JAN CBRM, the new unit is a

companion to the Bell & Howell 614
television projector and the present

614 commercial JAN. both of which

offer magnetic playback but will

not record. Built to military speci-

fications the JAN is rugged enough

SOUND RECORDING
at a reasonable cost

High fidelity 16 or 35. Qualify

guaranteed. Complete studio and

laboratory services. Color printing

and lacquer coating.

ESCAR
MOTION PICTURE SERVICE

7315 Carnegie Ave.,

Cleveland 3, Ohio

to withstand the wear and tear of

field use.

The new model projects optical

sound motion pictures as well as

recording and playing back mag-
netic sound-on-film. Magnetic repro-

duce, record and optical playback

positions are pushbutton-selected.

All amplifier switching operations

are automatically controlled by the

buttons. A built-in red pilot lamp

indicates when the projector is in

recording position.

The 614 CBRM projector includes

a recording amplifier-mixer (housed

in a separate case) with provisions

for monitoring both visually from

a meter or with headphones. Two
microphone input channels are pro-

vided, plus an additional channel

for recording from an optical to a

magnetic soundtrack on the same

film. An electric interlock system

designed to prevent accidental era-

sure of the magnetic track is incor-

porated into the unit. When the

projector is turned off or reversed,

the erase head is automatically dis-

engaged.

The new unit retains the features

of the other J,\N projectors, the

company notes, including brilliant

illumination, reverse projection, a

built-in loop setter, complete film

protection, sapphire guide rails and

side tension clips, fingertip con-

trols, a 2-inch f/1.6 standard lens

and 8 large-aperture accessory
lenses. f'

"Quick-thread" Reel Designed

for Reeves Soundcraft Tapes

A new "Quick-thread' reel de-

signed for easier, faster loading of

recording tape, now' is regularly

supplied with 5" and 7" reels of

Reeves Soundcraft tapes.

The new reel features a loading

slot accessible at the outer edge of

t!ie reel. Tape is inserted in this

slot and automatically guided to

the hub for instant, secure attach-

ment. \^Tien loaded in this man-

ner, the tape can be fastened with-

out the fingers touching the reel,

the manufacturer states. The

"Quick-thread" reel is said to per-

mit loading with one hand in a sin-

gle operation.

Because of the wide angle formed

by the spokes and hub of the new

reel, the tape also can be conveni-

ently finger-loaded — the method

commonly employed by profession-

als on 10V2-''ich reels. Each side

of the "Quick-thread" reel has an

indexing area with a special write-

on surface to permit indexing of

the reel with all types of pens and

pencils.

Further information can be ob-

tained from Reeves Soundcraft Cor-

poration, 10 East 52nd Street, N. Y.

are you sure you are

getting the best possible

film strip mastersi .,

You're not when your master is

merely a copy of the originals.

An IdentiColor master makes

use of the finest qualities of the

originals, and makes up for any

deficiencies in them. Identi-

Color masters correct variations

in color density and contrast,

and compensate for color shift

In printing—thus giving release

prints of exceptional smooth-

ness.

With color slide reproductions,

on the other hand, you want

true copies. We supply 35mm
color sides identical to the

original, at the price of ordinary

duplicates. Send the coupon

for literature.

BORATORY
1104 FAIR OAKS. SOUTH PASADC.NA CALIFORNIA

IDENTICOLOR LABS
1

1 104 Fair Oats. So. Pasadena

1
Please tell me how to get th

'• possible nim strip masters,

:
prints and 35mm color slides.
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Above: new Triangle film processing

machine for continuous projection.

Triangle Shows 16mm
Continuous Processing Unit

-K Completing two years of testing.

Triangle Projectors, Inc. of Skokie,

Illinois has announced a new film

processing machine which bakes a

hard transparent surface to both

sides of 16mm film, enabling longer

periods of trouble-free performance

on continuous projection equipment.

15 exhibitors at the recent Chi-

cago Road Building Equipment

Show, including Mack Truck. Aus-

tin-Western. Baldwin-Lima-Hamil-

ton and Caterpillar Tractor Co. had

films processed on the new machine

and held continuous 16mm show-

ings throughout the week-long ex-

hibition. Machine will process 1.000

feet of 16mm film in ten minutes,

has 72 ball bearings. Company will

lease the new machine* to film users

and producers. 9
« * •

Genarco Slide Projector

Designed for Big Meetings

Sales executives, training direct-

ors and others who conduct big

meetings and presentations have

available to them a new visual aid

mechanism in the Model SM.2

Genarco slide projector, recently

announced by Genarco. Inc., Ja-

maica, New York.

The new Genarco Model SM.2 is

a 3,000-watt slide projector with a

Genarco Model SM-2 Projector

IVew AUDID -VISUAL Equipment
Recent Product Developments for Production and Projection

70-slide changer. As many as 70

slides can be placed in one tray and

transferred to the other tray by

push-button remote control. The

slides are standard 3l/4"x4" frames.

Suitable for large meetings—from

75 persons to several thousand

\iewers—the SM.2 comes with a

standard wide-angle lens for rear

projection on a translucent screen.

The unit's source of light is a

3.000-watt tungsten lamp with a life

expectancy of 100 hours. The slides

and the entire mechanism are cooled

with electric blowers of 280 cubic

feet per minute capacity. The slides

also are protected by a modern dich-

roid heat-reflecting filter. The SM.2

projector weighs 62 lbs., the

changer. 22 lbs. The projector's

voltage is 115 volts, 60 cycles, AC
only. For other specifications, con-

tact Genarco. Inc.. 97-04 Sutphin

Blvd.. Jamaica. New York. 5S'

Filmline 16mm Film Processor

Features Temperature Control

A completely temperature-con-

trolled, fully automatic 16mm film

processor has been announced by

Filmline Corporation of Milford.

Connecticut. The new unit is Model

R15TC. a modification of Filmline"s

reversal model, which is used for de-

veloping high speed film, conven-

tional motion picture film and micro-

film.

This versatile machine also func-

tions as a negative-positive film proc-

essor, developing reversal or nega-

tive-positive at 1200 feet per hour.

Complete temperature control is

made possible by Filmline's exclu-

sive "Tem-Guard" system which fur-

nishes both heat and refrigeration

control for each chemical tank.

The new model also features a vari-

able speed drive mechanism, day-

light operation for all emulsions, a

PRODUCTIONS,

Springfield

NEW PRODUCTIONS FOR—
New York State Department of

Labor. Division of Employment

kamen Aircraft Corporation

Monsanto Chemical Company

Svlvania Electric Products. Inc.

Congregational Christian Churches

OUAUIY . . . and dollar for dollar value

are New England Traditions—

B.\Y ST.\TE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Boston. Massachusetts .pl'O

Wir-W-

%* fwr'
gr

Filmline 16mm Processor

stainless steel Air Squeegee, an air

agitation tube and a forced warm

air Drybox. The unit has a canti-

lever construction, an oil-less rotary

air compressor, fittings for continu-

ous replenishment, a recirculation

pump for the developer tank, a feed-

in elevator and a 1200-foot-capacity

magazine for continuous processing.

The Model R15TC is 50" high. 76"

long. 24" wide, and weighs 500 lbs.

For additional information, con-

tact Filmline Corporation, Dept.

B-57. Erna Street. Milford. Connec-

ticut. »

"Pause Button" Featured on

B&H Model 775 Tape Recorder

A new tape recorder. Model 775,

has been announced by Bell &

Howell Company, Chicago.

Designed for use in office, church

and home, the 775 is well adapted

to dictation by means of its "pause"

button. When this spring-loaded

control is pressed, it pulls the pres-

sure roller away from the capstan,

halting tape motion instantly dur-

ing recording and playback. The

same effect is obtainable by means

of a remote-control foot pedal,

available as an accessory. This fea-

ture is useful in transcription and

other recording and playback, for

interrupting the sound momentarily

without stopping the mechanism.

Acoustically balanced twin 5'/4-

inch speakers and a public-address

switch control are among the 775's

other features. A plunger affords

quick change to tape sjieeds of S''^

or 7J/2 inches per second. S'

B&H Model 775 Recorder
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NEW DESIGN: front view of REAL-
IST 620 2'/4 X 21/4 slide projector,

recently unveiled by Milwaukee
manufacturer and utilizing new
lower projection lamps. Will also

show 35mm and 38mm slides; re-

tails for $39.95.

Super Anscochrome, New Slide

Color Film, Ten Times Faster

Super Anscochrome, a new

color film said to be 10 times faster

than previous color films, has been

announced by i\nsco. Binghampton,

New \ ork.

Super Anscochrome is intended

for the making of high fidelity

natural color slides for screen pro-

jection and for color print making.

The sensitive new film can be used

to make color snapshots by the

light of an ordinary 40-watt fluo-

rescent tube or by daylight coming

through a window, the manufactur-

er reports.

The new film has an official ex-

posure index of 100 with normal

processing. This speed may be

doubled, to 200, by increasing the

developing time. The basic expo-

sure for Super Anscochrome is

1 500 second at f6.3. as contrasted

to 1/50 second at f6.3 for conven-

tional-type color film.

With Super Anscochrome. photog-

raphers will be able to use shutter

speeds as high as 1 500 and
I/IOOO of a second, to stop move-

ment in the most rapidlv moving
subjects, it is stated. Initially the

new film will be supplied in day-

hght type only, first in 120 size

rolls, later in 20-exposure 35nnn
magazines. ff

Projector Synch Motor Drive
Offered by Cinekad Co., N. Y.

A new Synchronous Motor Drive

for all Bell & Howell. Ampro and

Victor 16mm projectors has been

announced by Cinekad Engineering

Co., of New York City.

The heavy-duty synchronous mo-

tor will drive a projector with reels

of 1200 feet of film. The projector

can be attached to the synchronous

motor drive and removed in a few

seconds. The motor drive features

a flexible shaft, connected between

the motor and projector, which per-

mits a steady and quiet run.

No special technical knowledge is

required for installation and mount-

ing, the manufacturer savs. ^
Synch motor drive in position (right).

S. W. Caldwell Subsidiary to

Supply A-V Studio Equipment

I'lirniation of the Caldwell A-\

Equipment Co. Limited as a new
subsidiary of S. W. Caldwell Ltd..

of Toronto, Ontario, has been an-

nounced bv Spence Caldwell, presi-

dent of the parent firm.

Located at 400 Jarvis Street, in

Toronto, the Caldwell A-V Equip-

ment Co. will handle audio-visual

equipment for film studios and lab-

oratories and radio and television

Stations.

The new firm's president is M. M.

Elliott, who has been associated

with the radio and television indus-

tries for many years. He formerly

was general sales manager of Mar-

coni in Montreal and more recently

general manager of Motorola Can-

ada Limited. 9

COLOR FILMSTRIPS
FOR USE IN EDUCATION
Specialized equipment and the know-how of a group of specialists who
have worked together in producing over 700 color films. If you want
a complete production or require specialized assistance on any production

problem, contact Henry Clay Gipson, President . . .

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, 10 E. 43, N.Y. 17, N.Y.
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET: The Dav,d and Goliath of Visual Education"

Identify Films Instantly
Unnumbered films cause confusion and loss of time.

The MOY edge numbers every

foot of 76, 77^2, 3Smm film

and simplifies the task of

checking titles and footage.

MOY replaces cue marks, perfora-
tions, messy crayons, punches, em-
bcssina—does not mutilate film,

r
:

"5 showing special effects.
dissolves re<7uire edge
'o keep count of frcmnes

: :- ::ed. Multiple magnetic
.; ~ CinemoScope stereophonic
rnings make edge numbering a
7 Write lor brochure.

AMONG RECENT PURCHASERS ARE
Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcroft, Springdole, Coan.
American Optical (Todd-AO), BuHalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.

Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, Ql.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemonf, N.Y.C.

With the NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System, Only $2475

I
.VO If ' Jit;. IH TUiS I

MODERNIZE YOUR 35MM DUBBERS & INTERLOCK PROJECTORS
v.-ift SOSOUND Magnetic Head Attachmenis to fit Simi=Iei and RCA Rotary
ilobtlizer Soundheads. Complete with Magnetic Eoualization Pieamclifier, DC
:ilament supply and voltage regtjlated power supolv. 'Easily installed' No dniling'
No eipensxve wiring . An Jot SS75

S. 0. S. CINEiMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. H, 602 West 52nd St., New York 19-PLaza: 7-0440-Cable: SOSound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HO 7-9202

Highest Recognition!

AMERICAN CINEMA EDITORS

AWARD FOR 1956

Unaiiected by humidity, same machirie

funcrtions for both regular or fwlyester base

photographic film wi:hcut changeover.

Thermal Heating Not Dielectric

No ArcHDver Hazard No Shock Hazard

No FCC Dilficulties No Service Problems

Dark room splicing, a breeze!

The only "Butt-Weld" splicer that satis-

factorily splices CRONAR' film.

•Reg. E. I. DuPont trademark

Sample Brochure on Request

WaraSd Peace

and Spiiced by the Miratte
"Butt-Weld"

PRESTO
SPLICER
"The finest fi/m Splicer

the World Over"
Splices all t-j-pes and sizes of

film including CRONAR* (Poly-

ester Photcjgraphic), negative,
print or optical—a film fusion
(butt-weld) end to end.

CHECK THESE BIG
FEATURES:

• No Scraping
• No Cement
• No overlap
• No lost piclxire

• Automatically replastidzed.
no drying out of spUce
. . . all in 2-.'i seconds!

Time-tested ever 8 yrs., it is

guaranteed to give perfect

frame splice on 35 or 16mm
film with single thickness.

• Eliminates need of AB
printing

• Magnetic trac:k spliced
without fall-out

No clicks going through
projector

' No edge oozing

PRESTOSEAL MFG. CO. 3727 33rd street, ii.c. N. Y.
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KEEPS 'EM AWAKE

on both sides of the hall!

Sound evenly distributed. They can hear in

every position. We changed the direction

of the sound—the greatest improvement

ever made in Sound Slidefilm machines.

We make models as light as I I lbs.

Carry eight records and films.

Clearest sound Icnown to the industry.

Shadow-boxed screen plays brilliant pic-

tures in lighted room.

Ideal for selling and training.

McCLURE
11 15' 2 W. Washington Boulevard

CHICAGO
Phone: CAnal 6-4914

Praductiun Review Addenda
Additional Listings of Qualified

Producers in the U. S. & Abroad

COLORADO
FORNEY FILM PRODUCTIONS
(Subsidiary of Forney Arc Welders, Inc.)

1802 LaPorte. Ft. Collins, Colorado

Phone: HUnter 2-6498

Date of Incorporation: August, 1946

•J. D. Forney, Presideyit

.lohn H. Werner, Secretary-Treasurer
Maxfield Howe, General Manager
Gerald M. Tunnell, Account Executive

Services: Producers of 16mm motion pictures

for industry, public relations, sales training

and specialized visual presentations. Facili-

ties: Complete camera, sound and lighting

equipment for all types of field and location

photography. Offices, sound stage, recording

studio, magnetic recording equipment, anima-

tion and editing facilities, music library,

IGnim color stock library.

RECENT PRODUCTIONS AND SPONSORS
Motion Pictures: Deep Gold: Accidents

Don't Just Happen ( Homestake Mining Co.) ;

Long Day at Discovery Rock (Chord Uranium
Co.); Hydraulics Unlimited (Harsh Hydrau-
lics); Mission to Singapore; Missio7i to Ni-

geria (Forney Foundation).

FREIVCH VERSIDIVS
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Pro-fessional Film Viewer

Camera Equipment Co.

Shows New 3Smm Viewer

A new Professional Film Viewer

for 35 mm motion picture film has

been announced by Camera Equip-

ment Company, Inc., New \ork

City. The new Viewer enables the

editor to view his film from left to

right on a large (6"x4lo"i illumi-

nated screen.

Designed to help the film editor

reduce his film etliting time, the unit

is eas\ to thread and portable. It is

enclosed in a durable metal case with

a hard, grey hanimertone enamel fin-

ish. If desired, a counter and or

sound reader can be attached.

A Professional Film Viewer also

is available for use with 16mm film

i\hich has many of the features of

the new 35mm Professional Film

Viewer. 9

Six Types of Magnetic Tope
Described in Free Pamphlet

If ) uu arc tr\ irig tci tigure out

which magnetic tape is the right

type for a particular recording job.

you may find the answer in a new

pocket-size folder free on request

from Minnesota Mining and Manu-

facturing Companv. Dept. M7-56,

St. Paul. Minn.

With text-descriptions and car-

toons svmbolizing special uses, the

two-color booklet is a quick guide

to six different types of ""Scotch"

brand magnetic recording tape. Be-

sides giving recording characteris-

tics of the various tapes, the book-

let contains a handy reference table

listing playing time of single and

dual track tapes at 33/4 and 7' u

inches-per-second in a variety of

reel lengths. Other topics covered

in the brochure are the use of splic-

ing tape and leader and timing

tape. 1'

Stock Shots to Order, Inc.

to Film Tests, Story Boards

Stock Shots to Order. Inc.. of

New York City has announced an

expansion of facilities to include

screen tests and filming of story

boards. The firm is entering its

third vear as a motion picture film

production service.

Raymond Pheelan. president, has

produced tests for several national

advertising agencies, filming them

in the agency conference rooms.

Filming a story board enables the

agency people to see how their pro-

posed spot will play—how well the

selling points get across—before the

sponsor and agency invest many
thousands of dollars in actual pro-

duction.

Stock Shots to Order. Inc.. which

also maintains a stock library of re-

cent footage, continues its usual

function of filming special material

on location and in studios for tele-

vision programs and commercials. H'

^ * *

Cellomatic Produces Meetings

for Metropolitan Life, TvB

Two organizations have made

use of Cellomatic presentations for

key meetings recently. Cellomatic

Corporation, visualized sales meet-

ing specialists, produced sales con-

ventions in March for Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company and Tele-

vision Bureau of .Advertising, ac-

cording to Milton Rogin. Cellomat-

ic president.

The insurance firms production

was a recap of a two-year I . S. and

Canadian field trip by Frederick W.
E c k e r. Metropolitans president.

This visualized meeting, attended by

MLI personnel in the Waldorf-

Astoria. New York City, was the

kick-off for a big MLI expansion

program.

Why Triangle's 4-Way 16miii Projector Is Superior!

ARTij^VlDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington 2 7378-9
CVlDEAnT]

263 TV Stations

Equipped for Color

^ Color is making head-

way among the nation's

tv stations. 263 stations

are now equipped to

transmit network pro-

grams: color film can be

transmitted by 89 sta-

tions: color slides by 90.

38 can originate live

color programs. ^'

* HAS THE LARGEST REAR VIEW SCREEN! (30 TV size screen—easily

interchangeable with 21 TV size sccreen).

* SCIENTIFICALLY-DESIGNED TRIANGLE CONTINUOUS MECHANISM
combined with rugged Bell and Howell 16mm Model 385 projector

and 302 magnetic.

* FORMS ITS OWN CONTINUOUS LOOP—no forming reel necessary.

* PROTECTS YOUR VALUABLE FILM—Mechanical film inspector lo-

cates hard to find imperfections and stops projector instantly.

* FILM LASTS LONGER—Specially engineered humidifier keeps film

flat and pliable with dust free and moist air.

* LABORATORY TESTS RAN COLOR FILM 200 HOURS CONTINUOUS-
LY—No appreciable wear or tear on 6 minute film after completing

1200 cycles through TRIANGLE'S 4-WAY PROJECTOR.
* CAN BE USED FOR CONVENTIONAL PROJECTION WITHOUT RE-

MOVING continuous loop of film

* LARGE SCREEN IS AVAILABLE WITH TRIANGLE'S conventional pro

jector also.

* ALL THE BIG NAMES IN INDUSTRY WHO HAVE EXPENSIVE DIS-

PLAYS at the Museum of Science and Industry use TRIANGLE
EQUIPMENT, which has been tested and approved since 1948.

Write for Up-To-Date Information!

TRIANGLE PROJECTORS, INC.
3706 OAKTON STREET SKOKIE, ILLINOIS

Chicago telephone: KEystone 9-5122

Covering the Wide World of Sight and Sound!

-K News and features about vis- source of authoritative data on

ual communication progress this growing field. Get it regu-

from all over the world make larly by subscription. Only

Business Screen your best S3.00 per year: 2 years S5.

BUSINESS SCREEN • 7064 SHERIDAN ROAD • CHICAGO 26

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE
35mm & 16mm ^ B & W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES

Ray MERCER & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
Ki ^ 1 y 3-933 1
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tfl COLOR BLOW-UPS 16mm TO 35mm:

'' Precision B&W Negatives

^y Eastman Color Negatives

> Theater Prints in Color

Low cost Work Prints

>
O
H
<
o

SUPEHSCDPE

MAMDRPHIC CDNVERSIDNS

from 16mm and 3Smm Originals to

16mm or 3Smm Squeezed Masters

or fine groin (nternegafives in any ratio.

SPECIAL EFFECTS IN

EASTMAN COLOR OR B&W
Our new Triple-head precision

printer reproduces the original

edge numbers and dissolve cues

in the intemegative.I
^ Dissolves, Wipes. Montages, Zooms,

J Reductions. Blow-ups, Color separation

masters, Shrunken film duplication and

O other SPECIALIZED LABORATORY

III SERVICES.

N̂
* Write us regarding your film

i* printing problems.

5 FILMEFFECTS
m OF HOLLYWOOD
^ 1153 North Highland Avenue

Hollywood 38, California

for those who wont

films

of 'distinction

SAM ORLEANS PRODUCTIONS
•XPRIENCE SINCE 191'

SSO fifth avaiiii*

•w yark 36, n. y. /'

JUDGMENT DAYS
The Motion Picture and Television

Academies Point Up Awards Problem

THIS Is Open Season for awards prcijirams.

the time of the year when the sap begins to

stir in the bushes and sponsors and producers

look to the glitter of a well-plated "Oscar" or

"Emmy" or a "Golden Reel." So in this month

of another American Film Assembly (it may he

the last unless some fresh moola and better ideas

turn up ) . we pause to note that both the Acade-

my of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences and video's

Academy of Television Arts and Sciences got a

lot of public attention on their respective awards

ceremonies and that more than a few weaknesses

were turned up.

Maybe we can learn something from these self-

judging events which one critic called "notal)le

for some glaring sins of commission as well as

omission." Here are some pointers on the positive

side:

1. Events like these are natural public rela-

tions functions. They build a good news focus

around which an industry's story can be de-

veloped.

2. They show a cross-section of varied inter-

ests. Drama, comedy, news, sports, and the

whole gamut of techniques can be rehashed for

attention.

3. They do give some incentive toward a

quality goal on the part of creative and technical

])eo])le.

4. It's good morale-building stuff for an in-

dustry.

Is Their Judgment Really Valid?

But. on the negative side, both the "Oscar"

and "Enuny" awards showed that industry people

are not generally capable of independent award

decisions. Any strong group of "major" con-

cerns can easily sway this kind of voting in their

own favor. That's been happening in Hollywood

for years.

What do these awards prove, if anything?

In the television industry, public interest evi-

denced bv ratings was ignored. The selection of

Nanette Fabrav (Caesar's Hour I as "best com-

medienne in a series for the year" came after this

actress had left the program last May. 1956. That

Cumberland

|a, t«iin.

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF

MOOD AND BRIDGE MUSIC

For Details Write:

AUDID-MASTEH Corp.
17 East 45lh St. • New York 17, N. Y.

single award by 2.500 members of the academy

made the whole affair look ridiculous.

We've been for the Film Council of America

ideal for all years since we first helped put it

together right after World War II. But we've

been very much opposed to its practices for the

last three years. What this industry really needs

is a nationwide sampling of its best wares among

all kinds of prospective customers. Yes, we call

sponsors, schools, trade groups, church organiza-

tions and labor unions our customers.

There Are Better Answers to Consider

Why is it necessary to go through these wholly

imperfect agonies of film selection at great cost

to both entrants and viewers when most of our

effort should go into localized, nationwide ex-

hibitions of all kinds of good current material?

Why not let the judging of our yearly efforts

go into the hands of our peers? The annual ef-

forts of the National Committee on Films for

Safety (see page 20) show how very simple

and economical this process can be. The plaques

and awards of merit of this specializing group

are widely respected.

How about cooperating with such groups as

the National Sales Executives, the Association of

National Advertisers, the Public Relations So-

ciety of America? Any selection or acknowledg-

ment of films by these groups would be invalu-

able. These are our customers.

Let's talk about this again, after the American

Film Assembly in April. »

1956 Olympic Games Film Premieres

in Paris; Will U.S. Ever See It?

* The official motion picture of the 1956 Olympic

games, titled Rendezvous in Melbourne had a for-

mal premiere in Paris on April 2. The full length

color feature was turned out by a French team

and is the first comprehensive coverage of the

Melbourne games. Disagreements between the

organizers and both newsreel and television firms

almost blacked out any other coverage.

Here's a good bet for some alert V. S. sponsor.

Otherwise we'll bet this particular film will play

art houses or nowhere in the U. S. Good

sportsmanship and public interest certainly merit

something better than the fate which befell Leni

Reifensthal's spectacular pictures of the Berlin

games just before World War II. 1"

!

Each year since we began

producing our distinctive

TYPE TITLES
we have served an ever-

increasing number of the

world's leading producers

There must be a reason !

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois
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ya^ SALESMEN GET IN

STORY GETS TOLD ,

• Theater Quality

• Easiest to Use
• Lowest in Cost

• Lightest in Weight
• 50,000 Users
Can't Be Wrong

Your Salesmen's Pol

Your customer enjoys

a theatre presentation

on his desk. Sets up

easily ... in three

minutes or less. You're

in with your story —
You're out with a sale.

\d^Q\ for large

screen projec-

tion too.

Compleie with

screen . $298.50

Send this ad for full information ^ i

heHARWAIDco
1216 Chicago Ave., Evanston, III.

Phone: Davis 8-7070

•
1

Cinekad Synchronous Motor
Drive for 16mm Projectors

Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howe//,

Ampro and Victor 16mm projectors at

synchronous speed.

Projector can be instantly attached to Synchronous

Mo+or Drive and quickly detached at any time in

a matter of seconds. An outstanding feature is

the flexible shaft which connects motor with pro-

jector and permits smooth, quiet and steady opera-

tion. No special technical knowledge required for

installation and mounting.

Write for more details and prices

Available at leading dealers, or direct.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 Tenth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

Plaza 7-3511

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURE-TV EOUIPMENT
Send for free folder of illustrated Motion Pic-

lure and Audio-Visual equipment manufactured
by Cinekad,

Timely Award to "Tornado" Film

as Spring Storms Highlight News
* A* Springs tempests rage over the Middle-

West, the South and Southwest in recent weeks,

the recent presentation of Public Service Cita-

tions by the Chief of the U. S. Weather Bureau

(Department of Commerce! to the United Gas

Corporation and to the Texas Eastern Transmis-

sion Corporation for their sponsorship of the

documentary film Tornado gets our "most time-

ly" award.

But the big story behind this Calvin Company

production is not in the glowing praise of Weather

Bureau Chief F. W. Reichelderfer but in these

hard facts:

Since the first public showing of Tornado on

February 27. 1956 in Shreveport, La., the 15-

minute black and white fihn has been seen by

42 million persons, according to Weather Bureau

officials.

As a result of the tornado film showings during

the spring and summer of 1956, 240 additional

commnnilies took action to establish local learn-

ing nctuorks.

In addition to showing the operations of the

Weather Bureaus Tornado Forecast and ^ am-

ing Service, the film shows several dramatic

Wai+ino out rtorm's arrival Tornado"

scenes of approaching tornadoes and the pre-

cautionary measures that can be taken by com-

munities and individuals to reduce loss of life

and property. In addition to its use over tele-

vision stations more than 350 times, the fihn

has had more than 2.000 showings to public

groups including schools, clubs, churches, public

safetv agencies and civic organizations.

Through the courtesy of United Gas and Texas

Eastern, the Weather Bureau now has 255 printe

of Tornado for use in 1957. Organizations may-

secure a print without cost from the nearest

Weather Bureau office or state film libraries.

The Calvin Company was the producer. ^

Film Converts Hardened "Commies"

¥ Conversion note: After seeing the motion

picture. Hungarian Fight for Freedom. 25 former

Communist prisoners in Greece's Nauplion pris-

on asked to be transferred to the defectors

section—so says the United States Information

Agency.

In the same vein, USIA reports that persons

attending the Izmir Fair in Turkey took home

upwards of 50.000 plastic records featuring

Celal Ince. a Turkish singer, and quoting from

Washington. Jefferson and .\taturk. y'

SYMBOL OF

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

mm PiiosflyND
I NCORPORATED

Films for industry and feiev/iion

1920 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN.

Abro^ ^NVA\^^ \.^s(

All 1 6rTim motion picture

end 35mm slide and film

strip service — radio tronscriptions

FILM SERVICE

^Zi^ FIUM PRODUCTION

224 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MICH.
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF VISUAL EDUCATION DEALERS

EASTERN STATES

. CONNECTICUT •

Rockwell Film & Projection Sen-
ice, 182 Hioh St.. Hartloid 5.

. MASSACHUSETTS .

Cinema, Inc., 234 Clarendon St.,

Boston Ifi.

. NEW JERSEY •

Slidecraft Co., 142 Morris A\e..

Monntain Lakes. X. ).

Association Films, Inc., Broad at

Elm. Ridgefield, N. J.

. NEW YORK •

Association Films, Inc., 347 Mad-
ison. New York 17.

Buchan Pictures, 122 ^V. C;hip-

pewa St.. Buffalo.

Crawford, Immig and Landis,

Inc., 2(10 Fourtli .\\cniic. New
York 3, New York.

The Jam Handy Organization
177.') Broadwav. New York 19.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. & Vis. Pdts.,

723 Prospect A\e., Westburv,

N. Y.

S. O. S. cinema Supply Corp.,

602 W. 52nd St.. New York 19.

Training Films, Inc., l.'iO West
54th .St.. New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS Siiffern.

. PENNSYLVANIA •

J. P. Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St.,

Harrisburg.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc., 4729

Ludlow St., Philadelphia 39.

• WEST VIRGINIA •

B. S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St..

W., Charleston 2, Dickens 6-

6731.

SOUTHERN STATES

. LOUISIANA •

Stanley Projection Company, 1117

Bolton A\e., Alexandria.

Steyens Pictures, Inc., 1 307 Tu
lane A\e.. New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service. Inc., 815

Poydras St.. New Orleans 12.

Phone: RA 9061.

. MISSISSIPPI .

Herschel Smith Company. 119

Roach St.. Jackson 110.'

. TENNESSEE .

Southern Vi.sual Films. 687 Shrine

BIdg., Memphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service, 416 .4. Broad St.. Nash-
ville.

. VIRGINIA .

Tidewater Audio-Visual Center,

C:ameraland BIdg.. #29 .South-

ern Shopping Center. Phone
Ma .5-1371.

. FLORIDA .

Norman Laboratories &: Studio,

.\rliugton Suburb. P.O. Box
8598, Jacksonville.

• GEORGIA .

Colonial Films, 71 Walton St.,

N. W., Alpine 5378. Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 101 Walton
St., N. W.. Aikinta 3.

. OHIO •

Academy Film Service, Inc.,

2110 Payne Ave., Cleveland
14.

Frvan Film Service, 1810 E. 12th

St.. Cleveland 14.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2108 Pavne
.\\e.. Cleveland 14.

The Jam Handy Organization,

310 Talbott BIdg.. Dayton 2.

Twyman Films. Inc., 400 West
First Street. Dayton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Liiuolu Way E.. Massilloii.

WESTERN STATES

. CALIFORNIA .

LOS ANGELES AREA
Clausonthuc Audio Visual. 1572

E. Walnut St.. Pasadena.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620

Holhwood Bhd.. Hollywood
28.

Hollywood Camera Exch., 1600

Cahuenga Bhd.. Holhwood.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1402 N. Ridgewood Plate, Hol-

lywood 28.

Ralke Compairy, 829 S. Flower

St.. Los .\ngeles 17. Phone:

TR. 8664.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly-

wood 28. '

Spindler & Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Blvd., Los Angeles 57.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
.\ssociatetl Films, Inc.. 799 Steven-

son St.. San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company. 116

Natoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films, 350 Battery St.,

San Francisco 11.

• COLORADO •

.\udio-Visual Center, 28 E. Ninth
.Ave.. Denver 3.

. OREGON .

Moore's Motion Picture Service,

33 N. W. 9th Ave.. Portland 9,

Oregon.

* TEXAS «

Association Films, Inc., 1108 Jack-

son Street, Dallas 2.

. OHIO • . UTAH .

Ralph V. Haile & Associates, 326 Deseret Book Company, Box 958.

L. Fourth. Cincinnati 2. Salt Lake Citv 10.

MIDWESTERN STATES

• ILLINOIS •

American Film Registry, 24 E.

Eighth Street, Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc., 561 Hill-

grove. LaGrange, Illinois.

Atlas Film Corporation, I 111

.South Boidevard. Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 X. Michigan .Yve.. Chicago

I.

Midwest Visual Equipment Co.,

3518 Devon Ave.. Chicago 45.

. .MICHIGAN .

Engelman Visual Education Serv-

ice, 4754-56 Woodward .Ave.,

Detroit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,

2821 E. Grand Blvd.. Detroit

11.

Capital Film Service, 224 .-\bbott

Road, East Lansing, Michigan.

USE THIS DIRECT©R.Y TO LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT, FILMS AND PROJECTION

VIVA LA
DIFFERENCE!

(CONTIMED FROM P.\GE 35)

knowledge in their selling of room
air conditioners.

The audience, furthermore, was

not a captive one . . . they were

independent business men who
tended to look askance at sales

claims by individual manufac-

turers.

But the wide screen allowed

for interesting graph movement
and comparison perspectives so

compelling in its clarity and based

so intrinsically upon the actual

experience of the men in the

audience, that the aim of the pre-

sentation was accomplished more
effectively than could possibly have

been done in any medium except

wide screen.

These are just a few examples.

There are many more. We now
know, for instance, that the periph-

eral vision afforded by the wide

screen affects the emotions, and

the motivations, of the audience,

in a subtle, but powerful and

moving manner. The traveling

road show of The Saturday Eve-
ning Post, Behind Past Covers.

was a spectacular demonstration

of this fact. It was built around

a wide screen slidefilm which was

designed to leave the audience

with an emotional acceptance of

the greatness of this publication.

The wide screen slidefilm which

uses a single projector is not all

things to all companies. Any film,

used poorly, by the wrong com-
pany, in the wrong setting, ad-

dressed to the wrong audience, is

doomed in advance to be a dud.

And no artificial gimmick can

salvage it.

But the wide screen, employed

as an effective device, can do an

outstanding job that cannot be

done as well by any other medium.
And between using a gimmick on

the one hand, and employing an

eifective device on the other, there

is all the difference in the world.

That's why at our company, we
often say . . . "Viva la Difference!"

SAFETY AWARD WINNERS:
(CONtlM KM EKUM PA(.K 22)

by Hon to Have an Accident in llie

Home, 6' J minutes, culor. a home

safety inspirational sulijecl pro-

duced by Wall Disney Productions.

In the Theatrical Trailers category,

an award of merit went to Traffic

Safety Series—five 27-second films

in black white. proHured liy United

Film Service. Inc. R"

I
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THE INDEX DF SPDi\SDRED FILMS
-¥ This reader's reference guide covers motion picture and slidefilm

programs reviewed in Volume Seventeen of Blsiness Screen. The

issue numher and page on which a case history or feature article ap-

ed are shown for each sponsor and film title below.

SPONSOR

pear are

SPONSOR

ACTION
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.

Air Materiel Command
\ir Transportation Association

AUen Mfg. Co.

Allied Stores Corp.

Aluminum Cooking I tensil Co.

Aluminum Corp. of America

Amer. Assn. of Colleges of

Pharmacy
American Bakeries Co.

American Bankers Assn.

American Brake Shoe Co.

American Chemical Paint Co.

A.F.L.-C.1.0.

American Iron & Steel Inst.

American Meat Inst.

American Medical Assn.

American Newspaper Publishers

Assn.
American Petroleum Inst.

American Slock Exchange
American Telephone &

Telegraph Co.

American Transit Assn.

American \ iscose Corp.

American Zinc Inst.

AMI. Inc.

Anheuser-Busch. Inc.

Arab Information Center

Arabian American Oil Co.

Armour & Co,

Armour Research Foundation
Assn. of American Railroads

Association of National

Advertisers

Athletic Inst.

Auto OwTiers Insurance Co.

Bakelite Co.

Batten. Barton, Durstine &
Osbom

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Bostrom Mfg. Co.

Brown Co.

Univ. of California

Canada Dept. of Fisheries

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.

Caribbean Airlines

Carrier-Stephens Co.

Don M. Casto Organization
Chicago Industrial Advertisers

Assn.

Chicago Tribune
The Christophers
Chrvsler Corp.

Cities Service Co.

Combined Insurance Co. of

America
Continental Can Co.
Continental Illinois Natl. Bank
Creole Petroleum Corp.

Criterion Film Labs. Inc.

Crown Zellerbach Corp.
Crusade for Freedom

Dartnell Corp.
The Detroit News
Douglas Aircraft Co.

Dow Chemical Co.

Dow Corning Corp.

FILM TITLES

—A—
Man of Action

Teach Them Now
Whals Your Driver Eye-Q
The Eagle's Strength

Mr. Withers Stops the Clock

The Allen Story

You Are the Star

SUdejilm Series

I njinished Rainbous
Design for Life

A Message from the Lone Ranger

How to Use Your Bank
The First Five Million MUes
Enjoy Your Garden
Injustice on Trial

Raw Materials of Steelmaking

Three to Get Ready
Cornell Safety Film
Assignment : Research

Destination Earth

Behind the Ticker Tape

Once tpon a Honeymoon
Our Mr. Sun
Voice Beneath the Sea
Chain Reaction
Tagged for Quality

Zinc Controls Corrosion

Music For Everyone
Let's Roll With the Champions
New Day in the Middle East

Desert Horizons
Moonitor
Quick Meals from the Freezer

Study of Crystals

The Right to Compete

Challenge to America

Beginning Wrestling

Take a Good Look

—B—
Molding Phelolics

Mirror in the Mountains

Bright Steel

Teamwork
Gentlemen, Be Seated
Modern Pipe for Modern Living

—c—
The Face of Lincoln

Fisheries of the Great Slai-e

The Canadian
Virgin Islands Vacation

SteelX
East Side-West Side
Planning

Meet the Tribune in Europe
Knock on Every Door
It's in the Air
What Happened Tomorrow
Camera Tour
Selling in Banks

Man of Action
Men, Money & Ideas
People and Petroleum
Venezuelan Newsreels
You Takes i er Choice
Bacon Sales Through Merchandising
Peace Will Win Against War
Radio Free Europe

Issue No. Page

The Poicer of Enthusiasm in Selling

Tell the People
Film Program
A Car Is a Woman
The Christmas Carrolls

Heat Transfer
Lifetime Protection

Put It On Poles

Soft as a Cloud

More Muscles for Tomorrow

38
75
46
58
38

16
39
60
6

36

36
40
144
60

8
63
145
14

56

38
60
51

IS

37
66
50
32
52

149
31
35
48
52
150
14
64
144

158
66

176
60

43
12
50
31

17
47

28
6

50
51
44

26
46
48
38
36
54

33
139
141

39
67
62
40
36

46
58
44
51

50
58
44
150
67

57

DuKane Corp.

Duront Co.

Dynamic Films. Inc.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Equitable Life .\s5urance

Society

Erie Mining Co.

Esso Standard Oil Co.

Eternal Quarries
Evangelical & Reformed Church
Ex-Cell-0 Corp.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Ford Motor Co.

Frisidaxre Div.. GM
Fuller Brush Co.

Funk Bros. Seed Co.

Ceigy Chemical Corp.
General Electric Co.

General Foods Corp.
General Motors Corp.

General Steelcastings Corp.

Genesee Brewing Co.

Girl Scouts of the U.S..\.

Glass Container Mfrs. Inst.

Golf Research Inst.

Granite City Steel Co.

P. H. Hanes Knitting Co.

Hercules Powder Co.

Drs. Hess & Qark, Inc.

Hilton Hotels, Inc.

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

Independent Order of Foresters

International Harvester Co.

International Nickel Co.

Investment Dealers Assn. of

Canada

Johnson & Johnson
Junior .Achievement. Inc.

Keystone Steel & Wire Co.

Kraft Foods Co.

Kroger Co.

Life Magazine

Luxene, Inc.

Lycoming, Inc.

State of Maine
Province of Manitoba
Marine Studios

Massev-Harris Co.

McGraw Hill Text Films

McLouth Steel Corp.

Mercantile Trust Co.

>Ietropolitan Life Insurance Co.

FILM TITLES Issue



THE IIVDEX DF SPDIVSDRED FILMS;

SPONSOR

Minneapoli^-.Moline Co.

Minneapolis Siar & Tribune

Monroe Aulo Equipment Co.

Monsanto Clieraical Co.

Moore Business Forms. Inc.

Martin Murray
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance

Co.

National Association of

Manufacturers

National Association of Retail

Grocers
National Board of Fire

Underwriters

National Bowling Council

National Carloading Corp.

National Conim. for Careers in

Medical Technology
National Consumer Finance

Assn.
National Drug Co.

National Electrical Mfrs. Assn.

National Foundation for

Infantile Paralysis

National Music Camp
National Research Council

New England Mutual Life

Insurance Co.

Government of Newfoundland
New York State Department

of Commerce
New York Stock Exchange
North American Aviation. Inc.

North American Coal Corp.

North American Van Lines

Northrop Aircraft. Inc.

Ohio Select List

Ohio State College of

Engineering
Ohio Valley Electric Utility Co.

Oldsmobile Div., General iMotors

Orchard Brothers

Outboard Boating Cluh of

America

Pacific Coast Borax Co.

Pacific Gas and Electric (!o.

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.

Pan American World Airways
Pepsi Cola Co.

Chas. Pfizer & Co.

Play Schools Assn. .

President's Comm. on Govt.

Contracts
Processed Apples Inst.

Purolator Products, Inc.

Quebec Hydro
Queen*s University

Radio Corp. of America

Railway Progres- Inst.

Ralston-Purina Co.

Ransburg Electro-Coating Corp.

FILM TITLES

Big While Water
Canada from Sea to Sea
Maryland Mornings
Miracle at Your Front Door

Ghost of a Chance
The Most in Posts

A Matter of Form
The European Sfory Today

Training Film Series

—N—
Steady Work. Steady Pay

A Miracle in Your Market

The First Five Minutes

Young America Bowls
The California Fashion Story

Career: Medical Technologist

The Littlest Giant

Clinical Enzymology
Heat Your Home Electrically

Artificial Respiration

Interlochen

Milk and Good Health

New England Portrait

Sailing Newfoundland Waters
American Battleground

Working Dollars

Engineering for Tomorrotv
News from the Coal Country
The Great Land
Airman Smith

—o—
The Inside Story

Engineering for Eddie

Twins on the Ohio
From the Heart
Loop Training Film
A Boat in the Family

—p—
Modern Way to Weed Control

Water
Slidefilm Series

Sentinel in the Skies
Bonding—A Family Matter
The Age of Promise
Proud Years
And So They Grow
Commencement

Every Day Is Apple Day
Facts About Filters

—Q—
Beneath the /T ide St. Latvrence

Queen's Uniiersity at Kingston

—R—
First Choice
The Story of Television

June Decision

Rural America Review
Electrostatic Spray Painting

Issue No. Page
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Designed

for the

u
of the

Hollywood Sound Stage. Auricon "Super 1200" Camera, selfblimped for quiet operation in synchronism

with Double-System Sound Recording Equipment, on Hollywood Sound Stage.

...yef

ruOgSo
enough

for Top Hewsreelers 'round the World!

^icic /(jC'CUS, World Reporter and famous CBS-

Television News Commentator, films international events with Auricon

"Super 1200" 16mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. His "World Report," by

Clete Roberts Productions, Inc., Beverly Hills, California has

brought television viewers millions of feet of film, made under the

most rugged shooting conditions in the World's trouble spots, from

Suez to Hungary, and back to Streetcorner, U.S.A.!

"^ IV/iy not own the Best? Auricon Cameras are preferred by

Professionals for Single-System 16mm Sound-On-Film or Synchronous

Double-System Studio Recording. Choose Auricon for dependability! Write

for your free Auricon Catalog describing the many quality features of these

Cameras. Always sold with a money-back guarantee, you must be satisfied!

A PRODUCT OFBERKDT-BACH,
6910 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California.

-Jjt^^^^^^ -^Ji^
SOUND-ON-FlLM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931 CINE-VOICE AURICOH PRO-iOO SUPEI 1300

$693.00 & up S1497.001 up S4<>S3l5«up



'T/i*' photography is superlative. "American
Engineer gives you a lift by showing the

magnificent progress America is making."

Chamber of Commerce of the United States

The dramatic ^^first^^ in tiie

use of Superscope for wide-screen

projection of an inspirational picture

This extraordinary motion picture presents 129 highlights of the courage and

resourcefulness of our engineers—chemical, mechanical, electronic, automotive,

mining, metallurgical and many others—a nationwide review of the developments

that signalize the fast-breaking science news in our fast-changing life.

"American Engineer" is a panoramic spectacle of the latest, most striking

and most significant achievements of the American engineering professions. It

is scenically beautiful and all in Technicolor . . . produced and distributed by

The Jam Handy Organization.

Just out, it already has been seen by over three and one-half

million Americans in thousands of theatres. 16mm standard

color prints are now available for plant, office, school, club

and other group showings.

For professional assistance in getting your story before

millions of eyes, in a big way, call

7^
JAM HANDY

Dramatizations • Visualiiations • Presentations • Motion Pictures • Slidetilms • Training Assistance

NEW YORK 19 HOLLYWOOD 28 DETROIT U DAYTON 2 CHICAGO 1
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JUor 20 years we have been guided

by one principle of business

"Perform tkt htst strviayossUt

to sponsors of husimss films

andm audkms who use thostjilms "

It is our objective to render services

— ti) our spoii.soriiii; clients on I he hcisis of periormnnce with liitei;rlt\.

— to the viewliii; uiiclieiiccs on the basis of perfornuince with depetidabilitx.

1 hat we have done so might be attested by the fact that Modhrn is the leader in

its specialized field — performing service for more sponsors than any other distributor.

J"^ ilm users, also, regard Modern most highly of ail — television stations and general

16mm audiences have repeatedly expressed their preference for Modern service.

1 his year, and in the years to come, \se will be guided by our conviction that we

will continue to grow as wc continue to maintain our standards of integrity and

dependability for spiinsor and audience, alike.

We would like to grow with you. Will _\i)u consider us for distribution ot your

film program?

!Mo((irn 'Taikin^ Ttctun Scrvia.Jncorporatcd

3 East 54th Street, New York 22, N.Y.



When you make your next TV commercial

LOOK FOR THESE INGREDIENTS OF SUCCESS:

1* Proved reliability in meeting schedules;

2* Vivid photography that emphasizes the sales message;

3* Unusual effects that arrest eye and ear;

4« Policies that have won client approval for many years.

Caravel's specialized TV department is ex- We stand ready to discuss your TV needs

pertly staffed to give fast, careful service. at any time, without charge or obligation.

Advertising executives are invited to write or telephone for the

free Caravel brochure, THE MOTION PICTURE AS A SALES TOOL

Caravel -produced TV spots currently being shown include

these famous names, among many others:

• American Standard

• Bufferin

• Dash

• Ehler's Coffee

• Geritol

• Gillette

• Goodyear

• Instant Postum

• Johns Manville

• Kelvinator

• Mistol-Mist

• Nabisco

• Nash

• Sani-Flush

• Socony Mobil

• U. S. Steel

• U. S. Treasury

• Westinghouse

CARAVEL FILMS
730 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

CIRCLE 7-6111

INC.



AND STILL CHAMPION!

IT'S THE

THIRD

CONSECUTIVE

YEAR

WE'VE WON
BILLBOARD'S

FIRST PLACE

AWARD
IN EVERY

LAB

CATEGORY

'''^"

All of us at CFI are more than proud of winning

the coveted Billboard award in every laboratory

category ... 7 in all. And we want to express our

sincere thanks to all of you in the TV industry whose
votes made our "grand slam" possible.

At CFI our one desire is to achieve maximum
economy for our clients by providing complete lab service

at the greatest speed consistent with quality. But it

takes more than desire to make a winner. We know we

could not have won without the finest equipment,

the determination to please and dedicated personnel

comprising the best creative technicians in the world. So a

very special thanks to Ted Hirsch, Lab Superintendent;

Ted Fogelman, 16mm Supervisor;

^d Reichard, Chief Engineer and their respective staffs.

SID SOLOW/KR & Cen. Mgr.

The CFIBill
19S3 CFI wan the first place award for quality.

1954 Three laboratory categories. CFI scored a "grand slam"

winning all 3 first place awards lor quality, speed, and economy.

1955 Three laboratory categories. CFI again scored a "grand slam"

winning all 3 llrst place awards lor quality, speed, and economy.

1956 Seven laboratory categories. CFI scores Its third consec.tive

"grand slam" winning all 7 first place awards . .

.

HKiHEST Ql ALITY PROCESSING BLACK-AND-WHITH TV COMMERCIALS

FASTEST SERVICE PROCESSING BLACK-AND-WHITE TV COMMERCIALS

PREATEST ECONOMY PROCESSING BLACK-AND-« HITE TV CO.MMERCIALS

HIGHEST QUALITY' PROCESSING TV PROGRAMS

FASTEST SERVICE PROCESSING TV PROGRAMS

GREATEST ECONOMY PRtKESSING TV PROGRAMS

HIGHEST Ql ALITV PROCESSING COLOR TV COMMERCIALS

I
CONSOLIDAI INDUSTRI

HOLLYWOOD: 959 SEWARD ST. HOLLYWOOD 9 1441

NEW YORK: 521 W. 57TH ST. CI tCLE 7-4400

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



BETTER riLMS
FOR
BUSINESS

® John Sutherland Productions, Incorporated

LOS ANGELES
201 North Occidental Boulevard

Los Angeles 26, California Dunkirk 8-5121

NEW YORK
33 East 48th Street

New York 17, New York PLaza 51875
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The Film Council of America

Faces a Financial Crisis

+ \ ila\ of ini])Oitant decision is

at hand. The Film Council of

America face? an immediate and

serious financial crisis that will end

its useful life on July 1 unless all

who comprise this audio-visual in-

dustry, both professional and com-

mercial, lend a helping hand.

This publication has been an out-

spoken critic of wasteful and pain-

fully egocentric policies of past FCA
leadership. But we have never lost

faith in llie basic principle that some

common meeting ground for re-

search, fact-finding, film clearance

and coordination of audio-visual

programs and publicity is a vital

need. The non-profit status of the

FCA. its recognition by government,

both here and abroad, its potential

grants b\ foundations—are all solid

assets which should not be lost.

We do not confuse the faults and

flaws of a |)ast decade with the reali-

ty of this industry's need. The op-

portunitv to restore the Film Coun-

cil of America to the status of a

Irulv 'iemocratic. broadly-governed

and broadly-serving organization is

coincidental to its financial needs.

The Ford Foundation funds that

dictated a non-democratic ''big

name" board and directed the FCA
program for several years, to the

neglect of its original aims and the

l(js* of oraanizational support, are

a thing of the past.

Greater acceptance of films in

education and public information

has been achieved bv man\ groups

and bv nublications like our own
through the years. But a tremendous

job remains to be done and it needs

the cooperation, whole-hearted en-

thusiasm of all of us. working to-

i^etber.

The Film Council of America be-

longs to you, if you belong to this

field. The responsibility for its fu-

ture depends on the kind of courage

and enthusiasm vou can regenerate.

This is not a call for a blank check

but for the innnediate formation of

a new and authoritative national

Advisor\ Council which the present

FCA Board should recognize.

Such an Advisory Council, we are

confident, can restore the conlideiice

of every segment of this industry.

I [)on that renewed confidence de-

pends the financial future of the

FCA, the broadness of its programs

of service and the victory which will

retain the prestige this field will

certainly lose if it permits the FCA
to die without a real battle.—OHC

I
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iAMEHA EYE^
Let's Show "Films of the Year"

to Potential Sponsor Audiences
J

M This month's co\"er features scenes

from several of .52 award-winning

films listed on page eight. It also

exemplifies the fact that pictures

like these are the important sub-

stance, the vital keys to national

sponsor interest in this medium.

While award ceremonies like the

American Film Assembly satisfy

our urge to recognize unusual crea-

tive efforts, we have overlooked an

even bigger opportunity. Examples

of good and useful motion pictures

and sound slidefilms should be seen

by hundreds of groups of business

and advertising executives through-

out the land. Why not package ten.

fifteen or twenty varied examples

like the American Institute of

Graphic Arts now programs the "50

Books of the Year " and send them

to Atlanta. Dallas and Denver?

That's the gist of what we're now

talking about among producers and

sponsors. Business Screen has a

plan that helps everybody, including

those who need to see films to know

what can be done with them. We re

hopeful that the support of such a

natural "sponsor" as the United

States Chamber of Commerce can

be enlisted for this campaign we

call "Better Business With Films."

We already have the endorsement

of many local projection service

people who assure us they will help.

Your ideas and comments are

cordially invited. For this is the

kind of idea that needs everybody's

help. You can bet that the program

opportunit\ is there . . . we've been

talking to local ad and sales clubs

from coast to coast for years. We d

rather give them your best on the

screen and let the medium speak for

itself. Makes sense, doesn't it? ^'

"Off-camera" during production

oj N.Y. Stock Exchange film.

Issue Three, Volume Eighteen of Business Screen Magazine, published May 15, 1957.
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ONE Source —

byron
All Producer Services

EDITING

SOUND RECORDING

MUSIC LIBRARY

SOUND EFFECTS

ART

TITLING ]0

ANIMATION

MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
PROCESSING

REVERSAL PROCESSING

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE COLOR
PROCESSING

COLOR-CORRECT PRINTS

Byron offers vou AXiT or ALL facilities you require for completion of your

original unexposed film . . . original processing: complete producer ser\ices;

finished prints in either Color-Correct or black and white ... in one

convenient location. B\ ron producer ser\ ices sa\e you time, money and

division of responsibility.

For information and price list, icrifc. phone or wire 1^ ^T | \^ | | IClbOVCltOVy

1226 Wisconsin Ave. N.W. Washington 7, D. C.

FEderal 3-4000

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERV ICES ... COLOR A^D BLACK-.i?<:DWHITE PRir^Tl?iG AND PROCESSING

NUMBER 3 . VOLUME 18 . 1957



PErsiiiial Profiles: the IVeus in Pictures

FOUR 16MM PORTABLE PROJECTORS

WITH THE FAMOUS "DeVRYLITE" MECHANISM

A MODEL TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

TSI MOVIEMATIC (illustrated) -
Especially popular for sales work
because extremely light weight
with repetitive projection on
built-in, folding daylight screen.

TSI DUOLITE (illustrated) -a dou-
ble-purpose projector. Built-in,

folding viewing screen gives TV-
type pictures in undarkened
rooms. Also projects to large

screen.

TSI DeVRYLITE -A small, compact,
single case, light weight pro-

jector for auditorium or class-

room use. Choice of 6", 8" or
12" speakers.

TSI MODEL "D" - A double-pur-
pose projector which also gives

repetitive projection (no rewind-
ing) for both built-in, folding

screen and large screen pictures.

With standard screen

With built-in screen

All four TSI projectors are equipped with this time-proved

"DeVrylite" mechanism—solid assurance of long, trouble-

free life and unsurpassed sound and picture quality.

The list of TSI users, made up of "blue chip" names which

you will Icnow, is all the more impressive evidence of TSI

quality because many of those firms have reordered

—

many of them, several times.

We invite you to ask for a free demonstration

and the new "full line" literature

TECHNICAL SERVICE, INC.
3086S FIVE MILE ROAD • DEPT. C. LIVONIA, MICH.

WesI CoosI Office: '357 Melrose Ave. . Hollywood 29, Calif. • Phone Normondie 5-6621

Canadian Diilr.: S. W. Coldwell, Lid. • 447 Jorvls Si. • Toronto 5, Onl.

Foreign Diifr Sctimid Co., Dietikon-Zurich, Switzerland

Presidential nominee Adiai E. Stevenson has accepted his first major

business position since return to private life. The new chairman of the

advisory board. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films is pictured with former

U. S. Senator William Benton, EB board chairman (left) and Maurice

B. Mitchell (center) president of the classroom film company.

Hosts at opening last month of new Lincoln Square (NY) production center

of MPO Television Films, Inc. are pictured above. Left to right: Gerald
Hirschfeld, v. p., director of photography; Gerald Kleppel. supervisor of

editing services; Arnold Kaiser, secretary-treasurer; Lawrence E. Madison,

v.p., producer-director; Judd L. Pollock, president; and Marvin Rothenberg,

v.p.. producer-director (see page 50).

Inspecting Acme color film printer built for Cinerama. Inc. at Gary s Engi-

neering Development Laboratory is Vic Armstrong, Cinerama lab consultant.

Printer, a prototype model, utilizes new Sylvanla Radio Frequency lamp for

high-speed, optimum quality color printing (see page 59).
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J. T. Dougherty Cright), Du Pont representath e. discusses "Superior" 4 with Director of Photography Morris Hartzband.

Mr. Hartzband has had experience in even.- aspect of the motion picture camera during his 27 years in cinematography.

"We shot That Night' in 18 days. ..four days

ahead of schedule. ..with Du Pont 'Superior' 4!"

says Morris Hartzband, Director of Photography. Galahad Productions, New York City

"That Night," based on a true stor\- of a

Xew York commuter stricken with a heart

attack, was put on a tight 22-day schedule.

To achie\e complete realism, much of the

footage was shot on location at Grand
Central Station—on moving trains, dim
platforms, dark ramps.

Director of Photography I lartzband

says, "The consistent results we got with

Du Pont Superior® 4 motion picture film

preser\ed the naturalness and realism of

our locations. We saved so much time in

our lighting setups due to the lower level

of illumination required with 'Superior' 4

that we were able to bring in this film four

days ahead of schedule. \\'e used Superior'

2 for the shooting on the set and as far as

grain is concerned you simply can't tell

which sequences were shot with Superior'

2 and which with Superior' 4.

"

'That Night" is the first of 12 feature

films Galahad Productions is making under

a contract with RKO. Some of the in-

terior scenes were photographed on the

sound stages of the new Production Center

in New York Citv.

For more esformatio.v, ivrite or call the

nearest DiiPont Sales Office ilisted below)

or the Du Pont Company, Photo Products

Department, Wilmington 98, Deltnvare. In

Canada: Du Pont Company of Canada (1956}

Limited, Toronto.

SALES OFFrCES

Atlanta 8, Ga. S05 Peachtree Bldg.

Boston 10. Mass. 140 Federal St.

Chicago 30, III.. -4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

Cleveland 16, Ohio 20950 Center Ridge Road

Dallas 7. Texas I62S Oak Lawn Ave.

Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.

Nexv York 11. X. Y. 248 West 18th St.

Phila., Pa. 308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wv-nnewood
E.xpori Nemours Bldg.. Wilmington 98, Del.

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM MPDHJ;
CETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY



Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync

Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

The Hevj MARK IX

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM "A"

with built-in record play amplifier and remote

control ossembly is on engineering ochieve-

ment with exclusive feotures found in no other

recorder. Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug-in

assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier

components; push-button motor controls; re-

mote control footage counter, record-play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mni,

IZVimm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

For quality & economy

MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answ^er

—

• It delivers dean, distor-

tion-free sound,

• It is compact, lighl-

weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand-

ards.

• It serves every segment of

motion picture and spot TV pro-

duction.

• Purchaser is not required to

pay royalties on footage con-

sumed.

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG-
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line

contains exclusive features found

in no other recorders, yet oil

corry low, low price togs.

Trust your own ears

—

trust your

Sound Man's judgment. Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

Model X-400

is a completely synchronous 16mm Magnetic

film recording channel, professional in every

detail. Con be operated in "console" position,

OS shown, or stacked as one unit. Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instantan-

eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power

consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer,

$985.00
Prices iubiect fo change without notice

OTHER MODELS:

MARK IX SYSTEM"'B" includes Model

G-932 microphone mixer with 2

channel slide wire attenuotors.

$2,820.00

MARK IX SYSTEM"C"includes Model

G-924 microphone mixer and re-

mote control assembly packaged

in matching portable case.

$2,520.00

TYPE 5 feotures built-in Monitor

amplifier, separate overdrive torque

motor, record gain control, and

ploy bock control. Priced from

51,5 70.00

ZUCKER

(?flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT^.jnc.
,..Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

VNew York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

Award-Wiiminij Films of the Yea
¥ The selectiuii of outstanding informational nu>ti(jn [jictures

includes recent winners of Golden and Silver Reel Awards at the

American Film Assembly and of the national Freedoms Foun-

dation Honor Medals. Coincidental winners of the Columbus

"Chris" Awards and of an Academy Award "Oscar"" are included.

'T'HIS LISTING of 52 award-win-
-*- ning 16mm sound motion pic-

tures includes the efforts of 31 pro-

ducers of business, television and

religious films. Also listed are sev-

eral films produced by governmental

bodies and educational groups. Of

the 31 companies represented. Dy-

namic Films with four awards:

MPO Productions « ilh three: John

Sutherland Pri>ductions. Inc.. with

three: Transfihn. Inc.. with two

awards and Parthenon Pictures with

two Golden Reel Awards I first

places in the Business and Industrial

Process categories. American Film

Assembly I deserve special mention.

Awards are listed in four groups:

the 27 Business-Sponsored motion

pictures, followed by 14 films group-

ed as "Public Education"" subjects

and finally the Government-Spon-

sored group and honored Religious

Films. The only major awards group
not included here are the recent se-

lections of the National Committee
of Films for Safety, listed in a re-

cent issue.

Bananas';' Si Senor!

Sponsor: L nited Fruit Company

Producer: John Sutherland

Productions. Inc.

Silver Reel: Chris: Scholastic

Awards

A Better Way
Sponsor: Procter & Gamble

Producer: Laskv Film Productions

Silver Reel Award
i:- K- -!:-

Billfish Safari

Sponsor: McLouth Steel Corporation

Producer: Sound Masters. Inc.

Silver Reel Award
* * ._

Color Harniimv

for Your Home
Sponsor: Colorizer Association

Producer : Rippey . Henderson.

Bucknum & Co.

Silver Reel Award
if » ^

Crashing the Water Barrier

Sponsor: Socony Mobil (-)il Co.

Producer: Marathon TV Newsreel

Academy "Oscar"' Award

The First Five Minutes

Sponsor: Nat'I Board of Fire

Underwriters

Producer: Audio Productions. In

Golden Reel Award

First a Physician

Sponsor: E. I. du Pont de Nemou
Si Co.. Inc.

I

Producer: Audio Productions. Inc

Silver Reel Award

500 Miles to Go
Sponsors: Bardahl Mfg. Co.: Char

pion Spark Plug Co.: De Soto Di

of Chrysler Corp.: Monroe Shoe

Absorber Co.: Perfect Circle C

Producer: Dynamic Films. Inc.

Silver Reel ; Chris Award

The Hot Rod Handicap
f

Sponsor: Richfield Oil Corporatio

Producer: Hal Roach Studios

Silver Reel Award

Milling and Smelting

the Sudbury Nickel Ores

Sponsor: International Nickel Co.

Producer: Film Graphics

Silver Reel Award

rf * «

New England Portrait

Sponsor: New F.Tigland Mutual Lifi

Ins. Co.

Producer : Bay State Film

Productions. Inc.

<i * -:;-

A New Word lor Farming I

Sponsor: American Petroleum

Institute

Producer: Colburn Film Services,

Inc.

Silver Reel Award

« « «

The Next Ten
Sponsor: Kaiser Aluminum &

Chemical Co.

Producer: Parthenon Pictures

Golden Reel Award

(concluded on page 68
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awards

years

The trophies accumulate!

Our chents whose vision inspired the motion

pictures which made them possible are proud of them

and so are we. Meanwhile, day in and day out at Wilding,

we are creating and producing many other pictures that

are entered in the never-ending contest of competition

for business. The goals they achieve are expressed

in greater sales, improved services and more efficient

personnel. The praises they earn are expressed

in testimony from our clients who tell us that

Wilding pictures accomplish the desired results.

fV I L D I N 4 CHICAGO NEW YORK DETROIT PITTSBURGH CLEVELAND

ST. LOUIS HOLLYWOOD ORLANDO.



precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLIYWOOD FILM COMPANY
9S6 N. Seward Street. Hollywood 38. California/HOIIywood 2-3284

branch office:

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY ;

630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New Yorlt'Clrcle

Society of Photo Scientists

to Convene September 9-13
The tir>t annual c<:>nfereiic-e of

tile newly organized Society of

Photographic Scientists and Enj:i-

neers will be held at the Berkele\-

Carteret Hotel in Asburv Park. New
Jersey. September 9-13.

Co-chairmen of the convenlii^n

committee are Carl Orlando. Long
Branch. New Jersey, and Arthur E.

Neumer. Rochester. New" York. The
first issue of the society's Neivs

Bulletin announces plans to launch

a new technical publication, to be

known as the Journal of Photo-

araphir Science and Engineering.

TV Workshop, Institute Set
for UCLA '57 Summer Session

\ Telex isiiin Workshop anil a

Tele\ision Institute will be con-

ducted by the I niversitv of Cali-

fornia. Los Angeles. Extension and

the Department of Theatre Arts

during the summer months.

The Television Yi orkshop w ill be

I eld from June 24 to August 2.

Held daily from 1 to 5:30 p.m..

this six weeks session will concen-

trate on producing and directing in

television, film and radio. En-

rollment will be limited to 40. The
fee is SIOO. Directing the work-

shop will be Rudy Bretz. lecturer

and head of the television-radio de-

partment at the L niversitv.

The Television Institute, sched-

uled from July 8 to August 2. will

be composed of lectures and dis-

cussion periods under some 20

representatives of the film and tele-

vision industry. It will be possible

to register concurrently for both

the Workshop and the Institute.

Persons interested in the courses

may obtain information bulletins

and application blanks from the

Department of Conferences. I ni-

versity of California Extension. Los

Angeles 24. California. ^
SIcillman on PR Committee

R. C. Skillinan. director of Pub-

lic Relations of The Champion

Paper i> Fibre Co.. Hamilton. Ohio,

has been named among six prom-

inent forest-product-using industry

executives as a member of American

I orest Products Industries. Inc..

I'ublic Relations Committee. ^

Uete's $ GO00 te$$on!

TV TITLES BY KTS
Air Pow cr Stigc Sc\ en ... . Our Hero

Fireside Theatre . . . Nfimi . . .The Hunter

Man Against Crime., .San Francisco Beat

Crunch Adams...The Goldbergs...! Spy

Hopalong Cissidy Follow That Man
Star Theatre...Willy... Hour of M>-stcr>

an^ mi2rty otbfn not ytt rele.ised-

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
lis W. 23rd Si. New York, N.Y.
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You catch it all so perfectly on . . .

ANSCOCHROME 16 mm PNI
Quality s assured when you specify Jnscochrome J6mm Phi for all your

color work. This three tunes faster reversal color film has an exposure index ot

32, easily raised to 125 in processing!

In one-third the light demanded bv traditional films, get true, natural color

. . . greater depth-of-field . . . higher frame speeds. .And, the especially long

scale guarantees superb color uithout blocked shadows or washed-out high-

lights.

Daylight and Tungsten types for processing by consumer or commercial labs.

Available in standard roll lengths. Anscochrome 16mm PNI . . . another

great film from ANSCO, A Division of General .Aniline & Film Corporation,

Binghamton, N. Y.

For crisper. color-perfect

prints . . . AnscoType 238
Color Duplicating Film!

.Matches to the full all the true

color of your original picture. For

cleaner whites, softer middle

tones, open shadows, hi-fi sound.

Specify popular Ansco Type 238

Color Duplicating Film!

j±nSCO . . . ^^ Imed^ camfuimeH^ ifcpu can p<u^ ip44A dJzUl
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CLICK!
... and VICTOR'S improved

Hi-Lite optical system puts 38% more

light on the screen

Crisp pictures . . . sharp contrasts . . . 38% more light on the screen under

adverse room darkening conditions. Yes, the Hi-Lite optical system with

MARK II shutter is Victor's answer to Industry's 16mm projection needs.

You owe it to yourself and your audience to see how Victor with its

Hi-Lite optical system helps give you professional film showings

under problem lighting conditions.

Check ALL these advantages of Victor 16mm Projectors:

1. Easy 1-2-3 threading and operation

2. Exclusive Guardomatic Safety Film Trips for complete film protection

3. Sapphire-tipped shuttle for longer service

4. Lubrimatic Oil System with one-spot filling

5. 180° Swing-out lens for easy threading and cleaning

6. Still picture, reverse, power rewind, and many others

Send for detailed literature today!

Dept. L-57i Davenport, Iowa, U. S. A.

New York — Chicago

Qualify Motion Picture Equipment Since 1910
AFFILIATED WITH THE KALART COMPANY INC PL A t N V I L LE . CON N

MAGNASCOPE V200

Enlarges microscope
specimens, projects

MOBILE PROJECTOR
STAND
Leave projector set L

always ready. Rlgtit

projection tieight.

SILENT 16

2000' reel capacity.
Rheostat speed
control. Remote
control for forward-
reverse.

liOO ARC PROJECTOR
Meets the needs for

professional showing?
for large audiences.
Portable, and UL
approved.

F fth Columbus Film Festival

Presents 68 Chris Awards

•K Sixty-eight mution pictures, from
industrial, governmental, scholastic

and independent producer sources,

won the new Chris Award intro-

duced this year at the Fifth .Annual

Columbus Film Festival, held April

17-18 in the Southern Hotel. Colum-
bus. Ohio.

Presented in five categories, the

Chris Award is a newly designed

certificate featuring a photograph
of a 20-foot statue of Christopher

Columbus which stands at the en-

trance to the Columbus City Hall.

The statue was a 19,55 gift to the

Ohio citv from the people of Genoa.
Italy.

The Film Council of Greater

Columbus, sponsor of the festival,

intends that the new^ certificate will

vividly identify the festival as a City

of Columbus event. The Columbus
Area Chamber of Commerce joined

with the Columbus Council in intro-

ducing the Chris Award. The award
ma)- later be presented in the form
of a miniature bronze statuette.

Chris Awards were announced
Thursday. April 18. at an evening

banquet in the Southern Hotel Ter-

race Room. John J. Joseph, vice-

|iresident of Public Relations for

The Ohio Bell Telephone Company,
spoke to the banquet guests on ""The

Film as a Communications Me-
dium."

Awards in the Informational-Ed-

ucational-Cultural .Art Films cate-

gory were presented by George F.

Jenny, supervisor of Education.

Ohio Historical Society. Business

and Industrial Films awards were

presented by Emery Kartorie. man-
ager of E. K. Studios. Travel cat-

egory awards were conferred by
Daniel F. Prugh. director. Franklin

County Historical Society and pres-

ident of the Film Council of Greater

Columbus. Home Movie Film award

presentations were made bv Daniel

D. Fulmer. manager. Fulmer Insur-

ance Agency and vice-president of

Columbus Movie Makers.

Screenings of the films were held

in the afternoon and evening.

Wednesday. April 17. 1957 entries

were, for the most part, above av-

erage, according to categor\ chair-

men.

The Film Council of Greater

(jilumbus is affiliated with the

(!olumbus Area Chamber of Com-

merce, the Colundtus (!iallerv of Fine

Arts. Cohmdjus Industrial Associa-

tion, Columbus Retail Merchants

Association. Columbus Public Li-

brary and the Film Council of

America. S'
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NOW in the East it's . .

.

MOVIELAB
for

staffed by experienced COLOR

technicians.

Also KODACHROMEand ANSCO-

COLOR Printing.

"V^

_v<
COLOR LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th STREET
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360
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FOR PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

illsberg Inc.
offers a complete production service

animation
slide films
titles
telops
flip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of

packaged products

a wide
assortment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue

on request

421 WEST 54th STREET. NEW YORK 19. NY
PLAZA 7-1525

Seattle Stages a 2nd Film

and Publicizes the Mediun

¥ Yiiuthful and confiileut. the

Seattle Film Associates sponsored

their second annual Seattle Film

Festival on April 29—staging a non-

competitive, boldly localized pro-

gram in which fifty-four motion pic-

tures were shown as the "best and

latest productions available from all

over the nation in the 16mm field."

Though this year's Seattle event

was enlarged with the acceptance

of films from across the nation, the

festival served to accent Seattle and

Washington state sponsors, produc-

ers and distributors, with publicity

calling attention to the fact that

there are close to 100 16mm film

sources in and near Seattle.

20 Hours of Showings

Held in Seattle's Norwa\ Center,

the Festival featured nearly 20

hours of showings. Virtue was its

own award as the films, selected

during several months of preview-

ing, were shown, sans-trophe. in

four categories—Lands and People:

Science. Business and Industry:

Music. Art. Experimental and Lit-

erature: Human Relations and

Festival, Sans Awards,
I to Users in That Area

Comnmnity Problems. All fihns

chosen for the festival were pro-

ductions completed since September

1. 1955.

Festival screening of Modern
Feeds for Better Farming put a

local interest spotlight on the spon-

sor. Washington Co -Operative
Farmer's Association, and the

Seattle producer. Northwest Motion

Pictures. Your Career in Nursing

reflected the efforts of the Weyer-

haeuser Timber Company, sponsor,

and Seattle's Rarig Motion Picture

Company. 500 Miles to Go. a mul-

ti-sponsored filiu produced by Dy-

namic Films. Inc.. of New York

City, yielded a local angle: one of

the co-sponsors was Bardahl Manu-
facturing Corpruation of .Seattle.

Outdoor Films Are Featured

Louis R. Huber. Seattle producer

and festival publicity chairman was

represented by three films in the

event — The Great Land, Angler's

Paradise and The Alaska Railroad.

Olympic Rain Forest, produced

by Olympic Films, and Conifer

Trees and Glimpse of J/pop/i/,. pro-

duced by Martin Moyer Produc-

tions, depicted northwestern sub-

jects and exemplified Seattle pro-

duction and distribution sources.

Other Outstanding U.S. Films

Bringing nation-wide sources

home to local users, the festival in-

cluded such sponsored fare as Gen-

eral Electrics This is Automation.

Meet Mrs. Sivenson and Clean

Waters: Bell System's Our Mr. Sun:

Santa Fe Railway's San Francisco

and the Union Carbide & Carbon

Corporation's Petrified River, pro-

duced in cooperation with the I .S.

Bureau of Mines.

These and other sponsored and

independently produced subjects ,

were on free exhibition so that the

Seattle public could see the range

of subject matter available in the

16nun field. Seattle Film Associates

was formed as a film council in

1952. Its membership includes

educational, governmental, health,

religious, industrial and film pro-

duction organizations. S
^:: * *

Editor's Note: For news of Co-

lumbus. Scholastic and Golden Reel

Awards see other pages in this sec-

tion.

I



ACCURACY
This word, in film processing, is a very important

word indeed.

People tell you that one film processing job

is as good as another, and what the heck, what's the

measure of accuracy, anj^vay?

Well. To answer that one would take a very long time.

Suffice it to say here that it's summed up in

all the operations of a processing job, where even

the smallest details are of great importance.

It shows everj'where. and it positively shines when

the film appears on the screen.

What we're talking about, of course, are the people

and the operations at Precision Film Laboratories.

Here attention to detail, sound, proven techniques

are applied by skilled, expert technicians to

assure you the accurate, exact processing your films

deserve to justify your best production eff"orts.

Accuracy is a must for TV — for industrials— for

education — for all movies.

you'll see p^ and hear

P R E C S I N
FILM LABORATORIES. INC
21 West 46th Street. New York 36, New YorK

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAUSER. INC.

In everything, there is one best in film processing, it's Precision
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1

18 Years of

SPECIALIZING

EXCLUSIVELY
in 16nim

Color Printing!

Color Reproduction Company's 18 years of

16mm color print specialization has developed

a technique for guaranteed film quality which

is the Standard of the 16mm Motion Picture

Industry. These years of 16mm color film

specialization is your assurance of BETTER

16mm COLOR PRINTS!

... in 16mm Color Prints SPE-

CIALISTS DO THE FINEST

WORK! Send your next print

order to Color Reproduction

Company!

7936 Santa '^onita Blvd*, Hollywood 46, California

Telephone: OLdtield 4-8010

Sales Expsrt William Gove
to Speak at NAVA Convention
¥ William ( Billy I Gove, vice-presi-

dent of the EMC Recordings Corp..

St. Paul. Minnesota, will be the

featured speaker at the National

Audio-Visual Convention and Ex-

hibit in Chicago, July 20-2.3.

Gove is a sales consultant for

several national concerns and has

set up marketing clinics in Europe

Hsa

William Gove

for the National Sales Executives"

organization. He makes frequent

appearances at sales meetings and

conventions and has written numer-

ous articles for trade journals.

Goves appearance will climax the

1957 sessions of the National Audio-

Visual Association's annual gather-

ing. The convention is attended by

more than 2..500 audio-visual spe-

cialists—members of seven national

groups which bold concurrent ses-

sions and workshops. The NAVA
exhibit, the largest show of its kind,

attracts the latest in audio-visual

equipment and materials.

The convention and exhibit will

be held in Chicago's Morrison Hi>lel.

occupying the entire mezzanine and

first floor of the hotel. Meeting

hours for all groups are organized

to hold open time for conventioneers

to visit the exhibit. Information on

exhibit space and regulations can

be obtained by writing to Don

White, Executive - Vice - President.

National Audio-Visual Association.

Fairfax. Virginia. 9

Writer Gene Reichert Joins

J. M. Mathes, Inc. A-V Staff

Gene Reichert has joined the

Radio. Television and Motion Pic-

ture Department of J. M. Mathes,

Inc.. as a writer-producer.

Reichert formerly was a senior tv

and print copy writer at McCann-

Erickson. Inc., New York. Previ-

ously he had been a radio-tv copy

writer in the New York office of

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.. and had

operated his own business as a

writer-producer of films and Iv com-

mercials. »
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>UBLIC RELATIONS 'TRAINING' TECHNICAL • MEDICAL* FARM ... and

Eduoation;;! pictures (tliat is. teaching films) need not be

preaching Shns. ^ lien they seem to be. they seem to miss

the mark. On the other hand, a good many, good educa-

tional film- turn, over the soil, plant the seeds, cultivate

the irop and enable educators to reap a harvest, ^ou can

hrin;; a lot out of the good earth, ^ou can bring a lot out

of eager minds. The methods are identical. There is excite-

ment in iearning when it s learning, and not binn<i Idiiiiht.

Among our clients:

American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

Cast Iron Pipe Research

Association

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co.. Inc.

—and manv.

National Board of Fire

Underwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dohme

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. S. Na\T

\ irginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

\^ estern Electric Co.

manv others

Audio Productio
FILM CENTER BUILDING -630 NINTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

TELEPHONE Plaza 7-0760

Frank K. Speidell, President Herman Roessle, Vice President • P. J. Mooney, Secretary & Treasurer

Producer-Directors: L.S.Bennetts H. E. Mondell Earl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Sales Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer



One Call for all Vou Need

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
For c|uick service, expert advice

and one low price for equipment,

installation anil removal, call on
one of the nation's largest suppliers

of temporary lighting facilities

—

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are

just a few of the many items

availahle for quirk delivery

whenever and wherever needed.

LIGHTIING

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment

M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,000W

Diffusion

Scoops

Reflectors

Bullboards

Cable

PORTABLE POWER
EQLIP>IEI\T

AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil

Portable Substations

DOLLIES
Fearless and

Raby Panoram

Dollies

Crab and

Western

Dollies

GRIP
EQ11PME1\T

MacTon Turntable

for Cars and

Displays

Mole Richardson

Boom and

Perambulator

Parallels

Ladders and Steps

Scrims and Flags

Dots dnd Stands

Write or Wire
for

Catalog and
FREE

ESTIMATES!

JACK A. FROST
%^ Dept. BS

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.

1957 Scholastic Teacher

to 1 1 Sponsored Motion

f Tlie 1957 National Film and

Filnistrip Awards presented by

Scholastic Teacher magazine
have been announced. The annual

awards are based on the films' value

for high school classes in English

and the social studies.

Spc)nsored niotion pictures which

won Scholastic Teacher Film

Awards included

:

Arizona and Its Natural Re-

sources, sponsored by Phelps Dodge

Corporation, produced by Frederick

K. Rockett Co.. and distributed by

the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

United Fruit Gets Award

Bananas. 5/ Senor.'. sponsored by

Linited Fruit Company, produced by

John Sutherland Productions. Inc..

and distributed bv .Association

Films. Inc.

Don't Skid } ourselj. sponsored

by Aetna Casualty and Surety Com-

pany in cooperation with the Com-

mittee on Winter Driving Hazards

of the National Safety Council: pro-

duced and distributed by Aetna.

Hiiih Road, sponsored, produced

and distributed by Ford Motor Com-

pany.

Idaho and Its Natural Resources.

sponsored by Richfield Oil Corpora-

tion, produced bv Norman Wright

and distributed by the I . S. Bureau

of Mines.

Man oj Action, sponsored by the

American Council To Improve Our

Neighborhoods and Continental Can

Company: produced by Transfilm.

Inc.. and distributed by Association

Films. Inc.

Honor Uranium Search Film

The Petrified River, sponsored by

I nion Carbide & Carbon Corpora-

tion in cooperation with the U.S.

Bureau of Mines: produced by

MPO Productions and distributed

by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, and

Modern Talking Picture Service.

Inc.

Play It Safe, sponsored b\ John-

son & Johnson, produced by MPO
Productions. Inc.. distributed by

Association Films. Inc.

Wings to Austria, sponsored by

Pan American World Airways, pro-

duced bv Dick Durrance and dis-

tributed by Ideal Pictures. Inc.

The World that Nature Forgot,

sponsored by Monsanto Chemical

Company, produced by MPO Pro-

ductions. Inc.. and distributed by

Modern Talking Picture Service.

Inc.

Directing Your Dollar, a film-

strip sponsored by the Institute of

Film Awards Presented

Pictures and Filmstrips

Life Insurance and produced by

Wm. Gottlieb and Associates, won
a Scholastic Teacher filnistrip award.

The winning films were selected

by a panel of audio-visual leaders in

education and government. 5J'

Eastman Kodak Business Up
in First Quarter of 1957
¥ Continued gains in Eastman Ko-
dak Company business during the

first quarter of 1957 were reported

April 30 by Thomas J. Hargrave,

chairman, and .Albert K. Chapman,
president. The 1957 first quarter

was above the corresponding quarter

of a year ago and was described as

"the best first quarter thus far."

Sales of photographic products in

total were above the level of the

first quarter a year ago. Over-all

business with government and de-

fense contractors continued lower,

although sales of photographic items

to the government were at a higher

rate.

Films for business-industrv uses,

such as professional sheet films,

graphic arts films and x-ray films for

medicine and dentistry showed good

sales gains. Kodacolor and Ekta-

chrome films had sales advances.

.Some films for use in professional

motion pictures showed gains but.

in total, sales of these films were

lower. Sales of films for use in

television continued to advance.

Consolidated sales for the 12-week

period ending March 2-1. 1957. were

$163,081,735. an increase of 5.4

per cent over the .*154.7-14.604 for

the corresponding 1956 period. Net

earnings after taxes for Eastman

Kodak's 1957 first quarter were

$17,677,378. This was 4 per cent

above the $16,998,185 earned in the

first quarter of last year. y'

When you want the

BEST it's...

\ p n i' I />T" JUKUC

SLIDE DUPLICATING

-MOUNTING SERVICE

• Highest quality.

• Duplicates made from your
Stereo and 35mm originals—any
quantity.

• Ail duplicate slides mounted,
ready for viewing.

• Fast service.

Inlormalion and prices on regular mounting serv-

Ice and duplicate slides gn request. Write to:

Dept. H, Stereo Slide Service

of REALIST. INC.

2051 North 191h St.. Milwaukee 5. Wis.
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CAMERA EQUIPMENT-

Where the Pros go for

the World's Finest TV and

Motion Picture Equipment

jm£

Conversion of 100 ft.

AURICON CINE VOICE
to 1200 ft. capacity.

ludes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision con-

sion permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (1 1 min. running

e) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Also INCLUDES
allction of Veeder footage counter. We can convert your present

e Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with

ernal magazines. Conversion-less magazines $450.00

itive turret-type Viewflnder with parallax adjustment installed for

3II additional charge.

Complete line of 16nim and 36mm Cameras

K

3-wheel portable

>LLAPSIBLE DOLLY
ated with BALANCED TV Head. Also

; Professional Junior and most stand-

tripods. You can't beat it for light-

ht convenience. $300.00

SERVICE

750-2000-5000 Watt

CONE LIGHTS
Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.

750W-$75. 2000W-$110.
5000W-S175.00.Less stand.

RENTALS
•9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)

Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.

•PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. •Ele«fric Footage Timers

'Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.

•Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers. 'DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.

Complete line of Magnosync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

Prices subject lo change wifhouf nofice

New SPECTRA
3-color METER

Only accurate meter that

measures all light sources,

including daylighf. Measures

the proportionate amounts

of all 3 primary colors in the

ight source, and indicates

the filters needed for positive

color correction. Product of

Photo Research Corporation.

With case and strap $316.25
With Kelvin scale $336.25

Adjustable Collapsible

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE
Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.

Prevents slipping and damage to floors.

Model C (illustrated) $29.50
Model B (less clamps) $23.50

FRANK C. ZUCKER

^flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.,inc
Dept. S 315 West 43rd Str,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson .



MOVIOLA
FILM ':diting equipment

16MM-35MM
• PICTURE
• SOUND

Photo and
Maqnetic

• SYNCHRO.
NIZERS

• REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas for
picture and
sound.

A Significant "First" in Medical Film History—

International Exhibition of Medical Films Brings

Best of 15 Countries to AMA Convention June 4-7

Write for

Cotofogue

Dept. B

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
IJ5I Gordon St C Hollvwood 28, Calif.

Annual Buyer's Guide
to Projection Equipment
'^ ^ nm l'),^7 Aiiiiti.tl l>ii\i'i^f

Guide tti all audio-\isual pro-

jection equi|jnient and acces-

sories will he presented in Issue

5. publishing August. 1957.

AI'uoj'HETic French Surgecn.

Dr. Eugene Doyen, wrote in

the 1890"s "'a motion picture of a

typical operation could explain to

a thousand persons in less than one

minute what an entire lecture could

demonstrate to only a small number
of students placed near the teacher."

Students in the remotest countries,

predicted Dr. Doyen, "would be

able to acquaint themselves with

the practice of outstanding mas-

ters."

On June 4-7. during the annual

meeting of the American Medical

Association in New York city, some
18.000 physicians will have the

privilege of attending the first mod-

ern fiilfilhiient of Dr. Doyen's

prophecy when the A.M.A.'s office

of Motion Pictures and Medical

Television holds an International

Medical Film Exhibition. Contin-

uous showings of 45 medical films

gathered from 15 countries will be

held at New York's Barbizon Plaza

Hotel from 9 a.m. through 4 p.m.

It is also a "first" for the A.M. A..

full(.)\\ iiig its con\ention "firsts" of

live color telecasts in 1949. scien-

tific exhibits in 1899 and amplified

broadcasts of heartbeats. Ralph P.

Creer. Director of Motion Pictures

and Medical Television for the As-

sociation, spent many months ar-

ranging the overseas contributions.

Subjects range from blastomycosis

to volvulus: countries represented

are worldwide in scope and include

Australia. Japan. Italy. France.

Czechoslovakia. England. Switzer-

land. Brazil. Guatemala, and Mex-

ico. Nearly all films are in color

and sound tracks have been pro-

vided with English narration.

Symposium on June 6th

The program ua^ made possible

through the cooperation of Johnson

and Johnson and includes a sym-

posium on Thursday. June 6 on

"The International Exchange of

Medical Films." Speakers include

Wilbert Pearson. Chief. Attestation

and Review Staff. Motion Picture

Service. U.S. Information Agency.

Washington. D.C.. and Henk Nieu-I

wenhuize. Director. International!

Rehabilitation Film Library Inter

national Society for the Welfare of|

Cripples. New York citv.

Films Tour After Exhibition

Following the exhibition, the 45

1

films shown will be loaned to state!

and county medical groups and I

medical schools. Technical interest!

in the presentations is keen, w ith |

more than 50 medical film produc

ers. technicians and audio-visual ex-

1

perts from overseas also expected tri

attend.

Admission of persons directly in

terested in these programs can be

arranged by special permission of

the Director, the Office of Motion

Pictures and Medical Television.
|

American Medical Association. 535

North Dearborn Street. Chicago 10. I

Sometimes We Overlook The Obvious!
The nationally recognized quality built into Calvin production work is

available to you — as a Calvin services customer. Our standard of quality

in 16mm film* is a PLUS value — a producer's understanding of other pro-

ducers' needs. Just one reason why we are working in partnership with

hundreds of other producers today!

V^ Complete Productions

^ All Production Services

V^ B/W or Color Printing and Processing

V^ Projection Equipment

. THE CALVIN COMPANY

^^KTmnan Road nOu^Kansas City iKansas City 6, Mo.
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I Think . . . therefore I Am

Like many time-honored adages, this one

tells only half the story.

Because people feel as well as think, imderstanding

and acceptance of what you want to do must be won

in their hearts as well as their minds.

Our business is helping business make its

ideas understood and accepted by communicating

them to employees, oistomers, and the community

with both emotional and intellectual impact.

COMMUNICATORS 31 WEST 53RD STREET • NEW YORK 19. N.

PLAZA 7-0651
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Creative film making

IS not a man

.

... it is many experienced Kling specialists

working together as a group

in the production of industrial and television films

which merchandise products

in a creative . . . effective . . . way!

Crcatixily, (^)uality.anij Service

in Every Plia^e of llit- Kilin Making An

KLING film
productions

Chicago: 1058 west Washington blvd. seeley 8-4181

Hollywood: 1416 north lobrea Hollywood 3-2141

People and Prnfils

Sponsor: American Newspaper
Publishers Association.

Title: People, Profits and You. 25

mill., color, produced by Trans-

film. Inc.

-•' The challenge to business of a

vastly growing productive capacity,

together with increased population

and disposable personal income, is

the major theme of a new 26-nnnutc

color motion picture. People. Prof-

its and You. produced for the Bu-

reau of Advertising of the American

Newspaper Publishers Association

by Transfilm. Inc.

Featuring the Hall of Profit, in

which are "enshrined" typical ex-

amples of successful manufacturers,

the film points up the marketing

approaches that have proved to be

most effective in today's highlv ex-

panded economy.

Novel visual and thematic dexices

dramatize the many factors which

have created the burgeoning market

of toda}" and tomorrow. A group

of life-size mannet]uiris. for ex-

ample, depict a typical but now

outmoded ffniily group of 1945.

There were only 139 million people

then, notes the film, and most of

them were without the modern

home appliances in connnon use

today. In contrast, a live 1957

family is shown in newer dress and

with the new interests which,

coupled with an increased popula-

tion, have built the favorable

market.

^19! Million Population by '65

Buyers in todays market shcjuld

increase to 19.3 million by 1965

when a S600 billion gross national

output is expected. In 1955. our

gross national output was about

$391 billion with disposable person-

al income at nearly 8271 billion.

New, varied Interests like the in-

creasing popularity of home garden-

ing offer opportunities to suppliers.

K I I N G K 1 1 N G K I I N G

In 1945, notes the narrator, the U.S.

population of 1 39 million had low

per-family ov^nership of appliances.

Now there are I 70 million customers.

Disposable income is building to an

indicated S400 billion by 1965 and

rising with it is the multiplicity of

products and services. More people

are buying more products, but the

competition grows sharper each

month, observes the film.

New Trends in Selling Methods

Especially signilicant are changes

taking place in selling methods.

Dominant among these changes,

says the film, is the trend away

from retail salesmanship toward

self-service. In supermarkets alone,

self-service accounts for 92' i of

sales and is spreading to other

types of outlets such as drug, hard-

ware, department and specialty

stores. The upshot of this trend is

to put a greater burden than tver

wtxxj

THERE'S
NO PLACE

LIKE
XK XX XXXX
XX XX WOtJ—

ssas

FOR
COLOR FILMSTRIPS

AND SLIDES
The masters malte tlic difference

itl
FRANK HOLMES

LABORATORIES INC.

1947 FIRST STREET
ISAN FERNANDO, CALIF.|

1 EMPIRE 5-4501
\

te WRITE FOR BROCHURE SSSS
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In 1952, an ourboard motor manu-
facturer's change in ad strategy put

the company's messages in high po-

tential areas, brought desired results.

im pre-selling through effective

adxertising.

Numerous case histories uf suc-

cessful advertising and selling tech-

niques are clearly demonstrated in

the motion picture. Cited as most

effective are the promotions which

are tailored to fit each market and

which direct heaviest concentration

to areas where product demand is

greatest. .Advertising dollars, like

salesmen, should be routed where

they reach their greatest potential.

Gear Campaigns to Markets

The key to profits is the recogni-

tion that todays market and today's

people are decidedly different from

those of yesterday, concludes the

film. Sales campaigns must be

geared to the present market.

People. Profits and i ou is being

shown to advertising executives na-

tionally through the regional offices

of the Bureau of Advertising in

New \ork. Chicago. Detroit. Los

Angeles and San Francisco.

The film was produced entirely in

Hollywood bv Transfilm. under the

supervision of Edward A. Falasca,

director of ANPA"s Bureau of Ad-

vertising. ^
Who owns the oil wells? In this Illus-

tration from People, Profits and
You" It's the man on the left.

Projector makes points about pens
Workers at Esterbrook Pen Company's

Mexican plant don't speak a word of

English. But they are taught to make
pens by watching job training films

shown to best advantage on RCA
16mm Sound Projectors. Esterbrook

relies on RCA Projectors for superior

results for more than 100 films used

in Denmark. France, Venezuela, Eng-

land, and Canada.

Your show—whether it's for training

like Esterbrook's, or for safety, selling

or public relations—will come off per-

fectly on an RCA Projector. Depend-

ability is designed into the machine

through such advances as the long-life

induction motor, the special "Stellite"*

'Rt£. Tmk. of Union OirbiJt 6 Carhiin Corp.

Steel pull-down claw, which engages

film gently without wearing, large di-

ameter. 16-tooth sprockets for safe-

guarding film by distributing tension

over a larger film area, precision "float-

ing" film guides to caress the films at

pressure points. Fewer and slower-

moving parts keep operating purr from

distracting the audience. Thread-easy

film path and simplified controls allow

novices to run RCA Projectors with

professional results.

See proof of RCA Projector simplicity

and efficiency. Call your RCA Audio-

Visual Dealer and ask him to bring a

projector to your office. He is in the

Classified Telephone Directory under

"Motion Picture Equipment and Sup-

plies." From him. or by writing Radio

Corporation of America. Dept. S-2j,

Building 15-1. Camden 2. N. J., you

can quickly obtain a free copy of the

very interesting film planning book,

"Films . . . Projectors . . . Ideas."

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Audio- Visual Products, Camden, N. J.

Trntlil S
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The Case in Pohit:

TRAVEL PROMOTION

Problem: How to produce a film trav-

elogue that would surpass a predecessor

which, for eight years, had been an out-

standing business-getter.

The Film: "Holiday in Hawaii," a

28-minute sound-color motion picture

for United Air Lines.

In 1948, we proJuced "High-Way to Ha-

waii" for United Air Lines. During the next eight

years, it was shown to over 25 million people and

thousands of them flew to Hawaii via United as a

result. One of United's chief executives character-

ized the fihn as "the most successful single promo-

tional effort in the company's history."

In 1955, we were asked to produce a re-

placement that would surpass the old film in every

way— in color, in glamour, and most of all, in

direct sales results. We are happy to report that

"Holiday in Hawaii." released last Fall, has ap-

parently accomplished this purpose— winning crit-

ical acclaim from audiences everywhere and high

praise from the sponsor for its selling power.

Ringing the bell with audiences and on

the cash register, too, is a characteristic of Gate &
McGlone films. If you're interested in evaluating

our work, write for screening prints.

QM
CATEVMOLONE

1521 cross roads of the world

hollywood 28, California

iiiBlia

PUBLIC RELATIONS IN NATIONAL DEFENSE

A New Martin-Sponsored Picture

Shows Air Force Jet Operations

Sponsor: The Martin Coiupain.

Title: iVorlli Field Combat Operalions. 20 mill..

color, produced by the Martin Engineering

Division. Laboratory: The Calvin Company.

¥ The Martin Company has released a new

16mm color (ilm depicting a typical Air Force

.^ipiadron undergoing transitional training from

single-jet to twin-jet Martin RB-.STs.

During the iiioiilh of May. 19.56. the 4.3rd

Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron left Shaw

AFB for a month of intensified ground and

flight training at North Field, an isolated land-

m" strip in South Carolina, where the monoto-

nous pattern of sand flats and scrub pines is

broken only by a control tower and a concrete

runway. Here, since the 43rd wanted to train

its flight and ground crews under field condi-

lions. the men lived and worked in tents.

The Martin Company, with the cooperation of

the Air Force, sent a camera crew along with

I he 43rd. For a week the crew lived in the

field, inhaled dust and the fumes of jet fuel, and

recorded the North Field story as it happened.

When the week was up. they had the "feer'

of what was happening at North Field and they

had the film to tell the story of how a squadron

flies, how it keeps its planes flying and how it

relaxes. Thev picked Lieut. Don Friend, of

Buffalo. N.Y.. as a good example of a cleancut,

voung Air Force Officer and followed him

through the significant events of one day in his

life at the camp, starting with the briefing tent

at dawn and ending with the night photo-re-

connaissance mission.

The most thrilling scenes in the film are the

aerial shots of the RB-57. flying high above the

South Carolina countryside. These inflight

scenes were shot from a T-33. while other aerial

views of both the camp and of the plane taxiing

for takeoff were photographed from an H-19

helicopter.

The basic mission of the 43rd is night jihoto-

reconnaissance which presented the technical

ilifticulty of filming a black plane on a night

mission. This was overcome by shooting realis-

tic models in the studio.

For free loan bookings of A'or//i Field Combat

Operations apply to the Presentations Section,

Martin. Baltimore. Attn: Ann Juliano. ^

ARTfej^VlDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington 2 7378-9
CViDFAnT;

>o

r \

16mm color

interneffative-positive

printing and processing

' ST^ 5r^ 3?^ J?*?" ^T^ 3^ 5?

preserves originals

gives excellent color lidelity

and color saturation

saves costs

COLOR SLIDEFILM
lemm BLACK and WHITE

16mm COLOR MOTION PICTURE

Box 2408, Gary 5, Indiana
Laboratory:

5929 East Dunes Highway

Telephones:
Gary. YEUowstone 8-1114

Chicago, SAginaw 1.4600

J
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This scene-stealer has stolen 60 miUion hearts, too!

His name is "Buttons", and he's the star of a delightful

26-minute color movie, "Member of the Family", pre-

sented as a public (and canine) service of the Ken-L-

Products Division of the Quaker Oats Company.

In two years, and after 14,879 group showings and 565

telecasts, "Member of the Family" has won the unanimous

—and enthusiastic—approval of children and grown-ups

of all ages!

It is important for sponsors such as Quaker Oats to

know not only how a film is performing but what users

think of the film and how audiences are reacting to it.

As part of our regular monthly reporting service, we for-

ward to our sponsors all comments and suggestions from

film-users.

Forty-six years ago Association Films pioneered the

distribution of industry-sponsored motion pictures. We
have never lost our pioneering zeal, namely to help spon-

sors take the best advantage of the exciting audience pos-

sibilities in this dynamic medium. If you would like to

know more about Association Films. America's first dis-

tributor, please write Dept. B, 347 Madison Avenue,

New York 17, N.Y.

ASSOCIATION FILMS INC.
347 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

RIDGEFIELD, N.

Broad at Elm

lA GRANGE, lU.

561 Hillgrove Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO
799 Stevenson St,

DALLAS
1 108 Jackson St.
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PARTHENON PICTURES

-Hollywood-

Cap Palmer Unit
Documentary films for business

DOUBLE WINNER 1957

GOLDEN REEL AWARDS
Best '"Business" Film

OUTSIDE THAT ENVELOPE"
What Group Insurance and Re-

tirement benefits mean to em-
plovecs. 4;i min. color. Conn.
General Lite Ins. Co.

* * *

Best "Industrial Processes"

"THE NEXT TEN"-tlie story

ol an .American business and the
') men who built it Irom zero to

greatness in 10 exciting vears. ."2

min. tolor. Kaisor .Mmnininii.

o

<

Also Cited for Final

Screenings — at

.^merica.\ Film
Assembly

"tools of telephony"
Western Electric Compan.v

"THE LIFETIME LOOK"
Conn. Gen. Life Ins. Co.

"HOLIDAY FOR B.\NDS"
Lasky-Parthenon
Productions

1956 Golden Reel
Winner
•THE iMAN WITH A
THOUSAND HANDS"
Int'l Harveste!' Company

Other 1956-"57

PR(>DLt:TIONS

"A HOTEL IS BORN"
—Hilton

GREAT BIG BIRTHDAY'
—Borden

•ELSIE & CO."—Borden

ANNOUNCING
Formation of the TECHFILMS

UNIT for missile and aircraft report

films; Jack Feierbacker, ex-Douglas,

in charge.

ADVANCE COPY
Cap Palmer's chapter for Writ-

ers' Guild anthology textbook on
screen writing, "BUSINESS FILM
AND THE WRITER," free on letter-

head request.

Parthenon makes only films for

b s'ness, no TV.

IBmni BULLETIIV BDAHD rKview
A Quick Reference Guide to Useful New Films & Sources

Communism In Hungary

•K Revolt of a Generation, a 20-

minute docunientar\ cm the plight

of Hungary under Communist rule,

has been released In the L'. S. In-

formation Agency.

Building dramatic continuity

with American nevvsreel photog-

raphy, the film recounts Hungary's

nightmare of tyranny from the be-

ginning of Communist control in

1948 to (he recent heroic but

crushed revolt of the Hungarian

people.

Revolt oj a Generation, prepared

for overseas showings, is available

in the United States through United

World Films. Inc.. Government

Dept.. 1445 Park Avenue. New
York 29. N.Y.

North American Defense

* Sky Watch on 55, 30 minutes,

color, rejjorts on the construction

of a gigantic aerial detection sys-

tem in Canada for the protection

of the North American continent

—

the Mid-Canada Warning Line.

Sponsored by the Bell Telephone

Company of Canada. Sky Watch on

55 records an effort which, it is

believed, will have great effect on

Canada's development—beyond the

projects importance in the defense

necessity. Bv dog team, canoe,

helicopter, airplane, ship and "cat

train" men and materials have

reached station sites from the coast

of Labrador to the Rocky Moun-

tains in the region of the 55th

parallel in Canada's sub-Arctic to

build the new t\pe of defense net-

work.

Produced by Crawley Films Lim-

ited of Ottawa. Sky Watch on 55

will be shown across Canada

through local telephone organiza-

tions.

Foundry Operations

M The Big Difference, 16 minutes,

color, shows a new concept in

foundry operations—a casting en-

gineered by the Product Develop-

ment Engineering Department of

Superior Steel & Malleable Castings

Company of Benlon Harbor. Mich.

From the original weldment to

finished product, the film covers

the dexelopment of a Superior Steel

casting, providing information for

the designer and developer. A

materials handling manufacturer

doubts the functional strength of

an arm lift weldment used on a

piece of earth moving equipment.

A salesman suggests the use of a

casting to replace the original part.

A series of tests of the original

weldment and a Superior designed

casting point up the strength of

the sponsor's engineered casting.

The Big Difference is available

from Superior Steel and Malleable

Castings Company. Benton Harbor.

Michigan.

Drafting Technique

-I' 3 Dimensional Drafting, approx-

imately two reels, compares the .3-

dimensional technique with conven-

tional methods of drafting to show

the advantages of ""3-D " methods

over flat plane or orthographic

drawings.

Of interest to engineers, drafts-

men and production executives, the

picture is being made available to

engineering societies, industrial or-

ganizations and schools. Produced

bv Knowledge Builders. 3 Dimen-

sional Drafting is sponsored by

.John R. Cassell Company. Inc.. 110

West 42nd Street. New York 36.

N.Y. Inquiries concerning the

availability of the film should be

sent to this address.

(continued on FACING PAGE)

!

film associates inc.

'\
A

4600 south dixie avenue • dayton 9 • ohio "s

„,^.^,^. ,... I

f since 1937

y
OUR TWENTIETH YEAR

^"kiKiw^^iKWKS**
Phone: Walnut 2164

PARTHENON IMCTIRES

2625 Temple St. Hollywood 26

LARGEST MOST COMPLETE STUDIOS & LABORATORY IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

* FILM PROCESSING—Negative, Positive, Reversal * DAILY SERVICE .

i: COLOR—B&W Duplicates ii Optical Effects "j!? Color Masters

PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT

TWO LARGE SOUND STAGES • 1.000 AMPS. • OUR OWN BUILDING

COMPLETE ANIMATION SERVICE tj OXBERRY STAND ::? ART DEPARTMENT * HOT

PRESS TITLES ., FINEST RECORDING AND RE-RECORDING FACILITIES ^ MUSIC

LIBRARY vV PORTABLE KINESCOPE UNIT ^: SERVICES WITH SPECIALISTS FOR ANY

PHASE OF YOUR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

REQUEST OUR PICTORIAL BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST
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BULLETIIV BOARD:

Management Control

* Electronic Computers Improve

Managemem Control, color, deals

»illi the value of electronic data

processing techniques in business.

Distributed on a sale and rental

basis by the University Extension

of L niversitv of California. Los

.Angeles, this film focuses on the

troubles of a manufacturing organ-

ization which loses a large order

because of production delays. Trac-

ing the order's ordeal from place-

ment to inventory check, material

requisition and production, the

management sees that paperwork

delays are the problem—because

they result in lack of management

control. How computers serve

efficiently in such a situation is

shov\n.

Electronic Computers ... is avail-

able for rental at SIO. Purchase

price of the film is -S150. Preview-

prints for organizations interested

in purchasing are available on a

transportation charge basis from:

Educational Film Sales Dept.. Uni-

versitv Extension (UCLAi. For

rental prints contact: Dept. of Vis-

ual Instruction. University Exten-

sion. A list of other rental libraries

stocking the films will be sent on

request.

Compressed Air Power

Overworked and Underpowered,

23 minutes, color, argues visually

for "properlv engineered installa-

tion and distribution of compressed

air power" as the wav to maximum
production efficiencv.

Sponsored by Compressed Air

and Gas Institute. Cleveland, Ohio,

the equipment study is aimed at

production executives, production

workers, engineering educators. ajJ-

prentices and students. The film

offers ideas on cost reduction,

checking procedures in the use of

compressed air power, and on-the-

job instruction. With the trend to

mechanization, the flexibility of

compressed air devices and tools

is most important, the picture

cautions.

Prints of Oveniorked and I nder-

powered are available for -8150 each

from: Educational Committee. Com-

pressed Air and Gas Institute. 1400

Terminal Tower. Cleveland 13,

Ohio.

Send in Your Listings

M Sponsors and distributoi> of films

available for group loan are invited

to submit basic data on new releases.

Please include length, brief descrip-

tion of content and loan sources. 9'

New audio system in

Bell & Howell

magnetic recording projector

New FILMOSOUND 302-E has 50% more output-

high fidelity response—at no increase in price!

Bell & Howell pioneered low-cost sound movies through

magnetic recording on film with the Filmosound pro-

jector. Now the new 302-E i Bell & Howell's third mag-

netic model ) introduces still more improvements that

add the thrill of hi-fi sound to your 16rTmn films.

Its powerful 15-watt amplifier has 50% more output.

The wide-range frequency response — like an ex-pensive

high fidelity instrument— will reproduce any sound in the

audible range. Microphone sensitivity has been tripled.

An additional "peak" indicator light and automatic switch-

ing of input circuits help to make recording even simpler.

The Filmosound 302-E not only enables you to create

and enjoy top-quality sound movies — it also brings out

the best in magnetic tracks previously recorded ! And, of

course, you get brilliant, sharp projection of either

optical or magnetic sound films. The 302-E is lighter in

weight, easier to operate — all at no increase in price'.

$100.00 trade-in bonus! For a limited time, your old

projector is worth $100.00 more than its "Blue Book"

value when you trade it in on a versatile, new Filmosound

302-E. And your Bell & Howell dealer will soundstripe

up to 400 feet of your favorite 16mm film absolutely jrce

— just to demonstrate 302-E performance.

See your dealer today! Or write Bell & Howell, 7108

McCormick Road. Chicago 45. Illinois.

50 YEARS OF FINER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION

Bell & Howell
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BUSINESS SCREEN: Two Decades of LEADERSHIP

Get Your Message
To Any Sixe Audience, .

wit h this POWER-PACKED "PACKAGE'

DuKane
the proven name in

audio-visual devices.

Since 1922

Award '^ Gulden Heels as 1,DDD Attend

the Fuurth Annnal American Film Assembly

THIS YEAR'S Golden Reel Film

Festival slmwetl a new face to

the thousand representatives of

producers, sponsors, dislrihulor-

and users of 16nini information mo-

tion pictures and slidefilms who at-

tended the Festival at the Statler

Hotel in Neu 'i ..rk. April 22-20.

Much of the carnival atmosphere

whicli marked previous affairs of

the American Film Assembly was

missing, and the film enthusia.sts in

attendance seemed more intent on

utilizing the workshop aspects of

the meetings.

Officially, the Golden Reel Film

Festival was a part of the Fourth

Annual American Film Assembly of

the Film Council of America. 258

films were entered in the competi-

tion for "Golden Reels" awarded in

23 categories. For three days, over

three hundred jurors took part in

judging the films, winding up with

presentations at a banqucl cm April

25.

Unequal Competition for Honors

Criticism has been levied against

methods of categorizing films en-

tered in the Festival in the past. and.

against methods of judging them.

The same criticism can be applied

to this year's Golden Reels, or. in

fact to any competition of this na-

ture in which, let us say. "apples"

are running against "oranges'" to

see whicli is prettier.

It is just not possible to judge the

merits of a film made to sell bread

in Atlanta, as compared to another

film designed to explain the facts of

sexual reproduction to Junior High

School students. \ et. these very

two pictures were in competition

against each other, and similar

anomalies occurred in praclicallv

e\'erv category.

Impor+ance of Purpose Is Cited

Howe\er. it nmsl be said that of

all competitions of this nature, this

year"s Golden Reels judging tried to

Above: Producer Howard Lesser re-

ceives Golden Reel award at Assem-

bly banquet Irom Vv^arren Sturgis,

general chairman of the event.

accomplish tlie selection of winners

as fairly as humanly possible. Time

and again, it was noted how jury

chairmen emphasized and re-empha-

sized the importance of purpose in

considering the merits of films.

Faced with an almost impossible

task, those responsible for guiding

the juries into maintaining the right

criteria did a remarkably able job.

Although exact statistics are not

available, it seemed that screenings

were nmch better attended this year

than in the past. Many categories

produced audiences that filled all

seats, standing room, and not in-

frequently overflowed into the cor-

ridors. A random survey of audi-

ences indicated that most people

thought the films entered this year

were of a liiglier quality than ever

before. And while some very good

films were overlooked in the awards,

those that did win. without excep-

lioii. merited the distinction.

Critiques Follow the Screenings

Following eacli day of screening

in the various categories, critiques

and workshops were held the fol-

lowing morning at which the pros

and cons of various films, types and

techniques were aired.

One interesting connnent over-

Left: world-famed Helen Keller

(seated center) was an honored guest

during the recent rourth Annual

American Film Assembly. The film

story of her life, produced by Nancy

Hamilton, has been internationally

shown. Its U.S. distributor, Leo Drat-

field, is in the right foreground of

the picture. Wally Ross, Assembly

publicity chairman, is in the back-

ground, behind Miss Keller.
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want

enthusiastic

salesmen?
put on this

PREPARED
SALES
MEETING

"The Attitude That Gets Business"

Here, in one package, is everything

you need to sfage a hard-blt+inq sales

meeting—at small cost and with ex-

tremely little preparation. Dramatic

film highlights create deep, lasting im-

pressions of successful selling methods.

Used by leading companies the nation

over. Effective for any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $22.50

< COMPLETE TEXT-*of step by

* step guidance. Contains instruc-

tions, remarks which you may read

or improvise upon, questionnaires

that reveal individual selling weak-

nesses, sales problems to stimu-

late discussion, summarized high-

lights and send-home follow-up

material.

2 STRIPFILM-illustrates, with

** realistic situations, how a sales-

man's attitude often gains or

loses the sale. Shows how desire

to serve is more effective than de-

sire tc get business.

^ SOUND RECORDING—Nar-
^* ration by Harlow Wilcox puts the

message across clearly, forcefully,

convincingly.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $22.50 now and
save shipping costs (or we can bill you
if you prefer). If material does not
meet your need you may return it and
pay only the small service charge of

$10.00 to cover the cost of handling.
plus postage both ways.

Better Selling Bureau
6108-B Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, California

A Divlslcn of Rocket Pictures, Inc.

heard at the Industrial Critique was

that it seemed that films were no

longer made to lengths tailored to

their subject material, but were uni-

\ersallv made to check out exactly

with television time segments. Those

taking part in the Critique felt that

this often resulted in padding, anti-

climaxes and stultification, longed

for the old days when a film could

"get -up-speak-up-shut-up ' without

the limitation of the 14 and 28 min-

ute time limits.

The American Film Assembly did

not encourage exhibitors to partic-

ipate this year, and such space as

was in evidence was informal,

merely literature spread on a table

top.

Encouraging more exhibits, wider

membership, possible increase in

entry fees, and more support from

business and the audio-visual indus-

Irv were the key points discussed in

business meetings of the Film Coun-

cil of -iXmerica. Since support from

funds donated by various philan-

thropic foundations has dwindled to

almost nothmg. the FCA is currently

hard pressed to maintain its activi-

ties in the manner it has in the past.

No concrete proposals were ap-

proved in Advisory Council or the

membership meetings, but it was

agreed that some steps must be un-

dertaken very soon to find some

means to underwrite the FCA's

minimum operating expenses.

Thorold Dickinson. Chief of Film

Services of the Lnited Nations,

spoke at the Film Assembly Lunch-

eon, held on April 23. His topic.

The World Is Our Public empha-

sized the importance of film in tell-

ing of man's struggle for freedom.

H. A. ToUefson. president of the

Film Council of America, presided

at the annual banquet, and the head

table of dignitaries from the fields

of industry, education, labor, gov-

ernment, etc. presented each winner

with Golden Reel plaque, and run-

ners-up with Silver Reel Certifi

cates. y
Below; Nat Zuclcer. president of Dynamic
Films, iooic active part in the Industrial

Cntqje seminar at the American Film

A.sse-nblv last month.

'Goffo hove a screening

tomorrow nighl.

'Yes sir we'// gef it there .

on time!"

package

air mail
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"Capital really lives

up to our promises/'

RCA Sound Recording

Editing

Processing

Printing, Color and Blacl<-and-White

Magnetic Laminating

CAPITAL
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

1905 Falrview Ave., N. E.,

\A/ashington 2. D. C.

LAwrence 6-4.634

SIGHT & soup
Top Ten Advertisers Carry
25 Percent of Television Costs

•¥ TV s current status is being

summed up in many quarters these

days, including the financial marts.

With 489 TV stations operating in

the U. S. (about 14 times that of

Canada's present 35 stations ( . this

country "enjoys the highest level of

TV activity in the world" accord-

ing to one financial analysis. The
L'. S. has nearly 40 million TV-
homes: Great Britain is second with

6.1 million. Canada has 2.2 million.

The top 10 TV advertisers paid

about 25 percent of the nations TV
bill last year. The food and grocery

group spent the most for spot time,

while the top ten industries paid

.$318.5 million for spot time alone.

Harris. Lipham & Co.. nationwide

investment brokerage firm, analyzes

the comparative expenditures for

program content: '"Of the billions of

dollars spent on commercial TV in

1956. less than 25 percent went di-

rectly into the creation of program

content. The rest, almost $900 mil-

lion, went toward the purchase of

program time, commercials and

commercial spot time."

Much of this interest and the

main concern of major entertain-

ment film producers in Hollywood

as well as the nations exhibitors is

directed at the impending FCC de-

cision on Toll-TV. Zenith's Phone-

vision. Paramount Pictures" Tele-

meter and the Skiatron Subscriber-

Vision system may well get their

chance to prove their economic

theories. Certainly the burden of

network TV costs is excessive to all

but the largest advertisers.

One result of Toll-TV I IF it gets

an FCC green light I will be a com-

plete re-shuffling of television film

thinking and planning. Actually, it

might do both advertisers and audi-

ences a lot of good an<l it puts the

burden of proof i>ii ihc Tcjll-TV

people who have to put out some-

thing worth ihe price the viewer

must la\" on the line to see the

sho^^-. "

IS'

Sight/Sound Videotape
Still "Experimental" at 3M
-¥ Befi»re \ou make- \nur next H'l-

tarv Club speech on the miracles of

electronic progress, consider the re-

cent headaches encountered by the

Minnesota Mining and Manufac-

turing Company in the manufacture

of videotape needed by the three

networks (CB.S. NBC and ABC I as

they recentiv converted delayed net-

work programs at the start of day-

light saving time.

The nets wim the race with their

Got grievances?

solve 'em . . .

prevent 'em

. . . put on this

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

Title:

"Handling Grievances"

Here, in one package, is everything you

need fo stage an effective training meet-

ing. So flexible you can use it as a IS-

minute "qulcltie" or a stimulating 2-hour

conference. Modern audio-visual tech-

niques drive home important lessons in

human relations and management proce-

dure. Proved effective for any type of

business.

ALL FOR JUST $22.50
LEADER'S MANUAL— a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. Just fol-

low It step by step. Contains

i^\\ instructions, data for chart or

i^P^J blackboard work, and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or improvise upon.

STRIPFILM—dramatically reveals the con-

^"^ ditions that lead to grievances.

j? Shows how supervisors can cor-

^^ rect them and maintain better

human relations.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that

never tires, never omits, never

^^^ forgets. Narration by Harlow

^B§ Wilcox puts the strlpfilm's mes-

^^^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each

supervisor. For companies con-

ducting the entire series of

eight meetings, suggestions for

certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your checit for $22.50 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you

if you prefer). If material does not meet

your need you may return it and pay

only the small service charge of $10.00

to cover the cost of handling, plus post-

age both ways.

ROCKET PICTURES
INC.

6I0fi-A Sanfa Alonico Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, Calif.
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new Ampex sight sound magnetic

reproducers thanks to 3M supplies

of the ""exceptional quality of mag-

netic recording tape' necessary for

the new machines—enough for un-

interrupted programming although

at the moment there is no surplus.

Herbert B. I?eutow. 3M president,

disclosed the problem, as he com-

mended TV' networks for their ex-

tensive videotape evaluation pro-

grams and 3M"s own videotape task

forces of more than a score of sci-

entists, engineers and technicians

who had worked on a crash pro-

gram basis for several months in

order to develop and produce a

"workable" magnetic tape for the

video recording machines.

A good hard look at the real

problem was given by Beutow when

he gave evidence of the difficulties

involved in producing videotape

—

still considered an ""experimental""

product b\ the 3M Company. He said

that in the past 12 months some 200

production runs resulting in hun-

dreds of reels of the two-inch wide

tape had been made. Yet ""only a

few"" reels had proved to be suitable

for network television use on the

Ampex machines.

-Apparently it will be a little while

vet before anv major revolutions oc-

cur in the tried and tested ways of

turning out films. S"

Eastern Firms Merge as

United States Productions, Inc.

-K The forniatiuii "I L niled States

Productions. Inc.. through the mer-

ger of two leading motion picture

producers in the East—Science Pic-

tures. Inc.. and Information Produc-

tions. Inc.—has been announced by

Francis C. Thaver. president of

Science Pictures and Thomas H.

Wolf, president of Information Pro-

ductions.

Mr. Tha>er. president of the new

parent company, pointed out that

the amalgamation is in accordance

with an overall plan for the develop-

ing of an international film-making

organization to serve clients in this

countrv and abroad in all phases of

motion picture, animation and slide-

film work. Mr. Thayer is leaving

for Europe this month to set up film

production facilities in Rome. Paris

and London.

Founded in 1948, Science Pic-

tures produces sales, training, medi-

cal, educational, industrial, docu-

mentary and annual report films.

Information Productions was estab-

lished in 1951 and has specialized

in the field of public information

and television film series and pack-

age shows. Both organizations have

produced numerous television com-

mercials. S"

SCREENS
In just five seconds—yes. only five fleeting seconds

—you can set up a portable Radiant Tripod Screen.

This amazingly easy quick set-up is made possible

by Radiant's convenient, no-stoop "touch of the

toe" automatic leg lock and other Radiant design

features. AND, this is only one of many Radiant

advantages that have made Radiant the world's

largest selling screens.

From the compact Jiffy to

the NEW WIDE screens
There is a Radiant Screen for

every projection need, from the

Jiffy measuring only 30" x 30"

to hugeCinemaScope-type screens

measuring up to 30 feet. This

includes table, tripod, wall and

wall-ceiling screens in a wide
range of sizes. Send today for the

new Radiant Screen Guide, which

tells you how to select the type of

screens that best fills your needs.

Send today for FREE booklet!

Available only horn authorized Radiant audio-visual dealers

RADIANT MFG. CORPORATION i

1225 SOUTH TALMAN AVE, CHICAGO 8, ILL. !

Send me your FREE Screen Guide and circular on your |

complete line.
J

AOOBESS-

CITY

RADIANT MFG. CORPORATION
1225 South Talmon Avenue, Chicago 8, Illinois

A SUBSTDIARY OF UNITED STATES

HOFFMAN MACHINERY CORPORATION
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Mitchell Camera Films full color panoramic views ot Roniun Soldier sequence ttom the Bob Jones University Film, "Wine of Morning."

UNIVERSITY MAKES FEATURE FILM
University Film Production Unit

Shoots Full-Length Motion Picture on Campus

In Greenville. South Carolina, Bob Jones Uni\ersity is demonstrating
a remarkable new trend in campus-produced films. This institution has
not only reduced filming costs, but has created professional theatre-

quality films, like the full-length, feature "Wine of Morning." to equal
Hollywood's best efforts.

These remarkable changes have been accomplished through the ap-

plication of motion picture set techniques and the adoption of profes-

sional equipment used by major motion picture studios. The leading
example of this development is seen in the increased use of the Mitchell
16mm Professional Camera, whose service-free operation and broad
range of use has materially cut the costs of campus film production
Representative of film departments owning Mitchell Cameras are; Bob
Jones University. Georgia Institute of Technology. Moody Institute ot

Science, and the Universities of California ... Mississippi ... Southern
California . . . and Washington.

Complete information on Mitchell Cameras is available upon request
on your letterhead.

Camera instructions are given by Mrs. Katherine Stenholm,

Director of the Bob Jones University's film unit.

*85% of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell Camera.

A



BUSINESS SCREEN PROGRESS REPORT ON AUDIO-VISUAL COMMUNICATION OVERSEAS

Visual Aids Spur Eurnpeau Productivity

Coordinated Services and Field Leadership by European Producfivity Agency

Visual Center Gaining Ground in a Continuing Drive to Strengthen Economies

THERE Is Rapidly Growing

awareness in Europe today of

the vital part which can be

plaved bv visual aids in education

and in industrial training. Planners

and trainers are aware that films and

other visual aids can help to solve

Europe's problem of training a suffi-

cient quantitv of engineers and tech-

nicians for industries in which sci-

ence and technology have developed

at bewildering speed. New special

ists must be developed apace with

the new technology, and engineers

and workers must be retrained to

handle modernized equipment and to

applv modern production methods.

Coordinating visual aids and pro-

viding leadership is the European

Productivitv .\gency. within the Or-

ganization fur European Economic

Cooperation.

EPA Was Created In 1953

In ly4o. the OEEC was set up

to restore Europe's shattered econ-

omies and to act as a coordinating

body for Marshal Plan aid. In 1953.

the EPA was created within the

OEEC. w hen it was clear that one of

the ways to strengthen Europe s

economv was to increase produc-

tivitv.

It will help the reader to think of

EPA as a federation of productivity

centers which gives to individual na-

tional centers the services and assist-

ance that an industrial federation

provides for its member firms. The
EP.A is a focal point of the European

productivity program and the incen-

tive for many national programs

stems from this international organi-

zatiitn.

Program Covers Wide Areas

The EPA annual program com-

prises activities in business manage-

ment, trade unions, distribution,

economic survey and productivity

measurement, cooperation in re-

search, human relations in industry,

building, agriculture and underde-

veloped areas.

In each of these areas informa-

tional aid is given in the form of

seminars, international conferences,

short-term consultancies (many of

the consultants are .Americans),

study trips to the I .S.A. or to Euro-

pean countries and exchange visits.

Such assistance is complementarv to

national activities and there is a

close dovetailing of country pro-

grams with that of the EPA.

Clearing House for Members

The EP.\ continuallv functions as

a clearing house for the exchange of

information which is channeled

through everv field of interest and

redistributed through all participat-

ing countries.

Tvpical of this operation is the

munthlv publication, European

Technical Digests, which contains

Below: Central Film Library's industrial film shipments in the

U.K. have risen from 9,944 In 1955 to I 1 ,825 in 1956.

the best of technical literature avail-

able in 1 1 countries.

Over 1.000 periodicals are read

every month in order to make avail-

able to industry information which

otherwise might never be read be-

cause of language difficulties.

European language differences are

a basic barrier to a free exchange

of knowledge and experience. There

are two official languages in the

EPA — English and French — but

not every factory manager or trade

unionist in Europe has a working

knowledge of these two key lan-

guages.

It is here that visual aids have

been invaluable in improving com-

munications between the countries

participating in the produrtivity

program.

Select Over 700 U.S. Films

First impetus for the EPA's film

utilization w as provided by L .S.

administrations which, under vari-

ous names I ECA, MSA. and pres-

ently ICA I . made available a large

number of I ..S. industrial and agri-

cultural films, selected from over

7.000 titles.

More than 700 of these films were

delivered to Paris headquarters of

the L .S. administration.

From Paris, the films were sent to

Western European countries for

screening and local selection. The

various countries carried out this

Ck^ ^
Above: British :'ee -.vcrk; tj;es Tiin;

for education, training. The scene

above Is from Workington Iron and

S+eel Company film "Steel Road."

operation in their productivity cen-

ters and made requests to the L .S.

administration for foreign language

versions of the films needed for their

industry, commerce and agriculture.

After this enormous "synchroniza-

tion" operation, the EPA assumed

operation of the film program. The

progress of this European-operated

program is "Phase IF" reported here.

Main objective of the L .S. film

program was to build up film librar-

ies in the OEEC countries. This was

successful and quickened activity in

the national film centers already in

existence and new film centers cre-

ated as part of the national produc-

tivitv organization set up from 1953

onward.

Data from several European coun-

tries exemplify the Increasing use of

films in the productivity campaign:

In Germany, the Rationalisier-

ungs Kuratorium der Deutschen

Wirtschaft iRKWi. which acts as

the I'rndii'llx il\ renter with head-

Above: Gunnar Lindwahl of Sweden s Personnel Adnnlnistratlon Council

I
is using the Episcope (similar to Vu-Graph) during a visual aids demon-

stration held in cooperation with the European Productivity Agency.
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Working out common problems of the European film program, the EPA's

Visual Aids "Working Party" meets at the OEEC Headquarters in Paris.

quarters in Frankfurt and some 10 Norway acquired 32 titles and 79

legiunal offices in West Germany. prints; during 1956. 24 titles and 58

estimates that there has been a rise prints were acquired. From Sep-

from 390 industrial film shows in lember. 1954. to June 30. 1956.

1953 to some 9ii() in 1955. Whereas 12.413 films were distributed,

an average of 28.000 persons at- ^ ^i^^ (-.1,,,,^^ ^„^i,, Visuel of the

tended RKW shows each month in
p^^^^^.^ Productivity Centre iiidi-

1953. the 1955 figure was over
^.g,^^ ^ ^(^^j^ ..j^^ i,^ £,„, ^^^^^^

88.000 a month.
^g^^^p^ f^^.,„, 3 700 in 1954 to over

In Holland, the Technical Film 6.000 in 1956.

Centre reports the following statis- 4 Another indication of the in-

tics: creasing use of industrial films

Films Shown Audience
pj,,,,^, {^,„,, (j,^ Central Film Library

Jg^* '493 "8 546 '" '''^ ^ nited kingdom, which is the

1955 3,970 132.786 largest industrial film lending

^ , . .1 • . , r •
, „f- ^1 library in Europe. Film usage fig-A striking picture of international

, , ^ ^m, a- .1, A.. ,; ;t, urp* jumped from 9.944 in 1955 tom trafhc in the proriuctnity
1

1
-.c

elTort is the table provided by the '^f,, "
J'^^''-

,

Norwegian Productivity Institute.
Although neither the U.>. adm.n-

In December. 1956. tlie NPl library
i*lration nor the LPA can take full

included a total of .509 film titles
credit for the expansion of those l^lm

and 4.333 prints. 3.861 of which are
services, at least part of the expan-

\T 1 „,^;,.,, TUa sion f^n be traced to the develop-
Norwegian language versions. Ine

r 1 1- n
r • • s a (;i.„„ iiient of the European fi ni program,

countries of origin of these tilms r f b

1 1 There are numerous films from
include;

. . , , ,-t-i

No. of Prints ""^ original program in the CrL
Titles Orig. Norwegian libraries. Moreover, the CFL reports

Li. S 4.59 422 3.502 that four Ifork Stiiily films produced
LI. K 18 12 166 , ,, n .. , n ,' ,. r 1

Pi.^jj^i.
.,(, .5|j 192 by the British Productivity Council

Sweden 3 6 6 in association with the EPA are
Netherlands

} ^ among the top films in circulation
Norway 2 2 & f^

T 1 ^ ^ Tii^ hgures for the current year.
Total o09 460 3.8,3 "

. \ .

Une of the series. Introducing

Some 385 titles are in current cir- (fq^A- Sludy\ seems destined to be
culation and frequent demand in the „„e of the most popular films in

Norwegian program; tagged as
t],e Central Library.

"rareiv issued" are 20 titles which
r 1 i^ • , -1

I
.

I I , I
•

I 1 1, 4 1
l^omnients of the fJanish him

are highly technical or which teach

very special skills. During 1955.

Below: cartoon puppet explains ma-

terial handling "The Shortest Way."

-/^
Above: anotner Dutch film produc-

tion was "It's Just an Idea" which

utilized film magazine format to give

up-to-date examples of good pro-

ductivity methods.

center are most positive. There are

308 titles in the library and not one

of them is obsolete, all are in con-

stant circulation. In 1955-56. the

library bought 35 new- films.

Thirty-six filmstrips were distrib-

uted.

Keep Posted on New Films

Every film center feeds the EPA
with information on new produc-

tions. Whenever the title seems of

interest to the European program,

the EPA acquires two screening

prints which are sent to centers

whose personnel then determine

whether to buy original versions or

to apply for the right to make for-

eign versions. Information sheets

circulated up to the end of 1956

reported on f.024 European films.

420 United States films. 32 Ca-

nadian films. 186 European film-

strips and 75 Ihiited States film-

strips—altogether 1.737 titles.

In spite of the considerable num-

ber of titles located, countries avid

for new films are never completely

satisfied. They feel that there is a

vast untapped reservoir of useful

neyv films—especially in the f_ .
.'^.

Cooperative Film Production

¥ In spite of the fact that several

hundreds of industrial films are pro-

duced in Europe every year, it soon

became evident that there were gaps

in the so-called prncluitivit\ film

liliraries.

This was borne out by a I'nited

Kingdom expert wlio considered

that out of the two or three hundred

films produced annually in the I K
it was probable that only 80-100

could be of direct use in the pro-

ductivity program.

Accordingly, the EPA launched

a scheme for the cooperative pro-

duction of films. This yvas the first

time in Europe that international

production on a big scale has pro-

vided concrete results.

Under this plan, the EPA gave

49' < of the production cost and the

51'
1 was borne by the country

originally proposing the film script

and undertaking the production

—

on behalf of the OEEC countries

supporting the film project. Ac-

cording to EPA rules, at least five-

country support was required to

make a film a "co-production."

Over 40 films now are in various

stages of production. Sixteen films

have been completed, including four

of a series of yvork study films iiien-

lioned above. The subjects of these

films vary from work study to pro-

duction c o n t r o 1. sub-contracting,

technological redundancy, retail

trade.

Included, too, are a few agricul-

tural subjects such as bovine tuber-

culosis, work study in agriculture

and nutrition of the r u m i n a nt

animal.

It was not enough to provide

some 40 new titles for the centers.

These co-productions were made in

the language of the producing

country and as such were not of

universal use.

Though most of them had English

sound tracks, the I K having spon-

sored the highest proportion of

films, the distribution of the films

would haye been severely limited

unless other language versions had

been provided.

Consequently, the EPA set aside

funds for the synchronization of

co-productions and for the syn-

chronization of other industrial

Above: trA ro-f:ToductiL'n -^,ei,cea

make "Soil Cement Roads" for Brit-

ain and other member countries.

films requested by countries as a

result of their screening of titles

listed in EPA information sheets.

In this way. the EPA followed

in the footsteps of the V. S. admin-

istration but on a more modest

scale. An initial allocation of

•'5;57.140 yvas made to give a boost

to synchronization and subsequently

S71.420 yvas earmarked for a 50"o

subsidy given by EPA to countries

for each film synchronized. To

date. 93 titles have been made into

foreign versions under this coopera-

tive program.

Audio-Visual Men on the Go

-K Across Europe, north and south,

EPA's consultants are visiting the

bulwarks of industry, spreading and

reneyving faith in audio-visual aid.

seeking and supporting kindred

souls who fight for fuller media nsc

in the local sectors.

,\ tyvo-man team set out in a car

loaded yvith equipment, films, flip-

over charts and flannelboard ma-

terial to cover the network t>f film

centers in Western Germany more

than two years ago. The travelers

were EPA consultants Langton

Gould Marks and Dirk Bakker.

Each film officer the pair met in

Western Germany displayed high

enthusiasm for his job but it was
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obvious that these local film advu-

rates were coping with \ery difficult

situations. German industry at that

time was not convinced of the value

of visual aids.

The picture has changed. In al-

most everv case, the film officer has

developed his original job—which

was to manage the film library

—

and has become a visual aids ad-

viser. It was heartening for the

EPA consultants to return to Ger-

many recently and to find that sev-

eral film officers had devised their

own visual aids material for lectures

on productivity and rationalization.

Siemens Integrates Visual Aids

During the tour of Germany, the

EPA consultants saw many interest-

ing examples of highly-developed

aids for training. One of the most

remarkable was at Siemens-Schuck-

ert in Western Berlin. The director

iif training. Mr. Kautz. showed them

through his neat store-room where

visual aids were classified so that

instructors could find what they

wanted without wasting any time.

Apprentices are encouraged to work

out their own aids to fit in with the

training curricula.

One of the early visits to .Norway

enabled the Norwegian Productivity

Institute to organize a week s course

on the production of a filrastrip on

accident prevention. Mrs. Inga

Millar, chief of the Visual .Aids Sec-

tion of the Norwegian Productivity

Centre, has enlarged her field of

activitv and set up a National Asso-

ciation for Visual Aids which meets

regularly and has close ties with

both industrial trainers and educa-

tional authorities.

SCPA a Leader in Sweden

Sweden, from the first days of

the EPA program, has shown its

eagerness to incorporate visual aids

as part of training courses whether

thev involved civil servants, engi-

neers, officers from the armed forces,

managers from industry or accident

prevention officers.

Credit goes to the Swedish Coun-

cil for Personnel Administration

under the leadership of Rolph

Lahnhagen and Gunnar Lindwall.

So successful was one of the Swedish

courses that television was per-

suaded to go along and to film part

of a seminar.

Denmark has patiently developed

its film distribution program in spite

of serious transport difficulties due

to the nature of the country. It

should be remembered that some

of the islands have no electric power

to drive the projectors. .\t a local

seminar organized for housewives,

butchers demonstrated how- to cut

up pigs and oxen. The Danish

films officer made the demonstra-

tions more effective by providing

films and filmstrips for the occasion.

The traditional conservatism of

university instructors was broken

down to some extent when an EPA
consultant gave a demonstration of

films, filmstrips. flannelboard and

charts before 30 Danish lecturers

and professors. One example of

specific interest to the technical

university was a film produced by

Rolls Royce on Turbo Jet Propul-

sion. This was supplemented by a

vivid flannelboard model.

It can be said in all fairness that

the United Kingdom is further

ahead of other European countries

in the production, distribution and

use of visual aids. Nevertheless.

EP.\"s team has succeeded, even

here, in provoking country-wide in-

terest in the wider use of aids in

training. This effort has in\ol\ed

Above: . ,clng Work Study"

was pan oi trie extensive British Pro-

ductivity Council's visual program.

all kinds of organizations, including

British Overseas Airways Corpora-

tion. Bata Shoe Company. Elsso.

Shell and the Industrial Welfare

Societv

.

Weekly Classes in Holland

In Holland, the Technical Film

Centre, which is organizing weekly

visual aids courses, has developed

a new tvpe of productivity film,

entitled. Irs an Idea. This is an

industrial film magazine. It in-

cludes brief productivity items for

distribution to industry. The idea

first came up at a Working Party

meeting of the Visual Aids officers

at EPA's headquarters in Paris

—

an instance of the cooperation of

OEEC countries. iLeen Van Dijk,

head of EPA's Visual Aids Section,

originallv was in the Dutch Film

Centre and was one of the most

enthusiastic members of the Work-

ing Partv in its early days. He has

been with the EPA for some three

\ears and has toured most of the

European countries, i

An idea of the progress made in

the last two years is illustrated by

I C O N T I .\ U E D ON P .\ C E 5 6 I

GenGsis of a Symphony Album
RCA Victor Wins a Silver Reel for "The Sound and the Story'

Sponsor: RCA \ ictor Record Di-

vision. Radio Corporation of

America.

Title: The Sound and the Story. 24

min.. color: produced b\ The

Jam Handy Organization,

-tt Notwithstanding the competition

of television, radio and other media

which regale the .-Vmerican family,

the record business continues to

grow. The love of fine music holds

a high place in the affections of

millions and the companies who

lead in satisfying their desire for

qualitv reproduction have kept pace

thru constant technical progress in

the recording art.

The Sound and the Story is the

record on film of the genesis of a

high-fidelity transcription of Tchai-

kovsk\'s ""Romeo & Juliet" from the

stage at S\ mphon\ Hall in Boston

to its ultimate destination on a

home phonograph.

It achieved these aims well enough

to be awarded a Silver Reel at the

recent American Film Assembly. A
panel of distinguished educators has

also cited it for ""enchanting" beauty,

dynamic action, captivating music."

In the scenes below, conductor Charles Munch of the Boston Symphony (top

left) begins the intricate technical progress of a "new orthophcnic" re-

cording which culminates In packaging and inspection . . .

^1*5^^
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Coast-to-coast representation of industrial audio-visual executives from the U. S. and Canada is exemplified in

this typical workshop session at the recent Industrial Audio-Visual Association meetings in Detroit.

Industrial Audio-Visual Executives Cnnveue

Eleventh Annual Meeting of National Group Held at Detroit's Whittier Hotel

MEMBERS uf the liiduslrial

Audio-Visual Association, at-

tending the eleventh annual meet-

ing of the organization at the Whit-

tier Hotel in Detroit. April 16-1!;

have elected Frank S. Rollins. E. R.

Squibb & .Sons" film chief, as their

new president. He succeeds William

B. Cox. Santa Fe Railway pr execu-

tive. Frank B. Greenleaf. United

States Steel Corp.. Chicago public

relations staff, was named first vice-

]jresident.

John T. Hawkinson. former treas-

urer, was elected second vice-presi-

dent and Ray Roth of U. S. Steel.

Pittsburgh office, is the new assist-

ant secretary. Charles Gunn of the

New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford Railroad is treasurer-elect.

Alan Morrison. Socony Mobil Oil

Compam. was re-elected secretary.

Hawkinson is audio-visual super-

visor lor the Illinois Central Kail-

road.

The three-day program was ar-

ranged by Edward Purrington of

tlie Ford Motor Companv and James

Craig. General Motors Corporation

as pr(.)g"ram co-chairmen. Represen-

tatives of 7.5 mend.)er companies oi

the business and industrial audio-

visual users' group heard a wide

variety of technical and creative sub-

jects, toured the photographic and

technical facilities (d ihc host com-

panies.

Management's Challenge to A-V

Principal speakers on the |.iro-

gram included Dr. Walter C. Folley.

Dean of Education at Wayne Uni-

versity who spoke on '"Manage-

ment's Challenge to the Audio-Visual

Field"" and Leo C. Beebe. a mendier

of JAVA and a former president.

Retiring president William Cox,

Santa Fe Railway (left) congratulates

Frank Rollins, E. R. Squibb & Sons,

lAVA president-elect.

who has been serving as Vice Chair-

man of the Presidents Connnittee

for Hungarian Refugee Relief at

Camp Kilmer. New Jersey. Mr.

lAVA officers, directors and committee heads gathered at Detroit's Whittier Hotel for an opening business session.

Seated (I to r) are: W. J. Connelly, Riley Marsh, Vic Johnson, Alan Morrison. John Hawkinson, Ken Penney and

William Cox. Standing (I to r): Ed Purrington, Bob McCasIln, James Craig, Ray Roth, Frank Greenleaf, Stan

Puddiford, Fred Beach, Frank Rollins, and Alden Livingston.

Beebe is director of the Public Re-

lations Projects and Services office

at the Ford Motor Company.
Four new members were accepted

during the sessions. They are Louis

Cope, Addressograph - M u 1 1 i g r a p h

Corporation; Robert P. Dunn and

Russell J. Haynes. production and

distribution executives at Ford; and

A principal speaker at the lAVA
meeting was Dean Wa'ter C. Folley,

head of School of Education, Wayne
University.

Henry Serdy. Allis-Chalmers Manu-
faclnring Companv.

Discuss Wide-Screen Experiments

.Among the reports presented and

discussed were experiments in wide-

screen 16mm films: a demonstration

of the new" Polaroid 2-minute pro-

jection slide technique and mate-

rials: closed-circuit television and

wide-screen projection of filmstrips.

Films shown during the jjrogram in-

cluded du Ponts first a Physician.

a film on radiology: Alcoas Color

and Texture in Aluminum Finishes

(reviewed in this issue); Cater-

pillar"s Pipeline Documentary and

the integrated safety education pro-

gram of LI. S. Steel, based on the

recent film Knoivinf!;'s Not Enough.

Regional directors were also

named for the coming year. Eastern

regional director is Alden H. Li\ -

ingston. du Pont Company: Marshall

Barnes. Bemis Bag. is northern re-

gional director. Robert McCaslin.

Cater|iillar Tractor Co., is central

regional director and Riley VS

.

Vlarsh. Humble Oil & Refining Coni-

|ian\. southern director. Edward 1..

Carroll. Southern Pacific Railroad,

is western director.

Pendas to Arrange Fall Program

Don I'endas. I'lizcr Laboratories,

uas named chairman of the jiro-

gram connnittee for the organiza-

tion's fall meeting in New "^ork

Cit\. He will be a.ssisted by past-

president Fred Beach. Remington

Rand. Marshall F. Hosp. General



Looking at "stretch lens" of still

camera at Ford Photographic are

Marshall Hosp. General Mills: Ed-

ward L. Carroll, Southern Pacific;

R. W. Bonta, General Electric: and
Marshall Barnes, Bemls Bag.

Mills, was named chairman of tin-

19.58 annual meeting. He will 1 (

assisted bv W. M. Bastable of Swill

& Conipanv. also a past-president.

Annual Meeting in Twin Cities

The next annual meeting of

1 \VA has been scheduled for the

Minneapolis-St. Paul area, to be

held in April. 1958. M. F. Hosp is

program chairman for the host cit\

.

The demonstration of the Pola-

roid transparent slide system was

made bv K. P. Tashioglou. Indus-

trial sales promotion manager of

the company. Slides taken during

a tour of the Ford Photographic

facilities were processed, bound and

projected within five minutes. The

new material is said to have an

AS.^ rating of 1.000 and a Tung-

sten rating of 700. Cost of equip-

ment was quoted at 8109.75 for a

SOO-watt projector: 8100.00 for a

copy stand and 890.00 for the Pola-

roid camera.

\. Salmons of the Eastman Ko-

dak Company ga\e a talk on "Plan-

ning and Producing Visual Aids.'

Tours of Ford and General Motors"

facilities included a visit to the

giant CM Technical Center. \^ ide-

spread use of closed-circuit T\
equipment at the Center was dem-

onstrated, including its use on test

cars and in the laboratories.

Steel's Safety Education Drive

The presentation of L .S. Steels

comprehensive safety education pro-

gram, utilizing the film Knouing's

^ot Enous^h. include a re\"iew of its

inaugural on the I .S. Steel Hour,

and via closed-circuit showings. S'

Newly-elected officers of the Industrial Audio-Visual Association pictured at

Detroit include (I to r): R. W. Roth, U. S. Steel Corp., assistant secretary:

John T. Hawklnson. Illinois Central Railroad, second vice-president: Frank

S. Rollins, E. R. Squibb & Sons, president: Frank B. Greenleaf, U. S. Steel

Corp., first vice-president: Alan W. Morrison, Socony-Mobil Oil Co., secre-

tary; Charles B. Gunn, Nev/ York, Nev/ Haven & Hartford R.R., treasurer.

HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND MAKE CUSTOMERS WITH HLM

Inspiration in Visnal Design

Regional directors ct lAVA are pic-

tured (I to r): Edward L. Carroll,

western region: Riley W. Marsh,

southern region; Robert C. McCas-
lin, central region; and Alden Liv-

ingston, eastern regional director.

Alcoa's Fine Film on Color

Silent Tribute to Audiences

Sponsor: Aluminum Conij)an\" of

America.

Title: Color and Texture in Alumi-

num Finishes. 19 min.. color,

produced bv On Film. Inc. Dis-

tributed by Association Films.

f An airplane propeller. A plain,

stark, functional, beautiful propeller

fills the screen. Offstage voices :
"^ es.

it's fine, but can't you sort of dress

it up a bit?'' Another voice: "My
wife says. 'Can't you make it in

pink?'
"

Thus Alcoa establishes rapport

with the special audience for this

film. To industrial designers and

architects, dedicated to objects and

materials in which form follows

function, the gewgaws andgimcracks

wished on their designs by clients

are an ever-occurring headache and

a rueful trade joke.

Visuals Carry the Message

-Alcoa wants to excite these men
about the new and exciting possibil-

ities of aluminum. To do it, an ex-

citing film. A film in which the

visual alone must carry the message.

Avant garde, perhaps, but this is

no arty vehicle just for its own sake,

it is meant to bring the startling

forms, colors and textures of alumi-

num to a specific audience in a man-

ner best understood by them.

But with this premise—that this is

a rifle shot film for a specific limited

audience — the result is something

which will gladden the orbs of all

kinds of people all o\'er the country.

Alcoa has found that general audi-

ences like it as well as industrial

designers.

To Be Shown at Macy's

For example, the film will soon be

shown at -Macy s department store

in New ^ ork to audiences of house-

wives every hour on the hour for

three weeks. .And. surprisingly

enough, the version to be shown is

unmodified from the original.

-Alcoa's venture in this unusual

film was a unique experience to

every one in the company involved,

and to the producer. On Film, Inc.

Although it was supervised by an

Alcoa committee and the company's

Exhibit and Motion Picture Man-

ager, Ralph L. Hoy , in practice the

producer, was given almost free

rein, and encouraged to go as far

out in the realms of movie never-

and Texture in Finishes Pays

of Architects and Designers

never land as he dared. He went a

long way. and to Alcoa's delight,

pulled it off successfully.

In a film which is definitely

'hard sell" — visually i there is

hardly a minute in which some form

of aluminum is not on the screen),

Alcoa persuaded itself to underplay

the narration to such an extent that

the only adjective applied to its

product—once—is "obliging. " -And

not a single other non-objective

word is spoken throughout the film.

No Need for the Plant Tour

It makes sense. Take a highly in-

telligent, sophisticated audience like

industrial designers, and vou don't

lightly go about telling them what is

esthetically right. Show them, and

let them decide. Then. Alcoa knows
these men understand specifications,

know how many gallons of water it

lakes to make a pound of aluminum,

realize how many hundreds of

white-coated lab men work in re-

search — the usual items seen in

many industrial films — and it

should know, for the compan\ puts

out catalogs, specification sheets and

general information printed matter

almost by the ton. -Alcoa decided

—

let s not double up on all this mate-

rial. In printed form it does the

job it should, let the film do the job

it should, and that job is inspiration.

An Example Among Sponsors

The new film is a fascinating ad-

dition to Alcoa's experience in the

motion picture field. Probably of

all sponsors, Alcoa has achieved a

most outstanding record in using

films economically. The company's

viewers-per-print. cents-perviewer.

etc.. figures are « idely used through-

out the whole audio-visual medium
as an example of an eminently effi-

cient and practical approach to the

use of fihns. But, -Alcoa knows

equally well that above the mass au-

dience is the particularly important

quality audience, which is receptive
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Guarding Precious Cargoes, Increasing Efficiency -

Electronics Guide This Railroad

A Documentary on the Southern Pacific Lines' Operations

Depicts Science and Teannwork in "Railroading With Radar"

Sponsor: Southern Pacific Lines in

Texas and Louisiana.

Title: Railroading With Railar. 17

niin., color, produced b\' Jamie-

son Film Company.

¥ This new film tells the story of

Southern Pacific's new Engiewood

Gravilv ^ard. one of the niosl

modern installations of its kinfl

in the L'nited States. It explains

in detail the handling of freight

cars through this 87.0O0.0O0 facili-

ty, and how these operations con-

tribute to the railroad's efficiency

in serving the public.

While Railroading With Rndni is

a technical film, it has a touch of

the dramatic to make it interesting

to \arious t\"pes of audiences. The

film gives emphasis to the team-

work of men and the science cpf

electronics in promoting the efli-

ciency of rail transportation service.

One of the highlights is the scene

taken during a dense fog and show-

ing how the yard operates efiicieTith

under adxerse weather rnnililinns.

Radar Directs Their Paths

Viewers see a freight train enter-

ing Engiewood \ard and from that

point can follow the freight cars

as thev move to the man-made crest

and from there, with the aid of

Above: the engine foreman In Crest

Tower controls classification of cars,

pushing button to indicate track.

radar and electronic devices, are

directed to one of the 4o classifica-

tion tracks. Audiences have been

intrigued b\ the ua\ radar and

electronics team uj> to tlirect freight

cars to their pn)|)er tracks and in

c(>ntrolling their rolling speeds

through application cd an intricate

svsteni of retarders that reduce im-

pact damage to the shipments.

The film will be shown widely

before luncheon, civic, trade and

other groups throughout the I nited

States. It is also useful as an edu-

Below: guided by the unseen eye of radar from the control tower in the

background, a freight car moves into its proper classification track.

cationat medium for showing be-

fore transportation classes in col-

leges and military installations.

Six Months in Production

Railroadinii It ith Radar was shot

on commercial Kodachrome and re-

quired six months to make. The

film was photographed and directed

bv Fred Ryberg. production man-

ager for Southern Pacific Lines.

Houston. Prints can be obtained

on a free-loan basis through

Southern Pacific's Public Relations

Department. Room 604, Southern

Pacific Building. 913 Franklin

Avenue. Houston. Texas. B'

Gf Weather and the Farmer
Audiences of Millions to View Texaco's Latest Farm Film

Sponsor: The Texas Company.

Title: You and the \f eather. 26

min.. color, produced b\ Audio

Productions. Inc.

¥ People always talk about the

weather — especially farmers and

Texaco has done something about

it. The latest in a series of eleven

films that the Texas Company has

presented for its farm friends and

customers is about weather, and it

follows its predecessors in being just

about the best and most authorita-

tive film treatise on the subject

available todav.

Farmers in the millions will see

the film this year, as they have such

past subjects as bees, sheep, pigs,

cattle, dairy cows, chickens, apples,

etc. The farm market for petroleum

is a big one. and probably no one

has done a better job of courting

the farmer's good-will than the

Texas Company.

Shown at Family Gatherings

Family parties are the medium

through which the film reaches the

farm audience. Come one come all

to the friendly Texaco dealer's party

— lollipops and popcorn for the

kids, a fun time for the farmer with

his neighbors. So no sharp sales

[litches in these films. Sell the oil

and gas some other time. The an-

nual movie is to entertain, and to

inform, .^nd when you go about

informing an audience of experts

—

as these people surely are. you'd

better know your subject.

How does it happen? Switch to

the office of Les Bennetts, at Audio

Productions. Mr. Bennetts has been

proilucer-director of the Texaco

farm films for years. His bookcase

looks like the library of a County

,\gent. Handsome pictures of cham-

pion sows are displayed on his

walls. Agriculture bulletins and

farm magazines are piled up on his

desk. A hayseed in the hep confines

of the Film Center Building? No.

Les Bennetts is not a practicing far-

mer, but as a student of the prob-

lems of the modern farmer, you are

assured. Les knows whereof.

Each One Has to Excel

Texaco farm films never come

easy. Early every year. Bennetts,

and Texaco's canny Sales Promotion

Manager. Jack Gregory, start beat-

ing their heads in agony. Ten

smash hits in a row—and the new"

one has to loji it. ( ,\nd. by every

criteria, they ivere smash hits. Tex-

aco has never entered film contests

seeking the pretty wall paper of

awards to line its offices. Agricul-

tural people in 48 states, unsolic-

itedly. and mostly unpublicized.

have overwhelmingly subscribed to

their merit. I And out of the agony

—and some of the most solid re-

search in the film industry today—

a

new idea always does arrive in time,

and Audio crews pull on their jeans

just about this time of year and

head out to just about anvwhere.

This Film Lives and Moves

You and the W eather shows a few

places they have been. To the hot-

test places and the coldest, the

rainiest and the dryest. An unsea-

soned porridge of stratocuniulus and

tropospheres? Not a bit. The film

lives and moves. Good animation se-

quences contribute importantly. 55!'

A Long-Deserved Citation

¥ III thisele\eiitli year of the Texaco

farm film |irograin. the editors of

BlsiNESs ScRKKX break a long-estab-

lished precedent for this extremely

modest sponsor and bestow on the

Texas Company a citation for "a

visual contrilnition to the enlighten-

inent and entertaiiinient of the Amer-

ican farm laiiiilv.

As awards go. this one should on-

to Texaco's Farm Program

title the sponsor to a solid platinum

plaque, but the greatest tribute is

that bestowed every day of the many

vears in which millions of farm fam-

ilies have enjoyed such meritorious

pictures as County Aiiency. Bees for

Hire. Ihickshot Goes to the Fair and

eight others. Sharing this honor is

the producer of all Texaco farm

films, Audio Productions, Inc. 9'
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The New Jersey Betl Telephone Company Sponsors o —

Dale Carnegie's Story

—a Biography on Film

Sponsor: Dalt' Carnegie ii Asso-

ciate?. Inc-.

Title: The Dale Carnegie Slory. 40

mill., color, produced b\ Ted

Kshbaiigh Studios, Inc.

"f This film is essentially a biog-

rapln of the life of the late Dale

Carnegie. It explores the events

and emotions of young Dale Car-

negie s life that led him to develop

the Dale Carnegie Course and to

write such books as How tu Win
Friends and Influence People.

which has sold over four million

copies.

An interesting aspect of the pro-

duction is that there are just five

professional actors in the film. The

rest of the cast consists of students

and graduates of the Dale Carnegie

Course who reenact their own case

histories, showing how the course

has helped them. These same stu-

dents participate in an actual class

to demonstrate the fundamentals on

which the course is built.

Westbrook VanVoorhis narrates

the film and interviews Mrs. Doro-

thy Carnegie, wife of the late Dale

Carnegie who. after many years of

close assiiciation with her husband

in his work, now head-, the organi-

zation.

Lowell Thomas, noted author,

commentator and traveler, also ap-

pears in the film and tells about

his long friendship with Dale Car-

negie. He expresses admiration

for the contribution Dale Carnegie

has made in helping men and

women all over the world to de-

velop their latent abilities.

In his endeavor to adhere to

authenticity in this film, producer-

director Ted Eshbaugh interviewed

hundreds of actors before he found

one who could best portray Mr.

Carnegie not only by acting ability,

but in physical likeness as well. A

great deal of research and detail

also went into the sets for the film

in an effort to duplicate as closely

as possible, the period and environ-

ment of Mr. Carnegie's life. R'

ScrGER TrihutE to IVew Jefsey

This Vivid Panorama of a State's Heritage and Resources

Achieves Wide and Favorable Response for Its Contribution

Sponsor: New Jersey Bell Telephone

Company.

Title: This h IXew Jersey. 27 iiiiii..

color, produced by Owen Mur|>h\

Productions. Inc.

M There was no urgent "problem""

behind the production of this pub-

lic relations film now being pre-

sented by New Jersey Bell Tele-

phone Company. It developed
purely from a genuine desire of the

company to provide a token of es-

teem from the 30,000 men and

women who are New Jersey Bell to

New Jersex and its people.

Previewed recently in Newark bv

two hundred leaders of business, ag-

riculture, education and public life,

the film was hailed by Jersey's Gov-

ernor Robert B. Meyner as a "fine

tribute to cooperation between in-

dustry anil the peo]>le of the State.

Film a Supplement to Talks

Telling people about the advan-

tages of the state is not a new activ-

ity of New Jersey Bell. For some

years the company has provided

lecturers for schools and public

groups on the subject of Knoiv i our

State. In fact, the demand for lec-

turers grew to be so great it inspired

plans for the film to supplement the

speakers.

This Is New Jersey is far from a

glorified newsreel or travelogue

composed of odd and assorted shots

of life and work in the state, its cen-

tral theme is that freedom is the

most rewarding of all ways of life,

and that this is New Jersey's herit-

age. History is never more than a

bus ride from a New Jersey class-

room, and the film shows many of

the landmarks of our history to be

found in the state: Washington's

Headquarters in MorristowTi, the

site of his crossing of the Delaware,

and the Battlefield of Trenton.

First in Farming Per Acre

Modern New Jersey, though small

in size — it is the fourth smallest

state—is big in almost everv other

Above: Governor Meyner (r) re-

ceives first print at recent Newark

premiere from William A. Hughes,

president of New Jersey Bell Tele-

phone Company.

aspect. It is eighth in population

and seventh in industrial produc-

tion. Though often thought of

principally as an industrial state.

New Jersey's land, as the film shows,

is 86/J in farms and forests, and

the state ranks first in the nation in

farming production and income per

acre. Over 100 different locations

were filmed in telling the New-

Jersey story, covering history, scenic

beautv, industry and recreation.

Below: checking a sequence for 'This Is New Jersey" is William Horton

(extreme right), public information supervisor for New Jersey Bell.

Above: producer Owen Murphy sur-

veys camera angle for a scene In

the "Jersey" film.

Owen Murphy Productions used

seven cameramen, who photo-

graphed the state from land, sea and

air over an eight-week period.

Excellent Press Coverage

Following the film's premiere in

Newark. New Jersey Bell's public

relations people hoped for a pleas-

ant reaction throughout the state.

What they got almost overwhelmed

them. The Newark Sunday News,

the biggest paper in the state, de-

V(.ited the four-color cover and cen-

ter spread of its magazine section to

the film. Prominent and favorable

editorials appeared in 50 other New'

Jersey newspapers.

Where it had been hoped that the

"pleasant reaction" might produce

enough interest in the film to keep

it reasonably busy for the next year,

within five days 3.000 requests for

bookings had come in—enough to

cause the company's film distribu-

tion department to feel its back was

against the wall and to place an ur-

gent request for more prints to meet

the demand.

Serving In State Promotion

While the conipaii\ did not jdan

the film as a promotion device for

the state's economy, it has been

ipiicklv put to work by various in-

dustrial concerns, communities, util-

ities and agricultural marketing as-

sociations to tell the advantages of

New^ Jersey and its products.

It can be said that the initial re-

sponse from just having made this

completely non-commercial film —
before it had even been seen by

more than a handful of previewers,

had produced enough favorable re-

action to be labeled a great public

relations and political plum for the

rompain. I ndoubtedly this will be

markedly increased in years to come

as millions of New Jersey people see

the film and learn to know more

about their state. S'

Distribution note: \e(c Jersey is

being distributed by various Bell

System film libraries throughout tin-

state for which it was made.
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CAN LOCAL SPONSOR JUSTIFY QUALITY PRODUCTION?

Los Angeles' Title Cnrnpany

Gets Results With a PH Film

Audience Response Confirnns Sponsor's Faith in Medium

THE PIBLIC RELATIONS
film is no stranger to Ameri-

can business, particularh' on the na-

tional scene where several hundred

half-hour films are added to the cur-

rent lists each year. Less frequent,

however, is the sponsorship of top-

flight, professional production by

local companies and even more of a

rarity. b\ a local organization op-

erating in a relativeh limiled geo-

graphical area.

Thus, the decision two years ago

by executives of Los .Aingeles" Title

Insurance and Trust Company to

sponsor a two-reel sound and color

picture for use in their then limited

Southern California operating terri-

tory was made after long and care-

ful deliberation. The wisdom of

"T.l.'s" commitment has long since

been validated by a solid pattern of

resultful use and fortified by the

compan\'s presentK expanded oper-

ations throughout California.

Confident of Its PR Value

Carroll \^est. \ ice-picsident and

manager of T.l.'s Division of Public

Relations, harbored no misgivings

from the outset. He kneu' that a film

could he a valuable PR vehicle.

Basefl on his firm ictnvictions and

backed by research findings, a budg-

et was established for a top-quality

liroduclion. In 19.53. the company

conunissioned Rocket Pictures of

Hollywood to produce a film telling

its storv . . . and the stor\ of

.Southern Calib>rnia's phenomenal

growth.

That story properly begins in the

history of the region, is one of the

nation's most romantic periods of

development, through the Spanish

land grants and early rancho days,

the arrival of the covered wagons,

the 49'ers and the oil booms. Title

subdividing and industrial develop-

ment gave fresh impetus to the big

and innnediate problem of public

education.

The individual buying a piece of

property in Southern California, in

this atomic and electronic age. has

to be sure be realty owns it. that his

title is not subject to some casual

^taked-out claim of the past centur\.

a Spanisli king's grant or even a

more recent divorce settlement . . .

any one of these might lay a prior

claim to bis property. A majorit\

of these new homeowners, felt Title

Insurance officials, were ill-informed

(i

Plant tour showings of "This Is My Land' in company's home office cafe-

teria have developed an additional audience of 10.000 film viewers.

Insurance and Trust was founded in

1893. came in "on the ground floor"

of an era. so to speak.

Need for Protection Evident

The swiftly-changing ounership

of Scnitbern California land, its

mounting values and often question-

able titles created the need for the

company's services . . . Title Insur-

ance and Trust officials were proper-

K concerned with that problem. In

the A'eic California of the I9.50's. a

swelling tide of home ownership.

about title insurance and their vital

|iroperl\ rights.

Thus, the decision to create a mo-

tion picture, to depict the back-

ground of a romantic and volumin-

ous job of record-keeping, of his-

tor\ and of businesslike organiza-

tion . . . and the story of regionf.l

growth in values and building . . .

in shiprt. llie story oj T.I.

From o\er 12.00(1 feet of film

shot for production purposes, the

finished picture was cut to the 800

feet of color, music ami Miice which

was appropriately titled This Is My
Land. Its first viewers were not T.I.

executives but company employees,

a typical example of the company's

enlightened attitude toward em-

ployee relations. It was received

with enthusiasm within the compa-

ny and among its friends and there

the stor\ cpf the picture really be-

gins.

Set Pattern for Showings

Proving the adage that good films

are not niade on the studio floor but

among their audiences where re-

sults count. T.I. set a straight course

for the field with the new picture.

Following a simple announcement

to realtors and escrow peoj>le in the

area, the company offered the film

and a speaker for advance bookings.

No further publicity has ever been

used.

Results, say T.I. people, have

lieen "amazing. " Originally, the

plan called for one year's presenta-

tion lo the real estate people. But

two years have now elapsed since

I he first presentation and requests

for showings are still streaming in

from real estate groups in Southern

California and from really boards

and title insurance companies all

c>\er the I . S.

Two-Year Backlog of Requests

T.I. now estimates that another

two years will be needed to cover

all the demands for showings as a

result of word-of-niouth advertising

among real estate groups. The PR
Division schedules all showings, pro-

\ides the film, projection equipment

and screen. Seven men from the

Home Office in Los Angeles and one

man from each of the twelve branch

offices have been trained by Rocket

Pictures and T.I. for these presen-

tations. Including a short talk to

introduce the film and a question

and answer period following the

showing, the whole program runs

under an hour. Audiences are "held

down" to an averaae of 80 to 100

This is Los Angeles' Westlake Park as it looked at the turn of the century,

before the modern onrush of Southern California homeseekers.

"Westlake Park" in 1957: now it's called MacArthur Park and modern high-

ways lead to the towering buildings of bustling, growing metropolis.

3i^
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Film KGynatGs a Fund Drive
Services of Member Agencies D

A quiet _.,."tr) ia'- between orchard rows -narks v/orlc-taTicj;

of Los A-geles Hollywood and Vine in 1901 (eight years after Title

Insurance & Trust Connpany was foundsd). Below; the some scene today.

people to keep the ""personal touch"

which T.I. considers an important

asset. Showings are often made
siniultaneousiy in several areas and

one representative has made asman\
as three presentations in a single

day.

Here Are Some Results

ill a ?huj t twu \ears there have

been over 600 showings of This Is

My Land in Los Angeles Count\

alone I with more than 50.000
people attending! : every one of

these was a ""rifle-shot" presentation

to interested viewers. All 44 realt\

boards in the County have seen the

picture: it has been presented at the

American Title Association meeting

and before several state title conven-

tions. Classes in real estate and law

at universities and colleges through-

out the state have seen it. so have

countless club and adult groups such

as Kiwanis and Rolarv.

There have been another 170

showings of the film to 6..500 per-

sons at the various T.I. branch of-

fices. In addition My Land has be-

come a highlight of the company
headquarters "plant tour." More
than 10.000 people who visited the

Home Office in the past two vsars

have viewed the film. Attendance in

19.56 was up 65' i: over the previous

vear with the film being credited as

one of the main reasons for the

visitor increase.

-^s a ""plus" value. T.I. also uses

This Is My Land as an indoctrina-

tion tool, showing it to all new em-

ployees. As Carroll West sums it

up, "Nothing else has the audience

appeal of a motion picture in color

and no matter how large—or how

small—the company is, if they have

a public relations story to tell, it

can be told this way ... for grati-

fying results and for results that

endure!" W'

Top U<So Sales Leaders Active in Film Medium
¥ 25 of the nation's top 3U

companies, ranked by their

1956 sales, are among leading

users of the film medium (ex-

clusive of tv) for training and

public relations. A recent Busi-

ness Screen survey discloser,

this f-ct. shows first five (Gen-

eral Motors. Standard Oil

(N.J.I. Ford. U.S. Steel, and

General Electric I have executive

personnel active in films. Five

other companies, such as Gulf.

Firestone. Procter & Gamble,

are represented by current films

in the sponsored film field, gj'

Sponsor: The Greater New York
Fund.

Title: What Kind oj Day Has It

Been? 15 min.. b w. produced b\

I ransfilm Incorporated.

-K For several years, the Greater

New York Fund has used a motion
picture as a keynote for its annual
drive for funds to support its 425
member hospitals, health and wel-

fare agencies. Each year, the films

have received wider use than be-

fore, and reportedh'. greater and
greater success.

Whal Kind oj Day Has 1 1 Been'/

lakes its title from words often

spoken by one of New Y'ork's fa-

vorite television newscasters. John
K. M. McCafferv . who narrates the

film and relates typical case histor-

ies of the Funds work throughout

New ^ ork s metropolitan area.

Vignet+es Show Dally Events

\ series of short \ ignettes drama-
tize but a few of thousands of

personal events which occur in New
\ ork City daily. Often poignant,

sometimes pathetic, these events are

tied to a common denominator, The
Greater New York Fund, whose
member agencies assist millions of

people each year.

There is the case of Mrs. Am\
Cooper, sole support of two young
children, who cannot bear the bur-

den left by her truant husband. A
ner\'ous breakdown, foster parents

for her children and years of mental

treatment are the incidents which

follow. Never alone in her pro-

longed crisis. Mrs. Cooper finallv

recovers and is returned to her

eager offspring.

To encourage support from com-

muters as well as native New York-

ers, the film dramatizes an almost

fatal heart attack suffered by Arthur

White, a non-resident who works in

the cit). In a matter of minutes,

he is on his way in a speeding am-

bulance to a Fund-aided hospital

where emergency treatment is given.

Another life, representing scores

daily, is saved.

There is the cold statistic that

one out of every 400 New Y orkers

is a child separated from its natural

home. It becomes more meaning-

ful and moving in the scene of the

day-old baby girl, abandoned and

helpless, who finds the love of new
|)arents through an adoption
agency. Other children, victims of

family upset, find love and securitv

in temporary foster homes and shel-

ters provided by Fund agencies.

Loneliness of the aged is a prob-

lem of e\er-increasing projiortions.

ramatlzed by New York Fund

Mrs. Worden. bereft of her deceased

husband and without children, felt

that there was little in life left for

her. A visiting nurse helps Mrs.

Worden regain both her health and
spirit in preparation for new ful-

fillment. A senior citizen's club in

a neighborhood center provides

Mrs. Worden with companionship
and facilities to pursue new inter-

ests. Her remaining years become
happy ones.

Significant Role for David

Professionals and non-profession-

als alike appear in the film with

key roles going to performers fa-

miliar in the legitimate theater. TV.
radio and theatrical films. But. to

8-year-old David Keyes. a non-pro-

fessional, appearance in this film

holds special significance.

Several years ago. David was un-

able to s[5eak because he could Tint

hear. At that time, he apjjeared

in IP'hal Makes A City Great, an
earlier award-winning Fund motion
picture in which he was seen learn-

ing to talk through the guidance of

a Fund agency. Today, as David
clearly demonstrates in the new
film, he can speak and proves it by
reading lines from Mr. McCaffery's

script.

425 Agencies Serve the City

The kind of da) it has been, con-

cludes Mr. McCaffery. is not an un-

usual one. It's been a dav when
425 agencies, helped by The Greater

New York Fund, acted on behalf

of the millions who live or work in

New Y^ork.

What Kind of Day Has It Been?
is available on free loan to com-

munity groups and television in the

New York area through The Great-

er New York Fund. 11 West 42nd
Street. N.Y\C. 1^'

Below: families broken because of
sickness or marital problems are re-

united thru Fund member agencies.
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This effective limbo treatment appeared in a Dow Saranette spot.

Film Techniques for TV Spots

500 Agency and Sponsor Execs Attend Workshop Screening

of Television Commercials Filmed by New York Producers

A FULL HOl'SE of over 500 lel-

evisioTi ad\ertising executive?

from leading agencies and sponsors

attended a special workshop and

screening session of the Film Pro-

ducers Association of New ^ ork al

the Avon Theatre in Manhattan last

month.

The program was cooperati\el\

prepared and none of the films

shown were identified with any pro-

ducer. According to Harold E.

Wondsel. FPA president, the show

was introduced as "representative of

the type of work at which New York

film producers have no peers.
"

Three Categories on Program

Three principal categories of film

techniques were screened and dis-

cussed—moderator for the [>resenta-

tion on photographic techniques and

ideas was Peter .1. Moone\ of

Audio Productions. His section of

the program included material on

silhouette photography, opticals. a

movahle cyclorama rig, moving art

backgrounds, limbo lighting, special

effects for photographing jewelry,

an anamorphic or wide-angle lens

distortion technique, and pictorial

treatment of "high fashion" models.

Maxine Culhane of Shamus Cul-

hane Producti<ms was nmderatttr for

the section on animation, which

pointed up the new lessons learned

from the use of abstract animation

and sounds . . . using ter-hniqnes

emploved by New ^ ork pn>duiers

in their work with industrial films

where the\ are often called upon to

translate a particularly abstruse

c<.incept into easih understandable

form.

Rich and Unexplored Areas . . .

"The m>n-re]jresentatiotial aspect

of design is an exciting challenge

... a rich and unexplored terri-

tory." affirmed Mrs. Culhane.

She also presented other fiKjtage

contributed bv FPA members illus-

A movable cyclorama rig that helped to eliminate camera moves.

Iraling stop-nioliun puppetry, muiti-

|jlane animation for shadow effects,

paper sculpture with camera or bell

moving continuouslv to obtain ani-

mation, thereby eliminating frame

liy frame photography, also sim-

ulated paper sculpture done with

regular animation techniques but re-

taining the sculpture style.

A technique for getting more

mileage from supered animation

thai "when music and sound are

created and blended properK with

live action or animation. the\ can

iiiake an average commercial sing

out!" In showing several spots con-

tributed by FPA members. Lawrence

went on to stale that "music must be

conceived in context with the action,

the mood, the pulse of the commer-

cial, and composers must he super-

SoOnEp
OR
LATER

Simple cartoon drawings like this .

Left: moving paper sculpture

was used in a recent tv.

commercial produced for

RCA Victor Records. Using

animation movement, the

technique provided pleasing

effect on the screen . . .

oxer live sports scenes by reversing

the tiegati\e and using the material

independentiv was shown. The sam-

ple reels also included a means of

adapting an elaborate production

with minimal animation, high-style

design and use of the camera to fit

a limited budget.

Sound and Color Potentials

A sound and color section was

moderated h\ Robert L. Lawrence,

head of his own firm, who declared

can be superimposed over live.'

\ised by those most closely con-

cerned with production." Lawrence

also made a plea for "an opportu-

nity to work with you toward ob-

taining more diversified sound

tracks."

Show Petric Color Test Fllnns

In the field of tv color, special

test footage utilizing the Petric color

process utilizing ultra violet radia-

tion giving brilliant color reproduc-

tion that has a positive effect on

black and white as well was shown

. . . followed bv four commercials

blending color, jimsic. effects and

production values to provide the ul-

timate in effective commercial pho-

tography.

One of the highlights of the work-

shop was a paper delivered by

James Townsend. technical director

of Dynamic Films, on the status of

\ ideotape recording and its impli-

cations for the filmed television

commercial. ^'

Abstract anintiation and dynamic sound effects were con

bined in a recent industrial film on dust control.
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This vice-president is making

a sound movie while he sits at his desk
He's working on a new public relations film.

He's adding his personal message to the movie

right in his own office !

How? B> using the new Kodascope Pag-

eant Projector, Magnetic-Optical. This new

communications tool is, for all practical pur-

poses, two machines in one. It's a superb

silent and sound motion picture projector for

every type of 16mm film. And it's a precision

magnetic recorder.

With this machine you start with any kind

of 16mm film, sound or silent, and, after proc-

essing, have magnetic striping added for about

IVii per foot.

Do it yourself Then, you run the film

through the projector and record your own

sound. Mi.x voice with music, add from other

sound sources, record on the spot, blend auto-

matically. Erase, alter, re-use the magnetic

stripe at will. Change your message to fit dif-

ferent groups, as ofien as you wish.

Brilliant projection And, then use this

fine portable projector for showing every kind

of 1 6mm film. You'll be delighted with its

simplicity of operation, brilhant pictures, fine

tone and freedom-from-maintenance worries.

Interested? Let a nearby Kodak Audio-

Visual Dealer show you in person. Or send the

coupon for a free copy of V3-44. It gives com-

plete details on the Kodascope Pageant Pro-

jector, Magnetic-Optical. No obligation.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Please send me complete information on the new Kodascope PAGEANT
16mm Sound Projectors, and tell me who con give me a demonstration.

I understand I am under no obligation.

NAME TITLE

ORGANIZATION

STREET

CITY STATE
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Supervisor Malt Jordan finds communications are a two-way street.

Do Employees IVeed to Know?
"Emphatically" Says New York Telephone Company in This

Film Created to Help Supervisors Improve Communication

OF ALL BUSINESSES, public

Utilities are probably the uk^sI

dependent on public (i|>iiii(m.

For this reason, they are also the

most sensitive to the need for con-

tinuous, high-caliber public rela-

tions efforts. In addition to exten-

sive use of other media, utilities

have sponsored a good many films

designed specifically I.) present

their story to the public in a favor-

able light.

But there is also increasing rec-

ognition that clarity begins at

home . . . that the real front-line

of public relations is the attitude

of the company's own employees.

The Nev\' York Telephone Company
. . . with a well-earned reputation

for an advanced approach to per-

sonnel relations . . . recognized that

the way its own people felt about
its policies and practices wduld in-

evitably rub off on the public in

the course of thousands of daily

contacts on the job and off.

Indifference and Misinformation

They were also aware that there

were large areas of employee in-

difference . . . and misinformation.

They felt that much of this could

be traced to the fact that first-line

supervision . . . the key point of

contact between management ami
employees . . . was not functioiiing

as an effective coiriinniiicalioii--

channel.

.'^o . . . they determined to attack

their public relations problems from

the inside by embarking on a pro

gram to improve the How of in-

formation about the conipaTU both

up and down the line through bring-

ing to a higher level the perform-

ance of their supervisors as com-

nmnicators. And because they felt

that a major part of the problem

sprang from supervisory attitudes

( or lack of them I on this area of

their work, they decided that the

ijiitial phase of the pragram should

center around a strongly motiva-

tional film.

Call on Experienced Producer

To develop the ideas on which
such a film should be based, and
to produce it. the New York Tele-

phone Company called on a firm

with extensive background and ex-

perience in this field . . . Henry
Strauss and Co.. "Communicators
of Ideas.

"

The Strauss organization under-

took extensive research among the

supervisory group. Its findings.

|>ooled with those of the Telejjhone

Company itself, showed a need to

increase supervisors" appreciation

of their own importance as links iii

Below: supervisor Jordan also fincds

there are many things employees
neecd to know ancd just as many ways
to helo them learn ... a film scene.

the communications chain. Some
didn't understand the favorable

effect that improving their commun-
ications ability would have on their

own job performance and job

problems. Others weren't aware of

the strength of the employees' "need

to know" . . . and still others feared

that in sharing information with

the people under them they would

lose status for themselves. Finally,

man) simply needed to polish their

wcirking kncjwledge of the ""how-

to s ccf good connnunications.

Aimed to Help Supervisors

The 23-niinute. black and white

film which is now being used to

help supervisors advance themselves

ill all these areas is called More
Than Telling. Its opening . . . de-

signed to create strong audience

identification and involvement . . .

introduces Matt Jordan, a super-

visor whose background and pres-

ent situation are immediately rec-

ognizable as common property.

Matt remarks that the Telephone

Company is actually the sum total

of the feelings of its employees . . .

and through dramatic vignettes we
see how these feelings are contin-

uously communicated to the public

outside. Matt confides his own
conviction that employee attitudes

stem largely from people like him-

self and the information they give

or withhold . . . and shows us. in

a series of flashbacks, how he de-

veloped from the kind of supervisor

whose chief concern was the details

of his job to a man with a realiza-

tion of the broad human-relations

responsibilities of leadership.

Matt's story is not his alone. In

fact, much of More Than Telling's

effectiveness springs from its realis-

tic presentation of Telephone people

and their daily problems. The way
employees look to the supervisor

as a source of information . . . what
happens to their morale and effec-

tiveness when their '"need to know"
is not met ... the added satisfac-

tion and security that come to both

supervisor and employee alike when
the two-way communications con-

tact is close and ccintinuous . . . and
some of the actual supervisory tech-

niques needed to make it so ... all

these messages are translated for

the audience in absorbing human
terms. Much of this impact comes
from highly skillful casting, realis-

tic dialogue, and the kind of direc-

tion that makes the working climate

of the company and the job "'come

alive.''

Long, Active Life Predicted

More Than Telling is basic

enough in its concepts to have an

active life of many years both in

developing present supervision and

indoctrinating new'. It is slated to

be followed by another Strauss film

exploring new areas of the subject.

Because, as Matt Jordan remarks:

"'You can read it all in the bocik,

but its not enough just to memorize

it. It took a good hunk of learning

to get me where I am today in my
ability to get to people.

"

More Than Telling contains a

good hunk of learning . . . but more
than that, its emotional appeal pro-

vides the spark of incentive needed

to start supervision thinking in

terms of the importance of their

growth as connnunicators—to the

company, their people, and them-

selves. B'

Prnqress

Report '57

Right: News commentator |^"J;?aaB.--

H. V. Kaltenborn nar-

rates the colorful story

of A. O. Smith's plans

for a bright future . . .

A CONSTANT and important com-
-'^ pany need is to rekindle enthu-

siasm among salesmen and other

employees in their company and its

products. The A. 0. Smith Cor-

[iccration of Milwaukee does just

I hat in a sharpl\ -produced new
c-olor film This Is ) our Tomorron .

The target audience for the film

was the company's 200 salesmen.

The approach deals in terms of the

future, as interpreted by cccnnnenta-

tor H. V. Kaltenborn. Out of A. 0.

Smith's past and present, the film

derives significant trends which

stimulate the imagination of the

men on whom the company's future

rests. The emphasis is in the lab-

orator\. because it is here that the

future of this company lies. Color

is excellent and the message signifi-

cant and well delivered. ^
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telecasts

in 28 months!
AMERIC l\ CYAXAMID CO.

FARM & HOME DIl ISIO^

448 telecasts

in 8 months!
GEXERAL FOODS CORP.

M ^ 4t

A division of Sterling Television „ -;

Company, Inc.

Sterling-Movies^

w

• ^ INC.

6 East 39th Street New York 16, N.Y. Murray Hill 3-6300

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
DISTRIBUTOR OF

FILM J
TO TELEVISION

telecasts

in 30 months!
SWIFT & C0MP.4.\y

^^-4W^^^^

m^

2.12. telecasts in 1 nnonth!

N.IT10\AL ASSOCl.lTIO^ FOR RET.IRDED CHILDREN
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Depictorama to Provide a
Complete Meeting Service

¥ Depicto Films. Iiu.. a 17-year-

cikl firm llial lias been creating and

producing slide films, motion pic-

tures and other audio-visual aids

for nian\ leading companies, has

established a new service. De-

pictorama. which will render an all-

inclusive service to manufacturers,

trade and professional associations

in connection with their meetings

and conventions. The new ser\ice

will operate under the corporate

identity of Depicto Meetings. Inc..

with offices at 254 West .S4th ."street

ill \ew ^ ork.

While the parent coni|,>an\ lias

long been creating and supphing

\ isual aids and graphics of all kinds

for meetings and conventions, the

new company will undertake the

complete execution of such gather-

ings. It will work with clients from

the inception of the idea for a meet-

ing and carry through to its conclu-

sion. It will create a main theme to

crystallize and dramatize the objec-

tives, and will create and produce

all the graphics required. It will

also schedule the complete program,

engage the professional performers

and entertainers who niav be

needed; assist in the preparation of

speeches and addresses, and assist

the speakers in their proper delivery

and projection. The new organiza-

tion will also arrange for all travel

and housing required, staff the meet-

ings with experienced convention

[lersonnel. supply all the audio vis-

ual, projection, lighting and sound

equipment required, and stage all

dramatic and musical presentation

which may be called for. as well

as sight-seeing and entertainments

which may be held in connection

with the meetings.

A Single Supply Source

Depictorama is designed to be

useful to those firms who have hith-

erto been forced to rely on the serv-

ices of several outside suppliers,

creative studios and the like, and

had the task of coordinating their

activities to the deadlines enforced

by hotel and auditorium bookings.

A further advantage of the service

may be that by centering all details

and activities in one firm economies

can be effected which will reduce

the per-head cost of such assemblies.

To head up the new division,

president .lohii Hans has appointed

Joseph Kilmartin director and vice-

president. He was formerly vice-

president of Celloinatic. In addi-

tion, a staff of experts in various

phases of such events is now being

assembled, such as script writers,

dramatists, musical director, etc. Ig'

FILM SERVICES FDH BLSIIVESS

Orders first automated visual sales packages: Howard Boerner (center),

president of Howard Boerner Co.. signs as Roger Wade, president, and

R. L. Shoemaker, executive vice-president of Selling Films, Inc.. look on.

For

Film Libraries

SUMMERTIME
is

RECONDITIONING
Time . .

.

Summer is with us . . . and your prints

are out of circulation for a while. So

this is the ideal time to have them restored

to good condition through Peerless servicing

:

• inspection and cleaning • scratches removed

• defective splices remade • perforations

repaired • curl or brittleness corrected

Then, thoroughly rejuvenated, your prints

will be ready for hard use in the fall.

Send us your prints now

JEERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

9S9 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Announce Selling Films, Inc.,

New Roger Wade Subsidiary

^ Itnycr Wade I'l uductions. Inc.,

has established a new subsidiary,
Selling Films. Inc.. to provide au-
dio-visual "automation" services for
the outside salesman.

Roger Wade, president ,,f the

new concern, described the services
lo be offered as the solution of a

distribution dilemma in which in-

creasing costs must be met by in-

creased sales, yet efforts to increase
sales often end in further increas-

ing distribution costs. The only
»a\ to meet these costs. Mr. Wade
said, is by more efficient selling

methods. One of the steps in the

selling cycle where such treatment
is most sorely needed is at the

|)oint-(>f-(>utside-purchase.'"

Outside Salesman "Forgotten"

The outside .salesman is the for-

gotten man of automation, accord-

ing to Mr. Wade. Automation tech-

niques have been applied effeitixely

to production lines and with some
success at the retail selling level

and for group selling. But. even

»ith the marked advantages of to-

day's intensive sales training, the

outside salesman is still largelv de-

pendent upon the word of mouth,

horse-and-buggy methods of his

drummer ancestors when he is face

to face with his prospect.

Automation for the outside sales-

man does not aim at the elimina-

tion of the man from the selling

process. It means the application

of automatic techniques of com-

munication to his most time con-

suming and burdensome task—the

sales jiresentation— to free him for

his most important function—the

closing of the sale. Experimental

use of specialized audio-\isual

methods at the actual point-of-out-

side-selling have shown sales in-

creases of 25'( to 80't plus a

marked reduction in recruiting and

training and salesman turnover.

New Devices to Expand Field

Kecentlv developed devices and

iun\ utilization techniques are about

to trigger an accelerated expansion

of this field. Mr. Wade prophesies.

His new company will specialize in

servicing the anticipated increase

in the use of point-of-outside-selliiig

(iliiis and allied audio-visual media

for this purpose.

Robert L. .Shoemaker will head

up the new activity as executive

vice-president. His extensive ex-

perience in sales and sales promo-

lion combines with a comprehen-

sive background in the audio-\ isual

field over the years. !3'
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Robert Lawrence Productions
Forms a Creative Department

Kuhert Lawrence IVmluctions.

Inc.. New ^ ork. has established a

creative department to provide a

counseling service for advertisers,

film sponsors and their agencies in

the planning of films in the pre-

production stage.

The department, headed by \^ il-

liam Bernal. creative supervisor and

Stanle\ Mills Haggart. creative art

director, will work to eliminate prob-

lems that arise during production

—

probiems which can be anticipated

by experienced film producers, who

do not normally participate in pre-

production planning. The services

cif the department are offered with-

out additional charge to clients of

Lawrence Productions. S'

Terrytoons Puts $300,000
in N.Y. Studio Modernization

Terrv tuuns. a di\ isiun of CBS
Television Film Sales. Inc.. is near

completion of a .§.300.000 moderni-

zation plan for enlarging its \ew
Rochelle N. Y. plant.

The three-story building has un-

dergone complete alterations to al-

low for an expanding creative staff.

New sound and camera equipment

has been added to technical facili-

ties to take care of its production

activity, which now includes TV
commercials, programs, industrial

and theatrical films.

In the past month, such well-

known people in the animation field

as David Tendlar. formerly of

Famous Studios: Eli Bauer, from

Rav Patin Productions in Los

Angeles: Tod Dockstader of UPA
Burbank: Ray Favata of Academy
Productions: and Jules Feiffer. re-

cently with Transfilm. have joined

the Terrytoons ranks. ^'

Cadillac Sets Stage Show
Deal with Lou Walters Firm

G.M."s Cadillac Motor Car Divi-

sion has engaged Lou Walters Enter-

prises to produce a stage presenta-

tion for Cadillac distributors and

dealers in meetings to be held in

late fall.

\^ ell known as the provider of en-

tertainment to off-duty businessmen

at New \ orks Latin Quarter. Lou

Walters has. for the past several

\ears. been providing show's for

sales meetings for such clients as

Colgate-Palmolive. Coty. .Association

of National Advertisers and others.

The fall production will be a full-

scale musical using the best Broad-

way talent. It will tour ten cities, g"

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF IBmrn

MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photography, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Work Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and Matching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Striping

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

The >Vorld's Largest Line Of

Black & White and Color

FILM PROCESSORS!
/ \

Filmllne Processors are in continuous operation throughout the world

today, serving government agencies, TV stations, film labs, univer-

sities and industry. No other line offers so wide a variety of models,

such dependability, speed, and quality of reproduction as Filmllne.

Here are just a few of the fourteen standard models available for

processing 16mm, 35mm and 70mm black and white or color film—
'

all fully automatic ... all sensibly priced.

A'^' Filmline's new, low cost color

film and spray processors!

For tnformation on Custom Building and fhe

Co/np/efe tine of Filmline Film Proceisors, Write:

FILMLiNE CORPORATION
Depl. BMA.57 MIIFORD, CONNECTICUT
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"Monganga" Prize Medical
Documentary Offered to TV

+ Morii^afiiid. tlu- wideU -aiclainied.

lioiir-luiig documentary film about

a niediral missionaiy in Africa is

now being offered to TV stations

for biical pubMc service program-

ming by Association Films. Inc.

Presented by Smith. Kline. S>

French Laboratories in cooperation

with the American Medical Associa-

tion. Mon^an^a was filmed in the

Belgian Congo. It tells of the daily

activities of Dr. John E. Ross. who.

for the past six \ears. has served

as mission doctor at the Disciples

of Christ Mission in Lotumbe.

Originally presented last fall on

the Smith. Kline & French March

of Medicine program, the film was

the first hour-long medical program

ever presented coast-to-coast in

compatible color.

Narrated princi|jall\ by John

Gunther. Monu,un^a shows Dr. Ross

at work. 1-l-hours-a-day. giving

check-ups. conducting a pre-natal

clinic, \isiting neighboring villages,

overseeing a leprosarium, helping

with carpentry, and conducting re-

ligious services. A visit is also

made to a primitive. semi-p\gm\

tribe deep in the jungle.

The film captures the quiet dedi-

cation of this man who. at the age

of 36. after the death of his first

four children, two of them within

ten days, decided to become a

medical missionary. In 1950. at

the age of 43. he was assigned a.*

mission doctor at Lotumbe.

Monganga runs 56 minutes and

is mounted on two 120(1 foot reels

to allow stations a middle announc-e-

ment break if desired. It may be

run as a one-hour program, or on

consecutive half-hours. Prints are

in Eastman Color. Prints are

sliipped prepaid from Association

Films. B'

Road Construction Machinery
Performs in "On the Move"
-¥ llnu power sho\cls. cranes, drag-

lines and other outsized equipment

clear the path for Americas roads

anrl waterways is shown in On the

Move, a new 27-minute color mo-

tion picture sponsored by the Bald-

win - Lima - Hamilton Corporation.

Lima. Ohio.

Personalized with a boy-meets-

girl bit. On the More <lramatizes the

story of an industrs. its career op-

portunities, and the products of the

sponsor's Construction Equipment

Division. The free loan film is being

made available for pronp showings

and television.

Featured in llie proihu lion are

oil induslr\ expansion pri.ji-cls. a

What's Hew in Sponsored Piclores

Reviews in Brief of Recenf and Oufsfanding 16mm Films

celebration of the opening of an

Indiana toll road, views of construc-

tion work being done on the St.

Lawrence Seaway, scenes of power-

ful machines building a greater

transportation system.

A young college engineer attend-

ing a construction equipment con-

vention talks to a young lady at a

booth. She tells him of the romance

of the big power machines and the

people responsible for them. The

engineer learns that mechanical en-

gineering of this type offers him an

interesting career. The young lady

obviously is planning her career

wdien she goes to diiuier with him.

On the Move was produced by

Austin Productions. Inc.. of Lima.

It won a Chris Award in the recent

Columbus Film Festival. The pic-

ture ma) be l)orn»\\etl from the

sponsors headquarters in Lima.

Ohio. 1^

* a *

Photo Department Pointers
Made in Eastman Kodak Film

Graphic art materials can be

used to increase the versatility of

the industrial photographic depart-

ment. That's the message of a

new 10-minute motion picture spon-

sored by Eastman Kodak Companv.

The film. So Can You, now is avail-

able for general distribution.

So Can You begins with a dis-

cussion between a plant manager

and a Kodak technical representa-

tive. It describes how the smallest

industrial plant, using only a

standard view camera, an office re-

production machine anrl a mini-

TO YOUR ADVANTAGE

,^-0^^072

Public RtlaHoni

Let us put in your hands the unusual facts about Centron. Facts

that can work to your advantage as they have for the many
other chents of Centron. Facts that you need and want to know

about the producer of your film. Facts on which you and Centron

con build an effective, imaginative film of quality at realistic cost.

Amarlcan Midlcal Aiuciatlan

i I

CENTRON CORPORATION
OFFICES: I05 WARD PARKWAY. K. C MO.
9TH AND AVALON RD., LAWRENCE. KANSAS

mum of darkroom facilities, can

|)roduce high-qualit) promotional

material for distribution to dealers.

.Shown is the production of a

combination line and halftone mail-

ing piece, employing Kodak Auto

Screen Film and Kodalith Ortho

Film. Type 2. Steps involved in

producing a dealer display card via

the Kodak Ektagraph Process for

preparation of screen stencils are

portraved.

For details on obtaining So Can

}ou. write to: Audio-Visual Serv-

ices. Eastman Kodak Company.

Rochester 4, New York. ^'

Hallmark's "Cradle Song"
Nov/ Available as 16mm Film

M The 90-minute television produc-

tion of The Cradle Song, featured

last season on the Hallmark Hall of

Fame series on NBC-TV. will be

made available free of charge to

the nation's high schools and col-

leges on 16 mm kinescope record-

ings from the regional libraries of

.Association Films. Inc.

Hallmark Cards, sponsor of the

plav which was produced by

Maurice Evans, will finance the

processing and distribution of

prints for the school field. In co-

operation with NBC. the company

is similarly distributing free prints

of Mr. Evans' television produc-

tions of Shakespeare's Macbeth and

Richard II which have been shown

more than 5.500 times to date, ac-

cording to Association Films.

The Cradle Song, whose all-star

cast includes Judith Anderson and

Siobhan McKenna. was widely ac-

claimed by critics as one of the

most distinguished dramatic offer-

ings in the history of television.

Winner of numerous awards, in-

cluding a recent citation from The

Christophers. The Cradle Song is a

|)oignant story of an infant girl

who is left at the door of a convent

in Spain. R'
« « «

Small Tov/n Recreation Shown
in Athletic Institute Picture

¥ To help towns and villages of less

than 5.000 population plan, organ-

ize and administer community recre-

ation programs, the Athletic Insti-

tute has put into production a new

16mm motion picture. Town and

Country Recreation.

Scheduled for completion late in

1957. the film will underscore the

need for full-time professional recre-

ation leaders and tax-supported pro-

grams. It will show lunv the mam
resources found in small towns, such

as citizens who are skilled in arts,

crafts and technical abilities, can be

used to provide recreation service

for the entire comnmnitx. BP
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"Mower Power to You" Extols
Values of Engine Lawn Mowers
•f The world may also be divided

into people who like power lawn

mowers and those who like to labor

behind the old-fashioned kind. If

all the people who are kindly dis-

posed to the modern concept were

seated row- on row they would make
a sizeable audience for Mower
Poller to } ou. a new 26-minute

color motion picture.

Moiter Power to You is intended

to train salesmen and to resolve po-

tential customers for the sponsor.

Power Products Corporation. Graf-

ton. Wisconsin manufacturer of en-

gines for lawn mowers.

Demonstrating selling techniques,

the film also demonstrates the prod-

uct. It urges the salesman to under-

stand his product, to discover the

customers needs, to interpret these

needs. It advises the salesman to

eliminate models which least interest

the customer. It tells the salesman

to upgrade the product through dem-

onstration, to close the sale by ask-

ing "or" questions, and by review-

ing operational and service features.

Working directly as a salesman,

the picture explains to customers

that new double power action en-

gines have fewer moving parts—re-

sulting in easier mowing and fewer

service problems. The modern en-

gines use pre-mi.\ed fuel to insure

that all moving parts are properly

i m E'
SPECIALISTS

in the Science of

FILM

REJUVENATIO

Laboratoi7 Services:

RAPIDWELD Process:

For Removal of • Scratches

• Abrasions • "Rain" • Dirt

• Oil Stains & Other Imperfections

RAPIDTREAT Process;

A preservative to protect

new film against damage.

Send for Free Brochure "Facts On Film Care"'

Fnr nil II! X- .i.iiilm filiiif:

rupiil
FILM TECHNIQUE

37-02A 27th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

lubricated and do not require con-

timial checking or changing of oil.

The film is available without

charge for showing to sales person-

nel, garden and service clubs and

other interested groups. ,\ddress re-

quests for the film to: Don Edwards,

.Manager of Marketing Services.

Power Products Corporation. Graf-

ton. Wisconsin. g"
* St *

Film's Sight, Sound Effects

to Carry Scotch Tape Story

K Image and sound without narra-

tion will be eniplo\ed in a new-

motion picture designed to show-

how- tape products are used in gift

wrapping and home decoration.

The film is being produced in

France for Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company by Arco
Film Productions, Inc.. of New-

\ork, through MacManus. John

and Adams. Inc.

The promotional tale of ribbons,

tapes and seals will be told in terms

of color, panlomine, ballet and
sound effects and a musical score

synchronized to the action. Each
character in the film will be identi-

fied by a particular musical instru-

ment.

Intended for distribution to

women's clubs, schools, social or-

ganizations and for tele\ision pub-

lic service time, the film has been

scheduled for shooting on the stages

of Cinema et Publicite in Paris.

In line with the increasing Amer-
ican use of visual and musical tech-

niques of European producers,

."^rco Film Productions. Inc.. has

contracted for representation in the

I nited States of the Cinema et

I'ublicite and other European pro-

ducers. 5J'

BULLETIN BOARD
Sales Training

^ Chuck Woods — Go Giver, 26
minutes, is a ilramatizeil lesson for

sales personnel in the retail lumber

yard. According to the sponsor,

V\ ood Conversion Company, of St.

Paul. Minnesota, lumber yard sales

(leople are in need of training and

this film, therefore, is of real im-

portance to lumber dealers.

Ltilizing television personalities,

the film gives the retail lumber man
examples of effective selling tech-

niques, proper customer relation-

ships. Chuck Woods—Go-Giver

was written and directed by John

Drieman in conjunction with Con-

tinental Films. Inc., of Minneapolis.

The film is available through

Wood Conversion Company sales

representatives. For additional in-

formation, contact the sponsor at:

First National Bank Building. St.

Paul f. Minnesota.

Modern
Slide

projection

Is of tai-aef
Scope

Clarity
of

petal

Incandescent projectors restrict projection to small

screens and small audiences. The new large-screen,

life-like picture projection which gives everyone in

ereti the biggest audiences a feeling of "participation"

has been made possible by the developtnent of—

THE UNIVERSAL HIGH INTENSITY

ARC SLIDE PROJECTOR

InslaUalion of j Slroni Vnirpnat Arc Slide Projector at Mmsachusetls Intlrtule

of Technology Kresge Auditorium where it is doirtg an "admirable" job bejort
critical audiences of up to 1200 persons. 2" z 2", and 3V4" x 4" color slides

are projected 105 feet to a screen 20 feet wide.

Ideal for sales conferences, technical meetings, conventions,

schools, churches and hotels, and particularly where it is im-

practical, uneconomical or impossible to darken the room, or

where it is desirable to maintain room illumination as for

taking notes.

Projects 314" X 4", and 2" x 2" slides to obtain pictures up

to 30 feet wide, and of brilliancy comparable to finest theatre

projection. Plugs into any 110-volt K.C outlet.

Write today for free literature, prices or demonstration.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
"The World's Largest Manufacturers of Projection Lighting Equipment"

39 CITY PARK AVENUE • TOLEDO 1, OHIO
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>f A strong Eastern bulwark in the

struggle between New York and

Hollywood for supremacy in the TV
commercial business was opened last

month in the Lincoln Square area of

Manhattan. The new MPO Televi-

sion Production Center at 210 West

65th Street is reputed to be one of

the most complete plants ever con-

structed in New York for filming

television commercials.

Owned and operated b) MPO
Television Films. Inc.. the Center

houses in one structure three shoot-

ing stages, a scenic construction

shop, a complete sound recording

system, electrical and camera shop,

a permanent kitchen for food prep-

aration for films, extensive on-

premises storage facilities for props

and sets, dressing rooms, offices and

conference rooms. All stages are

built around the scenic construction

shop which, incidentally, is said to

be the largest studio shop of its type

in New York. For speed and econ-

omy, sets can be constructed and

painted in the shop and moved on

rollers to an\ of the shooting stages.

Elevator Handles Cars, Trucks

A freight elevator joins all stages

and automobiles or trucks can be

moved easily directly on stage. A
scenery storage area allows the

stages to be kept broom clean at all

times and also serves to store many

of the permanent sets which are

used at regular intervals and stored

between shooting dates for their

clients.

All of the stages are air-condi-

tioned by the latest silent system

which allows the air-conditioning to

remain on even while shooting

sound.

Latest Electronic Sound System

All three stages are wired for re-

cording sound and are channeled to

a central control room. If neces-

sary, sound can be recorded on all

three stages simultaneously. The

entire sound system has been

adapted to the latest electronic de-

velopments and magnetic iiiedia.

MPO-TV does all of its own trans-

fers which guarantees immediate

ALDNG THE PHODUCTIDIV LIIVE

MPO Television Opens Lincoln Square Production Center

in Manhattan Exclusively for Filmed TV Commercials

delivery and high quality controls.

A special electronic panel has

been installed at the Center giving

it a capacit\ of over 400.000 watts

of Alternating Current and 50.000

watts of Direct Current. This means

that color productions can be shot

on all three stages simultaneously.

Much of the electrical equipment

was especially designed and built

for the problem of shooting TV
commercials. For example, all lights

in a studio can be controlled by a

master console, enabling special ef-

fects to be worked directly from the

camera.

Another innovation on the main

stage at MPO is a permanent con-

crete cyclorania over 65 feel in

length. This type of horizonless

background is being used more and

more in TV conmiercials. This

wrinkle-free "eye" is guaranteed to

give an effect of absolute infinity.

Special Insert Stage Facilities

Package and product photog-

raphy—a must in all TV conuuer-

cials — is extremely exacting and

time consuming. To make this

aspect of production more efficient

and economical. MPO-TV Produc-

tion Center has a special insert

stage. This studio has its own spe-

cially engineered camera, dolly

tracks, and overhead lighting grid

16mm needs

For the latest technical

information on how to gel

the most from 16mm film,

wnte for DU/ARTS FREE /

booklet "The Processing /

of 16mm Film- /

DU/ART gives your 16mm negative

SPECIAL CARE with:

RESEARCH IN 16mm PROCESSING...
Brought about the use of jet spray negative developing

for faster — "bromide-drag-free" results.

CONSTANT LABORATORY SUPERVISION...
Hourly sensitometric tests to guarantee proper develop-

ing strengths. . .and constant chemical replenishing con-

trol assures proper processing for every foot of negative,

EFFICIENT LABORATORY ROUTINE...
Every roll of 16mm film receives constant detail atten-

tion — from gamma strip and picture tests to special proc-

essing instructions for your individual negative.

No matter how large or small the job, your 16mm negative

receives SPECIAL CARE at DU/ART.

DU/ART FILM LABS, INC.
245 West 55tti Street, New York 19, N. Y,

all designed to handle the extremely

fine tolerances of this type of pho-

tography. The existence of the in-

sert stage (air-conditioned and

sound proofed I makes the Center

more efficient since it frees the

other shooting stages for larger sets.

For maxinmm efficiency every

light, camera, cable, switch and re-

cording machine is brand new. The

MPO Center has over 2..500 individ-

ual pieces of lighting equipment and

two of the latest BNC Mitchell cam-

eras with many extra attachments.

There is also a Bell & Howell stop

motion camera plus five other mo-

tion picture cameras, A complete

independent unit of lights, camera

and sound equipment stands by at

all times in its own truck for loca-

tion assignments. S

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.,

Offers Light Camera Dollies

Two models of a new lighlu eight

three-wheel collapsible camera dolly

have been introduced by Camera

Equipment Company. Inc.. New
York City. Both the "Junior'"

model dolly, which weighs IS^/;

lbs., and the "Senior" model which

weighs 18 lbs., fold into compact

shapes which the cameraman can

carry on location.

Designed for use with any pro-

fessional or semi-professional tri-

pod, these new CECO dollies are

made of high tensile-strength alumi-

num castings, with chrome-plated

tubing, ball bearings and locking

rubber-tired casters. Engineered to

remain rigid and stable, both mod-

els are provided with clamps for

attaching tripod. Each caster has

an indexing device spaced to 120°

for straightline direction.

The overall collapsed size of the

-Junior" dolly is SVo x 12 x 27'

-

inches. The distance between the

unit's tripod receptacles in open

position is 34 inches. The dimen-

sions of the "Senior" dolly in col-

lapsed position are 91/4 x ll^^ x

2914 inches; distance between the

Senior's tripod receptacles, opened.

is 39 inches. »
» * »

Kogel to Century Lighting

Henry Kogel. slalf .iiginccr at the

Society of Motion Picture and Tele-

vision Engineers, has resigned to

accept a position with Century

Lighting Co.. New York,

Mr. Kogel has been on the staff

of the Society since November I'XSd,

Before his appointment to the

SMPTE position he was affiliated

with Sperry Gyroscope Co, In his

new position. Mr, Kogel's activities

will be chiefly in the field of televi-

sion and motion piclurc studio

lighting, »

"
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Representing decades of film experience a'e »^e;e heads of WCD, Inc.. (left

to right) Harold Wondsel, pres.: Bob Carlisle, Tom Dunphy, vice-presidents.

Science.Wondsel, Carlisle, Dunphy
Form WCD, Inc. in New York

\\ onct>el. Carlisle \ Duiipln. vet-

eran film producers, have estab-

lished a new company at 16(10

Broadivav. New York, to be known

as WCD, Inc. The new firm has

acquired the entire facilities of

George Blake Enterprises and will

offer complete and modern studios

for all tvpes of film production

under the supervision of men with

long and proven backgrounds in the

making of outstanding films.

Harold Wondsel. president of the

new company, is currently also pres-

ident of the Film Producers Asso-

ciation of New York. He was for

the past twentv years president of

Sound Masters- Inc. His background

offers considerable experience in the

following fields: producer, writer,

director, cameraman and film edit-

ing. For six years. Wondsel was

editor-in-chief of Pathe News.

Bob Carlisle is vice-president in

charge of production. He has been

associated with Jerry Fairbanks

Productions and with Paramount

Pictures in the makina of short sub-

Each year since we began
producing our distinctive

TYPE TITLES
we have served an ever-

increasing number of the

world's leading producers

There must be a reason !

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois

jects. including Popular

I nusiiat Occupations, and the two-

time .\cademy Award winning

Speaking oj Animals. He was later

editor-in-chief at Columbia Pictures.

Since the war. Carlisle has pro-

duced and directed documentary

films for various departments of the

L nited States Government and for

American business.

Tom Dunphy. vice president in

charge of TV activities, was for-

merh a television copywriter and

production supervisor at Benton &

Bowles for six years and at the Kud-

ner Agencv for two. In addition,

he has had fifteen years experience

as cameraman, writer, director and

producer. In the past two years he

has directed and produced commer-

cials for Bordens, Nestle. Alcoa,

Plymouth. General Foods. Lever

Bros., Armour, General Electric,

and their agencies. S"

E. H. Johnson to Coordinate
Association Films' Branches

Named to coordinate branch

operations of Association Films,

Inc.. is E. H. Johnson, formerly in

the company's advertis-

^^i^^^ ing and promotion de-

partment. He will act

as liaison in the field be-

tween the distributor's

four nationwide branch

offices and its headquar-

ters in New York Cit\

.

Transfilm Names Mgr.
of Sales Department

Ijcrtrude \ . Casey

has been appointed man-

ager of the sales depart-

ment at Transfilm. Inc..

under William Burn-

ham, vice-president in

charge of sales. Miss

Casey has been in sales

for seven vears. S"

F&B
SERVING AMERICA'S
FINEST Fl LMAKERS F&B

l\TE H^ F&B FILM REPAIR & SPLICING BLOCK
SAVE YOUR TORN, BADLY
DAMAGED, GOUGED, SLIDEFILMS
AND MOVIE FILMS. REPAIR AND
REPLACE TORN OR MISSING
SPROCKET HOLES

They can now be repaired, speedily,

efficiently, economically and PERMA-
NENTLY — by using the F & B Film

Repair and Splicing Block in conjunc-

tion with the Magic Mylar Transparent

Splicing tape.S19.95
HERE'S HOW TO REPAIR BAD TEARS & MISSING PERFORATIONS

The F&B Film Repair and Splicing Block provides a solid base reg-

istration of the sprocket holes so that the Mylar Splicing tape can be

applied accurately on both sides of the film.

Also, the block is used for strengthening conventional lap splices —
and to make butt splices.

The upper channel comprises a complete splicing block for '/(" mag-
netic recording tape.

The F&B Film Repair and Splicing Block is made of precision milled

anodized aluminum.

The block is completely non-magnetic. Magnetic — or magnastrlped

film may be repaired in perfect safety.

For schools, colleges, industry, government, film and slidefilm libra-

ries, projection rooms for all users of film — the F&B Film Repair and
Splicing Block is a prime necessity, made available by mass production
at the unusually low price of $1 9.95.

ORDER YOURS NOW FOR EARLIEST DELIVERY

MAGIC MYLAR TRANSPARENT
SPROCKETED SPLICING TAPE

CLEAN • Self-sticking—no cements required

DURABLE • Tear strength greater than film

SAFE • I 1000" thick—passes through

projector easily

INVISIBLE • Optical transmission of spliced

frames unaffected

ECONOMICAL * No frame loss when repairing torn

film or perforations

16mm SINGLE OR DOUBLE PERF. (2640 Frames) ; $5.00 per 66 ft. ROLL
35mm SINGLE OR DOUBLE PERF. (1056 Frames) $9.00 per 66 ft. ROLL

TEWE DIHECTORS

FINDEB %Imported from Germony

,

ot a New Low Pnce, F&B
present the most efficient

and useful directors view-
fnder now available.
In 2 Models — The 35mm model includes scales

for wides^reen os well os standard tocal lengths

from 25mni to 200mm and image orithcan com-
eras. Masks give correct field of view for wide-
screen ratios as follows: 11 75, 1:1.85, 1:2.33.

1:2.55 i.CinemaScope'. The 16mm models cover

focal lengths from 11.5mm to 75mm-

Pfice $68.50 includes neck chain and leath-

er case. Masks — $3.95 each, for 35mm
model.

ip

F&B FILM CEMENT
HOLDS SPLICES PERMANENTLY
Pt. $2.50—Write for Free Sample

FAMOUS PJ^J

SPLIT REELS
SAME FINE QUALITY at the

LOWEST PRICES in the WORLD
Regular



Abovj: to r) are Jerome Kintner,

PnoTo & Sound; Dr. James Brown

and Dr. Richard Lewis, San Jose

State; and Norman Carlson.

Graduate Fellowships for A-V
Presented by Photo & Sound
+ Gratiuate tellu\^slli|J^ for die ad-

vancement of audio-visual educa-

tion have been announced by San

Jose State College. Established by

Photo and Sound Company, audio-

visual equipment and materials sup-

pliers in California, the Fellowship

Fund was presented to the college

bv Mr. Norman Carlson. President,

and Mr. Jerome Kintner. Vice-

President, of Photo and Sound. The

fund. $500. will provide two $100

Fellowships for the Sunnner Ses-

sion 1957 and two $150 Fellowships

for the academic year 1957-1958.

.'\pplications for the Summer
Session. 1957 must be filed by June

1. 1957. those for the Academic

Year 1957-1958 mu^t he hied In

August 1. 1957. Forms fur ajjpli-

cations for Photo and Sound Fel-

lowships may be obtained by writ-

ing to the chairman, College Schol-

arship Committee. San Jose State

College. San Jose 14. California.

San Jose State College offers Master

of Arts programs in Education with

emphasis on .'Vudio-Visual Curricu-

lum Materials, and a wide range

of courses for audio-\isual special-

ists, instructional materials special-

ists, and librarians. California

teaching credential programs may
be coordinated with ailvanced

study. 9

Above: pictured at Illinois Bell Tele-

phone Company's film library during

his recent U.S. tour is European

Productivity Agency's Jean Le Har-

ivel (left) shown with Dr. Francis

Noel, consultant, and Therle (Peggy)

O'Neill of Illinois Bell PR Dept.

SalES-Maker in the Farm Market
"The Last of Grass" a Sequel Film in Monsanto Program

Sponsor: The Monsanto Chemical

Company.

Title: The Last of Grass. 27 niin..

color, produced by the Centron

Corporation.

¥ That inimitable pair of "charac-

ters" which farm audiences first met

and liked in Monsanto's Penta film

Tlie Most in Posts are back again

in a sequel color picture that aims

to sell its viewers on the merits of

the sponsor's grassy-weed sprax

.

Randox. That would be Ollie Gru-

ber. the scientific-minded farmer

and his not-so-progressive hired

hand. Humphrey Pottle.

In this film. Ollie comes back

from an agronomy meeting with a

new-fangled spray rig idea. He

claims it will eliminate cultivating

and that Randox. which he heard

about at the meeting, can kill

grassy weeds without harming corn

or other crops.

The corn comes up weedless but

Humphrey is sure that a good rain

will leach out the product and leave

more weeds than ever. The rains

come and the fields stay weed-free.

When Ollie tells him that these new

methods make it possible to give

him a raise. Humphrey is converted

to the merits of progress.

These Monsanto farm films are

cleverly done in the idiom of their

farm family audiences. The two

principals are a rare asset and their

reception in the field has been sales-

worthy. The Last oj Grass was di-

r
in slide film recording—

ESI*means slide rule accuracy!
Universal's e.xclusive "Electronic Signal Inserter

means exact placing ana exact timing of trie picture.

Does away witn tne human element of tutton push-

ing. Witk ESI, slide film pictures change where and

wnen you want them to! Designed by Universal's own

staff of engineers, ESI guarantees perfection in slide

film production.

Universal's quality pressings on pure vinylite come in

five different colors (red, tlack, green, blue and gold)

at no extra cost.

Universal Recorders — home of tlio finest sound kicil-

ities for transcriptions, slide films and motion

pictures.

r^rmer Oliie Gruber hired

hand htumphrey Pottle his spray rig.

rected by Centron's Harold Harvev.

photographed by Norman Stuewe

and Bob Rose from a script b)

Margaret Travis. The executive

producer was Arthur Wolf. Mod-
ern Talking Picture Service. Inc. is

distributing these films for the

sponsor, primarily to rural audi-

ences.

Showings to field sales representa-

tives and dealers have been handled

by the sponsor's own department. S'

ALCOA'S NEW FILM:
( <: 1

1 -\ r I \ L K II FROM P A G K .^ 7 1

to film pro|)erly presented, and is

influential to a degree that can not

lie lounted in numbers.

At this writing, the .'\lcoa film is

entitled (.olor and Textures in Alu-

minum Finishes, a most suitable one

for its xenlures into the professional

halls of industrial designers and

architects. But. this is a film that

just cannot be confined to its in-

tended audience— it is too good, and

who. after all. doesn't use aluminum
as a designer? Who has never

wrapped a package in colored foil?

It needs a better title for this general

audience, .^n Alcoa release, unoffi-

cially, referred to it as Man on a

Skyhook, for. although there is no

title on the film, a man does, in-

deed, ride through the plant on a

"skyhook." and a more attractive

title would be hard to find.

Since this film will be talked

about widely for its intrinsic qual-

ities as a motion picture, and as,

indeed, an art form on its own sky-

hook, here are the deserved credits:

For Alcoa: Ralph L. Hoy.

For On Film: Written bv Tracv

Ward.

nirccted b\ Trac\ Ward and

\\ licalon (Valentine.

l'liol(]gra|jhed bv Richard Bagley.

Original score by Frank Lewin.

Narration bv Walter Abel. R
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Maurer Shows a New Geneva
Movement for 16mm Devices

->t Since the early days of the

movies, the "Geneva movement'

has been the standard mechanism

by which the necessary step motion

has been imparted to film. Gen-

erall\ this mechanism has been used

in 35mm projectors, where it is

well suited to the steady grind of

theatrical service.

Because of the lightness of 16mm
film, the claw has been the favored

intermittent mover in this medium.

However. John A. Maurer. President

of JM Developments. Inc.. of New

York, recently disclosed a new form

of Geneva movement especial!)

adapted to 16mm film.

Speaking at a recent meeting of

the Society of Motion Picture aiid

Television Engineers, Mr. Maurer

disclosed a basic improvement on

the Geneva movement in which an

intermittent sprocket is driven by

a 3-slot star instead of the conven-

tional 4-slot arrangement. The

16mm sprocket is driven through

an intermediate gear of precise

construction.

According to Mr. Maurer. this

confers great advantages, among
which are extreme steadiness, long

wearing qualities, unusually quick

for 16mm. Film — 4C0 to 2000' Reels

Protect your films

Ship in FIBERBILT CASES
Sold at leoding dealers

pull down, and gentle handling of

the film. The new intermittent is

made as a complete unit and has

many uses in 16mm motion picture

devices. Mr. Maurer exhibited

plans for a new type of film viewer

and a 16mm laboratory printer,

both incorporating the new device.

John A. Maurer was fomierlv

President of J. A. Maurer. Inc., and
Precision Film Laboratories, and
now heads his own firm. JM Devel-

opments. Inc.. at II6-II0 West 29
Street. New York. Q'

Zegart Named Co-Winner of
Lasker Award for TV Film

Arthur Zegart. documentarv film

producer-director for Information

Productions. Inc.. was honored at a

luncheon at the Ambassador Hotel

on May 1. as co-winner of the .Al-

bert Lasker .Medical Journalism

Award for 1956. The award is pre-

sented for outstanding reporting of

medical research and public health

in the television field.

Mr. Zegart s award was for The
If assaic Story, which he directed

for CBS-TV producer. Bill Leonard,

who is himself a co-winner of the

Lasker Award for this film.

The Wassaic Story, written jointly

by Zegart and Leonard, is a docu-

mentary film report on the New-

York State Hospital for the Mentally

Retarded at Wassaic. New York. It

was seen on the CBS-TV E\e on

.\eiv York program on October 21

and December 0. 1956.

Arthur Zegart has been with In-

formation Productions as producer-

director of documentary films since

1952. He has produced and di-

rected such films as The Maine Lob-

stermen, written by E. B. White and

seen on Omnibus. 3'

Kodak Issues Booklet on
Selection of 16mm Films

""Cine-Kudak 16mni Films. Data

and Selection. " a new 16-page book-

let covering all fields of 16mm cine

photography, is being offered bv

Eastman Kodak Company. Roches-

ter. New \ ork.

Sections of the booklet deal with

film selection, discussions of rever-

sal and negative films, black white

and color films, physical features of

film, magnetic sound coating, proc-

essing, storing and loading of film.

Characteristics of individual Cine-

Kodak fihiis are explained as an aid

to selection and use.

The new booklet is perforated to

fit the Kodak Photographic Note-

book. It is available without charge

from: Sales Service Division, East-

man Kodak Company. Rochester 4.

New York. y-

^ quality

^blsboratory

STOP
SERVICE

industr
Dealing with completely

self-contained organization

saves you time and money . .

,

if you use business films,

either self produced or

thru film producer, it

will pay you to check with us.

send for price list

DOXJOLA-S LxA.BOR,A.TOR.IES
1425 S. Rociae Ave. • Baildiag No. 2

Chicago 8, ill. • HAynorket 1-0409

TEL-Aiiimastaiul ... AMMATioN m
SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND
SpeciaWy Designed for Motion Picture Producers,

Animators, Special Effects Laboratories, TV Stations,

Advertising Agencies, Art Depts,, Etc.

Embodies ieatures ot photo enlarger, movie camera,

micrometer and railroad roundhouse. Optical effects

such as pons, cmgles, zooms and cjuicfc closeups

are accxjmplished fay simply raising or lowering the

camera—every variation for trick photography may
nowr be producred with the S.O.S. TEL-Animastond.

A camera fitted to a movable, coxmterbalanced ver-

tical carriage photographs the cut work. V/ill accept
even the heaviest 16mm or 35mm camera (Acme
vnth stop motion motor illustrated).

All basic movements associated with high-priced

stands are incorporated. Accuracy is assured
through precise registration of art work. Rugged con-

struction maintains stability. Includes four Veeder
Root counters which calibrate 18" north/south move-
ment, 24" east/west travel, and zoom movements
to the Art Table ct Cel Beard respectively.

BASIC UNIT ONLY $2995 Write for brothure

Among the recent purchasers are:

TV Spol Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
University oi California Radiation Lab., Livermore, Col,
HoUand-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Campbell Films, Saxton's River, Vermont

TEl-Animastand vfith TBL-Animo
sliding ce// board, shadow box
and platen, rotated at 45°.

S. 0. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. H, 602 West 52nd St., New York 19-PLaza: 7-0440-Cable: SOSound
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood 28. California—Phone HO 7-2124
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Business Screen COTQ^i
MPO Names Ross Sutherland

as Midwest Sales Manager

MPO Productions. Inc.. has

opened new Detroit - Midwestern

sales and service offices at 6560 Cass

Avenue. Detroit.

Ross M. Sutherland has been ap-

pointed sales manager for the Mid-

western area. Mr. Sutherland was

Pathescope Moves New York
Offices to Coliseum Tower

The Pathescope Company of

America has moved to new and

larger quarters in the Coliseum

Tower. 10 Columbus Circle. New

York Citv. Telephone number

I PLaza 7-5200 1 and studio address

(21-29 45th Road. Long Island

Citv I will remain the same. H'

Ostrander to Transfilm, Inc.

Albert Ustrander has joined

Transfilm Incorporated as scenic art

director. For the past several years

he has conducted his own business

as both design consultant and art di-

rector for films and legitimate

shows. In television. Ostrander

served as art director for CBS-TV

W'here he supervised the work of 18

scenic designers. ^
» if »

Ernest Nathan Named Florez

Program Planning Consultant

Ernest D. Nathan has been ap-

pointed as staff consultant for pro-

gram planning at Florez Incorpor-

ated. Detroit sales training film

producers. The announcement was

made by Jack Kleene. vice-president

and creative director.

Nathan joined Florez in 1953 as

account executive. His 25 years of

prior business experience in sales

training and promotion was gained

in executive positions with Camp-

bell-Ewald. B. F. Goodrich Com-

panv and Caravel Films. Inc. S'

Ross Sutherland

formerlv executive vice-president of

John Sutherland Productions. Inc.

He spent 12 years with the firm,

specializing in sales for the last five.

Prior to this he was in charge of

studio operations.

Mr. Sutherland is a graduate ol

the University of North Dakota. He

is married, has four children and

resides in Crosse Pointe. Mich-

igan, ^l
» « «

Roy Gibson Joins the Institute

of Visual Training, Inc.

lio\ (iibMPii lu^^ joined William J.

Ganz Company. Inc. a division of

Institute of Visual Training. Inc.

Gibsiin will assist Mr. Ganz in or-

ganizing and administering an ex-

panding sales and distribution pro-

gram. Gibson was associated for

manv years with Sound Masters.

Inc. as a writer, director and pro-

ducer, and before that with The Jam
Handv Organization and with Castle

Films.

Roy Gibson

photographic

type

the easy v/ay..

overhead
projection

slides...

movie,

film strip

titles...

When you have a story to tell clearly and

quickly, prepare it the ProType way —

simple, easy...

no camera...
no darkroom!
ProType photographic type is the ideal

answer for visual presentations. You get

clean, razor-sharp type up to 90 points —

without complicated machinery, expensive

cameras or darkrooms! All you do is expose

the type at a simple easel under regular room

lighting conditions, then develop the ProFilm

or ProPaper there! That's all there is to it!

More than 10,000 type sizes and styles are

available to suit any need, from text to head-

lines of compelling interest and impact. Pro-

Film is ideally suited for use in making projec-

tion slides, and ProType, on both ProFilm and

ProPaper, fits in perfectly with all phase; of

the Diazo-type Process.

D Arrange demonstration

nSend brochure on ProType

'/DAVIDSON CORPORATION
\ Subsidiary of Mefgenlhaler linotype Compony

T«xt set in Linotype * Headings in ProType

George Oliva, Jr.

General Pictures Corp. Is

Formed in Cleveland Area

General Pictures Corporation has

been formed in Cleveland. Ohio to

produce films for business and in-

dustry. Heading the organization

are George Oliva. Jr.. as president,

and Miliard M. Horace, as vice-pres-

ident. General Pictures Corporation

has its headquarters and studio in

Cleveland's Dramaturgy Building.

2307 Chester Avenue.

Until recently. Oliva was TV-

Radio copy director and associate

director of films in the Cleveland

office of Fuller & Smith & Ross.

Inc.. national advertising agency.

Horace formerly was vice-presi-

dent of Productions-on-Film, Inc.,

of Cleveland, and a newsreel cam-

eraman for television stations WJW
and WEWS. He is affiliated with

CBS Television Newsfilm. S"
* it *

Chadwick to Fred Niles Films

Ralph Chadwick lia> juiiicil the

Fred A. Niles Films staff at RKO-

Pathe Studios in Culver City. Cal-

ifornia to serve as animation pro-

duction supervisor. Chadwick for-

merly had been at U. P. A. Pictures,

Inc. He also has been associated

wilh the film unit of North Amer-

ican Aviation. Inc.. and with Walt

Disney Studios. ^

Baker Named Cleveland Chief

for Du Pont Photo Products

William Dallas liaker has been

appointed Cle\eland district mana-

ger for Du Pont Photo Products. He

succeeds Robert N. Kidwell who has

been named as manager of the Par-

lin. New Jersey Photo Products

plant of E. I. du Pont de Nemours

6k Company. Inc.

Baker joined the Cleveland dis-

trict as sales supervisor in 1954.

His earlier assignments include Los

Angeles, as industrial and x-ray

products supervisor, and Wilming-

ton. Delaware, as industrial prod-

ucts manager. He has liecii with Du

Pont since 1939. U'
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Philip L. Worcester Heods
Fuller, Smith, Ross A-V Dept.

Philip L. Worcester has been ap-

pointed head of the TV-Radio-Fihn

Department in the Cleveland office

of Fuller i; Smith & Ross. Inc., ac-

cording to John C. Maddox. exec-

utive vice-president.

Vice-President Tom Slater, direc-

tor of the a-v department since

10.S4. has heen transferred to the

Philip L. Worcester

agency s new Pittsburgh office as

vice-president and television account

executive on the Aluminum Com-

panv of America account.

John James, formerly associate

director of films, has been appointed

as film director in Cleveland. Mad-

dox announced.

Worcester, formerly program and

production manager for television

station WNBK (now KYW I . will be

responsible for planning t\. radio

and film campaigns for all clients of

the Cleveland office. S'

A. Theodore Lewis to Manage
Realist Chicago Sales Area

Realist, Inc.. has appointed A.

Theodore Lewis as district sales

manager of the Chicago area. In

his new job. Lewis will direct sales

activities in the State of Illinois as

well as in St. Louis. Missouri. He

has been a sales representative for

Realist since 1949.

Manufacturer of the Stereo Real-

ist cameras and photographic sup-

plies. Realist, Inc., is a subsidiary

of the David White Instrument Co.,

Milwaukee. Wisconsin. Announce-

ment of Lewis" appointment was

made by \. Fj Waldenburg. general

sales manager for David White. ^

Three Regional Sales Managers
Appointed by Radiant Screen

AppoiiitiiRiil nf three regional

sales managers for Radiant Manu-

facturing Corp.. Chicago, has been

announced by Hershel \ . Feldman.

sales vice-president. Enlargement of

the managerial force is meant to

broaden coverage of the projection

screen market and enlarge field

sales services to distributors and

dealers.

Selected as new eastern regional

manager is George Koch, for the

past nine years Radiant's represent-

ative in middle-eastern states. Ap-

pointed as midwest regional man-

ager is Howard Wilson, previously

central states representative. Fred

Kislingbury. formerly west coast

district manager, has been appointed

western regional manager. ^
# ^ »

James Brown Named Assistant

to SVE's President Kennan

James S. Brown has been appoint-

ed administrative assistant to John

C. Kennan. president of the Society

for Visual Education. Inc.. Chicago.

S. V. E. is a subsidiary of Gratlex,

Inc.. Rochester. New York, where

both S. V. E. and Ampro equipment

will be manufactured.

Brown joined -'\mpro Corpora-

tion, now a division of S. V. E., in

1951. He has served in such sales

capacities as district sales manager

and manager of the Ampro Audio-

Visual Division.

Kennan described Brown's ap-

pointment as ''another step in our

program to expand and improve ser-

vice to both Ampro and S. V. E.

dealers.'" Since 1919. S. V. E. has

produced .35mm filmstrips. 2,x2

slides and projectors. Ampro has

been a leader in the 16mni field. ^

Reprint Requests at

New High in '57

Orders for editorial re-

prints of recent features

in Business Screen are

breaking all previous rec-

ords. Tvpical of these re-

(]uests was the L'.S. Cham-

ber of Commerce order

for an additional 1.000

copies of a 3-page article

for distribution to all local

chambers and headquar-

ters executives. All fea-

tures are available. Q'

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard

35mm Hi-Speed

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Slandard • Eyemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
all models single system

Cine Kodok Special

Mourer • Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bordwell McAlister

Coiortran

Cenlury

Coble
Spider Boxes

Bull Switches

Strong ARC-Trouper

10 Amps 1 lOV AC 5000W-
20O0W-750W
CECO Cone Mtes

(shadowless lite)

Gotor Clip Lites

Barn Doors

Diffusers

Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 3Smm

EDITING
Moviotos • Rewinders

Tables • Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • tedders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

Scrims • Flogs

Gobo Stands

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Mogncsync-mognetic film

Reeves Mogicorder

Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulotors

Portable Mike Booms
Portoble Power Supplies to

operole camera and recorder

DOLLIES
Fearless Ponoram

Mc Alrster Crab
Platform • Western

3 Wheel Portoble

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(Tflm€Rfl €ouipm€nT(o.,inc

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

INDUSTRIAL FILMS

television graphics inc.

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

245 W. 55 ST,, N,Y,C. / JUDSON 6-1922
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SYLVAN I

A

rfRAMiclBLUE TIP
PROJECTION LAMPS...

for all wakes . . .all types . . . in all sizes

New Sylvania Ceramic Blue Tops are available

in all standard sizes for any projector ... to

till your exact requirements for clear,

brilliant projection.

Blue Tops offer these superior qualities:

Brighter . . . Ceramic Blue Tops won't scratch,

chip or peel like ordinary painted tops . . .

machine-made filaments assure pictures

bright as life.

Cooler . . . Ceramic Blue Top is bonded to the

glass for improved heal dissipation . . . cooler

operation assures longer lamp life.

Longer Lasting . . . Exclusive Sylvania shock

absorber construction protects filaments from

vibration damage.

Use Sylvania Ceramic Blue Top in your projector

. . . your slides and movies deserve the best

!

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

^ SYLVANIA
. , . fastest growing name In sight!

LIGHTING • RADIO • ELECTRONICS • TELEVISION • ATOMIC ENERGY

You can depend on CAMERA MART
FOR THE BEST IN MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

SUPERAMA 16 LENS— An anafno^phic

lens designed for photographing and pro-

jecting of any I6mnn motion picture.

Superama 16 for silent projectors $159.50

For sound projectors (specify make of pro-

jecior) $169.50



Clever Film Segments Star

on CBS Television's "Susan"

¥ >iiiiie (.Lner jijecial eflects are

being used in film segments created

a new CBS Television show which

made its debut on May 4. The seg-

ments were produced by Fenton Mc-

Hugh Productions Inc.. featuring

Above: model setup for film seg-

ments used in CBS Television pro-

gram, 'Susan's Show.'

the adventures of "'Pegasus. a

magic table that talks and flies on

"Susans Show."

The table's amazing adventures

include locating Captain Kidd's bur-

ied treasure under the ocean and fly-

ing to the moon in a rocket. Be-

cause the table is "'live" and must

perform actions, these sequences are

special effects. Four different tables

are used, from a 2-inch model to a

full-sized piece for a "'haunted

house" sequence. The films have at-

tracted favorable comment, adding

dimension to this "'live" children's

show through the contributions of

one industrial film organization. ^'

Here's the mcon-rockef scene

National Visual Presentation

Association Awards Day June 1

1

-fc Willi double ihf rmnilin ..I en-

tries submitted for its animal awards

contest, a National Visual Presen-

tation Association committee is now

judging various motion pictures,

slidefilms and other visual media

submitted for prizes to be awarded

during its annual Day of Visual

Presentation. The event is scheduled

for New York's Roosevelt Hotel on

June 11. 5i"

New TV Series Offers Piano
Lessons to Viewer Audiences
-¥ A new television film series of 15-

minule filmed programs is being

produced b\ educational television

station KL'HT. University of Hous-

ton. Texas, in cooperation with the

National Association of Music Mer-

chants. The programs offer a 13-

week series of piano lessons, fea-

turing Prof. George C. Stout. Pro-

fessor of Music Education at the

Universitv. The series is being of-

fered to educational and commercial

stat'ons as a free service. 58"

Viewlex Puts Slide Projectors

Through Grueling Wear Test

Viewlex. Inc. has recentl) con-

ducted experiments to demonstrate

bv actual performance just how long

a lifetime is for a Viewlex slide pro-

jector. Two projectors were put on

an open circuit which would enable

the automatic slide changing mech-

anisms to operate continuously. 24

hours a dav. without interruption,

until halted by breakdown.

On November 23. 1956. the switch

was thrown. As of March lo. 1957.

each projector had made 15.168.000

slide changes without interruption,

and they were still going in May.

A very busy home projector might

change approximately 1.000 slides

in three months. Thus, the Viewlex

projectors on test have already

worked the equivalent of over 2,000

years of operation. Viewlex backs

all its projectors with an uncondi-

tional lifetime guarantee. W

COLOR FILMSTRIPS
FOR USE IN EDUCATION
Specialized equipment and the know-how of a group of specialists who

have worked together in producing over 700 color films. If you wont

a complete production or require specialized assistance on any production

problem, contact Henry Clay Gipson, President . . .

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, 10 E. 43, N.Y. 17, N.Y.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET: "The David and Goliath of Visual Educaiion"

economical - professional

motion picture production

film associates
of michigan, inc.

4815 cabot avenue

detroit 10, michigan
telephone luzon 2-6200

associated studios in

detroit -ciiicago
new yorit - new Orleans

los angeles - baltimore

san francisco - Houston

Washington - st. louis

James e. maclane
executive producer
23 years professional
experience in film

production

J are you siire you are

getting the best possible

film strip mastersT ^

You're not when your master is

merely a copy of the originals.

An IdentlColor master makes

use of the finest qualities of the

originals, and makes up for any

deficiencies in them. Identl-

Color masters correct variations

In color density and contrast,

and compensate for color shift

In printing—thus giving release

prints of exceptional smooth-

ness.

With color slide reproductions,

on the other hand, you want

true copies. We supply 35mm

color slides identical to the

original, at the price of ordinary

duplicates. Send the coupon

for literature.

BORATORY
1104 FAIR OAKS, SOUTH PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

IDENTICOLOR LABS
1104 Fair Oaks. So. Pasadena, Calif.

Please tell me how to get the best

possible film strip masters, release

prints and 35mm color slides.

My Name
Title

Company
Address

City & State.
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PRODUCTIONS
Qnorporate"

^^'

"NEW ENGLAND PORTRAIT'

Silver Reel

Award Wlnner

Sponsored by

New Eiiglaiifl Mutual

Life Insurance Co.

OVALITY . . . iiiid dollar for dolhtr value

are Neiv England Traditions—

BAY STATE FILiM PRODL CTIONS, INC.

>PRLNGFIELD • BoSTON, MASSACHUSETTS ..''-'',/

BUSINESS SCREEN: Your COMPLETE Audio-Visual Journal

Marine Corps Opportunities
Shown in Navy Dept. Film

Specialized training offered in

the L'niled States Marine Corps is

the subject of a new lo-minute mo-

tion picture released by the L . S.

Department of tile Navy.

Your Job in the Marine Corps.

being made available to community

groups and television stations, de-

picts such special trainee opportuni-

ties as artillery, communications,

ordnance, motor transport, intelli-

gence photography, cooking admin-

istration, supply services, music and

public information.

Basic military aspects of the

Marine Corps are shown in two

films released previously: The Be-

ginninii. 21 minutes, which drama-

tizes recruit training at Paris Island.

South Carolina, and emphasizes the

traditions of the Marine Corps:

Leatherneck Lieutenants. 14 minutes,

explaining the Marine procurement

program and how the Corps trains

college students prior to connnis-

sioning.

For information on obtaining the

Marine films, contact United World

Films, Inc., Government Dept..

1445 Park Avenue. New York 29.

N.Y. »

Cause-of-Disease Concept
Explained in Film, "Stress"

¥ Just as industry continues to

probe the problems of "'stress" in

metallic structures, so medicine

delves deeper into the problems of

stress in human structures. In the

area of health and safety, medical

'It Serves You Right

giKiranlced

acccptiiliiliiy

\\e*\e hern writing A'ulv films, motion ]3ictures, and

meeting programs lor many firms for more than ten years.

.So many of our clients have told others about the high

quality of our service that we have grown to an

organization of some 20 people who devote all their time

to the creative thinking and writing for films and

programs that get results.

Results, and only results, serve you right.

We'd like to ser\'e you

or meeting program.

on \our next fdm

SCRIPTS

THE COMPLETe'fILM PLANNING SERVICE

3i08 ^\I^(:o^vI^ A\EjNUt. Nouthwest • Washington 16, D. C.*Emeu50> 2-8200

research on human stress probably

will suggest benefits for industry.

Thus a new 11-minute motion pic-

ture presenting a new medical con-

cept of stress ultimately mav have

industrial significance as well as

importance to science and health-

seeking people generally.

The new film. Stress, introduces

Dr. Hans Selye. director of the In-

stitute of Experimental Medicine

and Surgery at the University of

Montreal, who discusses his concept

of stress—previously presented in

his new book. "The Stress of Life."

Stress an "Alarm Reaction"

According to Dr. Selye. "stress"

is a general alarm reaction through

the pituitary and adrenal glands,

which is set off by any attack on

ihe body through disease, injury or

emotional tension. He shows some
of the experiments which led him
to his discovery and discusses the

progress being made in combating

disease with hormones.

Since the discoveries of Pasteur,

medical scientists have believed that

each single specific disease has a

single specific cause. The film shows

how Dr. Selye found that certain

glandular and organic changes took

place yvhenever his experimental

animals were injected with hor-

mones, other body substances, or

simple irritants.

Relates Stress to Illness

Further experiments showed that

any physical or mental attack on an

animals body produced the same

changes. Dr. .Selye concluded that

there must be a common, non-spe-

cific cause of illness which is tied

in with the body's intricate mecha-

nism of glandular checks and bal-

ances.

Vivid schematic animation shoyvs

the effects of the pituitary and

adrenal hormones on the body,

illustrating how prolonged stress

can put the body's hormone chem-

istry out of balance. Produced by

the National Film Board of Canada

with the layman in mind, this film

gives a clear, helpful picture of

how stress affects the health of

those whose systems are not pre-

pared to take il.

Search for Corrective Action

On the basis of Dr. Selye s the-

ory, research now is being directed

toward helping the body make the

right reaction to stress. The film

concludes by shoyving the results

oblained in the treatment of arthri-

tis with the hormone substance of

cortisone.

Stress is available from McGraw-

Hill Text-Films. 330 W. 42nd Street,

New York 36. ( .$60.00 per print. ) 1^'

Syl«

Quo
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Sylvania's RF Lamp Aids

Quality Colorfilm Printing

* lligli-^peed (|ualit\ |iriiitiiig of

color motion picture film without the

use of special optical or filter sys-

tems is the claim for a new model

of the RF (Radio Frequency) lamp

recently introduced by Sylvania

Electric Products. Inc.

The improved RF model will help

to solve printing problems involved

in the wide screen process, accord-

ing to Richard B. Martenson. Syl-

vania's product sales manager of

photolamps. The new lamp assures

superior reproduction of brilliant

colors across the entire screen area.

Martenson said.

Has Longer Life Expectancy

The latest unit has a life expect-

anc\ of 500 hours compared to 100

hours for the original RF model.

This eliminates the cost of frequent

lamp replacemerits and the time loss

of optical realignments, the Sylvania

spokesman pointed out.

The multi-purpose RF lamp, which

converts radio signals into a con-

centrated and highly uniform light

source, was introduced exclusively

bv Sylvania in January. 1956. It

was designed by Sylvania engineers

in cooperation with the Motion Pic-

ture Research Council in Hollywood.

Radio energv was concentrated into

a small disc of refractory material.

5/16-inch in diameter in the original

model, causing the disc to glow bril-

liantlv. The use of such a disc, ra-

ther than conventional tungsten wire

filament, enables the light from the

lamp to be focused direc-lly without

complicated optics.

Widen Light Emitting Target

In the present RF model, the di-

ameter of the refractory disc, the

"'light emitting target." has been in-

creased to Ja-inch from 5 16-inch,

thereby bringing it into accordance

with the international standard light

source. This eliminates the need for

a new lens system for additional

magnification. The lamp operates at

3100 degrees K (Kelvin color tem-

perature), compared to a tempera-

ture of 3500 degrees K from the

original model. The new tempera-

ture allows use with present color

filter types and extends sharply the

life of the lamp.

L se of the RF lamp is said to en-

able the motion picture industry to

increase the speed of critical film

printing operations up to eight times

faster than the rate effected by con-

ventional methods. The RF energy

is carried to the RF lamp by means

of a copper coil wound around the

outside of the lamp from a radio

frequency oscillator. A DC voltage

source is used and the brightness of

the lamp can be controlled by vary-

ing \oltage. A water line is con-

nected to the oscillator to cool the

lamp and coil. ^
r- V' ^

Grantray-Lawrence Animation
in Larger Hollywood Studio

Grantra\ -Lawrcii c \niniation.

Inc.. Hollywood affiliate of Robert

Lawrence Productions. Inc.. New
York, has doubled its studio space

in a move to new quarters at 716

North LaBrea Avenue. Hollywood,

where it will occupy the entire sec-

ond floor of the building.

The new facilities will include ex-

panded studio, production and pro-

jection space and will allow for

planned expansion of the Grantray-

Lawrence permanent staff.

In addition to animated films, the

company serves as a base for live

action filming in Hollywood for

Robert Lawrence Productions.

The move follows closely the for-

mation of Pintotf-Lawrence Produc-

tions. Inc.. in New York, for the

East Coast production of animated

films for theatrical release, television

programming and commercials. 5S"

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE
35mm & 16mm ~ B & W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES

Ray MERCER & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
NOrmondy 3-93 3 1

^^ lUc long list of nationally known firms wtio

^y use SELECTROSLIDE automatic-projectors in

V tfieir sales training — selling — and public

relations programs is growing constantly. Tfiere

MUST be a reason.

From the JUNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN-
SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more

than 32 years of experience, to out-perform and

outlast all others. Why not ask the firms who use

them.

ALL SELECTROSLIDE a(jtomaticprojectors are

TURBINE-COOLED; Operate with push-button

remote control, or automatically: Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention; Available with various focal-

length lenses from 2 to 10 inches; Interchange-

able magazines accommodate from 16 to 96

sliites.

SELECTROSLIDE is the "diamond" of fuily-automatic-

proiectors.,. nothing finer.,, nothing more enduring

,..and there is a SELECTROSLIDE to fit your projec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audio-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of SELECTROSLIDE, or

consult us.

STANDARD
SELECTROSLIDE

Illustrated literature available

— no cost or obligation.A
YSpindler & Sawppe

2201 B«verly Blvd,, las Angelci 57. Calif,, Phone

SELECTROSLIDE
JUNIOR

ESTAIIISHED 1914

: Dunkirk 9-1288

Highest Recognition.'

AMERICAN CINEMA EDITORS

AWARD FOR 19S6

Paramount presents

¥ailid Peace
APOWIDflAlBimilS..:: "1.

and Spliced by the Miracle

"Butt-Weld"

PRESTO
SPLICER
"The finest Film Splicer

the World Over"
, types and sizes cfSnlices all

Unaffected by humidity, some machine

hinctions for both regular or polyester base

photographic film without changeover.

Thermal Heating Not Dielectric

No Arc-over Hazard No Shock Hazard

No FCC Diflicuhies No Service Problems

Dork room splicing, a breeze!

The only "Butt-Weld" splicer that satis-

factorily splices CRONAR* film.

•Reg. E. I. DuPont trademark

Sample Brochure on Request

i!m including CRONAR* (Poiy-

?ster Phctographic), negative,

r^^int or optical—a film fusion

butt-weld) end to end.

CHECK THESE BIG
FEATURES:

• No Scraping
• No Cement
• No overlap
• No lost picture
• Automatically replasticized,

no drying out of splice

. . . all in 2li seconds!

Time-tested over 8 yrs., it is

guaranteed to give perfect

frame splice on 35 or 16mm
film with single thickness.

Eliminates need of AB
printing

• Magnetic track spliced

without fall-out

• No clicks going through

projector
• No edge oozing

PRESTOSEAL MFG. CO. 3727 33rd street, i.i.c. 1. n. y.
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New AUDIOVISUAL Equipment

Recent Product Developments for Production and Projection

Here's the new DuKane flip-top

sound slidefilm projector . . .

DuKane Slidefilm Projector

Aids Person-to-Person Sell

A new "flip-top." sound slidefilm

projector, completely self-contained

and portable, has been announced

by The DuKane Corporation. St.

Charles. Illinois. Designed to de-

liver a training or sales message

quickl) and simply to small groups

or an individual, the projector

weighs 131 o lbs.

The operator of the new DuKane
projector opens the flip-top lid of

the pre-loaded machine, plugs in

the projector and starts the record.

A 9 .\ 7-inch, rear-lighted polacoat

glass screen, requiring no room
darkening for effective presentation.

is built into the flip-top lid.

Seven-inch 45RPM records fea-

turing toss-on type loading over a

rubber turntable are used. A single

record can have up to six bands of

information with each band produc-

ing 2.2 minutes of explanation.

Other time groupings permit two

single bands of eight minutes each

or four bands of 3.7 minutes each

per record. The pick-up control is

conveniently scaled so that the user

easily selects any band he wants.

For person-to-person selling, re-

corded material can be separated

into pertinent sul)jects and a pros-

pective customer can be given an

authoritative answer to a question

about the product or service. Fea-

turing a simple push-in film carrier

and snap action manual advance

with single knob framing, the pro-

jector has a high output cartridge

sealed against humidity and tem-

perature change. IJiJ

Lutes Transparency Cutter
Features Illuminated Track

Fast, acrurair 1 ulling of 2\2 lilni

transparencies is |)rovideil li\ the

new Lutes 35nnn Model IT Film

Cutter, according to Richard Manu-
facturing Companv. Van ]\u\s. ('ali-

f<jrnia. The nc\\ nioflcl features an

illuminated track.

The Model IT automatically ad-

\'an(es film to jjrecise width ( o jier-

forations! as the self-sharpening

knife (handle) is raised. Film may
he ad\anced manually for other

sizes. Three frame lines are visible,

making it easy to detect anv over-

lapping frames.

Other features include: adjustable

frame line, long film guides to as-

sure a square cut. hairline accuracy,

sturdy cast aluminum construction.

The cutter's size is 5' 2"x6"x2',:i"

high. Additional details are avail-

able from Richard Manufacturing

Co.. 5914 Noble Avenue. Van Nuys.

California. W

American Optical Co. Shifts

Delineascope Line to Buffalo

riic American Optical Company
ha? amiounced that its Instrument

Division in Buffalo. New York, now

is manufacturing and marketing

the AO Spencer Educational De-

lineascope line of projectors. The
Delineascope line will be sold and

serviced throughout the I nited

States and Canada by authorized

AO .Spencer dealers.

Transfer of Delineascope produc-

tion from Chelsea. Massachusetts,

til Bulfah.) provides closer coordina-

tion between sales, development

and manufacturing efforts, the com-

pany points out. Increased manu-

facturing and .service facilities

available at Buffalo will result in

fast( r and better service, it was

linlrd.

Jack Britton has been apiiointed

supervisor of Product Sales and

will administer the new" Delinea-

.sco|)e program. Delineascope mod-

els currently being manufactured in

I'lulTalo include the Standard and

new High Speed series Opaque 1000

(or the projection of opaque ma-

1' rial and the Standard aiu1 High

Speed GK Series for the proje<lion

of 2x2. 23/4x2^!/, and 3' ,x4-inch

slides. i'

Fibsrbilt Restyles Mail Cards
to Facilitate Film Shipments

Iniproxed jiarcci jiost sliipping

cards are being supplied with Fiber-

bilt film shipping cases, according

to the manufacturer. Fiberbilt Case

Co.. of New York City. The new-

cards, two of which are included

with each ca?c. are designed t'l

assure prompt arrival of a film at

its destination.

Approved by The United States

Post Office, the card provides a

separate line for the zone number

and permits easier addressing. By

giving more jjrominence to the

name of the consignee, the card re-

duces the possibility of error in

handling.

The card is held securely in a

steel cardholder «ith locking device.

Sosolvex, Film Conditioning

Solution, Is Put on Market

A new formula, all-purpose film

conditioning solution, known as

Sosolvex, has been announced by

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.. New

York. Said to solve many film

cleaning and waxing problems, the

new product is harmless, non-toxic,

non-flam, anti-static and contains

no carbon tetrachloride. It is also

said to protect enmlsion by waxing

and lubricating film, adding years

of life and reducing breakage. JS'

f?r4

Left: three current AO
Spencer Delineascopes

now being manufactured

by the American Optical

Company are pictured.

The Instrument Division

in Buffalo, New York, is

now manufacturing and

marketing this line.

New two-speed stop-motion motor
shown mounted on Arriftex camera.

Two-Speed Stop Motion Motor
for 16mm Arriflex Announced

A ]ie» two-speed stop motion

motor, described as the smallest

and most efficient ever designed for

the Arriflex 16nmi camera, has been

announced by Camera Equipment

Company, Inc.. New York.

The new CECO motor provides

for either a ' •_> or 1 [-second expo-

sure—a simple pull of a knob effect-

ing the interchange. A built-in

Veeder Counter is supplied to in-

dicate the number of frames ex-

posed. It is a one-to-one counter,

each digit corresponding to one

exposure.

For optinmm eflicienc\. the

CECO two-speed Stop Motion Mo-
tor operates both forward and re-

verse in either a constant-run or

slop-motion position. The unit

accommodates a foot actuator

whirl) nia\ be ordered as an

ar,rssor\. 1'

Radiant Unveils Screen for

Strong, Wide-Angle Clarity

"L niglow. a new high delinilioii

projection screen surface, said to

reflect sharp, brilliant pictures to a

wide viewing area, has been an-

nounced by Radiant Manufacturing

Corp.. Chicago.

In comparison with more direc-

tional fabrics, the "Uniglow" sur-

face casts a brilliant image to a

40'^! larger viewing area, the man-

ufacturer notes. The new. smooth

surface spreads a brilliant image

into off-center seating areas con-

sidered as inferior from a viewing

standpoint, it is stated. In addition

to the wide-angle reflective power,

llir "I niglow" surface can be pro-

duced to provide an expanse with-

out seams up to seven feet square.

The "Uniglow"" is being featured

in luii iuodels of Radiant's newly

styled 1957 line of tripod projec-

tion screens, the "ImperiaF' Cham-

pion and "Trnpcrial"" Screenmaster.
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SALESMEN GET IN

STORY GETS TOLDy(H^

/

• Theater Quality

• Easiest to Use
• Lowest in Cost

• Lightest in Weight
• 50,000 Users
Can't Be Wrong

Your Salesmen's Pol

Your customer enjoys

a theatre presentation

on his desk. Sets up

easily ... in three

minutes or less. You're

in with your story —
You're out with a sale.

Ideal for large

screen projec-

tion loo.

Complete with

screen $298.50

16mm SOUND

Send this ad for full information ^ i

rHEHARWAlDco.j
1216 Chicago Ave., EvansTon, III,

Phone: Davis 8-7070 '

I 1

254 WEST 54fh STREET, N. Y. C.

COIumbui 5-7620

CASE HISTORY: AIR TRAVEL PROMOTION

American Airlines Provides a New
Look at the Nation's Capitol

Sponsor: Aiiitiicaii Airline^. Inc.

Title: Alice in Washington, 19 min.. color, pro-

duced by On Film. Inc.

¥• Anyone faced witli the problem of photograph-

ing Washington. D.C., can be sure that from

whatever angle the cameras are placed, nothing

Hill lie new. Washington is buildings and the

capital city's structures have been pictured over

and over as in no city in the world.

So, why would American Airlines want to re-

hash all that old stuff once more? Because AA's

nC-7 .s drop in there man\ times a da) loaded

»ilh people coming to see the sights, thats why.

.>o. different the film had to be. and different it

is. If the pictures are of buildings, thev have

rcimc alive to tell sonietliing of their essential

r|ualities.

To allow the buildings to speak up. a fantasy

was needed, and what better than a little girl

in a red dress named Alice, who can step through

a looking glass? On the other side of our Alice's

mirror is a trip to Washington, amongst those

chatty old public edifices v.ho talk right up to

her.

Smithsonian Institution, for example, is a nice,

but a bit fussy old man. Treasurv is Oh so pre-

cise. Georgetown is verv' much a Southern

Gentleman. And, Supreme Court is properly

stentorian, but human, too.

Il might have been easv to get pretty awful

cute about Alice in Washington, but it wound
up not only "cute" but a good example of proper

restraint and good taste. First audiences who
have seen it I via distributor Association Films.

Inc. I have been enthralled. .•\nd. in fact, with-

out much seeking, a theatrical release is in the

works for national distribution.

Sidenote: In this film, the onlv person in

Washington is Alice. How to eliminate the peo-

ple? According to producer On Film, it meant
shooting early sometimes, but most often with

the wonderful cooperation of five different

police departments in the Washington. Arlington

and Williamsburg. Virginia locations that Alice

visits ijtjj

N. Y. Film Directors Reject National Bid

¥ Members of the New Yiirk Fihii Directors

Organizing Committee have voted overwhelming-

l\ to reject the latest terms of affiliation offered

by the Screen Directors" Guild of America, and
to set up their own local screen directors organ-

ization to negotiate with the New York film

producers. The voting was held Mav 4. in

New York.

At the same time. .NYFDOC members voted

to keep open the door for further negotiations

with .SDGA for possible affiliation. Membership
in NYFDOC. now over 250 men. includes vir-

tually all the local motion picture directors en-

gaged in industrial, documentary, and educa-

tional films, and television commercials.

Officers of the New York group are: Howard
T. Magwood. chairman: Jack Glenn, vice-chair-

man: Joseph R. Kohn. secretarv. and George L.

George, treasurer and executive secretarv. ^

SYMBOL OF

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

£ypift£ p i
INCORPORATED

Films for industry and television

1920 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN.

^-^^^^^

Cinekad Synchronous Motor
Drive for 16mm Projectors

Especially designed to drive all Bell & Howell,
Ampro and Victor 1 6mm projectors at

synchronous speed.

Projector can be instantly attached to Synchronous

Motor Drive and quickly detached at any time In

a matter of seconds. An outstanding feature Is

the flexible shaft which connects motor with pro-

jector and permits smooth, quiet and steady opera-

tion. No special technical knowledge required for

installation and mounting.

Write for more details and prices

Available at leoding dealers, or direct.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 Tenth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

PLaza 7-3511

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURE-TV EOUIPMENT
Send for free folder of illustrated Motion Pic-

tare and Audio-Visual equipment manufactured
by Cinekad.
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GUIDE TO PROFESSIONAL MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Ansco Motion Picture Films

Ansco Type 242—16mm
16mm Anscochiome Pioiessional Camera Film

This is a Tungsten (3200 K) balance reversal color film

especially designed for the production of originals from which

color release prints are to be made. It records color in

proper relationship to one another and in low contrast for

printing on Ansco 16mm Duplicating Film Type 238.

Ansco Type 231-

Ansco Type 232-

-Daylight

-Tungsten (3400 K)

16mm Anscochrome

High speed reversal color films having EI 32 for normal

exposure. Adaptable for exposure at EI 125 through process-

ing adjustments. Especially suitable for filming sports,

news and special events where speed is an important con-

sideration—available with (P. I.) and without (P. N. I.) pro-

cessing service.

Ansco Type 238—16mm
16mm Duplicating Color Film

A reversal color duplicating film for use in making high

quality 16mm color prints either from 16mm color originals

by contact or from 35mm color positive prints. It has an

exceptional long tonal scale and will provide outstanding

color fidelity. Balanced to Ught source yielding a color

temperature of approximately 3000 K.

Ansco Type 531—Daylight
Ansco Type 532—Tungsten (3400 K)

35mm Anscochrome

35mm Anscochrome—in 100' rolls and longer—high speed

reversal color films having EI 32 for normal exposure. Can
be exposed at EI 125 with adjustment in the processing times.

Used primarily as a printing master in the production of

slides and strips. May be used for motion pictures where
subsequent prints are not required.

Ansco Type 538—35mm Color Film
35mm Color Slide Duplicating Film

A 35mm reversal color film designed for duplicating 35mm
positive color transparencies (slides) and positive filmstrip

originals. Balanced for exposure to a light source yielding

a color temperature of approximately 3000 K.

DuPont Motion Picture Films

NEGATIVE TAKING STOCKS

DuPont "Superior" 1 904 B—35mm
A panchromatic film recommended for general exterior and
process background work whenever the light is ample.

DuPont "Superior" 2 926 B—35mm
An all purpose film for both exterior and interior production

work. It combines fine grain, speed and wide latitude.

DuPont "Superior" 4 928 B—35mm
DuPont "Superior" 4 928 A—16mm
A high speed panchromatic film with medium grain and
extreme latitude. It is ideal for use where low light levels

prevail.

DuPont "Superior" 2 901 A—16mm
An all purpose negative for interior and exterior use. May
be processed as a negative or by reversal.

DU PONT NEGATIVE TAKING STOCKS: CONT'D.

DuPont Panchromatic 914 A—16mm
A fine grain film of wide latitude for interior and exterior

work. May be processed as a negative. Produces good re-

sults when used as a reversal duplicating film.

DuPont Rapid Reversal 930 A—16mm
A medium speed negative designed especially for rapid

reversal processing. Widely used in television newsreel

and sports photography. Produces excellent results when
used as a reversal duplicating film.

DuPont High Speed Rapid Reversal 931 A—16mm
A high speed negative designed especially for extra rapid

processing. Widely used in television newsreel and sports

photography at night under ordinary incandescent il-

lumination.

DUPLICATING FILMS

DuPont Fine Grain Duplicating Negative 908 B

—

35mm
DuPont Fine Grain Duplicating Negative 908 A

—

16mm
Exceptionally fine grain high resolution film designed

specifically for duplicating work. Fully panchromatic.

DuPont Fine Grain Master Positive 828 B—35mm
DuPont Fine Grain Master Positive 828 A—16mm
A fine grain film for duplicate positives which may be ex-

posed at release positive printer light levels and processed

in normal release positive developers at normal developing

times.

SOUND RECORDING FILMS

DuPont Sound Recording NH 802 B—35mm
DuPont Sound Recording NH 802 A—16mm
A high speed Variable Area or Variable Density sound re-

cording film. The non-halation base enhances image sharp-

ness.

DuPont Fine Grain VA Sound Recording 833 B—
35mm
A fine grain sound recording stock on non-halation base

designed for exposure in variable area recording equipment.

DuPont Fine Grain VD Sound Recording NH 837B
—35mm
A low contrast fine grain sound negative on non-halation

base for variable density recording designed for development

in picture negative developers.

RELEASE POSITIVE FILMS

DuPont Release Positive High Speed 803 B—35mm
A high speed, normal grain film where release print speed

is required. Excellent for making superimposed title prints.

DuPont Fine Grain Release Positive 825 B—35mm
DuPont Fine Grain Release Positive 825 A—16mm
DuPont Fine Grain Release Positive 825 C—32mm
For general release work and dubbing prints which require

the optimum in picture and sound quality. Yields blue-

black images.

SPECIAL PURPOSE FILMS

DuPont Title Stock 805 B—35mm
A high speed film for title photography. Clarity of base

makes it ideal for superimposed titles.
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DU PONT SPECIAL PURPOSE FILMS: CONT'D.

DuPont Fine Grain Low Contrast Positive 824 B

—

35mm
DuPont Fine Grain Low Contrast Positive 824 A

—

16mm
A fine grain film for photogrcrphing either negative or posi-

tive images from television monitor lubes. The low contrast

of this film makes it especially suited for prints which are

to be telecast. May be processed in picture negative or

release positive baths depending on contrast level desired.

When making 16mm low contrast TV prints, 828 A should be

used instead of 824 A which is short pitch perforated for use

in kinerecording cameras.

DuPont TV Recording Film 834 B—35mm
DuPont TV Recording Film 834 A—16mm
A fine grain, low contrast emulsion for photographing either

negative or positive images on television monitor tubes. This

film is about 2V2 times faster than 824 type.

Eastman Kodak Company: Camera Films

NEGATIVE TYPES: BLACK & WHITE

Eastman Background-X Panchromatic Negative
Types 5230 (35mm) & 7230 (16mm}

A very fine grain, medium speed negative material intended

for use in making original negatives from which prints are

to be made for background projection. It is also suitable

for general exterior photography. Background-X for exterior

scenes and Plus-X for interior scenes form an ideal combina-

tion for production work, since their speed relationship is

such that apertvires of the same order can be employed for

both exteriors and interiors.

Eastman Plus-X Panchromatic Negative Film
iType B), Types 4231 (35mm) and 7231 (16mm)

A high speed, fine grained negative material, well suited to

general interior photography and to exterior photography

under average lighting conditions. This film represents an
excellent balance between the maximum desirable speed

for most purposes and the finest grain obtainable at that

speed. It is widely used for general production work and is

also suitable for making composite projection background
scenes, since its speed is sufficient to permit the use of

small apertures in order to secure good depth of field.

Eastman Tri-X Panchromatic Negative Film
Type 5233 (35mm) & 7233 (16mm)

An extremely high speed negative material of medium
graininess. It is particularly suitable for newsreel work and
for exterior and interior photography under adverse lighting

conditions. It is also useful where it is desired to obtain

great depth of field without an increase in illimaination.

Eastman Infrared Negative Film
Type 5210 (35mm)

Sensitive to infrared radiation and the blue and far red

light of the visible spectrum. This film can be exposed with

filters ranging from the Kodak Wratten Filter No. 15 (G) to

the No. 87 to produce unusual effects in sunhght. The in-

frared sensitivity allows the reproduction of distant detail

ordinarily obscured by atmospheric haze. When used in

sunhght with a suitable filter, such as the Kodak Wratten

A or F, to absorb blue Ught, it produces a realistic illusion

of night, the blue sky photographs very dark.

REVERSAL TYPES

Eastman Plus-X Reversal Film
Type 7276 (16mm)

A high speed reversal-type panchromatic film suitable for

general exterior photography and for indoor work where

ample artificial light is available. It is also useful for tele-

vision photography for either studio or location work. When
processed by reversal methods, it yields a positive image
having good contrast ond exceptionally low graininess. This

positive is suited for either projection or duplication. When
necessary, this film may also be used as a negative material,

using conventional processing methods, although this practice

results in some sacrifice in speed and graininess char-

acteristics.

Eastman Tri-X Reversal Film
Type 7278 (16mm)

A high speed reversal-type panchromatic film suitable for

general interior photography with artificial Ught. It finds

wide application in television studio photography and in

making pictures of news and sporting events under difficult

artificial illumination conditions. It may also be used under

daylight conditions and is particularly useful for making

sports pictures at regular speed or slow motion pictures in

weak light or late in the day.

When processed by reversal methods, it yields a positive

image having both good contrast and graininess char-

acteristics. This positive may be used for either projection

or duplication. When necessary, this film may also be used

as a negative material, using conventional processing

methods, although this practice results in some sacrifice in

speed and graininess characteristics.

CAMERA FILMS: COLOR

Kodachrome Commercial Color Film
Type 5268 (16mm)

This film is a camera film designed to provide a low contrast

color original from which a color release print of good pro-

jection quaUty can be made on Reversal Color Print Film,

Type 5269. The low-contrast original is not intended for

projection; its contrast is purposely low so that the contrast

obtainable in its print is comparable with the contrast of a

good original made on Kodachrome Film, DayUght Type

and Type A.

Eastman Color Negative Film
Type 5248 (35mm)

This film is a multilayer color film intended for use in con-

ventional 35mm motion picture cameras. The film consists

essentially of three light-sensitive emulsions, each sensitized

differently, and coated on a safety support. Incorporated in

the emulsion layers are dye couplers which react simul-

taneously during development to produce a separate nega-

tive dye image along with the silver image in each layer.

The silver images are removed later by bleaching. Two of

the dye couplers are themselves colored. The original color

of these couplers is discharged during development in pro-

portion to the development of the emulsion. The remaining

colored couplers serve as automatic color correcting masks

to aid in obtaining good color reproduction when the color

negative is printed on the companion product, Eastman

Color Print Film, Type 5382 or 7382, or on other color

materials.

(CONTINUED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE 64)
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MOTION PICTUREJILMS:
SOUND RECORDING FILMS

Eastman Fine Grain Sound Recording Film

Types 5372 (35mm) and 7372 (16mm)

A sound recording material especially designed for use with

variable area sound recording equipment. Its fine grain,

high resolving power and image sharpness permit recording

over a wide frequency range.

This material may be used as a negative by exposing to a

high density (2.1 to 2.5, not including base density) and

printing onto positive films such as 5302, or 7302.

It can also be used with excellent results as direct play-

back positive mateiial because of its low image distortion

when the density produced by exposure in the recorder is

in the range of 0.8 to 1.0 (not including base density).

In either case, the excellent image characteristics and fine

grain of this material contribute toward recordings of

superior quality.

Eastman Fine Grain Sound Recording Film

Types 5373 (35mm) and 7373 (16mm)

This is a fine grain, sound recording film intended for use

with variable density sound recording equipment. It can be

developed to a low gamma (e.g., 0.5) using a regular picture

negative developer and without requiring an excessively

short dev2lopment time. This film also finds useful applica-

tion as a picture image recording material in making kine-

scope recordings from positive television tube images.

DUPLICATING FILMS: B & W
Eastman Fine Grain Panchromatic Duplicating

Negative Film
Types 5203 (35mm) & 7203 (16mm)

A low speed panchromatic duplicating negative material of

extremely fine grain and high resolving power, coated on

the same type of gray base used for panchromatic picture

negative materials. Used as a companion to Fine Grain

DupUcating Positive, Type 5365, it produces duplicate nega-

tives equal in tone rendering and printing detail to the

original negative. The panchromatic sensitivity of 5203

gives it considerably more speed than the same emulsion

would have if not sensitized.

Eastman Fine Grain Duplicating Positive Film

Types 5365 (35mm) and 7365 (16mm)

A slow, yellow-dyed master positive material of extremely

low graininess and exceptionally high resolving power, in-

tended as a companion film to Fine Grain Panchromatic

Duplicating Negative, Type 5203. The use of these two films

together results in duplicates distinguishable from the

originals only by skilled observers.

Eastman Reversal Duplicating Film
Type 7504 (J6mm)

This material is intended for making black-and-white prints

directly from other positive originals or prints. It may be
advantageously used when only one or two prints are re-

quired and when it may not appear economically feasible

to make a duplicate negative and prints therefrom in the

conventional manner.
It may be used for making black-and-white prints from

color reversal originals and prints as well as from black-

and-white positives. Such prints may be used for both work
prints for editing purposes and for release prints, either

silent or sound.

This film is a low speed material having excellent graini-

ness and sharpness characteristics and a tonal scale ideally

suited for projection purposes. When processed as recom-

mended, the contrasi of the original is reproduced very

closely in the print.

EASTMAN DUPLICATING FILMS: B & W CONT'D.

Eastman Panchromatic Separation Film
Type 5235 (35mm)

This is a black-and-white material having very low granu-

larity and capable of giving high definition. It is intended

p:imarily for making separation positives from color nega-

tive originals such as those made on Eastman Color Negative

Film, Type 5248.

When processed in conventional negative type developers,

low to medium contrast may be obtained.

DUPLICATING FILMS: COLOR
Eastman Color Internegative Film

Type 5245 (35mm)

This film is a multilayer color film intended for making color

negatives from separation positives. The latter may be

derived from any one of several sources, such as from East-

man Color Negative, Type 5248 originals, or from black-and-

white separation negatives obtained by other means.

Eastman Color Internegative Film
Types 5270 (35mm) and 7270 (16mm)

This film is a multilayer color film intended for use as an
intermediate mateiial for preparing color prints in 35mm
or 18mm width from reversal type 16mm color originals,

such as those made on Kodachrome Commercial, Koda-

chrome Daylight and Kodachrome Type A Films.

Eastman Color Intermediate Film
Types 5253 (35mm) and 7253 (J6mm)

This film is a multilayer color iilm intended for use in pre-

paring both color master positives and color duplicate nega-

tives from originals made on Eastman Color Negative Film,

Type 5248.

RELEASE PRINT FILMS: B & W
Easlman Fine Grain Release Positive Film

Types 5302 (35mm) and 7302 (16mm)

An extremely fine grain, high resolving power, material

suitable for general release printing.

Eastman High Contrast Positive Film

Types 5363 (35mm) and 7363 (16mm)

A positive emulsion of somewhat lower speed and consider-

ably higher contrast than Release Positive, Type 5302. It

is suitable for making negative or positive titles of excellent

definition and sharpness when clear whites and dead blacks

are desired. This film is also useful for making silhouette

mattes for process work, traveling mattes for printer light

control, and for other purposes requiring extreme contrast.

Eastman High Speed Positive Film
Type 5305 (35mm) & 7305 (16mm)

This film is designed as a release print material, for making

negative and positive titles, for making dubbing prints for

sound, for variable density and variable area recording,

and for other purposes.

RELEASE PRINT FILMS: COLOR
Eastman Color Print Film

Types 5382 (35mm) and 7382 (16mm)

This film is a multilayer color film intended for use in mak-

ing color release prints from Eastman Color Negative Film,

Type 5248 and from Color Internegative Films, Types 5245

and 5270 and Color Intermediate Film, Type 5253. It is also

useful as a color print material when it is desired to print

from black-and-white separation negatives obtained by other

means. —Continued on lacing page 65
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KEEPS 'EM AWAKE

on both sides of the hall!

Sound evenly distributed. They can hear in

every position. We changed the direction

of the sound—the greatest improvement

ever made in Sound Slidefilm machines.

We make models as light as I I lbs.

Carry eight records and films.

Clearest sound known to the industry.

Shadow-boxed screen plays brilliant pic-

tures in lighted room.

Ideal for selling and training.

McCLURE
1115'j W. Washington Boulevard

CHICAGO
Phone: CAnal 6-4914

Sa-Ute
screeas

are best ,

?. every
sir^g^^

category-
• — ®

sc
reeris

PROFESSIONAL FILMS:

ICONTIVIF. D FROM FACING PACE 64 i

RELEASE PRINT FILMS: COLOR

Eastman Reversal Color Print Film
Type 5269 I16mm>

This film is intended for making color prints

from 16mm originals on Kodochrome Com-
mercial, Kodachrome Daylight Type, and
Kodachrome Type A, Color Films. It is n?t

intended for making original exposures in the

camera.

KINESCOPE RECORDING FILM

Eastman Television Recording Film
Types 5374 (35mmJ and 7374 (16mm)

This film is designed for photographing tele-

vision picture tube images so as to provide

a motion picture record of television pro-

grams. Such records are known by various

names, such as video recordings, teletran-

scriptions and kinescope recordings.

This film also finds application in making

low contrast prints from kinescope recordings.

Representing Mexico's growing film industry ^

a recent visit to The Jam hiandy Orgarizatic"

studios in Detroit were (above. I. to r.) Mlgi-e

Campos of Tel-Producciones: Miguel Mayorga c-

Cadna de Ore: Jacob Medoza. Piliculas Naclon-

ales; Carlos Sanchez. Cine Cosmos: and Encar-

nacion Vegal Gil of EMA. Spain-Mexico-Argen-

tina newsreel firm. Visitors displayed keen

interest in animation, color processes at studio.

d«l
£ib rurt/
A SUPERB COLLECTION OF

MOOD .AND BRIDGE MUSIC

For Details ^rite:

AUDID-MASTEH Corp.
17 East 45lh Si. • .New York IT. N. V.

BIRNS & SAWYER
Now West Coast Headquarters for the

Finest in Motion Picture Equipment

Comera Equipment Co.

National Cine Equipment

Camera Mart

Precision Sound Readers

Arriflex 16 and 35mm
Neumade

Moviola

Prestoseal Buttweld Splicers

J. G. McAlister Lights

These Superb Lines- All Under One Roof

Photographer's CAH-PAC

Full length Car-Top Plotform

Sturdy shooting platform . . . distinctive,

strong, lightweight. 42" x 90", supports

750 lbs., easily installed, detached.

S225.00 F.O.B. Los Angelt

Wrffe for free (iferoture

BIRNS & SAWYER

Send
Your Film

To The
Complete 16MIVI

Service

Laboratory
Unsurpassed for . .

.

SPUD -



NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF VISUAL EDUCATION DEALERS

EASTERN STATES

. CONNECTICUT •

Rockwell Film S; Projection Sen-
ice, 182 High St.. Hartford 5.

. MASSACHUSETTS .

Cinema, Inc., 234 Clarendon St..

Boston 16.

. NEW JERSEY .

Slideci-aft Co., 142 Morris A\e.,

Mountain Lakes, N. J.

Association Films, Inc., Broad at

Elm. Ridgefield, N. J.

. NEW YORK •

Association Films, Inc., 347 Mad-
ison. New York 17.

Buchan Pictures, 122 W. Chij)

peua St.. Buffalo.

Crawford, Inunig and Landis,

Inc., 20(1 Fourth .\\enue. New
York 3. New York.

The Jam Handy Organization
177."i Broadway. New York 19.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. & Vis. Pdts.,

723 Pros|)cct Ave., Westbury.

N. Y.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

602 W. 52nd St., New \o\k 19.

Training Films, Inc., 150 West
54th .St.. New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS Suffern.

. PENNSYLVANIA •

J. P. Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St..

Harrisburg.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc., 4729
Ludlow St., Philadelphia 39.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Piltsburgh. Phone: ZEnith 0143.

. WEST VIRGINIA .

B. S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St..

W.. Charleston 2, Dickens 6-

6731.

SOUTHERN STATES

• FLORIDA .

Norman Laboratories & Studio,

Arlington Subuil). P.O. Box
8598,'jatksr,nville.

• GEORGIA .

Colonial Films. 71 Walton St.,

N. W.. Alpini i.'!78. Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, ; 111 .. 101 Walton
St.. X. W.. Atlai 1 :i.

• LOIISI.VNA .

Stanley Projection Company, 1117

Bolton .\\e.. .Mcxandria.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 1307 Tu-
lane A\e., New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service, Inc., 815

Povdras St.. New Orleans 12.

Phono: RA 9061.

. MISSISSIPPI .

Herschel Smith Company, 119

Roach St.. Jackson 110.

. TENNESSEE •

Southern Visual Films, 687 Shrine

Bldg., Memphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service, 416 A. Broad St., Nash-

ville.

« ^•IRGI^TA •

Tidewater .Audio-Visual Center,

C;ameraland Bldg.. JJ29 South-

ern Sh<)p])iug Center, Norfolk

5. Phone IL-3I1S1.

MIDWESTERN STATES

. ILLINOIS •

American Film Registry, 24 E.

Eighth Street, Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc., 561 Hill-

gro\c, LaGrange. Illinois.

Atlas Film Corporation, 1111

South Boulevard. Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago
1.

Midwest Visual Equipment Co.,

3518 Devon .Ave.. Chicago 45.

. MICHIGAN «

Engelman Visual Education Sen-
ice, 4754-5(i Woodward Ave.,

Detroit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,

2821 E. Grand Bhd., Detroit

11.

Capital Film Service, 224 Abbott
Road. East Lansing. Michigan.

. OHIO •

Ralph V. Haile X; Associates, 326

E. Fourth, Cinrinuali 2.

« OHIO •

Academv Film Service, Inc.,

2110 Pavne Ave.. Cleveland
14.

Fiyan Film Service, 1810 E. 12th

St.. Cleveland 14.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2108 Pavne
.\ve., Cleveland 14.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Davton. Phone: ENterprise
6289.

Twyman Films, Inc.. 400 \Vest

First Street. Davton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Lincoln \\'av E.. Massillon.

WESTERN STATES

. CALIFORNIA •

LOS ANGELES AREA
Claiisonthue Audio Visual, 1572

E. "W'alnut St., Pasadena.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620

Hollvwood Bhd.. Hollvwood
28.

Hollywood Camera Exch., 1600

Cahucnga Blvd.. Hollvwood.

The Jam Handy Organization.

1402 N. Ridgcwood Place, Hol-

lvwood 28.

Ralke Company, 829 S. Flowci

St.. Los Angeles 17. Phone:

TR. 8664.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 Hollywood Blvd!. Hollv-

yvood 28.

Spindler & Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Bhd.. Los .Angeles 57.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
Associated Films, Inc., 799 Steven-

soir St.. San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company, 116

Natoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films, 350 Battery St.,

San Francisco 11.

• COLORADO .

Audio-Visual Center, 28 E. Nintli

.Ave.. Denver 3.

• OREGON •

Moore's Motion Picture J'ervice,

33 N. W. 9th Ave., Portland 9.

Oregon.

. TEXAS •

Association Films. Inc., 11 OS Jack-

son Street. Dallas 2.

. UTAH .

Deseret Book Com]>any, Box 958,

Salt Lake City 10.

USE THIS DIRECTofe^oIp LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT, FILMS AND PROJECTION

(CONTINUED FROM I'.^CE 561

ning to realize that visual aids can

play an important part in learning

and will speed up training at a

critical period in Europe's indus-

trial development.

Ask U. S. industry for

Additional Training Films

+ Encouraging though the progress

is in the EPA program, there still

is a crying need for more films.

Surprisingly enough, there always

seems to be a gap in the film li-

braries. A general complaint is that

too few American films have been

brought over by the EPA for the

national productivity centers' li-

braries. At a meeting of Industrial

Audio-Visual Association members

in Chicago. February 13. 19.57. Jean

le Harivel described the audio-

visual program of the E'.PA and ex-

plained how he hoped to obtain

more U. S. films for the program.

Le Harivel distributed a list of

criteria to be applied in selecting

films for Europe. The guide sheet

also contained subject areas of in-

terest to the overall EPA productiv-

ity effort. Copies of this paper

can be obtained, he noted, from the

EPA office in Washington.

The EPA office in Washington

will handle the dispatch of any I'.S.

film to Europe, thus freeing li.S.

firms from any of the involved pro-

cedures connected with the mailing

of films overseas. Any industrialist

who has a film which is considered

applicable to European needs may
send the film to the EP.A address

—

2000 P. Street. N,W.. Washington.

D.C.—for transmission to Paris.

Gerald Sarchet. of the Overseas

Audio Visual Department of the In-

ternational Cooperation Admin-
istration (ICA) in Washington, told

the meeting in Chicago that the ICA
would be glad to make arrangements

so that loan prints of European films

could be made available to U.S. in-

dustry. In this way. a two-way flow

of industrial information could be

developed to Ihe hrnefit of both con-

tinents. S?

SOUND RECORDING
af a reasonable cost

High fidelity 16 or 35. Quality

guaranteed. Complete studio and

laboratory services. Color printing

and lacquer coating.

ESCAR
MOTION PICTURE SERVICE

7315 Carnegie Ave..

Cleveland 3. Ohio
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BUSINESS SCREEN BOOKSHELF SERVICE
Your Convenient Moil Order Source for Useful Audio-Visual Books and Guides

BOOKS ON PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE:

101 — American Cinematographer Hand Book and Reference

Guide, bv Jackson J. Rose. A convenient source of the basic

facts concerning photograpfiic materials, methods and
L(]iiipTm-nt. Ninth edition, jjl pages S5.00

102 — Film and Its Techniques, by Raymond Spottiswoode. An
encyclopedic treatment of the documentary film — from

idea to script and through all the steps of production. Uni-

versity of California Press. 505 pages $7.50

103— 16mm Sound Motion Pictures, by W. H. Offenhauser, Jr.

A complete manual for the professional or amateur 16mm
producer. Interscience Publishers. Inc.. 565 pages. ..S11.50

104 — Painting with Light, by John Alton. .A discussion of the

technical and artistic aspects of lighting — what lights are

used and where they are placed: how to make sure natural

light is correct. The MacMillan Co.. 191 pages S6.73

105 — Handbook of Basic Motion-Picture Techniques, by Emil E.

Brodbeck. Basic know how for both amateurs and profes-

sionals. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 307 pages..S6.50

106 — The Recording and Reproduction of Sound, by Oliver

Read. .\ complete, authoritative discussion of audio in all

its phases. Howard W. Sams S: Co.. Inc.. 800 pages S7.95

107 — Stereo Realist Manual, by Willard D. Morgan, Henry M.
Lester and 14 leading S-D experts. .\ complete manual of

modern 35mm stereo photography illustrated with 3-D

photos in color and black and white. .\ special viewer is

included in the book. Morgan and Lester, 400 pages ...S6.00

108 — The Technique of Film Editing, compiled by Karel Reisz

for the British Film -\cademy. A practical analysis of the

problems of film editing by 10 experienced film makers —
a guide for film editors and TV directors. Farrar, Straus

and Cudahy, 282 pages S7.50

109 — Preparation and Use of Audio-Visual \ids, by Haas and
Packer. Practical, step-by-step instructions on how to pre-

pare and use visual aids effectivelv. Prentice-Hall, Inc.

381 pages
' S6.65

TELEVISION PLANNING AND PRODUCTION:

201 - The Handbook of TV and Film Technique, by Charles W.
Curran. .A non-teclrnical production guide for executives

covering film production costs, methods and processes.

Includes a section on the production of films for TV
programs and commercials. Pellegrini and Cudahy, 120

pages S3.00

202 — Movies for TV, by John H. Battison. A comprehensive
technical guide to the use of films in television program-
ming. Covers the basic principles of the medium, equip-

ment, program planning. Macmillan Co., 376 pages.—S5.00

203 — Color Television Standards, edited by Donald G. Fink. A
digest of the National Television Svstem Committee's rec-

ords on color television. McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc.

520 pages '.S8.30

204 — The Television Commercial, b\ Harry Wayne McMahan.
A new and enlarged edition of this practical manual on
tele\ision advertising. .Shows how to create better com-
mercials, both from ad\ertising and film production view-

|ioints. Hastings House. 223 pages S6.50

206 — Staging TV Programs and Conunercials, by Robert J.
Wade. -\ handbook aimed to help in solving the physical

production problems of "live" television programming.
Hastings House, 210 pages S6.50

208 — How to Direct for Television, by ^Villiam I. Kaufman.
Nine top TV directors tell, in their own way, how to pre-

pare for a director's job and make a success of it. Hastings

House. 91) pages S2.50

209 — .4n Ad .Man .\d-Libs on TV, by Bob Foreman. Here is

e\ery facet ol T\'. as seen through the eyes of a man in

this business since its beginning. This amusing book con-

tains a wealth ot information for the neophyte as well as

tlic experien<ed. Hastings House. 173 pages S4.50

210 — How To Get Rich In TV—Without Really Trying, by

Shepherd Mead. .\ hilarious treatment of "case histories

'

in the T\' business, liberallv sprinkled with clever car-

toons. .\ good gift item for those in T\' or wish they were.

Simon and Schuster. 180 pages S2.95

GENERAL REFERENCE BOOKS:

301— The Dollars and Sense of Business Films, by the Films

Steering Committee ot the .\.N..\. An analysis ot the actual

cost and circulation records of 157 important business firms.

Association of National .\dvertisers, 128 pages S2.00

302 — How To Use a Tape Recorder, b\ Dick Hodgson and H.

Jav Bullen. .\imed to help business and home recorder

owners learn how to get full \alue from their machines.

Opens a new \\orld ot potentials for tape recorders.

Hastings House. 209 pages S4.95

303 — Selling Color to People, by Faber Birren. Devoted wholly

to the commercial uses of color in reaching, influencing

and selling the .\merican public. Contains a 5.000 word
chapter on the medium of color television. University

Books. 219 pages $7.50

AUDIO-VISUAL METHODS & MATERIALS:

401 — Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching — Revised Edition, by

Edgar Dale. .A review of the .Audio-Visual field, both its

theory and practice. Colorfully illustrated. The Dryden
Press. 520 pages $6.25

403 — .4udio-Visual .\ids to Instruction, by McKown &: Roberts.

How to program audio-visual devices for education. Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co.. 493 pages S4.75

404 — The Audio-Visual Reader, edited by James S. Kinder and
F. Dean McClusky. Philosophy, theory, research and audio-

visual instruction in teaching materials in the school sys-

tem. \Vm. C. Brown Co., 378 pages $5.75

405 — Audio-Visual Techniques, by Chandler Sc Cypher. .A guide

to enriching the curriculum with a wide variety of audio
and visual materials. Noble and Xoble, 252 pages S3.50

PERIODICALS AND GUIDES:

501 — Business Screen Magazine. The national journal of audio-

visual communications in business and industry. .A full

year's service, eight issues S3.00; two vears $5.00

502 — The Audio-Visual Projectionist's Handbook. A two-color

portfolio of ideas and pointers for presenting a better

audiovisual program. Business Screen Sl.OO

503 — The National Directory of Safety Films. .\ catalog of more
than 950 subjects including 195t> additions. National Safety

Council $1.00
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DETACH AND MAIL WITH YOUR CHECK TO:

BUSINESS SCREEN BOOKSHELF
7064 SHERIDAN ROAD • CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS
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—Total amount enclosed S_
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Award -Winninq Films of the Year

(continued from page 8 I

Outside That Envelope
Sponsor: Connecticut Gen"l Life

Insurance Company

Producer: Parthenon Pictures

Golden Reel Award
ft » «

The Petrified River

Sponsor: Union Carbide & Carbon

Corp. & Bureau of Mines

Producer: MPO Productions. Inc.

Silver Reel: Scholastic Award
it * -"

Production 5118
Sponsor : Champion Paper & Fibre

Company

Producer: Wilding Picture

Productions. Inc.

Freedoms Foundation Honor Medal

The Right to Compete
Sponsor: Association of

American Railroads

Producer: Dudley Pictures Corp.

Freedoms Foundation Honor Medal

UNUSUAL
I6nini

LENSES

For the P'"'""'"."/;

Cine Photographer

WORIOS lARGEST STOCK GREATEST SEIECTIONI
IMMEDIATE DEIIVERY - 15-DAY FREE TRIAl

Unsurpassed quolity . . . high speeds .

broode' scene coveroge, dramatic mognified

closeups, factory mounting and collimating.

BMMVnPff^^^H ''>" 111'"' F/^

^HlySHlUijH^V Aneo.iriiN S149.50
\", J"mm h'/2 ': l:.itKcli & Lnmb Uallar- . . $169.00

2". ."lOmm F/1 Carl

Mfvpf Moviar . $295.00
Mevfr Trlepholu $355.00

I
1". 2jmm F/nsS Carl

Hrvfr iMoiiar ..$155.00
1
•>• 40iiim T/2 Carl Z.i^s Riolar $109.50

Write tor 1957 tens ttifing

BURKE & JAMES, INC
321 S-^A/abash Chicago 4. Illinois

The Sound and the Story
j

Sponsor: RCA Victor Record

Division, RCA
Producer: The Jam HaiuK

Organization. Inc.

Silver Reel Award

The Stylist

Sponsor: Ford Motor Company

Producer: MPO Productions. Inc.

Silver Reel; Chris Awards
V- » «

Through the Looking Glass

Sponsor : General Electric Company

Producer: Transfilm, Incorporated

Golden Reel Award

Twins on the Ohio
Sponsor: Ohio Valley Utility

Companies

Producer: Ke\ in Donovan Films

Freedoms Foundation Honor Medal
» * ?:

Under Pressure

Sponsor: Rutledge Drilling Co.

Producer: I'nited Industrial Films

Silver Reel Award
ft * ft

U. S. A.

Sponsor: Pan-American World

Airways

Producer: Henry Strauss & Co., Inc.

Freedoms Foundation Himcu- Medal
ft ft -A-

The Voice Beneath the Sea

Sponsor: American Telephone &

Telegraph Co.

Producer: John Sutherland

Productions. Inc.

Silver Reel Award
ft » ft

Your Home As You Like It

Sponsor: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

Producer: On Film. Inc.

Silver Reel Award
ft # ft

Your Safety First

Sponsor: .-Automobile Manufacturers

Association

Producer: John Sutherland

Productions. Inc.

Silver Reel Award
.;: ft ft

Y'our Share in Tomorrow
Sponsor: The New York Stock

Exchange

Producer: Knickerbocker Produc-

tions. Inc.. and the International

Film Foundation. Inc.

Golden Reel Award
ft ft ft

Public Education Group

The Big City

Sponsor: Mayor Raymond R. Tucker

Producer: Guggenheim & Assoc.

Golden Reel Award

A City Decides

Sponsor: The Fund for the Republic

Producer: Guggenheim & Assoc.

Silver Reel Award
ft ft »

Even for One
Sponsor: American Medical Assn.

Producer: Dynamic Films. Inc.

Golden Reel: Chris Awards
ft ft ft

Monganga
Sponsor: Smith. Kline & French

Laboratories

Producer: Ur. John E. Ross

Silver Reel Award
ft » ft

Natural Enemies

of Insect Pests

Sponsor: University of California

Extension

Producer: Dept. of Biological

Control. L C

Silver Reel Award
ft ft- ft

Our Mr. Sun
Sponsor: The Bell System

Companies

Producer: Frank Capra

Silver Reel: Chris Awards

A Place for Growing Boys
Sponsor: Boys" Clubs of America

Producer: Campus Film Produc-

tions. Inc.

Golden Reel Award
ft ft ft

Proud Years
Sponsor: Charles Pfizer & Company

Producer: Center for Mass Commu-

nications. Columbia I niversity

Silver Reel .^ward

ft ft ft

Secrets of the Heart

Sponsor: American Heart .'Assn.

Producer: MPO Productions. Inc.

Silver Reel .'\ward

ft- ft ft

See You at the Polls

Sponsor: American Heritage

Foundation

Freedoms Foundation Honor Medal

ft ft ft

The Wider World
Sponsor: World Assn. of Girl

Guides and Girl Scouts

Producer: International Film

Foundation. Inc.

Silver Reel Award
* ft ft

Woodrow Wilson

Spokesman for Tomorrow
Sponsor: Woodrow Wilson

Foundation

Producer: Caravel Films. Inc.

Silver Reel Award

To Your Health
Sponsor: World Health

Organization

Producer: Phillip Slapp

Golden Reel .-Vward

Your Brothers House
Sponsor: The Greater

New York Fund
Producers: Transfilm. Incorporated

Freedoms Foundation Honor Medal

GOVERNMENT
SPONSORSHIP

American Battleground
Sponsor: N.Y. State Deitartment of

(vommerce

Producer: Commerce Depl.

Silver Reel: Freedoms Foundation

Medal
---

-ft ft

Do It Yourself Peace

Tale of 2.000 Cities

One If by Land

The Man in Two Places

Sponsor: I nited States .Army

Reserve

Freedoms Foundation Gold Medal
ft * ft

Fish Spoilage Contnil

Sponsor: Canadian Gov't Fisheries

Producer: National Film Board of

Canada

Golden Reel .Vward

ft ft ft

The Man on the Hill

Sponsor: U.S. Department of

Defense

Producer: Academy Pictures. Inc.

Freedoms Foundation Honor Medal

RELIGIOUS FILMS

Broken Mask
Sponsor: National Council of

Churches. BFC
Producer: Nassour Studios. Im .

Golden Reel Award
ft ft ft

Heart of the Neighborhood
Sponsor: Bttard of Missions.

Methodist Church

Producer: Dynamic Films. Inc.

Silver Reel Award
ft ft ft

Train of .\ction

Sponsor: The Evangelical

and Reformed Church

Producer: Dynamic Films. Inc.

Silver Reel .Award

ft ft #

Where the Need is Greatest

Sponsor: Catholic Charities.

Archdiocese of Chicago

Producer: Vogue-Wright .Studios

Silver Reel Award

I

t



O ROOM FOR DOUBT • • •

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS

lights I grips

inkies

dimmers
cables

I 1 .

boxes
hydraulic
stands

scrims
nets

parallels

reflectors
dollies
mike
booms

DC GENERATOR TRUCKS TOO...
1600 amperes, 1 000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps.

RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST

ork City, Circle 6-5470
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CONCRETE FACTS
rom Master Builders

For any job, there's real know-how
behind getting good concrete of the

exact properties required.

The Master Builders Company shows

this in "The Man With The Trowel."

To inform engineers, architects,

contractors and ready-mix concrete

producers how to control the

variables that influence quality . . .

this motion picture in sound and color

condenses volumes of information

into action that holds the eye and
dramatic photography.

/^JAM HANDY ^y^^'^^^

Call the office nearest you for . . .

Dramatizations
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JlJor 20 years we have been guided

by one principle of business

Vtrform tkt htst strvicipossUi

to sponsors of luslnessjilms

andm audknas who ust tkostjilms ''

It is our objective to render services

— to our sponsoring clients on the basis of performance with intei;ritY.

— to the vie\ying audiences on the basis of performance with depentlahilitx.

1 liat we liave done so might be attested by the fact that Modfrn is the leader in

its specialized field — performing service for more sponsors than any other distributor.

r ilm users, also, regard Modfrn most highly of all — television stations and general

16mm audiences have repeatedly expressed their preference for Modi-rn service.

1 his vear, and in the years to come, we will be guided by our conviction that we

will continue to grow as we continue to maintain our standards of integrity and

dependabililx for sponsor and audience, alike.

We would like to grow with you. Will \(ni consider us for distribution of your

film program?

'Mo((irn Tafdin^ "Victua Scma, Jncorporatm

3 East 54lh Street, New York 22, N.Y.



MFRIMN MMI ^^^ I BALLANTINE
AMERICAN C_ANI sy^pn^p alE&BEER I '*"™"'

GERITOL I ^LLEHE GOODYEAR

/

\

CARAVEL
PRODUCES

HIT PARADE

CIGARETTES

THE 60 IMPORTANT SECONDS

THAT ADD UP TO

A GOOD 1 MINUTE SPOT

REMINGTON

ELECTRIC

SHAVERS

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR RECENT CLIENTS!

Our advertiser and agency list of TV clients includes some of the top

names in the business. They choose Caravel because they know that

they can be certain of quality TV spots (live or animation) . . .delivered

on time and in line with their budget.

Our complete TV facilities consist of our owti studio, optical, anima-

tion and editing departments; all headed by highly skilled personnel.

Call us for your next TV assignment . . . we'll be glad to arrange a show-

ing of some of our current productions.

CARAVEL FILMS, INC.
730 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. CI 7-6110

PRODUCING BUSINESS FILMS FOR AMERICAS LEADING ADVERTISERS FOR 37 YEARS
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Here are the fifty top executives in C F I's Hollywood laboratory. Individually their experience in the film

industry averages 23.94 years. . .collectively it totals 1197 years. This experience, matched by C F I's 35 years

in the business, its advanced processing equipment and sincere desire to please, makes all the difference.

JOB SANDERSON

Equipment Mainlenance

Supervisor

21 years wilh CFI

21 years m Film Industry

5 years Wilh CFI

36 years in Film Industry

ART LUDINGTON

Pioduction Manager

34 years with CFI

34 years in Film Industry

MM LAWLER

Accounting Supervisor
'''*'

3 years with CFI

11 years inFilm Industry

MORRIS SPARKS

Timer

10 years witti CFI

19yearsinFilm Industry

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
GEORGE CRANE

Associate

Superintendent

9 years with CFI

43 years in Film Industry

HOMER PMRISH TOM SPIIOUL

Chief Title t Ass't. Prodltcllon

Insert Cameraman

21 years with CFI 27 yu
21 years in Film Industry 27yearslnFllmlndustry

HOLLYWOOD: 959 SEWARD ST. HOLLYWOOD 9-1441

NEW YORK; 521 W. 57TH ST. CIRCLE 7.4400

SID SOlOVf

Vice President

General Manager, Cfl

25 years wilh CF

25 years in Film Indusi .

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



WE WISH TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION
TO THESE CLIENTS FOR WHOM WE
WROTE AND PRODUCED THE FOLLOWING
ig37 AWARD-WINNING FILMS

"BANANAS? SI, SENOR!" UNITED FRUIT COMPANY

Chris Award, Columbus Film Festival

Scholastic Teacher Film Award

Silver Reel Award, American Film Assembly

"THE CONSERVATION STORY" RICHFIELD Oil CORPORATION

Freedoms Foundation Award

a
THE LITTLEST GIANT" NATIONAL CONSUMER FINANCE ASSOC.

Chris Award, Columbus Film Festival

"MEET MRS. SWENSON" GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Chris Award. Columbus Film Festival

"THE VOICE BENEATH THE SEA" AMERICAN TELEPHONE

Silver Reel Award. American Film Assembly AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

"WORKING DOLLARS" NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Chris Award, Columbus Film Festival

® JOHN SUTHERLAND PRODUCTIONS, inc

LOS ANGELES NEW YORK
'^ 201 N. Occidental Boulevard • DUnkirk 8-5121 33 East 48th Street • PLaza 5-1875
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7064 Sheridan Road, Chicago 26

IN NEW YORK CITY

Robert Seymour, Jr., Eastern Manager

489 Fifth Avenue

Riverside 9-0215 • MUrray Hill 2-2492

IN HOLLYWOOD
Edmund Kerr, Western Manager

104 So. Carondelet

Telephone DUnkirk 7-2281
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For ANY or ALL Producer Services

it s byron

across the board!

For information and
quotations on A?s Y or ALL
of these Producer Services,

icrite, phone or wire . .

.

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000
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O ROOM FOR DOUBT • • •

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS

lights II grips

inkies

dimmers
cables

-^-n-^ I

'

I

reflectors
dollies
mike
booms

,_L I

I TT

location
umbrellas
water
coolers

boxes
hydraulic
stands

_L

scrims
nets

parallels

directors
chairs
drops

DC GENERATOR TRUCKS TOO...
1600 amperes, 1000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps.

RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST

T-r

333 AA/est 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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J. T. Doughem' (right). Du Pont representatii e, discusses "Superior" 4 uith Director of Photography Morris Hartzband.

Mr. Hartzband has had e-\perience in every aspect of the motion picture camera during his 27 years in cinematography.

''We shot 'That Night' in 18 days. ..four days

ahead of schedule. ..with Du Pont 'Superior' 4!"

says Morris Hartzband, Director of Photography, Galahad Productions, New York City

"That Night." based on a true stor\" of a

New York commuter stricken with a heart

attack, was put on a tight 22-day schedule.

To achie\e complete realism, much of the

footage was shot on location at Grand
Central Station—on moxing trains, dim
platforms, dark ramps.

Director of Photography Hartzband

says. The consistent results we got with

Du Pont Superior® 4 motion picture film

presened the naturalness and realism of

our locations. We saved so much time in

our lighting setups due to the lower le\el

of illumination required with Superior' 4

that we were able to bring in this film four

days ahead of schedule. We used Superior'

2 for the shooting on the set and as far as

grain is concerned you simply can't tell

which sequences were shot with 'Superior'

2 and which \\ ith 'Superior' 4."

"That Night" is the first of 12 feature

films Galahad Productions is making under

a contract with RKO. Some of the in-

terior scenes were photographed on the

sound stages of the new Production Center

in New York Citv.

For more en'FORMatio.n-, write or aiU the

nearest Du Pont Sales Office llisted fcefoipj

or the Dn Pont Company, Photo Products

Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In

Canada: Du Pont Company of Canada [ 1956)

Limited, Toronto.

SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8, Ga. 805 Peachtree BIdg.

Boston 10. Mass. 140 Federal St.

Chicago 30, 111., 4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

Cleieland 16, Ohio 20950 Center Ridge Road

Dallas 7, Texas 1628 Oak Lai™ .Ve.

Los Angeles 38. Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.

New York U, N. Y. 248 West ISth St.

Phila., Pa. 308 E. Lancaster Ave., \\' \Tine\vood

Export Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM WM^
BETTER THINGS FOR BEHER LIVING

. . . THROUGH CHfMISTRr
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On Display

National Audio Visual

Association Convention

You are invited io stop in

many
years

These 4 projectors ARE
"DeVrylite"-

tailored to fit your needs

Business and education are

the only fields we serve.

Take a moment for a quick look:

TSI MOVIEMATIC -^ Extremely

light weight (under 25 pounds), it

repeats without rewind on a built-

in, self-contained screen. Truly a
"briefcase" type projector.

TSI DUOLITE—Has built-in, fold-

ing. TV-size screen for undarkened
rooms, and also projects to a large

screen in darkened rooms end
auditoriums.

TSI DeVRYLITE—A long record of

service to industry and education.

Small and compact, for auditorium

and classroom use.

TSI MODEL "D" — Gives regular

projection, and built-in screen pro-

jection. Also repeats projection

without rewind.

With the "DeVrylite" mechanism
in all four, you are assured of un-

surpassed sound and picture qual-

ity.

AND the TSI method of mounting all

components on a completely accessible,

removable plaie means lowest cost, and
easiest maintenance.

Let US arrange with our dealer
ior a no obligation demonstration
for you.

TECHNICAL SERVICE, INC.

3086S Five Mile Rd. # Livonia, Michigan

Business Film Studios Active

on Fall Sales Campaign Media

'¥ \(> .'iummer doldruiiis tliis season

arnuiig business film companies

whose clients are pushing important

new a-v media to help stimulate fall

sales, introducing new models in the

third and fourth quarters and aim-

ing to re-train sales and service per-

sonnel for the vital tasks ahead.

Comes news that the nationally

televised Tele - Sell inspirational

meetings will soon be available in

specially-edited 16mm film form.

Sales films are also being tracked

for overseas use. Meanwhile, gen-

eral, promotional and pr film pro-

grams are hitting new record totals

among all types of audience groups,

according to national distributor re-

ports to us. ^"

Jack Norling, a Film Pioneer,

Dies of Heart Attack at 61

^ John ,\. .Norling. a pioneer in the

business film industry, died last

month of a heart attack in his home
in Scarsdale. New York. He was

61.

At the lime of lii,- death. Mr.

Norling was engaged in film produc-

tion with Loucks & Norling Studios.

New York, which he co-founded

with Arthur Loucks in 1924. He
had been instrumental in the pro-

duction of over a thousand indus-

trial and government films in the

past 35 years and gained wide rec-

ognition for proficiency in special-

ized technical skills, such as optical

effects and stop motion techniques.

Mr. Norling produced the first

full-size three-dimensional Polaroid

film ever to be made. It was shown

at the Chrysler Corporation exhibit

in the New York World's Fair in

1939. A year later, a similar 3-D

film in color, the first of its kind.

was produced by Mr. Norling and

shown at the World's Fair.

Mr. Norling became interested in

three-dimensional photography in

the 1920's. In 1935. with J. F.

Leventhal. be produced Audioscop-

iks, the first three - dimensional

movies with sound. In 1940. he de-

signed and built a single 3-D cam-

era, which eliminated the need to

interlock twci cameras for the film-

ing of a 3-D picture.

It was Mr. Norling's conviction

that despite its "pa.ssing phase" sev-

eral years ago. tlie future of three-

dimensional motion pictures was

still promising. He contended tluil

film |irndncers nuisl learn to solve

the technical problems presented

by 3-D if it is "to live to the ripe

old age it deserves." ^'

Hazard E. Reeves

Hazard E. Reeves Honored by
Georgia Inst, of Technology

* Hazard E. Reeves, president of

Reeves Sound Studios. Inc.. Reeves

Soundcraft Corp.. and Cinerama.

Inc.. has been presented with the

Georgia Institute of Technology's

Distinguished Service Award for

1957.

The stereophonic sound system

for motion pictures, first utilized by

Cinerama, was developed by Reeves.

His company. Reeves Soundcraft

Corp.. received an "Oscar" from the

•Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences for its development of

the "Magna Stripe" process of ap-

plying strips of magnetic oxide to

motion picture film for sound re-

cording and reproduction. 9

MOTION PICTURE

PRODUCER

If you are selling and produc-

ing industrial films on your

own and want more scope and

greater opportunity with a na-

tional, long-established produc-

ing organization, we'd like to

hear froiu you — and you'd

like to hear from us.

This is primarily a creative

selling job with top industrial

clients. Along with it goes

[ilenly of challenging produc-

tion planning — the kind you

now enjov. Complete produc-

tion facilities to bring your

plans to life.

Reciuires contact at high level

in public relations, sales, ad-

vertising. New York location.

Replies kepi strictly confidential.

Write Box BS-6B

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Rd., Chicago 26

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE
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. . . for giving us an opportunity to team with them

in producing this award-winning T\ commercial.

The Art Directors Club of New York recently selected

66 warmers fi'om more than 14,000 entries in its annual

national competition in advei-tisrng and editorial ait

and design. Only two ADC medals — the highest award

issued by this organization — went to TV commercials.

Wilding won the top award for a hve-action TV commercial

made for the Lincoln Di\ision of the Ford Motor Company.

W I L D I N G CHICAGO NEW YORK CINCINNATI



IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

: FROM STOCK

AT BETTER

'

DEALERS

EVERYWHERE

ASC-35

35mm aluminum shaft

male or female cores

ASC-16 (16mml

mMwmmmmwmhmhn

SL-1

spring locks

awwMwmwmwBwuiiir wi;i,

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, CalJfornia/HOIIywood 2-3284

branch office;

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York/Circle

New York Address: 524 West 43rd St., GRamercey 3-1546

U. S. Government Enters Two
Films in Berlin Festival

>f Tlif L niter! Slate? C(j\eniim'nt

will participate in the Seventh Inter-

national Film Festival at Berlin,

Germany, June 21-July 2, 1957. the

U. S. Information Agency has an-

nouncerl. The U. S. Government is

taking part in the event at the in-

vitation of the Federal Republic of

Germany.

Turner B. Shelton. director of the

Information Agency's Motion Pic-

ture Service, is chairman of the

U. S. delegation. His alternate as

delegate is Albert E. Peterson,

Agency information officer at Ber-

lin.

Nathan D. Golden, director of the

Scientific. Motion Picture and Pho-

tographic Products Division of the

l. S. Department of Commerce, and

Donald W. Duke, chief of the

Agencys Film Division at Bonn,

Germany, have been named advi-

sors to the delegation.

The U. S. Government film entry

at Berlin will be Thunderhirds. an

Air Force motion picture. Himalayan

Awakening (Nepal), produced by

the Information Agency, has been

chosen for special showing. R'
X- « *

Chicago Ad Execs Applaud
"People, Profits and You"
M l^eopte, I'rojits and You, a new

25-minute motion picture sponsored

by the Bureau of Advertising of the

American Newspaper Publishers As-

sociation, won the applause of some

600 advertising, agencv and news-

paper executives at a meeting in the

Palmer House, Chicago, June 12.

The meeting was sponsored by the

Newspaper Representatives Assn. of

Chicago and the ANPA bureau.

The film (reported in BUSINESS

Screen, No. 3, Vol. 18), is being

shown to advertising executives na-

tionally through the regional offices

of the Bureau of Advertising. It

was produced by Transfilm, Inc..

New York City, under the supervi-

sion of Edward A. Falasca. ANPA
advertising bureau director. B"

^^ » »

A complete list of NAVA trade

show exhibitors begins on page 44.

Slide-Filmstrip

Captions
Pfotnpf Seniee-'Loivest Ptiees

Hrile/or FREE |/OV| Hot-prest Craftimtn

Type Chart l^^l ^•»(t 1938

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
IIS W. 23rd Street New York 11, N.Y.
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Producers of Motion Pictures

for Industry and Television

for Over 20 Years , 1

165 West 46th Street, New York

^
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JUSTO06 . . . FILM'S

THREADED, AND YOU FLIP THE SWITCH!

Victor's easy 1-2-3 threading makes professional operators out of amateurs

in record time. Just run film (1) over sound drum ... (2) through film

gate ... (3) over the single drive sprocket. It's as simple at that!

Check all these advantages of Victor 16mm Projectors:

1. Exclusive Guardomatic Safety Film Trips for complete film protection.

2. Hi-Lite optical system for maximum screen brilliance.

3. Sapphire-lipped shuttle for longer service.

4. Lubrimatic Oil System with one-spot filling.

5. 180° Swing-out lens for easy threading and cleaning.

6. Still picture, reverse, power rewind, and many others.

Send for detailed literature today.

DIVISION OF THE fCALA/^/ COMPfi^HY INC.

PLAINVILLE, CONN., U.S.A.

Qualify Motion Picture Equipment Since 1910

MAGNASCOPE V200

Enlarged microscope

MOBILE PROJECTOR
STAND
Leave projeclor set up,

always ready- Right
projection height.

SILENT 16

2000' reel capacity.
Rheostat speecj

control. Remote
control for forward-
reverse.

1400 ARC PROJECTOd
Meets the needs for

professional showings
for large audiences.
Portable, and UL
approved.

Cinema Lab Association to

Formulate TV Print Standards
-^ A decision to formulate standards

for television film processing was

made by the Association of Cinema

Laboratories at its spring meeting.

Marshall Rotlien. of the Kenyon &

Eckhardt advertising agency,

stressed the need for a concerted ef-

fort to assure uniform standards of

prints for high quality telecasting.

Reid H. Ray. St. Paul producer

and president of the Association,

said that although ACI was not a

standards-setting body, it would ask

for guidance from the television

committee of the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers

and others in assembling data and

circulating it to film producers, lab-

oratories and broadcasters.

The Association reviewed defini-

tions of basic film terras as pre-

sented by Neal Keehn of the Calvin

Company and chairman of the No-

menclature Committee. The group

decided to work on specifications

for film printing equipment best

suited to the needs of members. The

meeting was held in conjunction

with the SMPTE Convention. 9
* * »

"Keep 'Em in the East" Theme
of Television Council Luncheon

Elia Kazan, producer-director,

and Joey Adams, comedian and

author, headlined a "Keep 'Em in

the East" luncheon meeting held by

the National Television Film Coun-

cil in the Hotel Delmonico. New

York, on June 27.

The meeting was attended by pro-

ducers, advertising agencies, heads

of various picture crafts and others

interested in East Coast film produc-

tion. Increased studio facilities and

the development of top craftsmen in

New York City were regional items

thumped at the rally.

Kazan, who has won fame filming

dramas in New York and Holly-

wood, explained why he prefers to

produce in the East. He was in-

troduced by ."Vdams. A copy of the

comedian's new book. "Cindy and
]"' was presented to each ticket

holder at the luncheon. R'

FOR SALE

Finest color travelogue action

16nini motion picture coverage

in travelogue form on 28 for-

eign countries. Special sur-

plus sale.

NEIL DOUGLAS
Box 664

Meriden, Conn.
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NOW in the East it's ..

.

MOVIELAB

16mm-35mm EASlMAN-ClBrOR

Negative - Positive Processing

Staffed by experienced ^LOR
technicians.

Also KODACHROME and ffNSCO

GOLOR.Printing.

^

^i^.
COLOR CORPORATION

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y., JUDSON 6-0360



Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync

Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

The New MARK IX

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM.SYSTEM "A"

with built-in record play amplifier and remote

control assembly is an engineering achieve-

ment with exclusive features found in no other

recorder. Has recording, playback, and bias

oscillator circuits enclosed in seporate plug-in

assemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier

components; push-button motor controls; re-

mote control footage counter, record -pi ay &

film -direct monitor sv/itches. Available in 1 6mm,

IZ'/jmm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

For quality & economy

MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer

—

to the needs of film producers,

large or small, feature or com-

merciol, because—
• If delivers clean, distor-

tion-free sound.

• It is compact, light-

weight, portable, meets

the latest SMPTE stand-

ards.

• It serves every segment of

motion picture and spot TV pro-

duction.

• Purchaser Is not required to

pay royalties on footage con-

sumed.

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG-
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line

contains exclusive features found

in no other recorders, yet all

carry \ow, low price togs.

Trust your own ears—trust your

Sound Man's judgment. Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

Model X-400

is a completely synchronous 1 6mm Magnetic

film recording channel, professional in every

detail. Con be operoted in "console" position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit. Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instontan-

eous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power

consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Prices subject to change without notice

OTHER MODELS:

MARK IX SYSTEM "B" includes Model

G-932 microphone mixer with 2

channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

MARK IX SYSTEM"C" includes Model

G-924 microphone mixer and re-

mote control assembly packaged

in matching poriable case.

$2,520.00

TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor

amplifier, seporate overdrive torque

motor, record gain control, ond

ployback control. Priced from

$1,5 70.00

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€ouipni€nT(o.jnc.

^Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

President DuVal J. Torpenney (left) awards Doctor

of Education degree to Jamison Handy.

Honorary Doctorate Awarded to Jamison Handy

IN RECOGMTiON uf "his out-

standing contributions to edu-

cation, to industry, to religion, to

physical education, and to the na-

tion" by means of the film medium,

the Detroit Institute of Technology

last month awarded the degree of

Doctor of Education to Jamison

Handy, president and founder of

The Jam Handy Organization.

The coveted honor came to this

pioneer and innovator in the field

of visual communications (the first

of its kind to a business film pro-

ducer) at the Institute's 30th an-

nual commencement on June 3. In

the citation which accompanied the

honorary degree. President DuVal

J. Terpenny referred to historic

contributions which began with the

production of over 200 training

films for the United States Armed

Services in World War I. followed

by Mr. Handy's fouTiding of his

present organization in 1918.

Cited by President for Aid

The President's (Certificate of

Merit which was awarded him fol-

lowing World War II recognized

his contributions to "the develop-

ment, improvement and rapid pro-

duction of highly-diversified, sjje-

cialized technical visual aids and

training devices . , . which proved

to be invaluable contributions to

the war effort of the United States.""

More than 2,000 training aids were

produced for the Army and 5,000

visual training subjects for the

Navy, in addition to countless other

wartime programs.

"Leaders in the Christian Church

have found Jamison Handy eager

to help them to convey the prin-

ciples and tenets , , . to a growing

public seeking religious instruc-

tion," the citation disclosed.

As a physical educationist, sports

authorities assign to him the unique

title of "the only man to compete

in two Olympic games 20 years

apart,'" He won the half-mile free-

style swimming event in the 1904

games and 20 years later competed

as a member of the United States

Waaler polo team.

A Pioneer In Slidefllm Use

A pioneer in the use of slidcfilms

for schools and industry, Mr,

Handy further refined a then new

and relatively inexpensive "bridge"'

between motion pictures and still

pictures—the sound slidefllm. In

Detroit, in 1930. he established the

first talking picture studio devoted

to the making of educational and

industrial pictures. The dedication

in 1945 of the Jam Handy Eye

School, with a distinguished group

of educators in attendance, was one

of the high points in Mr, Handy's

life-long devotion to the improve-

ment of instructional methods. It

was the first public school clinic

established for the measurement of

instructional restlts in visual edu-

cation.

Holds Regard of Entire Field

Journalist, educator, sportsman

and, for more than four decades,

a leading figure and pioneer in the

field of visual communications,

Jamison Handy's contributions

have earned him the highest degree

of all—the admiration and respect

of those who serve—with him—in

the production and distribution of

these tools which he helped to de-

velop for the benefit of all mankind.
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SPECIALISTS
in 16mm color prints!

In the eighteen years of specializing exclusively in I6mm Color

Printing, Color Reproduction Company has developed a technique

for i^iiarauteed film qiiiility which is the Standard of the I6mm

Motion Picture Industry. This specialization is your assurance of

better 16mm Color Prints. Added production values demand the

best prints available! This year, let Color Reproduction Company

make your I6mm Color Prints!

Write for latest

Price List.

.wi^^'^^^aa^.. COMPANY
7936 Santa Ifionita Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calitornia

Telephone: C dfield 4-8010

Television to Take Bow at

1957 Edinburgh Film Festival

t Television's importance in the

visual medium is recognized in the

program of the Eleventh Interna-

tional Edinburgh Film Festival, to

be held August 18-September !!.

The 1957 Edinburgh Festival will

feature an international conference

on the production and use of film

in television and will consider plans

for the international exchange of

television film material. The tele-

vision conference will be conducted

in collaboration with UNESCO.
Film and tv experts from several

countries will speak on the tv pro-

duction, use and exchange topics in

sessions held Monday. August 26.

and Tuesday. August 27.

Television in education will be

the subject of a conference arranged

by the Scottish Educational Film

Conference Committee. Speakers at

this meeting. Wednesday. August

21. will include Professor Henri

Dieuzeide of the Centre National.

Paris, and Miss Enid Love, head of

B.B.C. Broadcasts Television.

Film directors, actors and ac-

tresses will be present at the Festi-

val's "gala performances." held on

Sunday evenings. August 18 and 25

and September 1 and 8. A number

uf film producers will introduce

their own productions at the daily

performances, held in the Cameo

Cinema at 3 p.m.. 6:15 p.m. and

8:45 p.m. throughout the three

weeks of the Festival.

Hundreds of films from many na-

tions are being screened for the

Edinburgh Festival. Last year. 130

films from more than 30 countries

were shown. Films entered from the

United States are submitted through

the Film Council of America. A
certificate of participation is

awarded to each film shown at the

Festival. The Festival has as its aim

the recognition of films which "by

their originality and imagination,

bv their quality of truth and their

sense of revelation, reach out to-

wards a new and living cinema."

Both feature films and social docu-

mentaries are accepted.

Open discussions on film produc-

tion, lectures by notable film per-

sonalities, a Summer School of Film

Appreciation and a program of films

for children are added attractions.

The Edinburgh Film Festival is

organized by the Edinburgh Film

Guild, directed by Galium Mill. The

organization has headquarters at

Film House. 6-8 Hill Street. Edin-

burgh 2. (Telephone and telegrams:

Edinburgh 34203.) 9

'.
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>UBLIC RELATIONS • EDUCATIONAL- TECHNICAL- TRAINING • FARIVB . . . and

Medical motion piitures have grown-np. The hiynian sees

only a very few of the many ?ereeiied for physician?. ?iir-

geons and hospital staffs. Ml of them, nowadays, are de-

signed to bring new and vital information to the greatest

mnnher of professional people in the shortest possible

time. Medical motion pictures are helping to save lives.

Hut remember: Doctors are the toughest audience a motion

picture can face. Some of us are bug-hunters. Doctors are

lint pickers, bless them.

Medical

Audio. ..

Among our clients:

.American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

'S Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

• Cast Iron Pipe Research

Association

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co., Inc.

—and many.

National Board of Fire

L nderwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dolime

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. S. Na^T

Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

Western Electric Co.

many others

FILM CENTER BUILDING 630 NINTH AVENUE
TELEPHONE PLozo 7-0760

NEW YORK 36,

U^y^fACtS
,t-^

i^aaxa*
iS,«tl

Frank K. Speidell, President • Herman Roessle, Vice President P. J. Mooney, Secretory & Treasurer

Producer-Directors: L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mondell Earl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Soles Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer



I'^HE Art Dirf.ctors Cllis of

New York, spunsoring a 1957

Visual Communications Conference

which emphasized television ideas

and techniques, has cited outstand-

ing fihned commercials in its 36th

Annual Exhibition of Advertising

and Editorial Art.

Sharing top honors in TV. for

design of a complete unit in film

commercials was the Wilding Pic-

ture Productions' reel for the

Lincoln Division. Ford Motor Com-

pany. Produced for Young &

Rubicam. Inc.. the Lincoln agency,

under the direction of William S.

Muyskens of Wilding's New York

studio staff, the prize Lincoln com-

mercial was a dramatic handling

of the car itself, photographically

and with design impact. Art direc-

tor Stephen 0. Frankfurt of the

agency supervised.

The other design award was

given for a tv commercial in full

animation, a Ford Motor subject

for the Ford Division. It was pro-

duced by Playhouse Pictures for

the J. Walter Thompfon Co. and

animated by Bill Littlejohn. This

subject was directed by Bill

Melandez of Playhouse Pictures

with story and design by Chris

Jenkyns and Sterling Sturdevant.

Distinctive merit awards by the

NEW YORK AKT DIRECTORS CITE FILMED COMMERCIALS

m^^^^^



Economically Priced • Highest Quality

:EC0 Aluminum Split Apart Reels are a fast and in-

^xpensive mettiod of winding film from reels to cores,

)r core to core ond can be used for projection reels

vitt^out \Ue necessity of having ttie film put on solid

eels. Tt>e core is threaded for quick locking, and a grip

s pressed into the flonge woll to hold the plastic core.

UMM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS

1 Size Price

' 400' $4.20
nOC 7.00

3SMM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS

Siie Price

1000' $6.90

17.1/jMM

Size Price

400' $4.70

Big Leaguer or Beginner. .

.

you help your Career with

CECO Film

Equipment

ALUMINUM

SPLIT APART REELS

1200' 7.50

$259.50

iR4. PRECISION LABORATORIES OPTICAL AND
MAGNETIC SOUND READER accepts both 16mm
and 35mm optical or magnetic film. Consists

3f amplifier, head assembly and film trans-

30rt. SR5-5et of collapsible rollers for use

with 17.5mm and '/4 " tope. SR6-5imilar, but

without mognetic heod mount. Available v/ith

jither Optical or Magnetic sound only.

^^ $22.00

E100-CECO DOUBLE ZIPPER CHANGING BAG Is

lighf-proof, lorge enough lo accommodote
1000' 35mm magazines or 1200' 16mm
magazine. 34" x 48" block so teen outer

bog. Inner bog of heavy rubber fabric pro-

vided with roomy sleeves having elastic llghl-

tight wristlets.

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the

world's finest cameras, recording and editing

equipment and photographic accessories. But

CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest

service department in the East—also an engineer-

ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or

Academy Award Winners—about their technical

problems. May we help you?

$232.00

MM16-AKG D-25 MICROPHONE
is dynamic cardioid type.

Eliminotes wind and AC
hum. Excellent frequency re-

sponse from 30 to 15,000
cps. Completely shock
mounted, light enough to be

used on microphone "fish-

pole'", v/eighs only 24
ounces. Contains built-in

dialogue equalizer with

three steps to ottenuate

progressively of 50 cycles.

A variety of models for

every specific need.

CECO OUTDOOR REFLECTORS for re-

flection of sunlight. Surfaced with

silvered reflection papers. In sizes

24" X 24", 30" X 30", 36" x 36",

nd 48" x 48" for use with yoke

& stand. Scrims & Dots available.

FC4.ECC0 "1500 " SPEEDROLL APPLICATOR
permits cleaning and inspection of roll,

strip or movie film In one easy operation.

Consists of bokellte cleaning unit, wool-

felt cleaning wicks, teflon Idler rollers; also

a 10 oz. glass fluid unit guaranteed against

leokage. Valve controls flow of cleaning

fluid which Is always visible, 16mm or

35mm model. $29.50

$350.00

X101-CEC0 VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR with tach-

ometer for CINE-KODAK SPECIAL. Speeds from

16 to 64 frames per second. Quick mounting,

no tools required. I 2.volt or I 10-volt opera-

tion. Also avalloble 1 1 0-vall Synch Motors
for Bolex, Mitchell, Bell & Howell & Eastman
Cine Kodak K-lOO Cameras. Variable speed
motors with Tach for Mitchell & Bell & Howell

cameras.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS—Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing Barrels • Editing Rocks • Electric

Footoge Timers • Exposure Meters • Silent & Sound Proieclors • Screens • Film Processing

Equipment • Film Shipping Coses • Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidogroph Pens • Flomoster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens Labels • Blooping Tape
• Blooping Ink • Dulling Spray • Alpha Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters •

Number & Letter Punches • Camera & Projector Oil • Mognosync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

$8.50 and up

CECO SLATES. E67-MASONITE, 11"

X 14", with clopslick. E68-12"
high, 1 1

" wide, metal sliding num-

bers, with clapstick. E69-\3Vt" x

1 3 Vi ". made of fiberboard with

metal border, flip numbers, clop-

stick.

SALES SERVICE • RENTALS
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.jnc.

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,



; FILMOSOUND ...why it's
I I

^

the world's leading sound projector!
Nothing matches movies when it

comes to communicating ideas.

Sound, action and color all work to-

gether to make your message inter-

esting and memorable.

But no movie can be any better

than the way it's projected. That's

why Bell & Howell Filmosound is

the first choice with more business

organizations, schools, churches and

community groups than ,nnv other

sound projector.

Here are just a few of the many
exclusive features that make I" 1 1 mo-

sound the leader: Controls rfeijg';Ty

for communication — pro]ector re-

verses for review, still-picture clutch

stops film for discussion: sharpest

picture on the screen with straight-

line optical system; trouble-free oper-

ation with all-gear drive and metered

lubrication: plus no film flullcr and

fastest set up.

Why not be the one to biing mod-

ern communication to your company

with Filmosound? Ask your dealer

50 YSARS OF

for a dem-

onstration.

He's listed

in the yel-

low pages

of your
telephone

book. Or
write for complete information.

Bell & Howell, 7108 McCormick
Road, Chicago 4.5, 111.

F/NER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION

)^Bell & Howeri

Photo Manufacturers Assn.

Elects Four New Directors

"¥ Four photo industry executives

have been elected to the board of

directors of the National Association

of Photographic Manufacturers, Inc.

Elected for terms of three years, be-

ginning July I. are:

James E. McGhee. vice-president.

Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-

ter. New York; Raymond Mooney,

president. Quick-Set. Inc.. Skokie.

Illinois: Hy Schwartz, vice-presi-

dent. The Kalart Company. Inc..

Plainville. Connecticut: Joseph C.

Wilson, president. The Haloid Com-

pany. Rochester. New York,

McGhee, whose term was about to

expire, was reelected to the board.

The other newly-elected members

replace three directors whose terms

expire July 1—Lawrence R. Fink,

president. The FR Corporation. New

York City. New York: F. Glenn

Hamilton, vice-president. Pako Cor-

poration. Minneapolis. Minnesota.

and Edward M. Swartz. president.

Keystone Manufacturing Company,

Inc.. Boston. Massachusetts.

All of the newly-elected directors

have been active in Association and

industry affairs for several years.

Wilson is a past-president of the

Association. The board election by

the NAPM membership was an-

nounced by William C. Babbitt,

managing director of the organiza-

tion. S'

Magnetic Recording Assn.

Eiscts Officers in Chicago

-K New officers were elected by the

Magnetic Recording Industry Asso-

ciation at its annual meeting held

recently at the Blackstone Hotel in

Chicago. The new officers include:

• Irving Rossman I The Pentron

Corp.). president: Arnold Hultgren

I American Molded Products Co.).

vice-president: Herman Kornbrodt

(Audio Devices. Inc. I. secretary:

Charles Dwyer (Webcor. Inc. I.

t'easurer: Victor Machin (Shurc

Bothers. Inc.l. and Joseph Hards

(Magiie-Tronics. Inc.l. members of

the board of directors.

The MRIA discussed establish-

ment of technical standards for the

industry and the possibility of con-

sumer shows for the purpose of ac-

quainting the public with the full

scope iif magnetic recording equip-

ment.

Joseph Hards, retiring MRIA
pre.Mdent. spoke on public relations

concepts for industry consideration.

Irving Rossman. newly-elected pres-

ident, said that the Association will

increase its activities in the coming

year, in keeping with the expansion

of the recording industry. 9'
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Dynamic FHms, Inc. has won 32 ..

28 different categories during the pi

•i:-*!. . ^ ^^

Many people have remarked that a Dynamic film

is recognizable. This distinction does not derive from

a ''sameness of production" but from the successful

' "cation of creative motion picture experience

rqriety of subjects.
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When you produce your next slide film,

rememl3er...RCAYlCT0E SOUM
makes the picture complete!

With RCA Victor sound, your star salesman can be working

for you in 1 or 1,000 places at once. And on record, you
have a perfectly edited, permanent story ready to be mailed

anywhere at an instant's notice.

Recorded special effects give slide films vividness and im-

pact. And with every order from RCA Victor, you can choose

from more than 500 musical] selections recorded especially

for slide film presentations.

First quality recording, careful handling and prompt de-

livery are a matter of record, too, with your order from RCA
Victor Custom Record Sales. This complete service is com-

petitively priced — the quality is RCA Victor's alone!

RCA Victor custom record sales uSi'
New York II). 155 Bast 2ith St. MUrray Hill 9-7200
Chicago 11. ii5 N. Lake Shorr Drive WHitchall i-3215
Holhjivood 3H. toie N. Sycamore Ave OLdficld 1,-1660

Naahvillc S. I5S5 McGavock St ALpine S-6691

In Canada, call Record Dcpartmettt. RCA Victor Company, Ltd., £25
Mutual Street, Toronto, Ontario. For information concerning other foreign
countries, write or phone RCA International Division. .10 Rockefeller Plaza,

Netv York 20. N. Y.-JV 6-:ltl00.

McGraw-Hill to Distribute
Young America Films
¥• The list of eduratioiial motion

pictures and filmstrips of Young
America Films. Inc.. have been ac-

quired for distribution by McGraw-
Hill Book Company. The acquisi-

tion was announced h\ Curtis G.

Benjamin, president of McGraw-
Hill Book Company and Stuart

Scheftel. board chairman of Young
America Films.

Young Americas staff has been

retained by McGraw-Hill to

strengthen the editorial, production

and distribution program. This

staff includes Godfrey Elliot. Young
Americas president; Fred Powney,

vice-president for sales; James

Brewster, vice-president for produc-

tion: and William Frazer. treasurer.

"With the Young America list,

which is largely designed for ele-

mentary schools, including the pri-

mary grades. McGraw-Hill will be

in a position to offer to the educa-

tional market a representative list

of films and filmstrips for all grade

levels," Benjamin said, noting that

McGraw-Hill films are almost ex-

clusively for secondary schools and

colleges. ^"

British Information Service
Ends Distribution in U. S.

¥ Distributio]! in llic I iiited States

of non-theatrical motion pictures

has been discontinued bv British

Information Services, as of June 30.

Termination of the British film dis-

tribution was for reasons of econ-

omy, it was announced.

British films cleared for television

will continue to be available for

booking by television stations and

organizations interested in develop-

ing tv programs but group organ-

ization borrowers who have booked

16mni prints for July and later

months are being notified that the

bookings are cancelled.

The British Information Services

non-theatrical film service was in-

stituted in 1940 to tell the American

public about the British war effort.

Thousands of prints of B. I. S. titles

have been purchased in recent years

by film libraries throughout the

United States and these will con-

tinue to be available to borrowers

in the areas served by these libraries.

A number of B. I. S. films have

been distributed utuler contract bv

Encyclopaedia Brilannica Films.

United World Films. Young Amer-

ica Films. McGraw-Hill. Coronet In-

structional Films, International Film

Bureau, Brandon Films and Eastin

Pictures. These films will be ob-

tainable from the above sources dur-

ing the remaining lifetime of the

contracts. R'
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COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC SLIDE PROJECTOR

the yerfed

^\
") instructor

iewlex

ATIC

USED IN CHURCHES

Other VIEWIEX Projeelors from
ISO to 1000 Wotis

Pficed from $39.25 to $238.50

For Complete Automatic Projection — Built in automation for

2x2 and Bantam Slides projection ttiat ollows the operator to

devote o// tiis attention to the subject while the projector obeys his

every v^ish — automalicaliyi A light touch at any point of the

sensitive, wide-bar changer control brings the next slide

into position. Automatic time control permits setting the projector to

change slides at any intervals up to 60 seconds, and it will run smoothly,

quietly, efficiently, all by itielf. Brilliant illumination from

corner to corner. Timer overide button selects new slides at will

and the timer hold button permits prolonged viewing of any

slide. Projects in either direction — forward, reverse and repeat,

i 2 foot remote control cord permits changing slides from

across the room. The 500-watt, fan cooled Instructomatic has

many additional features such as visual slide selector window,

tuckoway compartment for cord set, built-in room light control,

interchangeable lenses, built-in shutter, tilt control and many others.

$1 19.50 Complete with slip on case and 6 slide trays

Remote control cord $4.95. Automotic Timer $24.50

Extra trays $1.00 each.

All VIEWLEX Projectors are Guoranteed for a Lifetime

iewlex inc.
35-01 QUEENS BOULEVARD- LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. V.
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Crmtivc film making

ts not a man ,

... it is many experienced Kliiig specialists

working together as a gn>up

in the production of industrial and television films

which merchandise products

in a creative . . . pffective . . . way!

Crt-ativit). (^ualily.atuJ Servirt*

in K\(Ty I*lia--t' nf llu' Film Makini; Art

K L I N G film
productions

Chicago: 1058 west Washington blvd. seeley 8-4181

Hollywood: 1416 north labreo hollywood 3-2141

K L I N G K L I N G K L I N G

PRDDUCTIDIV LINES

— The Late News In Brief —
"More Ships for Less Money"
Promise of U.S. Navy Film
* I aliic Eni^irieennii

. . . More
Ships /or Less Money is the name
of a 14-minute animated color mo-
tion picture which may be a flag-
ship in the current controversial
drive to reduce military expendi-
tures. Sponsored by the United
States Navy, the film illustrates the
Navy's own program to demonstrate
how economies can be effected in
ship construction and operation.

Produced by Depicto Films Cor-
poration, the new film sketches a
program involving four basic eval-
uation techniques. Many industries
have inaugurated research and test-
ing facilities to evaluate the possibil-
ities of savings in all phases of pro-
duction.

The Navy cites the necessity for
enlisting industrial resources' and
services to supplement the economy
program. Because of this relation-
ship, the film has interest for indus-
trial audiences as well as Navy per-
sonnel, m,

AucJio Issues Useful Brochure
on Basics of Color Printing
* Audio Productiojis. Inc. has is-

sued a new booklet for its clients
and prospective clients entitled
Color, Step by Step. The 18-page
brochure, printed in four color
process, describes the basic methods
of making motion picture prints in
color by the various systems avail-
able today.

Sections of the booklet are
headed: Prints from 16 mm Rever-
sal Color Original. A-B Roll Print-
ing, Prints from 35nim Color Nega-
tive. Prints from Color Intermga-
tive. Technicolor Imbibition Print-
ing, and 35m ni Color Negative to

Black & White Prints.

Audio's booklet, produced by a
new photographic printing process,
is most handsome in appearance,
and its simple explanations and not-

too-coniplirated illustrations should
be most useful to a lay appreciation
of the processing of color film. \^'

* - :;

Victor Animatograph Appoints
Highland-Bass as PR Reps
* \ ictor Animatograph Corp..
Plaitiville. Connecticut. n]amifa(-
turer of 16mm mr)tion picture pro-
jectors, has appointed Highlanrl-
Rass. Inc.. New York City, as public
relations counsellors.

Regarding the ne» pr arrange-
jnent. Samuel Rose. Vicloi's presi-

dent, said. "We feel the development
of IfiMiiii iiou olfers ihc greatest

jiolential in its application in indus-

try. Great progress has already been

made to date and we expect Victor

to help lead the way to even greater

industrial use." \^
» * »

Minkler to Universal Recorders
as New General Manager
K Darrell Minkler has joined Uni-

versal Recorders. Hollywood, as

vice-president and general manager.

The announcement was made by
Mirtin Ross, president of Universal

Recorders. Minkler formerly owned
Radio Recorders. ^

.;- # *

Movie-Mite Projector Now
Manufactured by Harwald Co.
•¥ Manufacture anil distribution of

the Movie-Mite 16mm sound pro-

jector has been taken over by The
Harwald Company. Inc.. Evanston.

Illinois. The Movie-Mite previouslv

had been manufactured by The Cal-

vin Company. Inc.. Kansas City.

Missouri.

The Harwald Company will mer-

chandise the Movie-Mite to indus-

trial and educational markets and

to the retail photographic trade. An
improved and more extensive nation-

wide service is planned.

Since the Movie-Mite was intro-

duced 20 years ago. more than

50.000 units have been sold, it was

reported. The Movie-Mite recently

was re-engineered to include such

features as a curved film gate, single

lamp for both sound and picture

and automatic safety trips which

stop the machine if a loop is lost.

Although the 28-pound unit has

found its widest usage in industry,

it is said to be increasingly popular

for classroom use. B"

TRAINING FILM

DIRECTOR WANTED

i\ationall\ piominent i,-ompan\

has opening in Chicago Home
Office Training Division for a

man experienced in the pro-

duction of visual training aids,

specializing in the planning and

production of sound slidelilms

and motion pictures. Knowledge
of artwork, sound, program de-

sign, and script writing will

enter into the scope of duties.

This position offers a secure

future with excellent benefits.

Please state age. education,

and salary requirements. All

replies held in strict confidence.

Write Box BS-6A

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridon Rd. • Chicago 26, III.
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telecasts

in 28 months!
AMERICA.\ CYAXAMID CO.

F my & HOME DIJ ISIO\

448 telecasts

f in 8 months!

f GE.\ERAL FOODS CORP.

»^
^^ A division of Sterling Television ';

Company, Inc.

Sterling-Movies^

J
INC.

6 East 39th Street New York 16, N.Y. Murray HIM 3-6300

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
DISTRIBUTOR OF

FILM J

TO TELEVISION ,

t^

telecasts

in SO months!
SfriFT ik COMPA.W

m^

212 telecasts in 1 month!

NATIO^AL ASSOCIATION FOR RET.iRDED CHILDREN
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0ue^^x<Aon/i> out o^

'Pccttcic

m do ffte

'^c<ut^icc4

rest Bt~~

PRICES
tracer o«ut

A'*?'^*?^ /

fei.

Choose any of these services to complete your pro-

duction and you'll know the costs before you start

to work.

• Edge numbered Work prints

• Titles .

• Editing

• Narrators

• Narrative recording ^ ;

• Music scoring -^

• Sound effects scoring

• Multiple channel Mixing

• Interlocked picture and sound preview theatre

• Conforming

• Release printing—color

and black & white

• Plus complete custom
production and laboratory
service , ,

Write today

for Complete
Information anil

Price List.

PREMIER QUALITY • FAST SERVICE • PERSONAL ATTENTION

n\
iHroclucers '*•.

A——^ • ^
Service

Alilialcd with Galbrealh Pklures, . «*

'"' ..•*

2905 FAIRFIELD AVE.. FORT WAYNE. INDIANA

Two Films
fur Golfers

Right: one of the

latest Golf House

films features pro

Johnny Farrell (left)

who is shown explaining

a rule to Wilbur Mulli-

gan, duffer, in "Play

Them As They Lie."

+ National Educational Films Mas

completed the third and fourth in

its series of '"Golf House" made for

the United States Golf Association.

Play Them As They Lie. featuring

the famed old pro. Johnny Farrell.

covers the rules and etiquette of

play on the fairways and rough.

Golfs Longest Hour pictures the

agonizing minutes of the front-run-

ning golfer who finishes and has to

sweat out the challenge of low-scor-

ing players still out on the course.

Gary Middlecoff hnished the 1956

U. S.' Open at Oak Hill Country

Club in Rochester with a nice 281.

.Still out on the course, and close

hehind Middlecoff are Ben Hogan.

lulius Boros and Ted KroU. As

Middlecoff waits in the club house,

the cameras are out following the

other contenders shot by shot until

we see them come up to the 18th

green. Hogan needs a long putt to

tie. and just misses. Boros. finishing

fast, picks up two strokes on Middle-

coff on the 16th and 17th. and he.

too. needs a final putt to tie. Body

English doesn't help him as the ball

misses the cup. and Boros winds

up tied with Hogan a stroke back

of Middlecoff. KroH's chances die

as he loses ground back on the 13th.

Finally, after "Golf's Longest

Hour."' Middlecoff receives the tro-

phy as U. S. Open champion.

Play Them As They Lie shows

how .Johnny Farrell explains the

rules of golf "through the fairwa^"

to t\vo golfers, one of whom learns

quickly and the other who has to

learn the hard way.

The U.S. Golf Associations "Golf

House" films are available, on a

rental basis, from National Educa-

tional Films. 165 West 4<3th Si reel.

New York 36. Each film in the

series (Previous titles were Insitle

Golf House, and The Rules of Golf—
Etiquette) rents for $15. or two on

the same linoking for .$25. '3'

* it- *

"Soundview" Equipment
Manufactured by Kalart

•¥ The engineering, development

and production of "Soundview"

fihnstrip and sound slidefilm equip-

ment- products of the Automatic

Projection Corporation, wiU be han-

dled by The Kalart Company at

Plainville. Connecticut. The new
production plan was announced

jointly by the two firms. Kalart also

manufactures Victor Animatograph

|)roducls at the Plainville plant. ^

1957 USDA Film Catalog
Set for July Publication

"¥ .Scheiluled for pulilication in July

is the 1957 edition of Agriculture

Handbook No. 14, "Motion Pictures

of the USDA"—a catalog of 260

United .States Department of Ag-

riculture films. Another catalog.

"State Films on Agriculture." last

issued in January, 1955, is being

prepared for publication in Fall. ^

BUYERS READ BUSINESS SCREEN

FOR PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

£ mllsberg vie.
offers a complete production service

animation
slide films
titles
telops
flip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of
packaged products

a wide
assor-tment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue
on request

421 WEST 54TH STREET, NEW YORK 19, NY,

PLAZA 7-1525
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Isdi^f^^..
Yes, in any light, look right through the viewfinder of an

Arriflex 16. See the lorge, bright finder image— even when

the lens is stopped way down ... because ... the nineteen

critically corrected lenses of the exclusive Arriflex mirror-

reflex finder system project the actuol taking lens image,

uninverted, and ten times aperture size, on to the finder eye-

piece— during actual shooting too!

This means easy, accurate follow focus, no finder problems

regardless of focal length lens, no parollox problems at any

subject distance, no rackover problems.

But, this is only one of the many exclusive features of the

Arriflex 16.

There is the registration pin film movement with micrometer

accurocy; the precision film gate with side pressure rail, reor

ytime...all the time!
pressure pad and cross stoges. Three-lens, oversize divergent

turret, electric motor drive, and o host of other features.

The Arriflex 16 is o hand camera. It is olso o studio comera if

you odd the 400 ft. Arri magazine. And it is o sound camera

when you use it in the Arri 16 Sound Blimp. The cost is sur-

prisingly little, for a professional comera with precision engi-

neering. The Arriflex will pay for itself in the shortest time,

because it is easier to transport, easier to use, more versotile

and most reliable.

ARRIFLEX 16, complete with Variable

Speed (wild) Motor, Battery Coble, Neck Strap

«1625«>o
Matte Box ond Lenses, addltlonol

So/d on'y rhrough authorized ARRJflFX dea/ers

SOtE U. S. D/STR/BUrOR

FKOTO CORFOR^TIOKT
257 FOURTH AVENUE 7303 MELROSE AVENUE

NEW YORK 10, N. Y. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

Representotrves in rhe foi/owing eif.es: BOSTON • CHARLOTTE. N, C.

• CHICAGO • DENVER • DETROIT • HOUSTON • KANSAS CITY. .MO-

• HOLLYWOOD. CAL. • VE.VPHIS • MIAMI • NEWARK • NEW YORK
• PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO . SEATTLE

KLING PHOTO CORPORATION
257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Pleose send 16 page ARRIFLEX 16 catalog. Q
I'd like your representative to coil ond demonstrote the

ARRIFLEX 16 without obligation.

Name

Company.

Address

City _Zone_ - Stole_
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16mm Color Motion Picture

16mm Color Internegative-

Positive Printing and

Processing

Magnetic Laminating

Color Slidefilm

16mm Black
^

and White

Box 2408
.

Gary 5, Indiana

Laboratory

5929 East Dunes

Highway

Telephones

Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114

Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

Hight Off the Reel

A COLUMN OF EDITORIAL COMMENT

THIS ISSUE HIGHLIGHTS two important

aspects of the film medium ... its use as

a public relations vehicle by the American Medi-

cal Association and as a very potent educational-

sales tool by two prominent insurance com-

panies — Connecticut General Life Insurance

Company of Hartford. Conn, and the Continental

Equity Life Insurance Company of Alexandria.

Louisiana.

Coincidentally. the AMA film Even For One

(see page 37 1 and Connecticut GeneraPs Out-

side That Envelope (page 36) were Golden Reel

Award winners at the recent American Film As-

sembly. The AMA also breaks into our news of

the month with a report on its successful and

first International Medical Film Exhibition in

New York on June 4-7. Finally, the AMA is also

covered bv another and important aspect of its

film program . . . The Case oj the Doubting

Doctor which we review on page 34. Even For

One is for the great American public and it has

done very well in public service showings: The

Case is for medical practitioners who may yet

doubt the importance of the Association's con-

tributions to their prtifession.

Association of National Advertisers to

Issue "Producer-Sponsor Responsibilities"

¥ With legal and final committee clearances

now complete, the Association of National Ad-

vertisers has announced the early printing of

its widely used reference text on ""Producer

and Sponsor Responsibilities in Film Produc-

tion." This first revision since the basic check-

list was published some years ago represents the

combined thinking of prominent sponsors as

well as a nationwide poll of leading business

film producers.

Although first copies will be available only

to ANA members, arrangements are being made

for non-member distribution. Full details will

be provided in this column next month. William

Pratt, head of film distribution for the American

Telephone & Telegraph Co.. is chairman of the

ANA Films Committee under whose auspices

(continued on page SIXTY-SIX)

Honored by film industry friends on his 25th year

at Consolidated Film Industries at a luncheon cer-

emony on June 6 in Hollywood, Sid Solow (stand-

ing at lectern), CFI vice-president-general mana-

ger, expresses gratitude (story on page 67).

Your customer enjoys a theatre pre-

sentation on his desl<. Sets up easily

... in three minutes or less. You're

in with your story — You're out with

G sole.

Ideal for large screen projection too.

Complete with screen $298.50

INSPECT-O-FILM

Saves FILM
Saves LABOR
Saves the SHOW

Automatically inspects

and cleans film. Easily

pays for itself. Trial

plan $75.00 per
month.

Q THE NEW ADMATIC

Sells and Tells your story continuously

with 30 color slides.

Q New CINEMATIC

continuous trouble- free cabinet projec-

tion for your I 6mm movies. Rent or Buy,

SPLICE-O-FILM

The finest hot

automatic splicer in the

world. Fastest, strongest

professional splices.

Only $99.50

\~\ Harwald

STORAGE CABINETS

for Beauty— Safety
Convenience
Efficiency

Economy.

rgL^ Please check squares above for com-

plete information on any or ail items

shown and mail this ad to:

theH/\RW/\IDco.
1216 Chicago Ave., Evanston, III.

Phone: Davis 8-7070
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want
^'Stick'tO'it'ive'^

salesmen?
put on this

PREPARED
SALES
MEETING

title:

'Close Isn't Closed"

Here, in one package, is everything

you need to stage a hard-hitting sales

meeting—at small cost and with ex-

tremely little preparation. Dramatic

film highlights create deep, lasting im-

pressions of successful selling methods.

Used by leading companies the nation

over. Effective for any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00

1 COMPLETE TEXT-<<=r step by

step guidance. Contains Instruc-

tions, remarks which you may read

or improvise upon, questionnaires

that reveal individual selling weak-

nesses, sales problems to stimu-

late discussion, summarized high-

lights and send-home follow-up

material.

2 STRIPFILM- proves, w:th reel-

^" Istic situations, how closing starts

at the very beginning of the inter-

view. Illustrates how it's possible

to asit for the order again and

again—sticking until it's signed.

Q SOUND RECORDING—Nar.

^^ ration by Harlow Wilcox puts the

message across clearly, forcefully,

convincingly.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you

if you prefer). If material does not

meet your need you may return it and

pay only the small service charge of

$10.00 to cover the cost of handling,

plus postage both ways.

Better Selling Bureau
6108-B Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, California

A Division of Rocket Pictures, Inc.

NAVA Exhibit Roster Gains

for Convention, July 20-23

ADVANCE EXHIBITORS GUIDE
APPEARS ON PAGES 44, 45

-K Ninety-eight organizations formed

the initial register of exhibitors for

the 1957 National .\udio-Visual

Convention, to be held at the Hotel

Morrison. Chicago. July 20-2,'?.

Displaying their wares and ser-

vices at the NAVA Exhibit will be

producers of film materials, manu-

facturers of audio-visual equipment

and religious and secular publica-

tions representing various segments

of interest in the audio-visual field.

These exhibitors will provide a de-

monstrative view of new and stand-

ard audio-visual tools which can be

utilized by the more than 2.000 prac-

titioners who attend the convention.

Seven National Groups to Meet

Conventioneers will include mem-
bers of seven nation.ol groups which

hold concurrent sessions and work-

shops under the auspices of the Na-

tional .Audio-Visual Association.

Main feature of the convention ses-

sions will be a speech by William

iBillvl Gove, vice-president of the

KMC Recordings Corp.. St. Paul,

Vlinnesota. Gove is a sales consult-

ant for several national firms and is

active in sales meeting work.

NAVA's convention and exhibit

will occupy the mezzanine and first

Hoor of the Morrison Hotel. Group

meetings have been timed to enable

members to tour the exhibit.

Show Leading Projector Models

Visitors will have the opportunity

III examine 16mm motion picture

equipment, slidefilm projectors and

other projection units manufactured

liv such firms as Bell & Howell Com-

pany. Eastman Kodak Company.

Radio Corporation of America.

Victor Animatograph Corporation,

\merican Optical Conn^any. Du-

Kane Corporation. 0. J. McClure

Talking Pictures. Technical Service,

Inc., La Belle Sales Corporation.

Viewlex. Inc.. Charles Beseler Com-

pany. Standard Projector & Equip-

ment Co., Inc., and Victorlite Indus-

tries, Inc. Slide projection models

built by The Society for Visual Edu-

cation. Inc., and Spindler & Sauppe.

Inc.. will be shown.

Special Lines of Equipment

Special projection equipment man-

ufactured by Bausch & Lomb Opti-

cal Company, Busch Film & Equip-

ment Company. Genarco. Inc.. Oza-

lid Division-General Aniline Corpo-

ration. Projection Optics Company,

Inc.. Squibb-Taylor. Inc.. The Strong

Electric Corporation and Sylvania

(CONTINUED ON THE NE.\T P.\GE I

It takes more than sound .

.

m->-
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to make film

do tricks.

We have

what it takes

Printing, Color and
Black-and-white

Magnetic Laminating

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

1905 Fairview Ave., N.E.,

V/ashington 2. D.C.

LAwrence 6-4634

NAVA Convention Plans:
(cOiNTINliED KKOM I'KKCKDING PACK I

Electric Corporation will be among
the products on view.

Convention-goers in search of the

latest in projection screens will be

able to study the models offered by
Commercial Picture Equipment. Inc..

Da-Lite Screen Company. Inc..

Light-master Screen Company. Ra-

diant Manufacturing Corporation

and I niversal Screen Company.
Film editing, handling and stor-

age equipment will be exhibited by

such firms as Harwald Company.
Inc.. Florman & Babb. Inc.. Jack C.

Coffee Company and Neumade
Products Corporation.

Sound Devices, New Films Shown

Phoimgraphic and tape recording

units will be displayed by several

concerns— A m p e x Corporation.

Audio-Master Corporation. Califone

Corporation. Columbia Records

Sales Corp.. EMC Recordings Cor-

poration. Reeves Soundcraft Corpo-

ration. Newcomb Audio Products

Company. The Pentron Corporation

and Webcor. Inc. Geo. W. Colburn

Laboratory. Inc. and Rapid Film

Technique. Inc. will feature labora-

tory services.

New film materials will be dis-

played by such sources as The Jam
Handy Organization. Inc.. Cathedral

Films. Inc.. Coronet Instructional

Films. Family Films. Concordia

Films. Church-Craft Pictures, Inc.,

International Film Bureau. Inc.,

I nited World Films. Inc.. and

World Wide Pictures.

(Information on exhibit space and

regulations may be obtained by con-

tacting Don Wliile. Executive Vice-

President. National Audio-Visual

Association, Fairfax. Virginia.

)

Breakfast Opens General Sessions

The two general sessions of the

NAVA Convention will begin with

breakfast in the Morrison Hotel Ter-

race Casino. Special entertainment

has been planned for the breakfasts,

which start at 8 a.m. Saturday, July

20, and Monday. July 22. The gen-

eral sessions will begin in the Ter-

race Casino at 9 a.m. General Chair-

man of the convention is William

W. Birchfield of Montgomery. Ala-

bama.

The Educational Film Library

Association 14th Annual Confer-

ence, a major organizaticjnal assem-

bly held in connection with the

NAVA Convention, will be held in

the Morrison Hotel. July l.S-20.

In general sessions and sectional

meetings. EFLA mendiers will be

guided by the theme. "Making the

Most of Our Resources." At the

(CON'CI.IIDKD. COL. 1. fACINC PACK)

Now—a fully

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

—ready to

put on!

Title

"MAINTAINING DISCIPLINE"

Here, in one package. Is everything you
need to stage an effective training meet-
ing. So flexible you can use It as a 15-

mlnute "quickie" or a stimulating 2-hour
conference. Modern audio-visual tech-

niques drive home important lessons in

human relations and management proce-
dure. Proved effective for any type of

business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00
LEADER'S MANUAL—a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. JusI fol-

^„-^ low It step by step. Contains

\^A instructions, data for chart or

^^^j^ blackboard work, and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or improvise upon.

STRIPFILM—dramatic visual presentation

"'^^ . . . teaches your supervisors

S^ to recognize and handle the

^^ two distinct types of discipline

and explains proper techniques

in reprimanding subordinates.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that

never tires, never omits, never

^^ forgets. Narration by Harlow

^B Wilcox puk the stripfilm's mes-

^^^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each

supervisor. For companies con-

ducting the entire series of

eight meetings, suggestions for

certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you

if you prefer). If material does not meet

your need you may return It and pay

only the small service charge of $10.00

to cover the cost of handling, plus post-

age both ways.

ROCKET PICTURES

lolK.

INC
6J08'A Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, Calif.
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final general session. Adrian Ter

LouH. educational consultant. East-

man Kodak Companv. will present a

demonstration entitled. "Making a

Visual Presentation on AV to a

Lay Audience." Dr. Clyde Miller,

state director of .\udio-\ isual Edu-

cation. Columbus. Ohio, will address

the EFL\ convention summary con-

ference.

A general session on "EFLA and

its Role in the .AV Field" will fea-

ture a filmstrip on EFLA's First

Seven Years and a visual presenta-

tion on the Associations second

seven years. Sessions will be held

on : "Using Closed-Circuit T\ in the

Classroom;" "Exploring W Re-

sources in—Conservation. Religion.

-Mental Health:" "How EFLA Eval-

uations are Prepared: "Different

Procedures in Film Selection;"

"Training Student Teachers in AV
Methods." and other educational

audio-visual subjects. Adult and spe-

cial interest films will be screened. ^
5 C *

Victor Dealers to Meet
in Chicago on July 19
•t^ More than 150 Victor .Animato-

graph Corp. dealers will meet in

Chicago. July 19 at the Morrison

Hotel, prior to the National .4udio-

Visual Convention, to be held there

July 20-23.

At the 3:00 p.m. session. Victor

dealers w ill be greeted by the Kalart-

Craig organization. The Kalart

Company, Inc.. Plainville. Connecti-

cut, recently assumed production of

projectors and related equipment

for Victor .\nimatograph Corpora-

tion. Sam G. Rose. V ictor president.

Morris Schwartz. Kalart s president.

and Hy Schwartz, vice-president of

both firms, will meet the Victor

dealers.

Plainville. I .S.A.. a film visit to

Kalart"s Plainville plant, will be part

of the official welcome. The film

shows Kalart's modem manufactur-

ing and research facilities and un-

derscores the importance of rigid

quality controls in the production of

Kalart. Craig and Victor units. ^

Cologne "Photokina" to be
Held Every Second Year

The organizers of "photokina."

International Photo and Cine Exhi-

bition Cologne, have announced
that the event will take place everv

second year in Autumn.

Opening day will be the last Sat-

urday in September and "photo-

kina" always will run for nine days,

closing on the Sunday of the follow-

ing week. The "photokina" 1958
will take place from September 27
to October 5: "photokina" 1960

will be held from September 24 to

te October 5. ^

. . . J^tem^ iAt cmfifxact Att£t

&t tAe/ ^vudaet 'fJ^ucec^

Jiffy

piettnmittir

i& iAe

tHiiiw pacm^

There i$ a RADIANT SCREEN for every need!

^^.^

No matter what rjpe of Projection Screen you need—portable tripod,

wall, wall-ceiling, table or wide screen—Radiant can furnish it in a wide

variety of sizes to meet your exact requirements.

Radiant is not only the world's largest maker of Projection Screens— but

also the producer of the most complete line of screens available an%ubere!

You will find in the Radiant Screen of your choice the rugged durability,

the ease of operation— plus the most advanced reflective fabrics— that

experience, research and manufacturing skill can produce.

Send today for the new FREE Radiant Screen Guide, which tells you how
to select the type of screens that best fills your needs.

I^ JS. ID I -ZL IMT
RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1225 S. TALMAN CHICAGO 8, ILLINOIS

NUMBER 4 VOLUME 18 957 3 I
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Multiple Mifchell Comeros on Mobile Turret of U S Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, Calif. Seventeen 35mm ond five 16mm Mitchells are used here.

CAMERA BECOMES BASIC RESEARCH TOOL

200 Mitchell Cameras, mostly high-speed Powered Tracking Mount has Mitchell Com
models, ore in use here at White Sonds Prov- eras, over 50 Mitchells are used at U.S. Novol

Ing Ground, New Mexico. Ordnance Test Stotion. Inyokern, Calif.

Mitchell Telephoto Tracking Camera in use One of 12 Mitchell cameras used to track

ot Ait Force Missile Test Center. Cope Cono- missiles at HoMomon Air Development Center,
veral, Florida Alomogordo, New Mexico.

Vital Projects Now Heavy Users of Motion Picture

Cameras With Flexible Performance Range

Accelerated project work has today put increased

demands upon motion picture equipment. Because of

the need for a camera which can perform under a

broad range of research and development require-

ments, the Mitchell Camera has today become the

standard basic motion picture camera used in proj-

ects in this country and abroad.

No other single camera can be used so flexibly,

under such extreme filming conditions, and for such

a broad range of cinematography as can a Mitchell

Camera. In one location, alone, 200 Mitchell 35mm
and 16mm cameras are now in use at White Sands
Proving Ground.

Write today on your letterhead for information

on the Mitchell Camera line.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4, CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO"
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WHATS AHEAD for the

bi:?i'iess film medium this

fall and in the decisive

fuuith quarter of '57? Where does

industry think more fihiis are

needed? Can pictures help in

selling? How can the sponsored

film keep pace with an expanding

American business economy?

In dozens of recent high-level

sponsor interviews, the Editors of

Business Screen found plenty of

sentiment for the useful role which

"properlv-produced" and well-used

motion pictures and slidefilms can

plav in what these companies call

their "prohlem areas"" in the

months ahead.

Data Needed on Film Results

There is keen interest for more

factual data on what '"pictures have

done for companies like ours"" and

for "sell" to top management to

encourage the kinds of budgets

which advertising, sales and public

relations departments would like to

have to meet their objectives via

film.

"We have plenty of faith in the

kind of work companies right here

in New York are capable of turn-

ing out." said one Manhattan ad

man. ""But we wish they'd spend

more lime talking facts about the

film medium than about geogra-

phy." Sponsor representatives in

Detroit. Chicago. St. Louis and on

the West Coast commended the ith

Annual Production Review as a

""good answer to our problem of

identifying an experienced, depend-

able source of facilities, which we

frequently use."" But it wasn't

studio jacilities that appeared to

be todays paramount interest

among sponsors.

Sales Training Most Critical

""Let's talk about our problems."

said one Detroit executive. '"Id

put sales training and promotion

foremost on the list. All the way

through the dealer field. we"ve got

to show our people that the old-

fashioned virtues of real salesman-

ship still make the sale, that no

matter how fine the product, it has

to be sold person-to-person and that

the future for all of us depends

on those sales.""

Productivity is today's recog-

nized answer to the present wage-

price spiral. ""We get production

in this plant when everybody is

thinking straight." said one i
-

dustrial relations manager. '"But

we have to remain constantly aware

of the need for real understanding

by everybody in the set-up. L'n-

answered questions about pensions,

vacations, a tool or model change

can build into real trouble. I'd

sav we vitalh depend on good

communications to help avoid that

and we agree that our films ha\e

played a most important part in

maintaining good employee relr.-

tions in recent years."

Listing the "problem areas ' men-

tioned by sponsors, there was gen-

eral agreement that films are

needed in the months ahead for:

L Sales training c!l along the

line, with favorable comment for

the recent Tele-Sell Spectacular as

""the kind of thing that does ever\-

bodv a lot of good. particularK

when vou show ordinary folks do-

ing a real job. like that gal from

the New York department store.'

Probably seems like the same old

story, agreed one sales manager,

"but we have to keep on telling it

and your people can help by mak-

ing it real and immediate and

definitely personal."

Other Key Areas for Films

2. Service training, with empha-

sis on factual and palatable visuals

to ""protect our interests in these

new products by making sure that

the necessary maintenance and in-

stallation jobs are properly taken

care of.'

3. Human relations within in-

dustry and in every phase of pro-

duction and distribution. ""Lnless

they're for you and doing the job

with a satisfied feeling. you"re

licked." Recognizing the complex

problem of economic understand-

ing, the feeling was that both labor

and management leadership should

pursue this field aggressively in the

years ahead.

4. Consumer education, which is

greatly diversified in scope, em-

bracing both youth and adult

groups, and covering a wide range

of subject interests from product

information to job opportunities.

"We recognize that our future is

in the hands of these growing mil-

lions of teenagers and unless they

^r..7 >

FORECAST OF FILM TRENDS

Needs of Business

Await Film Ideas

More Data on Film Results, Original

Scripts Cited in Sponsor Interviews

\f^

believe in us and our products

weve failed to achie\e a very im-

portant goal."

Overseas sales markets promise

to be an important factor in tomor-

rows film planning. ""^ eve got

to bring know-how from both the

plant and sales departments to our

dealers and distributors in many

parts of the world." confirms one

export manager. Films are being

used by an increasing number of

companies for labor relations as

well as marketing and service train-

ing functions among foreign sub-

sidiaries and sales outlets. Mag-

netic tracking of dialects and lan-

guages was considered an impor-

tant factor in making films more

efiEective and economical for these

purposes.

"TV Needs a Fresh Approach

Television was considered both a

budget problem and an unfulfilled

opportunity by many sponsors in-

terviewed. Citing C. O. Hurly's

recent criticism of network and

program costs.* an auto executive

agreed.

'TV network entertainment

shows are too costly and often ir-

revelant to our real selling needs."

But there were frequent comments

on the favorable resjjonses achieved

by public-service films shown via

tv stations and a growing interest

in new forms of dealer-cooperative

film programs and shorter length

ty films requested by many local

stations.

Film Ideas At a Premium

""It's easier to bu\ sponsored

films than ever before. " said a film

department head in the midwest,

""but harder to get a good idea for

the screen." The emphasis in

many interviews was placed on the

importance of good picture ideas,

on good scripts.

Above all. there was widespread

acceptance of the tremendous size

of todays tv and 16mm group audi-

ence potential for interesting, useful

new films. ""The only limit on audi-

ences available for a really good new

picture is the number of prints we

supply our distributor," says one

sponsor with several films in circu-

lation. ""Costs per viewer average

only a fraction of a cent, including

production and prints." S"

'.\ddressing the C^nadmi Federatiun of .\ihiTtisuig

and Sales Clubs on June 16. Mr. Hurly (rice-

president in cliarge of sales. Clit%-sler Corp. or

Canada), said: "The great home world of enter-

tainment, wbteh started a few years ago as a
i.umhle servant of adyerTlsing. now seems to be

calling the tune. In our eagemesj to use him

and bis talents, we as advertisers hare babied,

humored and spoiled him to the extent tliat he has

tiemme. in soiKe respects, a monster."



More Than o Famed and Feared Gridiron Rival—

A New Look at IVntre Dmiie

A Great University Comes Alive in the Realm of Spirit

and Intellect as Owen Murphy Revisits His Alma Mater

Sponsor: Notre Dame University.

Title: Notre Dame, 30 inin.. color,

produced by Owen Murphy Pro-

ductions. Inc.

¥ While Notre Dame University is

proud of the fierce loyalty accorded

its famed football teams by alumni,

friends of the school, and the fabled

"Subway Alumni." it sometimes be-

comes pained that more of its sup-

porters understand so little of the

real Notre Dame, which is as vital

in the realm of spirit and intellect

as the team is in pigskin annals.

As An Old Srad Sees It . . .

Lest old alunmi inomentariK for-

get the true meaning of Notre Dame,

the school has turned this year to

one of its old ""grads" — Owen
Murphy—to come back to the cam-

pus and portray on film the modern

spirit of Notre Dame.
It is an old school, founded in

1842. which has grown to become

one of the outstanding universities

of the nation, with a big plant of

1700 acres and over 5.000 under-

graduates. Its distinction, however,

has not derived from nundjers. or

from buildings, but from a first-

class faculty and the spirit of the

college felt and lived by students

—

Catholic and non-Catholic, alike.

Showings Via TV and Alumni

Owen Murphy has put all this on

the new film, blending his vocation

with a strong avocation for one of

the places he loves the most.

The film will be shown on televi-

sion, and to meetings of Notre Dame
alumni all over the world. HI'

Below: the pursuits of its students reflect the real spirit of "Notre Dame"
as the camera visits a chemical laboratory, an architecture and art class

and the friendly confines of a university residence hall.

The Saga of the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office

Sponsor: United States Navy.

Title: The History oj the U.S. Navy
Hydro^rnpliic Office, 14 min..

color, produced by Academy Pic-

tures, Inc.

¥ This film illustrates the history of

the branch of the Navy which is re-

sponsible for the charting of oceans

and coasts of the world. It was first

shown last month in Monaco at the

Seventh International Hydrographic

Conference.

The conference, held every five

years, is attended by the heads of

the Hydrographic Services of prac-

tically all maritime nations. At pres-

ent there are 32 "member States" of

the International Hydrographic Bu-

reau.

It is expected that the film will be

made available to the general public.

e-"**j^

Dr. Kap Lambert learns the real facts about the

AMA in this scene from the new film.

The Case for Drqanized Medicine
A Convincing Exposition of Its Contributions to Medical

Progress Is Made by the AMA Through a "Doubting Doctor"

Sponsor: The American Medical

Association.

Title: The Case oj the Douhtin^

Doctor, 20 min., color, produced

by the Centron Corporation.

+ The American Medical Associa-

tion, host to some 18.(X)0 physician

members at its 106th Annual Meet-

ing in New York city last month,

is both an important sponsor and

protagonist of the film medium.

Medical film exhibitions, both of

domestic and overseas films, co-

iiperation with pros[>ective sponsors

in the professional field, and spon-

sorship of both internal and external

films of its own are a confirmed

part of the AMA"s film program.

Strive to Better Standards

For those die-hards who either

don"t know ( or resist knowing I

how this organization works for

better standards within the profes-

sion, maintaining flexibility of rule

and building toward ever-higher

ethical and economic standards in

American medicine, the AMA has

sponsored The Case of the Doubt-

ing Doctor. The doctors case is

specifically that of mythical Dr.

Kap Lambert and through his ob-

stinate insistence on finding out

exactly how the AMA runs things,

the wx>rk of the Association is

made plain for viewers within and

outside the profession.

With two fellow doctors and a

newspaper pal, Kap reiterates his

claim that the AMA is a "compul-

sory setup" and bets that he can

prove it. After their golf game.

Kap confidently confronts the ad-

ministrator of his hospital, demand-
ing that he "put it down in writing

that a doctor must belong to the

AMA before he can have any hos-

|)ital privileges." To his surprise,

Kap learns that the rule is set up
by the hospital, not by the Associa-

tion.

Increasing Number of Graduates

He runs into the same stone

wall when he tries to prove that

the AMA sets a limit on the num-
ber of doctors. He discovers that

its activities have actually increased

the number of accredited medical

school graduates. He keeps on in-

vestigating and his findings reveal

many beneficial activities he had
never considered, plus others he

hadn't evaluated fairly.

This Centron production is both

believable and a thoroughly com-

petent exposition of the problem.

Well cast and convincing in both

story and direction, it belies a low-

budget approach. The Case was
directed by Harold Harvey; lensed

by Norman Steuwe frmn the script

by Margaret Travis. Executive pro-

ducer was Arthur Wolf.

How to Obtain This Picture

Free loan bookings of this new
AMA picture can be arranged
through Association headquarters

offices at 535 N. Dearborn Street.

Chicago 10. Illinois. »
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Ecuiiuiiiic Facts for John 0. Public
"The Story of Creative Capital" Joins National Education

Program of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States

Pont sponsorship and established

the Chamber s cooperative produc-

tion pattern.

Anotlier new fihn. The Dynamic

American City, whicli in 28 minutes

depicts phases of urban redevelop-

ment, was produced by Frederick J.

Bashaw, real estate expert, and is

being promoted and distributed by

the Chamber. Also fitted into the

Sponsor: The Chamber of Com-

merce of the United States.

Title: The Story of Creative Capi-

tal. 20 min.. color, produced by

John Sutherland Productions. Inc.

K The Story of Creative Capital,

one of four new motion pictures

recently added to the national eco-

nomic education program of the

Chamber of Commerce of the

United States has been released for

distribution. It was created by Jolui

Sutherland Productions. Inc.

The film is a 20-minute Techni-

color cartoon on the origin, opera-

tion and success of American cap-

italism. It tells how capitalism

works to the benefit of the average

man.

One of the dwarves of the Rip

Van Winkle story, a learned chap,

visits Mr. A. (for .Average) Man
and shows him how, through his in-

surance, bank savings and other in-

vestments, he has a real ownership

interest in big and small business

all over the country. Mr. Man is re-

lieved of his "little man" depression

and made to feel that he is some-

body.

As The Stor\ of Creative Capital

comes into circulation, it ad\ances

a cooperative practice in which in-

dustrv pays for production of a film

subsequently promoted and distrib-

uted bv the Chamber. The film was

made possible through the assist-

ance of E. I. du Pont de Nemours

& Co.. Inc. It's Everybody's Busi-

ness, currentlv promoted by' the

Chamber, was also produced by

John Sutherland in 1954 under Du

cooperative plan is the new picture.

The Atom Comes to Town. Produc-

tion costs for this film were paid by

an Industry Advisory Council to the

Chambers Atomic Energy Commit-

tee. A 28-minute color film on

peaceful uses of atomic energy. The

Atom Comes to Town was produced

by Muller. Jordan and Herrick of

New York City.

The Chambers fourth new film.

What Is a Chamber of Commerce?

—a 20-minute color explanation of

organized volunteer business leader-

ship—was produced by the Cham-

ber's Audio-Visual Service Depart-

ment in its own studio.

Other films distributed by the

Chamber are: People. Products and

Progress. 1975. The Magic Key and

The Loaded Package.' All U.S.

Chamber of Connnerce films are

available on either a purchase or

rental basis. The Chamber's divi-

sion offices in New York. Chicago.

Atlanta. Minneapolis. Dallas and

San Francisco have an arrangement

with Modern Talking Picture Serv-

ice, Inc.. to handle print shipments.

Bookings are handled through the

Chambers headquarters. 1615 H
Street, N. W.. Washington. D. C,

or through the division offices. ^'

Capital accounts for the Tools used roduction
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How to Capitalize on a Quality Film Investment

"

One of "case history episooes dramatized velope

Dual Approach to Insuranr.e Sales

Two Effective New Picfures Develop Befter Understanding

of Group Insurance Benefits for Connecticut General Life

ESTABLISHED IN 1865. Con-

iiectitut General is one of

those well-established old-line

life insurance companies with mod-

ern headquarters in Hartford.
Strongly interested (and a pioneer 1

in the field of group insurance, an

important economic trend of the

times, the company is aggressively

engaged in promoting what it calls

"B.E.U. Service.
"

That is "Better Employee Under-

standing" of group insurance and

pension benefits which management

provides. An integral part of this

widespread promotion are two re-

cently-produced color motion pic-

tures: Tlie Lijetime Look, a 42-

minute film which shows manage-

ment how to get the greatest return

on its investment in employee bene-

fit plans, and Outside That Enve-

lope, a 4()-minute story treatment

aimed at the employees themselves.

A Golden Reel Award Winner

yVudientes at the recent American

Film Assembly voted Envelope the

best of its type at that film gather-

ing and voted it the top Golden

Reel Award. Both films were pro-

duced by Parthenon Pictures. Inc.

No advocate of the half-way ap-

proach. Connecticut General has

been utilizing both films with cus-

tomary zeal and thoroughness. In-

tended strictly for use as a sales

tool by group-insurance agents and

brokers. The Lifetime Look was in-

troduced to the company's nation-

wide system of offices on a carefully

worked out plan. It has been widely

advertised through in^:lrance trade

journals: accompanied Ijy four-

color promotional literature and

followed up by company executives.

Calls It a "Business Tool"

A member of the PR staff re-

cently defined this film as "a busi-

ness tool" noting the "hours of time

saved in getting B.E.U. across to

agents, brokers, clients and pros-

pects." The film

was backed up with

an organized talk

illustrated with a

flip chart plus pre-

approach letters for

field people to send

to clients and other

letters to general in-

surance men.

Local Publicity

They have also

prepared, for use at

the local level, pub-

licity releases and

printed materials

for use by the group

man. Not the least

important value it hopes to derive

is the increased understanding of

what it is the company offers to

clients. "The film." they say.

GOLD EM HciL AWARD

'Envelope' and 'Even for One
(facing page) won this award

Advertisements like this promoted the film via insurance magazines.
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"serves as a catalyst at the impor-

tant point of contact between group

men. agents, brokers and the client."

To launch The Lifetime Look

properly, a press showing for key

editors of daily newspapers and

publications in the

management, adver-

tising and business

trade fields was
held at New York's

Waldorf Astoria.

Prints of the film

have been located in

principal cities con-

\'enient to the com-

pany's branch office

network, with cus-

todial service han-

dled by Modern
Talking Picture-

Service, Inc., ex-

changes. Plans were

also under way in

June to deliver a shorter version of

Outside That Envelope to Modern
exchanges for general public distri-

bution.

Both of these films dramatize a

set of insurance case histories to

generate better understanding of

group benefit plan advantages. In

The Lijetime Look the key phrases

are "a worried worker is a careless

worker" and "if I had five years

invested in this plan. I'd sure stop

and think before I'd take an out-

side offer. " Directed to employers,

the film develops believable facts

to show that group insurance and

retirement programs can do more

than simply earn improved indus-

trial relations; that they return an

actual profit on their premium costs

through improved job attitudes.

Response Based on Knowledge
The germ of the film idea is that

the route to this profit is a program

of Better Employee Understanding,

on the single thesis that an em-

ployee will respond only to benefits

he knows he is getting.

Bringing this story with dramatic

emphasis to these beneficiaries of

group insurance, the employee and

his family, is the mission of Out-

side That Envelope. Its objective:

that the employer's people realize,

beyond mere arithmetic, the signifi-

cance of group insurance and re-

tirement programs to the lives and

happiness of themselves and their

families. Realizing that few em-

ployees ever really absorb the con-

ventional descriptive booklets, this

film visualizes the several benefits

in a series of dramatized case his-

tories of people "like us" in prob-

( CONTINUED ON PAGE SIXTY-EIGHT)
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IN THE Spring of 1956. the Amer-

ican Medical Association em-

barked on what was to be one

tjf its most complex film projects in

recent years. Having been quite

successful over the past few years

with the public relations motion pic-

ture, it now was willing to under-

take a subtle and important part of

its public relations program through

the production of a motion picture

that would shed light on some of

the seemingly forgotten aspects of

the work of the American phvsician.

The Association wanted the

American public to have a new

point of reference with regard to

its view of the medical practitioner.

A.M.A. wanted the public to see

that this doctor is not simply a

man in white with a stethoscope and

a hvpodermic ready to apply the

latest in scientific knowledge of med-

icine, but. rather, that he is an im-

portant and responsible member of

the community which he serves,

both inside and outside of his ex-

amining room.

Choose One Revealing Incident

Tttgether with its producer. Dy-

namic Films. Inc.. the A.M.A. de-

cided to pass up the ""ethic" docu-

mentary and to choose as a vehicle

a dramatic and revealing incident

in the life of one doctor. It was

hoped that by the use of this small

microcosm a subtle feeling on the

part of the audience would be mo-

tivated toward all doctors.

It was hoped that within the

framework of a 28-minute dramatic

film designed primarily for TV use.

the doctor would appear in many of

his roles, roles that he plays everv

day. every hour in his life.

The A.M.A. recognized that, due

to the great number of brilliant new

discoveries in the field of medicine,

the public gaze has become fixed on

a picture of the doctor as a man
with wonder drugs and scientific

machinery.

Public's View of "New" Doctor

.National campaigns to raise funds

for research, the constant and grow-

ing drives against crippling dis-

eases, and the publicity given the

remarkable new advances made
against polio, cancer and tubercu-

losis have created in the public mind

a new attitude toward the medical

profession.

In a sense the kindly old family

doctor has been replaced by the

more professional picture of the

highly trained, well-equipped phvsi-

cian standing cold and aloof in his

efforts to serve humanity.

Now- the .A.M.-'V. wanted to redi-

rect attention to the other side of

he mayor's office, Ella Wlison hL.'ii 2::2C.>. ar Dr. Harry Austin for not
inoculating whole town after Milce Elliot's typhoid attack.

Portrait of an American Doctnr
"Even For One" a Realistic,

Shows TV Audiences Typical

the picture. It felt the need to show

the physician in his private prac-

tice, in his personal relationships

in his services and obligations to

his fellow men.

His Role in Human Relations

More important- the .Association

wanted to see him as an important

part, an integral part of the Ameri-

can community scene. It wanted

the audiences to see that one of the

doctors great contributions lies in

the area of human relations. The

decisions he mu- 1 make in his prac-

tice with his patients are based, not

solely on his professional skill. His

decisions, rather, are guided bv his

experience in dealing with human
problems and with individuals and

(vithin this area he cuts across into

many areas of interpersonal rela-

tionships. So the problems are not

always physical.

"What shall I say to comfort the

hopeless victim of cancer? Shall I

Below: Austin and health officer

cnect water for contamination.

For+hright New Documentary

Problems of Today's Physician

save the mother or the child? Is

this an illness of the bodv or the

mind?" These and a thousand other

questions confront the phvsician

every day in his career and the an-

swers cannot be found in a school

text or in any table of learning.

They are problems that must be met
and treated individuallv and the an-

swers are never the same.

Understanding Guides Decision

It is unl\ through a mature, per-

sonal understanding of his patients

and a deep sense of responsibilitv to

them that the doctor can make his

crucial decisions. This. then, is the

substance of what the American
Medical .Association wanted the

public to understand. This is the

goal for which a motion picture was
decided as the best medium to attain

this goal and for which the film

Even For One was produced.

This stronger, wider, deeper con-

cept of the physicians role called

for full scale re-evaluation of the re-

lationship between doctor and com-
munity. It was with this purpose in

mind that Ralph Creer. Director of

Motion Pictures and Medical Tele-

vision of the A.M. .A. embarked on

an entirely new public relations pro-

gram for his group.

With this difficult and highlv com-

plex task in mind. Ralph Creer. Leo
Brown, director of public relations

and Steve Donohue. assistant direc-

tor of public relations, of the Amer-

ican Medical Association and Sol

S. Feuerman. director of Medical
Dynamics. Dynamic Films. Incor-

porated"s medical film division. Lee
R. Bobker. director of the picture,

and Nathan Zucker. president of

Dynamic Films, began a series of

conferences to ascertain the best

method of screen treatment.

The basic story framework that

had finally been decided on was es-

sentially this: The film was to cover

a ten-day period in the life of Dr.

Harry Austin, respected member of

his community, capable member of

the medical profession, a general

practitioner serving a town and a

lot of people.

The Story Within The Picture

The film begins with Harr\ Aus-
tin's being called to the bedside of

young Mike Elliot. Examination re-

veals that the boy has tvphoid fever

and .Austin arranges his removal to

the hospital and all of the precau-

tions necessary to prevent the dis-

ease's spread. Immediately follow-

Above: Dr. Austin tells Mrs. Elliot

her son has typhoid fever.

ing he is called to the bedside of

Dick Wilson, one of Mike's friends.

The boy shows some of the same
symptoms of typhoid but it is .Aus-

tin's considered judgment that the

disease is not present. Ella Wilson,

highly nervous and a possessive

mother, is furious. She feels that

her son is not getting the same at-

tention that Mike is and she feels

that Austin is not doing his job. She
fans the flames of hysteria in her

and carries her case to the mavor.

insisting that the entire town be in-

noculated against typhoid and that

her bov be removed instantU to the

hospital.

Throughout the personal abuse

heaped on him by a hysterical

mother. .Austin retains his profes-

sional calm going about his business

to the best of his abilitv and judg-

ment. He takes all necessary pre-

cautions but concerns himself with

what is really wrong with Dick

Wilson.

Despite the storm raging around

his head he is able to ascertain the

I C O .N T I N C E D ON P .\ G E 56)
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First award for motion pictures in the Sales Promotion
category was given to the cartoon-style film "Oppor-
tunities Unlimited" produced by Transfilm, Inc. for
LIFE Magazine. This picture delineates the effects
of an expanding American economy and growing popula-
tion; cites business potentials in the years ahead.

Winner of the first award for Sales Training motion
pictures was the film "Pabst Sales Call" produced for
the Pabst Brewing Company by Dallas Jones Productions.
Cast included one of company's sales training mana-
gers; film drives home five steps in Pabst Sales Call.

The motion picture "Bulldog Convoy in the Arctic" won
a second NVPA award in the Sales Promotion category
for sponsor. Mack Trucks, Inc. and its producer, Don
Horter Productions. A documentary treatment of actual
transport conditions in the Far North was shown.

The National Visual

Presentation Awards
NINE WIN FIRST PRIZES IN STH ANNUAL COMPETITION

WINNERS of the 5th Annual

.Awards Conipetition, spijii-

sored jointly hy the National

Visual Presentation Association and

the Sales E,xecutives Club of New
\ork were presented at an S.E.C.

luncheon meeting at the Hotel

Roosevelt in New York on June 11.

Three of the prize-winning visuals

were shown during the luncheon.

A Day of Visual Presentation,

held on the same day. was devoted

to workshops dealing with many

types and applications of visual

communication de\'ices.

200 Entries Were Submitted

Approximately 200 select visual

presentations competed for a total

of nine first prizes representing the

best of motion pictures, sound slide-

films, transparencies, slides and

printed graphics as applied in the

areas of selling, sales training and

sales promotion. The judging of

the visual materials involved several

months of intensive evaluation by

members of the Sales Executives

Club, the Sales Promotion Execu-

tives Association and the National

Society of Sales Training Execu-

tives.

According to the NVPA. the en-

tries this year were the most crea-

tive submitted in the past five years

of competition. They ranged from

visuals the size of matchbooks to

mechanical presentations housed in

oversize suitcases. The motion pic-

tures and sound slidefilms included

all types of production techniques

ranging from simple art and photo-

graph to fully animated films.

Workshops on Visual Presentation

The morning workshop sessions

of the Day of Visual Presentation

were devoted to new ideas and de-

velopments in motion pictures,

sound slidefilms. transparencies,

slides and printed graphics. Th<'

afternoon sessions dealt with the ef-

fective application of these devices

in the areas of selling, sales training

and sales promotion. More than

100 users and producers of visual

aids activelv participated in the

workshops and critiques. About 50

visuals, including all wiimers. were

shown during the sessions. 9'

L
First prize among motion pictures in the Sales cate-
gory went to "Communicative People" a circulation pre-
sentation made for NEWSWEEK Magazine by On Film, Inc.
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The NVPA first award for sound slidefilms in the Sales
Training category was given the Mosler Safe Co. for "A
New Sales Key for Irv McDee" produced by The Jam Handy
Organization for field sales training use. Cbelow'

The sound slidefilm first award in the Sales category
was given to the Fuller Brush Company for "An Opportunity
for a Mew Career" produced hy Transfilm, Inc. The sub-
ject was successfully used for sales recruitment.

Other Visual Presentation Award Winners

* Sates Category: the second prize

among motion pictures went to the

Walworth Co. for Lubricated Plug

Valves, produced by Unifilms. Inc.

In Printed Graphics, first prize won

by Lily-Tulip Cup Corp. for a loose-

leaf brochure produced by Direct

.Advertising .Associates: second

award to Schenley Distillers. Inc.

for a mechanical visual produced bv

Sweeney Lithograph Co.

Sales Promotion Category: first

prize for the Remington Rand sound

slidefilm This Business oj .\ umbers,

produced by Muller. Jordan & Her-

rick. First prize I in Printed Graph-

ics! to MGM-TV for the mock-up

TV set produced by Belford Co.:

second prize to RC.\ Electron Tube
Div. for dealer aids kit produced by

SKA Associates.

Sales Training Category: the

second prize for motion pictures

went to Standard Oil of Ohio for

The Angel and the Gremlin pro-

duced by Impact-Porter Henr) &

Co., Inc. Second prize among sound

slidefilms to Lever Brothers' Put

] our Deal on the Line, produced h\

H. D. Rose & Co. .\ Revlon mag-

netic board and flip chart won first

place among Printed Graphics: pro-

duced bv Porter Henry & Co. 9"

-H Another second award, for -he sound slidefilm "Nabisco
Employee Benefit Plan" (Sales category) , went to Na-
tional Biscuit Co. for this Depicto Films' subject.

The Sinclair Refining Company won a second award in the
Printed Graphics category for its flannel board visual-
ization produced by Florez, Inc.

"Something New Afoot" was awarded second prize in the
Sales Promotion category for sound slidefilms . Produced
for Collins and Aikman by Depicto Films Corp.
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Alluring Screen fare for louring Travelers—

Panorama of the IVorthwest

Color Cameras Capture the Scenic Grandeur of This Pacific

Vacationland in 24-Minu+e Film for Richfield Oil Company

Sponsor: Riclifield Oil Company.

Title: Northwest Wonderland. 24

mill., color, produced by Raphael

G. Wolff Studios. Inc.

¥ A "Nighl - On - Bald - Mountain"

volcanic sequence in animation

opens this beautiful panoramic film

on God"s Great Northwest. The

subject is a natural for breath-tak-

ing photography, and the photog-

raphers haven't missed.

With the grandeur of Mt. Rainier.

Mt. Hood. Mt. Saint Helen and

other majesties forming the back-

drop, viewers are taken on a tour of

the rain-nursed, sun-loved, snow-

gation on the dry eastern slopes of

the Cascade Mountains, and for

electric power. The northwest's

water comes from the sky and from

the storage reservoirs of the moun-

tain peak glaciers.

The northwest is perfect vacation

country scenically and for all out-

. . . interlude at a mountain inn

comforted, lake-laved fields and

forests of the northwest states.

Trees and water are the produc-

tive life of this region: Trees for

their lumber in perpetuity—as tree

farming rather than denuding be-

comes the practice: Water for irri-

Ski thrills even at mid-summer . . .

door sports. It is the country for

hiking, mountain climbing and fish-

ing and it is unsurpassed for winter

spijrts.

If. after seeing the picture, you

don't get in line for the next plane

to the northwest, you have no music

in your soul, no money in your

jeans, no pull with the boss or else

you have agoraphobia.

The film is being distributed by

the sponsor. For information on

the availability of prints, write:

.Audio-Visual Dept., Richfield Oil

Company. 555 S. Flower St.. Los

Angeles 17. California. 9'

Below: with close affinity to both God and nature, this rustic chapel is one

of the visual highlights in Richfield's "Northwest Wonderland."

Applied chemistry and production-line feeding

methods have increased per-man-hour production

of poultry by 33% in past ten years.

Farm Markets and ttie Fntnre
Changing Pafferns of Nation's Agricultural Economy Told

in Fortune's "Bright Promise of the American Farm Market"

A CRICULTliRAL PURCHASING of

-'* farm production goods and

services from industry, in terms of

constant dollars, has risen 309f

since 1947 and is now rated at

more than $13 billion a year. This

fact, and the upward spiral of farm

assets and income, are disclosed in

The Bright Promise oj the Ameri-

can Farm Market, a new 12-minute

color cartoon motion picture dis-

tributed by Fortune Films and pro-

duced by Transfilm.

Essentially for marketing person-

nel, the film is designed to show

the overall climate in which com-

panies who sell to the farm market

will be operating. It presents a

close analysis of facts and figures

to negate the popular belief that

agriculture is going downhill. On
the contrary, not only have farm

expenditures increased. l»ut farm

assets are up 46'"! in the last ten

years, states the film.

Approximatelv two million farms,

less than half of the nation's total,

account for 88' < of cash farm sales

and 85^ of farm purchases from

industry. These are the farms

which are making a going business

of agriculture, observes the film.

The other 2^0 niillion farms have

been unable to yield more than a

marginal return and. therefore,

have brought down the general

average of farm income. But.

these farmers are gradually being

absorbed in high wage industries.

Despite a marked decline in the

number of farms since 1947. farm

real estate value has shown a re-

mark.Tble gain. From .'S69 billion

then, it has risen to a record .$103

billion today. More than one-third

of this rise, declares the film, took

place since 1953. And. 20'"( fewer

farmers, working fewer hours, are

turning out 2W"i more farm prod-

ucts than they did ten years ago.

Productivity is up a staggering

45'!^. Not even industry has

matched this rise.

Foreseen in the film is a rich

harvest for both the farmer and the

industries which serve him. It de-

lineates the many factors which just-

ify this claim. Population, for ex-

ample, is increasing at the rate of

four million a year and incomes

keep rising. People are buying more

and higher-valued food. With fewer

farmers around to feed this bigger

and wealthier population, agricul-

ture must rely more on industry for

mechanization, better soil nutrients

and improved animal productivity.

Ten years ago. 2.700.000 tractors

worked our farms. Today, 4.800.-

000 are doing the job. Trucks are

up 90' f : grain combines up llO'^r

and corn pickers. 180'";
. Farm ma-

chinery sales since 1947 have to-

taled some .$20 biliiim. the film dis-

closes. Along with this demand for

mechanization, animal feeds have

risen 137o: commercial fertilizers,

40' r and fuels. 75' 1

.

Greater per-acre yields of farm

produce and more milk fri>m graz-
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ing cows are beinsf helped with sup-

plemental irrigation via lightweight

portable pipe and pumping equip-

ment. Farmers spent S65 million for

this material last year and are

getting remarkable results. Cotton

yield, for example, has jumped from

one to four bales per acre. Milk pro-

duction has increased one-third. The

demand for such irrigation equip-

ment is expected to be ten times

greater bv 196-5. reports the film.

Drug manufacturers have been

kept busy providing farmers with

new pesticides, hormones and spe-

cial feeds to improve animal pro-

ductivity. But. observes the film,

6()' I of the man-hours on livestock

farms are still s[>ent on chores that

can be mechanized, e. g.. watering,

brooding, feeding, cleaning, etc.

Electricity on the farm, an 8 bil-

lion kilowatt hour market in 1947.

is now floHTng at the rate of more
than 23 billion kilowatt hours with

93'1 of all farms electrified. Indus-

try leaders, notes the film, predict

the farm use of electricitv will dou-

ble by 196.5. To the farmer, it will

mean more leisure hours and to in-

dustry, a new cycle of profits in the

wide range of thousands of electrical

products for farm use.

Food processing is being taken on

by farmers to earn more of the con-

sumer dollar. Now. they re buy-

ing packaging machinerv. convevor

equipment, chemicals, tanks, plas-

tics and the whole chain of supplies

needed to process farm output. .Also

adding to farm income is refrigera-

tion which has made frozen foods

a multi-billion-dollar-a-year busi-

ness. Consumption of frozen juices

alone has had a threefold increase

in the past ten years. Refrigeration

and low-degree refrigerated trans-

portation, notes the film, have

opened many opportunities for

equipment sales.

More money for the farmer is

also coming in as a result of govern-

ment end industry research which

is constantly turning up new indus-

trial uses for farm products. Corn

protein becomes svnthetic fibers:

sov beans con\ert to paint ingredi-

ents: garden hose is made from an-

imal waste fats and synthetic rubber

from turpentine derivatives. Farm
profits are boosted, too, by research

which is improving livestock breeds

and wiping out losses due to insects,

disease and weeds.

The film concludes on the opti-

mistic note that growth is every-

where in the country todav, espe-

cially for the modern farmer. Few-

areas of American business will es-

cape the farmer "s great demand for

materials and services.

Prints of The Bright Promise of

the American Farm Market are

available at .S275.00 each from

Fortune Fihns. 9 Rockefeller Plaza,

Xew York 20. N.Y. ^

PICTORIAL PREVIEW OF "BRIGHT PROMISE OF THE AMERICAN FARM MARKET"

Agricultural purchasing of farm production goods
ana serv'ces from industry. In terms of constant

dollars, is now rated at more than $13 billion a

year, a 30% rise since 1947.

Some call it "agrifacture" . . . industrialized agri-

culture. More and more farmers, as well as co-

operatives, are taking on food processing and
pacltlng to get a bigger share of dollars.

Electricity Is now on 93% of our farms and Is

being used at the rate of 23 billion (cllowatt hours,

a threefold Increase over 1947. By 1965. farm
use of electricity Is expected to double.

Lightweight portable pipe, a recent develop-
ment, has become popular for supplemental ir-

rigation and has greatly increased farm yield.

Farmers bought $65 million worth of pipe plus

pumps In 1956.

Helping boost farm profits are cures Tor iivestock

diseases, provided by Industry, government re-

search. New techniques In beef nutrition have
resulted in weight-gains of 20% over normal at

12°: less cost.

Agricultural research is going forward en new
chemicals to control weeds, insects and crop dis-

ease. Laboratories are also developing rust-

resistant wheats, balanced plant foods, new
cattle breeds . . .

The economic outlook for agriculture todav
points to increasing demands in all areas of busi-

ness for a wide variety of goods and services, as

Fortune's film points out in this sequence.

Growing pocketbooks and appetites are sharp-

ening the neea tor increaseo a-^'mal productivity.

Farmers are using blended high-level feeds re-

sulting in less disease, fewer runts, meatier pigs.

Adding to farm income are many new industrial

uses for agricultural products. Scientific research

has resulted In synthetic fibers from corn protein;

paint from soy beans: garden hose from fats.
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"Dollars and Sense" notes that we work for

money, but dcn't eot it, we eat w.Sat money buys

£' &"^~*'

. . . and we save part of our money for the fu-

ture . . . learn early to tuck a little away . . .

Twenty years ago, a retirement policy which

would pay $100 a month seemed a good thing . .

But today, when retirement comes, it turns out to

be (see below] not enough to make ends meet.

How do we save for future retirement needs?

2?

:-• Trnmr

EXPLAINING ECONOMICS OF INSURANCE

Talk Ahoul Results!

Continental Equity Lite Insurance Co.

Calls Films Their "Finest Investment"

ONE MOTION PICTURE is worth a thou-

sand actuarial tables, believes W. Hudson

Dick, president of the Continental Equity

Lif-.' Insurance Company of Alexandria. Loui-

siana. A unique sales program, keyed to a

motion picture package, was begun by Mr. Dick's

company early this year.

The problem faced by Continental Equity was

this: One of the big sales points of the policy

uas directly related to the changing value of

money. The salesmen found it difficult to ex-

plain this fluctuation to prospects, for it meant

Irving to condense the whole economic structure

into a few words that were both interesting and

unilerstandablc. Knowing that this was the

salesman's biggest hurdle, and feeling that a

motion picture was the answer. Mr. Dick turned

to the Jamieson Film Company of Dallas for

help in solving the problem.

Jamieson staff members, after researching the

subject, discovered that two distinct messages

were involved: One was the modern economic

dilemma: the other was the story of Continental

Equity's life insurance policy. It was decided

that, for simplicity and clarity, the messages

would be presented separately. This meant the

|iroduction of two films.

Animation Helps to Explain Basic Economics

The first of the two pictures, Dollars and Sense.

is fully animated and ten minutes in length.

With stylized characters and layouts, and

simple language throughout, it traces the history

of monev from the Stone Age to the present. It

points out that money is merely a representation

of buving power, and therefore its value

changes. The changes that affect fixed dollar

savings are contrasted with the effects that work

upon the value of variable stock investments,

to point up the final conclusion of the film:

That an investment program can achieve con-

stant buving power, despite economic fluctua-

tions, by balancing fixed savings with variable

savings. Screenplay was written by Hugh

Jamieson. Jr.. Jerrv Dickinson and Barbara

Guild.

Second Film Outlines Features of Policy

The second part of Continental Equity's film

package is a ten-minute live-action color film

describing the insurance policy and the features

which give it flexibility. Continental Equity

salesmen are supplied with prints of both films,

which they screen as a package for audiences

ranging from two to two thousand.

The results produced by this film package are

such that Mr. Dick terms it "the finest invest-

ment this company has ever made." In a scant

four months, liis company's insurance in force

has increased frcmi $^i'[> million to more than

.$8 million. He attributes a large part of the

increase directly to the better selling job ac-

complished through this effective film program.

By Investment in industry, savings can grow in

value, implementing our retirement needs . . .

Industry's technological research helps develop

new products, to produce them more cheaply . .

.

. . . thereby making profits and improving our

standard ot living, adding conveniences . . .

But depressions sometimes happen and our stocks

lose in value ... so (below) we have learned to

combine our savings in both dollars and stocks.



The Pageant projector's

lifetime lubrication keeps your show on the go!

Ever had the pep and pattern of a movie

presentation foiled by projector troubles?

Experts say improper oiling accounts for

most projector breakdowns . . . most time

out for maintenance. That's why the Koda-

scope Pageant 16mm Sound Projector is

permanently lubricated at the factory.

Bypassing the commonest cause of failure

assures you of control—preserves the polish

that movies give your sales and training

presentations.

Take your movies to your audience with

the portable Pageant. Or keep your Pageant

permanently set up. Either way, it keeps

your show on the go.

AND THE PAGEANT ALSO GIVES YOU:

1. Smooth setups—Reel arms fold easily into

place; film path is printed on projector: drive

belts are attached.

2. Sparkling pictures—Kodak's unique Super-40

shutter automatically puts 40% more light

on your screen when showing sound movies.

3. Natural sound—Tone and volume controls

team with bafRed speaker and true-rated

amplifier for clear, comfortable, natural

sound.

4. Choice of three models—One to match your

movie needs and budget exactly.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Depf. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Please send me complete information on the new Kodascope
PAGEANT 16mm Sound Projectors, ond tell me who can give me
a demonstration, I understand I am under no obligotion.
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Advance Furnace Company
2300-18 East Douglas

Wichita 7, Kans.

Exhibiting: projector tables, easels,

book trucks

Personnel: Carl W. DeVore. Kenneth

B. Northcutt, Maclean Briggs

American Electronics, Inc.

655 W. Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles 15, Calif.

E.ihibiting: .American series AV 100

audio-visual tape recorders

Personnel: Jim Hervey, Eugene
Clears, John Tail

American Optical Company
Box A, ButTalo 15. N. Y.

Exhibiting: Educational projectors,

both opaque and slide

Personnel: Edward V. Finnegan,
John P. Baker, John P. Britton

Ampex Corporation
HS4 Charter St.

Redwood City, Calif.

Exhibiting: Ampex models A-122
stereophonic reproducer/ recorder

along with A-692 speaker/amps.
Ampex model 350-C, Ampex model
601-P

Personnel: Robert G. Fuller, Charles

Adams, C. Arthur Foy

Arel Incorporated
4;ilfi Shaw Ave.

St. Louis 10. Mo.

Exhibiting: cameras, editors, tape

recordei' and photo accessories

Personnel: A. Lipsitz, Jack Freeman,
A. L. Korhel

Audio-Master Corp.
17 Kast 45tli St.

New York 17. N. Y.

Exhibiting: record and transcription

players, ccmb. record player and
slidefilm projector, tape I'ecorders,

recording tape, background music
service

Personnel : Herbert Rosen

B&K Manufacturing Co.

372(1 N. Kouthport
Chicago 13, 111.

Exhibiting: flying spot scanner, au-

tomatic flying spot scanner, closed

circuit television transmitters

Personnel: R. M. Karet, John S.

Margolin, Carl Korn, Wm. Gross-

man, Sheldon .Schak, Jos. Rigor, Jack
Alschuler, Harris Asher, Vic Bernin

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.

IV.'.r, St. Paul St.

Rochester 2, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Baloptican projector, mi-
cro-projector, school microscopes

Personnel: A. E. Fischer, M. Seelin-

gcr, E. Liiidbloom, James Mead, Ray
Littlefield, T. Mitchell

Bell & Howell Company
7100 McCoiinick
Chicago 45, 111.

Exhibiting: Filmosound '.Specialist,"

Filmosound 302, JAN, -'Specialist"

tape recorders, ''Specialist" iilmstrip

projectors, 15mm cameras, sli'ti' t>ro-

jectors

Personnel: Bob Kreiman, GeiM ue

Advance GuidG to Exhihitnrs

at the Audio -Visual Trade Show
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Myles, Chuck Musson, Al Zacharias,

Jim Graven, Connie Gray

Charles Beseler Company
210 S. 18th St.

East Orange, N. J.

Exhibiting: still picture projectors;

Vu-Lyte. Vu-Graph, prepared trans-

parencies, "do it yourself Vu-Graph
materials"

Personnel: M. F. Myers, W. E.

Schwanhausser, J. J. Kuscher, R. H.

Yankie, M. Breyer, A. Eccles

Bioscope Manufacturing Co.
Box 1402, Tulsa, Okla.

Exhibiting: microprojectors

Personnel: D. W. Hodges

Broadcasting & Film Commisson,
National Council of Churches

220 Fiftli Avenue
New York 1, N. Y.

Exhibiting: religious motion pictures

Personnel: J. Margaret Carter,

Arthui W. Rhinow

Busch Film & Equipment Co.
214 S. Hamilton St.

Saginaw, Mich.

Exhibiting: Cinesalesman continuous

projectors, Cineducator daylight pro-

jector & allied products

Personnel: Edwin Busch, Bill Hearn

Califone Corporation
1041 N. Sycamore Ave.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

Exhibiting: phonographs, transcrip-

tion players, complete souTid systems

Per.sonnel: Roht. G. Metzner, Geri

Langsner

Cathedral Films, Inc.

140 N. Hollywood Way
Burbank, Calif.

Exhibiting: religious films and film-

strips

Personnel: Clifl' Howcroft, Grace
Colson, Don Bauter, Dr. James K.

Friedrich, Ben Odell, Robert Zulch

Church-Craft Pictures, inc.

3312 Lindell Blvd.

St. Louis 3, Mo.

Exhibiting: filmstrips, slides, film-

strip-record albums, motion pic-

tures, helps-for-the-month

Personnel: Paul G. Kiehl, Erich H.

Kiehl, Cecil E. Monteith

Jack C. Coffey Company
710 Seventeenth St.

North Chicago, III.

Exhibiting: filing systems and cabi-

nets for filmstrips, 2x2 slides, sound

slidefilms and records, stereo slides,

filmstrip wall-files, filmstrip table-

files, mobile projector stands, mobile

projector stands and cabinets

Personnel: Jack C. Coifey, E. J. Mc-
Gookin, Jack Beres

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory, Inc.

104 N. Wacker Dr.

Chicago 6, III.

Exhibiting: material showing the

various laboratory services available

to producers of motion pictures,

slides and filmstrips

Personnel: Robert S. Throop, Jr.,

John E. Colburn, Henry Ushijima,

R. Robert Luce, Clyde Ruppert,

Rene Mathieu, Mathias Herman,
Gerald Sevenberg

:;: * lit

Colonial Plastics Company
3 S. 12th St., Richmond. Va.

Exhibiting: vinyl plastic classroom

darkening draperies

Personnel: Carl E. Lindenmayer,

Mrs. Carl E. Lindenmayer

Columbia Record Sales Corp.

790—7th Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Exhibiting: records and phonographs

Personnel: Marian Tilin

Commercial Picture Equipment,
Inc.

1800 W. Columbia Ave.

Chicago 26, 111.

Exhibiting: new automatic Fast-

Fold screens with Rock Lock; new
Fas t-F o 1 d chart & presentation

stand; new model Roll-A-Lock ta-

bles; new Fast-Fold projection stand

Personnel: Don P. Smith, Margaret
Ott, A. J. Bradford, John M. Stogin-

ski, Herbert Lange, Virginia Cumber

Compco Corporation

2251 W. St. Paul Ave.

Chicago 47, III.

Exhibiting: reels & cans, editing

equipment, Triad stereo projector,

Aireated slide mounts

Personnel: Paul H. Kreft, Harry
Ellis, S. J. Zagel

Concordia Films
3558 S. JetTerson Ave.

St. Louis 18, Mo.

Exhibiting: religious motion pictures

and filmstrips

Personnel: Vic Growcock, Jim
Thompson. Ken Webster

Corcon, Inc.

1168—fith Ave.

New York 36, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Agendascope

Personnel: Charles Corn, J. Connell

Coronet Instructional Films

65 E. South Water St.

Chicago 1, III.

Exhibiting: lOnnn educational mo-
tion pictures in color or black and
white

Personnel: E. N. Nelsen, E. C. Dent,

L. H. Homan, J. P. Field and all re-

gional and direct representatives

Curriculum Materials Corp.

17 East 48th St.

New York, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Curriculum full color

filmstrips, Mastercraft draperies,

concert quality baffles

Personnel: E. E. "Jack" Carter,

Herschel Smith, Herb Elkins, Lora
Cook, Carl Kunz, Hugh Carrigg

* * *

Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc.

2711 N. Pulaski Rd.

Chicago 39, 111.

Exhibiting; projection screens

Personnel: E. Hamm, C. C. Cooley,

Joe Cerny, Murray Merson, Dave
Mulcrone, Bud Gardner, Bob May-
brier, Norm Oakley

Davco Publishing Company
153 W. Huron St.

Chicago 10, III.

Exhibiting: Filmstrip series "Full

Color Picture Story of America"

Personnel: Dave Pinchot. Donald
Moskowitz, Roy Pinchot

Davidson Corporation

20 Ryerson St.

Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Protype—photo compos-
ing device

Personnel: R. Doone, R. Cairns, R.

L. Swanson, M. Brodsky

DuKane Corporation

St. Charles, III.

E^xhibiting: sound slidefilm projec-

tion equipment

Personnel: Howard V. Turner, Al

Hunecke, Robert Larson, Roland
Buss, Joost Koenig, Milli Haas

E. I. du Pont
de Nemours & Co., Inc.

10th & Markets Sts.

Wilmington 98, Dela.

Exhibiting: Tontine curtain & dra-

pery

Personnel: J. C. Renaud, F. H. Rich-

ards, A. W. Rubard, R. C. Wood

Eastman Kodak Company
Apparatus & Optical Division

400 Plymouth Ave. N.

Rochester 4, N. Y.

Exhibiting: 16mm motion picture

equipment and 35mm slide and film-

strip equipment

Personnel: W. S. Allen

Educational Developmental
Laboratories, Inc.

75 Prospect St.

Huntington, N. Y.

Exhibiting: controlled reading pro-

gram; controlled reader and tach-X

tachistoscope, related filmstrip libra-

ries

Personnel : Stanford E. Taylor,

James L. Pettee, Helen Frackenpohl

EMC Recordings Corp.

.st)i; K. 7tli St.

St. Paul, Minn.

Exhibiting: EMC recorded tapes,

tape playback machines

I'ersonnel: Richard Carlson, Larry

Lueck
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Eye Gate House, Inc.

2716—41st Ave.

Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Exhibiting: educational and religious

filmstiips—sound and silent

Personnel: Alfred E. Devereaux,

Robert F. Newman

Family Films, Inc.

5823 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

E.\hibiting: religious motion picture

films

Personnel: Chas. Wayne. Melvin

Hersh, Sam Hersh. Donald R. Lantz,

Miss George Allen. William Kruse,

Gussie Kruse. Stan Hersh, Martin

Hersh, Blanche Mond, Pierre Cou-

derc. Miss Betty Hurd, Allen Wal-
lace. Roy Luby. Martin Mooney

Fibo-Beeldonderwijs
Post Box 13!i, Zeist, Holland

Exhibiting: educational and religious

iilmstrips

Personnel: T. S. Van Den Nieuwen-
dyk. Elise C. Verhagen

Florman & Babb, Inc.

68 West 45th St.

New York 36, N. Y.

Exhibiting: F&B film repair and

splicing block, Magic Mylar tape,

genei'al motion picture equipment

Personnel: Arthur Florman, Sylvia

Florman, Herman Roth

Genarco, Inc.

9704 Sutphin Blvd.

Jamaica 35, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Genarco 3,000 watt slide

projectors

Personnel: J. P. Latil. Mrs. .J. Latil.

Orrin Millie

General Electric Company
Photolamp Division

Nela Park. Cleveland 12, Ohio

Exhibiting: projection lamps for au-

dio-visual applications

Per.sonnel: D. R. Pritchard

Hamilton Electronics Corp.
2726 W. Pratt Ave.
Chicago 45, HI.

Exhibiting: transcription and record

players, public address equipment.

Transistor phono, Transistor micro-

phone mixer. Transistor amplifier

unit

Personnel: Ray Kostecki, W. A.

Hamilton, L. H. Hamilton, C. L.

Helgren
* * *

The Jam Handy
Organization, Inc.

2821 E. Grand Blvd.

Detroit 11, Mich.

Exhibiting: educational filmstrips
and sound slidefilms

Personnel: Burton S. Hayer, Edwin
0. Dix, Walter Eichenberger, V. C.

Doei'ing

The Harwald Co., Inc.

1216 Chicago Ave.

Evanston, HI.

Exhibiting: automatic film inspection

equipment, poitable soun<l projec-

tors, automatic splicers, film lilirary

equipment

Personnel: R. F. Menary, R. Grun-
wald

Hunter Douglas Aluminum Corp.
405 Lexington Ave.

New York 17, N. Y.

Exhibiting: modern light-control

blinds for training classrooms, lec-

ture halls, etc.

International Film Bureau, Inc.

57 E. Jackson Blvd.

Chicago 4, 111.

Exhibiting: Foster rewind

Personnel: Wesley Greene

LaBelle Sales Corp.
510 S. Worthingtou
Oconomowoc, Wise.

Exhibiting: Maestro I, Maestro II,

one-piece slide-sound combination,

LaBelle E.M.C. Communicator tape

player

Personnel: Robert Rumpel, Wes Sum-
merfield, D. Hale Darnold, Drayton
Church

Letterguide Co.
P. 0. Box 0!)

Lincoln 9. Nebr.

Exhibiting: Letterguide precision

lettering equipment, locking T-

squares and boards

Personnel: Boyd R. Waddle

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.

391 West Broadway
New York 12, N. Y.

Exhibiting: a-v Venetian blinds, mo-
torized and manually operated

Personnel: A. W. Sittig, C. J. Dal-

ton. George King, H. J. MacPherson,
G. Montag

Lightmaster Screen Co.
Bldg. 57, 12270 Montague St.

Pacoima, Calif.

Exhibiting: Lightmaster projection

screens

Personnel: Robert P. Haskin, John
M. Knight

O. J. McClure
Talking Pictures

1115 W. Washington Blvd.

Chicago 7. 111.

Exhibiting: sound slide-film ma-
chines, record players and public ad-

dress equipment.

Personnel: O. J. McClure, Mrs. L. W.
LaCoste, Robert LaCoste, Harold
Caesar

McGraw-Hill

—

Young America Films, Inc.

18 E. 41st St.

New York 17, N. Y.

Exhibiting: educational sound mo-
tion pictures and filmstrips, includ-

ing YAF productions and "You Are
There" film series

Personnel; Fred T. Powney. Godfrey

M. Elliott, James Dunlap, Norman
Franzen, William Frazer, James
Brewster

Miller Manufacturing Company
3310 E. Roxboro Rd., N.E.

Atlanta 5, Ga.

Exhibiting: Miller self-adjusting

projector tables

Personnel: Lee W. Miller, Regina
Miller

Mobile-Tronics
Westover Rd.

Morrisville, Pa.

Exhibiting: Mobile record equip-

ment

Personnel: Conrad A. Baldwin, Eliz-

abeth C. Baldwin

Moody Bible Institute

Film Department
820 N. LaSalle St.

Chicago 10, 111.

Exhibiting: new series Bible back-

ground filmstrips, Bible story films

and filmstrips

Personnel : Paul Schwepker, Don
Campbell. Hedley J. Parker. Leonard
Skibitzke, Percy Bagge, Eva Parker

Neumade Products Corp.
250 W. 57th St.

New York 19, N. Y.

Exhibiting: film library and class-

room equipment consisting of film,

filmstrip and slide storage facilities,

projection tables, editing aids, film

cleaners, new electronic splicer

Personnel: Lee E. Jones, Robert
Hemjiel. Oscar Neu, Lew Grofsik

Newcomb Audio Products Co.
6824 Lexington Ave.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

Exhibiting: transcription player/ p.a.

systems, portable phonographs,
classroom radios

Personnel: Robert Newcomb, N. W.
Hillstrom. Lee W. Maynard, Gerald
Ellis

North American Phillips
Company, Inc.

100 East 42nd St.

New York 17, N. Y.

Exhibiting: tape recorder

Personnel: H. H. Hanlon, Jim
Garrity

Ozalid Division
General Aniline Corp.

Johnson City

New York

Exhibiting: materials and equip-

ment for preparing projectable

transparencies from opaque or

translucent originals

Personnel: .\llan Finstad

Conditions of Admission to the NAVA Trade Show
-c Users of audio-visual me-
dia who are members of con-

stituent groups meeting dur-

ing the NAVA Convention

(EFLA, JAVA, etc.) will reg-

ister for admission badges

thru their organizations. On
Tuesday, July 2.3, a special

"Customer's Day" will be in-

augurated and other business

and educational a-v users

may obtain special passes
I good that day only i from
their supplier-exhibitors.
Check the exhibitors' list for

contacts. Only NAVA deal-

er members may register for

Trade Show and meetings

and non-member dealers may
not use Customer Day passes.

The Pentron Corporation
777 S. Tripp Ave.

Chicago 24, 111.

Exhibiting: tape recorders, tape play-

ers, magazine load and conventional

spindle type, recorded tapes and com-
ponents

Personnel: Irving Rossman, Hope
Borowski, Paul Leopold, Harvey
Kline, Robert Lipsky

Plastic Products, Inc.

1822 E. Franklin St.

Richmond. Va.

Exhibiting: plastic vinyl light con-

trol draperies

Personnel: Robert L. Withers, Sr.,

C. L. Truesdale, R. L. Withers, Jr.

Polacoat, Inc.

9750 Conklin Road
Cincinnati 42, Ohio

Exhibiting: Lenscreen viewing lenses

in various models

Personnel: L. M. Heath, John F.

Dreyer, Mrs. L. M. Heath

Polaroid Corp.
730 Main St.

Cambridge 39. Mass.

Exhibiting: the Polaroid transpar-

ency system which produces finislied

slides right in the camera

Personnel: Kemon P. Taschioglou,

H. Bainbridge. S. Caldei'wood, L.

Chulib, Miss R. Finch, Miss A.

Rodgers

Projection Optics Company, Inc.

330 Lyell Ave.

Rochester 6, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Transpaque audio-visual

aid projector, Anamorphic lenses

Personnel: Fred E. Aufhauser

Pyramid Enterprises
3815 Trimble Road
Nashville 12, Tenn.

Exhibiting: continuously variable
speed tape recorder; record player

developed for classroom use

Personnel: John J. Hanson

Radiant Lamp Corporation
300 Jellitf Ave.

Newark 8, N. J.

Exhibiting: Radiant projection and

exciter lamps

Personnel: Carl L. Krueger, Charles

P. Goetz
* :t ^:

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.
2627 W. Roosevelt Rd.

Chicago 8, 111.

Exhibiting: Radiant screens and new
Du-All Classroom and Educator

screen lines

Personnel: H. Y. Feldman, H. E.

Eller, A. Wertheimer. W. Bucher, S.

Kaplan, V. Schultz. H. Wilson, T.

Coorlim, S. Jacob, R. Mantz, G.

Koch, F. Kislingbury

Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.

Exhibiting: 16mm motion picture

equipment

Personnel: T. G. Christensen. A. J.

Piatt
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THE GREATEST
CAMERAS, 35MM CAMERA MOTORS, 35MM & 16MM

Mitchell Highspeed camera, near new
Mitchell Single-System w RCA galvanometer

and all RCA recording equipment, rebuilt

to new standards

Askania w 3 mags—All Metal, late

Mitchell 35mm camera, stngle-lens turret plate

Bell & Howell 2709 Professional Studio Cam-
era, less movement

Bell i Howell 2709 Professional Studio Cam-
era, Unit I movement, like new

Bell & Howell 2709 w rackover. near new
Acme Animation camera (Producers Service ).

less movement
Acme Animation camera ( Producers Service).

w/new movement
Cinephone camera, complete w/3 magazines,

4 lenses, thru-lens finder, focusing tube,

matte box and sunshade, electric motor and
case

Cineftex. w/three lenses, electric motor, thru-

lens finder, ten 200' magazines, two cases

DeVry 35mm, w/lens, spring motor
Cunningham w/ pilot pin movement, magazine,

3 Baltar lenses, motor, finder, etc. (cost

$7000.00)

Jerome 3 lens turret 200' cap. cine or time

lapse

Universal Model C. 3 lens turret, w. mag.
Akeley w/6 magazines and gyro-tripod

Wall Single-System, complete w galvanometer
and all RCA recording equipment, com-
pletely rebuilt

Underwater Eyemo (cost $4400.00)

CAMERAS, T6MM
Maurer, 0-5, excellent, w/2 0-1 magaiines, 12-

volt DC motor and two carrying cases

Berndt-Maurer, excellent, w/3 magazines. 2

motors (12 and MO volt), matte box, view-

finder, 2 cases

Eastman Cine Special I w^lens and 100'

chamber
Eastman Cine Special II w lens and 100'

chamber
Mitchell 16mm. good condition, w/accessories

BSH 7GG Super Speed Filmo

EK 16mm elec. single frame F/anim. or time

study

EK high speed, 3500 pix per sec.

Filmo 70 DA w/3 lenses

Zeiss Moviton (worth $500.00)

Kodak Royal Magazine. 1.9 Eltar. like new

$3950.00

4950.00
695.00
750.00

950.00

1985.00
2450.00

750.00

1550.00

385.00
125.00

695.00

95.00
125.00

275.00

3950.00
675.00

$2450.00

295.00

495.00
2850.00
395.00

145.00
975.00
225.00
175.00

125.00

MAGAZINES, 35MM
Mitchell 400' > 35mm
Mitchell 40G' < 35mm bipack
Mitchell 1000' . 35mm



BARGAINS
BELL & HOWELL

35 MM EYEMO CAMERAS

SINGLE LENS

Model "K"

¥

The camera all professional

newsreel photographers de-

pend on for perfect results!

Rugged, sturdy, durable,

the leader of the industry.

Extremely versatile. Speeds

8, 16, 24 frames per sec-

ond. Comes with straight

tube viewer and footage

counter. Designed for quick,

easy interchange of lenses.

100-foot film capacity.

HOLLYCAM PRICE, COMPLETE

WITH 2" BELL & HOWELL LENS

List Price

Over $5009950

Following Items FREE with above Camera only.

F



00i
"film .

productions;
<}nCorpo<^

NEW PRODI CTIONS FOR—

State of Connecticut

—

Emplovment Security Div.

Trans-Sonics. Inc.

Svlvania Electric Product?. Inc.

Miniature Precision

Bearings. Inc.

I nited States Navv

QUALITY . . . and dollar for dollar value

are New England Traditions—

-.itVjfV,

^SSBT' ^"W ^tW

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Springfield • Boston, Massachusetts

Ward's Yearbook Calls Film

"Ambassador of Good Will"

M "Automotive Ambassador of

Good Will" is the title compliment

paid the industrial film in an illus-

trated report featured in the newly-

published 19th edition of Ward's

Automotive Yearbook.

Keving the auto industry's use of

motion pictures to the film medi-

um's use by all of industry, the arti-

cle surveys activities of major auto

companies and other organizations

involved in the automotive film ef-

forl.

40 Million See Auto Films

The article reports that in 1950.

the two largest auto manufacturers.

General Motors Corporation and

Ford Motor Company, screened

their 16mm films before a total

audience of more than 40 million

persons, exclusive of television.

Ford's world-wide spectators to-

taled 24.267,455. with 351.276 film

showings: nearlv 16.000.000 per-

sons saw General Motors' films,

played 312,000 times in 1956, the

article notes.

Sampling film lille lists, the arti-

cle describes the promotional ap-

proach, television coverage and dis-

tribution operations of Ford, Gen-

eral Motors, Chrysler Corporation,

American Motors, and the Automo-

bile Manufacture] s Association. Use

of the '"ready-made" film in training

and an analysis of "tailor-made"

film sponsorship costs are included

in the Yearbook stor\

.

Called "Subtle Sales Weapon"
In a tribute to the medium, the

Yearbook says:

"The industrial film is truly a

subtle sales weapon. It is sensitive

and sensible and wins followers and

admirers for a business firm in a

very low-pressure manner.

"For America's automotive manu-

facturers the 16mni motion picture

is a public relations expert: it is a

transmitter of production informa-

tion to sales and dealer groups: it is

a stenographer that accurately re-

cords and files away engineering

and manufacturing information: it

is an instructor for employee indoc-

trination and training: it is a pro-

moter with an unlimited store of

ideas and v. It.

'"Above all. it is a purveyor of

good will.

Facts Aimed at Specific Groups

'"Goal of any industrial film is dis-

semination of specific information

to a specific audience. If the mes-

sage motivates that audience toward

the particular end originally in-

tended, the film mav be termed a

THE GREATEST
BARGAINS

in Studio liistory!

(Continued from page 47)

Holly^vood Camera:

EDITING EQUIPMENT
[AL? see section titled "Moviolas'

]

Neumade stripping flanges, non-magn.
Synchronizers. Moviola SYB, 2—35mm sprockets

Synchronizers, Moviola SYD, 4—35mm sprockets

Bell & Hov/ell, 16mm comb, viewer, projector

Griswold splicer. 35mm R-2

Neumade measure machine. 35mm, M-37-S,

single hub, new

Film cutting table. Neumade
35mm Neumade Everwear, rewinds, (pair —

I dummy, I gear)

35mm Neumade bench type rewinds, (pair —
I dummy, 1 gear)

35mm Neumade dynamic rewinds, geared, w,

brake: each

Griswold splicer, 35mm "T". new
Moviola differential rewinds

Neumade 35mm film waxcrs. new
Storage racks, col'apsible, capacity 100 ea.

35mm rcols

3.75

95.00
145.00
185.00
16.50

29.50
40.00

11.25

14.00
26.50

85.00
24.50

16MM FILM
50' EK Mag. Super XX Rev. w proc. 3 for $6.25
50' EK Mag. Super XX Reversal 3 for 4.10
50' EK Super XX Negative 3 for 1.95

50' EK Mag. Plus X Reversal 3 for 4.10

too' EK Linagraph Pan .95

200' Kodak Plus X Negative .,
,

2.50

400' EK Super XX Negative 3.95

1600' No. 3 Eastman Leader 7.00

EMPTY 50' Mags, U-Reload 10 for 4.10

35MM FILM
100' Dupont Superior I 3 for $4.75
too' Kodak Background X Each 1.40

100' Kodak Super XX Each 1.75

100' Ansco Supreme Each 1.40
200' EK Background X Each 1.95
200' Dupont Superior III Each 2.45
200' EK Plus X Each 2.50
400' Ansco Color Indoor Each 43.45
400' Dupont Superior I Each 4.95
400' Ansco Color Tungsten Reversal Each 48.95
1000' Sound Recording, Kodak Each 9.00
1000' Background X, Kodak Each 9.85
1000' Kodak Plus X or Super XX Eoch 13.50
1000' Dupont Superior I, II or III 12,50
1000' EK Fine Grain Duplicating Neg. 19.00

LENSES
Extremely large inventory of Bell & Howell, Mitchell,

Wall, Cine Special. Arriflex, etc. Lenses of ail types.

CARRYING CASES
Cases for all Mitchell. Bell & Howell, and most other

professtonal 35mm and 1 6mm cameras and equipment.

MOVIOLAS
Moviola UCS, 35mm pic head & 35mm sound $ 545.00
Moviola UD5. 35mm pic head, 35mm sound 675.00
Moviola UKS. 35mm pic head, 16mm sound 475.00
Moviola UDPVCS, 35mm preview 1250.00
Moviola ULPVCS, 16mm preview 1250.00
Moviola model D, 35mm 189.50
Moviola model D, new orig. factory boxes 239.50

REELS, CANS, FILM CASES
Please advise requirements, giving quantity and slies.

Metal shipping cases, Goldberg and Neumade 50% off list

All sizes of 16mm and 35mm FIberbilt ship-

ping cases 50% off list

35mm reels and cans 50% off list

Reel or can 16mm x 400' used $ .50

Reel or can 16mm x 800" used 1.30

Reel or can 16mm x 1200' used 1.45

Reel or can 16mm x 1600' used. 1.65

Shipping case 16mm x 800' .98

Shipping case 16mm x 1600' 1.98
Shipping case 35mm x 800' (steel) 1.45

ANIMATION STANDS
National Cine Equipment animation

(list $16,000,001

stands.

$3500.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Amer. CInematographer Handbooks ' 2 price $ 2.50

SEI light meter (list $170.00) 125.00

Mole-Richardson mike perambulators 275.00
Janette converters 12-V DC— IIO-V AC 85.00

Most malerrals offered are from U. S.

Gov't excess stocks. Al( equipment not

listed as new cr reconditioned is used.

AH in serviceable condition.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO.

10611 Chandler Blvd.

North Hollywood, California
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Does Your Slide Projector Give You Pictures—
THIS SIZE OR THIS SIZE?

You probably are restricted to this small size

because you ore using an incandescent projector.

Consequently, you ore also restricting the siie of

your audience because of the small picture.

If your pictures are big like this (3 times as large and possessing the same picture brilliance as the picture on the right), you must be using a

Strong Universal Arc Slide Projector. Your audience con be as large as you wish, several thousand if desired, ond everyone viewing the

picture is given a feeling of participation in the scene. The picture possesses fine details ordinorily lost in smoll screen projection.

Are Your Pictures—
LIKE THIS OR THIS

CLEAR & FULL OF DETAIL

You must be using a Strong Universe!

Arc Slide Projector. Then you have

sufficient illumination to project pictures

even when it is impractical, uneconomical

or impossible to darken the room, or

where it Is desirable to maintain room

illumination as for taking notes.

DARK & FLAT
^

You ore probably restricted by the use

of an incandescent projector.

1/ you are concerned with sales conferences, itius-

trated lectures, technical meetings, conventions or

slide projectors in schools, churches or hotels, you

should get the details on the Strong Universal Arc

Slide Projector. It projects 3-1/4" x 4" and 2" x 2"

slides and plugs into any J/O-volt .-i.C. outlet.



OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
• 16 or 35mm single and double systems—optical or

magnetic sound track

' Synchronized to any picture viewer

' Right to left or left to right operation

' 16 or 35mm Magnetic Model $185.00
• 16 or 35mm Optical Model $195.00

CAMART CORE
DISPENSER

simply attach the dispenser to your

wall for keeping plastic lab cores

handy at all times.

CAMART CAR
TOP CLAMPS

Insure a steady support

for your newsreel cam-

era when atop a station

wagon or car platform.

Heavy bronie construc-

tion. Weatherproof. Set

three $28.00

BUSINESS SCREEIV EXEEUTIVE

ot Columbus Circle n«*t lo

New York's new Coliseum

James D. Kingery . . .

heads electronic products group

Fred Frink to Manage
Van Praag Detroit Office

Heading ii|i Dctrnil urtires

for Van Praag Productions as

new general manager of that

sales branch is former ail-

American end Fred R. Frink.

For the past 10 years presi-

dent of his own film company

in Florida, he has an unusual

background in film media.

He produced official films

for the Orange Bowl games

and American Legion conven-

tions and is a graduate of the

University of Illinois. I#

film associates inc.

/ __^_^___„^^^^^^^^^^

4600 south dixie avenue • dayton 9 • ohio

/ay
since 1937 OUR TWENTIETH YEAR

Phcne; Walnut 2164

LARGEST * MOST COMPLETE STUDIOS & LABORATORY IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

k FILM PROCESSING—Negative, Positive, Reversal ix DAILY SERVICE

•k COLOR—B&W Duplicates -h Optical Effects -U Color Masters

PEERLESS FILM TREATMENT

TWO LARGE SOUND STAGES • I.OOO AMPS. • OUR OWN BUILDING

COMPLETE ANIMATION SERVICE -h OXBERRY STAND iV ART DEPARTMENT T*r HOT

PRESS TITLES f: FINEST RECORDING AND RE-RECORDING FACILITIES * MUSIC

LIBRARY ;: PORTABLE KINESCOPE UNIT -tz SERVICES WITH SPECIALISTS FOR ANY

PHASE OF YOUR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

REQUEST OUR PICTORIAL BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST

James Kingery Elected as a
Bell & Howell Vice-President

James I). Kini!er\ has been elect-

ed a? a \ ice-president of Bell &

Howell Company. Chicago, accord-

ing to Charles H. Percy, president.

In his newly created office, King-

ery assumes group responsibility for

two divisions of the company—the

electronic products and the profes-

sional equipment and instrument

divisions.

Kingery joined Bell & Howell in

October. 1955 and has been assist-

ant to William E. Roberts, executive

vice-president, since July. 1956.

Formerly he was vice-president, gen-

eral manager and a director of Shur-

hit Products. Inc.. Waukegan. an

automotive ignition parts manufac-

turing firm.

His earlier experience includes

three years as co-owner of a man-

agement consultant firm. Kingery &

Garrett in Chicago: five years with

Teletype Corporation and three

years with Moser Paper Com-

pany. »
w «

DuPont Consolidates Boston,

New York Photo Sales Offices

* The Boston and New York dis-

tricts of the DuPont Photo Products

Department have been consolidated.

The consolidation follows the trans-

fer of Donaldson B. Hurd from

managership of the Boston district

to his post as supervisor of the

newly announced DuPont photo-

polymer printing plate development

program.

The DuPont New York district is

managed by J. H. Kurtz. Jr. Except

for Hurds departure, the Boston of-

fice field staff under William J, Can-

non, sales supervisor, remains un-

changed. Hurd will be a member of

the Photo Products sales service

section, headed by Frederick B.

Astley. »

Jack Lemmon, Joseph Morton,
New Wilding TV Managers

'Iwo managerial a<ldilions lo the

TV Division of Wilding Picture Pro-

ductions. Inc., have been announced

by Russ Raycroft. division director.

Jack Lemmon has been stationed

in New York City as Eastern man-

pger of Wilding TV Sales. Joseph

Morton has been named Midwest

manager of TV Sales with headquar-

ters at Wilding's home office and

studio-laboratory in Chicago.

Lennnon formerly was executive

vice-president of ATV Film Produc-

tions. Inc. Morton previously was

wllli Kling Film Kiiler|irises and

'I oung and Rubicam. Iff
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General Electric Uses 3-D

to Prime Dealers for Hi-Fi

* Visual color and deptli is used

111 emphasize the full tonal shades of

high-fidelity sound in a new three-

dimensional filrastrip produced for

General Electric s current sales push

in the hi-fi field.

As General Electric hegan its big

hi-fi effort, the task of promoting

the new phonographic models went

to G. E's Specialty Electronic Com-

ponent Department at Auburn. Nei\

York, headed by Vince Mastropaul.

The assignment, says Mastropaul.

was to "take our own pitch on hi-fi.

re-write it and create something

original and provocative, which

would e.xcite our salesmen, dealers

and distributors."

Whatever was created for this

assignment had to be completed in

two weeks so it could appear at the

companys hi-fi sales meeting at the

Chicago Parts Show—May 18. The

promotion force figured a filmstrip

was the suitable medium for this

particular trick. They shopped
around for a fresh approach. Vis-

ual Communications, a new organi-

zation in New York City, was se-

lected for the job.

Discussing the problem and solu-

tion of the hi-fi promotion. Mastro-

paul said:

"High fidelity is basically aes-

thetic. People buy hi-fi sets because

thev want reproduction of authentic

sound. The main difference be-

XXX XXX

xxxxxx

THERE'S
NO PLACE

LIKE

i a %#
FOR

COLOR FILMSTRIPS
AND SLIDES

The masters make the difference

itl
FRANK HOLMES

LABORATORIES INC.

1947 FIRST STREET
iSAN FERNANDO, CALIF.

I
EMPIRE 5-4501

WRITE FOR BROCHURE S8S

tween ordinary sound reproductiipn

and hi-fi is the feeling of depth tliat

you get with the latter. We wanted

to express this concept in our sales

presentation.

"We wanted to get across the

idea that hi-fi is something artistic,

something with a meaning that peo-

ple feel deeply. j\nd we wanted to

excite our sales personnel, who are

used to selling components and basic

equipment, with the fact that this

was different. The\' would be sell-

ing high quality reproduction of

sound at a modest price.

"With the filmstrip Visual Com-

munications produced for us. we

have the beauty of the art and the

illusion of depth through the pho-

tography, plus the synchronized
musical background. This gives the

whole thing an extra dimension and

makes it exceedingly appropriate

for our particular purpose."

According to Charles Donnelly,

advertising manager of the depart-

ment. G. E"s filmstrip was one of the

hits of the trade show. Judging from

comments received, the filmstrip ap-

parently touched off the very type of

enthusiastic response desired.

The 15-ininute filmstrip. Viva La

Difference, features a dialog be-

tween G. E"s "Doctor Hi-Fi"' and a

character who doesn't dig high fidel-

ity. "Doctor Hi-Fi'' is patterned

after Fred Beguin of General Elec-

tric's hi-fi department at Syracuse.

Beguin is an authority in the high

fidelity field. S'

"A Moon Is Born" Depicts

Earth Satellite Launching

^ J Moon Is Born, a 4-minute mo-

tion picture report on the firing of

the V'anguard rocket from which

will be ejected the first earth satel-

lite, is being sponsored by Interna-

tional Business Machines Corp.

The film, which is an animated

visualization of the launching of a

satellite, will be made available in

color and black and white prints.

The news-film's script and story-

board were cleared by the U.S.

Naval Research Laboratory, the De-

partment of Defense, the National

-Academy of Science and other in-

terested government agencies. Pro-

ducer of the picture is Transfilm.

Incorporated. New York City.

International Business Machines

Corporation makes the electronic

computer which wnll be used to

figure each new orbit of the 18,000-

mile-an-hour "moon" in time to

alert ground stations next in line.

Such quick computations are neces-

sary because the satellite flashes

around the world every 90 min-

utes. 1-

F&B
SERVING AMERICA'S
FINEST FILMAKERS F&B

Jl^^ ^^ F&B FILM REPAIR & SPLICING BLOCK
SAVE YOUR TORN, BADLY DAMAGED, GOUGED,

SLIDEFILMS AND MOVIE FILMS, REPAIR AND

REPLACE TORN OR MISSING SPROCKET HOLES

—They can now be repaired, speedily, efficiently,

economically and PERMANENTLY—by using the

F&B Film Repair and Splicing Blocic in conjunc-

tion with the Magic Mylar Transparent Splicing

Tape $19.95
HERE'S HOW TO REPAIR BAD TEARS & MISSING PERFORATIONS

1



Castles in Spain Prove Real

in Pan American Airways Film

-K Severe and dazzling in a liurning

blue skv. Spain abides in fierce reab

ity. a caslle-iiioiintain holding aloft

the fantastic castles which a passion-

ate, proud and artistic people made

come true. A land of uncompromis-

ing definitions, where life and death

and dancing are accomplished witli

a clarity and fervor at which the

sentimental gasp. Spain continues

to captivate and provoke philoso-

phers and seekers of the unknown.

Travel Via Pan American

With its gradual restoration to the

western power plan, the popularity

of its flamenco stars and the homage

paid bv American literary and theat-

rical personalities. Spain's status is

changing from a place to dream

about to a place to go. Pan Ameri-

can World Airways, which provides

quick rides to Spain, is putting more

dreamers in touch with this tourist

actuality by way of Castles and Cas-

tanets, a new 28-minute motion

picture.

Viewers find themselves inside

Spain's castles and they see Spanish

dancing danced in Spain. They see

the Balearic Islands, the mountains

of Granada, the streets of Seville at

carnival time, the religious pageants

in Malaga. They visit a mountain-

top monastery at Montserrat. They

see the coves of Costa Brava. They

see Madrid.

They go to the bull ring. And

they see the preparatory world of

the ring—the grazing lands where

the bulls are raised, the schools

where ring tactics are taught and the

auction places where buyers seek the

best of the stock for the arena.

Distributed on 2 Rental Bases

Castles anil Castanets was pro-

duced for Pan American World Air-

ways by Henry Strauss & Co., Inc.

It will be distributed to clubs, bus-

iness groups, lodges and other or-

ganizations through Ideal Pictures.

Inc. Arrangements for showing the

film can be made through the air-

line's offices. W
* * *

"The Corporal Story" Reports

on Guided Missile Development
The (.(irporal Story, a motion

picture on a new Army guided mis-

sile, recently was made available to

television stations via Association

Films. Inc.

The rocket-powered projectile was

developed by The Firestone Tire

and Rubber Companv. The surface-

to-surface missile is capable of

traveling at several times the speed

of sound. The film depicts the

Corporal's development and test-

firing and notes its significance. ^

What's IVbw in Sponsored Pirtores

These colorful dancers in Barcelona grace PAA's "Castles and Castanets.'

For

Film Libraries
\

SUMMERTIME
is

;

RECONDITIONING
Time . .

.

Summer is with us . . . and your prints

are out of circulation for a while. So

this is the ideal time to have them restored

to good condition through Peerless servicing;

• inspection and cleaning • scratches removed

• defective splices remade • perforations

repaired • curl or brittleness corrected

Then, thoroughly rejuvenated, your prints

will be ready for hard use in the fall.

Send us your prints now

N5\

JEERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46lh STREET, NEW YORK 36, N Y.

9S9 SEWARD STREET, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

'Mm

Masonite Uses 19-Mlnute Film

to Promote Remodeling Sales

¥ The Big Addition, a 19-minute

color motion picture, has been put

to work as a three-ply sales tool by

Masonite Corporation. Chicago.

More than 20 prints of the film are

in circulation through Masonite's

eight division offices across the

United States. The prints are being

shown to acquaint lumber dealers,

builders and consumers with the

variety of uses for Masonite panel

products in remodeling and liome

construction.

In demonstrating Masonite prod-

ucts to dealers and consumers. The

Hig Addition employs the customer-

enlightenment teclmique:

The Johnsons live in a housing

development several years old. They

have outgrown their home. They

need a recreation room to take the

load off the living room and a

garage where Bill can have a work-

shop. They consult a lumber dealer

for ideas and information on build-

ing products. The dealer shows

them a number of product displays

— Masonite Shadowvent. Panel-

groove. Ridgegroove. Underlay-

ment. Panelwood. Leatherwood,
Peg-Board. Seadrift. Duolux and

Marlite.

At the dealer showroom. Mary

Johnson picks up a booklet which

tells of the Masonite manufacturing

process. The film visits a Ukiah.

California plant to show this proc-

ess.

The lumber dealer takes the John-

sons to a housing development

where Masonite products are used

as siding material. Bill and Mary

choose Shadowvent for the exterior

of their garage because it matches

the siding on their home.

As the garage is built, the appli-

cation of Shadowvent siding is

shown in detail—the ease and speed

with which the aluminum mounting

strip is used to apply the siding, the

use of the joint fastener link and

wedge and metal interlocking cor-

ners. The making of the garage

interior with its Masonite-formed

workshop and storage areas is

shown. The Johnsons" basement is

transformed into a Paris sidewalk

cafe—with Masonite products.

The Big Addition was produced

for Masonite Corporation by Reid

H. Ray Film Industries. Inc..

Chicago, under the direction of

Clarence Sutton. Masonitc's sales

promotion manager and Ralph Zuc-

carello. his assistant. Zuccarello re-

ports that the film proved very

popular in the first weeks of its

availability to salesmen. 9

I
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Two-ply visual sales package

Diamond Match Introduces

Barbecue Kit With Films

Sponsor: The Diamond Match Com-

pany.

Title: Selj-Starting Charcoal Bri-

quets. 5 min.. color, produced

hv Sound Masters, Inc.

•^ The barbecue season is with us

again. Time for Dad to get out the

grill, sharpen his knives, and try

to get more charcoal in the grate

than he does on himself. Nothing

like a good charcoal fire to stir up

gustatory delights.

Of course, they aren't easy to

start, and sometimes Dad will use

so much charcoal that when the fire

is going, hes got enough to barbe-

cue a moose.

Messv. but it was worth it. But

wait—this film says— that was last

\'ear. There's good news for cook-

out fans now with Diamond Match s

self-starting charcoal briquet pack-

age that not only has just the right

For 16mm. Film — 400' to 2000' Reels

Protect your films

Ship in FIBERBILT CASES
Sold at leoding dealers

amount of charcoal to cook a big

meal without waste, but is com-

pletely sealed and 100^,' self-start-

ing. Just light a match, have a beer,

and the charcoal grill is readv for

cooking.

Diamond Match is using this film

for merchandising with dealers, but

it was also made, as a package, and

at the same time, in TV commercial

segments, via Benton & Bowles.

Inc. If-

» *: 1>

Bell System Promotes
Hotel-Motel Phone Calls

Sponsor: American Telephone ii

Telegraph Co.

Title: The Hotel-Motel Sales Story.

6(1 min.. b w. produced bv QED
Productions.

* There are 3().(H)U hotels in

the country, and 56.000 motels

—

2.500.000 guest rooms. If every one

of those rooms had a telephone, and

if they averaged 5c worth of calls

a night—that would be S45.625.000

worth of business for the telephone

companies.

A business target like that is

something to aim for. and the Bell

System companies are doing it this

spring with a series of sales meet-

ings held coast-to-coast to boost

their share of hotel-motel business.

The aim is to put a phone in every

room, and the method is to convince

hotel-motel owners that telephones

mean better service for their cus-

tomers and added profits for them-

selves.

After considering various meth-

ods of road-showing, closed-circuit

TV. etc.. Bell Svstem chose to put a

complete meeting on film, an hour

long, and hold 55 simultaneous

meetings for salesmen in convenient

locations throughout the country.

QED Productions shot the film,

comprising about 18 minutes of ma-

terial prepared by Cellomatic. and

the rest live action scenes of the

Bell System sales chiefs. As an aid

to quick takes, the company officials

were prompted by a Q-TV device

which permitted them to speak di-

rectly to the camera. Some of the

Cellomatic semi-animation is accom-

panied bv original music sung by

the popular quartet, the Honey-

dreamers. 13'

Only

originol

Fiberbill

Cases



Light Touch Gives Dealers
Fall Tips for Prestone Sales

-K A 6-minute motion picture, i ou

Oiighta Drain Your Auto in the

Autumn, has been sponsored by

Prestone Division of National Car-

bon Company.

In a light musical treatment, the

color film tootles the value of drain-

ing an auto's cooling system in the

fall of the year.

The comedy presents its new-

angle on the use of anti-freeze for

the benefit of Prestone dealers and

their employees. Since most motor-

ists presumably know that they

should drain their radiators in the

springtime to get rid of the anti-

freeze and clean the s\ stem, this film

is meant to promote another drain-

ing in the fall—before antifreeze is

added for the winter.

You Ouiihia Drain Your Auto in

the Autumn was produced by .John

.Sutherland Productions. Inc. 9'
*:- * *

Western Auto Dealers Learn
Sales Approach from Slidefilm
+f A New Approach to Wizard

Sales, a color slidefilm, is teaching

Western Auto dealers how to sell

the 19.57 line of Wizard Refrigera-

tors, a new Western Auto product.

The slidefilm has been seen by

more than 4.000 dealers and owners

of Western Auto Associate Stores.

According to reports received at

the sponsor's Kansas City headquar-

ters, the film is helping dealers to

gain more knowledge about their

new product and how to sell it than

has been gained from any other

introductory medium.

A New .Approach to Wizard .Sales

combines cartoons and regular pho-

tography to take dealers behind the

scenes in the planning and produc-

tion of the 19.57 refrigerator line

and to show them a sales approach

based on the products new features.

Produced by Cal Dunn Studios.

Chicago, the film was planned by

Joseph G. Betzer and directed by

Cal Dunn. Scenes were shot in Min-

neapolis and St. Cloud. Minnesota

and Chicago. Robert B. Caldwell,

promotion manager, supervised the

film for Western Auto. R'

Solar Poultry Houses Shown
in Libbey-Owens-Ford Film
-¥ Clutkiiig agreeably at iimdern

farm improvements. Madam Hen
basks productively in her solar

poultry house and thinks no more

of the old coopstead. dark, cold and

dead and gone forever.

Solar poultry houses are the .sub-

ject of A Place in the .Sun. a new

color motion picture sponsored by

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company.

Wlial's IVgw in Riisiiiess Pictures

Winning dealer and employee attention with its informal, musical treat-

ment en fall Prestone change-over sales is a new six-minute motion pic-

ture sponsored by that division of the National Carbon Co. (story at left)

".
. . And, let's write for another copy of that Cenlron Ino-

cluire. The sales manager wants to borrow mine . . , said

now he knew how to solve that sales problem . . . within

the budget, too!

Better make it two copies. Our public relations people men-

tioned they have a situation requiring film that could use

some good, creative attention—And, with their demand for

quality . . . at realistic cost ... I imagine Centron has just

what they're looking for, too."

U -JlL

W7-ite for brochure

CENTRON CORPORATION
OFFICES: 105 WARD PARKWAY. K. C. MO.
9TH AND AVALON RD.. LAWRENCE. KANSAS

Household Finance Filmstrip

Shows How to Shop Wisely

¥ Your Money's Worth in Shop-

ping, a new silent .35nim color film-

strip, has been released by the

Money Management Institute of

Household Finance Corporation. A
companion film to the booklet,

"Money Management. Your Shop-

ping Dollar." this visual is for use

in civic and consumer groups, clubs,

adult education classes, high schools

and colleges.

Accompanied by a script to be

read as the pictures are shown, the

filmstrip outlines ways to achieve

personal and family goals with the

practice of good shopping tech-

niques. Guidance is offered on the

planning of purchases, the prepara-

tion of shopping lists, the choice of

high quality products. The con-

sumer is advised on how to decide

when and where to shop and how to

pay for purchases. Tlie consumer's

part in a democratic society is em-

phasized.

i our Money's Worth in Shop-

ping is available to groups on free

loan for one week. Reservations

should be made at least one month
in advance. Tlie booklet. "Money
Management. Your Shopping Dol-

lar." is available for 10 cents to

cover postage and handling costs.

Either or both may be obtained

from the Money Management In-

stitute of Household Finance Corpo-

ration. Prudential Plaza. Chicago 1.

Ricoh Camera Sponsors Film

on Photographic Techniques

"^ \ 12^ j-minute color motion pic-

ture on the subject of photography

is being sponsored by Ricoh Cam-
era as part of the firm's national

public relations program.

Prepared to show the do's and

don'ts of amateur picture taking, the

new film features the Japanese-made

Super Ricohflex and Ricoh 35mm
cameras to illustrate simple photo-

graphic techniques in reflex and

35mm photography. Problems en-

countered under \'arious lighting

conditions and with the use of flash

are covered.

Writer, director and producer of

the film is Vernon Delston. Radio-

TV director of Kameny .\ssociates.

New \ork City advertising-public

relations agency handling the Ricoh

account. Delston has produced sev-

eral films for Kameny. including a

documentary entitled. ,\ew Japan

Makes a Camera. He was one of

two Americans whose scripts were

chosen to represent the United

States in a recent World Festival

lield in Japan. If.

I
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Colonial Craftsmen Shown
in Williamsburg Filmstrip

* How tlie lijlli Centiii) craftsman

earned his bread is purlraved in The
Crajtsman in Colonial I irginia, a

ne« color filmstrip released by Colo-

nial Williamsburg.

First in a series on Making a Liv-

ing in 18th Century America, the

filmstrip is being sponsored bv Colo-

nial Williamsburg as part of its edu-

cational program. Other filmstrips

in the series will be Farming in

Colonial Virginia. Professional Men
of Colonial Virginia, Trade in Colo-

nial J irginia. and The Citizen-

Soldier in Colonial Days.

The colonial craftsman was both

manufacturer and retailer. His way
of livelihood is reflected in the activ-

ities of a \^ illiamsburg bootmaker,

his apprentice sons and other town

craftsmen—as delineated in the film-

strips 44 frames.

The trades of wigniaker. cabinet-

maker, cooper, house carpenter, mil-

ler, bricklayer, blacksmith, silver-

smith and gunsmith are shown.

Craftsmen are seen at work on the

farms and plantations and in tinv

urban shops using the hand tools

and methods of 200 years ago.

Colonial Williamsburg s expanded

filmstrip program will incorporate

two other series dealing with polit-

ical life and everyday life in colonial

America. Independence in the Mak-

ing has been completed and others

w m
SPECIALISTS

in the Science of

FILM

REJUVENATIO

Laboratoi7 Services:

RAPIDWELD Process:

For Removal of • Scratches

• Abrasions • "Rain" • Dirt

• Oil Stains & Other Imperfections

RAPIDTREAT Process:

A preservative to protect

new film against damage.

Send for Free Brochure "Facts On Film Care'*

F«r all If! Sr :?rimm filwii

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE ',«

37-02A 27th Street. Long Island City 1, N. Y.

in the political series will include

The Planter Statesmen, The Young
W ashington. The Young Jefferson

and The Virginia Declaration of
Rights. Cooking in Colonial Days
is the first of the everydav-life

series, which will cover town and
country life. These subjects will be

photographed in color in authentic

settings in and around Williams-

burg, q-

Casing Manufacturer Sponsors
Food Films for Drive-In Use
•f A color motion picture which

combines live and animated photog-

raphy to sell hot dogs and other

food products at drive-in theatres is

being made available to meat
packers by Tee-Pak, Inc., Chicago.

Tee-Pak manufactures cellulose

casings and other packaging mate-

rials for meat and food products.

The film has been prepared for

showing in July — "National Hot
Dog Month." Running approxi-

mately 65 seconds, the picture fea-

tures a little boy and an animated

hot dog. It has a music background

and is lip-synchronized.

Three different tag-on endings are

available for the film. Two of the

endings are 8-second trailers in

which the refreshment stand oper-

ator can add his identification. The
other ending features the National

Hot Dog Month symbol. The film

can be adapted to include individual

packer identification. It also can be

edited and color corrected for tele-

\-ision use.

Tee-Pak is making the film avail-

able to packers at S13.00 per

35mm) print. Q'

Oil Heat rnstitute Film

Extols Fuel for Homes
Sponsor: Oil Heat Institute of

America.

Title: Housewarming Party, 14^/2

min., color, produced by Dy-

namic Films, Inc. Supervised by

Film Counselors, Inc.

¥. On their toes to the root-like pro-

gression of pipelines leading from
the natural gas fields of Texas, the

purveyors of fuel oil and oil fur-

naces are stepping up their promo-
tion to convince homeowners that

no heat is as convenient as oil heat.

Part of this promotion is the film,

Housewarming Party, which is a

general exposition of such oil heat

virtues as its cleanliness, conveni-

ence, economy and safety.

The association is distributing

the film through its member com-
panies. ^

One Call for all You Need

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

DOLLIES
Fearless ond

Raby Panoram

Dollies

Crab and

Western

Dollies

GRIP
EQIIPME!\T

MocTon Turntable

for Cars and

Disploys

Mole Richardson

Boom and

Perambulator

Parallels

Ladders and Steps

Scrims and Flags

Dots dnd Stands

Write or Wire
for

Catalog and
FREE

ESTIMATES!

ANYTIME, ANYIVHERE
For quick service, expert advice

and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on

one of the nation's largest suppliers

of temporary lighting facilities

—

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are

just a few of the many items

availahle for quick delivery

whenever and wherever needed.

LIGHTLXG

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment

M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,000W

Diffusion

Scoops

Reflectors

Bullboards

Cable

PORTABLE POWER
E4|riP>IE\T

AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil

Portable Substations

JACK A. FROST
Dept. BS

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
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AMA's "Even For One"

I CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37)

truth, the sense of guilt and fear thai

the bov's mother has created. He

is able to make some suggestions

and begin help that he hopes will re-

sult in a better relationship between

Dickie and his mother. He is able to

give Dickie Wilson a chance to grow

up unhindered by the psychological

problems that are his mother's.

It is. in a sense, a vignette. A
small incident made large by the

people involved. And yet. within the

framework of its drama, the film re-

veals the doctor in the varied roles

that he must play in his relations

with his patients and the com-

munity

Seen by Nearly Two Million

Vi ilh F.ieii For One in circulation

but two months. Sterling-Movies

U.S.A.. the distributor, has obtained

70 telecasts for the film, reaching

a conservatively estimated audience

of 1.764.000 people. Among the

major markets in which the film

has been telecast are New York City

(WRCA-TVl. Denver. New Or-

leans. Albany. Cincinnati. Bridge-

port. Chicago. Syracuse. Pittsburgh.

Houston and Milwaukee.

It is estimated that the film will

be telecast more than 300 times be-

fore the end of 1957. reaching an

audience estimated at over 10 mil-

lion people. The film will be given

a network showing over some 90

ABC stations this summer. Ster-

ling reports that the production

qualitv of the film that won the

Golden Reel Award has been lauded

highlv by TV station film directors.

PR Director Cites the Problem

Leo Brown has this to say about

the film.

"We were charged uith the re-

sponsibility of promoting a public

education campaign on the \alue of

diagnostic and medical treatment as

well as to highlight the importance

of judgment, sympathy and under-

standing in the practice of medicine.

Appreciating the difficulties involved

in transmitting these "attitudes.' the

film medium was selected as the

focal promotion.

"Many script conferences were

necessarv to capture just the right

approach and then to drive home
the punch line from the Oath of

Hippocrates: "1 «ill follow that

method of treatment which accord-

ing to my ability and judgment. I

consider best for my patients.'

"From the public and professional

response, we are convinced that our

original purpose has been fulfilled

in Even For One."

Even For One opens up a whole

Above: American Medical Association's new film Even For One" shows

doctor in his community role. Dr. Austin checks Mike's recovery progress.

K
in slide film recording—

ESI*means slide rule accuracy!
Universal's exclusive 'Electronic Signal Inserter

means exact placing and exact timing or the picture.

Does away with tlie human element oi button push-

ing. With ESI, slide film pictures change where and

when you want them to! Designed hy Universal's own

staff of engineers, ESI guarantees perfection in slide

film production.

Universal's quality pressings on pure vinylite come in

five different colors (red, hlaclc, green, blue and gold)

at no extra cost.

Universal Recorders —home of the finest sound lacil-

ities for transcriptions, slide films and motion

pictures.

new method of institutional promo-
tion for organizations such as the

American Medical Association. It

shows a carefully considered and in-

telligent approach to motion pictures

on behalf of the client who care-

fully set his goals and the audience

reaction that was desired and then

worked closely with his producer to

find the best method of attaining il

Again, the stereotyped film, pro-

motional or otherwise, has been

avoided and a highlv effective screen

document effected to the credit of

client and producer alike. 9'

"Treasure for Your Table"
Shows Craftsmen at Work
* Is there still r<iorn in the mass

production age for skilled crafts-

men? Yes. there is. says a new in-

dustrial documentary motion pic-

ture. Treasure for Your Table, being

fnade available on free loan by

I nited World Films. Inc.

Treasure for Y our Table, a 27-

minute color film, supports its as-

sertion that many true artisans are

required in this era bv depicting

scenes of the manufacture of silver,

china and glas.'ware. According to

the film, the skill and artistry of

today's craftsmen are enhanced by

modern scientific controls in manu-

facture.

Traditions That Build Quality

Sterling silverware made in the

tradition of the early American sil-

versmiths of New England is seen

in production, with glimpses of the

designing and hand-finishing of dies

for the table pieces known as Towle

silver. In Trenton. New Jersev. the

making of Lenox china is pictured

from the hand-forming of the clay

on potters" wheels to the finishing of

hand-decorated pieces. China used

in the ^^liite House has been pro-

duced here since the time of Wood-

row Wilson. Tableware for many of

the embassies originated here.

Tiffin glassware is pictured in the

making—from the mixing of silica

sand and other ingredients for

the melting furnaces to the blowing

of delicate shapes which require the

fine skill of glass-blowers: jobs that

cannot be duplicated by any ma-

chine. Hand-finishing and the cut-

ting of decorative designs, the final

steps in the making of glassware are

recorded. The picture shows ex-

amples of attractive table settings

using the silver, china and glassware

that has been seen in production.

How to Borrow This Picture

For information regarding tin-

loan of Treasure for Your Table

write tci I nited World Films. Inc..

I Frci' Film Dept. I. .i42 South Dear-

born St.. Chicago 5. 9
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A classroom teacher without music train-

ing demcnstrates use of simulated piano

Keyboard Shown as Visual Aid
In Film on Music Instruction

* I se of tile |jiani> kf\lioard as a

visual aid in teaching the funda-

mentals of music to grade school

students is illustrated in a new 20

minute, black and white motion pic-

ture produced by Teachers College.

Columbia Lniversity in collabora-

tion with the American Music Con-

ference.

Keyboard Experiences in Class-

room Music is designed for use by

pre-ser\ice and in-service elemen-

tarv teachers, music consultants,

curriculum consultants and school

administrators, parent and other

groups. The film is available for

rental through educational film li-

braries or through Teachers College.

Besides showing the nature of

keyboard experience and procedures

and materials involved, the film

demonstrates that the classroom

teacher, with or without piano pro-

ficiencv. can use the piano as an in-

structional resource rather than as

an accompaniment instrument onlv.

The film indicates the value of daily

experience with music in the class-

room in preference to a music pe-

riod scheduled in another room.

Photographed in a third-grade

classroom, the film shows the use of

simulated, silent keyboards to en-

able all members of the class to use

sight and touch as well as hearing

while they acquire experience in

simple harmony, rhythm and music

reading. Effective techniques for

the organization of "music time" in

the elementary school day is demon-

strated and the film relates key-

board experience to the total music

program of the school.

In the first sequence, the children

and teacher use the keyboard in

singing a familiar song which then

is transposed to a different key. In

other sequences, the keyboard is

used with the piano, autoharp and

bells to accompanv a dance song; as

an aid in learning a new song. and.

in combination with other instru-

ments, to help create a rhythm for

an Indian dance.

Technical direction of Keyboard
Experiences in Classroom Music

was by Professor Robert L. Pace of

Teachers College, assisted by Pro-

fessor Daniel S. Hoolev of the music

department of Georgia State Col-

lege. A guide booklet supplied with

the film suggests discussion topics

and methods of presenting the film

most effectively to the various
groups for which it is designed.

In addition to being available for

rental, prints of the film mav be

purchased from Teachers College or

the American Music Conference.

332 South Michigan Ave.. Chicago,

for .*75 each. g'

U. S. Productions at Work
on Three Sponsored Pictures

¥ L nited States Productions has

begun production on three new

films, for various clients, to be re-

leased later in the year.

Holiday Magazine has signed for

a sales promotion film to run 20

minutes, in color, and featuring a

new animation technique developed

by Rene Bras.

Phelps Dodge Copper Products

will sponsor a 30-minute color film

dealing with its new- tube mill in

New Brunswick. New Jersey.

Health services available to New

York citizens will be the subject of

a half-hour film being produced for

the New York State Department of

Health. a-

COLOR FILMSTRIPS
FOR USE IN EDUCATION
Specialized equipment and the know-how of a group of specialists who
hove worked together in producing over 700 color films. If you wont

a complete production or require specialized assistance on any production

problem, contact Henry Cloy Gipson, President . . .

economical -professional

motion picture production

film associates
of michigan, inc.

4815 cabot avenue
detroit 10, michigan
telephone luzon 2-6200

associated studios in

detroit -Chicago
new york - new Orleans

los angeles - baltimore

san francisco - houston

Washington - st. louis

James e. maclane
executive producer
23 years professional
experience in film

production

are you sure you are

getting the best possible

film strip masters? .

You're not when your master Is

merely a copy of the originals.

An IdentrColor master makes

use of the finest qualities of the

originals, and makes up for any

deficiencies in them. Identl-

Color masters correct variations

in color density and contrast,

and compensate for color shift

In printing—thus giving release

prints of exceptional smooth-

ness.

With color slide reproductions,

on the other hand, you want

true copies. We supply 35mm
color slides identical to the

original, at the price of ordinary

duplicates. Send the coupon

for literature.

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, 10 E. 43, N. Y. 17, N. Y.

VI/RITE FOR FREE BOOKLET: "The David and Goliath of Visual Education"

Color
L^iBORATORY—-^--^ \

1104 FAIR OAKS. SOUTH PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

IDENTICOLOR LABS
1104 Fair Oils, So. Pasadena. Calif.

Please tell me how lo get the best
possible film strip masters, release

prints and 35mm color slides.

My Name
Title

Company
Address

City & State
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People rafo® EiafePicliircs

John H. Tobin

Industrial V.P. at Sound Masters

John H. Tobin has been ap-

pointed vice president in charge of

industrial fibns at Sound Masters.

Inc.

Mr. Tobin has been a producei-

director with the New York produc-

tion firm for several vears. 1;;^'

* « «

Jack Rowles Joins Creative

Staff of MPO Productions, N. Y.

Burl. in J. ".lack" Itoulo has

joined the creative staff of MPO
Productions. Inc.

Rowles has been active as a writer-

director-producer in motion pictures

and television since 1946. He won a

Sylvania Award certificate in 1956

for co-authoring The Long Way

Home, a tv play voted the most out-

standing human interest program

of the year. He also is co-author of

the feature film. That Night, due foi

release in June.

He entered the motion ]iicturr

held in 1946 to write I for Transfilni.

Irii.l the Ford Motor Company's

.Imericans At Home series, includ-

ing Men of Gloucester. Pueblo Bo-\

and Southern Highlanders. Other

credits include Make Way for

Youth, for the National Social Wel-

fare Assembly: Wheel Sense and

Partnership of Faith, for Studebaker

Corporation: Peeivee, for the L'.S.

State Department: TV.4 Town, for

the U.S. Army Reorientation Branch;

Fishing in Alaska and Hunting in

Alaska, for Nash Motors: Tarheel

Wlhllife. for North Carolina Wild-

life Resources Commission; Deci-

,s(«n for Chemistry and The Key to

Soil Structure, for Monsanto Chem-

ical Company: Telegram for .Amer-

ica, for Western Union : Wliat Makes

a City Great, for Greater New \ork

Fund; People. Profits and You, for

the American Newspaper Publishers

Association: and The Man in the

Doorway, for American Cyanamid

Company.
Rowles recently wrote an article

for the Saturday- Evenij\g Post on

the lives of three small-animal veteri-

narians iii his home town of Cos

Cob. CoMnecli.ul. S

Nils Asther Named Special Rep
for Louis Kellman Productions

Nils Asther. long-time Hollywood

actor, has joined the staff of Louis

W. Kellman Productions as special

representative. The compan\ plans

to use Asther as coordinator between

industrial and theatrical markets in

a campaign to bring added dramatic

feeling to Kellman films.

Asther began his career in Swedish

films, changing to the stage with the

Swedish Roval Theatre before com-

ing to America in 1927. He left

Hollywood in 1947, and since that

time has been active in television

(Robert Montgomery. Studio One.

etc. I and in legitimate theatre here

and abroad. Recently returned from

actor-director assignments in Spain.

Asther plans to continue directing.

Quigley to Fairbanks Sales

Vernon J. Quigley, formerly with

Collier's magazine, has joined the

industrial staff of Jerry Fairbanks

Productions. California. Quigley

will specialize in industrial films and

television spot sales throughout the

midwest and will have his head-

quarters in Chicago. '3'

« » *

Cellomatic Names Sales Chief

Francis C. McCall has been ap-

pointed vice-president in charge of

sales for Cellomatic Corporation,

television production and sales meet-

ings specialists. McCall will make

his headquarters in Cellomatic's

New York offices. Previously he was

general manager of Public Service

Television. Inc.. Miami, Florida. ^

16mm needs

For the latest technical

information on how to get

the most from 16mm film. g'

write for DU/ART'S FREE /

booklet "The Processing /

of 16mm Film.- /

DU/ART gives your 16mm negative

SPECIAL CARE with:

RESEARCH IN 16mm PROCESSING...
Brought about the use of jet spray negative developing

for faster— "bromide-drag-free" results,

CONSTANT LABORATORY SUPERVISION...
Hourly sensitometric tests to guarantee proper develop-

ing strengths., .and constant chemical replenishing con-

trol assures proper processing for every foot of negative.

EFFICIENT LABORATORY ROUTINE...
Every roll of 16mm film receives constant detail atten-

tion — from gamma strip and picture tests to special proc-

essing instructions for your individual negative

No matter how large or small the job. your 16mm negative

receives SPECIAL CARE at DU/ART.

DU/ART LM LABS, INC.
245 West 55tti Street. New York 19, N. Y.

John E. Pa'iorr

Parrott Heads Merchandising
at Wilding-Henderson, Inc.

John E. Parrotl has been ap-

pointed to the newly-created post of

director of merchandising and sales

promotion programs of Wilding-

Henderson. Inc.. Detroit, national

sales promotion and training organi-

zation, according to Lang S. Thomp-

son, president. The new position

was established to expand and ex-

pedite the company's program plan-

ning and merchandising activities,

Thompson said.

Previously, Parrott was with the

Ford Motor Company, During the

last six years, he served in various

executive capacities in the sales de-

partment of the Ford Division, most

recently as car sales promotion

manager. W

Low Heads Sales for Lawrence

-¥ Robert Lawrence Productions,

Inc. has appointed Martin Low to

the post of vice president in charge

of sales.

Iti this capacity. Mr. Low will co-

ordinate the activities of the com-

panv's main headquarters with its

branches and affiliates: Granlray-

Lawrence Animation. Inc.: Loucks

& Norling Studios, Inc; and Pin-

toff-Lawrence Productions, Inc. Mr.

Low will also act as liaison between

the producers operations and ad-

vertising agencies.

The appointment follows a series

of expansion moves designed to

offer one-stop film service under a

single corporate roof. 9
» « «

Directs Filmack TV Sales

Appoiiitment of Ted Liss as direc-

tor of creative television sales has

been announced by Filmack Studios,

Chicago. Liss has experience in

television production and advertis-

ing. As a CBS-TV staffer, he cre-

ated, directed and produced shows

and commercials in Chicago and St.

Louis. More recently, he has worked

as an agency writer and producer

on such accounts as Helene Curtis

and Bulko Gas. 9
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John Holmes Is Sales Manager
at Roger Wade Productions

J.iliM E. Hulmes ha? been ap-

jKiinleil sale? manager of Roger

V^'ade Productions. Inc.

Holmes formerly was vice-presi-

dent in cliarge of ~ales of the Auto-

John E. Holmes

matic Projection Corporation and

a district sales manager of Viewlex.

Inc. He was with NBC for 15 years

in recording, radio and television. Q'

» * «

Charles Hundt Named Producer
at Theodore Productions, Inc.

Charles J. Hundt has joined

Theodore Productions. Inc., New
York, as executive producer.

Mr. Hundt has been associated

with several film companies and

has produced over 100 industrial

films in the past years. He will

make his headquarters at the 730

Fifth Avenue office of Theodore

Productions.

At the same time. Rex Marshall,

president of the companw an-

nounced the appointment of Joseph

Manduke as production manager.

.\Ir. Manduke has recently been as-

sociated with Jack Berch Produc-

tions and with Sarra. Inc. R'

Mihan, Eddy Join Wilding
Editorial Staff at Cleveland

Addition of Robert G. Mihan to

the sales staff and Junius Eddy to

the editorial staff of the Cleveland

Sales District of Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc., has been an-

nounced by Dean Coffin, district

manager.

Mihan is known in Cleveland for

his work in sales consultation and

the development of sales and service

training programs. He will call on

Ohio firms and help develop visual

programs as an aid to better com-

munications and improvement of

professional selling techniques.

Eddy, former theatre director and

television writer, is the author of

a civil defense play which appeared

on Kraft Theatre recently. He also

was playwright-in-residence and di-

rector of dramatic production at the

Karanm Theatre, and was associate

professor of dramatics at Baylor

University in Waco. Texas. ^

Three Exec Appointments
Announced by Fred A. Niles

Three executive appointments

have been amiounced by Fred A.

Niles. president of Fred -\. NOes

Productions. Inc.. of Chicago and

Hollvwood. Louis Kravitz has been

appointed vice-president in charge

of sales. Thomas R. Ryan has been

appointed vice-president in charge

of production. James Magee has

been named creative director.

Kravitz will head the Niles sales

staff in Chicago. He has been with

the studio for one year. Previously,

he was associated with Lewis and

Martin Films. Inc.. and Filmack

Studios, both of Chicago. Ryan has

been production manager. g'

FOR PUBLIC SERVICE
MOTION PICTURES

oxzie glover

CAESAR-SALTZMAN
Special Effects Optical Printers

and Animation Equipment

ANIMATION

TITLES

STILLS

i CARTOONS

TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY i

INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

EDUCATIONAL MOTION PICTURES

TV MOTION PICTURES

ENTERTAINMENT MOTION PICTURES

ANIMATION AND SPECIAL
EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

Model No. 111-E

An intelligent approach to today's

problems of TV commercials. It is

made to serve the multiple tasks of

the animation field to take angle

shots and zooms, matching zooms,
spinning, as well as countless other
photographic requirements. We man-
ufacture a complete range of styles

and sizes.

OPTICAL PRINTER FOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS WORK

Will print 4 times reduction to

4 times enlargement in one
continuous zoom. Complete au-

tomatic focus. Many combina-
tions of movement and optical

effects available.

PRODUCTIONS WRITE FOR COMPLETE LITERATURE

1159 N. HIGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD 38. CALIF. HO. 2-606I

Ml PlMlafnfhit E^Mipmiit Siaic lt»

J. G. SALTZMAN, INC.
SAUS DISTRIBUTORS for CAESAR MANUfACTURING. INC.

, Now Yo.k 17. N.Y.
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45)

Rapid Film Technique, Inc.

3702—27th St.

Long Island City 1. N. Y.

Exhibiting: films treated with Rapid-

weld process for removing scratches

Personnel: Jack Bernard. H. Lloyd.

J. Gober. Syd Dash. M. Bernard

Reeves Equipment Corp.
10 East 52nd St.

New York 22. N. Y.

Exhibiting: Tandberg tape recorders.

Tandberg speaker systems

Personnel: Don Civitillo. R. R. Shaw

Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
10 East 52iul St.

New York 22, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Soundcraft magnetic re-

cording tapes

Personnel: T. J. Dempsey. G. P. Bas-

sett

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

E. Hillside Dr.

Bloomington. Ind.

Exhibiting: 1000 watt 50 slide auto-

matic slide projector

Personnel: B. Presti

Wm. Schuessler
361 W. Superior St.

Chicago 10. 111.

Exhibiting: motion picture film

shipping cases

Personnel: H. Schuessler

Your Guide to IVAVA Exhihilnrs:

Smith System
Manufacturing Co.
212 Ontario St. S. E.

Minneapolis 14. Minn.

Exhibiting: portable Shado screen,

complete A-V Library file, combina-

tion portable cabinet and projection

table

Personnel: H. E. Hyland, L. J. Peder-

son

Society for Visual Education,
Inc., Ampro Audio-Visual

Division of S.V.E.
1345 Diversey Pkwy.

Chicago 14, 111.

Exhibiting: filmstrip and slide projs.,

sound slidefilm projs., micro projs.,

filmstrips, 2x2 slides and accessories;

IRmni sound projs., tape recorders

and accessories

Personnel: John C. Kennan, R. J.

Kohl. Walter Johnson, James S.

Brown, Peter Anderson, Elgin Woll-

nian, Edward Skipper, Don Parson,

James McEntee, C. V. Wejman

Spindler & Sauppe
2201 Beverly Blvd.

Los Angeles 57, Calif.

Exhibiting: continuous automatic

2x2 and 2;4x2'_i slide projection

equiimient

Personnel: George A. Sauppe, Nor-
man A. Sauppe

Squibb-Taylor, Inc.

1213 S. Akard
Dallas, Tex.

Exhibiting: Taylor spotlight opaque
projector, and accessories

Personnel; Clif Squibb. Jody Damron

Standard Projector & Equipment
Co., Inc.

7106 Touhy Ave.

Chicago 31, 111.

Exhibiting: complete line of projec-

tors for filmstrips & 2.x2 slides, film-

strip previewers, beaded & silver

screens

Personnel; Pat J. Kilday

The Strong Electric Corporation
87 City Park Ave.

Toledo 1, Ohio

Exhibiting: Trouperette spotlight,

Uiiiversal aiT slide pi-ojector

Personnel: A. J. Hatch

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

1740 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.

Exhibiting: projection and photo-

flash lamps

Personnel: Richard B. Martenson,
Chas. Massman, Ruth I. Munder

Note: details on admission to the

NAVA Trade Show are given on

page 45.

Technical Service, Inc.

30865 Five Mile Rd.

Livonia. Mich.

Exhibiting: TSI DeVrylite, Duolite,

Suitcase and Moviematic 16mm
sound motion picture projectors

Personnel; Paul E. Ruedemann, Geo.

G. Collins, E. H. Lerchen, Howard
TetHiant

Television Associates of
Indiana, Inc.

E. Barker .Ave.

Lakeland, Michigan City, Ind.

Exhibiting: continuous film maga-
zines, tape magazines and projec-

tors; rear projector daylight screens

Personnel: W. C. Eddy. Jr.

Television Equipment Co.
161 E. Grand Ave.

Chicago U, 111.

Exhibiting: Diamond power closed

circuit television, ColorTran lighting,

Kinevox sound equipment, Auricon

cameras, Arriflex cameras, film edit-

ing equipment

Personnel: Jack Behrend, Fred Voss,

M. A. Behrend, Sam Stone

Transvision, Inc.

460 North Ave.

New Rochelle, N. Y.

Exhibiting: TV classroom receiver,

complete TV closed circuit system,

teaching aids in electronics

Personnel: Herbert Suesholtz, Elmer
Andrews, Terry Milicia, Joseph
Grossi

II
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United World Films, Inc.

1445 Park Ave.

New York 29, N. Y.

Exhibiting: Castle films, feature en-

tertainment movies, educational
films, government films for school

and industry, sponsored free films

Personnel: Murray Goodman, James
Franey, John Desmond, Art Hahn,
Frank Mannarelli, A. Karpinski,

Richard Hanisch, Lou Chiecki, Leo

Guelpa

Universal Screen Co.
530 .Main St.

Clinton, ^lass.

Exhibiting: a lenticular projection

screen

Personnel: E. F. Johnson. W. T. Sny-

der, Drayton Church

V-M Corporation
Park & Fourth

Benton Harbor. Mich.

Exhibiting: tape recorders, tape

decks, manual players, changers,

speakers

Personnel: C. S. Stevens. G. R. Mil-

ler. Joe Searfuss, Jim Fitzsimmons,
M. B. Cain, Bob Fissell

Vertical Blinds Corp. of Amer.
lOoH Pontius .-Vve.

Los .\ngeles 25. Calif.

Exhibiting: vertical Venetian dark-
ening blinds

I*ersonnel: Oscar Lee

Victor Animatograph Corp.
P. 0. Box 112

Plainville. Conn.

Exhibiting: Victor 16mm sound mo-
tion picture projectors, silent 16.

Magnesound, Magnascope. 1600 arc.

Vidoscope anamorphic lens, splicers,

editors and viewers; Victor mobile

projector stand

I*ersonnel: K. Spelletich, Jr.. S. G.

Rose, Morris Schwartz. H. 0. Jones.

A. J. McClelland, Hy Schwartz, W.
E. Kellogg, Jack Stine, Al Brang-
wynne, Warren White, Jack Lewis.
;\Iort Goldberg

Victorlite Industries, Inc.

4117 W. Jefferson Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Exhibiting: Visualcast daylight over-

head projectors and materials

Personnel: James J. Fitzsimmons,

Robert J. Brady, Ralph W. Siegel

Viewlex, Inc.

3501 Queens Blvd.

Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Exhibiting: filmstrip, slide & film-

strip, soundslide projectors

Personnel: M. R. Abrams, Ben
Peirez, Bill Dwinell, Russ Yankie

Wallach & Associates, Inc.

1589 .\ddison Rd.

Cleveland 3, Ohio

Exhibiting: storage equipment for

tapes, discs and films; accessories

Personnel: Charles D. Wallach, .-Ar-

thur Wallach, Mrs. .-Arthur Wallach,

C. Larry Oliver, Albert Tengler

Webcor, Inc.

5610 W. Bloomingdale .\ve.

Chicago 31, 111.

Exhibiting: tape recorders, high fi-

delity fonografs

Personnel: Chas. W. Markham, H. R.

Letzter, C. Dwyer, L. Burdick, M.
Jensen, Geo. Hincker, Geo. Simkow-
ski

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Lamp Division

1 Mac.\rthur A\e.

Bloomfield, N. J.

Exhibiting: new projection lamps,

including demonstrations of Focus-

Lok based Blue Top projection

lamps, and Xenon (short-arc) pro-

jection lamps

Personnel: W. R. Wilson, M. S. San-

craint, R. L. Allen. R. D. Reynolds

Wheelit Sales Company
1:223 Alliion St.

Toledo 6, Ohio

Exhibiting: projector tables, trans-

portation carts and photographers'

carts

Personnel: J. K. Campbell, George
H. Gruber, Clara Gruber. Emily
Campbell

World Wide Pictures
P. 0. Box 2567

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Exhibiting : religious motion pictures

and sound filmstrips

Personnel: Brunson Motley, Dick

Ross, Dave Barr •

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE
35mm & 16mm ~ B & W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES

Ray MERCER & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD
NOrmandy 3-9331-^

29, CALIF.

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16nini

MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photography, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Worl< Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and Matching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Striping

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

764 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

^^ Ihe long list o! nationally-known firms who

^^ use SELECTROSLIDE automatic-proiectors in

V their sales training — selling — and public

relations programs is growing constantly. There

MUST be a reason.

From the JUNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN-
SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more

than 32 years of experience, to out-perform and

outlast all others- Why not ask the fifms who use

them.

ALL SELECTROSLIDE automatic projectors are

TURBINE-COOLED: Operate with push-button

remote control, or automatically: Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention: Availalile with various focal-

lengtti lenses from 2 to 10 inches; Interchange-

able magazines accommodate from 16 to 96

slides.

SELECTROSLIDE is the "diamond" of fully-automatic-

projectors . . . nothing finer . . nothing more enduring

...and there is a SELECTROSLIDE to fit your projec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audio-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of SELECTROSLIDE. or

consult us

STAr«bARD

SELECTROSLiOE

m^.

Illustrated literature available

— no cost or obligation.

SELECTROSLIDE
JUNIORÂ

7 Spindler & Sauppe »»<

T 2201 B>verly Blvd., l«s Angeks 57. Colif , Phone: DUnk

fSTAillSHED I«i4

nkirk 9.13R8
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Above: this Victor Mixer Magne-
sound unit makes possible magnetic

film recording and playback on all

Victor 16mm optical sound projec-

tors (story below).

Victor Mixer Magnesound Units

in Production at Kalart Plant

M Victtir ATiiniatograiih Corpora-

tion, now afliiiated with The Kalart

Company of Plainville. Connecticut,

has announced that its Mixer Mag-

nesound units are being produced in

Kalart's plant.

The Victor Magnesound Mixer is

an attachment which facilitates mag-

netic film recording and playback

on all Victor 16mm optical sound

projectors, making it possible to

record voice and music simultane-

ously. Separate microphone and

phonograph volume controls pro-

vide versatility of volume selection

—

bringing up music with voice fade-

under or voice with music fade-

under.

Magnesound recordings will last

the life of the film or they can be

erased and recorded on the same

film track. Major components of

the Mixer Magnesound include a

magnetic sound drum incorporating

separate record-playback and erase

heads, a mike and an amplifier.

The Mixer Magnesound drum is

interchangeable with the Victor Pro-

jector's optical sound drum and is

connected to the magnetic amplifier.

The Mixer Magnesound amplifier is.

in turn, interconnected with the pro-

jector amplifier. In use, magnetic

stripped single or double perforated

film is placed over the usual thread-

ing route, and the projector is oper-

ated in the usual niamier. Record-

ing and plavback are accomplished

as the film runs through the projec-

tor.

Mixer Magnesountl does its job

on 100 mil magnetic stripped film,

and on optical sound liliii with a

")0 rnil magnetic half-tra' k. or 25

mil magnetic stripped doilile per-

forated silent film. Reconloi^i can

be made at either 16 (silent -peeil)

or 24 I sound speed I frame- per

second. '/U'

62

Hew audio -VISUAL Equipraenl

Recent Product Developments for Production and Projection

Clnekad Mike Boom Features

Internal Directional Control

.\ new collapsible. |iortable micro-

]:ilione boom. Model ""Miiacle." has

been announced by Cinekad Engi-

neering Company, New York City.

Designed for motion picture and

television use. the new boom fea-

tures an internal directional mike

control which affords a full .360-de-

gree turn of the instrument.

The "Miracle" boom extends to a

maximum length of 18 feet and is

strutted to support the heaviest

microphones. The unit's five-foot

stand has three 4-inch rubber-tired

wheels and can be elevated to a

height of 10 feet. Total weight of

stand and boom is 48 pounds

I counter weight included )

.

Additional information on the

"Miracle" mike boom can be ob-

tained by writing Cinekad Engi-

neering Company, 76.3 Tenth Ave..

New York C^itv. New York. Ijj^'

Robovision, Tape Record Unit

Projects Sound Slidefilms

-•^ Kobo\ i>ii'n. a new auloniatic tape

recorded sound slidefilm projection

unit, has been introduced by Oakti>n

Engineering Corporation. Skokie.

Illinois. The unit is self-contained

FllMnJJne announces

a new coicept in developing film

CONTROLLED
PROCESSING

from

^ ONLY m» B«
f„2!l lpe-.e controi <or

SYSTEM - A"'°-°;'""^( Tirchemicol
solutions.

both treating and cooUng ^^^^^^

NOW/— wilti a FILMLINE Processor

even an amateur con produce top

quality footage. Just load ttie ma-

chine
—

"flip Ifie switch and walk

away"

—

FILMtlNE Controlled-

Processing does the rest. Choose

from 14 standard models. All

metal construction with heavy
gauge, heliarc welded stainless

steel tanks. Custom models built

to specification. Write today for

full information.

FilMnlMMie

Illustrated: Model R-15 16mm
Reversal & Negolive-Positive

Processor. Variable speeds to

1200 ft. per hr. From $2795.00.
Wfrs- lt5f Pftce Subjecf fo Chongc.

%
.Kt

KtCnNT FILMLINL INSTALLATIONS;
Aiomic Energy Comm. • Bell Aircraft
• Du Pom • G.E. • I B-M • llni..fi

f jrbidc • United Airtr.ifi • U S N Re-
ve.irch L.rb • II S. Senate • UN •

FILIWLINt CORP., Dept. BJU-57 MILFORD, CONN. •Pot Pendmq

with a built-in screen. It tan 1

set to cut off automatically at the

end of a film or it can repeat itself

continuouslv.

Though Robovision can be util-

ized in many situations which call

for slidefilm presentation, it appears

to be especially suited to sales activ-

ities. Compact and easily operated,

the unit could be used in sales

training, as a salesman's visual aid,

or as a continuous sales display.

The heart of Robovision is its

Robotape device. Robotape is a

patented automated tape player that

Here s the new Robovision self-

contained sound slidefilm unit.

features subsonic action signals. ,\s

the announcer describes the slides,

the inaudible tape signals advance

the film. Robotape is manufactured

by Oakton Engineering Corpora-

tion.

Both tape and film are in continu-

ous loops, so there are no records

to cue, no films to rewind. Robo-

vision carries 110 slide pictures,

9x12". in black white or color.

Tape cartridges can carry up to one

hour of recorded sound.

The unit can be placed virtually

anywhere for viewing convenience.

The operator pulls out the cord,

coupled to an internal automatic

rewind reel, plugs it in and pushes

tlie starting button. Picture brilli-

ance eliminates the necessity for

turning out lights or pulling shades.

Complete flexibility of Robovi-

sion may be achieved through use

of one or more auxiliary loud-

speakers acting as a public address

s\stem. or through one or more

telephone-type handsets for private

listening.

.Standard, single frame, strip-film

proportioned photographs 1 3 units

high x 4 units wide I can be shot

by any local photographer in black

and white or color. These, plus

script, are all Oakton Engineering

needs to supply a ready-to-operate

Robovision package. Or any sound

slidefilm studio can do the job.

Robovision has a 9x12" Polacoat

Lenscreen, a 300-watt, fan-rooled

lirojection lamp, a 1 '
j" focal

CUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



lenglli lens, a built-in speaker witli

external speaker jack and a 21x21

xll" case. The unit weighs 36 lbs.

It has a carrying handle, a retract-

able line cord, and a receptacle for

remote start and or remote film

advance.

Pictured abc.e a-e --e Pa-r^

16mm camera and accessories.

Versatile Accessory Line Is

Offered With Pathe Cameras

.\ new line of accessories is of-

fered buyers of the Pathe 16nnn

camera by Royal Photo Distribu-

tors. Said to offer the commercial

filmer versatile professional equip-

ment at reasonable cost, the new

items include a 6-volt variable speed

motor, operating on batteries, an

AC unit and battery charger, a

tachometer, matte box and a trig-

ger release with shoulder brace.

Pathe 16nmi accessories also in-

clude time-lapse equipment, syn-

chronous motor, bellows for close-

up work and for the use of still

camera lenses and microscope adap-

ters. For further details, check your

local camera dealer or write to

Royal Photo Distributors. 78 W.
47th Street. New York 36. N. Y. Q

BUYERS READ BUSINESS SCREEN

Burke and James, Inc. Issues

'57 Photo Equipment Catalog

¥ Tlie new. revised 5'Jt!i annual

Burke and James Photo Equipment

Catalog now is available to profes-

sional and amateur photographers.

The Burke and James catalog I No.

4.57-Ml contains 104 illustrated

pages giving details on some 2.000

photo units— including equipment

used in industrial and scientific

work. Information is provided on

lenses ranging from 14-inch to i2

inches.

The B & J Catalog may be ob-

tained without charge from Burke

and James. Inc.. 321 S. Wabash

Ave. Chicago 4. w*

Cinema Research Corp. Moves
to Larger Hollywood Quarters

¥ Cinema Kesearcii Corpuration.

optical and special effects firm, has

moved to larger quarters at 716 N.

La Brea Ave.. Hollywood 38. The

new location provides several thou-

sand additional square feet of space

for current and future expansion

and a commodious parking lot.

According to Hal Scheib. presi-

dent of Cinema Research, the fa-

cilities make possible a new screen-

ing room, studio, space for motion

picture insert photography and

more area for the printing, editing

and other departments of the firm.

Additional printers are on order for

deliverv later in the vear. ^
^ * *

Caldwell Handling Dage Units

* Caldwell A-V Etpiipment Co.

Ltd.. Toronto. Ontario. Canada, has

been appointed to handle Canadian

sales for the Dage TV Division of

Thompson Products. The Dage Di-

vision manufactures camera and

studio equipment. Caldwell's pro-

duction division may purchase some

of the Dage equipment immediately

for their own use. W

Each year since we began
producing our distinctive

TYPE TITLES
we have served an ever-

increasing number of the

world s leading producers

There must be a reason !

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago II. Illinois

Buyer's Guide to

Audio-Visual

Equipment Coming

* The 1957-58 Annual

Buver"s Guide to Audio-

Visual Projection Equip-

in e n t and Accessories

will be a featured part

of the next issue of

Business Screen. Com-

plete details on all types

of motion and slide pro-

jectors, screens, film

handling, storage and

shipping accessories will

be included. S'

in the thwest

,ilm company

'producers of

outstanding

• DOCUMENTARY

• DRAMATIC

\9 FULLY ANIMATED

films for

^business & industry

far over W years

13825 BRYAN • DALLAS • Phone TA 3-8158

FIRST in Audio-Visual Communications: BUSINESS SCREEN

Oef Your Message
To Any Sixe Audience, .

.

with t his POWER-PACKED "PACKAGE"

%iiKane
the proven name in

audio-visual devices.

Since 1922
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Things to think about
when you buy —

Sound Slidefilm

Machines
Can you get replacement needles, tubes

and lamps easily?

Will you have to pay excess fares on

planes?

Must you have a shipping container when

you ship from meeting to meeting?

Is everything in one case?

These points add up.

Our machines are perfect

on every point.

McCLURE
1115V2 W. Washington Boulevard

CHICAGO
Phone: CAnal 6-4914

MEDICAL EDUCATION TO AID MANKIND

15 Countries Send Films to

Int'l Medical Film Exhibition

AMERICAN clixtors were atrorded a rare

glimpse (jt medical techniques behind the

Iron Curtain at the first International Med-

ical Exhibition held in New York. June 3-7.

Two films recently produced in Czechoslovakia

were among the 45 medical motion pictures that

were shown to physicians attending the American

Medical AssociationV 106th annual meeting.

The medical film exhibition, presented by the

AMA with the cooperation of Johnson & Johnson,

surgical dressing manufacturers, featured nu)-

liim pictures shnwing advances in diagnosis.

Mexico was represented (I. to r.| by Drs. Rataei

Munoz Kapelman, Pozos Labardini, Ismael Ugalde

NIeto, Andres Straffon Osorno, pictured with

Dr. John Henderson, medical director, Johnson

& Johnson, exhibition sponsor (3rd from left)

and Mr. Ralph Greer, host for the showings.

treatment and research as developed and prac-

ticed in 15 foreign countries.

The AMA is now making the films available

for showing in this country by medical schools

and professional societies.

At the opening luncheon, Dr. Dwight Murray,

president of the AMA. said that physicians are

now only beginning to realize the value of the

camera as a teaching tool.

"Medical scientists."" he stated, "should recog-

nize this potential and apply themselves to de-

veloping exploitation of this truly magnificent

art. to the end that medical men all over the

world may begin sharing new discoveries and

developments rapidly, efficiently and com-

pletely."

According to Ralph Creer. director of motion

pictures and medical television for the AMA,
"The two Czechoslovakian films shown were ex-

ceedingly well done from the technical point of

view. The surgeons who reviewed the films here

were quite complimentary insofar as the surgi-

cal procedures were concerned.

"Medical and surgical films."" he continued,

"speak an international language. A good mo-

tion picture on the diagnosis and managemcnl

of peptic ulcer, or on the subject of shock wcmld

be just as acceptable and useful in London. Paris,

Hong Kong. New York or Teheran."'

One Czechoslovakian film, produced by Dr.

Jaroslav Prochazka of Prague, shows the sur-

gical rcmrival ()f a human lung infected h\ can-

A.M.A. President Dr. Murray greets Dr. Ismael

Ugalde Nieto of the University of Mexico.

cer. The other is a study of intracranial aneu-

rysms, bv Dr. Rudolph Malec. of Prague.

The entry of these and the other films into

the I'nited States was facilitated by authorities

in Washington who waived import duties nor-

mallv imposed on foreign medical motion pic-

tures.

Some of the problems of the international ex-

change of motion pictures were explored at a

symposium held during the course of the AMA
proceedings. The discussion was cued to pre-

liminary remarks by Dr. Henk Nieuwenhuize,

director of the International Rehabilitation Film

Librarv. and Wilbert Pearson, chief of the at-

testation and review staff, motion picture serv-

ice. U.S. Information .\gency. R'

Below: Dr. Jose Allperin of Argentina receives

certificate from AMA's Dr. Alphonse McMahon.

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF

MOOD AND BRIDGE MUSIC

For Details Write:

AUDID-MASTEH Carp.

17 East 45lh St. • New York 17, N. Y.
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Canadian Film Awards Go to

People Who Serve Medium
* F'ilm pnnliRers ami trailblazers

rather than film productions were

honored bv the "Jth annual Canadian

Film Awards presentation, held at a

luncheon of the Association of Mo-

tion Picture Producers and Labora-

tories of Canada. June 15. in the

King Edward Hotel. Toronto.

For the 1957 competition, the

Canadian Film Awards Manage-

ment Committee suspended the reg-

ular judging of film subjects to ac-

claim persons, organizations and

projects for distinguished contribu-

tions to Canadian film making.

Citations Read by W. R. Carroll

The citations were read by W. R.

Carroll, past-president of the Cana-

dian .Association for .iVdult Educa-

tion. Chairman of the presentation

was Charles Topshee. chairman of

the -\wards Management Committee

and executive director of the Cana-

dian Film Institute.

Judges for the award selections

were J. R. Kidd. director of the Ca-

nadian Association for -\dult Edu-

cation. Walter B. Herbert, director

of the Canada Foundation. Miss

Helen Wilson of the Ottawa Film

Society. John Robbins. editor of

Encyclopaedia Canadiana. and

Charles Topshee.

Crawleys Cited for Contribution

Citations and award certificates

were presented to:

-Associated Screen News Limited,

of Montreal, for its initiative in de-

veloping a program of training

young personnel to meet the de-

mands of Canada's growing film in-

dustry:

Crawley Films Limited. Ottawa,

in recognition of the company's out-

standing international production

program in the field of educational

films;

Frank Radford Crawley and Ju-

dith Crawley, of Crawley Films Lim-

ited, for their unique contribution

as a team to Canada's film making

art and industry:

Lew Parrv. a pioneer in motion

picture production in Western Can-

ada, for his leadership in the devel-

opment of a Canadian film indus-

try:

Rov Tash. a pioneer cameraman,

for his more than a quarter of a

century of photographing and edit-

ing Canadian newsreels in the only

sustained project of theatrical film

making in Canada:

John Grierson. first commissioner

of the National Film Board, in rec-

ognition of his unique contribution

to Canada's film making art and in-

dustry.

Honor Film Board Executive

Donald Mulholland. honored for

his encouragement of creative Cana-

dian film production during his

years as director of production at

the National Film Board:

H. P. Brown. E. Fred Holliday

and James R. Pollock, jointly cited

for their pioneer work and contin-

ued devotion to the development of

Canadian films in education:

Reverend Anson C. Moorhouse.

who spearheaded the production

center for films and filmstrips for

the L'nited Church of Canada:

Yorkton Film CounciL in recog-

nition of its outstanding Interna-

tional Film Festival which demon-

strates the contribution of the film

council movement in Canada. §'

Associated Screen News Execs

* Promotion of R. Pitt-Taylor to

the position of television production

manager has been announced by

-Associated Screen News Limited.

Montreal. Quebec. Canada. Bill Wil-

cox has been named art director, re-

placing Jack Dunham who recently

resigned from the company. W

ARTij^VlDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington 2 7378-9

Caldwell Installs

New DeBrie Printer

-t .A new optical reduc-

tion stop printer, de-

signed bv .Andre DeBrie

of Paris. Inc.. has been

installed in the Toronto

laboratory of S. W.

Caldwell. Limited.

The printer handles a

variety of work for Ca-

nadian labs, agencies

and producers. It re-

duces .35mm color or

black and white film to

16mm color or black

and white, simultaneous-

ly. It also makes color

inter-negatives. 9'

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
I6mm
35mm Standard

35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo • Fitmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Comblnotion

AURICONS
oil models single system

Cine Kodak Special

Maurer • Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bordwell McAlister

Colortran

Century

Coble
Spider Boxes

Bull Switches

Strong ARC-Trouper

10 Amps llOV AC 5000W-
2OO0W-750W
CECO Cone Lites

(shadowless lite)

Gotor Clip Lites

Born Doors

Diffusers

Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

EDITING
Moviolas • Rewinders

Tables • Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Porolleis • Lodders

2 Steps * Apple Boxes

Scrims • Flogs

Gobo Stands

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Mognosync-mognetic film

Reeves Magicorder

Mole Richordson Booms ond
Perombulotors

Portable Mike Booms
Porloble Power Supplies to

operate camera and recorder

DOLLIES
Fearless Ponorom

Mc Alister Crab
Platform • Western

3 Wheel Portable

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flni€Rfl €ouipm€nT(o.,inc.

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

M^ke yout om HOT PRESS TITLES

on the

KENSOL 11 a
ART

LETTERING

PRESS

Compare the following Kensol Hot Press advantages:

• LETTERS COMPLETE TITLE CARD OR CEL IN ONE IMPRESSION.

Light weight hot presses and most other methods print only one line at a time.

. PRINTS ON POSTER BOARD, COLORAID PAPER AND ACETATE
Hot press is the only method which will produce tine quality lettering on all three.

.LETTERS IN BLACK, WHITE AND ALL POPUUR COLORS.
Titles quickly and inexpensively made by inexperienced personnel.

• NO MESSY INK TO CLEAN UP OR CHEMICALS TO CHANGE.
Hot Press Titling is a completely opaque, dry transfer process.

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION

OLSE

124-132 WHIie ST., NEW YORK 13, M. f.

Specialists in Quality Marl(inE Equipment and Supplies for over 30 years
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Send
Your Film

To The
Complete 16IVIIVI

Service

Laboratory
Unsurpassed for . .

.

SPEED



the mark of

in commercial films

GATE & McGLONE

films for industry

1521 cross roads of the world

hollywood 28. California

BIRNS& SAWYER
Now West Coast Headquarters for the

Finest in Motion Picture Equipment

Camera Equipment Co.

National Cine Equipment

Camera Mart

Precision Sound Readers

Arriflex 16 and 35mm
Neumade

Moviola

Prestoseal Buttweld Splicers

J. G. McAlister Lights

These Superb Lines-All Under One Roof

Photographef't CAR-PAC

Full lengtti Cor.Top Platform

Sturdy shooting platform . . . distinctive,

strong, lightweight. 42" X 90", supports

750 lbs., easily installed, detached.

S225.00 F.O.B. Los Angeles

Wrife /of free IHerofure

Above: presiding at luncheon ceremonies ^ roof-

ing Sidney Solow's 25tn year at Consoiiaated

Film Industries is Sid Rogell. executive production

marager of 20'''i Century Fox Studios, at lectern.

Associates Honor Sid Solow on His
2Sth Anniversary at Consolidated Lab
* .^iil .^i.h.u. X ice-president and general man-

ager of Consolidated Film Industries, was hon-

ored by friends and film industry associates for

his 2.3th anniversary with the company. June 6.

at a luncheon in the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.

Greetings on behalf of CFIs parent organiza-

tion. Republic Pictures Corporation, were ex-

tended by Republic Studios' vice-president Jack

Baker who presented a gold watch to Solow

as a commemorative gift from Herbert J. Yates,

president of the company.

After accepting the gift. Solow presented an-

other watch to Ted Hirsch. CFl laboratory su-

perintendent and a close friend of Solow's for

several years.

Ernest E. Debs. Los .Angeles councilman, pre-

sented the guest of honor with a scroll on behalf

of the city council. Debs read the scrolls inscrip-

tion which thanked Solow for his leadership in

the film industry, outstanding civic accomplish-

ment and extensive charity work.

Lee Zhite of Billboard Magazine presented a

plaque to CFI for winning all first place awards

in Billboard's Sixth Annual T\ Film Industry

Survey. Accepting the award on behalf of his

laboratory. Solow observed that CFI has won all

first place honors in every laboratory category

for three consecutive years.

"What will we do for an encore? ' asked

Solow. W
* *

Deere Continues Series With Western
-C \ uf-tt-ni luusicai film Ace Raiirhero is rur-

rentlv in production at Wilding studios in Chi-

cago for John Deere- continuing this sponsor s

long record of entertaining programs. Q"

^ FILM CEMENT
FOR ALL FILM

A FABULOUS NEW
CEMENT THAT WILL

GUARANTEE

YOUR SPLICES

TO HOLD
PCKMANENTLY

1 n 40e

PUase ineludf Fogtage xtth orrfcr.

Write tor tree lomple.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

FLORMAN & BABB.INC.
61 W 45lli St. N.T. 36, H.T. MU 7-l«l«

SYMBOL OF

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

tMPIflE PilDGOyi
I NCORPORATED

Films for industry and fe/ev/xion

1920 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN.

Cinekad Synchronous Motor
Drive for 1 6mm Projectors

ispeeially designed to drive all Bell & Howell,
Ampro and Victor 16mm projectors of

synchronous speed.

Projector can be instantly attached to Synchronous

Motor Drive and quickly detached at any time in

a n-taHer of seconds. An outstanding feature is

the flexible shaft which connects motor with pro-

jector and permits smooth, quiet and steady opera-

tion. No special technical knowledge required for

installation and mounting.

Write for more details and prices

Availoble at leading dealers, or direct.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 Tenth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

PLaza 7-3511

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURE-TV EQUIPMENT
Send ior free folder of illustrated Motion Pic-

ture and AudiO'Visual equipment manufactured
by Cinekad.
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF VISUAL EDUCATION DEALERS

EASTERN STATES

. CONNECTICUT •

Rockwell Film &: Projection Sei-v-

ice, 182 High St.. Hartford 5.

. MASSACHUSETTS •

Cinema, Inc., 2,S-1 Clarendon .St..

Boston 16.

. NE\V JERSEY •

Slidecraft Co., 142 Morris .\\e.,

Moinitain Lakes. N. J.

Association Films, Inc., Broad at

Elm. Ridgefield, N. J.

. NEW YORK •

Association Films, Inc., 317 Mad-
ison. New \ ork 17.

Buchan Pictures, 122 \V. Chip
pewa St.. Buffalo.

Crawford, Immig and Landis,

Inc., 200 Fourth .\\cnue. New
York 3, New York.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1775 Broadwa\. New York 19.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. fc Vis. Pdts.,

723 Prospect .\\e.. \Vestbur\

.

N. Y.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

602 W. 52nd St.. New York 19.

Training Films, Inc., 150 \Vest

54th St., New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS Suffern.

. PENNSYLVANIA •

J. P. Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St..

Harrisburg.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc., 4729

Ludlow St.. Phihadelphia 39.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Pittsburgh. Phone: ZEnith 0143.

• WEST VIRGINIA •

B. S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St..

W., Charleston 2, Dickens 6-

6731.

SOUTHERN states"

. FLORIDA .

Norman Laboratories & Studio,

Arlington Suburb, P.O. Box
8598, Jacksonville.

. GEORGIA .

Colonial Films, 71 Walton St.,

X. W., .\lpine 5378. Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 101 Walton
St.. N. W.. .-\tlanta 3.

. LOUISIANA .

Stanley Projection Company, 1117

Bolton .Ave.. .Alexandria.

Stevens Pictures. Inc., 1307 Tu-

lane .Ave., New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service. Inc., 815

Povdras St.. Ne^^ Orleans 12.

Phone: RA 9061.

. MISSISSIPPI .

Herschel Smith Company, 119

Roach St., Jackson 110.

• OHIO •

.Academy Film Service, Inc.,

2110 Pavne -Ave., Cleveland
14.

Frvan Film Sen ice, 1810 E. 12th

St.. Cleveland 14.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2108 Pavne
.Ave.. Cleveland 14.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Davton. Phone: EXterprise
6289.

Twvman Films, Inc.. 400 West
First Street, Da\ton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Lincoln \Vav E.. MassiJlon.

. TENNESSEE •

Southern Visual Films, 687 Shrine

BIdg.. Meinphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service, 416 A. Broad St., Nash-

ville.

. VIRGINIA •

Tidewater .Audio-Visual Center,

Cameraland Bldg., #29 South-

ern Shopping Center, Norfolk

5. Phone Jl''-3I181.

MIDWESTERN STATES"

« ILLINOIS •

American Film Registry, 24 E.

Eighth Street. Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc., 561 Hill-

grove. LaGrange, Illinois.

.Atlas Film Corporation. 1111

South Boulevard, Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 X. Michigan .Ave., Chicago

Alidwest A'isual Equipment Co.,

3518 De\on .A\e.. Chicago 45.

. MICHIGAN .

Engelman Visual Education Serv-

ice, 4754-56 Woodward .Ave.,

Detroit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,

2821 E. Grand Blvd.. Detroit

11.

Capital Film Service, 224 .Abbott

Road, East Lansing, Michigan.

. OHIO .

Ralph V. Haile & .Associates, 326

E. Fourth. Cincinnati 2.

WESTERN STATES

. CALIFORNIA .

LOS ANGELES AREA
Clausonthue .Audio Visual, 1572

E. Walnut St.. Pasadena.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620

Holhwood Bl\d.. Hollywood
28.

Hollywood Camera Exch., 1600

Cahucnga Blvd.. Holhwood.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1402 X. Ridgewood Place. Hol-

lywood 2,8.

Ralke Company, 829 S. Flower

St.. Los .Angeles 17. Plione:

TR. 8664.

S. O, S, Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 Hollywood Blvd.. Holly-

wood 28.

Spindler & Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Blvd.. Los .Angeles 57.

SAX FRANCISCO AREA
Associated Films, Inc.. 799 Steven-

son St., San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company. 1 1

6

Xatoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films. 350 Battery St.,

San Francisco 11.

• COLORADO >

.Audio-Visual Center, 28 E. Xinth
.Ave., Denver 3.

. OREGON •

Moore's Motion Picture Service,

33 X. W. 9th Ave.. Porthnid 9.

Oregon.

. TEXAS •

.Association Films, Inc., 1 108 Jack-

son Street, Dallas 2.

. UTAH .

Deseret Book Company, Box 958,

Salt Lake Citv 10.

USE THIS DIRECTORY TO LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT, FILMS AND PROJECTION

Dual Sales Approach:
UO.NTINLED FROM PAGE THIRTY-SIX (

lems "like ours" and how they were

benefited by a typical GriiLi|) and

Retirement program.

Parthenon did an unusual job on

both films, which pack utmost

realism into their episodes and have

what the client happily calls "ob-

viously superior quality. The pic-

tures were made by the same team

that created last year's award-win-

ning Man With a Thousand Hands

I International Harvester I. The new

Master-Lite system was used on

both the stage work and for loca-

tion interiors and the 16mm color

is eye-perfect.

"Cap" Palmer, head of that effec-

tive Parthenon team, talks straight

common-sense to sponsors like Con-

necticut General:

"Don't think of this movie as a

movie." he says. "It isn't a movie,

it simply happens to be packaged

in the same way. on a strip of cellu-

lose acetate. Its a tool. Not a sales

tool—and not a salesmen's tool

—

it's a salesinAns tool.

"This picture was designed to be

shown to audiences of one — one

mind: to one man. or a few men
who represent a company."

But obviously, both The Lijelime

Look and Oulside That Envelope

will go beyond these obviously valu-

able, intimate prospect showings.

Results are already being achieved

b% both pictures, in their specific

areas of understanding-develop-

ment.

Somewhere around a billion dol-

lars every year is spent in this coun-

try on group insurance and prob-

ably more than that on corporation

retirement plans. The question of

whether lots of that money is well

spent or often wasted hangs on one

sharp point ... do the employees

knoiv what they've got?

Connecticut General's people, out

of the home office and in the field,

together with its apt film producer

and its nationwide distributor, are

doing a big job in taking the guess-

work out of that situation. R"

SOUND RECORDING
at a reasonable cost

High fidelity 16 or 35. Quality

guaranteed. Complete studio and

laboratory services. Color printing

and lacquer coating.

ESCAR
Motion Picture Service

7315 Carnegie Ave.

Cleveland 3, Ohio

\
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^^HE NEW AURICON /
CINE -VOICE

16mm SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERA
with Professional Heavy-Duty 3-Lens Turret

:r GUARANTEE?^
5J All Aurlcon Equipment Is sold with ^
i^, a 30-day money back guarantee. |3§

3 1

You must be satisfied! ^^

Auricon proudly presents the new "Cine-Voice H", a worthy

successor to the versatile Cine-Voice I now in use by

Newsreel Cameramen and Film Producers all over the world.

The "Cine-Voice II" is available in a choice of models to suit

a variety of filming requirements, such as...

f Self-Blimped Camera for picture only, runs synchronously

with double-system sound recorder.

¥ Self-Blimped Camera for Single-System Sound-On-Film. Shoots picture and optical sound-track on same

film at same time.

¥. Self-Blimped Camera for Single-System "Filmagnetic" Sound-On-Film. Shoots picture on film carrying

magnetic stripe.

¥ Combination of Optical or "Filmagnetic" Single-System Sound-On-Film. Camera is quickly converted from

Optical to "Filmagnetic" Sound without the use of tools.

Please write to BERNDT-BACH, INC., 6910 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California, or phone

Hollywood 2-0931 for free "CIne-Voicell" literature and prices.

A PRODUCT OF

BERNDT-BACH/ INC.

New professional turret of "Cine-Voice ff'

manufactured to highest precision standards

and designed to take heavy-weight professional

"C-Mount" lenses; can also mount zoom-type

lens, as shown above.

JlieS^^:<^
MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

tUmCON PSO-iOO SUPER 1200
$149700 4 «p M6S2 1S4 ^o

$795.00 complete including professional

"Cine-Voice H" Optical Sound-On-Film Camera

with Single-Lens-Mount, High Fidelity Micro-

phone, Amplifier, Headphones, all batteries

and tubes, professional heavy-duty fibre Carry-

ing Case, and Instruction Book. Camera uses

"C-Mount" lens (not furnished) same as most

16mm Cameras.



The Sound and the Story

14.;

f>i;'«;-,..'

SH-\'ER REEL AWARD
YflMERlCXN FILM ASSEMBLY^

rFILM COUNCIL OFAMERIC/^J,

%̂
w*

'

"For technical skill and artistic excellence," The Sound and the

Story, which entertains as it informs, is selected as outstanding

amdhg sponsored motion pictures.

RCA Victor chose The Jam Handy Organization to picture

this drama of technology wedded to art . . . froiii, the actual

performance of Tchaikovsky's immortal Romeo and Juliet to the

delivery of the record to you.

When high fidelity, professional competence, and the willingness

to accomplish the untried are wanted, call .- .

W

;^ JAM HANDY (^ya^^d?!^^

FOR . .



Featuring: Films for Selling; Science & Technology

THREE DOLLARS ANNUALLY SINGLE COPY: 50c
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Learn how
MODERN gets effective

television usage

of industry sponsored films

through

Modern
TV^ ^Digests

Get the complete story of Modem TV Digests and

what they can do for you. Ask (write or phone) for your free copy of this informative 20 page

booklet from any of the Modern offices hsted below.

NEW YORK 3 East 54th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

CHICAGO 1 Prudential Plaza. Chicago 1, III.

DETROIT 1224 Maccabees Building, Detroit 2, Mich.

PLaza 8-2900

DEIaware 7-3252

TEmple 2-4211

LOS ANGELES 612 S. Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, Cal. MAdison 9-2121

PITTSBURGH 210 Grant Street. Pittsburgh 19. Pa. GRant 1-9118

Msdm
^^



AMERICAN CAN
BALLANTINE

ALE & BEER
BUFFERIN

GERITOL GILLETTE GOODYEAR

\

CARAVEL
PRODUCES

THE 60 IMPORTANT SECONDS

THAT ADD UP TO

A GOOD 1 MINUTE SPOT
y

HIT PARADE

CIGAREHES
NABISCO

REMINGTON

ELECTRIC

SHAVERS

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR RECENT CLIENTS!

Our advertiser and agency list of TV clients includes some of the top

names in the business. They choose Caravel because they know that

they can be certain of quality TV spots (live or animation) . . .delivered

on time and in line with their budget.

Our complete TV facilities consist of our own studio, optical, anima-

tion and editing departments; all headed by highly skilled personnel.

Call us for your next TV assignment . . .we'll be glad to arrange a show-

ing of some of our current productions.

CARAVEL FILMS, INC.
730 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y. CI7-6110

PRODVCISC BUSINESS FILMS FOR AMERICAS LEADING ADVERTISERS FOR 37 YEARS
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Future of the Film Council

Decision for A-V Leadership

* BarcU surviving its present finan-

cial crisis, bereft of the generous

grants by the Ford Foundation, the

Film Council of America's future is

ill the hands of audio-visual leaders.

The FCA Board adopted this course

of action at its recent Chicago ses-

sion and by early fall a meeting of

the heads of all a-v groups is to be

called hv the Executive Committee.

Meanwhile, through sale of physical

assets and a stringent economy pro-

gram, past obligations are being met

to clear the road for a constructive

future course. Let us hope it meets

success.

Standard Oil's Wes Nunn
and his "Better Mousetrap"

Wes Nunn's 'Better Mousetrap'
Points Moral in Media Values

+ Standard ( )il of Indiana is one (if

<»ur favorite sponsors I films, that

is I and one of its latest and com-

parati\ely modest efforts is a

thought-provoking re-niake of a

sound slidefilm. discussing the eco-

nomic value of advertising and apt-

U titled The Man Who liuill a

Heller Mousetrap.

In this Kling motion picture ver-

sion, ad manager Wesle) 1. Nunn
is making some excellent sense,

showing that today's advertising

dollar is for the most part « ell-spent

and that it makes a mighty big

total. We agree with the Editors of

Advertising Age who found it

"technically excellent and education-

ally effective'' in their recent en-

dorsement.

Let's add one postscript, if we

may. When films like Alcoa's Vn-

finisheil Rainbows: Weyerheuser's

Green HarvesI and others too nu-

merous to mention reach and holtl

consumer audiences for less than

one cent per viewer, including all

costs of production and distribution,

we suggest that nationally-distrib-

uted pr and advertising films are

also worth comparing as valuable

media and worth thinking about! IJjJ'
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Who Will Sponsor a "Great"

Film in the Months Ahead?

-^ The stage is set. as never before,

for some leader in industry I or

labor or government I to sponsor a

truly "great" picture. There never

was a greater audience, via millions

of homes on tv, in the enthusiasm

of theatre-owners for sponsored

!-liorl subjects, and among tens of

thousands of influential group audi-

ences for a big picture.

Will such a film bring answers to

some of the perplexities that haunt

our people: will it offer sobering

answers to the wave of selfishness

which is the real root of todays in-

flationary spiral; will it show the

true place of the labor movement in

American life, as Sam Gompers

once envisioned it?

Who will serve the waiting audi-

ences of millions in the most power-

ful assemblage of sight/sound out-

lets that ever existed in the history

I if communication? R'

We Have Lost a Friend and

Our Industry a Real Leader

¥ riic uiilirnely passing on July 9

of Lang S. Thompson, executive

vice-president of Wilding Picture

Productions. Inc. is a great loss,

both to those of us who miss a true

friend and to the industry which he

served so tirelessly during the years

since he joined the Wilding organ-

ization as an account executive in

Detroit just nine years ago.

Lang gave of himself without

stint in his recent efforts toward film

industry organization: he enjoyed a

meteoric rise to active management

at Wilding and as president of Wild-

ing-Henderson. Inc. We can take

inspiration from his unselfish dedi-

cation as we labor at the many tasks

which lie before us. —OHC

Lang S. Thompson
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Better Color

Lower Cost Prints

Complete Color Control

Protects Original Footage

byron

color-correct
16mm Color Prints

on EK positive stock

through an

intermediate

negative

from 16mm

color originals

For information and
price list, write, phone or ivire byron

FEderal 3-4000 1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES ... COLOR AND BL.\CKAND.WHITE PROCESSING AND PRINTING
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NEVIf! A color material that gives yon the ultimate i)i carrji-th rough

of every subtle tone and gradation in the original scene.

ANSCOCHROME PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM TYPE 242

TECHNICAL
PROFESSIONAL



John Sutherland Productions

invites investigation of its record

of accompHshment in the field of

film communications. A report

on the Sutherland organization

will be sent business executives

on request.

5l9 John Sutherland Productions, Incorporated

LOS ANQCLES NEW YORK
201 Nonn Occpatniat eaui^va^a 33 East asth Sfeat

® LOS Angeles !6. CalifO'nrs OUnki'k 8'!131 New Votk 17, New Yort PLaia S-1875
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Picture-Minded?



!)ne of the benefits of having large sound stages is the

ibility to meet all challenges. Here, for example, is an

ixhibition hall which serves as the setting for a prologue

o "Ace Ranchero." It is 175 feet long and was designed

md built by Wilding people on a Wilding-owned stage.

vJvBi A Peiiob of Time ^ company develops some

mighty fine friendships. This is particularly true when

the element making this bond is a mutual confidence

and respect born of delivering top-quality products and

services for the dollars invested. We consider our

friendship with Deere and Company of twenty years'

standing to be a prime example of this. Our mutual

effort in 19.57 is a western musical comedy in Eastman-

color called "Ace Ranchero." Wilding is exceedingly

grateful for the continuing opportunity to serve the

motion picture needs of this leading company in the

farm implement field.

CHICAGO NEW YORK CINCINNATI ST. LOUIS

DETROIT CLEVELAND PITTSBURGH HOLLYWOOD



When you flip the switch

VICTOR GUARDOMATIC SAFETY FILM TRIPS

go into action

With Victor's exclusive Guardomatic Safety Film Trips always on the job,

your films are comi)letely safe. Valuable films are safeguarded so your

film budget can go .toward building a finer film library, rather than

buying replacement film. This Victor feature increases projector usage

because it builds immediate operator confidence.

Check ALL these advantages of Victor 16mm Projectors:

1. Easy 1-2-3 threading and operation

2. Hi-Lite optical system for maximum screen brilliance

3. Sapphire-tipped shuttle for longer service

4. Lubrimatic Oil System with one-spot filling

5. Still picture, reverse, power rewind, and many others

VICTOU-
Send for detailed literature today!

ieaianf. ii/aft CcipciaUcn

KACAkT CO MP Ati-'f INC.

PLAINVILLE, CONN., U.S.A.

DIVISION OF THE

Qualify Motion Picture Equipment Since 1910

MAGNASCOPE V200

Enlarges microscope

MOBILE PROJECTOR
STAND

D-1

STAND
I Ledve projector set u

J dlwdyi ready. Right
S projection height.

SILENT It

2000' reel capacity.
Rheostat speed
control. Remote
control for forward-
reverse.

1400 ARC PROJECTOR
Meets the needs tor

professional showings
for large audiences.
Portable, and UL
approved.

Oil Progress Film Sponsored by
American Petroleum Institute

+ Reai.liiii<; tci miU'r s|)ace. tn the

ocean depths, into the past and he-

hind the Iron Curtain, this years

Oil Progress Week motion picture

will tell a story of oil men and oil

companies with six film segments

culled from the Progress Parade

television series.

The film is sponsored hv the

American Petroleum Institute which

includes an annual film production

as part of its sponsorship of Oil

Progress Week. The Institute also

sponsors the Progress Parade l\

show from which this year's motion

picture is adapted.

Made for Oil Progress Week

To be used as a public relations

tool during Oil Progress Week, the

film is entitled. A Story of People

and Progress. Featuring John Daly.

Television star John Daly provides

the narration.

In black and white, the film runs

26lo minutes. Its sequences in-

clude:

Service in Moscoiv—footage from

liehind the Iron Curtain showing

Russian '"service stations," in con-

trast to American units; Energy on

the Move—portraying the pipe lines,

tank cars, trucks and aircraft that

make up American industry's sys-

tem of transporting oil; Power to

the Stars—tiepicling how the Van-

guard satellite carrier will be fired

into outer space. Narrating this

film is Willv Ley. space travel au-

lhorit\'.

Here Are Other Film Sequences

The other setjuences are:

A Case for Glamour—presenting

modern woman's "magic suitcase

of 2,400 petroleum-derived products

which have helped to make her more

beautiful: she learns as the camera

takes her back to ancient times;

New Breed of Islanders—the story

of life aboard man-made islands of

steel which stand on the ocean tloor:

Lifeline to an Oyster—showing how

the oil industry proved itself a good

neighbor by concerning itself with

problems of the ovster industr)

.

Sixteen millimeter prints of .4

Story of People and Progress will be

available for S.50.00 each. The API

announced that no 3.5mm i.ssues will

be available this year. For infor-

mation on securing the film, con-

tact: Department of Information.

American Petroleum Institute. 50

W. .SOlh Street, New York 20,

N.Y. W

k Watch these pages next month

for our greatest safet\ film storv! 5S'

1
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WBRE-TV newsreel crew in action, filming the fire which destroyed the Melliodisl Chuicli lu Kingston. Pa., in Fehruary. 195.

Use of Du Pont Rapid Reversal Film has made it possible for this slatiun lo >pepd the telecasting of local news events

"We give our viewers the news as it's made

thanks to Du Pont Rapid Reversal Film"

says Fritz Chamberlain, Staff Photographer, WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
id when using a negative

\\'HHK-TV cut processing time for news

film more titan 'oS7o by using Du I'ont 930

and 'J3I Rapid Reversal Motion Picture

Film. While it used to take an hour to

develop, fix and dry 100 feet, it now takes

only o minutes.

"During a recent fire." says photogra-

pher Chamberlain, "'only 30 minutes

elaj^sed between the time footage was shot

and the time home viewers saw the fire on

their TV sets. We scored a beat' by getting

the film on the air before any other station.

and we received many favorable comments

from viewers Itecause we were showing the

fire while it was actually in progress."

W BRK-TV uses Du Pont film for all

their programs and in servicing local

school and college sports events. "We offer

a 48-hour service to these schools."' says

Mr. Chamberlain, "but by using Du Pont

930 and 931 we are able to return their

film within 15 hours.

"Bv switching to Du Pont Rapid Rever-

sal Films." he concludes, "we now have

much faster processing, combined with

broad latitude that permits shooting under

all lighting conditions. These films can be

lated well above their assigned ASA rat-

ings, give us improved sound, and they

have eliminated the problein of switching

polaritv we li

ty]ie film."

FOR MORE INFORMATION about Du Pont Mo-

tion Picture Films for every TV use, ask the

nearest Du Pont Sales Office, or write to

Du Pont. Photo Products Dept.. Wilmington

98, Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont Company

of Canada ( 1956 1 Limited. Toronto.

SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8. Georgi.1 805 Peachtree Building

Boston 10. Mass 140 Federal Street

Chicago 30, III 4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

Cleveland 16, Oliio 20950 Center Ridge Road

Dallas 7. Texas 1628 Oak Lawn .\venue

1,..- Angeles 38. Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.

New York 11, N. Y 248 West 18th Street

Phila.. Pa.. . .308 E. Lancaster .\ve., Wynnewood

Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

W^DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM
Better Things for Better living . . . through Chemistry



this chair is

occupied

by a

CHICAGOLAND FAIR PROVIDED MANY USEFUL EXAMPLES OF

Audio-Visual Exhibit TEcliuii|ue

A Kling client is a mature executive who knows best

how to market his product. He sees in Kling an organization

of creative and production services which knows best

how to facilitate his job and complement his thinking.

Our repeat client list of major national and regional ad-

vertisers gives testimony that a Kling Quality Film is top

value for your motion picture dollar.

Motion pictures, slide films, live meetings.

Script and Production for any industry need.

KLING film
productions

Chicago: 1058 west Washington blvd. seeley 8-4181

Hollywood: 1416 north la brea hollywood 3-2141

/^HICAGO. hammering out an
^-^ astounding future, recently

made use of a wide range of audio-

visual techniques to show travelers

and hometowners the city"s oppor-

tunities and to advertise 513.000

jobs which Chicago's growth prom-

ises in the coming five years.

The city dramatized its huge em-

ployment offer at the Chicagoland

Fair, held from June 29 to July 14

on Chicago's Navy Pier. Passing

under a curtain of 1.100 flags. 613,-

290 persons toured the Fair's 11

acres of exhibits designed by Chi-

cago-located industries eager to

provide the jobs which the city's

plans require, to share in the cit\'s

new growth and to advertise prod-

ucts atid ser\'ices.

City in Dynamic Growth Phase

Leading the nation in numerous

industrial categories, and as a trans-

portation hub. Chicago is rebuilding

and rereading in a long-term civic

improvement program. It is acquir-

ing new skyscraper offices and

apartments. It is digging new areas

of future prosperity in the Calumet-

Sag Channel and St. Lawrence Sea-

way projects — enterprises which

can make Chicago a major world

port.

If the metropolis makes good its

expectations, by 1960 it will need

more than 300,000 workers to re-

place retired workers and some
200.0UO workers to step into new
jobs. The city figures it possibly

can draw about 100.000 workers

from its own bailiwick. Planners

estimate that more than 400.000

skilled and unskilled workers will

have to be recruited from otlier re-

gions.

250 "Visual Minded" Exhibitors

Though the Chicagoland Fair in

volved tnanv national concerns and

had world trade implications, it was
a Chicago-market-minded exposition.

It was relaxed, practical and to the

point. Holiday moods were accom-
modated by daily and evening pro-

grams of entertainment but the

Fair's impressive traffic filled four

long exhibit lanes formed by 250
business, industrial and governmen-
tal demonstrations.

Light and sound opened the Fair:

a cosmic proton particle from outer

space started electronic carillon

bflls ringing—a signal that the Fair

had begun. Photographv was the

pervasive language of the industrial

exhibits and the Fair's promotional

messages were sharpened by exten-

sive use of motion pictures, slides,

integrated sight and sound devices,

displays that talked and moved.
I

Vivid color transparencies of many
sizes and single-tint blowups formed
the basic pictorial continuity in the

exhibits with continuous movie and
slide projectors frequently being

used as crowd-stoppers and as ex-
j

planatory segments.
\

Edison Film to Fashion Slides

Near one of the Fair's two main

entrances, a large golden head of

Thomas Edison turned above a

McGraw Edison exhibit, which in-

corporated a number of Edison's

early inventions and displays of

modern McGraw Edison products.

There were stills of Edison's early

movie. Fred OtCs Sneeze, and a rep-

lica of the inventor's venerable
|

Black Maria film studio. But in this

silent display it seemed that Edison

deferred to the many audio-visual

newcomers which vied for attention

along the exhibit midway.

Across the aisle, one of Chicago's

big mail order houses. Sears Roe-

buck & Co.. was staging a mechan-

ical, multipanel Fall Fashion Show.

Centering this fashion show were

two large screens holding audience

attention with fashion-image color

slides projected from behind the

scene.

Rear Projection Widely Applied

Rear-projection technique, highh

functional for populous exhibit
areas, was widely used at the Fair.

American Bosch Automotive
Products utilized color and sound

motion pictures projected in tele-

vision-type cabinets to show the

company's products in auto-test ac-

tion. A tall color transparency de-

picted American Bosch electric mo-

tors. Lodged neatly in one corner

of a research exhibit was a rear-

projection motion picture box fea-

turing Armour Company's sound

and color film. Research— Key to

I'ro/iress. A sign read: "'You are cor-

dially invited to view the film . . .

now l)eing shown inside this exhibit.

It describes the operation of a large

research organization in Chicago."

Sound Slides Show Architecture

A rear-projection sound slide
presentation in color told the Amer-

ican architecture story for the

American Institute of Architects,

the Building Construction Emplov-

ers Assn.. and the Producers Coun-

cil. The audience rested on stylish,

low-slung cushioned benches 'n a

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 25)
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solution

problem.
FIND A QUICKER. MORE

ECONOMICAL METHOD OF

PRODUCING NEW SHARPNESS

AND BETTER COLOR FIDELITY

IN 16mm COLOR RELEASE

PRINTS FROM ORIGINAL

35mm COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY

NEW EASTMAN COLOR

DUPING STOCK
(Types 5253 and 7253)

Hats off to Eastman Kodak for creating this

better, quicker, more economical method!

With special printing and processing equipment,

specified by Eastman . , . CFI is now using this

new material to provide the maximum in

color fidelity and picture definition at lower

cost and in less time.

For prompt information on how your organization

will profit from this important advance in film

technique, address inquiries to Consolidated

Film Industries in Hollywood or New York.
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Name 'nternational Jury for

Cannes Ad Film Festival

¥ An international jury of 15 mem-

bers has been selected to judge mo-

tion pictures entered in the fourth

annual International Advertising

Film Festival, to be held in Caimes.

France. September 21-26.

Invitations to participate in the

event have been issued from the fes-

tival office to hundreds of pro-

ducers, advertisers and advertising

agencies all over the world. A large

entrv of films and a record number

of delegates are expected at the fes-

tival.

Widlund Represents the U. S.

Festival juryman from the L nited

States is Don E. Widlund. head of

the Film Distribution Section of J.

Walter Thompson Co.. advertising

agency, and director. International

Advertising Association.

Other jurymen chosen for the fes-

tival include:

Willv Dewalhens. vice-president.

Belgian Advertising Federation and

president. Belgian Chamber of Tech-

nical and Advertising Firms: Leon

R. Gitts. managing director of S. A.

Lintas. president. Advertising Com-

Feslivals to Hannr Ad Films

mission of the National Belgian

Committee of the International

Chamber of Commerce, and member

of the International Advertising

Committee of the International

Chamber of Commerce.

Ad Notables from Europe

Henri Henault. honorary presi-

dent. French Advertising Federa-

tion: Roger Mery. vice-president.

French Union of Advertisers: Dr.

Wilhelm Tigges. president. Central

Committee of Advertising of the

German Federal Republic: Hubert

Strauf. chairman. Examining Board

of the Union of German Advertising

Consultants and Executives.

From Great Britain, festival jury-

men are—R. Bevan. immediate past

chairman. Television. Cinema and

Radio Sub-Committee. Institute of

Practitioners in Advertising, and

acting chairman. Advertising Advi-

sory Committee. Independent Tele-

vision Authority: Hubert Oughton.

honorarv treasurer. Advertising As-

sociation.

Other jurymen are: Count Metello

Rossi di Montelera. president,

Italian Advertisers Union: Avvocato

Michele Tufaroli-Luciano. president.

Italian Association for the En-

tertainment Industry: T. P. Olesen.

president. Film Section. National

Danish Advertising Association:

Don Manuel Perez Sainz-Pardo. di-

rector. Spanish Advertising Associa-

tion and director. Hijos de Valeri-

ano Perez, advertising agency:

.\dolf Wirz. president, Swiss Federa-

tion of Advertising Consultants.

President of Int'l Ad Union

Also on the festival jury is Mon-

sieur Bertrand. president. Interna-

tional Union of the Advertisers As-

sociations. Director of the festival

is Peter E. Taylor, located at the fes-

tival administration office in Lon-

don.

All inc]uiries regarding the festi-

val should be directed to the Palais

des Festivals. Cannes (A.M.I.

France. The International Adver-

tising Film Festival is being con-

ducted bv International Screen

Advertising Services, which inaugu-

rated the event, and the Interna-

tional Screen Publicity Associa-

tion. 9
* * *

Cartoonists' Film Festival

Slated for September 28

Styles and techniques in anima-

tion utilized during the past year

will be screened at the fifth annual

Film Festival of the Screen Car-

toonists Guild, to be held September

28 at the Ambassador Hotel in Los

Angeles.

The festival will feature animated

television connnercials. business, ed-

ucational and entertainment films.

Studios in Italy. France. The United

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 14)
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O ROOM FOR DOUBT • •

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS

props

dimmers
cables

reflectors
dollies
mike
booms

location
umbrellas
water
coolers

1 1~
I L

boxes
hydraulic
stands

L I _J 1.
I 1 L

J-^L^-^^—

scrims
nets

parallels

directors
chairs
drops

n-^

, IllOTiOk Khisi t TH.EVBIOfnfSHTTS'S*"
333 WEST SZ SI_M£W VORK 19

DC GENERATOR TRUCKS TOO...

2 '
'600«""Peres, 1000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps. |

J» ^^^^ RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST l

333 West 52nd Street. New York City, Circle 6-5470
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THE FINEST
in 16mm color prints!

Specialists are best equipped and best qualified to do the

finest work. That's why Color Reproduction Company's

eighteen years of specializhig exclusively in 16mm Color

Prints has developed a technique for g/uirm/teed film quality

which is the Standard of the l6mm Motion Picture Industry.

For the FINEST in I6mm Color Prints—use COLOR

REPRODUCTION COMPANY!

t

WRITE FOR LATEST

PRICE LIST

7936 Santa Monita Blvd., Hollywood 46, California

Telephone: OLdfield 4-8010

Festivals Honor Films:
I CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12)

Kingdom, Mexico and Japan have

been invited to send entries. No
awards are given but each studio

entering the festival receives a cer-

tificate of participation.

A '"Festival Reel" will be screened

throughout the United States at ad-

vertising clubs and art shows. Last

year the festival's reel was road-

shown on request after the festival

attracted 3.500 persons.

Information concerning the avail-

ability of the festival reel can be ob-

tained from the Screen Cartoonists

Guild at 2700 N. Cahuenga Blvd.,

HollvHood 28. California. &

International Experimental
Film Exhibit at Brussels in '58

"K An International Experimental

Film Competition will be held in

connection with the Universal and

International Exhibition of Brussels

on April 21-25. in 1958. This com-
petition is open to all productions

which reveal an attempt to explore

new ways of cinematographic ex-

pression.

The competition is for all original

creations which fall outside the cat-

egory of commercial entertainment

films. It is open to all types of pro-

duction. 16mm or 35mm. silent or

sound, b/w^ or color. Films may be

of any length and those wishing to

c(]mpete may enter any number of

films providing they have been made
since January 1. 1955.

Two grand prizes and six bronze

medals will be awarded winners.

The first prize of S10,000 is being

donated by Gevaert Photo-Produc-

ten N.V.. parent company of the

Gevaert Company of America. Inc.

The second prize of .$5,000 is being

contributed by the Motion Picture

Society of Belgium.

A selection jury will screen all

entries which are to take part in the

final competition to eliminate any

production which falls below the re-

quired standard of originality. (In-

cidentally, the brand of film used in

the production is not a factor in

judging.)

A competition jur\' made up of

well-known personalities from the

literature, art and film worlds will

later award competition prizes. The

decision of this jury will be made

known on April 27. 1958.

Further information on the Inlcr-

nalioiial Experimental Film Com|ir-

tilioii of Brussels may be obtained

honi the Gevaert Company of

America. 321 West .54th Street. New

York 19. 1'
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'UBLIC RELATIONS • EDUCATIONAL* TRAINING • MEDICAL* FARM . . . and

Technical pictures don't have to be too technical.

Technicians are also people. Tlieir worlds are complex

ones, but the technical motion pictures they seem to

prefer are the ones which are clear, interesting and well

executed, as well as being accurate and informative. Put

yourself in an audience with upper-case technicians and

you couldn't tell a physicist or a biochemist from your

neighbor next-door. Technical groups want motion

pictures on technical subjects to be. in the first, second

and third place, good motion pictures.

Among our clients:

American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

Cast Iron Pipe Research
Association

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co.. Inc.

—and many.

National Board of Fire

L nderwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dolune

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. S. Navy

Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

Western Electric Co.

many others

w t

NSW<

Audio Production
FILM CENTER BUILDING 630 NINTH AVENUE

TELEPHONE PLozo 7-0760

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Frank K. Speidell/ President Herman Roessle, Vice President P. J. Mooney, Secretary & ' eosurer

Producer-Directors: L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mondell -orl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Sales Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer



SIGHT & SnUIVD
Methods Films Featured
at 21st Management Clinic

-¥ A "Work Simplification Film

Festival"" will be an attraction at the

21st Ammal Time and Motion Study

and Management Clinic of the In-

dustrial Management Society, set

for October 30-31 and November 1.

at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago.

The film festival will feature

scheduled showings of award-win-

ning films from the Societys annual

Methods Improvement Competition.

The films to be shown demonstrate

how work simplification results in

significant reductions in effort, time

and costs. The methods improve-

ments shown were made on actual

jobs in major American companies.

Clinic participants will join a new

conference. ""Executive Techniques

for Industrial Engineering.'" This

conference is a one-day workshop

designed to search out answers to

problems in three areas of indus-

trial engineerings management

phase. It is open to top echelon in-

dustrial engineers with executive re-

sponsibilities.

Regular Clinic sessions will fea-

ture leading experts from industry,

labor and education in discussions

NEW FILM KEEPS RINGING THE BELL AT

New Jersey Bell Telephone Company's motion picture manager, Jim Camp
bell, Is answering more phone calls than a Broadway producer with a hit

show these days. He's swamped with scheduling thousands of requests to

show the Company's new Technicolor production "This Is New Jersey," pro-

duced by Owen Murphy Productions. Film had run up 6,700 booking requests

within Its first eight weeks of release.

of the latest trends in time study,

work simplification, incentives,

methods, production rontrol. opera-

tions research, and plant layout.

"Person-to-Person" quiz periods will

follow each morning and afternoon.

Photo Scientists, Engineers
to Convene September 9-13

f Reports on science and engineer-

ing in the field of photography and

related sciences will be presented at

the 19.57 annual conference of the

Society of Photographic Scientists

and Engineers, to be held at the

Berkeley - Careret Hotel in Asburv

Park. New Jersey, September 9-13.

Charles E. Ives of Kodak Re-

search Laboratories. Rochester. New-

York, program chairman, said that

papers so far received cover experi-

mental and theoretical studies and

practical design of instruments, ap-

paratus, and systems.

Commercial and educational ex-

hibits in conjunction with the con-

ference will cover photographic ma-

terials, processes, instruments and

equipment.

The conference will be conducted

with the cooperation of the U.S.

Army's Signal Engineering Labora-

tories. Conference co-chairmen are

Arthur E. Neumer. Eastman Kodak

Company. New York, and Carl Or-

lando. Fort Monmouth. New Jersey.

Chairman of the exhibits is Ira R.

Kohlman of Technicolor New York

Corp.. 533 West .57th Street. New
York 19, New York. S'

1 SOURCE-ALL SERVICES
PRODUCTION ¥ LABORATORY ¥ PRODUCER SERVICES

(The Only Complete 16mm SINGLE-STOP" FACILITY)

1.

3.

ANIMATION (Simple,
Complex, Cartoon)

TITLES (Artwork, Hot
Press, Production)

SCRIPT & COUNSEL
(Free suggestion & con-

tract script aids)

EDITING (Matching,
Cutting, Creative
Editing)

5. OPTICAL EFFECTS
(Fades, Dissolves, Wipes
& Invisible St. Cuts)

6. RE-RECORDING (from
your tape, film or

striping)

7. RECORDING (Voice,

Music, Sound Effects)

8. FILL-IN PHOTOGRAPHY
(Close-ups, Table Top,

Maps, Charts)

10.

11.

12.

SYNC SOUND PHOTOG
RAPHY (Desk Talks,
Sound Stage, Location)

PRODUCTION (Any por

tion of a film to be
completed)
EDGE - NUMBERED
WORKPRINTS (B W or

Color)

B/W REVERSAL &
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

13. COLOR REVERSAL AND
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

14. PROCESSING (B W re

versal, Sound Tracks)

15. REELS, CANS, CASES,
PEERLESS FILM
TREATMENT

16. SHIPPING SERVICE (To

anywhere. United States

or abroad)

Free Information Folder and Price Lists on Request

THE CALVIN COMPANY
INCORPORATED

1105 TRUMAN ROAD HARRISON 1-1234 KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

Mi

:llll.i

ipotts,

Ik
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) PROFESSIONAL FILM
l/ER, permits editor to

his film from left to

t on lorge, brilliantly

ninoted screen. Easy

ading, portable, will not

tch frim. Viewing screen

is 53/4" X 43/4". ED19-
im model. Also available

> sound reader installed.

iO.OO viewer only; addl-

a\ $75.00 with coun-

additlonal $150.00

I built in sound reoder.

MODEL $500.00

Success Minded TV and Film Pros

$276.50

39-COLORTRAN GROVERLITE "5000" SENIOR KIT

ntoins two Senior Lights with Senior Con-

rter, 2 stands of chromed steel with column

iports, packed in 2 fibre cases. GR40-same,

(h Moster Converter. We also handle the

11 line of Mole-Rictiardson & Bardwell McAllister

ihting equipment. With Single Heavy Duty

iCO Cose $284.00

5000 wott— $175.00

CL13-CEC0 5000 WATT CONE LIGHT. Shodow-
less, will flood a large area with soft light.

Con be placed close to actors who are able

to look directly into It without blinking. Com-
plete with switch, 25 ft. cable and yoke.

2000 Watt— $110.00 750 Watt—$75.00

. . . look to CfCO tor

Top tools and techniques

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the

world's finest cameras, recording and editing

equipment and photographic accessories. But

CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest

service department in the East—also on engineer-
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers

—

either beginners or

Academy Award Winners—about their technical

problems. May we help you?

CUTTING AND EDITING

TABLES are of heavy-

gauge all-steel con-

struction; block front

extensions for all re-

winds; channel slide

drawers; baked en-
amel finish. Various

models and sizes; with

and without light box,

drawer, and film clip

rack.

3' X 5' X 34" with Formica top,

underneath film reel rack;
without drawer, film clip rack,

or light box. $80.50

$Y45-CEC0 ••FILMETER" STOP
WATCH AND TIMER For 35 and

16mm cinematography, Vs sec-

ond intervals. Block figures in-

dicate film footage consumed
for 35mm; blue figure for 16mm.
Red figures indicate time con-

sumed. Registers to 1 2 minutes.

Time out for interrupted opera-

tion. Chrome finish, antr-mog-

netic. Available with slide re-

lease or pushbutton. $]4.50 up

i«»K

X1-ARRI

odvonti

with m
mits viewing and focusing through

taking lens while comera is in opero-

tion. Viewfinder shows clear, well-

defined image correct parallax, unin-

verted and right—stde-up; eyepiece

has lO-power magnifier. 3-lens tur-

ret. Accepts 100-fl daylight loading

spools; also accessory 400-ft maga-
zines.

C16S68-CEC0 AURICON CINE-VOICE CONVERSION
Cine-voice camera modified to accept 1 200-ft.

magoiines; has torque motor for tckeup. Also
includes Veeder footage counter.

$450.00 conversion only

Write for prices on complete Cine-voice

cameras, converted for external mogozines
and oil other models of Auricon Cameras.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

MOVIOLA FILM EDITING MA-
CHINES "SERIES 20" designed

so that short pieces con be
used without putting the

films on reels. Picture size

3" X 4" on 35mm models
and 2%" x 3^/4" on 16mm
reor projection -type screen.

Some models ore equipped
with reel spindles. Con be
reversed by hand-operaled
switches. Various models
available. Also synchroniz-

ers and rewinders.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS — Ace Clear vision Splicers • Editing

Barrels • Editing Racks • Electric Footage Timers • Exposure

Meters & Color Temperature Meters * Silent & Sound Projectors

• Screens • Film Processing Equipment • Film Shipping Cases •

Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease

Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens

Labels * Blooping Tope * Blooping Ink * Dulling Spray * Alpha
Roy Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters • Number and letter

Punches • Camera & Projector Oil.

Complete line of Mognasync Mognophonlc Sound ~ vorden

. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl e(^uipm€nT(g.,inc.

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,



"C* vi;sY Once in a While, an im-^ aginary character is created

who. because of appearance or ac-

tion or both, becomes a reality to

everyone. Jiniiny Cricket. Wah
Disney"s conscience for Pinocchio,

is an example of such a personality.

With his top hat, an infectious grin.

cutaway coat, and lively umbrella.

he is a symbol of that curious mix-

ture of devil-may-care gaiety and

respectability which transcends bar-

riers of language, nationality, and

beliefs. He sings, dances, and mor-

alizes his wav into the hearts of the

world.

Jimin) was retired, but he could

not stay awa) long. As a perma-

nent and well-loved member of the

Disney menage, he was bound to

show up again, and he did.

Featured in Five Films

Hes back, this time as a teacher

of safety, in a series of five films

first shown on the Mickey Mouse
Club television show and now re-

leased for non-commercial show-

ings. He hasn't changed either.

Complete to that inevitable umbrel-

la, he once more sings, dances, and

teaches— safety rules to the young
from nine to ninety.

The films deal with everyday sub-

jects: walking (/'m No Fool As A
Pedestrian I . using fire ( I'm No Fool

Willi Fire } . riding a bicycle ( I'm No
Fool On A Bicycle ) . s« innuing ( I'm

No Fool In Water \. and just having

fun {I'm j\o Fool Havinii Fun I. In

each. Jimin\ takes us back through

the ages to see the develupment of

the subject, both useful and dan-

gerous. In the present, he compares
the actions of a Common Ordinary

Fool with YOU ( the viewer ) . COF
does everything he can to shorten

his life, but YOU do "everything

the right way which is the safe way"
because YOU want to "live to be

one hundred and three.'"

Painless but Memorable Lesson

Combine Jiminy"s pe.sonalitv. the

story, a happy, catchy tune, and
learning becomes so painless its

hard to realize a lessnn is being

Below: Jiminy Criclet points to model
in "I'm No Fool On A Bicycle."

Let's LOOK at SAFETY
Reviewing Current Film

by Nancy Blitzen,

taught, until afterwards when it's

remembered.

L se these films for community
showings, but also in industry. They
can be the dessert in a heavy meal

which is often the daily fare for

employee training programs.

Each 8 minute, color film can be

rented on a daily basis from Walt
Disney dealers throughout the coun-

tr\. Association Films. Inc.. 347
Madison Avenue. New York City is

one. For information on the dealer

nearest you. write Walt Disney Pro-

ductions. 16mm Film Division. 2400
Alameda. Burbank. Califurnia.

One of the established problems
lacing the person responsible for

Fare for Safety Education

Staff Correspondent

plaiuiing a film prugraiu is finding

that "across the board" production.

Something appealing to everyone

and still presenting a specific idea,

which in safety usually means "at-

titude. ' How often is the request

heard. "I want a general attitude

film, not showing an\' acti\'ities

identified with specific occupations'"

and just as often is the answer.

"There aren't any!"

Here Are Some Suggestions

Well, there are a few—very few.

Anyone At All. an Encyclopaedia

Britannica Film production, covers

a broad field, including industry,

traffic, farm, home, etc. Sinclair Oil

Company's classic Miracle In Para-

For

Film Libraries

SUMMERTIME
is

RECONDITIONING
Time ...

Summer is with us . . . and your prints

are out of circulation for a while. So
this is the ideal time to have them restored

to good condition through Peerless servicing

:

• inspection and cleaning • scratches removed
• defective splices remade • perforations

repaired • curl or brittleness corrected

Then, thoroughly rejuvenated, your prints

will be ready for hard use in the fall.

Send us your prints now

EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46lh STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

959 SEWARD STREET, HOllYWOOD 38, CAUF.

-1

Above: this handsome little fellow

is stirring thousands to safety ideas.

disc I alley, although intended for a

farm audience, has such a wide ap-

peal in theme that it has been used

for all types of groups, whether or

not the subject fits.

But. on the whole, the number of

general films for any audience can

be counted on the fingers of one

hand.

Now See "Knowing's Not Enough"

Things aren't quite as black as

they seem, however, because last

year a new title was added, U. S.

Steel's 28 minute, color film Knou-
ing's Not Enough can. without

stretching the point too much, be

used for a general safety showing,

although it is intended for the in-

dustrial-employee audience. The
background is industrial, the idea

universal.

Basically, the viewer is told that

knowing hazards is not enough:
they must be acted on. If they are

ignored, knowledge of their pres-

ence won't keep accidents from hap-

pening. Reasons for ignoring known
hazards are represented as four

imps: IMPatience. IMPrudence,
IMPulsiveness. and IMPunity. These
are illustrated in the action of four

men. each a prototype for one IMP.
Scenes range from a sports car race

track to a hospital room, from the

home to the factor).

The Yellow Flag's a Symbol

There are even a few dream se-

quences in which a ghostly "yellow

flag" warns the men away from haz-

ardous situations they know but

wouldn't recognize, preferring to

take the chance that nothing would

happen, this time!

The plot is entertaining, inspira-

tional, and needs onK a brief ex-

planalor) introduction to convert it

from occupational to general inter-

est. U. S. Steel makes prints avail-

able for loan and purchase. Their

film library is at 525 William Penn
Place. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania.

Wilding Picture Productions was
the producer. This film is very pop-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2 J
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Parlez'vous Deutsch, Senor?

Motion pictures and other communications

materials we' develop and produce for our

clients have consistently shown a high level

of results because they speak the one

language everyone imderstands—the

language of shared experience.

They communicate ideas with lasting impact

by translating them in terms of the real

interests . . . problems ... and needs ... of the

customer, public, or employee groups to which

they are directed.

mfl

H
COMMUNICATORS

OF IDEAS

31' WEST S3RD STREET • NEW YORK 19. N. Y.

PUAZA 7-06SI



F&B
SERVING AMERICA'S
FINEST FILMAKERS F&B^E M^ ^^B ^"-'^ REPAIR & SPLICING BLOCK

SAVE YOUR TORN, BADLY DAMAGED, GOUGED,

SLIDEFILMS AND MOVIE FILMS, REPAIR AND
REPLACE TORN OR MISSING SPROCKET HOLES

—They can now be repaired, speedily, efficiently,

economically and PERMANENTLY—by using the

F&B Film Repair and Splicing Block in conjunc-

tion with the Magic Mylar Transparent Splicing

Tape $19.95
HERE'S HOW TO REPAIR BAD TEARS & MISSING PERFORATIONS



21 West 461h Street, New York 36, New York

A DIVISION OF J. A. MAURER. INC.

in everylhing, there is one best ... in lilm processing, its Precision
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Eastman Kodak Reports Soles
Gain in First Half of 1957

¥ Eastman Kodak Company sales

and earnings for the first half of

1957 (24-week period ending June

16) were better than for any cor-

responding period, the company re-

ports.

Consolidated sales of the com-

pany's I nited States establishments

for the period amounted to S347,-

977,709. an increase of 7 per cent

over the .$325,110,431 in the cor-

responding period of 1956. Net

earnings after taxes amounted to

840,221.346. a 3.8 per cent increase

over the S38.753.316 earned in the

first half a year ago. The best pre-

vious first half for sales and earn-

ings was in 1956.

Sales of photographic products in

total were higher than in the first

half of 1956. Though professional

sheet film, x-ray film and color roll

film sales advanced, professional

motion picture film sales were lower.

Sales of photographic items to the

government increased but sales of

special military products continued

lower.

The combined business of

Kodak's associated companies in

other countries was larger than for

any corresponding first half. Div-

idends received from these com-

panies amounted to .S3.099.161.

compared with S2.332.478 received

in the first half of 1956. »

Morris Schwar+i; Sam Rose: Hy Schwarti

Rose Named Victor Chairman;
Hy Schwartz Becomes President

¥ At the 21st annual meeting of

Victor Animatograph Corporation

and its distributors, Morris

Schwartz, president of The Kalart

Company, of which Victor is a divi-

sion, announced that Sam Rose, who
with Alexander Victor founded the

Victor Animatograph Corporation

in 1910. has been appointed Chair-

man of the Board of the pioneer

16mm projection manufacturing
company.

It was also announced that H^
Schwartz, vice president, had been

appointed president of the Victor

firm. In his talk to the companys
distributors. Hy Schwartz reaf-

firmed Victor's exclusive distributor

policy. He also announced Victors

plans to expand its Class A Dealer

organization serviced by these dis-

tributors, lii"

Choose any of these services to complete your pro-
duction and you'll know the costs before you start

to work.

• Edge numbered Work prints

• Titles -
.

• Editing

• Narrators

• Narrative recording

• Music scoring

• Sound effects scoring

• Multiple channel Mixing

• Interlocked picture and sound preview theatre

• Conforming
• Release printings-color

and black & white

• Plus complete custom
production and laboratory
service , ^

Write today
for Complete

Information and
Price List.

PREMIER QUALITY • FAST SERVICE • PERSONAL ATTENTION

19rodwceri
Service

Affiliated with Gdlbred'

Inc

2905 FAIRFIELD AVE.. FORT WAYNE. INDIANA

MOTION PICTURE

PHOTOGRAPHER

Experienced motion picture
photographer sought, capable

of assuming responsibility for

the production of high-quality

motion pictures. Will be re-

quired to produce training

films, public relations films,

and progress report films to

Air Force specifications. Ex-

cellent opportunity for highly

qualified motion picture pho-

tographer with full understand-

ing of all motion picture equip-

ment and accessories. Respon-
sible position with excellent pay
and benefits for riglit man.
Relocation expenses paid. Ex-

cellent salary and working con-

ditions. Advance bv merit.

Compan) -paid benefits. Write,

outlining qualifications and ex-

lierience to:

Mr. P. E. Strohm

Department 208

Engineering Personnel Employment

IBM Corporation

Owego, New York

ssa!

FOR
COLOR FILMSTRIPS

AND SLIDES
The masters make the difference

itl
FRANK HOLMES

LABORATORIES INC.

1947 FIRST STREET
I

SAN FERNANDO, CALIF.!

I

EMPIRE 5-4501
\

^SSi WRITE FOR BROCHURE SSi
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GOOD NEWS!
ARRIFLEX 16 SHIPMENTS STEPPED UP
Many important motion picture pro-

ducers, cinematographers, and indus-

trial users waited months — even years

— for delivery of Arriflex 16 cameras.

With the intense demand for this out-

standing equipment far in excess of

initial production, a long waiting

time was unavoidable.

Today, more new buildings, more new

machinery, and a growing staff of

highly slcliied technicians enable the

Arri factory to fill orders with increas-

ing speed.

If you want the ultimate in 16mm

cinematography, you will, naturally,

turn to the Arriflex 1 6. Its mirror reflex

shutter— not a beam splitter — gives

you positive through-the-lens focusing

and viewing without loss of lens effi-

ciency, eliminates finders and rack-

over devices. A registration pin film

movement assures rock-steady screen

images. You have a choice of electric

motor drives for any purpose includ-

ing synchronization, animation, or

time lapse. Sound blimp, 400 ft. mag-

azines, and wide selection of useful

accessories, plus many other built-in

features make the Arriflex 16 the out-

standing all-round cine camera.

What's more its weight of only 6 V2

pounds makes it ideal for hand-held

shooting.

See your franchised Arri Dealer for a

complete demonstration.

X.XZIB-G-

FKCOTO COK-F.
257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.

7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Col.

P Arriflex is a member af the

Kling fomily of fine

Wait Germon pholog'ophic products.
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Box 2408

Gary 5, Indiana

Laboratory

5929 East Dunes

Highway

Telephones

Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114 •

Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

RIGHT OFF THE REEL

SEATTLE WILL do it again. The Seattle

Film Associates have announced that a 1958

Film Festival will be held again next spring

in that far Northwest metropolis. Film sponsors,

producers and distributors who have outstanding

new films for possible entry may contact Mrs.

Jennie King, program chairman of the '58

Festival, c o the Pacific Telephone and Tele-

graph Company. 320 Fairview North. Seattle.

Washington. g}'

Harrogate, England to Screen Films

Which Serve Industry on October 8-12

f The industrial motion picture and specificalK.

the contribution which the sponsored film c"n

make to the solution of problems confronting

British industry today, will be the focal center

of attention at the forthcoming ""Festival of Films

in the Service of Industry" to be held at Harro-

gate. England the week of October 3-12.

Probably no single event of this kind in recent

years has been surrounded by so many top fig-

ures in national and business afifairs as is this

English project. President of the Council sixm-

soring the Festival is the Rt. Hon. Lord Godber:

Sir Charles Hambro. K.B.E.. M.C.. is honorary

treasurer. Council membership includes Sir

Hugh Beaver, president of the Federation of

British Industries: Sir Colin Anderson, president

of the British Employers' Confederation; Sir

Harold Emmerson. permanent secretary. Ministry

of Labor, the Rt. Hon. Lord Luke, president of

the Advertising Association and Thomas Hutton.

director of the British Productivity Council.

Heads of all principal film organizations are

also Council members. They include Edgar

Anstey. Esq.. chairman of council. British Film

Academy; P. M. Thomas, governor. Scottish

Film Council: Lex Hornsby. president. Scientific

Film Association: and Frank A. Hoare. presi-

dent. -Association of Specialized Film Producers.

A selection of topflight I'.S. sponsored films,

gathered b\ a special jury of leading figures in

this field on short notice, is being sent to Harro-

gate by special invitation of the Festival Council.

Awards will be made only to entries by United

Kingdom sponsors. In addition to these, each

(CONTINUED ON PAGE SIXTY -THREE)

ARTAj^VIDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington27378-9

The Case hi Point:

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

The Prohleni: How to demonstrate

the importance of Courtesy in relations

between employees and the general

public.

The Film: "The Human Side," a

28-minute sound-color motion picture

for Llnion Pacific Railroad.

|i

Possibly the most difficult problem con-

fronting the industrial film producer is the com-

munication of abstract ideas. Too often the end

result is a dull preachment which carries neither

conviction nor bellevability.

Our job tor Union Pacific was to present

the subject of Courtesy in such a way that em-

ployees would remember and practice the simple

teachings of the film. We accomplished it by

creating the character of 'Poor Joe Brown" who,

in his contacts with fellow employees and the

public, was the perfect example of what a rail-

roader's attitude ought iiol to be. The obvious

lesson from Joe's experience was that indifference,

rudeness and ill-temper react dgiUiist the employee

—making bis job just that much harder.

Union Pacific used the film to spark a

system-wide courtesy campaign with continued ex-

cellent results. "The Human Side" is only one of

a number of successful "attitude" films produced

by this organization. If you're troubled by a similar

problem, maybe we can help you find the answer.

ana

CATE«^M<jLONE
1521 cross roads of the world

Hollywood 28, California

rmTEE

I CO!

I
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Exhibit TectiDiques:
(CONTINUED FROM PACE 10)

smart, photo-lined display area to

watch the pictorial message.

""Step inside this simulated bloom-

ing mill pulpit and see how an in-

got is rolled into a slab from the

vantage point of a mill operator.

Responding to this invitation at the

Inland Steel Company exhibit,
would-be mill operators pushed red

levers and faced a color motion pic-

ture of a blooming mill operation,

explained by a sound narration.

This on-the-job view was provided

bv rear-projection.

Inland Steel, the world's fourlli

largest steel plant, also made use of

an animated cutaway of a blast fur-

nace. .\ sign directed: "L'Hik to

right, press !aitt'>ii. ph k up the

phone." Over the phone, a narrator

explained the blast furnace opera-

tion. Black and white transparen-

cies with illuminated captions show-

ed the raw materials from which

steel is made.

\ ia a newspaper advertisement,

fair-goers were invited to The Thun-

dermakers, a continuous motion pic-

ture showing what Ford Motor

Company's .Aircraft Engine Division

is doing in Chicago.

The United Electric Coal Com-
panies expressed ""better service

through improved production and

marketing"' with a captioned photo

display. Colonies of visitors occu-

pied chairs at this exhibit ami

watched a continuous rear-projei

tion presentation of a sound and

color motion picture. Coal—Servant

of Mankind.

\f oody Woodpecker plaved crowd-

stopper at a display of C. 0. Hen-

riksen Co.. boiler setters and fur-

nace builders.

.\ continuous slidefilm supple-

mented the ""Moverama" exhibit of

Aero Mayflower Transit Co.. show-

ing how the company moves furni-

ture.

At the Peoples Gas. Light and
Coke Company exhibit, an auto-

matic slide presentation with sound

portrayed The 90-Second Story oj

(CONTINUED ON .NEXT PAGE)

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California/HOIIywood 2-3284

brancti office:

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
524 W 43rd St New York. N Y 'GRamercey 3-1546

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
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^^ The long list of nationally known firms who

^^ use SELECTROSLIDE automatic-projectors in

V ttieir sales training-- selling-and public

relations programs is growing constantly, Ttiere

MUST be a reason.

From the JtJNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN--

SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more
than 32 years of experience, to out-perform and

out last all others. Why not ask the firms who use

them,

ALL SELECTROSLIDE automatic projectors are

TURBINE-COOLED; Operate with push-button

remote control, or automatically; Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention; Available with various focal-

length lenses from 2 to ID inches; Interchange-

able magazines accommodate from 16 to 96

slides.

SELECTROSLIDE is the "diamond" of fully-automatic-

projectors,,, nothing finer... nothing more enduring

...and there is a SELECTROSLIDE to fit your pro)ec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audio-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of SELECTROSLIDE, or

consult us.

Illustrated literature available

— no cost or obligation.

SELECTROVISION CABINET lor con-

tinuous automatic showing of slides

picturing merchandise or announce-
ments. Folds lor easy transportation.A

YSpindler & Sauppe »»'

2201 Boverly Blvd.. Lai Angelci 57, Calif., Phene: DUnk

Exhibit Techniques:
(CONTINUED FKOM PRKCEDING P.\GE I

Natural Gas. piDvidiiig action in a

display of utility installation photos

and samples of equipment used in

gas operations. A slide projection

unit depicted food career opportuni-

ties amid an artistic jilioto display

at the Marshall Field Company e.\-

hihit.

In the Cities Service Oil Company
exhibit area, visitors learned some

oil industry history viewing a rear-

projection presentation of the color,

sound film. The Story oj Colonel

Drake. A motion ])icture. Camera

ESTAIUSHfO 1914

The Cities Service exhibit featured motion
pictures, slicJetllms and moving displays.

Tour of Cities .Service, transparen-

cies, moving displays and a tv-box

color slidefilm depicted the Cities

Service product, service and em-

ployment story.

"Chicago Today." a inunicipal

display, consisted of a large mural

drawing of the city and a contin-

uous projection sound slidefilm il-

lustrating the growth of Chicago.

The city's new Prudential head-

quarters utilized big color photos

and continuous color slides encased

in a table display to verify that Pru-

dential was a good place to work.

In a sizeable theatrette. visitors at-

tended a color cartoon and a black/

white motion picture. The Metro-

politan Sanitary District of Greater

Chicago, a documentary on an im-

portant municipal service.

Sound Activates Visual Show

A Western Electric animated

photo display, viewer - activated,

demonstrated the use of the tran-

sistor amplifier in boosting sound

on long-distance telephone lines. A
phone-call diorama explained the

Bell solar battery. Photos and phone

interpreted the new Atlantic cable.

The Army's NIKE was vivified in a

diorama and phone display.

Special sight and/or sound de-

vices were integrated with numerous

exhibits. National Homes Corpora-

tion employed home-landscape dio-

ramas in units which inoved up and

flown, calling attention to blowup

photography of home interiors and

the exhibitor's trade mark. Among
displays in a Navy theatrette was an

animated reproduction of the Van-

guard satellite. A simulated water-

fall motif drew eyes to the exhibit

of the Visking Co. Division of

Union Carbide Company, where il-

luminated photos depicted products

and jobs.

It's a Wonderland of Ideas

At the Standard Oil Company ex-

hibit, cartoon figures on illumi-

nated rotating glass drums illus-

trated definitions of "cat'" cracking,

polymerization, alkytation. ultra-

forming. Sunbeam Corporation vis-

ualized its message with transpar-

encies, mannequins and flashing

lights. General Electiic Company
featured an animated cutaway rep-

lica of a G. E. Dual Cycle Boiling

Water Reactor—with a soimd nar-

ration. In the spacious Common-
wealth Edison and Public Service

Company area, activated dioramas

told the story of America's electric

power utility.

Container Corporation of Amer-

ica used a four-unit Polaroid meter

to compare the \isual effectiveness

of four packages in stores of differ-

ent illumination. This e.\hibit also

caught attention with "Geomatron"

—a rotating display unit which ap-

peared capable of perpetual motion.

I CONTINUED ON OPPOSITE PAGE)

FOR PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

{[ mllsberg \nc.
offers a complete production service

animation
slide films
titles
telops
flip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of
packaged products

a wide
assortment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue
on request

421 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK I9,N,Y,

PLAZA 7-1525

THE FINEST IN AUDIO-VISUAL
SERVICES IN BUSINESS SCREEN
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sales managers

—pamper that

ulcer!

Put on this

PREPARED
SALES
MEETING

passing Sales Resistance"

Here, in one paclcaqe, is everything

you need to stage a hard-hitting sales

meeting—at small cost and with ex-

tremely little preparation. Dramatic

film highlights create deep, lasting im-

pressions of successful selling methods.

Used by leading companies the nation

over. Effective for any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00

1 COMPLETE TEXT-forstepby

sfep guidance. Contains instruc-

tions, remarks which you may read

or Improvise upon, questionnaires

that reveal individual selling v/eak-

nesses, sales problems to s+Imj-

late discussion, summarized high-

lights and send-home follow-u>

material.

2STRIPFILM — Dramatic visual

presentation proves to your men

that most "sales resistance" isn't

resistance at all—shows them tech-

niques of by-passing this artificial

"resistance" to make more sales,

3 SOUND RECORDING—Nar-

ration by Harlow Wilcox puts the

message across dearly, forcefully,

convincingly.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you

if you prefer). If material does not

meet your need you may return it and

pay only the small service charge of

$10.00 to cover the cost of handling,

plus postage both ways.

Better Selling Bureau

6108-B Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, California

A Division of Rocket Pictures, Inc.

Exhibit Techniques:
I CONTINUED FROM F-\CING P.\CE)

International Harvester Company

pictured its property and products

in photo blowups and transparen-

cies. Enlivening this display were

glass - encased models of Interna-

tional Harvester Tractor machinery.

.\ctivated by visitors, the models

went through their paces autoniat-

icallv. The Drott "4 in 1" machine

changed from a bulldozer to skid

shovel: "clamshell" and "bullclam

shovel." Centerpiece in the I-H dis-

plav was the McCormick Farm-All.

with 10 speeds forward.

.\ 12-foot Diesel giant looked

quite alive as he spoke to the crowds

at the General Motors Electro-

Motive Division exhibit. Higher than

the scale model of a Diesel engine

locomotive he stood by. the giant

conversed with visitors and told of

GM's Electro-Motive Division utilized this

talking robot to greet Fair visitors.

job opportunities. A 9-foot giant

also won attention. "Junior," a re-

frigerator with a comic head, per-

formed for Commonwealth Edison s

visitors.

In a section of Polk Brothers

I dept. store I exhibit. Westinghouse

Electric Corporation halted visitors

with a towering bronze-like mechan-

ical man whose advertised accom-

plishments included walking, talk-

ing, smoking, singing, playing the

piano. Operating on a track was the

robot's mechanical dog. "Sparko.

These devices brought visitors close

to Westinghouse laundromarts.

Looking Ahead to 1959

Sponsored by the Chicago .\sso-

ciation of Commerce and Industry,

the Chicagoland Fair was a financial

and promotional success. At the

Remington Rand exhibit, a Univac

machine processed 20.000 job appli-

cants a day—telling the applicants

where they could find the kinds of

jobs they were seeking. Evidently,

fair-goers were getting the idea.

Pleased with the response. Chicago

leaders are planning a bigger trade

fair in 1959. timed to coincide with

the opening of the St. Lawrence

Seawav. w

NUMBER 5 VOLUME 18 1957
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We make Scotch Tracks'
lO hours a day

(2-shift operation to serve you faster)

"NA/e use the 'SCOTCH" Brand
Magnetic Laminate process for

consistently higher quality.

Now available for single-system

magnetic cameras:
Pre-stnped-and-tested ra\A/ stock

• RCA Sound Recording

• Editing

• Processing

• Printing. Color and
Black-and-\A/hite

• Magnetic Laminating

CAPITAL
FII.M !_ABO^ATORiES„lNC

1905 Fairview Ave., N.E.,

Washington 2, D.C.

LAwrence 6-4634

General Precision Corporation
Announces Exec Assignments

Two tup executive promotions at

General Precision Laboratory In-

corporated have been announced by

General Precision Equipment Cor-

poration, parent company of GPL.

Dr. Raymond L. Garman, for-

merly executive vice - president of

GPL. was elected to the new post of

chairman of the board. He also con-

tinues as technical director in

charge of research and development.

James W. Murray, was elected

president and chief executive officer

and continues as general manager.

He formerly was executive vice-

president.
« * «

Esquire Names Dent V.P.

Ell-^worlli C. Dent, director for

distribution for Coronet Films. Chi-

cago, has been appointed vice-presi-

dent of Esquire. Inc.. parent organ-

ization of the film division. He will

continue to supervise the world-wide

distribution of Coronet Films, in ad-

dition to assuming new responsibil-

ities in the Esquire corporation.

Dent has been in the audio-visual

field for 34 years. He has served

as director of the Bureau of Audio-

Visual Instruction at the University

of Kansas, where one of the first

16mm rental libraries was estab-

lished. In 1933. he started the

Audio-Visual Services at Brigham

Young LTniversity in LUah.

He has worked as director of the

Division of Motion Pictures in the

Department of the Interior, educa-

tional director of the Radio Corpo-

ration of America and general man-

ager of the Society of Visual

Education. Inc. <^
* * *

Richard Rogers Joins Modern
Richard H. Rogers has joined the

New York headquarters of Modern
Talking Picture Service. Inc.. as an

account executive.

Rogers' film experience includes

work with producers, distributors

and the audio-visual department of

Shell Oil Coni])any. Modern is a

nationwide distributor of business

public relations films. O'

FOR SALE

Finest color travelogue adven-

ture action 16nmi motion pic-

tures. 18 countries including

Russia. Alaska.

NEIL DOUGLAS
Box 664

Meriden, Conn.

Now—a fully

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

—ready to

put on!

i

Title

"MAINTAINING DISCIPLINE"

Here, in one pacltage, is everything you
need to stage an effective training meet-
ing. So flexible you can use It as a 15-

mlnute "quickie" or a stimulating 2-hour
conference. Modern audio-visual tech-
niques drive home important lessons In

human relations and management proce-
dure. Proved effective for ony type of
business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00
LEADER'S MANUAL— a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. Just fol-

^J\ 'o* 'f step by step. Contains
\^A instructions, data for chart or

V^j-3 blackboard work, and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or Improvise upon.

STRIPFILM—dramatic visual presentation

^"^^^ . . . teaches your supervisors

i^' to recognize and handle the

^^ two distinct types of discipline

and explains proper techniques

In reprimanding subordinates.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that

never tires, never omits, never

^n, forgets. Narration by Harlow

^^B Wilcox puts the stripfilm's mes-

^^^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each

supervisor. For companies con-

ducting the entire series of

eight meetings, suggestions for

certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you

if you prefer). If material does not meet

your need you may return it and pay

only the small service charge of $10.00

to cover the cost of handling, plus post-

age both ways.

ROCKET PICTURES

INC.
6 1 08-A Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38. Calif.

I
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with

All VIEWLEX Projectors ore

Guaronteed for a Lifetime

tures Today

V-500
A combination SSrnm filmstrip and

2x2 slide Projector -500 -Watt Fan cooled

iewlex exc/us/ves
• AUTOMATIC take-up reel — No more threading. Completely

automatic tolce-up accepts film from P^°i!^^°;^^°"';f ' °;1._
automatically winds it neatly. • Built-in OPTICAL ENLARGING

Pointer -- Ifs more than a pointer. Emphasizes by enlarging the area

you want even larger than the projected image. F'^J °"^""°"

on details under discussion. • Completely LIGHT TIGHT lamp

house — Not a ray of light can escape. The exclusive Viewlex

Light-Multiplier optical system provides more effechve illummation

than ever before possible. • Vertical FAN MOUNTING behind lamp

_ For the first time cold air is drawn FIRST over the film plane,

then past the condensers against the lamp and then

immediately forced out the side grills. • And there s MORE! - NEW

Simplified Threading. One turn click stop for single and double

frame — vertical and horizontal. All aluminum castings. F/2.8,

3, 5, 7, 9 and 11-inch lenses available. Guaranteed for a lifetime.

iewlex inc. 35-01 queens boulevard • LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.

Other

VIEWLEX Projectors

r- from

1 50 to 1 000 W/otts

Priced from

$39.25 to $238.50
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BIG ROLE FOR

U.S.C. CINEMA

DEPARTMENT
University Benefits From Greatly

Extended Use of 35mm and 16mm
Mitchell Motion Picture Cameras

One of the most startliim de\clopments among tlie

cinema departments of colleges and imi\ersitii's is

the increased contribution wliich the campus fihn

unit has made to the field of higher education.

A leading example is the University of Southern
California where students using professional
Mitchell motion picture cameras film a remarkabk'
range of subjects. Films are created for classroom
instruction, public relations, sports events, campus
activities, scientific research, audience reaction
research, entertainment, tele\ision and industr\'.

Mitchell cameras meet an extreme range of film-

ing requirements. No other single camera has
proven so flexible in use as these eas\-operating,

trouble-free 35mm and 16mm cameras which con-

sistently delixer the highest {(Vialitv film.

For information aliout .Mitchell cameras, write

today on vour letterhead.

v^
r^.

<>>

Jka'

Widely diversified filming conditions are covered in

instruction in which Mitchell cameras demonstrate fheii

great flexibility.

Mitchell comera tocuses on operofing room as mediccil

instruction film is made by Department of Cinema at U. S, C

Peabody and TV "Emmy"
award winner, Dr. Frank

Boxter, being filmed for

the education TV and Radio

Center of Ann Arbor.

Students from all over the

world attend U. S. C. to

learn the latest techniques

of 16mm and 35mm cine-

matography.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4 CALIFORNIA

Cable Address "MITCAMCO"

*85% of professional motion pictures shown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchel



FUK THt PAST EIGHT
YEARS, the Socony Mobil Oil

C<inipan\ has been deveU>ping.

promoting and expanding the use of

audio-visual aids as a means of

helping its management and key-

personnel with the many and varied

t\pes of presentations thev are

called upon to make.

The Training Section of the Em-

ployee Relations Department has as-

sisted in this development and it has

been a satisfying experience for us

to see the growth and use of aids in

the past eight years extended to

many areas of our domestic and

foreign operations.

Correct Use Benefits All

The continued increase in the use

of audio-visual aids by employees

in the Company has convinced our

management that when aids are

used correctly, a more effective job

of communication is realized, which

in turn, benefits the Company and

its emplovees.

Todays rapid growth of our na-

tional economy is placing greater

and greater demands on all of us

in industry. These demands take

many forms and one very important

one to all management men is the

skill of making themselves under-

stood and being as persuasive as

possible in their day to day work.

There are many things common to

all business — and persuasion
through better communication is

certainly one of them. Therefore,

let us take a quick look at a few

major underlying principles which

must be understood, whether we are

communicating up the line to top

management or out to those in the

supervisory level.

We Compete for Understanding

The problem of effectively getting

plans, thoughts and knowledge
through to minds of others by

methods of better communication is

certainly a subject that is receiving

increasing attention by all levels of

management.

This is not a one-way street bv

any means, for in learning how to

better communicate our ideas to

others, we also learn how to better

understand the things communi-

cated to us.

The process of getting plans,

thoughts, or knowledge from one

mind to another is not as simple as

some people think, for there are

many roadblocks along the way. Of

these, certainly one of the most dif-

ficult to circumvent is the intense

competition for the mind of the

other fellow.

If he is like most of us. he is

overwhelmed bv the volume of

Moiicl phxsical training latilities at iocony Mobil arc guided

b\ a broad concept of these important goals for audio-visuals—

Better CainmunicatiDn Throuqti

Wider Use of Audio -Visual Aids

by D. S. Trelchler

Employee Relations Deparfmen-f, Socony Mobil Oil Company

NUMBER 5 VOLUME I 8

booklets, literature and letters com-

ing over his desk daily. It is not

possible for him to absorb every-

thing that comes across his desk or

over the telephone: therefore, out of

necessity, he has become a scanner

and a skimmer in his reading and a

half-listener in his hearing. He has

set up a selective mechanism by

means of which he allows only

those things he considers essential

to filter into his mind. The same

basic principle holds true for all

level of workers.

How Quickly Do We Learn?

Another difficult\ lies in the way

the human mind functions. Gener-

ally speaking. "How well does the

mind receive?" "How fast does it

digest?" It appears that one of our

greatest failings in communication

today is our belief that people

grasp things quickly.

Actually, they do not. Ideas,

particularly new ideas, have to be

digested, and that takes lime. From

the standpoint of the one who is

trying to put over an idea, it takes

patience; for usually our first com-

munication is just a laying of the

groundwork for future effort.

Another thing: What does the

mind know? Does it have enough

information to accept the idea when

we do get through to it? Words

have no meaning when the context

is missing. We usually become so

wrapped up in our own ideas that

we forget that other people do not

have sufficient background to accept

them.

Words: Tools of Our Trade

Obviously, word usage must be

the starting point in any discussion

of good communication. W'ords.

after all. are the basic tools of per-

suasion, and whether we realize it

or not. we are selling something or

somebody all day long. To most of

us, words are tools of our trade, and

yet it is incredible how we go on

using them year after year without

giving them the thought and atten-

tion they deserve. A word is not a

thinH. Every word is an invention

1957

of many and must be kept alive only

in the mind of man.

Good word usage and good

thought organization are essential to

effective presentation. To supple-

ment the presentation, audio-visual

aids—used inlelligently and in their

proper place—will help people to re-

member more of what they see and

hear. Thus. the\ permit ideas to

come to life.

The Eye: Gateway to Mind

Let us look at a few facts about

how- we learn. We learn

l'~c through taste

1.5% through touch

3.5% through smell

11% through hearing

83% through sight

If the latter two percentage fig-

ures are generalh valid, which ex-

perience and research have shown

them to be. then why are people so

reluctant to use graphic illustrations

and visual aids? ^ by do they con-

tinue to talk for hours trying to get

ideas across and leave audiences

with only a small fraction of the

thought absorbed through the ears?

What Do We Remember Best?

So much for learning. Now what

about retention? Here's the way re-

Within these model facilities at Socony Mobil's new Manhattan headquarters,

both lar-Qo a"d sr^ah aroups hold meetings from all departments. (Over)

Behind the Design

These Basic Principles

K In the March issue of Business

Screen a feature section de-

scribed the Socony Mobil Oil

Company's new Training Center,

one of the largest and most com-

pletely equipped industrial train-

ing operations in the world. The
section described the architecture

of the Center and detailed the

permanently installed facilities

which make it so noteworthy.

Continuing our report on this

outstanding audio - visual pro-

gram, we present this article by

D. G. Treichler. in charge of

Socony Mobil audio-visual facil-

ities, on how- visual aids have

helped management and other

personnel to do a more effective

job with the use of aids.

And. to round up the report,

we have prepared, with the help

of Socony Mobil's Training Cen-

ter staff, a summary of the porta-

ble audio-visual equipment used

throughout the Headquarters
building, and a usage report of

this equipment during the first

six months of this year. ^

searchers analyze a learners abilitv

to retain information

:

10% of what thev read



BRtter Communicatiun Through Audio -Visuals

(continued from preceding page I

lions. However, they do iiulieate

that the best way to persuade people

to accept ideas is through a well

illustrated visual aid presentation.

Listeners ma) learn much from

what is said. But. do they retain

it. and what is more, do the> o;);''i

it? That is the real pay-off.

Many Types of Aids Used

There are many types of audio-

visual aids that are being used ef-

fectively by management, key per-

sonnel and others throughout
Socony Mobil, and especially at our

Headquarters, in both formal and

informal presentations.

Those who have used visual aids

successfully agree that the extra

time required in the pre-planning of

the graphic materials, plus the extra

work of rehearsals to develop a

smooth presentation is worth the ef-

fort. They have sold themselves

that the best way to put their ideas

across, most effectively, is through

a well illustrated visual aid presenta-

tion.

Booklets to Stimulate Action

ID lieip promote wider interest in

audio - visual aids, we distribute

throughout the company two book-

lets which were prepared primarily

for the purpose of stimulating action

on the part of field management to

acquire the needed equipment which

will enable them to make presenta-

tions more effective through the

wider use of visual aids.

The first booklet is the Whnt and

Why of Audio-Visual Aids. It is

put together to suppl) an eas\ ref-

erence for the individual who is

looking for the right aid or com-

bination of aids to help him in his

job.

The second booklet. Audio-Visual

Aid Buyer's Guide, was developed

to fill the need for additional infor-

mation relative to specific type and

kind of equipment which is consid-

ered a good buy. No attempt was

made to include a broad selection of

all the equipment sold by leading

manufacturers. Only literature cov-

ering the equipment which has been

extensively tested at Headquarters

and considered to be the best was

included. This booklet helps guide

field management in planning the

purchase of visual aid equipment.

A-V Pays These Dividends

We are sure that the increased use

of audio-visual aids in furthering

and promoting all of the company's

activities is paying dividends be-

cause people of all ages and mental

capacities are more attentive when
they see the point illustrated as well

as hear it. They understand it

quicker and remember it longer.

The big job. we feel, is for man-

agement men to make listeners

Types of A-V Equipmenf Used in the Training Center

16mm Soiuid Projectors:

RCA Junior Model 400

RC.'\ Magnetic Recording

Pioj.

RC.\ Senior Model

Overhead Projectors:

Beseler Vii-Graph Masters

Beseler Vu-Graph Junior

Beseler Vii-Graph Standards

Opaque Projectors:

Beseler Vu-Lyte

Beseler Vu-Lyte II

Filmstrip & Slide Projectors:

Viewlex V-1000

Viewlex Powermatic

Viewlex V-22C
Viewlex V-53 (slides)

Tape Recorders:

Ekotape 250 Model
LaBellc Control Recorder

W'ebcor Educator

Transcription Players:

Calilone Executive Model
Califone Continental Model

Projection Screens:

Da-Lite Hilo Models
CPE Fastfold Models

Easels:

Oravisual X400 Expansion
Oravisual H323 Heavy Duty
Oravisual D314 Dual

Pinposc

Oravisual .\-302 AU-Purpose
Presentation Flannel Boards:

Whitney Red-i-Vue

.Ahniiinum

Whitney Red-i-Vue

Magnetic

Electric Pointers:

Ednalitc Pointers

Lecterns:

IBM Lecterns

Chalk Boards:

N.V. Silicate Book Slate Co.

understand and accept their ideas.

They stand a much belter chance of

rccomplishing this with audio-visual

rids. 9
* * *

Editor's Note: playing a key role

in helping develop S M's model

Training Center was the Ken Killian

Co.. Westbury, N. Y.. supplier of

the a-v equipment noted above. ^"

Below: this chart shows "frequency of use" by various Socony Mobil headquarters' departments of company's
Training Center facilities as well as their internal use of audio-visual aids loaned from the Center.

FACIIITI:S



HOW ONE OF WORLD'S LARGEST RETAIL CONCERNS USES AUDIO-VISUALS

W. T. Grant Trains In Match Growtli

To Help Its 660 Store Managers in 41 States Improve Customer Service

the W. T. Grant Company Builds Library of 40 Slidefllms in Four Years

THE W. T. GRANT COMPANY, one of the

largest merchandising concerns in the world,

is growing at a tremendous pace. 660 stores

are now in operation i37 new ones in the first

six months of this year i staffed by 35.(KX) eni-

plovees. It is expected that by 1959 the chain

will have nearly 900 stores and some 44,000

employees. This constant influx of new people

to be trained in the Grant tradition of good

customer ser\"ice, plus the inescapably high

turnover of employees in the merchandising in-

dustry has always been a training challenge to

Grant store managers.

To point up the conipanys policy of promo-

tion from within the ranks. 225 men who

started with Grant as "local" employees now

manage their own stores, recommended by their

managers for the company"? Executive Training

Program. Some 50 women are now managing

stores, and. in addition, many women hold key

jobs in Grant stores just below the managership

level. Nine others hold executive jobs in the

home office and 21 of 54 buyers are women.

Began Exploring Film Idea Six Years Ago

Six years ago. the company began exploring

the idea of a regular series of films on a wide

range of topics to aid the store managers in

their weekly training sessions. Determined to

plan the program carefully and eliminate all the

bugs before going into production. Grant home
office management I 75^ of whom are former

store managers I along w ith Seymour Zweibel

Productions. Inc.. investigated dozens of wavs

to do the job. different techniques that might be

used, training conditions in the stores, and how
the films would mesh with other training meth-

ods in use. It was decided that the sound slide-

film—efficient, adaptable and economical—had

more to offer than other media, for this purpose.

First Program Presented at '54 Convention

Finally, at the 1954 convention of Grant

store managers, the program was presented in

detail and met with quick acceptance by the

managers. Each store was sent a kit of equip-

ment, comprised of an S\'E or TDC stripfilra

projector. Radiant screen. D™ayox transcription

player and speaker, and a neat chest especially

designed by the producer to store equipment and

a complete library of films and records. .\s new

stores have been opened, each has received a

similar equipment kit.

AH the equipment (which costs about .S150,

complete! and records and films I which now-

cost between S5 and -§9 per subject I are charged

to the accounts of the individual stores, thus

Above: selected for showing at the recent

Day of Visual Presentation in New York was

this W. T. Grant training film "A Sale Can
Be a Service," one of 40 in field library.

providing an incentive to each manager to use

them as effectively as possible. .\s each Grant

manager is, in effect, his own boss, the program

has been voluntary from the start, but actually

over 90' f of the stores use the films regularly.

Content Supervised by a Film Committee

Production supervision is by a Films Commit-

tee in the New York office under the chairman-

ship of Training Manager T. J. Newlon, with

other members coming from the Personnel and

Merchandising divisions. Their activities en-

compass decisions on subjects for new films,

techniques to be used, and script approval.

V^ orking closely on all matters of the program

is the producer. Seymour Zweibel Productions.

Inc.. which has made all 50 of the films to be

released thus far since the program began. In

fact, the Zweibel organization has gained such

I C O N T I N U E D ON PAGE SIXTY)

A TYPICAL W. T. GRANT SOUND SLIDEFILM IS CREATED : STEPS IN PRODUCTION FROM THE SCRIPT TO SCREEN

Scene One: (ieft above): script writer helps on in-

dividual story. Meetings are held to outline plans,

discuss revisions after Committee reads script.

P^



Inspirational Guidance to Sales Sue

Meet the "Stars of SGllinq"

Top Figures in the World of Selling Share Their Know-How

in a New Series of Six Sound Pictures for Sales Meetings

"POLRTEEN GUEST STARS »li..

' reached the top by selling are

giving their know-how to America's

salesmen in a new motion picture

sales training series. Stars of Sell-

ing.

These aces learned early how to

apply effective methods in getting

orders. Thev talk directly from the

screen in sales training sessions

made possible bv a new series of six

units prepared by The Jam Hand\

Organization. Detroit.

Appear in Four Pictures

The 14. leaders of selling present

their pointers in four sound motion

pictures in 16nim. each up to hall

an hour in running time. The meth-

ods of these successful salesmen ari'

dramatized bv .^2 professional ac-

tors who show how the selling tech-

niques of the stars can he applied to

building sales in any and all lines

of business todav.

Two additional films in the pro-

gram develop other facets of good

selling and present important prin-

ciples of human relations.

Turning Objections Into Sales

Alfred C. Fuller, ftiunder and

"first salesman" of Fuller Brush

Company, for example, shows how
a customer's objections are used t(t

help a sale. Philip M. Talbott.

president of the Chamber of Com-

merce of the United States and

senior vice-president of Woodward
and l.athrop. Washington. D. C..

Two salesmen get pointers on how

salesman handles them in this scene

presents his pointers on getting tlic

buying decision.

John M. Wilson, vice-president.

National Cash Register Company,

"top salesman in the world's top

selling organization. " shows how to

appeal to the buyer's self interest.

Harry Abram, Chevrolet salesman,

who sells over 600 cars a year, one

at a time, tells how he gets his

buyers to go to work for him.

All Types of Selling Shown

To dramatize "how" and "how

not to do it, ' various selling situa-

tions are presented in Stars of Sell-

ing as they occur daily in office,

store, home, over the luncheon table,

in wholesale and retail selling, and

in selling professional services.

Arthur H. (Red) Motley, in great

demand for his inspirational talks

to salesmen and salesmanagers.

makes the introductions and clinches

each point. He provides a running

commentary with hard-hitting em-

phasis on "what's in it for you.
"

How to get the buyer to hear and

consider what vou tell him? How
to close? How to unlock doors that

lead to increased sales? These are

some of the situations which the

topnotchers in selling know how to

soU'e.

Meeting Product Resistance

A salesman in Stars of Selling

overcomes resistance to a new prod-

uct bv knowing how to fit his serv-

ice into the buyer's business. Au-

to handle themselves from the way a

from "Stars of Selling."

'k



TRAIIVIIVG ABROAD ^he Ednors oi //, & Gfirdi'ii Present a

Dar+nell Sales Training

Filnns in Four Languages

•t Overcoming Objections, a 30-

niinute sales training film distrib-

uted bv The Dartnell Corporation of

Chicago, has been released with

Spanish, Swedish. Norwegian and

French language sound tracks for

use overseas. The film was produced

for Dartnell b\ The Jam Handy Or-

ganization.

The foreign language versions re-

sulted from requests by European

Productivity Councils and several

I .S. companies with sales staffs in

non- English -speaking countries.

Prompted by these requests and the

expanding foreign markets. Dartnell

is releasing part of its sales training

film lilirarv in o\erseas editions.

Presents Borden & Busse

Overcoming Objections, a black

white film, features the team of

Richard C. Borden and Alvin C.

Busse in dramatized sales situations

illustrating methods which a sales-

man can adapt to his own customer

problems. In its English language

version, the film has been in use

since 1954 and has won a Cleveland

Film Festival award. Closing the

Sale, another Borden and Busse

film, is being processed for foreign

language distribution.

Sound for the Spanish and French

versions of Overcoming Objections

was recorded bv Les Analyses Cin-

emaphotographiques in Paris, while

the Swedish and Norwegian versions

were prepared by producers in these

respective countries. Optical sound

tracks were dubbed onto the orig-

inal film with a close match between

lip movement and voice. The first

16mm prints, which will be distrib-

uted from Dartnell's Chicago office,

maintain a high standard of syn-

chronization, the distributor reports.

Closing the Sale was also produced

by The Jam Handy Organization of

Detroit.

Booklets in Spanish, French

Dartnell is planning to publish a

number of the firm's sales training

booklets in Spanish and French edi-

tions. The first of these will be a

64-page Spanish edition of Oier-

coming Objections which ties in

with the film.

More films and booklets are being

prepared for release. .\ librar\ of

foreign language training material

is being built from which companies

can draw professional material to

develop effective programs for train-

ing overseas sales personnel. IS'

REPORT From
the Home Country

Color stills of homes and special camera technique limited location shooting.

No competitor, but an important partner of all media,

the motion picture is todav sening newspa|)er». radio,

magazines and television as it helps make promotional

efforts more effective and reaches their ke\ advertisers.

¥ Magazines like Business Screen
have, for a long time, been telling

potential sponsors what films can

do for them as a promotional me-

dium. Nowadays, quite a few mag-

azines are returning the compliment

by sponsoring films directed at po-

tential advertisers. An interesting

case in point is Report From the

Home Coitntry. developed and pro-

duced for House and Garden bv

Henry Strauss & Co.. in collabora-

tion with the Media Promotion Or-

ganization.

Report From the Home Country

has several novel aspects which have

combined to make it a marked suc-

cess, according to reports from some
200 showings conducted by the

magazine in the last six months. It

introduces a new editor .... a new

concept of media promotion ....
and some techniques of film making

which shed a new light on how-

much can be accomplished in get-

ting a story across visually for a

relativelv small expenditure.

Editor Presents His Concepts

By casting Hill Lowe. Iloisi; ami

Gardens new editor, in the role of

narrator. Report From the Home
Country gives him the opportunity

of outlining his concept of the mag-

azine's responsibilities to the public

and the advertiser in a relaxed, in-

formal way that conveys a feeling

of freshness and positive direction.

More than that .... it gives poten-

tial advertisers an impression of a

vigorous personality in the editor's

chair .... a man who is intent on

preserving the integrity and author-

ity that made his magazine so in-

fluential in the past, while at the

same time introducing changes that

will continue to build its audience

appeal.

The new picture dwells onh
briefly on the standard media pro-

motion themes .... market cover-

age, economy, reports of promo-

tional successes. Instead, it devotes

Editor Bill Lowe backs up a point

with evidence from magazine flies.

the bulk of its footage to giving its

audience an insight into the motiva-

tions, interests, and needs of the

"home countrv" .... those residen-

tial belts surrounding our major
cities that constitute the fastest-

growing market in America today.

"Home country'' people, the film

points out. are the nation's "'taste-

leaders" .... they're building a

new way of family life .... and
they're in need of the kind of in-

spiration and information House
AND Garden provides. The impli-

cation for advertisers comes through

clearly without the need for high-

pressure sell.

Visually, Report From the Home
Country makes its points bv the use

of striking color stills, cleverlv han-

dled to create the illusion of pano

ramie motion .... by interestinglv

angled reproductions of significant

House .and Garden articles ....
and by amusing motion-slide art

sequences. These devices, effective

in themselves, enabled .Strauss to cut

studio shooting time to one dav and

eliminate location work altogether.

The result is a tight, fast-paced

presentation that effectivelv con-

denses a fairly complicated idea into

14' > minutes of film time.

Shown to 2,400 Prospects

To date, some 2.40U ad agencv

executives, promotion directors and

advertising managers have viewed

this film in coast-to-coast showings

conducted bv the magazine's space

salesman; or. in the case of par-

ticularly important accounts, bv edi-

tor Lowe, himself. Because of the

ground the film explores, it has

proven to be useful in stimulating

active post - showing discussion on

the problem involved in reaching

the fruitful "home country'' market.

It has also turned out to be a great

time - saver, enabling House and
Garden representatives to make as

many as six appearances a dav be-

fore key prospects. ^
» » »

Media on the Screen
¥ The Ladies Home Journal, and

.McCall's Magazine, redoubtable

competitors in the home magazine

market, will meet in the same cut-

ting rooms this fall. Both have

signed with Science Pictures, a di-

vision of Li.S. Productions, for new-

promotional films.

LHJ will have a 30-niinute film

featuring distaff advertising execu-

tive. Bernice FitzGibbon.

McCall's will release the third in

its series of five-minute public serv-

ice films for television—^this one to

be called Fun Ideas for Little Chil-

dren—for fall showings. ©
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SCIENCE & TECHIVOLDGY IIV PICTURES

Los Angeles Repm-fs on Water <£- Power as

Lifeline Facts for the People

Sponsor: Los Angele? Department

of Water and Power.

Title: I'ouer lor Progress. 24 niin.

color, produced bv Raphael G.

Woltf Studios.

Nerve center of Los Angei(.. -.

trical network. This power dispatcher
at console controls city power supply.

Huge power system diagram ofter^

cJispatcher constant, up-to-minute
views of current flow all over city.

Ml

liun'.iii of WalcT Hurls and
^upplv; Bureau of hmer and

'

l.i!;lil Crealtd lo.Sencnh,

Imaginative use of camera moves,
optlcals, overprints was used to
blend b&w historical sequence into

picture.

-(&

Manufactured weather: Department
;^ersonnel supplied "rain" for trou-

ble-shooting sequence when nature
failed to cooperate.

-¥ Los Angeles, the third largest city

in the nation, is situated in semi-

desert country. k\\ annual average

rainfall of 15 inches occurs mostly

during the winter months and the

summer growing season seldom has

a drop of rain.

Despite these obstacles, Los An-

geles has become a metropolitan

area of 5 million, a city with big

industries and a phenomenal con-

sumption of water and electric

power. Los Angeles can be proud

of its city-owned Department of

Water & Power, which successfully

planned ahead for the region's tre-

mendous growth and has gone far

afield to bring water and power to

the city and its environs. And
power is supplied in Los Angeles at

a rate one-third lower than the aver-

age power rate in the 15 largest

cities in the United States.

State and Utility Problem

\et the department must defend

itself not only against the outcries

of Arizona, northern California and

other geographical areas, but it

must shield itself against the slings

and arrows of private utility com-

panies.

Power for Progress, while pri-

marily concerned with electric

power, does an excellent job of

showing how the department heads

and engineers have planned for the

city's growth in water and power
needs. Both water and power come
from the Owens River Valley, some
260 miles northeast of Los Angeles,

as well as from Hoover Dam and the

Colorado River. 200 miles east of

the city.

Produce 75% of Own Power

Though it makes use of the tre-

inendous electrical output of Hoover
Dam and the power stations along

the Owens Valley aqueduct, Los
Angeles produces three-quarters of

its power in huge oil-fueled steam

generating plants in and around the

citv.

Reporting on departmental ac-

complishments. Power for Progress

is an instructive film for those in-

lerested in Los Angeles' water and
power development and a meaning-
ful public relations vehicle. It should

come in handy just prior to water

and power bond issues on the bal-

lot, m-

"Moon is Born" animation sequence
shows 72-foot-long Vanguard rocket.

Preview of llie Eartti Satellite

-K Visualizing the launching and

tracking of the earth satellite Van-

guard, a new sponsored motion pic-

ture is making impressive headw'ay

across the documentary screen

spaces provided by television sta-

tions and theatres.

The film. A Moon Is Born, has

been distributed to 225 television

stations in 12 countries by the spon-

sor. International Business Ma-

chines Corporation. An edited ver-

sion for tv newsreels is being dis-

tributed by United Press TV. In

edited form, the film is also being

used bv Movietone News and Uni-

versal-International Newsreel. Nu-

merous theatres have requested the

complete version which is available

in color.

Produced bv Transfilm. Inc.. New

Right: tracking stations

will form overlapping

radio fence around earth

to pick up faint radio

signals from satellite:

an animated sequence
in "A Moon is Born."

York City. A Moon Is Born was re-

leased to coincide with the begin-

ning of the International Geophys-

ical Year, during which scientists

will study the earth, its atmosphere

and the sun. The film's script and

storyboard were approved by the

Naval Research Laboratory, the De-

partment of Defense, the National

Academy of Sciences and four other

participating agencies.

Animated Preface to Launching

The 4 - minute animated film

charts the many elements involved

in the man-made moon operation.

It depicts the launching of the 72-

fool - long, three • stage Vanguard

rocket and the rocket's 18.000-mile-

per-hour flight into space. At an

altitude of approximately 300 miles.

Left: the earth

satellite will travel

around the earth in

a path much like a

string wound around a

ball. IBM electronic

computer will predict

each path In advance.
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the satellite ij ejected into its ellipti-

cal orbit to spin around the earth

once every 90 minutes.

Shows Tracking of Satellite

Portrayed are the tracking sta-

tions, called Minitrack. which will

pick up the faint radio signals trans-

mitted from the satellite. Optical

tracking stations with giant tele-

scope cameras and volunteer Moon-

watch stations will record the visual

sightings of the satellite.

The film explains that because of

the speed and irregular paths of the

satellite, an IBM electronic com-

puter will be in constant use to pre-

dict the "'moon's" future positions.

This data will be relayed to tracking

stations throughout the world.

16mm Distribution Is Planned

Plans are being made to distrib-

ute A Moon Is Born to schools,

clubs and civic groups. The film

was printed in color and black and

white versions to facilitate tv

use in public service showings. US'

A Leader in (he Missile Field, RMI Tells Its Story—

Visual HEcruilEr of EnqinGers
Sponsor: Reaction Motors. Inc.

Title: This Is RMI, 16 min., color,

produced by Audio Productions.

K Reaction Motors, Inc., is a fast-

growing but, until recently, little

known company which manufac-

tures rockets. Organized in 1941.

and concentrating on research for

the past decade, RMI is now gear-

ing for major production, needs

thousands of engineers to fulfill its

mission as a supplier of rocket en-

gines and allied devices for the

armed forces.

Although the company has grown

from four employees in 1941. to

400 in 1956, and to 1800 this year.

its need for more and more engi-

neering personnel is still of major

concern. RMI has been somewhat

handicapped in this respect by the

fact that the company is not as well

known as other employers of large

numbers of engineers. Rockets have

been so hush-hush that RMI has

rarely been able to tell even pros-

pective engineering employees much

"This is RMI" shows engineers the

about ivhat they would be working

on.

One of the tools the company is

employing in its recruitment cam-

paign is a film. This Is RMI, which,

although it does not break down the

classified restrictions on the nature

of RMTs work, does bring engineers

inside its doors to show the oppor-

tunities available to them. It ex-

plains the advantages younger men

enjoy at RMI by working in close

cooperation with leading engineers

in the field.

And. knowing that many other

considerations are important to en-

gineers being wooed by concerns

from coast to coast. RMI devotes

much attention in the film to the

ideal location of its plant in a beau-

tiful rural section of Northern New
Jersey, but close enough to New
York to enjoy many of the big city's

advantages.

RMI is currently showing the film

to engineering groups, and to men
in engineering schools across the

country. ^
opportunities in i*"; ^^-'zation.

Above: pictured in the "Atom Comes to Town" is this one million-watt

nuclear reactor at the Battele Institute, helping to develop atomic energy.

PEacEtime RdIes for thE Atom
Sponsor: Chamber of Commerce of

the Inited States.

Title: The ,'ltom Comes to Toun,

29 min, color, produced by Mul-

ler. Jordan & Herrick.

¥ "Atomic" is still such a fright-

producing word to many people that

the present role of peacetime atomic

energy is little understood. But the

peaceful atom, no longer just a lab-

oratory dream, is here today, work-

ing wonders, promising a better

^v•orld for all mankind. Already,

atomic development is a major fac-

tor in the .American economy. Thou-

sands of men and women earn their

livelihood by harnessing nuclear en-

ergy for our benefit.

The U.S. Chamber, in this film,

introduces us to just a few of these

atomic wonders, miracles that are

.happening all about us. wherever

ive live.

Electricity can now be produced

from the energy in the atom, and to

some of us. at least, this is surpris-

ing news. Potential energy in just

one tablespoon of uranium equals

the muscle power of 40 million

strong men working for an hour, or

the heat from more than 750 Ions of

coal.

In fact, one tablespoon of ura-

nium is potentially capable of mak-

ing enough electricity to meet all the

needs of an average-size city for a

full day.

Of course, the trick is to use this

energy' economically. The atom has

not vet reached the stage of com-

peting dollar for dollar with con-

ventional fuels, but progress has

been rapid and the day may not be

far off. Already, electricity-gener-

ating atomic plants are in operation

in Virginia and California and

other plants are being built in many
other states.

The film shows other uses of the

atom—in medicine, agriculture, in-

dustry and research. It premiered,

appropriately, aboard the atomic

submarine Sea Wolj, with projec-

tion current generated by the sub-

marine's atomic energy plant.

Additional information on the

new film may be obtained from the

National Chambers headquarters,

1615 H Street N.W.. Washington 6,

D.C., and in several key cities. The

film is cleared for television. Ri iital

charges are S15 for seven days, or

it may be purchased for 5160. |f
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The Saga of Two Pioneers—

3Dth Year in Pictures;

the KeystDOE Wire Story

Adds Two New Films to Growing Library

Above: charged into huge open hearth fur-

naces are the raw materials dug from nature s

underground storage bins. Right: wire rope

makes the cables for great suspension bridges.

UNREELING a sponsor-producer

relationship which spans more

than three decades are two new

color motion pictures. Steel Wire in

Agriculture and Steel Wire for In-

dustry, recently completed for the

Keystone Steel & Wire Company.

Peoria. Illinois l>y The Venard Or-

ganization.

"It's a case of two pioneers get-

ting together—a pioneer producer

of wire and a pioneer in film pro-

duction," says Harold L. Coons.

Keystone's advertising manager who

supervised production of the new

films. Venard produced the first

promotional film for Kevstone in

1924.

First Film a Rural Opus

The first \ enard vehicle for \\u>

sponsor was a rural opus entitled

Give the Pigs a Square Deal. It?

producer opines that the only sim-

ilarity between the 1924 subject and

the 1957 Keystone films is that all

were made in a steel mill.

The old and new films utilize a

basic pattern which has endured in

sponsored pictures — the incorpora-

tion of manufacturing and product

application scenes. Visual versatil-

ity, however, has grown apace with

manufacturing improvements and

modern product applications.

Though the 1924 Keystone picture

included a fractional attempt at

color, it essentially was a black and

white, silent film. Full color and

sound lend reality and sales power

to the steel manufacturing and prod-

uct sequences in the new fdnis.

Contrast in Color Methods

Attempts at color in the 1924 pro-

duction exemplify, by contrast, the

"rowth of motion picture method.

Tlie earlv film dealt with the func-

tion of good fencing in hog sanita-

tion and featured Red Brand fences.

To be photographed, the top wires

of these fences, which were red.

were painted while. When the film

prints were made, the white top

wires of all fences shown were

painted red with a dye solution

—

frame after frame, in each print.

How one print escaped this color

treatment and was rescued after re-

lease is told by W. H. Getz. sales

manager of Keystone's Merchant

Trade Division. The unpainted

print was shipped to a Keystone

salesman. The Red Brand man was

true to his color, no white-topped

fences for him. He bought a bottle

of mercurochrome and started his

nwn color processing.

Widely Used by County Agents

The 1924 film and other silent

films were used extensively b\

County Agricultural Agents. When

sound came, everyone wanted sound

films but rural leaders had no fa-

cilities for showing them. The earh

.-ound films were taken to rural au-

diences by Venard "road show

crews. Many farm families first

witnessed the "talkies" when groups

of as many as 4.000 persons gath-

ered at the high school or village

hall to see Keystone's Tom. Dirk

and Harry or Hidden Treasures.

These were human interest stories

with agricultural messages on crop

rotation and soil improvement. Car-

toon comedies were added to com-

plete the evening's entertainment.

The advent of 16mm and the

a\ailabilit\ of sound ])rojectors in

every communit\ enabled Keystone

lo go back to the sponsor-to-user

distribution plan. Subsequent pro-

ductions were Mo'lern Fence lliiild-

ing. Willing Acres. The Soil Con-

servation District, and other fann

films, and industrials including Key-

mesh and the Freedoms Foundation

Award Winner. The Shadoic of a

Pioneer.

More recently, as the sponsoring

company and its concept of public

relations continued to grow, there

have been Education Plus — The

Field Trip and Education Plus—
Cooperative Office Occupations, vis-

ual aids for education, designed

primarily for television public serv-

ice programming.

Show Modern Steel Processes

The two new films. Steel W ire in

igricuhure and Steel Wire for In-

dustry follow the story of steel from

open pit iron ore mines in Min-

nesota to the open hearth furnaces

and through the refining process,

lapping, pouring to ingots and var-

ious rolling operations in which the

.-teel is rolled into rods which are

drawn to wire. Here, the films go

their separate market ways.

In Steel Wire in .Agriculture.

scenes of drawing rods to wire for

farm fences lead to the uses of Key-

.stone's Red Brand fences in farming

operations in many parts of the

country. Livestock sequences con-

ceived to win farm audiences feature

Brahman and Santa Gertrudis cat-

Right: Santa Gertrudis

cattle, fenced with

Keystone's Red Brand

wire at the famed

Rockefeller Ranch in

Arkansas: scene in "Steel

Wire in Agriculture."

Record of Performance

*This enviable record of cli-

ent satisfaction which The

Venard Organization has

made in three decades of serv-

ice to Keystone Steel & Wire

sets an example to producers

and sponsors ever\where. We
salute them both. —OHC

tie and hybrid cattle — Charbray

(part Brahman, part Charolaisel.

Braford I B r a h m a n - H e r e f o r d I .

Brangus I Brahman-Angus) . and the

Beefmaster I bred from Brahman.

Hereford and Shorthorn ) . These

specimens are seen on ranches in

Florida. Arkansas. Missouri and

Colorado. The film is aimed at vo-

cational agricultural classes and

rural groups.

For Industrial Sales Field

Steel It ire for Industry primarih

will be used for sales promotion by

Keystone representatives, according

to F. P. Schusler. industrial sales

manager. This film shows the draw-

ing of many types of wire for in-

dustrial uses, ranging from wire

rope for suspension bridge cables to

wires no I.)igger than a thread used

in truck tires. Such wires may some-

day be used to strengthen passenger

car tires.

Emphasis is given Keystone's

special-processed wire for the cold

heading industry, an important part

of the company's business today.

When the "right wire" permits the

cold heading for 2 cents each of

parts which formerly cost the man-

ufacturer 19 cents each when ma-

chined, the "right wire'' becomes

important to industry. Steel Wire

jor Industry will do its work in

showings to societies of engineers

and metallurgists, industrial plant

personnel, college engineering and

metallurgical classes and high school

science classes.

Distributed by Venard Firm

National distribution of both

films will be handled by The Venard

Organization. Requests should be

directed to Venard at 11.3 North

East Madison Avenue. Peoria. 111. W

•^1
nrmm

fe"^'-,"^^ 'iir .=,'«a^ •
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Active in Service to Their Communities—

Bell PgdpIe Take Jnbs to Heart
"The Antidote"—Story of a True Incident—Introduces

Human Relations Film Series Created for Bell System

Tt may seem strange to those

*• who know telephone people, but

Bell Syftein surveys regularly turn

up a small group of people who
think of the phone companies as

efficient and scientific, to be sure,

but also as aloof and impersonal.

Telephone company officials think

that this occasionally found attitude

is paradoxical, for of all groups of

people in commerce, Bell System

employees receive the most instruc-

tion aimed at truly friendly public

relations on the job, and the most

encouragement to go way beyond

ordinar\" duties and civilities both

on and off the job.

The records of many years docu-

ment telephone employees' activities

in extraordinar\" public service. And
the Bell Svstem believes that it is a

story that can constantly be told,

not only that the public may know
what sort of people they are. but to

continue to nurture the idea, inter-

nally, of the companies" tradition

of public service.

^ ith a good storv to be told, such

as this, the companies, through their

parent. American Telephone and

Telegraph Company, usually unite

to put it on film. AT&T magazine

and newspaper advertisements are

now stressing the community service

idea, and a series of films will be

. . . plays key role In "The Antidote"

designed to dovetail with these mes-

sages seen in thousands of maga-

zines and newspapers across the

country.

The first film specifically planned

for this program is The Antidote.

12 min, b/w, produced by Henry

Strauss & Company. It recounts a

true incident of a young child who

had swallowed a bottle of poisonous

cleaning fluid. The attending doctor

appeals to the telephone company

chief operator on duty to track

down the manufacturer of the fluid

and find out the complete ingredi-

ents so the proper antidote can be

PICTURE SEQUENCE OF SCENES FROM "THE ANTIDOTE'

1 -.—\ y ^^Wf

Family doctor asks pnone company
for help in tracing poisonous fluid . .

.

Despite Sunday hour, cniei operator

begins arduous job of finding maker.

A dramatic scene in tne Bell System film ' The Antidote.

given. It turns out to be a difficult

job. for the time is Sundav night,

hut after several harrowing hours,

with the child perilously close to

death, the manufacturer is found

and the proper antidote determined

so the child is saved.

The storv is dramatic and emo-

tion-packed, yet it is but one of

many instances of how telephone

people react in emergencies to per-

form outstanding public services.

The Antidote has been shown
widely throughout the Bell System

companies. In addition. 65 35mm
prints are being offered to theatres.

Film Study nf Lalior Arbitratinn

Company files yield oata needed
to analyze ingredients for antidote.

Safely on way to recovery, thanks

to teamwork by all concerned.

Sponsor : American Management
Association.

Title: Arbitration, 30 min. b w.

produced by Knickerbocker Pro-

ductions.

f This is a film record of an un-

rehearsed arbitration session. Its

purpose is to show how each side in

a typical dispute presents its case

before an impartial board of care-

full\ selected arbitrators. Though

a specific labor grievance serves as

the springboard for the session, the

film considers such basic aspects of

arbitration as: the participants—ar-

bitrators, witnesses; the usual order

of business: the documents which

may be used as evidence and those

ivhich have the greatest weight in

bringing about decisions: and the

techniques used by company and

labor representatives to present their

cases.

For this film, television cameras

were trained on an actual arbitra-

tion session between SKF Industries

and the L nited Steelw orkers of

America. Local 2o98. The arbitra-

tion board consisted of the Secretary

and General Counsel of SKF Indus-

tries, the International Staff Repre-

sentative of the L nited Steelworkers.

and an impartial chairman, selected

from a panel submitted by the

American .Arbitration .-Association.

The case for the union was pre-

sented bv an Associate Counsel of

the United Steelworkers. The com-

pany case was presented bv the

Labor Relations Coordinator for

SKF Industries.

\Sitnesses called by the union rep-

resentative included the worker who
had filed the original grievance, the

head of the local grievance commit-

tee, and the president of the Union

local. Testimon\ for the company
was offered b\ the General Foreman
and the Shift Foreman concerned.

Arbitration is not only an inform-

ative training aid. It is a graphic

demonstration of how labor and

management can cooperate in han-

dling crucial industrial problems.

L nder the skillful direction of the

arbitrators, the immediate basis for

the hearing—the union "s charge of

improper distribution of overtime

assignments— gives way to a more
fundamental question: can a com-

pany ask the union to assume re-

sponsibility for the clearance of

overtime assignments? In this film,

company and union representatives

present their cases for the final de-

cision of the arbitration board.

Throughout the film a narrator

serves as a ""guide." clearly pointing

out the essential and significant as-

pects of this typical arbitration ses-

sion.

The purchase price of Arbitration

is S195, including a Leaders Guide.

Rental price is -S30 for the first dav

and .510 for each additional day.

.Available from the AM \. L515

Broadway. New York ?'i. g"
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C. G. Conn's "Mr. B. Natural"—a good example of how
a motion picture may blend sales promotion with a mes-

sage designed to enlighten pnblic and benefit industrij.

That's "Mr. B. Natural" on the model scale as Kling Film Productions' crew

prepares to shoot a sequence for the new Conn picture.

"Sellinq" Youth on Music Values

Through Emphasis on Personal Benefits, This C. G. Conn

Film Wins Widespread Audience Approval, Helps Dealers

RECORDING INSTRLiMEi\T.\L MUSIC,

parents should think in terms

of "what music can do for the

child.'" rather than "what can my

child do for music?" That is the

theme of Mr. B. Natural, a current

16mm motion picture sponsored by

C. G. Conn. Ltd.. of Elkhart.

Indiana, manufailurer of band and

orchestra instruments.

This sponsor's film approach is a

good example of how a motion pic-

ture may blend sales promotion with

a message designed to enlighten the

public and benefit the industry to

which the s|)nnsor belongs.

Explains Company Viewpoint

Paul E. Richards, C. G. Conn's

general sales manager, explains his

company's thematic approach to Mr.

B. Natural:

"If a child learns to play a music

instrument sometime durinj; his 12

years of elementary or high school,

and then never touches the instru-

ment after he graduates from high

school, he will have gained tremen-

dously in many ways.

Richards points out that the play-

ing of a music instrument aids in

the development of mental and phys-

ical coordination, self - discipline,

team spirit and self-confidence.

Though the.se personal qualities

are real, attainable values, they are

not music's unique and most appeal-

ing value, the quality which moti-

vates music's other values: the .sheer

joy of making music.

With Mr. B. Natural, the sponsor

is able to dramatize music's person-

ality - building attributes with the

very sight and sound of music—

a

happx Imman expression which

voices its own value. By showing

how this expression comes to one

young student, the film highlights

all of music's advantages and the

importance of the school music ed-

ucator and the reliable band instru-

ment dealer in guiding young per-

sons into worthwhile musical expe-

rience.

Buzz Meets "Mr. B. Natural"

Mr. B. Natural, produced by

Kling Film Productions. Chicago,

plays its rhythmical way for 27 min-

utes of color, telling the story of

Above: there's excitement in the

halls as kids talk about school dance.

12-year-old Buzz Turner who is in-

troduced to the joy of music by the

personified spirit of music
—

"Mr. B.

Natural."

A hep pixie who inhabits the

third line of the music staff. "Mr. B.

Natural " appears in response to

Buzz Turner s first nmsical awaken-

ing and leads the boy to musical

fulfillment. "Mr. B. Natural"

teaches Buzz the joy of nmsic. how
music can improve Buzz, help him

to "be more natural." The sprite

encourages the lad's natural inclina-

tion and ushers him to the school

bandmaster and the nmsic dealer.

Besides the fun of music itself.

"Mr. B. Natural shows Buzz the

team spirit learned by a band mem-
ber, the glamor of band uniforms,

the excitement of band competitions.

From the school bandmaster. Buzz

learns the ease of music study in the

schools program, how music infuses

poise and confidence, develops co-

ordination, completes his education.

How Good Music is Made

From the nmsic dealer. Buzz

learns that the best musical sound

comes out of the best musical in-

strument, how good instruments are

made, and how they an- axailable on

Above: sound advice from the local

music dealer starts Buzz out in the

right path with a good instrument.

an easy trial-purchase plan. Buzz

Turner joins the school band and

learns that "Mr. B. Natural," the

bandmaster and the music dealer

have spoken true. Whether or not

he becomes a new Harry James or

Bennie Goodman is not so impor-

tant: music will help him to be a

better Buzz Turner.

The film augments its theme with

scenes of the manufacture of musi-

cal instruments at the sponsor's

plant and scenes of the Miami

Senior High School Band playing in

the Orange Bowl in Miami. Florida.

Original dance scene scores were

composed and conducted by Kling's

musical director. Bernie Saber. The

photoplay was written by Marvin

David and directed by Phil Patton.

Extend Showings After Tests

Sales Manager Richards reports

that during the first weeks of dis-

tribution of Mr. B. Natural. C. G.

Conn received "many wonderful

comments from all classes of audi-

ences" — from Kiwanis clubs, par-

ent-teacher groups, band directors,

music teachers, dealers and editors

of music magazines.

The sponsor initially distributed

the new film through the company's

Elkhart. Indiana headquarters and

through Conn dealers. The com-

pany now is enlisting the facilities

of Modern Talking Picture Service,

Inc.. to reach more parental, teacher

and student audiences. Mr. B.

Natural is being publicized by a

lively photo folder which introduces

the film's cast and outlines the spon-

sor's message. S
Below: the "b'q moment ' for Buzz

arrives when he participates in the

annual Victory Dance at City High.

Oriole's Film Story a Winner in Hot Stove League

Sponsor: The Gunther Brewing

Company.

Title: Play Ball with the Oriole.'^,

20 min.. color, produced by Sound

Masters. Inc.

» # »

-K One thing you can say about the

Orioles this year—so far—they're

better than the Senators and the

Athletics. And. they're even up with

the White Sox and Yankees in wins

and losses—real spoilers.

Good friend of the Orioles, and

sponsor of their broadcasts, is the

Gunther Brewing Company. And, as

a good friend, the c<anpany is spon-

soring this film for showing to

groups of fans all over Maryland

and the Chesapeake area.

Play Ball with the Oriole.^ seeks

to bring the average TV fan in more

closely to baseball—live baseball

—

by showing him some of the inner

points of the game, describing what

each position on (he field is doing.

Announcer Ernie Harwell and Man-

ager Paul Richards take part, and

tell about the job of building a win-

ning club, step by step, until the

hatid Yankees are finally van-

cuished.

The Red Sox. however, are the

patsies in this film—they go down

2-1 to the scrappy young Orioles in

scenes taken from an actual game.
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COLORFUL ANIMATION. FRESH APPROACH, HELP MAKE

Palatable Facts for Investors

"The Hope That Jack Builf" Showing to Theatre Audiences,

Entertains as It Explains Functions of the Security Markets

Sponsor: National Association of

Ime^tment Companies.

Title: The Hope Thai lack Buill.

8 min., color, produced by Robert

Lawrence Productions.

¥ Investment companies, tradition-

alh conservative, are also limited in

telling their story to the public by

stringent rules of the Securities Ex-

change Commission. Thus, the com-

panies have found it hard to fully

explain their functions to prospec-

tive investors who may not know a

mutual fund from a corner savings

bank.

This fihn is one route to a «av

cr " CK57^j7'

yjfeja5^,%?...i>--'

(Llghtaloe-llk* 11
gpvph fTMl BlSUd)

THAT LITTLE STOCK 13 GCIKC

—
. srwboi*

pRopEsstoiui. Muosmn

out III the investment companies'

communication difficulties. It is a

radical departure from the tradi-

tionally conservative method of tell-

ing a ""Wall Street" story.

How Investment Firms Work

The Hope That lack Built details

the intricacies of diversification,

professional management and in-

vestment through the story of its

main cartoon characters. Jack and

Penny Saver. Departing from the

usual educational patter, the picture

develops a complete story line and

in a gay way carries Jack and

Penny to the horse races, the stock

t

I %

I EKBT IT WCILD HS CS&KT TO POT

IT ALL IK OKE STOCT-.-An) I DIMI'T

Here's original story board art and cue cards created by Robert Lawrence

Productions for The Hope That Jack Built." Originals used bright, fluo-

rescent paints to show ultimate screen effects; free style of drawings carried

into finished theatrical short."

market and on into the storv of in-

vesting. It features an original

musical score and employs a num-

ber of unusual animation tech-

niques.

Initial plans were to make the

film available to television stations,

service clubs and other non-theat-

rical groups this summer. But be-

cause of the film's high entertain-

ment value and the interest elicited

by motion picture exhibitors, re-

lease to movie houses is being given

top priority. The film premiered

Ijte last month at the Paramount

Theatre in Newark.

TV, Other Showings to Come

B/w prints will later be offered

free of charge to all television sta-

tions, and color prints will be made
available at cost to investment

brokers and dealers and NAIC
member companies for screening be-

fore church, social, business and

civic groups. S"

Style of art rendering used in new Laux Films

slidefiims for European sales training.

Slidefilms for Europe's Salesmen

Series of Eight Co'or Titles Syndicated by Laux Films

¥ Taking a cue from the success of

svndicated sales training films in the

U. S.. Laux Studios of Frankfurt.

Germany has produced the first

European-created series of sound

slidefilms for the training of sales-

men. The complete kit. entitled The

Eight Sales Resistances and Hon to

Overcome Them contains eight sub-

jects in color.

The first in the series / Don I

Care for Anything Neiv was pre-

miered on May 27 in conjunction

with a sales training course ar-

ranged bv Heinz M. Goldniann. a

leading expert in this field. The

classes were held in Cologne.

Recognition of the causes of sales

resistance is said to be an integral

factor in the creative planning of

the series. Other titles are: Too Ex-

pensive: l\ol Again; I'm Ao/ Com-

petent: That's \ot What I I\ee(l: I

Just Don't If ant To: I Have Ao
Time: and Thank You. We Have

All We Neerl. In the first program

three tvpes of sales are demon-

strated: the sale of a new hair

tonic to a retailer: the sale of a

bookkeeping machine to an indus-

try: and the sale of a mechanical

kitchen device to a housewife.

Both wrong and right sales ajJ-

proaches are demonstrated as well

as the rewards of a successful sale.

The producer has utilized color

animation techniques throughout

the new series. Long before final

editing, considerable research and

pre-testing I the usual custom of this

firm I was carried out to insure the

psvchological effect of this training

material. 58"

Below: the customer says "NO!"
and symbolically armors himself

against the salesman.
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NAVA's public relations director Hank Ruark present? slide program.

Public Helatinns Keynote Theme

as ^,DDD Attend Ctiicaqo Meetinq

WT" ITH EMPHASIS on in-

'' creased jjulilic understanding

of what audio-visuals are and

hiiw they work in education, indus-

try and the church field as its guid-

ing tlienie. the 1957 Convention and

Trade Show of the National Audio-

Visual Association attracted nearh

2.000 a-v dealers, distributors and

users to the Hotel Morrison in Chi-

cago on July 20-23.

Consumer Groups Also Meet

Meeting concurrentix during the

period were niendjers of the Educa-

tional Film Library Association,

holding its 14th Annual Conference:

the Association of Chief State

School Officers; and the A-V Con-

ference of Medical & Allied Sciences.

In addition, special A-V Workshops
were held for industrial training di-

rectors (sponsored by the Illinois

TralriiriL' nil.-, I.,r- \ssoriation I ;

religious audio-visual workers and

an agricultural leaders a-v work-

shop. Members of the Industrial

Audio-Visual Association attended

a special mid-sununcr luncheon pro-

gram and \isited the trade show.

General Sessions Feature PR

Beginning with the keynote ad-

dress "PR-Paved Road to .Success""

by Dr. John A. Hunter. Dean of the

Junior Division. Louisiana State

I niversity. NAVA members and

guests at general sessions heard

other speakers on jjublic relations to

extend audio-visual usage, including

Dr. Clyde Miller, director of the

Division of Audio-Visual Education.

State Department of Education in

Ohio; P. Ray Swank, president of

Swank's. Inc.: Adrian L. TerLouw.

educational consultant. Eastman

Kodak Company (who premiered a

new slifle presentation "The Case of

Discussing a-v industrial promotion ideas with Bob Abrams (center rea-

1

man of NAVA's Industrial Relations Committee are (I. to r.) Earl Harpster,

Cleveland; Max Rarlg, Seattle; Jasper Ewlng Jr.. New Orleans; Charles Mus-
son, Bell & Howell, Chicago; Hank Ruark. NAVA office; Mr. Abrams: Bill

Birchfield, Montgomery, Ala.; Charles Appel, Pittsburgh, Pa.; and Dick Utz,

Hollywood. Cal.

A-V Users from Industry, Education and Churches

Get Together at National Audio-Visual Convention

Outgoing pres. Ainslie Davis gets plaque from Bill Birchfield.

the Curious Citizens "
I and Bernard

A. Cousino. Cousino. Inc.

Planning of this year's convention

was a special highlight, featuring

unusual showmanship in both audio

and visual presentation. Mr. Swank
was in charge of these arrange-

ments.

Elect Birchfield as President

William W. Birchlield (Alabama

Photo Supply. Montgomery. Ala. I

was elected president, succeeding

Ainslie R. Davis (Davis Audio-

Visual Co.. Denver. Colo.), who be-

came chairman of the board of di-

rectors.

Other officers elected were

:

P. H. Jaffarian (Audio-Visual

Center. Inc.. Seattle. Wash. I. first

vice-president: William G. Kirtley

(D. T. Davis Co.. Louisville. Ky.),

second vice-president: Ray Swank

(Swank Motion Pictures. Inc.. St.

Louis. Mo. I . secretary, and Harvey

W. Marks ( Visual Aid Center. Den-

ver. Colo. I . treasurer.

Name New Directors for '58

Regional directors and directors-

at-large also were chosen

:

Mahlon Martin (M. H. Martin

Co.. Massillon. Ohio ( and E. F.

Burke (Burkes Motion Picture Co.,

South Bend. Ind.l are the new dele-

gates-at-large. G. S. FoUis (Stanley

Winthrop"s. Inc.. Quincy. Mass.) is

New England regional director;

James W. Bell. Jr. (Calhoun Co.,

Inc.. Atlanta. Ga. ) . Southeastern

regional director: Eleanor Bell

(Kansas Citv Sound Service. Kan-

Below: State level audio-visual leaders pause briefly during U. S. Office of

Education conference. Dr. Seerley Reld (back row, third from left), audio-

visual chief, USOE, reported results of first national survey at state level

since 1 922. A second USOE survey at large-city level was planned at meeting.
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sa5 City, Mo.), Plains regional di-

rector, and Ty Sidener (Ty Sidener

Co.. Sacramento, Calif. I . Vtestern

regional director.

Advisory Committee Members

The Advisory Members' Liaison

Conunittee. representing the manu-

facturers, producers and publica-

tions supporting the Associations

program was also revealed. Elected

to serve on this industry advisory

group were Robert Kreiman. Bell &

Howell Company, as chairman: Pete

Doering. The Jam Handv Organiza-

tion, Inc.. as vice-chairman: Hy
Schwartz. The Kalart Companv:
Clif Squibb. Squibh-Tavlor. Inc.;

Cliff Howcroft. Cathedral Films:

and O. H. Coelln. Jr.. publisher of

Business Screen.

Public Relations Ideas

at General Sessions

Ideas on public relations for the

audio-visual field were expressed by

featured speakers at the NAV.A con-

\ention's two general sessions. Cov-

ering various aspects of a publicity

effort, the speakers amplified the

convention's theme: "P. R. that

Pays."

At the first general session. July

20. the keynote. "P. R. — Paved

Road to Success.'' was sounded by

Dr. John R. Hunter, dean. Junior

Division, Louisiana State L niver-

sity. Henry C. Ruark. Jr.. NAVA's
director of information, spoke on

"Working with Press. Radio and

TV."

"The Ohio PRogram" was dis-

cussed by Dr. Clyde Miller, direc-

tor. Division of Audio-Visual Edu-

cation. Ohio State Department of

Education. P. Ray Swank, presi-

dent of Swank's. Inc., St. Louis.

Mo., talked on. "Effective .\dver-

tising and Sales Promotion."

During the second general ses-

sion. Julv 22. more public relations

points were made:

Bernard A. Cousino. Cousino.

Inc.. Toledo. Ohio, told NAVA
members that "Public Service is

PROFESSIONAL SHOWMANSHIP SETS HIGH STANDARD AT NAVA CONVENTION

'^J\/-

Meeting specialists from tne National Projection and Don White cues sound and lights via inter-com as

Rental Service (supervised by Ray Swailt, 3rd from left), Ann Vath checks program cue sheet as operations are

prepare for first general session. tied together for smoothly-run meeting.

Mahlon Martin warms up rape recorder (entire show Light-control man (foreground abo.ci j j :.'j
. .v-n,

was recorded for member review) as light-control man Martin (convention sound supervisor) ready boards

in background sets up opening light cues. for presentation control at first general session.

I
/

r^:i
Above: Bill Gove puts a-v business

In new tight with his talk.

Above: giving details on how PR can

neip NAVA members is past pres.

Bernard Cousino, Toledo dealer.

Good Public Relations.'' Adrian L.

TerLouw. educational consultant.

Eastman Kodak Company. Roches-

ter, N.Y.. conducted a premiere

showing of "The Case of the Curi-

ous Citizens." a new public relations

presentation. The closing address

\\as gi\en bv William Gove, vice-

president and sales director of EMC
Recordings Corporation. St. Paul.

Minnesota. 9'

Training Directors View
"< Simplified technicjues of film pro-

duction were described to training

directors in business and industry

at a ^ isual .\id Workshop held by

the Illinois Training Directors' As-

sociation. Julv 22. at the NA\ A
convention.

"Preparing Slidefilms in Three

Minutes. " a demonstration of the

new Polaroid Transparency system,

was presented by Kemon P. Taschi-

oglou. industrial sales promotion

manager of the Polaroid Corpora-

tion.

Navy Training Aids Shown

"Producing a Training Film at

Low Cost" was the subject of a talk

by A. F. Hans, assistant manager.

Safety Employee Relations Depart-

ment. Standard Oil Company
llnd. i. Information on the Navy's

use of audio-visual aids was pre-

sented by Raymond W. Trimble,

training aids specialist at the 9th

Na\ al District. Great Lakes. III., and

Lawrence Braaten. training aids spe-

Techniques for Production

cialist. Bureau of PersoimeL Depart-

ment of the Navy. Washington. D.C.

A kevnote address was given by

Dr. J. J. McPherson. director. Au-

dio-Visual Center. Wayne State Uni-

versity, Detroit. Mich. The speakers

were introduced by William E.

Bright. Jr.. of the Pure Oil Com-

pany, president of the Illinois

Training Directors' .Association. ^
e » t

Surveys to Measure
Schools' A-V Progress

¥ Phases of audio-visual usage in

the nation's schools were considered

in two conferences conducted by the

L.S. Office of Education at the

N.WA convention.

One conference, for chief state

school audio-visual officers, dealt

with the results of the first national

survev of the audio-visual acti\ity

of state departments of education.

A second conference was held to

I C O N T I NU E D ON P .\ G E 54)
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A T MANY SCHOOLS with wliicli

-^^ we have had dealings in recent

months, there is much curiosit\

about the expanded use of motion

pictures, closed - circuit television

and other visual tools in colleges.

lower and secondary schools. What.

we are asked by teachers, is the

future of audio-visuals in the class-

room ?

We are. of course, the last people

to utter warnings against expecting

too much, let alone a negative re-

action, to the use of the audio-visual

media in education. It is not ex-

actlv a secret that Owen Murphy

Productions, in collaboration with

a large eastern university, is pre-

paring a highly ambitious classroom

teaching project based on film. Per-

haps it is precisely because we be-

lieve so fervently in the values of

films and television in education

that we rise to question the thinking

behind so much of the educational

film (and live television) teaching

projects now in the pilot and plan-

ning stages.
« « *

GENERICALLY. THESE teaching

projects fall into what might be

termed the "Great Teachers" cate-

gory. The philosophy of the "Great

Teachers" school is as clear as it is

simple: since there are not enough

teachers to physically face a grow-

ing student population, put the

greatest teachers in every field on

film ( or on television ) and let the

teacberless students face their im-

ages.

The classic simplicity of this

theory is matched, in history, only

by equally simple theories—like the

ones about the earth being flat. Ad-

mittedly, a flat earth concept was

easier to accept than a global planet

when Eratosthenes mathematically

arrived at the shape and size of the

earth in 240 B.C.; it simply hap-

pened to be as wrong as it was sim-

ple.

It seems to us, as it does to most

creative communications people,

that the "Great Teacher" approac h

The GREAT TEACHER" Films
Allan Chase Writes on Films for Our Schools

to audio-visual teaching tools is

about as far from the mark in edu-

cation as the flat earth theory was

in geography. Examine it in the

cold light of dav-to-day utilization

and—once the public relations trum-

pets are stilled — the flaws of the

"Great Teacher" approach become

ominously evident.

THE FIRST weakness is apparent

to anyone who has ever made a

professional film: take the world's

greatest teacher, surround him with

lights, cables, microphones and

technical crew, point a live sound

camera at him and say "Action!"

and you reduce him, at a stroke, to

just another amateur actor. Even

in his own lecture room or labora-

torv. the great teacher—once cam-

era equipment and technicians re-

place his students—emerges on film

not as himself but as a character

with all the grace and charm of a

bumbling train announcer calling

off schedules in a provincial station

at midnight.

There is no mystery about why

Educators Commend Viewpoint on TV Panacea

-^ Allan Chase has received

many letters from leading

educators in colleges and ed-

ucational associations since

the original publication of

this article in Notes from

Owen Murphy Productions.

Requests for reprints, to

date, have totaled over 1,000.

The American Association

of Colleges for Teacher Ed-

ucation requested, received

and mailed out to all sub-

scribers to their own bulle-

tin, copies of the newsletter.

This AACTE bulletin, dated

June 14, carried a front page

story on the Chase article,

terming it a "statement
which will be of interest to

every educator concerned

with the use of audio-visual

tools in teaching, whether he

agrees with its point of view

or not."

A spokesman of AACTE
wrote: "It contains a mes-

sage of vital importance to

all educators. I hope it will

be read and heeded through-

out the country. Your state-

ment destroys the illusion of

the simple solution to prob-

lems of rising enrollments

more effectively than any I

have seen. You and your as-

sociates are to be congratu-

lated on the forthright man-
ner in which you have dis-

cussed the "great teacher'

issue."

Professor Fred S. Cook,

School of Education, Stan-

ford University, had this to

say: "I agree with it 100'

i

and it gave me some added
insight as to why I have felt

that TV is not an educa-

tional panacea. You have
very ably shown that TV in

our culture can at the best

be only another tool that

must be used by an effective

teacher in an organized way
if we are to gain any meas-
urable educational results."

Professor Virgil M.
Rogers. Dean, School of Edu-
cation. Syracuse University,

wrote Mr. Chase as follows:

"I hasten to congratulate

you on a rather thorough
analysis of the 'great
teacher' cult which has been,

I think, exaggerated in the

field of professional educa-

tion. You have exploded the

theory that this teaching

technique can replace a live,

qualified classroom teacher
in the child's experience," g'

lliis happens. If it takes at least

twenty years to train a great teacher,

it takes almost as long to train a

really fine actor—and once the cam-

era stands between a body of infor-

mation and any audience, every

person on screen becomes an actor

first and a possessor of information

second. The camera is an imper-

sonal instrument which needs the

talents of an Olivier to make the

greatness of even a Shakespeare

come through for an audience. And
the text of a lecture on chemistry

or mathematics or history contains

neither the word magic nor the

drama inherent in a Shakespeare

play.

This basic weakness of the "Great

Teacher" teaching film theory is

only the least of its drawbacks. In

itself, it could be corrected by en-

gaging fine actors to study the

teachers thev are to portray on film

—and then, under the watchful eyes

of the teachers, go before the cam-

eras and speak the lectures written

by the great teachers themselves.

Granting that the great teachers

reached their unseen students in

this manner, could such films bring

good results at the classroom level?

EVERYTHING WE have learned

in the assayable processes of

transmitting information to mass

audiences indicates that, even under

these ideal circumstances, such ef-

forts would not justify their costs

in time, energy, and money.

The reasons for this belief are to

be found in the classroom audiences

themselves, and in the relationships

of these audiences to their motion

picture and television screens, as

well as to their flesh-and-blood

teachers.

To a student, a good teacher is a

person who not onlv offers informa-

tion, but who also answers questions

and offers personal guidance for the

student's post-lecture pursuit of in-

formation or clarification. Some-

l(:(l\TI^lED UN PAGE 46)
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Here's the inside story of why men on the go

pick the Kodascope Pageant 16nini Projector..

You may have noticed how often men on the

move use movies.

That's natural because films tell and sell so

well.

Equally important to the man on the move is

the right projector. That's why so many trav-

elers are turning to the Kodascope Pageant

16mm Sound Projector.

3 good reasons— First, they find the Pag-

eant Projector truly portable. (Single-case mod-
els are suitcase size.) Second, every Pageant is

lubricated for life, ending forever breakdowns
due to improper oiling.

And third, just about everyone finds a Pag-

eant Projector easy to use. No muffs, fluffs, or

false starts, because this projector has folding

reel arms, attached drive belts, printed film

path, and one switch for forward and reverse.

With the Pageant's Super-40 Shutter you get

40°i more screen illumination at sound spjeed

than with standard shutters. This gives you

bright, sharp images filled with detail, even

when rooms are hard to darken.

Quiet operation— .^nd Pageant Projectors

have fine sound fidelity— a well-baffled speaker

and true-rated amplifier. Nylon gears make for

whisper-quiet operation. Result—you "hear,"

as well as see, the picture!

Traveling— or staging at home— you'll find

the Kodascope Pageant Projector provides ef-

fective showings for your 16mm films, every

time. So take a tip from the travel-wise— pick a

Pageant.

Whatever you use films for— sales, enter-

tainment, training— there's a Pageant to do the

job. A nearby Kodak Audio-Visual Dealer will

demonstrate at your convenience. Or write for

details. Your only obligation is getting the most

from Yoiir movies.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N.Y.
PltQieiend me complete infofmotion on the new <odoicope PAGEANT 16mn) Sound

Pfoiedon, ond tell me who can give me a demonstration. I understand I om under no

obligotion.
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^CONTINUED FROM PAGE 44 I

ihiiig Strange is bound to happen to

a student confronted with a teacher

who can be seen and heard, but who

himself neither sees nor hears.

Something even more significant.

however, happens to the same stu-

dent in those few moments when the

classroom is darkened and the mo-

tion picture or television screen is

prepared to bring images into the

darkness. In this fifth decade of

motion pictures and second decade

of television, what happens at this

curtain-raising moment is that, in-

wardly, the viewer prepares to re-

ceive a blend of images and sounds

which add color and diversion to

his life.

The classroom, in that transi-

tional moment, ceases to exist. The

only reality is the picture screen

and what it promises to bring to

each viewer personally. Once the

images arrive, they can—and often

do — take the classroom viewer

through a new threshold into an un-

explored and fascinating world. Or

they can—and most frequently do

—take him to another classroom

run by a camera conscious teacher

who blinks and stares and talks

too much and too fast.

THE FILMS WHICH take the stu-

dent into unexplored worlds are

—in the fuU sense of the word—en-

tertainment films. As such, thev

satisfy the anticipations they

aroused — and gain his undivided

attention for their informational

content.

The didactic teaching films, on

the other hand, oppress the student

by their drabness. His attitudes

toward films and television have

long since been conditioned bv en-

tertainment films and live shows:

before a teaching film can get

through to him as information, it

first has to come alive as film. The
"Great Teacher." on film, becomes

a talky interloper in a private

world: the teaching film itself a

crudely constructed charade on the

student's well-established image of

what a motion picture should be.

It offers neither the visual magic of

a good movie nor the two-way com-

munication a student enjovs with a

real teacher.

Actually, the real value of a class-

room film is that it can remove
many of the barriers that normalK
stand between a student and the

subject it illuminates. A four-week

chemical reaction can be captured,

via time-lapse photography, in four

minutes of visually exciting film.

The twenty-vear-old Warner enter-

46

The GREAT TEACHER" Films

tainnient film. The Story of Louis

Pasteur, still offers more insights

into chemislry than a thousand lec-

tures on "Why You Should Stud\

Chemistry." A good animated film

(with excellent art and music I on

the principles of geometry can help

the student achieve a quicker and

better understanding of normal

classroom and home studv work in

geometry.
V' * «

FILMS ARE visual tools—and. as

such, they are subject to visual

techniques of construction, as well

as the creative treatment of profes-

sional filmmakers. Where the clas-

sical description of the novelist is

that of a man sitting on a high wall.

describing the action he sees on one

side of the wall to his audience on

the other side, the filmmaker is a

person who builds a window in this

same wall. Through this window,

the audience sees and hears the ac-

tion itself, without the phvsical dis-

traction of a visible interpreter.

The role of the teacher is similar

to that of the novelist. To supple-

ment his own words, he uses many
tools: books, blackboards, labora-

tory benches, guided student obser-

vation of nature and art and now

—

the audio-visual media.

The audio-visual leaching tools

—

particularly motion pictures — suc-

ceed or fail as teaching vehicles in

rigid ratio to their creative value as

pictures. A classroom film demands

the same standards of production,

writing, direction, photography,
sound recording, editing, and musi-

C E NT RO N
MOTION PICTURES

• FOR BUSINESS

. FOR INDUSTRY

FOR TELEVISION

Sound Slidefilms

Specialized Photography

• Technical Services

IN THE MIDWEST
SALES OFFICE - 105 WARD PKWY
KANSAS CITY, MO. PL. 3-1200

NINTH & AVALON ROAD LAWRENCE. KANSAS

cal scoring, and color printing as

does the most costly Hollywood en-

tertainment film — for the simple

reason that it is aimed at the iden-

tical audience. The further it falls

below these film standards, the more
a teaching picture fails to teach.

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF SUCH
creative levels in teaching films

is not a matter of money but of the

concepts, the insights, and the film

experiences of the people who make
them. In fact, many of the finest

teaching films now available have

been made on modest budgets by

creative picture people who under-

stood their jobs.

These teaching tools speed student

comprehension by carrying him
forward to new thresholds of under-

standing—and by encouraging the

student to do more independent

work. Thus, the best teaching film

is not the one which sets out to act

as surrogate for the teacher, the

textbook, the library and the lab-

oratory but the film which, by add-

ing to the student's insight into a

subject, stimulates him to do more
aid better work in this subject.

FAR FROM demeaning the im-

portance of the classroom teacher

and the library, the good classroom

film increases the need for good

teachers and good books. The class-

room film speeds up the normal

learning process. Init it is not a

magic push button which injects

wisdom into thousands of students

at the flick of a wrist.

In short, the teaching film can be

compared to a telescope or a micro-

scope in the hands of a science

teacher: without them he can still

teach aslronomv and biology—but

not nearl\ as effecti\el\ as with

these optical tools.

THK Al I)I()-\ISIAL MEDIA are

here to stay in education—but it

will take a lot more than a budget

and a camera to turn (ireat Teacher

into Big Brother. 9
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Business Screen Salutes

A Farm Favurite
¥ At family parties in rural Amer-

ica this year, hundreds of thousands

of guests of local Texaco dealers

are seeing the latest in the Texas

Company's series of annual farm

films. This one. all about the

weather, is a colorful and highly

useful sequel to previous films on

bees, sheep, pigs, cattle, dairy cows,

chickens and apples. 3"

lmMh.*^

The eleventh in a series of farm films

made by Audio Productions, Inc. for

Texaco, is "You and the Weather."

Every good farmer is a good weather
prophet but he relies on the profes-

sional weather man. too.

Earth is surrounded by atmosphere
300-700 miles thick. There are two
outer layers but

—

,Pu:>t*ntKt

—the real birthplace of weather is

the troposphere, inner layer of air av-

eraging eight miles thick over U. S.

Weight of that air is air pressure,

measured on barometer. Changes in

pressure cause wind.

Wind direction s where it comes
from. Speed is measured accurately

by whirling cups called anemometer.

You can estimate wind speed by ob-

serving familiar signs. Smoke rises

straight up in "calm".

El

From 8 to 12 miles an hour, the
breeze is "gentle" and it extends
small flags.

V "i/^'^ r

^.^>;
;>'

A "fresh" breeze brings white caps
on lake. A sudden increase in wind
means change of weather.

High and low pressure areas move
across U. S. with prevailing wester-

lies, bring weather changes.

Tell temperature with stop watch?
Count number of cricket chirps in 15
seconds, add 37. It works!

Grandpa just imagines winters are

milder today. In 60 years, tempera-
tures have climbed 1.5 degrees.

Land heats faster than water in day-
time. Cool lake air displaces Chicago
warm air, causing breeze.

Air always contains some moisture.
Dew is water vapor that has con-
densed. So are clouds.

Clouds give weather man clues to

coming weather. Pretty "Cumulus"
usually mean fair weather ahead.

M'\ylLO

Thunderheads contain violent winds
dangerous to airplanes. Thunder-
storm has more energy than a-bomb.

Weather balloons rise 100.000 feet,

send back weather reports by radio

on the way up.

Weather reports received by tele-

typewriter in Washington from all over
the world, even from Russia.

Data IS translated into weather maps
by skilled meteorologists. Service

costs each of us only 20 cents a year.
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This amusing character introduces

new Ideal Toy picture . . .

Ideal Toy Corporation Film

Tells "Tale of Three Toys"

-K A Tale of Three Toys, a new mo-

tion picture sponsored by Ideal Toy

Corporation, should find a ready au-

dience via television and organiza-

tional showings.

People like toys. Long after

adulthood sets in, humans continue

to be fascinated by the model crea-

tures who have an imperishable

youth. A Tale of Three Toys shows

where toy ideas originate, how these

ideas get accepted by a toy manufac-

turer. It tells of the birth of the

Teddy Bear, of dolls that cry, pray.

talk. walk, drink and wet. It shows

the robot moving into toyville.

Filmed In Eastman Color

The film is in Eastman color and

runs 13:42 minutes. It is available

on free loan to public service organ-

izations, educational and religious

groups. The story is divided into

three main segments, each showing

the development of a different toy.

These segments are complete: the\

can be show'n together or separately

as 4-minute shorts.

An earlier color film sponsored

by Ideal Toy Corporation. A Doll's

Story, also is av.^ilable "s n iiulil'c

service documentary. A photo-biog-

raphy of a doll from her appearance

on a drawing board to her debut on

the retail store counter, this film,

too. is aimed at children of all ages.

A Doll's Story. 11:42 minutes,

was produced by the Audio-Visual

Department of Queens College.

Flushing. New York. All factory

sequences were shot at the Ideal Toy
Corporation. Hollis. Long Island.

New York.

How to Borrow This Film

For information on obtaining

both films, contact Ideal Toy Cor-

poral ion at 20n Fifth Ave.. New-

York 10. For tv use. black and

white prints will be sent unless

otherwise indicated. 53'
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What's New in Sponsored Pictores

Recruits for Horticulture

Goal of Canners' Picture

^ Recruiting new talent for the

field of horticulture, a new^ motion

picture. The Story of John Porter.

is designed to help the agricultural

science depicted, budding horticul-

turists and the canning industry.

The vocational guidance film was

sponsored by the National Canners

Association with the cooperation of

the National Junior Vegetable Grow-

ers Association. On behalf of the

canning industry, the National Can-

ners Association is interested in

contributing to food production and

in encouraging young people to en-

list in agriculture's future.

In a film leaflet, the Canners As-

sociation notes:

"Because of the work of horticul-

tural scientists, we have more flavor-

ful fruits and vegetables, higher

crop yields per acre of land, more

efficient harvesting and distribution

of perishable, insect- and disease-

ridden plants, improved weapons

with which to combat soil exhaus-

tion and erosion. In short, better

and more economical food is avail-

able to all."'

Horticulture offers many worth-

while careers for young men and

women interested in continuing the

search that results in new discov-

eries in breeding, growing, harvest-

ing and marketing fruits and vege-

tables, the Association points out.

The Story of John Porter was

produced by Earl Fultz. It is avail-

able on a free loan basis from: Nel-

son Budd. National Canners Asso-

ciation. 1133 20th Street. Northwest.

Washington. D. C. 9

16mm needs

For thp latest technical

inlormation on how to gel

the most from I6mm film. /
write for DU/ARTS FREE /

booklet "The Processing f
of 16mm Ftlmr /

DU/ART gives your 16mm negative

SPECIAL CARE with:

RESEARCH IN 16mm PROCESSING...
Brought about tht- use of jet spray negative developing

for faster -"hromide-drag-free" results

CONSTANT LABORATORY SUPERVISION...
Hourly sensitometric tests to guarantee proper develop-

ing strengths. . .and constant chemical replenishing con-

tro) assures proper processing for every foot of negative.

EFFICIENT LABORATORY ROUTINE...
Every roll of 16mm film receives constant detail atten-

tion — from gamma strip and picture tests to special proc-

essing instructions for your individual negative.

No matter how large or small the job, your 16mm negative

receives SPECIAL CARE at DU/ART.

DU/ART F I UM LABS, N C.
245 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

ALCOA Displays Aluminum on
Football Field in TV Film

More than 60.000 pounds of alu-

minum were spread on the football

field of Northwestern University's

Dyke Stadium recently for a 1 -min-

ute. 45-second filmed television com-

mercial sponsored by the Aluminum
Company of America. The alumi-

Agency and film execs during Alcoa

project are pictured: (I to r) John

Roister, Henry Ushijima and Mau-
rice Fisher.

num was moved to the stadium by

the Corey Steel Company. Cicero,

Illinois. Corey employees were fea-

tured in the film.

The commercial was designed to

show the public just what an alumi-

num distributor must handle in sup-

plying aluminum for different ap-

plications. The equivalent of 36

man-days of labor were required to

unload and deploy the .30 tons of

aluminuni across the football field.

Seventy Corey Steel employees

represented the departmental activ-

ities which process a single order

for aluminum. A helicopter and

two camera crews were utilized in

the alumirium-<in-tlic-gridiron pro-

duction.

The demoiistration of the vastness

of aluminum pieces stocked by the

distributor was created by Maurice

Fisher and John Poister. vice-presi-

dents of Wenlzel. Wainright. Poister

and Poore. Inc., Chicago advertising

agency for Alcoa, and Henry

Ushijima. director for Colburn

Films. Inc.. Chicago. 9'

Company Merger in TV Film

M The merger of American Can

Companv and Dixie Cup Company

has been dramatized in a 2\'2-min-

ute commercial for network televi-

sion presentation. It is believed to

be the first time a corporate merger

has been explained to the general

public in a television connnercial.

Produced by Robert Lawrence

Productions. Inc.. the commercial

shows Presidents William Stolk of

American Can and Clarence Van

Schaick of Dixie Cup in an informal

discussion of the merger. In a set

representing Mr. Stolk 's office, they

answer questions put to them by an

off-camera announcer. R'
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Farmers planning re-wiring are urged

to consult power suppliers (see below}

Farm Wiring Pix Released
by Film Productions Co.

->t Todav Americas farms are 97

per cent electrified but much of the

wiring is jietting old. Wiring put

in during the second world war and

immediate post-war years often was

of poor quality. Rural electric as-

sociations, private utility companies

with rural lines, and farmers' mu-

tual fire insurance companies are

concerned with the rising rate of fire

losses due to defective wiring and

tlie increasing loss of lives because

of improper grounding and other

installation deficiencies.

Discerning the need for an up-to-

date motion picture presenting in

simple, dear fashion the basic facts

on eifective wiring for the benefit of

farm users of electrical power. Film

Productions Company of Minneap-

olis. Minnesota recently produced,

without sponsorship, a film entitled

Safe Farm Wirinsi—The Key to Ef-

ficient Poller Use.

Rural electric cooperatives, farm

fire insurance companies, safety

training teachers and others are

showing a great deal of interest in

the film, according to Tver Lind,

For 16mni. Film — 400' to 2000' Reels

Protect your films

Ship In FIBERBILT CASES
Sold ot leading deolers

Only

originol

Fiberbill

Cas«i

this

TRADE
MARK

Studio sales representative, who re-

ports that "we are rather hard put to

keep up with the demand for screen-

ing copies."

Many purchasers are using the

film in their own limited areas as

the nucleus of their safet) and better

wiring campaigns. Other organiza-

tions are making the film available

on a loan or rental basis. At present

such sources include:

Film Library. .Agricultural Exten-

sion Division. University of Minne-

sota, St. Paul. Minn.: Wisconsin

Electric Cooperative. Madison.

Wis.; Iowa Rural Electric Co-op

Assn.. Register and Tribune BIdg..

Des Moines. la.: Mutual Service In-

surance Companies. 192.3 University

Ave., St. Paul, Minn.; Indiana Farm

Bureau Cooperative Assn.. Indian-

apolis. Ind.: Kentucky Rural Elec-

tric Cooperative Assn.. Louisville.

Ky.. and State College of Washing-

ton. Pullman. Wa.sh.

* • •

Pan American Airways Assigns
Hawaii Travel Films to Hartley

•¥ Pan American World Airways

has assigned Hartley Productions to

produce three travel films in Hawaii

this summer. Production is to con-

sist of a l(l-minute .3.Smm film for

theatrical distribution, a ISlo-mhi-

ute b w film for television, and a

30-minute 16mm color film for club

and special group use. §

PRODUCTIONS

NEW PRODUCTIONS FOR-

State of Vermont

Piav State Abrasive

Products. Inc.

Ilmart Manufacturing Company

\orwich L'niversity

United States Marine Corps

OUAUTY . . . and dollar for dollar value

lire Netv England Traditions—

\p'

H
SS«B«,

,^j jj[ 3 feir^W

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Springfield • Boston, Massachusetts

''500 Americans Can V Be Wrong "...

Of Fortune's .500 largest U.S. corporations, a goodly number

use our ser\ ices regularly—fi\ e of the first seventeen,

for example.

For one of them—over a period of 8 years—we have

written more than 100 motion pictures, slide films,

and meeting programs.

For another—over a period of 6 years—we have w ritten

more than 300!

The reason—they tell us— is that our work gets results

. . . economicalK

.

\^ e can get results for vou. too. \^ on*t vou call us?

9 INC.
.

guaranteed

acceptability

CREATIVE PLANNING FOR VISUAL PRESENTATIONS

3408 WiscoNstN A\-ENLE, N.'W'. • Washington 16, D. C. • Emerson 2-8200
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MEM Who Make PICTURES

SPECIALISTS

in the Science of

FILM

REJUVENATIO

Laboratory Services:

RAPIDWELD Process:

For Removal of • Scratches

• Abrasions • "Rain" • Dirt

• Oil Stains & Other Imperfections

RAPIDTREAT Process:

A preservative to protect

new film against damage.

Send for Free Brochure "Facts On Film Care"

Fur all If! * .;5mm filmf:

FILM TECHNIQUE

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING E9UIPMENT

16MM-35MM .(V
• PICTURE •[
• SOUND

Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO-
NIZERS

• REWiNOERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas for
picture and
sound.

Wrlfe for

Cafafogue

Dept. B

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451 Gordon St C Ho,i,*ood 28, Calif,

PROFESSIONAL

TITLE Typographers
and

Hot-press Craftsmen
SINCE 1938

Wrill for fRETL lyfr than

rapid

3702A 27th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Transfilm, Inc. Launches Major Sales Expansion Effort;

Mai+land Heads New Branch Office Opened in Piffsburgh

M Traiisfilin Incorporated has

launched a major expansion pro-

gram, encompassing an additional

sales and production operation with

branches in five major cities be-

tween New York and Chicago, to be

known as the Midwest Division.

First move in the program was the

establishment, last month, of head-

quarters, under the direction of

lialph Maitland. at the Carlton

House in Pittsburgh. Maitland will

supervise a sales organizalii.n uitli

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
H5 W. 23td SI Now York, N.Y.

Ralph Maitland

heads Pittsburgh office

offices to be o|3ened in four more

major cities in the midwest area.

The proposed production unit will

be established as soon as the best

strategic location can be determined.

Depending upon the city selected

for this unit, facilities will be rent-

ed, purchased or constructed. An

element in the new move will be the

placement of writers throughout the

midwest to augment Transfilm s

present Manhattan pool.

Maitland has resigned a mana-

gerial post in the Pittsburgh branch

office of Wilding Picture Produc-

tions, Inc. to assume new responsi-

bilities which began in midsummer.

He entered the sponsored film indus-

try in 1950 when he joined the sales

force of the Jam Handy Organiza-

tion. In 19.52. he entered the Wild-

ing Pittsburgh sales operation. From

1939 until 1946. he operated adver-

tising agencies in Cleveland, either

as the sole owner or partner.

Studio Headquarters in N. Y.

Transfilm. whiih was founded in

1941 by William Miesegaes. presi-

dent, and Walter Lowendahl. execu-

tive vice president, has developed a

sizeable eastern operation. Its stu-

dios occupy five floors in midtown

Manhattan and are staffed by 100

creative and administrative person-

nel. Facilities are complete and com-

pany owned.

Perhaps most unique is Trans-

films producer-account executive

system. These producers are four in

number and report to Mr. Lowen-

dahl. but they are empowered tu

Walter Lowendahl

is executive vice-president

handle production from inception

through billing. They make and con-

firm bids as well as all the subse-

quent commitments regarding sched-

uling and delivery dates. Each pro-

ducer-account executive is, in his

own right, qualified to personally

handle everv phase of production.

Their individual film experiences

run the gamut of writing, direction

and editing as well as production.

Some have produced feature-length

theatrical motion pictures.

Many on Staff Are Veterans

Nearlv .50'; of all Transfilm's

personnel have been with the com-

panv six years or more while LS

persons, many in executive capaci-

ties, have been with it for more than

eleven years.

In addition to the company's im-

mediate sales and production expan-

sion, plans for the near future in-

clude an industrial live show divi-

sion and much greater activity in

diversified training program mate-

rials. S'

Transfilin Appoints Cuddy to

Manage Animation Production

John C.iuliK has been a|i|)ointed

production manager of the anima-

tion department of Transfilm. In-

corporated, according to Walter

Lowendahl, executive vice-president

of the New York company.

Formerly assistant production

manager. Cuddy has been with

Transfilm for 14 years. His other

film associations include John Suth-

William Miesegaes

president of Transfilm, Inc.

erland. Cineffects. Loucks and Nor-

ling and Max Fleischer. With

Fleischer, he worked on color plan-

ning and animation for the feature

cartoon. Gulliver's Travels, and sev-

eral Popeye comedies. Cuddy has

specialized in technical animation

and stop-motion photography. ^^'

* » *

Frank Bibas to Transfilm

as Producer-Account Exec

Frank P. Bibas has joined Trans-

film Incorporated. New York City,

as a producer-account executive.

Bibas has been in film production

for 20 years and headed the motion

picture department of the McCann-

Erickson advertising agency for six

vears. Prior to joining Transfilm.

he worked in Hollywood on free

lance directorial assignments and

was vice-president in charge of pro-

duction for Roland Reed - Gross

Krasne. Inc.

His credits include the production

and/or direction of more than .3.000

television film commercials, a score

of business films and numerous tv

film programs. He is a member of

the Screen Directors' Guild, the

Academy of TV Arts and Sciences

and the Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers. R"
« <^ *

Pintoff-Lawrence Expands

Pintoff - Lawrence Productions.

Inc.. has expanded its studio space

in a move to new quarters at 64

East 55th Street. New York. The

move was prompted by increased

production of animated television

commercials.

The new facilities include ex-

panded studio, production and pro-

jection space and will allow for an-

ticipated expansion of the Pintoff-

Lawrence permanent staff.

An affiliate of Robert Lawrence

Productions. Pintoff-Lawrence pri>-

duces animated TV commercials,

theatrical films and l\ programs, f'
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Rod. D. Frazier to Direct

Centron Sales Activities

K.iil I). Frazier has been ap-

pointed <ales director for Centron

Corporation. Lawrence. Kansas,

producer of motion pictures and

sound slidefilms. He will direct a

nationwide sales and client ser\ice.

with headquarters in Centron"s new

Kansas City. Missouri office, at lO.S

Ward Parkway.

Frazier has an extensive back-

ground in the advertising field as a

writer and film director, and in the

Rod D. Frazier

sales field as an account manager.

He conies to Centron from a posi-

tion as director of television and

radio production with the Bruce B.

Rrew"er Advertising Agenc\

.

Previouslv Frazier served as crea-

tive director and account manager

for Standard and Hern Advertis-

ing Agency and sales promotion
manager in appliance and television

at ^ f^teru Auto Supph Company.

Don Livingston a Director

for Fordel Films, Inc., N.Y.

Don Livingston, well-known free

lance director, has been signed to

direx't motion pictures exclusively

for Fordel Films. Inc.. New York

City. Linngston also will assist

Fordel clients in solving their crea-

tive problems.

During the past 16 years, Living-

ston has directed some 70 training,

industrial and documentary films

and has written more than 20 scena-

rios. .Award-winning films to Liv-

ingston's credit include The .\e.\t

Ten. The Man on the Hill, To Hear

Again, Schistosomiasis, and Adjust-

ment to Military Life. He is the

author of "Film and the Director."

a book on the technical problems of

the screen director.

Livingston joins Fordel Films

during a period of expansion. The

company is occupying a new four-

story fireproof studio. The new-

quarters include a 1.500 square-foot

sound stage, administrative offices,

a large recording theatre, complete

editorial and animation facilities

and wood and metal workshops for

set construction and repair and

maintenance of studio equip-

ment. 3"
« -r- -r-

Roger Wade Productions Notes
Three New Staff Appointments

Three staff appointments ha\e

been made by Roger Wade Produc-

tions, Inc. Bill Buckley, former

president of Buckley-Loomis Pro-

ductions, has been appointed pro-

duction chief. Frank Furio, former

TV-art director of the Quality

Bakers of .\nierica. has been made

art director. David C. Bigelow.

formerlv production manager of

L.L. Loft Productions and vice-

president of B.C. Bigelow Company,

becomes production coordina-

tor. !

Sidney Field Scripting for

Golden Key Productions, Inc.

Sidnev Field recently joined the

staff of Golden Key Productions.

Inc., Hollywood. California, as a

writer and associate producer.

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE
35mm & 16mm • B & W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES
Ray MERCER & CO.

ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
NOrmandy 3-9331

iboratory

;ervice to

industry
Dealing with a completely

jelf-contoined organization

saves you time and money . . .

if you use business films,

either self produced or

thru film producer, it

will pay you to check with us.

send for price list

DOXJGLA.S IL.-A.BOI^-A.TOR,IES

1425 S. RociK Ave. • lailding No. 2

Chicago 8, III. • HAynorket 1-0409

I he "Blue Chips" of Audio-Visual Products & Services

Appear in the Advertising Pages of BUSINESS SCREEN

O^ Yhur Message
To Any Sixe Audience. .

with this POWER-PACKED "PACKAGE"

DuKane
the proven r arr.-. in

audio-visua' :levices.

Since i922
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+ Six new color sound slidefilms

have been added to the Supervisory

Problems in lite Office Series dis-

tributed on a sales basis by the Text-

Fihii Department of McGraw-Hill

Book Co., Inc.

The newly-released Set II series,

following the technique of McGraw-

Hill's Set I supervisory films, is de-

signed to train business office su-

pervisors. Each slidefilm in the set

dramatizes a human relations prob-

lem of the sort which disrupt offices.

Each film depicts circumstances that

led to the supervisory dilenniia and

ends with a question meant to pro-

voke a discussion of the problem.

In studying and discussing these

dramatized case histories, super-

visors are guided toward improve-

ment of their own relationships with

the persons they supervise. This

improvement can pay off in a more

efficient office staff.

Titles of Six Slidefilms

The six slidefilms in the new Set

II supervisory series are:

The Corrective Guidance Talii. in

which supervisor Joe Greer tries to

get two employees back to previous

performance levels, succeeding in

his talk with one worker, failing

with the other.

Developing Team Spirit, drama-

tizing the plight of supervisor Ida

:

Ida is a demon for work, doesn't

understand why her group isn't: she

blames a number of factors but

misses the point that she may be at

fault herself.

Easing a Disappointment, depict-

ing Dick Lund's supervisory misad-

venture in telling an employee that

his expected promotion went to an-

other man: Dick tries to soften the

blow but something goes wrong.

Compliments and Common Sense

Making Compliments Count, a su-

pervisory fiasco: Joe Black tries to

compliment his staff to maintain

their performance but his praise has

more vigor than sense and it back-

fires.

Overcoming Resistance to New
Methods, spotlighting the inade-

quacy of supervisor Charlotte Ben-

son's technique in trying to handle

the resistance of her girls to new-

filing and posting systems—changes

which elsewhere proved satisfactory.

Rating Employee Performance.

wherein supervisor Bill Crawford

appears about to jeopardize the ef-

fectiveness of a new employee rating

system by allowing personal feelings

to affect his objective judgment oi

the true performance of his men.

The distributor suggests that the

slidefilms be used with the confer-

ence-discussion method of training.

Sound Slidefilm: a News Review

McGraw-Hill Announces Series on Office Supervision

under the guidance of a conference

leader. A Leader's Manual is pro-

vided with Set II of the Supervisory

Problems in the Office Series. Eacli

of the six slidefilms runs about 8

minutes and the set is accompanied

by three 33 1/3 rpm records which

supply the sound in synchronization

with each frame of the film. The

complete set is available for sl2S.

First Series Still Available

The McGraw-Hill Set I Supervi-

sory Problems in the Office Series

still is available. This series includes

the titles. Understanding Employee

Viewpoint. Error - Correction Talk.

Motivating the Long-Service Em-
ployee. Orientation and Induction.

Combating Job Monotony, and Ex-

cessii'e Supervision. These six films

and corresponding records and man-

ual may be purchased for $75.00.

Sets I and // of the Supervisory

Problems series were produced in

collaboration with the Films Com-

mittee of the National Office Man-

agement Association. Technical ad-

visor for the series was John F.

Shafer. manager. Supervisor's De-

velopment Program, Personnel Di-

vision, Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company.

Where to Get Prices, Data

Tliose interested in obtaining the

supervisory training films may con-

tact : T e X f - F i 1 m Department.
McGraw - Hill Book Company. 330

West 42 St.. New York 36. " »

p'

in slide film recording—

ESI^means slide rule accuracy!
Universal's exclusive * Electronic Signal Inserter

means exact placing and exact timing oi tne picture.

Does away witn tne numan element or button push-

ing. With ESI, slide rilm pictures change where ana

when you want them to! Designed hy Universal's own

starr oi engineers, ESI guarantees perrection in slide

lilni production.

Universal's quality pressings on pure vinylite come in

five different colors (red, mack, green, blue and gold)

at no extra cost.

Universal Recorders —home of the finest sound facil-

ities for transcriptions, slide films and motion

pictures.

I

Wade Merchandising Dept.
to be Headed by Anne Koller

¥ A new film merchandising de-

partment has been created by Roger

Wade Productions. Inc. which will

concentrate on the practical prob-

lem of getting maximum results

from industrial. promoti<:)nal and

educational motion pictures and

slidefilms. It will be headed by

Mrs. Anne Koller. who has been

elected a vice-president of the com-

pany.

Roger Wade, president, says that

he has realized for some time that

industrial film production often

Anne Koller

lacks a definite method of sur\ ey-

ing the needs of organizations for

audio-visual material. There are

many types of films and slidefilms.

and many uses to which they can

lie put. The new department which

Mrs. Koller is managing will inten-

sively study desired objectives and

will make specific recommendations

which it will be prepared to carry

out. It can. if need be. rent or sell

the projecting equipment, service it.

train personnel to operate it. design

and produce printed material to

supplement the film, and otherwise

assist in getting the organization's

story to the right people at the right

time.

Mrs. Koller has been working

for Roger Wade Productions since

1955. She is a former assistant

merchandising editor of Look Mag-

azine and previously served in the

sales promotion department of Rem-

ington-Rand. She is also an active

volunteer for the American Heart

Association, being one of three com-

nuniilv chairmen in Yonkers. and is

a Republican County Committee-

woman in Westchester. Her three

children include one boy and two

girls, the youngest of whom is seven

weeks old'. 9
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SLIDEFILM SERIES HELPS BUTLER TO A SALES RECORD

"^X^^^

The "Big Picture" shows Butler building prospects important facts about

construction, stability, beauty in company's sound slidefilm series.

Butler Slideriltn Series

Plays Major Role in Sales

-f A worlds leading manufacturer

of pre-engineered buildings, the

Butler Manufacturing Company,

turned to the sound slidefilm me-

dium in '56. Aubrey. Finlay. Mar-

ley & Hodgson, Inc.. the company's

advertising agency, commissioned

Wilding Picture Productions. Inc.

to produce a series of slidefilms as

sales tools.

Bv mid-1957, the visualized sell-

ing tools plaved a major role in

helping to record two milestones in

the company's history:

(1) the greatest growth the com-

pany has experienced in 55 years.

and

—

(2) one of its greatest sales in-

creases on record.

The Butler programs were utilized

for field demonstrations, shown to

contractors, prospective builders

and architects throughout the U. S.

Each year since we began
producing our distinctive

TYPE TITLES
we have served an ever-

increasing number of the

world's leading producers

There must be a reason !

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois

Ansco Announces Type 242,
Professional Camera Film

¥ A new 16mm motion picture color

film. Anscochrome Professional

Camera Film. Type 242. has been

announced by Robert M. Dunn, gen-

eral sales manager of Ansco. Bing-

hamton. New York.

Type 242 is described as a soft-

graduation, fine-grain color camera

film designed to yield the finest

quality in 16 mm color motion pic-

ture prints. The new film has an

exposure index of 10 under 3200K
illumination. It may also be used

at an index of 8 in daylight, with

appropriate compensating filter.

Where subjects or light limitations

do not permit the film's use through-

out a production. Type 242 may be

intercut with regular Anscochrome.

.\ccording to Ansco, most commer-

cial printing laboratories can bal-

ance the intercut original without

difficulty, S

Marketing Assn.

Issues Film Catalog

¥ \ new catalog of films

on marketing has been

published by the Ameri-

c an Marketing Associa-

tion. The booklet lists

films by title, indicating

length, free loan or ren-

tal terms and sources.

The first of a series of

similar guides on ''Mar-

keting Education," it is

available to non - mem-
bers from the ,\MA of-

fices, 27 E. Monroe St.,

Chicago, at .50c per

copy. 1'

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF IGmm

MOTION PICTURES, 35nini SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photography, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Work Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and Matching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Striping

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

]|i
pliffl||

INDUSTRIAL FILMS

television graphics inc.

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

245 W, 55 ST., N.Y.C. / JUDSON 6-1922
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IVational Audio-Visual Conventinn:

Above: (I. to '

discusses a-v surveys with Ann Hyer,

Nat'l Ed. Ass'n and Dr. Seerley Reid

U. S. Office of Education.

(continued from page 43)

plan a ;<urvey of audio-visual activ-

ities in 38 large city public school

systems.

The conferences were directed by

Dr. Seerley Reid. Chief. Visual Ed-

ucation Service. I'.S. Office of Edu-

cation. Commenting on the major

blocks to the effective use of audio-

visual tools in education. Reid de-

clared that money always is "the

number one problem." If you spend

more money you get more and bet-

ter materials, he pointed nut.

Aimed to Improve Practices

The L .S. Office uf Educatiipu sur-

veys are for guidance in bringing

about better a-v administrative prac-

tices in the school systems. Reid

said.

In the national survey of stale de-

partments of education, audio-visual

education was defined as the "class-

room use of non-hook instructional

materials — charts, exhibits, film-

strips, maps and globes, models, mo-

tion jiictures. posters, radio pro-

grams, recordings, slides. televisi(»n.

etc."

The survey disclosed that all

states provide a-v education services

to local school districts, though

these services vary widely from

state to state. All the states con-

sider a-v instructional materials in

the preparation of studv and other

curriculum materials.

How Active Are States?

According to the survey: 96"^. of

the states make fiscal grants to local

school districts which may lie used

for audio-visual education; 859v

have units or individuals charged

with a-v responsibilities for their

slates: 83"^v sponsored or partir

ipated in a-v conferences during the

past two years; 79% ha\e in their

standards for school and college ..ic-

creditalion provisions for the class-

room use of a-v equipment or ni.itc-

rials: 57% distribute a-v material-

free to local schools: 36% prodmc

audio-visual materials for classroom

ings. state educational leaders rec-

ommended that the U.S. Office of

Education make additional investi-

gations of state practices. Complete

data of the survey and supplemen-

tar\ investigations will be published

bv the government later this year.

The I'.S. Office of Education will

conduct a survey of educational

audio-visual practices in cities of

200.000 or more population. This

survey w ill gather data pertaining to

such problems as the design of

classrooms for a-v use: equipment

formulas in relation to pupil enroll-

ments; the use of a-v materials in

large group instruction and for

teaching individuals and small

groups. Results of this study are

expected to be available late in

1958. W

"Gateway to Learning"

Pictures A-V Values

•^ Coinciding with the call to a

greater public relations effort voiced

in the NAVA convention general

sessions was the release of two pub-

lications stressing the need for au-

dio-visual aids in education. These

publications. "A Crisis in Educa-

tion"' and "Gateway to Learning.'"

were issued by the Audio-Visual

Commission on Public Information,

a national action group holding

their quarterly meeting at the con-

vention.

The new circulars are designed to

tell the a-v story to the public. "A
Crisis in Education"" is a graphic

folder which briefly outlines prob-

lems faced by today's crowded

Produced

for

KEYSTONE
STEEL

&

WIRE
COMPANY

by

t SfIII WIRI

EXPERIENCED
PRODUCERS OF FILMS

FOR EVERY PURPOSE

THE VENARD ORGANIZATION
PEORIA • ILLINOIS

Write for Illustrated Booklet

Dr. Charles Schuller displays two

new a-v public relations booklets.

schools and explains how audio-

visual teaching can help solve the

problems.

There are 41 million pupils now

in school, says the folder, "and more

tomorrow." The 1957 curriculum

totals 803 courses and there is a

shortage of teachers. The folder

presents research findings which

show that a-v tools improve learn-

ing.

"Gatew'a) to Learning" is a pic-

torial booklet which shows what a-v

tools are and tells how they aid

comprehension. The booklet also

carries research findings and quota-

tions of leaders in religious, educa-

tional, business and political fields

a^Uocaling a-v use.

Afte r examirnn; find-

Above: (I.) Thorald Diclcinson of UN
talh of film^ with Julten Bryan,

EFLA Holds Its 14th
Annual Conference

M Members i»f the I-jfucalional Film

Librarv Association, meeting on

July 18-20. held their 14th Annual

Conference on theme "Making the

Most of Our Resources." Opening

s|)eaker on the program w^as Thorald

Dickinson. Chief of Radio and

N'isual .Services. L^nited Nations.

"Closed Circuit TV in the Class-

room" was the subject of a panel

discussion and a-v resources in

ronser\"ation. religion and mental

health were reviewed in three sec-

tional meetings. Conference results

were sunnnarized by Dr. Clyde

Miller. Ohio state a-v director, at

I lie closing luncheon on .Saturday,

.lulv 20. ••
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Wilton Holm Named Du Pont
Photo Products Soles Rep
"tThree ne« appointments affecting

sales activities fiave been announced

by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Com-

pany, Inc.

Wilton R. Holm, technical associ-

ate at du Fonts Parlin. New Jersey.

Photo Products Research Laborato-

Wilton R. Ho

ries. has been named sales service

representative for motion picture

products.

Richard H. Pollock, sales super-

visor. Atlanta district. Du Pont

Photo Products Department, has

been chosen as manager of the de-

partment s Trade Analysis Section,

in Wilmington. Delaware. Pollock

succeeds Stephen E. Magill. who has

been transferred to a new territory

in the Los .\ngeles district, as tech-

nical representative for industrial

products.

J. G. McAlister Appoints
Klinger as Saiss Assistant

W altt-r A. Klinger has been as-

signed as assistant to L. M. Combs,

vice-president in charge of sales for

J. G. McAlister. Inc. Klinger will

help coordinate McAlisters expand-

ing sales activity in Hollywood and

surrounding areas. The firm man-
ufactures studio lighting and pro-

duction equipment. g"

Gerry Rich to Manage Sales

for Florman & Babb, Inc.

Gerr\ Rich has been appointed

general sales manager of Florman Sc

Babb, Inc., New \ork City, motion

picture and television equipment

suppliers.

The firm also has announced the

appointment of Leonard W. Hol-

lander to the sales staff. He will

specialize in non-theatrical and au-

dio-visual services.

Rich, formerly with Camera
Equipment Co.. Inc., has been in

motion picture equipment sales for

10 years. He has equipped and in-

stalled motion picture production

units in many industrial plants, col-

leges and tv stations.

Hollander formerly was associ-

ated with DeLuxe Laboratories in

New \ ork and has several years of

film experience in laboratories and

in production. Q'
» -t it-

Paul H. Kreft Heads Compco
Professional Photo Sales Div.

Paul H. Kreft has been appointed

manager of the Professional Photo-

graphic Sales Division of Compco
Corporation, according to an an-

nouncement by S. J. Zagel, presi-

dent.

Heading the newly formed divi-

sion, Kreft will supervise national

sales of Compco professional reels

and cans to film producers, labora-

tories, libraries, government agen-

cies, and projection equipment man-

ufacturers, and distribution to au-

dio-visual dealers.

Compco Corporation has offices

in New \ork Citv. Hollywood and

Chicago. Q"

Paula Mathews Joins Ad Staff

of S. W. Caldwell, Toronto

Paula Mathews has been ap-

pointed assistant in the advertising

and sales promotion office of S. W.
Caldwell. Ltd., Toronto. Ontario.

Canada film producers. S'

COLOR FILMSTRrPS
FOR USE IN EDUCATION
Specialized equipment and the know-how of a group of specialists who
hove worked together in producing over 700 color films. If you want
a complete production or require specialized assistance on any production
problem, contact Henry Clay Gipson, President . . .

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, lo e. 43, n. y. 17, n. y.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET: "The David and Goliath of Visual Education"

economical -professional

motion picture production

film associates
of michigan, inc.

4815 eabot aveHDe
detroit 10, michigan
telephone luzon 2-6200

associated studios in

detroit -Chicago
new york - new Orleans

los angeles - baltimore

san francisco - Houston
wasliington • st. louis

James e. maclane
executive producer
23 years professional
experience in film

production

Identify Films Instantly
Unnumbered films cause confusion and loss of time.

AMONG RECENT PURCHASERS ARE:
Walt Disney Productions,
Burbank, Colli- ;6 machinesi

Eastman Kodak Co.. Hochesler, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calil.

Reeves Soundciaft. Springdale. Conn.
American Optical [Todd-AOj, BuOalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood. Calii.

Consolidated Film Lobs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, 111.

Cinerama Productions. New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

The MOY edge numbers every

hot of 16. 77'/2, 3Smm film

and simplifies the iask of

checking titles and footage*

- can now save the many man
.:s lost classifying films with-

titles. The MOY VISIBLE
^E FILM NUMBERING MA-
INE replaces cue marks, per-

^ .: aliens, messy cioyons, punches
3 cnid embossing—does not muti-

late film. Work prints showing
special effects, fades and dis-

solves require edge numbering
to keep coimt of frames cut or

added. Both negative and posi-

tive films can be numbered.
Multiple magnetic tracks in

CinemaScope stereophonic re-

cordings make edge numbering
a MUST.

With the NEW Improved Non-Clog Inking System, Only $2475

Vifrite for illustrated brochure • Convenient Time-Poyment Terms Available

S. 0. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Depl. H, 602 West S2nd St., New York 19-PLaza: 7-0440-Cabl^ SOSoand
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood 28. California— Phr a HO 7-2124
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DynarriiC to Film Campbell's

\nempt at "Water Barrier"

* Dynamic Films. Inc. will film

Don Campbeirs attempt to break

the "water barrier" at Canandaigua

Lake, New York, later this summer

in his famed speedboat, the Blue-

bird.

Mr. Campbell and other speed au-

thorities are convinced that there is

a "water barrier" similar to the

"sound barrier" of the air and that

at certain speeds on water a scien-

tific phenomenon occurs comparable

to the tremendous blast heard when

a jet plane surpasses the speed of

sound.

Dynamic, which has filmed such

speed events as the Indianapolis

"500." and others, will have a crew-

covering the five weeks of trials

prior to the final attempt. Mr.

Campbell, who has attained a top

speed on water of 225.36 mph. will

attempt to break that record this

summer.

In addition to ihe filming of the

record-breaking attempt. Dynamic

will also shoot several industrial

films for manufacturers interested

in the scientific aspects of the per-

formance of their products under

the tremendous strains generated by

the record try, as well as Mr. Camp-

belPs testimonials on various prod-

ucts. 1

Martin Company Films Show
Aluminum Repair Techniques

^ A four-hour aluiiiinurii j-lrui lure

repair technique is instructively re-

duced to its essentials in a new 10-

minute motion picture being made

available to interested groups by

The Martin Company of Baltimore.

Honeycomb Repair, a 16mm
color film, shows the latest technique

of repairing aluminum honeycomb

structure under field conditions. A
six-inch puncture in the trailing

edge of a wing is repaired by two

men whose tools and materials are

carried in a single cart. Repair

steps demonstrated are: removal of

damaged material: application of

adhesive in the void: bonding a

patch over the hole, and checking

the bond.

The method can be used tor re-

pairing damage of all sizes. Clean-

liness is stressed.

Honeycomb Repair was ])roduced

by the Engineering Division of Mar-

tin. It is available to industry on a

limited free loan basis. Contact:

Presentations Section. The Martin

Company. Baltimore: Attn: Ann

Juliano. Mail No. J-.S76. R'

YOU SAW IT IN BUSINESS SCREEN

Alonq the Film PrDduLlioii Lines

News of Late Releases and Pictures in fhe Making

-K Increased film activity by the

L .S. Air Force's Civil Air Patrol has

been noted with the release last

month of a half-hour dramatic film

for television stations, and the an-

iiouncement of the impending pro-

duction of a new film about the

C.A.P. International Cadet Ex-

change to be sponsorefl b\- the Ex-

Cell-0 Corporation.

Simultaneous release was made lo

all television stations, on July 15th.

of the half-hour documentary. Hero

Next Door, which tells the story of

the civilians in uniform who make

up the Civil Air Patrol. Program

directors bad the film for a two-

^^eek period and were asked by the

U.S. Air Force to screen it in the

"best possible public service time."

A marriage between a dramatic

production and a ducumentarv.

Hero Next Door, 29 min., b/w, and

produced by James Love Produc-

tions, stars Melville Ruick. well-

known television actor, and features

the members of the Pennsylvania

Wing of the C.A.P.

Following its television release,

the film will be made available to

public groups.

The Ex-Cell-0 film will be called

Ambassadors With If ings and is

now being produced by Robert J.

Enders. Inc.. of Washington, with

the cooperation of the U.S. Air

Force and the Civil Air Patrol. Lo-

cation shots are being made of visit-

ing cadets this summer in England.

France. Germany. Italy. Switzer-

land. Belgium. The Netherlands.

Denmark, Sweden and Monaco. ^'

improve sales
increase understanding
train more effectively

... we produce 16mm

and 35mm Motion Pictures.

Slidefilms and other Visual

Presentations of outstand-

ing quality ^ for—

Sales Promotion

Public Relations

Advertising

T\' Commercials

Television

Training

Sports

Sound Stage and Full Pro-

duction Facilities. Complete

Writing. Creative and Tech-

nical Staffs.

mi



into produclion are parts oi two

series of educational pictures—one

dealing with Adolescent Develop-

ment, the other with Marrias^e and

Fiimily Living. Completed, the six

subjects will total 100 minutes of

finished film. A cast of 150 actors

is required for the series production.

Seventeen of these actors are from

New York. 44 are from Toronto and

the balance are from Ottawa. Forty-

t»(i different sets and locations are

being used.

The series segments are expected

to take six weeks to film. In order

to house the sets and cast and shoot

the films. Crawle\ Films ha\e taken

<i\er an indoor rink in Ottawa.

The three films in the Adolescent

Development series are: Social Ac-

ceplabilily, show ing the problems of

a teenager who isn't quite accepted

by his group: Emotional Maturity,

a study of an immature teen-agers

reactions, and Discipline of the

Teen-ager, stressing that the best

discipline is half-way between old-

fashioned and modern methods.

The three films of the Marriage

and Family Living series are: When
.Shall I Marry?—which maintains

that it all depends on the individual:

Hole .Much .iffection? — which ex-

amines relations between teen-age

boys and girls, and Is This Love?

—contrasting normal courtship ver-

sus spur-of-the-moment marriages.

SITUATION WANTED
Mv recent sale oi studio makes
me available to accept assign-

ments domestic or foreign. 25
years in 16mm and still photog-

raphy, own complete Arriflex

16mm plus a large inventorv of

still and motion.

Will consider all offers and
propositions.

Write Box BS-8A

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Rd. Chi<a90 26, III.

SOUND RECORDING
at a reasonable cost

High fidelity 16 or 35. {Pualily

guaranteed. Complete studio and

laboratory services. Color printing

and lacquer coating.

ESCAR
Motion Picture Service

7315 Carnegie Ave.

Cleveland 3, Ohio

Fighter Jets Perform in

New Air Force Films
-^ Super si)eeds have not put an end

to pilot and aircraft dexterity. This

is proved by two motion pictures

recently released by the U.S. .Wt

Force through L nited World Films.

Inc.

The new films feature trick-flying

sequences which demonstrate the

skill of Air Force pilots and the

maneuverability of the latest jet

fighter planes.

The Thunderbirds, 14 minutes,

color, shows a group of jets in bar-

rel rolls, loops, corkscrew rolls and

cloverleaves.

Winged Wizardry, 3 minutes, de-

picts the formation tricks of a quar-

tet of jet pilots doing the corkscrew

roll, the loop and the single clover-

leaf.

Two other new releases portray

less spectacular but interesting avia-

tion subjects.

Sentinels in the Air, 15 minutes,

reports on the part L.S. Air Force

Reservists plav in the nation's de-

fense. It shows activities at Air

Force reserve centers and flying

centers.

Techniques in .iircrajt Fire-Fight-

ing and Rescue. 29 minutes, color,

illustrates proper fire-fighting cloth-

ing, the component parts of an

0-1-1-A fire-fighting truck and care

of the truck. The film demonstrates

use of the truck's tivin turrets and

ground sweeps, positioning of the

truck for best results, makmg a path

through a fire to the fuselage to res-

cue pilot and crew, and the use of

hand signals to the truck control op-

erator and the linemen.

It also explains the use of dif-

ferent kinds of extinguishing agents

for various types of fires: the use of

conical, fog and straight streams.

and precautionary measures to pre-

vent re-ignition.

Other films released for public

use include Air Force Neivs Revieivs

numbers U, 12, 15, and 16. All of

the Air Force films have been

cleared for television.

For information regarding the

show ing of these and other I .S.

Government films, contact the dis-

tributor. United World Films. Inc.

(Government Dept. I. 1445 Park

Avenue. New York 29. N. Y. S'

Bernard Aids Flood Victims

f First aid for Chicagos flood-

damaged films used by hospitals

and charitable institutions was re-

cently offered by Jack Bernard of

Rapid Film Technique. During the

recent N.WA Convention in Chi-

cago. Bernard offered to clean and

restore the films free. Q'

SYLVAN I

A

tcl^iclBLUE TtP
PROJECTION LAMPS...

for all wakes . . . all types . . . in all sizes

New Sylvania Ceramic Blue Tops are available

in all standard sizes for any projector ... to

fill your exact requirements for clear,

brilliant projection.

Blue Tops offer these superior qualities:

Brighter . . . Ceramic Blue Tops won't scratch.

chip or peel like ordinar> painted lops . . .

machine-made filaments assure pictures

bright as life-

Cooler . . . Ceramic Blue Top is bonded to the

glass for improved heat dissipation . . . cooler

operation assures longer lamp life.

Longer Lasting . . . Exclusive Sylvania shock
absorber construction protects filaments from
vibration damage.

Use Sylvania Ceramic Blue Top in your projector

. . . your slides and movies de$er\ e the best I

Sylvania ELECTRrr Products. Inc.. 1740 Broadway. New York 19. N. Y.

^ SYLVANIA
LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS

. fastest growing name in sight!

TELEVISION • ATOMIC ENERGY

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY

ARRIrLCA lO— I6mm and 35mm cam-

eras for immediate delivery. Arriflex 16mm and

35mm soundproof blimps available. 400' 16mm
and 35mm magazines in s+oclc. Also used

cameras.

ECCO FILM CLEANER -Ecco No isoo

Speedroll Applicator—an efficient time-saving

method to clean film $29.50

Ecco cleaning fluid per gal ;py.OU

Ecco No. 2000 NEGATIVE Film cleaning fluid

for cleaning negative film safel

per ga'

CAMART CORE
DISPENSER

Attach to wall to keep cores handy

at all times

Plastic Clear Vue

16 $12.50

Alufnlnum
16" $ 9.50

11.50
36 14.50
Easily adjustable for 16 and 35mm

Columbvi C>Td« ncxl M

'

K«w y©fk"» "Bw CoTicwMt
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ALDMG THE PHDDUCTIOIV UIVE

Above: producer Reid Ray and staff

members check location equipment

prior to six-week trip to Mediter-

ranean for U. S. Navy film.

Sixth Fleet Maneuvers Are
Filmed by Reid H. Ray Crew

-K Maneuvers of the Sixth Fleet in

the Mediterranean will lie featured

in a new 23-niinute motion picture

produced for the United States Nav\

by Reid H. Ray Film Industries.

Inc.. St. Paul. Minnesota.

On July 10. a six-man crew from

Reid Ray joined Uncle Sam's crew

aboard the Aircraft Carrier Ran-

dolph to shoot the picture, which is

being produced under the direction

of the Chief of Naval Operations.

The camera crew included Ellsworth

Polsfuss. director: R. Glenn Low.

writer: Howard W. Cress, camera-

man: Bernard Schleiter. assistant

cameraman; Donald Anderson.

sound engineer, and Paul Lewis,

electrician.

At Charleston. South Carolina,

these Reid Ray men met Lieut. Com-

mander Robert Murphy. Lieut.

James Lacy, and Arthur Winter-

feldt. Navy supervising officials for

the production. The production

group and about 800 pounds of

equipment were flown from Charles-

ton to Gibraltar and frojii there, via

helicopter, to the Carrier Randolph.

The film will incorporate shipboard

action and port sequences in Spain.

Italy, French-Morocco. France and

Portugal.

Reid Ray. president of the com-

pany, recently returned from Nor-

folk. Virginia, where he directed a

production crew making scenes pre-

jjaratory to the sailing of the Sixth

Fleet, including interiors of the Ran-

dolph. This production is the fifth

film in a series entitlerl. St'a rower.

whi(h the Reid Ray Company has

liecTi making for the .Navv. '|^'

Completes Rose Bowl Film

Its eighth production for the

.'\thletic Department of the Univer-

sity of Iowa has been completed \t\

Reid H. Ray Film Industries, Inc..

St. Paul. Minnesota.

Studio Crews Are Busy From

In Eastmancolor. the film features

the Iowa football teanvs trip to the

Rose Bowl last January and the Big

Ten vs. Pacific Coast Championship

;;ame. Scenes include the city of

Pasadena. Disneyland, the Rose

Parade, and the Bowl game, played

with Oregon State.

Twenty-five prints of the film are

booked bv Iowa theatres and a num-

ber of other Midwest houses. This

type of distribution has been a cus-

tom for several years.

Ray produced the film for the

university's Athletic Department

under the direction of Francis

Graham, business manager. Houston

Color Film Laboratories. Inc.. han-

dled the color prints. ^"

Mediterranean to California

13 Sponsored Films in Work
at Frederick K. Rockett Co.

-K Thirteen sponsored motion pic-

tures fill the current production

agenda at the Frederick K. Rockett

Company studios in Hollywood.

Among the sponsored pictures in

production are a public service film

for Richfield Oil Corporation on the

litterbug problem. Trash or Treas-

ure, and four training films for

Richfield: a picture for Kaiser Steel

Corporation and a film on service

station bookkeeping procedures for

the E. K. Williams Co.

Other films taking shape include

two Navy training films, two Marine

Corps trainers and two pictures on

Boron, one a sales training tool, the

FJiMnlSne ainwunces

a new concept in developingfiM

CGUTaOLLET5

from

. ONLY mmi BR»2°Vl,ero.ore con.r. <.

SYSTEM - Ao.o-;,-'W -
^^^^,,,1 ,o,.„ons.

both heating aid coo

^^^^K^

tslOW—with FILMtlNE Processor

even an ocnoteur con produce top

quality footage. Just load the mo-

chine
—

"flip the switch and walk

owoy"—FILMIINE Controlled-

Processing does the rest. Choose

from 14 stondord models. All

metal construction with heavy

gauge, heliarc welded stainless

steel tanks. Custom models built

to specification. Write today for

full information.

FllmlJiie

Illustrated: Model R-IS 16mm
Reversal & Negative-Positive

Processor. Variable speeds to

1200 ft. per hr. From $2795.00.
Wtr5 1,11 Price Subrecf fo Chotgc

FILMIINE CORP., Dept. BAU-57 MILFORD, CONN.

KLCrNT FlLMLINL INSTALLATIONS:
Acomcc Energy Comm. • Bell Aircrjfc
• Du Ponr • G.E. • 1 B.M Unicn
Cirbidc- United Airirafr • U,S N Re-
M.irili L.ib • II S. Scnaic • UN

•Pot Pending

other an educational study of Boron

as a gasoline additive. The studio

also announces a "just-delivered"

picture for Lockheed Aircraft Cor-

poration. S'

Senf s Film Editorial Group
Combines With Sound Masters

In line with the modernization of

its TV and industrial film produc-

tion service. Sound Masters. Inc. has

arranged with Charles R. Senf. Film

Editorial Service, to occupy space

adjacent to Sound Masters" general

offices and studios at 165 West 46th

Street. New York.

Senf's Editorial Ser\ ices will per-

form all editorial work for the TV

department of Sound Masters under

the direction of Vice-President

Howard T. Magwood. as well as for

the Industrial Films department

headed bv Vice-President John H.

Tobiii.

Charles Senf's long history as a

top film editor includes six years

with Selznick International Pictures.

\\\A he has edited 10 award winning

industrial and documentary films.

Among the many sponsors for whom
Mr. Senf has edited TV commercials

are Alcoa. American Machine &

Foundrv. Lincoln Mercury. Eastern

Air Lines. L'nited States Rubber.

Knickerbocker Beer. Philco Corp..

Chrvsler Corp., General Motors and

General Electric. ^'

Playhouse Pictures Releases

Sample Reel of Commercials

A 16mm sample reel of animated

television commercials produced

during the past six months by Play-

house Pictures, Hollywood, is being

loaned to advertising agencies and

television advertisers. The reel in-

cludes the latest in animated open-

ings, spot commercials and abstract

designs.

Featured on the sample reel are

20 different commercials, among

which are The Rope. New York Art

Directors Club medal winner for

1957. created for the Tennessee

Ernie Ford Show I NBC TV I

.

through J. Walter Thompson: Little

Fail. Federated Chicago Advertising

Club's 20-second winner, produced

for the Commonwealth Edison Com-

panv through Leo Burnett: and Ad-

vertising .4ssocifition of the West.

best local commercial winner for

Frank Taylor Ford agency.

Sample reels are available on a

loan basis from A. H. Halderson.

business manager. Playhouse Pic-

tures. UOl N. La Brea Ave.. Holly-

wood 28. California. 9'
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Murfel Rukeyscr Doing Script

on Community Rocs Problem
f Muriel Rukeyser, a leading poet

and author, has been assigned by

Dynamic Fihns, Inc. to write a

script for a documentary film on the

problems of changing racial char-

acteristics of neighborhood commu-
nities.

The film will deal mainly with the

problems of communities and the

responsibilities communities ha\e in

protecting the fundamental rights of

the individual. It will attempt to

portray the ebb and flow of the feel-

ings of various members of the com-

munity faced with racial change and
how the unhealthy currents of mis-

understanding and ignorance can

jeapordize the stability of a conunu-

nity.

Aiding Miss Rukeyser as a script

advisory committee will be a num-
ber of the nation's leading experts

in the field of human relations. Thev
include George Schermer. Chairman

of the Mayor's Commission on

Human Relations for the city of

Philadelphia: Algernon Black, the

Society for Ethical Culture: Ed Rut-

ledge, N.Y. State Commission
Against Discrimination: Madison

Jones. NAACP: James Scheurer.

City and Suburban Homes. Inc.:

Galen Weaver. Congregational
Christian Churches: Oscar Cohen.

Anti-Defamation League: and Har-

old Lett. Division Against Discrim-

ination, state of New Jersev.

The film will be released nation-

ally in the fall. Q-

* -i ^

Editing Film Center Expands
"f (,"n^t^uctil>^ has begun on a

second-story addition to Editing

Film Center's building in Hollv-

wood, California. The project is

set for completion in Fall, with all

facilities to be in operation October

1. 1957.

.Accessible by elevator, the new
second story will contain 60 new
film storage vaults. 25 editing

rooms, two projection rooms and an

office area. When completed, total

facilities at the Seward Street loca-

tion will include 150 film storage

vaults. 35 editing rooms, plus the

projection rooms and office spaces.

The editing rooms, projection rooms
and offices will be air condi-

tioned. B>

B-G Music Library Adds
16 Background Recordings

"^ Sixteen new selectioii> ha\e liceii

added to the B-G Librarv of Mood
and Bridge Music, produced by the

.Audio-Master Corp., of New York
City. The new records have been

created to serve as general back-

ground music, and are described as

especially suited to synchronization

with educational and industrial

films.

The mood selections, most of 3

minutes playing time, range from

the peaceful ".Siesta."' to the roman-

tic "1 nder the Trellis." the spirited

"Victory & Triumph." the humorous

"Fantasy of Elves." and the scenic

imagery of "Sand 'n' Surf."

The B-G Library now consists of

almost 600 tunes, recorded by top

European orchestras. ^'

* * *

H'lywood Film N. Y. Office

Moves to Larger Quarters

^ The Hollywood Film Company's

New Y ork branch office has moved

to larger quarters at 524 West 43rd

Street. N.Y .C. The move was neces-

sitated by the need for additional

warehouse space.

The new location has offices,

showrooms, and adequate space to

warehouse the complete line of HFC
products and to assure prompt deliv-

ery in the New \ ork area. Cus-

tomers in the Greater New York
area are now assured of one day

service, and shipping time to the re-

maining Eastern Seaboard has been

greatly reduced.

Sheldon Kaplan is in charge of

the New V ork office, and is assisted

by Victor Thomas and Martin

Katzen. The Manhattan

telephone n u ni b e r is

LOngacre 3-1546.

N'tl Safety Congress,
Chicago, Oct. 21-25
^ The National Safety

Congress, annual con-

\ention of the National

Safety Council, will meet

in Chicago on October

21-25. Congress Head-

quarters will be in the

Conrad Hilton Hotel.
I

lliird floor. Some 12.000
'

are expected to attend

the 200 sessions. ^

Our Specialty...

SALESMANSHIP on film
As scores ot top firms can tell you, there's no laster,

more forceful way to put your message across than
with a Holland-Wegmai! film.

For Holland -Wegman is a 5.000 square foot studio
fully equipped and manned to plan, write and pro-
duce top calibre films in any category. ..product sales,

public relations, training, documentarv, television

commercials.

What job do you have for Holland-Wegmnn salesman-
ship-on-film.' Phone or write us about it today!

HOLLAND-WEGMAN PRODUCTIONS
:l*7D>lawar* . BuHolo 1,N.Y. • T>l<phen*: MAditen 7411

\~c:r*

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
1 6mm
35mm Standard

35mm Hl-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mrn single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
all models single syslem
Cine Kodak Special

Mourer • Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bardwell McAlister

Colorlran

Centi/ry

Cable
Spider Boxes

Bull Switches

Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps nOV AC 5000W-
2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites

(shadowless lile)

Gator Clip Lites

Barn Doors

Diffusers

Dimmers
Reflectors

EDITING
Moviolas • Rewinders

Tobies • Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Lodders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags

Gobo Stands

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Mognosync-magnetic film

Reeves Mogicorder
Mole Richardson Booms end
Perambulators

ZOOMAR 35mm

DOLLIES
Fearless Panorom
Mc Allster Crab
Platform • Western

3 Wheel Portoble

Portoble Mike Booms
Portoble Power Supplies to

operate comera ond recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flni€Rfl €ouipm€nT(o.jn'

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

Mew York 36, N. Y. JUdson
"
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mm[ mmmw
INCORPORATED

Films for industry and television

1920 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN.

Things to think about
when you buy —

Sound Slidefilm

Machines
Can you get replacement needles, tubes

and lamps easily?

Will you have to pay excess lares on

planes?

Must you have a shipping container when

you ship from meeting to meeting?

Is everything in one case?

These points add up.

Our machines are perfect

on every point.

McCLURE
1115'/] W. Washington Boulevard

CHICAGO
Phone: CAnal 6-4914

GRAIVT TRAIIVS TO SELL:
(CONTIN'IED FROM PAGE TH IRT V -TH REE )

an insight into the business over a period of

years that it acts almost as an arm of the Grant

Company.

Selected for Visual Presentation Showing

T\ pieal uf Grant sound slidetilms might he

three which were recently selected to be shown

at the National Visual Presentation Association's

annual Day of Visual Presentation in New \ork.

A Sale Can Be A Service is a ten-minute film, in

color, photographed on location in a Grant store.

It emphasizes that suggestive selling is a service

to customers that can also bring more sales.

A Cute Dish Takes Over is an all-cartoon fihu

which points up good selling points in luncheon-

ette service. Clever and amusing, it is narrated

by Arnold Stang. A third film shown at the

NVPA was The Story of Two Sales Girls which

demonstrates the principles of good housekeeping

in the sttires.

Wide Variety in Approach to the Subjects

While all Grant films fall generally into a

definite format—10-12 minutes, color, embody-

ing Grant "'language" and philosophy—the ap-

proach has a wide variety. Some films are in-

spirational, others amusing: some are shot "live
'

in stores, others in studios: sometimes the films

will combine straight photography. gra|>hi<s. art

and cartoons.

Top qualitx art. photography and sound are

achieved through the efforts of Susan Wayne,

director Iti charge of slidefilms for Zweibel Pro-

ductions. .Sound engineering, recording and

manufacturing of all Grant transcriptions is by

RCA-Victor.

30 Current Titles; Produce 12 Each Year

\l the jiresenl time. '3(1 films are current and

in regular use. As training sessions are gen-

eralh held weekh. most Grant managers jilan

to use the regular new- monthly film at one ses-

sion and from time to time show an older film

on an appropriate subject at other weekly ses-

sions. 12 films a year seems to be the optimum

number for greatest effectiveness in the contin-

uing program.

While some product films have become out-

dated and are withdrawn, procedural films have

almost unlimited life and are regularly shown

Below: scene in a Grant slidefilm; subjects

Tover all phases of retail store problems.

MODERN SLIDE PROJECTION

IS OF LARGER SCOPE

Incandescent projectors restrict projection

to small screens—small audiences.

New large-screen picture prolectioi

has been mode possible

by-

Ideal for sales conferences,

technical meetings,

conventions, schools,

churches and hotels and parliculorly where
it is impraclicat, uneconomicol or

impossible to dorken the room. Projects

brilliant pictures up to 30 feet wide, using

3^/4 ' X 4" and 2" x 2" slides.

Write for free literature,

prices or demonstrations.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
39 City Pork Avenue • Toledo I, Ohio

Cinekad Synchronous Motor
Drive for 16mm Projectors

Especialty designed fo drive all Bell & Howell,

Ampro and Victor 16mm pro/ectors at

synchronous speed.

Projector can be Instantly attached to Synchronous

Motor Drive and quickly detached at any time in

a matter of seconds. An outstanding feature is

the flexible shaft which connects motor with pro-

jector and permits smooth, quiet and steady opera-

tion. No special technical knowledge required for

installation and mounting.

Write for more details and prices

Available at leading dealers, or direct.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 Tenth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

PLaza 7-3511

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURE-TV EQUIPMENT
Send for free folder of i7/us#roted Mofion Pic-

ture and Audio-Visual equipment manufactured
by Cinekad.
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Extra Quality

no warping

no binding

no rubbing

in...

Compco
professional reels & cans

Compco reels are sturdih tonstrucied

of tough, special tempered steel. They
won't warp or bend—eliminating film

wearing and rubbing during projec-

tion and rewinding. Compco reels and

cans are finished in scratch-resistant

special haked-ou enamel. Vou are

assured a lifetime of protection with

these extra quality products . . . avail-

able in 600 ft. to 2500 ft. sizes.

Write today for Illustrated Circular on
Reeh and Cans

C O in P € O CORPORATION

2275 W. St. Paul Ave., Chicago 47, 111.

MOTION PICTURES

FILMOGRAPHS

SLIDE FILMS

SLIDES

TRAINING COURSES

TRAINING GUIDES

FLANNEL BOARDS

TV COMMERCIALS

Above: a Grant store manager stars In

scene from one of company's recent films.

I CONTINUED FROM THE OPPOSITE PAGE I

to new employees and re-shown at intervals to

old emplo\"ee?-.

Cost Shared by Headquarters, Individual Stores

The cost of Grani films averages about $7,000

each for production. This is paid by the com-

pany headquarters office, although a portion of

the cost is amortized b\ print and record charges

which individual stores pay.

While all Grant films are designed wholly for

internal use. outside organizations are welcome

to use them and are increasingly doing so. For

example. I .S. Navy ships serv ice stores are now
using some of the films for training purposes.

Other stores loan films to local women "s groups.

or to schools.

Managers, Management Gratified by Results

After revieuing the results of the past four

years training experience, the Grant organization

from top management down to the newest store

manager are enthusiastic. More and more well-

trained Grant people are being promoted into

the ranks of store managers. And more and

more store managers are now asking for ever

more films to help them in their important train-

ing jobs. ^
Editor's note: Training 35,000 sales people in

650 stores in 41 states is no easy job but top

professional talent in these sound slidefilms is

helping get it done: all Grant programs are

handled by RCA Victor Custom Records. 9"

254 WEST 54lh STREET, N.Y. C.

COIumbut 5-7620

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF

MOOD AND BRIDGE MUSIC

For Details Write;

AUDIO-MASTER Lur|i.

17 East 45th St. • New York 17, N. Y.

^O^ SALESMEN GET IN

STORY GETS TOLD

• Theater Quality
1 6mm Sound
Projector

• Film Safety Trips

• Easiest to Use
• Lowest in Cost
• Lightest in Weight
• 50,000 Users
Can't Be Wrong

• Lifetime Guarantee

Your Salesmen's Pal

Your customer enjoys

Iheater presentation on

his desk. Sets up easily

... in three minutes o-

less. You're in with yoLr

story — You're out

with a sole, ^ ''*

Weo/ for large

screen projec-

f/on foo.

Comp/ete wffh

screen . . . .$298.50

Write for Free Colaloa

theHARWAIDco.
1216 Chicago Ave., Evonsion, 111. .

Phone: Davis 8-7070 '

Send
Your Film

To The
Complete 16MIVI

Service

Laboratory
Unsurpassed for . .

.

SPEED
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National directoryof visual education dealers

EASTERN STATES

. CONNECTICUT .

Rockwell Film & Projeclion Serv-

ice. 182 High St.. H.iitford 5.

• MASSACHUSETTS •

Cinema, Inc., 234 CUirendon St..

Boston 16.

. NEW JERSEY •

Slidecraft Co., 142 Morris Ave..

Mountain Lakes. N. J.

Association Films, Inc., Broad at

Elm, Ridgefield, N. J.

. NEW YORK .

Association Films, Inc., 347 Mad-
ison, New York 17.

Buchan Pictures, 122 W. Chip

pewa St.. Buffalo.

Crawford, Immig and Landis,

Inc., 200 Fourth .\\enue. New
York 3, New York.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1775 Broadway. New York \9.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. & Vis. Pdts.,

723 Prospect .^ve.. Westbury.

N. Y.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

602 W. 52nd St.. New York 19.

Training Films, Inc., 150 \Vest

54th St.. New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS Stiffem.

• PENNSYLVANIA •

J. P. Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St..

Harrisburg.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc., 4729

Ludlow St., Philadelphia 39.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Pittsburgh. Phont-: ZEnith 0143.

• WEST VIRGINIA >

B. S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St..

W., Charleston 2, Dickens 6-

6731.

SOUTHERN STATES
~

. FLORIDA •

Norman Laboratories & Studio,

Arlington Suburb, P.O. Box
8598, Jacksonville.

• GEORGIA .

Colonial Films, 71 Walton St.,

N. W., .Alpine 5378, Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 101 Walton
St.. N. W.. Atlanta 3.

• LOUISIANA •

Stanley Projection Company, 1117

Bolton .Ave.. .Alexandria.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 1307 Tu-
lane .Yve., New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service, Inc., 815

Povdras St.. New Orleans 12.

Phone: RA 9061.

. MISSISSIPPI •

Herschel Smith Company, 119

Roach St.. Tackson 110.

. TENNESSEE •

Southern Visual Films, 687 Shrine

Bldg.. Memphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service. 416 A. Broad St., Nash-

ville.

. VIRGINIA •

Tidewater Audio-Visual Center,

Cameraland Bldg., (2,9 South-

ern Shopping Center, Norfolk

5. Phone JUvUlSl.

MIDWESTERN STATES"

. ILLINOIS •

.American Film Registry, 24 E.

Eighth Street, Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc., 561 Hill-

grove. LaGrange. Illinois.

Atlas Film Corporation, 1111

South Boulevard. Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
1.

Midwest Visual Equipment Co.,

3518 Devon .Ave.. Chicago 45.

. ^HCHIGAN «

Engelman Visual Education Serv-

ice, 4754-56 Wcjodward .Ave.,

Detroit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,

2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit

II.

Capital Fihn Service, 224 .Abbott

Road. East Lansing, Michigan.

. OHIO .

. OHIO •

Academy Film Service, Inc.,

2110 Pavne .Ave., Cleveland
14.

Fryan Film Service, 1810 E. 12th

St.. Cleveland 14.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2108 Payne
.A\'e., Cleveland 14.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Davton. Phone: ENterprise
6289.

Twyman Films, Inc., 400 West
First Street. Davton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Lincoln Way E.. Massillon.

WESTERN STATES

. CALIFORNIA •

LOS ANGELES AREA
Clausonthue Audio Visual, 1572

E. Walnut St., Pasadena.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620
Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood
28.

Hollywood Camera Excli., 1600

Cahucnga Blvd., Hollywood.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1402 N. Ridgewood Place, Hol-

lywood 2,8.

Ralke Company, 829 S. Flower
St.. Los .Angeles 17. Phone:
TR. 8664.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 Hollywood Blvd.. Holly-

^vood 28.

Spindler &; Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Blvd.. Los .Angeles 57.

S.AN FRANCISCO AREA
.Associated Films, Inc.. 799 Steven-

son St.. San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company, 116

Natoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films, 350 Battery St.,

San Francisco 11.

• COLORADO •

Audio-Visual Center, 28 E. Ninth
.Ave., Denver 3.

• OREGON .

Moore's Motion Picture Service,

33 N. W. 9th A\c., Portland 9,

Oregon.

. TEXAS •

.Association Films, Inc., 1108 jack-

son Street. Dallas 2.

. UTAH •

Ralph V. Haile & .Associates, 326 Deseret Book Company, Box 958,

E, Fourth. Cincinnati 2. Salt Lake City 10,

Animation Table Announced
by J. G. Saltzman, Inc.

¥^ A new unit for animation and

title production. Compound Table

Model 130C, has been announced by

J. G. Saltzman. Inc.. New York

City, sales distributor for Caesar

Manufacturing, Inc.

The unit has counterbalanced

platen. 9x12 or 14x20, with zero

registration for interchanseabililv.

It is equipped with Pantagraph Arm
and Spindle Disconnect for floating

action 1 12"x20" movement, larger

to order). It has an opening for

underneath lighting.

The Compound Table Model

130C is complete with counters and

movable peg bars. 1^"

-X- « -s

Cathedral Films Names Brock
Regional Sales Manager

Appointment of Claude E. Brock

as regional sales manager in the east

and southeastern states for Cathe-

dral Films. Inc. of Burbank. Cali-

fornia, has been announced by

James K. Friedrich. president.

Brock will work under the direc-

tion of Clifford Howcroft. Cathedral

sales manager, supervising the rent-

al and sale of Cathedral productions.

Previously Brock was southeast-

ern regional manager for Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Films. Inc. He is

audio-visual chairman for the Geor-

gia Council of Churches and serves

on the official board for the Peach-

tree Road Methodist Church in his

home city of Atlanta. Georgia. yj('

» # s

Jersey Bell Film Popular
To kcc|> up \\itli audiem c de-

mand, the New Jersey Bell Tele-

phone Company is showing its new

film. This is New Jersey, three limes

daily in a Newark department

store. 9

USE THIS DIRECTORY TO LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT, FILMS AND PROJECTION

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

WANTED

Sales representative wanted for

fast growing production com-

pany. Will consider part time

representative.

Write giving full details to:

Box BS-8B

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Rd. Chicago 76, HI,

I
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RIGHT DFF THE REEL:

(CONTINUED FROM PACE TWENTY-FOVRI

film selected for showing at Harrogate will re-

ceive a certificate of participation. ^
* Tf *

Georgia Visual Education Specialist

Gets 1957 Farm Film Foundation Award

¥ J. Aubre\ Smith, visual education specialist

at the University of Georgia's College of Agri-

culture. Athens, has received the Farm Film

Foundation Professional Improvement .Award

for 1957. The award. S500 and a framed cer-

tificate, was made on July 17 at the conclusion

of the 1957 convention of the American Associa-

tion of Agricultural College Editors. Mr. and

Mrs. C. Dana Bennett of Washington. D. C. rep-

resenting the Farm Film Foundation, made the

presentation.

An extension specialist at the Georgia institu-

tion. Smith has been doing visual education work

since 1944. The award was based on his out-

standing contributions to the production of edu-

cational motion pictures in the field of agri-

culture. 9'
-r- i- *

Athletic Institute's New Film Guide

* A handv little guide to the visual aids for

spiirt^ and recreation sponsored bv The Athletic

Institute of Chicago has just been issued by this

group. This pocket-size booklet lists six 16mm
motion pictures. 33 35mm sports instructional

slidefilms and 49 guides and handbooks on popu-

lar U.S. sports and promotional activities. \ou

can get it free bv writing The Athletic Institute.

209 South State Street. Chicago 4. Illinois. ^
• « *

Disney's "Alaskan Eskimo" Now in 16mm

¥. First of the films in W alt Disney"s new factual

series titled "People and Places" is The Alaskan

Eskimo, and this colorful documentary photo-

graphed bv Disney's top team of Al and Emma
Millotte has just been released in 16mm. The

film is available under both daily rental and

lease purchase plans. Write to Educational

Division. Walt Disney Productions. Burbank.

Cal. for source nearest vou. ©

New Caterpillar Film on Road Problem

-H That tangled mess of trafiBc, accident wreck-

age and nauseous fumes that marks the "other

r ide" of the American road, so urgently in need

of new construction to handle the annual influx

of new drivers, is covered in a complete new

Caterpillar Tractor Company film, aptly titled

Road Block.

This 22-minute color film shows how groups

at odds with one another can help clear the way

for sorelv needed road improvement b> resolving

their differences. .\ salute to Caterpillar for

another important contribution, matching this

companv's earlier film The Perfect Crime, which

dramatized the need for action in improving our

roads to save lives and money. Modern Talking

Picture Service exchanges have both pictures for

vour use. w

for sales promotion • public relations • sales

training • advertising • industrial development

Motion Pictures • Slide Films • Television Shows and Spots

Trailers • 16-35mm • Color • B/W • Sound • Animation

Live Action.

COMPLETE LABORATORYiSERVICES
AND FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS

Printing • Processing • Recording • Special

Effects • Photo and Sound Editing and Cut-

ting • Sound Stage. Company occupies 14,000

square feet and custom tailors services to meet

your needs.

beeland-wood films, inc.

752 Spring Street, N.W.

Atlanta, Ga.

EQUIPMENT SALE
Our Sound Stage is being closed to make

room for expanded sound recording facili-

ties for producers. The following list is only

a small part of the equipment that is avail-

able. Items will be priced on a negotiated

basis.

Cameras: Cine Specials; 16mm Bell &

Howell Specialists: Auricon Super 1200

Pros, silent and sound: 16mm Maurers.

Matched sets of Ektar and Cooke lenses;

zoom lens.
* * »

MR mike boom. Exposure meters. Mitchell

finder. Matte boxes. Blimps. Tricycle
dollies. Tripods. Camera motors. Speed

Graphic still camera.

* * »

Lights: MR 2000W spots and stands. MR
double broads. 750W spots. Color-Tran

sets. Bulbs. Cables, boxes, breakups. Ro-

tarv converter. AC generator.

» *

Telaskool prompter. FlaU. scenery, props.

* * «

Sound Equipment: 35mm Simplex optical

dummies. Reeves PV 100 16ram magnetic

recorders and mixers. Speakers, mikes,

racks, amplifiers.
• • «

Laboratory Equipment: Fonda positive-

negative developing machine.

» * *

Carlson reduction printer.

*

Hundreds of other items. Write for

mimeographed list or phone FEderal 3-4000

for further information.

BYRON, INC.

1226 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington 7, D. C.

ns NO BULL!

^^'^
CEMENT.

will splice

permanently

1 02. 40c

Vj pt. 1.50

t pt. 2.50

Ptra-<r inrluHr I'ortagr trith order.

Dealer inquiries (nvifed

\1edl FLORMAN a.
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BUSINESS SCREEN BOOKSHELF SERVICE
Your Convenient Mail Order Source for Useful Audio-Visual Books and Guides

BOOKS ON PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE:

101 — .4merican Cinematographer Hand Book and Reference

Guide, by Jackson J. Rose. A convenient source of the basic

facts concerning photographic materials, methods and
equipment. Xinlh edition, 3;il pages $5.00

102 — Film and Its Techniques, by Raymond Spottiswoode. An
encyclopedic treatment of the documentary fihn — from

idea to script and through all tlie steps of production. Uni-

versity of California Press, 505 pages $7.50

103 — 16mm Sound Motion Pictures, by \V. H. Offenhauser, Jr.

A complete manual for the professional or amateur I6mm
producer. Interscience Publishers, Inc., 565 pages. ..$11.50

104 — Painting with Light, by John Alton. A discussion of the

technical and artistic aspects of lighting — what lights art-

used and where they are placed: how to make sure natural

light is correct. The Macniillau Co.. 191 pages $6.75

105 — Handbook of Basic Motion-Picture Techniques, by Emil E.

Brodbeck. Basic know how for both amateurs and profes-

sionals. NfcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 307 pages. $6.50

106 — The Recording and Reproduction of Sound, by Oliver
Read. A complete, aiuhoritative discussion of audio in all

its phases. Howard W. Sams S; Co., Inc., 800 pages $7.95

107 — Stereo Realist Manual, by Willard D. Morgan, Henry M.
Lester and 14 leading 3-D experts. .-X complete manual of

modern 35ram stereo photography illustrated with 3-D
photos in color and black and white. A special viewer is

included in the book. Morgan and Lester, 400 pages ...$6.00

108 — The Technique of Film Editing, compiled by Karel Reisz
for the British Film Academy. A practical analysis of the
problems of film editing by 10 experienced film makers —
a guide for film editors and TV directors. Farrar, Straus
and Cudahy, 282 pages $7.50

109 — Preparation and Use of Audio-Visual Aids, by Haas and
Packer. Practical, step-by-step instructions on how to pre-

pare and use visual aids effectively. Prentice-Hall, Inc.

381 pages $6.65

TELEVISION PLANNING AND PRODUCTION:

201 - The Handbook of TV and Film Technique, by Charles W.
Curran. A nontechnical production guide for executives
covering film production costs, methods and processes.

Includes a section on the production of films for TV
programs and commercials. Pellegrini and Cudahy, 120
pages '.$3.00

202 — Movies for TV, by John H. Battison. A comprehensive
technical guide to the use of films in television program-
ming. Covers the basic principles of the medium, equip-
ment, program planning. Macmillan Co., 376 pages. ...$5.00

203 - Color Television Standards, edited by Donald G. Fink. A
digest of the National Television System Committee's rec-

ords on color television. McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc.

520 pages .S8.5(t

204 — The Television Ciommercial, by Harry Wa\ne McMahan.
A new and enlarged edition of this practical manual on
television advertising. Shows how to create better com-
mercials, both from advertising and film production view-
points. Hastings House. 223 pages $6.50

206 — Staging TV Programs and Commercials, by Robert J.
Wade. A handbook aimed to help in solving the physical
production problems of "live" television programming.
Hastings House, 210 pages $6,50

208 — How to Direct for Television, by William 1. Kaufman.
Nine top TV directors tell, in their own way, how to pre-

pare for a director's job and make a success of it. Hastings
House, 9() pages $2..'>0

209 — An Ad Man Ad-Libs on TV, by Bob Foreman. Here is

every facet of TV, as seen through the eyes of a man in

this business since its beginning. This amusing book con-

tains a wealth ol information for the neophyte as well as

the experienced. Hastings House. 173 pages $4.50

210 -How To Get Rich In TV-Without Really Trying, by

Shepherd Mead. A hilarious treatment of "case histories"

in the TV business, liberally sprinkled with clever car-

toons. A good gift item tor those in TV or people who
wish thev were. Simon and Schuster, 180 pages $2.95

GENERAL REFERENCE BOOKS:

301 — The Dollars and Sense of Business Films, by the Films

Steering Committee of the ."X.N.A. ,\n analysis of the actual

cost and circulation records of 157 important business firms.

Association of National Ad\ertisers. 128 pages $2.00

302 — How To Use a Tape Recorder, by Dick Hodgson and H.

Jay BuUen. Aimed to help business and home lecorder

owners learn how to get lull value from their machines.

Opens a new world of potentials for tape recorders.

Hastings House, 209 pages $4.95

303— Selling Color to People, bv Fabcr Birren. Devoted wholly

to the commercial uses of color in reaching, influencing

and selling the .American public. Contains a 5,000 word
chapter on the medium of color television. University

Books. 219 pages.. $7.50

AUDIO-VISUAL METHODS & MATERIALS:

401 — Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching — Revised Edition, by

Edgar Dale. A review of the Audio-Visual field, both its

theory and practice. Colorfully illustrated. The Dryden
Press, 520 pages $6.25

403 — Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction, by McKown & Roberts.

How to program audio-visual devices for education. Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., 493 pages $4.75

404 — The Audio-Visual Reader, edited by James S. Kinder and
F. Dean McClusky, Philosophy, theory, research and audio-

visual instruction in teaching materials in the school sys-

tem. Wm. C. Brown Co., 378 pages $5.75

405 — Audio-Visual Techniques, by Chandler &: Cypher. .A guide

to enriching the curriculum with a wide variety of audio
and visual materials. Noble and Noble, 252 pages $3.50

PERIODICALS AND GUIDES:

501 — Business Screen Magazine. The national journal of audio-

visual communications in business and industry. A fidl

vear's service, eight issues S3.00; two years $5.00

502 — The Audio-Visual Projectionist's Handbook. A two-color

portfolio of ideas ancl pointers for presenting a better

audio-visual program. Business Screen $1.00

503 — The National Directory of Safety Films. A catalog of more
than 950 subjects including I95(i additions. National Safety

Council $1.00

DETACH AND MAIL WITH YOUR CHECK TO:

BUSINESS SCREEN BOOKSHELF
7064 SHERIDAN ROAD • CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS

Please ship tlie following (indicate by number);

-Total omount enclosed S_

Firm or School—

-Zone— _Slale_City

BOOKS Will BE SHIPPED POSTPAID IF CHECK ACCOMPANIES ORDER
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BUSINESS SCREEN
AGAZINE. NUMBER SIX- VOLUME EIGHT

FIFTY CENTS

oc

"Since the film was introduced, aljout a year

ago, safety performance has been the best

in the Corporation's history. In addition,

program is developing nationwide interest"

-KNOWING'S HOT ENOUGH: Page 33

'fBwimi^vi,?^

OTHER KEY FEATURES OF THE MONTH:

• The Christopher Film Story: Page 37

• Kaiser Aluminum Looks Ahead: Page 39

• Case Histories of New Films: Page 41



Learn how
MODERN gets effective

television usage

of industry sponsored films

through

Modern
TVDigests

Get the complete story of Modem TV Digests and

what they can do for you. Ask (write or phone) for your free copy of this informative 20 page

booklet from any of the Modern offices Hsted below.

NEW YORK 3 East 54th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

CHICAGO 1 Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1, III.

DETROIT 1224 Maccabees Building, Detroit 2, Mich.

PLaza 8-2900

DEIaware 7-3252

TEmple 2-4211 Madm
LOS ANGELES 612 S. Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, Cal. MAdison 9-2121

PITTSBURGH 210 Grant Street, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. GRant 1-9118

J



Caravel proudly presents

THE MAJOR FILM STUDIO

THAT NEW YORK HAS NEEDED!

• ZbMO Sq. Ft. uf Working Space

• MAIN STAGE: TS Ft. x 100 Ft.

o INSERT ST.AGE: 27 Ft. x 51 Ft.

• Six Editing Ruonis

• Seven (losluine. Makeup and
Dressing Rooms

• Vlt Animation & Art Facilities

• nptiiuis & Special Effects

• (iarpenlcr Shop & IVop Department

• 2:j Fl. Elevator (holds large car or

medium-sized truck i

o i ! Ft. Projerti*tn Room (^i.i nun & 16 mm
• 1 ilni \aults and Storage

• \ir Conditioneil

AND
THE FI\EST PEKMA\E.\T CREATIVE

TEAM PRUDlCiyC MOTION PICTIHES

FOR l\DlSTKy. GOl ER\ME\T
A\r> TEl.KllSlOy TODAY.

its modern^ new^ one-stop

film production center in the

heart of niidtown New York City

Specially Designed

and Constructed

for the Most Efficient

and Economical Production

of Industrial Films and

Tele vision Comm ercials

NEW LOOK FOR A

FILM PIONEER

Caravel, a film pioneer and leading producer of motion

pictures for Industry. Government and Television for

over thirty-seven years, has consolidated its creative

.itaft' and pniduction facilities in the first new major film plant built in !\eiv

York in orcr a quarter of a century. • As of Octoher 2.3. Caravel will make

available to its motion picture clients the largest stage and the most complete

one-stop film production building operated hv an independent producer in

the New York area.

WE INVITE

YOUR VISIT

ONLY MIMITES AW AY from the nation's business

and advertising headquarters.

CARAVEL FILMS, INC.
20 NA/est End Ave. (60th St.) New York 23, N.Y. CI 7-6110

PRODUCING BUSINESS FILMS FOR AMERICAS LEADING ADVERTISERS FOR 37 YEARS



a^^ INC.

SPECIALISTS IN... w

CI

Li^ntin^ and Grip

Equipment . . . Props

ana Oenerators

©'^^^F^

grips

reflectors

dollies

mike
booms

scrims

nets

parallels

dc generator

trucks

props

directors

chairs

drops

location

umbrellas
water
coolers

lights

inkies

arcs

dimmers
cables

boxes
hydraulic

stands

rental rates on request

333 ^Vest 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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The Sutherland Organization

Sponsor Objectives . .

.

Creative Writing . .

.

Professional Motion

Picture Experience . .

.

Superior Business Films

^jy John Sutherland Productions, Incorporated®LOS ANGELES NEW YORK
201 North Occidental Boulevard 136 East 55th Street

•S Los Angeles 26, California Dunkirk 8-5121 New York 22. New York PLaza 51875
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Editorial Highlights of the

Key Features in This Issue

+ Take (Caravel Films' million-dol-

lar bet on the future of husiness

and television films as an example

of courage and imagination. That s

the substance of this film pioneer's

contribution to Eastern leadership

as it prepares to open its mid-town

Manhattan producer center. Page

20 and continuation.

¥ One of today's most useful safety

films is something more than that.

U. S. Steel's very comprehensive,

integrated promotion of Knouins^ s

Not Enough is helping drive home

vital safety thinking, not only

among its safety-conscious em-

ployees but among the hundreds of

other plants and organizations

which are sharing the benefits of

this complete program. Page 33.

¥ A blue-ribbon for premiere show-

manship goes this month to the

Borden Company's PR department

for its recent unveiling of Hail the

Hearty, an anniversary contribu-

tion to belter understanding of nu-

trition, at New York's Essex House.

The film and the show make our

story on page 43.

* Hardest film job of all. perhaps,

is the picture which involves those

litde "talks" by management. Kaiser

Muminum's The Next Ten, re-

\ iewed on Page 39. works a miracle

as its executives help weave a story

of past, present and the future in a

highly-palatable motion picture.

* There's much more, particularlv

in the important "Case Histories"

of current films on pages 41. 42. 48.

etc. but we want to mention the in-

spiring work of Father James
Keller and his Christopher film

program. A "profile" of that un-

equalled contribution to jnankind's

better self begins on page 37 but
the Christopher program carries on
deep into the hearts of millions of
our fellow Americans through
16mm groups and television. ISJ'

A.N.A. Surveys Film Usage

* A recent survey of iiiciijliership

media activities by the Association

of National Advertisers discloses

that 85% of the .501) A.N.A. mem-
ber companies use films and other

audio-visual media; 81'. use films

for training salesmen and dealers.

In only nine of 209 companies
I 4'

. j the purchasing department

determined company film specifica-

tions; in 167f did the buying. IJf'

Camera e
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It's Sales Convention Time

With Visuals Doing a Job

-^ There's a noteworthy trend which

every salesman who has attended

one of those long and very dull

three-day "conventions" of the past

will wildly cheer. One major (80th

among the top 500 U. S. firms)

company. Canada Dry did its re-

cent meeting program in exactly

one hour via closed circuit televi-

sion. Results were so favorable that

the same program is being carried

on. via kines. down to employees ir.

the company's bottling plants.

Streamlined, colorful, convincing

and even more inspiring than any-

thing in years past, these modem
meetings benefit by automated

meeting devices, excellent visuali-

zations by motion picture and slide-

film or slide techniques, stereo-

phonic sound and the immediacy of

closed-circuit television.

Sam Dawson, syndicated Associ-

ated Press writer, recently tallied

up these meetings . . . there are

about 2.500 "full dress" sales meet-

ings a year. "Add the regional con-

ventions and pep conclaves of small

companies." he says, "and the num-
ber is estimated as high as 70,000."

That's a big order for the men who
help visualize and automate such
meetings: a challenge to those who
hold them to make them more ef-

fecti\e. really memorable. g'

"Relevance" the Forgotten
Word in Televis'on Shows?

* A uhilc ago the Schwerin Re-

search people came up with some
valuable thoughts about the "rele-

vance" of tv. entertainment and the

sponsor's commercial aims. What
Mogen David found out about the

use of mystery shows: what Philip

Morris discovered about their 17%
sales drop during their / Love Lucy
sponsorship is being overlooked in

today's flurry of "westerns," jazz

spectaculars, etc. Is "relevance" the

big Forgotten Word in television

programming? Q"

Films "Follow the Flag" in

Helping Our World Trade

^ A vital economic [actor for this

nation and for all the free world is

world trade. Playing a key role in

helping get understanding of new
products, new methods are the films

of U. S. companies now going to

sales outlets overseas and those

which foreign firms can use to de-

velop sales markets in this country.

A coming editorial feature. 8'
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Canadian Distributor:
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Foreign Distributor:
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These 4 piojectois ARE
"DeVrylite"-

tailored to fit youi needs

Business and education are

the only fields we serve.

Take a moment for a quick look;

TSI MOVIEMATIC — Extremely

light weight (under 25 pounds), it

repeats without rewind on a built-

in, self-contained screen. Truly a

"briefcase" type projector.

TSI DUOLITE—Has built-in, fold-

ing, TV-size screen for undarkened

rooms, and also projects to a large

screen in darkened rooms and
auditoriums.

TSI DeVRYLITE—A long record of

service to industry and education.

Small and compact, for auditorium

and classroom use.

TSI MODEL "D" — Gives regular

projeclion, and built-in screen pro-

jection. Also repeats projection

without rewind.

With the "DeVrylite" mechanism
in all lour, you are assured of un-

surpassed sound and picture qual-

ity.

AND the TSI melhod of mounling all

components on a completely accessible,

removable plate means lowest cost, and
easiest maintenance.

Let us arrange with out deolei

for a no ohUqotion demonstration

for you.

TECHNICAL SERVICE, INC.

30865 Five Mile Rd. ® Livonia, Michigan

PICTURE PARADE

Life's "World We Live In"

to Hit Theatres This Fall

• The Eailh h Born, tlic first in-

.-lalliiient uf a filmed version of Life

Magazine's series, "The World We
Live In." is scheduled to reach

theatrical screens this Fall. The

Life series, which ran for 13 weeks

in print, is being condensed to four

films, each running slightly under

.'30 minutes. Shooting of the other

three films probably will be com-

jjleted in less than a year.

The Earth Is Born, a 31'2-years

project, was produced by Traiisfilin.

Inc.. New York City, under the su-

pervision of the studio's executive

\ ice-president. Walter Lowendahl.

Astronomers, geologists and geo-

physicists served as technical con-

sultants for the production.

Much of the initial production

lime was spent devising new cine-

matic lecliniques to accomplish the

i ilitFicidt effects required in the film.

Ill 'IVchnicolor. the film cimibines

-tiip-niiilion animation and live ac-

lioii. liesponsible for the films

main innovations was Zachary
Scbwaitz who worked for a year in

Holland during the production's

overseas shooting phase. The sto|)-

molion se(|uences were made b\

.loop Geesink in his Amsterdam

sturlio.

The narratixc scrip! for llir

\
Earth Is Born was written li\

Arnold Sundgaard. a maj(U- free-

lance conlriinitor to televisicjn's

Omnibus program. Paul Stevens.

l\ and thcHlrical actor, narraterl t'lc

film. Editing was handled b\ Phil

Larschaii. Transfilm staffer.

The musical score for the piclinc

was written by William Srhnnum.

president of the Juilliard School of

Music. Frederick Prausnitz. assi^l

ant dean at Juilliard. conducted ihr

7fl-piece orchestra at Carnegie Hall.

The orchestral group is said to be

the largest used for a film recording

in Neu'Vork in the last 10 xcars. H'

"Mr. Withers Stops the Clock"
Doing PR Job for Air Lines

¥ l,a>l M-ar. llir \ir Transport .As-

sociation of America released a pub-

lic relations motion picture. Mr.

Withers Slops the Clock. The spon-

soring association's main objective,

iirrording to John Ho\ ing. \ ii-e-

prc'sidcMl. pulilic relations, uas to

"generate interest among all groups

in the importance of an airport as

a I 'iiimmiiil\ asset.

Siiiic its piemiere slio\\ing>. the

27-miimle color comedy using fan-

lasv as an instructive device has

been sicued In some 70.000 person-

in adult audiences, colleges and uni-

versities—plus 6..500.000 television

\ie«crs. the ATA estimates.

Total pulilic relations profits are

impossible to compute but there is

good evidence that the film's mes-

sage got across. Says Hoving:

"It is significant that .1//. Withers

Stops the Clock has been used effec-

tively to help create an awareness

of local airport problems and. in

actual cases, has been credited with

helping in the furtherance of air-

port improvement programs.

"

The association reports that in

one area the county board of air-

port commissioners arranged for

showings over local tv stations and

used the film as a part of their cam-

paign to raise funds for a runwa\

extension project. Showings to

municipal leaders of a midwest

metropolis helped in the develop-

ment and use of a major airp()rt.

A western city used the film to

help gain support for an airport

bond proposal which passed by an

overwhelming majoritv\

,]//. Withers was written and pro-

duced by Paul Alle\ Productions.

New York Citv. W-

it -"- »

1,800 Prints in First Weeks
for This Coca-Cola Sports Film

if Bounding through 1800 print

orders in the first weeks after re-

lease, a new lO-minute motion pic-

ture on football kicking technique

evidently is scoring promotionally

for the Coca-Cola Company.

The Kicking Game, arranged by

Coca-Cola's Bottler Sales Develop-

ment Department, is a training aid

for a sport which draws large num-

bers of people—players and specta-

tors—who are present or potential

drinkers of coke.

The black and white film consists

of action shots of important games

in uliiili skillful kicking bel|ied win.

Ill demonstrate proper technique,

parts of the film are in slow-motion.

Bolibx Dodd. athletic director and

head coach at Georgia Institute of

Technology, appears in the film and

narrates the action.

Designed for use in training pro-

grams. The Kicking Game was

shown at 32 clinics for high school

coaches across the country, prior to

the opening of the new- school term.

The picture was filmed h\ Dick

Borden.

The sports lllm iiiav be oblaincd

through local bottlers of Coca-Cola.

For details on availability, contact

Wavne B. McConnell. sports pro-

gram director. The Coca-Cola Com-

panv. P. O. Drawer 1734. Atlanta.

Georgia. 9
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'We picked Du Pont 'Superior'

4

for the hard-to-make shots in

our TV documentary"

Director-Cameraman Michael Nebbia (left) discusses prob-

lems of location shooting with Frank Calabria, Cinematog-

rapher. Joseph DtPasquaie. Assistant Cameraman (kneeling),

and Du Pont Technical Representative Joseph Dougherty, right.

says Michael Nebbia, Director-Cameraman of this pubhc information TV film

The photo abo\e is a blowup of one frame

from the documentary fihn. "The Ordeal

of Thoma? Moon." produced for Smith,

Kline and French Laboratories by Gerald

Productions in New \ork. The film, sched-

uled for national TV release, deals with

the problems of an overweight man.

The film was shot on location in New
\ork s Pennsylvania Station. For the scene

above, on the stairwav leading to the main

concourse, the lighting was particularly

bad. "X^e were not able to set up lights

on the platform." says Mr. Nebbia. "and

the existing light consisted of a small

amount of daylight from a tunnel entrance

300 feet away, and a series of globe lights

hung 18 to 25 feet apart. Vie did place

lights near the camera but none of them

reached more than a foot or two beyond

the bottom of the stairs. But still, with

the wide latitude of Du Pont "Superior" 4.

we got the qualitv of negative we wanted

in both dim and light areas.'"

Mr. Nebbia also adds that "Du Pont

mo\ie films provide better contrast when

used under adverse conditions, and pro-

\ ide wider tonal gradation when exposed

under flat light."

Du Pont Superiors 4 motion picture film can help

you with those hard-to-make shots, too. For further

information, call the nearest Du Pont District Sales

Office, or write the Du Pont Company. Photo Prod-

ucts Dept., Wilmington 98. Delaware. In Canada:

Du Pont Company of Canada (1956) Ltd., Toronto.

SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8, Georgia 805 Peachtree Building

Boston 10, Mass. 1 40 Federal Street

Chicago 30, III. 4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

Cleveland 16, Ohio - 20950 Center Ridge Road

Dallas 7, Texas - - - - 1628 Oak l_awn Avenue

Los Angeles 38, Calif. 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.

New York 11. N.Y. 248 West 18th Street

Phita., Pa. - 308 E. Lancaster Ave.. Wynnewood

Export . Nemours BIdg.. Wilmington 98, Delaware

DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM WW:
Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry



First and finest

of all glass beaded

projection

screen

surfaces!

Originated by Oa-Lite! Whiter. . . brighter

Guaranteed to stay whiter, brighter, longer!

New and tricky screen surfaces have come and gone but noth-

ing has come close to the briUiance and durability of the

Da-Lite White-Magic glass beaded screen surface. We also

have the mat whites in every size and style required by the

amateur, professional, theatre, audio visual, schools, churches

and every industrial audio projection use. Da-Lite was first

to make a practical projection screen and is first today with

the finest that science, design and engineering can develop.

MjoU^

Da-Lite Model B' The screen just made for the recreation

room— your den— classrooms—church or meeting rooms.
Brackets permit hanging from wall or ceiling and yet so light-

weight even the largest size can be moved from spot to spot

with ease. Beautiful Copper Bronze octagon case with match-
ing screen borders and slat pocket. New mildew and fiame

resistant White-Magic glass beaded fabric assures real-life

reproduction of your favorite slides and movies.

Da-Lite Hllo — Most popular

A-V "Push-butlon" screen.

Can be set from 14" to 48"

above the floor, or hung from

wall or ceiling. Has White-

Magic g!as.s beaded mildew
and flame-resistant fabric and
opens with just a touch.

There's a complete line t)( new Da-Lite projection screens to fit

every purse and purpose . . . for homes, schools, churches,

theatres or industry . . . priced

as low as $3.50. Insist on
DA-LITE—your best buy in

Peried.on in quality projection screens.
P.oitrt.on HOC* 1909 -' t J

da-'lIte'
DA-LITE SCREEN CO.. INC. WARSAW^, INDIANA

SIGHT & SaUIVD
Oscar Neu, Manufacturer of

Film Equipment, Dies in East

-K Oscar F. Neii. nwiiei and presi-

dent of Neumade Products Corp..

New York City, died on August 26

at his home in Crestwood. New
York, at the age of 71.

He was co-founder of Theatre

Equipment and Supply Manufactur-

ers Association and served as its

president from 1946 to 1951. In

195.5. he was elected president

emeritus, the only member of the

organization to have been so

honored.

As an actor. Mr. Neu played

minor parts in silent movies and.

in 1911 and 1912. he directed the

Mutual Girl Series, a serial of the

day.

In 1915, he became a broker of

motion picture by-products, reclaim-

ing silver in cellulose from film

emulsion. That same year, he

formed 0. F. Neu Co.. which later

became Neumade Products Corp..

manufacturing and distributing

equipment for the motion picture

industry and. eventually, serving

the television industry.

Mr. Neu wgs a member of the

Mot'on Picture Pioneers fnd Vari-

ety Clubs International. He was a

fellow and governor of the Society

of Motion Pic'ure and Television

Engineers.

Following Masonic Services at

Bronxvillp. New YorW. M''. Neu was

entombed at Ferncliff Mausoleum.
Hartsdale. New York. He is sur-

vived by his wife, Adelaide Reese

Neu: a daughter. Mrs. Helene Eliza-

beth Jones: two sons. Edwin T. and

Theodore Z. Rickman. and six

grandchildren. ^

Nat'l Visual Presentation
Association Elects Officers
¥ The National Visual Presentation

Association recently elected the fol

lowing officers:

President. Jacques Megroz. Liff

Magazine.- vice-presidents. Charles

Corn. /Vdmaster Prints. Phil Dodge.

F. W. Dodge Corp.: Secretary-

treasurer. Norman L. Bebell. Bebell

& Bebell.

A widely enlarged span of activi

ties and meetings has been plannrrl

for the 1957-.58 season. I'tl'

S- a *

U.S. Has Over Half of
World's 900 Television Stations

Allhdugh i?} countries now have

leleyision. more than half of the

world's total of 900 tv stations are

in the United States. More than

two-thirds of the globe's 63.000.000

tv receivers are in the U.S. Lead-

ing the world in telecasting, the

U.S. has 505 stations and more than

45.000,000 receivers.

Outside the U.S., leading coun-

tries in telecasting facilities are:

Great Britain, with 21 stations and

7.450.000 sets; Canada, with 40
stations and 2,658,000 sets; West

Germany, with .39 stations and

1,100,000 sets; USR, 30 stations

and 3.000.000 sets; Italy. 90 sta-

tions and 575.000 sets; Japan, 16

stations and 6.50.000 sets; Cuba. 18

stations and 300.000 sets; France.

19 stations and 600.000 sets; Mexi-

co. 10 stations and 300,000 sets.

Western nations, not including

the U.S.. have 325 stations and
more than 15,000,000 sets. The
Communist world has 52 stations

and 3.236.600 sets in eight coun-

tries.

As of July 1. there were 278 tele-

vision stations in the United States

equipped to broadcast in color. This

figure denotes an increase of 21 sta-

tions since January 1. 1957. 9"

Somerset Elected President of
Hollywood AFL Film Council

M Pal Somerset. Screen .Actors Guild
executive, is the new president of

the Hollywood AFL Film Council,

succeeding Henry C. Wadsworth,
business representative of Studio

Utility Employees Local No. 724.

The Hollywood AFL Film Council

is composed of unions and guilds

representing 24.000 employees in

the regional motion picture indus-

try. ^

Canadian Film Expenditures
Ros° to $6210.467 in 1956
-k Total production expenditures by

Canada's connnercial motion picture

producers rose from S3,916,459 in

1955 to .$6,210,467 in 1956. This

growth is shown in a report recently

released by the Dominion Bureau of

Statistics at Ottawa.

In 1955. Canadian film companies

employed 445 persons and spent

§1.460.421 on salaries and wages

and S2.456.038 on production costs.

In 1956. the film companies em-

ployed 1,127 persons and spent

$2,483,910 on salaries and wages

and $3,726,557 on production costs.

The data on production in 1955 was

obtained from 46 companies en-

gaged in film production. The 1956

figures were gathered from 59 firms

\vhich included producers and com-

panies witb laboratory operatioHS.

The statistical report noted that

connnercial companies and govern-

ment agencies printed 67.323.532

feet of film. The footage printed by

format included: 37.367,652 feet of

(CONTINUED ON PAGE TEN)
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JT OR AN IMPORTANT CONFERENCE aimed at its higher

echelon of sales management Standai'd Oil (Indiana) commis-

sioned Wilding to produce a three-day progi-am. "The Big Change"

was the basic theme and the conference included workshop meet-

ings of motion pictures, slides, manuals and flip chai'ts. Highlight

of the conference was a musical play featming 17 top-flight per-

formers, elaborate sets and 16 original songs. So impressed were the

executives of SO with the impact created by the play they asked

Wilding to make a 35min wide-screen color motion pictui-e record

of it. This was subsequently shown to all dealers and employees

throughout the Standai-d Oil sales tenitory evoking excellent com-

ments and results. "k

Coincident with the conference
Standard Oil introduced the all-new

Gold Crown Super-Premium gasoline.

W I L D I IV ^ CHICAGO

DETROIT

NEW YORK

CLEVELAND

CINCINNATI

PITTSBURGH

ST. LOUIS

HOLLYWOOD



film trips? safety

4 Does it haTI T

WHV t H/s IS

'"---"^^-^

ONLY VICTOR OFFERS SO MA^

parts to get
' ',™°°"' MMdl7r~

PT r ^- Scans full

LJ I?, ''"''parent fiM~
'

m M ^
'^ points

_
"or Magnesound ''^ STOply

PORTANT FEATU

The above 10 points give a quick picture of the

advanced features you should expect in a modern
16 mm sound projector. Only a Victor tarings you
all of them. And with every Victor you also get

the "standard" features of all quality sound pro-

jectors, including 2 speeds for sound and silent

film, still picture, and reverse projection.

Particularly important is Victor's new red,

white and blue color-coded threading. Color lines

on projector clearly show where to thread and the

sequence of threading. Other time-proven fea-

tures—exclusive with Victor— are safety film

trips, top-mounted reels, and power rewinding

with no change of belts or reels.

Victor was first to develop 16 mm projectors

and through the years Victor has been first to

perfect improvements that assure finest pictures

—finest sound —easiest operation. Victor long has
been the choice of A-V experts in 73 countries.

NEW VICTOR VIEWER
The first profes-

.sional 16 mm
viewer with
"frame counter"

prifedunder$100.

I Large.3!;i"'x4;i"

screen is brilliant-

ly lighted by 75-

wattlamp. Equip-
ped with f2.S trip-

let lens. All optics

coated.

Victor Assembly 10 — Lightweight projector for small

audiences. Amplifier operates at 10 watts continuous output, 18

watts peali. Available with 9" speaker, top-mounted and fully

baffled— or separately cased 12" speaker as shown.

VICTOH^
MATOGRAPH CORPORATION

EST. -1910

ONLY *92. 30

A DIVISION OF KALART
Producers of precision photographic equipment

PLAINVILLE. CONNECTICUT

SIGHT & SDUIVD
(CONTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE)

black and white and 5.234.256 feet

of color in 16mm: 24,223.368 feet

of black and white aud 498.256 feet

of color in 35mm.
The total number of Canada's

commerciallv produced non-theatri-

cal motion pictures (other than tele-

vision, advertising, news I rose from

245 films in 1955 to 285 films in

1956. Television commercial pro-

duction by private companies rose

from 1.319 in 1955 to 2.121 in 1956.

Commercial production of theatre

trailers, newsclips and advertising

pictures dropped from 1.534 films

in 1955 to 843 films in 1956. Sound

slidefilm production by commercial

firms dropped from 65 films in 1955

to 26 films in 1956.

Canadian government production

of non-theatrical films ( other than

television, advertising. news!

dropped from 107 in 1955 to 70 in

1956. Government production of tv

commercials doubled from 15 in

1955 to 32 in 19.56. Government

production of theatre trailers, news-

clips and advertising pictures

dropped from 12 in 1955 to 5 in

1956: sound slidefilm production by

the government was cut from 66 in

1955 to 23 in 1956.

Of the total production of films of

5 minutes duration or longer. .1

non-theatrical pictures were adapta-

tions or language translations of

original films. Q'

Canadian Office Opened by
International Film Bureau

¥ International Film Bureau, Inc.,

has announced the opening of a

Canadian branch office at 19 Fair-

mont Avenue. Ottawa. Ontario.

Canada. This is the first branch to

be established in Canada by the

Bureau.

Managing the Canadian ollu-e will

be Miss Margery Weiss, education

director in the Bureau's Chicago

office for several years. The Cana-

dian office will maintain a complete

preview library of IFB films pro-

duced bv Pat Dowling Pictures and

Murl Deusing Film Productions. ^

Watch your TV for

KNIGHT'S

Outline Type
TITLES

GREATER lEGIBIllTY. .. ECONOMICAL

W nil for FREE lypt chart

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
115 W. 23td St. New York, N.Y.
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ACCURACY
This word, in film processing, is a very important

word indeed.

People tell you that one film processing job

is as good as another, and what the heck, what's the

measure of accuracy, anyway?

Well. To answer that one would take a very long time.

Suffice it to say here that it's summed up in

all the operations of a processing job, where even

the smallest details are of great importance.

It shows everywhere, and it positively shines when

the film appears on the screen.

What we're talking about, of course, are the people

and the operations at Precision Film Laboratories.

Here attention to detail, sound, proven techniques

are applied by skilled, expert technicians to

assure you the accurate, exact processing your films

deserve to justify your best production efforts.

Accuracy is a must for TV
education — for all movies.

-for industrials — for

you*ll see -#
^''^zp:^ •^^^^r:^^

and hear

P R E C S I N
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
21 West 4.6th Street. New York 3S. New York

A DIVISION OF J. A. HAURER. INC.

In everything, there is one best film processing, it's Precision

NUMBER 6 • VOLUME 18 1957
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FOR
COLOR FILMSTRIPS

AND SLIDES
The masters make the difference

M
FRANK HOLM€S

LABORATORIES INC.

1947 FIRST STREET
ISAN FERNANDO, CALIF.!

I
EMPIRE 5-4501

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Morrow to Develop Training

Programs for Defense Agenty

K John A. Morrow, audio-visual

specialist with a governmental and

university background, has been ap-

pointed training director for the

Chief Signal Officer of the United

States department of Defense. In

tlie newlv-created position. Morrow

will work in developing training

programs on the uni\frsit\ contract

basis.

Morrow has been audio-visual di-

rector for the National Project in

.Vgricultural Communications at

Michigan State Ihiiversity for the

last four years. Acceptance of the

Pentagon assignment marks a return

to Washington for Morrow, wlio

spent most of his i\-\ career in the

Capital.

During the World War II era.

Morrow was chief of the audio-

visual and motion picture division

of the United States Public Health

Service. He was audio-visual ad-

visor for south Asia in the Point 4

Program and was special advisor

on mass commuTiications training

for the overseas staff of U.S. spe-

cialists in Indonesia. Burma. India

and Pakistan. He also served on

the staff of the Army Pictorial

Services, developing a-v training

aids for U.S. troops.

At Michigan State University.

Morrow assisted in the development

of a program of i-onniiunications

training which has been adopted b\

land-grant colleges, universities and

the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

He has shared responsibility for

conducting national clinics for farm

and home radio and television pro-

grams and in general communica-

tions training efforts. ^'

Norman Traynor Named Agency
Radio-Televis'on Director

Norman Trasnor has been ap-

pointed director of radio and tele-

vision by Brooke. Snuth. French &

Dorrance. Inc.. national advertising

agency. Travnor has been serving

as manager tif the department since

last November.

Traynor joined the agency in

1951. As writer and creative super-

visor, he has written and produced

radio and television shows for vari-

ous accounts advertising automotive,

appliance. be\erage and food prod-

ucts. 9
:> ^ *

Yeshiva Buys Columbia Films

•k The Film Rental Library of the

Center for Mass Communication of

Columbia University has been sold

to Yeshiva University.

The Columbia Center will devote

its full attention to new production

and to sales distribution. The Cen-

ter for Mass Communication will

continue to sell its own films as well

as selected titles of especial merit

from other producers.

The Film Rental Library will be

(jperated as part of the new Audio-

Visual Center of Yeshiva Universitv.

723 SEVENTH AVENUE . NEW YORK 19, N. Y. . PLAZA 7-8144
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AUTOMATIC COST ESTIMATOR

...YOURS WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

If you produce, buy, sell, or use films, you'll appreciate this

automatic film footage & cost estimator. Its a "slide rule " for the film

industry ... a fast, easy way to figure footage, frames, running time.

and processing costs for 16 mm or 35 mm film. The "estimator"

and instructions are yours without cost or obligation.

wzMnmiLiBm

. j. .,

" ^ j. i i 1 B i 1 ) II- ' i';. '
iV Ii' I'l ;» _) J

CONSOUDATB) FUM INDUSTRRS

TIME-FOOTAS-d>ST ESIMUroR i«-/3s^o

It l711UtS1(,1l » 1213

g"-" ???.,,. it.ffi.i.iW,,,? 3S-

I

Producers, film buyers, editors, advertising agencies,

TV stations, film production personnel: Kindly use this

coupon or write on your business letterhead.
\

Consolidated Film Industries

Send me your FREE automatic film footage & cost

estimator No obligation, of course.

_2one state-

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

959 Seward St.. Hollywood 38, California

Hollywood 9-1441

521 W. 57th St.. New York 19. New York

Circle 6 0210

f-

1SSM
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One Call for all You Need

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

RCA Victor Opens Model N. Y. Recording Studio;

Da-Lite Screen; Harwald Company in New Quarters

DOLLIES
Fearless and

Raby Panorom

Dollies

Crab and

Western

Dollies

GRIP
EQUIPMEIVT

MocTon Turntable

for Cars and

Displays

Mole Richardson

Boom and

Perambulator

Parallels

Ladders and Steps

Scrims ond Flags

Dots and Stands

Write or Wire
for

Catalog and
FREE

ESTIMATES!

ANYTIME, ANYlVHERE
For quirk service, expert advice

unci one lo» price for equipment,

installation aii<l removal, call on

one of the nation's largest suppliers

of temporary lighting facilities

—

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are

just a few of the many items

available for quick delivery

whenever and wherever needed.

lAGmVSG

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment

M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,O00W

Diffusion

Scoops

Reflectors

Bullboards

Cable

PORTABLE POMER
EQtlIPME:\T

AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Caster-mounted)

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil

Portable Substations

JACK A. rROST
Dept. BS|

234 Piquette Ave., Daik^oit 2, Mich.

^ A nfu studio of advanced design

is now in operation at RCA Victor

Record Division's East 24th Street

offices in New \ ork. The new

studio, called Studio A. makes

availalile to clients of RCA Custom

Record Sales one of the finest and

most flexible recording facilities

now in use in this country.

Studio A was designed and its

construction was supervised by Wil-

liam H. Miltenburg. RCA Victors

Chief Engineer and Recording Man-

ager. Following the present trend

in recording studio design. Studio

A i> of ihe "dead" type—that is.

it has practically no reverberation

or echo factor of its own. The
"dead" studio technique permits the

recording engineer to ""mike" each

section of the orchestra intimalelv.

He is able to control the individual

microphones, without interference

from adjacent sections.

Greater Flexibility and Control

These then may be fed to various

echo chambers, each having its own
time delay characteristic. In this

way. echo may be added selectively

to the individual section of the

orchestra. The result is a degree

of flexibility and control in record-

ing sound not previously available

in recording studios.

Walls and ceiling of Studio A
are ""deadened" by the use of per-

forated Iransite and travertone

acoustic tile, backed up by fiber-

glas for sound absorption, especialh

the troublesome low frequencies. A
few poly-cylindrical panels for

sound dispersal have been used.

Heart i.f the new studio is the

control room. The recording con-

sole, twin track tape recording ma-
chines and associated equipment are

on a raised platform, to separate

them from the lounge for spectators.

The equipment is designed to ac-

commodate sixteen microphone po-

sitions, each with its own equaliza-

tion and reverberation (echo) con-
trol. The console is a four-channel
type, equipped with limiting or

compression facilities for each chan-
nel. Thus, automatic gain reduc-
tion is possible on each channel. It

is possible to record stereophonical-

ly or monaurally with these facili-

ties.

Rebuilding in Other Centers

RCA Victor's ncH Studio \ is

part of the complete rebuilding and

re-equipping of its recording facili-

ties that the conipanv has been car-

rying out for the past three vears.

and that is now nearing completion

in its studios in New ^ i

and Nashville.

rk. Chicago,

9

Larger Plant Announced by
The Harwald Company, Inc.

'¥ A neu manuiacturing platit \in>

been opened by The Harwald Com-
pany. Inc.. at 1245 Chicago Avenue.

Evanston. Illinois. The new quar-

ters were necessitated by the com-

pany's continued expansion and its

recent acquisition of the Movie-

Mite 16mm sound projector.

The new facilities will house The
Harwald Company's general oHices

and manufacturing plant. The firm

will continue to manufacture the

lnspect-0-Film inspection machines

and its line of film handling

products.
:j * -:j

Da-Lite Completes Move
to Warsaw, Indiana Plant

K The Da-Lite Screen Companv,
Inc.. has completed its move to a

spacious new plant in Warsaw, Indi-

ana, according to an announcement
by Chester C. Cooley. president.

The company is rapidly resuming

])roduction of projection screens at

the new plant and all communica-
tions to the manufacturer should be

directed to Da-Lite's general offices

and factory at Warsaw. Indiana.

The plant is 120 miles southeast of

Chicago. B'

FOR PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

illsberg \nc
offers a CO iplete production service

animation
slide films
titles
telops
Hip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of
packaged products

a wide
assortment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue
on request

421 WEST 54IH STREET, NEW YORK 19, NY.

PLAZA 7-1525
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Here's a Really Good Film"

k^r,^

mwi

\t-i^: ^W

Not too long ago we had the pleasure of seeing, once again, the

latest version of "The Man Who Built a Better Mousetrap," the dis-

cussion of the economic value of advertising which Standard Oil

Co. dndianai first produced m sound-slide form some years ago.

The current version is a 16mm Technicolor movie, with commen-

tary by Wesley I. Nunn, Standard's advertising manager, which

runs 18'/2 minutes and is available for specific showings to inter-

ested groups without charge.

We have been more than usually critical of films which have at-

tempted to explain advertising to the general public, or to position

it in the economy, so when we say that we found this particular

film technically excellent and educationally effective, we are voicing

no idle endorsement.

We suggest that you check with Wes Nunn at 910 S. Michigan

Ave.. Chicago 80, on the possibility of showing it. Although spon-

sored and paid for by Standard Oil. it is not a Standard Oil film: it

IS applicable for showing to any group.

and it's from KLING!
We're grateful to Standard Oil Company Indiana; and the D'Arcy

Advertising Company for the opportunity of producing another example

of Kling creativity, quality, and service. If you are interested in advancing

a product ... a service ... or an idea, find out how powerful an influence

a Kling film is.

FILM productions
1058 w. Washington blvd., Chicago SEeley 8-4181

1416 n. la brea. hollywood HOllywood 3-2141
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A good I6111111 PRODUCTION

Color Reproduction's eighteen years of special-

izii/g exclusively in I6mm Color Prints has

developed a technique for guiirmiteed film

quality which is the Standard of the I6mm

Motion Piclure Industry. For the FINEST in

Color Prints- use COLOR REPRODUCTION

COMPANY! Write for latest price list.

7936 Sonfo Monica Blvif., Hollywood 46, California

Telephone: OLdfield 4-8010

Building Material Concerns
to Sponsor TV Film Series

K liiiiliiiiij^ America, a motion pic-

ture series on the $50-billion con-

struction industry, will be used on

television this Fall by the Producers

Council, representing 200 building

material and equipment producers

and associations.

Asher B. Elkes Associates will

publicize the series which will be

distributed to more than 200 sta-

tions by Public Service Network,

Princeton. New Jersey. Each of

the tv programs will be composed

of four 5-minute documentary films

and one 3-minute building-field

news-interview.

The Producers Council member
organizations pay production costs

of the film series but any tv time

charges will be paid by local dealers

or distributors for the participating

companies. The Council has prom-

ised to help tv stations obtain deal-

er-distribuliir commercials. R'

Vr -* »

Weather Hazards Shown in

Air Force Training Films

-¥ Weather facts and related in-

formation important in flight opera-

tions are visualized in six new film-

strips released by the United States

Army Air Force for use in aero-

nautical and meteorological train-

ing programs. All of the filmstrips

are in black and while.

Clouil Formations. 25 frames, de.

picts the major types of cloud for-

mations as seen from an airplane

in flight.

Weather: Fog, 46 frames, covers

the nature, types and causes of fog.

Condensation Trails, 48 frames,

describes three types of contrails,

their nature and causes, shows how
to avoid them and notes their tacti-

cal use in warfare.

Thunderslorms, 63 frames, deals

with the types, recognition and

liazards of thunderstorms and ex-

plains preflight planning and flight

j)rocedures reconnnended in regions

of thunderstorm activity.

Turbulence. .51 frames, examines

three types of turbulence, their

causes and hazards, and outlines

flight (irocedures in regions of

turbulence.

Lou- Ceilings anil Low Visibili-

ties, 40 frames, pictures the hazards

of low visibility and low ceilings

and explains the necessity for pre-

flifiht planning and precautions for

flight over regions of low visibility

and low ceilings.

The aeronautical filmstrips are

available through United World

Films. Inc. (Government Dept.),

1445 Park Avenue. New York 29,

New '(ork. li-
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TECHNICAL • TRAINING • FARM • EDUCATIONAL • MEDICAL and

Piiblif relations i# an inside job—sort of like neighborhood

relations which, as a good housewife will tell you. begins

with good housekeeping. You couldn't make a neighborhood

relations motion picture for some families. You shouldn't

make a public relations motion picture for some companies.

Tile old adage about not hiding your light under a bushel

is another way of saying: Don't remove the bushel unless

vou liave the light.

Among our clients:

American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

Cast Iron Pipe Research
Association

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co.. Inc.

—and many.

National Board of Fire

Underwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dohme

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. S. Na\T

\ irginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

Western Electric Co.

manv others

J^

m
FILM CENTER BUILDING 630 NINTH AVENUE

TELEPHONE Plaza 7-0760

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Frank K. Speideil, President • Herman Roessle/ Vice President P. J. Mooney, Secretary & Treasurer

Producer-Directors: L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mandell Earl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Sales Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer



Technical Symposium on Film,

Tape Standards on Nov. 13-15

-K Standards f.n molidii jjictures

and stereophonic tapes will be

among the subjects discussed dur-

ing the Kighlh National Conference

on Standards which will be lield at

the St. Francis Hotel. San Fran-

cisco. November 13-15.

The conference is sponsored by

the American Standards Association

which will conduct its 39th annual

meeting as ])art of the conference.

Standards in the production of

motion pictures will be discussed

Friday afternoon. November 15, at

a session sponsored by the Society

of Motion Picture and Television

Engineers. Speakers at this session

are Boyce Nemec. consulting engi.

neer. New York: Axel Jensen. Bell

Telephone Laboratories. Murray
Hill. New Jersey, and Ross H.

Snyder. Ampex Corporation. Red-

wood City. California.

A film on cost reduction effected

by purchasing programs based on

national standards will be shown

during a session sponsored by the

National Association of Purchasing

Agents and the Company Member
Conference of ASA. This session is

scheduled for Thursday morning.

November 14. The film was prepared

Alnnq the Business Hewsfrnnts
Close-Ups and Long Shots on Events from Coast-to-Coast

by Northern California Purchasing

Agents Associalioii and will be pre-

sented by Carl M. Wilensky. Ames

Harris Neville Company. San Fran-

cisco, w
» » »

Autonetics' Motion Picture

Unit Is Headed by Jay Gordon

>t A separate motion pictures unit

has been set up by Autonetics. a

division of North American Avia-

tion. Inc.. Downey. California. Jay

E. Gordon has been appointed su-

pervisor of the new unit.

Autonetics" film section has more

than 30 motion pictures scheduled

for production this year—in addi-

tion to continuing documentaries

which record Autonetics' research

and development in the electronic

and electromechanical fields.

Previously, Gordon headed mo-

tion picture operations in the com-

pany's former missile and control

equipment organization. He wrote

and directed production of Engi-

neerinii jor Toniorrou—a filmed de-

scription of a hypothetical missile's

development which won honors at

last vear's Cleveland Film Festival.

Jay E. Gordon

Prior t<i joining North American.

Gordon was a motion picture pro-

ducer with the I .S. Naval Photo-

graphic Center. His Navy produc-

tion. Oriiiinx of ihe Motion Picture.

won recognition at the Venice and

Edinburgh film festivals and at

several American exhibitions. I^'

Screen Directors Int'l Guild
Formed in New York, Sept. 7

M The Screen Directors Internation-

al Guild, an organization represent-

ing nearly 300 motion picture di-

rectors in the east, middle west and

Canada, was formed September 7 at

a meeting of the New York Film Di-

rectors Organizing Committee, held

at the Societv of llhistrators in New
York Citv.

Contract Talks Coming Up

Officers were elected and by-laws

were adopted at the organizational

meeting. It is expected that con-

tract negotiations with film produc-

ers will get under way soon. The

Guild is estimated to represent

about 85 per cent of the eastern

directors. A low initiation fee has

been set until the end of the year,

coinciding with a drive to organize

the remaining directors working in

documentary, industrial, theatrical,

educational and television films.

Besides 250 members in New
York, SDIG has members in Chi-

cago, Detroit. Washington. Phila-

delphia and in Canada, where

branches of the Guild will be estab-

lished to serve the local member-

ship.

Elect Magwood as President

Guild officers are: Howard Mag-

wood, president: Charles Wasser-

man, first vice-president: Jack
Glenn, second vice-president; Joseph

Kobn. secretary, and Jean Lenauer,

treasurer. 9

1 SOURCE-ALL SERVICES
PRODUCTION ¥ LABORATORY ^ PRODUCER SERVICES

(The Only Complete 16mm "SINGLE-STOP" FACILITY)

1. ANIMATION (Siinple,
Complex, Cartoon)

2. TITLES (Artwork, Hot
Press, Production)

3. SCRIPT & COUNSEL
(Free suggestion & con-

tract script aids)

4. EDITING
Cutting,
Editing)

(Matching,
Creative

8.

OPTICAL EFFECTS
(Fades, Dissolves, Wipes
& Invisible St. Cuts)

RE-RECORDING (from
your tape, film or
striping)

RECORDING (Voice,
Music, Sound Effects)

FILL-IN PHOTOGRAPHY
(Close-ups, Table Top,

Maps, Charts)

10.

11.

12.

SYNC SOUND PHOTOG-
RAPHY (Desk Talks,
Sound Stage, Location)

PRODUCTION (Any por

tion of a film to be
completed)
EDGE - NUMBERED
WORKPRINTS (B W or

Color)

B/W REVERSAL &
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

13. COLOR REVERSAL AND
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

14. PROCESSING (B W re-

versal, Sound Tracks)

15. REELS, CANS, CASES.
PEERLESS FILM
TREATMENT

16. SHIPPING SERVICE (To

anywhere, United States

or abroad)

Free Information Folder and Price Lists on Request

THE CALVIN COMPANY
INCORPORATED

1105 TRUMAN ROAD HARRISON 1-1234 KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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CAMERA EftUIPMENT-

Where the Pros go for

the World's Finest TV and

Motion Picture Equipment

Conversion of TOO ft.

AURICON CINE VOICE
j

to 1200 ft. capacity.

Includes torque motor for magazine takeup. This precision con-

version permits attachment of 400 ft. magazine (1 1 min. running

time) or 1200 ft. magazine (33 min. running time). Also INCLUDES
installation of VeecJer footage counter. We can convert your present

Cine Voice or supply you with unit already converted for use with

external magazines. Conversion-less magazines $450.00

Positive turret-type Viewfinder with parallax adjustment installed for

small additional charge.

Complete line of 16mm and 35mm Cameras

3-wheel portable

COLLAPSIBLE DOLLY
lustrated with BALANCED TV Head. Also

Jkes Professional Junior and most stand-

ird tripods. You can't beat it for light-

weight convenience. $300.00

750-2000-5000 Watt

CONE LIGHTS
Most versatile shadowless
floodlight you can buy. Used
extensively by film studios.

750W-$75. 2000W-$1I0.
5000W-$175.00.Less stand.

SERVICE > RENTALS
'9.5mm Lenses in 16mm C mount. 18.5mm (extreme wide angle-flat field)

Lenses available in mounts for all 35 mm Motion Picture Cameras.
•PHOTO RESEARCH Color Temperature Meters. 'Elestric Footage Timers

'Neumade and Hollywood Film Company cutting room equipment.

•Griswold & B.&H. Hot Splicers. 'DOLLIES—Bardwell-McAlister, Mole
Richardson, Century and Colortran Lighting Equipment.

Complete line of Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

Prices subject to change withouf nofice

New SPECTRA
3-color METER

Only accurate meter that

measures all light sources,

ncluding dayligbi. Measures

the proportionate amounts

of all 3 primary colors in the

ight source, and indicates

the filters needed for positive

color correction. Product of

Photo Research Corporation.'

With case and strap $3I6.2E

With Kelvin scale $336.25

Adjustable Collapsible

ALUMINUM TRIANGLE
Insures rigid positioning of tripod legs.

Prevents slipping and damage to floors.

Model C (illustrated) $32.00

Model Bdess clamps) $26.00

FRANK C. ZUCKER

^flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.jnc,
Dept. S 315 West 43rd St..

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-14:^0



,'vew wcjor facility tor film Sponsors Announced as—

Dpeninq of Froductinn Center

Marks Caravel's 37th Year
Pioneering Firm Has Become One of Nation's Top Producers

OVERLOOKING THE HUDSON
Rl\ER. on West End Avenue

at 60th Street, stands today the

first completely new film pro-

duction center to be built in New
York in over 30 years. It is the

long-awaited studio and office home

of Caravel Films. Inc., for 37 years

one of the nations top producers

of films for tele\ision. iiKlustr\' and

government.

For David Pincus. veteran pio-

neer in the film industry and presi-

dent of Caravel, and for the 50

permanent members of the Caravel

staff, the fully equipped production

center is an important step in its

expansion program.

All Under One Roof

The objective was to have all fa-

cilities for production under otie

large roof in midtown Manhattan—
stages, cutting and editing roojus.

animation, opticals and special ef-

fects, carpentry shop, make-up. cos-

tume and dressing rooms, and offices

for staff and clients.

The fully equipped produilioii

center at 20 West End Avenue.
which will open formally on Octo-
ber 23rd. is a million dollar endorse-
ment of New York's special qualifi-

cations for producing films that sell.

train or convey some other business
or public relations message. The
large structure, opposite the site of
the future home of the New York
Times and adjacent to the proposed
I.iriiobi .'^(luare cultural develop-

Below: the Hoover Company spon-
so-od this Caravel feature back in
1925. It played in theatres.

ment. has been designed for expan-

sion potentials over a 15 year

period.

Move Dictated by Growth

The move was dictated by an in-

creasing volume of business, partic-

ularly in television commercials,

which need the proximity of studio

to advertising agencies to facilitate

. . . president David Pincus

heads growing organization.

I
I

,^

,L^:ii86!iK££sBrtBlyij|
f itriti

This fully-equipped new production center in mid-town Manhattan will be
formally opened by Caravel Films on October 23rd.

easier working relationships and

faster production. This proximitv

and service, and of course the avail-

ability of New \ork's creative and

acting talent and technicians are the

factors on which Pincus and bis

staff are banking to consolidate

their position as one of the largest

firms in the field of producing films

for industry in all phases—public

relations, sales, training and TV
advertising.

For special, long-term projects

such as TV film packages. Caravel

will continue to use its Hempstead.
Long Island, studios. All other pro-

duction will be in the new midtown
studio center, which has 26.000

square feet of working space. The
main stage, 75 by 100 feet, has a

ceiling of 26 feet and is the largest

owned by an independent produc-

tion r ..mpany in the New York area.

One her stage, 25 by 50 feet, has

been om|ilcted, and a third is

jjlanned. The complete, modern in-

stallation pro\'ides for cost-cutting,

straight line production of TV com-

mercials in as many as 10 or 15 sets

without the necessit) of striking.

There is also an elevator that can

accommodate a car the size of a

Cadillac or a small truck: a special-

Right: executive

conference at

Caravel Films (I. to r.]

Calhoun McKean, v.p.

in charge, television;

studio mgr. David

Kreegar; president

Dave Pincus (seated);

Lawrence Kreegar, supr.

editor; and Mauri

Goldberg, in charge of

production.

I\ designed creak-proof floor; air-

conditioning throughout; and

sound-proofing specially designed

by Johns-Manville.

There is sufficient electrical cur-

rent to supply the studio with ample

amperage for large-scale color pho-

tography, and complete projection

equipment—16mm and 35mm—in

the projection room.
* # #

An Eventful Biickqrnnnd

for This Trail Blazer

Caravel's history is an interest-

ing and dramatic one. It has been

an innovator and trail blazer since

it was organized in 1921, with a

staff of six people. Two partners,

David I. Pincus and Robert Mc-

Kean, served as top director and

sales executive, respectively. There

were two other directors, an office

secretarv. and an office boy. The

secretarv. Claire V. Barton, remain-

ed through the years, and is, today

an officer of the company.

Robert McKean. who also sened

as Caravel's first president, died in

1948. His son, Calhoun McKean,

joined the firm in 1946 and is now
vice president in charge of the tele-

vision department. Others with

long tenure in the firm are Mauri

Goldberg, production manager. 30

years, and Jack Semple. head of

animation. 20 years. Larry Kreegar

and Da\e Kreegar. heads, respec-

tively, of the editing department and

the studio, have over ten years with

the firm, as have some ten other

men and women. Thelma .Allen, a

vice president and sales executive,

has been with Caravel for seven

years.

The Early Years . . .

David Pincus liecame president

in 1943 and has served in that ca-

])acity ever since. He had started his

motion picture career in 1915. at

the age of 17. in the scenic depart-

ment of the Universal studios in

Fort Lee, N. J. By 1914. the feature

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 22)
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Millions of Americans will journey along Treedom Highwayfcourtesy of Greyhound!

Greyhound movies are always in great demand by

community organizations. For example, the 35-minute

Technicolor production, ^^America for Me!" is an estab-

lished favorite, having been shown 40,554 times in

clubs, schools, churches and other community organi-

zations to an audience of 3,156,840 persons.

Such outstanding performance attests to the large

and growing potential for sponsors in the area of com-

munity distribution—where more projeciors are being

used by more organizations than ever before.

For almost 20 years The Greyhound Corporation

has used Association Films exclusively to reach

important community audiences. Additional millions of

viewers will now be seeing Greyhound's ^"Freedom

Highway"— a magnificent new production that pays

tribute to the heroes and events that have forged the

freedoms we cherish. It is a public relations and cul-

tural contribution of major importance.

Big in concept, in ideas and potential — these are

the films that deserve the best in film distribution. We
are proud to be associated with The Greyhound Cor-

poration in this endeavor.

If you would like to know more about our service—
and of the exciting and challenging opportunities in

E
Community Distribution and Television —
please write Dept. B.

ASSOCIATION FILMS, INC.

347 Madison Avenue • New York 17, N.Y.

Ridgefield. N.J.

Brood ot Elm

loGrange, Ml.

561 Hillgrove Ave.

Son Francisco 3, Calif.

799 Stevenson Street

Dallas 2, Texos

1)08 Jockton St.

A good film deserves the best— distribution by ASSOCIATION FILMS



Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync

Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

The New MARK IX

MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM "A"

with built-in record play amplifier and remote

control assembly is on engineering achieve-

ment with exclusive features found in no other

recorder. Has recording, playback, and bios

oicillator circuits enclosed in seporcte plug-in

assemblies; eosy occesslbllily to oil amplifier

components; push-button motor controls; re-

mote control footage counter, record- play &

film-direct monitor switches. Available in 16mm,

IZVimm & 35mm priced from $2,145.00

For quality & economy

MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer

—

to the needs of film producers,

large or small, feature or com-

mercial, because

—

• It delivers clean, distor-

tion-free sound.

• It is compact, I ighl-

weight, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand-

ards.

• It serves every segment of

motion picture and spot TV pro-

duction.

• Purchaser is not required to

pay royalties on footage con-

sumed.

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG-
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line

contains exclusive features found

in no other recorders, yet all

carry low, low price togs.

Trust your own ears

—

trust your

Sound Man's judgment. Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

Model X-400

is a completely synchronous 1 6mm Mognelic

film recording channel, professional in every

detoil. Can be operated in "console" position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit. Features

simple camera or projector interlock, tnstonton-

eous "film -direct" monitoring, and low power

consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Pticei tubiect to change without notice

OTHER MODELS:

MARK IX SYSTEM "B- includes Model

G-932 microphone mixer with 2

chonnel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

MARK IX SYSTEM "C* includes Mode!

G-924 microphone mixer and re-

mole control ossembly packoged

in matching portable case.

$2,520.00

TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor

amplifier, separate overdrive torque

motor, record gain control, and
playback control. Priced frorn

$1,570.00

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€QuipmpT^.jnc
Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.4 JUdson 6-1420

^Caravel: a Pioneer

in Film Progress
' (CONTLNUEU FROM PRECEDING PACE)

length picture had been well estab-

lished, and Fort Lee was a boom
center of production in the east.

But the growing popularity of

California and a shortage of labor

during 1918 brought an end to the

Fort Lee heyday and b\ the middle

Twenties only spasmodic shooting

was done there. The old I niversal

studio became the home of Consoli-

dated Film Industries: all others

' have vanished.

In those earh da\s of mo\ie mak-

ing there was excitement in trial and

experiment and lines were not too

closely drawn. A writer could, and

did in many instances, become a di-

rector. Dave Pincus' interest soon

went beyond scenic design to cam-

era, direction and editing, and he

learned his medium.

Turns to Educational Field

Fully grasping ihi' then unex-

plored possibilities of film for teach-

ing and training, he joined Fox in

IQlt! to make films for schools and

other training purposes.

The highly inflammable 35mrn

nitrate film was a major obstacle,

for George Eastman had not yet de-

veloped the 16nnn. non-in(lanunable.

film. But a start was made, while

Pincus was with Fox. in the produc-

tion of films for business.

Leaving Fox in 1920. Pincus went

out to sell the concept of film as

an educational and training tool,

and to specifically make films of this

nature.

The first studio of his fledgling

company was that of Lejaren A.

Hiller. noted artist and pioneer in

photographic illustrations for maga-

zines. Studios in Brooklyn and

Long Island followed, and for sev-

eral years oflices were maintained at

350 Madison y\yeime.

Move to 730 Fifth in 1939

Finally, in 1939. expanded per-

sonnel and the desire to have under

one roof such facilities as cutting

and editing, animation, opticals.

special effects and projection,
prompted Caravel to move to its

most recent address. 730 Fifth

Avenue I formerly Carl Laenunle's

offices I. and to take a long-term

lease on its present Hempstead
studio.

In the period brIui-iMi 1921 and

1939. Caravel explored and met suc-

cess in a number (d developments.

.Some of these were milestones in

the business film industry.

Caravel helped lead the way in

installing complete equipment for

Caravel's vice-president for

television is Calhoun McKean

sound and talking pictures. A 1929

sales presentation informed prospec-

tive clients that ""technical perfection

of sound has reached the stage

where production is fairly simple,

tliough not inexpensive." and that

"projection equipment and service

for standard (35mm I size film may

be had in or near large cities.""

The piece went on to say that

""the Caravel Studio is used regular-

ly by some of the largest producers

of theatrical pictures because it is

one of the relatively few studios in

which every need is provided for."

Made Hoover Feature in '25

And. in 1925. one of the earliest

""story" films for industry was made

by Caravel. This was also one of

the first feature length industrial

motion pictures to be shown in

theatres. So This is Eden extolled

the merits of the Hoover Vacuum

Cleaner and was described in the

press sheets as ""An Emotional

Drama of Everyday Life."

After opening at the Capitol, it

played theatres all over the country

through the distribution efforts of

Hoover district managers. As spe-

cial promotion, actress Edna
Murphy formed ""The Women's

League For the Abolition of the

Broom!" This entertaining movie

did a lot to convince business lead-

ers over the country of the poten-

tials inherent in the film to do a

first-class selling job.

First Travelog for Cunard

Caravel also made one of the first

travelogs in 1921. This is the Lije

was the first of three films created

for the Cunard Steamship Co.. Ltd.

To prospective voyagers it brought

the lure of the sea and pictured in-

teresting places to visit in Europe

and the British Isles.

Among the early conservation

films was Caravel's Hunting and

Campinii, produced in 1921 for the

22 BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



New York State Conservation Com-

mission. It told how to make

proper use of forest lands and was

considered an excellent example of

the modern method of influencing

people's habits by suggestion rather

than edict.

Bv 1929. CaraveFs dossier in-

cluded almost 50 major industrial

clients, for with the advent of sound,

business was more certain than ever

that in the motion picture it had its

most effective tool to train, to teach,

to promote, and to sell.

Ward Baking Company, an early

client, hired Caravel to do one of

the first ""talkies" used by a business

hrm. The resulting film. Better

Sales—Less Stale, was used to teach

salesmen how to build up their

routes.

In 1932, Socony Vacuum I now
Soconv MobiU started a film rela-

tionship with Caravel which is still

going strong after nearly seventy

sound motion pictures. .\nother

client of over twenty years standing

is B. F. Goodrich.

. . . the Middle Years

One of Caravels sound films, pro-

duced for American Can Company
in the Thirties, proved the recep-

tiveness of schools to films that real-

ly are educational. Jerry Pulls the

Strings used 80 puppets, with spe-

cial ""in depth" dimensional sets, to

tell the story of how coffee is pre-

pared for market and how the flavor

is retained by packing it in vacuum
cans.

The film and a supplementary-

Teachers' Guide offered a wide

range of study material in the fields

of geography. American and Eng-

lish history, literature. English, art.

dramatics and music. It is still in

demand by schools.

A high spot in Caravel's history

was the meeting with President

Franklin D. Roosevelt at the White

House in June of 1940. eighteen

months before the L nited States en-

I C O N T I X U E D ON PAGE 5 2 (

Modern studio equipment, like this

optical printer, serves an ever-in-

creasing clientele at Caravel.

When you produce your next slide film,

remeniDer. . .EGA YlCTOE SOUED
makes the picture complete!

RCA VICTOR recordings add exciting new dimensions to every

slide film story. You can tell your stor>' any way you choose

without danger of your narrator or special sound effect missing a

cue. (And because you're on record, there's never a chance of

performers choking up with stage fright or laryngitis!)

You can be in 1 or 1.000 places simultaneously on record. And

with ever>' order from RCA Victor, you can choose from a unique

library of more than 500 musical selections especially recorded

for slide film presentations.

First quality recordings, careful handling and prompt delivery

are a matter of record, too, with your order from RCA Victor

Custom Record Sales. This complete service is competitively

priced — the quality is RCA Victor's alone!
8

RCA Victor custom hecokd sales ^h
New York 10. 153 East 2ith St MUmiy Hill 9-7200

Chicago 11, i-Jo N. Lake Shore Drive ... WHitehaU i-S21S

Hollywood SS, 1016 N. Sycamore Ave OLdfietd i-ieso

Nashville S. 1525 McGnvock St ALp^nc 5-6691

In Canada, call Record Department, RCA Victor Compar.y. Ltd.. 1001

Lenoir St., Montreal, Quebec. For information couccrning other foreign

countries, write or phone RCA International Division, 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

New York fO, N.Y.—JU 6-3S00.
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ll

to develop ideas and client needs

into a reality through the use of

motion pictures, slide films, stage

presentations and graphic arts

hlM TRODUCTIONS
19730 ralslon

delroil, 3

SMPTE Holds 82nd Convention

October 4-9 in Philadelphia

M Cuirenl techiiic-al ilr\fli.|iiiu-iits

and problems in the cinematic field

will be examined at the 82nd Con-

vention of the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers, to

be held Oclobev 4-9 in the Sheraton

Hotel. I^hiladelphia.

October 4 events include a session

on general photography and a ses-

sion on laboratory practice, empha-

sizing problems in the field of color

motion pictures. Friday evening,

the SMPTE Awards will be made

and Dr. F. R. Parks of the Canadian

National Research Council will pre-

sent an illustrated lecture on ""Pho-

tography and the 1G\."

Saturday. October .5. a general

motion picture session w'ill be held

in the morning and in the afternoon

conventioneers will attend a session

on closed-circuit television and

video tape recording. Closed-circuit

uses of tv will be presented from

technical and economic ]jriints of

view.

Problems of International TV

A full schedule on Tuesday. Octo-

ber 8. will include sessions on large-

screen tv. color tv. film industry

history, bilingual films and interna-

tional tv. The I'SIA international

tv film network will be described

and a BBC paper on international

tv compatibility will be presented.

Techniques of phonetic language

translation as applied to bilingual

films and simultaneous bilingual tv

broadcasting will be discussed.

Wednesdav. October 9. the con-

vention features sessions on instru-

mentation and high-speed photog-

raphy—covering missile and under-

water photography, equipment, film

and techniques.

The Association of Cinema Lab-

oratories plans to meet during the

.SMPTE Convention, on Saturday

morning. October .5.

Warner Medal to Col. Ranger

The Samuel L. Warner Mcnioi iai

Award of the Society of Motion

Picture and Television Engineers

will be presented (his year to Col.

Richard H. Ranger, president of

Rangertone. Inc.

The Warner medal, first awarded

in 1947, is given for the most out-

standing work in the field of sound

motion-picture engineeririg. in the

development of new" and improved

methods or apparatus designed for

sound motion pictures, including

any' steps in the i>rocess.

Col. Ranger will receive his

award "for the invention, develop-

iTiiiil anil a|i|>liralii>n of a method

of cicclroii icallv sMiclironizing

Got grievances?

solve 'em . . .

prevent 'em

. . . put on this

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

"Handling Grievances"

Here, in one pacVaqe, is everything you

need to stage an effective training meet-

ing. So flexible you can use it as a 15-

minute "quicliie" or a stimulating 2-hour

conference. Modern audio-visual tech-

niques drive home important lessons In

human relations and management proce-

dure. Proved effective for any type of

business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00
LEADER'S MANUAL— a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. Just fol-

^^-^ low it step by step. Contains

\^\ instructions, data for chart or

'^^^ bJacltboard work, and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or improvise upon.

STRIPFILM — dramatically reveals the

N^ conditions that lead to griev-

^ ances. Shows how supervisors

^& can correct them and maintain

better human relations.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that

never tires, never omits, never

^A> forgets. Narration by Harlow

^B Wilcox puts the stripfilm's mes-

^^^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each

supervisor. For companies con-

ducting the entire series of

eight meetings, suggestions for

certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your checl (or $35.00 row and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you

If you prefer). If material does not meet

your need you may return it and pay

only the small service charge of $10.00

to cover the cost of handling, plus post-

age both ways.

ROCKET PICTURES

INC.
<I08-/> Santo Monica Boulevard

los Angeles 38, Calif.
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sound recorded on magnetic tape to

the motion picture camera."

He is presently engaged in the

development and application of

stereophonic sound recording tech-

niques for motion pictures. S"
* * ^

Sponsor West Coast Studies

on Use, Handling of TV Films

• The SncieU iif Mi.tiun Picture

and Television Engineers will spon-

sor an extra-curricular course at the

Universitv of California at Los

Angeles on "Use and Handling of

Film in Television." The sessions

will begin September 26 and con-

tinue for seven weeks. Ralph West-

fall, of Eastman Kodak Company,

is coordinator of the project.

The course has been developed to

assist those in the television industry

who are responsible for the general

handling and maintenance of film

and the procedural techniques in-

volved in the use of films in T\ sta-

tions. Experts from the motion pic-

ture and television industries will

discuss evervthing the station film

user needs to know about picture

and sound on film, recording and

projection and the related equip-

ment, in order to do a better job.

Bv encouraging higher standards

of film use and care among station

users it is hoped that this kind of

course will ultimately benefit not

only the networks but film distrib-

utors, producers, advertising agen-

cies and sponsors. 9
* » *

Beeland-Wood Films Names
Burris as Business Manager

Charles N. Burris has been ap-

pointed business manager of Bee-

land-Wood Films, Inc.. Atlanta,

Georgia film production and lab-

oratory firm.

Burris has been president of

Vision Films. New Orleans. Louisi-

ana, for the last two years. Previ-

ouslv. he was affiliated with Tele-

news Film Corporation in New \ ork

City as general manager. Burris is

a member of The Radio and Televi-

sion Executives Society of New
York. R"

FilMagic PYLON
: 1 \ AUTOMATIC
^ ^ SILICONE LUBRICATION

CLEAN AND
LUBRICATE YOUR TAPES AND FILMS

WH/L£ TH£r PLAY I

Guaranteed Better, Cleaner, Cooler Re-

production on ony equipment. Complet*

PYLON KIT (specify suction-cup or per-

inanent flange-type mounting) with re-

loader bottle ond six FilMaglc Cloth

Sleeves S2.95 from your dealer or

THE DISTRIBUTOR'S GROUP, Inc.

204 - 14th St.. N.W. ATLANTA U, GA.

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street, Hollywood 38. California/HOIIywood 2-3284

branch office:

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY ^

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
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Box 2408

Gary 5, Indiana

Laboratory

5929 East Dunes

Higtiway

Telephones

Gary, YEllowsfone 8-1114

Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

RIGHT OFF THE REEL:

An Editorial View of the News

THOSE FILMS based on the launching of

the U.S. earth satellite are going to be a

little dated, judging from the news as this

issue was about to mail. The measure of our

progress in this phase of the International Geo-

physical Year should cause some hard thinking

as the Russian satellite whirls about the globe.

Will the next one carry a camera "eye" and be

capable of a safe return to Red territory?

According to pronouncements, the Geophysical

Year was to show the friendly relationships of

international science, to provide a "free" ex-

change of data beneficial to all mankind. Like

in everything else, the Russians have vetoed this

idea, announcing in late September that we would

learn of the satellite when it happened. Will we

share its secrets from a divulged code of those

radio signals?

The American people had better understand

the meaning of this affair. To "bone up" on

satellites, we refer you to Business Screen. No.

5. 1957 and the story of A Moon Is Born, the 4-

minute animated tdm sponsored by International

Business Machines. This "preview" should make

interesting screen fare in theatres and via tele-

vision ... a L'.S. satellite out in space pretty soon

would make an even more interesting picture. S"

^: * *

"Sound and Vision as a Tool" Theme
of Industrial Audio-Visual Exhibition

ir A first annual "Industrial Audio-Visual Ex-

hibition" is being publicized for November 13th

to 15lh at the New York City Trade Center. Its

program, according to the sponsor. Industrial

Exhibitions. Inc.. will parallel diversified ex-

hibits. The first day will feature public rela-

tions: second day activities will be devoted to

sales promotion, etc.: the third and final day will

embrace industrial and business training.

The National Visual Presentation Association

will hold its monthly luncheon at the exhibit on

November 14th. followed by a program of lec-

tures and demonstrations during the afternoon.

Exhibits are limited to manufacturers of audio-

visual equipment and producers of a-v services.

For details concerning exhibits and admission

write Industrial Exhibitions. Inc.. 17 East 45th

Street. New York 17. N.Y. f-

I
( n N T I N II E D ON PACE S I X T Y - S E V E N I

ARTAj^VlDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington27378-9

SYMBOL OF

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

EMPIRE mmmw
I N C O R P O R AT E D

Fi/mj for industry and television

1920 LYNDAIE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN.

Cinekad Synchronous Motor
Drive for 16mm Projectors

ispeeially designed to drive all Bell A Howell,
Ampro and Victor 16mm projectors at

synchronous speed.

Projector can be insfantly attached to Synchronous

Motor Drive and quickly detached at any time in

a matter of seconds. An outstanding feature is

the flexible shaft which connects motor with pro-

jector and permits smooth, quiet and steady opera-

tion. No special technical knowledge required for

installation and mounting.

Write for more details and prices

Available at leading dealers, or direct.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 Tenth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

Plaza 7-3511

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURE-TV EQUIPMENT
Send for free folder of illustrated Motion Pic-

ture and Audio-Visual equipment manufactured
by Cinekad.
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Californ-a Industry Filmers

Unite to Improve Work, Status

Film inakfr> uIhj u nrk in major

southern California companies have

formed an Industrial Film Pro-

ducer? Association. Organized early

this year. IFPA is composed of pro-

fessional writers, directors, camera-

men, editors, sound engineers and

other members of industrial motion

picture departments.

Though a preponderance of air-

craft industry members is apparent.

IFPA"s roster has been growing

steadily and the group is making

an effort to attract film makers from

other industries. .'Association mem-
bership is extended to those en-

gaged in activities related to motion

picture production and those who

are interested in the advancement of

the profession.

.\ssociation members aim to im-

prove the standards of their film

product and their own professional

standing bv sharing areas of com-

mon interest and mutual benefit, ac-

cording to Dan Downer- of Aerojet-

General. IFPA president. The .As-

sociation urges the free exchange of

ideas, techniques and services and

intends to promote studies and sur-

veys useful to the organizations ob-

jectives.

Regular meetings are held the

first Monday of every month with

programs planned to stimulate in-

terest and arouse constructive think-

ing. At the last meeting, held at

the Institute of Aeronautical Sci-

ences in Los Angeles. Norman
D V h r e n f u r t h . explorer-producer,

told of his film adventures in the

Himalayas. Dvhrenfurth took more

than 3(I.(XI0 feet of spectacular foot-

age depicting the lives of the Sher-

pas. Himalayan mountain climbers.

Other meetings have been held at

Lookout Mt. Laboratories, the U. S.

Air Force motion picture production

facilities and various film service

companies in the Hollywood area.

Vice-president of the group is Jay

v.. Gordon, supervisor of motion pic-

tures in the Downey plant of North

American Aviation. Inc. Julian Ely.

writer-director at the Burbank plant

<if Lockheed serves as treasurer.

Gene Burson. of Hughes Aircraft

motion picture department, heads

the membership committee and

Betty Jane Williams, writer-director

with the Lockheed California Divi-

sion, is publicity chairman. ^'
» » «

United Names Bryan Wright
"f Bryan A. Wright has been ap-

pointed head of the Film & Sound

department of Lnited Film & Re-

cording Studios. Chicago, according

to William L. Klein, president.

New equipment is being installed. ^

Versatile New Projector for Filmstrips or Slides. Bell & Howell's Specialist

multi-purpose projector fiandles a variety of requirements: single or double

frame filmstrips or 2x2 slides. Runs manually or accepts Selectron tray-

loading changer. Adapts quickly to sound with DuKane Recordmaster.

Here are the latest

developments in fine selling tools

VFINER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION

Bell & Howell
Filmosound 385 Specialist is famous for

amplifier and speaker power, jeweled
parts for longer life, flickerless projection!

Bell & Howell JAN shines in auditoriums.
throws twice as many light units as a
standard 1000 -watt, 25 -hour projector.

Bell & Howell Specialist tape recorder
has "Miracle 2000 ' sound system with
4 speakers, powerful 8-watt amplifier.

New Robomatic projector changes slides

automatically at the interval you select,

remotely controlled from any position.

See your Audio-Visual dealer or write Bell & Howell. 7108 McCormick Road. Chicago 45. In Canada: Bell & Howell Ltd.. Toronto
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— T&lmm OF NEW PRODUCTS —
MOVISCOP-VIEWER PIC-SOUND EDITOR

Most brilliant and

sharpest Image of any

viewer — 2'/j x S'/j"

picture size. Notching

• device — Universal use

— Operates on 110 to

240 volts AC. Guaran-

teed not to scratch.

List PrI $125.00 Consisting of — Moviscop-Viewer,

Precision Optical Sound Reader

r600RL and Base.

List Price $370.00

OFFER-Complete Outfit $295.00 '^'''^r.lVdtJ?'"
'

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

TEWE DIRECTORS

FINDER ^
The only efficient, ac- ^^^^^^^^^k
curate Director's View ^^^^|^B9
Finder: Used In all ^B^
leading studios — '^"•^

Three Models available:

35mm Model— Focal Length 25 to

200mm _ $68.50
35mm Widescreen Model—Covers

all ratios from 1:75 to 2:55 $98.50
16-nn Model—Focal Length I 1.5

to 75mr^ $68.50
All Models provided with Leather Case
and Neckchain.

TELERAD

STOFWATCH
The only precision timer com-
pletely designed to front time
ond back time for minutes
and seconds. Other features
• Film meter for 16mm & 35mm
• Lwminous bonds & dials
• Anti -magnetic, double -cosed, duslproof, pre-
cis on highly jewelled movement

' Split second timing
list Price S89 50 Speciol Offer S39.75

"magTc
"MYLAR"*
Sprocketed Splic-

ing Tape

TRANSPARENT—FOR FILM
16mm—Single Pert $5.00 Roll
16mm—Double Perf $5.00 Roll
35mm $9.00 Roll

OPAQUE—FOR MAGNETIC FILM
I*"™ $ 6.60 Roll

^l2:'2 $1 l_^0_Roll

FILM REPAIR & SPLICING BLOCK

For repairing

torn, damaged
film and film-

strips $19.95

F&BLE6-10K

TRIAN&LE

Sturdy metal tri-
ongle locks tripod
legs in position.
One man con move
camera, tripod and
triangle. Gives absolute sofety
and rigidity on wooden, com-
position, concrete, metal and
slippery floors. Price $26.95

For 8mm-16mm Combination

and 35mm with the

Exclusive PRESET SCRAPER

A PERFECT SPLICE EVERY TIME!

The mojor cause of film failures is poor splicing
. . . and the major cause of poor splicing is im-
proper scraping (either too much or too little).

Solve both of these problems with this automatic
aper that takes oft exactly the right depth of

emulsion every time
pressure.
Automatic splicer is

precision tool ... in

ported from Englan
i t has a p
ground, tungsten steel

scraper that is preset
and ready for making
thousands of splices.

regardless of applied

16mm $ 79.50 -^.^

35mm $104.50

Send now for your FREE F&B EQUIPMENT
. . . Gives all the information, description',
ing motion picture equipment.

CATALOG and F&B RENTAL PRICE LIST
^nd p'Ices you need If renting or purchas-

'LniporifK polyester film

mm
FLORMAN & BABB

Phone: M«^ Hill 2-2928
Cable Addre^HlORBABB, N.Y.

MOVIOLA

TITEWIND
A new product by a
famous company
Compoct, efficient
unit for 16mm,
I7V2mm or 35mm,
Can be used as regu-

lar rewmder also or in combination with all
other units. Includes double duty hub foe male &
female plastic 'ores- Immed ate delivery. $33 00

PREMIER AUTO-MailC

SFLICER

Looking Into Pictures

Pros and Cons of the Psychological Trend in Films

by Nancy Lou Blitzen

PSYCHOLOGY, once the realm

of tlie specialist, is now in the

public domain. Its influence is

everywhere. It is a deciding factor,

for many organizations, in hiring

new employees. Salesmen use it in

their strategy to overcome sales re-

sistance. Employee relations train-

ing programs stress its application

in solving personnel problems.

This influence is reflected in films,

whose subject matter may range

from family problems to traffic

safety. Treatment is dramatic,

comic, or straight. The storv is di-

rected to the individual himself or

society as a whole. Wherever the

subject, treatment, or audience ap-

pears susceptible, the psychological

approach is in growing favor these

days.

The "Inner Man" Theme

Self-analysis is a popular theme.

General Eleclric"s The Inner Man
Steps Out uses it for supervisory

training. When Jerry complains to

his doctor that he gets no coopera-

tion from his men. or even from the

front office, and cites examples to

prove it. the doctor tells him about

the basic needs of individuals, espe-

cially for securitv. He compares
these needs with "inner men," each

representing a different security

—

cine for group security, the other for

individual achievement as securitv.

Jerry doesn't quite understand

this, but when he gets home he

meets his "inner man" at the door

who represents his common sense.

He makes Jerry look at the difficult

situations at work as they reallv

happened, not as Jerry thinks they

did. Jerry sees that he was high-

haiuled with his fellow workers and

men. Naturally, he begins to under-

stand and promises reform. It is as-

sumed he does because of basic per-

sonality changes.

Flnley's Emotional Problem

Another aspect of this theme is

seen in Mr. Finley's Feelings, Met-
ropolitan Life Insurance Companv's
new release. The emphasis here is

on discovery of an emotional prob-

leju rather than its solution. .Ani-

mation is used to present the action,

seen through Mr. Finley"s eyes al-

though he is never shown.

A complete day of his life is fol-

Inuid. from the moment he gets

angry at his boss for asking him to

work at home until he lands in jail

after wrciking his car. Mr. Finlev

goes through this day in varying

states of anger and resentment, each

caused by little incidents which ir-

ritate him, aggravate or annoy him.

It isn't until his friend, visiting

him in jail, points out calmly that he

has always reacted that way (antag-

onistically I to anyone in authority

that Mr. Finley begins to feel his

reactions arent normal.

He implies he will do something

about it when he can. Just what he

will do to get himself straightened

out isn't stated nor is the outcome

e\er indicated.

The color artwork does not de-

tract from the seriousness of the

subject. The production is designed

to promote discussion and, if what
happened when I saw it is any in-

dication, may even start some heated

ones at that.

The individual's emotion and its

effect on others is dealt with in

Anfier at Work, co-sponsored by
International Film Bureau, Inc., and

the Oklahoma State Department of

Health. The subject is anger and
its control. The film shows how
anger is transferred from one per-

son to another person or situation.

The form this transfer takes for

different people makes up the story.

The Transfer of Anger

After Ed Wilson blows his stack

when his boss carelessly ruins his

draft. Frank McCoy shows him how
to avoid doing this by pointing out

the way other people around them

transfer their anger. Some do it

sensibly, like O Shea, who makes
selling a game using the customer

as the opposing team, and works off

In Hullyuaad
Top-flight production group

will produce your stage se-

quences on sub-contract, to

your script, with full Holly-

wood resources, at controlled

costs plus fixed fee. For

specimen work, screen 1957

Golden Reel winners Outside

That Envelope and Tlie Next

Ten { prints from Modern
Talking Pictures).

PAHTHEIVD'V PllilTIHES

2625 Temple St. Hollywood 26

DUnkirk 5-391!
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want

enthuslastLC

salesmen r

put on this

PREPARED
SALES
MEETING

Title:

"The A+tifude That Gets Business"

Here, in one pacltage. is everything

you need to stage a hard-hitting sales

nneeting—at small cost and with ex-

tremely little preparation. Dramatic

film highlights create deep, lasting Im-

pressions of successful selling methods.

Used by leading companies the nation

over. Effective for any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00

"t COMPLETE TEXT-forstepby
* step guidance. Contains instruc-

tions, remarks which you may read

or improvise upon, questionnaires

that reveal individual selling weak-

nesses, sales problems to stimu-

late discussion, summa^'ized high-

lights and send-home follow-up

material.

2 STRIPFILM — illustrates, with

^" realistic situations, how a sales-

man's ottitude often gains or

loses the sale. Shows how desire

to serve is more effective than

desire to get business.

^ SOUND RECORDING-Nar-
^^ ration by Harlow Wilcox puts the

message across clearly, forcefully,

convincingly.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35. CO now and
save shipping costs (or we can bill you
If you prefer). If material does not
meet your need you may return it and
pay only the small service charge of

$10.00 to cover the cost of handling,

plus postage both ways.

Better Selling Bureau
6108-B Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, California

A Division of Rocltet Pictures, Inc.

Look at Pictures:
(CONTINUED FROM FACING PAGE)

any excess energy or resentments

on the golf course: Frank himself

who turns his anger into jokes,

laughs it off.

Some do it foolishly, like Mrs.

Nugent whose headaches she at-

tributes to typing are really the re-

sult of her jealousy of Miss Howell,

who got the job she wanted; Carter,

who suffers from a chronic ulcer be-

cause his nagging wife calls him

every hour. By watching these

people. Ed learns how to impro\e

his attitude and reactions to anger

and. naturallv. also improve his

work.

What About Deeper Causes?

The techniques presented for con-

trolling anger are extremely simple

and nothing is mentioned about pos-

sibilities of deeper causes for the

various harmful reactions shown.

A fertile field for the psychologi-

cal approach is safety. Evident in

all its areas, it is particularly notice-

able in traffic safety films. .'Vetna

Life .Affiliated Companies' Look

Who's Driving uses it to expose un-

controlled emotion as a major ac-

cident cause. The treatment is

semi-comic because of the type of

animation used to portray the

theme.

Charlie ^ ounghead wonders
about other drivers he sees who ex-

hibit the selfish, undisciplined be-

havior often seen in young children

before they learn self-control. Then
he suddenly behaves the same wav
when he gets angry with another

driver and chases him. A lucky es-

cape from a near fatal accident con-

vinces him of the folly of such at-

titudes and actions.

I . P. A. Pictures' flat artwork

effectively points up the compari-

sons between driver attitudes and
actions to children's behavior.

Emotions of a Speeder

.Sid Davis Productions holds a

psychological inquiry into the emo-

tional reasons for the speed habit

resulting in the death of a teen-age

boy in their 16mm release Whal
Made Sammy Speed? Progressi\e

Pictures The Human Factors In

Driving studies, in a semi-docu-

mentary style, the emotional limita-

tions (stress, anger, competitive

urge, etc.) which are often factors

in traffic accidents. And so it goes!

Personnel relations lends itself to

a psychological touch. GE's All I

\ eed Is A Conference, produced by

Henry Strauss & Co., Inc., tells how
to conduct meetings bv obserWng in-

dividual differences and reactions.

ICONTIMED ON THE NEXT PACE)

Negative thought for today:

>
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Some overexposures can be

corrected with proper processing

• RCA Sound Recording

• Editing

• Processing

• Printrnq. Color and Blac k -and-VA'hite

• Magnetic Laminating

CAPITAL
FILM LABORATOtllES, INC.

1905 Falrview Ave.. N. E.,

NVashington 2, D. C.

L Aw/ renee 6-4634

Look at Pictures:
(COiNTINUED FROM PRECEDING PAGE)

then using these observations as a

guide to directing the group. The

simplieitx of this technique is sharp-

ly stressed b\ the skill with which

the group leader manages to handle

the difficult people who come to his

meeting.

Tongue-in-cheek humor keeps this

from appearing as the ultimate an-

swer to problems of this type.

The Communications Casebook.

Henry Strauss & Company's four

film series, illustrates problems

encountered when speaking to per-

sonnel without considering their in-

dividual differences, emotional reac-

tions and sensitivities. Each film

pictures a sperihc instance and tells

how to avoid it.

One of these. The Case of the

Chain Reaction, suggests ways to

give orders without incurring ill

will or hurt feelings. The Case oj

the Wronfi If'ave Length cautions

against talking without thought to

the listener's emotional sensitivity.

On Emotions and Retirement

Fihns on emotional problems not

related to specific occupations or ac-

tivities abound. Coronet Instruc-

tional Films has a series of such

productions, twn of which are Con-

trol Your Eniiiliiin.s. showing psy-

chological concepts of stimulus-re-

sponse applied to practical work of

emotional control. Developinf^ Selj-

Reliance needs no description as the

title adequatelv covers the subject.

Even retirement gets its share of

psychology. Two Oklahoma State

Department of Health films deal

with emotional problems of that

subject. Retire To Life follows one

man's struggle to find direction in

what he feels is a useless life after

he stops working. The other. Ad-

venture In Maturity, shows a wom-
an discovering thai she has much to

contribute to herself and the com-

munity, although her family re-

sponsibilities are over.

The list of films using or present-

ing a psvchological approach is

lengthening. How many more will

appear depends on how much long-

er the undaunted layman can apply

psvchology without doing any tan-

gible damage to himself or others.

I will let the experts decide the even-

tual outcome, good or bad.
« '.i '.i

Films in the Limelight at

45th Nat'! Safety Congress
-^ A clih-^inL^ note to all those inter-

ested in films on safety. During the

4.Sth National Safety Congress and

Exposition. October 21 through 2.5

in Chicago, two major film show-

Conflict hampers progress in "All

I Need Is a Conference" scene.

ings will be presented at the Conrad

Hilton Hotel.

The National Safety Council will

have a continuous showing of their

industrial, commercial, vehicle, and

school safety films in the North Ex-

hibition Hall Annex. This will start

at 8:30 a.m. and continue until .5:30

p.m. each day except Friday. Re-

quests for particular titles will be

accepted and staff from the Council

will be present to give information

on availability and answer any ques-

tions regarding these productions.

On Tuesda\' e\ening. October 22,

starting at 7:30 p.m.. the National

Committee on Films for Safety will

show the nine winners of their 1957

contest. This will be in the Grand

Ballroom. Presentation of plaques

to the sponsors of these films will

be made during the program.

The films to be honored are

Knoii'ing's Not Enough (U. S.

Steel I, Go To Blazes and First Aid

for Aircrew (National Film Board

of Canada I . Hou to Have an Acci-

dent in the Home and I'm No Fool

as a Pedestrian (Walt Disney),

Falling and Bucking Timber (Paci-

fic Northwest and British Columbia

Loggers Associations ) . Trains,

Tracks and Safety Fa<:ts (Pennsyl-

vania Railroad!. The Two Sleeping

Lions (AAA Foundation for Traffic

Safety). Traffic .Action Series of

eight films (President's Committee

for Traffic Safety I. l"

Vital Statistics

K Information on type, time, and

color of films mentioned in the

body of this article. Also the

names of the organizations dis-

tributing them. Unless otherwise

noted, all films are available on a

free loan basis, involving only

transportation charges.

The Inner Man Steps Out—black
& white motion, 27 minutes. Gen-

eral Electric Company, Appara-

tus Sales Div., Publication and

Film Distribution Unit, 1 River

Road, Schenectady, New York.

Also available for print sale via

Henry Strauss & Co.

Mr. Finley's Feelings—color mo-

tion, 10 minutes. Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company, One
Madison Ave., New York 10, N.Y.
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Anger At Work—black & white

motion. 21 minutes. International

Film Bureau. Inc., 57 E. Jackson

Blvd.. Chicago 4. i Rental and

sale I

Look Who's Driving—color mo-

tion, 8 minutes. Aetna Life Af-

filiated Companies, Public Edu-

cation Dept.. Hartford 15, Conn.

What Made Sammy Speed?—
black & white or color motion, 10

minutes. Sid Davis Productions,

2500 S. La Brea, Los Angeles 16,

Calif.

The Human Factors In Driving

—

black & white motion, 11 minutes.

Progressive Pictures, 6351
Thornhill Drive, Oakland 11,

Calif.

All I Need Is A Conference

—

black & white motion. 30 minutes.

General Electric Company, Ap-
paratus Sales Div.. Publication

and Film Distribution Unit. 1

River Road. Schenectady 1. New
York.

The Communications Casebook

—

a series of four films. Henry
Strauss and Company. 31 West
53rd St., Xew York 19, N.Y. iSale

only I

Control Vour Emotions and De-

veloping Self - Reliance — color

motion pictures, about 10 min-
utes each. Coronet Films, Coro-

net Building, Chicago 1, 111.

(Sale only>

Retire To Life—black & white

motion. 22 minutes. Adventure
In Maturity—black & white or

color motion. 22 minutes. Inter-

national Film Bureau, Inc., 57 E.

Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111.

(Rental and sale')

. . , and Worth Seeing

First Aid For Aircrew—extreme
realism used to illustrate on-the-

spot first aid for injured airmen.

Sponsored by Canadian Dept. of

Defense (Airi, produced and dis-

tributed by National Film Board
of Canada. .3255 Cote de Liesse

Rd.. Montreal, Quebec or 630

Fifth Ave.. New York City. A 28-

minute color film.

PRODUCER
DIRECTOR

Excellent experience in indus-

trial, educational and docu-

mentary motion picture and

audio-visual production, utili-

zation and communication.
Good technical background.

Master of .Arts degree in audio-

visual communication, \oung.
Currentlv on staff of leading

film company.

Write Box BS-9A

BUSINESS SCREEN
489 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.

How to Select the

Right Screen for YOU!
WAll
SCREEN

TABIE

SCREEN

RADIANT

There is a type and size screen that is most efficient for every

projection need. To get the most out of any projection program

— it is extremely important that the right screen be employed.

Out of many years of experience in working with all types of

projection—under every possible condition—Radiant has com-

piled a basic set of guiding principles in screen selection that

have proven a great help to thousands of projection screen users.

THE MOST COMPLETE SCREEN LINE AVAILABLE TODAY
From the compact little table model to the huge Skylift Screen, including tripod,

woll. woll ond ceiling screens— the Radiant line in siies, types ond fabrics is the

most comprehensive on the market todoy There is a Radiant Screen for every

projection need!

WRITE FOR SPECIAL FOLDER
Showing the complete Rodiont line, giving full specifleotions ond sizes. It will

enable you to select the right screen for your needs'

America's Fastest Si'/liiii; Screeri Line

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP,
p. O. BOX 5640 • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

""

"radiant manufacturing CORP., Dept. K



Manufacturer's Twenty Member Motion Picture Unit sets up to shoot Northrop F-89D oll-weother jet interceptor for sequences in Northrop Training Department filrr

INDUSTRY'S USE OF 16MM CAMERAS BROADENS
Northrop Aircraft Demonstrates Expanded
Industrial Use of Mitchell Cameras

Over 100,000 feet of film were shot last year by two 16mm Mitchell cameras

operated by a full-scale motion picture unit at Northrop Aircraft. Operating daily

throughout the year, these 16mm cameras provide impressive evidence of the rising

role of professional motion picture equipment in American Industry today.

Northrop, a leader in airframe and missile manufacture, makes diversified use of

their Mitchell cameras. Motion pictures range from employee activities to engi-

neering test films— where re-shooting is impossible and where steady, accurately-

framed film of superior quality is consistently delivered by Mitchell cameras.

No other single camera is today used by American Industry for such a broad

range of filming requirements as is the Mitchell camera. Easy operating Mitchell

cameras help create sales, meet delivery schedules, and systematize and accelerate

research and development. For details about Mitchell equipment that will meet
your specific needs, write today on your letterhead.

For Quality Control Film, Mitchell camera
moves in for close shots of Scorpion F-89D.

104 Rocket Salvo of twin-jet F-89D is cap-

tured on 16mm Engineering Test film.

Alaska Bound test pilot Bob Love and Columnist Marvin Miles

being filmed by Mitchell camera for Northrop Public Relations

Department.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO"
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The }'ear's Best Visual Safety Program Gets Results As It

Reminds Workers to Think Safety
The United States Steel Corporation Combines a Prize Motion Picture With

a Memorable Campaign of Reminder Devices to Prove "Knowing's Not Enough"

How MANY COMPANIES todav are getting

Hill value in utilization from their in-

\estments in industrial motion pictures!"

Technically, of course, they get their money's

•worth. Specializing film producers, working

with today's improved color, sound, and pho-

tography, turn out films of the highest

technical quality.

But getting out a good picture and getting

the good out of a picture are two entirely dif-

ferent things—and it is here that companies

short-change themselves.

The\ produce a film for training, public

relations, advertising, or some other purpose,

and assume that, because the film itself has

impact, they have done their jobs. Actually, of

course, they have just begun.

Part of Over-All Motivation Program

To be reallv effective, a fihn must be de-

signed, not as an isolated presentation, but as

part of an over-all program of motivation or

training, and that program, in turn, should

incorporate reminder devices hfted from the

picture.

During the past year. United States Steel

has been conducting a successful experiment

with an employee safety program designed

along these lines—and the results have ex-

ceeded the highest hopes of even the most

optimistic of those who have been working

with it.

Film .\«arded National Safety Plaque

The program is based on a 27-minute color

motion picture titled Knowing's \ot Enough

which was awarded a plaque in the 1957 non-

theatrical film competition of the National

Committee on Films for Safety.

Since KNE was introduced, about a year

ago. safety performance has been the best in

the Corporation's history. In addition, the

program is developing into a full-depth nation-

wide industrial and public safety campaign

which, as nearlv as can be determined, is

unique in the history of safety promotions.

In fact, the people in USS are quick to admit

that, as the saying goes, they have ""a bear by

the tail and can't let go "—and. of course, they

are delighted.

First Safety Picture Made in 1912

It all began quietly enough. United States

Steel, with many of its quarter of a million em-

ployees engaged in potentially hazardous occu-

pations, has long been a leader in industrial

safety. It was an aflSliate of U. S. Steel which.

50 years ago. originated the slogan "Safety

First", and another affiliate which produced

what is apparently the first industrial safety

motion picture—a 35mm thriller called The

Workman's Lesson—in 1912.

In recent years, their safety campaigns have

run the gamut of conventional media—posters,

banners, comic books, contests, slide films.

Not Just a Film

- a Real Campaignl

• Think of this U. S.

Steel employee safety

program as a prize

safety film . . . and

you're right! But its real

value, as this article

discloses, is in the

motivating. reminder

devices built-in and
around the motion pic-

ture for a complete in-

tegrated campaign.

Right (and above) a nasty spilt in the kitchen is about

to happen as Helen tries to JMProvise by using a drawer

as a step-ladder to reach the light fixture overhead.

scoreboards, analyses, and so on. But about

two years ago, they reached another of the re-

curring plateaus which are characteristic of

safety. Everyone agreed that it was time to

produce a top-flight full-color safety motion

picture.

They also agreed on two other points: ( 1 ) a

motion picture bv itself could not possibly do

the whole job, and (2) the program would

have to be at least Corporation-wide to achieve

the desired results.

Safet) .\dvisorj Committee Set Goals

The project was assigned to the Safety Ad-

visory Committee, a permanent coordinating

body made up of representatives of the 13 op-

erating units of the Corporation. This commit-

tee drew up a statement of objectives, together

with a list of "Film Requirements," stating in

part that the film should be in sound and color,

with a minimum of speaking parts in addition

to the narration; that it should include music

Continued on the

following pages . . .
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Above: IMPaiience tries u>

get Dave to work on a "hot"

control panel without lock-

ing out the switch . . ^ hut he

sees a yellow flag in time.

(CONTINUED FROM THE PRECEDING PAGE)

and other elements designed to aid recall and

retention of the safety message: that its ap-

proach should be motivational rather than in-

structive; and that the treatment should assure

the film's suitability for nationwide public and

industrial distribution as well as for Corpora-

tion use.

As one of the characters was later made to

say, "This is not for our plant alone, hut for

every plant in town. In fact, for the whole coni-

niunity, hecaiise it applies to everyone, no

matter what his job."

Aimed to Motivate—Not to Instruct . . .

The third item was particularly important

—that the film should motivate rather than in-

struct. U. S. Steel believes that people know

the safe practices to follow on the job. in traf-

fic, at home. But mere knowledge cannot pro-

tect—safety must be practiced as weU as

learned. As the film's title puts it. Knowing's

Not Enough.

A professional producer. Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc.. was called in and asked for

script suggestions. The plot which evolved was

based upon a sports car race which was later

filmed, on location, at a Connecticut track.

Eddie, the driver, hurries his three buddies

in the pit to get him into the race on time. Each

knows the precautions he should have taken

but. after the race starts, each wonders if he

has checked the car properly.

Eddie holds the lead for several laps, then

loses control of the car and crashes. At the

hospital his condition is listed as "critical". The

safety message of the racetrack is carried into

everyday situations as the other three go back

to their homes and jobs. The climax comes

when they are finally allowed to talk to Eddie

in the hospital.

Build in Retention and Recall Devices

Three "recall and retention" devices were

built into the film. One is the five-note musical

theme which is repeated over and over when

the track announcer, excited by the crash,

bumps his record player.

The second, which has been the easiest to

34

adapt to a wide variety of uses, is the yellow

flag used by track officials to signal "Emer-

gency—Hold Your Places—Reduce Speed

—

No Passing—Exercise Caution".

Tlie Four IMPS Malie Tlieir Appearance

And when his buddies report Eddie's injur-

ies to their boss at the plant, the third recall

device is introduced—a group of four IMPS

whose full names are IMPatience. IMProvising,

IMPunity, and IMPulsive, Their significance is

explained and, thereafter, when any of the men

is about to do a job improperly, he hears the

five musical notes, and sees both an IMP urg-

ing him toward the hazard and a phantom yel-

low flag warning him of the danger.

Closed Circuit TV for Premieres

* The film was first shown in June, 1956, as

the highlight of a 12-city coast-to-coast two-

hour closed-circuit telecast to which 30,000

members of U. S. Steel management and their

wives were invited. Fourteen auditoriums, each

equipped with a giant theatre-size TV screen,

were used.

C. F. Hood, president of U. S. Steel, pre-

sided from a studio in New York. Georg;

Hicks, longtime U. S. Steel commercial an-

nouncer, was m.c. at a "live" program telecast

from the Syria Mosque stage in Pittsburgh and

featuring top Corporation operating and safety

officials. Knowing's Not Enough, on 35nim

Eastman color film, was projected directly onto

the screen in each auditorium. At the end of

the safety portion of the show, the audience

saw the regular United States Steel Hour dra-

matic program, which originated from its usual

studios in New York.

Full Campaign Unveiled for Plant Use

Following this premier, top executives of the

Corporation attended a meeting in Pittsburgh

during which the entire campaign was dis-

played. It included, in addition to the film, 16

different 17x22" posters, eight different 24-

sheet posters, a series of 10-foot yellow ban-

ners, small yellow flags for supervisors' desks,

large yellow flags for meeting rooms and out-

door locations, 60" cut-outs of the four IMPs.

a condensation of the film scenario in comic-

book format, 16 different Safety Facts folders

(printed on yellow paper, of course), and two

sizes of yellow Scotchlite flags for car bumpers

and similar uses.

Since the program was planned to run for

eight months, this quantity of material made it

possible to expose the personnel of each plant

and office to a new poster and a new Facts

folder twice each month, a new billboard once

each month, and the yellow flag almost con-

tinuously. Recordings of the five-note musical

theme were also made available for loudspeaker

use near plant gates and at other heavy traffic

points.

Over 2'i Million Pieces Were Ordered

As a result of this introductory meeting, or-

ders were received for more than 2,500,000

items, including 110 16mm prints of the film,

300.000 comic books, 20,000 desk flags, and

a total of nearly 2,200.000 posters, folders,

Scotchlite flags, and other pieces.

Coverage within U. S. Steel has been almost

- w- , -«• • -s-—

Right: IMPulsive is the IMP who tries to talk Sy into

taking a dangerous short cut between two gondolas . . .



courtesy of the United States Steel Corporation. Here are examples of the banners. ""Facts"

folders, Scotchlite flags, posters, flags, cutouts and other reminder pieces (such as a cartoon

booklet) available as "reminder pieces" which should accompany every industrial and communi-

ty showing of the prize safety film Knowing's Nor Enough. Banners may be ordered from L. G.

Harkins& Co. (see address within) and all other material should be ordered from the P.M..'\.

Corporation at the address within the brochure.

^ £NUU(yH

IMPULSIVE © »- ^

IMPUNITY
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Three iccan anu retention devices were

built into the film. One is the five-note musical

theme which is repeated over and over when
the track announcer, excited by the crash,

bumps his record player.

The second, which has been the easiest to
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SCENES FROM THE AWARD-WINNING SAFETY MOTION PICTURE

lie know, ahead ot time, when and why an

accident can happen, explains plant manager

Hanson. Hut knowing's not enough . . .

Flant bulletin board poster, featuring the four

IMPS (Impulsiveness. Impatience. Improvising

& Impunity) is "built into" this film scene.

The three friends wail out the verdict on Eddie

in the hospital lounge. He was badly hurt

when Impunity caused his racing car to crash.

"Speaking of IMPS, looks like ilie boss is

already at work (note billboard) telling people

about them, to practice what we know."

100%. The film was screened during working

hours for more than 250.000 emplovees in

conference rooms, training centers, dining

rooms—even, at one plant, in a special 200-

seat tent.

The Reminder Pieces Are Proving Value

Audience reaction has been uniformly favor-

able. People find the picture both entertaining

and stimulating. Subsequent spot checks have

confirmed beyond doubt the value of the re-

minder pieces. Folders are distributed in safety

huddles; posters, flags, banners, and Scotchlite

pieces have appeared throughout the commu-
nity as well as in the plants; comic books go

home in employees" pockets.

In fact, the program has been so successful

and popular that it is being extended for nine

months beyond its original eight-month run.

Eighteen new banners. 18 new Facts Folders.

1 S new 17x22" posters, and nine new 24-sheet

posters have been designed, and a number of

new gimmicks are being added to the program.

As an additional reminder, a precedent-break-

ing second showing of the film is being made to

all employees—and good responses are re-

ported.

Emphasis has shifted, as planned, from

largely in-plant use to take-home reminders

and family acquaintance with the program. The

original 35mm prints are being shown without

charge in plant town theatres. A hundred

thousand yardsticks, printed in brilliant IMP
colors, are being distributed to employees as

they leave the plants, thus creating an immedi-

ate multi-color impact as well as guaranteeing

home exposure to the message.

Soap, Pencils and "Flag" Award Pieces

Cakes of soap, printed with IMPs (which

last as long as the soap does), are being used

in some places. Regular yellow Corporation

lead pencils carry a Knowing's Not Enough

reminder.

.\l the supervisory level, there are yellow-

flag cuff links and tie bars for those who com-

plete their programs. Other gimmicks are being

considered, adopted, and distributed as rapidly

as practical.

The scheduling and handling of these items

has been a gigantic job. At present, it is being

channeled through 80 sub-shipping points in

Division and Subsidiary offices and plants. All

materials are paid for by the Corporation units

using them; re-orders are routine on almost

all pieces.

Public, Industrial Showings Under Way

Tremendous as this program has been within

U. S. Steel, this is only the first phase of the

much larger objective—public distribution,

which is now picking up speed. This involves

two groups of audiences—other industrial or-

ganizations, and the general public, with much
of the latter coverage coming, of course, as a

by-product of the wider industrial use.

In making the full program available to other

industries, all U. S. Steel salesmen have been

encouraged to show the picture to their custom-

ers, and have been supplied with sample kits

containing the full line of recall materials. Two
17 \ 22 broadsides, printed in four colors and

describing the entire presentation, have also

been distributed.

Distributed by U. S. Steel Film Libraries

After U. S. Steel employees had seen the pic-

ture, 100 16mm prints were purchased by U. S.

Steel's film library which lends films, free of

charge, to industrial, civic, educational, and

public service groups.

Prints for permanent use are available to

customers of U.S. Steel at cost. They may be

ordered directly from the producer. Wilding

Picture Productions. Inc.. 1345 Argyle Street.

Chicago 40. Illinois. Be sure you have 16mm
sinmd equipment for their use. O

The four-color illustrated brochure hound in above is provided to our readers through the

courtesy of the United States Steel Corporation. Here are examples of the banners. "Facts'"

folders. Scotchlite flags, posters, flags, cutouts and other reminder pieces (such as a cartoon

booklet ) available as "reminder pieces" which should accompany every industrial and communi-

ty showing of the prize safety film Knowing's Not Enough. Banners may be ordered from L. G.

Harkins& Co. (see address within) and all other material should be ordered from the P.M. .A.

Corporation at the address within the brochure.
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Three "recall and retention" devices were

built into the film. One is the five-note musical

Ihcnic which is repeated over and over when
the track announcer, excited by the crish.

bumps his record player.

The second, which has been the easiest to
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Right: IMPidsive is the IMF who tries to talk Sy into

taking a dangerous short cut between two gondolas . . .
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SCENES FROM THE AWARD-WINNING SAFETY MOTION PICTURE

We know, ahead of time, when ami nhy an

accident can happen, explains plant manager

Hansen. Bat knowing's not enough . . .

Flant bulletin hoard poster, featuring the four

IMPS (Impulsiveness. Impatience, Improvising

& Itnpunity) is "built into" titis film scene.

The three friends wait out the verdict on Eddie

in the hospital lounge. He was badly hurl

when Impunity caused his racing car to crash.

"Speaking of IMPS, looks like the boss is

already at work (note billboard) telling people

about them, to practice what we know."

100%. The film was screened during working

hours for more than 250.000 employees in

conference rooms, training centers, dining

rooms—even, at one plant, in a special 200-

seat tent.

The Reminder Pieces Are Proving Value

Audience reaction has been uniformly favor-

able. People find the picture both entertaining

and stimulating. Subsequent spot checks have

confirmed beyond doubt the value of the re-

minder pieces. Folders are distributed in safety

huddles: posters, flags, banners, and Scotchlite

pieces have appeared throughout the commu-
nity as well as in the plants; comic books go

home in employees" pockets.

In fact, the program has been so successful

and popular that it is being extended for nine

months beyond its original eight-month run.

Eighteen new banners. IS new Facts Folders.

1 X new 1 7 x 22" posters, and nine new 24-shcct

posters have been designed, and a number of

new gimmicks are being added to the program.

As an additional reminder, a precedent-break-

ing second showing of the film is being made to

all employees—and good responses are re-

ported.

Emphasis has shifted, as planned, from

largely in-plant use to take-home reminders

and family acquaintance with the program. The

original 35mm prints are being shown without

charge in plant town theatres. A hundred

thousand yardsticks, printed in brilliant IMP
colors, are being distributed to employees as

they leave the plants, thus creating an immedi-

ate multi-color impact as well as guaranteeing

home exposure to the message.

Soap, Pencils and "Flag" Award Pieces

Cakes of soap, printed with IMPs (which

last as long as the soap does), are being used

in some places. Regular yellow Corporation

lead pencils carry a Knowing's Not Enough

reminder.

At the supervisory level, there are yellow

flag cuff links and tie bars for those who com-

plete their programs. Other gimmicks are being

considered, adopted, and distributed as rapidly

as practical.

The scheduling and handling of these items

has been a gigantic job. At present, it is being

channeled through 80 sub-shipping points in

Division and Subsidiary offices and plants. All

materials are paid for by the Corporation units

using them; re-orders are routine on almost

all pieces.

Public, Industrial Showings Under Way

Tremendous as this program has been within

U. S. Steel, this is only the first phase of the

much larger objective—public distribution,

which is now picking up speed. This involves

two groups of audiences—other industrial or-

ganizations, and the general public, with much
of the latter coverage coming, of course, as a

by-product of the wider industrial use.

In making the full program available to other

industries, all U. S. Steel salesmen have been

encouraged to show the picture to their custom-

ers, and have been supplied with sample kits

containing the full line of recall materials. Two
17 x22" broadsides, printed in four colors and

describing the entire presentation, have also

been distributed.

Distributed by U. S. Steel Film Libraries

After U. S. Steel employees had seen the pic-

ture. 100 16mm prints were purchased by U. S.

Steel's film library which lends films, free of

charge, to industrial, civic, educational, and

public service groups.

Prints for permanent use are available to

customers of U.S. Steel at cost. They may be

ordered directly from the producer. Wilding

Picture Productions. Inc.. 1345 Argyle Street.

Chicago 40. Illinois. Be sure you have 1 6mm
soimd equipment for their use. O

The four-color illustrated brochure hound in above is provided to our readers through the

courtesy of the United States Steel Corporation. Here are examples of the banners. "Facts"

folders, Scotchlite flags, posters, flags, cutouts and other reminder pieces (such as a cartoon

booklet) available as "reminder pieces" which should accompany every industrial and communi-

ty showing of the prize safety film Knowing's Not Enough. Banners may be ordered from L. G.

Harkins& Co. (see address within) and all other material should be ordered from the P.M.A.

Corporation at the address within the brochure.

IMPATIENCE

K^0f/IN&S
NOT
BUOfJGH

IMPULSIVE
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Safety Campaign Is Getting Results *

AS COMMUNITIES AND PLANTS ADOPT THIS INTEGRATED PROGRAM

* Reaction among outside organizations has

been enthusiastic and, ahhough this promotion

has barely started, these groups have already

purchased more than 100 prints of the picture

and hundreds of thousands of recall pieces.

One of the first outside users was the high-

way patrol of a metropolitan area some dis-

tance from Pittsburgh. Within hours, police

vehicles in an entire county were sporting yel-

low Scotchlite flags.

In Use Among Other Steel Companies

Several other steel companies have purchased

the entire program and at least one has spliced

a new leader onto the film, giving U. S. Steel

credit for the production (the film itself carries

only a brief mention of USS sponsorship), and

explaining that, rather than produce a new pro-

gram of their own at this time, this company is

picking up Knowing's Not Enough intact.

There has also been an interesting side-effect

which USS people predicted a few months after

Knowing's \'oi Enoiigli got under way: its suc-

cess has stimulated other companies to begin

production of their own safety films. Organiza-

tions which have never used motion pictures

before are making inquiries about the proced-

ures for producing them and about the integra-

tion of the follow-up techniques.

FolIo«-Ups Help keep Ideas Alive

And it is here—on the follow-ups—that steel

officials place their major emphasis. The film

by itself does not and cannot do a complete

job. The ideas which the picture presents nutst

be kept alive in the minds of the viewers. After

all, repetition is a cardinal principle of adver-

tising, and what does anyone try to do in a

safety campaign—or a sales training program

—or a public relations presentation—but sell

ideas?

The secret of success is in keeping the im-

portant points everlastingly before the people

you are trying to convince.

This is what USS believes it is accomplishing

with Knowing's Not Enougli. and why thev

think that, with the help of well-designed recall

devices, they are getting their investment value

out of the picture—not once, or twice, bul

manv times over. •

How to Obtain This Safety Film

* Prints of this prize safety motion pic-

ture. Knowing's Not Enough, are now

being distributed on a free loan basis

through the six U.S. Steel film distribu-

tion centers. Apply to source nearest you

or write the Industrial Relations Depart-

ment, U.S. Steel Corporation. 525 Wil-

liam Penn Place for further details.

Since the film is especially popular and

prints are limited, it has been necessary to

limit bookings to one-week maximum
periods. Borrowers are asked to give at

least one month's advance notice when

requesting a booking. O

A Salute to United States Steel

for the Year's Best Safety Campaign

if Speaking to a group of industrial audio-

visual executives, a top authority in the field

of safety education recently cited Knowing's Not

Enougli as the best current motion picture

available to "affect attitudes among workers"

and called this a most important and frequently

overlooked goal.

We share his high regard for this United

States Steel film and especially for the very

complete campaign which has been /;;(/// iiito

and around the picture. The reminder pieces

cover almost every imaginable item, from 24-

sheet posters to the soap in employee's wash-

rooms. They drive home the film's key theme:

safety is a never-eiuling personal fight against

our own laxities.

Steel merits a salute from this corner for

its unselfish sharing of this campaign with in-

dustry, its customers, and the public. The
millions lost annually in avoidable accidents

are over-shadowed by the wasteful loss of life

and crippling injuries this program will help

to avoid wherever it is used. —OHC

Red: it's the momems when there's something

in your mind . . . stronger then than what you
kiuiw. .Stronger than yinir own habits . . .

Designing tomorrow's cars . .

.

a scene in the "Ford Stylist"

Important Role of Designer

Pictured in the "Ford Stylist"

Sponsor: Ford Motor Company,

Title: Ford Stylist. 3(1 min.. color, produced by

MPO Productions. Inc.

+ Ford recently bet a quarter of a liillioii dollars

on the success of the new Edsel. It did so firm

in the hope that the public would not only accept

the new car's engineering advances, price and

prestige quotient, but would be finally v\on by

its style.

Manufacturers know that of all criteria of

judging automotive commercial success, style is

probahh the most important and certainly the

most imponderable I as CM dis'jovered, with dis-

may, in 1957 I

.

Wliat will it he in '.So and '59? Will Ford bet

on grooves or slots or fins? Will the new cars

look like birds or turtles? Ford Stylist doesn't

give this answer, but it does underscore the im-

portance of the styling department, and lets it be

seen that Ford s is second to none.

No dream cars are dreamier than the futuristic

versions seen in a symbolic spy sequence of this

film. Yet. the picture points out. that styling is

more than dreaming, and stvlists are much more

than wild-eyed visionists.

No "plant tour." Ford Stylist more often re-

sembles the film of the future as it peers through

"inner eyes" to visions of "60? '61? "75?

Ford will dislriluife the film through its own

film libraries. ^

International Advertising Association

Notes Films' Gain in Overseas Budgets

f A survey of international adxerlising expendi-

tures conducted among 3.600 1 .S. companies

by the International Advertising .Association of

New \ork reveals that motion pictures were

among the first ten media used for overseas

promotion. A total of 14,8 million dollars was

expended among the companies surveyed. The

figure was only one decimal point below the

14.o million expended in each case for adver-

tising in U.S. international trade journals and

for I ..S. international consumer magazines. In

addition, the overseas television expenditure of

22.3 million, probably included film commer-

cials provided by these companies for foreign

advertising programs. ^
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THH IDEA which launched the

Christopher movement a dozen

\ears ago was Father James M.

Keller"s philosophy of awakening
people to a sense of personal respon-

sihilitv toward bettering the world

through their individual actions.

The inspiration which turned him

to the film medium as a vehicle to

illuminate this idea and to inspire

its emulation was a dual victory. For

the screen has gained immeasurably

bv his efforts and his message is

reaching countless millions around

the clock via 16mm group showings

and television. There is probably

no other individual or group, re-

ligious or even government, doing

as much with the film medium.

Over 300 Filmed Programs

The Christophers have found that

the most effective way of reaching

millions with this positive, construc-

tive idea is by a comhination of

movies and television. To date, the

Christophers have produced 26 half-

hour dramatic films. 105 quarter-

hour filmed informal TV programs,

and 168 half-hour informal TV
films. 16 of the dramatic films are

available to group audiences, by

sale at print cost ( S30 i . or through

rental libraries I S5 1 . All the films

can be scheduled as free public serv-

ice programs bv television stations.

It is difficult to pin down exactly

how many prints of Christopher

films have been made, but the num-
ber must be approaching close to

30.000. Over 3.000 prints of the

first film. 1 ou Can Change the

If orld. are in circulation, and some
1.200 of the second. Government Is

) our Business. 373 television sta-

tions now schedule the Christopher

program 52 weeks a vear.

His Mission for 20 Years

Prior to the beginning of his

work in the Christophers, Father

Keller had been traveling all over

the country for 20 years on behalf

of Maryknoll missions, meanwhile
working towards his present simple

formula of getting "little people" to

do "big" things. The Christophers'

motto is well-expressed in the an-

cient Chinese proverb: '"Better to

light one candle than to curse the

darkness."

-\lthough under Catholic aus-

pices, the Christopher movement
reaches out to people of all races,

colors and creeds. Protestant, Jews
and those belonging to no church,
as well as Catholics, have either

appeared in the films, or have
helped in their production. The
movement itself has no chapters, no
meetings, no memberships, no dues.

From a central headquarters in IVew
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A Portrait oi Father James Keller and His Film Protiram

The Christophers Light a

Candle to Inspire Mankind

Former President Herbert Hoover tells Father Keller about the work

of his Commission on Government in an Informal filmed interview.

Within less than a decade, one man with a mission has

helped to create more than 300 filmed programs, using

over 30,000 prints via 16mm and television, to inspire

the average man and woman to help make a better world.

York at 18 East 48th Street, month-

K News Notes are mailed to over

one million interested persons. This

is the sole unifying contact. Funds

for the production of films. TV pro-

grams and literature are mostly pro-

vided bv small contributions from

Mrs. Anne Koller appears in another

filmed interview with Father Keller

to tell of her civic leadership . . .

hundreds of thousands of people

who want to have a part in chang-

ing the world for the better.

In fact. Father Keller rarely wor-

ries about money. \XTien he has a

good idea he dives right into it

convinced that if he gets the "doers'

the Lord will supply the donors.

The Christophers have a strict pol-

19 5 7

icv of having no fund raising drives,

no collections, no benefits and ap-

proach no individuals for financial

support. Three of the early films

were paid for entirely by small

amounts ranging from SI to SlOO:

gifts of -Sl.OOO or more provided the

cost of another film: one was made
possible by a gift of S30.000 from

the late Mrs. Thomas E. Braniff, of

Dallas: a small Detroit foundation

gave the entire amount to pav for

The World Begins with Jimmy.

which shows one way to cure juve-

nile delinquency: a small New York

foundation provided the necessary

funds to do an outstanding drama-

tization on Abraham Lincoln; a

Houston businessman underwrote a

>f

film on how atomic energy can be

used as a gift of God; and three of

the films were entirely paid for by

a Connecticut businessman.

When the first Christopher film.

You Can Change the World, was

just a gleam in Father Keller's eye,

he just showed up in Hollywood de-

termined to believe there would be

enough actors of good will to take

part in the movie as a personal

Christopher project. And, he was

right—they included Eddie "Ro-

chester'" Anderson. Jack Benny. Ann
Blvth. Bing Crosby. Paul Douglas,

Irene Dunne, William Holden. Bob

Hope and Loretta Young. The film

cost just 830,000 and has been seen

l.y about 20,000,000 people.

Spurs Interest In Politics

Government Is } our Business,

the second fihn of the series, was

devoted to encouraging everybody

to take an active interest in govern-

Mient. This film inspired countless

people to participate ever more
keenlv in politics. One of these

was Mrs. .\nne Koller, of Yonkers,

N.Y.. who shoulders the multiple

role of housewife, mother, county

committeewoman for her party, and

vice-president of Roger ^S ade Pro-

ductions. Inc. Mrs. Koller made
government her business by work-

ing so hard in getting out the vote

in her precinct that 906 out of 909

registered voters appeared at the

polls in the last election.

In addition to Mrs. Koller, 93

other individuals who have made
personal activity at community, na-

tion or world betterment part of

their life will appear in the 1957-58

series of Christopher programs, as

well as 42 stars of the theatrical

world who have donated their

talents.

How the "Doers" Are Found

How' does Father Keller find the.se

people who have shown themselves

as Christophers — whether unbe-

knownst to them or not? Accord-

ing to his assistant, the Rev. Robert

G. Howes, and his film distribution

I C O N" T I NU E D ON PACE 5 6 t

Right: a scene

from one of the

26 half-hour dra-

matic films made

by Christophers.

This one is

titled "Lincoln

Speaks for

Himself"



.. jvtERA INSIGHT" ON WHY WE BUY, WHAT WE THINK

Candid Films Aid to HesEarch

Saturday Evening Post Uses "Candid Camera" Techniques

for Interviews with Typical Readers in Morristown, N. J.

A Strange Experiment was re-

cently completed in Morris-

town, New Jersey. One hun-

dred readers of the Saturday Eve-

ning Post in that area were sur-

prised to discover no magazine in

the mail for two weeks in January.

There was no explanation, no warn-

ing, the copies just did not arrive.

Shortly thereafter, each subscriber

received a telephone call inquiring

about the missing issues.

Behind this strange circumstance

was Allen Funt. producer of the

Candid Camera Films for television,

theatres, and recently for industry.

Working with the Curtis organiza-

tion, it was part of his assignment.

to secretly interview and photograph

a group of typical Post readers to

learn their deepest and most sincere

feelings about the magazine.

Invite Subscribers to Office

It was one of Funt's assistants

who telephoned the subscribers

about their missing magazines. An

appointment was arranged with

each to discuss the problem. These

people were asked to come to an

office in Morristown to help in this

independent iinestigation. Little

did they suspect that the office was

completely wired for sound, and

that the Candid Camera was com-

pletely out f)f sight and ready to

roll.

Funt spent about a half-hour with

each of the Post readers. Always.

the starting point of each conversa-

tion was the missing copies. But

the readers were soon telling the

entire story of the Post as it affected

their lives. The subjects were of

all ages and all income groups.

They were all chosen at random,

but the experiment continued until

a completely rounded sample was

assembled.

Edited Into 25-Minute Film

The results of all of this were

finally edited into a twenty-five

minute film. This special edition

of the (.amera reveals \vitb remark-

able insight the relationship between

a magazine and its readers.

Whenever the interview was com-

pleted, the subjects were informed

about the hidden camera and the

line experiment was explained. H

anyone had the .slightest objection,

bis or her film would not even be

developed. One part of the happy

result of this Candid experiment

was that not one single person with-

held consent.

Shown by Sales Organization

In all. 24.000 feet of film was

exposed which was at great diffi-

culty reduced to 9(H) feet. The film

is being distributed by the Curtis

Publishing Company coast to coast

through its sales organization.

The Post film is the thirteenth

business project which producer

Funt has completed. A relative

Below: Allen Funt (left) conducts interviews with subscribers for Post filn

newcomer in this field, be now be-

lieves it is worth serious attention.

In the past three years he has done

similar films for such companies

as Kelvinator. Bristol Meyers.

Schenley, and Simmons Mattress.

Each film tackles a special sales or

trade relations problem, and in

^ach case an enormous amount of

planning precedes the hidden cam-

era photographer.

After having photographed more

than a million people for television

and motion pictures, the techniques

are second nature to the Candid

Camera Organization. By now that

is the least of problems. Funt now

concentrates on the concept of a

business film which will bring new

insight to an industrial problem and

greater impact to a business mes-

sage.

This is indicated in a variety of

problems he has tackled. A film

for the Schenley Company is an in-

teresting case. Schenley was about

to introduce a compleleh new pack-

age, bottle, and label for its entire

line. Having invested millions in

this packaging change, they were

anxious to have full trade accept-

ance and enthusiasm.

The film was based on the lollow-

ing idea: A few months before new

packages were introduced to the

trade, he and the Candid Camera

crew were to work in package stores

throughout the country. Posing as

a clerk. Funt would serve those

people who called for Schenley

whiskey. He would offer them a

choice of the old bottle or the new.

The universal preference for the

new bottle and label were captured

on film.

When Schenle\ was ready to dis-

tribute its new h -sty led line, the

candid Schenley film was shown to

dealers everywhere. It gave them

assurance that the public would not

only welcome the change, but it

would mean more Schenley busi-

ness. 9
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Scenes from Chrysler's People and Profits" show (left) qr ;.p meeting in

Center auditorium; (right) instruction for repairmen is pictured.

Chrysler Dealers' View of Traininq Center

Sponsor: Chrysler Corporation.

Title: People and Profits. 25 min.

b&w. produced by Raphael G.

Wolff Studios. Hollywood.

'¥ People and Profits, 25 minutes, is

a candid-camera-type motion pic-

ture of tlie Chrysler Training Cen-

ter, which is why it was shot on

high-speed black and white film in-

stead of color film.

Purpose of the film is to show the

Chrysler Training Center in action

and thereby to persuade Chrysler

dealers to visit the center and send

more of their employees to the

Chrysler training program.

People and Profits shows the ad-

vantages to be gained by attending

courses offered at the training cen-

ter on all phases of a Chrysler deal-

ership operation. An internal news-

reel, the film stresses the importance

of finding and training the right

persons for the right jobs. The pic-

lure was produced for Chrysler Cor-

poration by Raphael G. Wolff Stu-

dios. Inc.. Hollywood. 9'

Planned for internal showing only.

People and Profits may be obtained

by special request to sponsor's Mo-

tion Picture Dept. R"
* « *

Federal Civil Service Jobs
Examined in Army Picture

* Information on securing a job in

the federal civil service is provided

in W'orl,ing for llie V. S. A., a 14-

minute motion picture recently re-

leased by the l.S. Department of

the .'\rmy.

The film explains the nature and

significance of civil service employ-

ment, how positions are obtained,

wage scales, opportunities for ad-

vancement and fringe benefits. At-

tention is given to the requirements

for qualified clerical, technical and

professional employees in the var-

ious departments.

ir'orldnii jor the V. S. A. is dis-

tributed by United World Films.
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KAISER LOOKS
Ahead to'The Next Ten"
FILMS Designed for both employee and

general public showings usually have one

strike on them before the\ ever get into

production—in trying to appeal to two es-

sentially different audiences, compromises must

be made in writing or production to include

material specifically good for one audience and

often not so good for the other.

\\ hen Kaiser .-Muminum started planning a

tenth anniversary film it looked as though the

odds would be even more stacked against a

dual-purpose product since one of the main

objectives of the proposed picture was to in-

troduce the top management of the company

to the employees, usually a dull prospect for a

disinterested public!

Production Growth Creates .\n .\cute Need

The need for such a picture was acute.

Kaiser .Aluminum in the ten years since its

entry into the aluminum business as the old

Permanente Metals Corporation had grown so

that it now accounted for close to thirty per

cent of the nations aluminum producing ca-

pacity, third largest in the industry.

Permanente Metals had just a few employees

in 1946 when Henry J. Kaiser decided to make
his bold entry into the business—his was the

only offer of hundreds of qualified companies

solicited b\ the go\emment to buy the deserted

war-time plants in Spokane. Washington, no

longer needed b\ an overproduced industry

that had "aluminum coming out of its ears."

Few of 20.000 Employees Knew the Story

Ten years later there were close to twenty

thousand employees scattered from the home
offiice in Oakland to plants from Spokane.

\\ashington to Chalmette. Louisiana, from

Erie. Pennsylvania to Jamaica. B.W.I. Most of

them knew little of the tremendous stor\- of

this new giant of American industry and its

spectacular ten-year developments, ( 107th on

"The first pour . . . first Kaiser metal at Mead!"

this sequence climaxed the taking over and re-

habilitation of these reduction works, deserted

in the immediate post-war period . . .

Right: in May, 1946 four

officials of the young com-

pany visited the deserted

Mead plant near Spokane .

Potline had to look empty

but was going full blast!

Fortune's 1957 list of America's largest

companies.

More serious, the growth had been so rapid

and the pressures on the management so con-

stant, that many employees barely knew the

names of the small group of men who had
guided the company from its inauspicious be-

ginnings and still headed its rapidly expand-

ing management.

.•V Film to Get Everybody Together . . .

As Jack W. Watson, then the company's
PR and Advertising Director, laid out the

problem at one of the early meetings: "The
film ought to be something of an organized

evolutionary file of the past ten years to give

our new people a sense of the whole . . . we
have a lot of new key people who are very

green about Kaiser and its spirit and they need

this . . . it's a thing we ought to do by per-

sonal contact and assimilation but that's im-

possible and film gives a way to get everybody,

the new people and the old people, together

in one place."

.Additionally, the company needed a vehicle

which could take its story to those specific

groups, such as its distributors, who had a

more than casual interest in it. and also to the

general public, to whom the name Kaiser was

probably still more closely associated with

ship-building than with aluminum. But it is

conceivable that the general public couldn't

care less about meeting five vice-presidents.

Cutting off electricity to the potlines of molten

aluminum too long time could cost millions.

The crew was given 60 seconds during which

power was diverted to film this scene.

as such; and certainly true that a ten-year an-

niversary to most people is a short time in the

industrial history of .America.

The fact tliat the Kaiser Aluminum & Chem-
ical Corporation was ten years old was hardly

calculated to cause a great ripple of excitement

among even its own employees, much less the

public, unless that period could be translated

into terms more significant than just time.

The usual meetings took place— Kaiser

.Aluminums Don Dunn. Bob Rouse and Sandy

Borrie in addition to Watson: the company's

film consultant Jack Hennessv. who had re-

tained Parthenon Pictures as the producer; and

Parthenon's Cap Palmer (well-experienced

with this type of fUm; he and Hennessy had

worked together on Soconys epic On Stream)

and Don Livingston, who was to direct.

"Inquiry" .Approach to Company's Growth

To detail a fantastic growth is hard to do
without "breast-beating." even worse, to have

the company's executives guilty of this could

give an adverse effect. Hence it was decided

that an "inquiry"" approach to the growth of

the company would give the most satisfactory

result in defining the problem and obtaining the

answers needed to detail both the accomplish-

ments and the people who were responsible for

them.

A "story line"" based on an inquiry by a

security analyst seemed to offer the most fruit-

ful opfwrtunities. (continued on next page)

Largest lighting set-ups at Trentwood were for

the 1 12" hot mill and the 5-stand. five separate

rolling mills in tandem, reducing metal from

three-quarters of an inch to a tenth of an inch.
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Cameras record

progress reports

to Kaiser people

Left: D. A. Rhoades.

(far left, seated at desk)

was pictured during

sitooting of lip-sync se-

quences on set built to

represent the plant

manager's office of

Mead reduction works.

(CONTINUED FROM THE PRECEDING PAGE)

1. The conclusions of a skeptical research

analyst should not normally be construed as

boastful "breast-beating."

2. The story thread could then carry a

"what happens next" appeal which would cany
interest for even a skeptical or antagonistic

viewer.

3. The security analyst could ask questions

and receive answers that would enable the film

to present quickly the disconnected but import-

ant bits of information that might otherwise

not be included.

4. The inquiry could be made indigenous

and hence believable, and avoid the trite and

contrived.

5. The top executives of the corporation

could be presented in natural, pleasant situa-

tions, not sitting stiffly behind a desk as they

talk to the audience.

Executives' Answers Arc Naturally Given

This latter point was perhaps the most im-

portant factor involved in the decision, for in

the film as it was ultimately finished, the five

major executives of the company do come
across as warm, human, and yet dvnamic and
competent leaders. The questions which they

are asked and the answers which, in a sense,

they are impelled to give, are indigenous to

the natural situation which has been created.

This was to be a representation of a "suc-

cess story" in the fullest sense of the American
tradition, yet a iriie portrait of an American
business, a business with a definite personahty
all its own,—that of a sound, well-financed,

well-managed leader in the industrial progress

Above: here's the closeup of Mr. Rhoades,

Kaiser vice-president and general manager, as

lie says: "it's been a Kaiser principle to take a

young man will: ability and give him the

ball . . . load him up . . .

Above: T. J. Ready. Jr.. vice-president, said:

"the key to any planning . . . faith. This coin-

pafiy \sas fouiuled on faith, when not many
people saw a future in aluininuin. .

."

of America. One objective would be well ful-

filled if this was the concept to come to peoples"

minds when they thought of the name "Kaiser

Aluminum" and if so it would fulfill a broader
corollary purpose— to provide a compelling

counter-attack on the stereotype of the "pre-

datory capitalist" by showing an actual team of

big business managers in their true light, as

decent men and builders—and the thing thev

built as honest and useful—and along the wa\
to demonstrate that opportunity for new
things in this country, and for new growth, is

still alive and open.

Longer Appearances in Employee Version

Lip-sync shooting sessions with vice-

presidents are often productive only of woe.

but the five sequences with the Kaiser

Aluminum men rough cut with such compelling

interest that it was decided to make a separate

and longer version of the film for employees
which would include much more of this per-

sonalized material than had been planned on
or that could ever go into a public interest film.

Thus the first production emerged at 52
minutes running time.

Half of the making is in the showing and
The Ne.xt Ten was given a full "family night"

treatment in cities and towns where Kaiser

Aluminum has plants or major offices. Em-
ployees and their whole families were invited

to see the film and a first-run feature at major
theatrical motion picture houses on any one of

several nights the program was presented. A
significant plus developed in Ravenswood.
West Virginia, where the corporation is build-

ing its new reduction works and rolling mill,

currently estimated at more than $200,000,-

000.00, and to employ between 4,000 and

5,000 when finished. There, after enthusiastic

response by employees and their families, and

the townspeople of Ripley and Ravenswood in

general, the picture (together with a feature in

16mm) was taken to outlying areas within a

radius of fifty miles. Wherever a projector

could be set up. The Next Ten was screened

to show the people upon whom the plant

would be drawing for a significant part of its

labor supply what Kaiser Aluminum is and
what it expected to do in its new plants.

Awarded "Golden Reel" at Kilm Assembly

Once the major employee showings had been

completed, the 52-minute version was shortened

to one more suitable for general public dis-

tribution, the half-hour film now being dis-

tributed by Modern Talking Picture Service.

Its first public showing, other than that of the

answer print for the company management,

was before the screening committee of the

American Film Assembly—and in the final

judging The Ne.xt Ten was awarded the Golden

Reel as the best picture in the Industrial

Processes category. O

Left: spe{iking to the camera is S. S. Incli. vice-

president, who recalls "First order I ever

look was from the Glenn L. Martin plant ul

Baltimore. It was for 2 milUon pounds

Production Credits for The Next Ten: Produced for Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corpora-

tion (color, 32 minutes screening time) by Parthenon Pictures, Hollywood, through John J.

Hcnnessy, film consultant. Written by: Charles Palmer and Don Livingston. Camera: Clark

Ramsay, A.S.C., Robeit J. Martin and Mose Daniels. Production Managers: Norman K. Doyle

and Ted Palmer. Editor: Mel Sloan. Music: Jack Mcakin. Directed by: Don Livingston. Super-

vised by: John J. Hennessy. Pioducers: Charles Palmer and John E. R. McDougall; for Kaiser

,'\luminum: Robert E. Rouse and Don Dunn. Distributed by: Modern Talking Picture Service

cxchanues. nationally.
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Chemistry and America's Future

—a Cyanamid Anniversary Theme

Sponsor: American Cyanamid Company.

Title: The Man in the Doonvay. 31 min. color.

priiduced by MPO Productions. Inc.

* The Man in the Doorway sound? a little like

tlie title of a mystery play. What man? What

doorway?

The Man in this film can be any of three men

—a bewildered ghost from the pre-Christian era

:

a prospering farmer in Pennsylvania or an ex-

perienced scientist representing the modern

chemical industry in the Lnited States.

The Doorway can be any of three doorways

—

the crumbling entrance to what once was a farra-

ers house in the Mediterranean hills: a barn

door in the Nittanv Valley of central Pennsyl-

vania or a modern arch symbolizing all the doors

behind which the chemical industry conducts

helpful research.

The scientist in this doorway is not a salesman

for Cyanamid, though perhaps he could have

been. He takes his illustrations, for the most

part, from C> anamid's operations, but his stor>

Chemistry's contributions *;• the conservation of

natural resources is the theme of "Man in the

Doorway" American Cyanamid's new color mo-

tion picture produced by MPO.

has a wider scope. Cyanamid has sponsored this

film on the occasion of its corporate 50th anni-

versary to salute the industry of which it is a

part and. in doing so. it acknowledges the contri-

butions of its competitors to a continuously better

life for people everywhere.

The ghost in the film appears briefly as a wit-

ness to the fact that ignorance of the laws of con-

servation is suicidal. A Roman, he starved on

scenic terrain. Vast areas of once fabulously

productive Mediterranean lands have been buried

under sand, eroded beyond reclaiming, or totally

denuded of topsoil.

The farmer sees from his barn door an eveful

of abundance. He knows how to protect his land

from dep e ion. He understands crop rotation,

soil fertilization, contour plowing and the rest.

But, unfortunately, things don't look as heart-

ening in all parts of the nation as they do from

our farmers doorway. With axe and plow, our

colonial forefathers began, and successive gen-

erations continued, a vast clearing and cultivat-

ing spree that was founded on the assumption

that forests and grasslands were inexhaustible.

That fantasy is exploded by the cold facts about

our diminishing resources of land and our mul-

tiplying need for products of the earth.

The scientist defines his purpose as he is seen

for the first time: "I stand in this doorway be-

cause the ghost in the ancient doorway still

haunts us."

Speaking for science in general and chemislrv

in particular, he demonstrates some of the ways

that chemistry has bridged the lengthening gaps

between nature's yields and man's needs. The

key is conservation—for increased supply, for

better usage, for better salvage of the things we

discard, and conservation by searching out ""man-

made"" products even better than those nature

provides.

The Man in the Doorway will be distributed lo

non-theatrical groups by Modern Talking Picture

Service, and to television stations by Sterling-

Movies U.S.A. 5S-

CASE HISTORIES
OF CURRENT BUSINESS FILMS

Squibb Helps the Pharmacist

to Increase Sales of Vitamins

Sponsor: E. R. Squibb & Sons. Division of Olin

Mathieson Chemical Corp.

Title: I'anishins: Vitamins? 20^2 mil- color.

produced bv Fordel Films. Inc.

^ Impressing pharmacists with the average per-

son's need for vitamins and teaching the pharma-

cist how to sell vitamins are the promotional

objectives of this sales instruction film.

In planning the production, it was decided thai

an actual pharmaceutical salesman, rather than

a professional actor, could do the most effective

job of teaching other pharmacists to sell vita-

mins—providing the right salesman could be

found.

The right man would be a salesman who had

experienced the kinds of sales problems to be

portrayed and had solved the problems. But

the real-life salesman also had to be a photo-

genic fellow with the personality and voice to

register his sales know-how on film. Profes-

sional actors were to be used as clerks and cus-

tomers in the selling demonstrations and the lead

had to be a salesman-actor who could shine

among the pros.

To discover their natural star and to gather

information for an authentic script, Squibb

executives conducted a combination research and

casting session with the aid of long-distance con-

ference telephone calls.

Present at the conference was Don Livingston,

director of the film. The general problem of

vitamin selling was discussed and sales tech-

niques from all over the nation were evaluated.

The voices and telephone personalities of many

pharmacists were considered. One personality

st I nut: that of Dave Peterson, operator of

Above: druggist-turned-actor, Dave Peterson,

faces Fordel camera for scene in latest Squibb

film on vitamin retailing.

four pharmacies in Lewiston. Idaho. Peterson

was asked to send a photo of himself.

Information from the numerous sources was

turned over to Scripts By Oeveste Granducci,

Inc.. for use in the creation of a scenario.

Petersons photo was persuasive. He was

asked if he would come to New York and play

the part. He accepted the role and the Squibb

reps had their pharmaceutical man. In the film.

Peterson wanders around the pharmacy set ex-

plaining various selling situations as they occur.

Sometimes he does the selling personally and

I he audience sees and hears sales resistance

o\ercome.

J'anishing Vitamins? will be distributed to

pharmaceutical groups through Squibb offices. S"

Sharon's "Steel Valley" Shows

Making of Stainless and Alloys

Sponsor: Sharon Steel Corp.

Title: Steel Valley. 18 min. b, w, produced by

Industrial Film Producers, Inc., through

Arthur Schmidt & .Associates, Inc.

¥ Sharon, a leading producer of specially steels,

has sponsored this, its first motion picture, to

show how fine stainless and special alloy steels

achieve their special qualities.

From plant scenes of the blast furnaces and

open hearths in Sharon's plants in the Youngs-

town area, the film moves on to show a few of

the finished products which are produced, such

as appliance shells, fuselages, titanium parts for

jet engines, functional trim on automobiles.

Particularly noteworthy are several sequences

where the narrator is tacit and the special music

score ibv Corelli-Jacobsl so effectively drama-

tizes the action on the screen. S'

"Steel Valley" Scenes

Left: tap of open hearth

furnace in Roemer
Works. Right: tapping a

oiast furnace at Sharon's

big Roemer plant in the

Youngstown area . . .
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CASE HISTORIES
OF CURRENT BUSINESS FILMS

Above: "New Dimensions ' points out that to-

days executive nnust be a "generallst" on many

problems during every working day.

Defining the "New Dimensions"

Faced by industry's Leadership

Sponsor: Nation's Business Magazine.

Title: The \'eif Dimensions of Management. 12

min.. sound slidefilm. produced by Heiuy

Strauss & Company.

^ The philosophy of casting bread upon the

waters ... or to put it more prosaically, of giving

something to the potential advertiser over and

above the service you're trying to sell him ... is

gaining increasing favor in promotional circles.

It's a significant trend for advertisers ... for

national advertising media . . . and for the film

industry which is playing an ever more important

liaison role between them.

A good case in point is The l\eiv Dimensions

of Management, developed and produced for

Natiom's Business bv Henry Strauss and Com-

pany in collaboration with the Media Promotion

Organization. This twelve-minute, color, sound-

slidefilm is based on the proposition that the

most effective media promotion is one that gives

the potential advertiser information and insight

into his own sales problem and. in the process.

associates the magazine with the solutions to

these problems.

r/ie New Dimensions . . . employs a thought-

provoking approach. It defines a major develop-

ment in the national economy ... the emergence

of a new class of industrial leaders. These men

are in large part responsible for the unbelievable

post-war expansion of gross national product . . .

of employment ... of new consumer goods, jilaiit

and eipiipincnt . . . new companies ... a mush-

rooming growth in every area of business and

industry. They're no longer "one-job specialists"

. . . they're "generalists" . . . executives who

must equij) themselves to wear, six. seven, cjr a

dozen "hat.s" every working day.

Technical competence in business isn't enough

for top and mi<l<lle management personnel, tlie

film points out. Human relations, communica-

tions, leader.ship. comnmrjily and national affairs,

government operations . . . these are somr of the

new dimensions into which the successful execu-

tive must grow to meet his growing responsibili-

ties.

The slidefilm goes on to highlight an iinp rtant

personal factor that strengthens the nic.dern

management man's drive to broaden his horizons.

As the executive prototype in the film explains it:

"Since the end of World War II. companies

oj every size—jrom banking to auto-nmking

—steel to supermarkets—have set up stock-

room ownership plans for executives. And

believe me—when you own a piece of the

business, no matter how small—your job

takes on a new dimension.

"You're no longer simply a vice-president,

a department head. You've got a personal

stake in the way the ivhole company's run.'

"What's all this got to do with N.\tion's Busi-

ness . . . and with your advertising to business?'

the film asks its audience. The answer is plenty

"because Nation's Business concerns itself

precisely with these new dimensions of business

. . . with the motivations, needs, and interests of

the men who are your best potential customers.

They not only read the magazine, they use it

to get the information they need to perform more

knowingly and effectively. The proof? During

the past vear alone, more than 19.000 business

firms bought 633.000 reprints of articles. Be-

cause its editorial ear is tuned to the new dimen-

sions of modern management, the magazine of-

fers a new dimension in selling—selling in dcplli

—to the business market.

The visual program is aimed to accomplish

two basic objectives:

It informs the advertiser . . . gives him a valu-

able insight into the character and outlook ol

the men he wants to reach.

It develops in the advertiser acceptance of the

idea that the magazine has a finger on the pulse

of the market . . . that it provides a direct chan-

nel to the men who own and operate American

industry.

As one prospect remarked to a sales representa-

tive after a recent showing: "This thing makes

sense." ... a sentiment we think sums up a very

major aim of anv sponsor of business films. ^"

"Share in America" Delivers

Basic Truths of Free Enterprise

Sponsor: .Sunray Mid-Continent Oil Co.

Title: Share in /fmen'ca, 24 min.. color, produced

by The Calvin Company.

^ "Scores of our members have told us they

consider this film the finest exposition of the

subject of free enterprise yet seen by them: the

film has great advertising and public relations

value. Our compliments for your courage and

zeal in dealing with this subject so effectively.'

Received from Watt G. Randall, executive sec-

retary of the Kansas City. Missouri Rotary Club,

this praise is cited as typical of the audience re-

action to Share in America, a new documentary

motion picture produced for Sunray Mid-Con-

tinent Oil Company. Tulsa. Oklahoma, and its

subsidiary, D-X Sunray Oil Conipany.

Dramatizing the "people's capitalism" theme.

Share in America, a 24-minute color film, ex-

plores the role of service station operators in

the nation's economy and .shows that many of

an American company's stockholders may be

ordinary hard working folk who save their

money and invest it in the future through cor-

poration shares.

The "big boss" of industry is discovered to

be a man who works as hard or harder than his

so-called "slaves," a man who raises a family,

pavs taxes, goes to church and is respected by

his associates in all echelons of life.

A rebuttal to criticism of capitalism. Share in

America interposes a young dark-haired fellow

with horn-rimmed glasses who sneers at Ameri-

can business. The critic is answered by Waller

Kronkite, CBS newsman, who narrates the film.

Kronkite's retorts are supported by sequences

depicting the oil industry and an oil corporation

—Sunray Mid-Continent and D-X Sunray—as

examples of American business in operation. The

I

In this scene from film ' Share in America" D-X

lessee Glenn Stech (left), mayor of Waterloo,

Iowa, discusses city problem with one of his com-

missioners In that community.

viewer sees how the shareholder's investment en-

ables the company to find new oil reserves, lay

new pipe lines, construct research laboratories,

expand refinery operations for the improvement

of petroleum products and expand marketing

facilities.

Share in America was produced by The Calvin

Company of Kansas City. Missouri. Spcmsor

executives guiding the production were Clarence

Niesson, D-X advertising manager, and Luther

Williams, public relations manager. Film crews

traveled more than 500 miles during the produc-

tion. Publicizing the picture to the corporation

employee family. The Sunray News, house pub-

lication, utilized a series of scenes from the film

matched with photos showing how the scenes

were produced.

The documentary is being shown to Sunray

and D-X employees in the organization's 24-state

area of operations and to sales groups in the

company's 17-state marketing territory. The

film has been shown to numerous civic clubs,

men's groups, professional societies, stockholders

and investment analysts, teachers and students,

D-\ Sunray's Advertising Department, Box 381,

Tulsa, makes a print of the film available to any

recognized group which is interested. if'

"Your Attitude Is Showing"
•k A new 47-frame sound slidefilm titled Your

Attitude Is Shoicing is part of an employee mo-

tivation kit for "behind the counter" retail sales

training use. For inbirniation on the new pack-

age program contact I'nited World Fibns. Inc..

144.'5 Park Avenue, New York 20. »

[OTHER CASE HISTORIES ON PAGES 48, 66)
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Bnrden PremiGrG

Hails the Hearty
Centennial Salute to Nutrition Progress

A?
PART OF ITS 100th birthday anniversary

celebration, the Borden Company, on

September 9th. premiered its new motion

picture. Hail ike Hearty, in the Colonnades of

the Essex House, in New York. The fibn traces

the significant progress made by this country

over tlie past century in solving its dire nutrition

problems.

The film cites the achievements of such scien-

tists and inventors as Louis Pasteur: Lord Joseph

Lister who introduced antiseptic surgery: Gail

Borden, inventor of condensed milk and founder

of the Borden Company: Dr. Stephen Babcock.

inventor of the butterfat tester: Dr. Henry

Sherman, whose calcium balance studies paved

the wav to better national health: Dr. Elmer

McColluni. discoverer of vitamin X: and Dr.

Harrv Sleenbock. whose work led to the fortifi-

cation of milk with vitamin D and contributed

to the eradication of rickets.

Film Graphics for Historical Sequence

The techniques used in Hail the Hearty make

it an uimsual motion picture. To give the flavor

A "youthful look" at nutrition progress over past

century is -fortified by historical graphics in Bor-

den's Hail the Hearty."

of America of a hundred years ago, excellent

stylized use is made of film graphics. And being

based on authentic documents and objects of

the times obtained from leading libraries, mu-

seums and private collections, the film presents

a true pictorial history of the development of

nutrition and the mass availability of foods. It

should prove an important contribution to public

knowledge of nutrition and its progress.

Written and Directed by George Stoney

Produced by Charles Palmer and Parthenon

Pictures. Hail the Hearty has a running time of

28 minutes, color. It was written and directed

by George C. Stoney. The film will be distrib-

uted by Sterling-Movies U.S.A. for both televi-

sion and 16mm group showings. ^
» * »

Editor s Note: preview pictures on this page by

L nited Press: other ""candid" glimpses on follow-

ing page b\ Business Screen staff photographer.

Attentive film viewers i e . :;. :j ^ Larmon,

president of Young & Rubicam, Inc. (left) with

Borden's president Harold W. Comfort.

Distinguished nutritionist Dr. Harry Steenbock

of Johns Hopkins University (left) discusses film

with Steve Korsen of Borden p.r. staff.

Premiere guests (1. to i

film-maker Shirley CI.

)
were actress Kitty Keliy:

rke: P. Johnnes. museum
film head' George Stoney Mr. Korsen.

Borden's chief executive

as Charles (Cap) Palmer

talks about high spots in

Comfort (left)

of Parthenon Pi

the olcture.

stens

ctures

Borden PR Staff Sets an Example in Showmanship

if Vi hen time was nearing for release of the

new Borden film. Hail the Hearty, the company

was sure it really had a picture that would be

interesting not only to nutritionists, schools and

other groups, but also to magazines, newspapers

and book publishers because of the wealth of

authentic materials used in the film and now
available to publishers as background material

on the .\merica of a century ago.

In addition, it was thought that a successful

launching of the film might continue the good

will work of the companv. not onK among food

and women's page editors, who are always a

special concern of Borden public relations efforts,

but to business, education and film editors of

the press, as well.

A "First" for Management Guests Also

Hail the Hearty was so new at premiere time

that none of the company officials had seen it.

and the project committee in charge of the film

thought that a first showing for management
could not come at a better occasion than in the

midst of a large and enthusiastic i it was de-

voutly hoped I audience.

So, as the film took final shape, just two weeks

before the target release date, the project com-

mittee, composed of Stuart Peabody. director

of advertising: his two aides. Lyle Smith and

Thomas Niles: Milton Fairman. director of pub-

lic relations: Stephen E. Korsen. assistant direc-

tor of public relations: and Edward J. Murphy.

of the public relations department, decided to

introduce the film at a gala premiere. Stephen

Korsen was handed the job of coordinating the

premiere events.

After visiting 15 hotels, Korsen selected the

Essex House, based on its good sized room, the

Colonnades: its good atmosphere: and the man-

agements evident desire to offer complete coop-

eration.

Catering Cooperation Was Exemplary

Catering cooperation is especially important

to a food company, and the Essex House went

all out in this department by using all Borden

products, and dispensing them so assiduously and

gracefullv that no Borden product manager could

complain that his particular items were receiving

less than top billing.

530 invitations went out on Wednesday,

August 28. for the premiere to be held on Mon-

(\a\ afternoon. September 9th. By Friday, the

.30th. 191 acceptances had been received, and by

the following Friday, 318 acceptances were in.

Contrarv to some opinion that newspaper and

magazine people are lax in responding to invita-

tions. Mr. Korsen found that almost all of them

did respond to the invitation, and most of them

came. And although 318 responses to 530 in-

vitations is a fine batting average, the company

probably could have done better amongst educa-

tors if the premiere had not come at such a busy

(continued on the following page)
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Burden Hails the Hearty:

^CO^TI.^lED FROM THE I'KECEDING PAGE)

lime for most of iheni at the start of a new

school year.

Good Planning and Hard Work
Help Make a Premiere Success

-K As we followed Steve Korsen about on the day

of the premiere it was evident that the affair

had been thoroughly timed and organized. As

coordinator. Korsen was able to start the waiters

going, halt them, signal a PR man to greet an

important guest at the door, all by the glance

of an eye. Although everything was laid out in

advance before the first guest arrived. Korsen

managed to recheck the lectern, the projector

and projectionist, the public address system

sound level, the receptionists, the hotel banquet

manager, while personally greeting 57 guests

and making short conversations with 19 of them.

All the planning and hard work on the spot

paid off. The Borden premiere clicked. Milton

Fairman. Borden director of public relations, and

Mr. Korsen's boss, greeted the company's guests

on the button at 4:15. spoke for two minutes,

the film came on in sharp focus, proper sound

level, and the audience loved it. Borden execu-

tives got their first look at the film, and they not

only liked it. but rather enjoyed being congratu-

lated en masse and individually for presenting it.

And that is not only good public relations, but

good company relations. 9

PR MM KDHSEIV CHECKS HET/HLS THAT HELP MAKE /\ PREMIERE CLICK

Below: Korsen checks lectern,

lighting for PR director Milton

Fairman's premiere talk.

Above: Borden employees handled the re-

ception desk . . . where PR really begins.

Below: the projectors which will show Bor-

den's new film are carefully checked by

Korsen before the guests arrive.

Above: sound level of public ad-

dress is checked by Korsen from

every angle of the Colonnades,

Below: Mr, Fairman (left) discusses timing

wifh Steve Korsen and a member of the

Essex staff in a final review.

Above: guests arrive and Korsen s on hand
to greet Kitty Kelly. Peretz Johnnes, film

director of City of New York Museum.

On the bridge of a modern U.S. merchant vessel

in a scene from film "Lifelines U.S.A."

American Steamship Lines Show
Story of the Merchant Marine

•^ The story of U.S. merchant sliips. the areas

served, and the role of international commerce

in the country's economy and world relations

is told in this new 26-minute color motion pic-

ture. Lifelines U. S. A.

The film shows many of the exciting and exotic

ports-of-call where American shipping help?

maintain and expand world economies, bringing

together in international "lifelines" the peoples

of the world in a common enterprise. Among

these "silent partners" in international com-

merce, the film points out, are merchant seamen,

farmers, factory workers, ship-owners, business-

men and all those who provide goods, services

and facilities for world trade.

Presented as an informational service by the

Committee of American Steamship Lines, a

group of 14 steamship companies in foreign

trade. Lifelines U. S. A. is the most recent at-

tempt to show the world-wide operations of

American-flag ships and how essential such ship-

ping is to our own economic welfare and to

improved cultural and economic relations among

all the free peojjles of the world. Using a news-

reel format, the film moves from port-to-port,

bridging several sequences with on-the-spot in-

terviews with some of the "silent partners" at

their jobs helping to maintain the "lifelines" of

commerce.

Produced by Dudley Pictures Corporation, in

association with Film Counselors. Inc.. Lifelines

is available on a free-loan basis from the offices

of Association Films in Ridgefield, N.J.. La

Grange. 111.. San Francisco. Calif, and Dallas.

Postscript on the Borden Films

•^Borden's Hail the Hearty was the company's

first for public showing during the year but

actualh the third film made in connection with

the dairy firm's 100th anniversary. President

Harold W. Comfort told employees w^hat was

being planned for the Centennial in a first film

titled Our Great liiii Birthday. The second film.

Elsie & Co.. Borden told the story of the com-

pany's divisions and featiiied new operations,

special products, etc. Elsie is expected to serve

as a useful indoctrination tool for workers. 5S5'
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Skits helped to enliven the Edsel

57 Dealer Announcement Shows . . .

rpHK INAIGI'KAL of an eiitirelv

* rie« iiiJloiiHihile line, from basic-

styling to the organization of a

world-wide dealer set-up. also in-

volves an utmost effort in sales pro-

motion. The Edsel Division of the

Ford Motor Conipanv is meeting

that rugged assignment with a pro-

gram of multi-purpose sales aids

thai ser\e its dealers, their salesmen

and Edsel prospects.

First, however, came the nation-

wide series of tra\eling road shows

at which company officials intro-

duced the new car to the dealer

famil). For this key operation.

Edsel turned to Regan Film Produc-

tions. Inc., of Detroit and what was

basicallv a "business meeting" with

original music and skits was cre-

ated. The show carried a 23-piece

orchestra, involved 12 actors and

singers in addition to a panoply of

Ed.sel "lop brass."

On September 4lh. Edsel "began

unveiling its first year's sales train-

ing program. Here a unique com-

bination of audio and \'isual totils

is being put into effect for what the

Division calls its "(Jreen Line Pro-

gram." consisting of se\en priniar\

promotional media.

Three of these arc uimial tools:

(li Two color sound slidefiims. de-

signed for the basic |)reseMlalion of

new product features, created from

the customer's viewpoint. l2l

>f

Right: lively musical

numbers v/ere also

created by Regan

for the Edsel

Announcement Shov/

where new models

were introduced

to dealer family.

The Edsul

Makes Dehut

Dii the Stage

and Screen . .

.

Green Line Program Uses

Audio and Visual Media

Stereo viewers for Edsel salesman's

"preview" in the customer s home

or office of the five distinct Edsel

models. (3) A series of six "com-

parison" sound slidefiims (b&wl

and including meeting guides and

"retention" material. This series

will not be released until after com-

petitors announce their 1958 lines.

Eleven newspaper-style bulletins

will be issued monthly to follow the

release of the comparative slidefilm

packages. Each of these will also

be accompanied by a meeting guide.

Other material includes a dealer

showroom display rack on which

inside pages of the Green Line news-

paper arc uKmnted back to back and

plastic coated for ready reference:

slide rule type "Fact-0-Graphs" will

also give Edsel salesmen a point-by-

point competitive analysis: finally,

the seventh weapon in the Edsel

selling arsenal, a series of six Tab-

ular Data Sheets, designed to fit the

salesman's guide b()ok. These also

provide comparative data.

The entire "Green Line" program

was developed by Regan Film Pro-

ductions. Inc. in cooperation with

the Edsel Division. DuKane "Mi-

cromatic" sound slidefilm equip-

nient was selected for the visual

presentations, incorporating both

desk-top presentations I via built-in

screen I and sufficient illumination

and sound volume for sales meeting

use. In addition, every Edsel Field

Office is equipped with Bell &

Howell Filmosounds for projected

IGnnn media and this equipment is

also being offered lu llic dealers. B'

Previewing Fund films were (I to r) Quentin Bar-

ron, Am. Farm Bur. Fed.; Maxwell Fox, PR head,

Advertising Council and Thomas R. Carskadon.

Print PnimulES EcDnnmics PiclurEs

^ Illustrated booklets and local

television broadcasts are being uti-

lized to promote the circulation of

two new motion pictures which

dramatize studies of complex eco-

nomic problems—farm surpluses

and the easing of import controls.

The multi-media effort is sponsored

by the Twentieth Century Fund. Inc.

The Twentieth Century Fund

project was developed from two full-

scale studies in book form: "Can

We Solve the Farm Problem'?' by

Murray R. Benedict, and "American

Imports." bv Don D. Humphrey.

These source books translate the

work of expert committees. To

vivify the information in these

books and oarry it to more people,

the Fund sponsored two new motion

pictures bearing the book titles.

Stanley Neal Productions. Inc..

New York City, produced the two

12-minute films, designing them to

trigger discussion in adult and

youth groups throughout the nation.

A broad promotion and distribution

program got under way when the

Fund assigned the job of reaching

the national audience to Public

Service Network. Inc.. of Princeton.

New Jersey.

In accelerating local group use of

the 16mm films. Public Service Net-

work is making use of booklets and

tv programming as preview aids.

To cut the expense and time in-

volved in sending and returning

regular "preview" prints of the films

lo local circulating libraries. Public

Service Network is substituting

paper previews in the form of 32-

jiage booklets which reproduce the

storyline with scenes from the film

and text from the sound narration.

These FilmteNl booklets are meant

to function as jircviews on paper

for the film library and for group

discussion leaders. The booklels

also are suggested as take-home re-

minders for audiences.

As another part of the promotion-

al preview campaign. Public Service

Network has arraiiged tor television

premieres of the Twentieth Century

Fund films in more than 300 regu-

larly scheduled telecasts during the

next few months. Public Service

Network has established several

weekly public service tv series,

shown via film.

Transition, one of Public Service

Networks tv series, each week fea-

tures film stories from the output

of associations, industrial and gov-

ernmental sources. The Network is

employing the Transition show to

introduce each Twentieth Century

Fund film at local tv lime periods-

scheduled four or more weeks in

advance.

The Network can alert local film

libraries, group leaders and others

interested in using the films later

for local showings. Notified of the

specific telecast dates and times, the

local film users can preview the

films on their own tv sets.

Samples of the new Filmtext pre-

view booklets and information about

the dates and times of telecasts of

the films. Can We Solve The Farm
Problem and American Imports—
A New Look, may be obtained by

contacting Sherman Price, presi-

dent. Public Service Network. Inc.,

Princeton. New Jersey. The films

are sold in color and in black/ » bite.

Booklets like this help to preview

new 20th Century Fund films.
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Set thes(

few
controls
and...

^^

make your own sound movies
These few knobs and jacks give you full con-

trol of a precision magnetic recorder—a re-

corder that lets you add your own commentary
to any 16mm film!

You'll find this tidy control panel on a new
kind of 1 6mm sound projector . . . the Koda-
scope Pageant MAGNETIC-OPTICAL Sound
Projector.

This is a brand-new communications tool

. . . two machines in one—a magnetic recorder,

as we said, anda superb sound and silent 16mm
motion picture projector as well.

All you do is have a lab apply the magnetic

stripe along one margin of the film . . . Kodak
Sonotrack Coating costs 2Vic per foot, after

photographic processing . . . then you're ready

to add sound.

Same principle as a regular tape recorder

. . . you record, play back, add sound effects

or music, erase and re-record as often as you
wish.

The short check list at right suggests a few

of the ways you can use this remarkable new
machine. Discuss it with your Kodak Audio-
Visual Dealer. Or write for your copy of

Bulletin V3-44. It's free. No obligation.

How many ways can you use this

flexible communications tool?

H Training and safe^y education

[Z Soles presentations

G Engineering and research progress report,

records, reviews

O Public end community relations films

G Foreign language presentotions

C Filmed technical lectures

C Dealer promotions and helps

G Films for stockholde. s' meetings

G Personal messages from home office to branch or

district personnel

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Please send me complete informotion on the new Kodascope Pogeont MAGNETIC-OPTICAL Sound
Projector, and tell me who con give me a demonstration, i understand I am under no obligation.

ORGANIZATION.

STREET

CITY
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Rapid Colorprint's

extensive color film

production facilities

assure you of cleaner,

sharper, dust-free

unmarred filmstrips.

We make the complete

color filmstrip from

your art, printed matter,

color negatives, color

transparencies or black

and white negatives.

We duplicate your

existing filmstrip with

utmost fidelity.

Rapid Colorprint has

specialized in color

reproduction since

1949 and originated

the Chromostat®

method of direct

color copy.

Write for price

list and facilities

brochure.

-RAPID COLORPRINT CO., INC.

216 So. Central Avenue
GiendaieA, California

OF CURRENT BUSINESS FILMS

"You and Labor Law" Sheds Light

on History, Purpose, Principles

Sponsor: Emplmers Labor Relations Information

Committee. Inc.

Title: You and Labor Law, 30 min.. sound slide-

film, prodnced hy Transfilm. Inc.

•^ Surviving the cry of "slavery," the Taft-

Hartley Law became the labor law of the land.

The changing national conditions and moods

which encouraged the law's passage helped to

sustain the law but the day could come

when the national labor law again would be

loudly and bitterly assailed. It could be strength-

ened by amendment and equitable interpretation

or it could be reworked into its antithesis. Any
national labor law could fail because of public

ignorance.

You and Labor Laic, a 30-minute sound slide-

film interpreting the history, purpose and prin-

ciples of our present labor law, is being distrib-

uted on a sales basis by the Employers Labor

Relations Information Committee. Inc. Produced

by Transfilm. Inc.. New York City. You and

Labor Law, a color film, is in two parts.

Tracing the evolution of labor law philosophv

and precepts, part one shows the judiciarvs

resort to property and criminal laws in the labor

cases of the early 1800"s—when there was no

specially written labor law. The film outlines

the development of labor laws through World
War I. the NRA. the Norris-LaGuardia Act. the

Wagner Act and the Taft-Hartley Law. The
growth of labor unions is chronicled.

Part two of You and Labor Law portrays the

])resent law in action. The slidefilm reviews the

laws objectives and principles and summarizes
mure than a decade of its interpretation. Effects

of the Taft-Hartley Law on employees, unions,

employers and the public are explained. The
second section also points to provisions of the

law dealing with free speech, the right to or-

ganize, responsibility to bargain and right to

work, recognition of picketing, welfare funds and
secondary boycotts.

You and Labor Law is designed to stimulate

discussion in company and employee groups,
ciinmiunity organizations and schools. Prints

are available for sale through: Employers Labor
Relations Information Committee. Inc.. 33 East

4otb Street. New York 17. N.Y. ^'

Right: the

public can

also be a

victim of

labor-man-

agement
disputes

Above: the old "magic box" has given

way to modern high-speed cameras of

today in this Kodak scene.

"The Magic Box That Remembers"
Dramatizes Photography's Growth
Sponsor: Eastman Kodak Company.

Title: The Masic Box Thai Remembers. 16 min..

color, produced by Informational Films

Division. Eastman Kodak.

^ Responsible for much of photography's de-

velopment. Eastman Kodak Company is an en-

thusiastic historian of film methods and the

cameras role in American life. The Magic Box
Thai Remembers, a 16-miimte Kodachrome mo-

tion picture, is Eastman Kodak's latest addition

to its record of photograi>hv's saga.

A promotional film. The Magic Box That

Remembers depicts old and new techniques of

picture taking as it dramatizes photography's

gro\vth since the 19th century. Exploring the

heritage of the pleasure which American families

find in the magic memory box. the film ranges

from 60-pound cameras to Brownies, from flash

powder to midget bulbs, from wet plates to to-

day's color film and paper, new still cameras

and motion picture cameras.

The film shows some of the intricate machin-

ery used in the manufacture of modern photo-

graphic products.

The Magic Box That Remembers is being

made available to camera clubs, youth groups,

schools and other organizations. Loan prints

may be obtained by writing to the Audio-Visual

Service. Eastman Kodak Company. Rochester 4.

New York. 9
9 # #

•k Write the RisiNEss Screen Bookshelf for

free list of useful film reference books and guides.

nspiracy

trite . . .
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Does Your Slide Projector Give You Pictures—
THIS SIZE OR THIS SIZE?

You probably are restricted to this small size

because you are using an incandescent projector.

Consequently, you ore also restricting the sire of

your audience because oF the small picture.

If your pictures are big liUe this (3 times as large and possessing the same picture brilliance as the picture on the right), you must be using a

Strong Universal Arc Slide Projector. Your audience can be as large as you wish, several thousand if desired, and everyone viewing the

picture is given a Feeling oF participation in the scene. The picture possesses fine details ordinarily lost in small screen projection.

Are Your Pictures—
CLEAR & FULL OF DETAIL

OR THIS

You must be using a Strong Universal

Arc Slide Projector. Then you have

suFficient illumination to project pictures

even when it is impracticol, uneconomico

or impossible to darken the room, or

where it is desirable to maintain room

illumination as For taking notes.

DARK & FLAT

You are probably restricted by the

of an incandescent projector.

If you are concerned with sales conferences, illus-

trated lectures, technical meetings, conventions or

slide projectors in schools, churches or hotels, you

should get the details on the Strong Universal Arc

Slide Projector. It projects 3-1,'4" x 4" and 2" x 2"

slides and plu^s into any IlO-volt A.C. outlet.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
The World's Largeil MonufocTurers of Proiecfion Lighting Equipment"

39 ClTr PARK AVENUE • TOLEDO 1, OHIO

( ) Please send free lilerolure ond prices on Ihe Universal High Intensity Arc Slide Projector.

( ) I would like a demonstration.

NAME-

CUT t STATE_
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1. iliS Artklk. The Grf;il

i<afher" Films." appearing in

BisiNESs Screen. No. 5. of 1957.

Allan Chase .ippears as a modern

Don Quixole waving his television

cameras at eilucalional windniills.

wliile high priests of the lecture mil

bask contentedly in the shadow of

the giant fans, enjoying the cooling

hreeze.

To quote Mr. Cliase. '".
. . since

there are not enough teachers to

physically face a growing student

population, put the greatest teachers

in every field on film I or on tele-

vision I and let the teacherless stu-

dents face their images." Chase then

L'oes on to tell, ?nd convincingly,

whv by his definition, a "great

teacher" when placed before cam-

eras, lights, and technicians becomes

a ham actor. A "great teacher." by

Chase's terms, probably would fail

under these conditions. As Andy
would say, "Pardon my protruding.

Mr. Chase, but your slip is show-

ing."

By what measure is that teacher

called great whose j>rimary teaching

lo{>l is the leclure-acting-demonstra-

liori technique?

The Student's Effort Counts

M<>st educators maintain that ihe

great lesson is not that in which

the instructor makes the maximum
effort: rather it is that in which the

student makes the maximum effort.

Schools are not striving to hire

teachers or secure materials that can

give exceptionally fine recitations

and demonstrations. Education

needs instructors and materials that

can inspire students to make excep-

tionally fine recitations and demon-
strations.

Education doesn't need Bob Hopes
and Oracle Aliens on its classroom

television and educational screen:

there are enough of them in the

classroom. Occasionally a (Jreer

Garson and a Robert Donat portray

a Mr. and Mrs. Chips, but even at

that do you recall learning nmch
subject content from either of them?

No one will deny the inspiralion

received from a great personalil\.

the lasting impression made bv a

dedicated teacher possessed of thai

rare quality which is caught, not

taught. If in one's entire education

he touches two or three such ran'

iinib. lliat student is indeed forlu-

ri.il.-. Il is doubtful if any actor a

Honald (Oilman or a Helen Hayes
could reproduce suih a c liaracter.

On the s<ali- of leaching, ihe Ice-

ture-dcnninslratioM melliod Is cdh-

sidercd close to the bottom. Even
those who. because of large classes

or other circiinislances. are birccd l<i

use Ihe leilnre melhod rarely com-

The "GHEAT TEACHER Films
What Kinds of Filins Do Our

Los Angeles Educator and A

mend it as ideal. The institution

which attempts to avail itself of

television merely to reproduce a

lecture-demonstration is missing tlie

primary opportunity of television

and the film.

Every experienced teacher who is

close enough to his class to appreci-

ate the reaction of students, knows
that in each lesson the average stu-

dent will find certain concepts dif-

ficult to understand. The teacher

knows this in advance and can plan

for it. There are at his connnand

techniques which can be used bv

television and or films (mo\ing or

still) to make the presentation clear.

Every good classroom teacher uses

I hem constantly.

There is a sacred cow which pro-

Schools Need? Bruce FIndlay,

-V Pioneer, Offers a Rebuffal

(hicers of educational films and

television seem to worship, a cow
which is neither sacred nor a cow

I the wrong sex. perhaps?). That

fallacy is that if an instructor can

crowd \ number of concepts into

a given time, the student can auto-

matically dig out those concepts as

fast as thev are presented.

No Guaranty of Understanding

Fifty, twenty-five, ten films or

presentations of science, history,

literature—or what have you—given

in the lecture-demonstration tech-

nique do not guarantee that the

viewers will understand the subject

content. The good teacher does not

drone on and on for twenty or

l«entv-five minutes without a break.

Forestalling damage

is better than

repairing damage

P
TREATMENT

—after 24 years,

still the best way to

protect and
preserve film.

Get longer life from your prints!

EERLESS
I FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION

1 65 WEST 4«th STREET. NEW YORK 36. NEW YORK
I

9S9 SEWARD STREET. HOllYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Write fov brocliiire

tl

pointing to pictures, moving gad-

gets, blinking lights, to the accom-

])3nimenl of a hundred piece orches-

tra that often at critical moments
drowns out the speaker and thor-

oughly confuses the student.

The good teacher uses many tech-

niques to bring her students along

with her. She pauses occasionally.

We are grateful for pauses. They
rdd rhythm to music and to educa-

tion, too. The excellency of her

teaching can be measured directly

in proportion to her abilitv to get

her students into the eternal try

.-ngle: Observation plus participa-

tion plus application. These three

equal learning for keeps.

How does the good teacher do

this? She uses combinations of

techniques that encourage the stu-

dent to analyze, to compare, to criti-

cize, to discuss, to identify, to supply

missing items, to solve problems, to

show relationships, and to recall

items. And. she does so while the

presentation is in progress: not only

when the lesson is over. This same
])rocedure can and should be used

in television and film lessons.

Please don't say this can't be

done. It has been done successfully.

The fact that we have seen few', if

any. television presentations and
few. if any. educaticmal movies or

still films, or have heard few. if any,

transcriptions that use these teeh-

nitpies, is short of tragic.

Make Films Do More Teaching

Producers are "crying their eyes

out" because they can't sell more
"'leaching films. " They could if they

would only make the films do more
leaching instead of having the in-

structors do it all. Evidently pro-

ducers would rather see teachers

worn out than films worn out. Why?
Who can tell? Perhaps this is he-

cause many producers have been

primarily successful in the story or

"commercial" film field where ex-

cellent technical production may
cover poor script.

Wliile it is true that all great

teachers have been story tellers, it

does not necessarily follow that all

slorv tellers are great teachers. The

film producer would do well to apply

to his script the educational proc-

esses and techniques just men-

tioned. He should and can do this

in as superb and compelent a man-

ner as he does direction, photog-

rapln. sound recording, editing,

musical scoring, and color printing.

If because of excessive costs some-

Ihing must be sacrificed, let it not

be the preparation of the script.

For every hour devoted to produc-

lion. ten hours should be devoted

In ihc prt'paralion and editing of the
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script. II the lflf\ isiun lesson or

film fails to meet the challenge of

large classes or difficult situations,

it will probably be because both

educators and producers of televi-

sion materials have not used the

medium to its maximum potential.

Mr. Chase concludes ( or nearly

sol with these words. "Thus the

best teaching film is not the one

which sets out to act as surrogate

I means substitute. 1 looked it up!)

for the teacher . . .

I ask why not ha\e the film or

television presentation act as a sub-

stitute? Why make the teacher do

what could be done for her much
easier and often better? Teachers

would welcome it. love it, cry for

it! Does anyone think teachers like

to go home so tired they can scarce-

Iv look at television? We don't

make them crank the projectors.

Why make them "crank" the

presentations?

Let's Have More Thinking

Haven't we too many lovebirds

making educational and television

pictures, chirping, "me too?' We
need some creative imagination,

some original thinking, and the ap-

plication of simple, proven, time-

tested, fundamental techniques

which every instructor has used

since Eve taught Adam the facts of

life: Observe. Participate. Apply.

Tve news for you. Mr. Chase.

There is a place for the "Great

Teacher" films on television—the

kind that can and will do a great

teaching job. Has anyone a better

\vay of solving the dilemma of pub-

lic and private education than bv

using this new medium as it can and

should be used?

Is anyone still reading this ar-

ticle? If you are. and are inter-

ested in learning more about my
bold pronouncement, you needn't

enclose any box tops or old worn-

out films, just write and III try to

answer you.

My right name is Bruce A. Find-

lay, and I work for the Los Angeles

City Board of Education, at 450
North Grand Avenue. Los Angeles

12. California. R"

FOR SALE

Finest color travelogue adven-

ture action 16mm motion pic-

tures. 18 countries including

Russia, Alaska.

NEIL DOUGLAS
Box 664

Meriden, Conn.

Projector rides along to sell tires

Aboard 3 giant trailers of The
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
ride 3 RCA 16mm Sound Projectors.

They bring to dealers across the

country the latest sales training films

on tires and all the many other

products in Firestone's varied line.

Your film programs may sell or train,

inform or entertain. They do it per-

Wrile for free film planning book
"Filni . . . Projectors . . . Ideas."

fectly every time on an RCA Pro-

jector. Engineered with all the steady

dependability of RCA's famed the-

atre line, an RCA Projector oper-

ates like a breeze. Thread-Easy film

path helps you get the show going in

a jiflfy. Extremely quiet operation

keeps attention on the film. Precise

sound reproduction gets the most

out of every film's sound track.

For firsthand />roo/"of the simplicity

and efficiency of these projectors,

call in your RCA Audio-Visual

Dealer. He'll be glad to demonstrate,

glad to let you run your films on one.

Look him up in the Yellow Pages

under "Motion Picture Equipment
and Supplies" . . . very soon! Radio

Corporation of America, Dept.

P-283. Building 15-1, Camden 2, N.J.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Audio-Visual Products, Camden. N.J.
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ur.-.i World War 11. The con-

ference was to discuss a film train-

ing program for the U.S. Office of

Education. The idea appealed to

FDR's imagination, and. with Cara-

vel's assistance, one of the most suc-

cessful government film operations

was initiated.

It was natural for Caravel to co-

operate with DuMont laboratories

before World War II in developing

film for television. Another Cara-

vel landmark was reached in 1939

with the first commercial closed-

circuit telecast. This was an hour-

long merchandising and sales pro-

motion for Bloomingdale Bros.. Inc..

filmed and telecast from the sixth

floor of the big New York depart-

ment store to an assembled audience

on the third floor.

Active in Religious Field

An event at the New York

World's Fair in 1939 set off another

important film for Caravel. As the

Bible was the only book included

in the "time-capsnle" buried deep

in the ground at Flushing Meadows

for future generations to unearth.

the American Bible Society selected

Caravel to produce The Book for

the World of Tomorrow. Other

films on religion have been made
for the Society, the American Bap-

list Convention, the Jesuit Seminary

Building Fund, and the National

Lutheran Council.

The American Bible Society re-

turned to Caravel for one of the

most outstanding religious films

ever made. Our Bible. How It Came
To is. A ten-reei history of the

New Testament that took three

years to research and produce, it

had authentic costumes and sets

—

60 in all—and a cast of .300. Mil-

lions of people have seen this mas-

terpiece of authenticity, and the

.Society has been iorced to order an

inestimable immber of prints, be-

sides the first one hundred, because

of the demand for the picture.

Another fine religious film, An-

.swer for Anne, jiroduced by Cara-

vel for the National Lutheran

Council, won the "Oscar " as the

mo.st outstanding film on religion in

the 1949 Cleveland Film Festivnl.
ft * *

. . . Thi! riirreiit Era
Today. Cara\(;l's production of

industrial and governmental films

is heavily augmented by television

commercials. A firm believer in

.New York as the center of both of

these areas of film making. David

Pincus. a", pasl proident (two

terms) and nnr- nf ilic organizers

of the New ^nrk libn Producers

Association, has been an effective

52

Caravel: a Pinneer in Progress

spokesman on behalf of keeping

these types of production in the

New York area.

"With animation, cutting, edit-

ing, opticals. sound eflfects, carpen-

ter's shop and studio stages all in

one building." says Mr. Pincus.

"the time element can be very close-

1\ controlled. We don't have to

depend on these suppliers and their

problems. Any production can be

done there that can be done in an\

Hollvwood studio."

Prospects for the Future

Asked about future prospects of

film and its uses. Mr. Pincus has

this prophetic view:

"We have helped to pave new

ways in our field, but there are still

uncharted areas in producing film,

for management, employee.public

relations, in sales training and par-

ticularly in the merchandising of

products. We found out that any

business has to know what its var-

ious departments are doing, so we

made films on this inter-relation-

ship. We have to find better meth-

ods of disseminating top-manage-

ment policy throughout a given or-

ganization, and for instruction at

a supervisory level. We are con-

stantly creating new uses of the fihn

medium ... in dealer meetings.

Iioth live and on film, in the intro-

duction of new products, in the re-

searching, writing and production

of engineering and other technical

films.

"New York is a logical place to

produce these films, close to both

tlie creative and business centers of

the country, and all that has been

16mm needs

For the latesl technical

inlormation on how to get

the mo»t Irom I6mm film, f
ticte lor DV/ARTS FREE I

bnohlct 'The Prorcvsmfi /
Ol ir.nu>, I'lh,,' I

DU/ART gives your 16mm negative

SPECIAL CARE with:

RESEARCH IN ISmm PROCESSING...
Brougtlt about ttie use of jet spray negative developing

for faster— "bromide-drag-free" results,

CONSTANT LABORATORY SUPERVISION...
Hourly sensitometric tests to guarant(.e proper develop-

ing strengths . . and constant chemical replenishing con-

trol assures proper processing for every foot of negative.

EFFICIENT LABORATORY ROUTINE...
Every roll of 16mm film rtK:eives coastant detail atten-

tion — from gamma strip and picture tests to special proc-

essing instructions for your individual negative.

No matter how large or small the job, your 16mm negative

receives SPECIAL care at du/art.

DU/ART FILM LABS, INC.
245 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Above: modern animation equip-

ment serves both industrial and

television clients.

needed to develop this close under-

standing of the problems and chal-

lenges of business is the kind of

new. completely-integrated film pro-

duction center we are now opening.

"Although our films have won

awards, the important award of a

motion picture is that it do the job

it was designed to do, and do it

well. We measure accomplishment

in the results from the picture in

terms of sales, better relations and

more efficient personnel—not in the

honors it receives.

"With respect to government

films, the need for effective films

that train or educate, and especially

influence, is greater today than

when we first made them in 1932.

The complications of modern arma-

ments make it increasingly import-

ant that films be more efficient and

less superficial in their approach

than ever before.

"We feel we are on the threshold

of a neyv era in films for industry

and other sponsors. We have made

tremendous gains in techniques and

in understanding our clients' needs.

But the surest way to success in

making any picture is as true today

as it was in the past: to work yvith

a financially sound film company,

complete facilities, a permanent

staff, and a superb technical crew."

As in the past. Caravel and its

new "one-stop " production center

promises to meet these tpialifica-

lions. IS'

Below: a corner of Caravel s busy

editing department; there are six

editing rcor.-;s like this.
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FILMAGNETIC
AN (^//i?>^^/ FEATURE

AVAILABLE FOR FACTORY INSTALLATION

ON ALL NEW OR EXISTING AURICON

OPTICAL SGUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

p/ieseniinO' ^ p
F I LM AG N
Auricon proudly presents "Fiimagnetic" High-Fidelity sound-on-tilm Recording, for

iip-synchronized Talking Pictures and Music of Quality, on 15 mm black and white or color

film pre-striped for magnetic sound before it is exposed to light. "Fiimagnetic" sound and

optical picture are recorded Single-System on the same film at the same time! The "Fiimagnetic"

Unit, installed at the Factory in any Auricon Camera, can be temporarily removed without the

use of tools, thus providing a choice of High-Fidelity Optical or Magnetic sound-tracks. Your

pre-striped film with magnetic sound lip-synchronized to your picture, passes through the normal

picture-development and is played back on any 16 mm Magnetic Sound Projector, including the

Ampro, B&H, RCA, and others. "FilmagnttU" Ourtit lomplete . . . iS70.00

PUASt MAIL COUPON BUOW fOK fttit INFORMATION ... /' -

_^^ Fiimagnetic" Twin-Head Camera
"^^

Recording Unit, with Record and

Instant-Monitor Magnetic Heads,

which automatically open for easy

threading. . .complete with Model

MA-10 Amplifier. $870.00 installed

on any new Auricon Camera at the

Factory. Small extra installation

charge on existing Auricon Cameras.

"Fiimagnetic" 3 Input Amplifier,

Model MA-10, with High-Fidelity

Microphone, complete Cables and

Batteries, in a Cowhide-Leather

Carrying Case. Super-portable,

weighs only 7 pounds, carries easily

with shoulder-strap during operation!

16 MM SOUND-ON-FILM SINCE 1931

You must be satisfied!

VGTayBaR

LI N I

Cmt-VOICEU tUtKOM PIO.«00
S79S.0O $1497.00

surEi noo
»46S3.IS

AURICON Division
R-,DT-BACH, INC.

6910 Romaine Street

Hollywood 38, California

D
D

Please send me free information on "Fiimagnetic"

equipment for Auricon Cameras.

Without obligation, please send me cost of installing

"Fiimagnetic" on my Auricon Model Camera.

NAME. .

FIRM...

STREET.

CITY...

.TITLE.

.ZONE. .STATE.



A. D. Johnson Appointed

Kodak's Advertising Manager

•K Appointment ol A. iJf\Ui- Jolin-

son as advertising manager of East-

man Kodak Company has been an-

nounced b\ \\'. B. Potter. Kodak

direclor of advertising. Edwin L.

GraucI lias been named assistant

advertising manager.

Johnson and Grauel will be re-

sponsible for the advertising depjil-

ment s general opL-rations. Poller.

BUSIJVESS SCREEN EXECUTIVE

A. Dexter Johnson

in his directorial post, will dc\iilc>

more time to advertising polii\.

agency relations and neu promo-

tional projects.

Johnson joined Kodak in 19^1.

lie organized the exhibits division

of the ad department in 1945 and

later was given responsibility for

display and dealer advertising oper-

ations. Since 1950. he has super-

vised the Kodak Colorama in New
York's Grand Central Station. In

1952. Johnson was named assislani

director of advertising. In I9.5(i. In-

became acting general manager i>{

Kodak's Pacific Northern Sales Di-

vision in San Francisco, returning

to his duties at Kodak's Rochester,

N.Y. headrjuarters early this year.

Grauel joined the Kijdak advcr.

lising deparlnient iji \')'M). later bi--

and other business operations. He

was named assistant direclor of ad-

\erlising in 1952. y*

Edward J. Pechin Appointed
Du Pont Assistant Ad Chief

^ Edward J. Pechin has been ap-

pointed assistant director of the Du

Pont Company's advertising depart-

ment. He had been a division

manager of product adxertising

since last year.

Pechin started his career at Du

Pont in the exhibit section of the

advertising department in 19.36.

Progressing through advertising and

sales assignments, he was appointed

manager of the plastics sales sec-

lion in the new polychemicals de-

|)artment in 1950. S

Mac Sroge to Direct Sales

for Bell & Howell Company

-k The appointiuenl of Mac Sroge

as director of sales for Bell & Howell

Companv has been announced by

Carl Schrever. marketing vice-presi-

dent of the Chicago motion picture

equipment maimfacluring concern.

In his new assignment. Sroge is

responsible for sales and distribu-

tion of all Bell & HoHell products

involving district manager contacts.

Previously. Sroge was Bell &

Howell's director of district mana-

ger sales. He joined Bell & Howell

in 1950. In 1952. he was appointed

district sales manager for New \ ork

State and New Jersey. In 1953. be

was named sales promotion mana-

ger. Sroge is a charier member of

the Sales Promotion E,xecutives.

UNDERSTANDING
MATURITY

coming business manager of tbc

department. His responsibilitv has

included budget planning, account-

ing and cost control, media buying

These are tlic ingredients that make successful pictures.

And these are the things you will

find at IFPI—first-hand knowledge

of nicrciiandising— sales training

sales promotion— public relations

—backed by a long record of experience in the writing

and production of motion pictures and sound slide films

for such clients as:

ANTHRACITE INFORMATION BUREAU
ARTHUR SCHMIDT & ASSOCIATES, INC.

BLUE COAL CORPORATION (SINCE 1935)

ETHYL CORPORATION (SINCE 1939)

GENERAL TELEPHONE COMPANY
SHARON STEEL CORPORATION

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
(SINCE 1946)

INDUSTRIAL FILM PRODUCERS, INC.
624 Madison Ave. . New York 22, N. Y. • ELdorado 5-5677

Alfred M. Evans William Alley

Fletcher C. Waller

Staff Vice-President Post at

Bell & Howell to F. C. Waller
• 111,- ,!,•. lion oi Flelrber C. Waller

as a vice-president of Bell i Howell

has been announced b\ Charles H.

Percy, president. Waller will ser\e

as staff vice-president available for

special assignments, reporting to the

|iresident.

He has lieen vice-president for

personnel and public relations for

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Company.

Inc.. New York City, since August

1952. From 1947 to 1952 he served

as director of organization and per-

sonnel for the Atomic Energy Com-

niissi(ni in Washington. D. C. Prior

lo ibal lime be was director of mail

order training at Montgomery Ward

\ Company. Chicago. During World

War II he served as director of ci-

vilian p^._-onnel and training in the

( IITirc „f the Secretary of War. ft

Darstein Named Plant Mgr,

of Hollywood Film Company
* Herman A. Darstein has been ap-

pointed plant manager of Hollywood

Film Company's main office in

Hollywood. California, according to

an announcement by Ben and Harry

Teilelbaum, heads of the company.

Oarstein's duties include manage-

ment and supervision of the account-

ing, sales, shipping and administra-

tive departments. Prior to joining

Hollywood Film Company. Darstein

spent 16 years in association with

Pine-Tbomas Productions in the ca-

pacitx of business manager. H'
« » «

Audio Devices Elects Bodge
Vice-President; Heads LA Sales

•k Alan H. Bodge has been elected as

a vice-president of Audio Devices.

Inc.. New York City. Bodge will

continue as head of Audio Devices'

Los Angeles office, in charge id

West Coast sales. He joined the

company in 1947.

Audio Devices manufactures mag-

netic tape for sound recording in

sirnmcntation and magnetic filin for

liic motion picture and television in-

dnslries. S'
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lodern Names Oept. Chiefs;

ssign Three as District Mgrs.

; Tlmi- ile]iarlmfrital a|i|ioiiilMieiU?

id lliree district appiiiiitments have

sen annouiiied hy Modern Talking

icture Ser\ ioe. Inc.. national spon-

)red film distriliutor.

Philip Murphy has been ap-

jinted booking promotion mana-

;r. Ralph DelCoro has been as-

gned as television manager and

arry Bogaards has been named

anager of purchasing and oflicc

TV ice.

Chosen to head district activities

e John F. Cook, Jr.. as eastern

istriit manager in New York City:

onatil P. Konny. selected as central

strict manager in Pittsburgh, and

ichanl Miles who will be western

strict manager in San Francisco.

hilip M. Mikoda Appointed
nsco Sales Publicity Manager

Philip M. Mikoda has been

Jected as manager of sales publici-

for Ansco. Binghamton. New
ork. Photographic Manufacturing

Philip M. Mikoda

ivision of General Aniline and

ilni Corporation. In his new posi-

on. Mikoda will plan, schedule and

uidle all sales publicity activities.

Byron, Inc., Establishes a

Technical Counsel Service

'^ A new Technical ("ounscl .^er\iic

to aid 16mm motion picture pro-

ducers has been established bv

Byron. Inc.. Washington. D.C. film

laboratory.

Having previously combined pro-

ducer and lab services under one

roof- Byron. Inc.. saw' the need for

Paul Christman

answering technical questions which

occur before a film reaches the fin-

ishing stages. The new Technical

Counsel Service has been organized

to answer such questions and pro-

vide the producer with expert

guidance.

Bvron s Technical Counsel Serv-

ice is directed by Paul Christman.

who will have his headquarters in

Washington but will work in the

field in direct consultation with film

producers.

Christman is experienced in film

lab operation, printing and proces-

sing, film analysis, optics and pro-

duction lighting. He was with

Ansco Division of General Aniline

& Fihn Corporation for 15 years

and has been eastern regional man-

ager for Motion Picture Products.

MAKES/SENStM
DUTY

NG CASES

OUND FILM CANS'

' .\o corners mean no weak points,

' Made of hard vulcanized fibre.

Heavily varnished outside and
inside to make them even more
waterproof.

Durable handles and web straps

on all sizes.

The Nation 's Exclusive

Source of the (^<M*te{)

^iltn Shipping Case<1^.

WM. SCHUESSLER • Depl. B
361 WEST SUPERIOR STREET • CHICAGO 10 • ILLINOIS

New flat type buckles for easy
stacking.

CAESAR-SALTZMAN
Special Effects Optical Printers

and Animation Equipment

ANIMATION

TITLES

STILLS

CARTOONS

TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY I

INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

EDUCATIONAL MOTION PICTURES

TV MOTION PICTURES

ENTERTAINMENT MOTION PICTURES I

ANIMATION AND SPECIAL
EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

Model No. in-E

\i\ intelligent approach to today's

problems of TV commercials. It is

made to serve the multiple tasks of
the animation field to take anple
shots and zooms, matching zooms,
spinning, as well as countless other

photographic requirements. We man-
ufacture a complete range of styles

and sizes.

OPTICAL PRINTER FOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS WORK

Will prim 4 times reduction to

4 times enlargement in one
continuous zoom. Complete au-

tomatic focus. Many combina-
tions of movement and optical

effects available.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LITER4TIRE
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5c_;e[ary. Mary Sullivan, lie is con-

stantly re!=earciiing the good in the

world, like a muck-raker in reverse.

He reads assiduously, and his mil-

lion "talent scouts" are ever alert

to tell him about a Christopher act.

From there on. the stars of his next

film are just a telephone call away,

for he is a very persuasive man.

Christopher iilms are produced

hoth in HollyMood and in New \ork

hy Jack Penove Prodiiclioiis. Inc.

Above: Father Keller on set with

Jimmy Cagney, producer Jack

Denove during recent filming.

Father Keller takes a most active

role in all the films, bv appearing

as interviewer in the informal TV
programs, and bv careful supervi-

sion of the dramatic films.

While top actors who appear in

the Christopher pictures contribute

their services without fee. the sup-

porting cast of approximately 15

persons in each dramatic movie are

paid.

The Screen .\ctors" Guild, the

American Federation of TV and

Radio Artists, and the American
Federation of Musicians have made
generous allowances due to the fact

that no charge is made to television

stations, and no income is derived

from showings in schools, ihibs and
other groups.

The results of the simjile Chris-

topher approach through films have
been unusually encouraging. Yet,

Father Keller believes the surface

to be scarcely scratched. Perhaps
citing a few of the thou.sands of

examples may give some idea of the

tremendous possibilities of this af-

firmative, constructive approach.
• « *

. . . A remark made by a Ccirnnmnist

labor leader in California surprised

and encouraged the Christophers.

He said: "The one group giving us

more trouble than any other from

coast to coast, border to border, is

that Christopher movement." He
claimed that constant repetition by

the Christophers of the rerTiinder

"if you belong to a union make it

your business to attend the meetings

and take a stand" had been heeded

by so many rank and file union

members all over the country that

it was making it difficult for the

The ChrislDpher Film Story

Communists to push through their

ideas.

. . . David Foley, a 17-year old high

school hoy living in Charlotte. N.C..

began taking a positive and con-

structive attitude toward politics as

a result, he says, of the Christopher

film. You Can Change the ff'orhl.

He has spoken to thousands of teen-

agers in various parts of North

Carolina, reminding them that they

can start right now to bring about

more efficiency and loyalty in public

affairs by learning the processes of

government, as well as by studying

political issues and candidates.

... A leading movie director said

ihe Christopher idea had made him

"Government Is Your Business" has

reached millions via 1,200 prints.

so aware of his responsibility to the

public that he consciously strives to

make each scene in his pictures

suitable entertainment for the entire

family.

FSlmlSitc announces

a new concept in developing film,

^ONTROLl
PROCESSING

from

^ _ EHn^motes film breaks,
,

.^

NO r^""^;
Vi,in,es, ensuring

cons,stendev« P ^^.„,„,„ed.

ONLY FILMLINE BRINGS YOU nt
^ ^^^^^^ ^^^

both heating and cooi>ng o^ ^^
NOW—with o FILMLINE Processor

even an amateur can produce lop

quality footage. Just load the ma-
chine—"flip the switch and walk
away"—FILMLINE Controlled-
Processing does the rest. Choose
from 14 standard models. All

metal construction with heavy
gauge, heliarc welded stainless

steel Tanks. Custom models builf

to specification. Y/t\\e today for

full Information.

FMljmlijne

Illustrated Model R-15 16mm
Reversal & Negative-Positive

Processor. Variable speeds to

1200 ft. per hr. From $2795.00.
Wffs IijJ Pf'cc 5ub,ecf fo change.

RtCIlNT FILMLINE INSTALLATIONS:
Atomrc Energy tomm, Bell Aircraff
• Du Poni G E • IBM • llnicn
Carbide • Uniied Aircraft • US.N Re
seanh Lab • LI, S. Senate • UN •

FILMLINE CORP., Dept. BS-57 MILFORD, CONN. 'Pot Pcndir

. . . One businessman, who resigned

as president of his tool company in

order to accept a position with the

federal government, persuaded eight

other men in similar jobs to do the

same thing. Each one took a con-

siderable loss in personal income,

but thev all feel that their decisions

were wi>rth the sacrifices since they

have alreadv introduced economies

inti> government that will save the

ta\pa\ ers tens of millions of dollars.

Stars Light S2-Film Series

for Christophers TV Programs

M Continuing to make the most of

the "star svstem." Father James

Keller, director of the Christophers,

is lighting his missionary candles

with 42 theatrical luminaries in a

new series of 52 half-hour Christo-

pher television programs recently

filmed in New York and Hollywood.

These tv films will be presented by

the 373 stations which schedule the

program as a public service for t!ie

full 52 weeks of the year.

On tv for nearly five years, the

Christopher program dramatizes the

importance, for evervone. of show-

ing personal responsibility and in-

dividual initiative in raising the

standards in such areas as the home,

government, education, entertain-

ment, literature and labor relations.

The tv program is part of the larger

effort of the Christophers organiza-

tion to encourage people in all walks

of life to make use of God's help and

their own action to change the world

for the better. The Christophers'

theme is that it is "better to light

one candle than curse the darkness."

Help Exert Good Influence

Kighl |irogranis in the new star-

bright series outline specific ways

the a\erage man can light a candle,

can exert a good influence. The

practical suggestions are presented

by Ann Blvth. Ray Bo'.ger. Barbara

Britton. John Daly. Irene Dunne.

Julia Meade. Pat O'Brien and Basil

Rathbone.

A special presentation filmed with

Lawrence Welk, the Lennon Sisters,

Buddy Merrill, Larry Hooper, pro-

ducer Ed Sobol and director Jim

Hobson. stresses the important serv-

ice rendered by high quality family

entertainment. Another program in-

troduced by Vul Brynner. features

Cecil B. DeMille. together with those

primarily responsible for T/ie Ten

Commandments: Henry Wilcoxon,

associate producer, and script writ-

ers Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., Aeneas Mac-

Kenzie, Jack Gariss and Frederic M.

Frank.

In 13 programs of the latest tv

series. Sir Cedric Hardwicke nar-
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rates Biblical dramatizations. The

majority of the new films are in-

troduced with a special Christopher

storv and include a reading of a

passage from the Hoh Bible.

These Stars in New Films

Stars and personalities who help

to present these stories and readings

are: Richard Arlen. James Cagney,

William Campbell. Macdonald Car-

ey, Jeff Chandler. Jerry Colonna,

Milton Cr"'-. Patricia Crowlev.

"Gentle Warrior" bring; the story

OT Florence Nightingaie as one of

currently available Christopher
films for 16mm and television.

Dennis Day. Don DeFore. Tom
Harmon, Ruth Hussey. Dean Jag-

ger. Joan Leslie, William Lundigan

J. Carroll Naish. Hugh O'Brian and

Cesar Romero.

Musical interludes for various

programs are provided by Licia Al-

banese. Salvatore Baccaloni. Vivian

Delia Chiesa. Eugene List and Gisele

Mackenzie.

Industry Leaders Add Values

Opportunities to bring construc-

tive values into television and mo-

tion pictures are cited in several

programs by personages experienced

in these media. Dr. Frank Baxter.

Charles Bracket!. Sannny Cahn.

Ralph Cohn. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Con-

sidine. George Roy Hill, Leo Mc-

Carey, Richard Moore, Ozzie Nel-

son. Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brien. Mar-

tin Quigley. James T. Quirk. Danny

Thomas. Jerry Wald and Robert

Y oung.

The filmed tv series was produced

and directed bv Jack Denove. R'

"Monganga" Wins Award at

Missionary Film Festival

l/d/i^uHco. a million picture show-

ing the work of a medical mission-

ary in Africa, which was sponsored

bv Smith. Kline and French Labora-

tories, of Philadelphia, won the top

documentary film award at the Mis-

sionarv Film Festival, held during

the .Annual Conference of the L nited

World Mission at the Winona Lake

Christian .'Vssembly. July 22-25.

A 56-minute color film, Monganga

records the daily activities of Dr.

John E. Ross who serves as mission

doctor at the Disciples of Christ

Mission in Lotumbe. Belgian Congo.

The film was presented last fall on

the Smith. Kline and French March

of Medicine television program. Sub-

sequently, it has been circulated for

local tv programming by Associa-

tion Films. Inc.

Winner of the top award in the

festival's dramatic film category was

Unfinished Task, produced by Con-

cordia Films. Awards to the top

winners were presented by James

Cannon, of the Double Sixteen Com-

pany, WTieaton. Illinois. LavTnen.

pastors and missionaries attended

the Film Festival and viewed the

24 missionary films submitted by

sponsors and producers.

Honoring and publicizing mission-

ar\ films produced since January.

19.56. the festival was sponsored for

the second time by the Missionary

Digest. 9

Navy Picture Explains

Meaning of Memorial Day

-K Memorial Day. a ne» motion

picture released by the I .S. Navy,

dramatizes the meaning of the na-

tion's annual salute to those who

have died in the armed forces.

The 21-minute documentary ex-

presses the memorial idea by attend-

ing a simple, patriotic observance

of Memorial Day in Stonington.

Connecticut.

The film is available from United

World Films. Inc. (Government

(Dept.l. 1445 Park Avenue. NYC.

COLOR FILMSTRIPS
FOR USE IN EDUCATION
Specialized equipment and the know-how of a group of specialists who

have worked together in producing over 700 color films. If you want

a complete production or require specialized assistance on any production

problem, contact Henry Clay Gipson, President . . .

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, lo e. 43, n. y. 17, n. y.

WRITE FOR FREF BOOKLET: "The David ond Go)/a(h o( Visual Education"

economical - professional

motion picture production

film associates
of m I c h i g a n, I n c.

4815 eabot avenue
detroit 10, michigan
telephone luzon 2-8200

associated studios in

detroit -Chicago
new yorl( - new Orleans

los angeles - baltimore

san francisGO - houston

Washington - st. louis

I

-^Ma
James e. maclane
executive producer
23 years professional

experience in film
production

^^ The long list of nationally-known firms who

^^ use SELECTROSLIDE automatic-ptojectors in

V ttieir sales training~selling-and public

relations programs is growing constantly. There

MUST be a reason.

From the JUNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN-

SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more

than 32 years of experience, to out-perform and

out-last all others. Why not ask the firms who use

them.

ALL SELECTROSLIDE automatic-projectors are

TURBINE-COBLEO; Operate with push-l)utton

remote control, or automatically: Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention: Available with various focal-

length lenses from 2 to 10 inches; Interchange-

able magazines accommodate from 16 to 96

slides.

SELECTROSLIDE is the "diamond" of fully-automatic-

projectors . . . nothing finer . . . nothing more enduring

...and there is a SELECTROSLIDE to fit your projec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audio-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of SfLECTROSLIDE, or

consult us.

I

u
Illustrated literature available

— no cost or obligation.A
TSpindler & Sauppe

2201 Bvverly Blvd., Los Angel*s 57, Calif., Phone:

SELECTROVISION CABINET for con-

tinuous automatic showing of slides

picturing merchandise or announce-
ments. Folds for easy transportation.

iSTA^LtSHED I9}<

Dunkirk 9-1288
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SYLVANIA

^AMiciBLUE TIP
PROJECTION LAMPS...

for all makes . . . all types . . . in all sizes

New Sylvania Ceramic Blue Tops are available

in all standard sizes for any projector ... to

fill your exact requirements for clear,

brilliant projection.

Blue Tops offer these superior qualities:

Brighter . . . Ceramic Blue Tops won't scratch,

chip or peel like ordinary painted tops . . .

machine-made filaments assure pictures

bright as life.

Cooler . . . Ceramic Blue Top is bonded to the

glass for improved heat dissipation . . . cooler

operation assures longer lamp life.

Longer Lasting . . . Exclusive Sylvania shock
absorber construction protects filaments from
vibration damage.

Use Sylvania Ceramic Blue Top in your projector

, . , your slides and movies deserve the best

!

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

^ SYLVANIA
fastest growing name in sight!

LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION ATOMIC ENERGY

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO
SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

BELL & HOWELL PRO HOT
SPLICER Capable of handling heavy

duty worlt while retaining maximum por-

tability. Filmo-Pro Portable combination

6 16mm splicer $199 50
Professional Portable combination 16 35-

mm splicer $299.50
Famous for "low-visibility" splice straight

across frame line.

i^^^-

CAMART OILER PEN
• Handy Oiler — fits easily into your

pocket.

• Ideal for oiling hard to get at places.

• Automatically draws up

'-pi"' oil $1.69

ECCO FILM CLEANER
Ecco i 1 500 Speedroll Applicator—an ef-

ficient time-saving method for cleaning

dims $29.50
Ecco sslBOO Cleaning fluid

per gal. $9.60
Ecco ,^200 Negative Cleaning

fluid per gal. $6.50

In quantities of six. $1.39
ea.

CttMEQtt
1845 BROADWAr lot 60tti St.) NEW YORK 13 - l>La

What's New in Spansored Pictures

Gardner-Denver Film Shows
Blasting of Pipeline Path

K How a path is cleared for the

laving of a pipeline through rocky

country is shown in a new motion

picture. Overland Inderitrouml.

sponsored by the Gardner-Denver

Company of Quincy, Illinois. Gard-

ner-Denver manufactures portable

rock drilling equipment used in the

cutting of routes for pipelines.

Overland Underground, 19 min-

utes, color, focuses on a rugged sec-

tion of terrain between Ignacio.

Colorado and Moab. Utah, part of

the path of a pipeline stretching

from Farniington. New Mexico to

Bellingham. Washington. This pipe-

line carries natural gas to the Paci-

fic Northwest, serving several cities

on the way.

Along the 160-mile Ignacio-Moab

segment, surface rock necessitates

special construction techniques.

Gardner-Denver drilling equipment

is used to drill millions of holes in

the rock. The holes are filled with

explosives, the rocks blasted loose.

Experienced crews then push the

pipeline through. The film shows

various types of pipeline machinery

in operation.

Clubs, schools and other organ-

izations may obtain Overland Un-

derground from the Film Library.

Gardner-Denver Company. Quincy.

Illinois. ^
Tf * *

Slidefilm on Patient Care

•if A new sound slidefilm. Brighter

America, is being produced, as a

part of a continuing series, for the

National Foundation for Infantile

Paralysis by United States Produc-

tions.

The film deals with the new phi-

losophy of comprehensive patient

care and will he distributed by the

Foundation for viewing by doctors.

"Dynamic Southeast"
a Progress Report

M A new l«_i-minute mo-

tion picture. The Dy-

namic Southeast, shows

the growth patterns in

commerce, industry and

agriculture of this U. S.

region as well as its cul-

tural and sports re-

sources. It is available

on free loan from I nited

World Films; groups
East of the Mississippi

should write to I'W's

Free Film Dept.. 542 S.

Dearborn. (Chicago 5.

111. &

"Ideas and Film" Shows the
Broad Uses of 16mm Medium

-k Two new 16mm sound films

which should be of practical aid to

business men and educators inter-

ested in film use now are available

on loan from Bell & Howell Com-

panv audio-visual dealers.

Ideas and Film, one reel, in color,

illustrates various industrial appli-

cations of motion pictures. Actual

examples of the use of telephoto.

microscopic, time-lapse, and high-

speed cinematography are employed

in the film. Sequences show the

shattering of a lamp bulb in slow

motion, the action of a guided mis-

sile from launching to landing, the

testing of a new automobile model,

and an industrial time and motion

analysis.

How to Operate the Bell &
Howell Sound Projector, a 400-foot

black white film, is intended for use

in school systems, colleges and

training situations where a number

of projectionists are to be trained

rapidlv. The film demonstrates

how to set up and operate a Bell &

Howell Filmosound Projector and

gives pointers on the changing of

amplifier fuses, lamp replacement

and other minor maintenance detail.

In addition to being available on

loan from Bell & Howell dealers,

prints of both films may be pur-

chased from the producing studios.

Ideas and Film may be obtained for

.579.95 per print from Tele-Cine

Studios. 100 South Northwest High-

way, Park Ridge, Illinois. How to

Operate the Bell & Howell Sound

Projector is available at 836 per

print from International Film Bu-

reau, 57 East Jackson Blvd., Chi-

cago. Illinois. Orders for purchase

should be sent direct to the studios.

jdii
£ib rury
A SUPERB COLLECTION OF

MOOD AND BRIDGE MUSIC

F,ir Detail' Write:

AUDID-MASTEH Cnrii.

17 East 45th St. • New York 17. N. Y.
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Distiller's Film on Jamaica
Depicts Island, Rum Industry

¥ Jamairii Uniour. a new 24-min-

ute color documentary sponsored by

Captain Morgan Rum Distillers.

Ltd.. Montreal. Canada, favors its

audience with visual drafts of scen-

erv. culture and history from the

tropical Caribbean island home of

a famous rum which, like this film,

bears the island s name.

The film dips into Jamaica s his-

tory—back to Christopher Colum-

bus who claimed the island for

Spain. The portrayal moves through

the da\s of the Spanish Main when

the island was a hideaway for buc-

caneers, after it was taken by the

British in 165.5. The film shows

how .African slaves, freed in 1834.

made possible the development of

the sugar cane and rum industries.

One part of the film describes the

process by which Jamaica rum is

made from the sugar cane, using

the age-old methods enhanced by

modern science. Two new major

industries today enlarge Jamaica's

economy—alumina refined from

Jamaican bauxite and a booming

tourist trade. Contrasting elements

of Jamaican life are covered: the

fashionable resorts such as Montego

Bay. the traditional music-loving

native culture.

Jamaica Flavour was produced bv

Crawley Films. Ltd.. Ottawa. On-

tario. It is available from Captain

Morgan Distillers. Ltd.. 1430 Peel

Street. Montreal, and it will be dis-

tributed in the I nited States and

England. Q=

Harley-Davidson Sponsors Film

* The 1958 models of the Harley-

Da\idson motorc\cles are depicted

in a new 16mm color film. Out of

This If^'orld. The promotional film

was produced by Film Arts Produc-

tions. Milwaukee. Wisconsin. ^

"This Is Recomp" Explains

Autonetics Digital Computer

-¥ Smart a> llic\ are. i-li-rlnpnii c om-

puters appear rather on the blank

side when left to their own devices.

Pressed into service, their sub-

merged performance, though math-

ematicallv informative, is enigmatic.

With a modesty admirable in gen-

ius, they are silent on the subject

of themselves.

Because of these secretive char-

acteristics, a motion picture. This

Is Recomp. has been produced to

speak for the electronic computer

product of Autonetics. a Division of

Downey. North .American Aviation.

Inc., California.

Designed to catch and hold the

attention of prospective customers

in an open convention hall. This Is

Recomp demonstrates the value, ac-

tion and charm of Recomp (Reli-

able Computer I . Recomp is a

transistor digital computer credited

for its high capacity, flexibility, low

power requirements and portability.

Facts about Recomp are asserted

during a humorous playlet featur-

ing Sterling HoUoway and a hu-

manized computer. .After the film

builds a case for electronic brains,

the Recomp Computer is presented

as a babv in the family, then as a

little giant. This personification i>

maintained even when the actual

electronic hardware is introduced.

Art characters help tell the story and

live action demonstrates the opera-

tion, nomenclature and application.

This Is Recomp was produced by

the motion picture department ot

Autonetics. The script was written

1)\ Bob Strickland who also directed

the film. Jay E. Gordon supervised

the production. The picture was

selected for honorable mention at

the Seventh International Display of

Cinematography for Publicity, In-

dustry and Technics L se at the

Milan i Italv i Fair. ^

35mm & 16mm B & W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES
Ray MERCER & CO.

ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
NOrmondy 3-933 1

The "Blue Chips" of Audio-Visual Products & Services

Appear in the Advertising Pages of BUSINESS SCREEN

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE

sells with l]ulV.^>fE
AUTOMATIC

sound slidefiim projectors

To introduce ttie new addition to the Ford family of fine cars,

Edsel, like hundreds of American industries, large and small,

chooses the DuKane Micromatic. For solving sales and training

problems of all kinds, the compact, portable Micromatic provides

perfect coordination of sound and pictures, automatically.

niic/ioirurfic.

#/

• automj
triooer^ by "lilent sound,
always perfectly limed

• automatic reiwinding with

DuKane's exclusive "Inslde-

out" film cartridge ... the film

is Immediately ready for the
next showing

• desk-top or big>screen projec-

tion . . . the carrying case has
Hs own bultf-ln screen for view-
ing by small groups

1 Pkase rus



Professional Motion

Picture Production .

SERVICES AND FACILITIES

• 40' X 60' Air Conditioned Sound Stage

• RCA, Westrex and Ampex Recording Equipment

• Mitchell Cameras

• Mole Richardson and Bardwell Lighting and Grip

Equipment

• Experienced and Cooperative Staff and Crews

• Location or Studio 16mm - 35mm

For information coll F. William Hart,

Vice-President and Manager Lincoln 6-8822

NATIONAL riLM STUDIOS
(formerly Capital Film Studios)

105 11th Street, S.E. Washington, D. C.

wittL nao"vies!

-a.sk: any
OF OUFl
CLIEISTTS
ACFIOSS
THE NATION

sinoe 1S40

U^
PRODUCTIONS

2l30SouthBellaireStreet

Denver 22, Colorado

Phone SKyline 6-8383

IVew AUDIOVISUAL Equipment

Recent Product Developments for Production and Projection

Slide-Filmstrip Projector

Announced by Bell & Hov/ell

+ Sales trainers and utiiers who

conduct demonstration meetings in

large rooms will have use for the

new "750 Specialist" multi-purpose

slide projector recently introduced

liv Bell & Howell Company. Chicago.

Pri>jecting with a 750-walt lamp,

the Specialist will show single or

ilouhle-frame filmstrip size>. printed

vertically or horizontally on the roll.

Furnished with a manual slide

(hanger, the unit also will accept

I he Seminiatic changer and an elec-

tric changer which provides auto-

matic and remote-control operation

with 2 .\ 2 slides.

The projector has an improved

5-inch f/3.5 lens which rotates eas-

ily to keep the screen image sharp.

Projection is such that there is less

need for room-darkening, the man-

ufacturer stales. The S|)ecialist can

he used with the Record Master, a

three-speed record and transcription

player, for soundslide and sound-

strip presentations. g'

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.

Markets Multi-Use Viev/fmder

K A new camera viewHnder. Tewe
Model "C. has been announced by

Camera Equipment Co.. Inc.. New
York.

The Tewe Model "C" is calibrated

lor academy aperture, wide screen.

Cinemascope 255 and 233:1. and

for Image Orthicon Television cam-

eras. The view-finder also is cali-

brated for Vista-Vision ratio.

The new unit is a zoom type view-

finder and incorporates an addition-

al adjustable mask for the various

screen proportions. S'

FilMagic Pylon Lubricates

Film, Tapes at Point-of Use

M filMagic l*\lon. a new product

for automatic silicone lubrication of

recording tapes and motion picture

films at point-of-use is being mar-

keted by The Distributor's Group.

Inc.. Atlanta. Georgia.

Point-of-use silicone lubrication

results in better sound reproduction,

reduction of "wow's." less head

wear, and smt)other. cooler opera-

tion, according to the manufacturer.

The FilMagic Pylon is a win-

dowed acetate tube filled with sili-

cone-impregnated FilMagic Cloth.

\fter activating the filler by means

o( a silicone fluid, the lubricant is

fed in controlled amounts through a

sleeve of FilMagic Cloth onto the

tape or film. The pylon is mounted

between feed reel and reproducing

parts of the equipment for contin-

imiis j>crli>i Mi.iiK (' while ihr tnai liine

is operating.

The pylon is effective in renewing

i\r\ or brittle motion picture film.

I lie manufacturer stales. FilMagic

Pylon kits are supplied either with

suction cup pylons or pylons equip-

ped with a flange-type mount for

permanent installation.

F.acli kit contains one of the

PnIohs. a plastic squeeze-bottle of

FilMagic silicone Re-Loader, and

six sleeves of FilMagic Clolh. Com-

plete instructions for installation

and use are furnished in each 3"

\ 3" kit. 9

Magnetic Playback Designed
for Filmosound Projectors

-K \ new unil for converting Bell &

Howell Filmsound 16mm Projec-

tors to magnetic sound re|)roduction

has been announced by Binglianiton

Magnetic Industries. Inc.. Binpham-

ton. New York.
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Kodak's new Model 25B sound
projector Is pictured above.

Eastman's New 16mm Projector
Provides Added Illumination

K A new model of Eastman Kodak
Company's 16mni motion picture

projector for auditorium and thea-

tre use is described as providing 20
per cent more illumination.

The heavy-duty Eastman 16nmi
Projector. Model 2.5B. features the

Eastman Optiral-.\Iagnetic Pre-Amp-
lifier, which accomnn .dates tlie ^iu-

nal output of a magnetic sound head
as well as the standard optical

system.

Magnetic sound reproduction
with the projector may be accom-
jilished by the field installation of

another new device, the Eastman
Magnetic Sound Playback Kit. of-

fered as an accessory. Installed in

an adjustable mount on the projec-

tor, the kit converts the Model 25B
for interchangeable or simultane-
ously mixed handling of magnetic
or optical sound tracks.

Power output for the projector's

main amplifier, manufactured by

For 16mm. film — 400' to 2000' Reels

Protect your films

Ship in FIBERBILT CASES
Sold at leoding deolers

.\ltec-Lansing. has been increased

from 15 to 30 watts, with a reduc-

tion in harmonic distortion.

The Model 25B is available widi

either tungsten or arc illumination.

With the tungsten model, minimum
illumination is 5.50 lumens. The
arc model has a minimum illumina-

tion of .3.000 lumens for color film

(without heat glass I and 2.400
lumens for black/white film (with

heat glass I

.

Model 25B retains such features

of the previous model as the Kodak
Projection Ektar Lens, the 46-

anipere Strong Electric Corporation
Arc Lamp, microphone or photo-
graph input and the Altec-I^ansing

"Voice of the Theatre"" Speaker.

The Eastman Optical Magnetic
Pre-amplifier and the Eastman Mag-
netic Sound Playback Kit are being
made available as accessory items
for field conversion of Model 25
projectors to interchangeable han-
dling of magnetic or optical sound
lrark>. o-

Craig Projector Provides
Desk Top Motion Pictures
^ A new table-top motion pictun
projector, the Craig, is being sug-

gested as a visual aid for managers
of regional sales crews who hope to

speed the Drodu-t indorirination of

TRADE
M/.RC

Crarg Editor-Projector on the job.

their trainees. The Craig editor-

projector is manufactured by The
Kalart Compan\. Inc. Plainville.

Connecticut.

Described as easy to set up and
operate, the Craig weighs 101 i> j],^

and fits into a small carrying case.

The motion picture action is viewed
on a 3I4" X 414" ground glass
screen.

The showing room need not be
darkened. Any sequence of the film

requiring extra review can be shown
frame by frame: scenes can be re-

run repeatedly to emphasize a strong
-elling point. »

* i- *

Camera Tripod Brace Is

Designed by Cinekad Co.
A new shoulder Tripod Carrving

Brace for carrying a camera mount-
ed on a tripod has been announced
(CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PACE I

FOR OUTSTANDING FILMS...

B
Business and Industry Everywhere

DEPEND ON
C E N T R ON

P IN THE MIDWEST
t-

NINTH & AVALON ROAD LAWRENCE. KANSAS

A PARTIAL LIST OF CENTRON CLIENTS

• Monsanto Chemical Co. . Cessna Aircraft Co.

• American Medical Assn. • Harvard University

• Young America Films • Continental Oil Co.

WRITE FOR BROCHURE

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL & HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
I6mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • I6/35mm
Combinalion

AURICONS
all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bardwell McAHster
Colortran

Century

Coble
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches

Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps nOV AC 5000W-
2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites

(shodowless lite)

Gator Clip Lites

Born Doors

DifTusers

Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

EDITING
Moviolas • Rewlnders

Tables • Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders

2 Steps Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flogs

Gobo Stands

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnasync-magnetic film

Reeves Magicorder
Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies lo

operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

DOLLIES
Feorless Panorom
Mc AJister Crab
Plotform • Western
3 Wheel Portable

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT(o.,inc,
Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6^1420

NUMBER 6 VOLUME 18 I 957
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BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Si'RiNGFinLD • Boston, Massachusetts

FREE!

First Aid Film

Including the new back-pressure, arm-

lift method of artificial respiration

This up-tu-diitc film contains all

of the important information on

basic principles of First Aid. and

also demonstrates new artificial

respiration method approved by

the American Red Cross.

The only cost for this ?4-min-

ii!e l(S-mm. sound film is return

postage.

-(it>ll4 t̂^tntc^(k>^i4i^tm

—

Fducation Department

Jofinson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.

I'kasc sL-ni! mc informaiioii on \\\- lilm "Help Wanted."

Name
Address . _^_^_—__.

City — ___ ^ Zone State ^^_-

Hew A-V Pniilticts:

(CONTIMIED FROM PAGE SIXTY-O^EI

bv Cineka<l Engineering Company.

New York City. Using the brace,

tbe cameramans hands are free to

carry other equipment while he car-

ries the camera and tripod.

The Tripod Carrying Brace is

made of lightweight cast aluminum

and is rubber cushioned for easier

carrying. The unit can be mounted

on any professional 16-35mm cam-

era tripod and can be taken off in

a few seconds. Weighing VL'"lb..

the brace is small enough to lit any

lrij>od carrying case. R'

Da-Lite Screen Manufacturers
Improved Silver King Models

¥ Pruduclion of new model SiKcr

King projection screens is in prog-

ress at the Warsaw. Indiana plant

of Da-Lite !>creen Company. In( .

The new Silver King affords wider

angle viewing than previous Silver

>fete»^'

King screens and provides sharper

pictures, the manufacturer states.

In the latest model, the screen

fabric is set at the desired lii-iglil

and the user, by pressing down on

the case handle, can stretch the

screen to a uniloiin smoothness.

The roller lock used tor tensioning

the fabric on the ]jre\ ions model

has been eliminated.

The Silver King scro'en also fea-

tures ail octagon flat-back case, re-

placing the round case of the earlier

nKjdel. If'

"Moviola Insurance" Plan Is

Announced by Florman & Babb

"K Moriiiaii \ llabli. Int... has an-

nounced a new plan for "Moviola

Insurance" which encompasses com-

plete overhaul, monthly mainte-

nance and emergency ser\ ice on

producer-owned Moviolas.

.^ome of the features of this serv-

ice contract are completely guaran-

teed repairs, parts at factory prices,

free loan of replacement Moviolas

as well as a complete preventive

maintenance <lieckup every month.

Remote Control Slide Changer
Announced by Genarco, Inc.

K Slide Changer Model No. 6H00.

a slide changer for 314" x 4" slide

])rojectors, has been announced by

Genarco, Inc.. Jamaica. New York.

The slide changer takes up to 7tl

slides in its compact magazine.

Slides are changed by push-button

remote control. The unit provides

a "curtain" effect as the slides

change. During a presentation, the

lecturer or his assistant i)resses the

changers remote control button on

cue and a new slide appears.

Slide Changer Model No. 6800

can be mounted on most of the exist-

ing 3I4" X 4" slide projectors. Il-

lustrated literature is available from

Genarco. Inc.. 97-08 Sutphin Blvd..

Jamaica 35. New York. »

RCA Shovtrs Tape Recorder
Models for Educational Field

K New sound units lor training and

educational use have been an-

nounced by the Radio Corporation

of America. The new "Scholastic

instruments designed by RCA in-

clude a high fidelity tape recorder

and two all-speed record players.

They are built for long term use in

auditoriums, lecture halls and class-

rooms.

The High-Fidelity Tape Recorder

I Model AVT-1 1 is a three-speaker

unit with push-button controls. Its

features include two-speed record-

ing, a safety interlock to prevent

accidental erasure, a footage coun-

ter, an overload indicator, a voice-

music switch and storage space for

reels and tape. The tape recorder

also has a plug-in receptacle for an

external speaker and may be used

as a public address system. It has

a metal reinforced grille, a shock-

mounted chassis and a sculT-resistanl

ra-e.
^^

Iff

Mary Cain, Animat'on Service,

Moves to Larger Quarters

Mar\ Cain, animation and paint

service. 749 N. Highland Avenue.

Hollywood 38, California, has mov-

ed to new. larger studio quarters at

7107 De Longpre Avenue. Ilolly-

uood 46.

The new acquisition increases the

studio space to 3.000 square feet.
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Polaroid's New "Two-Minute" Transparency Method
Offers Business & Industry an Effective New Tool

M Speeil uf prniliitliiui. a it-i ..jMiizeil

advantage in business photographic

slide application, is greatly in-

creased in a new photo system re-

cently introduced by the Polaroid

Corporation of Cambridge. Mass.

The new system utilizes Polaroid

Land Projection Film which has a

speed of 1000 (ASA equivalent).

Two tninutes af!er the user snaps

the shutter of his camera, he lifts

out a transparency photo which is

ready to be mounted and projected.

The Polaroid panchromatic film

produces a virtually grainless

image, permitting sharp projection,

over a large surface, the manufac-

turer notes. The films high speed

facilitates picture making in low

light levels and allows the use of

small lens apertures to keep details

clear from the foreground to the

horizon of the scene.

Functioning with a new 500-watt

portable projector, a Polaroid Copy-

maker and slide mounts, the photo

s\stem arms business and educa-

titmal users with fresh visual aids

as needed. Pre-market tests con-

ducted by Polaroid Corporation in-

dicate the value of the journalistic

speed of visual production possible

with the Polaroid system.

Among users c'led is a sales man-

ager who conducts district meetings

DAMAGED FILM

REPAIRED BY

m m D

SPECIALISTS

in the Science of

For All 16 & 35mm Films

The Rapidweld Process Removes:
* Scratches " Abrasions • Dirt

* Oil Stains Cures Brittleness

* Repairs Damages
S.->irf (urfri. i:r,j,-l,„r.. -F,:,-!,.,„ Film Car,

rap i ft

3702A 27th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

FILM TECHNIQUE .c

aero?? the nation. Arriving in a

city in the morning, the sales man-

ager tours retail outlets of his com-

pany and those of his competitor,

making slide pictures of his outlets

displays and the competing display s.

.Addressing his salesmen later in the

day. the manager projects his com-

parative pictures to prove his sales

promotion points.

Close-Ups at Fashion Show

Another report concerned tlie

sponsor of a New \ork fashion

show who wanted to emphasize the

models' coiffures as well as their

dresses. Transparencies of the

models" coiffures were made shortly

prior to the program. Just before

each model stepped on stage, a

close-up picture of her head was

projected and the commentator dis-

cussed the hair-do before the model

dis]jlayed the dress.

The Polaroid Land Projection

Film is a\'ailable in two sizes, both

of which can be used in any Pola-

roid Land Camera, except the small-

er Highlander (Model 00 i . Tv pe

46 Land Projection Film produces

2V4 X 2^
I
-inch slides for the new

Polaroid Projector. TvBe 46L makes

3' 4 \ 4-inch slides for other lan-

tern slide projectors.

The Polaroid camera is loaded,

the picture is taken and a tab is

pulled as with regular Polaroid

Land Film. When the transparenc\

is removed from the camera it is

inserted into a hand-held ""Dippit"

unit which hardens the emulsion.

The transparency is practically dry

when pulled from the Dippit and

can be mounted and proiected im-

mediately.

500-WaH Versatile Projector

rite new Polaroirl .Sl)(l-watt pio-

iector (model 61(!)l is designed so

that slides cannot be projected up-

side down or backwards. The pro-

jector has an American Optical lens

of 6l/!-inch focal length, coated and

color corrected. It projects an "
foot-square image at 20 feet.

The Polaroid Copymaker fits all

Polaroid Land Cameras using the

new film. It is used in making
pictures of documents, photographs,

books, titles and other objects that

will fit into the 11 x 14-inch space

of the Co])ymaker's easel. A title

and chart-making kit. plastic slide

mounts and slide field kits complete

the basic Pitlaroid s\stem equip-

Tnent.

For additional details ami prices,

contact Polaroid Corp.. Cambridge.

.Mass. Mention Business Screen. Q-

Identify Films Instantly
I

Unnumbered films cause confusion and loss of time

The Moy liMo:./.

Visible Edge Film

Numbering Machine

l4!<»

Among Recent Purchasers Are:
Walt Disney Productions,
Burbank, CaliJ. '6 machines

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y,
General Film Labs.. Hollywood, Calil.

Reeves Soundcrait, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical (Todd-AO), Buffalo
District Products Corp.

[Audio Devices, Inc.) Conn.
University of Southern Calilornia,
Lcs Angeles. Calif.

Telefilm, Inc., HoUywocd, Calif.

Consolidated Film Labs.. Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, 111.

Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

The MOY edge numbers every

foot of 16, Mil, 25mm fi/m

and simplifies ihe iask of

checking iifles and footage

Yen ccn now save the many man
hours lest classifying films with-

out tides. The MOY VISIBLE

EDGE FILM NUMBERING MA-
CHINE replaces cue marks, per-

forations, messy crayons, punches

and embossing—does not muti-

late film. Work prints showing

special effects, fades and dis-

solves require edge numbering

keep count of frames cut or

izied. Both negative and posi-

tive films can be numbered.

Multiple magnetic tracts in

CinemaScope stereophonic re-

cordings make edge nxunbering

a MUST.

With the NEW Improved
Non-Clog Ink'ng System,

Only $2475

Write for illustrated brochure • Convenient Time-Payment Terms Available

S. 0. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Oept. H, 602 West 52nd St., New York 19-Ploza: 7-0440 -Coble: SOSound
Western Branch- 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Phone HO 7-2124

rl LAAO . . . jftamJied-ea^icUta^e^eade

for sales promotion • public relations • sales

training • advertising • industrial development

Motion Pictures • Slide Films • Television Shows and Spots

Trailers • 16-35mm • Color • B/W • Sound • Animation

Live Action.

COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

AND FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS

Printing • Processing • Recording • Special

EfFects • Photo and Sound Editing and Cut-

ting • Sound Stage. Company occupies 14,000

square feet and custom tailors services to meet

your needs.

beeland-wood films, inc.

752 Spring Street, N.W.

Atlanta, Ga.
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Leon A. Kreger

Wilding Picture Productions

Forms Creative Marketing Unit

-X A new creative marketing services

department has been formed at

Wilding Picture Productions. Inc..

according to an announcement In

C. H. Rradfield. Jr.. Wilding presi-

dent.

I.eim \. Kreger has heen ap-

pointed to manage the new depart-

ment and will have his headquarter^

in Chicago. Kreger has been a

creative writer and merchandising

specialist with W ilding since 19-16.

The creative marketing services

department will function with the

general sales department, being re-

sponsible for research, analysis, rec-

ommendation. iniiJJeinentation and

follow-up in the creation and devel-

opment of training, sales promotion

and merchandising programs for

W ilding clients on a national basis.

* ?- *

Southwest Film Laboratory
Announces Staff Appointments

Tw o stafi appointments have been

announced bv Irvin Cans, vice-pres-

ident and executive producer of

Southwest Film Laboratory. Inc..

Dallas. Texas.

William Mitchell has been ap-

pointed art director and Joe Harris.

Jr.. has been named head of the

animation department.

Mitchell formerly operated his

o\vn art studio and was associated

with Coffman Film Company and

Preston Sturges Enterprises. Holly-

SOUND RECORDING
at a reasonable cost

High fidelity 16 or 35. Quality

guaranteed. Complete studio and

laboratory services. Color printing

and lacquer coating.

ESCAR
Motion Picture Service

7315 Carnegie Ave.

Cleveland 3, Ohio

wood. Calilornia. in art director

capacities.

Harris joins Southwest Film Lab-

oratorv after a two-year association

with Jamieson Film Company. Dal-

las. Previously, he was an illustra-

tor and screen cartoonist in the

I nited States .\ir Force. Q'
« * *

S. W. Crampton Joins Owen
Murphy Productions as V.P.

Savington W . Crampton has

joined Owen Murphv Productions.

Inc., as vice-president.

Mr. Crampton has been in the

audio-visual field for 25 years. Some

of his past activities include seven

vears with J. Walter Thompson as

supervisor of the Lux Radio The-

atre: radio director of Wm. Esty

Co.. eleven vears with the Hutchins

agencv in charge of all film and T\

commercial production for the Phil-

CO account.

"gron W. ^.^rampton

Mr. Crampton has also been a

staff writer on Fortune, a foreign

correspondent for the Associated

Press and Foreign Editor of Fox

Movietone \ews. ^
* * c

Morrie Roizman is Appointed
Transfilm Editorial Director

Morrie Roizman has been ap-

pointed director of the editorial de-

partment of Transfilm Incorporated.

New York City, according to an

announcement bv Walter Lowen-

dahl. vice-president of the studio.

Roizman also will assist Lowendahl

in the production of theatrical and

television properties.

Roizman formerly was with Na-

tional Telefilm .Associates where he

produced the George Jessel Show tv

series. He also co-produced Afri-

cana. a feature length documentary.

Rosemarv .\shton. a stylist, has

been added to the creative staff of

Transfilm.

Miss .\shtoii will advise Transfilm

producers on the styling of sets,

fashion, food and home furnishings.

Her services also will be available

to advertising agencies in the pre-

production planning of tv spots.

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF 16nim

MOTION PICTURES, 35mm SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photography, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Work Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and Matching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Striping

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

Our Specialty...

SALESMANSHIP on film
As scores of top firms can tell you, there's no faster,

more forceful way to put your message across than

with a Holland-Wegman film.

For Holland-Wegman is a 5.000 square foot studio

fully equipped and manned to plan, write and pro-

duce top calibre films in any category. ..product sales,

public relations, training, documentary, television

commercials.

What job do yoii have for Holland-Wegman salesman-

ship-on-hlm.' Phone or write us about it today!

HOLLAND-WEGMAN PRODUCTIONS
197D*lowara • Buffalo 2, N.Y. • TcUphonc: MAdison 7411

:^^^:
-^'"V"-

a-'U

j^°Hwra

i-r'-
.^
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the mark of

in commercial films

GATE & McGLONE

films for industry

1521 cross roads of the world

hollywood 28, California

They Bought With

Their Eyes Open
Instead of assuming that all machines are

alike except in details, they compared. Of
course the result was they chose the Pic

turephone. And they wrote this letter:

"We were very much itnpressed with

the tone qualities of the speaker, even
when volume was stepped up, and
with the clarity of projection. Your
Picturephone Model L is indeed a

compact, light and attractive unit."

McCLURE
1115</2 W. Washington Boulevard

CHICAGO
Phone: CAnal 6-4914

CASE HISTORIES OF CURRENT FILMS

Phoenix Film Tai<es Audiences

Inside City Government, Services

Sponsor: I'lmeiiix Clianiber of Coniinerce.

Title: Phoenix—Your City. 27 iiiin. color. |nii-

duced bv Caii\oii Films, of Phoenix.

-^ "Is it possible for nie to have the opportunity

of showing the film in Des Moines again? The

picture is . . . verv interesting and has been well

liked wherever shown.""

This inquiry in a letter from Bert L. ZuMr.

city assessor of Des Moines. Iowa, recently was

quoted in the City Manager's News Bulletin of

F^lioenix City. Arizona, as typical of the wide

interest in Phoenix—Your City, a new ]>roiTio-

tional documentary.

Designed to explain the Phoenix city govern-

ment and services to local citizens and prospec-

tive citizens. Phoenix—Your City, released in

1955. has been reaching audiences far from

home—as far away as Banff, in Alberta. Canada.

In its approximately 500 showings, the motion

picture has played to groups in such municipali-

ties as Winston-Salem and Greensboro. North

(Carolina: Glendale and Riverside. California:

(^laremont. New Hampshire: New Orleans.

Louisiana: St. Louis. Missouri: Las Vegas.

Nevada and Ogden. I tah.

The film has been telling the slor\ of PhoeniK

governmental operations to television audiences,

business organizations, luncheon clubs. Air Force

base personnel and school students. It has been

used to recruit workers for Phoenix industries.

A 27-miimte color and sound film. Phoenix—

Your City was authorized by the Phoenix Cit\

Council and paid for by the Phoenix Chamber of

Connnerce out of an advertising fund appro-

priated to the Chamber by the Citv of Phoenix.

The film was produced by Canyon Films, of

Phoenix. Fleeted citv officials were portrayed

by local citizens but not bv the actual office

holders. This was to avoid dating the film and

to prevent it from being a \ehicle of personal

pubiicitx.

The film is booked through the Phoenix city

clerk's office in the city hall. g-

Below: scripter Frank Redfield (I)

checks phrasing of Phoenix film with

Ray Boley, producer, to assure max-
imum effectiveness of message.

I

Above: set conference during filming

of "Phoenix—Your City" at Canyon

Effective Johnson Wax Picture

Aimed at the Building Custodian
Sponsor: S. C. Johnson Conii^an)

Title: From Start to Finish. 16 min. color, pro-

duced by Fenton McHugh Productions, Inc.

M Local Johnson's Wax sales representatives are

using this effective new training film as part of

their helpful "Custodial Training Programs " in

the field. Shown to custodians and managers

of public buildings, institutions and other com-

mercial clients. From Start lo Finish contrasts

the efficiency of "Jim Ferguson " who knows how
to get the cleaning job done right vs. "Wilbur"

who usually does it all wrong.

Ideally suited to its male audience, the pic-

ture is getting well-merited promotion and a

good reception. Largely filmed in the sponsor's

own facilities, it moves right along for its 16

minutes of a "movie-within-a-movie opening to

a surprise ending. Good visual promotion tool. 8!'

Below: "Wilbur" provides some comedy relief...

0P1 '*^

Each year since we began
producing our distinctive

TYPE TITLES
we have served an ever-

increasing number of the

world's leading producers

There must be a reason !

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago II, Illinois
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Extra Quality

no warping

no binding

no rubbing

in...

Compco
professional reels & cans

Compco reels arc sturdily constructed

of tough, special tempered steel. The>'

won't \\'arp or bend—eliminating film

wearing and rubbing during projec-

tion and rewinding. Compco reels and
cans are finished in scratch-resistant

special baked-on enamel. You are

assured a lifetime of protection with

these extra qualit>' products . . . avail-

able in 600 ft. to 2500 ft. sizes.

Write today for Illustrated Circular on
Reels and Cans

C O m P € O CORPORATION

2275 W. St. Paul Ave., Chicago 47, III.

^^y<^ SALESMEN GET IN

STORY GETS TOLD ,

- SENSAT.ONAI NJ^

/

• Theater Quality

16mm Sound
Projector

• Film Safety Trips

• Easiest to Use
• Lowest in Cost
• Lightest in Weight
• 50,000 Users
Con't Be Wrong

• Lifetime Guarantee

Your Salesmen's Pa

Your customer enjoys o

theater presentation on

his desk. Sets up easily

... in three minutes or

less. You're in with your

story — You're out

with a sole.

Mea/ for /orge

screen projec-

tion ioo.

Complete with

screen . . . $298.50

I Write for Free Catalog

theH/VRWAIDco.
I 1245 Chicago Ave., Evanslon, Ml.
I Phone: Davis 8-7070

RIGHT OFF THE REEL:
(CON TIN LED FROM PAGE TWENTV-SIX)

Sponsors Make News at Presstime

Cameras are currently rolling at Wilding Pic-

ture Productions, Inc. where Champion Paper &

Fibre Co. execs are supervising production of

1104 Sutton Road, a new film on a "personal

motivation theme, scripted by Sam Beall. Four

previous Champion films out of Wilding have

been award winners, including the current

Production 5118. The latest is scheduled for

general release in August 58 and will have both

standard and wide-screen prints. ^
Leo G. Willette has been appointed super-

visor of program films for the public relations

department of the Chrysler Corporation. ^

Will Audiences Develop Immunity to
Those "Invisible" Screen Commercials?

I Ik- new- that the Subiiinal Prujcclioji Com-
pany has tested ""invisible" commercials in a

New Jersey theatre, flashing words onto the

screen and leaving them at a light intensity below

that of the picture being shown made interesting

copy last month. For six weeks, it seems, the

commercial ""eat popcorn" was flashed frequently

throughout the feature film and short subjects.

Although the patrons were unaware of the mes-

sage, the sale of popcorn was said by the experi-

menters to have increased 57 per cent.

A Michigan State Lniversity expert in com-

munications research. Dr. Paul J. Deutschmann.

director of the MSU Communications Research

Center, believes that people can be trained to

spot the hidden messages or build up psvcholog-

ical innnunity to them. He compares this to

teaching people to detect aircraft during the war

years. "When you know what to look for and

know that they are there they are easier to spot."

he explains. Once aware that it is being sub-

jected to ""invisible" messages, the public wUl be

able to cope with them, says Dr. Deutschmann. 9'

RCA "Progress Award" winners for highest sales

gains in 1956-57 were recently announced by A. J, Piatt,

manager of audio-visual and theatre equipment sales,

RCA Theatre & Industrial Products Dept. Pictured below

are some of the audio-visual dealers who shared honors,

including Audio-Visual Center. Atlanta: Audio-Visual

Center, Seattle; Brice Sales. Flint, Mich,; Davis Audio-

Visual Co., Denver; Eastin Pictures, Davenport; Wilson

Gill, Inc., Vl/ashington. D.C.; O. H. Hirt Co., Phila-

delphia: Knight's Library, San Diego, Cal.: Palmetto Pic-

tures. Columbia, S.C; Walter Schnelle. Wheeling. W.V.;

St, Paul Book & Stationery, St. Paul; Swanks. Inc., St.

Louis; Tennessee Visual Education Service. Nashville and

the Tingey Co., Fresno, Cal,

Send
Your Film

To The
Complete 16MM

Service

Laboratory
Unsurpassed for . .

.

SP££D -



NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF VISUAL EDUCATION DEALERS

EASTERN STATES

. MASSACHUSETTS •

Cinema, Inc., 234 Clarendon St.,

Boston 16.

. NEW JERSEY .

Slidecraft Co., 142 Morris Ave.,

Mountain Lakes, N. J.

Association Films, Inc., Broad at

Elm. Ridgefield, N. J.

• NEW YORK .

.Association Films, Inc., 347 Mad
ison. New York 17.

Buchan Pictures, 122 W. Chip
pewa St.. Buffalo.

Crawford, Imxnig and Landis,

Inc., 200 Fourth .Avenue, New
York 3, New York.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1775 Broadway. New York 19.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. & Vis. Pdts.,

723 Prospect .Ave., Westburv,

N. Y.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

r,02 VV. 52nd St.. New York 19.

Training Films, Inc., 150 West
54th St., New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS Suffern.

. PENNSYLVANIA •

J. P. Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St..

Harrisburg.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc., 4729

I.udlow St., Philadelphia 39.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Pittsburgh. Phone: ZEnith 0143.

. WEST VIRGINIA .

B. S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St.,

\V'., Charleston 2, Dickens 6-

6731.

SOUTHERN STATES

• FLORIDA «

Norman Laboratories & Studio,

.Arlington Suburb. P.O. Box
8598, Jacksonville.

. GEORGIA •

Colonial Films, 71 Walton St.,

N. W., Alpine 5378, .Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 101 Walton
St.. N. W.. Atlanta 3.

. LOUISIANA .

Stanley Projection Company, 1117

Bolton .Ave.. .Alexandria.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 1307 Tu-
lane .Ave., New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service, Inc., 815

Povdras St., New Orleans 12.

Phone: RA 9061.

. MISSISSIPPI .

Herschel Smith Company, 119

Roach St., Jackson 110.

. TENNESSEE •

Southern Visual Films, 687 Shrine

Bldg., Memphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service, 416 .A. Broad St., Nash-
ville.

. VLRGINTA .

Tidewater Audio-Visual Center,

Cameraland Bldg., J29 South-

ern Shopping Center, Norfolk

5. Phone JU-31181.

MIDWESTERN STATES

• ILLINOIS •

American Film Registry, 24 E.

Eighth Street, Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc., 561 Hill-

grove, LaGrange, Illinois.

Atlas Film Corporation, 1111

South Boulevard. Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago
1.

Midwest Visual Equipment Co.,

3518 Devon .Ave., Chicago 45.

. MICHIGAN .

Engelman Visual Education Serv-

ice, 4754-56 Woodward Ave.,

Detroit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,
2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit

11.

Capital Film Service, 224 Abbott
Road. East Lansing, Michigan.

• OHIO •

Ralph V. Haile & Associates, 326
E. 1-ourth, Cincinnati 2.

. OHIO •

Academy Film Service, Inc.,

2110 Pavne Ave., Cleveland
14.

Fryan Film Service, 1810 E. 12th

St., Cleveland 14.

Sunray Films, Inc., 2108 Payne
-Ave., Cleveland 14.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Davton. Phone: ENterprise
6289.

Twvman Films, Inc., 400 West
First Street. Dayton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Lincoln Wav E., Massillon.

WESTERN STATES

. CALIFORNIA •

LOS ANGELES AREA
Clausonthue Audio Visual, 1572

E. Walnut St., Pasadena.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620
Holhwood Blvd., Hollvwood
28.

Hollywood Camera Exch., 1600

Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1402 N. Ridgewood Place, Hol-

lvwood 2,8.

Ralke Company, 829 S. Flower
St., Los .Angeles 17. Phone:
TR. 8664.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 Hollvwood Blvd., Holly-

wood 28.

Spindler & Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Blvd., Los Angeles 57.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
.Association Films, Inc., 799

Sttvenson St., San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company, 1 1

6

Natoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films, 350 Battery St.,

San Francisco 11.

• COLORADO •

Audio-Visual Center, 28 E. Ninth
.Ave.. Denver 3.

. OREGON .

Moore's Motion Picture Service,

33 N. W. 9th Ave.. Portland 9,

Oregon.

> TEXAS •

.Association Films, Inc., 1108 Jack-

son Street. Dallas 2.

• UTAH .

Deseret Book Companv, Box 958,

Salt Lake Citv 10.

USE THIS DIRECTORY TO LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT. FILMS AND PROJECTION

Metro Productions, Dallas,

Renamed Plax Productions

+ Plax i^iuductiuns is the new
name uf the firm formerly known
as Metro Productions, according to

an announcement by Dwight Plack-

ard. president of Metro Associates,

a management corporation based in

Dallas. Texas. One of Plackard's

firms. Plax Productions is a mo-
tion picture and telefilm company
engaged in producing films for pub-

lic relations and advertising in the

Southwest.

The studio was renamed to avoid

confusion with Metru-Guldwyn-

Mayer. which had protested the

original name. Metro Productions.

Insurance Films Productions
Formed by Hollywood Group

+ Insurance Films Productions.

Inc., is the name of a new film

company formed to specialize in

films for the insurance business, ac-

cording to an announcement by

Martin Hersh. of Universal Re-

corders, president of the new firm.

Insurance Films Productions will

have its offices at 6757 Hollywood

Blvd., Hollywood, California. The
corporation will use the production

facilities of Family Films, Inc., in

a special arrangement with Sam
Hersh, president of Family Films.

Charles Brown, of Bing Crosby

Enterprises, will be the new organ-

ization's vice-president in charge of

sales and promotion: E. H. Left-

wich, of Emperor Productions, has

been chosen as vice-president in

charge of production and Martin

Ross. Emperor Productions" presi-

dent will be secretary of Insurance

Films Productions. ^'
* « »

Mid-America Films Appoints
Stevens a Regional Mgr.

Harlow D. Stevens has been ap-

pointed as a regional manager by

Mid-America Films. Lyons. Wiscon-

sin film center. Stevens will be re-

sponsible for Mid-America activi-

ties in Illinois. Iowa and Nebraska.

Mid-y\merica distributes 16nim

sound films and equipment through

the middle-west area. Harlow for-

merh' was associated with Encyclo-

paedia Brilannica Films. Inc. 9'
* * •

Close and Patenaude Names
E. A. Segal a Creative Director

¥ Close ami l';ilcriaiiili-. Phila-

delphia film and visual aids produc-

tion firm, has announced the ap-

pointment of Edwin Alan Segal as

account representative and creative

director for its Wilmington, Dela-

ware, office. Segal comes to Close

and Patenaude from Petrik and

SirM'iiMJii .Ailverlising Ageiu-\ . 9^



NOW in the East it's . .

.

MOVIELAB

r".

16mm-35nim fa-^TMSw rni.OR

Negative - Positive Processing

Plus exclusive ADDITIVE

scene to scene-color balanced

KODACHRGME printing.

.w.
COLOR CORPORATION

..^^

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST., NEW YORK'^9, N. Y.. JUDSON 6-0360



A Four-Step System

For Increasing

Record Sales

IN SALES TRAINING*

"For outstanding achievement in the develop-

ment of a visual presentation which reflects the

best principles of effective communications . .

."

"A New Sales Key for Irv McDee"

part of a visualized package program which

irnt^RRrT
SAFE COMPANY

is using to train and stimulate its salesmen.

For diamatized presentations— for visual suppoits

for speakers— for meeting piogiams that get results,

engage the services of

7^ JAM HANDY

*Presented by The National Visual Presentation Association and
the Sales Executive Club of Ne-w York

i
!

i

FOR . .
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FILM: a Soviet

Strategic Weapon

in Science Effort

and in Communist

World Propaganda

FIFTY CENTS
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THE Modern network
OF FILM LIBRARIES
in 28 major U. S. Cities

provides first class service

to sponsors and audiences.

Modettl has the

EXPERIENCE
ORGANIZATION
PERSONNEL
FACILITIES

KNOW HOW
to successfully perform the marketing responsi-

bility of distributing your sponsored film to

16mm audiences

television stations

theatres

rural roadshow audiences

To get the facts about sponsored film distribution in the U. S. (and
Canada) call or write the nearest MODERN regional service office at the

addresses listed below.

/

NEW YORK
3 East 54th Street, New York 22, N, Y. PLaza 8-2900

CHICAGO
1 Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1, Ml. DEIaware 7-3252

DETROIT
1224 Maccabees Building, Detroit 2, Mich. TEmple 2-4211

LOS ANGELES
612 S. Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, Cal. MAdison 9-2121

Met^
28 MODERN FILM EXCHANGES

ATLANTA

BOSTON

BUFFALO

CEDAR RAPIDS

CHARLOTTE

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND

DALLAS

DENVER

DETROIT

HARRISBURG

HOUSTON

INDIANAPOLIS

KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES

MEMPHIS

MILWAUKEE

MINNEAPOLIS

NEW ORLEANS

NEW YORK

OMAHA

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

WASHINGTON
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Yes, we have a hit on our hands — facilicies that give our clients a guarantee

of the best possible productions for their Industrial Films and Television

Commercials.

CARAVEL offers the finest permanent staflf of creative talent for producing

motion pictures for Industry and Television — in its production center speci-

fically designed and constructed for the efficient and economical production of

YOUR films.

; THE MAJOR



Eastman Color

I 1

Negative-Positive Processing

^

Color-Balanced Printing

Tri Art Color Corporation
245 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y. • JUdson 2-4355

I
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DEDICATED TO ASSISTING BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY IN

PLANNING AND EXECUTING ALL TYPES OF VISUAL PROGRAMS

Our Sen/ices fnc/ude-

HOME OFFICE, MAIN STUDIO
AND COMPLETE LABORATORY

CHICAGO
1345 Argyle St. • LOngbeach 1-8410

MOTION PICTURES

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

SLIDEFILMS

GLASS SLIDES

FILM STRIPS

TRANSPARENCIES

TRAINING PROGRAMS

SALES MEETINGS

CONVENTIONS

PRESENTATIONS

PACKAGE SHOWS

WIDE SCREEN VISUALS

GRAPHIC MATERIALS

CHARTS AND POSTERS

CONSULTATION

RECORDINGS

CARTOON ANIMATION

VISUAL EQUIPMENT

SrUD/O AND PRODUCTION FAC/L/T/ES ALSO /N
DETROIT NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD

4925 Cadieux Rd. TUxedo 2-3740 405 Paifc Ave. Ptaia 9.^54 5981 Venice Blvd. WEbster 8-0183

tA^ I L D I N G CLEVELAND
1010 Euclid BIdg.

TOwer 1.6440

SI^Ll% AND SERVICC BRANCHES IN

CINCINNATI PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS ST. PAUL
617 Vine Street

GArfield 1-0477

3 Gateway Center 3940 Lindell Blvd. 1821 University Ave.

GRant 1-6240 JEfferson 5-7422 Midway 6-1055



OF MOTION, SIGHT AND SOUND

N OW I N

UNDARKENED
ROOMS ^

^^a /*
Kj ';:/

The TSI Model D, for boi/i /arge screen

O'o/Miron ond TV-lfpe picture on built-

in icreen. Includes magazine lor repeti-

tive ptoieclion without rewinding.

The TSI Duolile j.'uvjd. -. \otge screen

p'o/ee'ion ond aho TV-type picturet on

built-in, lolding icieen. Holdi up to

2000 feel of film-

The TSI OeVtylite, imoll ont/ !i<i

weight, provides u/Jiufpouedpic'i/'eor

found loi oudiloiiumi ond (/ouroom
Accdmmiidalej up to 2000 leel ol fi/i

The TSI Moviematic. It (7/i

built-in, fohlin<j^ sciccn, weifilis le^s

than 25 pound.s inchidin(^ the film.

Use it in hf^Jitcd and darkened

rooms. Repeats tJie same fdm. I}htek

6 uhite or eohir. nithout reilinding.

Tlie power of motion pic-

tures is now voiirs to

employ virtually anywhere.

There's a TSI projector for

every use — desk top, office,

shop, or auditorium, with

standard projection, repeti-

tive projection, and built-in,

TV-t\'pe screen. All are light

weight, and of unicjue de-

sign for economical upkeep.

TSI users coinprise a blue

ribbon list of businesses and
educational institutions in

the Americas and o\'erseas.

Let us arrange a demon-
stration through our dealer.

\o obligation to \ou. Write
or call direct to:

Wally Moen

®, TECHNICAL SERVICE, INC.

30865 Five Mile Rood • Livonia, ^Aichiga^

New York Office: 141 East 44th Street, New York 17, New York

West Coast Office: 4357 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 29, California
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is for atom

CASE HISTORY
OF AN OUTSTANDING
SCIENCE FILM

Produced for the General Electric Company

Length: one reel

Full Animation, Color

In film theatres

from January, 1953 to January, 1956

by 7,812,223 persons

Non-theatrically

from June, 1953 to December, 1957

by 4,888,554 persons

(GE estimates the film will be shown for many more \ears)

a is for atom
has been seen by

12.700,000 individuals

a is for atom
has won the

following

major awards

:

First Prize

First Prize

First Prize

Oscar Award

Merit Award

Secorjd Prize

First Prize

Golden Reel Award

Second Grand Award

Freedoms Foundation, 1953

Columbus Film Festival, 1953

Turin (Italy) Festival, 1953

Cleveland Film Festival, 1953

Scholastic Teacher, 1953

Boston Film Festival, 1953

Stamford Film Festival, 1954

American Film Assembly, 1954

Venice (Italy) Film Festival, 1954

®

John Suthcrlan(d Procductions, Incorporated

LOS ANGELES
201 North Occidental Boulcuard

Los Angeles 26, California Dunkirk 8 5121

NEW YORK
136 East 55th Street

New York 22. New York PLaza 5 1875
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Filmed with 'on the spot" authenticity were those recent TV commer-
cials featuring sport celebrities for Vaseline Hair Tonic. Pictured in the

N.Y. Polo Grounds' locker room during shooting by Sound Masters"

crew are (1 to r) SM"s director Wally Worsley; Kyle Rote, pro football

star; McCann-Erickson commercial supervisor. Bill Thunhurst; and ad
manager Gene Reilly for the sponsor. Cheesebroush Products. ^'

"Crisis in Lindenviile"
T> An important 1958 addition to

the National Association of Man-
ufacturers' film library will be

Crisis in Lincienvilte, currently be-

ing filmed by Henry Strauss Pro-

ductions. We present a few ""be-

hind the scenes" glimpses . . .

Below: u

Above; Siraiiss director Boh Wil-

inol discusses production progress

with NAM film supervisor Robert

Oakes (at the right, above).

Left: chief cameraman Bill Sieiner

lakes a reflective look between

"lakes" on the "Crisis" .set where

^ lilm is neuring completion.

dramatic moment during filming of "Crisis in Lindenviile"

Business Screeti Camera Report:

ON the MAKE
Visual Review from "Behind the Production Lines" Shows fhe

New Films and Commercials; the Men Who Help Make 'Em

i? To keep our readers posted on studio developments, pre-

viewing the latest in forthcoming pictures and tv commer-

cials. Business Screen eastern editor Bob Seymour lensed

these widely-varied Manhattan glimpses from the Polo

Grounds to the mid-town 40's, inaugurating an important

and lively new editorial feature for these pages. g'

Photographic crews on these productions are

members of Local 644 (lATSE) of New York City.

Animating for Texaco
The Te.xas Company has a long

and laudable record as a film spon-

sor, listing numerous credits, in-

cluding a widely-used Farm Film

Series and many technical motion

pictures.

Keeping pace with current prog-

ress in automotive engineering via

vivid education on new fuels and

lubrication products is the task

assigned a technical animation film

being made by Audio Produc-

tions, Inc.

These "on the make" glimpses

afford some idea of the precise care

which goes into each detail for an

animation sequence, particularly

one dealinc with eneineerinc.

Above: .-itidio v.p. Herman Roes-

sle inspects a technical animation

drawing for new Te.xas Co. film.

Left

With infinite

attention to

vital detail,

the animator

works up a

sequence for

new Texaco

technical film

at Audio, N.Y.

Right

Laying in

engine parts

as sequence

for Texaco

film takes

final shape

on drawing

boards . . .

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE i



For ANY or ALL Producer Services

it's byron

across the board!

For infiirmiilinn and
tjiiolritions on .-JA Y or ALL
of tlwse Producer Services,

iirite. phone or uire . .

.

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

FEderal 3-4000
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grips

reflectors

dollies

mike
booms

scrims

nets

parallels

dc generator

trucks

props

directors

chairs

drops

location

umbrellas
water
coolers

lights

inkies

arcs

dimmers
cables

boxes
hydraulic

stands

rental rates on request

333 >Vest 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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Here's a Really Good Film"

Not too long ago we had the pleasure of seeing, once again, the

latest version of "The Man Who Built a Better Mousetrap," the dis-

cussion of the economic value of advertising which Standard Oil

Co. ilndianai first produced in sound-slide form some years ago.

The currentversion is a 16mm Technicolor movie, with commen-

tary by Wesley I. Nunn, Standard's advertising manager, which

runs 18'/2 minutes and is available for specific showings to inter-

ested groups without charge.

We have been more than usually critical of films which have at-

tempted to explain advertising to the general public, or to position

It in the economy, so when we say that we found this particular

film technically excellent and educationally effective, we are voicing

no idle endorsement.

We suggest that you check with Wes Nunn at 910 S. Michigan

Ave.. Chicago 80, on the possibility of showing it. Although spon-

sored and paid for by Standard Oil. it is not a Standard Oil film: it

is applicable for showing to any group.

*and it's from KLING!

We're grateful to Standard Oil Company ilndianai and the D'Arcy

Advertising Company for the opportunity of producing another example

of Kling creativity, quality, and service. If you are interested in advancing

a product ... a service ... or an idea, find out how powerful an influence

a Kling film is.

FILM productions
1058 w. Washington blvd., Chicago SEeley 8-4181

1416 n. la brea, Hollywood HOIlywood 3-2141
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Your 16mm Color Prints

will tell you . . .

Color Reproduction's 18 years of Specialization has1

develope

6mm Motion Picture IndustItW

For Guaranteed Quality

order your 16mm color

prints from COLOR REPRO-

DUCTION COMPANY!

Write for latest Price List.

7936 Sanfa Monita Blvd., Hollywood 46, California

Telephone: OLdfield 4-8010

Hold Ag Film Workshop Jan. 27
ifr The Sixth Annual U.S. Depart-

ment of Agricuhure Visual Work-
shop is scheduled to be held in

Washington. D.C.. January 27
through 31. 1958. The program
will include how-to-do-it audience

participation sessions for produc-

ers of visual aids; panel and audi-

ence discussion groups for admin-
istrators, supervisors and users of

visual aids, and inspirational pres-

entations on creativity for all at-

tending.

Programs and registration forms

will be ready in early December.

Requests for these and information

on participation should be sent to

Motion Picture Service, Office of

Information. U.S. Department of

Agriculture. Washington 25. D.C.

Photo Equipment Technicians
Elect Association Officers

7'- The National Association of

Photo Equipment Technicians,

formed to improve the caliber, ef-

ficiency, and quality of photo

equipment repair and maintenance

organizations, has elected officers.

Named president was George

LaCroix, Strauss Photo-Technical

Service, Washington, D.C. Other

officers include Vice-president,

Marco DiGiovanni, Mack Camera
Service, Union. N.J.; Pacific Re-

gion Director, Daniel Meyers, Pa-

cific Photo Products, Los Angeles;

Rocky Mountain Region Director.

Howard Lowe. Rocky Mountain
Camera Repair, Denver; Midwest
Region Director, Joe Price, Inter-

national Service Corp., Chicago;

and Southeast Region Director,

C. S. Smith, Jr., Camera Service

Co., Atlanta.

Established in Washington,
D.C. during the IPEX convention,

the NAPET has been assisted in its

development by The National As-

sociation of Photographic Manu-
facturers, Inc. Bf

* * *

Bluenose Film Festival Honors
Alcoa's "Color and Texture"
« Alcoa's recent 1 6mm film. Col-

or and Texture in Aluminum Fin-

ishes, has been named "first in its

class" at the Bluenose Film Festi-

val, international competition now
annually held at Mahone Bay.

Nova Scotia, Canada. The Alcoa

film was one of 10 entries sub-

mitted in the agriculture and in-

dustry film category.

Produced in color, this film has

been described in the New York
Times as '"probably the most
strikingly imaginative industrial

short subject ever filmed in the

United States." »
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PUBLIC RELATIONS '• EDUCATIONAL* TECHNICAL' TRAINING • MEDICAL... and

Farm pictures are no longer tailored for tanners. If you ve

been carrying around a mental image of a farmer, you d

better get rid of it. There are few business men who are

not farmers, at least, at heart. Good agricultural motion

pictures are simply good motion pictures on farm subjects.

People, generally, just happen to like good pictures about

the biggest, the most important and the only factory in the

world which operates without a roof.

Among our clients:

American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

Cast Iron Pipe Kesearch

Association

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co.. Inc.

—and many,

National Board of Fire

Underwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dohme

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. S. Navy

Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

\^ estern Electric Co.

many others

nm

Audio Productions, Ino.
FILM CENTER BUILDING 630 NINTH AVENUE

TELEPHONE PLaza 7-0760

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Frank K. Speidell, President • Herman Roessle, Vice President P. J. Mooney, Secretary & Treasurer

Producer-Directors: L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mandell Earl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipman Erwin Scharf

Soles Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer



The Law Behind the Screen

«

bv Howard Xewcomb Morse*

Camera Equipment Company
presents the new Magnasync

Magnaphonic Sound Recorders

The New MARK IX

MAGNAPHONrC SOUND SYSTEM, SYSTEM "A"

with built-in record play omplifier ond remote

control assembly is an engineering achieve-

meni with exclusive features found in no other

recorder. Hos recording, playback, and bios

oscillator circuits enclosed in separate plug- in

ossemblies; easy accessibility to all amplifier

components; push- button motor controls; re-

mote control footage counter, record- pi ay &

film-direct monitor switches. Avoiloble in 16mm,

IZVjmm & 35mm priced from tj ^^J QQ

For quality & economy

MAGNASYNC
is the perfect answer—

to the needs of film producers,

large or small, feature or com-

mercial, because

—

* It delivers clean, distor-

tion-free sound.

* It is compact, light-

weighl, portable, meets
the latest SMPTE stand-

ards.

serves every segment of

motion picture and spot TV pro-

duction.

* Purchaser is not required to

pay royalties on footage con-

sumed.

BUT MOST OF ALL, the MAG-
NASYNC MAGNAPHONIC line

contains exclusive feotures found

in no other recorders, yet all

carry low, low price logs.

Trust your own eors— trust your

Sound Man's iudgment. Switch

to MAGNAPHONIC SOUND.

Model X-400

is o completely synchronous 16mm Magnetic

film recording channel, professional in every

detail. Con be operoted in "console" position,

as shown, or stacked as one unit. Features

simple camera or projector interlock, instontan-

cous "film-direct" monitoring, and low power

consumption. Ideal for the low budget producer.

$985.00
Prices lubjetl to <hange without notice $1,5 70.00

ZUCKER

(7flni€Rfl€cDuipni€nT^.jnc
Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, I*. Y. JUdson 6-1420

OTHER MODELS:

MARK IX SYSTEM "B" includes Model
G-932 microphone mixer with 2

channel slide wire attenuators.

$2,820.00

MARK IX SYSTEM "C" includes Model
G-924 microphone mixer and re-

mote control ossembly packaged
in matching portable case.

$2,520.00

TYPE 5 features built-in Monitor
amplifier^ separote overdrive torque

motor, record gain control, and
playbactc control. Priced from

THE Following is a hypotheti-

cal case of interesting appHca-

tion and consequences to produc-

ers of business films. A grocery

company contracts with a film pro-

ducer to install hidden motion pic-

ture cameras in its supermarkets to

photograph the shopping activity

of its customers so as to study and

better understand the food buying

habits of the public. Would this

project be unobjectionable and de-

void of risk from a legal point of

view or would it impinge upon the

right of privacy and thus subject

the company to the danger of court

action'^

There is no problem in the

twenty-five states in which the

legal right of privacy is not rec-

ognized — Colorado, Connecticut.

Delaware. Idaho. Iowa, Maine,

Maryland. Massachusetts, Minne-

sota, Mississippi. Nebraska. Neva-

da. New Hampshire. New Mexi-

co. North Dakota. Oklahoma.
Rhode Island. South Dakota. Ten-

nessee. Texas. Vermont. Washing-

ton, West Virginia. Wisconsin and

Wyoming. But there is a very

definite problem in the three states

in which the right of privacy is

established by statute—New York.

Utah and Virginia—and in the

twenty states in which the right of

privacy has been developed by ju-

dicial decision— Alabama. Ari-

zona. Arkansas. California. Flori-

da. Georgia. Illinois. Indiana. Kan-

sas. Kentucky. Louisiana. Michi-

gan. Missouri. Montana. New Jer-

sey. North Carolina, Ohio, Ore-

gon, Pennsylvania and South Caro-

lina.

Establish Right of Privacy

The right of privacy was first

advanced in an article in the Har-

vard Law Review co-authored by

Louis D. Brandeis in 1890 —
twenty-six years before his ap-

pointment by President Woodrow
Wilson to the Bench of the Su-

preme Court of the United States.

The justification for the right of

privacy has been that it is based

on natural law. The Supreme
Court of Georgia in the land-mark

case of Pavesich vs. New England

Life Insurance Company declared

that: "Each individual as instinc-

tively resents any encroachment by

the public upon his rights which

are of a private nature as he does

the withdrawal of those of his rights

which are of a public nature. A
right of privacy in matters purely

private is therefore derived from
luilural law."

What is the purpose of the right

of privacy? To this question the

Court of Appeals of Kentucky in

the case of Maysville Transit
Company vs. Ort answered: ".

. .

to protect the feelings and sensi-

bilities of human beings, rather

than to safeguard property, busi-

ness or other pecuniary interests."

The preeminence of human values

over property values permeates all

avenues of the law, as witness its

recognition in a totally unrelated

type of case—the Supreme Court
of New York in the case of Ap-
plication of Sacer Realty Corpora-
tion stating that: ".

. . the court

would ... be hesitant to permit

consideration of property rights to

weigh more heavily in the scale of

values than a consideration of hu-

man lives."

Case of Kunz vs. Allen

Reverting to our hypothetical

case, perhaps the nearest actual

case to it was that of Kunz vs.

Allen, in which the Supreme Court
of Kansas recounted the principal

facts in the case thusly: "While
plaintiff was in the dry goods store

of defendants for the purpose of

making some purchases, the de-

fendants without her knowledge
caused moving picture films to be
taken of her face. form, and gar-

ments, and afterwards procured
the films to be developed, en-

larged, and used to advertise their

business." The Court held this to

be an infringement of the woman's
right of privacy.

What is the reasoning behind
the holding by the Kansas court

and like holdings by other courts?

The answer lies in the following

extract from the opinion of the

United States Court of Appeals
for the Tenth Circuit in the case of

Donahue vs. Warner Brothers Pic-

tures, Inc.: ".
. . this statute does

not undertake to forbid any. every,

and all use of the name, picture, or

personality of an individual with-

out written consent being first ob-

tained. It is expressly confined to

the appropriation of the name.
picture, or personality of an indi-

vidual for advertising purposes, or

for ptirposes of trade ... It does

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 14)
1

• Phis new ISl'.SINESS SCREEN editorial

fcnturc is prepared by le^al scholar and
author, Howard Newconib Moi-se, a

member of the bar of the U. S. Supreme
Court, nnd contributor to many journals
ami \n\\ publii ations.
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In the studio, the camca :'-ew goes over the camera angles before fiim.rg art Ljn-lette-'s TV show, People Are F.jrnny." Director of Photog'aphy

Alan Stensvold finds that Du Pont "Superior" 4 motion picture film best solves the problems caused by the lighting requirements of this show.

"The exceptional speed of 'Superior'

4

gives Art Linkletter freedom of tlie entire theater"

states Alan Stensvold, A. S. C. Director of Photography for John Guedel

Productions which produces "People Are Funny," Linkletter's "House

Party." Groucho Marx's "You Bet Your Life" and other outstanding shows.

"Filming an audience participation

television show such as 'People Are

Funny' poses many technical prob-

lems," Mr. Stensvold says. ''The au-

dience, as well as the stage, must be

illuminated during the show as Mr.

Linkletter works in both areas. X^ith

the audience involved, it is important

to keep light levels as low as possible

for reasons of comfort. At the same

time, it is necessary to work with

apertures small enough to get the

required depth of focus.

Mr. Stensvold found that Du Pont

"Superior" 4 negative met all require-

ments and has been using it on this

popular T\ series since the start of

the 1956 season.

Says Mr. Stensvold: "I have ex-

posed several hundred thousand feet

of "Superior" 4 and am delighted with

its exceptional speed, latitude and

dependability.

"Viith this film I can work at F5.6

with light levels of 100 foot-candles,

or less, getting the necessary depth

of focus at this comfortable illumina-

tion level. I am ver\' grateful, too. for

the service provided by the Du Pont

technical representatives."

John Guedel, Producer, Alan Stensvold, Ctnematographer (left).

Irvin Atkins, Director, and Art Linkletter, star of the show,

examine one of the cameras used to film "People Are Funny."

For more information about Du Pont
motion picture film and the «er\-ice that

come? with it. call or write the nearest

Du Pont Sales Office, or write the Du Font

Company. Photo Product? Dept.. Wilming-
ton 98. Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont
Company of Canada 1 1956 1 Ltd.. Toronto.

SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8. Georgia 805 Peachtree Bmlding
Boston to. Mass,
Chicago 30, III,

Cleveland 16, Ohio
Dallas 7, Texas
Los Angeles 38. Calif,

New York 11, N.Y

140 Federal Street

4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

20950 Center Ridge Road
1638 Oak Lawn Avenue

7051 Santa Monica Blvd.

248 West ISIh Street

Philadelphia. Pa„ 308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood
Export Nemours BIdg., Wilmington 98. Delaware

:q t DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILIVI

Better Things for Better Living

. . . through Chemistry
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THERE'S
NO PLACE

LIKE
xxxx

FOR
COLOR FILMSTRIPS

AND SLIDES
The masters make the difference

M
FRANK HOLMES

LABOF?ATORIES INC.

1947 FIRST STREET
iSAN FERNANDO, CALIF.|

1 EMPIRE 5-4501

B888aS WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Law Behind the Screen:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12)

not undertake to forbid publication

... of matters essentially educa-

tional or informative, even though

the name or picture of an mdi-

vidual is used incidentally in con-

nection therewith. Neither does it

undertalce to prevent the dissemi-

nation of news in which the public

has an interest ... on the motion

picture screen . . . even though

the name or picture of an individ-

ual is used incidentally in that

connection."

Reverting again to our hypo-

thetical case, even though the

grocery company is having the

films made for purposes of re-

search—the findings and results of

the research being "essentially edu-

cational or informative" — never-

theless the research is for the ad-

vantage and benefit of its manage-

ment personnel rather than "the

public" so that, as a result, the

superseding and transcending pur-

poses of the project are "purposes

of trade."

Insofar as our hypothetical case

is concerned — as well as similar

situations — it definitely would

seem to be the best policy in those

twenty-three states legally recog-

nizing the right of privacy to pro-

cure from the subjects photo-

graphed either:

( 1 ) prior written consent, or

(2) subsequent written ratifica-

tion. 1'

NAM Donates Industry Series
to Library of Congress

7> Motion picture stories of more
than 1,500 American companies

have been donated to the Library

of Congress by the National As-

sociation of Manufacturers.

In more than 350 prints, the

filmed stories compose the Indus-

try on Parade series, a newsreel

shown on television since 1950.

The series has received 14 national

awards.

The films were presented to

L. Quincy Mumford, librarian of

Congress by Charles R. Sligh. Jr..

executive vice-president of the Na-
tional Association of Manufac-

turers.

Mumford said the films were

a major contribution to the collec-

N.A.M. PRESiDtiN I Charles R.

Sligh, Jr. (right) shon-s one of his-

torical film series to Librarian of

Congress Quincy L. Mumford.

tion of the Library of Congress

and would be an excellent source

of research material on American
industry.

Sligh said the films would serve

"as valuable material in providing

for us in the present, and poster-

ity, a true understanding of how
the American free enterprise sys-

tem works to benefit everyone." JS'

1
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PROBLEM:
How to provide large quanfitles of 16mm release priyits in color from original

16mm Kodachrome Commercial .. .at lower cost

SOLUTION:
Sew Eastinan Kodak Color Internegative (type 7270) and Eastman Color Positive (type 7382)

Right now, film producers can photograph on 16mm Kodachrome

Commercial . . . and get 16mm release prints with the added brilliance

and realism of Eastman Color Positive. Credit for this important

processing advance belongs to the new EK Color Internegative.

With It, laboratory technicians can now achieve individual

scene-to-scene color correction, integrate all effects, assure full

protection for original footage, and provide clearer,

more luminous release prints ... all at lower cost!

For details on how to make the most of this new method, write

or call Consolidated Film Industries in Hollywood or New York.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, California • Hollywood 9-1441

521 W. 57th St., New York 19, New York • Circle 6-0210
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— F&B FASADE OF NEW FRODOCTS —
MOVISCOP-VIEWER PIC-SOUND EDITOR

Most brilliant and

sharpest image of any

viewer — 2'/4 x B'/*"

picture size. Notching

device — Universal use

— Operates on 110 to

240 volts AC. Guaran-

teed not to scratch.

List Price $125.00

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER-Complete Outfit $295.00

Consisting of — Moviscop-Viewer,

Precision Optical Sound Reader

::600RL and Base.

Iki Price $370.00

(This offer good only for a

iMnited time.)

TEWE DIRECTOBS

FINDER 1^^
The only efficient, ac- ^^^^HH^^
curate DToct-r's View ^^^^^^^B
Finder: Used in all ^^^^P^
leading studios — ^i^^

Three Models available:

35mm Model—Focal Length 25 to

200mm .. $68.50

35mm Widescreen Model—Covers

all ratios from 1:75 to 2:55 $93.50

16mm Model—Focal Length I 1.5

to 75mm $68.50

All Models provided with Leather Cos^
and Neckchain.

TELEBAD

STOFWATCE
The oo(y precision timer com-
pletely designed (o front lime

ond bock time tor minutes
and seconds. Other feotures
* Film meter tor I6mm & 35mm
* Luminous bonds & dials
' Anti-mognelic, double -cased, dustproof, pre-

cis-on highly iewe'led movement
* Split second timing
list Price S89 50 Special Offer $39.75

F&BLE&-LOE

TRIANGLE

Sturdy metal tri-

angle locks tripod
legs in position.
One mon can move
camera, tripod and
triangle. Gives absolute safety
and rigidity on wooden, com-
position, concrete, metol and
slippery floors. Price $26.95

MAGIC
"MYLAR"
Sprocketed

Splicing Tape

TRANSPARENT—FOR FILM
|6mm—Single Perf $5.00 Roll

I6mni—Double Perf $5.00 Roll

35mm $9.00 Roll

OPAQUE—FOR MAGNETIC FILM
16mm $ 6.60 Roll

35mrn $11_^0_Roll

FILM REPAIR & SPLICING BLOCK

For repairing

torn, damaged

film and film-

strips $19.95

MOVIOLA

TITEWIND
A new product by a
famous company.
Compact, efficient
unit for 16mm.
17V2mm or 35mm.
Con be used as regu-

n combination with oil

ble-duty hub for male &
Immediate delivery. $33.00

FAMOUS
FaB SPLIT REELS

SAME FINE QUALITY
LOWEST PRICES

Size Regular Price

400 FT. $ 4.60

800 FT. 6.00

1200 FT. 7.50

1600 FT. 9.00

2000 FT, 12.00

ALL ALUMINUM NON-MAGNETIC
400 FT. $6.50 1200 FT. $9.00

TameraTlates"
with clapsticks

—FOR SCENE IDENTIFICATION—

Large I I "xl4" size

Erasable Slate Finish

Hardwood Clapsticks

Reg, $8.95

NOW S4.75
Send now for your FREE F&B EQUIPMENT CATALOG and FXB RENTAL PRICE LIST

. . , Gives all the Information, descriptions and prices you need if renting or purchas-

ing motion picture eauioment. •i...r.,TW.- .. i--, .-•-.- fi^n\

mm
FLORMAN & BABB

Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928
Cable Address -FLORBABB, N.Y.

Looking Into Pictures
Notes About Noise, Traffic and Atomic Safety Films

by Nancy Lou Blitzen

WITH Every New Advance
in scientific research, there

toUows hard on its heels a new
technological advance to make life

better and easier for us. Unfor-

tunately, something not at all bene-

ficial often shadows this advance

—

new accidenl hazards.

Such hazards are sometimes

called "the price of progress." a

fatalistic outlook happily not shared

by those responsible for develop-

ments causing them. They feel the

opposite; the more progress, the

fewer accidents. Constant work is

done to eliminate potential hazards

and the public is warned against

them.

Meeting Challenge of Progiess

Let's see what is being done
film-wise to counteract the "price

of progress" in this era of jet planes,

fast cars, and. naturally, the atom.

This is the jet age. However
many rockets, missiles or satellites

may be flying around, for us the

latest means of air transportation

is and will be for a while, the jet

plane. Any kind of flying means
going up, and since what goes up
must come down, with 'up" get-

ting higher all the time, an aviation

accident is usually pretty final for

all involved.

The easiest way to prevent such

accidents is to make sure pilots are

correctly trained, particularly in

safety precautions, and that safety

features are built into planes them-

selves. The easiest way to do this

is by learning the capabilities and

limitations of modern aircraft and

study the human factors associated

with aviation accidents and their

prevention. No Margin fur Error.

an Aviation Safety Division, U. of

Southern California film, describes

this type of educational program

conducted for pilots and those as-

sociated with the field. The film

outlines a course of study with spe-

cial emphasis on investigation of

past aircraft accidents to determine

cause for preventive measures for

the future. Jet planes are the air-

craft pictured. Both professional

and lay audiences will find it in-

teresting.

Noise Can Be Lethal, Too

The airplane, especially jets,

brought to attention another hazard

which has actually been around for

a while—noise. Noi.se is some-

thing we're used to. We associate

it with progress. We hear whistles,

roars, whirrs, squeals, thumps,

bumps, and lately, beep-beeps.

Certain noise is not only hazard-

ous but downright lethal. High in-

tensity sound is one of these noises.

It can kill, but is more apt to only

deafen.

Other Pictures About Noise

In case you aren't aware of what

high intensity noise is, the U. S.

Navy film Medical Aspects of High

Intensity Noise: Ear Defense will

give an ample sample. This film

was produced to alert naval per-

sonnel to the danger of noise from

jet engines, ship engines and other

machinery giving off high pitched,

intense sound. It also tells them
how to guard themselves from it.

It starts by using simplified ani-

mation to explain generation of

sound in terms of frequency and

intensity, with a potent sound track

accompaniment. Even turning the

sound on my projector as low as

possible, I still had ringing in my
ears from what I heard. Imagine

a high scream moving up fast to

a shrill, ear-splitting, spine-tingling

EEEE and you'll have a good idea

of high intensity noise

After this brief, nerve shattering

demonstration, the film goes on to

show where such noise is likely to

be found (ship's engine rooms, jets,

etc. ) and the effects—nausea, tem-

porary deafness, dizziness, perma-

nent deafness and disability—on

individuals exposed to it. Protec-

tive devices are pictured, with de-

tailed instruction on how to use

them. Special attention is given to

various types of ear plugs, when

and where they are most effective.

The film is available for non-

military use. Industries manufactur-

ing jet engines or using machines

which emit high, intense sound will

find this film useful to indoctrinate

employees on the use of ear pro-

tection.

Films on Noise .4id Industry

Of equal interest to organiza-

tions or industries with noise prob-

lems are two more films. The Ef-

fects of Noise on Man and The

Ear and Noise. The first, a non-

technical production shown on The

Search, a TV program, pictures the

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 19)
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1

. . . not of the body, but of the mind.

A desire lor information, lor opinions...

a desire shared by a nation ol people who are

the growing television and lllm audience.

To keep pace with the demand lor creative

visual communication sponsored by the

industrial and business community, Dynamic

is constantly enlarging and developing its

production lacilities. New oHices and screening

rooms at 40S Park Avenue, New York City.

H'^'i^'ti^-'^^Sfii^. -

namiC films, inc. offices: AOS park avenue, studios: If , NEW YORK, N.
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Look at Pictures:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16)

research being done to discover

how certain noises affect not only

man's hearing, but his general phys-

ical condition as well.

The second, more technical,

would be particularly interesting to

industrial hygienists with noise

problems to solve or architects try-

ing to design noise-prevention into

new homes. Sponsored by the

American Academy of Ophthal-

mology & Otolaryngology (struc-

ture, function and diseases of the

eye and ear) Sub-committee on

Noise in Industry, this short film

deals with the ear's structure and

its reaction to various noises, with

stress on possible injury.

The Sounds of Collisions . . .

* While on the subject of noise,

have you ever heard the awful

sound of steel crumpling and bodies

smashing when a car hits some-

thing? Rather horrible, isn't it?

And no amount of noise control

will stop this sound. Only safe

drivers can do that.

If there were a "price of prog-

ress." we are paying it with our

yearly toll of automobile accidents.

Much is being done through edu-

cation and films, to make drivers

conscious of their part in cutting

down these payments. At the same

time, many organizations are doing

research to discover how to build

cars in a way that accidents won't

be so costly in terms of human
suffering and lives (until we learn

to drive in such a way that the

only accidents will be real "Acts

of God").

A very new film on this research

is University of California's Impact.

It is a bit different from others on

the subject because it shows colli-

sions at what is considered a saje

speed; 25 miles an hour. After

looking at the stop-action shots of

test head-on collisions at this low

speed, it becomes very apparent

that "any speed can kill" if condi-

tions are right. The cars used in

these tests were occupied by un-

restrained life-like dummies and

the effects of the crashes on them

give a clear picture of what would

have happened had real people

been in the cars.

Only general findings from these

tests are reported in the film, but

seat belts are discussed as a good

protection for car occupants. The

film does stress the one best safety

feature any car can have—a safe,

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 20)

RCA

"LIFE-TESTED"*

16nim Projectors

scoop the field

mth ireat new design advances

!

FEATURfNG great new BUILT-IN LUBRICATION !

No more lubrication needed for the life of your RCA
Projector. Oil-impregnated sintered metal parts run

quietly as a cat hundreds and hundreds of hours.

FEATUR/nG great new LONG LIFE FILM PRES-

SURE GUIDES ! Nylon sprocket shoes and s.vnthetic-

sapphire pressure shoe treat film with wholly new light

touch, protect it from wear at all critical contact points

in film path.

FFATfJRfA/G great new BOOST IN LIGHT ON
SCREEN! RCA Projector is first designed for use with new
1200-watt lamp. Higher-power blower rotor moves more

air to keep aperture and mechanism cooler, assuring com-

plete film safety. Optional two-bladed shutter adds

another 40 ^'i hght on screen for brightest picture ever.

FEATUR/NG great new WEAR-RESISTANT CASE!
Surf-green fabric case takes more scufling and abrasion

and shows it less than any standard case in use today.

It's twice as resistant to ordinary wear.

Remember these great new RCA "LIFE-
TESTED" featxires. With them, you'U all

but forget maintenance for your projectors.

And of course RCA Projectors still thread

easiest of any 16mm machine. In fact, their

distinctive new surf-green finish makes for even

simpler threading and operating in darkened

rooms. The same superlatively clear, RCA-
engineered sound is yours, too.

See and hear how far ahead of the field you'll be

with the great new "LIFE-TESTED" line of

RCA 16mm Projectors. Ask your RCA Audio-

Visual Dealer about the powerful two-case

RCA Senior, the compact RCA Junior. Their

"LIFE-TESTED" features can be yours today!

*Rigid endurance standards have been set for RCA
"LIFE-TESTED" Projectors. Individual components as

well as finished projectors are subjected to continuous

testing to evaluate the durability and efficiency of all

operating parts. "LIFE-TESTED" at RCA means better,

more reliable performance from RCA projectors.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTS

CAMDEN 2, N.J.
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FOR PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

illsberg \nc
offers a complete proOuction service

animation
slide films
titles
telops
flip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of
packaged products

a ^fide
assortment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue
on request

421 WEST 54TM STREET. NEW YORK 19. NY,

PLAZA 7-1525

BUYERS Read BUSINESS SCREEN

Look at Pictures:
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19)

careful, well-trained driver with re-

spect for his and others" lives.

Ford Motor Company's Crash

and Live is another tilm on the

subject. It is a documentary of their

research and gives a look at some

safety devices they've developed

from conclusions drawn from the

test crashes. Still another film is

For Whom the Traffic Tolls show-

ing research conducted by the State

of Indiana, only scale models in-

stead of real cars are used. These

are just a few of the many titles

available.

Pioblems of .4ii .\tomic Age

Having left the peaceful inven-

tion which has become a lethal

weapon, let's look at the wartime

weapon rapidly becoming a peace-

time miracle—atomic power. The

atomic age has brought us miracles

of power, cures for diseases, and

research developments once only

dreams. It also brought the danger

of radioactive poison. Workers are

constantly in proximity to this po-

tential killer when they work with

or near such materials. To protect

them from this dancer is the con-

stant aim of engineers in this field

of safety.

Two films dealing with radio-

logical safety, produced by the

Army for the Surgeon - General,

were released for general use be-

cause of the growing use of radio-

isotopes and similar material in in-

dustry, medicine, and agriculture.

The first film. Principles of

Radiological Safety, introduces

concepts of internal, external, acute

and chronic radiation exposure

through an historical sequence on

hazards of X-ray and radium ther-

apy. It goes on to explain new

sources of radioactive hazards from

atomic particles and ways to meas-

ure their activity. Safe and danger-

ous dosages are discussed. The re-

sponsibility of users of radioiso-

topes to others is stressed.

Two Films for Work Safety

In 1955. Handel Film Corpora-

tion, assisted by the Atomic Energy

Commission, produced a series of

films called The Magic of the A torn.

Two of those films dealt with

safety for workers with atomic ma-

terials.

Atomic City is both for public

relations and safety training. It

tells of special safety measures de-

vised to safeguard the worker and
his family from stack gases, waste

and other potential hazards caused

by radioactive materials used by

industries and research laboratories.

The other. Practice of Radiologi-

cal Safety, is a film specifically

showing the manufacture of radio-

isotopes in labs, preparation for

therapeutic use. handling and ship-

ment, all in respect to various pro-

tective measures and safety pre-

cautions necessary. Both films are

1952 productions.

"Prolecting (he .\tomit Worker"

Protecting tlie Atomic Worker is

for management and employees.

It details devices necessary in

atomic research plants to keep

workers from being exposed to

hazardous particles, etc. Guards,

protective clothing, remote control

equipment, other protective meas-

ures and devices are pictured.

Because public utility companies

are building atomic reactors for

electric power as fast as they can.

the AEC's Safety Experiments With

a Boiling Reactor would be a good

indoctrination film for employees

who will be working with such

equipment. It shows how boiling

(CONCLUDED ON PAGE 22)

Sfev^^art OAffPIECE Seamless

REAR PROJECTION SCREENS
One of These Three Fits Most Heeds

LUXCHROME

PROCESS

FOR VIEWING slides or motion pic-

tures under roomlight conditions;

for business, educatit)n, research,

advertising, displa>.

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC BACKGROUNDS;
special effects in motion picture and
commercial still photograph>.

TV BLUE
FOR TELECASTING live action in studio

against projected "location" back-

grounds.

OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE FOR SPECIALIZED USES
STEWART . . . the screen preferred by 9 of the top 10 Holly-
wood motion picture studios . . . gives you brilliant, sharply
detincd rear projected images for either viewing or photo-
graphing.

^'ou, too, tan now have the quality of Stewart award-win-
ning screens, born of the demands of critical motion picture
.uid TV studio technicians. Here is the one truly oMtpiece
Mfccn for perfect rear projection, made in all sizes from
labk'-iop to large set proportions.

Specialists in

firojcssioual screens:

rear and front

projection.

1161 W. SEPULVEOA BLVD.

TORRANCE, CALIF.

MOTION PICTURES

SLIDE FILMS

SLIDES

STILLS

for

LOW COST

LOCATION

SHOTS IN

THE

STUDIO

MAIL
COUPON
FOR FULL

INFORMATION

STEWART-TRANS-LUX CORP.
1161 WEST SEPULVEDA BLVD., TORRANCE. CAIIF.

Please send full information on award winning Slew

NAf^E

ADDRESS

CITY

Send sample swatches of

LUXCHROME n
PROCESS D

ens. BS-12 TV BLUE D
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Call any member firm

for any Audio -Visual

service ANYWHERE.

NR& RS

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Coast Viiual Educolion Company
5620 Hollvwood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California
Phone No —Hollywood 9-8343
W H Uli and R C Thomot

San Diego
Coosl Visual Educolion Compony
3034 West Conon Sr (6)
Phone No — Acodemy 2-7591
Dove Bosh

San Francisco
Pholo & Sound Company
t 16 Natomo St (5)

Phone No — Gorfiold 1-0410
Diana Biosetto, Jerome W. Kintner

COLORADO
Denver
Davis Audio Visual Com)
2023 E Colfoi Ave (6}
Phone No— FL 5-3864
Ainslie R Dovis

CONNECTICUT
Hartford

-CSopel 9 5648

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

Washington

fhomos Circle N W (5)
No —Sterling 3-1217
Caldwell, Wilson E Gill

FLORIDA
Jacksonville
Burglilm Rentol Service
161 I Son Marco Btvd
Phone No —EX 8-8504
Ffoncesco Burgisser ond R A Tri,

Miami
Stovani Picfursi of Florida, Inc.
9536 N E S,^fond Ave
Miami 38 Flo

Phone No — Ploio 8-2080
W. D Besselieu

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Colonial Film & Equipment Co
71 Walton St , N W (31
Phone No —Jackson 5-5378
T E Hoynes or J T Lefiwich

ILLINOIS
Chi cago
Midwest Visuol Equipment (

3518 W Devon Ave (45)
Phone No —Irving 8-9820
T. S Roberts. Conrad. CosIk

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Indiono Visuol Aids Co.. Inc.
726 No Illinois St (41

Phone No —Melrose 4-7312
Mrs Jeon St Germoin
Martin L Sloeppelwerlh

KANSAS
Wichita
Frank Bongs Compony
233 Ida (71

Phone No —Amherst 2-7582
FronIt Bongs

KENTUCKY
Louisville
D T Davis Co of Louisville inc
1339 Bordstown Rood (4)
Phone No —HI 2753
Abbie M Kirtley, W G Kirlley

LOUISIANA
New Orleans
Jasper Ewmg & Sons
725 Poydros Si

Phone No —Raymond 5257
Jasper Ewing, Jr

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
Ma|Or Theatre Equipment Corp
44 Winchester St (16)
Phone No —LI 2-0445
Dove Foi

MICHIGAN
Detroit
Englemon Visual Education Servic
4754 Woodword Ave (1)
Phone No — TE 1.5972
H J Joy or L M Losh

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Midwest Audio Visual Compony
10 West 25th St (4)

Phone No -Federal 5-8847
Keith H South, Jock Cole

MISSOURI
Kansas City
Audio Visuol Services, Inc
1417 Grond Ave (6)

Phone No —GR 1-2655
L Trocy Clement, Elmer A Field

St. Louis
Swonk's Inc

621 N Skinker Blvd (5)
Phone No — Porkview 7-3630
Roy Swank. Fronk Johnson,
Gordon Pearson

NEBRASKA
Omaha
Modern Sound Pictures. Inc.
1410 Howord Street (2)
Phone No — Allontit 8476
Mrs Morgoreth Smith, Keith T. Smith

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City
Boordwotk Film Enterprises
31 So Stenlon Place
Phone No —4-1963
George Lubin or Gus Hilton

NEW YORK
New York City
Crawford. Immjg ond Londis. Inc
200 Fourth Ave (3)

Phone No —Oregon 4 7662
R G Londis or Jeonne Conlon

NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh
Notional School Supply Co

,
Inc

14 Glenwood Awe
Phone No —3-2824
E E Carter

OHIO
Cincinnati
Alpho Cme Service. Inc
125 £ 6th St (2)

Phone No —Mom 1-4293
Jock McCroskey or Alice Heidemann

Cleveland
Morim 1 Sperber
9507 Euclid Ave {6}

Phone No —GA 1-8370 & CE 1-3064
Martin I Sperber

Dayton
Twymon Films Inc

400 W First St (1)

Phone No —Hemlock 4014
Alan Twymon

Toledo
Cousino Inc

2107 Ashlond Ave (2)
Phone No —Cherry 3-4208
Mrs 6 A Cousino, Joe Meidt

OREGON
Portland
Moore's Motion Picture Service
1201 S W Morrison (5)
Phone No —Capital 7-6497
John T Moore

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia
Oscar H Hirt

41 No lllh St (7)

Phone No — Walnwl 2-5663
Ray W. Ookes. Oscar H. Hirl

PENNSYLVANIA (cont.)

Pittsburgh
Appel Rentol Service. Inc
927 Penn Ave (22)
Phone No —Grant 1-0445
Mrs C F Appel Charles F, Appel

TENNESSEE
Memphis
Audio-Visual Equiprnent Supply Co
308 South Second St (3)

Phone No —Jockson 5-3128
A F Von Huss and L C McAfee

TEXAS
Dallas
Teaos Educational Aids
4006 Live Oak Ave (4)
Phone No —Taylor 3-3393
Mrs Eloise Keefe

Houston
Audio Visual Services
2310 Austin St

Phone No — FoirfoK 3-1319
R R Riley and M S Podgitl

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Deseret Book Company
44 E South Temple St (10)
Phone No —DA 8-8191
John Thornton or Wayne Newman

VIRGINIA
Richmond
J M Slockhouse Company
5803 Potterson Ave (26]
Phone No -88-2809
M H Godfrey. J M Stackhouse

WASHINGTON
Seattle
Rarig Motion Picture Co
5514 University Way (5)
Phone No — KE 0707
Mrs Dorothea Peters or
Mrs Edith A Rorig

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee
Photoart Visuol Service
840 N Plonkinton Ave. (3)
Phone No — Broodwoy 1-2252
Dick Hoelke and Robert Potter

HONE YOUR NEAREST NR MEMBE
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OPAQUE PROJECTORS OPERATORS All other SOUND and FILM EQUIPMENT

Call any member firm

for any Audio -Visual

service ANYWHERE.
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a national organization

to bring you fast, efficient projection and rental service,

whenever or wherever you need it. Only quolified

» oudio-visuol firms were selected to join this association

designed to bring you this complete nation-wide coverage.

ON-THE-SPOT SERVICES

projectors and other equipment
Whether you need an 8, 16 or 35mm movie projector, slide film

projectors, small or large screens, microphones, tape recorders or

any meeting helps, you'll find exactly what you need at the offices

of any NR&PS member. Because audio-visual aids are our business,

vou are always assured of the newest and most efficient equipment.

competent operators
Our Operators have been trained and experienced in handling prac-

tically every type of business and social meeting. Their careful con-

sideration to details and helpful cooperation bring consistent

requests for many repeat performances.

local experience and knowledge
Affiliated firms in key cities /.vkj.i' local conditions and are

acquainted with all meeting halls, hotel rooms, etc. Close associa-

tions and knowledge of each city can prove invaluable in making

meeting arrangements.

capacity for any meeting
Firms which are associated with NR&PS have the personnel and,

facilities for handling large conventions or small intimate gatherings.

Whatever type or size of meeting you are planning NR&PS can help

vou make it a success. I
aim

of qualified

firms for all your

audio-visual requirements

NATIONAL
*^eMt«( & *^ro;ecti

•3

9

^1

OUR TOWN

audio-visual

service

anytime . • •

anywhere • . •

call file nearest

or in any city,

at any time . . . ^~^ff/

ALL YOUR AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAMS
con be handled by our exclusive

PROJECTION -RENTAL SERVICE

NR&PS

Please send
member

.copies of the N. R. P. S. Booklet

Credit Card

Address

City Zone Stote_

CfUalilied service our man, years

of experience in handling practically every type of meeting

assures you of a smooth running program

every time. Whether you're planning a large

convention or just a small meeting we can

help you in many ways.

compiete lacilltlea
You'll find all the newest equipment for

audio-visual programs right here at our

offices. We can supply operators, rent

projectors ... and through our affiliated

projection and rental members we can offer

you the same facilities in any city through-

out the country.

Keep thU circular on file. When .youre planning nournexl program

call and lei u* tell you about c

NATIONAL
'^^l^ental & *^rojection i^ervics 5mc.

3518 W. DEVON AVENUE • CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS
PHONE: IRving 8-9820



OUR TOWN
PO*>. UfltlOl

or in any city

at any time . . . ^^0/

ALL YOUR AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAMS
can be handled by our exclusive

PROJECTION -RENTAL SERVICE

CfUaUlled service our many years

of experience in handling practically every type of meeting

assures you of a smooth running program

every time. Whether you're planning a large

convention or just a small meeting we can

help you in many ways.

complete lacUitle^
You'll find all the newest equipment for

audio-visual programs right here at our
offices. We can supply operators, rent
projectors . . . and through our affiliated

projection and rental members we can offer

you the same facilities in any city through-

out the country.

Keep this circtttar on^file. When j^ou're planning i/oitr next program

call and let us tell i/ou atwut our ser^'ices.

NATIONAL
3518 W. DEVON AVENUE • CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS

PHONE: IRving 8-9820
my ini*r«tr it i
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A casa in Spain . .

.

and a Cape Cod cottage . .

.

^m^

. . . are only as far apart as the minds

of the people who live in them.

The motion pictures we have produced for

Pan American World Airways in Europe . . . Asia . .

.

and the United States . . . are aimed at more than

stimulating air travel to bridge the oceans and

frontiers that separate nations.

They are also designed to bridge the equally

important barriei-s of language, culture, and

customs— through giving people a sense of

personal participation in the problems and

pleasures of each othei-s' daily lives.

COMMUNIUTORS

OF IDEAS

31 WEST 53RD STREET NEW YORK 19. N. Y.



MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING E9UIPMENT

UMM-35MM
• PICTURE
• SOUND

Photo and
Magnetic

• SYNCHRO-
NIZERS

• REWINDERS

One of the
new series 20
Moviolas for
picture and
sound.

Wrife for

Catalogue

Dept. B

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
MSI Go(don St e Hollywood 28. Calif.

Tfiete's 9 &000 mson!

TV TITLES BY KTS
Air Power Stage Seven Our Hero

Fireside Theatre . . , Mama , . .The Hunter

Man Against Crime. ..San Francisco Beat

Crunch Adams. ..The Goldbergs...! Spy

Hopalong Cassidy Follow That Man
Star Theatre . . .Willy . . . Hour of Mystery

and many olhen not yel released.

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
115 W. 23rd Si. New York, N.Y.

Look at Pictures:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20)

water reactors can be made self-

regulating against overpower ex-

plosions. The reactor used in the

tests was designed to harmlessly

explode steam whenever such a

danger point was reached. Since

the atomic matter is buried well

below the ground level of the ma-
chine, only water is sprayed and
that isn't radioactive. The narra-

tion explains the tests in non-tech-

nical language so a general audi-

ence can understand what's hap-

pening. S'

Vital Statistics

-k Information on time and color

of films mentioned in the body
of this article. They are all 16-

mm sound motion pictures. Also
the names of organizations
which distribute them. Unless
otherwise noted, all films are

I available on a free loan basis,
' involving only transportation

charges.
I

Atomic City, I2V2 min., b w.

Handel Film Corp., 6926 Melrose
Ave.. Hollywood .38, Calif.—pur-
chase, rent.

Crash and Live, 25 min., b/w.
Ford Motor Co., Motion Pictui-e

Dept., The American Road, Dear-

born. Mich.

The Ear and Noise, 10 min., color.

American Academy of Ophthal-
mology & Otolaryngology, 111 N.

Bonnie Brea St., Los Angeles 26,

Calif.—purchase.

Effects of Noise on Man, 29 min.,

b w. Young America Films. Inc.,

IS E. 41st St., New York 17. N. Y.
—purchase.

For Whom the Traffic Tolls, 18

min.. b w. Indiana State Police,

Safety Education Div., Stout
Field, Indianapolis, Ind.

Impact, 12 min.. b w. Education-
al Film Sales Dept., University

Extension, U. of California, Los
Angeles 24, Calif. — purchase,
rent.

Medical Aspects of High Intensi-

ty Noise: Ear Defense, 21 min.,

b/w. United World Films, Inc.,

1445 Park Ave., New York 29,

N. Y.—purchase.

No Margin For Error, 23 min.,

color. A-V Services, Dept. of

Cinema, U. of Southern Cali-

fornia, University Park, Los An-
geles 7. Calif.

Practice of Radiological Safety,

33 min., b w.—Principles of Ra-
diological Safety, 51 min., b w.
AEC regional offices.

Protecting the Atomic Worker,
I2V2 min., b/w. Handel Film
Corp., 6926 Melrose Ave., Holly-
wood 38, Calif.—purchase, rent.

Safety Experiments With a Boil-

ing Reactor, 20 min., b w. AEC
regional offices.

TV-Radio "Friendly Group"
Buys Into Colmes-Werrenrath

*WSTV, Inc., operator of the

Friendly Group of six radio and

three television stations in Mis-

souri, Ohio. Pennsylvania, and

West Virginia, now have a 50-per-

cent interest in Colmes-Werren-

rath Productions, Inc., Chicago.

Jack Berknian, president of the

Friendly Group stations, and Wal-

ter Colmes, president of Colmes-

Werrenrath, made the official an-

nouncement.

Berkman will serve as chairman

of the Colmes-Werrenrath board,

along with new vice-presidents John

Laux, now executive vice-presi-

dent of WSTV, Inc.. and Fred

Weber, a vice-president of WSTV,
Inc. The companies will share the

Friendly Group's New York of-

fices and the Colmes-Werrenrath

facilities in Chicago and Glenview,

Illinois. *

1 SOURCE-ALL SERVICES
PRODUCTION Mf LABORATORY ^ PRODUCER SERVICES

(The Only Complete 16mm "SINGLE-STOP" FACILITY)

1. ANIMATION (Simple,
Complex, Cartoon)

2. TITLES (Artwork, I ot

Press, Production)

3. SCRIPT & COUNSEL
(Free suggestion & con-
tract script aids)

4. EDITING (Matching,
Cutt i ng, Creative
Editing)

5. OPTICAL EFFECTS
(Fades, Dissolves, Wipes
& Invisible St. Cuts)

6. RE-RECORDING (from
your tape, film or
striping)

7. RECORDING (Voice,
Music, Sound Effects)

8. FILL-IN PHOTOGRAPHY
(Close-ups, Table Top,
Maps, Charts)

9. SYNC SOUND PHOTOG
RAPHY (Desk Talks,
Sound Stage, Location)

10. PRODUCTION (Any per

tion of a film to be
completed)

11. EDGE NUMBERED
WORKPRINTS (B 'W or

Color)

12. B/W REVERSAL &
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

13. COLOR REVERSAL AND
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

14. PROCESSING (B/W re-

versal, Sound Tracks)

15. REELS, CANS, CASES,
PEERLESS FILM
TREATMENT

16. SHIPPING SERVICE (To

anywhere, United States

or abroad)

Free Information Folder and Price Lists on Request

TH!^ CALVIN COMPANY
INCORPORATED

1105 TRUMAN ROAD HARRISON 1-1234 KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI

22 BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



Economically Priced * Highest Quality

CECO Aluminum Spirt Aport Reels are a fost and in-

expensive melhod of winding film from reels to cores,

or core to core ond con be used for projection reels

wittiout the necessity of having the film put on solid

reels. The core is Ihreoded for quick locking, ond a grip

is pressed Into the fionge woll to hold the ploslic core.

16MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS

Size Price

400' $4.20
1200' 7.00

35MM ALUMINUM SPLIT REELS

Size Price

1000' $6.90

17-y,MM

Size Price

400' $4.70
1200' 7.50

Dig LCdguer ur Deginni^r. .

.

you help your Career with

CECO Film

Equipment

ALUMINUM

SPLIT APART REELS

*^^i:
$259.50

SR4-PRECISI0N LABORATORIES OPTICAL AND
MAGNETIC SOUND READER accepts both 16mm
ond 35mm optical or magnetic film. Consists

of amplifier, head assembly and film trans-

port, SR5-Set of collapsible rollers for use

with 17.5mm and %" tope. 5R6-Similar, but

without magnetic head mount. Avoilable with

either Optical or Magnetic sound only.

$22.00

ElOO-CECO DOUBLE ZIPPER CHANGING BAG Is

light-proof, large enough to accommodate
1000' 35mm magazines or 1200' 16mm
magazine. 34" x 48" black sateen outer

bag. Inner bag of heavy rubber fabric pro-

vided with roomy sleeves having elastic light-

tight wristlets.

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the

world's finest cameras, recording and editing

equipment and photographic accessories. But

CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest

service department in the East—also on engineer-
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers—either beginners or

Academy Award Winners—about their technical

problems. May we help you?

$232.00

MM16-AKG D-25 MICROPHONE
is dynamic cordioid type.

Eliminates wind and AC
hum. Excellent frequency re-

sponse from 30 to 15,000
cps. Completely shock
mounted, lightenough to be

used on microphone "fish-

pole'', weighs only 24
ounces. Contains built-in

dialogue equalizer with
three steps to attenuate

progressively ot 50 cycles.

A variety of models for

every specific need.

CECO OUTDOOR REFLECTORS for re-

flection of sunlight. Surfaced with

silvered reflection popers. In sizes

24" X 24", 30" X 30", 36" x 36",

and 48" x 48" for use with yoke

& stand. Scrims & Dots available.

FC4-ECC0 "1500" SPEEDROLL APPLICATOR
permits cleaning and inspection of roll,

strip or movie film in one eosy operation.

Consists of bokelite cleaning unit, wool-

felt cleaning wicks, teflon idler rollers; also

a 10 oz. gloss fluid unit guaranteed against

leakage. Valve controls flow of cleoning

fluid which is always visible. 16mm or

35mm model. $29.50

$350.00

X101-CECO VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR with loch-

ometer for CINE-KODAK SPECIAL. Speeds from

16 to 64 frames per second. Quick mounting,

no tools required. 1 2-volt or 110-voU opera-
tion. Also available 110-volt Synch Motors
for Bolex, Mitcfiell, Bell & Howell & Eastman
Cine Kodak K-lOO Cameras. Variable speed
molars with Tacti for Mitctiell & Bell & Howell
cameras.

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS— Ace clear Vision Splicers • Editing Barrels • Editing Rocks • Electric

Footage Timers • Exposure Meters • Silent & Sound Projectors • Screens • Film Processing

Equipment • Film Shipping Coses • Film Editors Gloves • Morking Pencils • Retractable Grease
Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens Labels • Blooping Tape
• Blooping Ink • Dulling Spray • Alpho Ray Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Filters •

Number & Letter Punches • Camera & Projector Oil • Magnasync Mognaphonic Sound Recorders.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

04500

$8.50 and up

CECO SLATES. E67-MASONITE, 11"

X 14", with clopstick. E68-12"
high, 1 1" wide, metal sliding num-
bers, with clopstick. £69-131/2" X

1 3 Vi ". mode of fiberboord with

metal border, flip numbers, clop-

stick.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.jnc

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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ONLY VICTOR OFFERS

The above 10 points give a quick picture of the

advanced features you should expect in a modern

16 mm sound projector. Only a Victor brings j'ou

all of them. And with every Victor you also get

the "standard" features of all quality sound pro-

jectors, including 2 speeds for sound and silent

film, still picture, and reverse projection.

Particularly important is Victor's new red,

white and blue color-coded threading. Color lines

on projector clearly show where to thread and the

sequence of threading. Other time-proven fea-

tures—exclusive with Victor—are safety film

trips, top-mounted reels, and power rewinding

with no change of belts or reels.

Victor was first to develop 16 mm projectors

and through the years Victor has been first to

perfect improvements that assure finest pictures

—finest sound— easiest operation. Victor long has

been the choice of A-V experts in 73 countries.

NEW VICTOR VIE>VER

Tlie first profes-

sional 16 mm
viewer with
"frame counter"

priced under$100.

L:irge3!i"x4'4"
screen is brilliant-

ly lighted by 75-

\\attlamp. Kquip-

pcd with f2.Strip-

let lens. All optics

coated.

ONLY ^92.00

1^
—

~~~~::::z^^^^Z^"'":'- '""e oi

P'aybTc'k"! "^^^nMiTT^r-r-

.NY IMPORTANT FEATU

Victor ASSemDiy lU — i^igntweignt projector lor smau

audiences. Amplifier operates at 10 watts continuous output, 18

watts peak. Available with 9" speaker, top-mounted and fully

baffled— or separately cased 12" speaker as shown.

VICTOR,.
ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

EST. 1910

A DIVISION OF KALART
Producers of precision photographic equipment

PLAINVILLE, CONNECTICUT

10th Canadian Film Awards

to Honor Filmed TV Media

p New feature of the 10th annual

competition for Canadian Film

Awards will be a special contest

among films tor TV and filmed

TV commercials, according to

Charles Topshee. chairman of the

awards group. This year more

than 1000 Canadian-made films

and about 4000 Canadian TV
commercials will be eligible for

awards.

Categories in which recognition

will be given are: Theatrical.

Shorts and Features; Non-Theatri-

cal, Arts and Experimental. Chil-

dren's, General Information. Pub-

lic Relations. Sales and Promotion.

Training and Instruction. Travel

and Recreation; Television, Films

for TV and TV Commercials.

Film of the Year .\ward

The Amateur Trophy of the As-

sociation of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers and Laboratories of Canada

will be presented, as will the award

for the Canadian Film of the Year.

No Honorable Mentions will be

offered in this year's competition.

Films released since January.

1956, are eligible for award. En-

tries close Dec. 31. 1957. Films

will be received by the awards

committee until Jan. 15. 1958, at

142 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ont.,

Canada.

Sponsored by Three Groups

Canadian Film Awards are joint-

ly sponsored by The Canadian

Film Institute. The Canadian
Foundation, and The Canadian

Association for Adult Education.

In its decade of encouraging

high standards of film-making and

public recognition of these films

in Canada, the CFA has screened

more than 400 entries, with 31

"first" awards going to leading

Canadian films, as well as prizes

for distinguished contributions to

the Canadian film industry. S'

SOUND RECORDING
at a reasonable cost

High fidelity 16 or 35. Quality

guaranteed. Complete studio and

laboratory services. Color printing

and lacquer coating.

ESCAR
Motion Picture Service

7315 Carnegie Ave.

Cleveland 3, Ohio
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Producers of Motion Pictures

*for Industry and Television

for Over 20 Years

165 West 46th Street, New York

X U .M B E R 7 • V O L I .M E 18 95: 25
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WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

ACL Sets Recommended
Practices for Television Films

^> Answering requests from ad

agencies and television stations,

Tlie Association of Cinema Lab-

oratories, meeting in Philadelphia

recently, has adopted a set of rec-

ommended practices for handling

film material for TV use. Headed

by William Gephart of General

Film Lab. Hollywood, a committee

submitted a report which will be

revised, published and circulated

to motion picture labs. TV net-

works and stations, film producers,

advertising agencies, and users of

films for TV.
The report covers black and

white and color films and should

result in optimum quality film for

broadcast. Included among recom-

mendations are camera area di-

mensions, review room projector

apertures, and comments on set

lighting technique. Control of

negative and positive prints is out-

lined with instructions and photo-

graphic measurements for each

type of film stock used. Nomen-

clatures are defined and recom-

mended for universal use.

Members of the committee are:

S. W. Caldwell. S. W. CaldweU,

Ltd.. Toronto, Canada; Sidney

Solow. Consolidated Film Indus-

tries. Hollywood; Louis Feldman,

Du-Art Lab. New York; John

Kowalak. Movielab, New York;

Garland Misener, Capital Film

Lab, Washington, D. C; Norwood

Simmons. Eastman Kodak, Holly-

wood; T. Gentry Veal. Eastman

Kodak, Rochester; N. R. Olding,

Canadian Broadcast Co.. Montre-

al; Marshall Rothen. Kenyon and

Eckhardt. New York; J. R. Whit-

taker. Columbia Broadcasting Sys-

tem. New York.

Also considered by ACL mem-
bers at this meeting was a report

by Neal Keehn. head of the com-

mittee on nomenclature to stand-

ardize terminology used in the lab

industry.

ACL officials announced future

publication of a world-wide direc-

tory of processing laboratories. B^

FilMagic PYLON
AUTOMATIC

SILICONE LUBRICATION

CLEAN AND
LUBnicATE YOUR TAPES AND FILMS

WHILl THEir PlAY!

Gooronteed Better, Cleaner, Cooler Re-

prodyction on any equipment. Compteta

PYLON KIT (specify suction cup or per-

monent flange-type mounting) with re-

looder bottle and six FilMogic Cloth

Sleeves $2-95 from your dealer or

THE DISTRIBUTORS GROUP, Inc.

204 - 14!h SI., N.W. ATLANTA U. GA,

2€ BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



NEV^f! .4 color material that gives you the ultimate in car rij-th rough

of every subtle tone and gradation in the original scene.

ANSCOCHROME PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM TYPE 242

TECHNICAL DATA—ANSCOCHROME
PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM TYPE 242

General Characterisrics

Exposure Index

Available Lengths

A low contrast lOmm tungsten

color orieinal film designed for

optimum quality in the final

release prints.

EI 10 Tunesten
EI S Davlieht (with No. 8.'

filter

.*200K illumination

l»mm X ICX). 200, 400 and
1200 feet. Latent image foot-

acre numbered.

Now you can profit from Ansco's years of intensive research dedi-

cated to produce the finest possible 16mm low contrast originals

with the best possible print-through characteristics.

Balanced for tungsten—the new .ANSCOCHROME PROFES-
SION.AL C.AMER.A FILM T^PE 242 captures a full scale image

that is designed to vield final release pnnts of unparalleled bril-

liance, color saturation and flesh tones on 16mm .\nsco Type 238

Color Duplicating Film.

Tvpes 242 and 238, when used together, form a combination that

provides '"that .Anscochrome look"—color saturation, balance, and

uniformitv—in the final release print. .Ansco, Binghamton, New
York. .A Division of General .Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco . . the finest compliment you can pay your skill

N U .M B E K \ O L I .M E 18 • 1 9 .5 ;



16mm Color Motion Picture

16mm Color Internegative-

Positive Printing and

Processing

Magnetic Laminating

Color Slidefilm

16mm Black ^
and White

H!/

Box 2408

Gary 5, Indiana

Laboratory

5929 East Dunes

Highway

Telephones

Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114

Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

RIGHT OFF THE REEL

Industrial Audio-Visual Exhibition

Attracts 3,000 at N.Y. Inaugural

WITH Recent Developments in the news

centering on the need for rapid and ef-

fective training of the nation's manpower, the

pooling of a large store-house of audio-visual

knowledge, methods, services and equipment

at this time seemed most appropriate. The

first Industrial Audio-Visual Exhibition, held

at the New York Trade Show Building, Novem-

ber 13-15, provided several thousand visitors

from the most important firms and organiza-

tions in the country with a good look at the

latest in the field of sound and vision.

Every type of equipment could be found in

the exhibition, covering the entire fifth floor

of the building, and representing many lead-

ing companies in the field.

A special attraction was the famous and

valuable collection of Irving Browning, presi-

dent of the Society of Cinema Collectors and

Historians, containing early magic lanterns,

stereo apparatus, antique movie cameras and

other forerunners of today which provided an

interesting contrast to the modern a-v equip-

ment displayed.

A program of prominent speakers covering

most facets of the industry filled the lecture

hall in the center of the exhibition to capacity

at each session. John Flory, Advisor on Non-

Theatrical Films, Eastman Kodak Company,

spoke on "The Economic Impact of the Audio-

Visual Field on Industry" and reported that

films and audio-visual equipment is now an

annual quarter-billion dollar industry in this

country. Lt. Col. R. A. Bassler. USAF. of

the North American Air Defense Command,
flew in from Colorado especially to present

"The Practical Applications of the Audio-

Visual Techniques in High Level Military

He.idquarters."

Willis H. Pratt, Jr.. Film Manager, Ameri-

( continued ON PAGE FIFTY-NINE)

ARTA^VIDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington 2 7378-9

I

BUSIXESSLAND
Two years before "Sputnik" began ominouslv

circling over our heads. Walt Disney and his

creative staff had already completed their arti-

ficial satellite. After launching it they went a

step further and built a four stage rocket which
sent a volunteer crew on man's first flight to

outer space.

Of course it was all done by animation but

the scientific data involved was identical to the

scientific explanations of Sputnik, now common
knowledge to the .American public.

This was all part of the Disneyland television

program, MAN IN SPACE. In the light of cur-

rent events it now becomes a most appropriate

release to the 16mm field. We've edited it to a

convenient 3-5 minutes of running time and the

prints are in e.\citing color bv Technicolor.

Already extensive use is being made of the

film by business organizations.

1. Companies which loan films free of charge

to the public find "Man In Space" an ex-

cellent addition to their film library.

2. E.xtensive employee screenings are being

held in companies whose products or ser\'-

ices relate to scientific advances.



We wish to express our gratitude for the

whole-hearted cooperation of the diplomatic

and home officials of the following countries:

ENGLAND
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ne Call for all You Need

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
For quick service, expert advice

and one low price for equipment,

installation and removal, call on

one of the nation's largest suppliers

of temporary lighting facilities

—

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment

inventory is unexcelled. Below are

just a few of the many items

available for quick <lelivery

whenever and wiiere\ er neetletl.

LIGHTING

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment

M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-IO.OOOW

Diffusion

Scoops

Reflectors

Bullboards

Coble

PORTABLE POWER
EQLIPMEIV'T

AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Coster-mounted)

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil

Portable Substations

DOLLIES
Fearless ond

Raby Panorom

Dollies

Crab and

Western

Dollies

GRIP
EQIIIPMEIVT

MocTon Turntable

for Cars and

Displays

Mole Richardson

Boom and

Perambulotor

Parallels

Ladders and Steps

Scriras and Flags

Dots and Stands

Write or Wire

for

Catalog and
FREE

ESTIMATES!

JACK A. FROST
Dept. BS

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.

U. S. Film, Equipment Export
Drops in First Half of '57

ii Exports of motion picture film

stock and equipment from the

United States in the first half of

1957 were valued at $20,315,207.

This was about 1 5 per cent below
the exports in the first half of 1 956.

valued at $24,043,809. according

to a report by the Business and
Defense Services Administration,

U. S. Department of Commerce.
Made from preliminary figures

of the Bureau of the Census by
BDSA's Scientific. Motion Picture

and Photographic Products Divi-

sion, the report included data on
16mm. 35mm and 8mm film stock

and equipment exports.

Negative E.xports On Upgiade

Bucking the downward trend,

export of 16mm negative rawstock

film rose to 54,716.620 linear feet

valued at $1,472,482 in the first

half of 1957. topping the 1956
first half export of 51.011.986
linear feet valued at $1,346,475.

Export of 16mm positive rawstock

film was reported as 60.818,794
linear feet valued at $641,142 in

the first half of this year—a linear

decline from 61.274.452 feet (val-

ued at a lower $553,208) in the

first half of 1956.

In the first half of 1957. the

report shows, the number of 16mm i

cameras exported was 2.528. val-

ued at $427,229. In the first half

of 1956, a reported 2.906 16mm
cameras, valued at $445,509 were

exported. This year. 35mm camera
exports numbered 92, valued at

$199,839. In the first half of 1956.

125 35mm cameras, valued at

$502,168, were exported.

3,386 Sound Projectors Sent

The 1957 first half, export of

16nim sound projectors was re-

ported as 3,386 units, valued at

$1,101,841, a decline from the

4,340 projectors, valued at $1,-

495.159. exported in the first half

of 1956.

Sound recording equipment ex-

ported in the first half of 1957
was valued at $463.144—an in-

crease from the $290,480 worth

of sound recording equipment ex-

ported in the first half of 1956.

Sound reproducing equipment ex-

ported in the first half of 1957 was
valued at 572.065. as compared to

the reproducing equipment, worth

$732,361. exported in the same
period in 1956.

Motion picture screens exported

in the first half of 1957 were val-

ued at $480,281, a drop from the

screen export of the 1956 first half,

valued at $611,634. »

PARTHENON PICTURES

-Hollywood-

A FILM PROGRAM FOR
THE BORDEN COMPANY
•HAIL THE HEARTY"—Enough
of the right foods for everybody
—a century of progress in mass
nutrition. (Sterling-Movies,
U.S.A. I , , ,

"ELSIE & CO."—An I. K. film to

bring scattered employees into
unity by showing them the whole
company. 40 min. Color.

* * -:f

"GREAT BIG BIRTHDAY"—

A

special-occasion film to feature
the employees' parties inaugurat-
ing The Centennial Year, featur-
ing Elsie in the boardroom.

* * *

"THE SECOND AMERICAN
REVOLUTION"—A one-occasion
tool, quickly and cheaply pro-
duced to stand in for an officer's

personal appearance at an im-
portant Convention. 18 minutes.

AND .V LETTER FROM
THE BORDEN COMPANY

New York, Oct. 14. 1957

To: Parthenon Pictures,
Hollywood.

Dear Cap:

Here's a long overdue letter to get

on the record some observations on
our recent experiences in tiie film-

making business. It is overdue be-
cause three films in a year—with no
prior experience in this activity

—

is quite an experience, and it takes
time for recovery. In addition, the
new job has kept me hopping.

First, let me say that we are
liappy—all of us. Everyone likes all

three pictures. That's quite an ac-
complishment in a complicated
company like this . . .

Second, we all liked doing busi-

ness with you. This is due partly, I

believe, to the initial policy of know-
ing what we w-anted but giving you
a pretty free hand in developing it.

The fact that we now have w-hat -we

wanted is largely because you have
a sound grasp on what a business

should spend money for, and can
develop it without violating the in-

tegrity of a picture.

Finally, we liked working with you
and your group, and there's a fine

difference between doing business

with someone and working with
him. I shall miss these script con-
ferences, and the lively encounters
with all of you—Palmer, Stoney,
Meakin, Millington and the sundry
Hollywood characters who bright-

ened" our days. So will my colleagues

in the Executive Suite, as well as

those in this Department.
The miracle of it, my friend, is

that we spent so much time and so

much money without any blow-ups
or anyone going home mad. Quite
an accomplishment! Should you
need testimonials at any time, steer

your prospects our way and w'e shall

testify cheerfully and without fee.

Sincerely,

Milton Fairman
(Asst. V.P.—Adv. & P,R.)

PARTHENON PICTURES

2625 Temple St. • Hollywood 26

(
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want

''Stick'tO'it'ive^'

salesmen?
put on this

PREPARED
SALES
MEETING

SIGHT & SDUIVD

"Close Isn't Closed"

Here, in one package, is everything

you need to stage a hard-hitting sales

meeting—at small cost and with ex-

tremely little preparation. Dramatic

film highlights create deep, lasting Im-

pressions of successful selling methods.

Used by leading companies the nation

over. Effective for any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00

1 COMPLETE TEXT-forstepby
step guidance. Contains instruc-

tions, remarks which you may read

or improvise upon, questionnaires

that reveal individual selling weak-

nesses, sales problems to stimu-

late discussion, summarized high-

lights and send-home follow-up

material.

2STRIPFaM— proves, with real

Istlc situations, how closing starts

at the very beginning of the Inter-

view. Illustrates how It's possible

to ask for the order again and

again—sticking until It's signed.

3 SOUND RECORDING—Nar-

ration by Harlow Wilcox puh the

message across clearly, forcefully,

convincingly.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you
if you prefer). If materia! does not

meet your need you may return it and
pay only the small service charge of

$10.00 to cover the cost of handling,

plus postage both ways.

Better Selling Bureau
6108-6 Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, California

A Division of Rocket Pictures. Inc.

Award Plaques for Outstanding
Safety Pictures at Congress

77 The National Committee on

Films for Safety held their 14th

.\nnual Award Presentation and

Film Showing in Chicago's Conrad

Hilton Hotel on Tuesday evening.

October 22.

The Committee's Chairman.

John McCullough. Technical Serv-

ices Director. Motion Picture As-

sociation of America, presented

bronze plaques to the sponsors'

representatives of the nine winners

of their 1957 contest for films pro-

duced or released in 1956.

Among those accepting these

awards were Mr. G. A. Newman.
Consul General of Canada and W.

Hewitson, producer director, for

the National Film Board of Cana-

da; Harry I. Kirk. President. Amer-

ican Automobile Association, for

the AAA Foundation for Traffic

Safety: J. T. Williams. Manager of

Safety, for Pennsylvania Railroad;

Robert S. B. Holmes. Asst. Direc-

tor of Safety, for U. S. Steel; and

Ed Rasch. Eastern Manager.
1 6mm Film Division, for Walt Dis-

ney.

The major portion of the eve-

ning was devoted to showing the

winning films. .(Attendance at this

event, open to delegates of the

45th National Safety Congress and

other guests, was about 900. S'

"Best Three-Quarters" in Sales

Earnings Reported by Kodak

tc Eastman Kodak Company sales

and earnings for the first three

quarters of 1957 showed a steady

upswing and provided the best

totals the company has ever had

in these categories for a similar

period in previous years, Thomas
Hargrave. chairman of the board,

and Albert Chapman, president of

the company, said.

Consolidated sales reported by

the firm's U.S. facilities for the 36

weeks ending Sept. 8. 1957. re-

vealed an increase of 8 percent

over $500,699,837 for the same

period in 1956. Net earnings after

taxes amounted to a rise of about

8 percent over S60.968.204 in

1956.

"Sales of photographic products

in total were at a high level, show-

ing an increase over the first three-

quarters of last year," Hargrave

and Chapman said.

Total sales of professional mo-
tion picture films declined moder-

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

Negative thought for today:
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SIGHT & SDUIVD

Some overexposures can be

corrected with proper processing

RCA Sound Recording

Editing

Processing

Printing. Color and Blac k-and-White

Magnetic Laminating

CAPITAL
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

I905 Falrview Ave., N. E.,

V/ashington 2, D. C.

LAwrence 6-4634

(cont'd from preceding page)

ately, Kodak officials said. Among
sensitized photographic products

which made sales advances in the

first three quarters of 1957 were

professional sheet films. X-ray

films, amateur color films, photo-

graphic papers, papers for the

Verifax Office Copier, and color

papers and chemicals for color

processing.

Sales of photographic products

made by the company's Apparatus

and Optical Division for this 36-

week period show substantial in-

creases over a year ago; sales of

flashholders. slide projectors, and

motion picture projectors in-

creased, while sales of amateur

movie cameras continued to hold

at a good level, company officials

said. Although sales of photo-

graphic products to the govern-

ment rose, the selling of special

military products dropped. ^

SMPTE Chicago Section Holds
Regional Meeting at Ames, la.

The Chicago Section of the So-

ciety of Motion Picture and Tele-

vision Engineers held its Novem-
ber regional meeting at Ames. la.

Film production personnel of Iowa
State College were hosts.

Program features scheduled for

the meeting included a symposium
on 16mm color internegative posi-

tive. Members of the panel were:

Chairman, R. A. Colburn. G. W.
Colburn Laboratory, Chicago; W.
D. Hedden. The Calvin Co.. Kan-
sas City. Mo.; J. R. Stillings and
R. P. Ireland, both of Lakeside

Laboratory, Gary. Ind.

Papers on color kinescope re-

cording. TV station operation,

educational TV, motion picture

university curriculum, motion pic-

ture photography, and new color

films were slated for presentation

by the following speakers:

T. G. Veal, Eastman Kodak Co.;

Harold Jones, Ansco; Charles
Quentin, KRNT-TV; O. S. Knud-
sen, J. North, and W. L. Hughes,
all of Iowa State College; K. Ket-

chum, WOI-TV; J. 'l. Newell,

Western Cine Service; and Eric

Kropp. Perceptual Development
Laboratories.

In his discussion of lighting re-

quirements for color motion pic-

tures used in color television. Veal

said that skin tone and facial detail,

which can be enhanced by proper

lighting, often are as necessary as

dialogue in telling a story on color

television. l*

Got grievances?

solve 'em . . .

prevent em

. . . put on this

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

Title

"Handling Grievances"

Here, in one package, is everything you
need to stage an effective training meet-
ing. So flexible you can use it as a 15-

minule "quiclcie" or a stimulating 2-hour

conference. Modern audio -visual tech-

niques drive home important lessons in

human relations and management proce-

dure. Proved e'ffec'tive for any type of

business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00
LEADER'S MANUAL—a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. Just fol-

^,-^ lov^ it step by step. Contains

\^A instructions, data for chart or

\»^^ blackboard worlt. and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or improvise upon.

STRIPFILM — dramatically reveals the

^'^. conditions that lead to griev-

S} ances. Shows how supervisors

^ft can correct them and maintain

better human relations.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that

never tires, never omits, never

^^^ forgets. Narration by Harlow
^^hI Wilcox puts the stripfilm's mes-

^^^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each

supervisor. For companies con-

ducting the entire series of

eight meetings, suggestions for

certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you
if you prefer). If material does not meef
your need you may return It and pay
only the small service charge of $10.00

to cover the cost of handling, plus post-

age both ways.

ROCKET PICTURES
INC.

6I0fi-A Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, Calif.
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I f I .T
ow the World's Largest Motion Picture Studios are

Available for the Production of Industrial Films!
Under one roof, within the walls of the M-G-M studio, are

all the creative resources and technical facilities that could

conceivably be required for the production of industrial films.

Here can be found the talent, the know-how, the showman-

ship to create a superlative shooting script. Here are the

facilities that will glamorize a product, or present a corporate

story and MG]\I-TV can meet the total requirements nec-

essary to produce an interesting and informative industrial

motion picture.

Sets? Anything from a castle to a Caribbean isle. Props?
A warehouse with over 160.000. Costumes? About half-a-

million. Music, make-up, sound-effects... there is no other

studio in the world with comparable resources.

Together with the most modern camera equipment, the fast-

est processing in black-and-white or color, the most efficient,

creative and e.xperienced personnel in every department —
MG!vI-TV is in the ideal position to produce an outstanding

industrial film for your company or client.

A por»/o/ list of clients of MGM-TV
RCA • Eastman Kodak • Helene Curtis • Knickerbocker Beer • Maybelline

Pure Oil Company • Schlitz Beer StandarcJ Oil of Indiana

Houbigant Perfumes • Bell & Howell • Richard Hudnut • Pillsbury

WIRE, WRITE OR PHONE
Richard .\. Harper
General Sales Manager Richard Lewis Virgil "Buzz" Ellsworth
701 7th Ave.. New York 36. N. Y. 360 X. Michiean. Chicago. 111. M-O-M Stiiriins Tiilvor Citxr r,i;f

Commercial &
Industrial Division

A Service of

Loew's Incorporated^



BIG ROLE FOR

U.S.C. CINEMA

DEPARTMENT
University Benefits From Greatly

Extended Use of 35mm and 16mm
Mitchell Motion Picture Cameras

One of the most st.irtliiig developments among tlie

cinema departments of colleges and uni\eisities is

the increased contribution which the campus film

unit has made to the field of higher education.

A leading example is the University of Southern
California where students using professional
Mitchell motion picture cameras film a remarkable
range of subjects. Films are created for classroom
instruction, public relations, sports events, campus
activities, scientific research, audience reaction
research, entertainment, television and industry.

Mitchell cameras meet an extreme range of film-

ing requirements. No other single camera has
proven so flexible in use as these eas\-operating,

trouble-free .35nim and 16mm cameras which con-
sistently deliver the liighest qualitv film.

For information about Mitchell cameras, write

todav on \()ur letterhead.

Widely diversified filming conditions are covered in

instruction in which Mitchell cameros demonstrate their

great flexibility.

Mitchell camera focuses on operating room as medical

instruction film is made by Department of Cinema at U, 5, C.

/HitcAdlGmuem
CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE U.CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: 'MITCAMCO"

Peabody and TV "Emmy"
award winner, Dr. Frank
Baxter, being filmed for

the education TVand Radio
Center of Ann Arbor.

Students from all over the

world attend U. S. C. to

learn the latest techniques

of 16mm and 35mm cine-

matography.

^B5% nt nrnfessional motion DiL:'res -^hown in theatres throughout the world are filmed with a Mitchell I



Special

Report

// the U.S.

doesn't have

an earth

satellite, at

least we show

this prophetic

film scene . . .

FILM: a Communist Weapon
in Science and Propaganda

WHENEVER Soviet-produced motion pic-

tures appear on the screen, the image of

international Communism emerges. In the

present cuhural offensive being waged by

Communists throughout the world and includ-

ing the United States, there is the outward ap-

pearance of the arts and entertainment but the

Comintern-dominated film industry which cen-

ters in Russia has only one real purpose—the

psychological and physical invasion of the free

world as a prelude to ultimate ideological con-

quest.

To understand the Soviet film industry as it

is today inevitably reveals the complete totali-

tarian domination of what the Communists

have always regarded as a most vital instru-

ment of political influence. The motion picture

became a tool of the Communists when Lenin's

decree of 1919 transferred "the entire pho-

tography and cinematography trade and indus-

try to the jurisdiction of the People's Com-
missariat of Education."

Film Progress Behind the Iron Curtain

How are Soviet films doing today? These

revealing paragraphs show how thoroughly the

Communists have mastered the medium which

an .\merican businessman once called "the

most powerful tool for putting ideas into men's

heads" and what Pope Pius XII regards as

"that most potent influence, penetrating the

inner recesses of the mind . . . your films."

The All-Union Institute of Cinematography

in Moscow, offering a tough six-year course in

film-making, is graduating hundreds of tech-

nicians and craftsmen from Asia, the Middle

East and Europe each year, sending them back

to their countries as skilled propagandists dedi-

cated to the aims of Communism.
Well over 100,000 people are employed in

film production in the Soviet Union. Since

not a single foot of negative is exposed without

having a Communist purpose, the world's

largest army of "mass communicators" is en-

gaged in the internal and external thought con-

trol of peoples everywhere, armed with the
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most powerful weapon of idea communication

mankind has yet created.

More than 62.500 projectors are being used

day and night within the Soviet Union to reach

audiences from children to the aged; 50% of

these ate "mobile units" going from town to

town and reaching compulsory audiences in

every one of the Soviet RepubUcs. Most ol

this is now 16mm sound equipment, for the

Soviet Union has only a few thousand regular

cinemas in larger cities.

Two Plants Turn Out 37,000 Projectors

That this is an exceedingly low estimate is

shown from Soviet literature revealing that the

Odessa plant alone provided more than

23,000 16mm sound projectors within seven

years; the Leningrad plant "gave the cinema

network nearly 34.000 electro-acoustic ar-

rangements and tens of thousands of loud-

speakers." And we quote again:

"The sound movable 16nmi projector

16ZP5. which was worked out and mastered

in 1937 by the Odessa plant, still plays an

important role owing to its high projection

quality and its reliability and convenience in

spreading out the network of cine-instaUations

in village localities and particularly in the re-

mote regions."

What Stalin has called "the greatest means

of mass agitation" has clearly been taken into

the hands of Party bosses.

"Four years ago the Communist film indus-

tries presented no competition to the film pro-

ducing countries of the free world. By a seem-

ing modification of the requirement that ail

films must have a strong political message and

concerted promotional efforts, the Communists

are gaining wider acceptance of their motion

pictures and distributing them to the free world

with such success that these industries must

now be recognized as a factor in the world film

market."

In most countries, including the U.S., such

Soviet films as Romeo and Juliet, Othello, The

(CO.NJTINUED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE)

FROM THE PAGES OF
'SOVIET CINEMATOGRAPHY"
"The history of Soviet cinematography
begins from August 27, 1919. when V. I.

Lenin signed the historic decree, On the
transfer of the entire photography and
cinematography trade and industry to the
jurisdiction of the People's Commissariat
of Education, thereby laying the foundation
of a Soviet cinematography, developed and
controlled by the Soviet government.
"V. I. Lenin gave a historic formulation of

the significance of the cinema as the most
important of the arts. He pointed out its

truly popular character and great role in

raising the cultural level of the Soviet boiling

masses.

"J. V. Stalin, the great continuator of Lenin's

work, in his speech at the Xlllth Congress
of the Party pointed out that 'the cinema is

the greatest means of mass agitation. The
task is to take It into our hands.'

"

* * *

"Soviet scientific and educational

cinematography has been rightly recognized as

the most advanced and the most progressive

(sic) in the world. Soviet people are proud of it.

because it is exactly this kind of art which

realizes the noblest task of popularizing the

advanced materialistic science through the

the powerful medium of the screen.

"The sphere of Soviet scientific cinematography

is very wide. Soviet cinema industry produces

scientiiic films of the most varied kinds.

The following are the four basic categories:

"1. Films of scientific research in which

cinematography is used as a method of

research and study.

"2. Educational films for schools, technical

colleges and universities where cinema is

used as an auxiliary means of education, as

the instrument of visual instruction.

"3. Instructional films for workers' circles,

workers' courses, and for the wide circle of

the collective farmers where cinema is used

as the means of raising their productive

capacities.

"4. Popular scientific films for the general

spectator, serving as a powerful factor in

the popularization of science and the

dissemination of knowledge amongst the most

varied strata of the town and village

population."

"The Party and the Government pay great

attention to the question of propaganda and

the dissemination of scientific, technical and

poUtical knowledge. The existence of a

great fund of cine-films has made it possible

for Soviet cinematography to participate

actively in this work. The cine theatres

organize cinema shows on a very broad scale,

helping to master the Socialist culture and

study the past history of Russia.

"In order to use on a still bigger scale the

educational and scientific popular cine-films

for raising technical knowledge, the

Government of the Soviet Union decided in

Jime 1949, to show free-of-charge educational

and short-length popular scientific and

chronicle documentary films, and to arrange

for educational work and lectures."



(OSIlNUtD FROM PRECEDING PAGE)

SiUni Don. and Golden A metope are probably

regarded as "artistic" entertainment. That they

happen to show the baleful influence of riches

vs. true love, the plight of the Negro, the con-

sequences of a wavering faith in Communism

(The Silent Don), etc. is only coincidental.

Accompanied by a plentiful supply of "free"

short subjects given exhibitors who book the

features, the Communist film offensive is deliv-

ering the message about Soviet strength—in

war or their kind of peace.

Two Soviet newsreels a month are translated

into 32 languages for foreign dissemination.

Conuiiunication a One-Way Street in USSR

While thoroughly immersed in the field of

international propaganda, a one-way street

which visiting films from the U.S. may seldom

if ever travel, the Communists are well aware

of the potent value of films for instruction.

Soviet scientific and educational films are mak-

ing an increasing appearance in the interna-

tional film festivals, including several recent

titles on space exploration and a timely report

called Sputnik. Communist literature reports:

"In attractive and interesting form, the cin-

ema popularizes the principles of the advanced

materialist science, acquaints the spectators

with the achievements of the scholars, engi-

neers, agronomists, innovators in various fields

of national economy, science and culture.

"Cinema is also widely used in the work of

scientific research institutions, being regarded

as one of the most reliable media of scientific

research and study.

"The president of the Academy of Sciences

of the USSR, S. I. Vavilov. personally worked

as an adviser ... in the production of the scien-

tific and educational films dealing with physics."

The Soviet filmmakers understand and use

practically every educational film technique

known to the West. "Loop" films, developed

for intensive training in Britain and the U.S.,

are called "ring films" in the USSR. They are

widely used to show action of a single process

by repetition on the screen. Soviet industrial

films embrace entire series, such as the cinema
course Motorcar, totaling 148 films and com-
prising some 20 miles of negative. A similar

cine-course Tractor has also been produced.

Utilize Every DUicational Film Technique

The Soviets get plenty of domestic coopera-

tion when working on any kind of (ilm project,

especially with Premier Bulganin's recent dec-

laration of high esteem for the medium. Every

institution of learning, industrial or agricultural

organization, every office or working unit in

the Soviet Union opens its doors "to the work-
ers of the scientific cinematography and ofi'crs

all possible help."

Distribution of Soviet .scicntilic lilms is car-

ried on through the Union-wide ni:iwork of

screens under the control of the main oMkc of

the Ministry of Cinematography of lln.- I SSR,
and also in the "special cinc-thcatrcs" foi h icn-

".\ccording to my scientific friends, one of onr greatest,

and most glaring, deficiencies is the faihire of us in this

country to give high enough priority to scientific education

and to the place of science in our national life."

—President EisenhoMer. speukiiii!

to the people of the U. S. on

Thursday evening, Nov. 7, 1957.

tific films. For example, "all the schools in

Moscow are equipped with cinema" as are most

others today throughout the Soviet Union, par-

ticularly the high schools and universities.

A monthly "film-magazine" reel titled Science

and Technology is being produced regularly,

as well as a scientific "periodical" film for the

railwavmen. titled On the Steel Mains. &

The Communists' Worldwide Film Festival OfFensive

tV Despite its overt aims of Communist educa-

tion. Communist indoctrination and Commu-
nist direction, the Soviet film is a definite "suc-

cess story" in recent international film festivals

as it is in all lands where Communist infiuence

prevails, such as Red China. Eastern Europe,

the Middle East and in many parts of Asia. It

will get stronger there.

In 1953. after a long period of non-partici-

pation. Communist Bloc countries reappeared

at the major official international film festivals.

The Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

and Poland entered films and sent official dele-

gates to the XIV International Exhibition of

Cinematographic Art at Venice and VI 1 Inter-

national Film Festival at Edinburgh. In 19.'^4.

Communist films appeared at the Cannes In-

ternational Film Festival for the first time in

the post-war period.

Since that time, the Communist Bloc coun-

tries have shown increased interest in foreign

film festivals. During 1956 and 1957, the So-

viet Union and its satellites participated in

every official international film festivai in the

free world, except one in West Berlin. Com-
munist films have been among the prize-win-

"In the coining years the Russians uill

forge ahead of us in science, and in the

field that science generates, namely,

Icchnologv. If that should come to pass.

I think there can be no doubt who will

determine the future of this world. Wc
have suffered a very serious defeat in a

field where at least some of the most

important engagements are carried out:

in the classroom."

—Dr. K<lwar<l T.lUr.

rniiiii'iil srit^nlist

and "falln'r »/ the H-hnnib."

.Speaking lo the Northern California Section
of the Elementary Sehool Science

Association, Nov. 2, 1957

ning productions at every official festival in

which they competed.

One aspect of this participation is the Soviet

aim to penetrate "avant-garde" and art film

groups, including those in the United States,

and there has been strong concentration of ef-

fort in this fertile ground whe.e social upheaval

can be encouraged.

Soviet films have been making especial head-

way in the "soft underbelly" of Asian coun-

tries and so have recent films of their partners

in Red China. Forty Communist films a year

have been showing in the 700 theatres of In-

done.iia; 14 films were used within six months

in the Japanese schools. A strong appeal to

Moslem interests and an "understanding of the

people who will view them" is encouraged at

Alma Ata, in the Soviet Moslem area, where

a modern "Hollywood" of the USSR was built.

Contrasting sharply to the large official So-

viet delegations in attendance at these festivals

(at one the USSR claimed an entire theatre

and limited admission to its "friends" and dele-

gates), the United States has sent one govern-

ment representative, provided meagre expense

allowances and depends on the entertainment

industry's .Motion Picture Association as host.

U.S. 16mm non-theatrical participation, out-

side of a few government films from Agricul-

ture, the Veterans" Administration. Army and

the Navy, is practically non-existent. During

the period when the non-government I6nim

films were entrusted to the Film Council of

America, large shipments of 16mm titles went

overseas, leaving the final selection to harried

festival authorities at Edinburgh and Venice.

Their "selections" were "random" at best and

U.S. business, educational and documentary

films have been very poorly represented at

these events in recent years.

This is not a task for government alone but

calls for the cooperative effort of every phase

of the 16tnin and 35mm film industries from

coasi-to-coast, working witli government to

achieve a critically needed defense of the free

world wherever "men"s minds are being influ-

enced" by the powerful medium of the screen.

J6 BUSINESS SCREEN M.\GAZINE
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The Emerging Answers—

A First Comprehensive

Instructional Science

Course Brings Schools

162 Filmed Lectures

and Lab Demonstrations

for Physics Teaching

REPORTS OF Progress made
by the Soviet Union in

training scientific manpower
reserves have alerted many seg-

ments of U.S. industry and educa-

tion.

On the return of former Senator

William Benton, board chairman

of the Encyclopaedia Britannica

and Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films, from a visit to Russia in

1955, his research associates re-

appraised statistics that have since

become a matter of widespread

national concern:

Critical Lack of Teachers

About 14.000 of the country's

28.000 secondary schools do not

offer courses in physics, basic to

the study of science. The reason

stems from an insufficient number
of science teacher graduates elect-

ing to teach science, much less

physics.

Britannica researchers found

that in a recent five-year period

the number of our college gradu-

ates in science declined 53 percent,

while total school enrollments in-

creased 16 percent. Only one in

five of these graduates chose to

teach. The other four sought posi-

tions in government and industry.

Only o'^f Now Study Physics

Of 4.320 college graduates cer-

tified for the teaching of science

in 1956, a token total of only 130

physics teachers took positions in

the country's high schools. Com-
pounding this situation, only 5 per-

cent of recent high school students

now study physics compared to 20

percent of 50 years ago.

These facts eventually led to a

working arrangement between the

Fund for the Advancement of Edu-

cation, the National .Academy of

Sciences. Educational Television

Station WQED of Pittsburgh, and

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films.

Inc.

The Fund, a Ford Foundation-

Dr. Harvey White, mentor of filmed physics course, has taught the subject for the past 25 \t\:i

First Aid for Science Study
Half of Nation's Schools Without Physics Instruction, Basic to Science

Study, As Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Completes One Year Visual Course

supported entity, provided a S500.-

000 grant. Dr.' M. H. Trytten. di-

rector of the Office of Scientific

Personnel at the National Academy
of Sciences— National Research

Council, coordinated an advisory

committee to look into the feasi-

bility of a filmed course in physics

instruction and to select the man
who would teach it. Pittsburgh's

Educational Television Station

WQED would introduce the course

over its facilities. And. through

arrangements with Maurice B.

Mitchell, president of EB Films,

the daily lessons were filmed in

color.

Major 16mm Science Project

This fall the results of the "part-

nership" labeled the largest single

16mm project ever attempted in

the field of science education, are

available as a complete, one-year

course in introductory physics, on

both black and white and color

motion picture film.

Qualitatively, the weight of the

new EBF physics course is even

more promising than its half-ton

bulk of film cans stretching ceiling-

ward in an impressive 16-foot

stack. The 162 half-hour sessions,

combining lecture-demonstrations

with laboratory-experimentation

periods over a standard 36-week

school year, will enable high school

teachers to instruct:

Mechanics, heat, sound, atomic

physics, quantum optics, properties

of matter, light (optics), electrici-

ty and magnetism, electronics, and

nuclear physics. Four introductory'

sessions go into units of measure

and the purposes of studies in

physics. Three additional segments

probe the manipulation of a slide

lule, algebra and powers of 10, and
trigonometry.

Prior to its commercial availa-

bility, the series was tested in Chi-

cago and Pittsburgh,

Last February, Chicago's Edu-
cational TV Station. WTTV.
beamed the physics films to an

area-wide audience in 20 public

high schools. The second semes-

ter's programs went out over the

air in succeeding summer months.

So well-received was the course

that evening telecasts for adult

educational purposes gained signed

enrollments, with high school credit

awarded to those completing the

course via written examination.

100 Schools .\re Using Series

With the project just out of lab-

oratory print stages and entering

school curriculums for the first

time this fall, already more than

100 schools are using the course.

Consisting of 10 separate and com-
plete teaching film units, the course

can be offered simultaneously at

16 different schools in one area

through adequate scheduling of dis-

tribution. EBF officials maintain.

Experimentally. 36 Wisconsin
communities now are offering the

course to individual classes in their

high schools. The University of

Wisconsin promotes the course.

In fact, W. A. Wittich. professor

of education at the University Ex-

tension Division, recently rushed

an order for more study guide ma-

terials on the films. Some of the

participating schools, according to

Prof. Wittich, had experienced:

"Some 20 to 30 percent in e.\-

cess of anticipated enrollments in

physics, and with the increase in

class size, our estimates have not

been adequate.

"

Several large industrial research

labs have used the film course for

on-the-job training. Their objec-

tive has been to conveniently bring

the study of basic science to em-
ployees who ordinarily would have

to travel long distances to receive

comparable training.

.Missouri College Serves .\iea

Cape Girardeau (Mo.) State

College is somewhat of a pioneer

in the plan as the recipient of a

black-and-white series gratis from

local contractor R. B. Potashnick.

Through its audio-visual depart-

ment film library, first in the coun-

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

Below: clearly visible figures, en-

larged on classroom screens, are

another film advantage.
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(cont'd from PRECFDING PAGE)

try to catalog the scries, the college

handles rental and distribution of

the course to at least 10 schools

in the immediate district.

The man chosen as mentor for

this lilni series was Dr. Harvey

White, professor of physics at the

University of California. Berkeley.

and a teacher of introductory phys-

ics to freshmen for the past 25

years.

Adds Ingenuity lo Experience

By injecting a quarter-century

of experience and ingenuity into

the course. Dr. White seems to

have answered in advance such

laments as those made recently by

one eastern-U.S. scientific equip-

ment maker;

"The high school is the place to

sell our youth on science and we're

not doing it. Too many high

schools teach science in a dull way.

often without laboratory facili-

ties."

Dr. White, according to EBF
officials, combines an interesting

personal performance with $250.-

000 worth of demonstration and

experimental equipment that no

high school and few universities

could ever duplicate.

Eases Burden for Teachers

The project is designed, not to

make life harder for the country's

educators, but to supplement class-

room efforts. Study guide materi-

als supplied with each film will

further ease teaching burdens.

Where an individual teacher for-

merly required hours to prepare

and demonstrate physics lectures

and labs, the filmed equivalent

does it for him. He can then de-

vote his classroom activity to more

effective, personalized help in dis-

cussions and other post-film needs

Below: David Rui)>eway. producer

for EB f-'ilms (lej!). /v .tliown with

Dr. While, mentor of the historic

physics film series.

of his students. Trainee teachers,

part-time instructors, or full-time

educators qualified in other fields

and helping out in physics can use

the films profitably by watching a

top professor in action.

As Dr. White has observed, each

student receives from the films a

much clearer, close-up view of

every experiment, even to reading

minute figures on apparatus. The
pupil sees only what is on the

screen and is not distracted by

other equipment in the room. Stu-

dents studying with the series, feel

the professor is speaking directly

to them, providing greater reten-

tive impact than in standard school-

room environments.

Decade of Useful Service

Obviously, a course of these pro-

portions isn't the accumulation of

haphazard cuttings on the editing-

room floor. Altogether, the pack-

age adds up to 160.000 feet of

film in each series, good for 10

years' service. EBF officials said.

Priced at SI 3.000 for a black and
white set (which contains color

sequences where necessary as in

study of the spectrum ) and $25,000

for a color set. the logistical efforts

leave in their wake some factually

stimulating statistics:

Film footage used for 162 ses-

sions and 7 complete retakes, total-

ing 162 program sequences in all,

were: kinescope, 185,900 feet;

magnetic tape, 185,900 feet; two
Kodachromes, 371.800 feet. The
total for this group was 743,600
feet of film negative.

For 162 sessions. 178.000 feet

was necessary in preprint and sam-
ple footage for each of the follow-

ing: A wind optical tracks, color

internegatives. black and white

dupes, color samples, and black

and white samples. Totals for this

category reached 890,000 feet.

This, added to footage used in

shooting, tallied 1,633,600 feet.

.4 Thousand Miles of Film

In the first run of 30 black and
white prints of the course, a total

of 5.340.000 feet of film were
used. In color prints, a total of

356.000 feet of film went into the

operation. And. as an operation,

it involved long and complicated

major surgery, after equally lengthy

preparation.

For instance, a day at the Pitts-

burgh TV studio-classroom usual-

ly started at 11 a.m. (Dr. White
had preceded this activity with
'lom 8 to 12 hours of preparation
ihc previous afternoon and even-

( CON T 1 N II l: I) ON PAGE 69)

Dr. brank Baxter (left) and Richard Carlson jAay "Dr. Research" and
"Ficlion Writer" in Bell's "Strange Case of the Cosmic Rays."

'We Need to Encournge Interest in Science—

"

Industry Takes a Hand
Bell System's "Science Series" Reaches a National Audience

With Three Film Programs on Television and 16mm Release

AT A Time when specters of

Russian scientific supremacy

"drift over the nation, the

question evolves: Is it lack of

money or motivation that threat-

ens America's educational dikes?

Welfare Secretary Marion Fol-

som said last month: "Tt is con-

ceivable that we may have to get

along with a little less chrome and

perhaps a few less country clubs

in order to have more classrooms

and more and better paid teach-

"To Elevate Young Minds"

A keenly-interested bystander

with its telephone networks, the

Bell System chooses to look at na-

tional progress in science in terms

of youth motivation. Distilled, this

concept involves an officially-ap-

proved, two-part Bell formula: To
elevate young minds to a surface

acquaintance with science, while

simultaneously urging young peo-

ple and adults to elect scientific

careers.

Pursuing this approach. Bell of-

ficials several years ago contracted

with Frank Capra, Hollywood vet-

eran of World War 11 motivational

film techniques, to produce the

Science Series for television use.

He has produced four hour-long

color, sound film programs to date.

"Cosmic Rays" Latest Film

Last month. The Strange Case of

the Cosmic Rays delved into man's

search for the celestial origins of

cosmic rays and the effects of

these rays on himself. It was tele-

cast on 168 NBC-TV stations and

affiliates. In the past 12 months

Capra has also supervised the pro-

duction and video presentation on

CBS-TV of Our Mr. Sun, review-

ing man's efforts to harness solar

energy, and Hemo the Magnificent,

concerning blood and circulation.

Weather Program in Februai"y

The fourth and last of Capra's

current responsibilities to the 5c/-

ence Series is The Unchained
Goddess, a weather program, slated

for NBC televiewers this coming

February. Sprinkled with delicate

precision through each of this

quartet of films is the motivational

theme promoting science careers.

Capra's craftsmanship and clari-

ty in combining documentary film

methods, cartoon animation, and

a live story line are not Sputnik-

like surprises. In fact, a case in

point is his often-honored World

War 11 motivational series, the

Why We Fight films, in which he

created a similar campaign to ex-

plain World War II issues to GIs

and the American public.

Board Chainnan Conceived Idea

With a fast-paced eye to the

future. Capra has adapted a 1951

idea of Cleo Craig, board chair-

man of AT&T. Mr. Craig sug-

gested a show on science that

would hold appeal for youngsters

as well as persons of professorial

caliber. The tangible result is the

current Bell Science Series. His

four offerings filmed and telecast,

Capra figuratively will turn over

his light meter to Warner Brothers
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experts, who iire to produce anoth-

er four motivational features on
science.

Audience reaction to the Science

Series will determine the series"

life. Such impact can. of course.

be gauged statistically. For in-

stance. The Strange Case of the

Cosmic Rays received a 12.2

Trendex rating last month at the

show's premiere. The video "op-

position." Frank Sinatra Show and
Dale With Angels, achieved a com-
bined score of 16.8 from Trendex.

In another perspective, the newly-

born cosmic-ray member of the

series has acquired critical press

accolades of "ingenious format."

"stimulating," and "imaginative."

Hemo the Magnificent, second in

the series, timewise. was telecast

on CBS-TV last March. This show
was received in an estimated 13.-

500.000 American homes and be-

fore a U. S. and Canadian audi-

ence calculated by Nielsen statisti-

cians at more than 36.000.000

viewers. The Christophers have

seen fit to give Hemo the Magnifi-

cent an award for excellence.

Our Mr. Sun. telecast over CBS-
TV in November. 1956. traveled

the coaxial cables of 158 TV sta-

tions in this country and 27 CBS-
TV Canadian affiliates. Nielsen

workers concluded the program had

reached at least 9.122.000 U. S.

homes. Trendex tallied the offer-

ing at 12.8. while competitors Rob-
ert Montgomery Presents on NBC-
TV and The Lawrence Welk Show
on ABC-TV netted Trendex rat-

ings of 12.5 and 18.4 respectively.

Our Mr. Sun won an Emmy from

the Academy of Television Arts

and Sciences as the best edited film

for TV during 1956 and has been

acclaimed the best TV program in

1956 by the National Association

for Better Radio and Television.

TV Just a Beginning . . .

* Premiering the series on national

TV hookups is not an end but a

beginning to Bell's science promo-

Below; clever animation helped
make "Our Mr. Sun" fascinating.

tional plan. Figures look fine on
paper that The Strange Case of the

Cosmic Rays captured a theoreti-

cal audience of 24 percent of the

total potential viewership in 15

major U. S. cities. Yet. the real

work and sweat of moving Ameri-
ca's young people scienceward is

to be accomplished chiefly by dis-

tribution of 16mni color sound
prints to schools and community
groups throughout the nation.

1.600 Color Prints in Use

More than 600 such prints of

Our Mr. Sun and 500 prints each

of Hemo the Magnificent and The
Strange Case of the Cosmic Rays
are now available via Bell Tele-

phone Company district film sup-

ply depots. The Unchained God-
dess, with 500 prints to come, also

will be available for 16mm group

showings immediately after its na-

tional TV presentation.

By the end of 1957 the 16mm
prints from the first three films in

the series will have been scanned

by an estimated 7V2 railhon per-

sons. More than 6 million of these

are students in grade schools
through college. The remaining

1 '2 million viewers are members
of community organizations rang-

ing from Rotary to the American
Red Cross and church groups.

Showings will total thousands.

Not Intended for Teaching

The 16mm versions of Series

films are not meant as classroom

teaching tools or instructional de-

vices. Design of the entire project

is to stimulate interest in science

and science-technological careers

with the resultant refilling of man-
power reservoirs in years to come.

How do the school and com-
munity groups borrow the Science

Series'? They call or write the man-
ager of their local Bell telephone

company.
What does a person, making in-

quiry, receive from the company?
He gets a package containing two

separate 28-minute film units, each

complete with beginning and end

titles. The films can be used as a

two-part program, extending over

several periods or on different

days, as might be the requirement

for high school assemblies. Or the

two units can be combined as one

presentation, running 56 minutes

without a break.

The psychology behind the hour-

long 16mm package is fortified

hy the audio-visual department of

Wayne University. Detroit. Ex-

perimenters in the department
found through guinea pig audiences

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 70)

These ff alt Disney Pi< lures Can Help

Moving Youth to Science
'Man in Space" and "Our Friend the Atom" initiate Series

r¥''HROUGH our country's need
A to develop future well-springs

of scientific manpower, there has

evolved an incentive to orient

the nation's young people on ac-

ceptance of and enthusiasm for the

scientific world in which they live.

Junior and senior high school

students are particularly significant

targets. For it is at this age level

that many of our youth make their

first decisions on the major aca-

demic courses they will study,

courses on which most further sci-

entific specialization rests.

First Films of a Series

To interest this group as poten-

tial career-scientists, and at the

same time to inform a curious pub-

lic, Walt Disney Productions has

produced and released two 16mm
sound films in Technicolor: Man
in Space and Our Friend the Atom.

Combining live action and car-

toon animation, these films are the

Above: Dr. Wernher von Braun
explains four-stage space rocket

shown in "Man in Space."

first two segments of Disney's Sci-

ence-Factual film series. Man in

Space, initial film in the series,

deals with historical development

of modem missiles, predicts estab-

lishment of a man-made satellite,

and indicates the techniques by

which man will make his first flight

to outer space. Our Friend the

Atom, second and most recent ad-

dition to the series, depicts the

search made by man into concepts

of atomic energy and illustrates

possible peace-time applications of

the atom.

Authorities Do the Narration

Man in Space runs 35 minutes.

Its narrators are Dr. Heinz Haber.

aviation medicine authority who
describes problems and experiences

to be encountered by man in space

%Yip-<^i'<> ^
Space rocket leaves hangar in prep-
aration for launching as pictured

in "Man in Space."

flight, and Dr. Wernher von Braun.

renowned rocket engineer who
discusses mechanics of man's first

space flight and what is involved

in putting a hypothetical space

satellite 1075 miles above the

earth.

Our Friend the Atom runs 50
minutes but is available in two

parts of 25 minutes each, if de-

sired. Narrated by Dr. Haber. the

film humanizes the lives of science

pioneers in atomic energy develop-

ment. These portrayals are coupled

with an animated sequence on the

order of "The Fisherman and the

Genie" of Arabian Nights to dem-
onstrate the moral responsibilities

and opportunities before man re-

garding use of the atom.

"Explains the Most Complex"

Jay Nelson Tuck of the New
York Post wrote that Our Friend

the Atom "explains most complex

subjects in a manner that fascinates

and edifies the small fry without

violating the sensibilities of the

(continued on page 72)

Below: giant genie jumps out of
vase to amaze fisherman. Scene
from "Our Friend the Atom."
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Trdiniriii I, ike This Helped Add Millions in 'b7 Sales

Republic Builds Order-Makers

Success of Steel Corporation's First Order-Makers Institute in Pipe Field

Leads to Second Comprehensive Visual Program for Building Material Dealers

THREE Years Ago. the Republic Steel Cor-

poration of Cleveland. O.. discovered an

urgent need, expressed concretely by its pipe

division distributorship, for more product know-

how and detailed information on current sales

techniques.

Alerted, the company commissioned Wilding

Picture Productions, Inc., to conduct an inde-

pendent survey. In effect, Republic requested

this company to send its interviewers to Re-

public pipe distributors, salesmen and custo-

mers across the country, asking:

"What product jcicis do you need? In whar

joim do you nam them'.' And uhat .sales re-

minders do you think would help you?"

The answers, correlated by Republic and

Wilding, resulted last year in the first Order

Makers Institute: a six-part project, unique in

the basic steel industry for its clearly presented

facts and sales methodology as related to Re-

public pipe products. Incidentally, but very

much to the point. Republic pipe sales made

impressive and tangible gains following the first

OMI program:

In the first five months of 1957. largely due

to OMI training of pipe distributors. Republic's

sales increased an extra $7.50.000 per month

by operating well over the industry's average

for butt weld pipe.

This month. Republic's Truscon Steel Di-

vision, in collaboration with Wilding, has un-

veiled the company's second OMI: a three-year

course in product knowledge and salesmanship.

Aimed at the building materials industry the

new OMI program is calculated to increase

Truscon's metal building product sales.

This project adds up to an impressive cam-

paign involving thousands of man-hours in deal-

er sales training by 140 Truscon district sales-

men. These men. conducting approximately

3.000 meetings among building materials sup-

ply dealers annually for the next three years.

are helping them to sell, not only Truscon prod-

ucts, but their entire lines. That, in broad

essence is the real meaning of the OMI contri-

bution to better selling.

Directed toward expected business booms in

the early 1960's, the new OMI combines effec-

tive 16mm sound color films, turnover and

fold-open charts, meeting guides, take-home

pieces, sample products, printed data, group

discussions, and quizzes. Prospective audiences

will be a composite of building supply dealers

Abo\L'. iin iniroduclory film nekoines OMI
"sludenis." Featured are (I to rj: Republic's

Thomas Patton and Truscon sales officials.

C. B. McGehee ami "Al" Miinsell.

and their salesmen, office and warehouse per-

sonnel, plus builders and architects.

Backbone of this behemoth-like project, of

course, is the collective impact of 140 Truscon

district salesmen, trained in a four-week OMI
course conducted by Truscon at Youngstown.

New York. Charlotte. N.C.. Dallas. Tex., and

San Francisco this past summer. The district

salesmen learned group leadership, sales tech-

niques, product details, and operation of visual-

aid equipment, such as the self-contained 1 6mm
suitcase film projectors used so effectively in

the first OMI.
Oversimplified, the goals of Truscon's OMI

courses are: To give useful product informa-

tion; to provide selling methods that work; to

offer time management procedures; to suggest

Below: starting; a simidaled OMI meel-

in'.;. <( "Truscon district salesman" introduces

Republic and Truscon officials.

1 9«T lhi« OMt iirMf off

a 9«od ftarr h«ra ttt

THOMAS f PATTON

' K MAr McCCHEE

SEIL

>o OMI •

.\bo\e: v((/<',v resistance of hard-shelled

:/i!cr wcal^ens. as lie licars and sees Truscon

OMI '.,'»(/(/ demonstrate a portalUe door.

Above: an OMI "interviewer" (right) finds

tliat Truscon "dealer" needs more product

l\niiw-l}o\v and aids for his salesmen.
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effective sales tools; and to build enthusiasm

for the selling job ahead.

In the Truscon OMI these sales principles

again are underscored with meeting topics

geared to specific needs of the audience. The
training sessions will consider consecutively:

What is a window; the quality story; aluminum
windows; installation; adjustments; metal lath

and reinforcing products; answering sales objec-

tions; steel doors; steel residential windows;

managing selling time; commercial-industrial

windows and doors; metal vs. wood; care and
handling of buyers.

As with the Pipe OMI, the Truscon course

had to be sold in package form to dealers be-

fore it could be presented to the larger Truscon

audience. To attain this objective, a five-week

tour of 15 cities from coast to coast has just

been completed this month by company officials

from Republic and Truscon. accompanied by a

professional acting troupe, and their visual aid

equipment.

For seven hours at a time, interrupted only

by luncheon, this group appeared before Trus-

con dealers in Philadelphia. Boston. New York.

Jacksonville. Atlanta. Richmond. Cleveland.

Above: Truscon "dealer" llejn. a "salesman"
(ceiiier) and "engineer" \iticly operation of
16nun suitcase projector used in the program.

Cincinnati, Detroit, Omaha. Chicago, St. Louis.

Dallas. Los Angeles, and San Francisco.

A sample gathering of over 100 dealers from

the Lake States and Iowa attended one of the

presentations of the OMI program in Chicago's

Drake Hotel. Evaluation of this meeting is pos-

sible by a glance at its results: A total of 85

percent of the dealers present requested the

OMI program for their home area.

The day began with Truscon and Republic

sales officials introducing slide-projected statis-

tics on future prospects in the building materials

industry. The subject narrowed, as professional

actors presented in skits the reactions of Trus-

con dealers, salesmen, and builders to queries

of OMI interviewers.

Dealers indicated a lack of product knowl-

edge, competitive fire, and basic selling aware-

ness in their workers. The salesmen pleaded

for more product ammunition. Builders wanted

additional window and door know-how from

salesmen, suggestions on new product uses.

XU.VIBER 7 • vol. f ME IS

Truscon "dealer-salesman" Bill Henry I right t points up quality features of

product to "builder" in third OMI film "Mark of Merit Alioninum Windows."

and better service in post-delivery installation

and adjustment of Truscon items.

In each such portrayal during the morning
the actor-interviewer extracted detailed com-
plaints and recommendations from interviewees.

Off-stage testimonials, via tape recording, en-

abled typical dealers, salesmen, and builders to

underline and give impact to the interviews.

Afternoon presentations established mood
with humorous but factual playlets that visual-

ized roles of the dealer, in stimulating interest

about OMI among his employees, and of the

district salesmen from Truscon. in preparing

with his Meeting Leader's Guide book for the

initial session of the series.

In a simulated "kickoff" meeting the dealer

endorsed the total OMI program and. explain-

ing its effectiveness as he knew it. turned the

group over to the Truscon man. Introductory

remarks on the perspective of the course pre-

ceded the making of a seating chart and pro-

jection of the 16mm color sound film. A Wel-

come to OMI.
This is a five-minute greeting and analysis

of OMI purposes by Thomas Patton. president

of Republic Steel Corp.; C. B. McGehee, gen-

eral manager of sales for Truscon Steel Divi-

sion; and "Al" L. Munsell, assistant general

manager of sales at Truscon. It was made clear

that OMI would contribute toward transforming

Truscon dealers and salesmen into "order

makers . . . and not merely order takers!"

Manipulating a flip chart. The Truscon meet-
ing leader announced the slate of 13 session

subjects, before launching into an informal

question-answer period on the theme of the

first meeting: What is a window. Follow-up to

this provocative discussion was a 35-minute,

16mm color sound projection of The Hole In

The Wall, with actor Lyle Talbot presenting

and describing Truscon products. First of the

13 films in the course, this production offered

fundamentals on components, uses, and types

of Truscon steel and aluminum windows and
doors.

Division of the simulated audience into two

groups, each headed by an impromptu leader,

enabled them to compile queries during an
intermission after the film. Reconvened into

one large unit, individual groups presented their

comments for analysis, based on the film.

Flip charts, again under control of the meet-

ing leader, presented illustration and data on

(CONTINUED ON PAGE SIXTY-EIGHT)

Below: "Al" L. Munsell. Truscon sales manager for dealer commodity products,

iindiiliin". kc\ i'<iini\ Irani /loiliuni <(( siinidaicd (~>\!l m'\\/i'/i is shown in action.
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Program chairman Don Y . Pendas.

of Pfizer Laboraiories. set up the

fall meeting agenda . . .

pany ("Sound Slidefilms in Sales

Training"").

Other key topics were presented

by Paul Petrus. Assistant Adver-
tising Manager. Mobil Overseas

Oil Company. ( "International

Film Distribution—A Case His-

tory"); Harold Daffer, Staff Film

Producer. Minneapolis-Honeywell

Regulator Company (""A Tailor-

xMade Slidefilm"");' E. B. Whit-

craft, Socony Mobil Oil Company
("Bicycle Safety Program for

Schools"'); Alden Livingston,
Manager. Motion Pictures, E. I.

Alden Livingston of DiiPont is

lAVA eastern regional director.

du Pont de Nemours & Company
("Illustrated Telephone Confer-

ences"); and William Bastable,

Swift & Company ("The Profes-

sional Approach"' )

.

Equipment manufacturers who

were invited to show new develop-

ments were the Sub-Liminal Pro-

jection Company, Eastman Kodak
Company. Universal Screen Com-
pany, California National Produc-

tions. Roger Wade Productions,

and Wilding Picture Productions,

Inc.

Effect of Population Shifts

Speaking on the distribution

panel. Frank Arlinghaus. president

of Modern Talking Picture Ser-

vice, said that a most important

consideration in present day dis-

tribution methods are population

shifts, particularly from state to

state, and from city to suburb. He
pointed out the rapid growth of

population in California, and in

the Southwest states, which are

also reflected in a similar growth

of projector-equipped audiences.

These now number, by his esti-

mate. 148.920. as against 58.984

in 1952. Suburban audiences, now
growing so fast, are much more
the ""joiner" group and are able to

see films much more easily than

strictly urban populations.

Charles Dolan. vice-president of

Sterling-Movies U.S. .A.. Inc.,

pointed out the receptivity of tele-

vision stations to the shorter in-

dustrial news films. He said there

are now 600 daily programs which

use the 5-minute featurette type of

public service program

More Prints Aie Needed . . .

Ray Bingham, president of .As-

sociation Films, Inc.. said that the

demand for sponsored films is so

high this year that industry should

make it a point to provide more
prints to meet the demand. He
said that with the growth of school

TV it would be often possible to

provide far greater audiences for

films than in the past. Mr. Bing-

ham said that he had noted a new-

look in the sponsored film in the

past few years—they have become

CANDID CLOSE-UPS AT THE lAVA FALL MEETING

U.S. Steefs Roy Mumma (left) Past president Bill Bastable, Swift

cliats with secretary Al Morrison & Co., spoke on "The Professional

during program interlude. .Approach."

Guest speaker Clipord Weake,
Wilding Picture Productions, talked

on business shows.

Robert Schultz, California Na-
tional Productions, described the

Cainatron TV film process.

Tom Wilson (left) N.Y . Telephone
customer relations manager, with

Stan Puddiford, Michigan Bell.

Socony Mobil's D. G. Treichler

(left) visits with H. F. Clans, In-

ternational Harvester Co.

far superior in technical quality

and in subject matter.

Asked about the elusive "wom-
en"s'" audience for films, all par-

ticipants on the panel agreed that

as far as reaching them only in

women's clubs it was difficult. But,

the women are definitely there—in

39.634 self-equipped churches, for

one example, and in the many
thousands of PTA groups. 80%
of which are attended by women.

Panelists from the N.Y. Film Producers .Assn. pictured below (I to rl are

Roger Wade. Robert Lawrence and president Harold Wondsel.

Moderator of the producer panel was Fred Beach Heft) Remington-Rand:

other participants below are studio heads Nat Zucker and Thomas Craven.
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A Clear, Mutual

UNDERSTANDING

No Publication in our field has excited

more interest or proven of greater value

than the recently-released report of the Asso-

ciation of National Advertisers on "Responsi-

bilities of the Film Producer and Sponsor."

On the theory that any business needs the

salt of humor to season its serious interests.

Business Screen illustrates key passages from

this report with pictures taken on location in

the South Pacific during the shooting of a

major Pan American World Airways' film.*

"The sponsor should consult a competent pro-

ducer . . . he cannot afford to make the selec-

tion on the basis of personal friendship . .
."

"The producer'-' lacitilics should he inspected

personally, preferably wit/uiul atlvunce notice."

"The sponsor should he satisfied that the . . .

producer is not merely farming out the job

and chari;inii a conunission."

"Some produiei't feel then lesponsibilily goes

further than merely producing a film."

"Unless the film is for internal distribution, it

is well to avoid a 'speech by an executive' par-

ticularly if the) has had Utile experience."

"By selecting a few fads and presenting them

attractively with ettiphasis he (the sponsor) is

mure likelv to have an attentive audience . .
."

"/; is not unusual for producers to call in high-

priced creative and technical talent only as

needed."

"The sponsor normally provides i/ie producer

with necessary electric power for lights . .

."

*THE SPONSOR: PAN AMERICAN VVORl.O AIRWAYS. THE PRODUCER: HENRY STRAUSS PRODUCTIONS. INCORPORATED.
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"Tlie fener llie cluinge.s, the more expeditiously

(t/iel prodiiclioii lan lie carried on . .

."

"If the producer and sponsor have worked

closely together through each stage of pro-

duction, there sliould be little possibility of the

film being unacceptable."

"Unless spa ml iii iiui'.;rinents are made, pro-

ducers do not ordinarily assume responsibility

for distributing sponsor's films."

CAST: Henry Strauss, as Producer; Frank

Howe, PA's Director of Sales & Service Train-

ing, as Sponsor.

"JONAH
and the Highway"

U.S. Steel Sponsors a Theatrical

Short to Recruit Civil Engineers

it Difficulties in securing young men to serve

in the highway engineering profession may im-

pair this country's 15-year program to build a

41.000-mile network of interstate and defense

roads.

Aware of this danger, the United States Steel

Corporation this month introduced a 27-minute,

black and white, non-commercial film titled

Jonah and the Highway. The picture now is

being offered for public service 35mm wide-

screen commercial theater screenings across the

country as a tribute to the highway engineer

and contractor, key men in construction of the

multibillion-dollar network of roads.

Purpose of the film is two-fold; to explain

to the American public the importance of the

future highway system and the engineers re-

sponsible for its completion; and to attract

young prospects into the profession of civil en-

gineering.

Now restricted to presentation in commercial

theaters, Jonah and the Highway will be re-

leased in standard 16mm print format in mid-

1 958. Part of U.S. Steel's 'Keep Our Roads On
The Go" campaign, the film will help recruit

technically-trained manpower, not only for the

highway program, but for affiliated industries,

according to Bertram Tallamy. Federal High-

way Administrator of the U.S. Bureau of Pub-

lic Roads.

These demands for human resources with

technical know-how will involve; 50.000 high-

way engineers to supervise road specification,

design and construction; 6.000 contractors bid-

ding on individual jobs; 15,000 to 20.000 per-

sonnel on prime contracts to be negotiated an-

nually, and experts on steel, cement, and high-

way construction equipment.

The film has been screened for technical

evaluation before groups of the National High-

way Association, professional and government-

al officials. These men awarded various ac-

colades to the film which was produced by

John Sutherland Productions, Inc.

William Wisely, executive secretary for the

American Society of Civil Engineers, said:

"The picture is unique in my experience in that

it portrays an engineering story with emphasis

upon the fact that 'engineers are people.'

"The prime values are in the entertainment

aspects but those who compiled the film have

been remarkably successful in interweaving a

forceful and accurate portrayal of the relation-

ship between the engineer and the projects

which mean so much to the public interest and

welfare."

C. D. Curtiss, commissioner of the U.S.

Above; scene in "Jonah and ihe Highway" as

engineer Bill White (right) runs into a critical

problem during the urgent road construction

iob which he is supervising.

Bureau of Public Roads, commented that the

film is: "Excellent in every way. I hope it can

be shown in senior high .schools and colleges.

I am certain it will stimulate interest in civil

and highway engineering."

A. L. Atherton, owner of Atherton Construc-

tion, pointed out that the picture is a; "Very

good presentation of contractor engineer prob-

lems. Not too long. Not an overdose of USS.

Enough to give credit to a fine corporation."

F. W. Heldenfels, vice-president of Associ-

ated General Contractors of America, Inc. and

a partner of Heldenfels Bros., Corpus Christi,

Tex., said the film does: "An excellent job of

dramatizing the engineering profession from

the position of inspector and construction en-

gineer to the top position of the design and

planning engineer."

F. S. Oldt, owner of F. S. Oldt Company,

Dallas, Tex., said that the production is: "Very

good—showing the public the engineering re-

sources involved in building modern road sys-

tems.
"

While highway scenes were photographed

from coast to coast, the producers chose to film

real-life construction shots on local projects

in Los Angeles county. Professional engineers

assisted as technical consultants. Actual high-

way-building equipment was operated during

the shooting of sequences. (Cont'd on Page 71)

Below: a young assistant and the la.xpayer's

watchdog look on as engineer White solves his

problem in "Jonah and the Highway."
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Firestone salesDuin demonstrales blow-pronj quaiitws oj tubeless tires.

Firestone Talks Tubeless to the Trucliers

Field Showings of Filmed Demonstra+I

Sponsor: Firestone Tire and Rubber Com-
pany

Titlk: The It'ord Is Spreadint;. 28 min.. color,

produced by Owen Murphy Productions.

Inc.

ir "The Word" is that after a few early disap-

pointments, truck operators are switching to

tubeless tires. And this film is designed to

speed the process.

Tubeless tires would seem to be a natural

for truck use. The tubeless principle is that

a punctured tire may leak, but very slowly,

and trucks with punctured tires can usually

make it to a depot without being "down" on
the road. A flat tire on a big tractor trailer

is not something that can be fixed with a five

pound handy jack. Unfortunately, before the

major truck manufacturers got into full pro-

duction on tubeless, a number of wildcat mod-

ions, Testimonials Help Spur Tire Sales

els were sold which failed to stand up to hard

truck usage.

But the first bad reputation of tubeless has

been more and more countered, not to a little

e.xtent by Firestone's complete success in pro-

ducing tires which have topped mileage rec-

ords of tubed models with no flats on the road.

T/w Word Is Spreading demonstrates the

Firestone "balloon" test showing how a tube-

less tire with a spike driven through it still

doesn't go flat, and can be repaired at the

truck operator's convenience.

Production scenes were made of truckers

testifying on the new tires in seven states from

California to New Jersey.

Firestone field men will show the film to

truck operators, and several truck manufac-

turers will also show the film to customers

to explain the merits of the factory-equipped

Firestone tires. B'

Water Resource Answer: Visual

Sponsor: Gardner-Denver Co.

TiTLi-;: /} Ct<p lor Adam's Ale. 33 min.. color,

produced by Gardner-Denver and Calvin Co.

ft' America's imminent water shortage prob-

lems give urgent purpose to this on-the-spot

filming of construction at Colorado's Gross
Dam near Denver. Stressing economics of

dam-building, the educational documentary
points a photographic finger at one answer to

skyrocketing consumption and loss of water.

Dams become more important, the film in-

dicates, with the daily water requirement if

Record of Colorado Dam Project

each American (1500 gallons) expected to

double by 1980. Evaporation and run-off can

take away as much as 7.5 percent of this na-

tion's surface waters.

In this perspective. A Cup jar Adam's Ale
dramatically covers the three-year span needed
for building the dam. The Cup is one of 13

man-made lakes near Denver that, with the

dam. store 42,000 acre-feet of Adam's Ale wa-
ter from mountain streams.

Aerial and land photography show workers
hand-drilling mountainsides to smooth, solid

rock for good adhesive contact with concrete.

The drilling of thousands of holes prior to

blasting rock formations provides other excel-

lent camera targets.

I he- film is available to schools, clubs and
other L'loiips on free loan. Contact: Film Li-
brary. (l.inlner-Dcnver Co.. Quincy. 111. H'

Lett: f</()s» i)<iit\ site in Colorado mountains.

CASE HISTORIES

The Sound of Blasting

Hercules Powder Company Film Shows
Cause & Effect of Blast Operations

Sponsor: Hercules Powder Company

Title: Blasting Vibrations: Cause and Effect.

26 min., color, produced by Farrell & Gage
Films, Inc.

A' During the next five or ten years there will

be a lot of blasting going on around the coun-
try in connection with the national highway

development program. It is probable that peo-

ple in some communities may become startled

at the unexpected noises in their midst.

This film traces the background and the

causes and effects of blasting. It describes

how dynamite is used in earthmoving and
quarrying operations. Then it goes on to ex-

plain the safety precautions continually under-

taken in all blasting activities.

To scotch complaints of householders at the

shock of nearby blasts, the film demonstrates

in an actual household that blast noises and
vibrations are much less than most people re-

Harvard professor H. Don Lcet <at cliallsboard)

e.xplains blast effects in tieyv film.

alize. For instance, the auto horn outside

is noisier and the slammed front door creates

more vibration. The picture explains that it

is the suddenness and unexpectedness which

alarm people at first.

H. Don Leet. Professor of Geology at Ha.-

vard University, and a noted seismologist, ap-

pears in the film both as narrator and demon-
strator of equipment for testing blast noises

and vibration.

Hercules will make the film available to any-

one interested in the subject. It is offe.ed

particularly to road construction companies and

quarry operators.

Despite its unwieldy title this film should

actually be of much more than routine interest

to the general public. It is especially well

made.

Prints of the new Hercules film are available

from the sponsor's film library at Wilmington,

Delaware. ^'
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CASE HISTORIES

Safety for Gas Workers

Memorable New Slidefilm Shows Seven

Most Common Types of Fatal Accidents

Sponsor: American Gas Association

Title: Seven Doonvays to Death, 18 min.,

color, sound slidefilm, produced by Ani-

matic Productions.

T^r The aim of this film is to present to all gas

industry employees—from supervisor to the

man in the trench—the facts from a ten year

analysis and summary of employee fatalities in

the industry. These facts are presented in a

manner calculated to best penetrate the con-

sciousness of each individual employee.

The American Gas Association chose a

sound slidefilm to do this job because it be-

lieves that the medium is unsurpassed in

creating visual images which remain in the

minds of viewers as memory hooks for the

data the images symbolize.

It was in line with this basic concept that

the figure of G. Reaper. Esq. was conjured

out of the \erbalized and subconscious folk-

lore of gas industry audiences. He is the

film's primary spokesman. G. Reaper, Esq.,

is close enough to the standard image to be,

urmiistakably, the figure of Death. He is also,

in the film, portrayed as a fellow who actually

hates his job.

G. Reaper. Esq.. is assisted in the telling of

his story of the seven most common types of

fatal accidents in the gas industry by use of

mood music, clever cartoon art. accurate tech-

nical drawings and by other people seen and

heard. These include eye-witnesses, safety

engineers and insurance claim agents and fi-

nally, by the widow of an employee killed in a

fall from a poorly placed ladder. Charts are

also effectively presented to pinpoint and sum-

marize the ten year employee fatal accident

experience of the industry.

Seven Doonvays to Death is being distributed

by the American Gas .'Association. Purchase

price is S30. It was written by .-Allan Chase.

A filmograph version will also be available.

Below: Grim Reaper, Esq. is the leading char-

acter in the American Gas slidefihn.

Continuous research in Brown laboratories helps assure technical progress.

Brown "Shows to SgH" lis Paper Products
Company's Second Film Aims to Help Distributors, Salesmen Sell Paper Towels

Sponsor: The Brown Company
Title: Paper for a Purpose, 18 min., color,

produced by Audio Productions, Inc.

ir A few years ago, the Brown Company, by

experiment, sponsored a motion picture on its

brand of sewer pipe, called Bermico. It was

successful in the place where all films must

eventually be judged—in the cash register. The
film demonstrably sold sewer pipe.

Based on this success, the Brown Company
has now called in the same producer. Audio

Productions, to make a film to sell paper towels.

By all indications, the picture will do an equal-

ly profitable job.

Brown's Nibroc towels are sold through

distributors throughout the country. The film

is designed to tell distributors and their sales-

men more about paper towels. It will have

the added use of being a direct sales tool that

salesmen may put before purchasing agents.

Paper for a Purpose is an interesting, "shirt

sleeve" sort of picture. It shows the natural

and physical resources of one of the country's

earhest manufacturers of paper and pulp, and

the technical progress the company has made

to become the largest industry in New Hamp-
shire. Besides Nibroc. Brown makes hundreds

of other paper products from cap visors to

welding rod covers.

The film documents the many advantages of

Nibroc. principal of which are wet strength and

pure whiteness achieved through a revolutionary

bleaching process.

Also described are the company's industrial

wipers and such out-of-the-ordinary products

as "Kowtowls" for sanitary wiping of udders.

Transit Namesake Sponsors Officio

Sponsor: .Aero Mayflower Transit Company
Title: The Mayflower Story, 25 min., color.

produced by Paul Alley Productions.

T-r It would hardly be possible to imagine a

more fortuitous public relations opportunity

than the combination of the Mayflower Transit

Company w ith the recent historic voyage of the

Mayflower II. Fortunately, the opportunity

was not overlooked. When motion picture

rights to the story were in the process of negoti-

ation. Mayflower Transit was at the head of

the queue.

The film depicts in narrative form the con-

struction and sailing of the Mayflower II. the

ship's brief stop at Provincetown. Mass.. for

the re-enactment of the signing of the May-
flower Compact, and finally the landing at

Plymouth Rock.

One of the high points of the film is the

scene in which the sturdy little square-rigger

runs full tilt into an Atlantic gale when she's

almost within sight of her goal.

Almost equally effective, though in a much

I Film of Mayflower ll's Voyage

different way. are the unusual shots of the

Mayflower II becalmed in the South Atlantic.

Vivid, too. are the shots of Captain Alan Vil-

liers and the crew aboard ship.

Narration is by radio and TV commentator

Robert Trout; the story by Maitland A. Edey,

Life correspondent who made the trip aboard

the Mayflower II.

The film has a minimum of commercial

mention. Only in the final scenes showing

the ships cargo of treasure chests being loaded

into .Aero Mayflower moving vans for distri-

bution throughout the country' is there oblique

reference to the sponsor. The end title, super-

imposed over the Max-flower II at sea, is a one-

sentence statement from the company presi-

dent. John Sloan Smith, mentioning the com-

pany role in the .Vlayflower project.

Because of the film's historical theme, as

well as its educational and entertainment value.

The Mayflower Story already is creating wide-

spread interest throughout the country. Modem
Talking Picture Sen'ice is the distributor. 3"
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I he Case in Point:

SAFETY EDUCATrON
The Problem: Hon to demonstrate

the simple truth that "Courtesy Behind

the Wheel" can help to reduce traffic

accidents.

The Film: "Day in Court," a 29-

minute sound-color motion picture for

International Harvester Company.

One of the nation's outstandmg leaders

in the field of traffic safety education is Roger

A. Pfaff, Judge of the Superior Court in Los

Angeles County. In "Day in Court," we actually

\isit Judge Pfaff's courtroom and see him in

action—meting out justice and demonstrating his

favorite theme that Courteom Driving and Saje

Drniii» go hand in hand.

Since "Day in Court" was issued in 1951.

more than IMXi prints h.ive been placed in circu-

lation before audiences totaling many millions. It

is in daily use in hundreds of schools, traffic courts,

military camps and large industrial organizations.

But that is only half the story.

In addition to doing a superb public re-

lations job for the Harvester Company, "Day in

Court" has proved to be a potent truck salesman

as well. As reporled by NFWsvii fk in its August
19, 1957 issue:

''Thi\ kind of allriiiiin can aho hung
cash Jitidends as il did for 1-H. They
j/joired il to Los Angeles njjiciah who
had previously turned a deaf ear In IH
truck salesmen. The officials iverc so im-

pressed that the next tune they hnnghl
trucks, they bought from l-H."

If you'd like to see how this interesting result

was accomplished, write for a screening print.

CATEVA/\fGLONE
1521 cross roads of the world

Hollywood 28, California

CASE HISTORIES:

Films Train Medics, Combat Troops

How to Fight in Chemical Warfare

CHEMICAL Warfare, ghastly weapon of

World War 1, was kept under wraps dur-

ing World War II. presumably because of the

enemy's fears of retaliation in kind. Develop-

ment of contamination technique has continued

however and chemical warfare remains a lethal

possibility. Obscured by feverish preparations

for nuclear-missile war. special units of the

U. S. armed forces continue to prepaiC for

defense against chemical attack.

Much of the anti-chemical effort of the U. S.

Marines is the job of the Marines' medical

service, which is provided by the Medical De-

partment of the U. S. Navy. To train Marine

medics and combat troops in anii-chemical

procedures, a series of motion pictuies have

been put into production at Camp Lejeune,

North Carolina.

The films are being produced by Sound

Masters. Inc.. New York City, under the super-

vision and technical direction of the U. S.

Naval Photographic Center and the Navy's

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery through its

special weapons division and audio-visual

training section.

The series will be composed of four films:

( 1 ) Basic Plan for Handliui; CasuciUies, black/

white, to be used by the medical service; (2)

Gas Attack: Self Aid. black/white, for use in

troop training; ( 3 ) Detection of Contamiita-

llon: Water in Eastman color; and (4) De-

tection oj Contamination: Food, in Eastman

color, both the latter films for use in training

medical personnel.

The productions, under Sound Masters' pro-

ducer-director. Jack Tobin. involve intricate

timing in the filming of jet air attacks by gas,

exploding artillery shells and operations under

field conditions. To chief cameraman A. R.

Mariner, the training film project might seem

like old times. Mariner first photographed mili-

tary action in the Balkan wars of 1912. using

a British color process of the time which neces-

sitated processing in the field.

An important visual detail in the films is the

work of make-up man Rudolph Liszt, who has

Oa\ attack casualty in new Marines' film

Above: on location with U.S. Marines for new
chemical warfare films are chief cameraman A

I

Mariner and Sound Masters' Jack Tobin {s-ight-

ing through camera).

a medical background. Liszt has simulated

gas explosive wounds so accurately that one

Navy doctor said. "It almost made me feel

I ought to operate immediately." 5U'

^ifiL

Public Hearings on New Highways
Reviewed in a Dow Chemical Film

Sponsor: Dow Chemical Company.

Title: Highway Hearings, 29 min., color, pro-

duced by Universal-International.

H The Federal Highway Act of 1956 gave Dow
Chemical Company, with its past history as a

major construction material supplier, the op-

portunity to serve the highway construction in-

dustry with the production of a public relations

film.

Obtaining the service of Oeveste Granducci,

well-known script writer, Dow asked him to

find out what problem might come up which

would most need public explanation or clarifi-

cation to smooth the progress of faster con-

struction of better roads.

The answer was found in a new provision

in the Act itself. For the first time it provided

that public hearings must be held by highway

officials whenever a part of the new interstate

highway system is to by-pass or go through any

community. Here would be a potentially big

problem as such meetings would likely attract

large attendance of those opposed to proposed

construction.

The final result is Highway Hearings, an at-

tempt to present the variety of viewpoints as

they might be aired at a typical public hearing

on some planned highway development. The

film emphasizes the necessity of the highway

engineer's constant consideration of the greatest

good for the most people when planning high-

way locations.

Dow plans to release prints to all TV stations

and general interest private groups. They also

hope to provide prints to state and local high-

way officials for their own use. To do this.

Highway Challenge, a shorter version of High-

way Hearings, was produced as a "film within

a film." Distribution will be made through

Modern Talking Picture Service. Inc. H'
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Are you overlooking this

important business convenience?
This is for the man who flies in order to

get more done in the course of his das . . .

who looks to the telephone and the dic-

tating machine to transmit his thoughts.

For this is the man to whom films are

an important business tool—the man to

whom the convenience of a Kodascope

Pageant Sound Projector, 16mm, means

much.

TIME SAVERS

With a Pageant there's ne\er any fuss or

fumbling, no matter who's running it.

Reel arms fold out; drive belts are at-

tached. To thread, just follow the path

printed right on the machine. The plug

is always at hand, no searching for it.

And with single-switch reversing, you can

check focus, framing and sound—be ready

with the opening scene in a matter of

minutes.

READY TO GO
A Pageant helps keep your busy schedule

flowing right along because it's lubricated

for life. This ends the most common pro-

jector problem—improper oiling and re-

sultant schedule disruptions.

GOOD SHOW, TOO

And the reason for all this tine machinery

—the movies? They come through with a

sparkling brilliance that preserves eveo'

detail, keeps your audience interested.

Sound is excellent, too, because the

Pageant has a complete sound system

—

separate bass and treble controls—in

15-watt model—plus an independently

housed batfled speaker.

P.S. The Pageant with speaker that fits

into a single case is really portable, meas-

uring and weighing about the same as a

man's suitcase.

Put all the facts about Pageant convenience

and performance at your fingeriips. Send for

free Bulletin V3-22. No obligation, of course.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N.Y.
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^.OlJJ ( luh-il Aiiiinef Workers Meet "Mr. Pal' as Film Helps

Take the PresidEnl to the People

IN THE 1930"s it was a matter of principle

with W. A. Patterson, president of United

Air Lines, to talk to each employee at least

once a year. The company had less than 2,000

on its payroll. To perform his annual stint in

direct communications. Patterson sometimes

visited 18 cities in 13 days.

Later in the 1 940"s when United's Main Line

system grew to include 80 cities and the em-

ployment total passed 10.000. individual chats

were impossible. As a substitute, employee

meetings at which Patterson spoke were held

annually in various cities. But. with continued

company growth, the meetings became increas-

ingly difficult to fit into the busy executive's

schedule.

Pressure of business in the last several years

curtailed Patterson's activities to the point

where he could calendar only a dozen or so

major employee addresses annually—and those

largely for management persoimel. Aware that

many of United's work force of more than

20.000 had never met their president, it re-

cently was decided to bring his personal mes-

sage to all employees by way of a filmed

speech.

Ted Cate and E. D. (Mac) McGlone were

chosen to produce the motion picture. This

Hollywood team previously had supplied

United with prize-winning travel films, such as

Holiday in Hawaii and California—World in a

Week. On arriving at the company's head-

quarters in Chicago, they were informed Pat-

terson would ad lib his speech. Furthermore,

his timetable was such that there could be

no rehearsal or retakes. Only 45 minutes of

his work day were to be allotted for the film.

After inspecting the executive office build-

ing, Cate and McGlone decided the most

likely location was a basement auditorium.

Several conference rooms were good possibili-

ties, and, in fact, any room with an overall

size of 20 by 35 feet would have been suitable.

The basement auditorium was chosen because

it was fairly well sound-proofed and had no

windows to be blocked out.

Since simplicity of setting had been stipu-

lated, the only prop consisted of a podium. It

Above: W. A. Patterson, president of

United Air Lines, chats with 20,000
entployees on a 14,000 mile system via

sound motion picture presentation.

was placed in front of a backdrop made by

draping neutral gray fabric over theatrical

flats. The width of the set was 16 feet to give

protection for side angles. Two Senior Spots

provided the key lighting on the podium, with

a 5.000-watt Sky Pan for full light. Three

Junior Spots were used to light the backdrop

and backlight the speaker.

Diagram shows compact, efficient lighting, camera arrangements for filminc talk.

JUNIOR
FOR

BAC (LIGHT

THEATIJICAL

FLATS

-o
JUN\OR TO

CROSSLISHT BACKDROP

SENIOR

LARGE SOUND BAFFLE

FOR
BACKGROUND

JUNIOR
FOR

BACkLIGHT

POPIUM

X .-'

.-•SPEAKER,';••;=' .,••

CAMERA *1

CAMERA * 2
^\^0N TRIPOD

DOLLY TFfACKS^

SENIOR <J
LARGE SOUND BAFFLE

Above: prodticer team of E. D. McUlone (left)

and Ted Cate, creators of several prize United
pictures, supervised filming of president.

Two 16mm BNC cameras were set in place.

Each had a special 1,200-foot magazine to sup-

ply enough film for 33 minutes of continuous

shooting. Camera One had a 25mm lens. Cam-
era Two a 50mm. Camera One was positioned

directly before the podium on a Houston dolly

mounted on tracks which provided a forward

movement of about 10 feet. Camera Two
rested on a fixed tripod about three feet left

of the dolly tracks and approximately 10 feet

from the podium. Both were loaded with Com-
mercial Kodachrome.

The production crew consisted of a director,

director of photography, chief electrician,

sound recordist, grip, two camera operators

and two camera assistants. The recordist was

stationed in the projection booth of the audi-

torium. A portable Magnasync unit was used

with one-fourth inch sync tape.

Patterson arrived promptly on the set at 9 : 1

5

a.m. He received a light make-up and a brief-

ing on his role. Both cameras began to roll

at 9:30. The speech was picked up by a di-

rectional mike placed on the podium in view

of the cameras. Hand signals were used

throughout to direct the camera and dolly

operators. Patterson spoke extemporaneously

for 24 minutes. He left the set at 9:55 with

plenty of time to keep a 10 o'clock date.

The sound track was played back to a

stenographer who transcribed the speech. Eight

minutes had to be excised, since maximum run-

ning time had been set at 16 minutes. E. A.

Raven. United's director of advertising, and

Robert E. Johnson, vice-president and assis-

tant to the president, edited the transcript.

Use of two different camera angles simplified

the cutting. The camera angles were merely

switched at the points where material was

eliminated.

The finished film was shown to employees

at New York, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Portland and Seattle. Since Pat-

terson had not been tied down to a script, the

speech had the desired warmth, informality and

spontaneity. Good planning and the use of

film spared him from losing time at his desk,

yet brought his message to employees with

first-person impact. ^
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One of the Most Effective Ways to Help Salesmen

Or Dealers Do a Better Selling Job Is to Show
Them the Techniques of Champions in Actionl

THESE FILMS WILL HELP YOU DO IT

For some years, Dartnell has been care-

fully developing a library of outstanding
sound motion pictures and sound-slide-

films on salesmanship. These films deal
with tested techniques of proven value

and can easily be adapted to almost
every line of business. Among our cus-

tomers, you will find small independent
business organizations and great cor-

porations; manufacturers and distribu-

tors; wholesalers and retailers; those

who render services and those who sell

tangible items. All have used Dartnell

films to better prepare salesmen for in-

creased selling power in a highly com-
petitive market.

Each Dartnell film is based on material

prepared by leading figures in the world
of selling—Richard C. Borden, Frank
Bettger, I- C. Aspley. These men have
spent the greater portion of their lives

watching the selling winners work.
They know from experience which tech-

niques are basic to sales success and
they have the ability to present their

ideas and methods in a manner that

allows for clear understanding and easy
adaptation to most every line of business.

Final scripts are prepared by writers

skilled in the methods of film production
and a professional film studio shoots the

picture and makes the final prints. From
start to finish, the best talent available

is employed to assure you a truly effec-

tive and superior sales training film.

How to Rent a Dartnell Film

Let us know the date and location of

your meeting together with the approxi-

mate number of salesmen who will at-

tend. We will deliver a print of the film

you select well ahead of your meeting
date. Included in the package will be a

colorful set of display posters and a com-
prehensive meeting guide which will

supply specific suggestions to help you
plan an effective showing. Billing is

based on the number of salesmen actu-

ally present at the showing. The rate is

$1 per person, witb a $40 minimum
charge for each showing, plus transpor-

tation both ways. This rate apphes to all

the motion pictures described in the

column at the right.

How to Buy a Dartnell Film

Firms with large sales organizations or

with wide dealer distribution will have
repeated use for these films and outright

purchase is the logical choice. Cost de-

pends upon the film you choose. "The
Bettger Story," "Closing the Sale,"

"Overcoming Objections," "Present-
ing Your Sales Case Convincingly,"
and "How to Sell Quality" are each
$250, plus postage. "Opening the Sale"
and "The Power of Enthusiasm in Sell-

ing" are each $290, plus postage. This

includes the film, display posters, meet-
ing guide, reel, film can, and a sturdy
shipping container.

How to Preview a Dartnell Film

Interested executives are cordially in-

vited to visit our offices during visits to

Chicago. Any or all of our films may be
previewed here in our comfortable pro-

jection room. In those instances where
this is not possible, we will gladly ship
any film direct to your office on on

executive preview basis. A nominal $5
charge per film is made to defray the
costs of transportation and handling.
This charge will be credited toward
your rental or purchase order of the film

in question up to 60 days following
preview. In this way, a private showing
can be arranged at your convenience
in your own office.

Write for Free Film Catalog

To help plan future sales meetings, a

copy of the Dartnell film catalog will

prove most helpful. It descriiies a series

of the finest motion pictures and sound-
slidefilms available for your use and
provides complete rental and purchase
information. A copy is yours for the
asking.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE

FINEST SALES TRAINING FILMS

DARTNELL CORPORATION
4660 RAVENSWOOD AVENUE • CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

OPENING THE SALE

A brand-new motion picture featuring
Borden and Busse in demonstrations
of five key opening techniques.

"There's only one failing worse than
the inability to close a Sale. That's
the inability to begin."

PRESENTING YOUR SALES CASE

CONVINCINGLY

Many swit-smen and dealers fail to

win more business because they lack
skill in presenting their sales story
with conviction. Until the prospect
is conrineed. nothing happens sales-

wise. Features Borden and Busse.

OVERCOMING OBJECTIONS

Borden and Busse concentrate on
basic techniques that make any ob-
jection lose force without making a
customer lose face. This Dartnell film

won the Oscar at the 195-t Cleveland
Film Festival.

CLOSING THE SALE

in this hard-hitting, action-packed
film, Borden and Busse demonstrate
in their own inimitable way those
techniques which make the difference

between an average salesman and a
top producer. This is one of the best.

HOW TO SELL QUALITY

This film will make salesmen con-
scious of the importance of quality
and the sales opportunities it offers.

Four dramatic episodes illustrate

time-tested techniques to help close

more quality business.

THE POWER OF ENTHUSIASM

IN SELLING

At last, a believable and powerful
film on an important aspect of sales-

manship. A sincere presentation
which shows what the important per-

sonality factors in selling are and
how to develop them.

THE BETTGER STORY

Here are the techniques and philoso-

phies a master salesman developed to

build a spectacular career in selling.

A different kind of sales film that al-

ways makes a strong impression.

These are 16mm. sound motion

pictures. Each has a running

•:-- of 30 -:—

—
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U. 5. Bureau of Mines Film

Depicts Copper Wire Making

-: The manufacture of copper
electric wire and cable is depicted

in The Copper Network, a new 25-

niinute color motion picture just

released by the Bureau of Mines

of the U. S. Department of the

Interior.

A sequel to the film. A Story of

Copper, the new picture was spon-

sored by the Phelps Dodge Copper

Products Corp.. which paid all

production costs and provided the

Bureau with prints for distribution.

It is available nationally on short-

term free loan for showings at

civic, business, service, profession-

al and scholastic organizations.

The Copper Network was pro-

duced by The Jam Handy Organi-

zation. Inc.. which has made sever-

al films in the Bureau's motion

picture library of more than 60

subjects dealing with mineral re-

sources.

The film shows the versatility

and endurance of copper through

the education of a young mayor
who finds he needs copper wire

and cable for electric power to

help modernize his town. As the

mayor tours a mill, the audience

learns with him the complexities

of wire and cable production.

Scenes of the mining, milling

and processing of copper into wi:e

bars lead into wire-making se-

quences in which the metal is

rolled into rods, then drawn into

special wire for telephone, tele-

graph and power lines, stranded

into huge electric cables, and
diawn into hair-like fineness for

ti ly electric motors and small ap-

pliances. There are shots of the

intricate machines that draw,
strand, restrand. insulate, coat, and
sheathe the wire.

I he Copper Network can be

obtained from one of the many
cooperating depositories in 39
states, listed in the Bureau's film

catalog, or on free loan from
Graphic Services. Bureau of
Mines. 4800 Forbes St., Pittsburgh

n. Pa. !«{'

* * :;:

"Ore in Sight" Shows Progress
on Canadian Mining Operation

i-r In northern Ontario, Canada,
part of Steep Rock Lake is being

drained and dredged to uncover
enormous high-grade iron ore de-

posits. This six-} ear job of prepa-

ration for mining is half completed.

Ore in Sivht, a new 20-niinute

motion picture, has been released

by Caland Ore Co.. Ltd.. to lell the

story of the project. A visual engi-

neering progress report, the film is

What's IVew in Industrial Pictures

New Films on Recent Developments in Metals & Plastics

designed for showings to stock-

holders, engineering groups and

other audiences the sponsor may
wish to reach.

Produced by Crawley Films

Limited, Ottawa, the film shows

how the project is going forward

under extremely adverse condi-

tions, including 60-degree-below-

zero weather and three-foot-thick

ice during the winter months. 1^'

Inventor of Modern
Photography Pictured As
Pioneer in Plastics Field

"'-" Portrait In Plastics, produced as

part of the program commemorat-

ing Eastman Kodak Company's

first 25 years in Tenite plastics

production, shows George East-

man, noted for his contributions to

photographic technology, as a pio-

neer figure in the history of plastics.

Produced by the plastics division

of Eastman Chemical Products,

Inc.. the picture takes the viewer

back as far as 1889 when George

Eastman first began investigating

plastics in his Waterville, New
York home. The action traces his

eventual development of a plastic

film base and his further research

resulting in developments of tech-

niques for molding plastics, to the

company's introduction, in 1932.

of their first plastic. Tenite.

From this point, the story is of

the growth of the Tenite plastic

family and the Tennessee and Texas

Eastman Companies, manufactur-

'^ said it

thousands of years
ago r

Producerj of Mofion Picture*,

Slidefllm!, Slidei ond Other
Vljuol and Audio-Viiual Pres-

entationj for . . .

SAIES PROWOTION . PUBUC
RELATIONS • ADVERTISING
TV COMMERCIALS • SPORTS
• TELEVISION • TRAINING

. . . that one picture is worth ten

thousand words! It's always been

true but is even more so today now

that pictures have been joined by

sound, color, movement, drama,

music and by virtually every other

appeal known to succeed in moving

minds and influencing opinions.

Films, slidefilms and other pictorial

presentations combining all these

elements and produced by Condor

Films, Inc., are today doing an

efTective and lasting joh of increasing

sales, creating better understanding

and improving training for scores of

businesses and organizations. Why

not find out how we can do a

similar job in helping your'

o^^dor
ilmsana

1006 Olive Street • St. Louis 1, Missouri • MAin 1-8876

ing divisions of Eastman Kodak
Company.

Sequences filmed in the produc-

tion departments and the testing,

color and application laboratories

give the viewer an idea of the fa-

cilities behind modern plastics pro-

duction and the many end prod-

ucts evolved. One of the high-

lights of the production are the

scenes of technicians in the Kings-

port. Tennessee lab using a tile of

over 38.000 color samples to adapt

Tenite plastics to functional and
decorative purposes.

Portrait In Plastics was filmed

in Kingsport. Tennessee. Longview.

Texas and Rochester. New York.

The 24-minute. color film is avail-

able to the general public on a

free loan basis from Eastman

Chemical Products. Inc.. Plastics

Division. Kingsport, Tennessee. ^

"Machining Stainless Steels"
Released by Armco Steel Corp.

How Armco Steel Corporation

engineers and metallurgists de-

veloped free-machining steels that

can be worked at high rates of

production is shown in Machining

Stainless Steels, a 30-minute mo-
tion picture which Armco has re-

leased for free loan to all inter-

ested groups.

Tool composition and proper

use for different kinds of tools are

demonstrated. Tool grind princi-

ples are outlined, and proper set-

ups to insure rigidity and to pre-

vent vibration and shock to tools

are depicted.

Machining Stainless Steels, said

to be the first film dealing solely

with the subject. m;i ; be obtained

by writing to the distributor. The
Jam Handy Organization. 2821

East Grand Blvd.. Detroit 11,

Michigan. »,

Candid Film Checks Dealers
' Minneapolis-Honeywell Regula-

tor Company is the latest firm to

use the candid photography sys-

tem of Allen A. Funt Productions.

The Funt organization is beginning

a 25-minute film to be photo-

j;raphed in New York, Indianapo-

lis and Los Angeles. The film will

use concealed cameras and micro-

phones to capture dealers in the

heating cctntrol business and to

show the strong position of leader-

ship which Honeywell enjoys in

this field.

This is the twelfth "candid" in-

dustrial film for Funt Productions.

Other clients have included Cur-

tis Publishing. Bristol-Myers.
Nash-Kelvinator. Ronson, Schen-

lev and Seagram.
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3 "Atoms for Peace" Films

Released for Educational Use
' .4/<'m.v fi>r Peace I\ —Scientific

Advancement. Atoms for Peace V
—Working Together, and Atoms
for Peace VI—Training Men for

the Atomic Age are three 16min
sound motion pictures recently re-

leased in the Atoms for Peace

series for pubhc educational use

in the United States.

Produced for the U.S. Informa-

tion Agency, these films have been

released through the U.S. Office

of Education and its distributor.

United World Films. Inc.. subsidi-

ary of Universal Pictures Co.. Inc.

Scientific Advancement runs 19

minutes. The film concerns prog-

ress made in productions of atomic

electric power, use of atomic ir-

radiation in food production and
preservation, and use of isotopes

to insure thickness control in

manufacturing, and in measuring of

soil density in road-building. Radi-

ation therapy in treatment of can-

cer and heart disease is shown.

Working Together runs 21 min-

utes and describes regional and

international cooperation of sci-

entists and governments in de-

velopment of peaceful uses for

atomic energy. Achievements of

cooperation are illustrated in the

filmed flow of isotopes from one

country to another, transfer of

fissionable materials for research.

Training Men for the Atomic
Age, 20-minute production, ex-

plains the training program in

nuclear physics for foreign scien-

tists sponsored by the U.S. Atomic

Energy Commission. The film

shows activities at the University

of Pennsylvania. Oak Ridge Insti-

tute of Nuclear Studies, Interna-

tional School of Nuclear Science

and Engineering at La Grange, lU.,

and construction of a nuclear re-

actor at Shippingport. Pa.

For data on these three films

contact: United World Films. Inc..

(Government Dept. ), 144.'i Park

Ave., New York 29, N.Y. 9

ATTENTION

Owner of small southern movie

production firm would like to

JOIN S.\LES FORCE of larger

company to attain more secur-

ity: 5 years sales and some

camera experience. Will sell

present studio or integrate into

larger firm and travel South.

Write Box BS-11B

BUSINESS SCREEN
7064 Sheridan Rd. • Chicago 26, III.

New and better teaching tool from Bell & Howell

Famous ''Specialist" multi-purpose projector now 750W!

Today's brighter classrooms and larger lecture halls call for equipment to

match. Bell & Howell's brilliant new "
7.50 Specialist" meets this need . . .

and exceeds it ! Every feature is made for modern teaching.

• Throws more light than any other

750-watt multi-purpose projector

... a full 950 lumens.

• Has rugged die-cast aluminum
housing. Unit weighs only SVi
lbs. without case.

• Filmstrip moves on ceramic
tracks . . . nothing touches picture

area.

• Metal instruction plate perma-
nently mounted on projector is

always handy, never gets lost.

• Projects single and double frame
filmstrips or 2x2 slides . . . easily

converts for automatic slide pro-

jection.

• Big 5" fan assures efficient, full-

time cooling.

• New design "smooth- focus" lens

gives razor-sharp pictures.

• Costs only S129..50 with "air-flow"

case and slide changer. 500-watt

"Specialist" multi-purpose pro-

jector, S89..50.

Available through Bell & Howell Audio-Visual Dealers

Free booklet! Write Bell & Howell, 7108 McCormick Rd., Chicago 4.5, lU.

Automatic electric slide changer also avail-

able. Permits push-button operation Irom
teacher's desk . . . automatically refiles

slides in correct sequence ready for next
showing. Ask for a demonstration.

>Bell & Howell
F/NER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION
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"Moving Mountains." u new Clark

Equipment Co. film, includes this

scene of colonial clay methods of

materials handling.

Tuberculosis Assn. Film
Sparks National Drive

Sponsor: National Tuberculosis

Association

Title: Are You Positive?. 13%
min., color, produced by Ed
Cullen Associates.

>r To correct widely held public

misconceptions about tuberculosis

and its control, the National Tu-
berculosis Association has pro-

duced this new film to launch a

nation-wide campaign of public

information and education through

its 3.000 affiliate TB associations.

Basis for the campaign is the fact

that, while TB is still the giant

among infectious diseases in the

U.S., with nearly S.S.OOO.OOO al-

ready infected with the TB germ.

100.000 new cases and nearly

15.000 deaths reported last year.

many people believe it has been
"practically wiped out." This was
confirmed by a recent national

Gallup poll in which one out of

every 17 people held that view.

Are You Positive? deals with

the most widespread misconcep-

tions. It will be used as the spring-

board for discussion of local TB
problems at meetings by thousands

of community groups all over the

country.

To pace the campaign, a step-

by-step promotion plan and guide

book have been prepared for use

by the 3.000 county TB associa-

tions. Preview showings of the

film for national media representa-

tives and national organizations in-

terested in community health and

welfare problems have been held

in New York. State and local TB
associations will follow the same

pattern in getting local campaigns

under way. Prints of the film will

be available through local TB as-

sociations at no charge for show-

ings by community groups.

CASE HISTORIES OF CURRENT AND SPONSORED PICTURES

Clark Equipment Film a Saga of Materials Handling

muscle-e.xtenders as fork-lift

trucks, over-the-load carriers, tow-

ing tractors, automotive drive
units, tractor shovels, cranes, doz-

ers and scrapers.

The film begins with scenes of

Egyptian slaves constructing aq-

ueducts, buildings and pyramids.

It recounts the centuries of hard

physical labor and the develop-

ment of mobile machines which

wonderfully increase the amount
of lifting and hauling a man can

do—with an effort which would
look like utter rela.xation to his

ancestors.

Moving Mountains is available

on a free loan basis. Requests for

its use should be addressed to:

Community and Industrial Rela-

tions Department. Clark Equip-

ment Company. Buchanan. Mich.

Spon.sor: Clark Equipment Com-
pany.

Title: Moving Mountains. 27

min.. color, produced by Pilot

Productions. Inc.

If the ancient Egyptian laborer

could have foreseen how easily the

modern worker bears material

burdens, he'd have asked Father

Time for a transfer. Workers in

preceding ages would be awe-

struck by the machines which to-

day act as man's muscles.

Moving Mountains depicts

man's gradual success in freeing

himself from heavy labor and calls

attention to the widely-used mobile

materials handling equipment
which does much to aid the mod-
ern worker. Clark Equipment
Company is mindful of the story

told because it manufactures such

Forestalling damage

is better than

repairing damage

P
TREATMENT

—after 24 years,

still the best way to

protect and
preserve film.

Get longer life from your prints!

EERLESS
I FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
I6S WfST 4«lh STREET, NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK

I

9S9 SEWARD STREET. HOllYWOOO 38. CALIF

Write for brochure

Paper Mill Power Measure
Explained in Research Film
m a method of computing loss of
power caused by friction in paper
mill pipes will be presented in a
motion picture sponsored by the
hydraulics committee of the Tech-
nical Association of Pulp and Pa-
per Industry. The film, now in the
final editing, will be shown at the

1958 national conference of the
Association, next July, in Portland,
Oregon,

The picture has been prepared
through the cooperation of the

hydraulics committee and Frank
R. Forrest of the Allis-Chalmers

Manufacturing Co. Chairman of

the TAPPl committee is Kenneth
J. Mackenzie, superintendent of

the paper mill at Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, New York.

Seven years of research at the

University of Maine yielded the in-

formation upon which the power-
loss calculation method explained
in the film is based. The research

was based on the fact that paper
pulp is moved in paper mills by
pumping it in the form of slush,

Mackenzie said. He pointed out
that such pumping involves costs

in equipment and in power.
To develop a means of deter-

mining the amount of power loss

through friction of the paper stock,

TAPPl organized a study of the

world literature on paper-making
in 1948. When the literature re-

search ended. University of Maine
chemical engineers under the su-

pervision of Dr. Richard E. Durst,

began work on the problem. Later,

a $40,000 pumping system was in-

stalled at the University and addi-

tional funds were provided by
TAPPl for the study.

This long-term study has re-

sulted in a small unit which enables

engineers to calculate pipe fric-

tion and measure for power re-

quired to pump stock through mill

pipes.

The TAPPl committee agreed

that a motion picture was the way
to present the results of the re-

search. Following its premiere at

the TAPPl conference during
19.58 Paper Week, the film prob-

ably will be circulated for other

screenings among industry mem-
bers. R'

Film Associates of California

Make Muscular Dystrophy Film

tj Film Associates of California is

cooperating with the Los Angeles

chapter of the Muscular Dystrophy

Association in production of a 10-

minute color film, produced by
Josef Lesser.
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SALES TRAllVIIVG

"Opening the Sale" Released

by the Dortnell Corporation

is Getting his "foot in the door"

is a tactical problem which often

troubles the trainee salesman.

Opening the Sale, a new 30-min-

ute motion picture released for

rental and sale by The Dartnell

Corporation. Chicago, is designed

to help salesmen through the bar-

rier of strangeness that stands be-

tween them and their prospects at

the beginning of a sales interview.

Opening ihe Sale is the fourth

in Dartnell's series featuring Rich-

ard C. Borden and Alvin C. Busse,

who teach sales technique by en-

acting typical interview situations.

Borden and Busse combine humor
with sales skill to make their

points.

Shows the Door-Openers

In black and white, the training

film presents five door-opening

techniques that move the sales-

man past hazards and equip him

with a pattern which he can adapt

to the sales time, place and pros-

pect. The five techniques demon-
strated are:

( 1 ) "VIP your way in with the

apperance and manner of the very

important person you really are;

(2) Schedule your way in with

the power of appointment; (3)

Ask your way in with a lid-lifting

question; (4J Attract your way
in with the magnet of motive: (5)

Blast your way in with the dyna-

mite of an attention-getting visual

exhibit.

How to Get This Film

Opening the Sale is available on

a rental print basis and new prints

may be purchased outright. Both

rental and purchase prints are ac-

companied by a set of display

posters and a comprehensive meet-

ing outline. For details on obtain-

ing the film, write to The Dart-

nell Corporation. 4660 Ravens-

wood Avenue. Chicago 40. Illi-

nois. 1'

WANTED
HOT PRESS

TITLE EQUIPMENT

Prefer used equipment in good

condition accepting card sizes

up to 16" X 20". State price,

availability date for immediate

cash offer.

Write Box BS-IIC

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Rd. • Chicago 26, III.

Sharper Pictures Truer Colors More Brilliance Wider Viewing Area

'O^US^

RADIANT

RADIANT
America's Fastest Selling Screen Line

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
p. O. BOX 5640 • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Svbtiiiiarv of VniUd Slatet Hoffman Machintri/ Corporation

•U. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS API

In All Projected Pictures

Macie Possible By the New

UNI6L0W
PROJECTION SCREENS

The first really new and improved projection screen

in years is now available on all Radiant's finest

quality screens! Uniglow* is unbeaded, completely
smooth, seamless and mildew proof!

Exhaustive laboratory and field tests have
definitely proved that Uniglow supplies up to twice the

brilliance of conventional beaded fabrics

—

and on color projection, shows truer colors than have ever

been previously achieved. In addition, Uniglow
provides an amazingly sharp definition

—and most important, gives peak brilliance to

twice as much audience viewing area.

Tt^ ^aur MUK ficttuxcA ok Tini^tow

There is only one way to appreciate fully the remarkable improvement in

all projected pictures made possible by Uniglow. Arrange to see a demon-

stration on Uniglow of the films, slides, and film strips you use in your

own audio-visual program. Ask your authorized Radiont dealer for such

a no-obligation demonstration foday — ond send coupon for full details of

the story of Uniglow.

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP. (Dept. L)

P. O. Box 5640/ Chicago/ Illinois

Please rush full delaiii on the new RocJianl Uniglow Projection Screens.

n Ploose arrange for most convenient authorized Radiant dealer to

contact me regarding a no-obligation Uniglow demonstration.

Name_

Organization.

Address

City

PLIED FO R L.
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PruJuclian Lines
Dynamic Films Sets Executive

Office Move to Park Ave., N. Y.

V: Dynamic FUms. Inc., has leased

space for executive and sales of-

fices and screening rooms in a new

building at 405 Park Avenue.
New York. The company will

move into the new offices about

December \5.

Nathan Zucker, president of

Dynamic, said that his company

will expand its sound stages and

editing rooms at the Dynamic

Films' Building, 112 West 89th

Street, and that it will also handle

there its research and development

work in video tape.

Pathescope to Modern Setup
at New York Coliseum Building

• The Pathescope Company of

America. Inc., now in its 43rd

year, is working out of new of-

fices in the New York Coliseum

Building at 100 Columbus Circle.

In one of the most modern

buildings in town, president Ed-

ward J. Lamm has installed com-
plete new office equipment, pro-

jection facilities and screening

room, making Pathescope at once

one of the oldest producers in the

country in one of the most up-to-

date office set-ups.

Pathescope is. of course, re-

taining its expansive and recently

improved studio facilities in Long
Island City.

* * *

Lawrence Forms Hollywood
Unit as 5th Affiliate Since '54

Robert Lawrence Productions.

Inc., has formed a new affiliate.

Lawrence - Schnitzer Productions,

Inc., at 1040 North Las Palmas.

Hollywood, California.

The new company is the fifth

branch of affiliate acquired by the

Lawrence organization since 19.54,

when an expansion program was
inaugurated to provide the com-
pany's clients with one-stop film

service.

Today the company, with main

headquarters and studios in New
York, has a production company
in Canada, an animation affiliate

in New York, an industrial and

special effects division in New
York, an animation affiliate in

Hollywood, and now a production

company in Hollywood.

In charge of the new operation

is Gerald Schnitzer. vice president,

a motion picture producer, director

and writer for 17 years. Mr.

Schnitzer has written, directed or

produced for studios and agencies.

Hosts at recent Manhattan preview of "Steel Valley" were (/ to i) A. M.
Tredwett. presiileiii. Shuron Sleel Corp. (sponsor); James A. Roeiner.

board chairman: W. T. Blair, v.p.. treas.: and producer William Alley.

fRUS US FOR OTHER WORK,"
— says Leo Alexander

I of Sports Film Labs, Inc.

gf

CONTROLLED PROCESSING
makes the difference!

^42.000 feet in one continuous 8 hour opefation

with their new R-90 Processor, proved to Sports Film

tab, Arhnglon, Mass., just how easy and economical

FILMLINE Processors are to operate. Simply-load the

machine, push button, and walk away. Immediately

. . . Controlled Processing takes over. The exclusive

Overdrive FILM Transport System* prevents film

breaks, scratches and static marks. Film Footage

remains constant in all tanks at all times assuring

consistent development roll after roll And Film-

line's Precision-Engineered "Temp-Guard" system

automatically provides proper heating and cooling

of all solutions. Choose from 14 standard models.

Stainless Steel construction, precision parts and

bearings. Long Life operation.

Illuslroted: Model R-15 16mm Re-

versal & Negative-Poiilive Proceiior.

Voriable speeds to 1200 ft. per hr.

from $2995.00 Mfrs. Lilt Price Sub.

ject 10 Change.

Recent Filmline Instotlotions:

• Atomic Energy Comm, • Du Pont.

• G.E. • LB.M. • Union Corbide
• United AircrofI • U.S.N. Reseorcfi

Lob. • U.S. Senate • U.N. • U.S.

Treasury • U.S. Signal Corps. • Pratt

Whitney • McDonnell Aircraft.

. Pending

DEPT. BN-57

Flljalliie FIIMLINE CORP.,

MILFORD, CONNECTICUT

Consolidated Film Industries

Starts Building Lob Annex
In early November, Consoli-

dated Film Industries broke
ground for construction of a new
two-story addition to the labora-

tory's 35mm building in Holly-

wood.

Completion of the annex, in an

estimated five months at a cost

of approximately $500,000. will

mark the third major structure

that has been erected on the CFI
lot since 1952. The new building

will provide additional color proc-

essing facilities in anticipation of

increased demand on the part of

industrial, educational and reli-

gious film producers.

Supervising construction of the

air-conditioned, fully sprinklered

building will be Ed Reichard. CFI
chief engineer, who served as con-

sultant to Bell & Howell Company,
Chicago, on the design of the new
additive color printers which will

be installed on the ground floor.

Additional color facilities will

provide for timing, inspection,

densitometry, matte assembly and
quality control. Enlarged drafting

and engineering accommodations
also will occupy the first floor. The
second floor will contain 14 addi-

tional cutting rooms and provide

for expansion of CFI's title & opti-

cal department.

* * *

RCA Custom Record Sales in

Nashville Recording Studio

RCA Custom Record Sales has

opened a new recording studio-

building in Nashville. Tennessee.

The new studio, of modern de-

sign, is equipped with the latest

in recording equipment. It is de-

signed specifically for "dead-type"

recording and eliminates acoustical

problems normally inherent in

buildings not so designed. The en-

tire studio-building is constructed

of concrete block whose sound-

proofing and structural character-

istics are ideal for studio construc-

tion. The extensive use of perfo-

rated transite. acoustical tile and

fiberglas eliminates low and high

frequency reverberation problems.

* * *

Niles Announces Exec Staff

for Rural TV Film Projects

iz Cross-CouMry, a new television

film program being developed for

rural America by Fred A. Niles

Productions. Inc.. will be headed

by R. W. O'Brian as director of

marketing and Patricia J. Trum-
bull as program coordinator, ac-

cording to Fred Niles. president of

the Chicago-Hollywood film com-

pany.
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Super Anscochrome Film

Available in 16, 35, 70mm
Super Anscochrome Daylight

Type Color Film now is available

in 16mm. 35mm and 70mm sizes,

according to the manufacturer.

Ansco, Binghamton. New York.

Said to be 10 times faster than

previous color films. Super .Ansco-

chrome Daylight has an official ex-

posure inde.x of 100 with normal

processing. Super .Anscochrome

in 70ram width will make it pos-

sible to utilize fully the modem
cameras used in supersonic missile

tracking and sequence-type pho-

tography.

.Ansco recommends the film for

use in professional equipment only

where fast shutter speeds permit

full utilization of the film's ex-

treme sensitivity to light. ^'

Socony Mobil initiates Fall

Production at Caravel Center
-- Socony Mobil, a client of almost

thirty years" standing, initiated

Caravel's fall production activities

in the new production center with

a TV film commercial for its

Mobilheat fuel oil. one of a series

being made for various Socony

products through Compton Adver-

tising.

At the same time. Caravel be-

gan shooting on location for an-

other old client. .American Can
Company, on a series of institu-

tional TV film commercials, also

through Compton.
Other recent production on

Caravel's new 75 ft. .x 100 ft. main
stage has been a series of commer-
cials for Pharmaceuticals. Inc.'s

Sominex. through Parkson Adver-

tising. Q"
* * *

Majestic Midtown NY Office
'" Majestic Motion Pictures. Inc

has opened new midtown offices at

15 East 48th Street. New York.

In addition to the new offices.

Majestic will continue to maintain

production studio facilities at 338
East 74th Street.

SALESMAN WANTED

E.xceptional opportunity for

salesman who has agency and

industrial contacts, and can sell

animation and live action film

production, with enterprising

producer now building sales

force. Inquire —
REPUBLIC

FUNDING CORPORATION
New York City • MU 8-3733

When your slide fii-i ••::::-
. ut tc be an uphiU grind. RC.'.

Victor sound can ease you over the top. On record, there's no
need to look for a narrator at a moment's notice and there's

no chance of missed cues. Your story is ready to sell for you
whenever your audience is ready, wherever it is.

Recorded special effects bring vitality, life, and impact to
your story - and with every order from RCA Victor, you
can choose from more than 500 musical selections recorded
especially for slide film presentation.

First quality recording, careful handling and prompt delivery

J

— „ :-...L,^; „; record. ;^.^.. v,i;ii c-very order ii^m KCA
Victor Custom Record Sales. This complete service is com-
petitively priced — the quality is RCA Victor's alone!

RCA Victor custom record sales ^^
New York 10. 155 East SUh St MVrray BiU 0-7tOO
Chicago 11. 445 N. Lake Shore Drive WHiUkaU i-TSls

Hollywood 3S, 1016 N. Sycamore Ave. OLdfidd i-ieso

SaahvUle S. 13S5 MeGavock St ALpine 5-6691

In Canada, call Record Department. RCA Victor Company. Ltd.. XtS

Mutual Street. Toronio. Ontario. For inforituUion concerning othey foreign

countriea. icrite or phone RCA International Division, SO Rockefeller Plaza,

Netc York to. N. Y, — JU 6-S800.
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She Wears 10 Hats" Suggests

Appliances for Busy Housewife

•i- \Mjen a modern homemaker is

called on to serve as maid, laun-

dress, cook, chauffeur, account-

ant. Girl Scout leader. PTA mem-

ber, nurse, hostess, and wife, fig-

uratively She Wears 10 Hats.

In a i2-minute. black and white.

16mm film produced by Fred Niles

Productions, Inc.. for National

Presto Industries, this woman is

portrayed as constantly looking for

developments to help her perform

her many duties. One such de-

velopment, the film's sponsor

maintains, is the application of

controlled heat in separate appli-

ances.

The production goes on to illus-

trate Presto's Control Master

unit, a separate detachable device

housing a thermostat. Attached to

seven Presto appliances, the unit

enables each to become electric

and automatic.

In addition to telecasts of the

film on 7.'i TV stations from now

until mid-December. Presto will

distribute the film to 125 other

TV stations between January and

October. 1958.

The film will augment Presto's

campaign in consumer and trade

magazines during the firm's na-

tional fall and winter promotions.

Guaranteed TV showings permit

merchandizing of film on local

levels through post-showing, fol-

low-up spot commercials of one-

minute length promoting dealer

participation in the campaign. Fif-

ty-second commercials, with 10-

second dealer mention, will be

used in the national TV spot cam-

paign supplementing the film.

The script was written by Niles'

creative director Ruth Ratny. Tom
Rook directed. Howard Siemon

and A. E. Stacey handled photog-

raphy. 9
•^- * :!:

American Dietetic Association

Recruits Dietitians Via Film

i< The American Dietetic Associa-

tion is planning the production of

a film, aimed at recruitment of

hospital dietitians, according to

Miss Lucille M. Refshauge, presi-

dent of the association.

"The national shortage of dieti-

tians is so critical that three out of

every five hospitals in the U.S.

today are without qualified dieti-

tians." she said.

Although hospitals are growing

in number and in patient-load, at

the present rate only 600 dietetic

interns are preparing annually for

careers in dietetics, whereas 15

years ago more than 900 young

What's IVew in SpDnsDred Pictures

people completed internships each

year. Miss Refshauge indicated.

"This educational film will be

used to alert young people to the

opportunities for useful and in-

teresting careers in a most im-

portant branch of the health field."

she said.

The H. J. Heinz Company will

finance production of the film, for

which a producer is to be an-

nounced by the ADA. »
* * *

Maine Agricultural Department
Releases Film, "Potatoland"

H I'oiatoUind, a new color motion

picture sponsored by the State of

Maine's Department of Agriculture

was premiered at the National

Marketing Service Workshop held

at Memphis. Tennessee during the

first week of November.

The film tells the story of

Maine's modernization of its po-

tato industry—from selection of

varieties for various household

uses to improvements in handling

and packaging. Starring Sally

Knapp, New York soprano. Pota-

toland was filmed mostly in north-

ern Maine, during 1956 and in the

spring of 1957.

At the premiere, the film was

introduced by George H. Chick

of Monmouth, deputy commis-

sioner of the Department. Earlier.

William P. Charron of Brunswick,

in charge of marketing activities

under Chick, spoke on the market-

ing of Maine chicken and showed

the Department's theatrical doc-

umentary, Maine Barbecue, which

features Miss Knapp and Dorothy

Raedler's American Savoyards.

Charron said that 1,211 New
York and Boston theatre showings

in July, August and September had

been coordinated with market ser-

vice work and other promotional

activity conducted by the Depart-

ment and poultry processors.

The Department's publicity di-

rector, H. G. Hawes, who pro-

duced Potatoland now is distribut-

ing Maine Barbecue. Potatoland.

and 12 other films which he has

made on different segments of

Maine's agricultural economy to

C~^~.

00^
"film

^

PROBATIONS
^corfX"^

THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE

FOR EXPERIENCE—

More leading business

and industrial organi-

zations have chosen

BAY STATE than any

other film producer in

New England.

QUALITY . . . and dollar for dollar value

are New England Traditions—

4 ; :vi^
^-:

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Si'RiNGFiELD • Boston, Massachusiitts

television stations throughout the

eastern United States. 9
* * *

Caravel Public Service Spots

Aid Pedestrian Safety Drive

"r Five public service television

spot commercials for use by Man-
hattan television stations in pro-

moting Mayor Robert F. Wagner's

year-long Pedestrian Safety Cam-
paign, commencing November 18,

were recently filmed at Caravel

Film's new production center at

20 West End Avenue under the

direction of Calhoun McKean,
vice president in charge of televi-

sion for the New York City stu-

dio.

Appearing in short filmed

speeches to urge cooperation with

the safety campaign were NBC-TV
star Arlene Francis; Westing-
house's official hostess, Betty Fur-

ness; CBS-TV sports announcer

Phil Rizzuto; prizefighter Sugar

Ray Robinson, and CBS Radio

singing star Lanny Ross. Their

services were donated as a person-

al contribution to the safety cam-
paign.

Heading the Mayor's special

citizen's committee to direct the

safety campaign is Mr. Jack I.

Strauss, President of the R. H.

Macy & Company. McCann-Erick-
son. Inc. contributed its services

in advertising and publicity ar-

rangements. ^
* * *

Pure-Pak Sponsors Boy Scout
National Jamboree Picture
7 In July, 1957, over 50,000 Boy
Scouts from all over the country

pitched their tents on ground al-

ready famous for another encamp-
ment 180 years before. Valley

Forge was appropriate locale for

the Scouts national Jamboree, an

impressive demonstration of the

American ideal fought for those

many years ago; individual initia-

tive combined with teamwork and

group cooperation.

Pure-Pak. manufacturers of

paper cups and other eating uten-

sils, was there with producer Robert

Enders to capture this event.

The picture conveys an impres-

sion of the many activities during

the Jamboree, from log-rolling con-

tests to songs around the evening

campfires. The film attempts to

express the spirit of Scouting and

character building phases of the

whole program through these

scenes. The title. For God and My
Country, was taken from part of

the Boy Scout Oath.

Prints are available from Modern

Talking Picture Service. Inc. to pri-

vate groups and TV stations na-

tionallv on a free loan basis. Ig'
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Rapid Colorprint's

extensive color film

production facilities

assure you of cleaner,

sharper, dust-free

unmarred filmstrips.

We make the complete

color filmstrip from

your art, printed matter,

color negatives, color

transparencies or black

and white negatives.

We duplicate your

existing filmstrip with

utmost fidelity.

Rapid Colorprint has

specialized in color

reproduction since

1949 and originated

the Chromostat®

method of direct

color copy.

Write for price

list and facilities

brochure.

SRAPID colorprint CO., INC.
216 So. Central Avenue
Glendale 4, California

RIGHT DFF THE HEEL:
(continued from page twenty-eight)

can Telephone & Telegraph Company, spoke

on "The Industrial Film Sponsor and his Prob-

lems." Closed-circuit television for industry

was covered by W. P. Rosensohn. TelePromp-
ter Corporation, and by J. B. O'Connor, of

T.N.T. Tele-Sessions, Inc.

The last day was devoted to lecture and film

presentation for employee training under the

supervision of Dr. Robert L. Cantor, Director

of Training of the Ronson Corporation, as-

sisted by Wilbur H. Hanawalt, of Rutgers Uni-

versity, and W. J. Glennon. Jr., Manager of

Education and Training, Equitable Life As-

surance Society. Their theme was "The Ef-

fective Use of Audio-Visuals in the Field of

Training in the Industry of Today." ig'

* * *

Film Council of America Board Votes
to Dissolve Corporation on Nov. 1 Sth

H The process of liquidation of its physical as-

sets which began several months ago was cul-

minated last month ( October ) when the Board
of Directors of the Film Council of America
voted to dissolve the organization as of No-
vember 15th. Remaining assets, including

rights to the American Film Assembly, were

to be used to meet outstanding obligations.

Preparations were also made to handle ex-

isting film circuit projects and to safeguard re-

turn to print owners of films submitted for the

recent Edinburgh and Venice Film Festivals.

Apparently ended was a decade-long program,

largely supported within recent years by the

Ford Foundation Fund for Adult Education. ^
:,=: * *

Sixth Annual Columbus Film Festival

M The Film Council of Greater Columbus,

Ohio, has announced the Sixth Annual Film

Festival of that organization will be held on

Wednesday and Thursday. April 16, 17. 1958.

Preview films will be accepted for judging now
and until March 1. 1958. Inquiries concerning

the affair should be directed to Daniel F.

Prugh, president. Film Council of Greater

Columbus, Memorial Hall, 280 East Broad

Street, Columbus 15, Ohio. »

Each year since we began
producing our distinctive

TYPE TITLES
we have served an ever-

increasing number of the

world's leading producers

There must be a reason !

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago It, Illinois

^m SALESMEN GET IN

STORY GETS TOLD .

»

• Theater Quality

16mm Sound
Projector

» Film Safety Trips

• Easiest to Use
' Lowest in Cost

• Lightest in Weight
' 50,000 Users

Can't Be Wrong
' Lifetime Guarantee

YOUR SALESMEN'S PAL
Your customer enioys a theatre pre-

sentation on his desk. Sets up easily

... in three minutes or less. You're
in with your story — You're out with
a sole,

/dec/ for /orge scr^Qn projection too.

Complete with screen $298.50

INSPECT-O-FILM

Saves FILM
Saves LABOR
Saves the SHOW
Automatically inspects

and cleans film. Easily

pays for itself. Trial

plan $75.00 per
month.

D THE NEW ADMATIC

Sells and Tells your story continuously

with 30 color slides.

D New CINEMATIC
continuous trouble-free cabinet projec-

tion for your 1 6mm movies. Rent or Buy.

H-

O SPLICE-O-FILM

In 3 seconds

a perfect scrape

within 1/10,000

of on inch

Only $99.50

Harwold

STORAGE CABINETS

for Beauty— Safety
Convenience
Efficiency

Economy.

Please check squares above for com-

plete information on any or all items

shown ond mail this ad to:

theHARWALDco.
1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston, III.

Phone: Davis 8-7070
1
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SYLVANIA

cigMiclBLUE TIP
PROJECTION LAMPS...

BUSINESS SCREEN EXECUTIVE

for all makes . . . all types . . . in all sizes

New Syivania Ceramic Blue Tops are available

in all standard sizes for any projector ... to

fill your exact requirements for clear,

brilliant projection.

Blue Tops offer these superior qualities:

Brighter . . . Ceramic Blue Tops \von"t scratch,

chip or peel like ordinary painted tops . . .

machine-made filaments assure pictures

bright as life.

Cooler . . . Ceramic Blue Top is bonded to the

glass for improved heat dissipation . . . cooler
operation assures longer lamp life.

Longer Lasting , . . E-\cltisive Syhania shock
absorber construction protects filaments from
vibration damage.

Use SyKania Ceramic Blue Top in your projector

. . . your slides and mov ies deserve the best

!

Svi-VANiA Ei-FrTRic Proihicts, Inc., 1740 Broadway. New York 19. N. Y.

^ SYLVANIA
fastest growing name in sight!

LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION ATOMIC ENERGY

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO
SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

NEW CAMART DUAL SOUND READER

Edit single and double system

16mm or 35mm optical.

Edit single system Magnastripe

or double system magnetic.

Use with any 16mm motion pic-

ture viewer to obtain perfect

lip-sync matching of picture to

track.

Works fro

to left.

I left to right or right

Magnetic Model $1 85.00

Optical Model $195.00

CAMART OILER PEN
• Handy Oiler — fits easily into your

pocket.

• Ideal for oiling hard to get at places.

• Automatically draws up

surplus oil %1 .o9

In quantities of six

ARRIFLEX 16 _ I6mm and 35mm
cameras in stock for Immediate delivery.

ArrifIeK 35 soundproof

blimp available. 400'

magaiine in stock. Also

used cameras.

United World Films Names
John Desmond Vice-President

tV John Desniond has been clectetJ

a vice-president of United World

Films, Inc.. New York, a subsidi-

ary of Universal Pictures Corn-

John Desmond

pany. Inc.. according to James
Franey. United World president.

Desniond has worked for United

World since 1946 and has held

executive positions in the firms

headquarters and in its midwestern

sales operations. He was appointed

general sales manager in 1953 to

coordinate and supervise distribu-

tion activities in entertainment,

educational and sponsored films.

McCormick-Wade Animation
Headed by Don McCormrck

^4cCormick-W ade Anitiiation.

New York, is a new motion picture

animation company, formed as an

affiliate of Roger Wade Produc-

tions. Inc. Don McCortiiick. form-

er vice-president of UPA and gen-

eral manager of its New York of-

fice, heads the new firm.

He worked with Walt Disney

as an artist for six years before

joining UPA in 1951. .At UP.A he

was responsible for all commer-
cials made bv the New York office.

New York J n«w Colneom

Charles Wasserman
to Transfilm, N. Y.

i^ Charles Wasserman.

motion picture director,

is a new member of

Transtilm. Inc.. N. Y.

studio organization, ac-

cording to Walter Low-
endahl, president.

He has been a free

lance director in Holly-

wood and New York.

Since 1(146 Wasserman
has worked on more than

11)11 lilni programs. Q'

F. Stanton Webb Sales Chief
for Jerry Fairbanks' Studio

i~ Appointment of F. Stanton
Webb to the newly-created execu-

tive post of national director of

sales has been announced by Jerry

Fairbanks Productions. Hollywood.

Although his headquarters will

be in Hollywood. Webb plans to

concentrate on the New York sales

area. He will also direct activities

iU Fairbanks" Chicago and San .An-

tonio offices.

For 10 years, Webb served on
the executive staff of the Research

Institute of America. More re-

cently, he has been vice-president

of the Paper Mate Pen Company,
in charge of the midwest division.

-> :;; *

Art Wright Joins Frank Block
Associates as PR Vice-President

tV Frank Block Associates of St.

Louis and New York has appointed

Arthur Wright, Jr., as the firm's

vice-president in charge of public

Arthur Wright, Jr.

relations. Wright also will work in

the agency's film activities.

He comes to Block from Condor
Films. Inc.. of St. Louis, which he

headed since its founding six years

ago. Prior to his association with

Condor, Wright was an account

executive with Fleishnian-Hillard,

Inc.. St. Louis. ^
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Phil Frank Joins Caravel's
Sales Staff at N. Y. Center

l!r Phil Frank, veteran television

sales executive, has joined Cara-

vel Films. Inc. His appointment

is the first made by Caravel since

it has occupied its new film pro-

nk . . . to Caravel sales

duction center at West End .Ave-

nue and 60th Street. New York.
Prior to his new position. Mr.

Frank was sales and account ex-

ecutive for Peter Elaar Produc-
tions. Screen Gems and George
Blake Enterprises. Q'

Hicks Named Account Executive
at Wilding Picture Productions
'> Robert B. Hick^ has joined
Wilding Picture Productions. Inc..

as an account executive in Wild-
ing's .Midwest Sales Division, head-

quartered in Chicago. Hicks has

a background in advertising, public

relations and sales. He formerly

was sales manager of Colmes-Wer-
renrath. Inc. I^'

Holos & Batchslor N. Y. Office

ir Halas & Batchelor Cartoon
Films. Ltd.. British animation stu-

dio, has opened a production and
liaison office at 1 1 West 42nd
Street. New York City. In charge

of the branch is Irene Lee. who
comes from Halas & Batchelor's

offices in Soho Square, London. 9'

Stanley Wynett to Direct

Promotion for Modern, N.Y.

t? Modem Talking Picture Service,

Inc.. New York, has named Stan-

ley Wynett. New York, as the tirin's

director of sales promotion, a new
position involving advertising, sales

promotion, and public relations.

Wynett has been a media promo-
tion writer with Royal and de Guz-
man Advertising. Inc.. New York.

Previously, he had worked as as-

sistant sales promotion manager
of Stein Printing Co.. .Atlanta. ^
Rudy Nelson Joins Reid Ray
--- R. ( Rudy) Nelson, formerly of

Paramount's special effects de-

partment, is now a director at

Reid H. Ray Film Industries. Inc..

St. Paul. Minn.

.Also an arrival from Hollywood
for conferences with Navy person-

nel on nautical films being pro-

duced by Ray is A. Kirsanoff. di-

rector in the firms Hollywood
animation department. g=

Andrew Gold an Executive VP
at Vidicam Pictures Corp.

i" .Andre\'. Gold is now executive

vice-president of \'idicam Pictures

Corp.. New York, according to Al

Justin, president of the firm. Gold
will handle consolidation and su-

pervision of production activities

and the expansion of commercial

jnd industrial film production.

He was a free-lance motion pic-

ture cameraman for major pro-

ducers from 1938 to 1941. Gold

joined the New York staff of RKO-
Pathe in 1946. When Pathe be-

came a part of Warner Brothers in

1947. Gold directed Warner
Brothers features and shorts. He
was appointed eastern chief of pro-

duction for Warner in 1950. S'

* * *

Bill Lane Returns to Video
'- \\ illi.im E. Lane has rejoined

\'ideo Films. Detroit, as produc-

tion manager after a brief associa-

tion v\ith Haig and Patterson. De-

troit, according to Clifford Hanna,

founder of Video.

Your next film should Jiave

COLOR FILMSTRIPS
FOR USE IN EDUCATION
Specialized equipment and the know-how of a group of specialists who
have worked together in producing over 700 color films. If you want
a complete production or require specialized assistance on any production
problem, contact Henry Clay Glpson, President . . .

FILMFAX PRODUCTIONS, lo e. 43, n. y. ,7, n. y.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET: "The David and Goliafh of Visual Educafion"

Totidt

It's Not Masic

But it often seems like magic when
Cenlron talent and technieians

lirealhe life into a film.

Write Centron today for intormali\e lirocliure.

Centron Corporation <

Ninth and .\valon Road
Lawrence. Kansas ^

^^ Tne long list of nationally-known firms who

^y use SELECTROSLIDE automatic-projectors inV tfieir sales training — selling — and public

relations programs is growing constantly. There
MUST be a reason.

From the JUNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN-
SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more
than 32 years of experience, to out-perform and
out-last all others. Why not ask the firms who use
them.

ALL SELECTROSLIDE automatic-projectors are

TURBINE-COOLED: Operate with push-button

remote control, or automatically: Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention: Available with various focal-

length lenses from 2 to 10 inches: Interchange-

able magazines accommodate from IE to 96
slides.

SELECTROSLIDE is the -diamond" of fully-automatic-

projectors... nothing finer. ..nothing more enduring

...and there is a SELECTROSLIDE to fit your projec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audio-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of StLECTROSLIDE. or

consult us.

Illustrated liter ature available

— no cost or obligation.A
¥Spindler & Sauppe

2201 B«vcrly Blvd.. l«s Angelas 57. Calif.. Phone

SELECTROVISION CABINET (or con-
Iinuous automatic showing of slides
picturing merchandise or announce-
ments Folds for easy transportation.

ESTAIIISHEO l«}4

ly Blvd.. l«s Angeles 57. Calif.. Phone: DUnkirk 9-1288
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Thanks to a ''Hot' Iden and n Mighty Production Effort-

Ford TV Goes Hound the World
Mammoth 40-Foot Rotating Globe Just One Example of All-Out Film Techniques

THE '58 FORD, "proved and approved

around the world." is being nationally

heralded on TV screens, in newspapers and

magazines as "the first car ever to use the

whole world as a test track." Behind that slo-

gan and the entire campaign in fact is the story

of the million dollar "round the world" film

project recently completed for the Ford Motor

Company by Filmways. Inc. (through the J.

Walter Thompson Company. Ford's advertis-

ing agency).

Probably the biggest single element in the

visual part of this program is the huge 4()-foot

rotating globe, called "the largest television set

ever constructed." The only site large enough

to contain the set in the East was an armory

in Jersey City. Filmways photographed the

new 1958 Fords in front of the rotating globe

with commentary by such performers as

Arthur Godfrey and Tennessee Ernie. These

scenes, made at a cost of $40,000, are being

integrated into Ford TV commercials, feature

and public relations films to be released

throughout the 1958 car year.

Martin RansohotT, executive vice-president

of Filmways, Inc., and Karl Heuglin, set de-

signer, supervised the mammoth project. A 20-

ton electric turntable which rotates the globe

gives some idea of the engineering details in-

volved in this production effort. Ig'

In the pictures; (panel at left, lop to bollom) Filmways' executive vice-

pres. Martin Ransohoff and Karl Heuglin. set designer, examine scale

model of globe: oilier pictures show segments being laid out on armory
floor, gradually rising to completion and below, what the home viewer

will see on a Ford TV commercial. Globe rotates as do other spheres.

A "Holiday Package" of Business Screen Editorial Features

SOME OUTSTANDING EDITORIAL
events are coming up in our annual year-

end issue of Business Screen. There's a great

story titled "Show Business, 1958" in which

we detail the many live and filmed programs

recently employed by leading companies to in-

troduce '58 products and services. To bring

you this we covered the events with reporters

on hand for such presentations as the 1958

Ford Product Inaugural (at Milwaukee, Wise.);

the nationwide Frigidaire product shows (seen

at Chicago and Hinsdale, III. ) and many

others, from New York to the Coast.

The General Mills' shareholder meetings,

with another visualized annual report film, will

also be reported by the man who was there . . .

and we're reviewing the American Feed Manu-

facturers' new film Old MacDoiuild's Farm.

Preview details on our own 20th Anniver-

sary publication program will also be provided

in this "holiday" number. We're introducing

new staffers; a new magazine format (note the

special body type already in use throughout

this issue). Continued attention will be given

the nation's urgent need for scientific and tech-

nical leadership and films' related role. iJ'
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Preview

People

Pictured at N. Y.

screening of the

Aero Mayflower

Transit Co. film

were (I lo r) Frank

Arlinfihaus. pres.

Modern Talkhii;

Picture Service:

Gilbert Fuller, vp.

Sell Organization;

prod. Paul Alley.

ISO Airline Films Listed

in New Air Transport Guide

iv Some 150 motion pictures pro-

duced for the international airlines

are described in a 40-page guide

just published on behalf of the in-

dustry by the International Air

Transport Association (lATAl.
Montreal. Canada. The "lATA Di-

rectory of Airline Films" will be

circulated to film distribution agen-

cies and television outlets.

Complete descriptions of more
than 100 tourist and travel pic-

tures and some 40 special interest

films, together with geographical

and topical indexes of the places

and subjects they illustrate appear

in the directory. The guide's con-

tents represent the work of more

than 20 airlines.

Most of the films listed have

been produced in 16mm.
The lATA intends to keep the

directory up to date and to issue

supplements or revised editions as

the need arises. Copies are avail-

able to film, tv and other directly

interested agencies and may be

obtained on application to: The
Public Relations Office, Interna-

tional Air Transport Association,

Terminal Centre Building. 1060

University Street, Montreal 3,

Canada.

First With the Important News of Audio-Visuals

is the Big Magazine YOU Read: BUSINESS SCREEN

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE
35mm & 16mm B & W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES
Ray MERCER & CO.

ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
NOrmandy 3-9331

sells with lJulv./%.^f E:

AUTOMATIC
sound slidefilm projectors

To introduce the new addition to tlie Ford family of fine cars,

Edsel, like hundreds of American industries, large and small,

chooses the DuKane tulicromatic. For solving sales and training

problems of all kinds, the compact, portable H/licromatic provides

perfect coordination of sound and pictures, automatically.

& niic/ijOirurfic.

• automatic film advance,
triggered by "silent sound."
always perfectly timed

• automatic fewlndlng vwHh
DuKane's exclusive "inside-

out" film cartridge ... the film

is Immediately ready for the
next showing

desh-top or big-screen projec-
tion . , . the carrying case has
its own built-in screen for view-
ing by small groups

Pipase rush the facts on the new "Micromatic'

DuKane Corporation, Dept. BS>117
St. Charles, Illinois

NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY^ „

FIRM

First in automatic sound slidefilm projectors
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NDUSTRIAL FILMS

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

245 W. 55 ST,, N,Y,C. / JUDSON 6-1922

rl L/V\0 . . . ^o^Klei'&a'Uikto^ieleaiA

for sales promotion • public relations • sales

training • advertising • industrial development

Motion Pictures • Slide Films • Television Shows and Spots

Trailers • 16-35mm • Color • B/W • Sound • Animation

Live Action.

COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

AND FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS

Printing • Processing • Recording • Special

Effects • Photo and Sound Editing and Cut-

ting • Sound Stage. Company occupies 14,000

square feet and custom tailors services to meet

your needs.

beeland-wood films, inc.

752 Spring Street, N.W.

Atlanta, Ga.

BUSIIVESS SCREEN EXECUTIVE

Ansco's Alan Cook to Head
LA, San Francisco Branches

V Alan Cook of New York will

supervise sales and service of pro-

fessional motion picture products

for Ansco in the Los Angeles and
San Francisco areas. Charles
Seager. marketing manager for

Ansco's professional motion pic-

ture sales, made the announcement.

With Ansco for the past 1 5 years.

Cook has worked in the firm's

quality control and technical sales

departments. He will headquarter

in Ansco's Hollywood office. S'

Metzger to Ansco Sales Service

^ William H. Metzger has been

appointed sales service supervisor

of professional motion picture

products for Ansco. Binghamton,

New York. From Ansco's New
York City office, he will super-

vise sales activities in the com-
pany's Atlanta. Binghamton, Bos-

ton, Chicago. Detroit, Dallas, New
York and Toronto sales districts.

Metzger has been a member of

Ansco's professional motion pic-

ture department for five years. ^

3 District Sales Managers
Appointed by Radiant Mfg. Co.

-V Richard O. Mantz. Charles P.

Adams and George C. Noble are

new district sales managers for the

Radiant Manufacturing Corp.

Mantz will represent the Chicago

area projection screen manufac-

turer in eight southeastern states.

Adams will manage the company's

middle-eastern sales territory.

Mantz comes to Radiant after

10 years with Ansco Corp.. where

he served as technical and sales

representative. Previously, he did

sales and promotional work for

other firms in the photographic

industry.

In the photo trade for 23 years,

Adams formerly was with Bell &
Howell Company as a district man-
ager. He served for five years as

photographic supervisor of the

U.S. Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. S"

* * ;}:

Ken Dobbs Joins Kling Film

Productions as Account Exec.

v: Ken Dobbs, formerly associated

with Sarra. Inc.. is now an account

executive with Kling Film Produc-

tions. Chicago. Dobb's experience

includes servicing of agency and

direct client accounts, in addition

to a production background, ac-

cording to Hilly Rose, sales man-

ager and creative director of Kling.

J. W. Edwards Named to
Represent Animation, Inc.

" Representative of Animation,

Inc.. in Chicago. Milwaukee, St.

Louis, and Texas will be Joe Ed-

wards of Chicago, according to

Animation's president. Earl Klein.

Edwards has worked in advertising

and public relations for Wells
Organizations, Inc.. Chicago. He
also has been associated with

Southwest Indoor Advertising Co.,

Houston; Erwin. Wasey and Co.,

Houston; Texas State (radio) Net-

work, Fort Worth; and Tracy-

Locke-Dawson, Inc., Dallas. ^'

Alexander Film Co. Appoints
Anderson as Production Chief
- James A. Anderson has been

appointed vice-president in charge

of production for Alexander Film

Co.. Colorado Springs, Colorado.

He previously was production man-
ager. Jay Piccinati. formerly a sales

rep for Alexander, has been named
to the new post of director of

marketing at the studio. Piccinati's

appointment figures in an effort to

expand sales and promotional ac-

tivities. W

MR. PRESIDENT

. . . are \ou interested in creat-

ing a national sales organiza-

tion by establishing branches

throughout the country to sell

Business Films the same way

advertising is sold? If the an-

swer is yes and your company

is not broke, please write . . .

Box BS-11A

BUSINESS SCREEN

7064 Sheridan Rd. • Ctiicago 26, III.

FOR SALE

BELL & HOWELL
SSmm to 16inni

Reduction Printer

• Like Nen

• Fully Guaranteed

• Price Reaionahle

CAMERA EQUIPMENT Co., Inc.

315 West 43rd Street

New York, N. Y.
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Abo\e: Canada's Consul-General

Gerald Newman (left) discusses

trade with Ernest Scliimmel.

U. S.-Canada Trade Committee
Named by Chicago Chamber
' To better trade and industr\ re-

lations between the United States

and Canada, a Canadian-Ameri-

can Trade and Industry Committee

has been estabUshed within the

Chicago Association of Commerce
and Industry. Chairman of the

new committee is Ernest L. Schim-

mel. vice president of Bell and

Howell Company and president of

the Bell and Howell Canada Ltd.

"This new committee will foster

activities which will further in-

QuJiiij - (Sift

FILM SHIPPING CASES

Did you ever consider the mileaye
per dollar you pet out of a shipping

case? We have! Thai's why we've

built these new cases with more
than usual care. Tliev're made of

best quality non- vulcanized fibre,

strongly fabricated, and reinforced

with steel corners. Here is low
priced protection for your films in

transit. Also available in hard vul-

canized fibre.

See your nearest dealer or write
direcf (o munuiactnrer for catalog.

WM. SCHUESSLER
361 W. SUPERIOR ST.

CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

terests and good relations between

Chicago firms and their affiliates

in Canada and encourage greater

two-way trade between Chicago-

land and that country." according

to Thomas H. Coulter, chief execu-

tive of the association. "It will

also discuss and make recommend-
ations on trade and economic

problems concerning the two coun-

tries."

In 1956. there was a total U.S.

private investment in Canada of

SI 2.1 billion, including manufac-

turing investment of S3.2 billion,

an increase of 350 million over

1955. Some 25 firms from the

Chicago area established branch

plants in Canada each year, and

it is estimated that there are now
close to 300 Chicagoland firms

with affiliates in Canada. This is

a larger proportion than any other

area in the United States. In 1955

Canada exported through the Chi-

cago customs port goods valued

at ^851.607.244.
"

^
* * *

Leila Virdone to Guide
Kalart Sales Service, Promotion
-r Mrs. Leila A. \irdone is now
assistant sales manager of The
Kalart Co., Plainville. Corm. She

will supervise sales service and

sales promotion for Kalart photo

flash and movie editing equipment.

Victor 16mm motion picture pro-

jectors and Soundview slide and

slidefilm apparatus.

Formerly in charge of sales and

production for the .Automatic Pro-

jection Corp.. New York City,

jMrs. X'irdone also has served as

executive secretary of the Stenson

Export Trading Corp. 9"

* * *

William Pedersen to Manage
Ansco Advertising Department

.Appointment of William K.

Pedersen as manager of the adver-

tising department of Ansco. Bing-

hamton. New York, has been an-

nounced by Con Donovan. .Ansco's

director of advertising and pro-

motion. Ansco is the photographic

manufacturing division of Genera;

.Aniline and Film Corporation.

Pedersen will plan, schedule an J

supervise all of Ansco"s advertis-

ing department activities. He has

been a member of Ansco's adver-

tising department staff for the last

three years. S'
* * *

Ely Heads Market Research
for Bell and Howell Company
>r New- manager of market re-

search for Bell and Howell is Paul

F. Ely, Jr., of Chicago. Carl

Schreyer. marketing vice-president

of the firm, made the announce-

ment. Q"

COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF IGmm

MOTION PICTURES, 35mni SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photography, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Work Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and Matching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Strlplng

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

764 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

Our Specialty...

SALESMANSHIP on film
As scores of top firms can tell you, there's no faster.

more forceful way to put your message across tli.in

with a Holland-Wegman film.

For Holland -Wegman is a 5,000 square foot studio

flillv equipped and manned to plan, write and pro-

duce top calibre films in any category... product sales,

public relations, training, documentary, television

commercials.

What job do yoii have for Holland-Wegman salesman-

ship-on-film? Phone or write us about it today!

HOLLAND-WEGMAN PRODUCTIONS
197l>«lawor< • Buffalo 2, N.Y. • T>l>phone: MAdison 7411
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economical - professional

motion picture production

film associates
of michigan, inc.

4815 eabot aveiiae

detroit 10, michigan
telephone iazon 2-6200

associated studios In

detroit- Chicago
new york - new Orleans

los angeles • baltimore
san franclsco - houston
Washington - st. louis

James e. maclane
executive producer
23 years professional
experience in film

production

PRODUCTIONS
2 130 South Belloire Street

Denver 22, Colorodo

Phone SKyline 6-8383

IVew AUDIO-VISUAl Equipment

Recent Product Developments for Production and Projection

RCA Adds 16mm Projectors
Designed for 1200-watt Lamps
•>> Projection of more light on tlie

screen and longer operating life

are advantages noted for two new
16mm sound motion picture pio-

jectors manufactured by the The-

atre and Industrial Products De-

partment, Radio Corporation of

America.

The new RCA projectors are

designed to utilize the recently de-

veloped 1200-watt lamps which

send more light to the screen than

the conventional 1000-vvatt lamps.

The models include a dual-case 15-

watt unit with a 12-inch separate

speaker for audiences of approxi-

mately 1 .000 and a single case 7-

watt unit with built-in speaker for

audiences up to 400 persons.

Both projectors have a loading

capacity of 2.000 feet of 16mm
film. They are provided with a

field-flattener type two-inch f:l.6

coated lens. They operate direct

from a 1 10-volt AC wall oudet.

The projectors feature built-in

lubrication, a blower rotor for ap-

erture plate cooling, nylon sprock-

et shoes, synthetic sapphire film-

pressure shoes and scuff-resistant

casing. Both models can be plug-

ged into existing sound and public

address systems. y'

Da-Lite Screen Company
Announces Two New Models

i-'r Two new tripod-type portable

motion picture screens have been

marketed by Da-Lite Screen Com-
pany. Warsaw, Ind. Named "Fly-

er" and "Pacer," the new models

both feature Da-Lite's White Mag-
ic glass beaded fabric.

The Flyer is available in fou;"

screen sizes, ranging from 30" x

40" to 50" X '50". Its 2-inch

round case has a green hammer-
loid baked finish, and is attached

to the center tube with Da-Lite's

regular band assembly to prevent

any loosening from the stand.

The Pacer is a fully automatic

push-button screen available in

eight models ranging in screen size

from 30" x 40" "to 70" x 70". In

these models, the pressing of one

button causes the legs of the tri-

pod or stand to automatically

glide open and set in place. The
extension tube pops up in place

at the same time. The Pacer has

a large, round 2' ^"-diameter case

with dome-type Cycolac end caps

and center band construction. ^'

VIewlex 2x2 Slide Projector
Features the "Thermo-Gard"

" A new Powermatic model. 2" x

2" automatic slide projector which

features a thermostatic control, has

been designed by Viewlex, Inc..

Long Island City. New York.

The thermostatic device. Ther-

mo-Gard. controls film plane and

projector body temperature and

helps prevent slide popping. Ther-

mo-Guard guarantees low film

plane temperature, thus protect-

ing transparencies and internal

projector elements, the manufac-

turer states. Abnormal tempera-

tures in a projector usually are due

to over-volted power lines, faulty

lamps, or obstructed cooling sys-

tems in the projector.

Thermo-Gard control automat-

ically shuts off the projection lamp

at a temperature below the danger

point. A small neon signal light

tells the user that an abnormal

condition exists. When the condi-

tion is corrected, the projector

turns on again automatically. ^
* * *

Radiant Mfg. Corp. Announces
Imperial Screenmaster Model

•;> A newly-Styled portable motion

picture screen, the Imperial

Screenmaster, has been introduced

by Radiant Manufacturing Corp.

The Imperial Screenmaster's

fabric features a Radiant develop-

er 16mm Film - 400' lo 2000' Reel

Protect your films

Ship in FIBERBILT CASES
Sold at leading dealers

bear

this

TRADE
MARK
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mem called Lnigiow. which is said

to be brighter than a beaded sur-

face when viewed from the pro-

jection axis—or when viewed from

as much as 45 degrees off the pro-

jection axis. Because it is free of

grain. L'niglow gives greater reso-

lution, the manufacturer notes.

The new screen mode! features

a leatherette-covered screen case.

This blue covering is permanently

bonded to the me;al case. Its col-

or matches the screen's blue pic-

ture border. The Imperial Screen-

master, a tripod unit, is available

in eight sizes from 30" x 40"

through 70" X 70". ^

Model 707 Slide Projector

Presented by Bell and Howell

Compact die-cast aluiiiinuiii

construction and blower-cooled
300-watt illumination are features

of Bell and Howell's new Model

707 35mm slide projector. The

machine has a manual changer,

plus characteristics of the com-

panvs Model 706, and provides

Model 707 B & H Slide Projector.

full-area coverage of Superslidej.

2x2 and Bantam slides. The

707 has low-silhouette design,

made possible by the new ""short"

projection lamp.

A spring-locking clip permits

quick interchange of the manual

slide-changer with accessory Semi-

matic and Electric changers, when

desired. .A 5-inch f 4 coated lens

and fawn-and-brown wrinkle fin-

ish are other 707 features. W'

Adapter for Polaroid Slides

Developed for Realist "620"

ir An adapter for the Realist 620

Slide Projector which will accept

the new 2"4" x 2 '4" Polaroid

transparency has been introduced

by Realist. Inc.. a division of the

David White Instrument Company.
Milwaukee. Wisconsin.

Called the Realist 620 Slide

Changer, the new adapter facili-

tates use of the Polaroid Land
Transparency System, recently de-

veloped by Polaroid Corporation.

Cambridge. Massachusetts.

With the Polaroid system, which

incorporates use of the Polaroid

Land Camera, positive black and
white transparencies can be pro-

duced in three minutes.

Users of the new adapter need
only to remove the 35mm adapter

from the projector and insert the

Polaroid adapter— following in-

structions which accompany the

Realist 620 Slide Changer. ' g-

=:= *

Rapid Film Processor
Introduced by Fairchild

T-r A new self-feeding rapid film

processor, the '"Mini-Rapid 12'

portable, has been unveiled by the

Industrial Camera Division of Fair-

child Camera and Instrument
Corporation. Syosset. L. I., N. Y.

It is expected that the television

industry will be interested in the

processor because black and white

negative film can be made positive

electronically while being transmit-

ted to the tv audience. Prime users

of the new equipment will be photo

laboratories and engineers on mili-

tary, industrial and college research

programs. Q"

* * *

1958 A-V Equipment Guide

.A comprehensive Buyer's Guide
to all audio-visual projection equip-

ment and accessories is being com-
pleted for early 1958 publication

by Business Scree.n, Q>

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard

35mm Hi-Speed

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERE'HE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
ell models single system

Cine Kodak Special

Mourer • Bolex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bardwell /^cAlisle^

Colortran

Century

Cable
Spider Boxes

Bull Swirches

Strong ARC-Trouper

10 Amps llOV AC 5000W-
200OW-75OW
CECO Cone llles

(shadowless lite)

Gator Clip Lites

Born Doors

Dtffusers

Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

EDITING
Moviolas • Rewinders

Tables • Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parollels • ladders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

Scrims • Flags

Gobo Stands

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Mognasync-mognetic film

Reeves Mogicorder

Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to

operate comera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

DOLLIES
Fearless Ponorom
Mc Alister Crab
Platform • Western

3 Wheel Portable

(TflmeRfl €ouipm€nT(o.,inc.

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y, JUdson 6-1420

The BIG Magazine the BUYERS Read Is BUSINESS SCREEN

All Extra Dividend For YOU..
In the MTiting of more than 1,000 motion pictures, slide films,

and meeting programs, we ve helped our clients:

Train salesmen, submariners, auto mechanics:

Recruit high school grads. engineers, nurses:

Sell automobiles, appliances, ball bearings,

antibiotics, industrial chemicals, steel.

herbicides, guided missiles:

Improve public relations, highways, national

defense:

Teach doctors, surgeons, radio technicians,

pilots, farmers, the physically

handicapped;

Promote vaccination, fluoridation, safety,

home buying, thrift.

I A full page ad wouldn't contain the entire list. I

The point is that our experience is at your disposal,

to help vou do your job better and more economically.guaranteed

acceptability

C8EAI1VE Planning for viSoal PfiesENTAiiONS

3408 Wisconsin .An-enue, N.W. • W.tsHiscrox 16, D. C. • Emersox 2-8200
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SYMBOL OF

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

mm\: mmmw
INCORPORATED

Films for i n d u i t r y and television

1920 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5. MINN.

They Bought With

Their Eyes Open
Instead of assuming that all machines are
alike except in details, they compared. Of
course the result was they chose the Pic-

turephone. And they wrote this letter:

"We were very much impressed nith
the tone qualities of the speaker, even
when volume was stepped up, and
with the clarity of projection. Your
Picturephone Model L is indeed a
compact, liaht and allraclire unit."

McCLMRE
1115': W. Washington Boulevard

CHICAGO
Phone: CAnal 6-4914

REPUBLIC BUILDS A SECOND "OMI"

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE FORTY-ONE)

window types. Truscon literature and nomen-
clature aids provided further stimulus to the ses-

sion. Kinds of doors, through the medium of

the versatile flip chart, generated additional in-

terest, climaxed by a written quiz, not handed
in for grading but with answers on its last page.

that permitted each participant to test himself

on meeting subject matter.

The theme of the second meeting, announced

in bold print across the flip chart, was The
Quality Story, merchandizing the quality aspect

of Truscon products. As part of this promotion

the second film in the series, A Name You Can
Build On. was slated for viewing at the coming

A Truscon "salesman" (right) sell\ "builder"

in "Mark of Merit Aluminum Windows" film.

get-together. This point made, the meeting

leader distributed OMI booklets and binders

for permanent record-keeping in the course.

The simulated session then adjourned.

Thespian dealers, salesmen, and the builder

demonstrated their enthusiasm for the OMI
program, including a sale of metal doors by

the dealer's salesman to the hard-bitten builder.

In this sequence the well-informed Truscon

man skillfully used a portable metal door to

illustrate his product.

Dramatics concluded, the real-life dealers

( CONTINUED ON PAGE SEVENTY-ONE )

A Sll'EKB COLLECTION OF

MOOD AND BRIDGE MUSIC

Fi)r Details Write:

AUIIin-M/\STEH CoriB.

17 East 45th St. • New York 17, N. Y.

Extra Quality

no warping

no binding

no rubbing

in...

pco
professional reels & cans

Compco reclb arc sturdih' cunstrucicd

of tough, special tempered steel. They
won't warp or bend—eliminating film

wearing and rubbing during projec-

tion and rewinding. Compco reels and
cans are finished in scratch-resistant

special hakcd-on enamel, ^"ou are

assured a lifetime of protection with

these extra quality products . . . a\ail-

able in 600 ft. to 2500 ft. sizes.

W'rile today for lllusirated Circular on
Reels and Cans

V O HI pco CORPORATION

2275 W. St. Paul Ave., Chicago 47, III.

MODERN SLIDE PROJECTION

IS OF LARGER SCOPE

Incandescent projectors restrkt projflction
to small screens—small audiences.

New large-screen picture projection
hat been made possible

'^

by-

Ideal for sales conference

technical meetings,

conventions, schools,

churches and hotels ond particularly where
it is impractical, uneconomical or

impossible to daricen the room. Projects
brilliant pictures up to 30 feet wide, using

S'A" X 4" and 2" x 2" slides.

Write for free literature,

prices or demonstrations,

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
39 City Park Avenue - Toledo I, Okie ^
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Dr. Harvey White demonslrates a

physics exnerimem in EBF series.

EBF Physics' Films:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38)

ing ) . First, workers moved demon-

stration equipment into place, this

gear having been made by Dr.

White and his assistant, or pur-

chased locally, or borrowed on

split-second scheduling from: the

University of Pittsburgh; Universi-

ty of California; Carnegie Institute

of Technology, Westinghouse. GE.

Mellon Institute, and others.

Produce a Picture Each Dax

A conference between Dr.

White, his assistant, the EBF pro-

ducer, and the TV crew straightened

out any photographic puzzlers rel-

ative to the day's program needs.

An hour-long rehearsal at noon put

the show "on the air" at 1 p.m.

DAMAGED FILM

REPAIRED BY

specialists;

in the Science of

FILM

REJUVENATIOI

For All 16 & 35mm Films

The Rapidweld Process Removes:
* Scratches * Abrasions * Dirt

* Oil Stains * Cures Brittleness

Repairs Damages

Send foT Free Brochure, "Facts mi Film Cart"

rapid
FILM TECHNIQUE

37-02A 27th Street, Long Island City I, n. Y.

This procedure went on for 162

consecutive school days.

Format for each program varied,

depending on whether the pro-

gram was a lecture-demonstration

(Monday. Wednesday, and Fri-

day ) or a laboratory-experiment

session ( Tuesday and Thursday I

.

Lecture format usually included

blackboard diagrams and one or

many demonstrations.

Lab periods began with a brief

review by Dr. White of the theory

under experiment, with a showing

of diagrams on apparatus to be

used. The professor then presented

the actual apparatus with explana-

tion. Classes in distant school-

rooms copied information from

pre-drawn data sheets displayed

on a studio blackboard and slow-

ly-moving roll titles. In conducting

the experiment. Dr. White arranged

for close-ups of equipment, so stu-

dents would be able to record data

from the apparatus. On comple-

tion of the experiment the audi-

ence scanned a resume of calcula-

tions on a studio blackboard for

later comparison with their own
figures.

During the live WQED tele-

cast, two complete Telecam units

handled color close-ups and colo.'

long-medium shots. A Iftmm syn-

chronous recorder obtained one

sound track, while a "protection

track" recorded on "4 -inch tape. A
chest microphone spotted under

Dr. White's tie provided the sound.

These efforts produced a daily

vield of two Kodachrome color or-

iginals, one black and white kine-

scope, and two sound tracks.

If an experiment failed to come
out properly or better close-ups

were indicated, the experiment was

reshot and inserted in the print.

Observable sound errors were cor-

rected and spliced into the original

sound track. The end product,

whittled down from more than a

million feet of film and sound

track, is the first complete motion

picture physics course for high

school audiences.

Admiral Richard Strauss, chair-

man of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, has said:

"The demand for new graduate

engineers has been calculated at

45.000 to 50.000 per year. About

1 6 percent of the high school grad-

uates entering college last year en-

rolled in engineering courses—or

about 66.000 of them. More than

half of these hopefuls will flunk

out along the way or switch to

other, easier courses. The reason

is poor high school preparation in

science and mathematics." H'

edit Ifcut ^iltH'i ^a^elif

Ediola Action Viewer

and Sound Reader

S.O.S. Ediola Action V,ewe

S.O.S. Ediola Optical

Sound Reader
S.O.S. Action Viewer with

Sound Reader & Base

S.O.S. Ediola Base only

$139.95

A vailable for

Immediate Delivery!

This iirst low priced Professional

Oplical 16mm Action Viewer projects

a BIG, CLEAR, AERIAL IMAGE —
3" X 4", no flicker. Film may be re-

wound without passing thru viewer.

Avoids excess heat on film when
stilL Its roller-smooth action, left to

right, is positive insurance against

film scratching, or damage to film

sprocket holes—built-in cue marking

device—hum-free amplification—syn-

chronized with Precision Readers on

Special Bose OR may be separated

for individual use. Sturdily con-

structed. Designed to view film

easily and clearly—for editors, labo-

ratory w^orkers, animators, TV tech-

nicians, etc.

Write for Brochure

S. 0. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. H, 602 West 52nd St., New York 19-Ploza: 7-0440-Cable: SOSound

Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Phone HO 7-2124

Professional Motion

Picture Production .

SERVICES AND FACILITIES

• 40' X 60' Air Conditioned Sound Stage

• RCA, Westrex and Ampex Recording Equipment

• Mitchell Cameras

• Mole Richardson and Bardwell Lighting and Grip

Equipment

• Experienced and Cooperative Staff and Crews

• Location or Studio 16mm - 35mm

For information call F. William Hart, - _ * QQ'i^
Vice-President and Manager LlnCOIII 0-SO.£Z

NATIONAL FILM STUDIOS
(formerty Capital Film Studios;

105 nth street, S.E. Washington, D. C.
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF VISUAL EDUCATION DEALERS

EASTERN STATES

• MASSACHUSETTS *

Cinema, Inc., 234 Clarendon St..

Boston 10.

• NEW JERSEY .

Slideciaft Co., 142 Morris Ave.,

Moimtain Lakes. N. ].

Association Films, Inc., Broad at

Elm, Ridgelield. N.
J.

. NEW YORK •

Association Films, Inc., 347 Mad-
ison. New ^'ork 17.

Buchan Pictures, 122 W. Chi|5-

pewa St., Buffalo.

Crawford, Immig and Landis,

Inc.. 200 Fourth .•\venue. Neiv
York 3, New York.

The Jam Handy Organization,
1775 Broadwa\. New York 19.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. & Vis. Pdts.,

723 Prospect Ave.. Westburv.
N. Y.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

602 W. 52nd St., New York 19.

Training Films, Inc., 150 West
54th St.. New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS Suffern.

• PENNSYLVANIA •

J. P. Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St..

Harrisbiirn.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc., 4729
Ludlow St., Philadelphia 39.

The Jam Handy Organization,
Pittsburgh. Phone: ZEnith 0143.

. WEST VIRGINIA .

B. S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St..

W., Charleston 2. Dickens 6-

6731.

SOUTHERN STATES

« FLORIDA •

Norman Laboratories &.- Studio,

Arlington Suburb. P.O. Bon
8598, Jacksonville.

• GEORGIA *

Colonial Films, 71 Walton St.,

N. W., Alpine 5378. Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 101 Walton
St., N. W., Atlanta 3.

c LOUISIANA .

Sianle\ Projection Company, 1117

Bolton .-\\c.. .-Mcxandria.

Steveirs Pictures, Inc., 1307 Tu-
la nc .-\ve.. New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service. Inc., 815

Povdras St.. New Orleans 12.

Phone: RA 9061.

o MISSISSIPPI .

Herschel Smith Company, 1 1

9

Roach St.. Jackson 110.

• TENNESSEE .

Southern Visual Films, 687 Shrine
Bltlg., Memphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service, 416 .\. Broad St., Nash-
ville.

• VIRGINIA •

Tidewater Audio-Visual Center,

Cameraland Bldg., (29 South-
ern Shopping Center, Norfolk
5. Phone JU-31181.

MIDWESTERN STATES

• ILLINOIS •

American Film Registry, 24 E.

Eighth Street. Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc., 561 Hill-

grove, LaGrange, Illinois.

Atlas Film Corporation, 1111

South Boulevard. Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
1.

Midwest Visual Equipment Co..

3518 Devon Ave., Chicago 45.

• MICHIGAN .

Engelman Visual Education Serv-

ice, 4754-56 Woodward Ave.,

Detroit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,

2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit

Capital Fibn Service, 224 Abbott
Road. East Lansing, Michigan.

• OHIO •

Ralph V. Haile Sj .\ssociates, 326
E. Fourth, Cincinnati 2.

« OHIO •

Academv Film Service, Inc.,

2110 Pavnc Ave., Cleveland
14.

Fryan Film Senice, 1810 E. 12th

St., Cleveland 14,

Simray Films, Inc., 2108 Payne
.-\\e., Cleveland 14,

The Jam Handy Organization,

Davton, Phone: ENterprise
6289.

Twyman Fihirs, Inc., 400 West
First Street. Dayton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Lincoln Way E., Massillon.

WESTERN STATES

. CALIFORNIA .

LOS ANGELES AREA
Clausonthue .\udio Visual, Sales

and Ser\ice. 1 10 Shoppers Lane.
Co\ina.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620
Hollvwood Blvd.. Hollywood
28.

Hollywood Camera Exch., 1600

Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood.

The Jam Handy Organization.

1402 N, Ridgewood Place, Hol-

lvwood 28.

Ralke Company, 829 S. Flower
St.. Los .4ngeles 17. Phone:
TR. 8664.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 Hollvwood Blvd., Hollv-

wood 28.

Spindler & Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Bhd.. Los .Angeles 57.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
Association Films, Inc., 799

Stc\enson St.. San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company, 116

Natoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films, 350 Battery St.,

San Francisco 11,

• COLORADO •

Audio-Visual Center, 28 E, Ninth
,Yve., Denver 3.

OREGON .

Moore's Motion Picture Service,

33 N. W. 9th Ave.. Portland 9,

Oregon.

* TEXAS <

Association Films, Inc., 1 108 Jack-

son Street, Dallas 2.

* UTAH •

Deseret Book Company, Box 958,

Salt Lake Citv 10.

Bell Science Series:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39)

that the series would be less use-

ful if offered as "short subjects"

with commercials. Bell decision-

makers altruistically chose the 56-

minute format minus promotion fo/

the System.

The Series can be obtained easi-

ly by the organizations for whom
it was created, but use of the films

in 35mni commercial theaters

where admission is charged is not

permissible due to restrictions in

Capra"s contract.

To further acquaint potential

users with individual films in the

series. Bell personnel have con-

ducted several previews for teach-

er audiences.

Authoritative accuracy for each

production is. and will be. essen-

tial. Bell realizes. To gain this ele-

ment, the organization has ap-

pointed a permanent advisory

board of 10 scientists.

Added to this impressive weight

are the special advisors for each

presentation based on a specific

field. For instance, the special staff

of experts, outside of the perma-

nent advisors to the series, for The

Strange Case of the Cosmic Rays

included: Dr. Carl Anderson, pro-

fessor of physics at California In-

stitute of Technology; Dr. Bruno

Rossi, professor of physics at Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology,

and Dr. Marcel Schein. professor

of physics. University of Chicago.

Our Mr. Sun will be repeated

Dec. 15. 1957. on NBC-TV. Pub-

lic reaction again will be signifi-

cant, not only to Bell officials but

to national educators and govern-

ment experts. If the size of the

video audience for a repeat per-

formance of Our Mr. Sun gives

evidence of sustained public inter-

est, the Science Series can be cred-

ited more seriously as a long-term

technique for providing this coun-

try with scientific human resources.

Bell Science films like "Our Mr.

Sun" may he ohiainecl from all Bell

System luciil phone nianagers.

USE THIS DIRECTORY TO LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT. FILMS AND PROJECTION

Q
4:f!9« B
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Cinekad Synchronous Motor
Drive for 1 6mm Projectors

Especially designed fo drive alt Bell & Howell,
Ampro and Victor I6rnm projectors at

synchronous speed.

Projector can be instantly attached to Synchronous

Motor Drive and quickly detached at any time in

a matter of seconds. An outstanding feature is

the flexible shaft which connects motor with pro-

jector and permits smooth, quiet and steady opera-

tion. No special technical knowledge required for

installation and mcunting.

Write for more details and prices

Available ot leading dealers, or direct.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 Tenth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

PLaza 7-3511

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF
MOTION PICTURE-TV EQUIPMENT
Send for free folder of illustrated Motion Pit'

ture and Audio-Visual equipment manufactured
by Cinekad.

REPUBLIC BUILDS A SECOND "OMI"

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE SIXTY-EIGHT)

viewed excerpts of films planned for the course.

Next, company officials told dealers how they

could obtain the 13-session course, complete

with gratis services of the Truscon district

salesman. Taking advantage of dealer reaction

to the stimulating seven-hour effort, the en-

tire road-show group passed among the audi-

ence with ""authorization sheets"" for dealer

signatures in requesting OMI for a specific

locality and number of persons.

Actual results of the OMI promotion can

only be measured by the expected increase in

future sales of Truscon and its dealers. Yet.

two salient facts about OMI at this stage might

be mentioned:

* OMI has proved itself to Republic through

the 1956 sales record of its pipe division.

The major role of audio-visuals in selling

OMI to Republic and Truscon dealerships and

potential customers is a distillation of research

blended with experience.

Equally significant, perhaps, is the foresight

and confidence shown by Republic and Truscon

in developing a program such as OMI.
Such a testimonial in money and manpower

seems a genuine tribute to audio-visual in gen-

eral and to the OMI concept in particular. ^

Of "Jonah and the Highway"
(CO.NTINUED FROM PAGE FORTY-FIVE)

The acting cast includes: Craig Stevens as

Bill White, a highway engineer with a poor

run of luck; Lola Albright as his wife; Alan

Hale as a government engineer; Robert Ann-
strong as a contractor; and Hal Stalmaster as

a young highway worker on his first job.

The John Sutherland Productions. Inc.. staff

for this film included: Howard Roessel. assist-

ant director; Charles Bordwell. film editor;

Irving Gertz, music director; and Jerry D.

Lewis, who authored the script. gf

Automatic Daylight Processing

"rrr^

DEVELOPING TANK
• Processes up to 400 Ft.

• 8mm— 16mm—35mm
Movie, X-Ray, Microfilm

• Motor driven portoble
Tough plastic tanks

• Uniform density assureci
• 70mm tank available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying

Automatic shrinkage
allowance

• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction

' Easily assembled
without tools

' Compact, Portable

Guaranteed—Write For Free Literature

485 South Ave.

Beacon, N. Y.Micro Record Corp.

Send
Your Film

To The
Complete 16MIVI

Service

Laboratory
Unsurpassed for . .

.

SP££D -



DISNEY SCIENCE FILMS: PUBLIC RELATIONS LOOKS TO THE FILM MEDIUM

(continued from page 39)

scientists." An editorial in The
Birmingham News stated this

film "was a notable contribution

toward helping the public under-

stand better the nature of atomic

energy." Equally favorable criti-

ques have honored Man in Space.

Both 16nim films are available

under lease or purchase plan ( with

some limited rentals) through Walt

Disney Productions. Educational

Film Division. Burbank. Calif.

However, both films can be ob-

tained on daily rental from numer-

ous commercial and educational

film library sources in the U.S.

Among these are the four offices

of Association Films. Inc.

On the premise that budgets of

many educational institutions may
be too limited for acquisition of

these films, and to encourage busi-

ness organizations to donate these

films to such centers of learning,

the Disney studios make certain

offers.

If requested, the Disney organi-

zation will add a two-minute epi-

logue to the film gratis in which

Walt Disney makes a personal ap-

peal to students on the induce-

ments of scientific careers. For a

small charge Disney will put a

credit line, mentioning the donat-

ing firm, on the film. Also gratis,

the studios will recommend insti-

tutions, as recipients of prints,

where maximum audiences and use

can be guaranteed; in connection

with this plan, the studios will han-

dle leasing details and deposits of

prints. Extended leases of 10 years

can be arranged for each print do-

nated by a business to an institu-

tion. S'

A scene in "Man in Space"

"Making Effective Public Relations Films" Workshop
Presented at 10th Annual Conference of PR Leaders

i

A STAGE

STAGE

2 WD

STAGE

V

SOUND AND Vision Media
formed a substantial part of

the exhibitors at the 10th National

Public Relations Conference of the

Public Relations Society of Ameri-

ca, held at the Sheraton Hotel in

Philadelphia. November 1 7-20.

1 100 members and guests of

the Society turned out to watch a

program organized under General

Conference Chairman John K.

Murphy, Manager of Community
Relations. The Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company, and Program
Chairman Walter G. Barlow. Ex-
ecutive Vice President, Opinion

Research Corporation.

Panel Discusses PR Films

On the agenda were such work-

shop sessions as "Making Effec-

tive Public Relations Films."" mod-
erated by Stephen E. Korsen, As-

sistant Director of Public Rela-

tions. The Borden Company; and
Edward Maher. Vice President.

National Association of Manufac-
turers; and "Producing Acceptable

Footage for News Television,""

moderated by James E. McKee,
Jr.. Assistant Manager of Public

Relations. Monsanto Chemical
Company; Arthur E. Wright. Jr..

Vice-President. Frank Block As-

sociates; G. W. Johnstone. Direc-

tor of Radio. TV and Film De-

partment. National Association of

Manufacturers; and R, C. Skill-

man. Director of Public Relations.

The Champion Paper and Fibre

Company.

Haagensen is New President

Taking office as President of the

Society in 1958 will be Kenneth

W. Haagensen. Director of Public

Relations, Allis-Chalmers Manu-
facturing Company. He succeeds

the 1957 president, Dan J. For-

restal. Manager of Public Rela-

tions. Monsanto Chemical Coni'

pany.

Film producers, distributors and

equipment manufacturers exhibit-

ing at the Conference were. Asso-

ciation Films, Inc., Bell & Howell

Company, Gulf Coast Films, Inc.,

Vic Herman Productions. Inc..

Marathon TV Newsreel. Inc.,

Modern Talking Picture Service.

Inc., National Rental & Projection

Service, The Princeton Film Cen-
ter, Inc., Robert Yarnall Richie

Productions, Inc.. Shamus Culhane
Productions, Inc., John Sutherland

Productions, Inc., TelePrompTer
Corporation, and United World
Films, Inc. Bf"

Items From the Visual News Noted at Press-Time

STAGE

Name Robertson Potter Co.

for 1958 Tele-Sell Promotion

" Robertson Potter Company,
Chicago, has been named to han-

dle promotion and public relations

for the 1958 Tele-Sell, live interna-

tional closed-circuit sales training

telecast, according to John L.

Shirley, president of Visuals Di-

vision. Communications Institute

of America, producers of the show.

Mr, Shirley stated 1958 Tele-

Sell will be twice as big as the

record-breaking 1957 production

which drew 40,000 salespeople in

34 U. S. cities for a two-night show
keynoted by Vice President Rich-

ard M. Nixon and Secretary of

Commerce Sinclair Weeks,

The 195S Tele-Sell will be pre-

sented March 4. 5 and 6 in 58
major U. S. and four Canadian
metropolitan centers, he said.

Enlarged to a three-night pro-

gram for "58, Tele-Sell will cover
new concepts in general and
wholesale selling the first night

and then switch to retail over-the-

counter salesmanship the second

night.

Management supervision will be

ihe subject on March 6 in the new
"Tele-Manage" session to be pro-

duced by C.I.A. in cooperation

with trade associations in that

field. f"

Prize French Ad Film
Set for U.S. Screenings

i" Dancing cows, the product of a

unique motion picture technique,

are featured in a new two-minute

French advertising film which won
the Grand Prize at the Internation-

al Advertising Film Festival in

Cannes and has been sent to New
York City by the producer. Cine-

ma et Publicite.

Screenings of the film are being

arranged by Arco Film Produc-

tions. New York, which has exclu-

sive American rights to the facili-

ties of Cinema et Publicite for the

making of television commercials

and non-theatrical pictures for the

United States,

Sponsored by a manufacturer

of sauces and soups. L'Opera

Boeuf (The Cow Opera) presents

a live action ballet by a herd of

cows in a pasture. The bovine

ballerinas dance to a musical score

composed especially for the film.

The advertising short was pro-

duced for use in movie theatres. ^
^: * *

Visits European Film-Makers
;- Joseph A. Tanney, president of

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.. New
York, has recently returned from a

six-week trip to Europe for the

inspection of production facilities

in six countries. He visited oper-

ations in Paris and on the French

Riviera; Rome. Florence, and on

the Italian Riviera; Innisbruck,

Austria; Lucerne, Switzerland; and

Wiesbaden, Germany. Enroute
home, Tanney saw Rank Indus-

tries Ltd.; W.' Vinten Ltd.; E. F.

Moy. Ltd., all of London, and for

whom S.O.S. distributes in the

western hemisphere. §

deLacey to DuKane A-V Sales

t> Stewart de Lacey has been

transferred from the DuKane
Corp. sales order department to

the firm's audio-visual division

sales staff.

Al Hunecke. manager of the di-

vision, announced the transfer, De
Lacey has had armed forces elec-

tronics training, and has worked

in the sales field prior to handling

DuKane customer orders. ^

Kasluga, Powers Head Mfg.,

Electronics Posts at B&H
Frank Kasluga is the new divi-

sional manufacturing superintend-

ent of Bell and Howell's profes-

sional equipment and instrument

division, Adrian Cammelot is now
production manager of the same

division, according to George Oak-

ley, division manager.

Kasluga has been foreman of the

firm"s engineering model shop

since 1954. He joined Bell and

Howell in 1943 as an experiment-

al mechanic and model maker.

Cammelot has served as divi-

sional manager of systems and pro-

cedures at the company. He has

held administrative positions in B
and H manufacturing engineering

since 1951. including the post of

assistant to the chief manufactur-

ing engineer.

-r John S. Powers has been ap-

pointed chief electronics engineer

for Bell & Howell Company. Chi-

cago. He has been an electronics

engineer for the firm since 1954,

Before coming to Bell & Howell,

he was chief electronics engineer

for De Vry Corporation. 59"
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Underground
Story of

Natural Gas"
Biini;inn n.itur.il g;is from distant fields and storing

the vital natural resource to meet huge demands in winter

is a vast operation, tremendously complicated.

A motion picture, iiith ipec'uil effects, in full color,

shows how it all is accomplished and how exhausted

reservoirs are put to use to serve the nation.

When you hcive a complex subject,

difficult to portmy. cull on
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Ill 1958 Have Your Public Relations Film Viewed by

Meet MODERN TV DIGESTS-a fresh opportunity

to expand your public relations program economically

. . . through television.

Modern T\' Digests are quarter-hour shows timed and

edited siiecifically for TV use. Each Digest presents

your public relations story and that of two other re-

lated, but non-competing sponsors. Each sponsor has

a 4-minute segment of the show. And each 4-minute

"featurette" in the Digest gives full sponsor identifi-

cation.

120 stations across the nation have already signed

with Modern to show TV Digests on a regular 13, 26.

39 or .52-week schedule. And the program is only three

ni(jnths young. We expect no fewer than 200 stations

will play the Digest in 1958. Average viewership is

high-about 55.000 viewers per telecast. Stations pro-

mote TV Digests regularly in TV Guide and news-

paper listings. And they keep rec|uesting more films.

This comment from a program manager is typical of

remarks about Modern's programming service:

"I'm surf it irill In of fiviiii hi ii, til in }i)i>vi(liiiii (iiir

vit iriiiij (tiidioii-r iritli itrriiii r iiitfrcst niiil( lial. li'r

jirifi)- Uavinfi tin- sihctiou of lilli s and otlii r cl( tails

t(i !/<ii(r triiiiiid hoiiki rs. . .

."

This is the reason more and ni<n-e stations are retpiest-

ing T\' Digests each succeeding month. Dii/rsts i/irc

stations roiiliiinitii aiid rnriitji of spoiisorrd t)iisiiicss

filitis of a high (luality the.\- can depend on. This is

soiiiittiiiiii no individual simnsor lias liii n aldi to do.

You'll lind the Digest format adaptaldi. It is the per-

fect medium for you to explain, inform or demon-

strate convincingly. And there is hardl,\ a limit to the

variety of film toiiies that are fitting subjects for the

five different Modern T\' Digests. You can select

segments bir '1"\' Digests from longer tilms already

jiroduced. Or your producer can create an original

segment specially for the Digest.

BUT REMK.MllKR . . . this

vou exclusivch' by Miidcrii.

new medium is olfered

Will you get at least 1 1 million viewers for your public

relations film in 1958 . . . or merely scrape along?

Check the coujion Inlow -.lu^] learn more about this

medium for T\' coverage. I'.xtend your puljlic rela-

tions program to TV at low cost. Let Modern convince

\-ou. .lust clip off this T\' set.
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producers of distinguished motion pictures for

industry and television for over 35 years
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ART

CHOSEN AS THE FIISEST

...BY THE FINEST! i

35mm Eastman color release prints

Kodachrome printing

"Blow-ups" from l6mm Kodachrome

to 35mm Eastman

color negative

CORPORATION I(a subsidiary of Du Art Film Liibs., Inc.)

, 245 West 55th St., New York 19, N. Y. . PLaza 7-4580
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We enter the new year with

renewed confidence in the continued progress

of all business and particularly the business

of Tvriting and producing audio-visual media.

Greetings to our clients, present and future,

and to our competitors in the expanding field

of commercial pictures. May 1958 be a year of

rich rewards for men of good will everywhere.

kAf I LDI NG CHICAGO NEW YORK DETROIT ST. LOUIS TWIN CITIES

wns.



OF MOTION, SIGHT AND SOUND

N OW I N

UNDARKENED
ROOMS /

The TSI Model D, for both large jcreen

pro/ecfion and TV-lype picture on buill-

in icreeo Includet magonne lof repeli-

tive ptoiection without rewinding.

The TSI Duolile, peovidei large icreen

pfoieclion and aho TV-lype piciurei on

built-in. folding icreen. Ho/di up to

2000leet ol r.lm.

'V

The TSI OeVrylile, imoll ond l,gh:

weighf, providei unsurpoisedpiCu'eana
sound for oudiloiiumi and c/ouroomj
Accommodates up to 2000 feot ol film

The TSI Moviematic, tvitli

huilt-in. fohliii'^ mtcoi. tcr/^/i.v /esx

than 25 poun(h includin<i the film.

Use it in lighted and darkened

moms. Repeats the same fihn. hhiek

C' white oreohir, without rewinding.

The power of motion pic-

tures is now vours to

eniplox' %irtnalh- an\where.

Tliere's a TSI projector for

every use — desk top, office,

shop, or auditorium, with

standard projection, repeti-

ti\ e projection, and liuilt-in,

TV-tvpe screen. All are lit;ht

weight, and of uni([ue de-

sign for economical upkeep.

TSI users comprise a blue

ribbon list of businesses and
educational institutions in

the Americas and overseas.

Let us arrange a demon-
stration through our dealer.

No ol)ligation to \ou. Write

or call direct to:

Wally Moen

# TECHNICAL SERVICE, INC.

i65 Five Mile Road * Livonia, Michigan

New York Office: 141 East 44th Street, New York 17, New York

West Coast Office: 4357 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 29, California

1958: frnm our editorial viewpoint

RESOLUTIONS are a some-

wtiat dated but stimulating

custom as eacti new year gets

under way. We've been thinking

about a few we'd like to offer

you for 1958:

1. Lei's resolve to stop kidding

ourselves into economic problems.

Fear of Sputnik's shadow, of a

President's health, even of our own
ability to out-produce most of the

world, are causing a lot of other-

wise smart people, including some
of our top businessmen, to think

and talk our dynamic economy into

reverse gear. Brother, that's just

what the Communists reully want

to happen.

2. If we're long on industrial

production and short on custom-

ers, let's put another inilUoii sales-

men to work, both here and

abroad. That's how U.S. built our

industrial plant and if we ever stop

real selling, start worrying about

those autos. iceboxes and Wheaties

boxes and the wages that pay the

taxes that buys national defense.

So let's resolve to put good sales-

men on their feet, off their tails

and train 'em to do the job ahead.

* * *

3. Lei's resolve to shake the

lead out of those bickering politi-

cians who put party over princi-

ples in Washington, D.C. That in-

cludes Republicans and Demo-
crats. We need sialesinen.

4. But, like good citizens, let's

first take a good, hard look around

our own dusty household. Pro-

ducers of business and tv films are

behaving like feudal barons, rais-

ing walls around their home
grounds in an era when the whole

world is just a jet-streak away.

Informational, public relations,

medical, scientific, training, and

selling films are the real bread and

butter of this industry. And New
York depends on what business in

Akron and Detroit thinks about

the real value of films for specific

tasks; Chicago looks to Pittsburgh

and Tulsa; St. Louis and Kansas

City are legion with St. Paul and

Dallas; Los Angeles scans the

whole country and Atlanta serves

customers in Wisconsin. Crews

from New York have been shoot-

ing in Japan; St. Paul has work in

process in Paris.

The only way to win is the way
the U.S. has to take—look at the

broad home and world markets;

put the real values and results of

what films have done plus the won-

derful attraction which color,

sound and visual images possess

before the men who need films.

5. Let's stop thinking of press-

agentry as public relations. No
customer will raise a budget be-

cause you or your company are

"good guys"; real public relations

is based on policies and programs

and these are as yet undeveloped

by those who need the benefits of

such action.

* * *

6. Let's appreciate the vast re-

source in experience and creative

strength within this industry. We're

inter-dependeiu as manufacturers

of films or projection equipment;

as producers of films that create

the need for raw stock and projec-

tors, as laboratories processing an

ever-increasing flood of prints; as

distributors bringing these films to

the million-fold waiting audiences

and as sponsors whose budgets

will be realistically spent to achieve

specific and resultful aims.
^ * ^

7. Let's resolve to achieve the

film production volume we need

to support our presently large and

capable companies in a spirit of

cooperation and goodwill. We have

worked together in the adversity

of wartime rationing; in the com-

mon cause of recognition. We need

to work together now.

* * -•!=

Entering our own 20th year

since the founding of Business

Screen in 1938. preceded by our

own years of personal experience

in the use of this medium in edu-

cation and industry, we find our

enthusiasm and inspiration for the

future at their zenith. —OHC
Issue Eight, Volume Dghteen oi Business Screen Magazine, published December 15. 1957.
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BETTER FILMS
FOR
BUSINESS

® John Sutherland Productions, Incorporated

LOS ANGELES

201 North Occidenlal Bouleuard

Los Angeles 26. Cal.forn.a DUnh.rk 8 5121

NEW YORK
136 East 55th Street

New York 22. New York PLaza 5 1875
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BlJIfilNEiSSLAND':

•ABOUT PING-PONG BALLS
& MOUSETRAPS"

Explaining nuclear fission is really very simple.

All you need is 400 ping-pong balls. 200 mouse-

traps—and a lot of patience.

These ingredients (plus some carefully selected

mirrors to increase the illusion to 2000 ping-pong

balls) form the climatical "atom splitting" se-

quence in OUR FRIEND THE .\TOM—Disney's

most recent "science-factual" film now available

in color to the 16mm field.

Discussing the atom and what it means could

have become dull film fare. However, we feel Walt

Disney and his skilled group of creative artists

have made it an exciting and significant film. Here
—told with all the showmanship for which Disney
is known—is the story of how it all happened

—

the men who contributed the research and knowl-
edge—how fission occurs and how it is controlled

—what this energy force can mean to our society

—the heavy responsibilities that go with it.

Business organizations should be vitally inter-

ested in using this film. Prints may be acquired

and identifying credit titles added to them. These
prints then become, in effect, a "sponsored" film

for use in public relations programs.

A

Of particular importance is the role OUR
FRIEND THE ATOM can play in interesting:

young people to consider future careers in science.
Prints donated to school systems can motivate
thousands of youngsters in this direction for years
to come.

If you feel your company has a stake in the
critical national shortage of scientifically trained
personnel we'd he glad to give you additional de-

tails on how this film (and its companion MAN
IN SPACE) can be used to alleviate this condition.

Please address your inquiry to my attention.

CARL NATER, Director
Educational Film Divishin

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
Burbank, California
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byron color-correct* prints...

You'll also

get the highest standard

of 16 mm. production when you

use these byron facilities:

script

art

titling

animation

editing

sound effects

recording

location photography
music library

sound stage

complete black and nhile

laboratory facilities

Reeves magna-stripe^

industry's highest standard

of color duplication

Only byron can make "Color-Correct*" prints, for

"Color-Correct*" is byron's exclusive patented process

that assures top quality color duplicates every time.

"Color-Correct*" has often been used incorrectly—
to mean mere balancing of color from scene to scene . . .

but byron "Color-Correct*" goes far beyond that. From

every standpoint, "Color-Correct*" is the highest standard

for color duplication; yet, surprisingly enough, byron

prices are among the lowest in the industry. Next time you

order color dupUcates, specify byron "Color-Correct*" prints.

byron Studios and Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

DUpont 7-1800*Reg. U.S. Pal. Office

PRACTICALLY EVERY 16 xMM FILM PRODUCER IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE IS A CLIENT OF BYRON

NUMBER 8 • VOLUME 195:
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O ROOM FOR DOUBI • • •

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS

lights II grips

I I

props

J \ u
I .1. V riL

inkies

dimmers
cables

reflectors
dollies

mike
booms

It
location

umbrellas
water
coolers

11

boxes
hydraulic
stands

J_
I

-

- '

-r^ -'
. ^

I
I

^'

scrims
nets

parallels

j_
L

,
I -L,

L

Jj!t--^ J
I

directors
chairs
drops

C^£a£^^^^
—^-^ DC GENERATOR TRUCKS TOO...

333 WEST SH SI_EiH.»V VQRK 19

1600 amperes, 1 000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps. [

RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST

333 West S2nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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THE

BIG
DIFFERENCE...

Color Reproduction Company has earned a

reputation iorguaranteai qiuility Color Print-

ing which is the Standard of the 16nim

Motion Picture Industry. The technical

know-how and production skills mastered

bv Color Reproduction Company in over

18 years of spcciiilizing exclusirely in 16mm

Color Printing makes the BIG difference!

7936 Sania Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46, California

Telephone: OLdfield 4-8010

N. Y. Film Producers Stage

TV Film Clinic for Agencies

k "There is no substitute for crea-

tivity in tlie concept or writing of

TV commercials," advised Albert

D. Hecht, partner in Bill Sturm

Studios, before a large gathering of

advertising agency executives par-

ticipating in the Association of

American Advertising Agencies

TV clinic at the Roosevelt Hotel

in New York last month.

Speaking as a representative of

the Films Producers Association

of New York, which is planning

its own TV Workshop for ad

agencies in the near future. Hecht

pointed out that while a knowl-

edge of special effects, trick pho-

tography, complex opticals and

mechanical or electronic gadgets

is a great help in planning and pro-

ducing television commercials,

"they are only working tools, cata-

lysts that help transform your

client's problem child to an 'image"

of great consumer demand, but

they are not a panacea."

Hecht illustrated his presenta-

tion of some ten useful film tech-

niques with current TV commer-

cials submitted by sixteen differ-

ent New York film producers. The

techniques shown and introduced

by Hecht with appropriate ex-

planations of their values and

adaptations included: effective use

of sound with picture, stop mo-

tion, slow motion, time lapse, rear

screen, double image, rotoscope

(live and animation combined),

matting, matched dissolves and ab-

stract animation.

He also presented some efltec-

tive arguments for the production

of commercials in color, pointing

out that the new single strand

printing processes now offered by

New York laboratories cut down

the cost and time factors without

sacrificing color. This point was

illustrated with three types of color

spots utilizing the process and one

black and white print from color.

"No one can create talent ef-

fectively in art, drama, or tele-

vision commercials without break-

ing rules successfully," declared

Hecht. As head of the technical

services and color committees of

the FPA, he is on the committee

for the Second FPA TV Commer-

cials Workshop to be held soon,

at which outstanding TV spots of

the past six months will be show-

cased along with experimental

footage utilizing new and inter-

esting techniques. 9*
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PUBLIC RELATIONS • EDUCATIONAL* TECHNICAL* MEDICAL* FARM and

Training is an act. It's also a process or metliod. You can

put on an act for some trainees. For others— most others

— you prepare a well-planned and helpful road map. From

the trainee's point of view, it's inviting to learn how to

get ahead and go ahead and know where you're going : and

know, too, how to get there by the best possible (well-

marked) route. Map makers and training film producers

share a common responsibility.

'Siimatiaiii^.,

Among our clients:

American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.

Carborundum Company

Cast Iron Pipe Research
Association

E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company

Ethyl Corporation

Ford Motor Company

General Motors Corp.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Merck & Co.. Inc.

—and many,

National Board of Fire

Underwriters

National Cancer Institute

Pennsylvania Railroad

Sharp & Dohme

E. R. Squibb & Sons

The Texas Company

Union Carbide & Carbon
Corporation

U. S. Na^T

Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Corp.

Western Electric Co.

m^ny others

Audio Production
FILM CENTER BUILDING 630 NINTH AVENUE

TELEPHONE PLaia 7-0760

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

f

Frank K. Speidell, President Herman Roessle, Vice President P. J. Mooney, Secretary ?. T-ecsurer

Producer-Directors: L. S. Bennetts H. E. Mandell Earl Peirce

Alexander Gansell Harold R. Lipm'6n Erwin Schorf

Sales Manager: Sheldon Nemeyer



X= IT FROM NEW ENGLAND: HOW TO BUY A FILM AND GET RESULTS

Picture Saves Massachusetts $9,800
a Year; Benefits Six Other States

TIHE Commonwealth of Massachusetts
now saves $9,800 a year by using a film

to explain the riglits and responsibilities

of unemployment insurance to 300.000 annual

claimants. The film. \'oiir Vnemployinent In-

surance— Why und How. 20 min. color, was

produced for the Divisions of Employment Se-

curity of the six New England states and New
York state by Bay State Productions.

Prior to the introduction of the film into its

activities a year ago. Massachusetts Division

of Employment Security had a serious problem

in accepting claims for unemployment insur-

ance benefits and explaining to each individual

his rights and responsibilities under the law.

One reason for this is that the law is quite

complicated and has many responsibilities

which must be adhered to by any one if he is

to remain eligible for benefits during his period

of unemployment.

This has always been done on an individual

basis as a desk interview. But with 300.000

difi'erent individuals to be interviewed each

year it posed a serious operational problem.

It was not only exceedingly time consuming,

but. more importantly, it was difficult to make
sure that complete information was given and

in a correct manner.

Quality and UnifoiTnitv Are Film Goals

The Division long ago realized that it was

humanly impossible to obtain both quality and

uniformity of information through the inter-

view method. It was for this reason that a

decision was made to show claimants a film

that would carefully explain the procedures

of unemployment insurance. The main con-

sideration was to obtain quality and uniformity

rather than any administrative savings that

could be accomplished.

Since Massachusetts' problems were dupli-

cated by her sister New England states, it was

decided jointly in the interest of economy to

produce one basic film for use by all the states

but with separate versions for each to allow

for differences in procedure. While the film

was being planned New York state asked to

join the project, so that seven states eventually

shared the cost of production on a pro-rata

basis.

Interstate Committee .Sets Up Criteria

An interstate technical committee was

formed to decide how to go about producing a

film for the greatest benefits to all. Some of

the decisions made were these:

1. The film length should be kept as close

as possible to twenty minutes running time;

2. The film should be shown as early in the

life of a claim as possible consistent with group

scheduling, in most instances on the second

visit to the office;

3. The film should be considered as a

claims-taking operating tool and not as a public

relations feature;

Professional Script, Cast and Production

4. The script should be written by a pro-

fessional writer, the production of the film by

a professional producer using professional ac-

tors;

5. The story must have realistic claims and

job finding situations;

6. The overall story should be general enough

to meet the requirements of each participating

state, yet allow for variations to be inserted

(continued on page fourteen)
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In the studto, the camera crew goes over the camera angles before filming Art Linkletter's TV show. "People Are Funny." Director of Photography

Alan Stensvold finds that Du Pont "Superior" 4 motion picture film best solves the problems caused by the lighting requirements of this show.

'The exceptional speed of 'Superior'

4

gives Art Linkletter freedom of the entire theater"

states Alan Stensvold, A. S. C. Director of Photography for John Guedel

Productions which produces "People Are Funny," Linkletter's "House

Party," Groucho Marx's "You Bet Your Life" and other outstanding shows.

"Filming an audience participation

television show such as "People Are

Funny' poses many technical prob-

lems." Mr. Stensvold says. "The au-

dience, as Hell as the stage, must be

illuminated during the show as Mr.

Linkletter works in both areas. With

the audience involved, it is important

to keep light levels as low as possible

for reasons of comfort. At the same

time, it is necessary to work with

apertures small enough to get the

required depth of focus."

Mr. Stensvold found that Du Pont

"Superior" 4 negative met all require-

ments and has been using it on this

popular T\ series since the start of

the 1956 season.

Says Mr. Stensvold: "1 have ex-

posed several hundred thousand feet

of "Superior" 4 and am delighted with

its exceptional speed, latitude and

dependability.

""\^ith this film I can work at F5.6

with light levels of 100 foot-candles,

or less, getting the necessary depth

of focus at this comfortable illumina-

tion level. I am very grateful, too. for

the service provided by the Du Pont

technical representatives."

John Guedel, Producer, Alan Stensvold. Cinematographer (left ).

Irvin Atkins, Director, and Art Linkletter, star of the show,

examine one of the cameras used to film "People Are Funny."

For more information about Du Pont

motion picture film anrl the iservice that

come? with it. call or write the nearest

Du Pont Sales Office, or write the Du Pont

Company. Photo Product? Dept.. Wilminn-
ton 98. Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont
Company of Canaifa il0,i6i Ltd.. Toronto.

SALES OFFICES

Atlanta 8. Georgia
Boston 10, rviass-

Chicago 30, III.

Cleveland 16, Ohio
Dallas 7. Texas
Los Angeles 38, Calif.

New York 11, N.Y,

805 Peachtree Building

140 Federal Street

4560 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood

2O950 Center Ridge Road
1628 Oak Lawn Avenue

7051 Santa fvlonica Blvd.

248 West 18th Street

Philadelphia. Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood
Export Nemours BIdg., Wilmington 98, Delaware

31 DU PONT MOTION PICTURE FILM
Better Things for Better Living

. . . fhrough Chemistry
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16mm Color Motion Picture

16mm Color Internegative-

Positive Printing and

Processing

Magnetic Laminating *

Color Slidefilm

16mm Black
^

and White

W.%i.^J=%^.ijM

Box 2408

Gary 5, Indiana

Laboratory

5929 East Dunes

Highway

Telephones

Gary, YEllowstone 8-1114

Chicago, SAginaw 1-4600

Film Saves Massachusetts $9,800

a Year; Aids Six Other States:

(continued from page twelve)

that would deal with the legal differences of

each state law, but at the same time keeping

these variations as limited as possible;

7. Some device should be used to make the

maintenance of the film as simple as possible

if legislative changes in any of the states should

occur;

8. The Massachusetts script would be writ-

ten first, and this script used as a pattern for

all the states.

After approval of the budget and the actual

granting of funds. Invitations to Bid were sent

to a list of known script writers. All prospec-

tive script writers were given copies of the

Interstate Technical Committee's recommenda-
tions for the treatment of the films for the par-

ticipating states. When the bids were returned

the costs varied from a minimum of $4.'iO

to a maximum of $4,730. After careful con-

sideration of the qualifications of the bidders

and the material submitted by them, the high

bidder was chosen. Not only did this writer

have good qualifications and experience in

writing similar types of scripts, but he also in-

dicated that sufficient time would be spent

to insure quality work.

Two References Proved "Most Valuable"

From the very beginning of the project a

large volume of technical information had been
gathered on the general subject of motion

picture production. Two books were procured

that proved most valuable to the Interstate

Technical Committee: The Association of Na-
tional Advertisers' Check List for Producer

and Sponsor Responsibilities in the Production

of Motion Pictures, and Business Screen's

Annual Production Review.

The Checli List proved useful as an aid in

the preparation of the Invitation to Bid and

the Contract for the production phase of the

film. Both of these documents were reviewed

and approved by the Massachusetts Attorney

General's office and all procedures used in

connection with obtaining the services of a

producer were in accordance with the regu-

lations prescribed by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

Bids Ranged from $30,000 to .$186,000

From 25 invitations sent out. four producers

returned bids ranging from a low of $30,000

to a high of $186,000. There were many fac-

tors to be considered by the Committee before

the award of the contract. The films submitted

by the bidders had to be screened and evalu-

ated. The size of the firm was important, and

it was determined that it should have a suffi-

ciently large staff of technical personnel to in-

sure quality production and a sufficiently large

studio to allow the building of a realistic set

of an Emnloyment Security Office.

A bid from one New York producer was

ruled out early in the deliberations as the pro-

ducer was not listed in Biisiness Screen's

Anniuil Production Review, the price he quoted

was much greater than the next lower bid, and
the firm did not, or could not, give the names
of any pictures previously made or names of
firms or individuals for whom it had produced
films in the past.

Arrangements were made for the Chairman
of the Committee to visit the facilities and
personnel of the other producers. The con-
tract was finally given to the second lowest

bidder. Bay State Productions, of Boston and
Springfield, at a price of $37,334.06.

The Interstate Technical Committee respon-
sible for the production of Your Unemployment
Insurance — Why and How has compiled some

U

of the advantages and disadvantages of a multi-

state project:

"No doubt the outstanding aspect of pro-

ducing such a film on a multi-state basis is the

cost factor. If each of the participating states

had had individual films produced independ-

ently, it is estimated that the total cost would
have been between $150,000 and $175,000. In-

dividual state costs would no doubt make it

most difficult for comparatively small states

to obtain grants for this purpose, and thus they

would be deprived of such an operating tool.

Multi-State Use Minimizes Legal Changes

"Another advantage is that the maintenance

of the film in face of possible legislative changes

to the laws of the various states is minimized

in a multi-state project. It is estimated that

there are only two areas in these films which

are most susceptible to such change: { I ) the

initial requirements for benefits; (2) the ex-

planation of base period and benefit year. Most
of the possible variations in these areas are

in some one of the participating states' films.

"This means that, if a state law is amended,

the new provisions can be taken from the

film of one of the other states and spliced into

the master film of the affected state and new-

release prints made. The cost involved would

be comparatively slight. One of the paramount

problems in changing a film at a later date is

that of obtaining the original narrator, actor,

or actress for the sound track. Even though

the picture side of the film may be animated

and that feature of the change presents no

problem, the sound track must be in the same

voice as the original film.

"It is recommended that, if other groups of

states plan to enter into similar projects, and

there is a lack of sufficient variations of legal

provisions portrayed in these areas, extra

(CONCLUDED ON PAGE SI.X TEEN)
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"Auricon Pro-600"

with Single-Lens "C" Mount,

Tele-Finder Objective, plus

Standard Auricon Finder.

"Auricon Pro-600"

with Critical Ground-Glass Focussing,

available on 3-Lens Turret Model.

Preferred by

pmissioms. THE ALL NEW
iiAURICON PR0-600 f 9 for 16mm optical

sound-on-film
^ Seli-blimped for completely quiet studio operation. The whisper-quiet film flow

of The "Auricon Pro-600" is silent proof of precision design. Your sound-recording

microphone never picks up "Pro-600" Camera noise!

^ 600 ft. fflm Magazines with Auricon-Electromatic Take-up,

for 16 minutes of continuous "Talkmg-Picture" filming.

•^ Synchronous Motor Drive for "Single-System" or

"Double-System" Recording.

^ $1,871.00 hst. . .for Auricon Pro-600 "Double-System"

professional picture-camera with buQt-Ln features.

Also available at added cost is "Single-System"

equipment for Optical Sound-Track-On-FOm, "C-mount"
Lenses, View-Finders, Film Magazines, 3-Lens Turret,

Critical Ground-Glass Focusing, Lens Sun-Shades,

Tele-Finders, etc. .

.

•^ Sold with 30 day money-back guarantee, you must

be satisfied!

Write loT free illustrated "Auricon Pro-600" literature

and price schedule.

Auricon
A PRODUCT OF

BERNDT-BACH, INC
6910 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, California

CINE-VOICE n POtTAIlE roWEI UNIT

$7?5.00 i. up J269.i0 & i/p

TtlPDD
U0t.7i d up

SUPEI 1200

t5«lS7.aO i, up

SOUND lECOtDEt
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F-m Saves Massachusetts $9,800

« Year; Aids Six Other States:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE FOURTEEN)
scenes be written and filmed to provide a re-

serve of such scenes.

"Other advantages are more personal in na-

ture. It is always a memorable experience to

work with representatives from other states on

a project with a common objective and to have

the opportunity to enter into new areas of ac-

tivities in attempting to solve old problems.

Some Disadvantages of Multi-State Use

"There are definite disadvantages of produc-

ing a film on a multi-state basis. The period

of time from the beginning of the project until

its final conclusion can be comparatively long.

This may cause some impatience. It must be

borne in mind that the production of any film

is a highly complicated process; in a project

where seven variations of a basic script are in-

volved the technicalities increase.

"However, the experience gained in the proj-

ect of the seven northeastern states should make

it possible for other groups of states to over-

come to some degree these disadvantages."

Tells .\bout Results in Solid Tenns

Edward F. Barker, Chief Supervisor of the

Information Department of the Massachusetts

Division of Employment Security, and Chair-

man of the seven-state Committee, recently

Guidance for Film Buyers . . .

/: We quote this helpful advice;

"Two booKS were procured that

proved most valuable to the Inter-

state Technical Committee: The As-

sociation of National Advertisers'

Check List for Producer & Sponsor

Responsibiliries in the Production of

Motion Pictures and Business

Screen's Production Review."

told about the results of the film in his state;

"We have now been using the film in Massa-

chusetts for about a year. We are presently

using it in fourteen of our largest offices, and

these offices account for about 85°, of our

claim load. The acceptance of the film method

by claimants has been much better than our

anticipation. It is interesting to note we have

had only one instance in which a person re-

fused to see the film. This was an older man
in one of our small towns who in all his life

had never seen a motion picture, and he flatly

stated that he wasn't going to start in now.

The People It Helps Have This to .Sav:

"Here are some sample quotes from people

who have seen the film;

'It really cleared up a lot of questions I

would not originally have asked.'

Shows us what to do. Great. May God
bless the one that put this idea in the movie.'

'Excellent film which held my attention com-

pletely.'

'1 think the movie explained very well, and

1 honestly, for the first time, understand what

my unemployment insurance rights are.'

'More educational than reading the pamphlet."

"Our primary purpose in using the movie

method was to do an operational job more
efficiently, but we have found that we are

going to also save money through its use. I

know it is unusual when a governmental agency

can save money, but here is a good example

of it.

Time Saved Has Already Paid the Cost

"Our cost, in Massachusetts, for the film,

which included 25 release prints, was approxi-

mately $7,400. We estimate that the time saved

amounts to about $9,800 a year. This is the

equivalent of about three positions in our or-

ganization. While nobody will be 'fired" to

accomplish this saving, the saving will be ac-

complished through attrition. We will not have

to replace that number of persons in the or-

ganization." 9
Editor's Note: Both the ANA 'Chec/<-List"

and the Annual Production Review are avail-

able from the Business Screen Bookshelf,

7064 N. Sheridan Road. Chicago 26, III.

I
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1 SOURCE-ALL SERVICES
PRODUCTION ^ LABORATORY ^ PRODUCER SERVICES

(The Only Complete 16mm "SINGLE-STOP" FACILITY)

1. ANIMATION (Simple,
Complex, Cartoon)

2. TITLES (Artwork, Hot
Press, Production)

3. SCRIPT & COUNSEL
(Free suggestion & con-

tract script aids)

4. EDITING (Matching,
Cutting, Creative
Editing)

5. OPTICAL EFFECTS
(Fades, Dissolves, Wipes
& Invisible St. Cuts)

6, RE-RECORDING (from
your tape, film or
striping)

7, RECORDING (Voice,
Music. Sound Effects)

8. FILL-IN PHOTOGRAPHY
(Close-ups, Table Top,

Maps. Charts)

9.

10.

11.

12.

SYNC SOUND PHOTOG-
RAPHY (Desk Talks,
Sound Stage, Location)

PRODUCTION (Any por

t ion of a film to be
completed)
EDGE - NUMBERED
WORKPRINTS (B W or

Color)

B/W REVERSAL &
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

13. COLOR REVERSAL AND
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

14, PROCESSING (B/W re

versal, Sound Tracks)

15. REELS, CANS, CASES,
PEERLESS FILM
TREATMENT

16, SHIPPING SERVICE (To

anywhere, United States

or abroad)

Free Information Folder and Price Lis-l-s on Request

THE CALVIN COMPANY
INCORPORATED

1105 TRUMAN ROAD HARRISON 1-1234 KANSAS CITY 6, MISSOURI
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ECO PROFESSIONAL FILM

lEWER, permits editor to

iew his film from left to

ght on a large, brilliantly

Ig mine ted screen. Easy

(reading, portable, will not

:ratch film. Viewing screen

izc is 5%" X 4%". ED19-
6fnm model. Also available

ith sound reoder installed.

350.00 viewer only; addi-

]| $75.00 with coun-

r: additionol $150.00

ith built in sound reader

5mm MODEL $500.00

Success Minded TV and film Pros

^

$276.50

J39-C0L0RTRAN GROVERLITE '-5000" SENIOR KIT

)ntains two Senior Lights with Senior Con-

srter, 2 stands of chromed steel with column

Ipports, packed in 2 fibre cases. GR40-same,

ith Master Converter. We also handle the

ill line of Mole-Richardson & Bardwell McAllister

ghting equipment. With Single Heavy Duty

ECO Case $284.00

5000 Watt— $175.00

CL13-CEC0 5000 WATT CONE LIGHT. Shadow-
less, will flood o large oreo with soft light.

Con be placed close to octors who ore able

to look directly into it without blinking. Com-
plete with switch, 25 ft. cable and yoke.

2000 Watt

—

$110.00 750 Wott—$75.00

XI -ARRIFLEX 16mm In corpore tes o

odvantoges of Ariflex 35mm Camera,
with mirror reflex system which per-

mits viewing and focusing through

toking lens while comero is in opera-

tion. Viewfmder shows clear, well-

defined imoge correct porallox, unin-

verted and right—side-up; eyepiece

has 10-power mognifler. 3-lens tur-

ret. Accepts 100-ft daylight looding

spools; also accessory 4 00- ft moga-
zines.

C16S68-CECO AURICON CINE-VOICE CONVERSION
Cine-voice camera modified lo accept 1 200-fl.

magazines; has torque motor for lokeup. Also
includes Veeder footoge counter.

$450.00 conversion only

Write for prices on complete Cine-votce

comeras, converted for external magazines
ond oil other models of Auricon Cameras.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

. . . look to CfCO tor

Top tools and techniques

As most Pros know, CECO is headquarters for the

world's finest cameras, recording and editing

equipment and photographic accessories. But

CECO is more than that. It maintains the finest

service department in the East—also an engineer-
ing and design department. CECO is always happy
to consult with film makers

—

either beginners or

Academy Award Winners—about their technical

problems. May we help you?

CUTTING ANDEDITING
TABLES are of heavy-

gouge all-steel con-

struction; block front

extensions for all re-

winds; channel slide

drawers; baked en-
amel finish. Various

models and sizes; with

and without light box,

drawer, and film clip

rack.

3' X 5' X 34" with Formica top,

underneath film reel rack;
without drawer, film clip rack,

or light box. $80.50

$Y45-CEC0 -FILMETER' STOP
WATCH AND TIMER For 35 and
16mm cinematography. '/; sec-

ond intervals. Block figures in-

dicate film footage consumed
for 35mm; blue figure for 16mm.
Red figures indicate time con-

sumed. Registers to 12 minutes.

Time out for interrupted opero-

tlon. Chrome finish, anfl- mag-
netic. Avoiloble with slide re-

lease or pushbutton. $14,50 ^n

MOVIOLA FILM EDITING MA-
CHINES "SERIES 20" designed

so that short pieces con be

used without putting the

films on reels. Picture size

3" X 4" on 35mm models
ond 2 Ys" X 3 % " on 16mm
reor projection -type screen.

Some models are equipped
with reel spindles. Can be
reversed by hand-operated
switches. Various models
avoiloble. Also synchroniz-

ers and rewinders.

SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS — Ace Clear Vision Splicers • Editing

Barrels • Editing Rocks • Electric Footage Timers • Exposure

Meters & Color Temperature Meters * Silent & Sound Projectors

• Screens • Film Processing Equipment • Film Shipping Cases •

Film Editors Gloves • Marking Pencils • Retractable Grease

Pencils • Rapidograph Pens • Flomaster Pen Sets • Kum Kleens

Labels * Blooping Tape * Blooping Ink * Dulling Spray * Alpha
Roy Plutonium Lipstick Brushes • Fillers • Number ond Letter

Punches • Camera & Projector Oil.

Complete line ol Magnasync Mognaphonle Sound Recorders

m«NI» C. ZUCHCII

(7flni€Rfl €(^uipm€nT(o.jnc.

Dept. S 315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1-20



Ray Denno to Keynote
NAVA Western Conference
it Dr. Ray Denno. San Diego

County audio-visual director, is

the keynote speaker for the 1958
Western Conference of the Na-
tional Audio-Visual Association,

to be held in the Huntington-Sher-

aton Hotel in Pasadena. California,

January 22-25.

Other speakers scheduled for

the conference include Dr. Fran-

ces Noel, chief of the California

Bureau of A-V Education; Dr.

John S. Carroll, professor of edu-

cation at the Santa Barbara cam-
pus of the University of California,

and Don White, NAVA executive

vice-president.

Bringing together audio-visual

dealers from the far west and else-

where in the nation, the NAVA
meeting will be devoted to working

out ways in which a-v dealers can

be more helpful to users of a-v

equipment, materials and supplies

in business and industry, education

and the church field.

Ty Sidener of Ty Sidener .Audio-

Visual Sales and Service. Sacra-

mento. California—and western

regional director of NAVA—has

been in charge of preliminary

planning for the Conference. Paul

Cox. of Coast Visual Education

Co.. Hollywood, is Conference

chairman. <S'

s * «

Jam Handy Staffer Named
to Ad Practices Committee
r-V Mrs. Telma Obrecht. of The
Jam Handy Organization. Inc.. De-

troit, has been appointed a mem-
ber of the new national committee

of the Advertising Federation of

.'\merica formed to implement the

AFA-Federal Trade Commission

joint project to combat unethical

advertising practices.

The committee includes repre-

sentatives of industrial corpora-

tions, advertising agencies and

communications services. Felix W.
Coste. vice-president of Coca-Cola

Company. New York, is chairman

of the committee. W

\

FCA VICTOR recordings add exciting new dimensions to every

Slide film story. You can tell your story any way you choose

without danger of your narrator or special sound effect missing a

cue. (And because you're on record, there's never a chance of

performers choking up with stage fright or laryngitis!)

You can be in 1 or 1.000 places simultaneously on record. And
with every order from RCA Victor, you can choose from a unique

library of more than 500 musical selections especially recorded

for slide film presentations.

First quality recordings, careful haii' .'tnd prompt delivery

are a matter of record, too, with your order from RCA Victor

Custom Record Sales. This complete service is competitively

priced — the quality is RCA Victor's alone!

ucA Victor custom uecoud sales «A
New York 10. J.T.5 East 2ith St MUrray Hill 9-7200

Chicago 11, US N. Lake Shore Drive WHitehall 1,-3215

HoUmvood JS. 1010 N. Sycamore Ave OLdfield i-l660

Nanhvillc S, 1525 McGavock St ALplne 5-efi91

In Cinnido. call Record Department. RCA Victor Company, Ltd.. 1001

Lenoir St., Montreal. Quebec. For information concerning other foreign

countries, write or phone RCA International Division, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York 20. N.Y-JU 6-3SO0.

Slide-Filmstrip

Captions
Pfompf Seniee--loussf Ptkes

Typt Churl l^cl *'"" ""

KNIGHT TITLE SERVICE
nS W. 23rd Slroel New York 11, N.Y.
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Are you taking advantage of

AMPEX direct-to-customer service

HERE IS HOW
YOU BENEFIT:

New application ideas, practical and

tested

Complete product and installation

information

Custom products tailored to your in-

dividual needs

Personal contact with Ampex Re-

search, Engineering and Production

AVAILABLE
DIRECT FROM AIVIPEX

VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS
sold only direct

/
MODEL 300 sold only direct

0X MODEL 350

Available only direct — Auto-

matic programming systems,

tape duplicators, and custom-

engineered products.

MODEL 601

654 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

professional

products division

ATLANTA, TRINITY 4-0736 DALLAS. LAKESIDE 6-7741 SAN FRANCISCO, EMERSON 9-1481

CHICAGO, TERRACE 3-7050 LOS ANGELES, OLIVE 3-1610 WASHINGTON, D. C, JUNIPER 5-8270

NEW YORK, N. Y., PLAZA 3-9232
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One Call for all You Need

in

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT RENTALS

y\NYTIME, ANYIVHERE
For quick service, expert advice

and one low price for equipment,
installation and removal, call on

one of the nation's largest suppliers

of temporary lighting facilities

—

Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are

just a few of the many items

available for quick delivery

whenever and wherever needetl.

IJGHTIIVG

Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment

M. R. Intensity Arc Equipment

Dimmer Equipment 250 W-10,000W

Diffusion

Scoops

Reflectors

Bullboards

Coble

PORTABLE POUEK
EQUIPIIIE1\T

AC and DC Generators 15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Coster-mounted)

Portable Transformers—Dry and Oil

Portable Substations

DOLLIES
Fearless and

Raby Ponoram

Dollies

Crob and

Western

Dollies

GRIP
EQIJIPIIIEI\T

MacTon Turntable

for Cars and

Displays

Mole Richardson

Boom and

Perambulator

Parallels

Ladders and Steps

Scrims and Flags

Dots dnd Stands

Write or Wire
for

Catalog and

FREE
ESTIIMATES!

JACN^A. FROST
Dept. BS

234 Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.

A NEW SCIENCE FILM HELPS MOTIVATE YOUTH

"A Trip Id the Moon

"

"WTiTH World Attention riv-

'' eted on the missile race be-

tween the West and Soviet Russia

and the probability of space travel

heightened by the Communist

Sputniks, a timely and authentic

new 16mm color film out of the

studios of Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica Films is attracting considera-

ble comment.

A Trip lo rhe Moon, a 16-min-

ute subject, was designed and pro-

duced around three-dimensional

models of Earth's nearest neigh-

bor and from some of the most

outstanding photographs from

leading observatories. Objective of

the film is to show some of the

relationships of the Earth to its

satellite; to explore the surface

of the moon; and to give the viewer

a look at Earth from the Moon's

surface.

One of the models lensed. an

eight-inch sphere of the Moon, is

the only one of its size on Earth.

Hundreds of hours of painstaking

labor, based on the latest scienti-

fic data, went into both the film

and the design and construction of

this and other convincing, accu-

rate models. They help to bring

the observer within 20.000 feet of

the Moon's surface; closeup de-

tails were designed and sketched

from telescopic observation.

The film is a realistic visit by

rocket ship to outer space and the

site contemplated as "most likely"

for early space exploration. Close-

up views show enormous cracks

and fissures in the Moons surface;

rugged, gigantic craters formed

ages ago are brought out in start-

ling relief. As a vehicle to interest

teen-agers in the far reaches of

science and their import. A Trip to

Below: leasing lunar globe model

lo show phases of moon.

Above: racket ship approaches

rhe moon craler Copernicus.

the Moon promises to add greatly

as a motivational and classroom

study film.

Co-produced by EB Films' art

director William Peltz and pro-

ducer Milan Herzog. the film is

now available for outright color

print sale at an estimated initial

price of $62. ."iO. subject to immi-

nent print price increases on all

EBF subjects expected to be an-

nounced for January 1. S

VISU41 4IDS

MOTION

PICTURES

SLIO*E

FILMS

SEYMOUR
ZWEIBEL
PRODUCTIONS

Inc.

11 EAST 44th STREET
NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

*
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The color film that changed the standards of

still photographers everywhere is now available

as a 16mm motion pictui'e stock.

^
SUPER ANSCOCHROME 16mm FILM

Daylight-exposure index lOO

• This premium color emulsion, widely accepted and acclaimed in

stiU work, has been made available in 16mm width for motion

picture photography. Its speed of 100 makes it the most

useful film for all phases of cinematography where speed and

superb color rendition are called for. Super Anscochrome's

improved curve conformity, characteristic of all Anscochrome

emulsions, provides a color balance that has never been

achieved in any other color film. It combines high speed, good

latitude, clean highlights and superior shadow area penetration

—

all so desirable in avaOable light cinema-reportage as well as

routine work where a reserve of speed is needed. -And Super

Anscochrome's high speed does not mean a loss of quality. Its

design is such that the speed becomes an added feature to the

already outstanding characteristics of Anscochrome emulsions.

Ansco, Binghamton. New York. A Division of

General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
Super Anscochrome

16 mm Film
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K L I N G K I 1 N G K I I N G

Creative film making

IS not a man.

... it is many experienced Kling specialists

working together as a group

in the production of industrial and television films

which merchandi,-e products

in a creative . . . effective . . . way!

Creativity. (^>iiality.and Service

in l!!ver\ t'iiase i.f the Film Maj^inj: Art

KLING film
productions

Chicago: 1058 west Washington blvd. seeley 8-4181

hollywood: 14)6 north la brea Hollywood 3-2141

The Law Behind the Screen
by Howard Newcomb Morse*

KLING KLING

np HE Ultimate Source of copy-
^ right law and protection in

America is Article I. section 8.

clause 8, of the Constitution of the

United States, which delegates to

the Congress the power "to pro-

mote the progress of science and

useful arts, by securing, for lim-

ited times, to authors and inven-

tors, the exclusive right to their

respective writings and discoveries."

The Congress afforded copyright

protection to photographs and neg-

atives thereof by the Act of March

3, 1865. The United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Third

Circuit in 1903 in the case of

Edison vs. Lubin held that a posi-

tive print of a motion picture re-

cording an event was entitled to a

copyright as a "photograph or neg-

ative thereof" even though motion

pictures had not been invented

when the Congress adopted the

Act of March 3? 1865. The Court

declared that: "To say that the

continuous method by which this

negative was secured was unknown
when the act was passed, and

therefore a photograph of it was

not covered by the act, is to beg

the question. Such construction is

at variance with the object of the

act. which was passed to further

the constitutional grant of power

'to promote the progress of sci-

ence and useful arts,"

Progress Was Recognized . . .

"When Congress, in recognition

of the photographic art, saw fit in

1865 to , , , extend copyright pro-

tection to a photograph or nega-

tive, it is not to be presumed it

thought such art could not pro-

gress, and that no protection was

to be afforded such progress. It

must have recognized there would

be change and advance in making

photographs, just as there has been

in making books, printing chromos.

and other objects of copyright

protection. While such advance

has resulted in a different type of

photograph, yet it is none the less

a photograph—a picture produced

by photographic process.""

The Congress did not mention

motion pictures in the copyright

statutes until the Act of August

24, 1912, known as the Townsend

Act. Thus, in 1 865 copyright pro-

tection was given to photographs.

And from the Edison case in 1 903

until the Townsend Act in 1912

motion pictures were rendered

copyright protection as photo-

graphs. Section 5 of the Town-
send Act (which today is section

5 of 17 U. S. C. A.) provides

that: "The application for regis-

tration shall specify to which of

the following classes the work in

which copyright is claimed be-

longs . . . (L) Motion-picture

photoplays. (M) Motion pictures

other than photoplays.""*

Awareness of Infringement

The Townsend Act also stipu-

lates (in what today is section 101

of 17 U. S. C. A.) that: ".
. . in

the case of the infringement of an

undramatized or nondramatic work

by means of motion pictures, where

the infringer shall show that he

was not aware that he was in-

fringing, and that such infringe-

ment could not have been reason-

ably foreseen, such damage shall

not exceed the sum of $100.00."

Non-theatrical films, such as

business films, come under the

classification designated as "mo-

tion pictures other than photo-

plays." The phrase "motion pic-

tures other than photoplays" has

never been clearly defined by the

courts. However, the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit in 1937 in the case

of Patterson vs. Century Produc-

tions, Inc. ruled that section 1 (a)

of the Act of March 4, 1909

(which today is section la of 17U,

S, C, A.) is applicable to "motion

pictures other than photoplays."

Section 1(a) specifies that: "Any
person entitled thereto, upon com-

plying with the provisions of this

title, shall have the exclusive

right: (a) To print, reprint, pub-

lish, copy, and vend the copy-

righted work.""

Today's Films Are Protected

The United States Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Second Cir-

cuit in the Patterson case stated

that: "Finally, it is said that under

the Copyright Act the plaintiff se-

cured no exclusive rights. In other

words, his copyright, even if valid,

amounted to nothing. This is

thought to be so because it is said

that none of the words used in

section 1(a) . . . are applicable

to a motion picture. The act when

first passed did not. of course, use

^Counsellor at Lan\ Member of

the Bar of the Supreme Court of

the United States of America.
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kill the
"price resistance'

dragon!
put on this

PREPARED
SALES
MEETING

"Pride In Price"

Here, in one pactago, Is everything

you need to stage a hard-hitting sales

meeting—at small cost and with ex-

tremely little preparation. Dramatic
film highlights create deep, lasting im-

pressions of successful selling methods.
Used by leading companies the nation

over. Effective for any type of business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00

1 COMPLETE TEXT-for step by
^ step guidance. Contains instruc-

tions, remarks which you may read
or Improvise upon, questionnaires

that reveal individual selling weak-
nesses, sales problems to stimu-

late discussion, summarized high-

lights and send-home follow-up

material.

2 STRIPFILM — Illustrates, with
realistic situations, how price is

always relative to value. Demon-
strates good selling techniques for

overcoming price resistance.

O SOUND RECORDING—Nar-
^^ ration by Harlow Wilcox puts the

message across clearly, forcefully,

convincingly,

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and
save shipping costs [or we can bill you
if you prefer|. If material does not
meet your need you may return it and
pay only the small service charge of
$10.00 to cover the cost of handling,
plus postage both ways.

Better Selling Bureau
6108-B Santa Monica Boulevard

Los Angeles 38, California

A Division of Rocliet Pictures. Inc.

language peculiarly apt in applica-

tion to motion pictures. They are

comparatively new. It has, how-
ever, been amended at various

times so that it is now clear that

motion pictures are within its

scope.

Copyright Power of Congress

"The Constitution grants Con-
gress the power to provide for

copyrights, and as Justice Day
said in American Tobacco Co. vs.

Werckmeister . . .: "Under this

grant of authority a series of stat-

utes have been passed, having for

their object the protection of the

property which the author has in

the right to publish his production,

the purpose of the statute being to

protect this right in such a manner
that the author may have the bene-

fit of this property for a limited

term of years. These statutes

should be given a fair and reason-

able construction with a view to

effecting such purpose. "Section

1(a) of the act gives, inter alia, to

the copyright owner the exclusive

right to print, reprint, publish,

copy, and vend the copyrighted

work."

Benefits Under a Copyright

Since the film involved in the

Patterson case was a motion pic-

ture other than a photoplay, it can

be concluded with assurance that

'motion pictures other than pho-

toplays"" receive as great and as

much copyright protection under

the law as ""motion-picture photo-

plays."" The benefit inuring to the

owner of a copyrighted motion

picture is. of course, the exclusive

right to print, reprint, publish

(exhibit), copy, and vend (dis-

tribute and seU) the motion pic-

ture. Any interference with this

exclusive right constitutes infringe-

ment.

There is no statutory ceiling on
the amount which the owner of a

copyrighted motion picture other

than a photoplay may recover for

infringement, with the single ex-

ception that where infringement

was non-intentional and non-fore-

seeable there is a statutory limit

of one hundred dollars. However,
the burden of proof in showing
non-intention and non-foreseeabU-

ity is on the infringer who wishes

to avail himself of this exception.

Your Questions Are Invited

Readers of Business Screen
are invited to submit topics or

questions you would like discussed

in this department. .Address: Edi-

tor, 7064 Sheridan Road. Chicago.

M

0^ 4

When practically everything flies
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Distance is not important . . .

Quality and Fast Service ARE.
We supply both.

ng 2 active clients in Tokyo

• RCA Sound Recording

• Editing

• Processing

• Printing, Color and
Black-and-white

• Magnetic Lancinating

FILM LABORATORIES. INC.

I905 Fairview Ave., N.E..

^Vashlrgton 2, O.C.

LAwrenc ' 6-4634

SDmethinq iVIew in Labor Films

Hotel & Restaurant Employees' Union Sponsors a Picture

to Help Improve Dining Business and Upgrade Profession

r^oR A Good Man"! Years.
-*- friends of organized labor (in-

cluding the Editors of Business

Screen) have urged its leaders

to mitigate the purely defensive

role taken by such union-spon-

sored pictures as A Watch for Joe.

The Clear Swindle and other films

which portray the men of manage-

ment as exploiters of the oppressed

(at their best) and as scoundrels

and child-beaters (in the more
violent UEW attempts of a few

years past).

The result has been a gradual

improvement in temperate, con-

structive themes, particularly from

Ihe AFL-CIO film library. But we
can point, with special emphasis,

to a refreshing new effort spon-

sored by the Hotel & Restaurant

Employees and Bartenders Inter-

national Union, an AFL-CIO affili-

ate. What its general president.

Edward S. Miller, calls "one pic-

lure worth ten times 10,000

words" is the union's 23-minute,

1 6mm color picture Hail to the

Cook!

Focus on Members at Work

Quoting from the union's offi-

cial journal, "Unlike some labor

films of recent years, this movie
was deliberately planned to focus

attention on the union member at

work, not on the union and its

officers.

"Its release opens a new phase

in the International Union's pub-

lic relations work. That stage has

as its purpose helping you as a

worker in our industry, and your

own local union, to reach the pub-

lic with a down-to-earth under-

standing of the culinary worker as

a useful neighbor, and his local

union as a useful partner in com-
munity life."

The film began as a union

request to Producers Film Studios

in Chicago for the lensing of a

display of culinary art laid out at

the Conrad Hilton Hotel by 450
members of Cooks Local 88.

Widely-publicized in that area,

the display attracted 2.'^.000 visi-

tors during three rainy days. It

was this interest which convinced

the union that people everywhere

would welcome a chance to see

a good film based on the work of

the skilled chef.

The union also decided that the

film could encourage "dining out"

to thereby bolster the economics of

the business its members serve.

As the film points out, food is a

$14 billion dollar industry in the

U.S., larger than the nation's total

exports. If appetizing menus,
tastefully displayed dishes and
setups, and a good, close look at

the marvelously clean and efficient

kitchens of a modern hotel, can

help remind viewers of the pleas-

ure of dining out. Hail to tlie Cook
aims to do just that.

Show Cookery as a Career

A notable segment of the picture

is devoted to professional cook-

ery as a career for the high school

graduate. This was filmed on loca-

tion at Chicago's Washburne Trade

School, where one of the nation's

best vocational training programs,

leading to professional cooking

careers, is carried on under the

watchful eye of Local 88. With
chefs earning as much as $15,000

to $25,000 a year, there's plenty

of incentive for the apprentice but,

despite the aesthetic interest, it

still takes "selling" to get young

recruits into the ranks.

Member Locals to Use Prints

The International has set up
some workable plans for the widest

possible use of its new motion pic-

ture property. Only a small stock

of prints will be held at Interna-

tional hdq., for the use of locals

with limited resources and audi-

ence potential. Joint boards and

larger locals are being urged to

buy prints, arrangements having

In HDllywDDd
Top-flight production group

will produce your stage se-

quences on sub-contract, to

your script, with full Holly-

wood resources, at controlled

costs plus fixed fee. For

specimen work, screen 1957

Golden Reel winners Outside

That Envelope and The \ext

Ten (prints from Modern

Talking Pictures).

PAHTHEIVDIV PITTUHES
2625 Temple St. Hollywood 26

DUnldrk 5-3911 I
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been made with the producer to

add a credit title for such spon-

soring groups. Data is being pro-

vided for preview. pubHcity and

other channels to e.xploit the film's

potential to its utmost. 9'

¥ * *

Role of "Steel in Concrete"
Pictured by Bethlehem Steel

K A new 3S-minute Ibnmi sound

and color motion picture. Sieel

in Concrete, a technical study in

the use of steel as reinforcement

in concrete construction, is an-

nounced by the Bethlehem Steel

Company. It is now available on

a free loan basis.

The picture describes the im-

portant role that reinforcing bars,

made expressly from new-billet

steel, play in reinforced concrete

structures. Basically, it is a study

of the forces at work upon both

reinforced and unreinforced mem-
bers and how these forces, deter-

mined through extensive labora-

tory tests, are interpreted and ap-

plied by the architect and the en-

gineer.

Useful to Student Engineers

For the student engineer, the

film takes the form of an illustrated

lecture with animated diagrams

showing the relationship between

stress and strain. It also explains

in detail the accepted meaning of

such terms as "modulus of elastic-

ity" and "working stress" as they

apply to new-billet steel reinforc-

ing bars for the three recognized

grades established by the Ameri-

can Society for Testing Materials

(A.S.T.M.).

It discusses the methods used

to regulate the properties of new
billet reinforcing steel, as by vary-

ing the chemical composition, or

by cold working the as-rolled bars

to meet particular specifications.

Additional problems dealt with in

the film are those of crack control,

bond and anchorage which enables

steel and concrete to act together

as a unit, and ductility, which de-

termines the ability of new billet

steel reinforcing bars to be safely

bent in accordance with A.S.T.M.

recommended procedures. On-the-

job scenes cover a wide variety of

present-day structures made possi-

ble through the use of new-billet

steel in reinforcing bars.

Prints Via Modern Exchanges

Loan prints of Steel in Con-
crete may be obtained from the

film exchanges of Modern Talking

Pictures, Inc., in 28 cities, nation-

wide.

precision film editing equipment/reels, cans and shipping cases

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
956 N. Seward Street. Hollywood 38, California/HOIIywood 2-3284

branch office:

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
524 W. 43rd St , New York, N. Y./GRamercey 3-1546

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
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' -- F&B FAfiADE OF NEW FROPCTS —
MOVISCOP-VIEWER PIC-SOUND EDITOR

. MOST BRILLIANT IMAGE
OF ANY VIEWER

. PRECISION OPTICAL
SYSTEM—CRITICALLY
SHARP FOCUS

. OPERABLE ON llOV TO
240V AC—USED THRU-
OUT THE WORLD

> NO PRESSURE PLATE-
SCRATCHING IS

IMPOSSIBLE
I yO-o HEAT RESISTANT
FILTER CANNOT BURN
FILM

I PRECISION FRAME
MARKER MAKES IMM
INCISION

LIST PRICE

$i;

Coni,

Precl-

,t>nq

1

25<«'

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER-Complete Outfit $295.00

Movlscop-Viewer,

Optical Sound Reader

;600RL and Base.

List Price $370.00

(This offer good only for a

limited time.)

FILM REPAIR-SPLICING BLOCK

For repairing

torn, damaged

film and film-

strips $19.95

MAGIC
"MYLAR"
Sprocketed

Splicing Tape

TRANSPARENT—FOR FILM
I6min—Single Pert $5.00 Roll

1 6mnn— Double Perf $5.00 Roll

35mm $9.00 Roll

OPAQUE—FOR MAGNETIC FILM
16mm $ 6.60 Roll

35mm $11.00 Roll

TEWE DIRECTORS

FINDER ^
The only efficient, ac- ^^^^H^^^^
curate Director's View ^^^^^^^w
Finder: Used in all ^^^^B^
leading studios — ^i^^

Three Models available:

35mm Model—Focal Length 25 to

200mm $68.50

35mm Widescreen Model—Covers

all ratios from 1:75 to 2:55 $98.50

16mm Model—Focal Length 11.5

to 75mm $68.50

All Models provided with Leather Cose
and Neckchain.

"camera "slates
with clapsticks

-FOR SCENE IDENTIFICATION- NEW-F&B BUTT-SPLICING BLOCK
Now—a new, amazingly simple device for

butt-splicing 16mm and 35mm film with

Magic Mylar.

SIMPLE AS A-B-C

A. Register film on

guide sprockets. Cut

with angled razor

blade.

Large I \"x\4" size

Erasable Slate Finish

Hardwood Clapsticles

Reg. $8.95

NOW vl. I 3

FAMOUS
FaR SPLIT REELS

SAME FINE OUALITY—LOWEST PRICES

Size Regular Price

•400 FT. $ 4.50

800 FT. 6.00

1200 FT. 7.50

1600 FT. 9.00

2000 FT. 12.00

ALL ALUMINUM NON-MAGNETIC
400 FT. $6.50 1200 FT. $9.00

""T&bITgIJkIrianglT

Sturdy metal tri-

angle locks Inpod
legs in position .

One mon con move
camera, tripod ond
triangle. Gives absolute sofety

and rigidity on wooden, com-
position, concrete, metal and
slippery floors. Price $26.95

B. Remove film, lay in

Magic Mylar, sticky

side up.

C. Lay in film on top

of Magic Mylar,

carefully registering

sprocket holes.

BUTT-SPLICE IS FINISHED!
(For double-strength, you may place Magic
Mylar on reverse side also.)

Order F&B Butt-Splicing Blocks Now

Model B-16 for 16mm film $ 9.50

Model B-35 for 35mm film 12.50

Model B-4 for '/i" magnetic tape 6.50

Model BSB—Combination block

For 16mm, 35mm and 'Z^" tape 24.50

LORMAN & BABB
Phone: Murray Hill 2-2928

Cable Address -FLORBABB, N.Y.

Send row for your FREE F&B EQUIPMENT CATALOG and F&B RENTAL PRICE LIST

. . . Gives all the information, descriptions and prices you need if renting or purchas-

ing motion picture equipment. 'DuPont's polyester film

A-V Training Techniques
Demonstrated in Detroit

Ik New developments and tech-

niques in audio-visual teaching and

training were demonstrated to De-

troit area industrial, educational

and church leaders at a meeting

sponsored by Detroit a-v dealers

and the Bell & Howell Company.
The program was held in the Hotel

Statler. Detroit, on December 11.

Use of audio-visual equipment

was demonstrated at the meeting

and methods by which organiza-

tions are solving their training

problems were shown. Included in

the demonstration were a fully-

equipped time and motion study

setup and the low cost utilization

of sight and sound with film,

slides, and tape.

Similar demonstration programs

are scheduled for 19.'i,S in Phila-

delphia. St. Louis and Houston.

In Detroit, local sponsors were
Engleman Visual Education Serv-

ice. Garrick Photo Supply, and La-
Salle Equipment & Visual Aids Co.

Screen Directors Negotiate
With New York Producers
^ The Negotiating Committee of

the Screen Directors International

Guild met last month with repre-

sentatives of the Film Producers

Association of New York, headed
by President Harold Wondsel, to

discuss terms for a Basic Agree-

ment covering the employment and
working conditions of film direc-

tors in the New York area, and
recognition of SDIG as their col-

lective bargaining agent.

In the course of a cordial meet-

ing, both sides pledged coopera-

tion in reaching promptly the state

where a contract would be signed.

This would be the first time that

the Eastern film directors are to

work under Guild conditions. R'

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
Catalogs Stock Film Footage
-'" The Motion Picture Service of

the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture has announced a new catalog

of black & white and color stock

footage. The loose-leaf publica-

tion contains 4,000 indexed and

cross-referenced scenes covering a

variety of agricultural subjects.

This footage is distributed by

the Motion Picture Service on a

mail order system established three

years ago as a public service. Re-

quests for copies of the catalog and

information on ordering footage

should be sent to the Motion Pic-

ture Service, Office of Information,

U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington 25, D.C. f-

want company

teamwork ?

spark it with this

prepared

SUPERVISOR
TRAINING
MEETING

Title

"PROMOTING COOPERATION"
Here, in one package, is everything you
need to stage an effective training meet-
ing. So flexible you can use it as a 15-

minute "quickie" or a stimulating 2-hour
conference. Modern audio-visual tech*

niques drive home important lessons in

human relations and management procs-
dure. Proved effective for any type of

business.

ALL FOR JUST $35.00
LEADER'5 MANUAL—a detailed "blue-

print" of the meeting. Just fol-

^1^ low it step by sfep. Contains
\^aA instructions, data for chart or

vB^^ blackboard work, and commen-
tary which you may read, edit

or improvise upon.

STRIPFILM—dramatic visual presentation

"'^^ vividly demonstrates need for

M^ cooperation . . . shows speci-

M^ fic techniques for achieving it.

SOUND RECORDING — a teacher that

never tires, never onnlfs, never

^^^ forgets. Narration by Harlow

^B§ Wilcox puts the stripftlm's met-

^t^ sage across clearly and con-

vincingly.

FOLLOW-UP MATERIAL—text for a fol-

low-up letter to send to each
supervisor. For companies con-

ducting the entire series of

eight meetings, suggestions for

certificates of completion are

provided.

ORDER NOW
Send us your check for $35.00 now and

save shipping costs (or we can bill you

If you prefer). If material does not meet
your need you may return if and pay
only the small service charge of $10.00

to cover the cost of handling, plus post-

age both ways.

ROCKET PICTURES
INC.

6 lOfi-A Santa Monica Boulmvard

Lof Angeles 3S, Callt.
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"Films in Canada-1958" Is

Theme of Toronto Conference

" Dominion-wide interest in the

film for education and public in-

formation will bring together spon-

sors, producers and leaders in ed-

ucational use of the medium in

Canada next month (January 22-

23, 1958) at a conference in Tor-

onto on the theme "Films in Can-

ada— 1958."

Said to be the first meeting of its

kind in that countr\', according to

James A. Cowan, president of the

Canadian Film Institute and spon-

sor of the event, it will be key-

noted by an address from Erik

Bamouw. director of the Center

for Mass Communication, Colum-

bia University. Glen Burch of

the Ford Foundation's Adult Ed-

ucation program will speak on

"Films and Adult Education."

A feature of the session, to be

held in the Unitarian Church, St.

Clair Avenue, Toronto, will be a

discussion of "Whats Wrong With

Our Films?" by distinguished Ca-

nadian representatives of film-mak-

ers, sponsors and users, under the

chairmanship of Graeme Eraser,

vice-president of Crawley Films

Limited, Ottawa.

Cooperating with the Canadian

Film Institute in sponsoring the

conference are the Association of

Motion Picture Producers and

Laboratories of Canada, Canadian

Association for Adult Education;

Canadian Federation of Film Soci-

eties, Canadian Trade Union Film

Committee, the National FUm
Board and several film council

and library groups in Ontario. ^
* * *

"Keep 'em in Chicago" Group
Names Hanlon as '58 President

ir James G. Hanlon, Public rela-

tions manager of WGN, Inc., has

been elected president of Chicago

Unlimited, midwest coordinating

agency of radio, television, talent

and production groups. Henry
Ushijima, film production consult-

ant of Colburn Film Services is

CU's new vice-president; Shirley

Hamilton, director of the talent

section of Patricia Stevens, Inc., is

secretary; and Jack Russell, presi-

dent of the talent agency bearing

his name, is treasurer.

Representing local film studios

on the CU board of directors for

the coming year are Jack Comad
of Dallas Jones Productions and
Harry Lange of Kling Film Pro-

ductions. There are two directors

from each of 14 segments of com-
munications industry in Chicago.

Check

these 10 points

in selecting

16 mm sound
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ONLY VICTOR OFFERS SO MANY IMPORTANT FEATURES

The above 10 points give a quick picture of the
advanced features j-ou should expect in a modern
16 mm sound projector. Only a Victor brings you
all of them. And with every Victor you also get
the "standard" features of all quality sound pro-
jectors, including 2 speeds for sound and silent

film, still picture, and reverse projection.

Particularly important is Victor's new red,

white and blue color-coded threading. Color lines

on projector clearly show where to thread and the

sequence of threading. Other time-proven fea-

tures—exclusive with Victor—are safety film

trips, top-mounted reels, and power rewinding
with no change of belts or reels.

Victor was first to develop 16 mm projectors
and through the years Victor has been first to
perfect improvements that assure finest pictures
—finest sound—easiest operation. Victor long has
been the choice of A-V experts in 73 cotmtries.

NE>V VICTOR VIE>VER

The first profes-

sional 16 mm
viewer with
"frame counter"

priced under$100.
Large3;i"x4!4"'
screen is brilliant-

ly lighted by 75-

watt lamp. Equip-
ped with f2.8 trip-

let lens. All optics

coated.

Victor Assembly 10 — Lightweight projector for small

audiences. Amplifier operates at 10 watts continuous output, 18

watts peak. Available with 9" speaker, top-mounted and fully

baffled— or separately cased 12" speaker as shown.

ONLY $92.00

ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
EST. 1S-IO

A DIVISION OF KALART
Producers of precision photographic equipment

PLAINVILLE. CONNECTICUT
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PO¥t PRODUCERS
OF VISUAL SELLING
IN MOTION PICTURES
SLIDE FILMS
TV COMMERCIALS

illsberg ma
offers a complete production service

animation
slide films
titles

telops
flip cards

lettering

layout
maps
backgrounds
retouching

color correction of
packaged products

a wide
assortment
of type for

hot press titles

type catalogue
on request

21 WEST 54TH STREET. NEW YORK 19, NY.
PLAZA 7-1525

8th Production Review: '58

-»t The BIG 20th Anniversary
edition of Business Screen's
Annual Production Review Is-

sue is now in preparation for

February, 1958 publication.

THERE'S
NO PLACE

LIKE

FOR
COLOR FILMSTRIPS

AND SLIDES
The masters make the difference

itl
FRANK HOLM€S

LABORATORIES INC.

1947 FIRST STRtET
ISAN FERNANDO, CAL1F.|

EMPIRE 5-4501

8888! WRITE FOR BROCHURE BS%
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A Chetk-List of MdHuii Pictures

tn Stimulate luterest in Science
iv American industry and specializing film producers have made
available to schools, organizations and community groups, a

most useful selection of informational and educational films on
scientific and technological subjects. Here are two lists of free-

loan and low-cost rental subjects now available and their sources:

Free Loan Films

A Is For Atom, 15 min., color.

General Electric. Animated
cartoon e.xplaining atomic struc-

ture, nuclear fission and peace-
time application of the atom.
Source: AEC. GE.

The American Engineer, 29 min.,

color, Chevrolet Div., GM. Pic-

ture of the modern miracles
wrought by engineers in Ameri-
ca—the latest and most advanced
engineering triumphs in this

country. Atomic powered sub-
marine, oil platforms afloat in

Gulf of Mexico, lightweight
"aerotrain" are among those pic-

tured. Science joins engineering
in the electron microscope which
magnifies molecules 100,000
times ; the Betatron atom smash-
er; radio telescopes that trans-

mit the sound of sun and stars.

Future miracles are discussed.

Source: Jam Handy.

America's Rising New Giant, 22
min., b w, De Vry Tech Insti-

tute. Shows application of elec-

tronics to many industries, and
points out the opportunities for

careers in this field. Source: De
Vry.

The Atom and You, 16 min., b w.

Paramount News. Covers the
use of radioisotopes in biology,

medicine, agriculture, and in-

dustry, plus the development of

atomic power. Source: AEC.

The Atom Goes To Sea, 12 min.,

b/w, General Electric. De-
scribes experimental research
and development of atomic pow-
ered submarines. Source: .^EC,

GE .

Atomic Energy As a Force for

Good, 25 min., b w, Christoph-
ers. How a small town reacts to

the impending construction of an
atomic energy plant. The under-
standing of peacetime applica-

tions of atomic energy influences

the attitude of the citizens.
Source: AEC.

Atomic Energy Can Be a Bless-

ing, 25 min., b/w, Christophers.
Covers the peacetime research

and use of atomic energy, and
emphasizes the career opportuni-
ties in the field. Source: AEC.

Atomic Physics, 90 min., b/w, J.

Arthur Rank. A historical

study of the development of
atomic energy with stress on
nuclear physics, from Dalton's
basic atomic theory to Einstein's
theory of relativity. Source:
AEC.

Atomic Research: .Xreas and De-
velopment, 121-2 min.. b/w,

Coronet. Illustrates the three
lines of atomic research ; energy,
atomic structure, and by-prod-
ucts. How science finds uses for
this new force in industry, medi-
cine, and other areas of our
economy is shown. Source: AEC.

Atoms For Peace, 19 to 21 min.,

b/w, U.S. Information Agency.
A series of films dealing with
various areas of the peaceful use
of atomic energy and radioactive
materials, with special emphasis
on international cooperation in

research and development.
Source: AEC.

Career: Medical Technologist, 24
min., b ' w, Nat'l. Commission

for Careers in Medical Technol-
ogy. The story of four high
school students who decide to

become medical technologists:
how they're trained: what they
do when they become working
members of the medical lab
team. Source: Assn. Films.

The Corporal Story, 16 min., col-

or, Firestone. The story of the
development of the Corporal, sur-

face-to-surface guided missile,

from the beginning designs to

final test firings. Source: Assn.
Films.

Decision For Chemistry, 29 min..

b/w, Monsanto Chemical. The
curiosity of American youth

—

eagerness to learn, explore and
investigate—and the develop-
ment of future scientists is

brought out through the story of

yesterday's curious youth who
became today's scientists, par-
ticularly chemists. The growth
of the chemical industry through
these people is told. Source:
Modern.

Dawn's Early Light, .30 min., col-

or, Westinghouse. Filmed with
technical assistance of the AEC
and Dept. of Defense. After a

high school student reads a

frightening article on atomic
energy, his father, a scientist,

explains benefits of atomic ener-

gy and traces its development

from the first atomic pile to the
submarine Nautilus. Peacetime
future of its generating electrici-

ty is also discussed. Source:
AEC, Westinghouse.

Engineering For Tomorrow, 16
min., color, North American

Aviation. Depicts development
of hypothetical strategic weapon
system spear-headed by a long-
range, surface-to-surface, super-
sonic guided missile. Preceding
rocket's global leap is the theory,
data, and application-test taken
by leagues of experts, combining
knowledge of numerous sciences.

A guide to future engineering
careers. Source NAV.

Glass and You, 28 min., color.

Corning Glass. The history of

the manufacture of glass, in a
pictorially beautiful film. Its

many uses today in industry, the
home and daily living. Career-
guidance in opportunities in sci-

ence, research and production is

provided. Source: Assn. Films.

Hemo, the Magnificent, 59 min.,

color. Bell System. Combining
animation and live action, the
film explores the blood and cir-

culatory system and tells what
man has learned of life's fluids

and the functions and workings
of human anatomy. Source: Bell

.System.

Horizon Unlimited, 20 min., color,

Glenn L. Martin. How science

explores outer space through
rocket experiments. U.S. Navy's
Viking rocket is shown with ex-

planation of principles of rocket
flight, the construction of this

rocket, its launching, and pic-

tures of the earth receding taken
from the rocket in flight. Source:
Modern.

Industrial Research: Key To Jobs
and Progress, 14 min., b/w.

National Assn. of Mfrs. De-
scribes a variety of research de-

velopments and the contribution

of research to increasing employ-
ment and a dynamic economy.
(Re-edited from NAM's tv news-
reel "Industry On Parade.")
Source: NAM.

Magic of the Atom Series, 12 V2
min. each b/w. Handle Film.

Over 20 films dealing with vari-

ous aspects of peacetime use of

the atom. The application of

atomic energy in industry, medi-
cine, agriculture, and many other

areas, plus opportunities for

careers in the field are described.

Some of the problems in the de-

velopment of this power are dealt

with. Source AEC.

The .Man in the Doorway, 31

min., color, American Cyana-
mid. A dramatic story of the

modern chemical industry and
the amazing accomplishments of
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chemists in conserving our nat-

ural resource through the use
of fertilizers and other soil nu-
tritives. Source: Modern.

The Miracle of Rubber, 22 min.,

color. Firestone. The story of

rubber industry today—from the

plantation to production line

—

with opportunities available in

engineering, research, and prod-

uct design. Source: Assn. Films.

New World of Chemistry, 27 min.,

color, Reichhold Chemicals.
The story of synthetic resins.

how they are manufactured, and
how, through research and de-

velopment, they've been applied

in the manufacture of consumer
items. Time lapse photography
shows some production steps tak-

en. Source: Charles Mathieu.

Nuclear Reactors for Research,

20 min., color. North American
Aviation. Describes the solution

type reactor and shows how it

was specially engineered for
widespread use in medical, aca-

demic, and industrial research.

Safety measures for the protec-

tion of personnel and equipment
are indicated. Source AEC, \AV.

Oil for Aladdin's Lamp, 20 min..

b w. Shell Oil. Research sci-

entists have a place of honor in

this film. A trip through the lab

shows the ci"eation of chemical

miracles from petroleum, includ-

ing the making of rubber and
plastics. Source: Shell

On To Jupiter, 20 min.. b w. Gen-
eral Motors. Pays tribute to

the spirit of change: shows how
science continually pushes back
the horizon toward finer things

and better living. A look into the

future pictures things attainable

through scientific research.
Source: GM.

Operation Hourglass. 28 rain.,

color, Cummins Engine. How
diesel engineers solved a prob-

lem of dust and grit in construc-

tion equipment machines.
Source: Assn. Films.

Our Mister Sun. .59 min., color.

Bell System. The story of the

sun and its effect on all life on
earth. Also shows solar eclipses,

sunspots and tremendous explo-

sions on the face of the sun.

Source: Bell System.

The Questioning Mind. 20 min.,

color. General Motors. Por-

trays the "Spirit of Research"
and shows the organized curiosi-

ty behind it and the future
ahead of it. Narrated by Lowell
Thomas. Source: GM.

Research: Key To Progress, 15

min., color. Armour Research.

The role of industrial research

in the nation's economy. Traces
the phenomenal rise in this type

of activity and its many contri-

butions to high living standards.

Source: Armour.

Sand and Flame, 20 min., b, w.

General Motors. A pictorial

behind-the-scenes look at glass

manufacture. How research has
developed many products from
sand and flame undreamed of

in olden days of glass making.
Source: GM.

The Strange Case of the Cosmic
Rays, 59 min.. color. Bell .Sys-

tem. Animation combined with
some real live action tell the

story of the discovery of cosmic
rays, what they are. where they
come from, what they can do and
can't do, and what they mean to

us. The future research neces-

sary is discussed. Source: Bell

System.

To Enrich Mankind, 25 min., col-

or. American Soc. of Mechani-
cal Engineers. A caretaker in a

museum is assigned the set-up

of a display of machines for a

group of mechanical engineers.

As he grumbles over his chores,

a statue of Archimedes comes to

life and explains how mechanical
engineers contribute to progress.

Source: Jam Handy.

The World That Nature Forgot.

30 min., color, Monsanto. The
appearance and actions of other-

wise invisible atoms and mole-

cules that form themselves into

plastics which play an increas-

ingly greater role in everyday

life. Highlight of the film is the

'Molecule Ballet' with original

music. Also shows the produc-

tion of basic plastic raw materi-

als and finished products.
Source: Modern.

Lease, Purchase, & Rent

The Atom Comes To Town. 29
min., color, U.S. Chamber of

Commerce. The peacetime roles

of the atom are pictured—in

medicine, industry, agriculture.

research, and as a source of elec-

tric power. The miracles still to

be performed are hinted. Source:
U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

The Big Sun and Our Earth, 11

min., b \v. or color. Coronet
Films. For primary grade levels

to motivate increased curiosity

in science. Film shows the sun
during a 12-hour period, from
sunrise to sunset. Its apparent
course through the sk>% its ef-

fect on growing things, its heat
and light are discussed and
shown. The idea of earth's rota-

tion and the cause of night and
day are introduced. Source:
Coronet.

Career In Bacteriology, 15 min.,

color, U. of Indiana. Shows
high school students the voca-

tional opportunities in various
fields when they have training

in bacteriolog>-. Exactly what
it covers and the background
needed is shown. Source: V. of

Indiana.

Chemistry and a Changing
World, lb min.. b w, EBF. The

important role of the research
chemist in developing new prod-
ucts, and the skill of the chemi-
cal engineer in planning, con-

structing and operating a pro-

duction plant. Scenes of pro-

duction and uses of elemental

phosphorous help to illustrate

ehemistrv in action. Source:
EBF.

Chemistry In College, 14 min.,

b/w, U. of Indiana. A preview

of class and laboratorj- work in

college chemistry when student

chooses it as his major. Source:

U. of Indiana.

Man In Space, 35 min., color,

Walt Disney. Traces rocket

development from ancient Chi-

nese weapons to modern missiles

and predicts the establishing of

a man-made satellite, then de-

picts man's first flight to outer

space. Source: Walt Disney.

Above; Dr. Heinz Haber, physi-

cist and space medicine authority,

is narrator in Watt Disney's pro-

duction "Man in Space." This sci-

ence-factual film tells story of

man's attempts to conquer space.

" r Engineer" created
by 1 ne Jam Handy Organization,
shows new vistas of opportunity . .

Our Friend. The Atom, 50 min.,
color. Walt Disney. Opens with

scene from "Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea", then
shows first atomic powered sub-
marine, the Nautilus. From there
live action combined with anima-
tion traces man's search for
knowledge of the atom from 400
B.C. Present developments and
possibilities for the future are
shown. Source: Walt Disney.

Preface To Chemistry, 17 rain.,

color, EBF. Brief description
of our chemical heritage intro-

duces three basic areas of chem-
istry—inorganic, organic and
physical—and shows how these
lead to applications widely bene-
ficial. Designed to encourage
students to study this subject.

Source: EBF.

Scientific Method. 12 min., color,

EBF. Explains elements of the
scientific method, demonstrates
the way this method of solving
problems is applied by scientists.

Discusses the value of scientific

thinking in dealing with prob-
lems of everyday life. Features
the discovery of penicillin by
Sir Alexander Fleming and the
work of Louis Pasteur. Source:
EBF.

A Trip To the Moon. 16 min.. col-

or. EBF. Designed and pro-
duced around 3-dimensional mod-
els of the moon along with the
most outstanding photographs
from leading observatories, film
shows some of the relationships
of earth to moon ; explores the
landscape of the moon: gives

some idea of earth's appearance
from moon's surface: discusses
other characteristics of our
"largest" satellite. Source: EBF.

Why Study Science. 11 min., b w.
Young America Films. A fami-

ly on its last night of vacation
discusses first the stars, then
how the study of science can help

the son and daughter make intel-

ligent decisions on problems con-

fronting them in. the world. Off-

stage narrator specifies many op-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 30)
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FILMS TO MOTIVATE PUBLIC INTEREST IN SCIENCE

'

Motion Pictures - Sound Slidefilms

SALES TRAINING
PUBLIC RELATIONS
INDUSTRIAL

CENTRON CORPORATION
NINTH AT AVALON ROAD
LAWRENCE. KANSAS

WRITE FOR UNUSUAL FREE BOOKLET TODAY!

^^ The long list of nalionally-known (irms who

^y use SELECTROSLIDE automatic-projectors in

v their sales tfaining — selling — and public

relations programs is growing constantly. There
MUST be a reason.

From the JUNIOR to the STANDARD to the TWIN

-

SELECTROSLIDE nothing beats them, built with more
than 32 years of experience, to out-perform and

out-last all others. Why not ask the firms who use

them.

AIL SELECTROSLIDE automatic projectors are

TURBINE-COOLED; Operate with push-button

remote control, or automatically; Will run con-

tinuously and automatically for long periods

without attention; Available with various focal-

length lenses from 2 to 10 inches; Interchange

able magazines accommodate from 16 to 96
slides.

SELECTROSLIDE is the "diamond" of fully-automatic-

projectors... nothing finer... nothing more enduring

...and there is a SELECTROSLIDE to fit your projec-

tion needs. Contact your local Audio-Visual Dealer

for demonstration or rental of SELECTROSLIDE, or

consult us.

Illustrated literature available

— no cost or obligation.AW Spindler & Sauppe
T 2201 Beverly Blvd., l«s Angeles 57, Cali)., Phone:

SELECTROVISION CABINET (or con-

tinuous automatic showing of slides

picturing merctiandise or announce-
ments. Folds for easy transportation.

iSTAtLISHIO l«14

Dunkirk 9-1 2BI

(cont'd from preceding page)

portunities science presents in

professions for men and women.
Source: Young America.

Free Loan Film Sources

Armour — Armour Research
Foundation, 10 W. .35th St.,

Chicago 16, III.

.Assn. Films—Association Films
Inc., Four offices: Broad at

Elm, Ridgefield, N. J.; 561 Hill-

grove Ave., La Grange, 111.; 1108

Jackson St., Dallas 2, Tex.: 799

Stevenson St., San Francisco 3,

Calif.

AEG—Atomic Energy Commis-
sion. Eleven U.S. regional of-

fices: for Me., N.H., Vt., Mass.,

Conn., R.I., Penn., N.J. and N.Y.

—Dir. of Info., AEC, N.Y. Opera-
tions office, P.O. Box 30, An-
sonia, N.Y./For Del., Md., Va.,

W. Va. or D.C.—Pub. Info. Ser-

vice (Pictorial), AEC, 1901 Con-
stitution Ave., N.W., Washington
25, D.C./ For Ind. or Ohio—Mo-
tion Pict. Film Lib.. AEC, P.O.

Box 268, Portsmouth, Ohio. /For
Miss., Ala., Fla., S.C, or Ga.—
Office of Public Info., AEC, Sa-

vannah River Operations Office,

P.O. Box A, Augusta, Ga. For
Ky., N.C., Ark., La. or Tenn.—
Public Info Officer, AEC, P.O.

Box E, Oak Ridge, Tenn./For
N.D., S.D., Neb., Kan., Mo., lo.,

Minn., Wis., Mich., or 111.—In-

formation Div., AEC, Chicago
Operation office, P.O. Box 59,

Lemont, 111. 'For Nev., Ariz.,

N.M., Tex., or Okla.—Dir. of Info,

AEC, Santa Fe Operations Of-

fice, P.O. Box 5400, Albuquerque.
N.M./For Wash, or Ore.—Infor-

mation Div., AEC, Hanford Oper-

ations Office, P.O. Box 550, Rich-

land, Wash. For Mont., Ut., or

Id.—Dir. of Info, AEC, P.O. Box
1221, Idaho Falls, Id.'For Colo,

or Wyo.—Public Info Officer,

AEC, Grand Junction, Colo. /For
Calif.—Asst. to Mgr. for Public

Info, AEC. 518-17 St., Oakland
12, Calif.

Bell System—Bell Telephone Sys-

tem Company offices through-

out the U.S. Ask for the manager
or information director.

FOR SALE

Finest color travelogue adven-

ture action 16mm motion pic-

tures. 18 countries including

Russia, Alaska.

NEIL DOUGLAS
Box 664

Meriden, Conn.

Charles Mathieu—Charles Math-
ieu, 509 Madison Ave., New

York, N.Y.

De Vry—De Vry Technical In-

stitute, Film Service Dept..

4141 Belmont, Chicago 41, 111.

GE—General Electric Co. Seven-
teen offices: 1860 Peachtree

Rd., N.W., Atlanta, Ga.; Ill Park
Ave., Baltimore, Md.: 140 Feder-
al St., Boston, Mass.; 840 S. Ca-
nal St., Chicago, 111.; 4966 Wood-
land Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1801
N. Lamar St., Dallas, Tex.; 650
—17th St., Denver, Colo.; 212 N.
Vignes St., Los Angeles, Calif.;

570 Lexington Ave., New York,

N.Y.; 1405 Locust St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.; Oliver Bldg., Mellon
Square, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 818
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.; 200 S.

Main St., Salt Lake City, U.; 235
Montgomery St.. San Francisco,

Calif.; 710—2nd Ave., Seattle,

Wash.: P.O. Box 1021, Syracuse,

N.Y. : 777—14th St., N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C.

GM—General Motors Corp.

—

Three Offices: Western States

—GM Corp., 508 First Western
Bank Bldg., 405 Montgomery St.,

San Francisco 4, Calif. N.Y. City

Parcel Post Zone 1 and Long Is-

land—GM Corp., Public Rela-

tions Staff—Film Library, 1775
Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.

All other states and part of N.Y.

State not included in above—GM
Corp., Film Library, GM Bldg.,

Detroit 2, Mich.

Jam Handy—The Jam Handy Or-

ganization. Five offices: 1775

Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.;

310 Talbott Bldg., Dayton 2,

Ohio; 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chi-

cago 1. 111.; 2821 E. Grand Blvd.,

Detroit 11, Mich.;1402 N. Ridge-

wood PI., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Modern—M o d e r n Talking Pic-

ture Service, Inc. Four main
offices: 21 West 60th St., New
York 23, N. Y./210 Grant St.,

Pittsburgh 19, Pa. /4754 Wood-
ward Ave., Detroit 1, Mich. 216

E. Superior St., Chicago 11, 111.
'

444 Mission St., San Francisco 5,

Calif., and 23 other regional film

exchanges nationwide.

FilMagic PYLON
AUTOMATIC

SILICONE LUBRICATION

CLEAN AND
LUBRICATE TOUR TAPES AND FILMS

WHILE THtr PlAr.'

Gooronteed Better, Cleaner, Cooler Re.

production on ony equipment. Complete

PYLON KIT (specify juction-cup or pet.

ITianent flonge-fype mounting) with re.

loader bottle and iix FilMagic Cloth

Sleeves $2.95 from your deoler or

THE DISTRIBUTOR'S GROUP, Inc.

J04 - 14lh St., N.W. ATIANTA 13, CA.
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SCIENCE FILM SOURCES:

NAM—National Association of

Manufacturers, Film Bureau,

2 E. 48th St., New York 17, N.Y.
I also from regional offices in At-

lanta, Boston, Chicago, Detroit.

Houston, Los Angeles, Minne-
apolis, Pittsburgh, Portland, St.

Louis, and San Fi-anciscoi

NAV—North American Aviation.

Inc., Public Relations Dept..

L.A. Div., International Airport,

Los Angeles 4.5, Calif.

Shell—Shell Oil Co. Four of-

fices: Film Library, 624 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, 111.;

Film Library, 50 W. 50th St.,

New York 20, N.Y. ; Film Library,

P.O. Bo.x 2099, Houston, Tex.;

Film Library, 100 Bush St., San
Francisco 6, Calif.

Westinghouse— Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Film Div,, Box

868, 511 Wood St., Pittsburgh 30.

Pa. Schools apply to Westing-
house Electric Corp., School Ser-

vice, 306 4th Ave., Box 1017,

Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Lease, Purchase, & Rent

Chamber of Commerce— U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, 1615

H St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
—purchase, rent.

Coronet — Coronet Instructional

Films, 65 E. South Water St.,

Chicago 1, 111.—purchase.

EBF—Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films. Inc. Five offices: 1150

Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, 111.;

202 E. 44th St., New York 17,

N,Y.; 1414 Dragon St., Dallas,

Tex.; 277 Pharr Rd., N.E., Atlan-
ta, Ga.; 5625 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.—purchase,
rent.

U. of Indiana—University of In-

diana. A-V Center, Div. of

Adult Education & Public Ser-

vices, 1804 E. 10th St., Blooming-
ton, Ind.—purchase, rent,

Walt Disney—Walt Disney Pro-
ductions. Two offices: 16mm

Div., 477 Madison Ave., New
York 22, N.Y.; 16mm Div., 2400
Alameda Ave., Burbank, Calif.

—

long-term lease, preview, limited

rental.

Young America—Young America
Films, Inc., 18 E. 41st St., New

York 17, N.Y.—purchase.

Editor's Note : when applying for

free loan or rental films, preview
prints, etc., always use library

source nearest you for prompt
shipping service. Return films im-

mediately after you are through
to facilitate use by other groups;

prepay return shipping costs.

How to Select the

Right Screen for YOU!

THE

RADIANT
Anierka'i Fastat Selling Screen Line

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
p. O. BOX 5640 • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

There is a type and size screen that is most efficient for every

projection need. To get the most out of any projection program

— it is extremely important that the right screen be employed.

Out of many years of experience in working with all types of

projection—under every possible condition—Radiant has com-

piled a basic set of guiding principles in screen selection that

have proven a great help to thousands of projection screen users.

MOST COMPLETE SCREEN LINE AVAILABLE TODAY
From Ihe compact little table model to the huge Skylift Screen, including tripod,

woll, woll and ceiling screens—the Radiant line in siies. types and fobrics is the

most comprehensive on the morket today. There is o Rodiont Screen for every

projection need!

WRITE FOR SPECIAL FOLDER
Showing the complete Sodiont line, giving full specifications and siies It will

enable you to select the right screen for your needs!

RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP., Dept. M
P. O. Box 5640, Chicago, Mlinois

Gentlemen: Please rush me latest folder showing the complete line of

Radiant Screens for every purpose.



SIGHTA^MID
Television and Studio Practices

Highlight 83rd SMPTE Meeting

ti Major topics have been an-

nounced for the 83rcl convention

of the Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers, sched-

uled for April 21-25. 1958 at the

Ambassador Hotel. Los Angeles.

Herbert E. Fanner. Cinema De-

partment. University of Southern

California, is chairman of the con-

vention program with Bernard D.

Plakun, General Precision Labora-

tory, heading the papers commit-

tee.

Television papers head the top-

ics to be covered with Boyce

Nemec. management consultant,

speaking on "Closed-Circuit Tele-

vision;" Frank Ralston, ABC Tele-

vision Center, on "Distribution of

Television Programs on FUm;"

Ralph Lovell. National Broadcast-

ing Company, "Television Studio

Practices:" and Ellis W. D'Arcy.

consulting engineer, "World-Wide

Television."

"Color and Black/White Cine-

matography" by Alan M. Gundel-

finger. Technicolor Corp.; "High-

Speed and Instrumentation Pho-

tography" by Robert M. Betty.

Lockheed Missile Division; "In-

dustry Milestones" a review by

John B. McCullough. Motion Pic-

ture Association of America;

"Laboratory Practices" by Vaughn

Shaner. Eastman Kodak Company;

"Motion Picture Studio Practices"

by Petro Vlahos. Motion Picture

Research Council; and "Sound Re-

cording" a report by James L. Pet-

tus. Radio Corporation of Amer-

ica, conclude the list of papers re-

leased to date.

John B. Olsson, Houston-Fear-

less Corp., is committee chairman

in charge of a comprehensive ex-

hibit of the latest industry equip-

ment developments. S
* * *

Int'l Public Relations Assn.

Names Bliss Research Chairman

f:- Robert L. Bliss has been named

chairman of the Research Commit-

tee of the International Public Re-

lations Association, according to a

recent announcement made at the

close of the annual meeting of the

IPRA Council, held in Oslo, Nor-

way. Bliss, who will head a 12-

man committee from as many na-

tions, is one of three American

members of the governing Council

of the international body. He is

president of Robert L. Bliss &
Company, Inc., New York public

relations firm.
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New ideas in teaching and training tool;:

. . . crafted by Bell & Howell, the recognized leader in audio-visual equi;.

ment. New Electric Eye Cameras...Time and Motion Cameras... advance.

Slide and Movie Projectors...new high fidelity Tape Recorders... all wit,

Bell & Howell's famed engineering quality. Every one is sold an!

serviced by the nation's most experienced A-V Dealers. Shop right here
alffl"

Seven Speed Triple Turret — all-pur-

pose 16mm oamtTa calibrated for mo-
tion analysis. 70TMR.

Motor Driven Triple Turret -o\er 15 Professional Hot Splicer— jjortahle elec

minutes continuous filming, 400' maga- trie model. Cuts film handling costs. Makev
zine, electric motor. 16mm. 70HR. fast, permanent s|jliees. 198.

ides;

irulE,

Professional Type Recorder— upright

tape recorder with push-button con-

trols, 10" speaker. 730G1.

4-Speaker Tape Recorder—high fidel-

ity tor music appreciation, llnique sound
system, simple operation. 300L.

Deluxe Portable Tape Recorder—suvorla

perior 2-speaker model, versatile ai^eia

compact, newest control features. 77fij

~^^^^ji~r

Magnetic Recording; Projector — al-

lows you to rect)rd sound on 16mm film

—shows sound or silent film. 302.

Variable Speed Silent Projector
— 16mm silent jirojeitur adaptable for

film analysis. 400' caiiacity. 273.

Heavy Duty Sound Projector-meets k%\

all iirojeetmn situatiuns, conferen^^ ooi

rooms to auditoriums. 16mm. 614CB,u iwvi

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



Magazine Load Electric Eye Camera
- .lutomation in filming: the lens sets

t~rlf automaticaHr. 16mm. 200EE.

Spool Load Electric Eye Camera
— automatic exposure control. Lets
everyone shoot expertly. 240EE.

Triple Turret Movie Camera—highly
versatile 16mm with multiple lenses for
instant change of perspective. 240TA.

.utomatic Slide Projector- Changes
ilides automatically or by remote con-

rol. Easiest to use. Robomatic.

Filmstrip and Slide Projector —shows
single and double frame strips and 2x2
slides. Unusually bright image. 724G1.

Brilliant Multipurpose Projector
— same versatility as 72-lG. with extra
brilliant 750 watt illumination. 724A,

*ortable 2-Speaker Tape Recorder Time and Motion Projector- lets Professional Magnetic Recording- highlv
-excellent fidelity, stretches your A-V you analyze action by slowing or versatile 16mm projector: meets Joint Army-
udget without loss of quality. 770. stopping film. 173BD. Navy" specifications. 614 CBRM.

For full descriptions and prices, call your Bell & Howell AV

dealer, or write Bell ^- Howell 7108 McCormick Rd., Chicago, 111.

lost popular sound projector— due
3 outstanding sound and pictures,
roven dependability- 16mm. 385CR.

V. Bell & Howell
F/NER PRODUCTS THROUGH IMAGINATION

SIGHT & SaUIVD
Argonne Nuclear Power Film

Judged Best at Rome Exhibition

" Honored recently at a formal

presentation ceremony held in the

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's

headquarters in Washington, D. C.

was a scientific motion picture

produced by the Argonne National

Laboratory.

A certificate of award and silver

cup were won by Argoime's Ex-
perimental Boiling Water Reactor,

which presents an actual account

of the operation of a nuclear reac-

tor at Argonne. The film was ad-

judged "the best documentary film

on nuclear energy developments"
shown at the Fourth International

Electronic and Nuclear Energy Ex-
hibition and Conference held in

Rome. Italy last July.

Award Ceremony November 25

The award was presented by
Commissioner Harold S. Vance on
November 25. Representing Ar-
gonne at the ceremony were Dr.

Norman Hilberry. director of the

Laboratory; George Lindholm. Jr..

in charge of the film's production;

Daniel Giroux. head of Argorme's
motion picture unit. Graphic Arts
section; and Joseph M. Harrer.

project manager for the reactor

and a member of the Reactor En-
gineering Division.

The 33-minute color and sound
production is semi-technical. It

begins with the installation of the

nuclear reactors components with

the pressure vessel and other units

in the steam cycle already in place.

The film runs through the assemblv

of the reactor components to the

loading of the core, arriving at the

first critical phase. Also shown
are operators to cap the reactor,

the first 20-megawatt (heat) oper-

ation and the generation of 5.000
kilowatts of electricity.

First Nuclear Plant in U. S.

The film concludes with stand-

ard operational procedures of the

newly-built plant, including start-

up procedure and plant inspection

methods. Its significance, with the

world on the threshold of nuclear

power development, lies in the

historical record which it provides

of the first major nuclear power
reactor put into operation in the

United States and its highly-useful

role for the guidance of similar

installations within the immediate

future.

Commercial distribution is being

handled by the film libraries of

the .Atomic Energy Commission ^
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Mitchell Camera Films full color panoramic views of Roman Soldier sequence from the Bob Jones University Film, "Wine of Morning.'

UNIVERSITY MAKES FEATURE FILM
University Film Production Unit '

Shoots Full-Length Motion Picture on Campus

In Greenville, South Carolina, Bob Jones University is demonstrating

a remarkable new trend in campus-produced films. This institution has

not only reduced filming costs, but has created professional theatre-

quality films, like the full-length, feature "Wine of Morning." to equal

Hollywood's best efforts.

These remarkable changes have been accomplished through the ap-

plication of motion picture set techniques and the adoption of profes-

sional equipment used by major motion picture studios. The leadinu

example of this development is seen in the increased use of the Mitchell

16mm Professional Camera, whose service-free operation and broad
range of use has materially cut the costs of campus film production.

Representative of film departments owning Mitchell Cameras are : Bob
Jones University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Moody Institute of

Science, and the Universities of California .. Mississippi .. Southern
California . . . and Washington.

Complete information on Mitchell Cameras is available upon request
on vour letterhead

Camera instructions ore gtven by Mrs. Kotherine Stenholm,

Director of the Bob Jones University's film unit.

^85% of the professional motion pictures shown throughout the world ore filmed with a Mitchell Camera.

A



THIS WAS 1957: ITS PEOPLE, PICTURES AND NOTEWORTHY EVENTS

The Year in Business Films

BUSINESS
SCREEN

i
THIS Was The Year of Sputnik and a re-

appraisal of science progress in the U.S.

1957 also marked the close of a decade

of tremendous industrial productivity for this

nation and pointed towards a revival of better

distribution and sales efforts, both at home and

abroad. A record crop of babies exceeded by a

million any previous year in population growth

for this land, underscoring future needs in hous-

ing, food, clothing and the other basic essentials

of a growing country.

Matching time's swift march into the 60's.

this was another year of both creative and

technical advances for audio-visual communica-

tion. More dependable color processes for

16mm. lighter sound motion picture and slide-

film equipment, the first experimental distribu-

tion of moving pictures over ordinary phone

lines . . . these were a few of the highspots of

technological progress.

It was a year of important and useful films

and of their greatest audiences in modern times.

Widespread 16mm public service showings via

television buttressed school, community, church

and industrial film showings on nearly half a

million 16mm sound projectors all across the

land. Theatres continued to show both wide-

screen and standard 35mm versions of colorful

public relations films from industry.

The influence of large trade and professional

groups was a predominant factor through this

past year. The American Medical Association

sponsored the first International Medical Film

Exhibition; the United States Chamber of Com-

merce continued an active film distribution and

production program: members of the National

Committee on Films for Safety, aided by the

National Safety Council, honored both motion

pictures and slidefilms for their contributions to

safety education. The Association of National

Advertisers, through its Audio-Visual Com-

mittee, brought out a revised edition of its

important check-list of ""Sponsor and Producer

Responsibilities in the Production of Motion
Pictures."

Sponsors made news in '57 with a good
crop of useful and highly interesting new pic-

tures. The Bell System's continuing Science

Series, helping increase public awareness in

that vital area, began the year with Memo tlie

Magnificent, a film on blood and circulation

and again won national attention with its tele-

vised premiere of The Strange Case of the

Cosmic Rays. Certainly the year's outstanding

new safety film was U.S. Steel's Knowing's Not

Enough, which hundreds of other industrial

companies found invaluable. The Borden Com-
pany observed its 100th anniversary with a

nutrition film. Hail the Hearty; Jersey Standard

premiered Energetically Yours on its televised

anniversary show.

Widespread showings of The .American

Engineer, sponsored by Chevrolet and of

Alcoa's Color & Te.xtiire in Aluminum Finishes.

shared audience popularity with the New York

Stock Exchange film Your Share in Tomorrow,

the Texas Company's You and the Weather.

Most significant was the continued output of

films for better human relations. In this area.

Telephone-sponsored films like The Antidote

and More Than Telling were noteworthy.

The "architecture" of audio-visuals was also

indicative of solid progress. During the year,

the Editors of Business Screen diagrammed

and detailed the extensive audio and visual

training facilities in the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany's Sales Training Center and the extensive

training center facilities in the new- Manhattan

headquarters building of the Socony Mobil Oil

Company.

People are the most vital ingredient of this

industry. The awarding of an honorary Doc-

torate to Jamison Handy, pioneer founder and

president of The Jam Handy Organization made

news at mid-year: Father James Keller con-

tinued the humanistic efforts of The Chris-

tophers with more than 50 new films during

1957; David Pincus, president of Caravel Films,

observed his firm's 37th year with the opening

of the modern new Caravel Production Center

in mid-town New York this past fall.

1957 was a 20th Anniversary year for

Modem Talking Picture Service, Inc. and its

president, Frank Arlinghaus, who helped make

this company one of the world's largest distribu-

tion networks specializing exclusively in spon-

sored film services.

This was the year of the first Tele-Sell

Spectacular, a nationwide closed-circuit pro-

gram for salesmen and the last year of the Film

Council of America, whose board voted to

dissolve this organization in mid-November.

The Industrial Audio-Visual Association held

its 11th annual meeting during April and in

PI|DDl^|
&

ION

THE EDITORS OF Bl'SINESS SCREEN

Announce the Eighth

Annual Prudnctinn Review

The Complete and Authoritative

Listing of Every Qualified

Producer of Business and Television

Films in the United States,

Canada and Overseas

ri BLISHI.N'G MIDFEBRL.ARV • 1958

late July, more than 2,000 guests and members
of the National Audio-Visual Association at-

tended its major trade show and numerous

meetings based on a "Public Relations'' theme.

Syndication of films prospered during the

year w^ith the Dartnell Corporation intro-

ducing new sales training motion pictures.

Fortune Films offered a new picture on The
Bright Promise of the American Farm Market.

But in the end, it was the solid results of

visualized sales training programs such as the

Republic Steel Corporation offered in its OMI
(Order Maker's Institute) activity that counted

on the budget-line. A significant added S350,-

000 per month in more sales was attributed to

its first OMI by Republic officials for the open-

ing months of 1957. The Commonwealth of

Massachusetts indicated savings of $9,800 a

year as a tangible result of one recent film pro-

duction. Improved employee and public rela-

tions, less turnover, belter acceptance of new

products and less product service problems . . .

these were definite contributions reported by

sponsors of resultful film programs during the

past year.

.At year's end. the creation of an Advisory

Council on International Film Festivals, follow-

ing a meeting in Washington of 22 leaders of

U.S. education, science, industry and govern-

ment organizations, was a noteworthy step

toward the improvement of American parti-

cipation in these overseas events. B'
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A Business Screen

Special Report

Left and below: lopflighi sliowmanshiiJ

plus timely, memorable motion pictures

on key product points brought Ford deal-

ers and salesmen the '58 new car lines . . .

Showtime for American Business

Filmed Presentations Play Key Role as 1958 Products Are Unveiled to Sales Field

UTILIZING Every Advantage
of modern business showman-

ship, plus an occasional leaf from

Broadway's book of live-talent pro-

duction. American industry un-

veiled its 1958 products to nation-

wide audiences of dealers and sales

personnel in the closing months of

1957.

Filmed sales presentations, offer-

ing wide latitude in color, sound

and a worldwide panorama of

visual background, predominated

for obvious reasons of traveling

efficiency and the unvarying com-

pleteness of their content material.

But they were ably supplemented

by gay, tuneful stage entertainment

and skits designed to woo and win

the eyes and ears of the beholder.

Chewy Show Plays 50 Cities

Chevrolet's unveiling of its 1958

car models, based on the theme

"Dominate '58". was proclaimed

by many in its nationwide sales

audiences as "the best The Jam
Handy Organization has ever

done." The Chewy 1958 new pro-

duct show required seven JHO
crews, played in more than 50

cities from coast to coast.

It's "Selling Time" for Ford

Vistavision Technicolor films,

served on a wide-screen platter and

garnished with live talent, helped

Ford to deliver its theme "the sell-

ing time of your life
—

'58" in a

tour of 20 major cities across the

land. Highlighting the effective

presentation were an hour and fifty

minutes of dramatic and colorful

motion pictures, artfully interspers-

ed by the producers, Wilding-

Henderson. Inc.. with some 45

minutes of intimate skits, tunes and

dance numbers, all related to 1958

product ideas.

Among the Frigidaire Corpora-

An original musical play, "The Big Change" was also recorded as a

35tnm color film for showings to Standard Oil dealers and employees.

tion's current Golden Anniversary

year sales promotion events were

two sales meeting presentations for

its dealer organization. Of major

interest was Frigidaire's extensive

use of motion pictures in these

meeting "packages." One of the

pioneers in "live-talent" product

presentations. Frigidaire matched

the growth of its national dealer

organization by utilizing film as the

"glamor-motivational" nucleus for

each of the 122 meeting kits creat-

ed for this year's program by KJing

Studios (Sales Promotion, Training

and Film Divisions cooperated).

Two Basic Packages Created

Frigidaire's basic goal was "com-

plete communication of the 1958

product lines and their related

merchandising story in depth." To
get the story to Frigidaire dealers

and their salesmen involved the

creation of two basic meeting pack-

ages by Kling. One of these cover-

ed the washer and dryer lines for

'58; the other embraced refrigera-

tors, ranges, freezers and room air

conditioners. Each of these pack-

ages consisted of 122 meeting

"kits" . . . one for each local dealer

meeting. Target dates for these

meetings were set to coincide with

product availability dates in each

of the 122 localities.

The decision to go primarily on

film was based on this wider geo-

graphical spread and the obvious

economies in talent, sets, and prop

transportation. Another key reason

was the elimination of production

"flubs" at the individual meetings.

Film provided all of these spon-

soring companies a more efficient

and certaitdy less costly meeting

medium with equal and, on occa-

sion, even greater dramatic impact.

This year an estimated 2,500

Scintillating numbers (like this song hit)

were created especially for Standard's

"Big Change" and re-enacted for the film.

BUSINESS SCREEN MAGAZINE



Combining Visuals and Live Talent, These '58 Product

Presentations Are Dedicated to the American Salesman

major sales meetings took place in

the U.S. Add to these a good many
thousands of regional conventions,

dealer gatherings and similar sales-

boosting events and the pattern

adds up to some 70.000 meetings.

The importance of these as a bul-

wark to America's tremendous pro-

duction line capacities cannot be

under-estimated. It is the Ameri-

can Salesman who holds the key to

the nation's continuing economy

prosperity in the year ahead, ac-

cording to many authorities.

Small wonder that business

spares neither the horses nor the

men in racing to the wire with its

new product announcements and

counts heavily on the skill and

drive which its dealers and their

salesmen give to the race for sales

volume during the new year.

Integrate Literature. TV Shows

Integration of literature, ad-

vertising themes (including tele-

vision shows) and demonstration

devices is a vital part of such pre-

sentations. Ford, for example.

brought its current "Round the

World" advertising and television

theme into live production seg-

ments as well as in films showing

the '58 cars undergoing tough wear

tests in faraway Italy and India.

Frigidaire kits, created by Kling.

included meeting guides, display

materials, demonstration devices.

banners, models and mockups.

Showmanship for Ideas, Too

These new product unveilings

were by no means limited to the

"hardlines." Standard Oil of Indi-

ana faced the need of closer co-

operation within its growing sales

organization. To unify staff effort

and to present a new- gasoline, the

company produced a highly-effec-

tive stage show. The Big Change.

Its reception was so enthusiastic

and the result potential so high

that Standard commissioned Wild-

ing Picture Productions to make a

complete color film of the original

live show. The filmed version of

The Big Change is going "all down
the line" within the company's

entire sales organization.

Closed Circuit TV Meetings

Closed circuit meetings (via tele-

vision) served Canada Dry Ginger

Ale. Inc. so well that company
management ordered kine-films of

the original 10-city presentation

made for distribution to all its

offices and bottling plants (see

page 53).

Earlier this fall, covering still

another aspect of business. 600
field representatives of General

-Motors .'Acceptance Corp. met at

the Waldorf-Astoria in New York
on October 9-10 to "review the

year's business and to probe the

shape of things to come in 1958."

GM.\C Gets Complete Program

The GMAC Management Con-

ference, coordinated for the com-

pany by Director of Advertising

William Adsit, was staged by De-

pictorama. a division of Depicto

Films. Inc. Typical of meeting

specialists serving this field, the

This comely miss appeared in a

sales-pointed skit which was

featured in Frigidaire's films.

organization produced wide-screen

visuals, wTote the meeting's theme

songs, arranged lighting, provided

speaker guidance, banquet enter-

tainment and even produced spe-

cial recordings of the conference

music which were later sent to all

GMAC representatives on their re-

turn to home bases.

\ Wide Range of Services

Other meetings of this tyf>e

served by Depictorama this fall in-

cluded the Texaco Managers"

Meetings from coast-to-coast, a

sales meeting for James Lees Car-

pets and another for the National

Wholesale Druggists' Association.

Involved in services for these

shows were visual aids, charts,

graphs, posters, slides, transparen-

cies, shadow boxes, dioramas,

slidefilms. filmographs. motion pic-

tures and "live" presentations. Not

to mention the related print mate-

rial, banners, posters, transporta-

tion, housing, lighting, sound and

Frigidaire's nationwide dealer family saw this colorful dance

sequence filmed on large set simulating the '58 washer action.

projection equipment, cueing de-

vices, etc.

With a S250 million investment

to retrieve, the Edsel Division of

Ford introduced its new models to

more than 3.500 dealers and their

salesmen last fall in the 24 Edsel

sales areas across the country.

Edsel's "Once in a Lifetime"

presentation, produced by Regan

Film Productions. Inc.. included

both live talent, motion pictures

and sound slidefilms. The show ran

three and one-half hours, included

seven original musical numbers as

a backdrop for leading company
personalities, filmed testimonials

integrated for styling and test runs

of this first new car of the year.

Songs, dances, skits and pretty

girls were the fillip to the Mennen
Company's annual sales meetings.

To present new advertising cam-

paigns and point of sale material

as well as inspiring sales personnel.

Mennen and its advertising agen-

cies ( McCann Erickson and Grey

)

engaged Training Films, Inc. to

produce and coordinate two shows

given in New York and Chicago.

Taking a leaf from another fa-

mous advertiser's slogan. Mermen's

show was called The Big M, played

to big audiences. Training Films

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 53)

Below: a popular folk-singer's pleasant ballad introduced

the Kling-created 1958 washer-dryer fitms for Frigidaire.
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Ordeal by Frustration

as pictured in PAA's film 'Dial S for Service'

Tale of "Chocolate Tree"

Entrancioq Film Fantasy

Nestle Company Tells Complete Story

of Chocolate in a New Color Picture

Sponsor: The Nestle Company. Inc.

Title: The Chocolate Tree. 27 min. color,

produced by United States Productions. Inc.

tV For many years, The Nestle Company has
been active in an educational aid program to

schools and colleges through literature distrib-

uted by the company's home economics de-

partment. This program has been supple-

mented by such projects as a filmstrip about
instant coffee, the distribution of two million

copies of a comic book titled Chocolate, the

Flavor of Friendship Around the World, and
reprints from a Life article. The Coffee Hunger
of Man.

It seemed logical to Clinton Shepperd, Assist-

ant to the President of Nestle, and Charles

Mathieu, the firm's public relations counsel,

that the next major educational effort should

take the form of a motion picture to tell the

complete story of chocolate from the growing
of the beans through to manufacture of bars,

instant cocoa and other products.

Management Approves Board Appeal Film

Management approval was obtained for a

picture, in color, for showings in schools, at

Nestle plants and business gatherings, and at

company sales meetings. Enough prints would
also be made in b/w for TV showings.

The writer chosen for the project was John
Capsis. well known in television and commer-
cial film circles. It was first suggested to him
that his script be based on the comic book
story, but Capsis. a resourceful writer, decided

instead to develop an original approach. The
story would open in a picturesque candy store

with a quaint old proprietor who reminisces

about his boyhood dream of a real chocolate

tree whose branches would sprout candy.

.Story Told in International Scope

To show that his dream was not really so

fanciful, he conducts a tour back to the days

when Cortez discovered chocolate in Mexico,

from there to a chocolate house in London,
where the beverage first became popular, and
then back to South America in Ilheus in Brazil,

where the cultivation and growth of cocoa

beans today is shown. Afterwards the film

moves to the Fulton (N.'V. ) Chocolate Works,
where many of Nestle's chocolate products
are made.

The charming fantasy of the theme appealed
to Nestle, and after the script was written

—

and rewritten—it was accepted.

A number of producers were shown the

script and invited to submit bids. Price alone,

however, was not the deciding factor. Nestle

wanted to have the picture made at the lowest

cost consistent with fine quality—the first con-

sideration in everything the company buys or

sells. Using this criterion. Nestle chose United
States Productions.

Three Units on Studio, Location Scenes

Three units were used in the production,

under Tom Wolf, producer for USP. Mike
Nebbia flew to Brazil to shoot the cocoa bean
growing scenes. Frank Telford directed studio-

scenes, made at the Gold Medal Studios in the

Bron.\. And Rene Bras directed sequences

made at Nestle's Fulton plant. A total of
15,000 feet of film were shot.

While the producers were given a free hand
in technical and artistic aspects of the film.

Nestle executives exercised constant supervi-

sion of the picture as it progressed to insure

accuracy and the right "feel" for the chocolate

industry. Mr. Shepperd was continuously

working with U. S. Productions and he also-

called on the aid of Don Cady. Vice President

in charge of advertising and merchandising,

who has had wide experience with such large

projects.

National Distribution Via Modern
The Chocolate Tree, a fine addition to the

growing number of recent films sponsored by
members of the food industry, will be distrib-

uted by Modern Talking Picture Service. R"

Quaint candy story proprietor lakes viewers
of "Chocolate Tree" hack to days of Cortez.

Industry's Shortest "Attitude" Film Packs Champion's Punch

l< Dial S for Service, a Pan American World Airways' film produced by Henry Strauss

& Company, runs just three minutes, has a cast of one., Entire action takes place in a tele-

phone booth. Designed to make sales personnel aware of the importance of speed and
courtesy in handling telephone inquiries, this potent short picture ends with a question:

"Did he put in another dime or call another airline?" See it and show yoio- people.
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"MD-USN"
Navy's Bureau of Medicine & Surgery

Aims Picture to Attract, Keep Doctors

Sponsor: The Bureau of Medicine and Sur-

gery. United States Navy.

Title: MD-USN. 42 min. b&w, produced by

Dynamic Films. Inc. (Medical-Dynamics).

-> The United States Navy motion picture.

M\-8496. is one of some 1 1 1 current films

being distributed by its Bureau of Medicine

and Surgery. MN-8496 started out to be a

simple, factual picture produced under the ex-

igencies of an economical training film budget.

To be typical, it would he made to serve ver\

Medical corpsman assists Navy doctor Haney
in preparations for transferring wounded sea-

man to hospital aboard destroyer . . .

exacting training needs in a specific medical

area.

But MN-8496. now formally titled MD-
USN, has turned out to be far from typical,

in fact it marks the first time in many years

that the Bureau has employed the motion pic-

ture medium to motivate audiences rather than

to specifically teach them something.

Inoeasing Need for Trained Physicians

The problem which dictated the need for

project MN'-8496 is one of the most compli-

cated facing the Navy today. Each year the

need for trained, qualified physicians and sur-

geons in the armed services increases. With

our fleets serving in far-flung operational fields,

demands on Navy Medicine continue to multi-

ply. The problem was twofold: how to attract

best qualified young doctors into the ser\'ice

and two. how to keep them there.

Navy"s Bureau of Medicine and Surger\.

under Admiral Bartholomew Hogan. is well

aware of the useful role of films as motivational

tools. The Bureau authorized MN-8496 as a

major project, entrusting the production to its

film division chief. Captain Robert Schultz.

Working closely with Naval Photographic Cen-
ter. Capt. Schultz assigned a three-man team to

. . San Diego residency affords Dr. Haney valuable e.xju lie operating room.

carry out the project. Lt. Commander Edward

Byrd. himself a doctor and Charles Greene, an

experienced film writer, were assigned to col-

laborate on the script with Lt. Jim Bouleware

of the Center serving as the film's supervisor.

Use Documentary, Theatrical Technique

Following the careful development of a

script which combines both documentary and

theatrical film techniques, retaining a basic

honesty of concept. Dynamic Films, Inc. was

selected for the production job and a long

series of planning conferences began. Match-

ing Navy's three-man team were a trio from

Dynamic which included producer Nathan

Zucker. director Lee Bobker and Sol Feuerman.

director of the firms subsidiary. Medical Dy-

namics. Inc.

MD-USN called for as many scenes and lo-

cations as a normal Hollv'wood feature. Crews

were dispatched under Bobker's direction to

Norfolk. Washington. Bethesda and the Phil-

adelphia Naval Hospital. .Actor Phil Schuyler,

a pro with a naval background, was given the

Pictured at Navy premiere of "MD-USN" are

producer Nathan Zucker of Dynamic Films (I)

and Admiral Bartholomew Hogan, head of the

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (right).

HCAL DEPAR
LH

lead role which called for mastery of operating

techniques, medical procedure and the thou-

sand other details which are part of the Navy
doctor's life. Foreign crews were sent to the

Riviera. Italy and Japan for footage required

to show the doctor's career in overseas service.

Following MD-USN's official premiere at

the Bethesda Naval Hospital a few weeks ago.

the Bureau's Admiral Hogan summed up an en-

thusiastic audience reaction in these lines from

a letter to producer Zucker:

"Portrayed Convincingly . . . Most Interesting"

'".
. . on behalf of the Medical Department

of the Navy, my sincere thanks and apprecia-

tion for your outstanding production of our

film. MD-USN. The ston, of the early years

of a Medical Officer in the Na\y has been por-

trayed convincingly and. under your able di-

rection, most interestingly. We feel that we
have in MD-USN. a film which not only re-

flects credit upon the Na\7 but will serve as

(CONTINUED ON PAGE SIXTY-THREE)

Captain Robert Schultz (left, below), head of

film division of Bureau of Medicine and Sur-

gery is pictured at premiere with Admiral

Hogan (right) head of the Navy Bureau.

flLM PROOUC^'^i""
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Business in a Crisis

Problems of Small Town Manufacturer

in Today's Economy Told in NAM Film

Sponsor:

turers.

National Association of Manufac-

Title: Crisis in Lindenville. 15 min. b. w.

produced by Henry Strauss & Co.

ii The NAM'S new motion picture photoplay,

premiered at the Congress of American Indus-

try early this month, marks a period of A^

years of motion picture sponsorship in the

Association's history. In 1912, NAM brought

out its first film. The Man He Might Have Been.

produced by Thomas A. Edison. Inc.. which

was shown throughout the country in theatres

to encourage young people to continue their

education beyond the elementary level.

The newest production, a short film drama,

shows a typical situation in business, with

Handcraft Tools. Inc.. a successful small-town

manufacturer of hand-tools, facing an efTort by

a minority stockholder group to sell out to a

large machinery manufacturer. The company

operations would be moved out of town if the

merger goes through. Despite hints of an

attractive offer for his services as a part of the

deal. Fred Hickman, the president, contends

the company owes its loyalty to Lindenville.

a community which has been friendly to the

company during its 50 years of existence.

In his efforts to save the plant for Linden-

ville. one-sixth of whose population depends

on its employment. Hickman also faces the

pressure of aggressive competition from a hard-

ware manufacturer which has just entered the

tool field. His efforts at re-financing to buy

out the minority interests seem on the verge of

success when his competition's aggressive sell-

ing threatens his largest and oldest account, a

mail-order house. He also needs financing for

plant modernization and re-tooling to turn out

a new line which has just been developed.

How Fred Hickman solves these problems

and how these conflicts lead to better products

for hand-tool users and greater security for his

employees is the story of the Crisis in Linden-

ville. The audience for Crisis is offered the

opportunity to sit with management as it faces

these problems. 53'

Dramalic nionienl in "Crisis in Lindenville"

A Sikursky S-.'iH flies in "This Way Up"

Helicnpters at Wnrk
Sikorsky Pictures World-Wide Service

Sponsor: Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United

Aircraft Corporation.

Title: This Way Up. 26 min. color & b/w,

produced by Marathon TV Newsreel.

'A Shot in locations as diverse as the jungles of

New Guinea, the lowlands of Western Europe,

New York's LaGuardia Airport, and the off-

shore oil fields in the Gulf of Mexico, this film

depicts the part played by the helicopter in

both military and commercial transport opera-

tions. It covers various military applications

of helicopters to troop movement, supply and

weapons logistics, search and rescue, anti-sub-

marine warfare, and also shows how the aircraft

provide passenger service between the down-

town areas of large cities and between such

areas and outlying airports.

This Way Up is the seventh film produced

by Marathon for Sikorsky, a leader in the utili-

zation of motion pictures in sales, public rela-

tions, community relations and general orienta-

tion programs.

Highlights of the new production include a

rocket launching at the White Sands Proving

Grounds in New Mexico; panoramic views of

the picturesque countryside of Holland. Bel-

gium and France; and shots showing how heli-

copters made possible and economically

feasible the search for oil in isolated sections

of New Guinea.

In making the film. Marathon crews travelled

over 30.000 miles and shot more than 20.000

feet of 35mm color film. Photographer Henry

Javorsky shows again that he has few equals

in the art of handling the long lens with its

different viewpoint. Walter Abel narrated. R"

Read These "Case Histories" Next
A Facts in depth about resultful films now

being used by the Wm. S. Merrell Company;

Koehring of Milwaukee; Kimberly-Clark Cor-

poration; the American Playing Card Manu-

facturers' Association and the Homelite Divi-

sion of Textron. Inc. will appear in these Case

History pages in February. R"

Free World's Heply

"The Battle for Liberty" Gives Answer

to Communism in Hard-Hitting Program

• Acclaimed by educational leaders as Ameri-

ca's challenge in the struggle for men's minds,

The Battle for Liberty, a hard-hitting series of

seven sound slidefilms in color, is being re-

leased by The Jam Handy Organization for

use by schools, industry, labor organizations,

and community groups of all kinds.

"The Battle for Liberty," says Jamison

Handy, president of JHO, "shows how to ex-

plain the basic principles of life in a free society

in direct comparison with those of life under a

communistic government."

The series pulls no punches. It shows a

Communist voicing his beliefs and the free man
making clear his own beliefs and principles.

They throw everything they have at each other.

It's a drag-out fight with no holds barred.

The Communist asks. "Just what do you

mean by the dignity of man?" Can we of

the free world reply in unmistakable terms?

Some people who are on the fence begin to

feel that the Communist knows what he is

doing and where he is going. This sounds

like a champ talking! How do you answer

this challenge so that you as an individual

are understood?

The Battle for Liberty series is suitable for

all age groups and all educational levels. It is

an excellent program for people in all areas,

wherever they work, live or teach.

Freedom of discussion, the American way, is

assured by printed guides to make it easy for

discussion leaders. These prompt even an un-

prepared meeting leader to get people talking,

whether the meeting takes an hour or grows

into a year's program. Experienced meeting

leaders may use the material their own pre-

ferred way. and everyone has a chance to con-

tribute to the group's thinking in any way he

likes or as the others let him.

Many men who have been ."American ob-

servers in far-flung corners of the earth where

the battle over ideas is critical today have

contributed to the platming of The Battle for

Liberty kit. So did people who have lived

BUSINESS SCREEN M,\GAZINE
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under Communism and know the difference

between declared ideals and the practice of

them.

At a conference held in Washington to assess

the current world situation, one delegate said:

"Many Americans encountering Commu-
nist propaganda for the first time are dis-

tressed to find that American beliefs have

little logical structure. They know about

American liberties, but putting their

thoughts into words is another matter."

The Battle for Liberty has come out of

such discussions. At meetings using these ma-

terials, hesitant and unclear speakers have

opened up and become good spokesmen for

the free way of life. "Clam-up bakes." said

one meeting leader, "turn into lively, construc-

tive meetings."

"Clear E\po.sition of What We .Stand For"

At a preview for specialists experienced in

demonstrating the free way of life in coun-

tries that are faltering, one of these said:

"Never before have I been able to sit down

and in 30 minutes get a clear, straightfor-

ward exposition of what we stand for."

Individual parts of this program may be

used in whatever order the program leader

chooses. The first is The Challenge, which

gives a dramatic view of the conflict and pro-

vides a "talk it over" on what freedom means.

Liberty's responsibilities are cut out clearly,

and the audience sizes up liberty on a personal

basis.

The other six programs bring in six great

areas of every-day living, each of which may

be used as a yardstick to measure how far a

country has gone toward attaining liberty of

the individual or, on the other hand, how far

it has drifted toward the totalitarian state.

Each Program Stimulates Hot Discussion

These six sections are Freedom in Civics,

in Education, Freedom in Religion, in Econom-

ic Order, Law and Order, and Freedom in So-

cial Order. Topics for discussion raise questions

as to how good we are in describing our own

style of government as compared to that used

in captive countries. In each section, the battle

of ideas starts the show dramatically. Then

everybody is ready to talk and "go to it." The

audience finds its own answers.

The Battle for Liberty program is available

for purchase and possible sponsorship from

The Jam Handy Organization. 2821 East

Grand Boulevard. Detroit 1 1 . Michigan. ^

Film Resource Expert Joins Our Staff

-V Nancy Lou Blitzen. for the past five years a

specialist in film cataloging and review at the

National Safety Council and editor of The Na-

tional Directory of Safety Films, has joined the

staff of Business Screen as an Associate Edi-

tor and supervisor of our growing Film Guide

Library at Chicago headquarters. ^
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General Mills Report

A Wide-Screen Color Film Helps Tell

Company's Story to Its Shareholders

SLPPORTED BY sHdes. live talent, and prod-

uct displays, a wide-screen color film is

the sparkling core around which General

Mills. Inc., of Minneapolis sculptured its recent

annual report to the firm's shareholders.

Since 1939, the corporation has experi-

mented with the best available audio and visual

methods for periodically dramatizing its finan-

cial story to shareholders and other influence

groups including financial people.

The resulting formula has just been escorted

in package-form by top company officials on a

month-long schedule of 10 regional meetings

across the nation.

The presentation is launched by Harry Bullis.

chairman of the board, in a brief personal re-

port and a factual interpretation of 26 color

slides.

Following up the live-sound offering is a 13-

minute motion picture, featuring live photog-

raphy and animation. It was created by Don

McNamara Productions. The film is a 16mm
CinemaScope color production and was super-

vised by Nate Crabtree. public relations director

for General Mills. An 8' x 20' wide-screen was

used for the showings.

Plot of the film carries the shareholder audi-

ence on an aerial tour of various General Mills'

plants, with short stopovers in "Betty Crock-

er's" GM kitchen. Miss Crocker and Hugh

"Wyatt Earp" O'Brian. both on the firm's T\

sales team, provide conversational preliminaries

to the animated sequences telling the company's

financial story. Company products, new re-

search results, and future prospects are sprin-

kled liberally throughout the production.

The firm recently offered its wide-screen pro-

gram to 300 stockholders in the Conrad Hilton

Hotel during the stop-over in the Chicago area.

Sandwiched between live reports, door prizes.

General .Mills board chairman Harry BuUis

(at rostrum) looks on as actress introduces new

product at Buffalo shareholder meeting.

and refreshments, the film carried the weight

of GM's eaming's message with effective im-

pact.

Adding a continental touch to the show was

the introduction by French actress Jacqueleine

Chambord of a new GM food product. These

oddments of entertainment and presentation,

individually, might well have appeared unin-

tegrated. but—tied in with wide-screen film

media—the show's components made for in-

formality and keen interest.

Each of the 10 shareholder meetings was

preceded by a few hours in each locality with

a similar "package" presentation before repre-

sentatives of the local press and the financial

community. By the time the GM touring group

was on its way to the next meeting, at least

three human segments of importance to GM's

future had been briefed on company progress.

Other audiences for the program include em-

ployees of the corporation and schools of busi-

ness administration.

When the cavalcade ended, the double-bar-

reled meetings had been held in Los Angeles.

San Francisco. Madison (at the University of

Wisconsin). Chicago. Buffalo. Boston. Han-

over. N. H. (at Dartmouth College 1. New York

City and in Washington, D. C. winding up at

Minneapolis, home office of General Mills. B=

Left: a scene in

new wide-screen

color motion picture

which relates story

of General Mills' op-

erations and prod-

ucts to shareholder

groups.

Right: these shareholders

gathered at Chicago meeting

as General Mills carried

on long tradition of keeping

owners informed of progress.
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Actor Sni Envin is lead player (cemer. hatki>r(Hiiul) in "Old MacDonald"

MgeI "MacDonald" the Modern Farmer

He's the Star of An Entertaining New Film From the American Feed Manufacturers

Sponsor; Ameiic;in Feed Manufacturers Assn.

Title: Old MacDonald. 27 niin., color, pro-

duced by Galbreath Picture Productions.

-k In this day and age. most informed Ameri-

cans are well aware of the tremendous prog-

ress made by modern, mechanized and scien-

tific agriculture in these United States. An
important influence in farm

progress are those makers of

animal and poultry feeds

now helping to account for

hefty weights in the markets.

Through their American
Feed Manufacturers Associa-

tion, experienced and suc-

cessful in sponsorship of pub-

lic relations films, the feed

makers have come up with

a whimsical, refreshing spoof

aimed at a few benighted

souls who may think of Old
MacDonald, circa the early

1900"s. Actually, it's just a

way of telling all of us the great strides made
in producing better foods from better feeds:

of the growth of the feed industry and what
it has helped accomplish for the nation's health

Sni is supposed to be a typical

rube iariner in "Old MacDonald."

The Sponsor:

for "Ma\ 11,

'',v the iiian »ho pays the bills

inw Calliir.;."

and well being. This latest AFMA motion

picture, a 27-minute color production by Gal-

breath Pictures, brings a fresh, pleasantly un-

inhibited approach to the problem of blending

education and public relations with high quality

entertainment.

(>/(/ MacDonald stars Hollywood veteran

Stu Erwin. featured as the subject of a televi-

sion interview program in

Bruce Henry's topical, fast-

moving screen story. Stu re-

verses the tv. producer's

notions of a typical old-fash-

ioned "hayseed" when he

plays a real-life part as farmer

John MacDonald. whose pro-

ducing plant is run like an

eflicient industrv.

Through him, the audience

gets the real story of modern

agriculture. The film is now
being widely circulated to

rural groups and for public

service tv showings via a

nationwide distribution by Modern Talking

Picture Service. Inc. .-Audience returns have

already been most gratifying, according to

AFMA officials in charge of films. l||'

Secretary Cassandra Bailey and tv. producer
lerry Kinti share a secret.

Df Man and Enerqy
Jersey Standard's 75th Anniversary

Film Offers Witty, Palatable Theme

Sponsor: Standard Oil Company (New Jer-

sey).

Title: Energetically Yours. 13 min, color,

produced by Transtilm Inc. from designs by
Ronald Searle.

sV Key segment of the Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey) 75th anniversary network tele-

vision show earlier this year was a light-hearted

but well-pointed I3-minute animated color mo-
tion picture telling the story of energy as a lever

to man's progress. Designed by Ronald Searle,

noted British cartoonist-satirist and produced

by Transfilm. Inc., the film. Energetically

Yours, has now been released for 16mm group

showings on a free-loan basis.

The story Jersey Standard wanted to tell in

its anniversary film was that through the effi-

cient use of all energy sources available to him

—from animal to atom—man has produced

miracles. Mr. Searle's humorous approach

manages to avoid the usual ponderous style of

such essays, delivering a palatable message but

retaining the artist's waspish, tongue-in-cheek

spirit which entertains the viewer while he is

being informed.

In the opening of the film an off-screen nar-

rator queries. "Who is the most powerful crea-

ture on the face of the earth? " As Searle sees

it. a gangling, hapless being called man who.

but for his remarkable brain, might have been

the least significant of the earth's inhabitants.

Only because of his intelligence, notes the film,

was man saved the fate of pulling a plow mas-

tered by a horse or falling prey to clever fishes.

Humorously, the film traces man's search

for added sources of energy and tells how their

use alters his way of living. More rapid trans-

portation and a new freedom of movement on

the earth, in the air. and on the sea resulted

from his discovery and use of fuels. But with

each year's increase in population and greater

demand for energy rising sharply everywhere

in the world, the task today is to find enough

fuel to fill the energy needs of the future.

Life thought Searle's approach worthy of a

pictorial spread; the television critics called the

film segment "superb." "excellent." "enor-

mously imaginative and amusing." Its music

(by Lyn Murray) was considered so unique

that a 12" long-play record is being prepared

for distribution. David Hilberman directed for

Transfilm; narration is by Marvin Miller from

the screen story by Samuel Moore and Maurice

Rapf.

Energetically pursuing this widespread audi-

ence interest, the Jersey Standard people are

filling school, organization and public service

television showing requests from company

headquarters. Room 1610. 30 Rockefeller

Plaza. New York 20. N. Y. f"

I
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Uesiqn for Dimiiands

DeBeers Picfures Prize Gems in Color

Sponsor: DeBeers Consolidated Mines. Ltd.

(throughi N.W. Ayer & Son)

Title ; Diamonds— International A wards—
7957, 15 min. color anu B w. produced by

Depicto Films Corp.

-r This film presents the 1957 award-winning

designs of diamond jewelry which were chosen

by a Selection Committee from entries sub-

mitted by designers from all over the world.

Winning designs from nine foreign countries

and fourteen from the United States are

featured.

Presented against ingeniously different color

backgrounds, and shown on glamorous models,

the diamond necklaces, brooches, rings, ear-

r-
^Efv "V*-V

)

Thiv pendant necklace (left) and Jan ring are

pictured in new DeBeers film.

rings and novelty pieces are beautiful and cal-

culated to make stars sparkle in any woman's

eyes. Camera close-ups—and there are many
—accentuate the brilliance, lustre and scintil-

lating facets of the precious gems, and high-

light the intricate details and originality of the

beautiful modem settings.

B/w versions are available for television

distribution. ^

Styled Id Sell "Lucile"

A DuPonf Film for Aufo Refinishers

Sponsor: E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Co.. Inc.

Title: Finish H'iih A Future, 20 min, color,

produced by Robert KJaeger Productions,

Inc.

ir "Once in awhile." the preview invitation

read, "a manufacturer comes up with an in-

dustrial film with which he is particularly

pleased. Such is the case with our new film.

Finish With a Future."

Guests at Du Pont"s presentation in New
York on November 19 found out why. Hand-

somely styled with a ""high fashion" aspect,

the picture was far from what might be ex-

pected as a vehicle to demonstrate paint to

automobile body shop proprietors.

.A regular user of visual aids at annual meet-

ings of automobile refinishers, Du Pont's Fin-

ishes Division has a special and long-awaited

product to offer in 1958—""Lucite" acrylic

lacquer, a finish with colors heretofore unob-

tainable, more permanent, and with a higher

and longer-lasting gloss.

Finish With A Future shows the difficulties

which developed in perfecting '"Lucite" and

how they were resolved. It then goes through

the steps to be taken in doing a proper refinish-

ing job with the new product, especially ex-

plaining that '"Lucite" is part of a '"family" of

products including the lacquer, thinner and

primer that are proved to work together for

a perfect job.

The film will be first a feature of all sales

meetings of the Finishes Division, to be fol-

lowed by showings to distributors, local jobbers

and finally in early spring of 1958 to as many
as possible of the several hundred thousand

men in the auto refinishing business. ^

- Glimpse from Screen History -

The Edison NAM Films of 1912

Jr A recent presentation to the Library of

Congress by the National Association of

Manufacturers of three early business-

sponsored motion pictures provides an in-

teresting sidelight on the history of this

medium.

The three motion pictures were pro-

duced in 1912 by Thomas A. Edison. Inc.

in cooperation with the NAM. at a time

when industry was just beginning to make

effective use of the dramatic film as a

means of communication. Titles of these

Edison-NAM subjects are The Workman's

Lesson, The Crime of Carelessness and

The Man He Might Have Been.

They were first released at a time when

the publication .'Xmerican Indlstries

noted that public taste was swinging away

from ""blood curdling interest" to novels,

travel. Biblical stories and scientific and

historical subjects.

These early films played in more than

7.500 of the 14.000 regular entertainment

theatres then in operation throughout the

nation, were produced in 35mm silent

versions only as then prevalent but are

said to have also been featured at "many

individual management meetings." To
accomplish that took a veritable ton of

35mm "portable" projection equipment,

major fire protection precautions against

the infiammable nitrate film employed,

not to mention the blazing arc setup re-

quired for 35mm projection in that era.

Today's Edison and NAM films (both

are currently active film sponsors) require

only a pound or so of 1 6mm safety stock

and are shown to groups on 1 6mm sound

equipment weighing 40 pounds or less;

the projected images, accompanied by

high-fidelity sound, are reproduced in life-

like color! 9"

Heart Fund Blueprint
Visualizing the Role of Volunteers

Sponsor: American Heart Association

Title: The Heart Fund, The County and the

Community, sound slidefilm, 17 min, color,

produced by Roger Wade Productions.

it The American Heart Association is one big

mass of dedicated people, very largely volun-

teers, who often don't know where they fit in

the "big picture."

While chains of command and set channels

of communication in a public service organi-

zation such as this are perhaps not as impor-

tant as in government or commerce, good effi-

ciency does require some knowledge of how
the Association operates.

The Heart Fund. The County and the Com-
munity is designed to do this job. It explains

the role of each type of volunteer and the part

he plays in such activities as "Heart Sunday."

It shows how various appeals are organized

with special materials for speakers, press and

radio, and the responsibility of each level of

heart fund activity. Featured ""voices" are Tex

.Antoine. John Cannon and Tom Shirley. 9"

Advertising aids Heart Fund volunteers

WELCOME YOUR

HEART FUNC ^
VOLUNTEER .J

nresser Looks to Fotore

Industrial Complex Interprets Growth

Sponsor: Dresser Industries. Inc.

Title: Areas of Promise. 27 min. color, pro-

duced by Robert Yamall Richie Productions.

Inc.

"" ""Rapid growth" is a most inadequate term

in describing the burgeoning complex of Dres-

ser Industries. Inc. When Robert Yarnall

Richie Productions began mapping out photo-

graphic coverage for the new Dresser film.

Areas of Promise, the Dresser divisions con-

sisted of eight. Before the film was finished,

three new companies were in the fold, with

more soon to follow.

Dresser is geared primarily to serve the oil

and gas industries. It produces expendable

items, such as drilling bits and drilling mud,

and non-expendables, including exploration,

( C O N T I N L" E D ON P .\ G E SIXTY)
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Above: Hubeii Hilke of Tele-

PrompTers Commiinkast division,

exhibited late developments in

closed-circuit business shows.

Below: Mrs. Virginia Richie was

an able aide to producer Robert

Yarnatl Richie when this studio

exhibited at Philadelphia . . .

it Reflecting the important role

being played by films in public re-

lations, a PRSA workshop session

on "Making Effective Public Rela-

tions Films" was amply supple-

mented by producer and distribu-

tor exhibits.

Among the producers at Phila-

delphia were Gulf Coast Films;

Marathon TV Newsreel. Inc.; John

Sutherland Productions. Inc.; The
Princeton Film Center; Shamus
Culhane Productions. Inc.; Robert

Yarnall Richie Productions, Inc.

and Vic Herman Prods. '^•

Below: ]. R. Bingham, president

of Association Films. Inc. (r) at-

tended PRSA exhibit with F. H.

Johnson (I) of his siufj.

Philadelphia

Story. .

.

A Portfolio of Exhibitors

at the 10th National Public

Relations Conference

Above: Charles Bordwell (left) was

an exhibit spokesman for his stu-

dio. John Sutherland Productions.

i< Bringing noteworthy PR films to

today's millionfold audiences is the

specialized task of leading spon-

sored film distributors. Exhibiting

at PRSA were Association Films;

Modern Talkinu Picture Service;

United World Films; and the Na-

tional Projection and Rental Serv-

ice, leaders in this field. 8'

Above: president Frank Arling-

huus of Modern Talking Picture

Service was the gracious host at

his company's exhibit.

Presenting the Champions on the Screen:

Above; greeting visitors to the

United World Films, Inc. exhibit

was A. L. Karpinski. heading up

sponsor film services.

I

Spurts Fare from Mid-AmKrica
Miller Brewing Company Builds Major Sport Film Library

THE Miller Brewing Co., Mil-

waukee, admittedly is engaged

in the business of producing and
selling Miller High Life beer. To
that end it employs all existing

forms of advertising—television,

radio, newspapers, magazines, out-

door posters and point-of-sale ma-
terial.

Supplementing Miller's national

advertising campaign, however, is

an extensive visual sports promo-
tion program that is designed to

accomplish two things;

1

.

Furnish clean, wholesome

sports entertainment.

2. Win new friends for the com-
pany and its product.

Program Started in 1950

Like the brewery itself, sports

activity at Miller had a humble be-

ginning in 1950. In the years that

followed, films have come to play

an increasingly-important role in

the over-all program. In fact,

today the brewery has approxi-

mately 900 sound prints available

for showing to fraternal, church,

civic, athletic or service groups

—

one of the largest libraries of com-
pany-produced sports films in the

United States.

Launching the brewery's entry

into the sports film field was the

shooting of both the Green Bay
Packers and New York Giants

football teams throughout the 1950

season. Those movies proved so

popular that the following year

saw Miller also record on films the

highlights of the Philadelphia
Eagles, Pittsburgh Steelers and the

professional football championship

game.

Annual Series on the Braves

In 1952, the Milwaukee brew-

ing firm turned its cameras to an-

other sport and lensed what turned

out to be the final season for the

Milwaukee Brewers baseball team.

When the National League's

Braves moved from Boston to Mil-

waukee in 1953, Miller began

sponsorship of an annual series of

films that have matched the popu-

larity of the Braves themselves.

Still another sport was added

to the Miller collection in 1954

when Winter.skol. a breath-taking

color ski film, was purchased. The
only sports movie purchased from

an outside source and not directed

by Miller persotmel, Wiiuerskol

captures the thrills and spills of

skiers on the snowy slopes of

Aspen, Colorado.

"Sports Highliglits" in '55

Up to 1955, no more than one
sport was featured in any one film

in the Miller library. However, in

that year, in addition to making
an institutional film titled With

This Ring, the brewery celebrated

its centennial by producing Sports

Highlights, a sound, color movie

embracing five sports—baseball,

football, skiing, golf and automo-

bile racing. The baseball sequence

shows the All-Star game of that

year, while the football portion

features the Pro Championship

contest. Composing the golf seg-

ment are views of the first $35,000

Miller Open, won by Dr. Cary
Middlecoff. With This Ring, a

40-minute, color film, produced

by Jerry Fairbanks, depicts in song

and story the history of the Miller

family, dating back to its days in

Sigmaringen, Germany.
Heavy demand for a five-sport

film has prompted Miller to pro-

duce a similar motion picture in

1956 and to make plans for a third

Sports Hi.i>hlighls in 1957. This

year also will see new sound films

of the Green Bay Packers, the

1957 Miller Open and the Mil-

waukee Braves as they battled

their way to the National League

championship.

Ski Film One of the Best

Although more than a year old.

Flying Skis continues to be one of

the most popular films in the

Miller library. It captures the

action in the 1956 combined na-

tional ski-jumping and cross-

country championships at Ishpeni-

ing, Mich., and has been described

as one of the best ski movies

available.

That the Miller films enjoy a

high rate of audience acceptance

is indicated by reports covering

the last three calendar years.

Slightly more than 20 million

people viewed the film program in

1954; but an estimated 76 million

persons saw them in 1956.

The recent higher figure is at-

tributed to hundreds of television

showings made throughout the

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 47)
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A Filmstriii Explores Career Opportimities:

Youth Looks to TEclinoloiiy

American Iron & Steel Institute Shows the Fourth of a Series

The Interest which America's

future citizens hold for careers in

science and tectinology is of real

concern to members of the Ameri-

can Iron & Steel Institute.

At a recent premiere showing.

in New York's Brass Rail restaur-

ant, the Institute unveiled the

fourth of a series of basic film-

strips dealing with science, shared

its program with a review panel of

five bright high school students and

their science teacher.

Their candid comments general-

ly approved Science. Technology

and Society as a stimulus to

greater science interest. A well-

rounded program of literature

fortifies school use of these effec-

tive and widely used visuals. |f

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS REVIEW SCIENCE FILMSTRIP

^^^K

^
Facts About "Science, Technology and Society"

Sponsor: American Iron & Steel Institute

Title: Science, Technology and Society, 57 frame filmstrip. color, pro-

duced by Filmfax Productions. Inc.. through Hill & Knowlton. Inc.

M Recent events have brought to everyone's attention the need to en-

courage young people, with the necessary scientific aptitudes, to explore

career opportunities in the fields of science and engineering.

This new filmstrip, developed with the assistance of a teacher com-

mittee, is the fourth in a series dealing with science-related topics and

is intended primarily for use in upper grade and high school science and

social studies classrooms. However, since it was created as a tool for

teachers wishing to help students gain an appreciation of the contribu-

tions of science and technology and to stimulate interest in scientific

pursuits, it may find application in other school situations.

American Iron & Steel Institute has long been active in providing edu-

cational materials for school use. Besides the filmstrips, A. I. S.I. pro-

vides a bibliography of audio-visual materials on iron and steel, teaching

units, and charts. Each strip is accompanied by a teaching suggestion

guide, and all the materials are distributed free to each school system

requesting them (one to each school system, with additional copies at

nominal charge). BP'

Below: Albert L. Ayars, Educa-
tional Director. Hill & Knowlton.
helped introduce program.

Above: George S. Ro.'ie, AISI

Secretary, spoke at the premiere.

'*^^^r ««

L:^ .^

Among teen-age students who helped preview new AISI filmstrip was

Barry Marro. 15 (at mike). He was impressed by its vision of a successful

future in technology. Inset (picture at left): Mike Dellano, 14, whose

career will be phvsics. thought it should show broader examples.

Karl Ranons, 16 (at mike above), is interested in engineering as a career.

He liked the .nibject used to illustrate scierice point: the evolvetneiu of the

tin can from earliest times—"because .so many basic scientific principles

have been adapted from it."

Panelist William Honrath, 15. is at the mike. He intends to be a doctor,

was another of the teen-age reviewing group wlio believed that the neve

filmstrip would be most usefid in encouraging students like himself to

take up careers in science fields.

EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS SCREEN PHOTOS BY ROBERT SEYMOUR
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Slight Sound to Recreate Engineering Achievement

Uiary nf a Cnnstructian Prnject

Graphic Films' Cameras Record Progress af Block-Square

Complex of New Union Oil Headquarfers in Los Angeles

THE Motion Picture has been

a most useful and, sometimes,

vastly interesting reporter of the

day-by-day construction details

and problems encountered in large

construction jobs. Both architects

and engineers find such films in-

valuable reference sources; owners

of the projects as well as suppliers

of basic materials have frequently

sponsored versions edited from
such lengthy footage for public

16mm showings.

Films of note in this field have

included U.S. Steel's fascinating

picturization of the United Nations

building in New York; the current

film record of the mammoth St.

Lawrence Seaway construction
being undertaken by Holland-Weg-

man Productions of Buffalo and

numerous other engineering
achievements.

What promises to be one of the

most detailed visual records of a

building project is under way on
the site of the future headquarters

of the Union Oil Company of Cal-

ifornia in Los Angeles. This com-
plex of buildings, occupying a

square city block, was designed by

Pereira and Luckman, is being

built by Del Webb and will con-

centrate functions of the company
that are now dispersed over a wide

area.

Cameras of Graphic Films Cor-

poration began to turn in \9^5.

when the crumbling facades of

shoddy boarding houses occupying

part of the site were demolished.

Since that date, the lens has cap-

tured every fragment of significant

detail: demolition; excavation for

underground levels; pouring of

foundations; installation of giant

systems for air-conditioning and
power; the raising of first struc-

tural steel members.

Close attention to intimate de-

tail marks this project. On the

periphery of large-scale building

operations, a single carpenter

guides wood through his saw. a

man shovels along an embankment.
a truck driver stretches in the sun;

some old men from the neighbor-

hood squint through the wire barri-

cade.

A portable sound unit is also

present, recording the cacophony
of hissing and clattering air ham-
mers; the voices of men giving or-

ders; easy conversation during

lunch hour breaks. Construction

and the tilm recording continue

through all kinds of weather, clear

or smoggy—in the rain when men
wear oilskin coats and trucks sink

in mud—on overcast days when
heterogeneous piles of metal and

machinery make a harmonious

srev foil for bright red, yellow and

white safety helmets, the men be-

ne-ith them lost in the greyness.

By mid-year 19.S8 when the

Men. melhiids and maieiials are llie \ubjeas in Union Oil filni.^

Center is expected to be finished.

Graphic Films will also have re-

enacted the architectural and engi-

neering planning that preceded

construction. The enormous task

of cataloging and editing miles of

footage will follow. Several films

are expected to evolve from the

material, including a long film-pro-

gress report; a shorter picture that

will attempt to express the dynam-
ics of a building's conception and
growth; and, finally, a number of

short films to demonstrate tech-

niques and materials used on this

project for the first time. 5"

Above; projection cabinet open lo

show still, movie eqiiip}neni.

. . . and here's the same executive

cabinet designed b\ Mr. Zweibel.

Desiqn Ideas far Dffice Film Showinqs

To Business Executives faced

with the problem of planning

a dual purpose room for both gen-

eral office use and screening pur-

poses, the hidden screen and pro-

jection closet-booth are often a

most satisfactory way to provide

good projection facilities without

destroying the appearance of the

room as a private office.

But. when a closet area is not

available for booth use, the prob-

lem has sometimes been a sticky

one. One neat solution is the cus-

tom-built projector cabinet that is

not only a good working tool, but

serves to add to the decor of the

room as well. And combined with

this can be a screen which be-

comes an attractive painting at the

touch of a button.

Both of these efficient innova-

tions are now being used in the

good-looking conference room at

Seymour Zweibel Productions.
Working out his own designs, with

cooperation by the audio-visual

Painting Into Screen:

. . . this handsome wall

screen in the offices of

Seymour Zweibel Produc-

tions. N. Y. operates by

electricity; it autonuilically

raises and lowers in from

of painting at the loucli

of a Iniiton.

equipment firm, Crawford, Immig
and Landis, New York, Mr. Zwei-

bel has a framed painting on one

wall which becomes a projection

screen automatically. And he has

a custom-made cabinet of solid

walnut which contains motion pic-

ture projector and speaker, sound

slidefilm projector, and storage

space for spare bulbs and other

odds and ends.

The screen, which has been in

daily use for over two years with

no mechanical trouble of any sort,

is of top-quality matte, mounted

on sheet aluminum for utmost ri-

gidity and flatness. At the touch of

a button from the rear of the room,

the screen moves soundlessly into

position behind the wall paneling,

automatically turning off the light

over the painting as it takes final

position. Another push-button at

the end of the screening returns

the screen to its stored position be-

low the frame, and the painting

with its built-in lisiht comes into

]{ r S I N E S S SCREEN M .\ (J .\ /. I N E
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view. The projector cabinet opens
in a jiffy, for either movie or shde-

film use.

Frank Crawford, of Crawford.

Immig and Landis. who suppHed
the equipment for the set-up. esti-

mates that the screen could be

duplicated for appro.ximately $250.

exclusive of picture or frame, and
based on Mr. Zweibel's original

designs. The cabinet, which cost

S350 to build, could probably be

duplicated for somewhat less, de-

pending on the type of wood used.

Miller PrEseiils Sports Fare from Mid-America
(continued fro.m p.age 44)
country. Miller executives pur-

posely keep commercialization of

their films to a minimum, thus

making them attractive to TV sta-

tions. E.xcept for the initial and

closing announcements that the

films are presented by MUler. only

other sponsor identification con-

sists of such scenes as a glimpse

of the Miller scoreboard in Mil-

waukee County Stadium or a com-
pany emergency vehicle at an auto

race.

All TV showings of the Miller

sport films are presented by sta-

tions as a public service, although

in some instances the local Miller

distributor ties in with his paid

commercial message. On the

other hand, others call attention

to a forthcoming showing with

advertisements in the local press,

while some promote the films by

direct mail.

The demand for television show-

ings of the sport films naturally

reaches a peak in the summer
months when most of the expen-

sive network shows take their tra-

ditional break. Some stations

schedule the movies on a regular

basis, with one station in Cali-

fornia featuring the Miller films

every week for two consecutive

summers.

Widespread distribution of Mil-

ler films is assured through the

handling of prints by the brewery's

1 8 district offices in the United

States. Many private showings

—

before such groups as Kiwanis,

Chamber of Commerce and var-

ious fraternal and athletic organ-

izations—are made in connection

with personal appearances of

sports celebrities, such as Braves'

star outfielder. Henry Aaron, who
serve as special representatives for

Miller during the off-season.

The Miller sports program was

founded by Fred Miller, himself an

All-.American football star at

Notre Dame in the late 20s. Ever

since Miller's tragic death in an

airplane crash in December. 1954,

sports-minded Norman R. Klug.

current president of the brewing

firm, has continued the program at

an accelerated pace. And. from

all appearances, there will be no

change in the foreseeable future.

Below: promising young golf professional Gay Brewer demonstrates his

putting technique for latest golf film in Miller's library.

ir Recently premiered at .Milwau-

kee was the American & National

Leagues of Professional Baseball

Clubs' color film of the 1957

World's Series between the Yan-
kees and Braves. Supervised b\'

Lew Fonseca. head of the Leagues'

Motion Picture Bureau, the film

will be released in January with an

initial 450 print backlog to serve

thousands of group audiences. ^'

ON the MAKE
The Camera Reports Events "Behind the Production Lines"

Personalities Who Man the Cameras; Stars in New Films

.Above: helping do her p.ni ti' aid Nca 'l cik'^ ;.i.mi -InriL;. ^iti .mlIc pcdes-

trian safety campaign. T\' star .Arlene Francis appeared before cameras

at Caravel Films' studio in Manhattan last month to make a filmed com-

mercial for campaign with Jack L Strauss ( right ) . chairman of the Mayor's

Committee for Pedestrian Safety. McCann-Erickson, Inc. supervised.

Right: actress

Greer Garson

recently presented

golden globes com-

memorating finish

of World Highways'

Expedition to

Kevin O'Donovan

McClory (left), its

leader, and pro-

ducer Martin

Ransohoff. presi-

dent of Filmnays.

Below: filmed television commercials make a sizeable contribution to

current studio activity, employ top talent. Starring in the scene below is

leading tv personality Bert Parks, as he appeared in a spot for \ an Heu-

sen Shirts, filmed at Transfilm's New York studio for Grev .^Xdvertisina.
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OUR Federal Government
is one of the largest buyers,

if not the largest, of motion

picture services. Producers, large

and small, create sound motion

pictures and tilmstrips for the var-

ious departments of the Govern-

ment with themes and purposes

specified by the department, bu-

reau or agency buying these serv-

ices. As in all Government pur-

chases, contracts for production

are allotted to a selected bidder,

not necessarily the lowest bidder

but the one deemed best qualified

for each assignment from the

standpoint of experience, facilities

and personnel.

The use of motion pictures by

the Government, while not a new

activity at the time of World War
II, was tremendously accelerated

in 1941 by the great need of every

tested device available for the

training of men in the services and

particularly the men and women
needed in the making of munitions.

It was estimated that machine shop

training films shown to inexpe-

rienced workers shortened training

periods some twenty per cent, an

enormous advantage in speeding

up the education of untrained

people so that guns, planes, tanks,

ships and all the other needs of a

global war could be produced fast

and in enormous quantities.

Film on "The Mitiometer"

For example, one of the earliest

productions supplied industry by

the U. S. Office of Education was

a 15-niinute sound film titled. Tlie

Mkroineler. Shown to trainees

for machine shop work, many of

whom had never heard of such an

instrument, it showed them how to

use it. how to read the barrel and

thimble scales, check the accuracy

of readings and how to take care

of the instrument. Fifty people

could learn these things in the

same time required by an instruc-

tor to teach one man.

Today, with such motion pic-

Below: a USOE film shows tech-

nique for luhe-bendiit" by hand in

"Aircraft Work Series."

Through useful Government training films, fifty people learn in tlie same

li)ne reqiitied by an instructor to leach one man by older metltods.

Movies From Washinqtan, D. C.

Your Governmenf Is One of

Filnns from Many Agencies Ai

by Willi

tures having proved conclusively

their value, the United States Gov-

ernment is continuing to provide

educational films useful in many
fields, ranging from agriculture to

engineering, from aeronautics to

medicine.

Some three thousand motion

pictures and filmstrips now are

available with additional films con-

stantly being produced and re-

leased for public use. In many
cases, these films constitute a pub-

lic service effort to promote health,

safety, economic advancement,

more efficient management or hus-

bandry . . . scores of areas in

which the people may benefit

through more knowledge or expo-

sure to sound ideas.

Most of these motion pictures

have been produced and are being

produced today for each Govern-

ment department's own use. par-

ticularly those of the Department

of the Army, the Navy, the Air

Force and Coast Guard but here

and there in these films on highly

specialized subjects are m n "hich

can be used by civilian groups as

educational aids.

A Navy series on Diesel engines

for example is practically a com-

plete course in pictures and in in-

structional comment on the con-

struction of these motors, their care

and repair.

The Department of the Army

Nation's Largest Filnn Buyers;

re Serving Industry and Public

am Laub

offers a series of ten sound film-

strips and one sound motion pic-

ture on Personnel Management.

designed for the guidance of per-

sonnel in the training and super-

vision of enlisted men but just as

effective in training supervisors of

industrial personnel.

The Coast Guard has five films

produced for the purpose of aid-

ing in teaching recruits to swim

and any non-swimmer can profit

by studying these movies before

going into the water.

Producers Bid on Pictures

Producers of non-theatrical

films, particularly those who have

specialized in personnel education

and training, have the opportunity

to bid on many motion picture

productions planned by Govern-

ment departments and need only

to be listed with all departments

using outside film services to re-

ceive specifications and forms for

bids as each project is planned.

The distribution and sale of all

these films is also entrusted to pri-

vate concerns specializing in non-

theatrical distribution and bids are

invited as an existing distribution

contract nears conclusion. While

this service to the Government

has always been on a strictly com-

petitive basis with bids invited

from all known organizations com-

petent to handle the sale of these

films, only one organization has

continuously held the agency for

Government films since they were

first offered to schools and industry

back in 1941.

This low bidder, then known as

Castle Films, subsequently ab-

sorbed by United World Films.

Inc.. is now in its sixteenth year

of operation for the Government

and has seen the present large

library of available films grow

from some forty-eight motion pic-

tures originally produced for the

U. S. Office of Education.

Available at Low Print C^ost

Government films, of course, are

not free to the public but in com-
parison to privately produced ed-

ucational films they are extremely

low in cost, since the majority of

them can be presumed to have re-

paid their production cost through

their use by the Government, their

primary purpose.

Through the authorized distrib-

utor, the Government sets the

cost of each film, based on the

footage length of the print with-

out regard for the original cost of

the production. Additionally, there

is the distributor's charge for pro-

motion and handling, or, in the

usual language of the trade, a

sales commission.

As an example of print costs,

a film entitled Rabies Control in

the Coinmimity. a Public Health

Service film 405 feet in length or

approximately ten minutes in run-

ning time, is priced at $20.31.

Schools and other non-profit in-

stitutions receive a ten per cent

discount. It should be noted here,

too, that many films in the cur-

rent Government catalogue are

cleared for television showings.

As examples of industry's in-

terest in this reservoir of soundly

planned and thoroughly tested in-

structional films, the following are

some of the business institutions

recently acquiring Government

films and actively using them.

How Carbolov Uses Film.s . . .

Carboloy Department of Gen-

eral Electric Company has made

extensive use of all the U. S. Office

of Education films and R. G. Bri-

erley of the Education and Train-

ing Section has commented on

them as follows;

'T have no accurate record of

the number of films we have pur-

chased but I would estimate that

we have bought at least ten copies

of each in the series on brazing,

grinding and applying cemented

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 50 )
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Which one speaks 7 languages?

Fellow in the pith helmet? A big game hunter.

Knows his stuflf but speaks only his native English.

Myna bird? A great disappointment; just

screeches.

Smartly attired gol? An interpreter. Excellent, of

course, but onl> in the 4 languages of her choice.

And the movie projector? A real gem, complete

with magnetic-optical features. Handles any num-
ber of languages you may want.

How? Start with 16mm film, sound or silent.

Have a processing lab add a magnetic stripe. (Costs

about lVi<: per foot, and well worth it!)

Then, using the sound-recording device hiiilt into

the projector, put your narration right oiuo the film.

Erase at will; make changes; add special sound

effects as desired. Re-do narration to fit changing

audience needs. ( It takes only a little more time than

the running lime for the film.) Use and re-use the

stripe as often as you wish.

What else? Effective showings for every 16mm
film, sound or silent. You have sparkling pictures,

filled with attention-keeping detail. Sound is excel-

lent. And this projector is always ready for use, be-

cause it's lubricated for life at the factoo'-

This versatile communications tool is called the

Kodascope Pageant Magnetic-Optical I6mm Sound

Projector. Businessmen use it for public relations,

sales promotion, training, research reports, stock-

holder presentations, and the like. Those with

school and church responsibilities find it equally

valuable.

Demonsfrofion ? At your convenience ty

o Kodak Audio-Visual Dealer. Or send

for the informative brochure, V3-44.

No ob/igafion, either way.

TRADEMARK

ind

>ns,
j

ck- J

/ith J

ally J

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Dept. 8-V, Rochester 4, N. Y.
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Movies from Washington:

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 48)

carbide tools. We operate a cus-

tomer training school here at our

plant in Detroit and these films are

used as a regular part of the course

of instruction.

"Since first using the films we

have had approximately 5.000 men
attend the customer school and

most of that number have seen

two, three or more of the films in

the series.

"In addition, each of our five

sales districts has a set of the films

(Carbide Cutting Tools) for use

in their respective geographic

areas. They use the films in train-

ing work with their customers and

with other groups in their areas."

Airline Uses Metal Films

American Airlines ordered
Making Sheer Metal Rei'airs from
the Aircraft Maintenance series

and F. G. Malbeuf, District Sales

Manager, reports that the film was

purchased for use in structures

job training courses to illustrate

structure shop job techniques. He
further stated:

"The film is part of the train-

ing program which includes class-

room on-the-job training and ac-

tual showing of the film. It has

met with very good success and
has aided us materially in training

new people coming into the com-
pany who are assigned to the

Structures Department."

California Texas Oil Company.
Ltd.. purchasing Know Your Car.

(Automobile Operation Series)

has shipped this film abroad for the

training of their own service sta-

tion personnel. This film is for

basic training and explains the con-

struction of a car chassis, how the

engine functions; operations of the

clutch, transmission, rear axle,

brakes and electrical and cooling

systems.

Series on Supervision . , .

A film series on Problems of

Supervision has been in constant

demand by industry and many
prints in the series of twenty-two

sound films have been processed.

American Oil Company ordered

The Supervisor as a Leader, and
Northwest Orient Airlines is using

Supervising Workers on the Job.

which dramatizes incidents to il-

lustrate good and poor methods of

supervision, including the -.c-ces-

sity for obtaining the confidence of

workers, and pointing out the d an-

gers of "snoopervision."

Another subject in this series

\\ ell-known producers of business films create Governmem Pictures.

Introducing the New Worker to Stadler, Supervisor of Training,

ius Job was purchased by Camp- describes its use as follows:

bell Soup Company and L. V. "Our basic use of the film was

^
"—we were very deeply impressed—" V^

This public relations motion picture tells the storj' of

till' great specialty steel industry that centers m the

Slu-nango River Valley of Western Pennsylvania.

^Cl^S YHC cCcG^t^ — the Sharon Steel Corporation

—

"we were very deeply impressed with your

understanding of our objectives and their

translation into an exciting motion picture."

The writinji; and production of "Steel Valley" reflect the

.llT^'l-iS/-

^ UNDERSTANDING
MATURITY
EXPERIENCE

>i^5.-s^

of IFPl and its executive, creative and production

staffs. We will gladly send you a print for review.

llFPlI
V^;^\ INDUSTRIAL FILM PRODUCERS, INC.
-^^- 624 Madison Avenue • New York 22, N.Y. • EL.S-S677

-
Alfred M. Evans • William Alley • Jack Lane

in a program for Line Supervisors

composed of people from super-

mtendents through foremen. Spe-

cific use was to supplement a chap-

ter on employee induction. We
feel that it does a good job when
used in conjunction with other ma-
terials. We will probably plan to

use it in future supervisory de-

velopment courses."

GM Uses "Heat Treatment'"

General Motors Corporation,

Fabricast Division, has purchased

two training films in the heat

treatment of steel series; Flements

of Hardening, and Elements of
Tempering. Nortnalizing and An-
nealing.

Western Electric Company, Chi-

cago area plant, is using Hand
Soldering, a 20-minute sound film

which explains the theory of sol-

dering, shows how to prepare sol-

dering irons and torches; clean

and prepare the work; fasten

joints; solder wire and lug joints,

and seal seams.

C. E. Bergstrom, Chief Class-

room Instructor of Chrysler Cor-

poration has this to say of a Gov-
ernment film acquired for train-

ing use:

"We have here at Technical

Training a rather extensive train-

ing films library. The fdm. Aligning

and Installing Auxiliary Machinery

is but one of many films that we
have in our library. We use these

to support a classroom presenta-

tion by our staff. The films are

shown to the various trades that

we have here at Chrysler Corpo-

ration and have proven to be a val-

uable portion of our training pro-

gram."

These Restrictions Apply

Certain restrictions are placed

on the purchasers, chiefly to pre-

vent alterations, and the purchaser

agrees that the films will be used

for educational purposes only, with

no performance for which an ad-

mission is charged. And if you

leap to the conclusion that no Gov-

ernment film might attract a cus-

tomer at a box office, consider for

example. Hymn of the Nations, a

2S-minute U. S. Office of War In-

formation film. In this delightful

movie, the late Arturo Toscanini

conducts the N.B.C. Symphony
O'chestra in a radio broadcast of

V'e-di"s overture to "Forza del

Destino;" and then the Westmin-

ster Choir and Jan Peerce in Ver-

di's "Hymn of the Nations."

Subjects dealt with by Govern-

( CONCLUDED ON PAGE 52)
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..WIII9^ problem:
How to insure more frequent

and more accurate chemical

analyses of black-and-white

and color processing solutions

I.

solution:

Automatic titrimeter by

Beckman Instruments

Incorporated

From the first to the last one, release prints from an

original negative should be alike in tonal gradation and

color fidelity . . . regardless of how many are made.

In striving to achieve this desirable uniformity, laboratories

are aided by automatic titration equipment,

such as manufactured by Beckman Instruments Incorporated.

This modern method of titration enables motion picture

laboratory chemists to obtain up-to-the-minute data rapidly.

By increasing the frequency and accuracy of analysis,

it provides a dependable, day and night control

for stabilizing processing solutions.

Bob Grubel. CFI Chief Chemis
in Hollywood, displays the | ?

automatic titration instrument that

measures and determines i

the chemical concentration of *
various processing solutions.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward St.. Hollywood 38. California

HOirywocd 9-1441 '

521 W- 57th St.. New York 19, New Yo--- -

Circle 6-0210
. _,, --

m - ' ^T". \f



What's IVew in Business Piclnres

li^^

This Office of Education film gives

visual aid on "Blanking Sheet

Melal With Hand Snips."

Movies from Washington:
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 50)
ment films are of interest to al-

most any industry since they range

from films on the capabilities of

the disabled to films for teaching

principles of engineering. FUms
on safety, sanitation, work simpli-

fication and materials handling are

among some three hundred sub-

jects in constant demand for use in

management and training pro-

grams, though the many films deal-

ing with Machine Shop Practices

are in widest use. This is not only

because they were the first basic

training films offered the public but

because industrial expansion of the

1950's has opened job opportuni-

ties even for untrained people and

industry is forced to educate them.

Film Benefits to Many
This, then, is an activity of your

Government with which the aver-

age person may never have been

directly concerned but may have

been, over the years, indirectly ben-

efitted therefrom. It is said that

success in many comple.x under-

takings is the result of an accumu-

lation of countless, infinitesimal

positive efforts. The start of a po-

tentially tragic and costly forest fire

may be checked before a real dis-

aster occurs because of a Govern-

ment film that has taught some
group of people how to cope effec-

tively with this menace.

A farmer, next spring, may plant

a more successful crop because

his cooperative has exhibited one

of the many films produced for the

U. S. Department of Agriculture.

A Factor in War Effort

Perhaps some major battle of

the last war was won because a

shipyard finished and launched an

ocean-going tanker in half the nor-

mal time as a result of a film series

on shipbuilding! ^
Editor's Note: Write United

World Films, Inc., 1445 Park

Ave., New York 29 for latest cata-

logs and revised 1958 price list-^ in

effect.
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Seiberling Rubber Co. Film

Shows How fo Drive in Winter

. How to Drive on Snow and Ice

is the seasonable title of a 12-min-

ute motion picture which is the

audio-visual portion of a new

course on winter driving devel-

oped for high school classes by

Seiberling Rubber Co., Akron.

Ohio tire firm, and the National

Safety Council.

Seiberling has announced that

the film is available for loan to the

more than 10,000 U.S. high

schools that sponsor driver educa-

tion classes. Instruction material

for teachers in the form of a 38-

page manual is sent free with the

training film.

How to Drive on Snow and Ice

illustrates winter driving techniques

under all road conditions, depicts

the "do and don't" rules of start-

ing, stopping and driving out of

deep snow and shows how to pre-

pare a car for cold weather.

The new a-v course was devel-

oped by the tire test men at Seib-

erling, using material from the

Safety Council's Committee on

Winter Driving Hazards, which

conducts annual winter tests for

automotive firms and publishes its

findings. The film was made in

Burlington. Vermont and on near-

by Lake Champlain and features

students and teachers in an actual

driving class. Instruction tech-

niques were pre-tested during pro-

duction.

Seiberling's educational aid pro-

gram has been endorsed by the

ForestaUing damage

is better than

repairing damage

Peerless
treatment

—after 24 years,

still the best way to

protect and
preserve film.

Get longer life from your prints!

EERLESS
FILM PROCESSING CORPORATION
165 WEST 46th STDEET, NEW YORK 36. NEW YORK
9S9 SEWARD STREET, HOllYWOOD 38. CAIIF.

Write for brochure

140-member Association of Casu-

alty & Surety Companies, which

promotes driving education as an

aid to highway safety. School of-

ficials can obtain the film and man-

ual by writing to; Public Relations

Department, Seiberling Rubber

Company, Akron 9, Ohio. ^
* :): ^

High Voltage Wire Danger
Depicted in Safety Film

iv Doing their utility jobs, high

tension wires are a mute, orderly

part of the landscape. While most

people vaguely know that these

high voltage lines pack a wallop,

many persons are not keenly aware

of the several accidental ways

such wires can electrocute.

My Pop's a Lineman, a new 16-

minute color motion picture, has

been released on a rental and sales

basis to explain the potential dan-

gers of high voltage wires to or-

ganization audiences and training

classes concerned with safety. The

film was produced by the Audio-

Visual Center of Stout State Col-

lege, Menomonie, Wisconsin, in

cooperation with the Job Training

and Safety Committee of the Wis-

consin Schools of Vocational and

Adult Education.

Safety points about high voltage

wires are made in the film as a

lineman takes his son along on a

workday to show the boy various

dangers involved—and to cure the

lad of such tricks as trying to res-

cue a kite tangled in a high voltage

line. Kite strings in high tension

wires can conduct enough current

to kill.

The film shows that trees and

branches can conduct high voltage

death, that shooting insulators off

high tension wires can endanger

lives. Drivers learn that when a

high voltage line comes in contact

with a car, occupants usually are

safe only if they remain in the car.

Visualizing lineman's points are

flashbacks to a high voltage dem-

onstration which in 10 years has

been presented nationally to audi-

ences of over 300,000 persons.

These demonstrations are con-

ducted by H. C. Potthast, super-

visor of the Job Training and

Safety Committee of the Wiscon-

sin Schools of Vocational and

Adult Education.

Prints of My Pop's a Lineman

can be purchased from the Audio-

Visual Center, Stout State College,

Menomonie, Wisconsin for $135.-

00 per print. A list of rental

sources will be supplied on request.

Preview prints may be obtained

from the college.
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•WHATS A FILM COST ANYWAY?"
"E\ery now and then we still get this

question—but less and less often. Be-

cause people realize all costs are relative

and the real cost of any film must be

judged in relation to two factors—the

number of people who see it and the im-

pact on each of these people.

"If there is one thing I have learned in

a dozen years with this Company, it is

that the better the film the more people

will see it and the greater will he the im-

pact on each viewer."

—Graeme Fraser. Vice Presideni

Crawley Films Limited

SYMBOL OF

PROFESSIONAL

QUALITY

tMPIftt PilOSOyND
I NCORPORATED

Films for industry and television

1920 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS 5, MINN.

SHOWTIME FOR U. S. BUSINESS:

(continued from page thirty-seven)

supplied integrated visuals, using motion pic-

tures, slides and overhead projection. Going
beyond new products. Mennen stressed the

company's tremendous expansion since its be-

ginning as a corner drug store many vears aso.

Canada Dry Scores on Closed-Circuit
i~ Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Inc. used a closed-

circuit telecast for the first time this year to

bring its 1958 sales and marketing plans to its

field sales force and licensed bottlers. .A new-

sales campaign, called ".Action for Growth"
was presented by President Roy W. Moore. Jr.

and his executive statf to audiences in ten cit-

ies through facilities of the TelePrompTer Cor-
poration: Atlanta. Boston. Chicago. Dayton,

New York, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. Syracuse

and Washington.

Personal .\ppearances Costly in Time
When the idea was first discussed. Mr. Moore

was opposed to the closed-circuit plan because

he felt that nothing could ever replace the value

of face-to-face contact with his associates. He
realized, however, that it would be just impos-

sible to go out and present the company's

power-packed new program to the entire Can-
ada Dry organization in the United States and
Canada in person. It would have taken him
away from the office for over a year.

Mr. Moore now feels that his original doubts

with respect to the selling power of closed-cir-

cuit have been erased. Since he faced the TV
cameras on September 10, unsolicited tele-

grams and letters from field men and bottlers

have convinced him that closed-circuit can pos-

sibly have an even better effect under certain

circumstances than a live meeting.

Whether live or TV. Mr. Moore thought the

experience had taught him and his staff some-

thing: that they can condense their material

so that the presentation is more powerful and

effective on the audience.

Use Kine-Films for Employee Shows

To make maximum effectiveness of the "Ac-

tion for Growth" telecast. Canada Dry or-

dered a kinescope for each of its division head-

quarters with instructions that it be shown to

all employees—office w-orkers. production em-
ployees, warehousemen, truck drivers, as well

as the sales force. After these showings, the

kine films will be distributed to every bottler

to be shown to all of their employees. In all,

15,000 Canada Dry people will be able to see

first hand, the company's annual message of

its objectives.

Mr. Moore has been pleased with the tele-

cast and the kine-distribution. because he has

found by experience that the power of a mes-

sage is terribly watered down by the time it

reaches the real grass roots of an organization.

This way. the story can be passed on to all

connected with the company in full, as it was

originally presented. 5f

Rapid Colorprint's

extensive color film

production facilities

assure you of cleaner,

sharper, dust-free

unmarred fllmstrlps.

We make the complete

color filmstrip from

your art, printed matter,

color negatives, color

transparencies or black

and white negatives.

We duplicate your

existing filmstrip with

utmost fidelity.

Rapid Colorprint has

specialized in color

reproduction since

1949 and originated

the Chromostat®

method of direct

color copy.

Write for price

list and facilities

brochure.

9RAPID COLORPRINT CO., INC.

216 So. Central Avenue
Glendale 4, California
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V
Jacksonville's Story Told
in Chamber of Commerce Film

.. The Jacksonville Story, a 28-

minute color motion picture, spon-

sored by the Jacksonville Area
Chamber of Commerce, stirred

home-town pride among more than

400 business and civic leaders at

a luncheon premiere in the city's

George Washington Hotel auditori-

um recently.

The Jacksonville Area Chamber
of Commerce plans to purchase

enough prints of the film for show-

ings throughout the nation. Mayor
Haydon Burns remarked enthusi-

astically that the film was worth

making "just so we can realize

what a wonderful community we
live in, whether or not a single per-

son away from here ever gets to

see it."

Produced by Russell-Barton Film

Company. Jacksonville. The Jack-

sonville Siory is a documentary
which traces the city's rebirth in

the ashes of a great fire in 1901

and mirrors its strength as a me-
tropolis of today.

Shown is Jacksonville's impor-

tance as Florida's financial capital.

as an insurance, industrial and
shopping center. The port city's

river and continuous waterways are

seen as channels of commerce and

as recreation facilities. Jackson-

ville area naval activities are de-

picted.

The Jacksonville Story portrays

a city of homes, churches good
schools, hospitals, of good commu-
nications, transportation, utilities.

* * :;:

Ideal Shows Tomorrow's Toys
in 16mm Public Relations Film

i< Ideal Toy Corporation has re-

leased a lO-minute I6nim public

relations film titled Toys of Tomor-
row. The film predicts what toys

of the near future will be like,

shows a Satellite Launcher Truck

whose actions have been justified

by today's headlines; intercoms

that are old-fashioned in design

but advanced in operation; celeb-

rity dolls; airborne "box cars"

modeled after the newest aircraft.

The production also visualizes

the revived western trend that

makes its reintroduction in old

frontier forts and stage coaches:

Sky Sweepers that track aircraft

and flying saucers with "Nike"

missiles.

This b/w sound film is availa-

ble on free loan to television

stations and community groups,

schools, etc. It was written and

produced by Mehin Helitzer, di-

rector of public relations for Ideal

Toy Corporation. New York City.

Jt

On location for tarm tv. films are (/ to r): Jorester E. R. Hoover: and

forestry agent Farlow: C. H. Rawlings and a-v chief John Hawkinson.

Film Reports to Farm Viewers
* During 1957. the Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad has been familiarizing

midland television viewers with

the soil-testing program and me-

chanical tree-planting demonstra-

tions of the railroad's agricultural

and forestry department.

Two sound motion pictures pro-

duced by Illinois Central's depart-

ment of audio-visual aids, headed

FJlMtllMMte announces

a new concept in developing film

^ ONLY FILWLINE BR NGSJO"
^l^,... ^^^,,, ,.,

SYSTEM - A"'°-Xg"„^ :,rchemicol solutions. _
both heating °"d cool.ng^^^^^^^

NOW—with a FItMtlNE Processor

even on amateur can produce top

quality footage. Just load the ma-

chine—"flip the switch and walk

away"—FILMLINE Controlled-

Processing does the rest. Choose

from 14 standard models. All

meta! construction with heavy
gouge, heliarc welded stainless

steel tanks. Custom models built

to specification. Write today for

futi information.

FiImliMie

Illustrated: Model R-IS t6mm
Reversal & Negative-Positive

Processor. Variable speeds to

1200 ft per hr. From $2795.00.
Aifr., [Mt Prrce Subiecf fo Cfionge

KKINT FlLMLINL INSTALLATIONS:
Anifnit Energy Lomm * Btll Aircratr
• Du Ponr • G.E • 1 B M, • Union
Crbidc • tin. ted Airctjfr • U.S.N. Rc-
.L.a,l. L.,b U S. Senate • UN •

FILMLINE CORP., Dept. BD-57 MILFORD, CONN. •Pat. Pending

by John T. Hawkinson, began tell-

ing the agricultural service story

on WGN-TV's R.F.D. Chicago-

land program several months ago.

Since then, the films have been

scheduled on tv programs through-

out the Mid-American region

served by Illinois Central.

Films Show Soil Test Lab

Via the two televised films,

middlewesterners see IC's Jackson.

Mississippi soil - testing laboratory

and are told of the more than one

quarter-million tests made for

farmers. Depicted, too. is the de-

velopment of soil-testing facilities

from a portable kit to a com-

ple*ely-equipped lab for accurate

soil analysis.

A mechanical tree-planting dem-

onstration in one of the films illus-

trates how more than 1.000 tree-

planting demonstrations have been

held in Mid-America. As about

10.000 trees are planned in each

demonstration, the railroad's me-
chanical planters have planted

some 10,000.000 trees for Ameri-

ca's agricultural future.

Has Used Films Since 1921

Illinois Central's agricultural

and forestry department has been

using motion pictures since 1921.

Though the department used in-

temally-made films in the 20's,

most of these films were from

outside sources. Today, the audio-

visual department serves IC's vari-

ous pictorial needs in training and

public relations.

In the early years, the railroad's

agents carried projectors in their

flivvers when they called on small

groups of farmers. With tv film

showinas. Illinois Central's projects

now can be shown to thousands. R"

* * *

University of Wisconsin
Announces Geography Films

'V Three new motion pictures ore

Wisconsin geography have been

produced by the University of Wis-

consin E.xtension Division. The
films may be used by adult and

high school groups, though they

were produced for elementary
school classrooms, by the Bureau

of Audio-Visual Instruction in co-

operation with the E.xtension Divi-

sion geography department.

In sound and color, the films in-

clude: Wisconsin Geogra[>hy—An
Introduction. Wisconsin Mining
and Manufacturing, and Wisconsin

Agriculture. Running time for each

film is about 20 minutes. In all. the

films include scenes for 159 places

in 59 Wisconsin towns and cities,

representing 38 counties.
ill.
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Role of Volunteers in Mental
Hospitals Told in "Human Side"

v; Tlif Human Side, a new film

showing how volunteers in mental
hospitals contribute to the recovery

of patients, has been acquired for

national distribution by the Mental
Health Materials Center. This un-

usual 24-minute film was photo-

graphed on location at Willmar
State Hospital. Minnesota, where
some 122 volunteers and several

staff members of the hospital

played their own roles or those of

patients.

Chief aim of the film is to show
the patient as the volunteer sees

him and works with him—an in-

dividual in need of undemanding
friendliness. The film illustrates

that the volunteer is not just an-

other "pair of hands'" on the hos-

pital staff. He has a unique func-

tion; as a person from the busy

world outside the protective walls

of the hospital, the volunteer brings

to the patient a sense of contact

with the community and a fresh

interest in daily living.

The Human Side is intended for

the general public. It will help

to develop better understanding of

the mentally ill. will demonstrate

the services provided to patients

in hospitals and will stimulate in-

terest in becoming a volunteer

worker in a mental hospital. It

DAMAGED FILM

REPAIRED BY

mm Docioiir

specialists!

in the Science of

FILM

REJUVENATIOI

For All 16 & 35nim Films
The Rapidweld Process Removes:

* Scratches • Abrasions • Dirt

* Oil Stains * Cures Brittleness

" Repairs Damages
Send for Frer lirorinirr. ['•i.Ia >n, Film C.ir.-

rapifl
FILM TECHNIQUE ,„

37-02A 27th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Pounded 1940
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may also be shown to volunteers,

hospital staff and families of

patients.

Produced for the State of

Minnesota Department of Public

Welfare, by Continental Films, the

film had as professional advisors

the following persons: Howard
Rome, M.D., Mayo Clinic; Dale
C. Cameron, M.D., Medical Di-
rector, Minnesota Department of

Public Welfare; Miriam Karlins,

state volunteer co-ordinator; and
Nancy K. Kjenaas, mental health

consultant.

The Human Side is available

from the Mental Health Materials

Center. 1790 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y., at $125.00 per

print (f.o.b. N.Y. City.) The
rental charge is $7.00, plus ship-

ping costs both ways. g"

* * *

Growth, Delivery of Fruit

Shown in Union Pacific Film

i? How fruit is grown in the west.

prepared for market and delivered

to the consumer is shown in Fruits

of a Lifetime, a new 16mm color

motion picture released by the

Union Pacific Railroad's depart-

ment of livestock and agriculture.

To interest consumers in eating

more high quality fruit, the film

portrays fruit-growing as a life-

time farm enterprise. It depicts

the development of western lands

for the planting and growing of

tree and small fruit and shows the

harvesting, processing, packaging

and delivery of fruit.

Promotionally pictured are the

special railroad facilities and serv-

ices required for delivering fresh

fruit from the western orchards to

distant markets.

Fruits of a Lifetime joins 12

other agricultural films currenth

being distributed by Union Pacific.

Interested groups may obtain the

new film or any UPR subjects bv
contacting the Department of

Livestock and Agriculture, Union
Pacific Railroad, 1416 Dodse
Street, Omaha, Nebraska. !^'

* :f: *

American Film Registry
Moves Offices in Chicago
^ American Film Registry, form-

erly located at 24 E. 8th Street,

Chicago, has moved to larger

quarters at 1018 S. Wabash Ave..

Suite. 202, in Chicago.

Greater space and added facil-

ities will enable AFR to further

serve the needs of film and audio-

visual equipment customers. A
complete repair service now is

available for standard and contin-

uous projectors. <^

195:
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PROBUCTIONS
Qncorpo^'

ted
\ I

THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE

FOR EXPERIENCE—

More leading business

and industrial organi-

zations have chosen

BAY STATE than any

other film produrer in

New England.

QUALITY . . . and dollar for dollar value

are New England Traditions—

»•..-:;•: ,-

•

j[ J fear fc^W --1?

BAY STATE FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Springfield Boston, Massachusetts

sells with 1Ju1v.A.]N^E:
AUTOMATIC

sound slidefilm projectors
To introduce the new addition to the Ford family of fine cars,

Edsel, like hundreds of American industries, large and small,

chooses the DuKane Micromatic. For solving sales and training

problems of all kinds, the compact, portable Micromatic provides

perfect coordination of sound and pictures, automatically.

%
• automatic film advance,
triggered by "cHent sound."
always perfectly tlm«d

• automatic rewinding with
DuKane exclusive "inslde-
out" film cartridge ... the film
is immediately ready tor the
next showing

• desk-lop or big-icreen projec-
tion . . . the carrying case has
Its owr built-in screen for view-
ing by small groups

wwwMidSub
PIpase rush the facts on the new "Micromatic."

DuKane Corporation, Dept. BS-127
St. Charles, Illinois

First in automatic sound slidefilm projectors
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n
ilm company

producers of

Outstanding

DOCUMENTARY

FULLY ANIMATED

films for

business & industry

)r over W years

3825 BRYAN • DALLAS • Phone TA 3-8158

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO
SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART TV CAMERA DOLLY MODEL lll-B

• Boom arm raises and
lowers lioom so that you
can film while the camera
is being' moved. Can be

lowered to 2 ft. or raised

to almost 7 ft. high.

• Four rubber-tired 10"

ball-bearing wheels for

smooth, silent movement,
in alignment for use with

dolly tracks. Locking de-

vice for straight run.

• Counter Balanced
spring action permits ac-

curate balance for any
motion picture camera
with lilimp. or standard
television camera.

$1 975.00 1 on NY
Dolly tracks available

IN USE BY FORD MOTOR COMPANY
and Aerojet Corp., Philco Corp.,

Bell Aircraft Co., Eastman Kodak Co.,

and many Government and State Agencies

eaMEM MnRTi
OADWAY (ol 60lh Sl.l NE^Ba«K 23 PLa.o 7-6977 • C.bl.i (
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BUSIIVESS SCREEIV EXECUTIVE

Rettig President; Keever VP
of California Nat'l Productions

-'v Earl Rettig has been elected

president and H. Weller ("Jake")

Keever is vice-president and gen-

eral manager of California Na-

tional Productions, according to

Charles R. Denny, board chairman

of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany subsidiary.

An executive with 20 years of

experience in motion pictures, Mr.

Rettig joined NBC in 1950 and

leaves his post as vice-president

and treasurer of the parent com-

pany to head CNP. Since 1928.

when he began his film career as

assistant to the studio manager at

Fox, he has been treasurer of RKO
and was secretary-treasurer of

Rainbow Productions.

"Jake" Keever became national

sales manager for NBC's Central

Division with headquarters in Chi-

cago in 1955; he was appointed

director of sales for CNP in

August 1956, after NBC Televi-

sion Films became a division of

that company. 9'

Lowendahl Heads Transfilm,

Paima Exec Vice-President

w Walter Lowendahl has been ap-

pointed president of Transfilm In-

corporated, it was announced last

month by William Miesegaes,
chairman of the board of directors

and former president. Michael A.

Palma, treasurer, has been named
executive vice president, the posi-

tion formerly held by Mr. Lowen-
dahl.

Mr. Lowendahl. who co-found-

ed Transfilm in 1941, is one of the

organizers and former presidents

of the Film Producers Association

of New York.

1845 BROADWAY (

I
ot Columbui Circle next lo

New York'i new Coi-ieum

Ruggiero Cliief Editor

of Lawrence-Schnitzer

tV Jack Ruggiero, for-

mer film editor for

MGM. Jack Chertok

Productions and
BBD&O Agency, has

been named chief film

editor of Lawrence-
Schnitzer Productions,

Inc.. Hollywood, pro-

ducer of television com-

mercials. He has work-

ed on hundreds of these

subjects in addition to

featured film programs

and editorial integra-

tion, f"

radford Whitney

Brad Whitney Succeeds Wright
as President of Condor Films

•m Bradford Whitney, one of the

organizers of Condor Films. Inc.,

St. Louis film company, has be-

come president of the firm. He
succeeds Arthur Wright, now a

public relations executive, accord-

ing to an announcement by E. F.

Stevens, board chairman. As vice-

president in charge of production,

Whitney has directed most of the

films produced by the studio since

its formation in 1951.

A former television director at

KSD-TV. Whitney served as ex-

ecutive director of the St. Louis

Community Playhouse for five

years and has done post-graduate

work at the Yale Drama School

and Pasadena Playhouse.

Reese Patterson Vice-President

of Animatic Productions, N. Y.

M- Reese Patterson has been ap-

pointed vice president of Ani-

matic Productions, New York.

Mr. Patterson had been Ani-

matic"s art director since he joined

the company in October, 1955.

ARTi^VIDEART
ANIMATION

TITLES

OPTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

COLOR or B&W — 16 or 35MM

343 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YORK 16, N.Y.

LExington 2 7378-9
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Alexander Film Co. Names
Berry National Div. Chief

ir Jay Berry has been appointed

vice-president and general mana-
ger of the newly-established Na-
tional Division of the Alexander

Film Company. Colorado Springs.

Colorado. He will head the .-Alex-

ander .Account Service Depart-

ment. .Alexander Productions. Al-

Jav Be

exander International, Alexander

Theater Network and Alexander

Merchandising Services.

Prior to joining .Alexander Film.

Berry had been vice-president and

assistant to the president of

Brooke. Smith. French and Dor-

rance. New York and Detroit ad-

vertising agency. He had been

with BSF&D for seven years be-

fore moving to Colorado Springs

to help reorganize Alexander FUm
Company. §

* * A

Grover Heads Niles Division

ii Lionel F. Grover now is direct-

ing the Educational Films Divi-

sion of Fred A. Niles Productions.

Inc.. on the west coast. Grover.

formerly with Raphael G. Wolff

Studios. Inc.. in Hollywood, has

an extensive background in the

educational film field. Production

plans for special educational films

are being formulated.
.: :.: ^

Appoint Nallan Chief Engineer
at Sound Recording, Inc., N.Y.
- William .Nallan has been ap-

pointed chief engmeer in charge

of operations for Sound Recording.

Inc.. New York City, according to

Morton Schwartz, president.

Nallan will be responsible for

quality control on all aspects of

recording. The firm produces re-

cordings for motion pictures, tele-

vision and record companies. Nal-

lan formerly was with Twentieth

Century Fox and News of the Day.

Kater to Modern at Chicago
" A new midwestern account ex-

ecutive for Modern Talking Pic-

ture Service. Inc.. Chicaao is G. C.

o
G. C. Kater Chic ago

Kater, former manager of Mod-
em's Cinciimati Exchange film

library. Richard Hough, midwest
vice-president of Modem, made
the announcement. Q^

Art Chief for Lawrence, Ltd.
-- Hugh Spencer is the new crea-

tive art director of Robert Lawr-
ence Productions. (Canada) Ltd.,

Toronto, producer of films for tele-

vision and industry, it was an-

nounced by John T. Ross, vice-

president.

Send for free booldet.

,

.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR

TITLES
MORE EFFECTIVE

KNIGHT STUDIO
159 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago II, Illinois

Herfel Studio Chief
at Transfilm, Inc.

Christian Herfel has

has been appointed stu-

dio manager and as-

sistant director of

Transfilm. Incorpo-
rated. New York. Prior

to coming to this stu-

dio. Mr. Herfel free-

lanced for t\so years as

studio manager or as-

sistant director for vari-

ous commercial pro-

ducers. Formerly, he

was studio manager for

ATV Film Productions

in Long Island City, g-

TEL-liiiniiiNland...
ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

Outsfand/ng features which represeni ihe
greatest value in the /ow cost field:

-ir ?re-nsicn aiignmen: ircm 2 tnrcugn 24 iieias.

^ 60" zoom traveL

+ Massive main column (3%" dia.) and nigged guide
colunm (2" dia.) ground for accurate perfonnonce.

ic Ball bearings for smooth 200m action.

^ Precision machining throughout with .001 accuracy.

^ 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel.

"^ 360' Rotational table with precise locking action.

^ Four counters calibrate compound and zoom
movements.

ir Operates with any 16 or 35mm camera.

ic Twin heavy duty rods support rigid, counter-

balanced camera faceplate.

ir Holler chain drive with ultimate strength of

2,000 lbs.

if Positive zoom locking device.

ic Easy to install and operate. Will pass thru 30"

doorway.

if Heavy welded steel base.

if Weight 850 lbs.: Height 9 feet.

• ALL FOR THE LOW. LOW PRICE OF S2995

Among the Recent Purchasers are:

TEL-AniTTtastand vith
TEL-Anima sliding
cel'board rotated at i5*

Boeing Airplane Co.. Wichita. Kansas
Caliiemia Institute of Technology, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Pasadena, Calif-

Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Wash.. D. C.
Associated Missile Products, Pomona, Calif.

Campbell Films, Soxton's River, Vermont
HoUand-Wegman Productions, Buffalo. N. Y.

Government of Pakistan
Sondia Corporation, Albuquerque. N. M.
Telefects. Inc., New York. N. Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids. Iowa
UNESCO {Aid to India), Paris. France
Veterans Administration Hosp., Topeka. 1

Viguie Film Productions. Santurce. P. B.

Write for illusiTJted brochure describing mani adapu of TEL-Anu

S. 0. S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Oept. H, 602 West 52nd St., New York 19-Ploza: 7.0440 -Cable: SOSouid
Western Brdnch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28. California

—

Phone HO 7-2124

Our Specialty...

SALESMANSHIP on film
As scores ot top firms can tell you, there's no faster.

more forceful way to put your message across than

with a Holland-W'egman film.

For Holland -Wegman is a 5,000 square foot studio

faUy equipped and manned to plan, write and pro-

duce top calibre films in any category. ..product sales,

public relations, training, documentary, television

commercials.

What job do yoii have for HotlamJ-W^egman salesman-

ship-on-film.-' Phone or write us about it today!

HOILANDWEGMAN PRODUCTIONS
197 Delaware • Buffalo 2. N.Y. • Telephone: MAdison 7411
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COMPLETE SERVICES TO PRODUCERS OF IBrnm

MOTION PICTURES, 35nini SLIDE FILMS AND SLIDES

Pre-production Planning

Research and Script

Photograptiy, Studio and

Location

Processing

Edge-numbered Work Prints

Sound Recording and

Rerecording

Editing and IVlatching

Titling and Animation

Release Printing

Magna-Striping

Slide Film Animation

Slide Duplicating

Vacuumating

Film Library

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY INC.

164 NORTH WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 6

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-6286

Professional Motion

Picture Production .

SERVICES AND FACILITIES

• 40' X 60' Air Conditioned Sound Stage

• RCA, Westrex and Ampex Recording Equipment

• Mitchell Cameras

• Mole Richardson and Bard well Lighting and Grip

Equipment

• Experienced and Cooperative Staff and Crews

• Location or Studio - 16mm - 35mm

For information call F. William Hart,

Vice-President ond Manager Lincoln 6-8822

NATIONAL FILM STUDIOS
(formeriy Capital film Studios)

105 11th Street, S.E. Washington, D. C.

IVew AUDID-VISUAL Equipment
Recent Product Developments for Production and Projection

Auditorium Sound Slide Unit

Announced by DuKane Corp.
"/-V A new sound slidefiltn projector,

record player and speaker combi-

nation for auditorium use lias been

announced by the DuKane Corp-

oration. St. Charles, Illinois.

The projector, Model 576-39, is

equipped with a 1,000-watt pro-

jection lamp and will accept a

DuKane's "Auditorium" Units

1,200-watt lamp. The combination

features DuKane's "Silent Sound"

system for automatically advanc-

ing the film in synchronization

with the sound. The auditorium

sound unit is Model No. 14B247.

A locking vise action of the

projector's glass aperture plates

keeps the picture in focus and the

plates open fully during the film

advance to protect the film from

scratches. The film is cooled by

a jet-stream cooling system using

two motors and a combination

fan and turbine blower. DuKane's

"inside-out" film cartridge elimi-

nates film rewinding.

High-fidelity speakers are built

into the carrying case for the rec-

ord player, which has a 3-speed

turntable and a microphone input.
:i: * *

Kinevox-Hallen '616' Recorder
Features 'Davis Filter' System
tV Light-weight portability and

smooth film motion are features of

the 1958 Kinevo.x-Hallcn Model

616 (16mm) Portable Recorder

Reproducer introduced to the east-

ern market in December by S.O.S.

Cinema Supply Corp. The unit

may be used in motion picture,

television and other types of audio-

visual recording.

The Model 616 is equipped with

"Davis Filter"—a tight loop filter

system said to maintain reverse or

forward operation in dead sync.

The unit has a film capacity of

800 feet and its standard reels

take up to 1600 feet of Mylar film.

Film feed and take-up spindles

allow use of any standard film

reel.

The unit's film speed is 36 feet

per minute, standard 16mm sound

speed. Frequency response is

flat from 50/8000 cycles, distor-

tion less than 1.5°i with total har-

monic at 400 cps. Signal to noise

ratio is not less than 50 db with

output level normal 4 dbm. Flutter

is less than 0.2%.

The electronic section of the re-

corder consists of one combina-

tion record and playback amplifier

and push-pull bias supply. A stand-

ard meter type volume indicator

is furnished and a monitor jack

is provided for headphone or ex-

ternal monitor amplifier. ^

or 16mm. Film — 400' to 2000' Reels

Protect your films

Ship in FIBERBILT CASES
Sold at leading dealers

Only



s's new R-15 Film Processor

Model R-1S Film Processing
Unit Announced by Filmline

li" A new film processing unit re-

quiring no darlvroom and de-

scribed as easy and economical to

operate has been announced by

Filmline Corp.. Milford. Connecti-

cut.

The Filmline 16mm Combina-
tion Reversal & Negative-Positive

Processor Model R-13 has an ex-

clusive friction-type overdrive film-

transport system featuring preci-

sion-machined overdrive compo-
nents. Film breakage, scratches

and static marks are eliminated, the

manufacturer states. Footage in

the unit's tanks will remain con-

stant for consistent, even develop-

ment, it is noted.

All tanks are fabricated from

heavy gauge stainless steel and are

heliarc-welded to government spe-

cifications. All tank fittings and

parts that come in contact with

solutions are made of stainless

steel or inert materials. g*

Photo Research Corp.
Redesigns Exposure Meter
Tr Limited production of the Model
A professional exposure meter has

been resumed by Photo Research

Corp., Hollywood, California, ac-

cording to Karl Freund, president.

The original Model A exposure

meter has been improved and is

to be marketed under the regis-

tered trade name of "Spectra Pro-

fessional." It is designed for use

in the motion picture industry,

television and related industries,

where instant direct reading with

great accuracy is required. The

Spectra Professional is sold with

disc, grid, 12 film-speed slides and

carrying case. R'

Camera Equipment Co., Offers
Smaller TEWE Viewfinder

A new. smaller model of the

TEWE Director's N'iewfinder has

been announced by Camera Equip-

ment Co., Inc., New York City.

Designed for use by directors for

academy aperture, the new view-

finder is of the Zoom type and is

available in 16mm and 35mm
models.

The 16mm model is calibrated

from 12' .mm to 50mm; the 35nim

is calibrated from 28mm to 150-

- Hans Jaggi. technical expert for

Animation Equipment Corpora-

tion, has installed a new O.xberry

optical printer at the studio of

Bavaria Film Company, Hamburg,
Germanv.

PROFESSIONAL
MATTES • INSERTS • FADES • DISSOLVES

WIPES • SUPERIMPOSURES
MOTION PICTURE & TELEVISION

OPTICAL EFFECTS ^ CINEMASCOPE
SSmm & 16inm B & W or Color

SPECIALIZED TITLES
Ray MERCER & CO.

ESTABLISHED 1928

PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
OPTICAL EFFECTS CHART & INFORMATION

4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 29,
NOrmandy 3-9331

CALIF.

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

RENTALS
FROM ONE SOURCE

CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16inm

35mm Slondard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single syslem

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/ 35mm
Combination

AURICONS
oil models single syslem

Cine Kodak Special

Maurer • Boiex

Blimps • Tripods

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Bardwell McAlister

Colorlron

Century

Cable

Spider Boxes

Bull Switches

Strong ARC-Trouper

10 Amps llOV AC 5000W-
2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites

{shadowless lite)

Gator Clip Lites

Barn Doors

DifFusers

Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

EDITING
Moviolas • Rewinders

Tobies * Splicers

Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Lodders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags

Gobo Stonds

Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnasync-magnetic film

Reeves Magicorder
Mole Richordson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to

operate camera ond recorder

DOLLIES
Fearless Panoram
Mc Alister Crab
Plotform • Western

3 Wheel Portable

WE SHIP VIA AIR. RAIL OR TRUCK

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT(o.jnc
Dept. S 31 S West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

"witl^ mo-vies!
.a-sk: .A-kt^^

sinoe 1©40

PRODUCTIONS
21 30 South Bellaire Street

Denver 22, Colorado

Phone SKyline 6-8383
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Send
Your Film

To The
Complete 16MIVI

Service

Laboratory
Unsurpassed for . .

.

SPEED -n



Gardner a New Bell & Howell
District Sales Manager
: Appointment of R. F. (Bud)
Gardner as a Bell & Howell Com-
pany district sales manager has

been announced by Carl Schreyer.

marketing vice-president.

In his new position. Gardner
will cover Minnesota. North Da-

Jh
R. F. (Bud) Gardner

kota and South Dakota for Bell &
Howell. Chicago manufacturer of

photographic, projection and elec-

tronic equipment.

Gardner has 1 1 years of experi-

ence in the audio-visual field,

serving in sales executive capaci-

ties in the midwest.

* * *

Construction Scene Footage
Available for Commercial Use
^^ Looking for construction scenes?

Neady 2.000 feet of 16mm col-

or film shots of heavy construction

projects are being made available

without charge for television com-
mercial and other production use

by F. H. McGraw & Company,
engineers and constructors.

The footage includes shots of

earth moving, railroad building,

steel and heavy machinery erec-

tion, large concrete pouring opera-

tions and other general construc-

tion shots which could be used by

building materials and equipment
manufacturers who sponsor films

for promotion.

The McGraw footage is part

of a time-lapse production record-

ing the progress on long-range con-

struction projects, thus the com-
pleted film will not be available

until late in 1958.

Though the construction foot-

age is supplied free, McGraw &
Company expects to receive some
kind of credit from sponsors using

this material. The company's ad-

dress is: 51 East 42nd Street. New
York 17. g-

RacJio & Television Executives
Tour Caravel ProcJuction Center
i< About 150 members of the

Radio & Television Executives So-

ciety toured Caravel Film's pro-

duction center in New York last

month, and witnessed a workshop
on producing the TV film commer-
cial.

The visiting executives exam-
ined editing rooms, art and anima-
tion facilities, and film and sound

production equipment.

Caravel's president. David I.

Pincus: vice-president, Calhoun
McKean; and executive producer.

Mauri Goldberg guided the group
through steps in producing a se-

ries of popular TV film spots, from
storyboard through production, re-

cording, printing and shipping

throughout the country. i^

Chicago Film Wins Civic Prize
'< The Chicago promotional film.

Pride of a City, took a first award
at the American Municipal As-
sociation convention.

IT MAKESxSENSEl!
HEAVY ouiy {^(UUtCU

^ SHIPPING CASES

FOR ROUND FILM CANS"

• Xo corners mean no weak points.

• Made of hard vulcanized fibre.

• Heavily varnished outside and
inside to make them even more
waterproof.

• Durable handles and web straps
on all sizes.

• New flat type buckles for easy
stacking.

The Nat/on 's Exclusive^

Source of the (^ouk^
film Shipping Case<^,

WM. SCHUESSLER • Dept. B
361 WIST SUPERIOR STREET • CHICAGO 10 • IL

economical - professional

motion picture production

film associates
of michigan, inc.

4815 cabot avenue
detroit 10, michigan
telephone lozon 2-6200

associated studios in

detroit - cliicago
new york - new Orleans
los angeles - baltimore
san francisco - liouston

wasliington - st. louis

ILLINOIS

James e. maclane
executive producer
23 years professional
experience in film

production

r I LlVlO . . . ^a4nledea,'icliix).fiejie4sA>e.

for sales promotion • public relations • sales

training • advertising • industrial development

Motion Pictures • Slide Films • Television Shows and Spots

Trailers • 16-3Smm • Color • B/W • Sound • Animation
Live Action.

COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES
AND FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS

Printing • Processing • Recording • Special

Effects • Photo and Sound Editing and Cut-

ting • Sound Stage. Company occupies 14,000

square feet and custom tailors services to meet

your needs.

beeland-wood films, inc.
752 Spring Street, N.W.

Atlanta, Go.
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NATIONAL DIRECTORY -OF -VlSUAli^^bUCATION DEALERS

EASTERN STATES

> MASSACHUSETTS •

Cinema, Inc., 234 Clarendon St..

Hoston IG.

• NEW JERSEY •

Slideciaft Co., 142 Morris .\ve..

Mountain Lakes. N. J.

Association Films, Inc., Broad at

Elm. Ridgefield. N. J.

. NEW YORK .

Association Films, Inc., 347 Mad-
ison, New York 17.

Ruchan Pictures, 122 W. Chip
pewa .St., Buffalo.

Crawford, Immig and Landis,

Inc., 200 Koiirth .A\enuc. Xeu
York 3, New ^'ork.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1775 Broadway. New York 19.

Ken Killian Co. Sd. & Vis. Pdts.,

723 Prospect .Ave.. Westburv.

N. Y.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp..

602 W. 52nd .St.. New York 19.

Training Films, Inc., 150 West
54th St.. New York 19.

Visual Sciences, 599BS .Siiffeni.

• PENNSYLVANIA .

J. P. Lilley & Son, 928 N. 3rd St..

Harrisburg.

Lippincott Pictures, Inc., 4729
Ludlow St.. Philadelphia 39.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Pittsburgh. Phone: ZEnith 0143.

. WEST VIRGINIA .

B. S. Simpson, 818 Virginia St..

W.. Charleston 2. Dickens C>-

6731.

SOUTHERN STATES

• FLORIDA •

Norman Laboratories & Studio,

Arlington Suburb, P.O. Box
8698, Jacksonville.

• GEORGIA •

Colonial Films, 71 Walton St..

N.W.. Alpine 5378, Atlanta.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 101 Walton
St., N. W., .Atlanta 3.

• LOUISI.\NA .

Stanley Projection Company, 1117

Bolton .Ave.. .Alexandria.

Stevens Pictures, Inc., 1307 Tii-

lane .Ave., New Orleans.

Delta Visual Service, Inc., 815

Povdras St.. New Orleans 12.

Phone: RA 9061.

. MISSISSIPPI •

Herschel Smith Company, 119

Roach St.. Jackson 110.

. TENNESSEE «

Southern Visual Films, 687 Shrine

Bklg., Memphis.

Tennessee Visual Education
Service, 416 A. Broad St., Nash-
ville.

. VIRGINIA •

Tidewater Audio-Visual Center,

Cameraland Bldg., #29 South-

ern Shopping Center, Norlolk

5. Phone JU-31181.

MIDWESTERN STATES

. ILLINOIS •

American Film Registry, 24 E.

Eighth Street, Chicago 5.

Association Films, Inc., 561 Hill-

grove. LaGrange, Illinois.

Atlas Film Corporation, 1111

South Boulevard. Oak Park.

The Jam Handy Organization,

230 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago

Midwest Visual Equipment Co.,

3518 Devon .Ave., Chicago 45.

. MICHIGAN •

Engelman Visual Education Serv-

ice, 4754-56 Woodward Ave.,

Detioit 1.

The Jam Handy Organization,

2821 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit

II.

Capital Film Service, 224 .Abbott

Road. East Lansing, Michigan.

• OHIO •

Ralph V. Haile & Associates, 326

E. Fourth. Cincinnati 2.

. OHIO .

.\cademy Film Service, Inc.,

2110 Pavne .Ave.. Cleveland
14.

Fryan Fihn Service, 1810 E. 12th

St.. Cleveland 14.

Simrav Films, Inc., 2108 Payne
.Ave.. Cle\ eland 14.

The Jam Handy Organization,

Davton. Phone: ENterprise
6289.

Twyman Films, Inc., 400 West
First Street. Dayton.

M. H. Martin Company, 1118

Lincoln Way E.. Massilloii.

WESTERN STATES

. CALIFORNIA •

LOS .ANGELES .AREA

Clausonthue Audio Visual, Salci

and Service, 1 10 Shoppers Lane.

Covina.

Coast Visual Education Co., 5620

Hollvwood Blvd.. Hollywood
28.

Hollywood Camera Exch., 1600

Cahuenga Blvd.. Hollywood.

The Jam Handy Organization,

1402 N. Ridgewood Place, Hol-

lvwood 28.

Ralke Company, 829 S. Flower
St., Los .Angeles 17. Phone:
TR. 8664.

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp.,

6331 Hollvwood Blvd., Holly

wood 28.

Spindler & Sauppe, 2201 Beverly

Blvd.. Los .Angeles 57.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA
.Association Films, Inc., 799

Stevenson St.. San Francisco.

Photo & Sound Company, 1 1

6

Natoma St., San Francisco 5.

Westcoast Films, 350 Battery St..

San Francisco 11.

• COLORADO •

Audio-Visual Center, 28 E. Ninth
Ave., Denver 3.

• OREGON •

Moore's Motion Picture Service,

1201 S. W. Morrison. Portland

5, Oregon.

. TEXAS

•

.\ssociation Films, Inc., 1108 Jack-

son Street, Dallas 2.

• UTAH •

Deseret Book Company, Bo.\ 958,

Salt Lake City 10.

Chetwynd Films Team Shoots
Stories in Spain, Portugal
m a two-man team from the

staff of Chetwynd Films, Ltd.,

Toronto. Canada has been busy in

Spain and Portugal completing the

shooting of several films for CBC
Television. Canadian Pacific Air-

lines and other organizations.

Eirikur Hagan, writer-director,

and Wallace Donaldson, director-

cameraman have been gathering

some 50.000 feet of exposed color

I

Wallace Donaldson

film depicting such subjects as

life, education, art and recreation

in Spain and Portugal.

The Farm Broadcasts. Chil-

dren's and Public Affairs depart-

ments of CBC Television, and

other potential sponsors, have

shown interest in the 16mm film

stories, recorded in various lengths

in color and black and white.

Hagan. whose background m-

cludes film work in England.

France and Scandinavia, went to

Madrid about two months ago to

do research and writing for the

new films. Donaldson. Chetwynd's

director of photography, recently

joined Hagan on the overseas as-

signment. 9"

* * *

Lawrence Expands N. Y. Studio
; Robert Lawrence Productions,

Inc.. has expanded studio facilities

in New York. A two-story build-

ing, directly across from the com-

pany's main headquarters on West

.S4th Street, has been leased on a

long-term basis.

USE THIS DIRECTORY TO LOCATE THE BEST IN EQUIPMENT. FILMS AND PROJECTION

FOR SALE

BELL & HOWELL
35mm to 16mm

Reduction Printer

• Like Nev
• Fully Guaranteed

• Price Reasonable

CAMERA EQUIPMENT Co., Inc.

315 West 43rd Street

New York, N. Y.

t
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MODERN SLIDE PROJECTION

IS OF URGER SCOPE

«^aA &4vutt^ «^ 'Deuut

fncandetcenf projectors rcMrict projection
»o small scrasns—^mall oudisne««.

New lorge-screen pichire preiocttoi
has been mode possible

Ideal for sales conferences

technical meetings,

copventions, schools
churches and hotels and particularly where

it is impractical, uneconomical or
impossible to darken the room. Projects

brilliant pictures up to 30 feet wide, using
ZVa" X 4" and 2" x 2" slides.

Write far free literature,

prices or demonstrations.

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION
^9 Cly Pork Avegue • ToUds I, Otn*

UNUSUAl
I6fnm; -

For tl.ei
Professional

Cine Phptogropher I

WOILD'S lAtCEST STOCK GREATEST SElCaiONI
IMMEDIATE OEUVEHY - IS-OAY FREE TBIAt

Unsurpassed quality . . . high speedt . .

broode* scene coveroge. dramatic rr\agnified

dosovps, factory mounting and collimoting

-i/S". lOmm F, IS
ATigen:cux S149.50

S 69.50

W::". F/1.0 Carl

Meyw Monar . .S195-0O
S224.50

1". 25mni F/(t.95 Carl

Meyer Moriar . .S155.00
Rii'Ur S109.50

IVrite Depf, BS\2 today .

Send For Your 120 Page
BURKE and JAMES
60th ANNIVERSARY

IRGE
PHOTO EQUIPMENT

cnTnLOG
• Oreatcsr Lens Ortennc^ • Cameras—Reeular,
Indusinal and Scientific! • Eolareen— Solar.
Etc' • Lighting— Professional— Strobe, Etc.!
• Accessories' U'r/.-i- .'r.-:m E * JAMES, IMC

bash Chicaao 4. Illinois

STORY OF THE NAVY DOCTOR:

(continued from page thirty-nine)

weil in our efforts to interest promising phy-

sicians in a naval career.""

Success of the 42-minute picture lies in the

tollowup showings. Helping insure that effec-

tive result are many scheduled showings in

medical schools and colleges throughout the

country and to groups of doctors taking their

degrees under Navy supervision. It might well

find its way to junior college and senior high

school groups where the decision for a career

is nearly always made.

Meanwhile, the Naws Bureau of Medicine

and Surgery holds high hopes that project MN-
8496 will help point a new direction for fur-

ther development of motion pictures as motiva-

tional tools in the armed services. j^'

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
AUGUST 24. 1912 AS AMENDED BY ACTS
OF MARCH 3. 1933, AND JULY 2. 194«
(Title 39. United States Code. Section 233)
SHOWING THE 0\VNERSHIP. MANAGE-

MENT AND CIRCULATION OF
Business Scre€n Magazine, published eight times annually
at Chicago, Illinois for October, 1957.

1. The names and addresses of the publisher, mannging
editor, and business managers are; Editor. O- H. Coelln,
Jr., 7064 Sheridan Road. Chicago 26. Hlinois. Managing
editor. Robert Dorset. 7064 Sheridan Road. Chicago 2r.. UI-
inois.

2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and
address must be stated and immediately thertundi r the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1

percent or more of total amount of stock. If not owned
by a corporation, the names and addresses of individual
owners must be given. If owned by a partnership or other
unincorporated firm, its name and address, as well as that
of each individual member, must be given.) Business Screen
Magazines. Inc.. 7064 Sheridan Road. Chicago 26, Illinois:

O. H. Coeiln. Jr.. 7064 Sheridan Road. Chicago 26. Illinois;
Robert Seymour, Jr., Box 398, Southhampton, New York:
Dale McCutcheon. Evanston. Illinois; Mrs C. Sherwoo^l
Baker. Evanston. Illinois.
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of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: None,
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where the stock-
holder or security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
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is acting: also the statements in the two paragraphs show
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(My commission expires January 22, 1961)

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK

* Processes up to 400 Ff.

* 8mm— 16mm—35mm
" Movie, X-Ray, Microfilm
* Motor cJriven portable

Tough plastic tanks
* Uniform density assured
* 70mm tank available

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
Speedy drying

* Automatic shrinkage
allowance

* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction

Easily assembled
without toots

* Compact, Portable

Guaranteed—Write For Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.
485 South Ave.

Beacon. N. Y.

Our Lightweight

Sound Slidefilm

Machines Are Famous

• Famous for Clear Sound.

• Famous for Having the Complete
Unit in One Case.

• Famous for Perfect Focus.

Make an Actual Comparison Be-
fore You Buy!

McCLURE
lllS'i W. Washington Boulevard

CHICAGO
Phone: CAnal 6-4914

MOTION PICTURES

FILMOGRAPHS

SLIDE FILMS

SLIDES

TRAINING COURSES

TRAINING GUIDES

FLANNEL BOARDS

TV COMMERCIALS

254 WEST 54th STREET, N.Y.C.

COIumbus 5-7620
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THE mPEX OF SPDIVSaflED FILMS

it This reader's reference guide covers motion picture and slidefilm

programs reviewed in Volume Eighteen of Business Screen. The

issue number and page on which a case history or feature article ap-

peared are shown for each sponsor and film tide below.

SPONSOR

Aero Mayflower Transit Co.

Aluminum Company of America

American Airlines. Inc.

American Bakeries Co.

American Cyanamid Company
American Ga> Assn.

American Hockey Coaches Assn.

American Management Assn.

American Medical Assn.

American Newspaper Publishers

Assn.

American Petroleum Institute

American-Standard

American Telephone & Telegraph

Co.

American Zine Institute

Armco Steel Corp.

Armstrong Cork Co.

Athletic Institute

Automobile Mfrs. Assn.

Autonetics. Div. of Downey.
North American Aviation

Avro Aircraft Ltd. (Canada)

Baldwin-Lima-Hamillon Corp.

Baltimore & Ohio Raidroad

Issue No. Page

Bell & Ho Co.

Bell Telephone Co. of Canada
Bethlehem Steel Co.

The Borden Co.

The Brown Co.

Caland Ore Co. Ltd. (Canada!
Cal. Highway Safety Council

University of California

Captain Morgan Rum Distillers

Ltd. (Canada I

Dale Carnegie & Associates, Inc.

John R. Cassell Co.. Inc.

Caterpillar Tractor Co.

Champion Paper & Fibre Co.

Chr>sler Corp.

City of Hope Hospital

Clark Equipment (^o.

Coca-Cola Co.

Columbia University, Teachers
College

Committee of American Steam-

ship Lines

Compressed Air & Gas
Institute

C. D. Conn, Ltd.

Creole Petroleum Corp.

Curtis Publishing Co.

The Dartnel! Corp.

Detroit Edison Co.

Diamond Match Co.

Walt Disney Productions

Dow Chemical Co,

DuPont Co.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Employers Labor Relaiir)ns

Information Committee, Inc.

Ethyl Corporation

FILM TITLES
—A—

The Mayflouer Story 7

Color it Texture in Aluminum Finishes 3

Alice in Washington 3

Menu Magic 1

The Man in the Doorway 6

Seven Doorways to Death 7

How to Play Hockey Series (8 films > 1

Arbitration 5

Even For One 4-

The Case of the Doubting Doctor 4

People. Profits and You 3

A New Word for Farming 1

A Story of People & Progress 5

Down to Earth 1

The Antidote 5

Career Day 1

Hemo. the Magnificent 2

The Hotel-Motel Sales Story 4

The Strange Case of Cosmic Rays 7

Die Casting: How Else Would
You Use It? 1

Zinc Controls Corrosion I

Machining Stainless Steels
~

Perils of Pauline Consumer 1

Town & Country Recreation 3

Your Safety First 1

This Is Recomp 6

The Air Cadet Stor^ 1

—B—
On The Move .1

W ashington-Shrine of

American Patriotism I

Ideas and Film 6

How to Operate the Hell &
Howell Sound Projector fi

Sky Watch on .55 3

The Long Pull 1

Hail the Hearty 6

Paper tor a Purpose 7

—c—
Ore in Sight 7

The Invisible Passenger 1

Electronic Computers Improve
Management Control 3

Jamaica Flavour 6

The Dale Carnegie Story 3

3 Dimensional Drafting 3

Road Block ^

1104 Sutton Road 6

People & Profits 6

A Bridge to Life 1

Moving Mountains 7

The Kicking Game 6

Keyboard Experiences in

Classroom Music 4^

Lifelines U.S.A. 6

Overworked & Underpowered 3

Mr. B. Natural ^

Assignment: Venezuela 1

Modern Magazine Magic 1

_D—
Opening the Sale <

PRDC Newsreel 1

Sflf-Starting Charcoal Briquets 4

Man in Space 7

Our Friend the Atom 7

Highway Hearings
~

Build for Profit 1

—E—
The Magic Box That Remembers 6

Portrait in Plastic 7

So Can You 3

You and Labor Law f>

Automotive Principles Series

(9 Films) 2

47

37

61

160

41

47

183

39
37

34

22

165

8

172

39

159

12

53
38

180

180

52

176
48

183

59

177

48

160

58

58

26

161

43

47

52

161

27

59

39

26
63
67

38

171

54
6

57

44

27

40
161

167

55
163

53

39
39

48

166

48

52
48
48

40

SPONSOR

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Ford Motor Co.

Gardner-Denver Co.

General Electric

Gordon Edgell & Sons, Ltd.

(Australia)

Greater New York Fund
Gunther Brewing Co.

Hallmark Card Co.

Hercules Powder Co.

Household Finance Corp.

Ideal Toy Corp.

Institute of Life Insurance

International Business

Maciiines Corp.

International Film Bureau

S. C. Johnson Co,

Keystone Steel & Wire Co.

Lederle Laboratories. Div.

American Cyanamid Co.

Lenox China Co.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Los Angeles Dept, of Water

and Power

State of Maine.
Agriculture

The Martin Co.

Depl. of

Masonite Corp.

George S. Mav Co.

McGraw-Hill text Films

William S. Merrill Co.

Methodist Church
Monsanto Chemical Co.

National Association of

Investment Companies
National Association of

Manufacturers

National

National

National

National

Infanti

National

Board
National

Natir)nal

Nation's

New^ Ho

Canners Association

Coffee Association

Film Board of Canada
Foundation of

le Paralysis

Live Stock & Meat

Presto Industries

Tuberculosis Assn.

Business Magazine
land Machine Co.

New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.

New York Stock Exchange
Notre Dame University

Oil Heat Institute of America
Oklahoma State Dept. of Heahl
Orenda Engines Ltd. (Canada)

Pan American World Airways
Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

Phelps Dodge Copper Product
Corp.

Phoenix Cliamber of Commerce
Power Products Corp.

President's Committee for

Hungarian Refugee Relief

President's Committee for

Traffic Safety

Prestone Div., National

Carbon Co.

Pure-Pak

FILM TITLES—F—
.African Rhythms
Th e Corporal Story

The Word is Spreading
Ford Stylist

There's Even More Than Meets
the Eye

—G—
.4 Cup For Adam's .Ale

Overland Underground
Viva La Difference

Behind the Portrait

What Kind of Day Has It Been?
Play Ball with the Orioles

—H—
Cradle Song
Blasting Vibrations. Cause & Effect

Highway Life Lines

Your Money's Worth in Shipping

—I—
A Tale of Three Toys
Measure of a Man
A Moon Is Born

Anger At Work
—J—

From Start to Finish

—K—
Steel Wire in Agriculture

Steel Wire in Industry—L—
For More Tomorrows

Treasure for Your Table

A Place in the Sun
Sea Wings
Power for Progress

—M—
Potatol^nd

Honeycomb Repair

North Field Com bat Operations

The Big Addition

1956 World Championship of Golf

Adolescent Development Series

(3 Films)

Marriage & Family Living Series

(3 Films)

The Medical Witness

Ceiling 5000
The La<-t of Grass

—N—
The Hope That Jack Built

Industrious Georgia

Something Can Be Done .About

Tax Discrimination

The Story of John Porter

The Magic Cup
Stress

Brighter America
Unconditional Surrender

With An All-Star Cast

She Wears 10 Hats

Are You Positive?

The Netv Dimensions of Management
Story for the Editor

Who Cares About the Weather

This is Neic Jersey

Your Share in Tomorrow
Notre Dame
—o—

Hou^ewarming Party

.Anger at Work
The Air Cadet Stor\—p—
Castles and Casfcnets

Trains. Tracks <t Safety Facts

The Copper Network

Phoenix - Your Cit)

Mower Power to J ou

This Is Kilmer

Traffic A ctio n Program

You Ough'n Drain Your .Auto

in the Autumn
For God and My Country

Issue No. Page

2 52

4 52

7 46
6 36

1 179
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NOW in the East it's . .
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16mm -35mm EASTMAN COLOR
Negative -Positive Processing

Plus exclusive ADDITIVE

scene to scene-color balanced

KODACHROME printing.

COLOR CORPORATION "°'"^'-*^^""-°"'G. 6>9 W. 54.h ST. NEW YORK 19. n. y
. JUDSON 6-0360
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FROM THE PRODUCERS OF
THE MOTION PICTURE

Rudolph the Red- Nosed Reindeer

7^ JAM HANDY

II
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NEW YORK 19
!

JUdson 2-4060

Ti' Dramatizations

HOLLYWOOD 28
Hollywood 3-2321

.'? Visualizations

DETROIT 11
TRInity 5-2450

PITTSBURGH
ZEnith 0143

DAYTON
ENterprise 6289

CHICAGO
STate 2-6757

Presentations si Motion Pictures i-i Slidefilms ;"? Training Assistance
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